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With the exception of the main text of the translation itself, nearly every mention of the name of
Prophet Mu]:iammad

g; is followed by the Arabic "16" which may be translated as "God bless him

and grant him peace," a prayer of endearment reflecting Muslim veneration for the Prophet:�- The
Arabic Prayer

also may appear after the names of other prophets (as well as Angel Gabriel

meaning "peace be upon him," an expression of Muslim love and esteem for each of them.

�1),

The English meanings of other Arabic icons featured in the new rendering of the Bembo font for this
translation are listed in the table below.
.%
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�

Highly exalted is He, and most high
The One to whom belongs absolute power and majesty
God bless him and grant hi1n peace
Peace be upon him
Peace be upon her
Peace be upon them (plural, masculine)
God be pleased with him
God be pleased with her

�

�

c'di;,

�l�

tf

God be pleased with both of them (dual)
God be pleased with them (plural, masculine)
God be pleased with them (plural, feminine)
Marks the beginning of the rube, or quarter part
Marks a place at the end of a Quranic verse calling for
ritual performance of the sajdah, or bowing down
Marks the beginning and end of a Quranic citation
in English

QURANIC CITATION NOTE
References to the Quran's verses in this book are cited following an established system: "Surah" (Quran
Chapter) name; "Comma"; "Number" of Surah; "Colon"; "Number" of verse. For example, the third

verse of the Quran' s fi rst surah (or chapter) is cited as Surat Al-Fatibah, 1:3.

BRACKET NOTE
Within some translated texts are half brackets

that contain clarifying text that should be read

c

'

as if it were part of the text. For example: He is the One who pronounces blessinc<?S that descend upon you

c

with His mercy ... (The Quran, Surat Al-Ab.zab, 33:43).
'

FOR

Peace on Earth
And for all in the English-speaking world who
may derive from the Heavenly Book, even in the
smallest degree, the impulse to seek divine
guidance for a meaningful life,
here and in the Hereafter.
AND FOR

The very special people
who have immeasurably enriched my life
- as a son, a brother, a husband, a father,
a friend, a student, and a teacher
and who have enabled me to enjoy
an ever-rewarding study

of the Gracious Quran and the graced Prophet g,
AND

Especially for my wife,
a beacon of unfailing light
through all the reaches of my life may she be ever blessed with God's light.

JN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

dent

deen.

gwe.J

�The Quran, 59:21-24
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BEFORE YOU READ!

IN THE PHYSICAL world, elements j oin
forces, despite differences, to sustain the exis
tence we all know. We see water and light, feel
the air on our faces, and live on earth with
countless diverse beings. We walk the world's
valleys, run its sandy shores, and scale its moun
tains. Their soft, earthen, or rocky surfaces do
not keep us from them. We cherish the fragrant
greenery of their plants and flowers no more
than the silent austerity of their crests and
shoals. Forms diverge in shape and color, smell
and texture, function and lifespan; yet they are
deeply interdependent and together make up
what our scholars of the empirical sciences have
so aptly termed the "natural" order. There can
be no doubt that an unyielding emphasis on the
"dissimilarities" of the constituents of existence
would limit the human outlook on the world
to a dangerously narrow margin, indeed. For,
in fact, such a mood clashes with the most ur
gent message of the scientists of our age: A
great unity underlies all earthly existence,
wherein lies its phenomenal individual re
silience and its precarious collective fragility.
The analogy I am making is especially well
suited to a first, or first serious, exploration of
the Quran, the Sacred Text at the root of the
religion of Islam. In the world of the Quran,
as in the natural one, there is an elemental unity
to its Heavenly message just b eneath the
unique style of its outward expression. This

point is particularly important in light of the
inexorably mundane conventions of "the pub
lication" that have so thoroughly trained read
ers in our time to acquiesce in the hegemony
of the linear, the chronological, the dismem
bered, the provisional. Yet the Quran is dy
namic, integrative, holistic, and unconditional.
That is its nature.
For the Creator, resplendent and exalted,
who originated the multifarious order of the
physical world, as believers of every Heavenly
faith report to us, is the same One who re
vealed and gave order to the content of the
Quran as a final divine dispensation to all
human b eings, whoever and wherever they
might b e until the end of time; hence, their
similar animation and character. So the natural
world fills up our senses with countless signs of
its All-Living God, and the Quran explains the
significance of those signs directly from God to
give life to our hearts. Indeed, b oth of these
constituencies, the individual things of creation
and the singular verses of the Quran, the Quran
terms ayah (pl. aydt), each one a "sign."
These "textual" and "contextual" worlds
share much else, as well. There is utter distinc
tiveness in each and every sign, and also a pro
found repetition in their occurrence and
collectivity. The signs in the pages of the
Quran, like those in its counterpart book of na
ture, often appear together, despite their diverXI
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sity, and shift from shape to scape unexpect

Who is the Creator? Who is man? How shall

edly, but never haphazardly, and always to the

he live as an individual, as part of a family, in

effect of an acute escalation of experience and

community? What is his relationship to genera

realization-provided the factor of human

tions past, his responsibility to those forthcom

contemplation is applied. Most tellingly, they

ing? What is his earthly mission? Why are there

share two distinguishing marks of the work of

different religions and how is the human wor

the Creator: At once, they provoke an exqui

shipper to relate to others in view of this? What

site event of beauty and an experience of soul

shall be man's worldly end? Shall there be an

shuddering truth.

other beginning? These are the vital questions

It should come as no surprise, then, that the

r.inning through the veins of the human crea-

divine address of the Quran centers on two

ture, with tens of related queries besides. Their

principal domains: That of the Creator and cre

answers, all of them, one may find in the "sign

ation and, as an extension of this, the realms of

verses" of the Quran-yet in the peerless style of

the unseen and the seen. Viewed from our lit

the Quran and in its inimitable way.

tle corner of the natural cosmos, the human

All that is requested of you, whatever may

being represents the focal point of this Heav

be your conviction, is that you approach this

enly discourse. We are introduced as masters of

expression of much love to render the Quran's

the earth, vis-a-vis the rest of creation, and dig

meanings into another tongue and time, with

nified beyond our fellow creatures, anim�ate

the decisively human virtues of sincerity and

and inanimate. Indeed, all of them on earth,

humility, along with an open mind and sound

and in the lower heaven, have been subjugated

heart. Read what has come down to us as a

to us and made serviceable for our life here.

confirmation of the message of Noah

Yet at the same time we are told clearly that, in

Parchments of Abraham

�1,

�1,

the

the Torah of

�1,

fact, we too are servants in both our corpore

Moses

ality and in our nature-but only to the Cre

Evangel of Jesus

ator and to no other, human or otherwise. For

has garnered untold hours of care because of a

the Psalms of David

�1.

and the

This work of translation

every woman and man of us springs from a sin

divine worthiness in the original that is beyond

gle origin, is hosted in one environment, and

the inventive competencies of mere mortals.

walks into a singular inevitable destiny. We

Yet I have attempted to make it deserving of a

meet with all existents, other than God, only

reader whom I pray will be activated in mak

upon the plane of our mutual "createdness" as

ing for a better tomorrow, wherein humankind

His fellow servants. They can never be in ser

will bequeath to its children and its descendants

vice, in the sense of worship, to anyone other

after them (and all earth's other inhabitants) a

than God, and we must never allow ourselves

world guided by the blessings of knowledge

to be. God has raised human beings to the top

from Heaven and sustained by Heaven's mercy

of creation, though we are not the oldest of

from above them and beneath their feet, a place

creatures, nor the strongest, nor the most com

long from our present woes of hunger and fear,

plex. Thus, we are forbidden to compromise

a far serene country, distant from the desperate

this divine order or vested honor to worship

pang of poverty and the desolating shriek of

anything or anyone equal to or below us in sta

war. In a word, may they partake in the fruit of

tus or stature as creature. There is none to be

all of this, a term we call "peace": The very

worshipped save God.

meaning of a religion the Quran names

XII

Islam.

Final Word
THIS WORK RESOLUTELY

adheres to scholarly

an even greater debt of gratitude to every per

principles, but it is not directed to the acaderni-

son who has prayed for, given to, or trekked

cian or specialist. It has been rendered in the

through this long journey to

service of the much broader audience compris-

The Gracious
Quran: A Modern-Phrased Interpretation in English.

ing the universe of English speakers. This, of

They know who they are-and, indeed, God

course, divulges a monumental hope. I confess

knows them (and shall suffice them!) best.

Lord! Dispose me always to give thanks for Your grace, with which
You have graced me and my parents, and that I do righteous deeds with
which You are pleased. And make righteous for me my children. Indeed, I
have repented to You. And, most surely, I am of those who are
"
in willing submission to God alone ".7
- Surat Al-Ahqaf, 46: 1 5

Ahmad Zaki Hammad, Ph.D.

24 Rabi' Al-Than! 1429
30 April 2008

Cairo, Egypt

XIII

To Be

GOD CREATED YOU,

definitely call on you and hold you responsible
and all that you see in the

for all the choices you make as an individual

world and do not see, for a reason. Your shape

and as a part of a larger community. Moreover,

and spirit are different from the sky's, the

the results of this accountability will come to

earth's, the mountain's, the bird's, and the

you and your people, both in this life and after

tree's, but your purpose is not. It is to come to

death. This is morality coupled with mortality,

unwavering faith in God as He is-without

the two defining qualities of the human being.

seeing Him-and then to worship Him as if

The idea that we are liable in life and after

you do. Your fellows in creation, the nonhu

death for our beliefs and actions brings up two

man ones just mentioned and others besides,

important questions, the second one claiming a

always know their purpose and succeed in

thing that may surprise some of us: First, why

achieving it simply by being what they are be

has God obliged us to find our faith instead of

cause God fixed this function into the natures

programming it in us, like the rest of creation

He created them with. This does not, how

that we know? Second, can it be that when we

ever, make them better than you. In fact, it is

have lost our souls, and our bodies decay into

you, as a human being, whom God has raised

the earth, that God will truly raise us to life

above much of His creation, subjugating all

again? The first answer is that by making us

that you see in this life, and much that you do

come to the realization that we have a Creator,

not see, to your will. That is because you have

God tests our gratitude to Him for bringing us

what these other creatures do not: Freedom to

from a condition of deadness into the thrill of

choose and a mind to make those choices with.

living existence, and from utter unawareness to

These two gifts come with consequences,

the dignity of rational being. The second is that

however. First, God set faith in Him as our

God, who created everything from nothing

Sole Creator, deep within your human nature,

and then guided it to its natural way of life, can

even as He did in, say, the bee's or the flower's.

recreate it all over again with complete preci

Yet unlike them, your disposition to believe in

sion whenever He chooses and with no weari

and worship God sleeps in your soul and must

ness. In fact, He has told us that He means to

be awakened by the use of your mind (which

do exactly this with His entire human creation

is really another word for your heart). Second,

after we die and the world ends. Then He will

God may or may not choose to call the bee or

keep us in new states of being ever after. This

flower to account for what it does, but He will

last statement is both a major part of our test of

XIV
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faith and the perfection of the blessing of

elations spread enjoin belief in the same One

human life, for which no amount of thankful

God, practice of the same human virtues, and

ness to God can suffice, a demonstration of

admonition about our same ultimate destiny.

pure divine mercy.

Many religions teach the essence of all that

However, God evolved their traditions and
systems of human self-governance regarding

has just been said. Moreover, the human sense

the rights and obligations of the individual, the

of moral conduct across time and the world is

community, and human interaction as hu

remarkably common. Yet, how can you know
that these ideas are true? Why are the concepts

mankind itself developed personally, socially,

and globally. It is God's way that all He does

of right and wrong so widely and persistently

should come to perfection. Therefore, from

shared? The response is twofold: God set free

the beginning, He willed that the human lead

willed people upon the earth to journey back

ership of His prophets and the revealed guid

that is good for themselves and the rest of cre

at precisely the right moment in history. The

ation along the way. He did not strand them,

work that these words introduce represents in

to pure belief in Him alone and to strive for all

ance of His Books would reach a culmination

however, in the lonely vastness of a planet adrift

English the fruition of that anciently sacred tra

in space without the sustenance their bodies re

dition. In its original Arabic, it is entitled the

quire or the guidance their souls need. Provi

Quran, meaning the Recitation, or the Read

sion flourishes all about us in the teeming

ing. It is named this because God intended for

creation God made serve us as food, fuel, and

believing men and women to read and recite it

habitation; and it extends to the way He di

over and over again, as a grace and as a Re

vided us into genders and united us as families.

minder to them. For it makes clear to them

As for the want of our spirits, God continu

who they are, where they come from, where

ously sent among humankind two forms of

they are headed, what they are to do, what will

guidance to stir our souls to remembrance of

happen if they do not listen, what will be theirs

Him and to ease our social and emotional ex

if they do, and Who it is that brought them to

istence. On one hand, He sent us human be

life and why.

ings, whom He communicated with, taught,

The "translation" of this Book is not the

and raised as models for the rest of us to follow.

Quran itself, an important distinction to keep

These are the prophets and messengers, most

in mind. The Quran only exists as God Him

of whom we no longer know, though nearly

self revealed it to the final messenger-letter

every community in the history of humanity

by-letter,

has had them. On the other, He revealed

segment-by-segment,

word-by-word,

verse-by-verse,

through some of His messengers Heavenly

prophet then conveyed it verbatim to all those

Books that we ordinary people could directly

around him as he received it, and saw to it that

surah-by-surah.

This

access. These scriptures are the inscribed re

his companions memorized it accurately and

membrances of God in His own words, meant

transcribed it meticulously in writing. Nearly

to explain to the first of us and the last of us

fourteen hundred years later, it still holds the

who our Creator is, what He expects of hu

selfsame language and final verse and segment

mankind, and what we can hope for in Him in

order that this last of God's messengers to the

the days of the world and the life everlasting.
The messages that these prophets and rev-

world transmitted, bringing it to life and oth
ers to life with it. That messenger's name is

xv
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Muhammad, God's blessings and peace be

and ways of life other than their own as antag

upon him-and upon all his brothers whom

onistic competitors.

God sent as prophets and messengers before
him. These include Jesus
ham

�1,

and Noah

�1.

�1,

Moses

�1, Abra

There are other men

You may ask why Muslim scholars left such
an obviously crucial task to those who would
portray the Quran as false or who lacked the

and women of God that the Quran will pre

capacity to do it well. It is a fair question, but

sent to you as role models, many of whom you

the answer is complex. The upshot is that, for

will likely have heard of before, and some who

various reasons of confidence and competence,

may be new to you. The Quran makes no dis

they were profoundly late in meeting the ur

tinction between the creed of any of them.

gent need to express the meaning of the Book

They are a single fellowship charged with

of God in English. This is despite the fact that

bringing to the world a solitary faith: Belief in

God has entrusted the Muslim community to

One God without partner. It does not take its

uphold the Quran's message on earth and to

name from any one of them, nor from their

teach it without compulsion to the peoples of

peoples or lands. Rather, from its central, sin

the world. At present, existing English transla

gular truth comes its title: Islam, the religion of

tions of the Quran by Muslims are not few, but

willing human submission to the will of God.

the capabilities of their translators differ widely,

This Translation

number of them are reasonably good and accu

This book is not the first to interpret the
Quran into English, but many of the preceding

as do the criteria they set for themselves. A
rate, and, therefore, worthy.
The distinctive merits of this new interpre

(1)

efforts are dependent on the translations of oth

tation, God willing, are three:

ers, rather than on original investigation and

understanding of the intent of the words and

It conveys an

studious engagement with the Quran itself

verses of the Arabic Quran, according to a

Moreover, it was those who openly, and often

comprehensive, if not exhaustive, study of how

�

hostilely, rejected the truth of the Quran as a

the Prophet Muham..'1a
1. d

divine communication that made most of the

plained them and how his Companions under

early presentations of the Quran in translation.

stood his elucidation. (This is knowledge that

reportedly ex

Like the unbelievers that the Quran itself talks

has been preserved, considered, and classified

about, they saw it as no more than a mere

through

human fabrication, and this inevitably slanted

Quran scholarship by the learned throughout

their representations of it. In addition, a major

the world.)

ity of the Quran's translators, Muslims and oth

ficient context, within its translation, to allow

ers, have had inadequate higher training in

the new reader and the nonspecialist to under

fourteen

(2)

centuries

of

continuous

It supplies from this research suf

understanding this Revelation and little or no

stand the references and connections that an

traditional grounding in its learning or in the

Arabic reader well-studied in the Quran would

related primary fields of knowledge that the

grasp.

Quran gave birth to and still nourishes. This

verses in clear language that also tries to elicit a

(3)

It presents this reading of the Quran's

means that a good number of the early transla

sense of reverence and beauty because the

tions of the Quran were done by individuals

meanings of the Quran should also sound be

who understood the Quran little, or who

coming; for that is very much a part of the orig

sought to attack it because they saw religions

inal Quranic experience, though we have no

XVI
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hope of duplicating that in another language

others may second- or third-handedly attribute

since the Quran is miraculous in this regard. In

to it and then recklessly ascribe to its adherents.

addition, a premium has been placed on acces

Nor should hearsay about Muslims-even

sibility, not only in language, but in the way the

hearsay dressed in expensive suits and illustrated

words, verses, surahs, and parts of the Quran

with quotes and film footage-be taken as le

are designated and displayed on the page.

gitimate commentary on the Quran. If we do

A word here is in order about the religion of

not know something or understand it from our

Islam and the Quran in our times, though actu

own personal intellectual exertion, then we

ally it applies to all wisdom and ways of life we

must reserve judgment until we do. To believe

may meet. The Quran holds that God gave

in something that we have not even considered

human beings minds so that they could evaluate

and do not fathom is the definition of igno

for themselves the truth and import of things.

rance. To act on that assumption is the very

The very fact that we have independent wills for

meaning of belligerence.

which we each bear individual moral responsi

Resolving ourselves to live by this kind of

bility makes thinking one of those essential ob

simple but principled policy of forming opin

ligations that one cannot pass off to another. All

ions only after study gives way to thought and

of us are responsible to assess the truth and rec

thought to knowledge could not possibly be

titude of our own thoughts and beliefs, and to

more relevant or crucial to our success as peo

do likewise with the information that comes to

ple and nations. It is tantamount to asking one

us from others. We must do this inventory in an

self what kind of human being one wants to be

ongoing fashion, in order to adjust our percep

and what kind of society and world one wants

tions continually to reality (that is, to learn) and

to be part of. For it is only after we first under

to repeatedly redirect our behavior to good ac

stand that we can begin the reflection that is

tion (that is, to improve). In other words, criti

necessary to believe correctly and then act de

cal reflection cultivates modesty and honesty,

liberately. Here, let the Muslim take special

the two mother traits of noble character. God

note, particularly those who remain confined

has given this power of judgment to us as an in

to the far shores of the Arabic language. God

ternal safeguard against our being involuntarily

revealed the Quran for humanity to listen to

misled into either condoning or perpetrating

with heed, that is, to pay serious attention to

wrongful harm. That is to say, our reasoning

its meanings, because the secret of God's mercy

ability constitutes a failsafe faculty that nullifies

itself lies in pondering them and living them.

the dubious claim that it is a human "right" to

This work has been done through many years

blame others and to excuse oneself for believing

and challenges to equip people from every

wrongly about God and being ignorant of the

place and path of life-someone like yourself

good, the right, and the wholesome thing to do

to do exactly that: To make an educated judg

in virtually every situation.

ment about your faith, your life, your conduct,

Increasingly much is now being said in
English about Islam, its Book, its Messenger,

and your world, and thereby become a wise
participant in all of them.

and Muslims. The truth is this talk simply can

For the Quran is here to tell us that all we

not be properly appraised without accurately

shall ever believe, say, and do-that is, our real

knowing what the Quran says for itself and

worship in life-shall hang in the divine bal

comprehending what it means to say, not what

ance at an inevitable, all-determining end.
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FOR THE GRACIOUS QURAN

A MODERN-PHRASED INTERPRETATION IN ENGLISH

1.

Surat Al-Fati]:iah

2.

A
Al-Baqarah
Surat

���

2

:'.V.d\,'_/'/
-W.�

3

The surah that is THE OPENING to the Quran and to the straight way of God.

The surah that mentions the story of THE C OW designated by God for
sacrificial offering, whereby He tested the sincerity of faith of the Children of
Israel after their deliverance from Pharaoh.

3.

Surat

Al 'Imran

��

____

_____

The surah that mentions that God has chosen the descendants of THE FAMILY

83

OF 'IMRAN to inherit prophethood above the people of all the world.

4.

.
A'
A
Surat
Al-N1sa

'\/�':'.I\_}./'()
���

--

--·

The surah that enshrines the spiritual-, property-, lineage-, and marriage

127

rights and obligations of W OMEN.
5. Surat Al-Ma'idah

ViBl.\M

_

The surah that mentions the story of THE TABLE-SPREAD from Heaven

172

that God sent down at the request of the Disciples to be a clear sign to them
of the unambiguous truth that Jesus

�1

was, indeed, the awaited Messiah and

Prophet of God.
6. Siirat Al-An'am

�'i)\j)�

. ____

_

The surah that debunks as a mere forgery against the Law of God the forbidden

207

practices of Pre-Islamic Arabia with regard to the sacrifice, distribution, and

consumption of CATTLE-and all such systems that arbitrarily impose upon
people meaningless sacrifices, offerings, and prohibitions in the name of ungodly
ideas and lifeless idols, which lead invariably to the impoverishment of women
and the poor, and the institutionalization, thereby, of infanticide.
XX!
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7. Slirat Al-A'raf
The surah that depicts the final separation of the believers and unbelievers on
the Day ofJudgment by an unsealable edifice called THE
that
veils them from one another; but upon it stand men and women who can see
both the people destined for Paradise and those fated for Hell, while their
own harrowing verdict remains as yet undeclared by God.

248

8. Stlrat Al-Antal
The surah that answers the question that the believers put to the Prophet
regarding how God and His Messenger � would have them distribute
THE SPOILS OF
after the believers had differed among themselves
about its disbursement.

292

The surah that announces for all time that God granted to His Prophet �' to
the Emigrant and Helping Companions, and to three errant but honest
and that He offers the same opportunity to the
believers
unbelievers and the hypocrites, provided they forever renounce hostility,
idolatry, and duplicity; and which further demonstrates the faithfulness of this
offer in God's decree of amnesty for the truly repentant idolaters who fought
the believers at a place called f::lunayn.

308

1 0 . Slirat Yunus
The surah that mentions the repentance of the people of the Prophet
�1 as an exception among the communities to whom the prophets
came. They heeded Jonah's call. Thus, God shed His grace upon them and
exempted them from ruin.

339

1 1 . Surat Hud
�__@
The surah that mentions an ancient prophet after Noah �1 named
�1,
whom God sent to the mighty people of 'Ad, the dwellers of a great pillared
city called Iram.

3 62

1 2 . Surat Yusuf
The surah that narrates the edifying and enthralling life experience of the
noble prophet and exceptional interpreter of dreams,
�1-son of
Jacob �1, son ofisaac �1, son of Abraham �1-calling it "the fairest of
stories," an inspirational triumph of morality and faith.

387

__________
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1 3 . Surat Al-Ra'd ��
The surah that translates into human experience the overpowering meaning of
what THE THUNDER says when it resounds through the sky and God
sends bolts to the earth.
- --- - - - ---- 14. Slirat Ibrahim �1@
The surah that records the prayer of ABRAHAM ;;81-Father of Prophetsfor the security and perpetual godliness of the barren valley of Makkah, when,
at God's command, he settled his beloved spouse Hagar and first son Ishmael
;;81 there, in order to establish the perennial rites of the Prayer, as well as other
forms of worship, for all time on earth.
--

1 5 . Surat Al-l:-Iijr
The surah that mentions the ancient and mighty people of Thamud who
carved out their homes in the mountain caves of THE STONE VALLEY,
and whom God destroyed because they belied with extreme prejudice His
miraculous signs and messengers.
1 6 . Surat Al-Nabl W�
The surah that mentions BEES-dwelling in mountains, trees, and man-made
hives; eating freely of fruited plants; and giving forth variously colored honeys
that hold both healthful delight and healing qualities-as a clear sign of the
wondrous bounty of God's creation.
--- 1 7 . Surat Al-Isra' �&11�
The surah that mentions the miracle of THE NIGHT JOURNEY, wherein
God transported His servant Muhammad � in a single night from the Sacred
Mosque of Makkah to Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, to show him some of
His most wondrous signs.
----

-

---

-------

1 8 . Slirat Al-Kahf
The surah that mentions the wondrous story of a group of youthful believers
who retreated from their unbelieving people to the hills and the seclusion of
THE CAVE wherein God caused them to sleep for three hundred and nine
lunar years as a sign to their people that God shall, indeed, raise the dead-and
that also mentions the narratives of other marvels beyond ordinary human
conception.

408

420

43 1

442

467

490
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1 9. Surat
The surah that mentions the miracle-filled story of MARY �1-the purest
woman of all time--and how, though an untouched virgin, she gave birth to
Jesus �1, the true Messiah and a human messenger of God to the Children of
Israel.
20. Slirat
Ha
e:;;J:J.IB -----------The surah that opens with the discrete Arabic letters

524

21 . Surat
The surah that mentions the names of sixteen PROPHETS and Mary
illustrating the unity of the divine message.

541

-- 22. Slirat
�_@
The surah wherein God commands Abraham �1 to proclaim to all humanity
the obligation of THE
to the Ancient House of Godthe Ka'bah-in Makkah.
----------

----

��.:;,.?-;:'\\_,;,<"/
--2 3 . Surat Al-Mu mmun �&I])�
The surah that declares the ultimate success of THE BELIEVERS in One
God, without partner, and that describes the irreproachable standard of their
spiritual and moral virtues.
A

'

•

A

--

----

511

--------------

558

575

24. Surat JIJ-Nur
The surah that contains the inimitable verse that celebrates God as THE LIGHT
of the heavens and the earth, guiding to Himself whomever He so wills.

590

25. Surat
The surah proclaiming the Quran that God bestowed upon Muhammad ,§c
to be, in its finality and totality, THE CRITERION of everlasting salvation
for all humankind until the end of time.

605

26. Slirat Al-Shu'ara'
The surah that mentions the aimless meandering of unbelieving POETS in
their creative effort to versify, and how their own actions belie their artistic
messages, though it exempts from this censure poets who are believers and act
with justice and righteousness.

618
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27. Surat Al-Naml
The surah that speaks of the Valley of THE ANTS, through which the hosts
of Solomon �1 were once marching, wherein God miraculously enabled
Solomon �1 to hear one of them as she warned the others to flee into their
homes before being crushed-a miracle of audition and understanding for
which Solomon �1 thanked God profusely.

637

28. Sfaat Al-Qa�a�
The surah that mentions how Moses �1 came to the wells of Midian and
related to the aged believer, whose daughters he had helped, the series of
events and THE STORIES of his flight from Egypt; and that mentions, as
well, the stories of Moses' �1 call to prophethood and confrontation with
Pharaoh, his Exodus with the Children ofisrael, and that of Korah ofisrael,
whom God destroyed.

654

---·---

29. Surat Al-'Ankabut
The surah that mentions the practical fragility of the webbed home of
THE SPIDER as an analogy for those who take false deities as a shelter.

·-

30. Surat Al-Rum
The surah that mentions the defeat of THE BYZANTINES and the divine
promise of their forthcoming victory in several years-and in prophesying
this, implying martial triumph for the Muslims over their idolatrous
adversaries at the same time. The surah is occasioned by the celebration of the
idol-worshipping opponents of the Prophet � at the news of the Byzantine
defeat by the Persians, for they drew an analogy between themselves and the
fire-worshipping Persians as defenders of polytheism in opposition to the
monotheism of the Muslims and Byzantine Christians.
-----

-----�----

--- ----

-

-----

31 . Surat Luqman
6,\Sij:f_0
The surah that mentions the judicious and poignant admonitions of
(whom some call Lokman, the Wise, a man of faith) as he spoke
them to his beloved -son.
_____

32. Surat Al-Sajdah
The only surah beginning with the discrete Arabic letters Alif Ldm Mlm that
also contains a verse (32:21) which requires one who recites it to perform a
prostration of BOWING D OWN to the ground before God in worship at
.the mention of God's revealed signs.

674

689

701

709
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33. Surat
�);k'ij�
The surah that mentions THE FEDERATED CLANS of the unbelievers,
who besieged Madinah, the City of the Prophet � ' with an overwhelming
force, but whom God routed with winds and a sandstorm in what became
known as the Battle of the Ditch, in reference to the digging of a wide trench
around the city as a barrier to invasion, an unprecedented practice in Arabia,
__

____

___

________

___

____

_

733

34. Surat Saba'
The surah that mentions the gracious dwelling place of the prosperous people
of SHEBA in Yemen, whom God whelmed away for their rej ection of God's
blessings by causing the great 'Arim Dam to break, drowning their spectacular
parallel orchards.

�B:;_@
35. Slirat
The surah that opens with the praise of God as the SOLE ORIGINATOR of
the heavens and the earth.

746

---------------

36. Surat Ya Sl'n
The surah that opens with the discrete Arabic letters
Prophet � called the "Heart of the Quran,"

756
and which the

37. Surat
lt\1\2;1,�
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the angels
arrayed before Him in DEVOTIONAL RA1\.1KS and, thereafter, by other
angels propelling the clouds, dispelling evil, and reciting God's praise.
___

767

_

�_@
38. Surat
The surah that opens with the single discrete Arabic letter
__

78 1

____________

39. Surat Al-Zumar f)tlljW
The surah that mentions THE COMPANIES of the unbelievers who shall be
driven to Hell in the Hereafter, and the companies of the God-fearing who
shall be ushered to Paradise in honor,
__________

40,
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_________

Ghafir
The surah that describes the Divine Being in its third verse as the one and
only God, who is THE FORGIVER of Sin, the Acceptor of Repentance, but
also the Severe in Punishment,

_

792

808
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4 1 . Surat Fu$silat
�_@
The surah that describes the Quran as THE LUCIDLY DISTINCT Heavenly
revelation for those who would give it heed.

--------

42. Surat Al-Shura
The surah that mentions mutual C ONSULTATI ON among the believers as
the godly means by which to conduct their affairs and as a virtuous sign that
they will gain the reward of God in the Hereafter.
43. Slirat Al-Zukhruf ��
The surah that mentions the solid GOLD ORNAMENTS, and other
precious commodities and appointments, which God would have granted in
this life to all the unbelievers-had it not been that this would have driven
humankind to unite in godlessness-for the trinkets of life are the true hearts'
desire of the ungodly. Yet fleeting are all the things of this world, and far finer
and everlasting the j oy of Paradise for the believers; and that is their true
hearts' desire.
44. Surat Al-Dukhan G.\_��
The surah that mentions a divine portent of an evil destiny that will come in
the appearance of something unknown called THE SMOKE . It manifests in
the sky and enveils the unbelievers on the earth, until they cry in vain to God
that they shall believe in the Quran and its Messenger m if only He delivers
them from this torment.
---------·----·· ·-

__

825

837

849

862

45 . Stirat
The surah that mentions THE KNEELING of every community around the
brink of Hellfire on the Day of Doom in wait of its divine j udgment.

868

46. Surat
The surah that mentions the fatal lesson of the ancient people of ' Ad who
whose prophet warned
dwelled in THE DUNE VALLEYS
them to give up idolatry and worship only God, but to no avail.

875

·-

885

The surah that declares that God absolves of misdeeds, and sets right the
intellects, of those who work righteousness and who believe in all that God
has sent down upon His final Messenger to humankind, MUHAMMAD/$.

xxvn
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48. Surat
&J�
-----The surah that opens by acclaiming THE MANIFEST TRIUMPH of peace
that God accorded His Prophet ,� in the truce he agreed to with the
Makkans at a place called I:Iudaybiyyah.
49. Surat Al-Bujurat ���
The surah that criticized as ill-mannered and uncouth those who would stand
behind THE CHAMBERS of the Prophet's wives and call him forth for
discourse with raised voices.

----

893

90 1

50. Surat
The surah that opens with the single discrete Arabic letter

906

5 1 . Surat
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE SCATTERING WINDS that stream far and wide bearing the rain
clouds of His mercy.

913

52. Surat
JcW,lj)�
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
MOUNT TUR of Sinai, where the Torah was revealed to Moses ;£11.
------· ·--·-·

--

91 9

53. Surat Al-Najm
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by every one
of THE STARS, as they descend and disappear beneath the horizon, that
Muhammad 5 is indeed God's awaited Messenger.

924

54. Surat
The surah that opens with the unnerving, cataclysmic sign of the end of the
world coming and THE MOON having split apart.

930

55. Surat
The surah that crowns the Quran and opens with the chant of a single word
proclaiming one of God's most beautiful names, THE ALL-MERCIFUL .

936

- - - --- - - -- -- -- - 56. Sfuat
�,�
The surah that opens by naming the occurrence of the end of time with the
title THE INDISPUTABLE EVENT; for all who deny that it is corning will
never belie it when finally it happens.
-
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948

57. Surat Al-tradid
The surah that mentions the heavy metallic element IRON as being sent
down by God from the heavens to endow the earth itself with mighty force,
and humanity with the many benefits of its malleable and structural strength,
and all the great tests of faith that arise from this.
58. Sl'lrat Al-Mujadilah
W5\'.A�
The surah that mentions the complaint of Khawlah bint Tha'labah to the
Prophet
as SHE WHO ARGUED for the dignity of women against the
abominable practice whereby husbands estranged their wives from intimacy
on false pretext.
__

__

_

_

__

_____

_

59. Surat Al-trashr
The surah that mentions God's expulsion of the clan of Banu Al-Nadir from
their prodigious fortress-settlement near Madinah, in THE MUSTERING it
calls the first of its kind; for they had betrayed their covenant of mutual
defense by aiding idolaters against monotheistic believers.
60. Surat Al-Mumtahanah �IP�
The surah that instituted for lone female Emigres to Islam the swearing of a
sacred oath as THE TEST O F FAITH, establishing publicly that their
migration was purely for the sake of God, without worldly motive, so as to
vouchsafe to them full protection and rights in the Muslim community.
__

_

_

_ ___________ _ __

956

963

969

61 . Surat Al-Saff
The surah that declares God' s love of all those believers who maintain
THE SOLID RANKS of unbreachable communal unity in selflessly and
fearlessly defending God's cause against aggression.

974

62. Slirat Al-Jumu'ah
The surah that enj oins the believers to proceed at once to the ritual Prayer of
THE FRIDAY CONGREGATION and to quit all commercial transacting as
soon as they hear the call to the Prayer.

977

63. Slirat Al-Munafiqun @lt4� ----The surah that declares that God bears witness that the false profession of faith
by THE HYPOCRITES is uttered only as a screen to hide their duplicity.

980

--------- -

-- -- --

--- -
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64. Surat
[!��
The surah that calls the Day ofJudgment THE DAY OF MUTUAL LOSS
AND GAIN. For those who abandon faith and choose to disbelieve shall lose
Paradise and be thrown into Hellfire, cheated forever from felicity by their
own souls and their leaders. Those who believe, however, shall gain Paradise
against all the attempts of the unbelievers to distract them in the world from
faith and goodness, guided away from Hellfire by God and His messengers \iC1.

983

65 . Sf:trat
���
The surah that issues the lawful procedures by which one may DIVORCE and
that calls for fair parting between believers if marriage is to end, in accordance
with what is right and within God's prescribed limits, while promising ease and
deliverance for the truly God-fearing who undergo this trauma.

987

66. Surat
��
The surah that opens with admonishing the Prophet � against
THE PROHIBITION of something he once imposed on himself for the
purpose of not offending his wives, though God had made it lawful for him.

992

_

_

·------ ___ ___

__

_

_

-------·-

____ ---·

__

__

_

_

_

__

_

····------

67. Surat Al-Mulk
@4,�
The surah that opens with the statement <(Blessed be the One in whose
mighty Hand is all THE �
_

___________

_

__ _

996

'/"'�·'"

68. Surat
The surah that opens with the single discrete Arabic letter Nun and the oath
of the Divine One swearing by the instrument of THE PEN, as well as all
knowledge that people are able to preserve and communicate thereby.

1 001

69. SU.rat
The surah that opens by proclaiming one of the names of the Day of
Resurrection-THE INEVITABLE REALITY-so named because in it the
matter of truth shall forever be decided then and all truth shall prevail
regarding every affair.

1006

70. Surat
The surah that proclaims God to be the August Lord of THE HEAVENLY
ASCENTS, the points of rising from which the angels and Gabriel �1 shall go
up to God on the Day of Resurrection.

1010

xxx
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71 . Surat Nul;i
The surah that opens with the story of the ancient Prophet NOAH ;il1, the
unrelenting Messenger of Resolve, and his obstinately unbelieving people.

1014

72. Surat Al-Jinn
The surah that opens with the revelation that a group ofJINN-KIND listened
to the Prophet � reciting the Quran, believed in it, and so admonished their
own race.

1 01 8

73. Surat Al-Muzzammil @"'Jl.I�
The surah that opens by addressing the mantled Prophet � as
THE ENWRAPPED MESSENGER.

1 023

74. Surat Al-Muddaththir Y.@
The surah that opens by addressing the enwrapped Prophet � as
THE MANTLED MESSENGER.

1 026

75 . Surat Al-Qiyamah
The surah that opens with the emphatic oath of the Divine One swearing by
the looming DAY OF RESURRECTION.

1 030

76. Surat Al-Insan
The surah that opens with a question posed to arrogant MAN about his utter
nothingness before God brought him into existence.

1 033

77. Surat Al-Mursalat
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the
gusting winds as THOSE SENT FORTH IN SUCCESSION.

1 037

78. Surat Al-Naba'
The surah that mentions THE GREAT TIDING of the coming of the Day of
Judgment, the truth of which people yet dispute.

1 041

79. Surat Al-Nazi'at
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE ANGELIC PULLERS who shall harshly wrench out the souls of the
unbelievers at their appointed time of death.

1 044
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80. Surat 'Abasa
The surah that opens with admonishing the Prophet � and refers to him as
HE WHO FROWNED and turned away. For a common blind man came to
him importuning him with questions of religion while the Prophet � was
engaged in discourse with the unbelieving nobles of Quraysh, whom he
ardently wanted to embrace faith. The blind man' s interruption elicited the
Prophet's � reaction, which God corrected.
8 1 . Surat Al-Takwir
�,\%4
The surah that opens with a riveting description o f THE ENFOLDING of
the sun at the end of earthly life and the dawn of eternity.
82. Surat Al-Infitar
���\%4
The surah that opens with a riveting description of THE SPLITTING open of
the sky at the onset of the Day of Resurrection and asserts that every human is
being watched by angels and shall stand accountable before God in the Hereafter.
83. Surat Al-Mutaffifin �\%4
The surah that opens with a dire divine warning of a debasing punishment
awaiting in the Hereafter for those who practice cheating as a norm in commerce,
and whom it calls THE DEFRAUDERS because they insist on receiving a full
amount in return for the partial measure that they themselves give.
84. Surat Al-Inshiqaq �l'.i$':\l\%4
The surah that opens with a riveting description of THE RENDING of the
sky and the leveling of the earth as a sign of the commencement of the Day
of Resurrection.
85. Surat Al-Burnj
®.�
The surah that opens with a three-part oath of the Divine One, who swears
by the sky studded with THE CONSTELLATIONS, by the assurance that
the Day of Resurrection shall come, and by His Own Universal Witness,
which beholds all, that the believers shall have their reward, and the
unbelievers their punishment, in the Hereafter.
86. Surat Al-Tariq
t2i\$\,\%4
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the sky of
the world and THE NIGHT-COMER-which, in one of its senses, is the
name of a pulsar of piercing brightness-so called because it comes by night
and leaves by day.
XXXII
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,,'.(l-.'.l\Y'-'
87. Surat Al-A'la
--- --- - (l%0 �
The surah that opens with the command to highly exalt God, the Divine One
who is THE MOST HIGH, far above all that is unworthy that people
wrongly attribute to Him.

88. Surat Al-Ghashiyah 8��
The surah that opens with the edifying question regarding human awareness
of the coming of a sure cataclysmic event it calls THE WHELMING-which
is the advent of the Day of Resurrection.

1 064

1 066

89. Surat Al-Fajr
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE DAWN, and other natural occurrences and sacred designations, as a
means of categorical affirmation to humankind that God shall, indeed, hold all
people accountable.

1 068

90. Surat Al-Balad
The surah that opens with the emphatic oath of the Divine One swearing by
Makkah, THE CITY of the Sacred Mosque, that humankind is under the
abs olute power and watchfulness of God.

1 07 1

9 1 . Surat Al-Shams
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE SUN as it shines out with morning's radiance.

-- 1 073

92. Slirat Al-Layl
��
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the
whelming of THE NIGHT that swathes the world in darkness .

1 075

9 3 . Surat Al-Ouba
The surah that opens with· the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE MORNING SUNSHINE and the night when all falls still.

1 077

94. Surat Al-Sharl,i
The surah that opens with a reassurance to the Prophet /gc that his divine
appointment to receive God's revelation has been nothing less than
THE OPENING OF THE HEART to sacred wisdom and guidance, and that
thereby he has been honored for all time, made well-able to bear the mantle of
prophethood, and that ultimately and inevitably he shall be eased unto success.

1 078

_____ ____
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95.

Slirat Al-Ti'n

�.\�

1 079

�.�

- 1 080

The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by THE FIG and
the olive, and other signs, representing the Holy Land in which God revealed the
Evangel, the Torah, and the Quran, and thereby guided all humankind.
96.

Al-

The surah that contains the first revealed verses of the Quran, reminding the
human being of THE CLINGING CLOT, a stage that reflects the miracle of
human creation in the womb of the mother. The surah is also known by the
first Quranic instruction: READ .

��

97 .

--

----

1 082

The surah that mentions the moment in which God first revealed the Quran,
calling it THE NIGHT OF EMPOWERING DE CREE
98.

Slirat

m�

___ _ _ __________

____

1 083

The surah that mentions the advent of the message of the Quran and its
Messenger .�c as THE CLEAR PROO F of a decisive revelation for both the
disputing People of the Scripture and the unbelievers unlettered in God's word.
99.

Surat Al-Zalzalah

W�

1 085

The surah that opens with the mention of
utter destruction at the end of the world.
1 00.

Surat Al-'

��tJ\�

of the earth in

______ ____

_ _ _ _ ___

1 086

The surah that opens with the mention of galloping war steeds that it calls
THE CHARGERS, whose very hoofs strike sparks upon the rocky earth as
they carry their riders furiously into the midst of the fray of life.
101.

Sfo·at

(j§_��

____

__

___ ___ _ _

1 087

The surah that opens with this single word, Al-Qari'ah, meaning
THE GREAT P OUNDING, for that is the repeated sound that shall resound
through all the earth as it is being pulverized in the cataclysm at the end of
time, leveled utterly for the Resurrection Day and the ultimate Judgment of
every human soul.
1 02.

- - - -- 1 088
Jj,�tj)J:;,
The surah that opens with the mention of the vying of the children of Adam
f'£J1 for
ABUNDANCE, grasping for an ephemeral wealth that
shall be utterly consumed and annihilated.
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1 03. Surat Al-'A�r
The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE DECLINE OF TIME and humankind's absolute loss of every single
thing but righteousness, truth, patience, and faith.

1 089

1 04. Surat Al-Humazah ��
The surah that opens with a threat of impending afiliction and grief to
THE SLANDEROUS REVILER, one who, in greediness of wealth and
acclaim, defames others.

-- 1 090

1 05 . Siirat Al-Fil
The surah that tells of the destruction of the armed force that came to be
known as the company of THE ELEPHANT, after the animal they intended
to use to destroy the Ka'bah, in the generation before the advent of lslam.

1 091

1 06. Surat Quraysh
The surah that admonishes the first recipients of the Quran, the Makkan tribe of
QURAYSH, to give thanks to the One God alone who had long bequeathed
to them, in their desert surroundings, abundant provision and security.

1 092

1 07. Surat Al-Ma'un
The surah that chastises as irreligious and mean all those who withhold from
the helpless and needy the most basic forms of AID .

1 093

1 08. Slirat Al-Kawthar �,�
The surah that informs the Prophet m that God has gifted him with
ABUNDANT GOODNESS in this life and far greater resplendence in the
Hereafter-for which he is instructed to ever show worshipful gratitude and
charitable generosity.

1 094

1 09. Surat Al-Kafirun �'§\,�
The surah that instructs the Prophet m to inform THE DISBELIEVERS
that the worship of false deities and the worship of One God are not, and can
never be, compatible.
_ ___

1 1 0. Surat
�,�
The surah that informs the Prophet m that THE ULTIMATE VICTORY
of God is imminent in the liberation of Makkah from idolatry, in the throngs
whose hearts God will open to Islam, and in the approach of his own passing
to the mercy of God.
_ _ _____

________

_ _____

1 095

1 096

xxxv

The Gracious Quran: A Modern-Phrased Interpretation in English

1 1 1 . Sfaat Al-Masad ��
The surah that mentions THE PALM-FIBER ROPE that in Hellfire shall be
twisted around the neck of the wife of the Prophet's uncle, who bitterly
opposed Islam; for she took great pride in wearing an ostentatious necklace
she became known for and would slip by night to strew thorns and prickly
path to injure his feet.
plants in the Prophet's
_______

1 097

1 1 2. Surat
The surah whose six elements of belief constitute PURE SINCERITY of
faith, wherein a believer affirms God's divinity, Oneness, and eternality, and
negates in relation to Him any offspring, ancestry, or likeness.

1 098

1 1 3 . Surat
The surah that opens with the mention of God as the Lord of
THE DAYBREAK and that teaches one to seek refuge in Him from the evil
in creation and from all who envy the blessings of God in others.

1 099

1 1 4. Surat Al-Nas
- 1 1 00
The surah that opens with the mention of God as the Lord of ALL PEOPLE
and teaches one to seek refuge in Him from the whisperings of Satan and
those of evil jinn and people.
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The surah that is THE OPENING to the Quran and the straight way ef God
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REVEALED AT Mi\XKJ'.H

I n the name o f God,
the All-Merciful,
the Mercy-Giving.
All praise is for God alone · ,
Lord of cAll- the Worlds,
the All-Merciful,
the Mercy-Giving,
Master of the Day ofJudgment.
It is You alone
we worship,
and it is You alone
we ask for help.
Guide us
along the straight waythe way of those
upon whom
You have bestowed grace,
not those upon whom
there is wrath,
nor those astray.
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The surah that mentions the story of THE C OW designated by God for sacrificial of
fering, whereby He tested the sincerity offaith ef the Children of Israel efter their deliv
erance from Pharaoh.

Surah

/

286 VERSES
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REVEALED AT MADINAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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This is the Book c of God".
There is no doubt therein.
It is guidance for the God-fearing:
Those who believe
in the realms of the" unseen,
and who c duly" establish the Prayer
cset by God",
and who spend c charitably"
out of what We have provided them;
and those who cfurther" believe in c this Quran
that has been sent down to you,
0 Muhammad, as a revelation from God"
and cwho believe in the Scripture
that has been sent down cto the prophets
who came" before you,
and those who, cwithin themselves,
have cutter" certainty
of cthe imminence o( the Hereafter.
It is these who are c advancing"
upon c the path o( guidance from their Lord.
And so it is these who are the ctruly" successful.
c
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AL-BAQARAH - THE COW

As for those who disbelieve,
it is the same to them
whether you forewarn them
-of the consequence of unbelie(
or you do not forewarn them.
They will not believe.
-Therefore, - God has set a seal
upon their hearts and upon their hearing.
And over their eyes, there is a veil.
Thus for them there is a great torment
-awaiting in the Hereafter-.
Now, there are -also among humankind
those who say:
We believe in God
and in the -coming Judgment of the Last Day!
But they do not truly believe.
They seek to deceive God
and those who believe.
Yet they deceive none but themselves,
though they do not perceive -it-.
In their -doubting- hearts, there is a sickness.
Therefore, God increases them in sickness.
Thus for them there is a most painful torment
-awaiting in the Hereafter because they have lied -about their faith-.
Now, when it i s said to them:
Do not spread corruption in the earth, they say:
On the contrary, it is we who are the ones
sowing righteousness!
Most assuredly -no -!
Indeed, it is they themselves
who are the sowers of corruption.
Yet they do not perceive -it-.
Moreover, when it is said to them:
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Believe -in the Heavenly message-,
as the people -of true faith - have believed,
they say:
Shall we believe as the fools have believed?
Most assuredly -no-!
Indeed, it is they themselves who are the fools.
Yet they do not know -it-.
Thus when they meet those who believe,
they say:
We - too - have believed!
But when they are alone with their evil ones,
they say:
We are, indeed, with you!
We were only making mockery of them-!
Rather, it is God
who makes a mockery of them,
for He lets them continue in their transgression,
wandering blindly.
These are the ones
who have purchased misguidance
-at the cost o{ guidance.
Thus their trade has not profited -their souls-,
for they have not been guided aright.
Their parable -is this-:
They are like one who seeks to kindle a fire
-for his companions-.
Then when it has begun
to shine out all around him,
God takes away their light,
and He leaves them -enveiled- in darkness,
unable to see.
Deaf, dumb, and blindnever shall they return -to guidance-.
Or -they are- like -those who have been caught
in - a cloudburst from the sky

2
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-

in which there are -billowing- veils
of darkness, and thunder, and lightning.
They put their fingers in their ears
-to shield themselves
against the peals of thunder, wary of death.
Yet God is all-encompassing of the disbelievers.
The lightning nearly snatches away their sight.
Whenever it shines forth for them,
they walk in its -light-.
But when suddenly it darkens all about them,
they stand still.
And had God so willed,
He, most surely, could have taken away
their hearing and their sight -altogether-.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
22:

2:22

2 23

6

0 humankind!
Worship your Lord, who created you
and those before you,
so that you may become God-fearing.
-Worship none but- the One
who -alone - has made the earth
a furnished habitation for you,
and -who alone
has made - the heaven a -sheltering - edifice,
and who -alone
has sent down from the sky water,
whereby He brought forth with it
the "varied- fruits -of the earth
as a provision for you.
Therefore, you shall not set up rivals to God
when you know -well
that such deities cannot exist-.
And if you are in doubt about -the divine migin
o( what We have sent down

one
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to Our servant ·Muhammad in the Quran ',
then bring forth a ·single, surah of its like.
Moreover, call all your witnesses,
apart from God,
·to prove your claim, , if you are truthful.
Yet if you cannot do so
and never shall you do so
then fear the Fire ·of Hell',
whose fuel is people and stones.a Fire, prepared for the disbelievers.
But give glad tidings, · 0 Prophet,
to those who believe and do righteous deeds
that for them there are Gardens ·of Paradise
awaiting in the Hereafter',
beneath which rivers flow.
Whenever they are provided from it
of ·its varied Heavenly, fruits
as a provision to enj oy', they will say:
This is, ·in appearance,
like, what we were provided before
·in the life of the world'!
And, indeed, it shall be brought to them
in full resemblance,
·yet being far more delectable'!
And so too shall they have
in these ·Gardens of Delight,
spouses who are ever pure.
And, therein,
shall they abide ·with them, forever.
c
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7!� Indeed,

God does not refrain
from giving any example
·to teach humankind'_
not even that of a gnator c anything, that should surpass it,
7
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·in smallness or greatness·.
Then, as for those who believe,
they know ·well
that such ·an example. is, indeed, the truth
from their Lord.
But as for those who disbelieve,
they say, ·with contempt.:
What would God intend
with such an ·unworthy example?
·Say to them:
It is a test of choice . .
By this H e leads many astray.
And by this He guides many.
Yet He does not lead ·anyone· astray, thereby,
except the ungodlythose who break the covenant of God
after it has been solemnly pledged ·before Him.;
and who cut ·off the relations
that God has commanded to be kept joined;
and who spread corruption in the earth.
It is such as these who are the losers
·of an everlasting Paradise·.
How can you ·human beings. disbelieve in God
when you were ·once· lifeless,
and He gave you life;
then He causes you to die;
then He shall ·again· give you life;
then to Him
shall you all be returned ·for Judgment.?
He is the One who created for you
all that is in the earth.
Then He directed Himself toward the heaven,
and He fashioned it into seven heavens.
·For· He alone· is all-knowing of all things.

part one

part one
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Now, behold!
Your Lord said to the angels:
I am placing upon the earth
a chuman, successor c to steward it".
They said:
Will You place thereupon
one who will spread corruption therein,
and who , cmoreover, " will shed blood,
while we ever exalt You with all praise
and hallow You?
He said:
Indeed, I know what you do not know.
Thus He taught Adam
the names c of created beings", all of them.
Thereafter, He arrayed them before the angels.
Then He said:
Tell Me the names of these,
if you are truthful cin saying
that man is undeserving of this stewardship ".
They said:
Highly exalted be You!
We have no knowledge,
other than what You, Yourself, have taught us.
Indeed, it is You, c our Lord, , You calone",
who are the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
He said: 0 Adam!
Tell them the names of these cbeings ".
So when he had informed them
of "an" their names,
"God, said cto the angels":
Did I not say to you that I know call, the crealms
of the, unseen of the heavens and the earth,
and I know what you reveal
and what you conceal?
Then behold! We said to the angels:

2
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Bow "your faces" down t o "receive" Adam
"into life and to honor him"!
So they "all" bowed down, except Iblis.
He refused and grew "greatly" arrogant.
And thus did he become
of the "rebellious" disbelievers.
Thereafter, We said: 0 Adam!
Dwell, you and your wife, in the garden;
and eat from it plentifully, both of you,
wherever "of it" you so please.
But you shall not come near
this "single" tree "to eat of its fruit".
For, then,
you shall both be of the wrongdoers.
Yet Satan caused them both to "eat from it
and so " slip from "the garden".
Thus did he expel them
from where they had been "secure".
And "so it was that" We said "to them all":
Descend "from here",
being enemies to one another!
Yet there is for you in the earth
a place "suitable" for settlement,
and "of goodly provision,
for a "preordained" time.
Adam then received words "of guidance"
from his Lord.
Thus, He granted him repentance.
For, indeed, it is He "alone
who is the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving.
"For" We "had" said:
Descend from it "now", all together!
Then whenever guidance from Me
comes to you-then "know
that as for all" those who follow My guidance,
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there shall be no fear upon them
·when they assemble for Judgment·.
Nor shall they ever grieve
"over the life of the world'.
But as to those who disbelieve
and belie Our ·natural and revealed, signs
it is these who are ·destined
to be, the Companions of the Fire ·of Helf.
They shall abide therein forever.
0 Children of Israel!
Recall ·in your hearts, My blessings
with which I have blessed you.
Thus you shall fulfill ·the terms
o{ My covenant ·with you·,
and I shall fulfill ·the terms
o{ your covenant ·with Me·.
And "it is, Me alone you shall hold in awe.
Therefore, you shall believe
in that which I have sent down "in this Quran ·,
confirming ·the truth of the Scripture,
that is already with you.
And be not the first
·among the People of the Scripture,
to disbelieve in it.
Nor be "the ones
to, sell My ·revealed' signs for a small price.
And it is Me alone whom you shall fear.
Nor shall you mix the truth with falsehood,
nor ·willfully , suppress the truth,
while you know ·that it is wrong to do so'.
Rather, you shall ·duly, establish the Prayer,
and you shall give the Zakat-Charity,
and you shall bow ·to God in Prayer,
along with those who bow ·to Him'.
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part one

�l� Do

you enj oin virtuousness
upon "other - people while forgetting yourselves?
And yet you "are a people
who - recite the Scripture!
Are you not, then, able to understand?
Rather, seek " God's - help
through "enduring - patience
and "devotion in - Prayer.
And this is, indeed, a great "burden-,
except on those
who humble themselves "before God-those who realize that they will, assuredly,
meet their Lord, and that, indeed,
it is to Him "alone - that they are returning
"for J udgrnent in the Hereafter-.
0 Children of lsrael!
Recall "in your hearts - My blessings
with which I have blessed you,
and that I had, indeed,
showed preference to you
above the peoples of " the time in all- the world.
Then be ever fearful of a Day "Hereafter when no soul shall indemnify any other soul
against anything "from God-.
Nor shall any intercession
be accepted from it "for its salvation-.
Nor shall any compensation
be taken from it "in atonement for its sins-.
Nor shall they "who have disbelieved
ever be helped "against God's Judgment-.

And "recall, 0 Children of Israel-,
how We delivered you
from the House of Pharaoh.

0
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part one

They were inflicting upon you
ca most - evil torment, slaying your sons
and keeping your womenfolk alive
cin bondage for themselves-.
And in this, there was a great trial
from your Lord.
2:50

And crecalf how We divided the sea for you.
Thus We delivered you
and drowned the House of Pharaoh,
even while you were looking on.

2:51

And crecalf when We promised to Moses
can appointment or" forty nights
con Mount Tur in Sinai
to receive the Torah-.
Then you took the CGolden- Calf cas a god
after him, cwhen he had departed
from your midst"-and cin this
you became cidolatrous - wrongdoers!
Then We pardoned you, c even after this,
so that you might give thanks.

2:52
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And crecall" when We gave Moses
the Book c of the Torah
and the criterion c of right and wrong-,
so that you might be guided aright.

2:54

And recall" when Moses said to his people:
0 my people!
Indeed, you have wronged yourselves
by your taking of the c Golden - CalCas a god-.
So repent to your Maker,
and clet the righteous among you
slay c the wrongdoers among- yourselves.
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That is best for you in the sight of your Maker.
Then He granted you repentance.
Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving.
2:ss
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And -recall - when you said: 0 Moses!
We shall never believe in you
until we see God openly, "before our very eyes-.
Then, suddenly, the thunderbolt seized you,
even while you were looking on.
Then We revived you after your death,
so that you might give thanks.
Furthermore, We shaded you -in the desert with thin cloud cover.
Moreover, We sent down upon you
manna and quail, -saying-:
Eat of the wholesome foods
which We have provided you.
And yet it was not Us whom they wronged
-with their defiant ingratitude-.
But, rather, it was their own souls
they were - all the while - wronging.
And "recall- when We said:
Enter -the blessed land of this city,
and eat from it plentifully wherever you will.
Yet you shall enter the gateway
bowing down -to God- while you say "in prayer":
Disburden us, -our Lord,
from the consequences of our wrongdoing.
Then - We shall forgive you of your sins.
And We shall increase -the reward
of those who excel in -doing - good.
But those -of them who were -habituated to - doing wrong
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substituted ·this invocation , with a word
unlike ·the Heavenly command'
that was said to them.
So upon those who were doing wrong,
We sent down ·a plague
o( castigation from the sky
for the ·deeds o( ungodliness
they had committed.
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�l� And

·recall' how Moses sought drinking water
·in the desert, for his people.
So We said "to him':
Strike the stone with your staff!
Then from it twelve springs burst forth.
Each ·group o( people knew its watering place.
·And it was said to them:
Eat and drink ·freely,
from the ·generous, provision of God.
Yet you shall not make mischief in the earth,
sowing corruption in it .
And ·recall' when you said, ·thereafter':
0 Moses!
Never shall we endure with ·patience
one ·kind o( food.
So call upon your Lord for us,
to bring forth for us some ·variation
from what the earth growsof its herbs and its cucumbers,
and its garlic, and its lentils, and its onions.
He said:
Do you seek to substitute that which is lesser
for that which is better?
Go down ·in shame, to any township!
Then, indeed, you shall have
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all that you have asked for!
So they were struck with humiliation
and indigence.
For they had brought upon themselves
great wrath from God.
That is because, ·again and again,
they disbelieved in the ·revealed- signs of God
and killed ·His - prophets without any right.
That is because they disobeyed · Godand ·persistently- transgressed . His covenant-.
2:62
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Indeed, those who believe ·in Islam-,
and those ofJewry, and the Christians,
and the Sabianswhoever among them truly - believes in God
and ·in the coming Judgment of the Last Day
and works righteousnessshall have their reward with their Lord ·in full-;
and there shall be no fear upon them
·when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
·over the life of the world-.
And ·recall, 0 Children of israef,
when We took your ·pledge
to fulfill Our - covenant,
and We lifted Mount Tur ·of Sinai
above you, ·saying-:
Take ·hold o{ all that We have given you
·in the covenant- with · utmost power!
And be ·ever - mindful of
what is ·prescribed- in it,
so that you may become ·truly- God-fearing.
But, thereafter, you turned away.
And had it not been
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for the grace of God upon you, and His mercy,
most surely,
you would have become among the losers
-of an everlasting Paradise-.
And truly, you have known already
-what became o( those of you
who violated -the solemnity o( the Sabbath.
Thus, We said to them:
Be you apes, most despicable!
Thus We made it an exemplary punishment
for -the people o( their time,
and for those who succeeded them;
and -it remains - an admonition
to the God-fearing -for all time - .
Moreover, behold!
Moses said to his people:
Indeed, God commands you
to slaughter a cow -in charitable sacrifice-.
They said:
Do you -mean to - make a mockery of us?
He said:
I take refuge in God
from ever being of the ignorant
-who mock God's commands-!
They said:
Call upon your Lord for us to make clear to us
what -sort of cow - it may be.
He said:
Indeed, He says:
It is to be a cow that is neither old
nor a virgin -cal(-but midrange in between.
So do -at once - as you are commanded.
They said:
Call -again - upon your Lord for us
17
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to make clear to us what its color may be.
He said:
Indeed, He says:
It is to be a yellow cow, so intense in its color
that it gladdens all beholders.
They said:
Call c again , upon your Lord for us
to make clear to us what c sort of cow , it may be;
c for, , indeed, all cows look alike to us.
If God so wills, we shall, most surely,
be guided aright.
He said:
Indeed, He says:
It is to be a cow never yoked to plow the land,
nor to water the tillage,
one which has been ckept' sound,
without any, blemish in it.
They said:
Now you have come out with the whole truth!
Then creluctantly , they slaughtered itthough very nearly they did not do so.
c
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And crecall' when csome among , you
had killed a person, and therein
you contended against each other
though God was to bring to light
all that you were suppressing.
So We said:
Strike the cslain , one
with part of cthe slaughtered cow,
and he shall come to life'!
Even so does God give life to the dead
and show you His cmiraculous , signs,
so that you might reflect c and believe
that He who gives life to one can give life to all'.
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Yet still your hearts hardened after call - this,
and they became like stones, or even harder;
for assuredly there are some stones
from which rivers burst forth!
And, indeed, some of them split asunder,
so that water issues from them!
And some of them fall down
in fear of God!
And never is God at all heedless of what you do.
�l� So c after all this-, do you cbelievers
hope for them to profess belief because of you,
while already a group of them used to hear
the every- words of God cin the Torahand would thereafter alter themafter they had understood themand they did so knowingly?
Now, when they meet
those c of you - who believe, they say:
We believe!
But when they are alone with one another,
they say c to each other-:
Do you speak to them
about what God has revealed to you
cin the Torah-, so that with it
they can argue against you before your Lord?
Will you not, then, understand c and beware-?
Do they not know that God knows cwell
all that they conceal and all that they reveal?
Rather, c some - among them are illiterate,
having no knowledge of the Scripture
other than cvague - fancies.
Thus they do nothing but conjecture.
So woe to those who write the Scripture
with their own hands and then say:

19
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This is from God!
·They do so - to obtain thereby a small price.
So woe to them
for what their hands have written!
And woe to them for what they earn ·from it-!
Moreover, they have ·even - said:
Never will the Fire ·of Hell_
touch us "in the Hereafter-,
except for ·a few - numbered days. Say:
Have you made a covenant with God
·promising you this-?
For never will God fail His covenant!
Or is it, ·rather: that you say about God
what ·truly - you do not know?
Indeed, ·the truth
is that - whoever has earned an evil deed
and is encompassed
by ·the enormity or" his sin
then it is these
who are the Companions of the Fire ·of Hell-.
They shall abide therein forever.
Yet those who ·truly - believe
and do righteous deeds, it is these
who are the Companions
of the ·Everlasting - Garden ·of Paradise-.
They shall abide therein forever.
Now, behold!
We took the covenant of the Children of Israel,
·commanding them":
You shall worship none but God.
And to ·your - parents you shall be good
as well as to close relatives,
and ·to - orphans, and ·to - the indigent.
And you shall speak to people in a goodly way.
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And you shall establish the Prayer.
And you shall give the Zakat-Charity.
Yet, thereafter, all but a few of you turned away.
And still, you forsake -your covenant-.
2:84

2:ss

And -recall, 0 Children of Israel,
that - We took your covenant,
-commanding you that - you shall not
shed the blood of your own;
and you shall not expel one another
from your dwellings.
And -to this - you consented and bore witness.
Then there you were
-treacherously - killing one another
and expelling a group
of your own -faith-community from their dwellings
banding together against them
-with unbelievers-, in sin and aggression.
Then, when they -have been seized
by the unbelievers,
and they - come to you as captives
-to obtain their own release-,
it is you who ransom them
-according to the Law of the Torah"
while their expulsion
was unlawful for you -in the first instance-!
Then is it that you believe
in part of the Scripture
and disbelieve in part -of it-?
What, then, shall be the recompense
for those among you who do such -deeds-_
except disgrace in the life of this world?
Then on the Day of Resurrection
such -wrongdoers - shall be driven
21
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into the most severe torment of Helf.
For never is God at all heedless of what you do.
These are the ones who have purchased
the life of this world
c at the cost of the Hereafter.
Thus the torment
shall never be lightened for them.
Nor shall they ever be helped
against God's punishment".
c

2:86

c
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Now, very truly, We gave Moses the Scripture,
and following in his footsteps,
We sent cthe Children of Israel
many messengers.
Then We gave Jesus, son of Mary,
clear and miraculous" proofs
c to confirm his truth to them".
Moreover, We aided him
with CAngel Gabriel, " the Holy Spirit.
So is it that whenever a messenger
comes to you with c a message
that your souls do not desire,
you grow so very arrogant
and you belie some messengers",
while others you kill?
Indeed, they have said of this revelation":
Our hearts are encased cin our own religion
against further revelation".
Rather, God has cursed them
for their unbeliefand little is it that they believe!
So when this very Book
came to them from God
confirming what is with them, they belied it"_
though beforehand
c

c
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c

c
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they were "ardently, seeking "God's' victory
over those who disbelieved.
Yet when that which they reco gnized
"as a true message, came to them,
they disbelieved in it.
So may the curse of God
be upon the disbelievers!
How woeful is that for which
they have sold their souls!
For it is only out of malice
that they have disbelieved
in what God has sent down" envious, that God should send down "guidance,
from His bounty upon whomever He so wills
from among His servants.
So they have brought upon themselves
wrath upon wrath.
And for the disbelievers,
there shall be a disgracing torment.
For when it is said to them:
Believe in what God has sent down!
They say:
We believe "only,
in what has been sent down to us!
Thus, they disbelieve in what is beyond it,
though it is the truth,
confirming what is already with them.
Say "to them, 0 Prophet ' :
Why, then, did you kill God's prophets of old
"who came specially to you',
if, indeed, you are "true, believers
"in what has been sent down to you'?
�I� Moreover,
very truly, Moses "himself' came to you
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with clear "and miraculous, proofs "from God'.
Then "still' you took the "Golden, Calf
"as a god', after him, "when he had departed
to receive the Torah-._
and "in this,
you became "idolatrous wrongdoers!
2:93
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Furthermore, "recall'
when We took your "pledge
to fulfill Our, covenant,
and We lifted Mount Tur "of Sinai,
above you, "saying':
Take hold of all that We have given you
"in the covenant' with "utmost' power,
and hear, " 0 Children of lsraef!
But they said:
We hear and we disobey!
For "profound adoration o{ the "Golden, Calf
had infused deep into their hearts
because of their "incessant, unbelief "in God ' .
Say "to them':
Woeful is what your "false, faith bids you to ,
if, indeed, you are believers!
Say "to the Children of Israel':
If the abode of the Hereafter with God
is, indeed, purely for you,
to the exclusion of all "other, people,
then wish for death, if, indeed, you are truthful.
But never will they ever wish for it,
for "they well know,
what their hands "in this life, have forwarded
"for the Hereafter'.
And God is all-knowing about the wrongdoers
"who are godless in heart'.
Thus you will most surely find them
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the most eager of all people for this" life
even more than those
who associate gods with God.
Each one of them -who disbelieve
would love that his life be prolonged
for" a thousand yearsthough, still, this would not remove such a one
from the torment -of Hellfire",
even if he should live -that long".
For God is all-seeing of all that they do.
Say, 0 Prophet:
Woe to whomever is an enemy
to -Angel Gabriel.
For, indeed, it is he
who has brought -this Quran
to your own heart -from on high"_
by the permission of Godas a confirmation
of all -the Heavenly revelations that preceded it,
and as guidance to salvation and glad tidings
of an everlasting Paradise" for the believers.
Whoever is an enemy to God,
and His angels, and His messengersand -especially to angels Gabriel and Michael
then -let it be known, that", most surely,
God is an enemy to al( the disbelievers.
Now, very truly, We have sent down to you,
0 Prophet, in this Quran
clear -Heavenly" verses.
Thus none shall disbelieve in them
but the ungodly.
Is it that whenever these Children of lsrael
make a covenant cwith God",
a group of them must cast it away?
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Rather, most of them do not truly believe.
For ·even now, - when a messenger
has come to them from God. and his description is - in confirmation
of what was already with them ·in the Torah'
a group of those to whom
that Scripture was given
did cast the B ook of God behind their backs,
as though they did not know ·it to be true-.
So too, ·before this,
did they follow what the satans
·deceptively - recited ·to their predecessors
during the reign of Solomon.
And, most surely, Solomon did not disbelieve
· or learn sorcery, as they have alleged·,
but it was the satans ·themselves
who disbelieved, teaching the people sorcery.
Moreover, ·thereafter,
they followed into unbelie{ what was sent down
to the two angels of Babylon, Harut and Mar{lt.
Yet the two ·of them - did not teach anyone
without ·first - saying ·to them":
We are but a test ·of faith,
sent from God to expose the evil of sorcery-.
So do not disbelieve "by learning it-.
Even so, they did learn from them
that by which they could separate
a man from his wife.
Yet they could not harm anyone with it,
except by God's permission.
Thus they learned
what would harm their own souls,
rather than benefit their own souls.
For, most surely, they knew
that whoever acquired this ·evil knowledge
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would have no share c of Paradise
in the Hereafter.
So how woeful ca price it is
for which they have sold their souls
if only they were to know
the graveness of their sin'.
And had they believed and been God-fearing,
then, most surely, c their' reward from God
would have been cfar' better,
if only they were to know
c the delight in the Hereafter
awaiting the believers'.
c

2 : 1 03

2 : 1 04 0

you who believe!
Do not say c to the Prophet':
Ra' ind, cpay heed to us!
But, rather, say:
Un,zurnd, grant us consideration'_
and listen, c thereafter, attentively to him ' !
Indeed, for the disbelievers
there shall be a most painful torment.
Those who disbelieve from among
the People of the Scripturealong with the idolaterswish that nothing good
would ever be sent down to you cbelievers
from your Lord.
But it is God who singles out for His mercy
whomever He so wills.
For God alone
is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
c

2 : 1 05

c
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�!�Whatever c decree or , verse We abrogate,
or cause to be forgotten,
We bring cin its place
27
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one better -for the welfare of humanity
or one similar to it.
Do you not know
that God is, indeed, powerful over all things?
Do you not know that to God -alone - belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth
and that you do not have,
apart from God, any patron or supporter
to help you-?
Or is it that you -believers
wish to question your Messenger,
as Moses was questioned before -by his people-?
Yet whoever replaces faith with unbelief
has truly strayed -far - from the even way.
Many -are those
among the People of the Scripture
who would love to turn you back
into disbelievers after your -coming to faith
out of the envy that has grown in their souls,
even - after the truth has become clear to them.
Yet pardon and overlook -this, 0 believers-,
until God brings about
whatever He shall decree -regarding them-.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
However, duly establish the Prayer,
and give the Zak:lt-Charity.
For whatever good you advance for your souls,
you will find -its reward- with God.
Indeed, God is all-seeing of all that you do.
Now, some -among the People of the Scripture
have said:
None shall enter the Garden -of Paradise
except for those who are Jews,
or -those who are Christians.
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These are their wishful fancies!
Say -to them":
Bring cus" your proof, if you are truthful -in this".
On the contrary!
Whoever willingly submits his face -in worship
to God -alonestriving all the" while to excel in doing" good-
he shall then have his reward
with his Lord cin full".
And there shall be no fear upon such as these
when they assemble for Judgment".
Nor shall they ever grieve
over the life of the world".

2: 1 1 3

Nevertheless, the Jews say:
The Christians stand on nothing!
And the Christians say:
The Jews stand on nothing!
Yet they recite from -the same Scripture.
Moreover, these -idolaters"who do not -even" know -revealed Scripture"
say the same of both of them",
just as these -both, have said -of each other".
Thus God will judge between them -all
on the Day of Resurrection about that wherein
they have been disputing.

2:11"

Yet who does a greater wrong
than those who close off the rncosques of God,
barring the mention of His name in them
and striving call the while to bring them to ruin?
It is not befitting for such as these
to ever even, enter them-except in fear.
For them there shall be in this world disgrace.
And for them there shall be in the Hereafter
29
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a great torment awaiting .
For to God -alone
belongs the East and the West.
So wherever you turn, there is the Face of God.
Indeed, God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
Yet -still- they say:
God has taken -fo r Himsel( offspring.
Highly exalted is He -far above this-,
Rather, to Him -alone
belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth.
All are -inescapably- obedient to Him.
-For He is - the -Sole - Originator
of the heavens and the earth
-with no precedent-.
Thus when He decrees a matter,
He but says to it: Be! And so it is.
But these -idolaters - who do not know
-revealed Scripture - say:
If only God would speak to us,
or -if only - a -miraculous - sign would come to us,
-we would believe-!
So said those -disbelievers - before them
similar in their very word.
Their hearts are all alike.
Truly, We have made the -revealed- verses clear
for a people who would have certainty -of faith.
0 Prophet!
Indeed, We have sent you with the truth,
as a bearer of glad tidings
-of everlasting delight in Paradise
and -as a forewarner
-of God's nearing Judgment-.
But you shall not be called -to account
for -the fate o( the Companions of Hellfire.
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Yet, never will the Jews or the Christians
be pleased with you
until you follow their way -of faith-.
So say -to them-:
Indeed, the -revealed- guidance of God
is the -only- sure guidance.
For if ever you were to follow
their whims, - 0 Prophet-_
after sure knowledge has come to you
then against God you would have
neither patron nor supporter -to help you-.
Those to whom We have given the -Quran
as a revealed- Bookwho recite it with its due recitation
it is these who -truly- believe in it.
And whoever disbelieves in it,
then it is such as these who are the losers
-of an everlasting Paradise-.

2 : 1 22 0

2 : 1 23

Children of Israel!
Recall -in your hearts - My blessings
with which I have blessed you,
and that I had, indeed,
showed preference to you
above the peoples of -the time in all- the world.
Then be ever fearful of a Day -Hereafter when no soul shall indemnify any other soul
against anything -from God-.
Nor shall any compensation
be accepted from it -in atonement for its sins-.
Nor shall any intercession
benefit it -to obtain salvation-.
Nor shall they -who have disbelieved
ever be helped -against God's Judgment-!
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�!� Now, behold!
Abraham's Lord tested him
with ·arduous - commandments,
and he fulfilled ·all o( them.
So ·God- said ·to him":
Indeed, I shall make you an exemplar
for all people.
·Abraham - implored ·the favor of his Lord-:
And also my descendants.
·God- said:
·The promise of My covenant shall not extend
to the wrongdoers ·among them
who are godless in heart .
So behold!
We made the ·Sacred- House ·in Makkah
a ·spirituaf resort and ·place of security
for all ·believing - people.
So take up
the ·marked- Station of Abraham ·there,
as a place of Prayer.
Moreover,
We covenanted with Abraham and Ishmael:
·You shall- purify My House for all those
who shall circumambulate ·it in worship;
and for all those who shall- retreat ·there;
and for all those who shall both - bow,
and bow ·their faces - down to the ground,
·in Prayer there-.
And behold! Abraham said ·in supplication-:
My Lord!
Make this land ·of Makkah - secure.
And provide its people
·with every kind- of fruitsuch of them as believe in God
and ·in the coming Judgment of the Last Day.
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God, said:
As for any one " of them, who disbelieves,
I shall grant him
"the, enj oyment "of his provision",
for a little while, "until the Hereafter,_
whereupon I shall compel him
into the torment of the Fire "of Hell"
and a most woeful destination it is!
Thus when Abraham and Ishmael
raised the foundation of the "Sacred" House,
"they prayed": Our Lord!
Accept this " deed" from us.
Indeed, it is You, You "alone
who are the All- Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Our Lord!
And make us both muslims,
in willing submission to You "alone".
And "make, of our children
a community of muslims,
in willing submission to You "alone".
And show us
our creligious rites cin your worship ",
and grant us repentance.
Indeed, it is You, You "alone
who are the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving.
Our Lord!
And send forth among "our descendants
a messenger from their own "midst
who shall recite to them Your verses,
and teach them the "revealed" Book
and the "way of prophetic, wisdom,
and purify them.
Indeed, it is You, You "alone
who are the Overpowering "One", the All-Wise.
Now, who but one who fools himself
c

c
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could be averse to the sacred way of Abraham?
For very truly, We did choose him
as a messenger - in this world.
Moreover, in the Hereafter,
he shall, most surely,
be among the righteous -in Paradise-.
For when his Lord said to him:
Submit yourself!
He said -at once-:
Willingly, I submit ·my face in worship
to the Lord of ·All the Worlds.
Thus Abraham enj oined his children
with this ·sincere devotion to God-,
as did Jacob, saymg :
0 my children!
Indeed, God has chosen for you
the religion ·of purity-.
So take care not to die except as muslims,
in willing submission to God ·alone-.
Or were ·those o( you ·who would deny this
witnesses when death approached Jacob?
Behold! He said to his children:
What will you worship after me?
They said:
We shall worship your God ·alone
and the God of your fathersAbraham, and Ishmael, and Isaacthe One ·and only God.
Thus are we muslims,
in willing submission to Him ·alone-.
This is a community that has already passed on.
For its ·people awaits ·the recompense
o( all that they have earned.
And for you awaits the recompense
o( all that you have earned.
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Thus you shall not be called ·to account"
for what they used to do "in life".
2 : 1 35

2:136

2 !37

Now, ·some, have said: Be Jews!
Or: "Be, Christians!
·And then, you shall be guided c aright".
Say cto them, 0 Prophet":
Rather: ·We follow only"
the sacred way of Abraham,
the ·purely, upright cin heart'
and never was he of those
who associated gods with God.
Say, · 0 believers":
We believe in c One, God,
and "in" all that has been sent down to us
cin the Quran ";
and ·in, all that has been sent down
to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and ·to" the ·prophets of the, Tribes · of israef;
and cin, all that was given to Moses
and ·to, Jesus;
and cin' all that was given
to ·all" the c other, prophets from their Lord.
we do not differentiate cin faith
between any of them.
Thus are we muslims,
in willing submission to Him c alone".
Then if they believe in the same ·creed'
in which you have believed,
then, truly, they are guided ·aright'.
But if they turn away ·from the true religion",
then it is they who are cthe ones
in schism cwith God's religion".
Thus God
shall suffice you, · 0 Prophet, , against them.
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2: 1 39
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For He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
c Say, 0 believers:
It is the hue of God calone
that is upon our religion .
And who is there better than God
·to endue the human soul
with . the true- hue cof His religion-!
Thus to Him c alone - we do ·solemnly" devote
all our worship .
Say c to the People of the Scripture, 0 Prophet-:
Do you argue with us about ·our faith in· God,
while He c alone - is our Lord and your Lord;
and while to our souls cshall be the recompense
o{ our deeds and to your souls
cshall be the recompense o{ your deeds;
and while it is Him calone
we do serve in call" sincerity?
Or do you say
that Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and the cprophets of the - Tribes . of israel
were Jews or Christians?
Say c to them, 0 Prophet-:
Do you know best, or does God?
For who does a greater wrong than one
who cwillfully- suppresses cthe truth
o( a testament crevealed- from God?
Yet never is God at all heedless of what you do.
cAgain, - this is a community
that has already passed on.
For its ·people - awaits c the recompense
o( all that they have earned.
And for you awaits cthe recompense
o( all that you have earned.
Thus you shall not be called cto account
for what they used to do cin life·.

part

one

part two
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2:143

2:144
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�!�The "insolent, fools among the people
shall say "of the Muslims":
What turned them away
from their "first, direction of Prayer
toward )erusalem,
which they had been "facing "7
Say "to them, 0 Prophet":
To God belongs the East and the West.
He guides whomever He so wills
to a straight way " of salvation".
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And so it is
that We have "now, appointed you "Muslims
the "chosen" Community of the Midmost Way,
to stand as witnesses "to the revealed truth,
before all people,
and for "Muhammad, the Messenger "of God,
to be a witness before "all o{ you.
Nor did We appoint
the "first, direction of Prayer
which you had been "facing, but "as a trial,
so that We might distinguish
one who would follow the Messenger
from one who would turn back on his heels.
And, indeed, it was most surely a great "trial,_
except for all those whom God guided.
Yet never would God render
the acts o( your "sincere, faith futile.
For toward all people,
God is all-kind and mercy-giving.
"

0

Prophet!
We have, indeed, seen your face
turn "in supplication, toward the heaven.
Therefore, We shall turn you
37
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toward a direction of Prayer
that is pleasing to you.
So, "henceforth, ' tum your face "in Prayer,
toward the Sacred Mosque
"in Makkah built by Abraham".
Thus, wherever you may be,
"
0 you who believe,
tum your faces toward it "in Prayer".
Indeed, those who have been given
the Scripture
know that this "change, is, most surely, the truth
from their Lord.
And never is God at all heedless
of what they do.
Yet even if you were to bring
every "miraculous" sign "in evidence,
to those who have been given the Scripture,
"
0 Prophet, still" they would not follow
your direction of Prayer.
Nor are you ever to follow
their direction of Prayer.
Indeed, some of them
will not even follow the direction of Prayer
of others "among themselves".
And were you ever to follow their whims,
after sure knowledge "from God"
has come to you, then, most surely,
you would be of the wrongdoers,
"godless in heart".
Those to whom We have given the Scripture
recognize "the divine message of this "Prophet"
as they recognize their own children.
But there is a group of them
who "willfully" suppress the truth,
though they know "it, well.

part two
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The "very essence of al( truth is from your Lord.
So do not ever be of those who doubt ·it-.
Thus for each ·faith-community
there is a direction of Prayer
to which one is to tum ·in facing God-.
Therefore, race one another to good works.
Wherever you may be,
God will bring all of you ·to Judgment-.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
Thus from wherever
you may go forth, · 0 Prophet,
tum your face ·in Prayer"
toward the Sacred Mosque.
For, indeed, this ·decree is most surely the truth from your Lord.
And never, · 0 believers,
is God at all heedless of what you do.
And, ·again, 0 Prophet"!
From wherever you may go forth,
tum your face "in Prayertoward the Sacred Mosque.
Thus, wherever you may be,
0 you who believe,
tum your faces toward it ·in Prayer.
God makes this decree - so that people will have
no argument against you "believers-_
except for those of them
who are ·clearly - wrongdoers, ·godless in heart-.
Therefore, you shall not fear them!
Rather, you shall fear Me-and so "shall it be,
that I may perfect My blessings upon you,
and so that you may be guided arighteven as We have ·already- sent among you
the blessing o{ a messenger
from among your own selves.
39
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2 : 1 s2

He recites to you Our revealed verses.
And he purifies you.
And he teaches you the -commandments
of God's Book
and the -way of prophetic - wisdom.
Moreover, he teaches you -other matters
that you did not know.
So be ever in remembrance of Me,
-and- I shall remember you.
Moreover, be ever thankful to Me,
and do not ever be ungrateful to 1Vle!

2 : 1 s3 0

2 : 1 54

2:1ss

2:156
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you who believe!
Seek -God's - help through -enduring- patience
and -devotion in - Prayer.
Indeed,
God is with those who are -enduringly patient.
Thus you shall not say,
regarding those who are killed
in the path of God, that they are dead.
Rather, they are alive!
But you cannot perceive it.
And, most surely,
We shall test ·all o( you -believers
with something of fear and -with- hunger
and 0with - loss of wealth and life and crops.
So give glad tidings
-of everlasting delight in Paradise
to those who are -enduringly- patientthose who when an affliction strikes them, say:
Indeed, to God do we belong,
and, indeed, to Him are we returning.
Upon such as these descend prayers -of blessing from their Lord, and -His - mercy.
And it is these who are the rightly guided.

part two

part two
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2:158

�� "Concerning the Pilgrimage':
the "Mounts o{ Sara and Marwah
are, indeed, among the ritual waymarks
set by God.
So "as to, one who makes the I:lajj-Pilgrimage
to the "sacred' House "in Makkah',
or "one who makes
the cumrah-Lesser Pilgrimageit is no sin for him to circumambulate
between "the two hillocks'.
Moreover, whoever volunteers
a good act "for the sake of God -._then, indeed,
God is ever-thankful, all-knowing.

2 : 1 59

As to those who suppress the clear evidences
"of divine revelation, and "its right, guidance
that We have sent down
in the "preceding, Scripture"doing so , after We had made it clear
for "all' peopleit is they whom God shall curse,
and who shall be cursed
by whoever is "entitled, to curseexcept for those "of them, who repent
and set things aright and make evident
what they had formerly suppressed'.
It is to these that I grant repentance;
for I "alone, am "God,
the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving.
As to those who have disbelieved,
and died as disbelievers,
upon them is the curse of God
and "o{ the angels and "o{ humanity all together.
They "are doomed to Hell
and, shall abide therein forever.

2 : 1 60

2:161

2 : 1 62
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Never shall the torment be lightened for them.
Nor shall they ever be reprieved.
2 : 1 63

For the God "of all" of you is One God.
There is no God but Him,
the All-Merciful, the Mercy-Giving.

2: 1 64

Indeed, in the creation of the heavens
and the earth;
and in the alternation of the night
and the daylight;
and in the ships that run through the sea
with all that benefits people;
and in every "shower o{ water
that God sends down from the sky
with which He gives life to the earth
after its death;
and "in all the many species,
that He spreads about therein
of every "treading, creature;
and "in His, turning about of the winds;
and "in, the clouds subjugated
between heaven and earth"in all this, there are sure signs
"of God's magnificent blessing,
for a people who would "use their reason
to , understand.
Yet among humankind
there are those who take "false gods
apart from God as "His, rivals.
They love them with the love due only to God!
But those who "truly, believe
have a far greater love for God.
If only those who do wrong
"by associating others with God"

2: 1 65

42
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could see "themselves
at the moment they shall behold
the torment "of Hellfire,
when they realize, that, indeed, all power
belongs to God, entirely-and that, indeed,
God is most severe in "administering" torment.
Then "and there, all" those who were followed
"into heinous unbelief in the world"
shall disavow "all, those who followed " them"_
as they behold the "imminent torment
"that awaits them".
Thus all ties between them
shall be "utterly, cut off.
And those who were followers
shall say "of their leaders":
If only we had a chance
to return "to life in the world"!
Then we would disavow them
as they "now" have disavowed us.
Thus will God show them
"the enormity o( their deeds,
heaping much " overwhelming, regret
upon them.
For never shall they emerge
from the Fire "of Helf
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2 : 1 69

humankind!
Eat from whatever is upon the earth
that is lawful and wholesome.
Yet do not follow the footsteps of Satan.
For, indeed, he is a clear enemy to you.
Thus, he but commands you
to "every" evil and lewdness,
and that you should say about God
what you do not know.
43
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When -the disbelievers
are admonished with this, and- it is said to them:
Follow what God has sent down!
They say:
Rather, we shall follow -only- that to which
we found our forefathers adhering.
Will they do so even if their forefathers
did not understand anything
about the truth of God-,
nor were they guided aright?
This is the parable of those who disbelieve
in the call of their messenger-:
It is like the case of -a shepherd
who hollers out to -flo cks that hear nothing
but mere calls and cries.
Deaf, dumb, and blind -in heart-never shall they understand.

2 : 1 72 0

2 : 1 73

2 : 1 74
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you who believe!
Eat of the wholesome foods
which We have provided you.
And give thanks to God,
if, indeed, it is He alone whom you worship.
Indeed, He has but forbidden you -to eat
carrion, and blood, and the flesh of swine,
and that over which
other than -the name of God has been invoked
at the time of slaughter-.
But whoever is compelled
by circumstance to eat any of this without being rebellious
and without being a willful transgressorthen no -penalty o( sin shall there be upon him.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
As for those who suppress -any part
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of what God has sent down in the Scripture
and -thereby - sell it for a small pricethey do nothing but consume fire -from Helf
into their bellies.
Nor shall God speak to them
on the Day of Resurrection.
Nor shall He purify them -from the stain of sin-.
Thus for them,
there is a most painful torment -awaiting-.
These are the ones
who have purchased misguidance
-at the cost of guidance,
and -eternal- torment -at the cost of forgiveness.
Oh, with what -shocking- patience
-shall they endure - the Fire -of Hell-!
This -they deserve
because God sent down the Scripture
-to His messengers - with the truth.
-Then the wrongdoers suppressed it-.
And, indeed,
those ·of the People of the Scripture who dispute about the Scripture
are -yet - in uttermost schism
-about its true tidings-.
�!�Righteousness -in the sight of God
is not the mere turning of your faces
toward the East or the West.
Rather, true righteousness
dwells in one who believes in God,
and ·in the coming Judgment of the Last Day,
and -in - the angels, and -in every revealed- Book,
and ·in all- the prophets;
and -dwells in - one, whodespite his love -for it-_
gives ·of his - wealth -in charity-
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part two
---- --------

to close relatives and orphans,
and to the indigent and the wayfarer,
and to beggars,
and for -the emancipation o( slaves;
and -dwells in - one who establishes the Prayer
and gives the Zakat-Charity;
and -dwells in all- those
who fulfill their covenant
when they make a covenant,
as well as -in - those who are patient
during -periods o( afiliction and harm
and times of confli ct.
These are the ones who have been truehearted,
and it is such as these who are the God-fearing.
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you who believe!
-Equivalence in - retribution is prescribed for you
regarding -all- those who are murdered.
-For instance:
The 'life of the - freeman 'who has killed
for the -life of the - freeman -he has killed-;
and the 'life of the - slave -who has killed
for the -life of the - slave -he has killed-;
and the -life of the - female -who has killed_
for the 'life of the- female 'she has killed-.
But if one is granted a pardon -from execution
by his brother -in faith-,
then let -the latter- pursue 'restitution-,
in accordance with what is right.
Moreover, let his -due - compensation
be 'remitted- in a most excellent way.
This -commandment - is an alleviation
from your Lord, and thus a mercy -from Him,
for it frees you from lawless vengeance-.
So whoever commits an offense -of reprisal"
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after this -compensation is taken", then for him,
there shall be a most painful torment
-in the Hereafter".
Hence, there is life for -all o( you in retribution,
0 people of - discretion and" understanding,
so that you may be ever God-fearing.
Prescribed for you -believers",
when death approaches any one of you
who shall leave behind wealth,
is that he make a will
for -his" parents and nearest relatives,
in accordance with what is right.
-This is" an obligation upon the God-fearing.
Thus whoever changes -a wilf
after hearing it -from a testator",
the -guilt o( sin shall fall only upon those
who -make the" change -in" it.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Yet as to one who fears erroneous inclination
from the testator,
or willful violation -of the heirs' due right,
and who " then sets matters aright between them,
no -guilt o( sin shall fall upon him.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.

2: 1 83 0

2 : 1 84

you who believe!
Fasting is prescribed for you
as it has been prescribed
for those -who have believed" before you,
so that you may be -ever" God-fearing.
It is for a specifi e d number of days.
But one among you who is sick
or is on a j ourney -shall then fast"
the same number of other days.
47
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Yet for those who are "hardly, able to endure it,
"and do not fast, , the redemption "for each day,
is feeding an indigent person "instead".
And if one volunteers a good offering
" over and above this", it is better for him, "still".
However, if you fast " despite difficulty",
it is best for you, if only you were to know.
It was the month of Ramadan
in which the Quran was "first, sent down
as guidance for all people,
having "in it, clear proofs of "divine, guidance
and the criterion "for right and wrong".
So whoever among you
bears witness to the month shall then fast it.
Yet if one among you is sick or is on a j ourney
" such a person shall then fast, the same number
of other days.
God intends for you ease,
and does not intend for you hardship.
Rather, "He wills, for you to complete
the number "of prescribed days,_
and that you shall extol God
for "the blessing of faith
to, which He has guided you,
so that you may give thanks
"to Him alone for easing its way
and establishing you therein".
Now, if My serva.tits ask you,
"0 Prophet, , about Me
then, indeed, I am near.
I answer the call of the caller
when he calls upon Me.
Then let them "all" respond to Me
and believe in Me,
so that they may be rightly guided.
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Permitted for you "believers,
on the night of the fast
is intimate approach to your wives.
They are a garment for you.
And you are a garment for them.
God knows
that "before granting this permission,
you used to betray yourselves.
Thus He has granted you repentance
for what is past, and pardoned you.
So now you may lie with them
and seek whatever "offspring
God has decreed for you.
Moreover, you may "now" eat and drink
until the white thread of dawn
becomes clear to you,
"as distinguished,
from the black thread "of night".
Then complete the fast until the night.
But do not "ever, lie with them
for so long as you may be in ritual retreat
in the mosques "of God".
These are the ordained limits of God.
Therefore, do not approach them.
Thus does God make clear
His "revealed" signs to "alf people,
that they may be ever God-fearing.
Moreover, you shall not consume
one another's wealth by false means,
nor proffer any of it to "bribe" those in authority,
in order to sinfully consume
a portion of people's wealth
while you know "it is wrong".
�IE- They "who believe" ask you,

"

0

Prophet,
49
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about the c significance of the, lunar crescents
and the waxing and waning of the moon". Say:
They are cbut, time-marks for people
and for the I:lajj-Pilgrimage.
,
Thus there is no virtue in cthe pagan custom
that c after making the Pilgrimage
you creturn home and" come into cyour" houses
from c openings you rend in, their back cwalls".
Rather, true virtue is c exemplified
in the conduct o{ one who is God-fearing.
So come into cyour, homes
from their cproper" doors .
And be ever God-fearing,
so that you may be successful.
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Furthermore, fight in the path of God
all those who fight you.
But do not commit aggression.
Indeed, God does not love those
who commit aggression.
Yet "if they continue
in their aggression against you,
kill them wherever you encounter them.
And expel them
from wherever they have expelled you.
For persecution
is cfar, more grievous than killing.
But do not fight them at the Sacred Mosque,
unless they cfirst, fight you therein.
Yet if they fight you cthere", then kill them.
Such is the recompense of the disbelievers.
But if they desist, then, indeed,
God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Moreover, fight them
until there is no cmore, persecution,
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and religion is for God alone.
But if they desist,
then let there be no ongoing" hostility,
except against the wrongdoers
cwho are godless in heart.
Reprisal in, the Sacred Month
is crightly due" for c aggression
in, the Sacred Month,
for there is to be retribution
for violating, the sacred.
So whoever commits aggression
against you cbelievers therein",
then cyou may rightfully" commit
the like of that aggression against him.
Yet be ever God-fearing, and know that God
is with the God-fearing.
And thus shall you spend freely for defense
in the path of God.
Yet do not cast your souls,
by your own hands, into destruction.
Rather, do good cto one and all".
Indeed, God loves those
who excel in c doing" good.
So complete the Hajj-Pilgrimage
and the 'Umrah-Lesser Pilgrimage
solely for the sake o( God.
But if you are prevented ctherefrom",
then c send forth
whatever charitable-offering c of sacrifice
is ready at hand.
Yet you shall not -ritually, shave your heads
until the charitable-offering reaches
its destination for sacrifice".
As to whoever among you becomes sick,
or has an ailment of the head
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-that requires shaving,
then the due redemption is fasting,
or -giving- charity,
or a -charitable-offering o( sacrifice.
But when you becon1e -safe and- secure,
then whoever takes advantage of performing
the 'Umrah-Lesser Pilgrimage -separately-,
before -the designated days o( I:lajj-Pilgrimage,
-let him- then -send forth
whatever charitable-offering -of sacrifice
is ready at hand.
But if one -of you does not find -the means
to make an offering-,
then fasting three days during I:lajj-Pilgrimage
-is obligatory-_
and seven -days - when you return -home-.
This is a total of ten -days-.
That is for one whose family
does not reside in the precincts
of the Sacred Mosque.
Thus be ever God-fearing!
And know that God is severe in punishment.
The -time-frame of the- I:lajj -Pilgrimage
falls within the well-known months
-at the end of the lunar year-.
So whoever determines to undertake
the I:lajj-Pilgrimage therein,
then there shall be no sexual relations,
nor ungodliness, nor disputation,
during the I:lajj-Pilgrimage.
And whatever good you do, God knows it.
Moreover, take with you
your own prov1s1onsand, indeed, the best provision
is to be ever God-fearing.
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Therefore, fear Me,
0 people oC discretion and" understanding.
It is not a sin for you cduring I:-lajj-Pilgrimage
if you seek ·to obtain" bounty from your Lord
through commerce".
Yet when you pour forth
from cthe plain of" 'Ararat,
then remember God ·much
with most solemn reverence
at the sacred waymark c of Muzdalifah ·.
And remember Him 'always
with much solemn reverence",
as He has guided you.
And, indeed, before this
you were of those c gone astray.
Thus cbe sure to pour forth from 'Ararat",
where · alf the people
have poured forth ·in the past".
And seek God's forgiveness.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Yet ·even" when you have concluded your rites
of I:-Iajj-Pilgrimage ",
then "still" you shall remember God
with much solemn reverence",
like your ·past" remembrance
of your forefathersor with yet greater ·solemnity
and" remembrance.
Now, among people,
there are those who say ·in supplication":
Our Lord! Give to us in this world!
Yet such a one has no Heavenly" share
in the Hereafter.
But among them are those who say:
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Our Lord!
Give us good in this world
and good in the Hereafter,
and save us
from the torment of the Fire of Helf.
As to these,
for them there is a c Heavenly" portion c awaiting
for all cthe good" that they have earned.
And God is swift in reckoning.
�!� Thus make cmuch" mention
of the name of God cwith solemn reverence
in the especial numbered days
in the valley of Mina".
Yet should one hasten c to depart Mina
on the second day,
then no cpenalty o{ sin shall there be upon him.
And c as to one who delays ca day more",
then no cpenalty o{ sin
shall there be upon him, c either,
provided one remains God-fearing.
So be ever God-fearing!
And know that c all o{ you
shall, indeed, be assembled
before Him cfor Judgment".
Now, there is among humanity,
the like o{ one
whose words about the life of this world
please you.
And he openly" calls upon God to bear witness
as to what is in his heart, though truly,
he is most relentlessly contentious.
For when he turns away c from you",
he strives in the land
to spread corruption therein
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and to destroy tillage and livestock
and God does not love corruption.
Thus when it is said to him:
Be "truly - God-fearing!
arrogant pride carries him into "yet more sm.
Thus sufficient for him is Helland a most woeful cradle cit is"!
Yet there are among people
those who would give their "very - souls
in seeking the good pleasure of God
and God is all-kind to call His - servants.
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you who believe!
Enter into peace, all of you together.
And do not follow the footsteps of Satan.
For, indeed, he is a clear enemy to you.
And should you ever backslide,
after the clear proofs -from God
have come to you,
then know that God is overpowering, all-wise.
Do those "who are faithless - await anything
but that God should come to them
-with punishment
from overshadowing clouds,
along with the angels,
and that the matter -of their doom -

be determined!
Indeed, to God -alone - are all matters returned
-for just Judgment - .
Ask the Children of Israel
how many a clear "and miraculous sign
We gave them.
Yet whoever exchanges the favor
of -faith in - God -for ungodliness
55
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after cfaith- has come to him-cknow, - then,
cthat - God is, indeed, severe in punishment.
The life of this world is made fair-seeming
to those who disbelieve.
And so they scoff at those who believe.
But those who are God-fearing
shall be above them on the Day of Resurrection.
For God c alone - gives provision
to whomever He so wills without measure.
Once, all people were one cfaith --community.
c Then they differed.
So God sent forth the prophets,
as bearers of glad tidings and forewarners.
And with them,
He sent down the c Heavenly- Scripture
with the truth,
cso as - to judge between people
about that wherein they disputed.
Yet none other than those cpeoples
to whom cthe Scripture was given
disputed over itafter the clear c and miraculous - proofs c of God_
had come to themthereby - exceeding the due bounds c of God_
with one another
c out of nothing but insolence and envy-.
Then, by His c divine- permission,
God guided those vvho believed to the tru.th
about that wherein they had been disputing.
For God guides whomever He so wills
to a straight way c of salvation-.
So do you cbelievers - think
that you will ever enter the Garden c of Paradise
without there coming to you
the like of cthe trials that befell
e
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those who have passed
-over the path of belie{ before you?
Affliction and harm struck them,
and they were -severely - shaken,
until -each - messenger,
and whoever believed with him, would say:
When comes the help of God?
-yet- most surely, the help of God is ever near!
2:215

2:216

2:217

They ask you, - 0 Prophet,
what -ways - they should spend -charitably-.
Say -to them-:
Whatever good offering you spend
is to be for -your - parents, and nearest relatives,
and orphans, and the indigent,
and the -needy - wayfarers.
And whatever good you do,
God is, indeed, all-knowing of it.
Fighting -in the just cause of God
is prescribed for you,
though it is hateful to you -to fight-.
Yet it may be that you hate a thing,
while it is good for you.
And it may be that you love a thing,
while it is evil for you.
Yet God knows
-what is most beneficial for you-,
and you do not know.
They ask you, - 0 Prophet,
about the sacred month, -about fighting therein.
Say:
Fighting therein is a great -sin-.
But to bar -people - from the way of God,
and to disbelieve in Him,
57
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and cto bar them from- the Sacred Mosque,
and to expel its people from its precincts
c all- are greater csins - in the sight of God.
For persecution is a cfar- greater csin - than killing.
Still, they shall never cease
fighting you cbelievers
until they turn you away from your religion,
if ever they are so able.
And whoever among you
should turn away from his religion,
then die while he is a disbelieverthe cgood- works of cthe likes o{ these
are crendered utterly- futile cwith God-
in this world and in the Hereafterand these are the Companions
of the Fire cof Hell-.
They shall abide therein forever.
As for those who have believed,
and those who have emigrated
and striven in the path of God,
cthe likes o{ these have hope
for the mercy of Godand God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
�i� They ask you, CO Prophet,
about intoxicants and gambling. Say:
In both of them, there is great sinfulness
and some benefit for people.
Yet their sinfulness
is cfar - greater than their benefit.
They ask you, as well, c 0 Prophet,
what cpart of their wealth
they should spend ccharitably . Say:
c Spend of your- surplus.
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Thus does God make "the wisdom
of His revealed, verses clear to you,
so that you may reflect "on them,
in "relation to the affairs o{ this world
and "the consequences in, the Hereafter.
And they ask you, " 0 Prophet,
about "looking after, orphans. Say:
Setting their affairs aright
is best for "you and ' them.
Thus if you interrelate with them,
then they are "to be treated
as, your brothers "in faith'.
And God knows best the sower of corruption
from the sower of righteousness.
And had God so willed,
He could have overburdened you
"with restrictions'.
Indeed, God is overpowering, all-wise.
Moreover, you shall not marry
idolatrous women
until they believe "in God alone'.
For a believing bondwoman
is most surely better
than an idolatrous woman
even if she should please you.
Nor shall you marry "your believing women
to, idolatrous men
until they believe "in God alone'.
For a believing bondman is most surely better
than an idolater-even if he should please you.
These "idolaters, call to the Fire "of Helf,
while God calls to the Garden "of Paradise',
and to forgiveness, by His permission.
Thus does He make
59
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His signs clear to the people,
so that they may become mindful
c of His commandments'.
2:222

And they ask you, c 0 Prophet,
about menstruation. Say:
It is a cause for" harm.
So withhold yourselves
from sexual intercourse" with women
during menstruation,
and do not approach them cthere
until they are cleansed.
Then, when they are cleansed, come to them
as God has commanded you.
Indeed, God loves those who are ever-penitent,
and He loves those who purify themselves.
Your 0lawfuf women are a tillage for you.
So come to your tillage as you will.
Yet advance c good deeds for your souls.
And fear God!
And know
that you will most surely, meet Him.
So give glad tidings to the believers.
Moreover, do not use c the name o{ God
in your oaths as a hindrance to being virtuous,
or 0to, being God-fearing,
or to setting things aright among the people.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
God will not hold you accountable
for unintended vows in your oaths.
But He will hold you accountable
for what your hearts have 0intentionally' earned.
For God is all-forgiving, most forbearing.
So as to those who forswear
crelations with" their wives,
c
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c causing them to suffer abuse,
there shall be a waiting period
of c cessation of intimacy for" four months.
But if they go back c to their wives
during this period", then, indeed,
God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
But if they c stay" resolved
to divorce c them thereafter, so shall it be"
and God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Divorced women shall keep themselves in wait
for three cmonthly" periods cbefore remarrying
Nor is it lawful for them ctherein
to conceal what God has created
in their wombsif they truly believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o( the Last Day.
For their husbands have full right to restore
them c as wives" during this cwaiting period",
if they ctruly" desire reconciliation.
Yet for women, there are c rights" equal
to what is enjoined upon them,
in accordance with what is right.
But c commensurate
with their family obligations",
men shall have a degree over them.
And God is overpowering, all-wise.
cPronouncement o( divorce
is revocable" two times.
CEach time thereafter, wives are" to be retained,
in accordance with what is right,
or set free with generous kindness.
Moreover, it is not lawful for you
to take back anything "in divorce
of what you have given them0•
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unless both have cause to fear
that they will not cbe able to " maintain
the ordained limits of God ·in their settlement".
So, if you ·who judge between them
have cause to" fear
that they will not cbe able to maintain
the ordained limits of God,
then there shall be no blame on either of them
in that which she may compensate
·the husband, for her parting".
Thus these are the ordained limits of God,
so do not transgress them.
For whoever transgresses
the ordained limits of God,
then it is such as these who are the wrongdoers,
·accountable before Him".
But if he duly divorces her ·the third time " ,
she is not lawful to him thereafter,
until she marries a husband other than him.
Then, .should the succeeding husband die,
or" should he duly divorce her,
then there is no blame on either of them
cin the preceding union
if they go back to each other
provided both think they can maintain
the ordained limits of God.
Thus, these are the ordained limits of God,
which He makes clear
for a people who would ·seek to" know
·and fulfill His commandments".
Thus, if you · declare the first or second "
divorce ·pronouncement to your wives
and they reach ·the end
o{ their term ·of waiting",
then retain them cin marriage",
62
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in accordance with what is right,
or set them free,
in accordance with what is right.
Yet you shall not retain them
to -cause them" harm,
so as to transgress "against them and God".
For whoever does this,
then truly he has wronged his own soul.
Moreover, you shall not take
the -revealed" verses of God as a mockery.
Rather, remember -with reverence
the grace of God upon you,
and what He has sent down to you
of the Book, and the wisdom -of revelation",
with which He admonishes you.
So fear God, and know that, indeed,
God is all-knowing of all things.
Now, if you -declare
the first or second " divorce -pronouncement
to, your wives and they reach -the end
o{ their term -of waiting",
you -believers" shall not impede them
from marrying their husbands -again",
if both of them consent,
in accordance with what is right.
With this, let whoever among you
who believes in God
and -in the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day
be admonished.
These -commandments
are most befitting for you
and most pure -for your hearts".
For God knows
"what is most beneficial for you",
and you do not know.
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�i� Furthermore,
mothers shall nurse their children
two full years, for one who desires to complete
the nursing cperiod".
And cincumbent" upon the child's father
is csupplying" their provision and their clothing,
in accordance with what is right.
No soul shall be tasked beyond its capacity.
No mother shall be harmed for her child,
nor a father for his child.
Moreover, -incumbent- upon the cfather's - heir
is the like of this cpaternal obligation".
But if both cparents desire to wean cthe child
by their mutual consent and consultation,
then there is no blame on either of them.
And if you desire to wet-nurse your children,
then there is no blame on you,
provided c each o( you tender all c the wages
that you must give,
in accordance with what is right. And fear God!
And know that, indeed,
God is all-seeing of all that you do.
2:234

As for those among you who die
and leave wives cbehind,
your widows, shall keep themselves in wait
for four months and ten c days".
But when they reach cthe end
o( their term of waiting",
then there shall be no blame on you
cwho watch over them" as to what they c choose
to" do with themselves,
in accordance with what is right.
And God is all-aware of all that you do.
Moreover, there shall be no blame
c
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on you cbelievers "
wherein you allude to a marriage proposal
regarding csuch" women cin waiting " ,
or if you conceal cit" within yourselves.
God knows
that you will make mention of them.
But do not make a fi r m promise
c of marriage, to them in secret,
other than to say a cbenevolent " word,
in accordance with what is right.
Yet do not resolve
c to make, the marriage contract
until the prescribed term reaches its end.
And know that, indeed,
God knows what is within your souls.
So beware of Him.
And know that
God is all-forgiving, most forbearing.
There shall be no blame on you
if after the marriage contract,
you divorce women
whom you have yet to touch cin intimacy"
and with whom you have not yet determined
an obligatory dowry.
Yet make a c goodly, provision for them
the afiluent man according to his means
and the constrained man according to his means.
A c goodly, provision
in accordance with what is right is incumbent
upon those who excel in c doing, good.
But if you divorce them
before you have touched them cin intimacy " ,
and you have already determined for them
an obligatory dowry,
then cgive them, half
c
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of what you have already detennined,
unless they grant remission c of it",
or the one
in whose hand is the marriage contract
grants remission "of it " .
yet if you cbelievers" grant remission
"of the full amount " ,
it is, indeed, nearer to "the virtue
o{ fearing God.
Thus do not forget benevolence
among yourselves.
Indeed, God is all-seeing of all that you do.
2:238
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Be ever mindful of the c obligatory" Prayers
and "especially, the middle Prayer.
And stand devoutly obedient before God.
But if you fear chann ,
then cpray " on foot or cwhile" riding.
Then when you become secure,
remember God "with solemn reverence",
as it is He who has taught you
"of the Divine Law" what you did not know.
"

As to those among you who die
and leave wives "behind",
let there be a testament for their wives,
cbequeathing" provision for a year,
without expulsion
cfrom the husband's residence".
But if they depart c of their own accord",
then there is no blame on you
"who are his heirs",
as to what they " choose to" do with themselves,
in accordance with what is right.
And God is overpowering, all-wise.
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And let there -also - be -reasonable provlSlon
for divorced women,
in accordance with what is right,
as an obligation upon the God-fearing.
Thus does God make -the commandments
o( His -revealed- verses clear to you,
so that you may understand -them-.

2:243 �i� Have
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you not considered -the miraculous case
o( those -from the Children of Israel
who -in the spirit of cowardice
departed from their dwellings in thousands,
fearful of death, whereupon God said to them:
Die -all of you-!
and, thereafter, brought them back to life?
Indeed, God is ever bountiful to - all- people.
But most people do not give thanks
-for the plenty God gives them-.
So -have no fear,
and- fight -on - in the path of God
against aggression and know that God is, indeed,
all-hearing, all-knowing.
Who is that -special- one who shall loan to God
a goodly loan -for His cause-,
so that He may multiply it for him
many times over?
For it is God -alone - who withholds and extends
-reward and abundant provision-.
And to Him -alone - shall you -all- be returned.
Have you not -also - considered
-the case o( the elders of the Children of Israel
after Moses?
They said to a prophet of theirs:
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Appoint for us a king -and- we will fight
in the path of God!
He said:
Might it be that if fighting is prescribed for you
you will not fight?
They said:
Why should we not fight in the path of God
while truly we have been driven out
of our own dwellings
and -deprived of" our children
-whom they have killed-?
But when fighting was prescribed for them,
they turned away -from it-_
all but a few of them.
And God is all-knowing about the wrongdoers
-who are godless in heart-.
Thus their prophet said to them:
Indeed, God has appointed Saul for you
as a king.
They said:
How can it be
that he shall have kingship over us,
while we are -nobles
more worthy of kingship than him,
and while he has not -even been given
any abundance of wealth?
He said:
Indeed, God has chosen him over you
and has increased him amply
in knowledge and in stature.
For God gives His dominion
to whomever He so wills.
And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
Thus their prophet said to them:
Indeed, the sign of his kingship
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is that the ark c of the covenant, will come to you
from the hand of the enemy',
wherein shall be tranquility cfor your hearts
from your Lord
and a remnant of what the Family of Moses
and the Family of Aaron
have left behind.
And carrying it shall be the angels.
Indeed, in this there is a sure sign for you
if, indeed, you are believers.
So when Saul set out with the hosts of lsraef,
he said:
God shall, indeed, test you with cthirst
when you come to a nver.
Thus whoever drinks of it is not of me.
And whoever does not taste it, he is of me
except one who is compelled
to scoop up a single scoop with his hand.
But they all drank their fill of it,
except a few of them.
Then when he had crossed ithe and those cfew, who believed with him
they said cin their council':
There is no cforce o( strength for us today
compared' with Goliath and his hosts!
But those who realized that they would certainly
meet God said:
How many a small company
of believers has prevailed
over a more numerous company
of the ungodly', by God's permission?
And God is with those who are patient.
So when they came forth
to engage Goliath and his hosts, they said:
Our Lord! Pour forth upon us patience.
c
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And set firm our feet.
And grant us victory
over the disbelieving people.
And so they vanquished them,
by God's permission.
And David killed Goliath.
And God gave him kingship
and -prophetic - wisdom.
Moreover, He taught him
of -divine and worldly matters
whatever He so willed.
And were it not -for the decree - of God
to repel some people by -means o( others,
the -whole - earth
would, most surely, become corrupted.
But ever is God benevolent
to -the peoples o( all the world.
These are the -revealed verses of God.
We recite them to you
with the -very essence of all" truth.
For, indeed, - 0 Muhammad,
you are, most surely,
-one - of the -chosen - messengers -of God.
�i� O( these messengersWe have shown preference
to some above others:
Among them
are those to whom God has spoken.
And some of them He raised -higher - by degrees.
Thus We gave Jesus, son of Mary,
clear -and miraculous - proofs
-to confirm his truth-.
Moreover, We aided him
with -Angel Gabriel " , the Holy Spirit.
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And had God so willed,
those "people, who came after them
would not have fought each other,
after the clear "and miraculous, proofs "of God,
had come to them. Yet they "bitterly, disputed.
So among them are those who believed.
And among them are those who disbelieved.
And had God so willed,
they would not have fought each other.
Yet God does all that He intends.
2:254 0

you who believe!
Spend "charitably,
out of what We have provided you,
before there comes a Day cHereafter,
in which there shall be no -gainful, trade
nor "availing, friendship, nor intercession.
Then c as to, the disbelievers
"who embrace false gods,_
it is they who are the wrongdoers,
" godless in heart'.

2 255

God! There is no God but Him,
the All-Living,
the Self-Subsisting cAll-Sustaining One'.
Slumber does not overtake Him, nor does sleep.
To Him belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
Who is it that shall intercede with Him,
except by His permission?
He knows what lies before them
and what lies behind them.
And they do not comprehend anything
of His knowledgeexcept that which He wills.
71
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His Seat c of Divinity
encompasses the heavens and the earth,
and preserving them does not fatigue Him.
For He is the Ever-Exalted, the Magnificent.
There shall be no compulsion in religion!
For truly
rectitude has been made clearly distinct
from perversity.
Thus whoever disbelieves in false deities
and believes in God ·alone
has truly grasped the firmest handhold,
which is forever unbreakable.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
God is the Patron of those who believe.
He brings them out
from the veils of darkness into the light.
And those who disbelieve,
their patrons are false deities.
They bring them out from the light
into the veils of darkness.
These are the Companions of the Fire ·of Hell·.
They shall abide therein forever.
Have you not considered c the folly
of° the one who c arrogantly· argued
with Abraham about his Lordc simply - because God had given him
the kingship?
When Abraham said c to him·:
My Lord is He who gives life and gives death,
he said:
I give life and give death.
Abraham said:
Then, indeed, it is God
who brings the sun from the East;
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so you bring it from the West.
Thus he who disbelieved was confounded.
For God does not guide the wrongdoing people
who are godless in heart·.
Or ·consider· the case
of the ·sincere and humble one
from the prophets of Israel
who passed by a town,
desolate and ·toppled. upon its rooftops.
He said:
How will God ever give life to all· this
after its death?
So God caused him to die for a hundred years.
Then He resurrected him.
God. said ·to him·:
How long have you tarried?
He said:
I have tarried a day, or some part of a day.
He said: No.
Rather, you have tarried a hundred years!
But look at your food and your drink.
They have not spoiled.
And look at ·the remnants o( your donkey,
so that We may make you
a ·clear· sign ·of resurrection - for people.
Now look at the bones ·of the donkey·,
how We set them ·together-,
then clothe them with fle sh!
So when it ·all. became clear to him, he said:
I know ·now with certainty
that God is, indeed, powerful over all things!
And behold! Abraham said:
My Lord!
Show me how You give life to the dead.
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part three

God- said:
Do you not believe?
-Abraham - said: -I do - indeed!
But it is only that my heart
-may - be -fully - assured.
He said:
Take, then, four -varied types - of birds
and draw them to you.
Then set on each mountain top
a -dismembered - part of them.
Then call them.
They shall come rushing to you.
And know, -then, with certainty
that God is, indeed, overpowering, all-wise.
2:261
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The likeness of those who spend their wealth
in the path of God is as the likeness of a grain
that sprouts seven spikes.
In every spike, there are a hundred grains.
Thus does God multiply -rewardfor whomever He so wills.
And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
Those who spend their wealth
in the path of God-then do not follow up
what they have spent -in charity
with boastful reminders, or any harrn
they shall have their reward
with their Lord -in full" .
And there shall b e no fear upon them
-when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
-over the life of the world-.
�!�A good word and forgiveness
are better than any charity
that is followed by harm.
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And God is self-sufficient, most forbearing.
0 you who believe!
Do not nullify your charitable acts
with boastful reminders and harm,
as does one who spends his wealth
merely to be seen by people
while he does not truly believe in God
and -in the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day.
The likeness of such a one
is as a -smooth - boulder
upon which there is -light- soil.
Then a heavy rain strikes it and leaves it bare.
They have no power to retain anything
that they have - sought to earn.
For God does not guide the disbelieving people.
2:265 But the likeness of those who spend their wealth
seeking the pleasure of Godand as an affirmation -of faith - for themselvesis as the likeness of a garden on a hilltop
struck by heavy rain,
such that it brings forth its produce twofold.
And even if no heavy rain strikes it,
then a drizzle -suffices-.
And God is all-seeing of all that you do.
2:266 Would any one of you like
to have a garden of date palms and grapevines,
beneath which rivers flow,
wherein he has every kind of fruit,
but then old age strikes him
while he has children who are weak,
and then a whirlwind wherein is fire
strikes it, and thus it is burned?
Thus does God make -the wisdom
of His revealed - verses clear to you,

2:264
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so that you may refl e ct -on them
and their benefit for you-.
2:267 0

2:268

2:269
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you who believe!
Spend -charitably- from the wholesome things
you have earned and from all
that We have brought forth for you
from the earth.
Thus do not target what is vile
to spend from it -in charity-,
though you yourselves would not take
without closing your eyes to -accept - it.
And know that God is self-sufficient, all-praised.
Satan threatens you with poverty,
and he commands you to obscenity,
while God promises you
much forgiveness from Him and great bounty.
And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
He gives wisdom to whomever He so wills.
And whoever is given wisdom
has truly been given much goodness.
And none is truly mindful -of this
but those who are endowed
with -discretion and- understanding
-and so heed admonition-.
Thus whatever expenditure you spend,
and whatever vow you vow,
indeed, God knows it.
And for the wrongdoers
-who are godless in heart-,
there shall not be any helpers
-against God's punishment-.
If you disclose -your - charitable offerings,
it is commendable.
But if you conceal them,
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and give them to the poor,
then it is best for you.
Thus shall He absolve you of your misdeeds.
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
7lE- It is not incumbent upon you,
0 Muhammad, to ensure the openness
of the hearts of people
and - their -acceptance of divine guidance.
Rather, it is God who guides
whomever He so wills.
And -know
that - whatever good you -believers spend,
it is for -the good o{ your own souls.
So whatever you spend -in charity-,
do so seeking only the Face of God.
Thus whatever good you spend
shall be rendered to you in fulland never shall you be wronged -in the least.
Give to the poor
who, striving - in the path of God,
have become constrainedunable to tread through the land -for livelihood-.
One ignorant -of their condition
would think them rich
because of -their - self-restraint.
You shall recognize them
by their mark -of poverty-.
They ask not of people importunately.
And whatever good you spend,
God is indeed all-knowing of it.
Those who spend their wealth
for the sake of God-, by night and by day,
secretly and openlythey shall have their reward
with their Lord -in full-.
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And there shall be no fear upon them
-when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
-over the lite of the world-.
2:275
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Those who devour usury
shall not rise · on Judgment Day-,
except as one rises whom Satan has battered
with the touch ·of madness-.
That is because they say:
Indeed, selling is just like usury
while God has made selling lawful
and has prohibited usury.
So when an admonition comes to one
from his Lord, and he quits ·usury-,
then to him belongs what was formerly "gained-.
And his affair ·henceforth - rests with God.
But whoever returns -to usury-_
then these are the Companions
of the Fire ·of Helf.
They shall abide therein forever.
God obliterates ·all blessing from - usury
and increases ·generously the reward for - charity.
For God loves no relentlessly unbelieving sinner.
Indeed, those who believe
and do righteous deeds
and -duly- establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity,
they shall have their reward
with their Lord ·in full-.
And there shall be no fear upon them
·when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
·over the life of the world-.
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you who believe!
Be ever God-fearing and forsake all that remains
-due to you - from usury,
if, indeed, you are believers.
Yet if you do not do so,
then be forewarned of war from God
and His Messenger.
But if you repent,
for you is the capital of your wealth.
You shall neither do wrong nor be wronged.

Now, if one -in debt - has hardship,
then let there be respite,
until there is ease -for him-.
And should you give it -up - as charity,
it is best for you, if only you were to know.
Thus fear a Day -Hereafter in which you shall be returned to God.
Then each soul shall be rendered in full
what it has earnedand never shall they be wronged -in the least-.

2 2s2 0

you who believe!
When you contract a loan between each other
for a stated term, then write it down.
Indeed, let a scribe
write it down between you with justice.
And never should a scribe refuse to write,
-truthfully-, as God has taught him.
Therefore, let him write.
Moreover, let the one who shall incur the debt
dictate -the terms of the contract-.
And let him fear God, his Lord.
Nor shall he defraud -anyone - of any part of it.
But if the one who shall incur the debt
79
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is incompetent, or a minor, or he himself
is unable to dictate cits terms-,
then let his guardian dictate cthem - with justice.
Moreover, bring two witnesses
from your men to witness cit-.
But if there are not two men,
then cyou may bring - a man and two women
from those whom you cmutually - approve of
as witnesses,
so that if one of the two should err
then the other one can remind her-.
Nor shall the witnesses refuse cto bear witness
when they are called upon cto do so-.
Still, you shall not be loath to write it down
cin a contract --be it small or large cin value
together - with its due term.
That is more just c than oral agreement
in the sight of God,
and more suitable for testimony,
and likelier to safeguard you
from becoming doubtful.
Excepted -from - this c command
to write down terms - is an immediate transaction
transferred between yourselves.
c In such case-,
then, there shall be no blame on you
for not writing it down.
But -otherwise - have witnesses
when you sell to one another.
Moreover, neither scribe nor witness
shall be harmed.
For if ever you do so,
it shall be c deemed grave - ungodliness
on your part.
Therefore, be ever God-fearing.
80
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For it is God who teaches you.
And God is all-knowing of all things.
�i� But if you are on a journey
and you cannot find a scribe,
then have a security on hand.
But if you trust one another,
then let him who is entrusted deliver his trustand let him be ever God-fearing,
and conscious o{ God, his Lord.
Nor shall you ever cwillfully suppress
a testimony.
For whoever suppresses it,
then, most surely, his heart is sinful.
And God is all-knowing of all that you do.
To God belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
Hence, whether you disclose
what is in your souls or you conceal it,
God will call you to account for it.
Thus He shall cmercifully forgive
whomever He so wills
and j ustly, torment whomever He so wills.
For God is powerful over all things.
The Messenger believes
in what has been sent down to him
from his Lord, as do the believers.
All believe in God
and His angels and His revealed, Books
and His messengers.
They say:
We do not differentiate cin faith
between any of His messengers.
Moreover, they say: We hear and we obey.
Your forgiveness, our Lord!
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For to You -alone - is the ultimate destiny.
God does not task a soul beyond its capacity.
For it -in the Hereafter
is all -the good- that it has earned.
And against it is -the evif it has reaped.
-Thus pray, 0 you who believe: - Our Lord!
Hold us not accountable
if ever we forget or we have erred.
Our Lord! Neither lay upon us a burden
like that which You have laid
upon those before us.
Our Lord! Nor lay upon us
that which we do not have the strength to bear.
Rather, pardon us. And forgive us.
And have mercy upon us.
You -alone - are our Patron.
So give us victory over the disbelieving people.
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God!
There is no God but Him, the All-Living,
the Self-Subsisting -All-Sustaining One-.
It is He who has sent down
to you, - 0 Muhammad, - the Book
with the -very essence of all revealed truth
to confirm -the divine revelations that have preceded it.
And He sent down the Torah and the Evangel
before -this --as guidance for all people.
And -now - He has sent down -in this Quran the Criterion -of the way of truth-.
As for those who disbelieve
in the -revealed- signs of God,
for them there is a severe torment
-awaiting in the Hereafter-.
For God is overpowering,
all-avenging -of evildoing-.
Indeed, God is He
from whom nothing in the earth
nor in the heaven is hidden.
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He is the One
who fashions you in the wombs as He so wills.
There is no God but Him,
the Overpowering, the All-Wise .
He is the One
who has sent down the Book to you.
In it are verses
c clearly" decisive cin their meaning".
They are the mother of the Book.
And others are ambiguous.
As for those in whose hearts there is perversity,
they pursue whatever is ambiguous in it,
c thereby" seeking dissension
and thereby" seeking
cto distort" its interpretation.
But none truly knows
its c ultimate" interpretation except God.
Thus, those well-grounded in knowledge say:
We believe in it. All of it is from our Lord.
And none is truly mindful c of this
but those who are endowed
with c discretion and" understanding
cand thus heed admonition, and so pray:
Our Lord! Let not our hearts swerve
after You have guided us.
And grant us mercy
from Your own cprovidence".
Indeed, it is You, You c alone",
who are the All-Granting.
Our Lord!
You shall certainly gather all people
for a Day c Hereafter",
about which there is no doubt.
Indeed, God does not fail c to fulfill"
the promise c He makes".
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As for those who disbelievenever shall their wealth, nor their children,
avail them against God in anything at all " .
And it is they who are the fuel
for the Fire of Hell".
Such was the case with the House of Pharaoh,
and Call o those cwho disbelieved" before them.
They denied Our signs.
Then, suddenly, God seized them by their sins,
for God is severe in punishment.
Say, 0 Prophet, to those who disbelieve:
You shall be defeated.
And you shall be mustered to Hell
and a most woeful cradle it is"!
There has already been,
for you cwho disbelieve",
a sure sign c of the triumph of faith
in the encounter of the two companies
cat the Battle of the Wells ofBadr ":
One company, fighting in the path of God;
and the other-cstaunch disbelievers,
who saw "the believers, with their very eyes
as twice their "own, number.
For God aids with His victory
whomever He so wills.
Indeed in this, there is a sure lesson
for those who have eyes to see!
Made fair-seeming to people
are ctheir" beloved desiresas to women, and cbegetting children,
and heaped up piles of gold and silver,
and well-bred horses, and cattle, and tillage.
That is the mere enjoyment
85
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of the life of this world.
Yet with God is the most excellent resort.
�!� Say, · 0 Prophet, to humanity·:
Shall I tell you of something
·far· better than this,
'reserved. for those who are God-fearing?
They shall have Gardens ·of Paradise
with their Lord, beneath which rivers ±low,
wherein they shall abide foreveralong with spouses, ever pure,
and the good pleasure of God.
And God is all-seeing of · all His· servants.
It is they who say ·penitently·:
Our Lord, we have, indeed, believed.
So forgive us our sins.
And save us
from the torment of the Fire ·of Helf.
These are the patient ·ones·, the truthful ·ones·,
the devoutly obedient, the givers of charity,
and the seekers of forgiveness at night's end.
God ·Himself" bears witness that, indeed,
there is no God but Him-as do the angels,
and those with knowledge.that He is the One· upholding justice.
There is no God but Him,
the Overpowering, the All-Wise.
Indeed, the ·true· religion with God
that He has revealed to all the prophets is Isla1r1,
·a willing submission to God alone·.
As for those who were ·previously·
given the Scripture,
they did not dispute ·among themselves
regarding the true religion·,
until after the ·revealed· knowledge
·of the Scripture· had come to them,
r
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-thereby - exceeding the due bounds -of God_
with one another,
-out of nothing but insolence and envy-.
Yet whoever disbelieves
in the -revealed- signs of God, -know, - then,
-that- God is, indeed, swift in reckoning.
So if they argue with you
-about God, 0 Prophet-, then say:
Willingly, have I submitted my face
-in worship - to God -alone-,
as have those who follow me.
And say, -moreover,
to those who were given the Scripture
and to those who are unlettered -in revelation-:
Will you -not submit yourselves -to God- willingly?
Thus if they willingly submit -themselves-,
then truly they are rightly guided.
But if they tum away,
then what is incumbent upon you is no more
than the -clear - conveyance -of the message-.
And God is all-seeing of -all His - servants.
As to those who disbelieve in the signs of God,
and who kill the prophets without any right,
and who kill those among the people
who enjoin justice-give them -heavy- tidings
of a most painful torment.
It is these whose -good- works
are -rendered utterly - futile -with God-_
in this world and in the Hereafter.
And for them, there shall not be any helpers
-against God's punishment-.
Have you not seen -the case
o( those who were given -knowledge
o( a portion of -Heavenly' Scripture?
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They are called to the Book of God,
so that it may judge between them
·wherein they differ.
Yet- thereafter a group of them turns away,
in ·utter - evasion ·of the truth-.
And ·they dare do this because - they say:
Never will the Fire ·of Hell- touch us,
·in the Hereafter except for a ·few - numbered days!
For these ·lies - they have forged in their religion
have deluded them.
How then shall it be
when We gather them to a Day ·Hereafter wherein there is no doubt
and each soul is rendered in full
what it has earned?
And never shall they be wronged ·in the least.
Rather-, say ·in all humility-: 0 God!
Master of all dominion!
You give dominion to whomever You will.
And You strip dominion
from whomever You will.
You exalt whomever You will.
And You abase whomever You will.
_In Your ·mighty - Hand is all good.
Truly, You have power over all things.
You make the night penetrate the daylight.
And You make the daylight penetrate the night.
And You bring forth the living from the dead.
And You bring forth the dead from the living.
And You give provision to whomever You will ,
without measure.
Let not the believers
take the disbelievers as allies
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instead of the believers.
And whoever c among you" does this
has nothing cto hope for" from God
except if you are safeguarding against
a genuine fear from them.
And God warns you to beware of Him.
For to God calone" is the ultimate destiny.
Say cto them, 0 Prophet":
Whether you conceal what is in your breast
or you disclose it, God knows it.
And He knows what is in the heavens
and what is in the earth.
For God is powerful over all things.
cThere shall come" a Day cHereafter
when each soul will find present before it
whatever good it had done cin the world".
And c concerning" whatever evil it had done
it shall wish there were a very great distance
between it and that c evildoing".
And God warns you to beware of Him,
cthough" God is all-kind to call His" servants.
c 0 Muhammad, " say c to the believers":
If you love God, then follow me.
God will love you and forgive you your sins.
For God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Say cto them":
Obey God and the Messenger.
And if they tum away,
then cknow that" God does not love
the disbelievers.
�!� Indeed, God has chosen Adam and Noah,
and the Family of Abraham,
and the Family of 'Imran
above c the people o( all the world.
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-They are descendants, one of another.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Behold! The wife of 'Imran said:
My Lord, I have, indeed, dedicated to You
what is in my belly to be -solely - devoted
-to Your service-.
So accept -this - from me.
For it is You who are the All-Hearing,
the All-Knowing.
So when she delivered her, she said: My Lord!
I have, indeed, delivered her, a female
and God knows best what she had delivered.
And, -my Lord, she said,
the male is not like the female
-as to service in the High Temple-!
Yet I have named her Mary.
And I do, indeed, seek refuge for her in You,
and for her children, from Satan, the Accursed.
And so -it was that - her Lord accepted -Mary"
with goodly acceptance
and caused her to grow up wholesomely
in -the years of her growing.
And He entrusted her
to -the foster care of Zachariah.
Whenever Zachariah entered upon her -place
in the Sanctuary, he found her with provisions.
He said: 0 Mary!
From where does this come to you?
She said: It is from God.
Indeed, God provides
for whomever He so wills without measure.
Then and there, Zachariah called upon his Lord.
He said: My Lord!
Grant me from Your bounty
wholesome children.
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Indeed, You are the Hearer of Prayer.
Then the angels called out to him,
as he stood offering chis, Prayer in the Sanctuary:
God, indeed, gives you glad tidings of ca son
who shall be named, John,
confirming cthe revelation o{ a word from God.
0And he shall be, an honored leader,
and abstinent,
and a prophet from among the righteous.
He said: My Lord!
How shall I have a boy when old age
has already come upon me,
and my wife is barren?
He said: So shall it be!
God does whatever He so wills.
He said: My Lord!
Appoint for me a sign c that this will be'!
He said:
Your sign is that
you shall not cbe able to, speak to people
for three days, except by gesture.
And remember your Lord much,
0With reverence".
And exalt cHim,
in the evenings and the mornings.
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And behold!
The angels said: 0 Maryl
Indeed, God has chosen you
cto serve Him, and purified you.
And He has chosen you
above call' the women of the world.
0 Mary, be ever devoutly obedient
to your Lord.
And bow cyour face, down
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to the ground -before Him-.
And bow with those who bow -in Prayer.
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Muhammad!
This is -but one - of the tidings
of the unseen -past - that We reveal to you.
For you were not with them
when they cast their quills
-to resolve - which of them
would have the -foster- care of Mary.
And you were not with them
when they were contending -for this honor-.
Behold!
The angels said: 0 Mary!
Indeed, God gives you glad tidings of -a son
brought into being by- a word from Him.
His name is the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary,
eminent in this world and -in - the Hereafter,
and of those brought near -to God-.
And he shall speak to people
of Heavenly guidance while - in the cradle
and in the prime of manhood.
-Moreover-, he shall be of the righteous.
She said: My Lord!
How shall I have a son
when no human being has touched me?
He said: So shall it be!
God creates whatever He so wills.
When He decrees a matter,
He but says to it: Be! And so it is.
Moreover, He shall teach him
the -skill o( writing,
-with regard to the divine law,
and the wisdom -of prophethood,
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and the Torah, and the Evangel,
and c appoint him as, a messenger
to the Children of Israel, to say":
Truly, I have come to you
with a sign c of my commission" from your Lord,
that I, indeed, form for you
from the mud c of the earth, a bird-like figure.
Then I blow into it, and so it becomes a bird
by God's permission.
I heal the born-blind and the leper;
and I give life to the deadby God's permission.
And I tell you cwhat no person knows
of what you eat
and of what you store up in your houses.
Indeed, in this there is a sure sign for you,
if, indeed, you are believers.
And I am to confirm what has preceded me
of cthe Commandments o( the Torah
and to make lawful for you
some of what has been cpreviously
prohibited to you.
I have come to you
with a sign c of my truth· from your Lord.
So fear God, and obey me!
Indeed, God is my Lord and your Lord.
So worship Him c alone·.
This is a straight way to salvation·.
�l�But when Jesus discerned from them
resolute· unbelief, he said cto his followers·:
Who will be my supporters
con the path" to God?
The Disciples said:
We are the supporters of c the religion o( God.
We have, indeed, believed in God.
c
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So bear witness that we are, indeed, muslims,
in willing submission to God c alone-.
Our Lord! We have believed in cthe Revelation
that You have sent down cto Jesus-.
And we have followed chim
as - the Messenger Cy ou sent to us-.
So inscribe us among those
who bear witness cto Your Oneness-.
Now, they cwho disbelieved
had devised a plan cto kill Jesus·.
But God had devised a plan to save him-.
And God is the best of call- those who plan.
Behold! God said: 0 Jesus!
Indeed, I shall take your soul.
And I shall lift you up to Me.
And I shall cleanse you from cthe defilement
of all" those who disbelieve cin you .
Moreover, I shall place those who follow you
cand confirm your message
above those who disbelieve
until the Day of Resurrection.
Then to Me calone - shall be the return
of call o{ you, and I shall judge between you
regarding that wherein you have been disputing.
Then as for those who disbelieve,
I shall torment them with a severe torment
in the --life of this. v1orld and rin. the Hereafter.
And for them, there shall not be any helpers
c against God's punishment-.
But as for those who believe cin God-,
and do righteous deeds,
He shall render them their rewards cin full-.
Yet God does not love the wrongdoers
c who are godless in heart-.
c
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This c account that" We recite to you,
c 0 Muhammad,
is among the signs c of your prophethood
and ca confirmation of the truth of this Quran "
the All-Wise Reminder-c for all humanity".
Indeed, the likeness of cthe creation o{ Jesus,
with respect to God,
is as the likeness of cthat o{ Adam:
He created him out of dust.
Then He said to him: Be! And he was.
This is the truth from your Lord
cregarding Jesus ".
So do not be of those who have doubt c about it".
Hence, whoever argues with you, c 0 Prophet,
concerning him
after cthis" knowledge has come to you,
say cto them": Come!
Let us call upon our sons and your sons,
and our women and your women,
and ourselves and yourselves.
Then we shall earnestly pray
to lay the curse of God
upon c those of us who are" the liars.
Indeed, this is most surely
the true narrative cregarding Jesus ".
Nor is there any god but the c One" God.
Indeed, God is most surely
the Overpowering, the All-Wise.
Yet if they turn away cfrom this summons",
then God is assuredly all-knowing
of the sowers of corruption.
c0

Muhammad, " say:
0 People of the Scripture!
Come to an equitable word
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between us and you:
That ctogether, we shall not
worship other than God.
And ctogether, we shall not
associate anything cat all"
in c our worship o{ Him.
And ctogether, we shall not
take one another as lords apart from God.
Yet if they turn away, c 0 believers",
then say c to them":
Bear witness that we, indeed, are muslims,
in willing submission to God calone".
3:65
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0 People of the Scripture!
Why do you argue cwith us, about cyour claim
that" Abraham cwas a Jew or a Christian",
while the Torah cof Moses"
and the Evangel cofJesus
were not sent down until after him?
Are you not, then, able to understand?
Yet there you are!
You c attempt to, argue ·about Moses and Jesus",
wherein you have 'some, knowledge.
Why, then, would you argue
about that which you have
no knowledge cat all"?
For God knows c the truth of all matters",
and you do not know!
Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian.
Rather, he was a cbeliever,
purely" upright cin heart",
a muslim, in willing submission to God calone-.__
and never was he of those
who associated gods with God.
Indeed, the people most worthy
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of c tracing their faith back to" Abraham
are surely those who follow him
cin willing submission to God alone"_
and cforemost among them is
this Prophet, cMuhammad,
and cal( those who believe cin his message".
And God c alone" is the Patron of the believers.
A group of the People of the Scripture
would love to lead you cbelievers" astray.
But they lead none astray but themselves,
though they are not aware c of their doom".
0

People of the Scripture!
Why do you disbelieve
in the crevealed" signs of God
while you yourselves
bear witness c to their truth"?
0 People of the Scripture!
Why do you mix the truth with falsehood
and cwillfully" suppress the truth,
while you know cthat it is wrong to do so"?
And cfurthermore",
a group from the People of the Scripture
say cto one another":
Profess faith at the start of the day
in what has been sent down cto Muhammad
and" to those who believe cin his message".
And renounce faith at day's end,
so that they may c doubt" themselves
c and" turn back cfrom their faith".
Yet call the while, in your heart
believe none except one
who follows your own religion,
ckeeping its knowledge to yourselves".
97
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Say cto them":
Indeed, all ctrue" guidance
is the guidance of God.
cAre you envious and begrudging"
that someone is given crevealed knowledge
from God"
like what you have been given cfrom Him",
or care you fearful" that c the believers" will prevail
in argument against you con Judgment Day"
before your Lord?
Say: Indeed,
all bounty is in the cmighty" Hand of God.
He gives it to whomever He so wills.
And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
It is He who singles out for His mercy
whomever He so wills.
For God c alone
is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
�l� Yet there are c also
among the People of the Scripture
the likes o{ one who,
if you were to entrust him with a heap cof gold",
he would faithfully restore it to you.
And there are among them
c the likes o{ one who,
if you were to entrust him
with even a 0Single" dinar,
he would not restore it to you,
unless you were to remain standing over him.
That is because they say:
It is not incumbent upon us to keep faith
with people unlettered cin Scripture"!
And thus do they speak lies against God
and they do so knowingly.
r
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Rather, whoever fulfills his covenant
and fears God, c know that, God, indeed,
loves the God-fearing.
As for those CPeople of the Scripture
who sell the covenant of God
and their csolemn, oaths for a small price,
they shall not have any share c of Paradise
in the Hereafter.
Nor shall God speak to them!
Nor shall He c even, look at them
on the Day of Resurrection!
Nor shall He purify them c of this evildoing'!
Rather, there shall be for them
a most painful torment c awaiting'.
For, indeed, there is a faction among them
who distort the Scripture with their tongues,
so as to make you think "what they say
is from the Scripture,
when it is not from the Scripture.
And they say: This is from God!
Yet it is not from God.
And thus do they speak lies against God
and they do so knowingly.
It is not conceivable for a human being
to whom God gives the Scripture
and good judgment
and the gift o{ prophethood
to say thereafter to the people:
Be you worshippers of me instead of God!
Rather Che would say':
Be you cwell-versed
and, devout servants of God c alone
and exemplify His way',
in that you have been teaching the Scripture,
and in that you have been studying cit'.
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Nor would one cso commissioned"
command you to take the angels or the prophets
as lords c to be worshipped".
Would he command you to disbelieve
after you have become muslims,
in willing submission to God alone"?
c

3 s1

And behold!
God made ca sacred" covenant
with all the prophets, saying:
Convey to your people
whatever I give you of the Scripture
and c of revealed" wisdom.
Then when there comes to you
a cfinal" messenger
who confirms what is with call o{ you
in fulfillment of My promise
ardently" shall you believe in him
and ardently" shall you support him.
CGod" said:
Do you pledge your consent
and accept My solemn compact
cto fulfill this trust "7
They said: We do so consent.
He said: Then bear you witness cto it"!
For, indeed, I am with you
among those who so bear witness.
Thus whoever turns avvay
cfrom God's religion" after this
then it is they who are the ungodly.
So cas to the People of the Scripture":
Is it, then, other than God's religion
that they seek,
when all those in the heavens
and cin" the earth submit to Himc
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willingly or unwillingly
and ·when it is to Him
that they shall all be returned ·for Judgment'?
Say ·to one and all, 0 Prophet:
As for those who follow me, , we believe in God
and ·in' what has been sent down to us,
and ·in, what has been sent down
to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and ·to the ·prophets of the Tribes · of lsraef.
And ·we believe, in what was given to Moses
and ·to, Jesus and ·to all the ·other prophets
from their Lord.
We do not differentiate in faith
between any of them.
Thus are we muslims,
in willing submission to Him ·alone'.
And so, anyone ·after this
who seeks ·submission to God
through, a religion other than Islam
as revealed to all the prophets'_
never shall it be accepted from him!
Moreover, in the Hereafter,
he shall be among the losers
of an everlasting Paradise'.
How shall God guide a people
who have disbelieved
after ·they have professed, their faith
and borne witness that the Messenger is true,
and ' after, the clear proofs of God
have come to them?
For God does not guide the wrongdoing people
who are godless in heart'.
As for ·the likes o{ these,
their recompense is
that upon them is the curse of God,
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prohibited for himself
-long- before the Torah was sent down.
Say -to them, 0 Muhammad:
If you deny this-, then bring the Torah
and recite -the evidence from - it,
if you are truthful -in your claim-.
But whoever forges lies
against God after this -word of truth-,
then it is they who are the wrongdoers,
-godless in heart-.
Say: God has spoken the truth.
So follow the sacred way of Abraham,
the -purely - upright -in heart-_
and never was he of those
who associated gods with God.
Indeed, the first House -of God
appointed for all people
is that -in the valley- of Bakkah.
-It is - most blessed and a -source o{ guidance
for all the -peoples of the - world.
-From the time of Abraham,
there have remained in it clear signs
-such as - the Station of Abraham.
Moreover, whoever enters its sanctuary
shall be secure.
Thus l;lajj-Pilgrimage
to the -Sacred- House -in Makkah
is owed to God,
as an obligation upon all people
who are able to attain a way to it.
And as to those who disbelieve -this,
know-, then, -that - God is, indeed, self-sufficient,
without -any need
for any of His creation in - all the worlds.
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Say: 0 People of the Scripture!
Why do you disbelieve
in the -revealed - signs of God,
while you yourselves know
that God is all-witnessing over what you do?
Moreover, say: 0 People of the Scripture!
Why do you bar from the -straight - path of God
those who believe, seeking to render it crooked,
while you are -charged
to be - witnesses -to its truth-?
Yet never is God at all heedless of what you do.

3 100 0
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you who believe!
Were you to obey -the dictates
o( a -certain - faction of those
who have been given the Scripture,
they would turn you back into disbelievers
after your -having come to faith.
Yet how could you disbelieve,
while it is to you yourselves
that the verses of God are being recited?
Moreover, His Messenger is among you!
So -know well
that- whoever holds fast to faith in God,
then -it is - he who is most surely guided
along a straight way -of salvation-.
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you who believe!
Be ever God-fearing, with a fear justly due Him.
And do not die, except while you are muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
So hold fast to the rope of Godall of you together! You shall not divide!
And remember -with reverence
the grace of God upon you
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when you were enemies
and He bound your hearts together,
so that you became-by His grace
brothers -to one another-.
For you were on the brink of a pit of Fire.
And He rescued you from it.
Thus does God make His revealed signs
clear to you, so that you may be guided aright.
So let there be of you one -united community
calling to all that is good
and enj oining what is right
and forbidding what is wrong.
And it is these who are the -truly successful.
Therefore, be not like those
who became divided
and disputed -regarding the true religion-_
even after the clear
and miraculous - proofs of God
had come to them!
Indeed, for these,
there shall be a great torment awaiting
on a Day -Hereafter
when - some faces
shall be whitened -with purity-,
and some faces blackened -by sin-.
As for those whose faces shall be blackened,
it will be said-:
Did you disbelieve after -professing- your faith?
Then taste the -everlasting - torment
in that -before this Day- you have disbelieved!
Yet as for those whose faces shall be whitened,
they shall be -secure in the mercy of God.
Therein shall they abide forever.
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that We recite to you, "0 Prophet,
with the "very essence of alf truth.
And never does God desire injustice
for "any being in" all the worlds.
For to God "alone, belongs
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
Indeed, to God "alone"
are all matters returned "for just judgment".
You "believers, are the best Community
ever brought forth for "the good o{ humankind:
You enjoin what is right.
And you forbid what is wrong.
And you believe in God.
Yet if only the People of the Scripture
had believed!
It most surely would have been better for them.
Among them, there are believers.
But most of them are ungodly.
So "be comforted
that, they shall not inflict harm upon you,
except a slight hurt.
And if they should fight you,
they shall "ultimately, turn away from you
in retreat.
Then they shall not be helped "by God".
They shall be struck with humiliation
wherever they are encountered
except if they have a bond "of covenant,
with God,
or a bond "of peace and security,
with the people "of the community".
For they have incurred great wrath from God.
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Moreover, they shall be struck with indigence.
That is because, c again and again,
they have disbelieved
in the 'revealed" signs of God
and killed ·His, prophets without right.
That is ·also, because they have disobeyed ·God "
and ·persistently" transgressed ·His covenant".
��Yet 'know that" not all 'of them" are the same.
For among the People of the Scripture,
there is an upstanding community
that recites the verses of God
in the watches of the night.
And they bow ·their faces " down
to the ground 'in worship before Him alone".
They believe in God
and in 'the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day.
Moreover, they enjoin what is right
and forbid what is wrong.
And they hasten to ·exceed one another
in, good works.
So these are among the righteous.
Thus whatever good they do,
never shall they be denied its ·reward".
For God is all-knowing
of those who are God-fearing.
As for those who disbelieve,
never shall their wealth, nor their children,
avail them against God in anything ·at all".
These are the Companions of the Fire ·of Hell".
They shall abide therein forever.
The parable of what they spend ·charitably
in the life of this world is like that of a wind
in which there is a bitter cold that afilictsand thus destroys-the tillage of a people
who have wronged their own souls.
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For God has not wronged them
"in punishing them " .
But rather, it is their own souls
they "themselves, have wronged
with ungodliness".
3: 1 1 8 0

3:119

3 : 1 20

1 08

you who believe!
Do not take anyone as a confidant,
apart from "those
who believe in" your own faith.
And beware!
Those "who disbelieve
will spare nothing to corrupt you.
They love that which overburdens you.
Already, "bitter, hatred has become apparent
from their "own, mouths.
And what their hearts conceal is greater still.
We have, indeed, made clear to you
the "revealed, signs, if you but "use your reason
to, understand "His admonitions " .
Yet there you are! You love them.
But they do not love you.
Moreover, you believe in every "revealed " Book.
But as for them, when they meet you they say:
We believe.
But when they are alone,
they bite their very fingertips out of rage
because of you.
Say "to them " : Die in your rage!
Indeed, God is all-knowing
of all that is "harbored
within the breast "of people " .
If any good comes to you "believers",
it troubles them.
And if any evil afflicts you, they rejoice in it.
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And "yet', if you but remain patient
and God-fearing,
their cunning will not harm you
in anything "at alf.
Indeed,
God is all-encompassing of what they do.
3:121

3 : 1 22

3 : 1 23

3 : 1 24

3:12s

"Remember, 0 Muhammad,
when you went forth in the early morning
from your household
to settle the believers in positions
for fighting "at the Battle of Ul.md'.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Then two groups among you
were about to become fainthearted.
Yet God was the "assuring, Patron of them both.
So upon God "alone', let the believers rely.
And truly God gave you victory
at "the Battle of Badr "before this',
though you were humble "in number'.
Thus be ever God-fearing.
"And be conscious of His help,
so that you may give thanks "to Him'.
Behold, " 0 Prophet'! You said to the believers:
Will it not suffice you
that your Lord shall reinforce you
with three thousand "forces from the angels
sent down "to help you"?
Most certainly,
if you remain patient and God-fearing
and "the enemy forces
come upon you suddenly,
your Lord will reinforce you
with five thousand "forces
from the angels of marked "distinction'.
1 09
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3: 127

3: 1 28

3 : 1 29

Nor does God occasion this cpromise of help as other than a glad tiding for youand for your hearts to be calmed thereby.
For victory comes only from God,
the Overpowering c One·, the All-Wise.
God made the believers victorious at Badr ·,
so that He might cut off a cleading . flank
of those who disbelieve, or subdue them,
so that they would turn back in cutter. failure.
You have nothing c to say of this matter,
0 Prophet·.
Rather, it is for Him calone to determine
whether to grant them repentance
or to punish them.
For, indeed, they are wrongdoers,
godless in heart·.
For to God calone· belongs
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
He forgives whomever He so wills.
And He punishes whomever He so wills.
Yet God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.

3 1 30 0

3 13 1
3 : 1 32

3 : 1 33

1 10

you who believe!
You shall not consume usury con anything lent·,
multiplying and compounding the return·.
Rather, be ever God-fearing,
so that you may be successful.
Therefore, fear the Fire of Hell·,
which has been prepared for the disbelievers.
Thus obey God
and, Muhammad·, the Messenger,
so that you may be shown mercy.
�l�And hasten to attain forgiveness
from your Lord-
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and a Garden cin Paradise', whose breadth
1s as the heavens and the earth,
prepared c only, for the God-fearing:
The ones who spend cin charity',
in c times o{ prosperity and adversity alike';
and who suppress ctheir, rage,
and who pardon peoplefor God loves those who excel in c doing, good.
Moreover, these are the ones
who when they commit any c act o{ obscenity,
or wrong themselves cwith sin',
theyremember God,
to whom they are accountable',
and so seek forgiveness for their sins.
For who is it that forgives sins but God?
Nor do they persist
in whatever cwrong, they have done
when they know cit is wrong'.
It is these whose reward
is forgiveness from their Lordand Gardens beneath which rivers fl o w,
wherein they shall abide forever.
And how c exceedingly commendable
is the reward of those
who ever do c the will of God!
Entire ways of life have already passed away
in the generations before you, 0 humanity'.
So j ourney in the earth,
and see how c devastating, was the end
of those who belied c God'!
This Quran, is a clear declaration
of divine truth, for all people.
Thus cit is Heavenly, guidance
and an cinspired' admonition
111
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for the God-fearing.
So do not grow feeble 'in spirit, 0 believers·,
nor grieve ·over losses·.
For you shall be the uppermost,
if, indeed, you are believers.
If ·painfuf injury has touched you,
then 'know that. similar injury
has certainly touched the people opposmg you .
And such are the days · of life.
By turns do· We alternate them
among humankind,
that God may know those who believe,
and ·that· He may take to Hirn5elf martyrs
from among you.
For God does not love
the wrongdoers 'who are godless in heart-.
Moreover, 'in this way
does God purge ·fault· from the believers
and obliterate the disbelievers.
Or did you think that you would enter
the Garden ·of Paradise
while God has not yet ·made· known
who among you has ·faithfully· striven,
nor ·made. known those who are ·truly· patient?
And, indeed, you used to long
for death 'in the cause of God·,
before ·actually· confronting it ·in combat·.
So now you have trnly seen it
for yourselves and looked upon it.
·So endure patiently.
And ·remember that. Muhammad
is not other than a l\1essenger ·of God·.
All the messengers before him
have already passed on.
If he dies, or is killed 0in battle·,
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will you then turn back on your heels
·after having faith·?
Yet should any one so turn back on his heels,
never would he harm God in anything.
And it is the thankful whom God shall reward.
Nor does any soul ever die,
except by the permission of God,
at ·the end o{ a predetermined term.
So whoever desires the reward of this world,
from this shall We give him.
And whoever desires
the reward of the Hereafter,
from this shall We give him.
And it is the thankful whom We shall reward
·with great goodness · .
And how many a prophet has there been,
alongside of whom
fought many godly followers!
Nor were they ever disheartened
by what afl:licted them in the path of God.
Nor did they weaken.
Nor did they seek to surrender.
And God loves those who are patient.
Rather, their only utterance ··then· was to say:
Our Lord! Forgive us our sins,
and our excesses in our affairs.
And set firm our feet.
And grant us victory
over the disbelieving people.
So God gave them the reward of this world
and the most excellent reward of the Hereafter.
For God loves those who excel in ·doing· good.

3:149 0

you who believe!
Were you to obey ·the dictates o{
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those who disbelieve, they would cause you
to turn back on your heels cafter having faith-.
And thus you would tum back
as losers c of an everlasting Paradise-.
Indeed, God c alone - is your patron.
And He is the very best of supporters.
We shall cast terror in the hearts
of those who disbelieve
for having associated gods with God,
for which He has not sent down any authority.
Moreover, their cfinaf abode
shall be the Fire c of Hell-_
and a most woeful dwelling it is
for the wrongdoers cwho are godless in heart-!
And truly God has fulfilled His promise to you
c of victory at Ul:md-.
Behold! You were sweeping them away,
with His permissionuntil, suddenly, you grew fainthearted.
And you quarreled about the CProphet's - order
·to hold your positions ..
And you disobeyed cit·as soon as He had shown you what you love
c of spoils and worldly gain-__
among you being those who desire this world,
and among you being those
who desire the Hereafter.
Thereupon, He turned you away
from c routing - them, that He might test you.
But truly He has pardoned you.
For ever is God benevolent to the believers.
7l� Behold!
You were scrambling up cthe hillsides, fle eing
and not looking back for anyone c else-!
while the Messenger was calling c out to - you,
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from behind you, ·to stand firm.
And God sees all things".
Thus He requited you,
with anguish upon anguish,
so that you might 'learn" not ·to" grieve
for whatever ·gain" has escaped you,
nor 'for" whatever 'loss" has stricken you.
And God is all-aware of all that you do.
Then He sent down upon you,
after the anguish, ·a sense of" security
·in the form of" a sleepfulness
that came upon a group of you.
Yet a group of you
kept worrying about themselves,
having thoughts about God that are not true-
like the thoughts ·of the days" of ignorance,
saymg:
Did we have any ·choice" at all
in ·undertaking" this affair?
Say ·to them":
Indeed, the whole ·of every" affair
belongs to God ·alone".
They conceal in their souls
what they do not disclose to you, · 0 Prophet".
They say ·to themselves":
Had we anything at all to do with this affair,
we would not have ·fought and our companions
would not have" been killed here in this place!
Say ·to them":
Even if you had been
in your own homes ·at that time",
still those for whom ·death by" killing
was prescribed
would have issued forth to their death place.
And it is such, so that God may test ·you
1 15
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as to " what c conviction" is in your breast;
and c also, that God may purge
whatever c sin, is in your hearts.
For God is all-knowing of all that is charbored"
within the breast c of people".
As for those among you
who turned away cfrom their duty,
the day the two armies met cat Ubud",
it was Satan who caused them to slip into error
by cmeans o{ something csinful"
they themselves have earned.
Yet truly God has pardoned them.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, most forbearing.
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you who believe!
Do not be like those who disbelieve
and who say of their brothers
when they tread in the land
or are on a campaign:
Had they remained with us,
they would not have died,
and they would not have been killed.
c So does it appear, but, only that God
may make it a cause of regret in their hearts.
For it is God c alone
who gives life and gives death.
And God is all-seeing of all that you do .
Thus, if you are killed
in the path of God or die cin it",
most surely forgiveness from God
and cHis" mercy are cfar, better
than all that they cwho remain alive,
shall amass cin the life of this world".
Yet even if you should c so, die or be killed,
c still," you shall most surely
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be assembled before God ·in the Hereafter·.
And so, ·o Muhammad·,
it was by the sheer mercy of God
that you were lenient with them
·after their disobedience at U]:iud·.
For had you been harsh and hard-hearted,
then they would have disbanded
from around you.
So pardon them. And seek forgiveness for them.
And take counsel with them
concerning the ·community's· affairs.
Thereafter, if you become resolved
·on a matter, 0 Muhammad·,
then rely upon God ·alone·.
Indeed, God loves those
who rely ·only on Him·.
If God helps you, then none shall defeat you.
But if ever He forsakes you,
then who is it that can help you besides Him?
So upon God ·alone· let the believers rely.
It is not conceivable that a prophet
would defraud.
For whoever defrauds
shall come on the Day of Resurrection
with whatever he has defrauded.
Then each soul shall be rendered in full
what it has earnedand never shall they be wronged ·in the least·.
Is one who follows the good pleasure of God
like one who brings upon himself
the wrath of God,
and whose ·final· abode shall be Hell?
And a most woeful destination it is!
They shall be ·arrayed· before God
in ranks ·of ascending grace
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and descending damnation-.
For God is all-seeing of all that they do.
Truly, God has conferred favor
upon the believers
in sending forth to them a messenger
from among themselves,
cone - who recites to them
His verses crevealed in the Quran -,
and who purifies them,
and teaches them the c Heavenly - Book
and the wisdom c of prophethood-.
Indeed, before cthis
they were cutterly lost - in clear misguidance.
0 believers!
Is it that when an affliction strikes you
while you have already
afflicted c your opponents
with one twice as great!that you say:
How could this be?
cRather, - say c to them, 0 Prophet-:
It is from cthe doings o{ your own souls.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
Thus what afflicted you
the day the two armies met cat Ul:.md
was by the permission of God,
so that God might make known
the c true" believers;
and that He might make known
those who are hypocrites.
For when it was said to them: Corne!
Fight in the path of God,
or defend us c against our foes"!
They said:
If we knew cwith certainty
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that there will be fighting,
we certainly would follow you
-to the battlefield-.
On that day,
they were closer to unbelief than to belief
They say with their mouths
what is not in their hearts.
And God knows best what they suppress.
They are the ones who said of their brothers,
while they themselves stayed behind:
Had they obeyed us,
they would not have been killed!
Say -to them-:
Then thrust death away from yourselves,
if you are truthful.
And do not think those
kille d in the path of God are dead.
Rather, they are alive, with their Lord,
being provided for,
rej oicing in what God has given them
from His bounty.
Moreover, -they are - gladdened
by -the prospects o{ those -believers
who have not -yet- joined them,
who remain behind -in the world.
For they knowthat there shall be no fear upon them
-when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
-over the life of the world-.
�i� They are gladdened
by the grace and great favor of God,
and that God, indeed,
does not neglect the reward of the believers:
The ones who have answered -the summons
1 19
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o{ God and the Messenger
-to press on in pursuit of the aggressors
even - after they -themselves
had been stricken with wounds.
For such of them as have excelled
in -doing - good and have been God-fearing,
there is a magnificent reward -awaiting-;
the ones to whom the -faithless - people said:
Indeed, the people have amassed against you.
So be fearful of them!
This, then, -only- increased them in faith.
Thus they said -to them-:
God is sufficient for us.
And He is the most excellent Guardian!
So they returned -from pursuing the aggressors
with the grace of God and -His - great favor,
untouched by any eviL
For they had followed the good pleasure
of God.
And God -alone
is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
Indeed, that -voice of despair is only -from - Satan,
prompting -your hearts with- fear of his patrons.
So do not fear them.
But fear Me, if, indeed, you are believers!
- 0 Messenger!
Do not let those -factions
bent on - racing one another into unbelief
gneve you:
Never shall they harm God in anything -at all-.
God intends not to assign to them
any good portion in the Hereafter.
And for them,
there is a great torment -awaiting-.
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Indeed, those who have purchased unbelief
at the cost at belief
shall never harm God in anything.
For them, moreover,
there is a most painful torment cawaiting".
Then let not those who disbelieve
think that the respite We cnow" grant them
is good for their souls.
Indeed, We grant them respite
only that they may increase in sin.
For them, moreover,
there is a disgracing torment c awaiting".
Never will God leave cyou" believers
in the state of vulnerability" you are in,
with hypocrites in your midst,
but only" until He sets apart cthrough trial
those who are corrupt cin faith
from those who are good.
Nor will God let you cbelievers
look into the crealms of the unseen
to know who is faithful and who is not".
But rather, God chooses from His messengers
whomever He so wills for this end".
So believe in God
and His messengers, c unfailingly".
And if you so believe and are God-fearing,
then for you
there is a magnificent reward c awaiting".
Nor let those who are miserly
with what God has given them of His bounty
think that it is good for them.
Rather, it is evil for them.
What they stingily withhold
shall be hung about their necks
on the Day of Resurrection.
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For to God calone
belongs the cinevitable. heritage
of the heavens and the earth.
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
Truly God has heard the statement
of those who cmockingly· said:
Most surely God is poor, and we are rich!
We shall inscribe what they have said
along with their c condoning
of the· killing of the prophets without any right!
Then We shall say cto them in the Hereafter·:
Taste the c everlasting· torment of burning!
That is c the recompense· for all cthe evif
that your own hands
have advanced cin the world--_
and never does God wrong His· servants
cin the least·.
There are others, as well, who have said:
Indeed, God has made a covenant with us
that we shall not believe
in any messenger until he brings us an offering
that shall be consumed by fire.
Say cto them":
Truly, messengers have come to you
before me cfrom God--_
with clear cand miraculous· proofs
and with cthe fulfillment
o( what you have cnow· said.
Why, then, did you kill them,
if you are truthful?
So if they have belied you, c 0 Muhammad,
then do not grieve·.
For messengers before you
have been belied cby them·.
They came c to them·
c
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with clear , and miraculous" proofs , from God"_
along with 'revealed" Writs,
and the Illuminating Scripture.
3 : 1 85

3:186

3 : 1 87

Every 'single" soul shall taste death.
And you shall , all" be rendered in full
your rewards on the Day of Resurrection.
So whoever is removed
far from the Fire , of Hell" and is admitted
to the Garden , of Paradise",
truly he has triumphed.
For the life of this world is nothing
but the ,mere" enjoyment of a delusion.
�!�You shall most surely be tested
in your wealth and in your persons.
And you shall most surely hear
many hurtful things
from those who have been given the Scripture
before you and from those
who have associated gods with God.
But if you remain patient and be God-fearing,
, great shall be your reward.
For, " indeed, these are among
the ,foremost" commandments of , God
that must be kept with" diligent resolve.
And behold!
God took the covenant
of those who were given the Scripture, , saying":
You shall make 'its message" clear to the people.
And you shall not suppress it.
But they cast it behind their backs.
And sold it for a small price.
How woeful
is what they have purchased 'with it"!
1 23
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Do not think that those who exult
in c abominable acts, that they have done,
and who love to be praised
for what they have not donedo not think that they shall ever
be safe from torment cin this life".
And for them cin the Hereafter",
there shall be a most painful torment.
For to God calone, belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
And God is powerful over all things.
Indeed, in the creation
of the heavens and the earth
and in the alternation
of the night and the daylight
are signs c of God's creative power
for those who are endowed
with cdiscretion and, understanding
cand so heed admonition":
The ones who remember God cwith reverence
while standing and while sitting
and while lying on their sides;
and who reflect on the creation
of the heavens and the earth,
csaying": Our Lord!
You have not created call, this in vain.
Highly exalted are You cfar above all " !
So save us from the torment of the Fire , of Hell".
Our Lord!
Indeed, whoever You commit
to the Fire c of Hell",
truly You have disgraced him.
And for the wrongdoers
c who are godless in heart",
there shall not be any helpers
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to deliver them from it-.
Our Lord!
We have heard a caller calling to faith, saymg :
Believe in your Lord! So we have believed.
Our Lord! Forgive us our sins.
And absolve us of our misdeeds.
And take our souls
while we are - among the virtuous.
Our Lord!
And give us what You have promised us
through Your messengers.
And do not disgrace us
on the Day of Resurrection.
Indeed, You do not fail -to fulfill
the promise -you make-.
Thus their Lord has answered them:
I do not neglect the deeds of anyone of you
who works, whether male or female.
You are of one another.
So those who have emigrated
for the sake of God
and who have been expelled from their homes
and who have suffered harm in My path
and who fought -against persecution
and were killed! shall absolve them -all of their misdeeds.
Moreover, I shall admit them
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow
a reward from God.
And with God is the most excellent reward.
Do not let the unrestrained mobility
of the disbelievers in the land delude you.
It is small enj oyment!
Thereafter, their abode shall be Hell1 25
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and a most woeful cradle 0it is " !
But "as to " those who fear their Lord,
for them there are Gardens
beneath which rivers flow
wherein they shall abide foreveran "everlasting" hospitality "extended" from God.
And all that is with God
is most surely "far " better for the virtuous.
Now, indeed,
there are among the People of the Scripture
those who believe in God
and cin " what has been sent down to you
and ·in " what has been sent down to them,
humbling themselves before God.
They do not sell the ·revealed " signs of God
for a small price.
For these, their reward is with their Lord "in full " .
Indeed, God is swift in reckoning.

3:200 0

you who believe! Be patient.
And have outlasting patience.
And be ever at the ready.
And be ever God-fearing,
so that you may be successful.
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The surah that enshrines the spiritual-, property-, lineage-, and marriage-rights and obli
gations of WOMEN.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

4:1

42

4:3

0

humankind!
Be ever God-fearing, c conscious" of your Lord
who created call o( you from a single soul
and from it created its mate,
and from them both spread c abroad"
many men and women.
So fear God,
in whose name you ask c consideration
of one another.
And, therefore, cbe dutiful to" kindred.
For, indeed, ever is God vigilant
over call o( you.
Moreover, restore to orphans their wealth
cwhen they attain maturity".
Nor shall you substitute cyour" tainted cwealth"
for their wholesome cwealth".
Nor shall you consume their wealth
with your own wealth,
for it is, indeed, a great offense.
Thus if you cmen" fear
that in cmarrying" orphaned females
you may not act with justice,
then marry c other" women

0
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that seem good to youc up to - two, or three, or four.
Yet if you fear that you will not be equitable
cbetween them-, then °marry - only one.
Or c consider - those
whom your hands may rightfully attain to.
This is most befitting
to ensure that you will not be unfair.
Ivloreover, give the women °whom you marry
their rightful marriage present, unconditionally.
Yet if they are pleased
to give something of it to you,
then enj oy it salubriously, pleasantly.
But do not give those
who are 0mentally - incompetent your wealth,
for God has assigned you
to maintain this cyourselves-.
Rather, provide for them from it.
And clothe them.
And say to them
a gracious 0 and comforting - word.
Therefore, test the j udgment of the orphans
1n your care ,
until they reach the age of marriage.
And when you recognize
mature judgment in them,
then hand over their wealth to them.
Nor shall you consume it in wasteful spending,
or in haste,
for fear they will grow up 0and claim it-.
Moreover,
if 0the - one 0who is the orphan's guardian - is rich,
then let him abstain cfrom it entirely-.
But if one is poor, then let him consume c of it
only- in accordance with what is right.
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And when you hand over their wealth to them,
then bring witnesses before them c to attest to it".
Yet sufficient is God as a just reckoner.
4:7

For men, there shall be a portion
of what parents and nearest relatives
leave 0behind in death".
And for women, there shall be a portion
of what parents and nearest relatives
leave cbehind".
Whatever there is of it, 0be it" little or much,
cthere shall be
an obligatory apportionment made".
Moreover, when close relatives,
or orphans, or the indigent
attend the division c of inheritance",
provide for them out of it.
Moreover, say to them
a gracious c and comforting" word.
And let those, who were they themselves
to leave behind them helpless children
for whom they would be fearful
beware c of God"!
Thus let them fear God
and say a forthright word
to uphold the inheritance rights
of orphans and others".
Indeed, those who consume
the wealth o f the orphan unjustly
are only consuming fire into their bellies.
For they shall roast in a flaming fire 0in Hell".
c

4:8

4:9

c

0

0

c

4:10

4: 1 1

God 0hereby" enjoins you
concerning your children's 0inheritance ":
To the male cheir
1 29
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goes " a portion like that of two females.
But if cthere are only" females-two or more
then to them c go" two-thirds
of what he cwho is deceased- leaves behind.
But if c there is" only one c daughter " ,
then to her cgoes" one-half
And c as " to his parents, to each one of them,
c goes - one-sixth of what he leaves behind,
if he has children.
But if he does not have children,
and his only heirs are his parents,
then to his mother c goes " one-third.
Yet if he has brothers c or sisters",
then to his mother c goes" one-sixth,
after any testament he bequeaths
cis apportioned" or any debt cis paid.
Behold!
They are" your parents and your children.
c Yet" you do not know
which cone - of them is crightfully closer
as a benefactor to you.
This cinjunction of inheritance is an obligation from God.
Indeed, ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
4:12

1 30

�!�And c as" to you cmen", there c goes one-half
of what your wives leave cbehind",
if they do not have children.
But if they have children,
then to you c goes" one-fourth
of what they leave cbehind",
after any testament they bequeath
cis apportioned" or any debt cis paid".
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And to them c goes" one-fourth
of what you chusbands" leave cbehind",
if you do not have children.
But if you have children,
then to them cgoes, one-eighth
of what you leave cbehind",
after any testament you bequeath
cis apportioned" or any debt cis paid".
And if a man or a woman is to be inherited
by a non-lineal heir
while having a cuterine" brother or sister,
then to each one of them c goes" one-sixth.
But if they cnumber, more than two,
then they call" share c equally" in one-third,
after any testament one bequeaths
cis apportioned" or any debt cis paid"
without causing c anyone, harm.
This is an enj oinment from God.
And God is all-knowing, most forbearing.
4: 1 3

4:14

4:15

These are the ordained limits of God.
And whoever obeys God and His Messenger,
He shall admit him
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow
to abide therein forever.
And that is the magnificent triumph!
But whoever disobeys God and His Messenger,
and transgresses His ordained limits,
He will commit him to a cblazing" Fire cin Hell",
wherein he shall abide forever.
And for cthe likes o{ him
a disgracing torment c awaits".
As to those of your women
131
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who commit illicit sexual intercourse,
you shall call against them
four eyewitnesses -to the very act
from among yourselves.
Thus if these so bear witness,
then confine such -women within -designated- homes
until death takes them,
or -until- God decrees -in His Booka -different - means -of discipline - for them.
As to the two parties among you
who commit this -offense -,
you shall punish them both.
Then if they repent and do righteousness,
turn aside from them
-and punish them no more-.
Indeed, ever is God
all-relenting, mercy-giving.
Yet there is -acceptance o{ repentance with God
only for those who do evil out of ignorance
then repent soon after.
It is to such as these whom God
will grant repentance.
And ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
But there is n o repentance fo r those
who -continue to - do -great sinsuntil, when death approaches one of them,
he says:
I do, indeed, repent now!
Nor -is there repentance - for those who die
while they are disbelievers.
For such as these, We have made ready
a most painful torment.
0

you who believe!
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It is not lawful for you
to inherit clike mere objects
the women c of your deceased;
nor to hold them- forcibly
cin order to have their wealth-.
Nor shall you impede them cfrom marriage-,
in order for you to take away anything
of whatever cpossessions - you have given them,
except when they commit :flagrant indecency.
So consort with them c only - in accordance
with what is right c and honorable-.
And should you ccome to - detest them
c after marrying them, then-, behold:
It may be that you detest something
and God will place therein much goodness.
Moreover,
if you intend a substitution of one wife
in place of another wife
and you have given one of them
cas much as - a heap c of gold in dowry-,
then you shall not take back
anything -at all - from it.
Will you take it by way of calumny
and clear sin?
And how could you take it cback
when you have consorted intimately
with each other,
and cwhen - they have taken from you
a most solemn covenant c of marriage-?
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Moreover, you shall not marry those women
whom your fathers have married cbefore -.
Excepted cfrom this proscription
is what has already c taken place in the past.
It is, indeed, lewdness,
1 33
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and c utterly" abhorrent, and an evil way.
Forbidden to you cin marriage, as well,
are your mothers,
and your daughters,
and your sisters,
and your paternal aunts,
and your maternal aunts,
and the daughters of a brother,
and the daughters of a sister,
and your foster-mothers
who have nursed youand your sisters through nursing,
and the mothers of your wives,
and your step-daughters
who are in your cfoster" care
from your wives with whom
you have consummated cmarriage".
But if you c divorce them
while you" have not yet
consummated cmarriage" with them,
then there is no blame on you
cin marrying their daughters".
Furthermore, the spouses of your sons
from your own loins
care forbidden to you in marriage
as is having two sisters cas wives - together.
Excepted cfrom this proscription
is what has already c taken place in the" past.
Indeed, ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
7i� Also cforbidden to you
are presently" wedded women,
excepting those whom your hands
may rightfully c come to" attain to .
Such is the prescribed law of God.
It is binding upon you.
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But lawful for you are calf those beyond this,
provided you seek them out
through ca gift o( your wealth
in c chaste" matrimony, not in fornication.
So if ever you are to have
"intimate marital" enjoyment from them,
you shall "first" give them
their "full dowry" compensation,
by way of obligation.
Yet there is no blame on you
regarding " adjustments" you "both" agree to
by mutual consent,
after chaving established the dowry" obligation.
Indeed, ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
Now, if any among you
are unable to afford marrying
believing, chaste, free-women,
then "you may marry
of those to whom your hands
may rightfully attain
from your believing handmaids.
And God knows best about your faith.
"Moreover,
you "human beings" are c all " of one another.
So "regarding your handmaids,
you may" marry them,
with the permission of their households.
But give them their "full dowry" compensation,
in accordance with what is right.
They are to be chaste women
and not fornicators, nor those who take lovers.
But when they are in wedlock,
if they commit illicit sexual intercourse,
then for them is half the punishment
"prescribed" for chaste free-women.
135
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This -marriage provision to handmaids
is for those among you who fear the burden
-of illicit sexual intercourse-.
Yet if you remain patient, it is best for you.
And God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
4:26
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God desires to clarify for you
-His commandments-,
and -to - guide you to the -godly - ways
of those before you,
and -to - grant you repentance.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
Moreover,
God desires to grant you repentance,
while those who follow -their - passions
desire that you should fall a great fall
away -from faith-.
God desires to lighten -the burden for you,
for man is created weak.
0 you who believe!
You shall not consume one another's wealth
by false means.
But, rather, let there be -free - trade
with consent among yourselves.
And you shall not kill one another.
Indeed, God is ever merciful to you.
And whoever does thiswith aggression and injustice
We shall most surely roast him
in the Fire -of Hell-.
And that, for God, is ever easy.
If you -but - keep away from the great sins
from which you are forbidden,
We shall absolve you of your misdeeds.
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And We shall cause you to enter cParadise
with - a cmost - honorable entrance.
Thus you shall not covet that with which God
has favored some of you over others.
To men cgoes in recompense
the portion that they have earned.
And to women "goes in recompense
the portion that they have earned.
Rather, ask God of His bounty.
Indeed, God is ever knowing of all things.
Therefore, to everyone have We assigned heirs
to creceive - from what parents
and nearest relatives leave "behind-.
As to those with whom
you have ca bond o( sworn fidelity,
give them their due portion, c as welf.
Indeed, ever is God a witness over all things.
Men are maintainers "of the affairs - of women,
for God has preferred in bounty
one of them over the other,
and for what they spend c to sustain them from their own wealth.
Thus, righteous women are devoutly obedient,
safeguarding ctheir sacred trusts
in the absence c of their husbands-.
For God has ordained
"such trusts - to be safeguarded.
So as to those cwives
whose cflagrant - defiance you fear,
you shall admonish them.
And, cshould they persist-,
part with them in bed.
And, cshould they persist
strike them cwith a light hand-.
But if they obey you,
1 37
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then do not seek , to go . against them
any way.
Indeed, God is ever exalted, all great.
Moreover, , as to spouses in dispute-,
if you ,believers - fear a split
between the two of them,
then send for an arbitrator from his people
and another arbitrator from her people.
If they both desire reconciliation,
God will bring about harmony
between the two of them.
Indeed, God is ever-knowing, all-aware.
m
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�i� ' 0 believers! ' You shall worship God alone-.
And you shall not associate anything
with Him ,therein · .
And to ,your. parents you shall be good,
as well as to close relatives
and orphans and the indigent;
and also to the neighbor who is near,
and to the neighbor who is distant;
and to the companion by your side,
and to the wayfarer;
and to those
whom your hands rightfully possess.
Indeed, God does not love anyone
who is self-conceited, boastfulthose who are miserly
and enj oin miserliness on people,
and who conceal
whatever God has given them of His bounty.
Thus have We made ready for the disbelievers
a disgracing torment.
Nor does God love. those
who spend their wealth

SURAH
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merely to be seen by people, while cin truth
they do not believe in God,
nor in cthe corning Judgment o{ the Last Day.
So cas to" such c as these
for whom Satan becomes a close companion
how evil a close companion c they have chosen"!
For what charm" would come to them
were they to believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day
and spend c charitably,
from all that God has provided them?
And ever is God all-knowing about them.
Indeed, God wrongs none,
c not even" an atom's weight.
Yet if there is a good deed, He multiplies it
and gives, moreover, from His own bounty
a magnificent reward cin the Hereafter·.
How then shall it be con Judgment Day
when We bring forth from each community
cits prophet as' a witnessand We bring you forth, c 0 Muhammad,
over call" these as a witness?
On that Day, those who have disbelieved
and disobeyed the Messenger
shall c ardently wish
that the earth would be leveled with them in it .
For they shall not conceal from God
even a c single· word c of their deeds·.
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you who believe!
Do not approach the Prayer
while you are intoxicated,
until you know what you are saying.
Nor c approach a place of Prayer"
when you are ritually unclean,
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until you have bathed-except to cross through.
And if you become sick, or are on a journey,
or if one of you comes forth
from the place of relieving oneself;
or if you have touched women ·intimately and you cannot find water-then take recourse
to ·patting - clean earth;
then wipe ·it - over your faces
and your hands ·in place of ritual ablution-.
Indeed, God is ever pardoning, all-forgiving.
4:4.+
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Have you not seen -the case
o( those who were given -knowledge
o( a portion of · Heavenly - Scripture,
·how- they have purchased misguidance
·in exchange for Heavenly tmth -?
And ·now - they desire
that you ·too should - stray from ·God's - path.
Yet God knows best your enemies!
And sufficient is God as an ·invincible ally.
And sufficient is God as a ·mighty - supporter.
There are those among Jewry
who alter the words ·of the Scripture,
omitting them - from their contexts.
Moreover, they say ·of this Quran -:
We have heard. But we disobey!
And also ·they say to you, 0 Prophet-:
Hear! But ·may you - be unable to hear!
And ·they say to you-, as well:
Ra'ina, ·pay heed to us, twisting it with their tongues
and ·thereby - reviling ·this - religion.
Yet if only they had said:
We have heard, and we obey!
And also: Do hear and regard us.
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It, most surely, would have been better for them
and most upright · of heart".
But God has cursed them for their unbelief.
Little, then, do they believe.
0 you who have been given the Scripture!
Believe in what We have sent down
·to Muhammad",
confirming what is already with you,
before ·the time comes when" We blot out faces
and turn them around upon their backs;
or ·before" We ·condemn the ungodly
and" curse them,
as We have cursed the Sabbath-breakers.
And the command of God is ever done.
Indeed, God will not forgive
associating any god with Him.
But He forgives anything less than this
for whomever He so wills.
For whoever associates gods with God
has truly forged a great sin.
Have you not seen those ·among Jewry
who profess the ·inherent" purity
of their own souls.
Rather, it is God who commends the purity
of whomever He so wills.
And never shall they be wronged ·even" a whit.
Look how they have forged lies
against God ·by saying this"!
And that ·alone" suffices as a clear ·act o{ sin.
Have you not seen ·the case
o( those who were given ·knowledge
o( a portion of ·Heavenly" Scripture?
They believe in demonic witchery
and false deities.
Then they ·dare to " say-
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to cbolster those who disbelieve:
These cidolaters - have a more guided way
than CMuhammad andthose who have believed -with him .
These are the cfaithless - ones
whom God has cursed.
And whomever God cursesnever will you find any supporter for him!
So do they cyet claim to - have
a c controlling - share in c God's - kingdom?
c If ever they did, - then cbe sure
that - they would not give people
even a speck c of it-.
Or is it rather that they envy cMuhammad
and his - people for cthe Heavenly guidance
that God has given them
from His cabounding - benevolence?
Then, assuredly, csuch is Our way.
For - We gave to the Family of Abraham
the Scripture, and cprophetic wisdom.
And We gave to them
c under David and Solomon a magnificent kingdom.
Yet cas to Muhammad-,
some of them, cwho follow the Scripture-,
have believed in him, and some of them
have barred cpeople from cbelieving inc him.
So sufficient c for the disbelievers
is Hell as a flaming fire!
As for those who disbelieve
in Our crevealed- signs,
We shall, assuredly, roast them
in the Fire c of Hell-.
Whenever their skins are thoroughly burned,
We shall give them, in exchange, other skins,
c
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so that they may c ceaselessly" taste
the c eternal" torment.
Indeed, ever is God overpowering, all-wise.
But cas to" those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
We shall admit them
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow,
wherein they shall abide forever and ever.
For them therein are spouses ever-pure.
And We shall admit them
into a cblissfuf shade c that is" ever-shading.
�i� Indeed,

God commands you
to render call, trusts to their rightful people.
Moreover,
whenever you judge between people,
you shall judge with justice.
Indeed, that to which God exhorts you
is most excellent.
Indeed, ever is God all-hearing, all-seeing.
0 you who believe! You shall obey God.
And you shall obey the Messenger
and those in authority among you.
And if you should ever dispute over anything,
then refer it to God and the Messenger,
if truly you believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o( the Last Day.
That is the best and fairest resolution
cto your confli cts".
Have you not seen cthe feckless example
o( those who allege
that they have believed in cthe revelation,
that has been sent down to you
and in cthe revelation

0
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that has been sent down before you?
They desire to submit
to the judgment of false deities,
while they have been commanded
to disbelieve in them.
Yet Satan desires to mislead them far astray.
So when it is said to them:
Come to cthe decree" that God has sent down,
and to c the judgment o{ the Messenger,
you see the hypocritesso very averse cto this-_
adamantly turn cthemselves and others
away from you, c 0 Prophet".
How then shall it be
when an affliction strikes them
for vvhat c evil" their own hands have advanced,
whereafter they come to you clamenting,
swearing by God, we intended nothing
but cto bring about goodwill and conciliation?
These are the ones whom God well knows
what is clurking" in their hearts.
So tum aside from them. Yet admonish them.
And say to them a cogent word
about c the remedy for" their souls.
For never have We sent any messenger
but to be obeyed cby the people",
with the permission of God.
Thus, if after wronging themselves
they had come to you, c 0 Muhammad,
and sought the forgiveness of God
and had the Messenger, as well,
sought forgiveness for themthey most surely would have found God
all-relenting, mercy-giving.
But no!
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By your Lord, they will not -truly- believe
until they make you the judge
of whatever -disputes - break out among them,
finding, then,
no -sense o( constraint within themselves,
as to -complying with - what you have decided
submitting -to it willingly with a pure submission.
And had We ever prescribed for them:
You are to kill -the godless wrongdoers
among - yourselves! Or:
You are to leave your own dwellings
-forevermore-!
They would not have done it,
except for a few of them.
Yet had they done
what they were admonished to do,
it would have been best for them
and far stronger in setting firm -their faith-.
For, then, We would have given them,
out of Our own bounty,
a magnificent reward -in the Hereafter-.
Moreover,
We would have certainly guided them
upon a straight way -in this life-.
For whoever obeys God and the Messenger,
then it is these who shall be
with those upon whom God
has bestowed graceamong the prophets and the truthful
and the martyrs and the righteous
-in the Hereafter-.
And most excellent are they as companions!
Such is the -abounding - benevolence of God.
And sufficient is God as the All-Knowing.
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you who believe!
Take due precaution ,against all belligerents".
Then advance ,against them· in detachments.
Or advance all together.
For, indeed,
there are among you those who tarry.
Then if an afiliction strikes you 'believers,
the likes o{ one 'who tarried" says:
Truly, God has bestowed grace upon me,
since I was not present with them 'in defeat·.
But whenever a 'great triumph and. bounty
comes to you from God,
he most surely says 'in lament"_
as if there had never been
genuine ·mutual" love between you and him
Oh! If only I had been with them,
I too would have obtained
a magnificent 'worldly" triumph.
7!E- So let those who would trade
the life of this world for the Hereafter
fight , on against aggression· in the path of God.
For whoever fights , aggression·
in the path of God and is killed or triumphs,
We shall then give him a magnificent reward.
Then what is with you
that you do not fight in the path of God,
and for the ,utterly· helpless
among the men and the v.romen
and the children who say: Our Lord!
Bring us out of this city
whose people are , oppressive" wrongdoers,
·godless in heart·.
And appoint for us, from Yourself,
an 'invincible" ally.
And appoint for us, from Yourself,
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a cmighty, supporter.
Those who believe fight in the path of God.
And those who disbelieve
fight in the path of false deities.
So fight the allies of Satan.
Indeed, Satan's plot is ever weak.
Have you not seen c the example
o( those to whom it was cpreviously said:
Stay your hands cfrom fighting"
and "duly, establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity?
Yet when fighting was prescribed for them,
at once, a group of them
feared the people "they were to fight,
as they should fear Godor with an even greater fear.
And so they said: Our Lord!
Why "now, have You prescribed fighting for us?
If only You had deferred "it for, us
to a near term!
Say "to them":
The enj oyment of this world is little,
while the Hereafter is best
for those who are God-fearing.
And never shall you be wronged "even, a whit.
Wherever you may be, death shall overtake you
cat the pre-ordained time"_
even if you are in lofty towers.
Yet if any good comes to them,
they say cin their wavering hearts":
This is from God!
But if any harm strikes them,
they say:
This is from you, CO Muhammad"!
Say "to them":
1 47
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All c things - are c decreed - from God.
What is with these people
that they can hardly understand any discourse?
Whatever good has come to cany one o{ you,
it is from God.
And whatever harm has stricken you,
it is from your c own - self.
Thus have We sent you, c 0 Muhammad,
as a Messenger to all people
cto convey this message-.
And sufficient is God as a witness to this-.
Whoever obeys the Messenger
has thus obeyed God.
But cas to - whoever turns away cfrom God-then cknow that - We have not sent you,
c 0 Muhammad,
to be a keeper over cany o( them.
Moreover, they say cto you:
We pledge - obedience!
But when they depart from your presence,
a group of them deliberate by night
cto do - other than what you say.
Yet God inscribes
what they deliberate on by night.
So turn away from them.
And rely on God c alone-.
For sufficient is God as a guardian.
Will they not, then, refl e ct
on c the meaning o( the Quran?
If it had been from other than God,
they would, most surely, have found in it
much discrepancy.
And cagain-,
when there comes to them a matter
be it of c general- security or alarmc
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they broadcast it.
But if they referred it to the Messenger,
and to those in authority among them,
those of them who could discover its cveracity,
would know co( it c and act accordingly'.
And had it not been
for the grace of God upon you, and His mercy,
all but a few of you cbelievers
would have followed c the promptings o( Satan.
So fight con against aggression,
in the path of God, cundaunted'.
You are not accountable, c 0 Prophet,
for other than yourself
Yet urge the believers on cto fearlessness, as well'.
It may be that God
will hold back the mighty power
of those who have disbelieved.
For God is far greater in mighty power
and far greater in chastisement.
Whoever intercedes cin a matter
with benevolent intercession,
there shall be for him
a portion of its c Heavenly reward'.
And whoever intercedes with evil intercession,
there shall be for him a share of its csin'.
And ever is God an able watcher over all things.
Moreover, whenever you are greeted
with a salutation, then return the greeting
with an even better salutation.
Or, cat the least, , return it cin kind'.
Indeed, ever is God
a j ust, reckoner of all things.
God! There is no God but Him.
1 49
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He shall, indeed, gather all of you
to the Day of Resurrection,
in which there is no doubt.
And who is more truthful in word than God?
7l� What is with you, then,
that -you believers are or" two parties,
-divided in opinion - regarding the hypocrites,
while God has subverted them
for all -the evil works - they have earned?
Do you wish to guide those
whom God has left to stray?
And whomever God leaves to stray,
never will you find for him
a -rightly guided- way.
They would love that you disbelieve,
as they themselves have disbelieved
so that you may be all alike.
Therefore, take no allies from among them
until they emigrate in the path of God.
But if they turn away -from faith-,
then seize them and kill them
wherever you find them.
So take from them no ally, nor supporter.
Excepted are those
who take asylum with a people
wherein there is a treaty between you and them;
and also those who come to you
.-vvith their hearts constrained
from fighting -against - you,
or 'from - fighting their own people.
Had God so willed,
He would have given them power over you.
Then they would have most surely fought you.
Therefore, if they withdraw themselves
from -belligerence against- you,
_,
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and do not fight you, and offer you peace,
then God accords you no "lawfuf way
"to fight" against them.
4:91
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You shall find others, "as well,
who seek "a promise o( security from you,
and "who at the same time
seek" to have security from their own people.
Yet whenever they are returned
to the temptation "of unbelief and hostility",
they are subverted therein.
So if they do not withdraw "unconditionally"
from "fighting" you,
and "if they do not" offer you peace
and stay their hands,
then seize them and kill them
wherever you encounter them.
It is over these people
that We have accorded you manifest authority.
But it is not "lawfuf for a believer
to kill a believer, unless it be by mistake.
Thus, whoever kills a believer by mistake,
then "the atonement" shall be
the freeing of a believing human being
"from bondage", and "due" compensation
submitted to his "surviving" family
unless they remit it as a charitable offering.
But if the one "killed" is from a people
who are an enemy to you,
and he was a believer,
then "the atonement" shall be
the freeing of a believing human being
"from bondage only".
And if he is from a people
wherein there is a treaty between you and them,
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then -the atonement - shall be
-due - compensation submitted to his family
and the freeing of a believing human being
-from bondage-.
As for one who -commits this offense,
yet- cannot find -such means of atonement-,
then he shall -instead- fast
two consecutive months
as a repentance -ordained- by God!
And ever is God, all-knowing, all-wise.
But whoever kills a believer deliberately,
his due recompense is Hell,
wherein he shall abide forever.
For God will be wrathful with him
and will curse him and will prepare for him
a great torment -in the Hereafter-.
0 you who believe!
When you strike out in the path of God
m a campaign ,
be duly discerning -of friend and foe-.
But you shall not say to one
who offers you -the greeting o{ peace:
You are not a believer, -and vanquish him,
seeking -to have - the fleeting things
of the life of this world.
For with God are abundant gains.
You yourselves were -exactly - like this
before -Islam came to you-.
Then God conferred -His - favor upon you.
So be duly discerning!
Indeed, ever is God all-aware of all that you do.
Not equal are the believers
who stay behind -in times of conflict-_
apart from those who suffer injury.
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and those who strive in the path of God
with their wealth and their persons.
God has preferred in rank
those who strive with their wealth
and their persons
above those who stay behind.
And to each, God has promised great goodness.
Yet God has preferred those who strive
above those who stay behind
with ·the promise o( a magnificent reward.
High ranks from Him
·shall they have in Paradise·,
and ·His· forgiveness and mercy.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
As for those whose souls the angels take
while they are wronging themselves
·in the midst of unbelief,
the angels· will say to them:
In what ·state of faith· were you ·in life"?
They will say:
We were ·utterly· helpless in the land.
·The angels· will say:
Was God's earth not spacious ·enough·
for you to migrate therein, ·away from unbelie(?
It is these, then,
whose ·final· abode shall be Hell
and what an evil destination it is!
Excepted are the ·truly· helpless
among the men and the women
and the children
who can gather no means
·to avert their oppression·,
nor find a way ·out of it·.
It is these, then, whom God may pardon.
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Indeed, ever is God all-pardoning, all-forgiving.
�le- Thus whoever emigrates in the path of God
shall find in the land many a ·flourishing· refuge
and great plenitude.
And whoever departs from his home
as an emigre to God and His Messenger,
·but· thereafter death overtakes him
·on the road·,
then truly ·the granting o{ his reward
shall fall to God.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Now, when you strike out in the land,
then there shall be no blame on you
if you shorten ·something· of the Prayer,
should you fear that those who disbelieve
will assail you.
Indeed, the disbelievers are to you
a clear enemy.
Thus, ·as to congregational Prayer
with the believers
in an area of conflict, 0 Prophet,
whenever you are among them
and you have called them
to stand for the Prayer,
then let one group of them
stand with you ·in the Prayer·.
Moreover, let them take ·with them· their arms.
And when they are bowing ·their faces· down
·to the ground in the Prayer ,
let the ·other group be on guard· behind you.
Then ·after you rise
from first bowing your face down·,
let the other group who has not yet prayed
come ·and begin· to pray with you
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the first group has completed its Prayer
And let them take due precaution
as well as their arms.
For those who disbelieve
would love for you to neglect your arms
and your belongings.
Then they would pounce down upon you
all at once.
But there shall be no blame on you
when you are beset with hardship from rain
or you are sick-if you set aside your arms.
Yet take due precaution.
cAnd know that indeed,
God has prepared for the disbelievers
a disgracing torment.
So when you have concluded the Prayer,
then remember God cwith reverence ",
while standing, or sitting,
or 0lying on your sides.
Thereafter, when you are secure,
establish cthe regular" Prayer:
Indeed, the Prayer
is ca " prescribed c obligation" for the believers
at the 0well-known" appointed times.
Yet do not become disheartened
in pursuing the people cwho have assailed you".
If you suffer pain, they too suffer pain
as you suffer pain.
But you have hope c to receive" from God
what they can never hope for.
And ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
00 Prophet!
We have, indeed, sent down the Book to you
with the very essence of all" truth
to judge between people
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by what God has shown you.
So do not be an advocate
for the treacherous ·who disavow the truth-.
But seek ·much - forgiveness from God.
Indeed, ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Moreover, do not argue on behalf of those
who betray their own souls ·with sin·.
Indeed, God does not love one
who is treacherous, sinful.
They seek to hide their ·true· selves from people.
But they do not hide from God.
For He is with them, ·watching·,
when at night they deliberate
on a discourse with which He is not pleased.
And ever is God
all-encompassing of what they do.
So there you ·believers - are
having argued on their behalf
in the life of this world!
But who will argue before God on their behalf
on the Day of Resurrection?
Or who will be there as a guardian for them
·to defend them·?
Whoever does a misdeed
or wrongs his own soul
then seeks forgiveness from God
will find God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Yet whoever earns a sin
earns it only against his own soul.
And ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
But whoever commits an offense or a sin,
then casts it upon an innocent ·person·,
then, assuredly, he shall bear the burden
of .both a grave- calumny and a clear sin.
And were it not for the grace of God upon you,
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Muhammad, and His mercy,
a group of them would have resolved
to lead you astray.
But, 0in fact,
they lead none astray but themselves.
And they will not harm you in anything.
For it is God
who has sent down to you the Book
and 0prophetic wisdom.
And He has taught you what you did not know.
Thus the bounty of God upon you
has been magnificent, 0indeed0•
0
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is nothing good
in most of the secret converse c of people
except if one enj oins charitable offerings,
or c the doing o{ what is right,
or reconciliation among people.
And whoever does this,
seeking the pleasure of God,
then We shall give him a magnificent reward.
But whoever rebels against the Messenger
after the crevealed guidance
has become clear to him,
and follows other than the way of the believers,
We shall turn him over
to that which he himsel{ has turned.
And We shall roast him in Helland what an evil destination it is!
Indeed, G o d will not forgive
associating any god with Him.
But He forgives anything less than this
for whomever He so wills.
Thus whoever associates gods with God
has truly strayed far astray!
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-As for the Makkan idolaters-,
they call upon nothing besides Him
but -false - female -deities-.
And they call upon nothing, -in reality-,
but a rebellious Satan,
whom God has cursed,
and who has -himsel( said -to God-:
I shall most surely take hold
of an appointed portion ofY our servants.
And I shall, most surely, lead them astray.
Moreover, I shall, most surely, fill them
with fancies.
Thus, I shall command them:
And they shall slit the ears of cattle
-in false rituaf.
And I shall command them:
And they shall -seek unnatural - change
-to - the creation of God.
But whoever takes Satan as a patron,
apart from God,
has most surely suffered a manifest loss.
-Satan - makes promises to them
and fills them with fancies.
Yet Satan promises -those o( them
-who follow him - nothing but a mere delusion.
The -final- abode of these shall be Hell!
And they shall not find any asylum from it.
But '"as for., those v1ho believe
and do righteous deeds,
We shall admit them
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow,
wherein they shall abide, forever and ever.
It is the true promise of God.
And who is more truthful in word than God?
It shall not be willed by your fancies-
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nor the fancies of the People of the Scripturethat any of you enter Paradise".
Rather, whoever does a misdeed
shall be recompensed for it.
And he shall not find for himself,
apart from God, any patron nor supporter.
But whoever does righteous deedswhether male or female and is a believerthese, then, shall enter the Garden c of Paradise".
And never shall they be wronged even a speck.
For who is of a more excellent faith
than one who submits his face to God,
while he excels in c doing" good
and follows the sacred way of Abraham,
the upright cin heart "7
For God took Abraham to be a cbeloved" friend.
And to God belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And ever is God all-encompassing of all things.
Now, they cwho follow you in faith
seek a ruling from you, 0 Muhammad,
about their obligations concermng women.
Say cto them":
God CHimsel{ gives you a ruling about themand what has been recited to you cbefore
in the Book c clarifies this for you:
Uphold all rights
with regard to female orphansespecially those whom you have not granted
all that has been c duly" prescribed for them
by God", though you desire to marry them.
Moreover, uphold all rights
with regard to children,
who are c utterly" helpless.
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·In addition-, uphold ·all rights
with regard to ·all - orphans, with due justice.
And ·know that- whatever good you do,
then, indeed, ever is God all-knowing of it.
Furthermore, if any woman
fears disfavor or alienation from her husband,
then there shall be no blame on the two of them
if they reconcile a peaceful settlement
between themselves.
For reconciliation is ·far better
·than kindling strife-,
though ·beware that - avarice is ever-present
in the ·human - soul.
But if you excel in doing good
and are God-fearingthen ever is God all-aware of all that you do.
Yet you shall never be able
to be ·purely - equitable between wives
even if you are solicitous ·about doing so-.
But do not altogether incline against one,
such that you leave her,
as it were, hanging.
Rather, if you set affairs aright,
and be God-fearing, then, indeed, ever is God
all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
If, however, the two of them part ·equitably-,
God will enrich each one of them
out of His ·vast- bounty.
And ever is God all-encompassing, all-wise.
For to God belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And truly We have enjoined those
who were given the Scripture before you
and you yourselves-
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that you shall "all, be God-fearing.
But if you disbelievethen, nevertheless, to God
belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And ever is God self-sufficient, all-praised.
For to God belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And sufficient is God as a guardian.
If ever He so wills, He shall do away with you,
0 people "of the Earth",
and bring others "in your place'.
And ever is God all-able to do this.
Thus whoever desires
the reward of this world
then "know that
with God is the reward of this world
and the Hereafter.
Indeed, ever is God all-hearing, all-seeing.
7l� O you who believe!
Be most upright in "upholding, justice,
bearing "true, witness
for "the sake of God "alone'_
even if it is against your own selves,
or "your, parents, or "your, nearest relatives
"regardless of whether one "party, is rich
and "the other, is poor,
for God is most regardful
of "what is good for, them both.
So do not follow whim
such that you pervert equity.
For if you distort "testimony
or turn away "from the truth",
then, indeed, ever is God all-aware
161
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of all that you do.
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you who believe!
Believe ·steadfastly· in God,
and His Messenger, and the Book
that He has, indeed, sent down
to His Messengerand every 'revealed. Book
that He has sent down before.
For whoever disbelieves in God
and His angels and His revealed. Books
and His messengers
and ·in the coming Judgment o( the Last Day
has truly strayed far astray.
As to those who have believed, then disbelieved,
then believed, then disbelieved,
then ·stubbornly· increased in unbelief
never will God forgive them.
Nor will He guide them to ·the right. way.
Give ·heavy· tidings to the hypocrites, ·as well,
that for them there is a most painful torment
·awaiting in the Hereafter.
For they are· the ones
who take the disbelievers as allies
instead of the believers.
Do they seek invincible might from them?
Then, most surely,
invincibility is altogether with God.
Moreover, ·recall
that· He has already sent down to you
·a commandment· in the Book
that when you hear the verses of God
being belied and mocked at ·by people·,
then do not sit with them
until they take up some other discourse.
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For", indeed, you would then be like them.
Indeed, God shall gather the hypocrites
and the disbelievers in Hellfire, all together.
The hypocrites are, those
who await misfortune to befall you.
But if there is for you a victory from God,
they say: Were we not with you?
But when the disbelievers
have a measure of " success over you",
they say "to them":
Did we not have the advantage over you
and shield you against the believers?
Indeed, God shall judge between you all
on the Day of Resurrection.
And never will God
make a way for the disbelievers
to "utterly, overcome the "true, believers.
Indeed, the hypocrites seek to deceive God.
But it is He who causes them to be deceived.
Whenever they stand for the Prayer,
they stand lazily, for they merely desire
to show themselves before people.
Nor do they remember God "thereafter
except a littlewavering between the two "sides,
belonging, neither to these nor to those.
Yet whomever God leaves to stray,
never will you find for him
a "rightly guided, way.

4 144 0

you who believe!
You shall not take the disbelievers as allies
instead of the believers.
Do you desire, "in doing this',
to give God a manifest proof against you
1 63
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as to your faithlessness-?
Indeed, the hypocrites shall be
in the lowest depth of the Fire of Hell-!
And never will you find for them
any helper to deliver them-.
Excepted are those who repent,
and set their affairs aright,
and hold fast to faith in God,
and make their religion sincere to God alone-.
Such as these shall be ever with the believers.
And God shall give the believers
a magnificent reward.
What would God attain by tormenting you
if you give thanks to Him
and truly believe in Him-?
And ever is God all-thankful, all-knowing.
�l� God does not love overt expression
of ofiensive discourse, unless it be -in redress
by one who has been wronged.
And, indeed, ever is God
all-hearing, all-knowing.
If you disclose a good deed done by one-,
or conceal it,
or pardon an evil offense against you-_
then know that ever is God
all-pardoning, almighty.
Those who disbelieve in God
and His messengers,
and -who desire to separate
between -belief in God
and -belief in all His messengers, saying:
We believe in some.
But we disbelieve in others!
and -who thereby desire
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to pursue a c deceptive - path between themit is these who are, in truth, the disbelievers.
And We have made ready for the disbelievers
a disgracing torment.
But all those who believe in God
and His messengersnot differentiating cin faith
between any of themto those He shall give their cfull- rewards.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
The People of the Scripture ask you,
c 0 Prophet, - to bring down to them
an cinscribed- book from Heaven.
Truly, they have asked Moses
for csomething - greater than this.
They said:
Show us God openly, cbefore our very eyes-!
Then, suddenly, the thunderbolt seized them
for their wrongdoing.
Then they took the c Golden - Calf cfor worship-,
after the clear cand miraculous proofs
of God- had come to them.
Then We pardoned this.
Moreover, We gave Moses
clear evidence c against idolatry-.
For We lifted Mount Tur above them
c as a warning" for c defying- their covenant.
And c thereafter - We said to them:
Enter through the gate cofJerusalem
bowing down cin all humility.
But they defied it-.
And cthereafter - We said to them,
You shall commit no violation in the Sabbath.
CBut they defied it-.
c
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And cthereafter" We took from them
a most solemn covenant. CBut they defied it".
Thus for breaking their own covenant;
and cfor" their disbelief in the signs of God;
and for" their killing of the prophets
without any right;
and c for" their saying:
Our hearts are encased
c

against further Revelation
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they were condemned".
Rather, c as to their hearts,
God has set a seal upon them for their unbelief
For they do not believe, except for a little.
Moreover cthey were condemned"
for their unbelief;
and c for" their utterance
of an enormous calumny against Mary;
and for their saying:
Indeed, we have killed the Messiah,
Jesus, son of Mary, the Messenger of God!
However, they did not kill him.
Nor did they crucify him.
Rather, it was made to appear to them as so.
And as to those who care in" dispute
with regard to him cand the crucifixion",
they cthemselves" remain in doubt about it.
They have no sure knowledge of it,
except the following oCmere" conjecture.
Yet for a certainty they did not bll him!
Rather, God has raised him to Himself
And ever is God overpowering, all-wise.
And there is not ca single" one
of the People of the Scripture
save that every clast" one c of them
shall most surely believe in him

- - -----

------
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the Messiah" before his death.
Moreover, on the Day of Resurrection,
he himself shall be a witness against them.
4: 1 60

Because of the wrongdoing
0perpetrated" by those ofJewry,
We have made forbidden to them
wholesome foods
cpreviously, made lawful to them
and also because of their barring
of so" many cpeople, from the way of God;
and for their taking cat usury,
though they were forbidden to do it;
and for their consuming
the wealth of the people by false means.
Moreover, We have prepared
for the disbelievers among them
a most painful torment 0in the Hereafter".
But those among them
who are well-grounded in knowledge,
as well as the true believers,
believe in cthis revelation
that has been sent down to you,
00 Muhammad,
and cin the Scripture" that has been sent down
cto the prophets who came" before youas c do" the steadfast in establishing the Prayer,
and the givers of the Zakat-Charity,
and the believers in God
and in °the coming Judgment at the Last Day.
It is to these that We shall give
a magnificent reward.
�l� Indeed, We have given revelation to you,
O Muhammad,
even as We gave revelation to Noah
c
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and the prophets after himand c as" We have given revelation to Abraham,
and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and cto " the cprophets of the - Tribes c of Israel",
and 0tO " Jesus, and Job, and Jonah,
and Aaron, and Solomon.
And We gave David the Psalms c as a revelation".
Thus there are messengers
of whom We have told you before
and other messengers
of whom We have not told you.
And cit is true
that - God spoke c directly - to Moses
His very word, indeed!
They were messengersbearers of glad tidings and forewamersso that after c the coming o( the messengers
people would have no argument before God
c to justify their misdeeds".
Indeed, ever is God overpowering, all-wise.
Yet 0if they belie you", God bears witness
to what He has sent down to you,
c 0 Muhammad-:
He has sent it down with His knowledge.
And call- the angels so bear witness.
Yet sufficient is God as a witness cto this.
So" as to those who disbelieve
and bar cpeople - from the path of God,
they have truly strayed far astray.
Indeed, those who disbelieve and do wrong,
God shall not forgive them!
Nor shall He guide them along any path
except the path to Hell,
wherein they shall abide, forever and ever.
And that, for God, is ever easy.
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humankind!
Most surely,
the -promised" Messenger has come to you
with the truth from your Lord.
So believe. It is best for you.
Yet if you disbelieve, then -be forewarned
that", indeed, to God belongs
all that is in the heavens and the earth.
And ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.

4:171 0

4:172

People of the Scripture!
Do not exceed the bounds -of revealed faith
in -the creed o( your religion.
Nor say about God other than the truth.
Indeed, the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary,
is only God's messenger;
and -was created by" His word
that He cast to Mary;
and -was" a spirit -that issued forth
by a command" from Him -to be".
So believe in God and -all " His messengers.
And do not say:
Three -gods in a Trinity"!
Desist! It is better for you.
Indeed, God is but One God.
Highly exalted is He above having a son!
To Him belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And sufficient is God as a guardian.
Never shall the Messiah disdain
to be a servant of God,
nor the angels brought near.
So as to whoever is disdainful of His worship
and grows arrogantlet it be known", then,
1 69
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that He shall certainly assemble them
·for Judgment · before Him, all together.
Then as to those who believe ·in God ·,
and do righteous deeds,
He shall render them their rewards ·in full
and increase them evermore from His bounty.
But as for those who become disdainful
·of His worship · , and grow arrogant,
He shall torment them
with a most painful torment.
And they shall not find for themselves,
apart from God, either patron or supporter.
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humanbnd!
Truly ·decisive· proof · of the true religion
has come to you from your Lord 'in this Quran ·.
And ·herein· have We sent down to you
a manifest light.
So for those who believe in God
and hold fast to ·faith in Him,
He shall admit them to a mercy of His own,
and to ·His · favor.
And He shall guide them to Himself,
along a straight way ·of salvation · .
They ·who believe
seek an ·additional · ruling from you,
·concerning inheritance, 0 Muhammad · .
Say 'to them.:
God Himself gives you a ruling
regarding one who has ·only- a non-lineal heir:
If a person perishes, having no children,
but he has a sister, then to her ·goes · one-half
of what he leaves ·behind · .
And he ·alone · inherits her
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if she has no children.
But if there are two "surviving, sisters,
to them "go , two-thirds
of what he leaves "behind".
Yet if there are "surviving, siblings,
men and women,
then to the male "goes" a portion
like that of two females.
God clarifies "this, for you,
so that you may not go astray.
And God is all-knowing of all things.

171

The surah that mentions the story efTHE TABLE-SPREAD from Heaven that God
sent down at the request ef the Disdples to be a clear sign to them ef the unambiguous
truth that Jesus /i!J1 was, indeed, the awaited Messiah and Prophet of God.

Surah

5

/

1 20 VERSES / REVEALED AT MADINAH

Al-Ma' idah
I!'J THE NAl\1.E OF GOD, THE .A.LL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

5:1

0 you who believe!
Fulfill all contracts, "treaties, and covenants
with God and with people.

God decrees these terms:
Lawful for you "as food " are grazing beasts
excluding what shall be "presently "
recited to you "as specifically forbidden,
and " provided you do not make lawful
"the hunting of game
while you are in "the state of pilgrim sanctity.
Indeed, God decrees whatever He so wills.
5:2

1 72

0 you who believe!
"As to the Pilgrimage " :
Do not violate the prescribed rituals
"and waymarks" of God "therein"_
neither "in relation to " the sacred month
"in which it occurs " ;
nor "in relation to " the "animal you bring along
as a " charitable-offering "of sacrifice " ;
nor "in relation to " sacrificial animals "for charity " ,
so marked by their "bearing of garlands;

0

0
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nor 'in relation to, those 'pilgrims
headed for the Sacred House ·in Makkah,
seeking bounty from their Lord
and 'in quest of His, good pleasure.
But when you lawfully end
·the state of pilgrim sanctity',
then you may ·resume, hunting game.
Yet you shall not let your ·feelings
o{ detestation toward a people
who have ·previously, barred you
from the Sacred Mosque
cause you to commit aggression ·against them'.
Rather, you shall help one another
to virtuousness, and to the fear of God.
But you shall not help one another
to sin and to aggression.
Therefore, fear God.
Indeed, God is severe in punishment
·for the breaking of His covenant.
5:3

As to specific dietary prohibitions':
Forbidden to you
is ·the consumption o{ carrion,
and blood, and the flesh of swine,
and that over which
other than ·the name of God has been invoked,
and what has been strangled,
and what has been beaten to death,
and what has fallen to ·its, death,
and what has been gored to death,
and what has been eaten by a predator
except that which you duly slaughter
'before it dies"'-and what has been slaughtered on any altar.
And ·prohibited to you, as well,
1 73
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is" that you cast lots with divining arrows
c to determine your decisions".
This is c sheer" ungodliness.
This day:
Those who disbelieve
have despaired of destroying" your religion.
So do not fear them. But fear Me!
This day:
I have perfected for you your religion!
And I have completed My grace upon you!
And I am well-pleased for you
with Islam-cThe Peace "-as your religion!
0

54

But whoever is compelled by starvation
c to eat of forbidden foods
without inclining to sin, then, indeed,
God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
They ask you, 0 Prophet,
for further clarification "
about what 0food" is lawful for them.
Say c to them":
Lawful for you are all wholesome foods,
along with 0 the prey
o{ the hunting creatures you have taught,
training them as hounds
and teaching them
from what God has taught you.
So eat from what they catch for you.
But mention the name of God over it.
And be ever God-fearing!
Indeed, God is swift in reckoning.
c

c

55
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This day:
cAlso" made lawful for you
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are all wholesome things.
Thus the food of those
who have been given the Scripture
is lawful for you.
And your food is lawful for them.
Moreover, "lawful for you in matrimony
are " chaste women from among the believers
and chaste women from among those
who have been given the Scripture
before youprovided you have given them
their "full dowry" compensation in marriage
not to commit fornication,
nor to take them as lovers.
Yet whoever belies faith "in God",
his "good" work
shall assuredly be crendered utterly" futile.
And he shall be, in the Hereafter,
among the losers " of an everlasting Paradise".
5:6
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0 you who believe!
When you rise for the Prayer,
wash your faces, and your hands to the elbows.
And wipe your heads "with wet hands".
And "wash" your feet to the ankles.
And when "again" you become ritually unclean,
then cleanse yourselves "thus".
But if you become sick or are on a journey,
or if one of you comes forth
from the place of relieving oneself,
or if you have touched women cintimately"
and you cannot find waterthen take recourse to "patting" clean earth;
then wipe cover" your faces
and your hands with it
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·in place of ritual ablution".
God does not wish to place any strain upon you.
Rather, He intends to purify you
and to perfect His blessings upon you,
so that you may give thanks.
And remember ·with reverence
the grace of God upon you
and His ·solemn" covenant
which He has covenanted with you,
when you said:
We hear and we obey! So fear God.
Indeed, God is all-knowing
of all that is ·harbored_
within the breast ·of people".
0

you who believe!
Be ever upright for ·the sake o{ God,
bearing witness -to truth - with ·impartial " justice.
Therefore, let not detestation
·for some people induce you to be unfair.
·Rather, " be fair!
For to do so
is, indeed, closer to the fear of God.
Therefore, fear God!
Indeed, God is all-aware of all that you do.
God has promised those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
that for them there is forgiveness
and a magnificent reward ·awaiting"!
As for those who have disbelieved
and belied Our "revealed" signs,
these are the Companions of Hellfire.
0 you who believe!
Remember ·with reverence
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the grace of God upon you
when a "certain" people resolved
to stretch out their hands against you.
But God held back their hands
from charming" you.
So be ever God-fearing!
And upon God c alone", let the believers rely.
�l� For truly God
had "previously, taken the c solemn" covenant
of the Children of Israel.
And We raised up from among them
twelve leaders.
And God said "to them":
Indeed, I am with you.
Assuredly, if you but duly" establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity
and believe in My messengers and uphold them
and lend ,to" God a goodly loan
'by spending in His cause",
I shall most surely absolve you of your misdeeds.
And I shall most surely admit you
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow.
But whoever among you disbelieves after this
shall have truly strayed from the even way.
Thus for breaking their own covenant,
We cursed them.
And We made their hearts harden.
, For" they altered the words , of the Scripture,
omitting them" from their contexts.
Thus they forgot a , cardinal" portion
of ,the Torah out of neglect for the very thing"
that they had been reminded "to uphold".
Nor shall you cease
to observe treachery from themexcept ,for" a few among them. So pardon them.
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And overlook ·mistreatment from them · .
Indeed, God loves those
who excel in ·doing· good.
Now, as to those who say: We are Christians!
We took their ·solemn · covenant, ·as well" .
Yet they ·too · have forgotten
a ·cardinal" portion of ·the Evangel
out of neglect for the very thing
that they had been reminded ·to uphold·.
Thus We have roused between them
enmity and .bitter. hatred
until the Day of Resurrection.
And God shall tell them ·then
about all that they used to do ·in life · .
0

People of the Scripture!
Truly Our Messenger has come to you
to make clear to you
much of what you have been concealing
of the Scriptureand to pass over much
·that is no longer essential .
Truly there has ·now. come to you
from God a ·guiding · light
and a clear Book ·in this Quran · .
By it God guides
whomever follows His good pleasure
along the pathways of peace.
And, thereby, He brings them out
from the ·veils o{ darkness into the light
by His permission.
Thus does He guide them
to a straight way ·of salvation · .
Very truly they have disbelieved who say:
Indeed, God, Himself, is the Messiah,
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son of Mary.
Say cto them':
Who, then, would be able
to do anything against God
if He so willed to destroy the Messiah,
son of Mary,
and his motherand everyone in the earth all together?
For to God c alone, belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them.
He creates whatever He so wills.
For God is powerful over all things.
Moreover,
cboth, the Jews and the Christians say:
We are the children of God,
and His most beloved!
Say cto them':
Why, then, does He punish you for your sins?
Rather, you are but human beings
among all c the others, that He has created!
He forgives whomever He so wills.
And He punishes whomever He so wills.
For to God c alone, belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them.
Thus to cstand for Judgment before, Him
cin the Hereafter,
is the ultimate destiny c of every human being'.
0 People of the Scripture!
Truly Our Messenger has come to you
to make cfaith, clear to you
after an c extended, interval chas passed
in the coming, of the messengers.
For c otherwise, you would say
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·in your defense on Judgment Day':
Neither bearer of glad tidings nor forewarner
has ·ever, come to us ·from You'!
So truly a bearer of glad t1dmgs and a forewarner
has ' now, come to you.
And God ·alone, is powerful over all things.
5:20

5:21

s 22

5:23

1 80

·Give heed, 0 believers!
For Moses said to his people: 0 my people!
Remember ·with reverence
the grace of God upon you
when He appointed prophets among you
and made you sovereigns ·over yourselves'.
Moreover, He gave to you
what He has not given to anyone ·else
in all the worlds.
0 my people!
Enter the Holy Land
that God has decreed for you ·to enter'.
And do not turn away ·from this battle
in retreat.
For then, you shall turn back ·from faith itsel{
as losers ·of an everlasting Paradise'.
They said: 0 Moses!
Indeed, there are people therein
of a tyrannical might.
And never, indeed, shall we enter it,
until they depart from it!
But if they depart from it,
then we shall most surely enter ·the land
as you so command'.
Two men from among those who feared · God',
on whom God had bestowed His blessings, said:
Enter upon them
·through, the very gate of the city'.
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For if you c so" enter it,
you shall be triumphant
and rely upon God c alone",
if, indeed, you are believers!
They said: 0 Moses!
Never, indeed, shall we enter it, ever,
so long as they remain in it!
So go-you and your Lordand both of you fight cthem"!
Indeed, we shall be right here, sitting!
He said: My Lord!
Indeed, I control none
but myself and my brother.
So give judgment between us
and the ungodly people.
CGod" said:
Therefore, c as to the Holy Land,
it shall, indeed, be forbidden to them.
Forty years shall they wander in the earth!
So do not grieve over the ungodly people.
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�!�And recite to them, in truth, c 0 Muhamma d,
the tidings of the two sons of Adam, as well".
For they both offered a cfreewill" offering.
So it was accepted cby God" from one of them.
And it was not accepted from the other,
who c thus" said "to his brother":
Most surely, I will kill you!
cHis brother, said:
Indeed, God but accepts c the offering"
of the God-fearing.
Assuredly,
if you stretch out your hand against me
to kill me,
I will not stretch out my hand against you
c
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to kill you.
For, indeed, I fear God,
Lord of cAlf the Worlds.
Indeed, I intend by withholding my hand,
that you bear my sin and your own sin,
so that you will become
of the Companions of the Fire c of Hell'!
For that is the recompense
of the wrongdoers cwho are godless in heart'.
Yet still his cbrother's, soul prompted him
to kill his own brother. So he killed him.
Thus he became among the losers
c of an everlasting Paradise '.
Then God sent forth a crow
that scratched ca hollow, into the earth
to show him how to bury
the corpse of his brother.
He said: Oh, woe to me!
Am I not even able to be like this crow,
so as to bury the corpse of my c own' brother?
And thus did he become of the regretful.
Because of this,
We did prescribe for the Children of lsrael
that whoever kills a person
except cin punishment,
for c the killing of another, person,
or for the spreading of c dire, corruption
in the earthit shall be creckoned' as though
he has killed all humankind.
And whoever saves a life,
it shall be creckoned' as though
he has saved the life of all humankind.
And very truly, Our messengers came to them
with the clear c and miraculous, proofs c of God'.
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Yet, indeed, even then
many among them thereafter
were exceedingly rebellious in the land.
Assuredly, the j ust, recompense
for those who wage war against God
and His Messenger,
and go about in the land sowing corruption,
is nothing less
than that they be killed or crucified,
or that their hands and their feet
be cut off on opposite sides,
or that they be exiled from the land.
That is a disgrace for them in this world.
And for them there shall be in the Hereafter
a great torment awaiting except for those
who return penitently ·to you believers,
before you gain power over them.
Know, then,
that God is most forgiving, mercy-giving.
0

you who believe! Be ever God-fearing!
And seek every ·devout, way
of approach, to Him.
And strive ·hard" in His path,
so that you may be successful.
As for those who disbelieve,
even if they shall have
amassed all that is in the earth
and the like of it along with it
by which to ransom themselves
from the torment of the Day of Resurrection,
it shall not be accepted from them.
Rather, for them
there is a most painful torment ·awaiting.
1 83
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How - they will desire to get out of the Fire!
But they will never get out of it.
Rather, for them
there is only an enduring torment.

As for the male thief and the female thief
among yourselves ,
cut off their hands as a recompense
for what ·evil - they have earned,
·and - as a chastisement of deterrence from God.
And God is overpowering, all-wise.
5:39 But whoever repents after his wrongdoing,
and sets things aright,
then, indeed, God shall grant him repentance.
Indeed, God is most forgiving, mercy-giving.
5:40 Do you not know that to God ·alone - belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth?
He punishes whomever He so wills.
And He forgives whomever He so wills.
For God is powerful over all things.
5:38

s:41
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�!� O Messenger!
Do not let those ·factions
bent on - racing one another into unbelief
gneve you:
Those ·hypocrites - who say with their mouths:
We believe!
while their hearts do not believe;
and those among Jewry
who listen eagerly to lies ·about you-,
who listen eagerly to ·the connivance
o( another ·group among their - people
who have never ·themselves
even - come to you ·to heed your judgment-.
They ·knowingly- alter the "laws laid down
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in the" words ·of the Scripture",
after their contexts ·have been set,
by" saying ·to one another
when seeking your prophetic arbitration":
If you are given this
favorable ruling by the Messenger", then take it.
But if you are not given it,
then beware ·of accepting his ruling.
Do not grieve for them.
For one whose trial God intends,
you shall never acquire for him
any measure ·of saving grace" from God.
These are the ones whose hearts
God does not intend to purify.
For them there shall be in this world disgrace.
And for them there shall be in the Hereafter
a great torment ·awaiting".
They listen ·eagerly" to lies.
They devour ill-gotten gains.
Thus, if ever they should come to you ·again
for arbitration", then judge between them
or turn away from them.
And should you turn away from them,
they shall never harm you in any way.
Yet if you judge between them,
then judge between them with justice.
Indeed, God loves those who are just.
And how is it that they seek your judgment
while the Torah ·itsel{ is with them?
In it is the ruling from God ·which they seek".
Yet ·even when you render
the Torah's own judgment",
still, after this, they turn away ·from it"!
Therefore, these are not truly believers.
Indeed, it is We, Ourself,
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who sent down the Torah.
In it there is guidance and light.
With it the prophets,

5:45

5 :46
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made judgments for Jewry,
as did the rabbis and the scribes;
for they had been entrusted
to preserve the Scripture of Godand to this c trust" they were cmindful" witnesses.
c God said to them:
Henceforth, you sh-111 not fear people!
Rather, you shall fear Me.
Nor shall you sell My crevealed" signs
for a small price.
And whoever does not rule
by what God has sent downthen such as these are the disbelievers.
Now, in it We prescribed for them:
A life for a life, and an eye for an eye,
and a nose for a nose, and an ear for an ear,
and a tooth for a tooth,
and retribution for wounds.
Yet whoever would forgo this, out of charity,
then it will be taken as an atonement
for the one cwho has suffered injury".
But whoever does not rule
by what God has sent downthen such as these are the wrongdoers,
c godless in heart".
And c after the prophets of israef,
We sent following upon their traces
Jesus, son of Mary,
as a confirmation of c the truth
that had preceded him cin the law" of the Torah.
Moreover, We gave him the Evangel-
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in which there is guidance and light
as a confirmation of c the truth,
that had preceded him
cin the law' of the Torah,
along with cfurther, guidance
and cinspired, admonition for the God-fearing.
Then let the people of the Evangel
rule by what God has sent down in it.
For whoever does not rule
by what God has sent down
then such as these are the ungodly.
Now We have sent down to you,
c 0 Muhammad, , the Scripture c of the Quran,
with the truth,
as a confirmation of all the Scripture
that preceded itand as a guardian over it
c to preserve divine guidance'.
So judge between them
by what God has sent down.
And do not follow their whims
over what has come to you
c as a clear statement, of the truth.
For each cfaith-community' among you
We have appointed a Divine Law
and a way of life.
And had God so willed,
He would have made all of you
one cfaith '-community cwithout choice'.
But He has intended to test you
in what He has given you.
Thus race cwith one another, to good works!
To God is your return-all of you.
He shall then tell you cthe truth'
about all that you have been disputing.
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And thus, judge between them
by what God has sent down.
Nor are you to follow their whims.
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beware uf them!

Or else they may tempt you from "adhering
to , some of what God has sent down to you.
So if they turn away
"from the commandments of God',
then know that God only intends to ailli ct them
for some of their sins.
And, assuredly,
many of the people are, indeed, ungodly.
Is it, then, the judgment of "pagan' ignorance
that they seek?
Yet who renders a fairer judgment than God
to a people who would have certainty "of faith " ?
*0

you who believe!
D o not take the Jews and the Christians as allies.
They are allies one to another.
And whoever among you
takes them as allies, then he is of them.
Indeed, God does not guide
the wrongdoing people
"who are godless in heart'.
Yet you see "the hypocrites',
those in whose "doubting, hearts
there is a sickness,
rushing to "ally themselves with' them,
saying "to one another':
We "must do this for, fear "of defeat,
for we fear, that a "bad turn of fortune
will afflict us.
Yet it may be
that God shall bring "the believers' victory,
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or a decree from Him
c that whelms away the disbelievers".
Then will c the hypocrites
become c utterly" remorseful
for what c treachery " they kept secret
within themselves.
For those who believe will then say:
Are these traitors
the csame ones who swore by God
with the utmost of their vows
that they were most surely with you?
cUtterly" futile are their cgood" works with God"!
Thus have they become losers
of an everlasting Paradise".
0

you who believe!
Should any of you turn back from his religion,
then °know that God shall bring forth 0instead"
a people He will love and who will love Him
humble with the believers,
mighty with the disbelievers,
striving chard " in the path of God,
and having no fear of the blame of any
who would c cast" blame on their religion".
That is the bounty of God.
He gives it to whomever He so wills.
And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
Indeed, your ally is none but God,
and also His Messenger,
and those who have believed
those who duly establish the Prayer,
and give the Zakat-Charity,
and who, moreover, bow 0humbly
before God alone".
Thus whoever takes God as an ally-
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and also His Messenger,
and those who believethey are indeed co( the alliance of God.

if.:: 1 ;ZtJt

It is they who shall be triumphant.
5:57

0 you who believe!

You shall not take as allies
those who take your religion
for mockery and play,
cbe it" from those
who have been given the Scripture before you,
or the disbelievers.
And fear God, if, indeed, you are believers.
5:58

For when you call to the Prayer,

;_µI JJ �; C 1�i;

they take it for mockery and play.
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That is because they are people

�-'

who have no understanding c of true religion".
5:59

Say c to them":
0 People of the Scripture!

D o you take umbrage at us c for any reason
but that we believe in God
and what was sent down to us,
and what was sent down before us ,
while most of you are ungodly?
s:6o

Say cto them":
Shall I tell you of a recompense

c awaiting" with God cthat is far" worse than that
cwhich you do to us?
It is the punishment
o( those whom God has cursed,
and with whom He is wrathful,
and c out" of whom He made apes and swine,
and who worship false deities.
It is these who are in the worst position
and furthest astray from the even way c of faith".
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And when they come to you, they say:
We believe!
though truly they entered -your presence
with unbelief -in their hearts-.
And truly they have departed
with it, -unchanged-.
And God knows best about
what they have been suppressing.

5:62

Moreover, you see many of them
racing with one another
in sinful -lies and aggression,
and in their devouring of ill-gotten gains.
Truly woeful is what they have been doing!

5:63

If only the rabbis and the scribes
would forbid their saying
of what is -false and- sinful
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and their devouring of ill-gotten gains !
Truly woeful is what they have wrought!
5 :64

And the Jews have said:
The Hand of God is chained!
Chained be their hands !
And cursed are they for what they have said!
Rather, both His -mighty - Hands
are stretched out -wide -.
He dispenses -His ever-flowing blessings
as He so wills.

And assuredly, 0 Prophet,

what has been sent down to you from your Lord
shall increase many of them
in transgression and unbelief
Thus have We cast between them
enmity and -bitter - hatred
until the Day of Resurrection.
And whenever they kindle a fire for war,
God extinguishes it.
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Moreover, they go about in the earth
sowing corruption in it .
And God does not love
5:65

the sowers of corruption.
But if only the People of the Scripture
had believed and been God-fearing!
Assuredly, We would have absolved them
of their misdeeds .
And, assuredly,
We would have admitted them ·forever"
into the Gardens of Delight.

s 66

And if only they had upheld
the "commandments o( the Torah
and the Evangel,
and what has ·thereafter"
been sent down to them
from their Lord ·in the Quran "!
They assuredly would have partaken
·of every kind of goodness,
from above them and from beneath their feet.
Among them, there is an equable community.
Yet ·for" many of them,
evil is that which they do .

5:67

�i� O Messenger!

Proclaim

all that has been sent down to you

from your Lord.
For if you do not,
then you will not have conveyed His message.
And ·have no fear".
God will preserve you from the people.
Indeed, God does not guide

the disbelieving people.

5 68

1 92

Say: 0 People of the Scripture!
You stand on nothing,
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o{ the Torah and the Evangel
and what has been sent down to you
from your Lord 0in the Quran ".

Yet, assuredly, c 0 Prophet,
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what has been sent down to you from your Lord

shall increase many of them
in transgression and unbelief
So do not grieve over a disbelieving people.
5:69

Indeed, those who believe cin Islam

and those ofJewry, and the Sabians,
and the Christianswhoever c among them truly" believes in God
and 0in the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day
and works righteousness-

0

there shall be no fear upon them

cwhen they assemble for Judgment".
Nor shall they ever grieve
cover the life of the world.
5:70

As to Jewry":
Truly We have taken a covenant
with the Children of Israel.
And We sent to them messengers
c to guide them".
Whenever a messenger came to them

0

with canything" that they disliked,
a group cof the messengers " they belied
and a group they killed5:71

and they thought there would be
no trial "by affliction in consequence"!

Thus were they cstruck" blind "to guidance
and deaf " to truth".

Then God granted them repentance.

1 93
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Then, again, many of them

were cstruck" blind and deaf
cfor their disobedience".

Yet God is all-seeing of all that they do .
5:72

CAnd as to the Christians ":
Very truly they have disbelieved who say:
Indeed, God, Himself, is the Messiah,
son of Mary.
while the Messiah chimsel{ said:
0 Children of Israel:

Worship God, my Lord and your Lord!
Indeed,
as to anyone who associates gods with God,
then truly God has prohibited for such a one
the Garden c of Paradise".

And his abode shall be the Fire c of Helf.
And for the wrongdoers
cwho are godless in heart",

there shall not be any helpers
c to deliver them from it".

Truly they have disbelieved who say

_,,,,..,.

And if they do not desist
from what they are saying,
assuredly a most painful torment
will strike those of them who cthus disbelieve.
s 74

Will they not, then, repent to God
and seek His forgiveness,
while God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving?

5:75

The Messiah, son of Mary,
was only a cmortal" messenger.

Truly, before him messengers have passed away.
And his mother c too

1 94
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was a cmortal" woman of cfaith and truth.
Both of them used to eat fo o d
ct o sustain themselves".
Look how We make clear
to cthose o{ them cwho thus disbelieve
the signs c of Our Oneness".
Then, look again!
How are they turned away cfrom the truth"?
5:76

Say c to them":
Do you worship apart from God
what holds neither harm nor benefit for you,
while God is He who is the All- Hearing,
the All-Knowing?

5:77

Say c to them": 0 People of the Scripture !

D o not exceed the bounds c of Heavenly faith"
in c the creed o{ your religion
without c revealed" truth.
And do not follow the whims of a people
who have gone astray before cyou ".
For they have led many astray,
5:78

having strayed from the even path cthemselves".
Cursed
by the tongue ofDavid and Jesus, son of Mary,
cin their Heavenly Books",
were those who disbelieved
of the Children of Israel.
That is because they disobeyed c God"
and cpersistently" transgressed CHis covenant".

s 79

s:so

They used not to forbid one another
from any wrongdoing they did.
Truly woeful is what they have been doing!
You see many of them taking as allies
those cidolaters" who disbelieve.
Woeful is what their souls
have advanced for themselves,
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such that God's wrath has fallen upon them!
Thus in the torment c of Hellfire",
they shall abide forever.
And had they believed in God
and the Prophet 0Muhammad",
and cthe Quran" that was sent down to him,
they would not have taken them as allies.
But many of them are ungodly.
�!�You shall assuredly find
that of all people the severest in emnity
against those who believe are the Jews
and those who associate gods with God.
And you shall assuredly find
that the nearest of call o( them
in genuine love to those who believe
are those who say:
We are, indeed, Christians .
That is because
there are among them priests and monks
and they do not grow arrogant.
And when they hear what has been sent down
to the Messenger,
you see their eyes overflowing with tears
because of the truth, which they recognize.
They say: Our Lord!
We have believed.
So inscribe us
among those who bear witness cto the truth".
Why should we not believe in God
and the truth that has come to us,
and hope for our Lord to admit us c to Paradise
with the righteous people?
So God has rewarded them
for what they have saidGardens beneath which rivers flow,

part seven
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wherein they shall abide forever.
Such is the reward
of those who excel in c doing, good.
But those who have disbelieved
and belied Our crevealed, signs,
these are the Companions of Hellfire.
0 you who believe!
You shall not prohibit the wholesome things
that God has made lawful for you.
And you shall not
transgress cHis ordained limits'.
Indeed, God does not love the transgressors .
Thus eat from whatever God
has provided for you, lawful and wholesome.

And you shall fear God,
in whom you are believers.
God will not hold you accountable
for unintended vows in your oaths .
But He will hold you accountable
for what you have cintentionally
b ound yourselves to by oaths,
the atonement of which
is feeding ten indigent people with the average
of what you feed your own families;
or clothing them;
or freeing a human being from bondage.
But if one c of you, does not find c such means ',
then fast three days ,instead'.
That is the atonement for your oaths,
when you swear c and break them'.
So guard your oaths.
Thus does God make clear to you
His crevealed' signs, so that you may give thanks.
c

5:90

0 you who believe !
1 97
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Indeed intoxicants, and gambling,
and idol altars, and divining arrows
are but defilement from the works of Satan.
So shun them, so that you may be successful.
Indeed, Satan only desires
to instill between you enmity and ·bitter· hatred
through intoxicants and gambling,
and to turn you away
from the remembrance of God
and from the Prayer.
Will you not, then, desist?
Rather, you shall obey God.
And you shall obey the Messenger.
And you shall beware ·of all evil·!
But if you turn away,
then know that, indeed,
what is incumbent upon Our Messenger
is only the clear conveyance ·of this message·.
There is no blame on those who believe
and do righteous deeds
as to what they have consumed
·before this prohibition·,
provided that they fear God and believe
and do righteous deeds !
And, again,
·provided that· they fear God and believe!
And, again, ·provided that. they fear God
and excel in ·doing - good!
And God loves those who excel in doing good.

/

0 you who believe!

God shall assuredly test you
·during the Pilgrimage·
with something of the ·restricted· game
to which your hands and your lances
can readily attain1 98
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that God may know who fears Him
·and His torment" in the unseen.
Thus, whoever commits ·such a" violation
after this ·warning",
for him there is a most painful torment
·awaiting in the Hereafter".
0 you who believe!
D o not kill any game
while you are in ·the state o( pilgrim sanctity.
And whoever among you
kills any ·game therein" deliberately,
then the recompense ·for him" shall be
the like of what he has killed
in ·a charitable sacrifice o( cattleas two just men from among you shall so j udge.
It shall be ·treated
as" a charitable-offering ·of sacrifice to God"
brought to the Ka'bah ·for the poor".
Or, in atonement,
·one shall offer its value in" food
for the indigent ·of the Sacred Precincts";
or ·one shall" render
the equivalent of this ·measure" in fasting
so that he may taste
the grievous consequences of his action.
God has pardoned ·of this
what has already passed.
Yet who ever .willfulli repeats this ·violation",
then God will take vengeance on him.
And God is overpowering,
all-avenging ·of evildoing".
Lawful for you is fishing the waters
and ·eating o( its food,
as an enj oyment for you
·who are fishermen " and for travelers .
Yet forbidden for you ·still
1 99
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is -hunting - the game of the land
as long as you remain
in the -state o{ pilgrim sanctity.
And you shall fear God,
before whom you shall b e assembled
-for Judgment-.
s 97 �i� God -from of old- has ordained the Ka'bah,
the Sacred House -in Makkah,
to be - a cherished sanctuary
-of peace and security-,
for -the foture welfare and prosperity
o{ the peopleand -so too ordained- the Sacred Months,
and the charitable-offerings -of sacrifice-,
and the -animals bearing - garlands
-that mark them for sacrifice-.
This -We reveal - that you may -come to - know
that God -alone - knows all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth,
and that -from everlasting to everlasting God is, indeed, all-knowing of all things.
5:98 Know that God is severe in punishment,
and that God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
5:99 What is incumbent upon the Messenger
is only the -clear - conveyance -of this message -.
And God knows what - all o{ you reveal
and what -all o{ you conceal.
s : 1 00 Say -to humanity-:
The corrupt and the good are not equal
even if the profusion of corrupt ways
is pleasing to you.
So fear God,
0 you people of -discretion and- understanding,
so that you may be successful.
s:101
200
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D o not ask about things c of religion
with which you have not been obliged',
which if disclosed to you
will distress you cwith further obligation'.
Yet if you ask about them
when the Quran is being sent down,
they will be disclosed to you.
God has pardoned co{ it cwhat has past,.
For God is all-forgiving, most forbearing.
5 : 1 02 Truly p eople before you
have asked such c questions of their messengers '.
Then they cforsook the ensuing obligations ,
and, thereby became disbelievers.
5 : 1 03 God has never sanctified
cpagan designations for offerings,
such as , Bahlrah, cthe ear-slit she-camel',
or Sa ' ibah, cthe free-grazing she-camel',
or Wa$llah,
cthe successive female-bearing cattle',
or Ham, cthe protected, ten-sire camef
Rather, those who disbelieve
have forged lies against God c about them'.
And most of them have no understanding
c of true religion'.
5 : 1 04 Thus when it is said to them:
Come to cfaith
in, that which God has sent down
and to c enlightenment from, the Messenger.
They say:
Sufficient for us is cthe faith
that we found our forefathers following.
How so, when their forefathers
knew nothing c of revealed religion
and were not guided cto the truth,?
5 : 1 05 0 you who believe!
20 1
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Incumbent upon you
is the safeguarding o( your own souls .
For those who go astray
will not harm you if you are guided.
To God is your return, all of you.
He shall then tell you c the due recompense
of all that you have been doing 0in life'.
c

s : 1 06 0 you who believe!

When cthe signs o( death
approach any one of you,
let two just persons among you
cwho are Muslims, be in witness among you
at the time of cone's utterance o( bequeathal.
Or let two persons
other than from your own c community
be in witness ',
if you have set out in the land
and the affliction of death strikes you.
c Thereupon, summon them
to testify to the bequest b efore people
after the Prayer.
Then both shall swear by God, ·saying':
If you doubt c our testimony, we swear':
Never would we exchange 0truth. at any price
even if it were to "benefit· a close relative.
And never would we conceal any testimony
cthat we have sworn to · by God.
Indeed, we would then b e of the sinful!
5 : 1 07 Yet if it is discovered
that both of them are guilty of sinning
cby bearing false witness·, then two others,
from those 0bereaved' against whom
the two have committed a sin,
shall stand in witness in their place,
and shall then swear by God csaying':
c

202
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Our testimony is more truthful
than their testimony.
And cwe swear· we have not transgressed
c against the other witnesses·.
For, indeed,
we would then be of the wrongdoers.
5 : 1 os This cprovision makes . it more likely
that they c who testify· will give testimony
according to fact,
or else have fear that their oaths will be refuted
by the oaths of others.
So fear God and listen c carefully·.
For God does not guide an ungodly people.
5 : 1 09 �l� On a D ay CHereafter',

God shall assemble can· the messengers,
then say c to them':

What has been the response
c of your people· to you?
They shall say:
We have no knowledge c of their hearts·.
Indeed, it is You who are all-knowing
c of an· the crealms of the · unseen.
5 : 1 1 0 It is then when God shall say:

0 Jesus, son of Mary!
Remember My grace upon you,
and upon your mother:
When I aided you
with CAngel Gabriel, · the Holy Spirit,
so that you might speak to the people
c of Heavenly guidance, while · in the cradle
and in the prime of manhood;
cand· when I taught you writing
and the wisdom c of prophethood ·
and the Torah and the Evangel;
and when you formed out of mud
203
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a bird-like figure-by My permission
then you blew into it,
-and- behold it became a bird
by My permission;
and -when - you healed the born-blind
and the leper-by My permission;
and when you brought forth the dead
by My permission;
and when I withheld the Children of Israel
from -killing - you, when you came to them
with clear -and miraculous - proofs
-confirming the truth of your Message-.
Then those who disbelieved
from among them said:
This is nothing but manifest sorcery.
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5: 1 1 1 And -remember-

when I revealed to the Disciples:
Believe in Me and -in - My messenger, Jesus-.
They said: We believe!
And bear witness that we are, indeed, muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
5 : 1 1 2 B ehold! The Disciples said:
0 Jesus, son of Mary!
Can your Lord send down to us
a table-spread -of food as a sign - from Heaven?
He said:
Fear God, if, indeed, you are believers!
s : 1 1 3 They said:
We wish to eat from it
and for our hearts -therebyto repose -in full assurance ·,
so that we may know ·with certainty.
that you have spoken the truth to us,
and so that we may -ourselves - be
among the -elect- witnesses to its -miracle -.
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5: 1 1 4 Jesus, son of Mary, said:

0 God! Our Lord!

Send down to us a table-spread from Heaven
to be a feast for usfor the first of us and the last of us
and 0 to be, a sure sign from You
0 of my prophethood'.
And provide for us 0 always',
for You are the best of providers.
5 : 1 1 5 God said:
Indeed, I shall send it down to you.
But whoever of you disbelieves thereafter,
I will punish him with a punishment
such as I shall not punish anyone else with
among 0 all' the people of the world·.
c

c

5:116 Thus 0it is then,

on the Day ofJudgment', when God shall say:
0 Jesus, son of Mary:
Did you say to the people:
Take me and my mother both
as gods apart from God?
Jesus' shall say:
Highly exalted are You cfar above this'!
It was not for me to say
what I had no right to 0say'.
If I had said it,
then, truly, You would have known it.
You know what is in my soul,
and I do not know what is in Y oursel£
Indeed, it is You,
You c alone, who are all-knowing
c of all' the c realms of the , unseen.
5 : 1 1 7 I have not said to them other than what
You have commanded me:
Worship God c alone', my Lord and your Lord!
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Moreover, I was witness over them
only, while I remained among them.
Then when You took my soul,
You Yourself were ever-vigilant over them.
For You are witness over all things .
5 : 1 1 8 I f You torment them,
indeed, they are Your servants .
And if Y ou forgive them,
indeed, it is You who are the Overpowering,
the All-Wise .
5 : 1 1 9 G o d shall say:
This is the Day when the truthful shall benefit
from their truthfulness.
For them are Gardens
beneath which rivers flowwherein they shall abide, forever and everGod being well-pleased with them,
and they well-pleased with Him.
That is the magnificent triumph!
5 : 1 20 To God "alone· belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth,
and all that is in them.
And He "alone, is powerful over all things.
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The surah that debunks as a mere forgery against the Law of God the forbidden practices
,- ef Pre-Islamic Arabia with regard to the sacrifice, distribution, and consumption of
CATTLE-and all such systems that arbitrarily impose upon people meaningless sacrifices, efferings,
and prohibitions in the name of ungodly ideas and lifeless idols, which lead invariably to the impoverish
ment ef women and the poor, and the institutionalization, thereby, of infantidde.
/
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REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-An cam
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

6:1

All praise is for God c alone",
who created the heavens and the earth
and made the c enveiling, darkness
and the cunveiling, light.
Yet those who disbelieve
assign equals to their Lord!

6:2

He is the One
who created call o{ you out of mud.
Then He decreed a term
cfor human life on earth".
And a stated term cfor the Day ofJudgment,
is with Him calone ".
Yet cthose o{ you cwho disbelieve"
doubt c that it is nearing".

6:3

Moreover, He is God
in the heavens and in the earth.
He knows your secrets
and what you make public.
And He knows all c the good and the evif
that you are earning.
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Yet not a ·single, sign

0

·of God's Oneness" comes to them,
from the 'revealed and natural"
signs of their Lord,
but that they ·who disbelieve, turn away from it.
6:5

0

So truly, they have 'willfully, denied the truth
when it came to them 'from God".
And thus the ·revealed, tidings
·of the just recompense,
that they are mocking shall come to them.

6:6

Have they not considered
how many a ·disbelieving, generation
before them We have destroyedwhom We ·firmly, established in the earth,
such as We have not established you,
having sent down upon them ·of old"
the 'blessing of rain from, heaven in abundance,
thus causing the ·great, rivers
to run beneath them ·at their feet"?
Then We destroyed them for their sins

..... ,,,,,.. .� .,, ..... . ,,,,,.... ,..,, ,,,,.
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and brought forth after ·each o f them
6:7

another generation.
And had We sent down to you,

· 0 Muhammad,
a 'revealed" B o ok 'inscribed" on parchment,
so that they could feel it

with their ·very own, hands,
those who disbelieve
would ·still" most surely say:
6:8

This is nothing but manifest sorcery!
For ·already, they have said:
If only an angel had been sent down
·with Muhammad, to ·confirm, him!
But had We sent down an angel,
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cit would have been with their destruction,
and - the matter would have been concluded.
Then they would not have been reprieved
cfor a single moment-.
6:9

And c even - if We had csent
other than a human messenger
and - made him an angel,
We, assuredly, would have made him
cappear like - a man.
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Yet, assuredly, cby this
We would have made confounding for them
what they cnow· make confounding
cfor themselves-.
6:10

And very truly, messengers b efore you
were mocked, c 0 Muhammad»

But those who scoffed at them

were encompassed by the cvery punishment·
they used to mock.
6:11

Say "to them-:
Journey in the earth,
and see how c devastating· was the end
of those who denied c God-!

6:12

Say c to them-:
To whom belongs
all that is in the heavens and the earth?
CAnd- say cin answer": To God calone-.
He has prescribed for Himself mercy.
CY et, · most surely,
He shall, indeed, gather all of you
to the D ay of Resurrection,
in which there is no doubt.
The ones who shall ·then - lose their souls
are but those who do not believe
cin the Heavenly call of God-_
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�!� Moreover, to Him calone
belongs all that dwells in stillness
c

6:14

in the night and the daylight.
And He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Say c to them':
Shall I take a patron other than God,
the Sole, Originator
of the heavens and the earth,
while it is He who feeds and is not fed?
Say cto them, 0 Muhammad':

Indeed, I have been commanded
to be the foremost of those
who have willingly submitted themselves
c

as a Muslim, to God c alone·.

Moreover, I have been commanded':
You shall not be of those
6:1s

who associate gods with God.
Say cto them':
Indeed, I fear-were I to disobey my Lord
the torment of an awesome Day!

6:16

Whoever is turned away from ,the torment
that Day,
then He has truly shown him mercy.
And that is the manifest triumph!

c, 1 7

Yet should G o d touch you with harm,
there is none who can remove it but Him.
But if He touches you with good,
then He is powerful over al] things.

6:18

For He , alone· is all-dominating
over call' His servants .

And He is the All-Wise, the All-Aware.
6 1 <J

Say 'to them, 0 Muhammad':

Which thing is greatest as a witness
to the truth of my message?
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And" say ·in answer":
God ·Himsel( is a witness between me and you.
Moreover, this Quran has been revealed to me,
·as a means, with which to forewarn you
and whomever it reaches
·of His nearing Judgment".
Do you, indeed, bear witness
that there are other gods with God?
Say ·to them": I shall not bear ·such, witness!
Say: Indeed, He is One God ·alone ".
And, indeed, I am innocent of .worshipping"
all that you associate ·as gods with God.
6:20
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Regarding" those to whom
We gave the Scripture,
·they" recognize ·the divine message
o( this ·Prophet
as they recognize their own children .
These are the ones
who have ·utterly" lost their s ouls,
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for they do not believe
·in the Heavenly call of God".
6:21

For who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God
or b elies His ·revealed, signs?
Indeed, the ·godless " wrongdoers
shall not succeed.

6 22

For on the D ay ·ofJudgment"
We shall assemble them all together.
We shall then say to those
who associated gods with God:
Where, ·now", are your associate-gods
that you used to allege?

6:23

Thereupon, they shall have nothing ·else
in" their ·hour o( trial, but to say:
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By God, our Lord!
Never were we of those
who associated gods with God!
6:24

Look how even then
they shall lie about themselves !
F o r all -the false gods - that they used t o forge
shall have strayed from them.

6:25

Yet -even now
as you recite this Quran to them-,
among them are those
who listen to you -with malicious intent,
pursuing their whims-.
Therefore, We have placed sheaths
over their -ill-inclined- hearts ,
so that they may -no longer - understand it,
and in their ears, an utter deafuess.
For even if they were to see
every -natural and revealed - sign
-of Heavenly truth,
still- they would not believe in it.
Thus when they come to you
to argue with you, those who disbelieve say:

6:26

This is nothing but tales of the ancients !
Moreover, they forbid -other people
from -listening to - it.
And they draw -themselves - away from it.
Yet they are destroying none but themselves,
though they are not aware -of it-.

6 27

And if only you could -now - see
when they shall be set upon
-the brink o { the Fire -o f Hell-,
and they shall say: Oh, -woe to us!
If only we could be returned -to the world_
and not deny the signs
of -the Oneness o( our Lord
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and become of the believers!
6:28

Rather, what they previously used to conceal
shall manifest citselt before them.
Yet c even, if they were to be cso, returned
cto the world', they would revert to all cthe ways '
that have been forbidden c to them'.
For, indeed, they are most surely liars.

6:29

Now, calso , ' they cwho disbelieve' say:
There is nothing but our life in this world.
And never shall we be raised cfrom the dead'.

6:30
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Yet if only you could cnow, see
when they shall be cbrought back to life
and, set before their Lord c for Judgment'.
He shall say c to them':
Is this CResurrection to life, not the very truth?
They shall say: Oh yes, indeed!
By our Lord cit is'!
He shall say:
Then taste the c everlasting, torment
in that cbefore this Day, you have disbelieved!

6:31

Truly those cin life,
who have belied cresurrection
and' the cdestined' Meeting of God
cfor Judgment in the Hereafter,
shall lose call'until, suddenly, when the Hour cof D o om'
shall have come to them, they shall say:
Alas for us!

��t: �
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for all that we have neglected
regarding this cDay'!
And they shall carry their load c of sin,
upon their backs .
6:32

Most surely, evil is the load they bear.
For the life of this world
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is nothing but play and amusement.
And, most surely,
the abo de of the Hereafter is "far, better
for those who are God-fearing.
Will you not, then, understand?
6:33

Truly, We know that what they say
"in open defiance of your message,
grieves you, " o Muhammad".
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But it is not "really, you
whom they are belying.

Rather, it is the "revealed, signs of God
that the "godless " wrongdoers disavow.
6:34

Yet very truly, messengers before you,
"

0 Muhammad, , were b elied.

But they endured patiently

against the denials and harm "they suffered"
until Our help came to them.
For there is none who can replace
the words of God,
"which have assured you of victory".
And very truly,
some account of "what, the messengers "faced
and their ultimate triumph
6:35

has already come to you.
Yet "as to the disbelievers", if their turning away
"
is too great "a burden" on you, 0 Prophet,
then seek a tunnel into the "heart of the, Earth,
if you are so able, or a stainvay to Heaven,
so as to bring to them a sign
"that will make them believe"!
For had God so willed,
He would most surely have gathered them all
upon "the path o{ guidance .
So never become o f the ignorant,
"frozen with anguish".
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�* Indeed, only those who c truly, hear
shall answer c the call to faith".
And as for the dead c of heart, who disbelieve",
God shall, indeed, resurrect them cas well".
Then to Him they shall call" be returned.

6:37
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Moreover, cin arrogance,

they have said c of you, 0 Prophet":

If only a cmiraculous, sign from his Lord
were sent down to him!
Say cto them":
Indeed, God is well able
to send down csuch, a sign.
Yet most of them do not know
cthe wisdom of God".
6:38
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For there is not a single beast
ctreading, on the earth,

nor a bird flying with its two wings,
but that they are communities like you.
We have not neglected anything
in the cPreserved, Book c of Heaven".
Then they cwho ask for miracles,
shall be assembled cin the Hereafter,
before their Lord cwith all people".
6:39

And so cit is
that, those who have denied Our signs
are deaf and dumb cto God's living miracles,
cut off" in cveils o{ darkness.
Whomever God so wills, He leaves astray.
And whomever God so wills,
He sets upon a straight way c of salvation".

6:40

Say cto all those
who take associate-gods with God":
Have you considered if the punishment of God
were to come to you,
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or "i{ the Hour " of Doom itself'
were to come to you?
Would it be other than God
whom you would call upon · for help ,
6:41

if you are truthful "with yourselves'?
Rather, it is only Him you call upon!
And He "alone, removes "the afiliction,
for which you call Him, if He so wills
for "then, you "utterly, forget
all that you associate "as gods with Him".

6:42

And very truly, We have sent "messengers,
to communities before you.
"But they denied Our message,
so We seized them with afiliction
and harm "in this world",
so that they might humble themselves.

6:43

Yet if only when Our afiliction came to them,
they had humbled themselves .
But rather, their hearts hardened,
and Satan made what they were doing
fair-seeming to them.

6:44

Then when they forgot that "true faith,
of which they had been reminded,
We opened for them
the gates of everything "they desired-._
until when they exulted
in what they had been given,
We seized them suddenly;
and then they became utterly despondent.

6:45

Thus "all' the p eople who did wrongto the "very, last one of them-were cut off.
For all praise is for God "alone',
Lord of "All , the W odds.

6:46
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were to take away your hearing
and your sight and seal up your hearts?
Who is that god, other than God -Hims el(
that would give them back to you?
Behold how We vary the clear - signs .
Yet still they turn away.
6:47

Say -to them":
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Have you considered if the torment of God
were to come upon you suddenly, or overtly?
Would anyone be destroyed
but the wrongdoing people?
6:48
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Nor do I say to you that I am an angel.
I but follow what is revealed to me.
Say -to them-:
Are the blind and the seeing equal?
Will you not, then, reflect -on the signs of God-?
6:51

Hence, forewarn with -this Quran
all- those who fear being gathered
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Say -to them, 0 Muhammad-:

nor that I know the unseen.
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they have committed.

I do not say to you
that the treasures of God are with me,
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for the -deeds o{ ungodliness
6:50
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Nor shall they ever grieve
But -as to those who deny Our signs,
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when they assemble for Judgment-.
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but as bearers of glad tidings -to the believers
and -as - forewarners -of God's nearing Judgment-.
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before their Lord
-that - they have no patron apart from Him,
nor any intercessor,
6 52

so that they may become God-fearing.
Nor shall you -heed the arrogant
and - send away -the humble
who call upon their Lord -with devotion
in the morning and in the evening,
desiring -only - His Face.
Nothing of their reckoning -bears upon you.
And nothing of your reckoning
-bears - upon them
that you should send them away
and thus become of the wrongdoers .

6 53

For in this -variance of wealth and poverty We -but try some of them
through -the condition of the - others
that they -who are rich and powerful_
might -be tempted to - say:
Is it these, -the poor and the meek,
upon whom God has conferred favor
among - all o f us?
-Rather, - is not God most knowing
of those who are thankful?

6 54

So when those who believe
in Our -revealed- signs come to you,
then say -to them-: Peace be upon you!
Your Lord has prescribed
for Himself mercy,
so that who ever among you
does a misdeed in ignorance,
then repents after it, and sets things aright,

6 ss

then, indeed, He is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
And so it is that We make utterly distinct
the -revealed- signs, so as to make manifest
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the c contrary, way of the defiant unbelievers.
6:56

Say cto them, 0 Prophet':

Indeed, I have been forbidden

0

to worship call' those whom you call upon
apart from God. cThen, say:
I shall not follow your whims.
For then I would have certainly gone astray,

6:57

and I would not be of the crightly, guided.
Say cto them, as well':
I am cfirmly established,
on a clear proof from my Lord.

Yet you have belied it.
It is not in my p ower
cto carry out the threat of divine judgment,
which you seek to hasten.
Judgment belongs to none but God.
He relates cnothing but, the truth
cin His forewarnings'.
And He is the very best ofjudges.
6:58

Say cto them':
If what you seek to hasten
c of your punishment, was with me,
the matter would have been decided
between me and you.
But God knows best cabout, the wrongdoers
cwho are godless in heart'.

C1:59

7lE- Moreover, with Him are the keys

of the crealms of the, unseen.

No one knows co( them but Him.
And He knows, cas well,
all that is in the land and the sea.
Not even a leaf falls but He knows it.
Nor is there a c single, grain

chidden, within c the veils
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o( the darkness of the earth-
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nor anything moist -therein
nor anything witheredbut that it is -recorded- in a clear Book
-preserved in Heaven-.
6:60

Moreover, it is He who takes your souls
by night -as you sleep -.
And He knows what you earn by day.
Then He restores -your souls,
awakening - you therein
for a stated term to be fulfilled.
Then to Him is your return ·in the Afterlife-.
Then He shall tell you -the due recompense
of all that you have been doing -in life -.

6:61

For He -alone - is all-dominating
over -all- His servants.
Thus He sends -angels, as - guardians over you,
-to record your every deed"'until when death comes to any one of you,
Our messenger-angels take his souland never do they neglect -anything

6 62

they are ordered to do ·.
Then they -who die - are returned to God,
their true Patron.

6:63

Most surely, judgment belongs to Him -alone-_
and He is the swiftest of reckoners.
Say -to them":
Who is it that delivers you
from the ·veils o( darkness of land and sea?
You call upon Him imploringly and inwardly:
If He delivers us from this -peril·,
we shall most surely
be of those who are ever-thankful!

6:64

Say -to them":
God delivers you from this
and from every anguish!
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Yet c still" you associate c gods with Him".
0
Say to them":

0

It is He c alone" who is well-able

to send forth upon you torment from above you
or from beneath your feet;
or to confound you into dissenting factions
and cause some of you
to taste the cviolent" aflli c tion of others .
B ehold how We vary the c clear" signs,
that they may gain understanding

c and heed admonition".

6:66

Yet your people have denied this c Quran,
0 Muhammad",
0
while it is in every word" the truth.

0

Say cto them":

6:67

I am not a guardian over you
c to comp el you to believe".

For every tiding c revealed in this Quran ",

there is an appointed destiny cfor its fulfillment".

And c soon" shall you know
0
your own fate with God".
6:68

Thus, whenever you see those
who fall to cvilifying" Our crevealed" signs,
then turn away from them

until they take up some other discourse.

And if Satan should c ever" cause you
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to forget cthis command", then do not continue
to" sit with the wrongdoing people
after remembering cthis ".

6:69

And cwhile" those who are God-fearing
bear nothing of c the disbelievers' sin

or" their reckoning,
nevertheless, c they should give them" a reminder,

0

so that they may c desist from their calumny
and" become God-fearing.
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Thus, leave alone those who take their religion
as play and amusement
and whom the life of this world
has cutterly" deluded.
Yet remind cone and all " with this c Quran ,
so that no soul shall be wrecked
by what it has earned.
For c each soul" shall have neither patron
nor intercessor
apart from God con Judgment Day".
And even if it c seeks to , ransom "itself
with every c conceivable , ransom,
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such shall not be accepted from it.
These are the ones who shall b e wrecked
by what they have earned.
For them, cin the Hereafter,
there shall be a drink of scalding fluid,
along with a most painful torment,
6:71

in that they have disbelieved.
Say cto them":
Are we cin our worship
to call upon other than Gode

upon what neither benefits us nor harms us?
c

And are we to be turned back
on our heels cfrom true faith"
after God has guided uslike one whom the satans lure
c aimlessly" through the land,
until" he is utterly bewildered,
c though" he has cfaithful" companions
calling him to c the path o f guidance, c saying":
e
Come to us! Say cto them :
Indeed, the crevealed, guidance of God

c

is the c only" sure guidance .
And w e are commanded
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to willingly submit c only"
to the Lord of cAll" the Worlds.
6:72

And thus care we commanded, as well":
You shall c duly" establish the Prayer.
And you shall fear c God alone".
For He is the One
before whom you shall call" be assembled.

6:73

And He c alone" is the One
who created the heavens and the earth
with cthe very essence o{ all truth.

Thus, on the Day c of Resurrection

0

He shall cbut" say: Be! And so shall it cbe ".
His word is the cutter" truth.
And for Him c alone
shall be all the dominion on a Day cHereafter
when the Trumpet c of Resurrection" is blown.
c He is the Sole " Knower of call" the crealms

of the" unseen and the seen.

For He is the All-Wise , the All-Aware .
6:74

�!� Now, behold!
Abraham said to his father, Azar:

0

Do you take idols for gods?
Indeed, I see you and your people
falling into clear misguidance .
6:75

And so too did W e show Abraham
cthe celestial maj esty
and divine authority in" the vast kingdom
of the heavens and the earth,
so that he would be of those
cwho believe in God" with certainty.

6:76

So when the night spread over him,
he saw a star.
He said: This is my Lord!
Then when it disappeared,
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he said: I do not love that which disappears.
6:77

So when he saw the moon rising, he said:
This is my Lord!
Then when it disappeared, he said:
If my Lord does not guide me,
I shall most surely

6:78

be of the people who are astray.
So when he saw the sun rising, he said:
This is my Lord!
This is greater cthan both of them"!

Then when it disappeared, he said:
0 my people!
I am innocent of cworshipping"

all that you associate c as gods with God".

6:79

I have turned my face,
being ever upright c of heart",

to the One who c alone" originated the heavens
and the earthand I am not of those

6:80

who associate gods with God!
And c so" his people argued with him
c about his faith".

He said: D o you argue with me
concerning the Oneness o( God,
while truly He cHimsel( has guided me
cto the truth"?
c

Thus I shall never fear cyour threats of wrath
from" all cthe gods
that you associate with Him-

except if my Lord were to will something;
cfor" my Lord has encompassed
all things in knowledge.
Will you not then be mindful c that God is One "?
6:81

And how is it that I should fear
what you have associated as gods cwith Him",
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while you do not fear
to associate "in worship, with God
that for which He has not sent down to you
any authority?
Which of these two parties, then,
is more worthy of feeling secure
if, indeed, you know "the truth'?
6:82

Those who believe "in the One God"'
and who do not mingle their faith
with wrongdoingit is these who shall have security
from God's Judgment'.
For they are, indeed, guided.

6:83

Such, then, was Our clear argument.
We gave it to Abraham against his people.

We raise in rank whomever We so will .

6:84

Indeed, your Lord is all-wise, all-knowing.
And to him We granted Isaac
and, "from Isaac , , Jacob .
Each We guided.
And Noah We had guided "long' b efore.
And "descending from Noah', of his seed,
We guided, David and Solomon,
and Job and Joseph, and Moses and Aaron.
And even so do We reward
"all' those who excel in "doing' good.

6:8s

And also "we guided'
Zachariah and John and Jesus and Elias.

6:86

All are of the righteous.
And "so too We guided,
Ishmael and Elisha and Jonah and Lot.
And each "of these messengers,
We preferred above all the people
"of their times'.

6:87

And "thus have We guided
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many" of their forefathers,
and their descendants, and their brethren.
F or We chose them and guided them
to a straight way c of salvation".
6:88

Such is the guidance of God.
He guides with it
whomever He so wills of His servants .
But had they associated c others
as " gods cwith Him",
all cthe good" they had ever done
would be rendered c utterly" futile for them
cwith God".

6:89

These are the ones
to whom We gave the Scripture,
and the cknowledge of revealed" wisdom,
and the inspiration o{ prophethood.
So if these unbelievers now" disbelieve in it,
c

c

then, assuredly,
We have already entrusted it to a people
who do not disbelieve in it.
6:9o

These cprophets of old, are the ones
whom God has guided.
So follow after their guidance,
cwalking in their way.
And" say c to those
who disbelieve in this message":
I do not ask of you any reward for it.
Indeed, this c Quran" is but a crevealed" Reminder

6:91

c sent" to call the people o{ the worlds.
Thus they cwho disbelieve"
have not esteemed God with His rightful esteem
when they have said:
God has never sent down anything
c of His Heavenly revelation"
to a cmere" human being.
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Say ·to them":
Who cthen" sent down the Scripture
that Moses came with,
as a light and guidance for people?

You, · 0 People of the Scripture,
make of it parchments,

disclosing them cin part" and concealing much.
And you "who were unlettered in revelation"
have been taught "from this Quran"
that which you did not know
"before its revelation"_
neither you nor your forefathers.
Say "to them alf: God "revealed it"!
Then leave them
"steeped" in their indulgence, playing!
6:92

0

For this · Quran" is ·also a "Heavenly" Book
We have sent down.
It is blessed and cit is" a confirmation
of all ·the revealed Scripture
that has preceded it,
and to forewarn ctherewith Makkah,
the Mother of Cities,
"of God's nearing Judgment",
as well as those "in all the world
dwelling" around it.
Thus those who "truly" believe
in the Hereafter believe in it c as His revelation".
And so they are constant
in keeping up their Prayers.

6:93

For who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God?
Or "one who " says :
It has been revealed to me!
While ·in truth
nothing has been revealed to him.
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Or one who says:
I -too - shall send down -revelation like that which God has sent down.
If only you could see
when the -godless - wrongdoers
are -whelmed - in the throes of death
and the angels stretch out their hands, saymg :
Bring forth your souls!
This D ay, you shall be recomp ensed
with the torment of disgrace,
in that you used to say of God
other than the truth.
Moreover, you grew arrogant
against -the imperatives o( His -revealed - signs.
6:94

And, truly, you have come to Us -now-,
singly -and naked-,
just as We created you the first time.
i\nd you have left all that We afforded you
-of wealth and power behind your backs -in the world-.
Nor do We see with you your intercessors ,
whom y o u alleged -i n life to be associates with God
in -the matter of saving- you -from His torment-.
Truly -the bond- between you -and them
has been utterly cut off
Thus all -the false gods - that you have alleged
have gone -far - astray from you .

6 95

�i� Indeed, God -alone - is splitter of grain and pit.

He brings forth the living from the dead.
And He brings forth the dead from the living.
That is God!
How, then, are you turned away
-from worshipping Hirn alone-?
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Splitter of morning light cfrom the darkness "_
He alone, made the night for repose
c

and the sun and the moon for reckoning.
That is the decree
of the Overpowering c One", the All-Knowing.
6:97

And He c alone , is the One
who made the stars for you,
that you might be guided by them
through the cveils o{ darkness of land and sea.
Truly, We have made the signs cin creation"
utterly distinct indications ,
c

for a p eople who cwould, know c God
and His way".
6:98

And He c alone" is the One
who has produced call o{ you from a single s oul.
Then c there is" habitation cfor you
upon the earth",
then a repository cin it, in the grave".
Truly, We have made the signs cin your lives,
utterly distinct cindications
for a people who would creflect on them
and, understand their wisdom".
c

6:99

And He calone " is the One
who has sent down
from the sky water,
by which We have thus brought forth
plants of every kind,
and from which We bring forth anew
green c sprouts " .
From this do We bring forth
clushly, layered grain.
And c so too, from the spathes of date palms
cissue" clusters c of dates",
hanging near cin easy reach";
moreover, cfrom it
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He brings forth , gardens of grapevines
and "groves o{ olives and pomegranates
alike "in their foliage
yet unalike "in their fruitage ".
Look at their fruits when they fruit
and "again when, they ripen upon them.
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
"of God's might and mercy,
for a people who believe.
6 : 1 00 Still, they "who disbelieve"

have appointed for God
associate-gods from among the jinn,
though He created them.
Moreover, they impute to Him sons
and daughters, "as well",
without any "true source o{ knowledge .
Highly exalted is He and Most High
"far, above all that they ascribe "to Him"!
6 : 1 0 1 He is the "Sole , Originator

of the heavens and the earth
"with no precedent"!
Then, shall there be a son for Him,
while there has never been
a consort for Him?
Rather, He created everything "from nothing".
For He is all-knowing of all things.
"
6 : 1 02 0 humanity!
That is God, your Lord!
There is no God but Him,
the Creator of everything.
So worship Him "alone".

For He is guardian over all things,
"directing the affairs of creation".
6 : 1 03 No eye attains Him.
Yet He attains all that every eye sees.
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then it is , an offense, against himself
So '.say to them, 0 Muhammad':

I am not a keeper over you.

6 : 1 05 And so it is that We vary the 'natural

and the revealed' signs;
so that they 'who disbelieve, may say:

-

...

from your Lord.

But whoever blinds himself , to them',

AL-AN'AM - CATTLE

/
/

6: 104 Truly, manifest proofs have come to you

then it is for 'the goo d o{ his own soul.

....

\f
\

"'

that it is revelation from God'.

6 : 1 06 Follow what has been revealed to you

from your Lord, ' 0 Muhammad'.
There is no God but Him.

And turn away from the idolaters.
6 : 1 07 For had God so willed,

He would not have given them
wills to choose with,
and they would not have associated gods
with God.
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You have studied this ,from another'!
and, make it clear to a people who know
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For He is the Subtle, the All-Aware.

Thus whoever sees 'them',

6

.

e

�

Therefore, We have not appointed you
a keeper 'to avail them
against divine punishment'.
Nor are you a guardian over them
to compel them to believe'.
6:108 Yet do not revile any , of the divinities

which they call upon apart from God.
For out of aggression they may revile God
without knowledge , of its enormity'.
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For to every community
We have made their deeds fair-seeming.
Then to their Lord is their return.

"
Thell. He shall i.ell diem the due recompense

of all that they have been doing "in life ".

6 : 1 09 Now, they "who disbelieve, have sworn by God

with the utmost of their vows that most surely
if a "miraculous, sign were to come to them,
they would believe in it.
Say "to them": All such signs are only with God.
Yet what will make you "believers , realize
that even if these "signs , were to come "to them",
they still would not believe?
6 : 1 1 0 Thus We turn away their hearts and their eyes

"from recognizing the varied signs ",
just as they "denied the miracle of the Quran
and" did not believe in it
from, the "very" first moment
and "thus , shall We leave them
in their transgression wandering blindly.
6:1 1 1

�l� And were We to send

the angels "from heaven, down to them,
and were the dead "of the earth
to speak to them,
and were We to assemble before them
every "miraculous thing "in creation
that they request "-face to face-still, they would never believe
except if God so willed.
Rather, most of them are ignorant.
6 : 1 1 2 And so it is
that We have appointed for every prophet
an inveterate enemy-satans,
"from among both, people and jinn,
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inspiring one another with florid words,
causing mere delusion "among themselves".
Yet had your Lord so willed,
they would not have done this.
So leave them alone,
along with all "the lies" that they forge.
6:113

f> "'

...

and be pleased with them
and "go on" reaping "the evil "

Shall I seek other than God as a judge

"well" know that "the Quran" is sent down
from your Lord with the truth.
So do not ever be of those
who doubt "the revealed word of God".
6 : 1 1 5 For the word of your Lord is ever fulfill e d

with "profound" truth and j usticeand there is none who can replace His words!
And He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
6:1 1 6 F o r were you to obey "the dictates

o{ most of those on earth,
they would lead you astray
from the way of God.
For they do not follow anything
but mere conj ecture
and do nothing but bring forth lies.
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6 : 1 1 7 Indeed, i t i s your Lord who knows best
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those who stray from His way.
And He knows best those who are guided.
6: 1 1 8 So 'in the matter of food",
\...- ci. L

,.... ,.,.. +.
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the name of God has been mentioned,
if, indeed, you are believers
in His 'revealed" signs .
6 : 1 1 9 And why should you not eat of that over which
the name of God has been mentioned,
while He has, indeed, made distinct for you
all that He has forbidden to youexempting that ,food,
to which you are compelled ,to eat o{?
For, indeed, many lead , others astray
by their whims,
without any "true source o{ knowledge.
Indeed, your Lord knows best
about "the acts o{ the transgressors .
6: 120 Moreover, forsake "all" manifest sin,
0 humankind"-

and its hidden "practice, as well".
Indeed, those who earn sin shall be recompensed
for all that they have been reaping.
6:121 Thus you "who believe

shall not eat "any fle sh, of that over which
the name of God has not been mentioned
"in its slaughter".
For it is, indeed, ungodly.
And the satans do , indeed, inspire their patrons
to dispute with you "as to eating carrion".
So if you obey them,
then you, indeed, are most surely idolaters.
6 : 1 22 So, is one who was dead

whom We then gave life
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from which he cannot come out?
So it is that whatever the disbelievers do
has been made fair-seeming to them.
6:123 And so it is, as well,
that We have placed in every town

its chief c trespassers and" defiant unbelievers,
so that they may plot in it.

Yet they plot against none but themselves,
though c of this they are unaware.

6 : 1 24 Thus when a c divine sign came

to cthe people of Makkah ", they said:

We shall never believe until we ourselves
are given the like of cthe revelations
that the messengers of God have been given!
Yet it is God cwho knows best
where to place His message.
Abasement c decreed" by God
shall afflict those who defiantly disbelieve,
and a severe torment shall befall them
c

for what they used to plot c against God".
6: 125 Thus whomever God desires to guide,

He opens his heart to Islam,
a willing submission to God alone".
And whomever He desires to leave astray,
He makes his breast
narrow and constrained cby it",
as if he were mounting up to the heaven.
Thus does God lay chastisement
upon those who do not believe.
6:126 For this creligion" is the way of your Lord:
It is ever straight.
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Truly, We have made the -revealed- signs
utterly distinct
for a people who would remember
-God with reverence-.
6 : 1 27 7l� For them is the Abode of Peace,
-in Paradise - with their Lord.
And ever is He their Patron
because of all -the good- that they used to do.
6 1 28 Thus on a Day -Hereafterwhen He shall assemble them all together,
-He shall say-: 0 fellowship ofjinn:
Truly you have -tempted

a great number of humans .
Their allies from among the humans shall say:
Our Lord!
\Ve have enjoyed -benefits
from one another -in the world-.
But we have reached
-the end o{ our -earthly - term
that You have appointed for us. He shall say:
The Fire -of Hell- is your dwelling,
wherein you shall abide evermore
except as God wills .
Indeed, your Lord is all-wise, all-knowing.
6 : 1 29 And even so

do We make the -godless - wrongdoers
allies of one another -in the world-,
for all -the sin that they have been -duly- earning -in it.
6 : 1 30 Moreover, on that Day God shall say:

-

0 fellowship of jinn and humans !

Did there not come to you messengers
from among yourselves
relating to you My -revealed- signs
and forewarning you of the -inevitable - Meeting
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of this D ay of yours?
They will say:
We do so b ear witness against ourselves !
For the life o f the world ·utterly· deluded
·the disbelievers among· them.
Thus they ·who denied the messengers
shall bear witness against themselves
that they were, indeed, disbelievers
·in their lifetimes·.
6: 13 1

That is so, for never has your Lord
destroyed any ·of the past· communities unjustly,
while their people were ·left· heedless,
·without divine forewarning
against their ungodliness·.

6 : 1 32 Thus, for each ·and every individual

there is a rank in accordance with all
that they have done ·in life·.
And never is your Lord at all heedless
of what they do .
6:133 Moreover, your Lord, · 0 Prophet,

is the Self-Sufficient ·One·,
the Possessor of Mercy.

' ��
�.�'
_J

If ever He so wills,
He shall do away with ·all o{ you,
· 0 people of the earth·,

and appoint as successors after you

whomever He s o wills,
just as He brought you forth
from the posterity of another people.
6 : 1 34 Indeed, all that you are promised

shall assuredly come to pass.
And never shall you be able to elude
·the mighty Hand of God.
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6 m 0 Prophett " Say c to them":

0 my people!

Work in accordance with your cungodly stand.
Indeed, I am working cfor God's way-.
Yet soon shall you know
for whom will be
the ultimate abode c of Paradise -.
Indeed, the c godless - wrongdoers
shall not succeed.
6:136 Now, cthe idolaters - have appointed for God,
c

as an offering to the poor,

a p ortion of the tillage and cattle
He cHimsel( has c created and - multiplied.
Then they have c arbitrarily - said:

This -portion - is for c the sake o( God
according to their cfalse - claimsand this c other portion
is c only - for our associate-gods
c and thus is forbidden to the poor-.
So whatever is c apportioned -

for their associate-gods
only depletes their own provision

c

and- shall never reach God cfor reward-.
And whatever is c apportioned by them
for the poor - for c the sake o( God
rather c they appropriate it
for their associate-gods.

Thus - it reaches c the idol-altars

o( their associate-gods,
whereupon they forbid it to the poor-.

c

So very grievous is the judgment they make!
6:137 And so it is that their associate-gods
cimpoverish them,
and thus - make fair-seeming
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for many of the idolaters
the killing of their children
-for fear of p overty-,
that they may "in effect
doom themselves -with God
for killing innocent souls
and confound for them
their religion -with deceit-.
Yet had God so willed,
they would not have done this.
So leave them alone,
along with all that they forge.
6 : 1 38 Moreover, they have -arbitrarily - said:

Such -and such - cattle and tillage
-are religiously designated offerings
that - are restricted.
None shall eat from them
except whomever we so will
according to their -false - claims.
And -they further restrict - cattle
whose backs are forbidden -to be ridden
and -other - cattle over which
they do not mention the name of God
-all of which is - mere forgery against -God.
He shall recompense them
for what they have been forging.
6 : 1 39 Furthermore, they have -arbitrarily - said:

Whatever is in the bellies
of these -designated- cattle
is purely for the -consumption
of the - males among us
and forbidden "by religion
to be food- for our wives .
But if it is "born - dead,
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He shall recompense them for their cfalse claim.
Indeed, He is all-wise, all-knowing.
6 : 1 40 Truly, those who have killed their children

in c unlawfuf folly-without cthe permission
of revealed" knowledgehave utterly, lost "their souls .
Moreover, they have made forbidden
the very food
c

that God has clawfully provided for them
in a cmanifest, forgery against Godl

> � -'i.

£ _. �

6:141

7!� For He is the O ne
who has brought forth for you gardens,
trellised and untrellised,
c

and date palms,
and planted fields of varied produce,

� "

..

!.>

•"

who are excessive.
there are the load carrying
and the tender of age "for slaughter".
Eat of cthem
what God has provided you as lawful".
c

And do not follow the fo otsteps of Satan
in forbidding their use or consumption".
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yet unalike "in their fruitage ".
Eat of their fruits when they bear fruit.

6 : 1 42 And of the cattle c He has made for you",
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alike "in their foliage

on the day of its harvest.
But do not be excessive.
For, indeed, He does not love those
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and olives and p omegranates-

And give out cto the poor
what is rightfully due from this
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Truly, they have gone "far" astray
and have not been guided.
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For, indeed, he is a clear enemy to you .
6: 1 43 CLet the idolaters consider

the randomness of their prohibitions:
Suppose, there are eight c males and females

in four, pairs c of cattle':

Of sheep there are two cpairs',
and of goats there are two .
Say cto them, 0 Prophet':

Has He made forbidden cfor food or use
the two males c among them, or the two females?
Or is it crather, what is contained
in the wombs of the two females
cthat He has forbade,?
Tell me with sure knowledge
cwhat God has forbade ', if you are truthful.
6 : 1 44 Also , of camels there are two,

cone male and one female
and of cows there are two,
cone male and one female'.
Say c to them':
Has He made forbidden the two males
or the two females?
Or is it what is contained
in the wombs of the two females
'

cthat He has forbade 7
Or cis it the case that, you cidolaters

were cpresent as ' witnesses
when God cwas to have , enj oined
such cprohibitions ' upon you?
Rather, who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God
to lead p eople astray,
without c any sound' knowledge!
Indeed, God does not guide
the wrongdoing people
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c who are godless in heart".

6 : 1 45 Say cto them, 0 Muhammad":

I do not find in what has been revealed to me

anything proh1b1ted of the food one eats
except if it be carrion or outpoured blood
or the flesh of swinefor, indeed, this is defilement
or an ungodly offering
invoked thereby to other than God.
But whoever is compelled
by circumstance to eat any of this without b eing rebellious
and without being a willful transgressor
then, indeed, your Lord
is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
6 : 1 46 And as to those ofJewry,

We forbade every animal with undivided hoof
And from cows and sheep,
We forbade them their fat,
excepting what their backs carry,
or the animals' entrails,
or what is joined with bone.
That 0is how We recompensed them
for their offenses.
And, indeed, We are ever truthful.

6: 1 47 So if they belie you, 0 Prophet, then say:

Your Lord alone

is the Possessor of All-Encompassing Mercy.
Yet His severe chastisement
shall not be turned back

from cany defiant, unbelieving people.

6 : 1 48 Those who associate gods with God shall say:

If God had so willed, we would not have
associated gods with Him".
Nor would our forefathers have done so ".
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Nor would we have made forbidden
anything cwithout His approval".

In this cvery" manner did those before them
deny c Our message"_

until they tasted Our c deadly aflli ction.
Say cto them":
D o you have any c sure" knowledge
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and you do nothing but bring forth lies.
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c

Yet if they so bear witness,
then you shall not so bear witness with them.
Nor shall you follow the whims
of those who belie Our revealed" signsc

those who do not believe in the Hereafterand who , moreover, assign equals to their Lord.
6:151

�i� Say cto them": Come!
I will recite what your Lord
has cin fact" forbidden to you:
That you shall not
associate anything as a god" with Him.
c

And to your parents you shall be good.
And you shall not

kill your children because of indigence;

We provide for you and for them.
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He would have guided all of you.

made forbidden such animals"!
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and had He so willed,

who will bear witness that God has, indeed,
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Yet to God belongs the all-conclusive proof-

Bring forward your witnesses
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6:150 Say cto them":
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so that you may bring it forth for us?
but mere conj ecture,
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And you shall not come near lewdness,
what is manifest of it and what is hidden.

And you shall not ever kill any chuman' soul
that God has prohibited,
except by what is claw:ful and' right.
cAll ' this has He enj oined upon you,
so that you may understand cthe
commandments of God and observe them·.
6 : 1 52 And you shall not ever

approach the wealth of the orphan
cin your care �except in the fairest manner,
until he reaches full maturity
c and you return it to him'.

And cin trade', fill the measure
and cweigh, the balance with call' justice;
We do not task any soul beyond its capacity.
And when you speak out, be fair,
even if one cparty, is a close relative.
And fulfill the covenant of God.

CAll , this has He enj oined upon you,

so that you may become mindful
cof the commandments of God'.
6 : 1 53 For, indeed, this is My way, a straight one.

S o follow it.
Thus, you shall not follow cother crooked' ways,
for they will separate you from His way.

CAll , this has He enj oined upon you,
so that you may be God-fearing.

6 : 1 54 Furthermore,

cit is, We cwho , gave Moses the Book
c of the Torah, as a complete cblessing.
upon one who does good,
and c as , an explanation
for everything cfundamental to the Law·,
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and -as a guidance and a mercy,
so that they -who would have faith may believe in -and work for the -destined- Meeting of their Lord.
6 : 1 55 And this -Quran- is -also a -Heavenly- Book
We have sent down.
It is blessed. So follow it.
And be ever God-fearing,
so that you may be shown mercy6: 156 or else you would say -in the Hereafter-:

Indeed, the Book was only sent down
upon two groups of p eople long - before us.
And, assuredly, we were heedless
of their -scriptural° study .
6 : 1 57 Or y o u would say:

If only the Book had b een sent down to us,
assuredly, we would have been
more guided than them.
So truly, there has -now come to you
a clear proof from your Lord,
and guidance, and mercy.
Who , then, does a greater wrong
than one who denies God's signs
and turns away from them?
We shall recompense those
who turn away from O ur signs
with the worst torment,
for, indeed, they used to turn away -unfailingly.
6 1 58 Then - do those -who disbelieve
await anything other than for the angels
to come to them -with death-;
or -for - your Lord -Himsel{ to come -to them-;
or -for - some -of the great - signs
of your Lord, heralding the end of time,
to come?
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On a D ay when some · of the awesome· signs
of your Lord shall come ·at the end of time,
sudden· belief will not benefit a soul
that has not believed before,
nor ·a soul that has not earned any good
from its belief
Say ·to them·: \Vait!
Indeed, we too are waiting.
6 1 59 As to those who divide up their religion

and become factions, you, · 0 Prophet,
are not associated with them in anything.

Indeed their affair is "left· only to God.
Then He shall tell them ·the due recompense
of all that they used to do ·in life·.
6 : 1 60 Whoever comes "on Judgment Day·

with a good deed,
then he shall have ten times the like of it
·in reward·.
And whoever comes with a misdeed,
then he will not be recompensed
but with the like of itand never shall they be wronged "in the least·.
6 : 1 6 1 Say ·to them·:

As for me, my Lord has guided me
to the straight way.
It is the upright religion,
the sacred way of Abraham,
the ·purely· upright "in heart·
and never was he of those
who associated gods with God.
6 : 1 62 Say ·to them·:
Indeed, my Prayer and my rites ·of worship
and my life and my death
are for God ·alone·,
Lord of ·All the Wodds .
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Shall I seek a lord other than God,
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He shall then tell you -the truth
about that which you have been disputing.
6 : 1 65 For He -alone· is the One

who has made you successors in the land,
0 humankind,

and He has raised some of you above others
by degrees, to test you
in all that He has given you.

Indeed, your Lord is swift in punishment.
Yet, indeed,
He is most surely forgiving, mercy-giving.
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Moreover, no sin-laden soul

is your return -on Judgment D ay·.
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but -that it is counted· against itsel£

Then to your Lord
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while He is the Lord of everything?
Nor does a soul earn anything -sinful°,

shall carry the -sinful° load of another.
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And to this I have been commanded.
Moreover, I am the foremost
of those who are muslims,
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6: 1 63 No partner is there for Him.

in willing submission to God -alone·.
6 : 1 64 Say -to them·:
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The surah that depicts the final separation ef the believers and unbelievers on the Day ef
Judgment by an unsealable edifice called THE HEIGHTS that veils them from one an
other; but upon it stand men and women who can see both the people destinedfor Paradise and those
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/ 2 0 6 V E R S E S / REVEALED A T l'viAKKA.H

c
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

7

1

7:2

Alif Lam Aflm $ad
·This is· a ·Heavenly· B o ok
·that God has · sent down to you,
·o Muhammad·.
So let there be no ·cause
for - anguish in your breast from it.
With it, you are to forewarn · the disbelievers
of divine judgment-.
Moreover, it is a ·revealed- Reminder
·of God's commandments sent to the believers.

7:3

· 0 humankind!

Follow what has been sent down to you

from your Lord.
i\ind, apart from Him,
you shall not follow any patrons .
·How very· little you remember
7:4

·God's favor upon you.!
Yet how many a 'sinful' community
have We devastated,
such that Our ·deadly· affliction
came upon them by night,
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or while they were napping.
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Then their only plea,
when Our "deadly" afiliction came upon them,
was but to cry out:
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are heavy "with good works"_
then it is these who are the "truly" successful.
But those whose balances are light"whose sins thus prevaif-then it is these
who shall have "utterly" lost their souls,
for they were ever transgressing
Our "revealed" signs .
7:10
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We shall relate "their every response to them
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Then, most surely,

Thus those whose balances

For very truly,
We have well-established you
"

in the earth, 0 humanity".

0
0
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"about what they conveyed to them".

will be true.
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And We shall certainly question the messengers

for never were We absent-
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"Our messages" were sent.

and the weighing "of deeds on" that D ay
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those "communities" to whom
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Thus, We shall certainly question

with "precise " knowledge,
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"on Judgment Day
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THE HEIGHTS
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Indeed, we have been "godless" wrongdoers!
7:6
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Moreover, "it is" We "alone
who " have made for you therein
"prolific" livelihood.
"How very" little are the thanks that you give!
7:11

And very truly, W e created you.
Then We fashioned you.
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Then We said to the angels:
Bow down before Adam.
So they call" bowed down, except Iblis.
7:12

He was not among those who bowed down.
c God, said cto him':

What has prevented you
from bowing cyour face' down to the ground
when I commanded you?
He said: I am better than him!
You created me out of fire,
and You created him out of mud.
7:13

c God, said: Descend from this cblessed place"!
It is not for you to be arrogant herein.
B e gone!
You are assuredly of the c eternally" disgraced.

7:14

c Iblis " said:

Grant me respite,
until the Day they cwho are his offspring"

are call" resurrected.
7:15
7:16

God, said:
You are, indeed, of those granted respite.
c Iblis , said:

Then because You have denounced me

as astray,
I shall, most surely, lie ever in ambush
for them cwith temptation"
upon Your straight way c of salvation'.

7:17

Then I shall set upon them from before them
and from behind them;
from their right and from their left.
And You shall not find most of them thankful.

7:18

CGod" said:
Be gone from here, cutterly" despised, banished!
Whoever among them follows you,
I shall, most surely, fill Hell

25 0
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with all of you, all together!
And CGod said': 0 Adam!
Dwell, you and your wife, in the garden.
Then eat, both of you,
from wherever c of it, you so please.
But neither one of you
shall come near this c single tree
cto eat of its fruit'.
For, cthen ', you shall both
be of the wrongdoers.
Then Satan whispered to them both,
to expose to them both
what had been hidden from them both
of their secret parts.
Thus c Satan, said cto them':
Your Lord has forbidden you both from this tree
only, so that you would c not become angels,
or become of the immortal.
And he swore to them:
Indeed, I am truly of good counsel
to both of you.
Thus he caused them to fall cinto sin,
by way of delusion.
So when they had both tasted of the tree,
their secret parts became exposed to them.
So, cinstantly,
they both took to heaping together
upon themselves leaves of the garden,
whereupon their Lord called out to them both:
Did I not forbid you both from this tree
and say to you both that Satan is most surely
a clear enemy to both of you?
They both said: Our Lord!
We have wronged ourselves!
And if You do not forgive us

AL-A'RAF - THE HEIGHTS
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c
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and have mercy upon us,
we shall most surely be among the losers
·of an everlasting Paradise'.

7:24
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Descend ·from here',
being enemies to one another!
Yet there is for you in the earth
a place 'suitable, for settlement,
and · o( goodly provision,
7:25

for a 'preordained' time.
He said: Therein shall you live.
And therein shall you die.
And therefrom you shall be brought forth
·from the earth for Judgment'.

7:26

0 Children of Adam!

We have, indeed, b estowed upon you
·a sense of want for' clothingto cover your secret partsand ·garments, for adornment.
Yet the garment of fearing God
that is the best · of human adornment'.
This is of the ·manifest, signs of · One, God,
that they may remember ·His mercy
7:27

and be thankful'.
0 Children of Adam!

Let not Satan seduce you,
as he expelled your parents from the garden,
stripping them of their clothing,
that he might show them their secret parts.
Indeed, he sees you-he and his tribefrom where you do not see ·either him or them.
Indeed, We have made the satans allies
of those who do not believe.
7:28
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commit an obscene act, they say:
We found our forefathers doing it,
and God commanded us to it.
Say ·to them":
Indeed, God does not command obscenity.
Do you say of God what you do not know?
Say ·to them":
My Lord has commanded ·only" justice
·in the conduct of your affairs",
and ·that you shall" set your faces
·devoutly toward Him"
at every place of worship;
and that you shall call upon Him,
making the ·practice of your" religion
·pure and" sincere to Him ·alone.
For" even as He first made you,
so shall you return ·to Him for Judgment".
One faction ·of humanity" He has guided.
And the other" faction
has deservedly gone astray.
For, indeed,
they have taken ·the" satans as patrons,
apart from God.
Yet they think that they ·themselves" are guided.
�l� O Children of Adam!
Don your adorning apparel
when setting out for every place of worship.
Moreover, eat and drink ·freely".
But do not be excessive.
For, indeed, He does not love those
who are excessive.
Say ·to those who would ban God's blessings ":
Who is it that has prohibited
the adornments of God,
25 3
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which He has brought forth for His servants,
and the wholesome things of c His " provision?
Say cto them " :
Such things are lawful in the life of this world
for those who believeand they shall be purely so cfor them alone
on the Day of Resurrection.
Thus do We make distinct the crevealed " signs
for a people who cwould " know
God's purpose for creation .
Say ·to them " :
Indeed,
my Lord has only prohibited obscenities
whatever of it is manifest
and whatever c of it " is hidden; and ·all sm;
and c especially the offense o(
oppression, without any right;
and that you associate as a god· with God
that for which He has never sent down
any authority;
and that you say concerning God
what you do not know.
Yet for every c disbelieving " nation,
there is a term ·of demise " .
When their term comes ·due " ,
they shall not tarry ·for· even an hour;
nor shall they go in advance c of their time·.
c

7:34

7 35
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Children of Adam!
Whenever there come to you messengers
cmortals " from among youwho relate to you My signs ·of divine guidance-,
then such as cheed them
and " become God-fearing, and do righteousness,
there shall be no fear upon then1
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c when they assemble for Judgment-.
Nor shall they ever grieve
over the life of the world-.
But those who belie Our crevealed- signs
and become arrogant regarding them,
they are the Companions of the Fire c of Hell-.
They shall abide therein forever.
For who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God
or belies His crevealed- signs?
It is these who shall have their share c of torment
as - decreed in the cPreserved- Book c of Heaven-.
So when Our messengerc-angels
come to them to take their souls,
they shall say cto them-:
Where are those that you used to call upon
cin worship - apart from God?
They shall say: They have strayed away from us!
Thus shall they bear witness against themselves
that they were, indeed, disbelievers
cin their lifetimes.
God- will say:
Enter among the communities
ofjinn and humans,
which have passed before you
into the Fire cof Hell-.
Whenever a community enters,
it curses its cpreceding - sister-community
cwhich they followed in the world
into unbelie(
So cat last-, when they follow one another into it
all together, the last of them shall say
of the first of them: Our Lord!
These c disbelievers - have led us astray.
So give them a double torment of the Fire!
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He shall say:
For each ·one of you
shall be a double ·torment·!
Yet · the last of you do not realize
·why it is doubled for you, as welf.
Thus the first of them
shall say to the last of them:
You have no favor over us.
So taste the torment
for all that you ·yourselves· have earned!
Indeed, those who belie Our ·revealed· signs
and who are arrogant regarding themthe gates of Heaven
shall never be opened for them.
Nor shall they ever enter
the Garden · of Paradise·,
any more than a camel can pass
through the eye of a needle.
And thus do We recompense
the defiant unbelievers.
For them there are cradles of Hell.
And from above them ·tiers o( enveiling ·fire·.
And thus do We recompense
the wrongdoers ·who are godless in heart·.
But those who ·truly· believe
and do righteous deeds. and· We do not task any soul
beyond its capacitythese are the Companions
of the ·Everlasting· Garden ·of Paradise·.
They shall abide therein forever.
Moreover, We shall strip away any malice
that is within their breast,
rivers running beneath them ·at their feet·,
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while they crej oice as they enter Paradise,
and" say:
All praise is for God c alone
who has guided us to this!
Nor would we ever have been guided
had God not guided us.
Truly, the messengers of our Lord
came with the truth.
And they shall be hailed
cto Paradise on the Day ofJudgment ":
This is the Garden you are given to inherit
for what you have done cin life"!
And cit is then that, the Companions
of the cEverlasting, Garden c of Paradise
shall call out
to the Companions of the Fire c of Helf:
Indeed, we have found
what our Lord has promised us to be true!
Have you also found
what your Lord has promised to be true?
They shall reply: Yes!
And cthen, between them
a caller shall call out:
May the curse of God
be upon the godless" wrongdoers
those who cused to " bar c others
from the cstraight" path of God,
and who sought to have it c appear, crooked,
and who, concerning the Hereafter,
were cinveterate disbelievers!
For there shall be between them
a c dividing wall as a, veil.
Yet c awaiting" upon the Heights c of the wall
will be men who ccan see and" recognize
each cgroup, those of Paradise and those of Hell,
c

7:45
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by their crespective - marks:
Thus they shall call out to the Companions
of the Everlasting- Garden c of Paradise":
Peace be upon you!
For they cthemselves will have not yet entered it,
while cardently - they desire to do - so.
�i� But when their eyes are turned
toward the Companions of the Fire c of Hell-,
they will say: Our Lord!
Do not place us among the wrongdoing people!
And the Companions of the Heights
will call out to men
whom - they recognize by their mark, saying:
Your amassing of forces and resources
has not availed you,
nor have your arrogant ways.
Are these cbelievers - the csame ones
cabout whom- you swore,
c claiming - that God would not extend
any mercy to them?
cAt last it will be said
to the Companions of the Heights:
Enter the Garden of Paradise -!
No fear shall be upon you, nor shall you grieve.
And the Companions of the Fire of Hell_
shall call out to the Companions
of the CEverlasting- Garden c of Paradise":
Pour down upon us some water
or give us - some c sustenance
from what God has provided you!
They shall say:
Indeed, God has forbidden each of them
to the disbelievers,
those who took their religion
c

c

7:47

7:48

c

c

7:49

c

7:50

c

c
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as amusement and play,
and whom the life of the world
cutterly, deluded. c God shall say:
So this Day We shall forget them,
as they have forgotten
the c destined, Meeting of c God for ] udgment
on, this Day of theirs,
and as they used to disavow Our crevealed, signs.
7:52

7:53

7:54

For truly cin this Quran ',
We have brought to them a Book
that We have, indeed, expounded
with cfull, knowledge,
as guidance and mercy for a people who believe.
Do they cwho disbelieve
only await the fulfillment of its cforewarnings>
The Day its fulfillment comes ctrue ",
those who neglected it before shall say:
Indeed, the messengers of our Lord
came with the truth!
Then do we have any intercessors
to intercede for us c now before God "7
Or can we be returned c to the world"
so that we may do
other than what we used to do?
Truly, they shall have cutterly " lost their souls
cto the Fire".
For all c the false gods" that they used to forge
shall have strayed from them.
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Indeed, your Lord is God,
who created the heavens and the earth
in c the span o{ six cHeavenly" days.
Then, cbefittingly,
He settled Himself over the Throne.
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He causes the night to enveil the day,
pursuing it incessantly.
And the sun and the moon and the stars
are subjugated by His command.
Most surely, to Him belongs all the creation
and all the command.
Blessed be God, Lord of , All the Wodds .
7 ss

7:56

· 0 believers!
Call upon your Lord, in humility and privately!
Indeed, He does not love the transgressors
'who violate God's commandments '.
Nor shall you spread corruption in the earth,
after it has been set aright ·by God'.
So call upon Him, in fear and hope.
Indeed, the mercy of God is ·ever, near to those
who excel in ·doing, good.

7:57

For it is He who sends the winds
bearing glad tidings before ·the rain-showers
o{ His mercyuntil when they lift heavy clouds ·aloft',
We drive them to a lifeless land.
Then upon it, We send down water.
Then We bring forth with it
fruits of every kind.
Thus do We bring forth the dead,
so that you may become mindful
·of your own resurrection

7:58

As for the wholesorn.e land
its plants come forth
by permission of their Lord.
Yet as for that 'land' which is befouled
they come forth ·from it, only meagerly.
Thus do We vary the ·clear' signs 'of God'
for a people who are thankful.
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·Now, very° truly,
We sent Noah ·as a messenger· to his people.
So he said: 0 my people!
Worship God ·alone·.
You do not have any God other than Him.
Indeed, I fear for you
the ·divine· torment of an awesome Day!
The elders of his people said:
Indeed, we certainly see that you are ·mired·
in clear misguidance.
He said: 0 my people!
There is no "measure o{ misguidance in me.
Rather, I am a messenger
from the Lord of ·All . the Worlds.
I convey to you the messages of my Lord,
and I give to you good counsel,
for I know from God ·through His revelation·
what you do not know.
So ·is it that· you are astounded
that a reminder has come to you from your Lord
by way of a man from among you,
that he may forewarn you
·of God's nearing Judgment·,
so that you might become God-fearing
and perhaps be shown mercy?
But they belied him.
So We delivered him, and ·alf those with him,
·to safety· in the Ark.
And We drowned those
who belied Our "self-evident· signs.
Indeed, they were a blind people.
�l�And to ·the people of° ' A d, ·we sent
their brother Hild ·as a messenger·.
He said: 0 my people! Worship God ·alone·.
26 1
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You do not have any God other than Him.
Will you not then be Go d-fearing?
7:66

The elders of his people who disbelieved said:
Indeed, we certamly see
that you are -mired- in foolishness.
Rather, indeed, we think
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you are -to be counted - among the -sheer - liars .
7:67
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7:69

He said: 0 my people!
There is no foolishness in me.
Rather, I am a m_essenger

from the Lord of -Alf the Worlds .
I convey to you the messages of my Lord.
Moreover, I am a trustworthy counselor for you.
Then are you astounded
that a reminder has come to you from your Lord
by way of a man from among you,
that he may forewarn you
-of God's nearing judgment-?
Rather, remember -with gratitude
that - God - appointed you successors
·in the earth-, after the people of Noah,
and increased you amply
in -the endowment of your - creation.
So remember -with gratitude
God's bounties -upon you-,
that you may be successful
-and be saved from their doom-.

7:70

They said:
Did you come to us
that we should worship God alone
and forsake what our forefathers worshipped?
Bring us, then, whatever -doom
you have promised us,
if, indeed, you are -one of the truthful
-messengers of God-.
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He said:
Truly, chastisement
and great wrath from your Lord
shall befall you!
Do you argue with me about "mere names
you yourselves have namedyou and your forefathers!
God has not sent down
any authority for them "as deities'.
So wait "for the Judgment of God'.
Indeed, I too am waiting with you.
Then We delivered him, and those with him,
with mercy from Us.
And We cut off the "very" last of those
who belied Our signs and were not believers.
And to "the people o{ Thamlid
"We sent, their brother Salil;i "as a messenger".
He said: 0 my people! Worship God "alone'.
You do not have any God other than Him.
Truly, a clear proof has come to you
from your Lord:
This is the "miraculously created, she-camel
of God, "come as" a sign for you.
So leave her to eat in God's land,
and do not touch her
with any "act o{ evil "intent',
or you will be seized by a most painful torment.
Rather, remember "with gratitude"
when He made you successors
after "the people o{ ' Ad,
and settled you in the land.
You take "for residences, castles upon its plains
and carve out of the mountains "sturdy, houses.
So remember God's bounties
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"upon you with gratitude".
And do not make mischief in the earth,
sowing corruption in it .
7:75

The elders among his people
who had become arrogant said to those
who were considered weak,
to those of them who believed:
Do you know "with certainty" that Sfilib.
is one "truly, sent from his Lord?
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They said:
We are, indeed, believers
in what he has been sent with.
Those who became arrogant said:
Indeed, we are disbelievers

7:77

in what you believe in!
So they hamstrung the she-camel.
Thus they insolently defied
the command of their Lord.

Moreover, they said: 0 Salib.!

Bring us, then, whatever "doom,

7:78

you have promised us,
if, indeed, you are "truly one, of the messengers.
Then the convulsion "of the earth,
seized them, suddenly,

7:79

and by morning they were "dead,
laying, prostrate in their dwelling-place.
So he turned away from them and said:
0 my people!

Very truly, I conveyed to you
the message of my Lord.
And I gave to you good counsel.
But you do not love the givers of good counsel.
7:80
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And "mention" Lot, "as well",
when he said to his people:
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Do -the men among - you
-openly - commit -such abominable - lewdness
-with each other-,
with which no one has preceded you
in all the worlds!
You do, indeed, approach men in lust
instead of women.
No, but you are
an exceedingly rebellious people!
Yet the response of his people
was only to say -of Lot and his followers-:
Expel them from your town!
For they are a people
who -seek to - keep themselves pure
-from our ways-.
So We delivered him
and his family -from doom-__
except his -faithless - wife.
She was of those who lingered behind.
And We rained down upon them
a -devastating - rain -of marked stones-!
So see how -dreadful - was the end
of the defiant unbelievers.
And to -the people o( Midian
-We sent- their brother Shu'ayb -as a messenger-.
He said: 0 my people! Worship God -alone-!
You do not have any God other than Him.
Truly, clear proof -upholding my message
has come to you from your Lord.
So -equitably - fill the measure
and the balance -in your trade-.
And you shall not defraud the people
of their -rightful" things.
Nor shall you spread corruption in the earth,
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·
after it has been set aright by God·.
This is best for you,
if, indeed, you are believers.
7:86

Ivioreover, do not sit ·as highwaymen·
alongside every pathway,
threatening ·people with robbery·
and barring
those who believe in Him
from the ·straight· path of God,
such that you seek to make it a crooked way.
Rather, remember with gratitude
when you were few,
then He made you many.
So see ·for· yourselves
how ·devastating. was the end
of the sowers of corruption!

7:87

Moreover, if there is a group of you
that believes in what I have been sent with
and a group that does not believe,
then be patient until God judges between us.
For He is the very best ofjudges .

7

ss

�i� The elders of his people,

who became arrogant,

said:
Most surely,
We shall expel you from our town,
0 Shu'ayb,

and those who believe ·along· with you,

7:89

unless you do , indeed, return to our ways!
He said:
Even if we are unwilling?
Truly, we would forge a lie against God
if we returned to your way ·of worship
after God has delivered us from it.
It is not for us to return to it,
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unless God, our Lord, so wills.
Our Lord encompasses all things in knowledge.
On God "alone, do we rely. Our Lord!
Judge between us and our people
with the truthfor You are the best of those who judge.
The elders of his people
who disbelieved said "to the people":
Indeed, if you follow Shu'ayb,
then assuredly you shall "all" be utter losers.
Then the convulsion "of the earth"
seized them, suddenly,
and by morning they were "dead,
laying, prostrate in their dwelling-place.
Those who denied Shu 'ayb"it was, as if they had never dwelled
"in prosperity" therein.
Those who had denied Shu 'aybit was they who were the "utter, losers.
Then he turned away from them and said:
0 my people!
Very truly, I conveyed to you
"all" the messages of my Lord.
And I gave to you good counsel.
So how shall I grieve over a disbelieving people?
Nor have We sent any prophet
into a town "that belied them",
but that We seized its "disbelieving, people
with "severe, afiliction and harm,
so that they might humble themselves
"before God".
Then We replaced bad "conditions, with good,
until they thrived and said:
Truly, harm and joy
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have "likewise " touched our forefathers
throughout time"!
Then We seized them suddenly,
while they were completely" unaware.
c

7:96

Yet if only the people
of the "faithless " towns had believed
and feared God,
We most surely would have
opened forth upon them blessings
from the sky and the earth.

But

they denied "faith·.
So We seized them, suddenly,

for what they had "duly" earned.
7 97

Do the people of the towns "of the world"
then feel secure against Our "deadly" affli ction
that may come to them

7 98

at night while they sleep?
Or do the people of the towns "of the world.
feel secure against Our "deadly - ailli ction
that may come to them

7:99

at mid-morning while they play?
Do they, then, feel secure against God's design?
For none feels secure against God's design,
except a people who are losers

7 : i 00

"of an everlasting Paradise ..
Is it, then, not "enough o{ a guiding sign
for those who have inherited the land
after it had been inhabited "by others
whom We destroyed for their sins "_
that had We so willed
We could have stricken them "to o " for their sins
and set a seal upon their hearts, "as well",
so that they could not hear
"the admonitions of God"?
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Such were the cfaithless, towns.
We relate to you of their tidings, c 0 Prophet'.
For very truly, their messengers came to them
with clear c and miraculous" proofs c of God'.
But they were not such a$ to believe
in what they had belied of old.
And so it is that God
sets a seal upon the hearts of the disbelievers.
Nor did We find most of them 0willing,
to 0uphold' any csacred' covenant.
Rather, We found most of them
utterly ungodly.
Then after them We sent forth Moses,
with Our cmiraculous, signs,
to Pharaoh and his c assembly or' nobles.
Yet they did wrong by c denying, them.
So see how c devastating,
was the end of the sowers of corruption!
Thus Moses said: 0 Pharaoh!
I am a messenger
from the Lord of 0All , the Worlds,
obliged to say nothing about God but the truth.
Indeed, I have come to you
with clear cand miraculous" proof
from your Lord.
So c set free and, send forth with me
the Children of Israel.
0Pharaoh, said:
If, indeed, you have come with a sign,
then bring it forth,
if you are cone" of the truthful
cmessengers of God,.
So 0Moses, threw his sta:ff 0to the ground",
and, behold, it was a manifest snake.
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And he drew forth his hand
cfrom the bosom of his garment",
and, behold,
it was ' radiant, white without blemish ·
to call" the onlookers.
The cassembly o{ nobles from Pharaoh's people
c conferred privately and" said ·to Pharaoh":
This is most surely a learned sorcerer!
He desires c only" to oust ·all o{ you
from your land. CPharaoh said:
So what, c 0 assembly of nobles,
do you command c concerning him"?
They said: c 0 Pharaoh":
Delay canswering" him and his brother,
and send forth summoners into the cities.
They shall come to you
with every learned sorcerer
·to overcome Moses".
So the sorcerers came to Pharaoh.
They said:
Shall there, indeed, be a reward for us,
if it is we who are triumphant?
He said: Yes!
Moreover, you shall be of those brought near
c as an added honor".
They said: 0 Moses!
Either you throw cyour staff to the ground",
or we shall be the ones
to throw cdown our obj ects first".
He said: You throw cfirst".
So when they threw c down what they had",
they bewitched the eyes of the people,
and terrified them,
and came forth with awesome sorcery.
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�!�But We revealed to Moses:
Throw your staff cto the ground-,
and behold c the power of God"!
And at once it began swallowing
all that they did falsify.
Thus the truth befell c them openly-,
and all that they had done was obliterated.
For cright - then and there they were defeated,
and they had become -utterly - disgraced.
So the sorcerers fell -to the ground,
in astonishment-, bowing -their faces - down
in submission to God-.
They said:
We believe in the Lord of All - the Wodds,
the Lord of Moses and Aaron!
Pharaoh said:
Have you believed in him cimpetuously"
before I have permitted you to do so?
Indeed, this is, most surely, a conspiracy,
in which all of you
have conspired "beforehand- in the city,
so as to drive out its crightful" people from it.
Yet cnow - you shall know
"how great is my chastisement"?
I shall, most surely, cut off
your hands and your feet on opposite sides!
Then I shall, most surely, crucify you
all together!
They said:
Indeed, to our Lord we are returning.
Moreover, you are only taking revenge on us
because we have believed
in the -sure - signs of our Lord
when they came to us.
"Thus they prayed: - Our Lord!
-
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Pour forth upon us patience,
and take our souls as muslims,
in willing submission to You -alone-.
So the -assembly o{ nobles
from Pharaoh's people said -to him-:
Will you leave Moses and his people
to spread corruption in the land
and to abandon you and your gods?
He said:
We shall -forthwith - slay their sons
and keep their womenfolk alive -for ourselves
in bondage-.
Indeed, we are all-dominating over them.
Moses said to his people:
Seek help from God and be patient.
Indeed, the earth belongs to God,
and He bequeaths it to whomever He so wills
from among His servants.
Thus the ultimate outcome
is -success - for the God-fearing.
They said -to Moses-:
We have been harmed
-with this very persecution before you came to us
and after you have come to us.
He said: It may well be
that your Lord will destroy your enemy
and make you successors -to sovereignty in the land -after them-.
Then He shall see how -godly - you shall act.
And very truly, We seized the House of Pharaoh
with severe drought and a dearth of fruits,
so that they might become mindful
-of God's admonition-.
Yet when the blessing -of God-

part nine
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came to them, they said:
This is due to us!
But when any evil aflli cted them
·for their obstinacy",
they attributed ill-omen to Moses
and those with him.
Now, assuredly,
their ill omen was ·decreed" by God ·alone".
Yet most of them did not know ·this'.
7 : 1 32
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Moreover, they said:
Whatever sign you bring to us
with which to bewitch usstill, we shall never become believers in you!
So We sent upon them the flood
and locusts and grasshoppers and frogs
and ·turned their waters into blood
utterly distinct signs
·that could only be from God'.
But they grew so very arrogant
and were a people of defiant unbelief.
Yet whenever ·Our, chastisement
fell upon them, they said: 0 Moses!
Call upon your Lord for us, ·to relieve us
by virtue of what He has covenanted with you.
If you remove from us
the ·plague o( castigation,
we will, most surely, believe in you
and we will ·set free and, send forth with you
the Children of Israel.
But whenever We removed
the ·plague o( castigation from them for a term,
which they would then reach,
at once they would breach ·their promise'.
So We took vengeance on them.
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Thus We drowned them in the sea.
For they cpersistently - denied
Our cmiraculous - signs,
and they were · obstinately heedless of them.
Thus We caused the people
who had been oppressed
to inherit the eastern and western parts
of the land
wherein We have bestowed blessings.
Thus the good word of your Lord
was fulfilled upon the Children of Israel,
for they were patient.
Moreover, We shattered c to bits
all that Pharaoh and his people wrought
and all that they constructed.
Now, We caused the Children of israel
to pass cin safety - through the c divided - sea.
Then they came upon a people
devoting themselves to idols
they had cfashioned-.
They said: 0 Moses!
Make for us a god just as they have gods!
He said:
Indeed, you are a people
who are steeped in ignorance!
Indeed, all that these cidol-worshippers
are engaged in shall be ruined.
And what they have been doing shall be in vain.
He said:
Shall I seek for you a god
other than cthe One - God,
while He has shown you preference
above the cpeoples of all the - world?
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And crecall, 0 Children of Israel",
how We delivered you
from the House of Pharaoh.
They were inflicting upon you
ca most, evil torment, killing your sons
and keeping your womenfolk alive
c for themselves in bondage".
And in this, there was a great trial
from your Lord.

7:142 �i� Thereafter,

7:143

We promised to Moses
thirty nights c of retreat in Our presence
at Mount Tur",
and We completed them with ten cmore".
Thus the appointed time of his Lord
was completed cin" forty nights.
So Moses said to his brother, Aaron:
You shall succeed me among my people.
And you shall do what is right.
And you shall not follow the way
of the sowers of corruption.
So when Moses came at Our appointed time
and his Lord spoke to him, he said:
My Lord, show me Cy oursel(
that I may look upon You.
He said:
You cannot cwithstand this, so as to see Me.
But look upon the mountain.
If it holds firm in its place,
then shall you see Me.
Yet when his Lord manifested Himself
to the mountain, He caused it to crumble,
and Moses fell down cfaint, utterly, stunned.
Then when he recovered chis senses", he said:
Highly exalted are You cfar above all"!
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I repent to You!
And I am the foremost of the believers cin You
among my people!
God- said: 0 Moses!
Indeed, I have chosen you over all people
with cthe revelation o{ My messages
-to bear them to all those
to whom I have sent you and with c the revelation o( My words,
c which I speak directly to you-.
So take the commandments
I have given you cand hold to them-.
And be of those who are ever thankful.
Thus We inscribed for him on the Tablets
cthe fundamental Law
of everything r\YJe had decreed., in admonition�
and c given - in explanationregarding everything cthat We had enj oined
upon the Children of Israel-.
So take hold of it
with cutmost- power, c 0 Moses"!
And enj oin your people
to take the very - best of it and iive by it.
Otherwise, - I shall show you,
0 Children of Israel,
the dwelling-place cin Hellfire
of call" those who are ungodly.
I shall turn away from My signs
those who have grown arrogant
in the land, without any right.
For even if they were to see
every cnatural and revealed - sign
c of Heavenly truth,
still- they would not believe in it.
Moreover, if they see
c

7: 146
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the way of cfaith and" right guidance,
they do not take it as a way c of life".
Yet if they see the way of perversion,
they take it as a way c of life".
That is because
they have b elied Our crevealed" signs
and have been heedless of them.
Yet calf those who belie Our signs
and the c destined" Meeting of c God
for Judgment in" the Hereafter
their c good" works
shall be ·rendered utterly" futile ·with God".
Shall they be recompensed
with eternal Fire" for other than
all cthe evil" that they have done?
c

7 : 1 48
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Still, the people of Moses,
after his c departure to Mount Tur",
made from their ornaments
a ·Golden" Calf ·to worship
a mere ·spiritless" body
·that" with ·the blowing wind
made the sound of a low.
Did they not consider
that it could not ·even" speak to them,
nor guide them in any way?
They took it · as a god",
and ·thus" they were wrongdoers,
·godless in heart".
So when they fell
to wringing their hands ·in regret",
and they saw that they had strayed, they said:
If our Lord
does not have mercy upon us, and forgive us,
we will, most surely, be among the losers
2 77
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-of an everlasting Paradise-,
Thus when Moses returned to his people,
wrathful and sorrowful, he said:
Woeful is that
with which you have succeeded me
after my -departure-,
Have you hastened your Lord's command
of destruction '7
And he threw the -inscribed- Tablets
-to the ground_
and seized his brother by the head,
dragging him toward himself
-Aaron - said: Son of my mother!
Indeed, the people oppressed me
and were about to kill me!
So do not make
the enemies -of faith - gloat over me.
And do not place me
among the wrongdoing people.
-Moses - said: My Lord!
Forgive me and my brother!
And admit us into Your mercy,
for it is You -alone
who are the most merciful
of all who are merciful.
As to those who took the -Golden - Calf
-as a god-,
indeed, great wrath from their Lord
shall reach them,
as well as humiliation in the life of this world.
And thus do We recompense
the forgers -of idolatry-.
Yet those who did vile deeds,
then repented thereafter and believed,
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indeed, your Lord, thereafter,
is assuredly all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
So when Moses' wrath abated,
he retrieved the Tablets.
For in their inscription was divine guidance
and cthe way to God's mercy
for those who had dread
of the punishment" of their Lord.
Moreover, Moses chose from his people
seventy c elect" men for Our appointed time
to meet at Mount Tur,
to offer their repentance".
Then when c they demanded to see God,
and" the convulsion c of the earth
overtook them, he said: My Lord!
Had You so willed, You would have destroyed
call o( them before--and myself c as wellfor the Golden Cal(.
Will You destroy us
for what the fools among us have done?
It is only Your trial
by which You leave to stray
whomever You will
and You guide whomever You will.
You are our c only" Patron.
So forgive us and have mercy upon us.
For You are the best of those who forgive.
7l� Moreover, decree for us
good in this world and in the Hereafter.
Indeed, we have turned to You cin repentance.
God" said:
I afilict with My torment whomever I so will.
Yet My mercy encompasses all things.
Thus shall I decree it
for those who are God-fearing
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and who give the Zakat-Charity,
and those, moreover,
who believe in -all o{ Our -revealed- signs.
-These are - the ones
who shall follow the -last- Messenger,
the unlettered Prophet, -Muhammad
he - whom they find inscribed
in the Torah -that is - with them
and -in - the Evangel;
-he - who enj oins them with what is right
and forbids them from what is wrong,
making lawful for them wholesome things,
and prohibiting for them impure things;
and relieving them
from the burden -of strict obligation
and the yokes -of oppression
that were -before laid- upon them.
So those who believe in him,
and who -ardently- uphold him and support him,
and who follow the -guiding- light
that has been sent down with himit is these who are the -truly - successful.
-

0

Muhammad, - say: 0 humankind!
Indeed, I am the Messenger of God
to all of you.
He is the One to whom the kingdom
of the heavens and the earth belong.
There is no God but Him.
He -alone - gives life. And He -alone - gives death.
So believe in God and His Messenger,
the unlettered Prophet,
who believes in God and His words.
Moreover, follow him,
so that you may be guided aright.
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Now, among the people of Moses,
there is a community
that guides ·people· by the ·revealed. truth,
and with it they do justice.
For We divided them into twelve tribes,
as communities.
Thus We revealed to Moses,
when his people
sought drinking water from him ·in the desert·,
strike the stone with your staff
Then from it gushed twelve springs.
Each ·group o{ people knew its watering place.
Moreover, We shaded them
with thin cloud cover.
And We sent down upon them
manna and quail ·for sustenance, saying·:
Eat of the wholesome foods
which We have provided you.
Yet they did not wrong Us
with their defiant ingratitude·.
But, rather, it was their own souls
they were ·all the while· wronging.
For ·they rebelled· when it was said to them:
Dwell in this town.
Moreover, eat from it wherever you will.
Yet say ·to your Lord·:
Disburden us ·from our sins·!
and enter the gate with bowed head.
We shall forgive you of your sins;
We shall increase ·abundantly in reward·
those who excel in ·doing· good.
But those of them
who were ·accustomed to doing wrong
substituted ·this invocation· with a word
unlike ·the Heavenly command
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that was said to them.
So We sent upon them
ca plague o( castigation from the sky
for (Ile wrong they were doing.
Moreover, ask them about the town
which was located by the sea,
when they violated the Sabbath.
Behold, again and again,
their fish came toward them
on their Sabbath day, shoreward, in plain view.
Yet eve17 day that they had no Sabbath,
they did not come to them.
Thus did We try them,
for the ' deeds o{ ungodliness
they had committed.
And behold!
A cgroup in this, community said
to another who used to admonish
the Sabbath-breakers':
Why do you admonish a c transgressing, people
whom God will destroy
or whom He will torment
with a severe torment cin the Hereafter,?
They said: 0We enj oin what is right
to be blameless before your Lord,
and that they may become God-fearing.
So when °the Sabbath-breakers
abandoned 0belief
in, what they had been repeatedly
reminded about cby way of admonition',
We delivered those
who c ever, forbade wrongdoing.
But, suddenly, We seized those
who were c ever, doing wrong
with a most woeful torment
c
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c
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for the deeds o( ungodliness
they had committed.
Thus, when they had become insolently defiant
concerning that from which
they had been -strictly- forbidden,
We said to them:
Be you apes, most despicable!
And behold!
Your Lord has solemnly proclaimed
that He will assuredly send forth
against -all the rebellious among - them
until the Day of Resurrectionthose who shall afflict them
with the worst torment.
Indeed, your Lord
is assuredly swift in punishment.
Yet, indeed, He is most forgiving
and- mercy-giving -to the penitent-.
Thus We rent them apart
into diverse communities -and scattered them
throughout the earth.
Some of them were righteous,
and some of them were otherwise.
So We tried -those o( them -who were sinful
with -both - good things and adversities,
that they might return -to the way of God - .
Then succeeding after them
came generations of impious descendants
who-despite having inherited
the covenant of the - Scripture-chose rather to seize -hold
o( the -ungodly-, fle eting things
of this lesser world,
while saying -to one another-:
It shall be forgiven for us.
283
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And should more of the same fleeting things
cagain. come their way,
they will cyet · seize c hold of them c obsessively · .
Was not the covenant of the Scnpture
taken by them, that they should say of God
nothing but the truth?
Moreover, they have studied
what is in it, cas well.!
Yet the abode of the Hereafter
is cfar· better c than all they have amassed · ,
for those who are God-fearing.
Will you not, then, understand cthis,
0 People of the Scripture · ?
Thus those who hold firm
to the c tidings and covenants of the Scripture
and .duly · establish the Prayer
cshall be rewarded·.
Indeed, We do not waste the reward
of cany o( the righteous.
7l� And, behold!
We lifted the cvery · mountain
c of Tur of Sinai · above them,
as though it were a c great. shade c cloud · ,
and they thought that it would drop upon them.
cWe said: · Take hold of cthe covenant ·
that We have given you, c 0 Children of Israel,
with cutmost. power!
And be c ever. mindful of
what is cprescribed. in it,
so that you may become c truly · God-fearing.
Now, behold!
Your Lord took from the Children of Adam
from their loinsc all the souls that would become · their posterity.
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And He made them bear witness
to their own souls-c saying to them:
Am I not your Lord?
They said: Oh yes, indeed!
We do so bear witness!
c This We did in the event, that you should say
on the Day of Resurrection:
Indeed, we were heedless of this c truth'.
Or that you should say:
It was only that our forefathers
associated gods cwith You, from of old,
and we were cmerely their, posterity
cfollowing, after them.
Will You, then, destroy us
for what the creal, progenitors of falsehood did?
And so it is that We make utterly distinct
the crevealed' signs,
so that they may return c to the way of God'.
Recite to them, as well,
the account of one to whom We gave
Our cilluminating, signs,
c so that he might be upright and godly'.
But he stripped himself of them.
So Satan followed after him.
Thus did he become of the perverse.
And had We so willed,
We would, most surely, have elevated him
by these cilluminating signs'.
But, rather, he clung to the earth
and followed his whims.
Thus his likeness is as the example of a dog.
If you chase it, it pants.
Or if you leave it, it pants.
That is the likeness of people
28 5
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who belie Our crevealed" signs.
So relate c to one and all "
the stories c of bygone people",
so that they may reflect con the consequences
of their own deeds".
Evil is the likeness of a people who have belied
Our crevealed and natural, signs.
Yet it is their own souls
they were call the while, wronging
cin rejecting them".
Whomever God guides,
then he is ctruly" guided.
And whomever He leaves to stray,
it is they who are the losers
c of an everlasting Paradise".
For truly We created for Hell
many of the jinn and humans.
They have hearts
with which they do not understand.
And they have eyes with which they do not see.
And they have ears
with which they do not hear.
Such as these are like cattle.
Rather, they are more astray!
It is these who are the heedless.
Yet to God belong the most excellent names.
So call upon Him with them.
And leave calone, those who profane His names.
They shall be c duly, recompensed
for all that they have done cin life".
Thus, of call, those whom We have created,
there is a community
that guides cpeople" by the crevealed" truth,
and with it they do justice cto others".
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But as to those who belie Our revealed- signs,
We shall draw them forth
by the cares of the world-,
gradually, -to their horrific end-,
from where they do not know.
Yet I shall -first- grant them respite.
Indeed, My plan is -inescapably - firm.
Do they not reflect?
There is no trace o( insanity at all
in their companion, -Muhammad-.
Indeed, he is not less than a clear forewarner.
Do they not look upon the vast kingdom
of the heavens and the earth,
and everything God has created -therein-,
and -consider - that it may well be
that their own term -of death - is drawing near?
Then in which -divine - pronouncement
after this Quran- will they believe?
Whomever God leaves to stray,
no guide is there for him.
For He will leave them in their transgression,
wandering blindly.
They ask you -scornfully
about the Hour -of Doom, 0 Prophet,
when its arrival shall be.
Say -to them-:
Indeed, the knowledge of its arrival_
is solely with my Lord.
None shall reveal it at its time, except Him.
It weighs heavy in the heavens
and -upon the earth.
It shall not come to you, save suddenly.
They ask you -about the time for it
as though you are apprised of it.

e
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Say: Indeed, its knowledge is solely with God.
But most people do not know cthis".
Say cto them":
I do not hold for myself either benefit or harm,
except as God so wills.
And were I to know the hidden· unseen,
I would certainly increase myself
in all that is good,
and never would evil touch me.
Yet I am only a forewarner
cof God's nearing Judgment.
and a bearer of glad tidings
·of everlasting delight in Paradise
sent · to a people who would believe.
�i� He is the One
who created call o{ you from a single soul.
And from it He made its mate,
to cfind' repose with her.
cAnd from them both,
descended all humankind.
So when Che approaches her
in intimacy, and" he covers her,
she bears 'in her womb
what is first· a light burden.
Then she goes about with it.
Then when she becomes heavy cwith child·,
they call upon God,
the Lord of both of them, cpraying:
If you give us a good c child",
we will most surely be
of those who are ·forever" thankful.
Then when He gives them a good c child·,
they ascribe to Him associate-gods
in c creating" what He calone has given them.
Yet God is most highc
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far, above all that they associate
as gods cwith Him'.
Do they associate cwith God
entities, that cannot create a thing,
but are themselves created,
and that are utterly incapable
of offering help to them,
or even of helping themselves?
yet when you cbelievers call
those o{ them cwho are idolaters to guidance,
they do not follow you.
It is the same for you cin the end,
whether you have called them to faith
or were silent.
Indeed, all , those you call upon c as deities
other than God are servants like yourselves.
So call upon them and let them answer you,
if you are, indeed, truthful.
Do they have feet, with which they walk?
Or do they have hands, with which they assault?
Or do they have eyes, with which they see?
Or do they have ears, with which they hear?
Say cto them, 0 Prophet':
Call upon your associate-gods.
Then plot against me-and give me no respite!
Indeed, my Patron is God,
who has sent down the Quran
as a Heavenly, Bookand He c alone is the Patron
who safeguards the righteous.
But all those you call upon, apart from Him,
are incapable of helping you.
Nor can they even help themselves.
Moreover, were you to call them,
to cright guidance, they could not hear cyou '.
c
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Thus you, · 0 Prophet, .
see them looking ·blankly· at you,
for they do not see.
7 : 1 99
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7:202

7:203
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Take the course of pardoning · others,
0 Prophet, · and enj oin what is right.
Yet turn away
from the ignorant ·and belligerent·.
And should there be any insinuation
by Satan to instigate you ·to do otherwise·,
then seek refuge in God.
Indeed, He is all-hearing, all-knowing.
·For·, indeed, those who are God-fearing
remember ·God's covenant· when touched
with a passing impulse from Satanand at once they see things ·as truly they are·.
But ·as for the ungodly·,
their ·devilish· brethren abet them in perversity;
hence, they do not desist
·from sinful indulgence·.
Moreover, if you do not come forth to them
with a ·miraculous· sign,
they say ·in mockery·:
Why do you not concoct one,
·or acquire it from God ·1
Say ·to them·:
I follow only what is revealed to me
from my Lord.
This · Quran · has ·many· manifest proofs
·that my message is· from your Lord,
and ·that it is divine· guidance
and ·the way to God's· mercy
for a people who believe
·in Heavenly revelation·.
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So when the Quran is recited,
listen to it, c 0 humanity, and give heed,
so that you may be shown mercy.
Moreover, remember your Lord, 0 Prophet,
within your soul with humility and with fear,
yet without being loud of voice,
in the early mornings
and cin the late afternoons.
And do not be of the heedless.
Indeed, those c angels near your Lord
are not disdainful of His worship.
Rather, they duly exalt Him.
And to Him c alone
do they bow c their faces down. I'
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The surah that answers the question that the believers put to the Prophet .� regarding
how God and His 1\!Iessenger .� would have them distribute THE SPOILS OF
after the believers had differed among themselves about its disbursement.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

8:1

8:2

They ask you, - 0 Prophet,
about the -proper disposition
of the - spoils of war.
Say -to them:
The authority to disburse - the spoils
belongs to God and the Messenger.
So fear God.
And set things aright among yourselves.
And obey God and His Messenger,
if, indeed, you are believers.
-For- only those are true believers
who, when God is mentioned,
their hearts tremble;
and when His verses are recited to them,
it increases them in faith;
and upon their Lord alone do� they rely;
and who -duly- establish the Prayer
and who spend -charitably out of what We have provided them.
It is these who are, in truth, the believers.
For them, there are -lofty- ranks
-awaiting - with their Lord, and forgiveness,
and a generous provision.
r
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-The differing of the believers
over the disbursement of the spoils
is similar to the time - when your Lord
brought you out of your house
with the truth, - 0 Muhammad,
with the command to fight the unbelievers
at Badr-,
when a group of the believers abhorred it .
They argued with you
about the rightful judgment
-to engage in battleeven - after it had become clear
-that it was inevitable-_
as though they were being driven into death
while looking -straight - on -at it-.
Yet, behold!
God had promised you -believers, then
that one of the two hosts
-that you had come upon - would fall to you.
And you wished that the unarmed one,
-the trade caravan-, would be yours.
Yet God intended to establish
the -religion o{ truth -in the land -
in accordance with His words
and to cut off the 'very - last remnant
of the disbelievers,
so as to establish, -on the field of battle,
the truth and nullify falsehoodeven if the defiant unbelievers hate -it-!
Thus when all of you
cried out to your Lord -for victory-,
He, then, answered you: I will reinforce you
with a thousand -forces - from the angels,
following -upon one another - in ranks.
Nor did God occasion this -promise of help

8
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as other than a glad tiding cfor you-_
and for your hearts to be calmed by it.
For victory comes only from God.
Imlee<l, Go<l is overpowering, all-wise.
And behold!
He caused slumber
to overcome call o{ you cbelievers
before the battle-,
as a csource o( security from Him.
Moreover, He sent down upon you,
from the sky, water to purify you thereby;
and to remove from you
the defilement of c the whispering o( Satan;
and to gird your hearts with strength-;
and to set firm cyour - feet thereby.
And behold!
Your Lord revealed to the angels:
Indeed, I am with you.
So confirm those who have believed.
I shall cast terror into the hearts
of those who disbelieve.
So strike at the necks c of the disbelievers-,
and strike from them every fingertip!
That is because
they willfully - rebelled against God
and His Messenger.
Yet whoever rebels against God
and His Messengerthen, indeed, God is severe in punishment.
c 0 disbelievers!
That caffliction is for you in this world"!
So taste it!
Yet, indeed, for the disbelievers,
cin the Hereafter,
there is the tonnent of the Fire c of Hell in wait-.
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you who believe!
Whenever you face those who disbelieve,
"as you are, advancing for battle,
do not turn your backs "to flee" from them.
For whoever turns his back from them
on such a dayunless one is maneuvering to fight,
or seeking to join another company
" of the believers'he has truly brought upon himself
great wrath from God.
Thus his abode shall be Hell
and a most woeful destination it is!
"
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0

0

0

believers!
It was " thus" not you who killed them "at Badr ".
Rather, it is God who "in fact" killed them.
Nor was it you, " 0 Muhammad,
who threw "dust at them" when you threw "it
symbolizing their fate".
Rather, it was God who threw "it"!
Moreover, He has done so
" against the disbelievers",
so that He might test the believers
with a goodly test " of victory" from Him.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
That is so!
And, indeed,
God will "yet further" enfeeble the scheming
of the disbelievers.
If it is "a divine" judgment
you "disbelievers" seek,
then judgment has come upon you "at Badr ".
So if you desist "from aggression",
29 5
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0

it is best for you.
But ifyou return "to fighting',
then We shall assuredly return "you to defeat'
and never will your assembiy avail you
in anything,
even if it grows into a multitude.
For "know that" God is assuredly
with the believers.
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0 you who believe!
Obey God and His Messenger,
and do not turn away from "the Messenger',
when you hear "revealed commands".
Nor be like those who say: We hear!
while they do not hear.
�� Indeed, the worst beasts "treading the earth,
in the sight of God
are the deaf and dumb "deniers of revelation'
those who do not "use their reason
to, understand.
For had God known any good
in "the disbelievers' hearts',
He would have made them hear "the truth'.
But "even, if He were "now,
to make them hear "it',
they would still turn away,
for they are evading "the truth'.
0

you who believe!
Answer God and the Messenger
when he calls you to that which gives you life!
And know that God interposes
between a person and his own heart,
and that it is before Him
that you shall assuredly be assembled.
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Moreover, guard yourselves
against ·suffering, a chastisement
that will not merely aflli ct
those who do wrong among you.
And know that God is severe in punishment.
And remember when you were few
and ·utterly, helpless in the land.
You were afraid that people
would snatch you away.
Then He sheltered you
and aided you with His victory.
Moreover, He provided you
with wholesome things,
so that you may give thanks.
0 you who believe!
Do not betray God and the Messenger,
·forsaking your covenants'.
Nor shall you betray your trusts,
while you know ·they are to be safeguarded'.
Moreover, know that,
indeed, your wealth and your children
are a ·cause o{ temptation ·for you,
and that, assuredly, with God
is a ·far more, magnificent reward.
0 you who believe!
If you fear God, He will grant you
·the power of prudent, distinction
"between good and evil',
and absolve you of your misdeeds,
and forgive you.
For God ·alone,
is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
And ·remember, 0 Muhammad,
2 97
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when those who disbelieved
devised a plan against you,
to confine you, or to kill you, or to expel you.
They were devising a plan.
But God was devising a plan.
And God is the best of those who plan.
Yet when Our verses are recited to them,
they say: We have heard cit alf already.
If we so wished,
we could utter the like of this c Quran ".
For this is nothing but tales of the ancients!
And, behold, they have c also said: 0 God!
If this is truly the truth from You,
then rain down upon us stones from the sky,
or bring us a most painful torment!
But God would not punish them cwith ruin
while you, c 0 Muhammad, were among them.
Nor would God punish them cwith ruin",
if they sought forgiveness
c and desisted from idol-worship".
But what cplea, have they now,
that God should not punish them,
when they bar cthe believers
from the Sacred Mosque,
while they are not its crightful" guardians.
I ts crightful" guardians
are none but the God-fearing.
But most of them do not know cthis".
Thus their prayers
at the CSacred" House cin Makkah
are nothing but whistling and clapping.
Now, taste cthis torment c of defeat at Badr ",
in that you have disbelieved!
Indeed, those who disbelieve
spend their wealth to turn c others away"
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from the path of God.
They will "continue" to spend it cin this way".
But then it will become a great regret for them.
Then they will be defeated.
Moreover, "all" those who "die disbelieving
shall be assembled in Hell.
In this way,
God sets apart those who are depraved
from those who are good.
Moreover, He will pile the depraved
one upon the other;
and thus He will heap them all together.
Then He will place them in Hell.
It is they who are the "utter" losers
c of an everlasting Paradise".
Say to those who disbelieve
that if they desist cfrom unbelie(
what cthey have done" in the past
shall be forgiven them.
But if they return cto aggression, warn them
that" the example of c Our judgment
which befell" the earliest cgenerations
shall c once more, come to pass.
So fight them
until there is no cmore" persecution,
and religion is altogether for God alone.
Yet if they desist,
then, indeed, God is all-seeing of what they do.
But if they turn away
cfrom faith and fight you",
then know that God
is, indeed, your "Heavenly" Patron
and how commendably blessed
a patron cis God"!
And how commendably blessed a supporter!
e

c
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�i� Now,
know that from whatever spoils you gain
just war against the disbelievers,

c_ _ _ _ _ _c_ r. 1 _ _ r · ,
l U U l -Ullll� Ul l L

is for the participants in the battle;
and, one-fifth is cto be set aside, for God,
and for the Messenger, and chis, close relatives,
0Who are prohibited from charity,
and for, the orphans,
and cfor, the indigent,
and for. the vvayfarer.
0Uphold this commandment
if ctruly, you believe in God
and all that We have sent down
to Our servant 0Muhammadc
on the Day of Distinction
"between true faith and idol worship",
the day the two hosts met 0 at the Battle ofBadrc.
For God is powerful over all things.
c On that day",
you cbelievers c were on the hillside
of the valley c of Badr, nearer c to Madinah ",
and they cwho disbelieve
were on the farther hillside of the valley,
while the trade-caravan c of the disbelievers
was below you 0toward the Red Sea".
Now, had you mutually appointed
cthe time and place of battle " ,
you would, most surely,
have missed the appointment.
But it was so 0ordained",
that God might fulfill a decree
that had already been determined 0by Him".
Thus whomever would perish 0in battle
would perish after having a clear proof
c

r
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"of God's promise of victory to the believers";
and whomever would live
would live with clear proof
"of the fulfillment of God's promise".
For, indeed,
God is assuredly all-hearing, all-knowing.
Behold, " 0 Prophet":
God showed them to you as few
in your sleep "before the battle".
And had He shown them to you as many,
you "believers, would most surely
have become fainthearted,
and you would have quarreled
over the matter " of how to fight them".
But God saved "you from this".
Indeed, He is all-knowing
of all that is "harbored"
within the breast "of people".
Thus He showed them to you
as few in your eyes,
when you faced one another "in battle".
Moreover, He made you few in their eyes
"so they would take you lightly",
that God might fulfill a decree
that had already been determined.
Indeed, to God "alone, are all matters returned
"for just judgment".
0 you who believe!
If you face any armed force, stand firm,
and remember God much "in supplication",
so that you may be successful.
Moreover, obey God and His Messenger,
and do not quarrel " among yourselves",
or else you will become fainthearted
and your strength depart.
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Furthermore, be patient!
Indeed, God is with those who are patient.
Moreover, do not become like those
who came forth from their dwellings haughtily,
and as a show ·of force" before the people
to thus "intimidate them"
and turn ·them" away from the path of God.
Yet God is all-encompassing of what they do.
Behold! Satan made the "idolaters' deeds
fair-seeming to them, and said:
Among all people,
there is none to defeat you today,
for I shall be your protector!
But when the two armed forces saw each other,
he fell back upon his heels, and he said:
Indeed, I renounce you!
For I see ·of the ranks of fighting angels"
what you do not see.
Indeed, I fear God!
For God is severe in punishment!
Meanwhile, the hypocrites
and those in whose ·doubting" hearts
there is a sickness were saying:
These ·outnumbered believers
have been deluded by their religion
"into thinking they shall attain victory".
Yet ·God speaks the truth in saying
that" whoever places his trust in God
God is, indeed, overpowering, all-wise.
And if only you could ·now" see
as the angels take the souls
of those who disbelieve,
striking their faces and their backs, and ·saying":
Taste the torment of .forever" burning!
That is ·the recompense" for all ·the evil"
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that your own hands
have advanced cin the world"_
and never does God wrong c His" servants
cin the least".
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Such was the case with the House of Pharaoh,
and those before them.
They disbelieved in the signs of God.
So God seized them, suddenly, for their sins.
Indeed, God is all-powerful,
severe in punishment.
Such cwas their due recompense",
for never does God change any blessing
that He has conferred upon a people
until they have changed
what is in themselves cfor the worse".
For God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Such was the case with the House of Pharaoh
and those before them.
They denied the signs of their Lord.
Then We destroyed them for their sins.
Thus We drowned the House of Pharaoh.
For they were all wrongdoers, c godless in heart".
Indeed, the worst beasts c treading the earth
in the sight of God
are those who have disbelieved
cin His revelation" and who will never believe0 Such as" those with whom
you made a covenant,
but who, every time thereafter,
broke their covenantfor never are they God-fearing!
Thus, if you should overcome them in war,
scatter by their cexample
all who would follow their deceitful" way,
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so that they may remember
c to uphold their covenants".
Thus, if you chave cause to
fear treachery from a people,
then cast back to them
c their covenant. equitably.
Indeed, God does not love the treacherous.
For those who disbelieve should never think
that they can slip away.
Indeed, they cannot escape c God".
So prepare for them cin deterrence
all that you can marshal as to cmilitary" power
and war-horse garrisons,
through which you shall strike fear
cin the hearts o( the enemy of God,
and your enemyand others besides them
whom you do not cyet" know
but whom God knows.
Moreover, anything you spend
in the path of God
shall be fully rendered to you cby God,
here and in the Hereafter"_
and never shall you be wronged cin the least".
�l� Yet if they incline to peace,
then incline to it alsobut rely upon God alone".
Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
For should they intend to deceive you,
then God c alone
is sufficient for you, c 0 Prophet".
It is He c alone" who has strengthened you
with His victory,
and with c the steadfastness o( the believers.
c
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For "it is, He "alone
who has brought their hearts together.
Had you spent all that is in the earth,
you could not have brought
their hearts together.
Rather, God brought them together.
Indeed, He "alone, is overpowering, all-wise .
0

Prophet! God " alone, is sufficient for you
and "for, those of the believers who follow you.
0 Prophet! Urge the believers on to the fight.
If there are twenty of you who are patient,
they shall "strive to , overcome
two hundred "foes".
And if there are a hundred of you,
they shall "strive to, overcome
a thousand of those who disbelieve,
for they are a people who do not understand
"for what cause they fight".
God has now lightened "the burden, for you,
for He knows that there is weakness in you .
So i f there are a hundred o f you
who are patient,
they shall "strive to , overcome two hundred.
And if there are a thousand of you,
they shall "strive to , overcome two thousand
by God's permission.
For God is with those who are patient.
It is not for a prophet to take prisoners "of war,
until he has thoroughly pacified the land.
"Most o{ you desire
the fleeting things of this world,
while God desires "for you,
the "everlasting life of the" Hereafter.
And God "alone, is overpowering, all-wise.
30 5
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Had it not been for a prior decree from God,
a great torment would have most surely
afilicted you "believers
for "the ransom" that you have taken
"for the captives".
Now partake of the spoils " of ransom"
you have gained.
It is "hereby
made" lawful and wholesome "for you".
Yet fear God.
Indeed, God is ail-forgiving, mercy-giving.
0 Prophet! Say to the prisoners " of war"
who are in your hands:
If God knows of any good in your hearts,
He shall give you what is better
than what has been taken from you.
Moreover, He shall forgive you.
For God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
But if they intend treachery against you,
"worry not, for" they have acted treacherously
against God before.
Yet still He empowered "you" over them.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
Indeed, those who have believed
and emigrated "with the Prophet"
and striven with their wealth and their persons
in the path of God,
and also
those who gave "them" shelter and help
it is these who are allies of one another.
As for those who have believed
but did not emigrate, you have no obligation
for their protection at all, until they emigrate.
But if they seek your help
" against persecution, in religion,
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then help is incumbent upon you,
except against a people
wherein there is a covenant
between them and yourselves.
And God is all-seeing of all that you do.
As to those who disbelieve,
they are allies of one another.
Unless you act likewise "toward one another",
there will be "widespread" persecution
in the earth and great corruption.
Those who have believed
and emigrated "with the Prophet"
and striven in the path of God,
and also
those who gave "them" shelter and help
it is these who are, in truth, the believers.
For them, there is forgiveness
and a generous provision "awaiting with God".
As for those who have believed after
"God's earlier command to emigrate "
and who "then" emigrated
and strove alongside you "believers"
they too are of you.
Still those who are related by blood
are more entitled to "inherit from, one another
"than those who are not",
in accordance with "what is decreed
in, the Book of God.
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all things.
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The surah that announces for all time that God granted to His Prophet rf!)Jl., , to the Emigrant
,,.,, and Helping Companions, and to three errant but honest believers REPENTANCE; and
that He offers the same opportunity to the unbelievers and the hypocrites, provided they forever renounce hostil
ity, idolatry, and duplidty; and which further demonstrates the faithfulness of this offer in God's decree of
amnesty for the truly repentant idolaters who fought the believers at a place called I;Iunayn.
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"This is, a renunciation "of treaty
from God and His Messenger
"issued" to those of the idolaters
with whom you "believers
had "formerly, made a covenant:
You may journey "safely "
throughout the land for four months,
but know that, indeed,
you cannot escape God and that, indeed,
God shall disgrace the disbelievers.
Further, "it is, a proclamation
from God and His Messenger to all people,
on the day of the Greater I:lajj-Pilgrimage,
that God renounces the idolaters,
as does His Messenger.
So if you "idolaters, repent, that is best for you.
But if you turn awaythen know that you can never escape God.
Thus give "heavy, tidings
of a most painful torment
to those who disbelieve!
Exempted "from this renunciation
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are those idolaters
with whom you had made a covenant,
and who thereafter
did not undercut you in any way,
nor support anyone against you.
So fulfill with them their covenants
to the limits of their duration.
Indeed, God loves the God-fearing.
Then when the sacred months elapse,
you may then slay the idolaters
wherever you find them,
or seize them, or besiege them,
or lie in wait for them in every place of ambush.
But if they repent and establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity,
then let them go their way.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Now, if anyone of the idolaters
seeks your refuge, then grant him refuge,
until he hears the words of God "in the Quran ".
Then convey him to his place of security.
That is because assuredly
they are a people who do not know
"the essence of faith".
How can there ever be a "lasting" covenant
for the idolaters with God and His Messenger?
Exempted are those with whom
you have made a covenant
near the Sacred Mosque.
As long as they keep straight with you,
keep straight with them.
Indeed, God loves the God-fearing.
How can there be
, such a covenant with the idolaters",
while if ever they were to prevail over you,
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they would not observe any bond or compact
with you?
They would appease you
merely by their mouths.
Yet their hearts cwould" refuse c to comply".
For most of them are ungodly.
They have sold the crevealed" signs of God
for a small price
and have barred cpeople" from His path.
Assuredly, what they have been doing is evil.
They do not observe any bond or compact
with a believerand it is they who are the aggressors.
But if they repent and c duly" establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity,
then they are your brothers in religion.
Thus do We make distinct the crevealed" signs
for a people who c would refle ct on them
and" know CGod".
Yet if they breach their oaths
after making their covenant cwith you
and revile your religion,
then fight the leaders of unbelief,
so that they may desist cfrom evildoing"-for, indeed, to them
there are no c such things as binding oaths.
Will you not fight a people
who broke their oaths cwith you "
and resolved to expel the Messengerwhen they are the ones
who initiated cthe violations against" you
in the first instance? Do you fear them?
Yet worthier is God that you fear Him,
if, indeed, you are believers.
Fight them!
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God will punish them at your hands.
He will disgrace them
and give you victory over them.
Moreover, He will heal
·what is within, the breast
of the believing people, ·thereby,
and take away the ·deep, rage from their hearts.
For it is God ·alone, who grants repentance
to whomever He so wills.
For 'it is" God · alone
who, is all-knowing, all-wise .
Do you 'believers, think
that you will be left ·untried,
without God knowing those of you
who have truly striven ·in His cause,
and who have not taken any covert ally
apart from God or His Messenger
or the believers?
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
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It is not for the idolaters
to maintain ·services in, the mosques of God,
for 'in them, they bear witness
to their own unbelief
It is these whose 'good" works
are 'rendered utterly" futile 'with God",
and in the Fire ·of Hell, they shall abide forever.
Indeed, the only ones worthy
of maintaining ·services in, the mosques of God
are those who believe in God
and 'in the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day,
and who ·duly" establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity,
and who fear none but God,
wherefore it may be that these shall be among
31 1
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the "rightly, guided.
�*Do you equate the water-offering
for "I:lajj pilgrims
and maintenance of the Sacred Mosque
with "the works of those
who have truly believed in God
and "in the coming Judgment of the Last Day
and who have striven in the path of God?
They are not equal before God.
For God does not guide the wrongdoing people.
Those who have believed, and emigrated,
and striven in the path of God
with their wealth and their persons
are greater in rank with God.
And it is they who are the "truly, triumphant.
Their Lord gives them glad tidings
of mercy from Him and "His good pleasure.
Moreover,
there are Gardens " of Paradise, for them
wherein is enduring delight.
Therein they shall abide forever and ever.
Indeed, with God is a magnifi c ent reward.
0

you who believe!
You shall not take "even, your fathers
and your brothers as allies
if they love unbelief over faith.
So whoever among you
takes them as allies "henceforth-._
then such as these are themselves wrongdoers,
godless in heart".
Say "to the believers":
If your fathers and your children
and your brothers and your wives
and your kinsfolk,
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and the wealth which you have acquired,
and the commerce that you fear may stagnate,
and the dwellings
with which you are well-pleased
are more beloved to you than God
and His Messenger and striving in His path,
then wait until God brings about His command
to punish the godless wrongdoers'!
For God does not guide an ungodly people.
9:25
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Truly God ·alone' has granted you victory
on many battle:fieldsincluding on the Day of I:Iunayn,
when your large numbers elated you,
though this did not avail you in anything.
Thus the earth, for all its breadth,
narrowed upon you ·that day'.
Then you "believers, turned away in retreat.
Then God sent down His tranquility
upon His Messenger and upon the believers.
Moreover, He sent down hosts ·of angels,
that you could not see.
Thus He punished those who disbelieved
and such is the recompense of the disbelievers.
Then ·they turned to God in submission,
and' God shall grant repentance after this
to whomever He so wills.
For God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
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0

0

you who believe!
Indeed, the idolaters are ·ritually, unclean.
So do not let them come near
the Sacred Mosque
after this year of their ·Pilgrimage'.
And should you fear privation
313
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"from a diminished turnout",
then "know that" God will enrich you
from His bounty, rt He so wills.
Indeed, God i s all-knowin.g, all-wise.
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Fight those who do not believe in God
nor in " the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day.
Nor do they consider prohibited
what God and His Messenger
have made prohibited.
Nor do they profess
the religion of truth from among those
who were given the Scripture.
Fight them" until they give the capitation tax
with a willing hand, and they become abased.
Some o{ the Jews say: Ezra is the son of God.
And the Christians say:
The Messiah is the son of God.
Such is their utterance from their own mouths.
"In this, " they compare with the utterance
of those who disbelieved of old.
May God strike them down!
How are they turned away "from the truth"?
They have taken their rabbis and their monks
as lords apart from God
"by sanctifying their mortal dictates.,___
and "so too have they taken" the Messiah,
son of Mary, "as a god",
though they were not commanded
but to worship the One, "true" God.
There is no God but Him.
Highly exalted is He
"far" above all that they associate
as gods "with Him".
They desire to extinguish the light of God
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with their mouths.
But God does not will other than
to perfect His lighteven if the disbelievers hate "it·.
He is the One
who has sent His Messenger "Muhammad'
with the guidance "of the Quran,
and the religion of truth,
that He may cause it to prevail
"on its own merit, over every religion
even if the idolaters hate it .
�* O you who believe!
Indeed, many of the rabbis and the monks
consume the wealth of the people
by false means and bar "others"
from the path of God.
Yet as for those who hoard up gold and silver
and do not spend it in the path of God
give them "heavy, tidings
of a most painful tormenton a Day "Hereafter, when "gold and silver"
shall be heated in the Fire of Hell.
Then their foreheads and their sides
and their backs will be branded with it
"and it shall be said to them':
This is what you have hoarded up
for yourselves!
So taste "now' what you used to hoard up!
Indeed, the "ordained' number of the months
with God is twelve "lunar, months,
"as was decreed,
in the "Preserved Heavenly, Book of God
on the day He created the heavens
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and the earth.
Four of them are sacred-and - that is the upright religionso do nor wrong yourselves -or others in them.
Yet fight the -warring - idolaters,
all together, -even during them,
just as all of them fight you "therein-.
And know that God is with the God-fearing.
9:37 As for the -practice o{ deferring
-the observances of a sacred month-,
it is only an augmentation
of -the customs o( unbelief
by which those who disbelieve are led astray.
They permit
-violating the sanctity o( it one year,
and they prohibit it another year,
to match the -mere - number -of months
that God has made sacred_
Thus they permit -violating the sanctity o(
what God has made sacred,
and the evil of their deeds
is made fair-seeming to them -therein-.
For God does not guide the disbelieving people.
9:38
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0 you who believe!
What has become of you
that when it was said to you:
Go forth in the path of God,
you became weighed down to the ground?
Is it that you are so pleased
with the life of this world over the Hereafter?
Yet the enj oyment of the life of this world
is so little
-as compared- to -the endless abundance
o( the Hereafter.
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If you do not go forth
to strive in the path of God,
He will torment you
with a most painful torment.
Moreover, He shall replace you
with another people "who shall do so'_
and never shall you harm Him thereby
in anything.
For God is powerful over all things.
If you do not support the Prophet,
it suffices that, truly God supported him
when those who disbelieve
expelled him from Makkah '.
He was the second of two alone
when they were chiding' in the Cave of Thawr'.
Then he said to his companion:
Do not grieve, for, indeed, God is with us.
Then God sent down His tranquility upon him,
and He aided him with "Heavenly hosts,
which you "mortals did not see.
Thus He made the "false word
of those who disbelieve the lowest,
while the crevealed, word of God is ever high.
For God " alone, is overpowering, all-wise.
You must go forth, then-light or heavy
and strive with your wealth
and your own persons in the path of God.
That is best for you, if only you were to know
God's reward for it'.
Had there been a "worldly, gain to be had
near at hand, and a moderate journey,
they "who are hypocrites
would, most surely, have followed you,
" o Prophet, on the campaign of Tabuk'.
But the distance was too far for them.
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Yet they will swear by God,
upon your return, saying :
Had we been able,
we most surely would have gone forth
with you cbelievers 0o
They have destroyed themselves
cwith their false oaths .
For, most surely, God knows that they are liars.
May God pardon you, c 0 Prophet"!
Why did you permit them cto stay behind.
before it was clear to you
who spoke the truth cin asking your leave · ,
so you would know cwith certainty ·
who were the c sheer · liars c among them 0?
Those who believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o( the Last Day
do not ask of you leave
from striving with their wealth
and their persons cin the path of God · .
And God is all-knowing
of those who are God-fearing.
Indeed, the ones who ask leave of you
are only those who do not believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o( the Last Day,
and whose hearts have doubt.
Thus they waver in their doubt.
�i� For had they intended to go forth,
they would have adequately prepared for it.
Rather, God disliked their going forth,
so He disheartened them.
Thus it was said c to them·:
Stay behind with those who stay behind,
chelpless and powerless 0!
Had they gone forth with you cbelievers · ,
they would have added nothing to you
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but turmoil.
For they would have rushed about
in your midst
seeking to cause sedition among you.
And among you are those
who would listen to them.
Yet God is all-knowing
about the wrongdoers cwho are godless in heart'.
They have already sought to cause sedition
among you, before.
For cmany are the times
they have turned things upside down
to overcome you, 0 Prophet'
until the truth came through
and God's decree c of victory
prevailed cin the land',
even though they were averse c to it'.
For among them are those who say:
Grant me leave
to stay behind for this campaign',
and do not subj ect me to trial
by testing my forbearance'!
Most assuredly,
they have already fallen into trial.
For, indeed, Hell shall, most surely,
encompass the disbelievers.
When good fortune strikes you, 0 Prophet,
it troubles them.
But when afiliction strikes you, they say:
Truly, we took c care o{ our affairs beforehand.
Then they turn away and become exultant.
Say cto these hypocrites':
Never will anything afilict us
but that which God has written for us.
He is our Patron.
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So upon God -alone - let the believers rely.
Say ·to them":
Do you await anything for us
but one of two excellent things,
·victory or martyrdom-?
Yet we await in your ·case
for God to afflict you with a torment,
·either directly - from Him or at our hands.
So wait, for we are waiting along with you!
Say ·to them":
Spend ·in charity all that you have-,
willingly or unwillingly.
It shall never be accepted "by God " from you.
For you have been an ungodly people.
Yet nothing has prevented
what they spend ·in charity from being accepted ·by God"
but that they have disbelieved in God
and in His Messenger.
Nor do they come to the Prayer
without being lazy.
Nor do they spend anything ·for charity
without being averse ·to it-.
So let neither their wealth
nor their children stir your admiration.
God only intends to punish them thereby
in the life of this world
and that their souls may vanish
while they are disbelievers.
For they swear by God that they are of you,
while they are not of you.
Rather, they are a people who are fearful
·of revealing the malice they bear you-.
If they were to find a ·hidden refuge,
or ·concealed - caverns,
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or any place of · secret, entrance
"into the earth for protection",
they would tum toward it and bolt.
Moreover, among them are those
who slander you about ·your disbursement
o{ charitable offerings ·to the needy".
Yet if they are given from it,
they become well-pleased.
But if they are not given from it,
then they become wrathful.
·It would have been best,
if they had been well-pleased
with whatever God and His Messenger
gave them, and then said:
Sufficient for us is God.
God shall give us from His bounty,
as shall His Messenger.
Indeed, in God we are hopeful!
�lHndeed, ·prescribed, charitable offerings
are only ·to be given, to the poor
and the indigent,
and to those who work on ·administering, it,
and to those whose hearts are to be reconciled,
and to ·free, those in bondage,
and to the debt-ridden,
and for the cause of God,
and to the wayfarer.
·This is, an obligation from God.
And God is all-knowing, all-wise.
Now, "as to the hypocrites,
among them are those
who seek to hurt the Prophet "by their words".
For they say: He is just an ear!
Say ·to them: His, is an ear of goodness for you.
He believes in God
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and has faith in the believers.
Indeed, he is a mercy
to those who believe among you.
As to those who hurt the Messenger of God,
for them,
there is a most painful torment c awaiting
in the Hereafter".
They swear by God to you cbelievers
that they desire the Prophet's welfare",
in order to please you.
Yet it is worthier that they please God
and His Messenger,
if, indeed, they are "true" believers.
Do they not know that, indeed, anyone
who opposes God and His Messenger
has " assured, himself
" of entering, the Fire of Hell,
wherein he shall abide forever?
That is the greatest disgrace!
The hypocrites are c exceedingly, wary
that a surah shall be sent down against them,
" openly, telling them about all "the evil,
that is in their hearts.
Say "to them " : Mock on!
Indeed, God will bring out
cprecisely " that of which you are wary.
Yet if you ask them " about their slander
of the Prophet and the believers " ,
they will, most surely, say:
We were only indulging
cin idle-talk, and playing.
Say "to them":
Then, is it God and His crevealed" signs
and His Messenger
of which you were making mockery?
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Offer no excuse!
For you have truly disbelieved after your belief
If ever We pardon a group among you
cthat sincerely repents",
still We shall torment another group
because they have been defiant unbelievers.
The hypocrite men and the hypocrite women
they are all of one another.
They enj oin what is wrong
and forbid what is right,
and they withhold their hands
, from the giving of due charity".
They have forgotten God.
So He has forgotten them.
Indeed, it is the hypocrites who are the ungodly.
God has promised the hypocrite men
and the hypocrite women,
along with the disbelievers, the Fire of Hell,
wherein they shall abide forever.
It is sufficient for them.
For God has cursed them.
Thus for them, there is an enduring torment.
CYou hypocrites have become
like those c disbelievers" before you.
They were mightier than you in power
and greater in wealth and children.
They merely pursued the enjoyment
of their cworldly" share.
You likewise
have c exclusively" pursued the enjoyment
of your cworldly - share,
as those before you pursued the enjoyment
of their share.
Moreover, you have indulged cin the world",
as they indulged cin it".
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It is these whose ·good· works
are ·rendered utterly· futile ·with God·_
in this world and in the Hereafter.
Thus it is these who are the losers
·of an everlasting Paradise·.
9:70
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Have the ·heavy· tidings of those before them
not come to themthe people of Noah, and ·the peoples of cA d,
and Thamud;
and the people of Abraham,
and the Dwellers of Midian,
and the Overturned Towns
·of Sodom and Gomorrah·?
Their messengers came to them
with clear ·and miraculous · proofs ·of God,
and they belied them·.
For never would God wrong them
·by punishing them without cause·.
But, rather, it was their own souls
they were ·all the while. wrong:mg
·with ungodliness · .
As for the believing men
and the believing womenall ·of them· are allies of one another.
They enj oin what is right
and forbid what is wrong.
Moreover, they ·duly · establish the Prayer,
and give the Zaklt-Charity,
and they obey God and His Messenger.
It is these upon whom God shall have mercy.
Indeed, God is overpowering, all-wise.
God has promised the believing men
and the believing women
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Gardens beneath which rivers flow,
wherein they shall abide forever
and ctherein shall they have
good c and pleasant" dwellings
in a Garden everlasting.
Yet the pleasure of God is greater cstill"!
Assuredly, it is this
that is the magnificent triumph!
9:73
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0

Prophet!
Strive against the disbelievers
and the hypocrites, and be stern with them.
For their cfinal" abode shall be Helland a most woeful destination it is!
They swear by God
that they have said nothing cblasphemous ".
But most truly they have spoken
the cvery" word of unbelief
Indeed, they have disbelieved
after cprofessing" their submission cto God
in Islam".
Moreover, they have c all along" resolved
c themselves to do great evil against the Prophet"
to which they could not attain.
Nor did they take umbrage c against him
for any cprudent" reason,
except that God Himsel( and His Messenger
had enriched them from His bounty!
Thus, if they repent,
it will be cfar" better for them.
Yet if they turn away, God will punish them
with a most painful torment
in this world and cin" the Hereafter.
Nor do they have on earth
any patron or supporter
c
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-to help them against God-.
7l� For among them
are those who made a covenant with God,
sweanng :
If He gives us of His bounty,
vve shall, ni_ost surely, give chariry,
and we shall, most surely,
become of the righteous!
Yet when He gave them of His bounty,
they became miserly with it.
Then they turned awayand -thus - did they forsake -their covenant-.
Thus in consequence,
He has fixed hypocrisy in their hearts
until the Day -Hereafter
;,vhen - they shall meet Him,
for they have failed before God
in what they had promised Him
and because they have been lying.
Do they not know
that, indeed, God knows their secrets
and their concealed conversations
and that God is all-knowing
of everything unseen?
-Among the hypocrites
are - those who slander the believers
as to the charitable offerings they volunteer.
Indeed, they -slander - those
who find no more -to offer in charity_
than their -personal" efforts.
Still, they scoff at them.
-Rather, - God scoffs at
-the scoffers among - them!
And for them,
there is a most painful torment -awaiting
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in the Hereafter.
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0

Prophet!
Seek forgiveness for them,
or do not seek forgiveness for them!
For even if you seek forgiveness ·for them
seventy times, never will God forgive them.
That is because they have disbelieved
in God and His Messenger,
and God does not guide the ungodly people.
Those ·hypocrites" who stayed back
from this just fight at Tabuk
rejoiced in their staying behind
in utter defiance o{ the Messenger of God,
for they abhorred striving with their wealth
and their persons in the path of God.
Thus they said ·to one another":
Do not go forth in the heat! Say · to them":
The Fire of Hell is more ·intensely severe
in ·scorching" heat!
If only they were to understand
the consequence of their deed".
So let them laugh a little ·now
and weep much ·in the Hereafter"_
a recompense for all ·the evil
that they have earned.
So if ever God returns you, 0 Prophet,
to any group of .inveterate hypocrites
among" them, and they seek your permission
to go forth ·with you on a campaign",
then say ·to them":
Never will you go forth with me, ever!
And never will you fight with me any enemy!
Indeed, you were well-pleased
with sitting back the first time ·at Tabuk ",
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so sit back with ·all· those who stay back!
Therefore, do not ever pray
over any one of them who dies.
Nor si:and over i:he grave of such a one,
for they have disbelieved in God
and His Messenger
and died while they were ungodly.
And let not their wealth and their children
stir your admiration.
God only intends to punish them thereby
in this world
and 'intends · that their souls may vanish
while they are disbelievers.
For whenever a surah
'like this one · is sent down
·exhorting the faithful · to believe in God
and ·to · strive 'in His path
alongside His Messenger,
the afiluent among ·those o ( them
·who are hypocrites · seek ·exemption
through· permission from you, · 0 Prophet·.
Thus they say:
Leave us to be with those who stay behind!
They were well-pleased
to be among those who remained behind.
Thus a seal was set upon their hearts,
so that they do not understand
·what is good and right · .
But the Messenger,
and all those who believed with him,
strove with their wealth and their persons.
Thus it is these
for whom all good things ·are assured · .
And it is these who are the ·truly · successful.
God has prepared for them Gardens,
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beneath which rivers flow,
wherein they shall abide forever.
That is the magnificent triumph!
9:90

9:91
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9 : 93

Now, c as to, the Bedouins
who came c to you, offering excuses
to be granted leave, c 0 Prophet'_
and those who were lying
to God and His Messenger
cin order to be of those who ' stayed behind
whoever among them has disbelieved
shall be afilicted with a most painful torment.
There is no blame c cast, upon the weak
cfor remaining behind", nor on the sick,
nor on those who found nothing to spend
cto outfit themselves for battle",
provided they were sincere to God
and His Messenger.
c For, never is there a cause c to cast blame
upon" those who excel in c doing, good.
For God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Nor is there any cause cfor blame"
against those who, when they came to you,
c 0 Prophet, " to provide them with mounts,
you said:
I find nothing upon which to mount you.
Thus did they turn away,
their eyes overflowing with tears
of cheartfelt, sorrow
because they found nothing to spend
cto go out in the path of God".
7* There is only cause cfor blame
against those who seek leave
from cgoing forth with" you,
though they have wealth.
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They were well-pleased
to be among those who remained behind.
Thus God has set a seal upon their hearts,
so they do not know -their woefol destiny-.
They make -insincere - excuses to you -believers
when you return to them.
Say -to them, 0 Prophet-: Do not make excuses!
For we will never believe you.
God has already told us the news
of your -evildoing-_
and still God will see your works,
as will His Messenger.
Then you shall be returned -in the end
to the -Sole - Knower of the -realms
of all the - unseen and the seen.
Then He shall tell you -the due recompense
of all that you have been doing -in life-.
They will swear -falsely - to you by God
when you -believers - return to them,
so that you may turn -any blame
aside from them.
Rather, tum aside from them -instead-!
For, indeed, they are defilement 0itsel(
and their abode shall be Hella recompense for all -the evil
that they have earned!
They swear -their fidelity- to you ·believers-,
so that you may be pleased with them.
But even if
you should become pleased with them,
assuredly, God will not be pleased
with the ungodly people.
The Bedouin are even more vehement
in unbelief and hypocrisy
than the faithless of Madinah -_
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and likelier not to know the ordained limits
that God has sent down to His Messenger.
Yet God is all-knowing, all-wise.
For among the Bedouins
are those who regard what they spend
"for the sake of God" as a "burdensome penalty.
Thus they await misfortunes
to "befall" you cbelievers ".
May evil misfortune cbefall" them!
For God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Yet among the Bedouins, c as well,
are those who believe in God
and cin the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day.
Thus they regard what they spend
cfor the sake of God" as goodly offerings
that gain them nearness to God
and prayers c of blessing" from the Messenger.
Most surely,
it is a means of nearness for them, indeed.
God shall admit them into His mercy.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
As to the forerunners "in faith"_
the first of the E migres and the Helpers
as well as c all" those
who have followed their course in goodness,
God is well-pleased with them.
And they are well-pleased with Him.
He has prepared for them
Gardens beneath which rivers flow
wherein they shall abide, forever and ever.
That is the magnificent triumph!
Thus among the Bedouins
who dwell cin the desert" around you,
33 1
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there are hypocrites.
And also among the people of Madinah,
there are those who have become habituated
to hypocrisy.
You do not know them. We know them.
We shall punish them twice ·in this life · .
Then they will be returned
·to God in the Hereafter · to a great torment.
Moreover, there are others
who have admitted their own sins.
They have mingled their righteous deeds
with evildoing.
God may grant them repentance.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Take from their wealth
a charitable offering to cleanse them
and purify them thereby.
Moreover, pray for them.
Indeed, your prayer is a comfort to them.
For God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Do they not know that it is God ·alone
who accepts repentance
from · alf His ·true-hearted. servants,
accepting, as well,
·their sincere. charitable offerings,
and that, indeed, it is God ·alone
who is the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving?
Therefore, say "to them-:
Do works ·of righteousness·!
For God will assuredly see your work,
and so will His Messenger and the believers.
Moreover, you shall be returned ·in the end.
to the ·Sole· Knower of the ·realms
of all the· unseen and the seen.
Then He shall tell you ·the due recompense
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of all that you have been doing cin life-.
There are yet others
cwho remained behind from the campaign
who have been deferred
until God's cfurther - decree.
Either He will punish them,
or He will grant them repentance.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
But hypocrites all
are - those who have made a mosque
to instigate much harm, and unbelief,
and division among the believers,
and as a station o( ambush,
backing - one who has before waged war
against God and His Messenger.
Though they shall swear, 0 Prophet-:
We desired nothing but good!
Yet God CHimsel( bears witness
that they are, most surely, liars!
Do not ever stand c for the Prayer - in it.
Most surely, the mosque of Quba' -founded on the fear of God from the first day
is worthier of you to stand therein
for the Prayer-.
Therein are men who love to purify themselves.
And God loves those who purify themselves.
Who then is better:
One who founds his building
on the fear of God and cHis - pleasure,
or one who founds his building
on the brink of a crumbling bank
that then tumbles with him
into the Fire of Hell?
For God does not guide the wrongdoing people
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cwho are godless in heart".
The building that they have built
cwith hypocrisy" will c forever" remain
a source of doubt in their hearts,
until it be that their hearts are cut into pieces.
And God is all-knowing, all-wise.

?!� Indeed, God has purchased from the believers
their lives and their wealth,
for which they shall assuredly have
the Garden c of Paradise in return".
For they fight in the path of God.
Thus they kill and are killed.
That is a true promise binding upon Him
in the Torah, and the Evangel,
and the Quran.
And who better fulfills his covenant than God?
So rejoice in the bargain
that you have made with Him.
For, assuredly, it is this
that is the magnificent triumph.
Such are the repentant,
the worshipful, the praise-giving;
those who go out 0in God's cause",
who bow cto Him alone
and who bow ctheir faces" down
to the ground cin Prayer to Him";
those who enj oin what is right
and forbid what is wrong,
and who c diligently" observe
the ordained limits of God.
So give glad tidings to the believers
c of everlasting delight in Paradise".
It is not for the Prophet and those who believe
to seek forgiveness for the idolaters-
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even if they are ctheir" close relatives
after it has become clear to them
that they are the Companions of Hellfire.
Abraham's seeking of forgiveness for his father
was only because of a promise
Abraham" had made to him.
But when it became clear to him that his father
was an inveterate enemy of God,
he renounced him;
for Abraham was, indeed, tenderhearted,
most forbearing.
Never would God leave any people to stray
after He has guided them,
until He has made clear to them
the commandments they should fear cviolating".
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all things.
Indeed, to God c alone
belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
He gives life. And He gives death.
And you do not have, apart from God,
any patron or supporter c to help you".
God has already granted repentance
to the Prophetas well as to the Emigres, and the Helpers,
those who followed him
in the hour of hardship, after the hearts
of a party c of the believers among them
had nearly swerved
from the path of the righteous.
It was then He granted them repentance.
Indeed, He was all-kind,
mercy-giving toward them335
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and so too upon the three -believers
who were left behind,
-who are herewith granted repentance-.
When, behold, the earth, for all its breadth,
-seemed to - close in about them,
and -the very reaches o( their souls
closed in about them, as well, and they realized
that there is no refuge from God
except in Himthen He relented toward them,
so that they may repent.
Indeed, it is God
who is the All-Relenting, the Mercy-Giving.
0

you who believe! Be ever God-fearing!
And be with those who are -ever - truthful.
Never should the people of Madinah
and the Bedouins dwelling around them
remain behind
-when - the Messenger of God -campaigns
in the path of God-.
Nor should they prefer their souls over his soul.
That is because
never are they stricken with thirst,
nor weariness, nor starvation
in the path of God, nor do they tread a step
that enrages the disbelievers -therein-,
nor do they inflict any loss on an enemy
but that it is written for them
-in the divine scroll of their works
as a righteous act.
Indeed, God never wastes the reward
of those who excel in -doing - good.
Nor do they spend any sum,
neither small nor great, nor cut across any valley,
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but that it is recorded for them
-therein as a good deed-,
so that God may give them
the very best recompense
for what they were doing.
9:122 7!� Yet never should the believers march out
to -fight - all at once.
Why should there not be
from every division of them
that marches out -to battle a company -that stays behind to become learned in religion,
so that they may admonish their people
-about faith - when they return to them,
so that they may -sustain their - fear -of God-?
9:123 0 you who believe!

Fight those -in the region - surrounding you
who are disbelievers -in God-,
and let them find in you sternness.
And know that God is with the God-fearing.
9:124 And, -again, - whenever a surah -like this one
is sent down - exposing the hypocrites-,
then some of them say
-in denial and derision to the others - :
Which of you has this -surah - increased in faith?
Yet as for those who believe,
-trnly - it has increased them in faith,
and they rejoice.
9:125 But as for those
in whose -doubting - hearts there is a sickness,
it -merely - adds defilement to their defilement.
Thus they shall have died
while they are disbelievers.
9:126 Do they not see
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that each year they are tried 'by God-,
once or twice?
Yet still they do not repent.
Nor do they even reflect.
Yet, -again-, whenever a surah
0like this one - is sent down -exposing them ,
they look at each other -utterly astonished
and signal':
Does anyone see you
-when you speak in secret-?
Then -stealthily - they turn away
-from the Prophet-.
God has turned their hearts away
because they are a people
who do not have -minds open to understanding.
Truly, - 0 believers-,
a Messenger has come to you
from among yourselves-one - upon whom it weighs heavily
that you should suffer -in this life
or in the life to come-,
who is solicitous about you -and your welfare,
whose very nature - toward the believers
is -sheer - kindness and mercy.
Yet if they 'who doubt or disbelieve
turn away -from you, 0 Prophet,
then say -to them-: Sufficient for me is God.
There is no God but Him.
Upon Him -alone I have relied.
For He is the Lord of the Magnificent Throne.
-
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The surah that mentions the repentance of the people of the Prophet JONAH /ili as an
exception among the communities to whom the prophets came. They heededJonah 's call.
Thus, God shed His grace upon them and exempted them from ruin.

Surah 1 0

1 1 0 9 V E R S E S / REVEALED A T MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

rn 1

10:2

10 3

Alif Llm Ra

These are the crevealed" verses
of the all-wise Book.
Is it an astounding cthing" for people
that We have revealed c Our word"
to a man from among them, c saying to him:
Forewarn the people
c of God's nearing Judgment
and give glad tidings
to those who believe that for them
there is a trne foothold
c of everlasting honor" with their Lord
cin Paradise?
Yet" the disbelievers say:
Indeed, this is, most surely, a manifest sorcerer!
CRather, " your Lord, c 0 humanity,
is, indeed, God,
the One who created the heavens and the Earth
in ca span o{ six c Heavenly" days.
Then, cbefittingly,
He settled Himself over the Throne.
He conducts every affair c of existence
with wisdom and perfection".
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There shall not be any intercessor
cwith God on the Day of Resurrection-,
except after His permission is given .
That is God, your Lord!
So worship Him calone-.
Will you not, then,
become mindful c of God's signs-?
To Him is your return, all c of you - together.
It is the promise of God in truth.
Indeed, it is He who originates creation.
Then He causes it to return to being
after it passes away-,
so that He may recompense
with cperfect - justice those who believe
and do righteous deeds.
But for those who disbelieve,
there shall be a drink of scalding fluid
along with a most painful torment
c awaiting in the Hereafter in that they have disbelieved.
He is the One who has made the sun radiant
and the moon a light and measured out for it
c heavenly- mansions c through which it traverses-,
so that you may know the number of the years
and ctheir - calculation.
God did not create call- this,
except with c the very essence o( truth.
He makes distinct the signs cin creation
for a people who cwould reflect on them
and- know CGod-.
Indeed, in the alternation of night and daylight,
and in all that God has created
in the heavens and the earth,
there are most surely signs
c that there is One God-
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for a people who are God-fearing.
Yet those who do not hope
for Our c destined" Meeting c on Judgment Day",
and cwho" are pleased with the life of this world
and appeased by it, as well as c all" those
who are cutterly" heedless of Our signsfor c such as" these,
their cfinal abode shall be the Fire c of Hell",
for all c the evil" that they have earned cin life".
As to those who believe and do righteous deeds,
their Lord shall guide them
by their faith c to Paradise",
rivers running beneath them c at their feet
in the Gardens of Delight.
Their invocation therein shall be, eternally":
Highly exalted are You, 0 God!
And their salutation therein shall cforever" be:
Peace!
And the last of their prayers shall be always":
All praise is for God calone",
Lord of cAll the Worlds.
�!� Now, if God were t o hasten o n fo r people
the evil cthey invoke even" as they seek
to hasten on for themselves good,
their term c of divine judgment"
would come due c at once
and" be cirrevocably determined for them.
Yet We leave -for a time
those who do not hope
for Our c destined Meeting c on Judgment Day
in their cstate o( transgression,
wandering blindly.
For when harm touches a human being,
he calls upon Us cfor relief"-
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lying on his side, or sitting, or standing.
Yet when We remove from him his harm,
he goes about as if he had never called upon Us
concerning the harn1 that touched him.
In this way, what the transgressors do
is made fair-seeming to them.
Yet, very truly, We have destroyed
·unbelieving, generations before you
when they did wrong.
For their messengers came to them
with clear ·and miraculous, proofs ·of God",
but they would not believe.
Thus do We recompense
the people of defiant unbelief
Then We made you
successors in the earth after them.
0 you to whom this Prophet has come"_
so that We may see how you shall do.
But when Our ·revealed verses
were recited to them
as clear evidence ·that God is One",
those who do not hope
for Our ·destined" Meeting
0on Judgment Day" said:
Bring to us a Quran other than this,
or change it.
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet":
It is not for me to change it of my own accord.
I only follow what is revealed to me.
Indeed, I fear-were I to disobey my Lord
the torment of an awesome Day ·Hereafter"!
Say ·to them":
Had God so willed I would not ·now
have ·received this Quran and, recited it to you.
Nor would He have made it known to you.
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For, truly, I have dwelled among you a lifetime
before it cwas revealed to me
as an admonition to you".
Will you not, then, understand?
For who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God
or belies His crevealed" signs.
Indeed, the defiant unbelievers do not succeed.
Still, they worship apart from God
what neither harms them nor benefits them,
and c then, they say:
These cidols- are our intercessors with God!
Say c to them-: Will c the likes o{ you inform God
as to what He does not know
in the heavens or in the earth?
Highly exalted is He, and most high,
c far" above all that they associate
as gods 'with Him-.
Rather, humanity was not cat first
other than one cfaith "-community.
Then they disputed cand some disbelieved".
And were it not for a cpreordained, word
that preceded from your Lord, 0 Prophet,
to requite all people in the Hereafter,
most surely, judgment between them
would have been decided cat once",
concerning call, that wherein they are in dispute
cand the disbelievers duly punished".
Thus they cwho disbelieve, say:
If only a cmiraculous, sign
were to be sent down from his Lord
to c confirm, him!
Then say, c 0 Prophet":
Indeed, the unseen crealm"
belongs to God c alone".
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Indeed, I too am waiting with you.
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Now, when We give -such- people
a taste of mercy, after harm has touched them,
at once they have a device -of mockery
to employ against Our -revealed - signs.
Say -to them-:
God is more swift in devising -chastisement-.
Indeed, Our messenger-angels
are writing down all that you devise.
He is the One who empowers you to journey
through the land and the seauntil, suddenly,
when -some o{ you are -embarked- on ships,
and they are running with them
upon the water - with a good wind
and they are exulting therein,
there comes upon them a stormy wind;
and the waves whelm them from every side;
and they think that they shall, most surely,
be engulfed by them.
It is then that they call upon God
for rescue - with -all- sincerity,
devoting their - religion to Him alone, saying-:
Truly if Y ou deliver us from this,
we shall, most surely, be
of those who are -forever- thankful!
But when He delivers them,
at once they commit -and multiply
offenses in the land without any right.
0 humankind!
Indeed your offenses
are but -committed- against your own souls,
and are the mere enjoyment
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of the life of this world.
Then to Us is your cfinaf return.
Then We shall tell you c the due recompense
of all that you have been doing cin life".
Indeed, the parable of the life of this world
is like the water
that We send down from the sky.
Then the plants of the earth mingle with it,
c and" from them people and cattle eat.
Then when the earth assumes its floridness
and becomes adorned, and its inhabitants think
they have power over it,
Our command c of doom
comes upon it, by night or by day,
and so We turn it into stubble,
as if it had never flourished just the day before.
Thus do We make distinct the signs cof God"
for a people who would reflect
con the wonder of creation".
Now, God calls call people"
to the CEverlasting" Abode of Peace cin Paradise
and guides whomever He so wills
to a straight way c of salvation".
7lE- For those who do good,
there shall be great goodness
and more cin the Hereafter".
Their faces shall not be overspread with grime,
nor cwith" humiliation.
These are the Companions
of the cEverlasting" Garden c of Paradise".
They shall abide therein forever.
But for those who earn great sins
c and disbelieve",
the recompense of an evil deed
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shall be the like of it.
Thus humiliation shall overtake them
for there is none to preserve them,
apart from Godand it shall be" as if their faces
were enveiled by patches of deeply dark night.
These are the Companions of the Fire c of Hell".
They shall abide therein forever.
For on the Day cofJudgment
when" We shall assemble them all together,
We shall then say to those
who associated gods with God:
Stay in your place, you and your associate-gods!
For We shall have set up a divide between them;
thus their associate-gods shall say c to them":
It ·was not us you were worshipping!
So sufficient is God
as a witness between us and you.
Indeed,
we were utterly unaware of your worship.
Then and there,
each soul shall put to the test c the true worth
o{ all that it had formerly done cin life"_
for they shall have been returned to God,
their true Patron.
Thus all cthe false gods" that they used to forge
shall have strayed from them.
e
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Say cto those who associate others with God":
Who provides for you from heaven and earth?
Or who holds cpower" over hearing and sight?
And who brings forth the living from the dead,
and brings forth the dead from the living?
And who conducts every affair
of existence with perfection and wisdom"?
c
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Then they shall say: God!
Then say ·to them':
Will you not, then, be God-fearing?
This, then, is God, your Lord,
the ·Eternal° Truth.
S o after the truth, what is there but error?
How, then, are you turned away ·from God.?
And so it is that the word of your Lord
will come to pass
against those who commit ungodly deeds,
for they do not believe.
Say ·to them':
Is there any among your associate-gods
who originates creation
then causes it to return ·to being
after it passes away·?
Say ·to them:
It is· God ·alone who · originates creation
then causes it to return ·to being·.
How, then, are you turned away
·from worshipping Him alone°?
Say "to them':
Is there any among your associate-gods
who guides to the truth?
Say: ·It is· God ·alone
who· guides to the truth.
Then, is One who guides to the truth
more worthy of being followed,
or one who can find no guidance
except if he himself is guided ·by another·?
What has become of you?
How do you make
such an ·irrational° judgment?
For most of them do not follow anything
but mere conjecture-
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and conjecture avails nothing ·at all
against the truth.
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all that they do.
Y et never could this Quran
have been forged "by anyone
so as to have originated - apart from God.
Rather, it is a confirmation
of all ·the Heavenly Scriptures - that preceded it
and a distinct detailing
of . God's - decreed commandments.
There is no doubt in it.
It is from the Lord of .All- the Worlds.
So is it that they say:
·This Quran is not from God.
Rather, - he ·who has claimed prophethood
has forged it?
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet":
Bring forth, then, ·even - a ·single - surah like it!
Moreover, call upon
whomever you can ·for assistance-,
apart from God, if you are truthful.
Rather, "more astonishing
is that - they have ·hastily- belied ·a Book,
the - knowledge of which
they did not ·even seek to - comprehend
even before its unfolding "signs and portents
could come to ·light for - them.
So too did those before them
belie ·their Heavenly messages -.
Then see how ·devastating was the end of the wrongdoers
·who are godless in heart-!
Thus among them
are those who ·insincerely profess
to - believe in this · Quran -.
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And among them are those
who "openly" do not believe in it.
Yet your Lord knows best
who are the sowers of corruption.
So if they belie you, " 0 Prophet,
then say "to them":
For me shall be "the outcome
o{ my work "in life",
and for you shall be "the outcome
o{ your work "in life".
You are innocent of all that I do.
And I am innocent of all that you do.
Moreover, among them
are those who listen to you
but do not give heed".
Will you, then, make the deaf "of heart" hear,
even though they do not understand?
And among them are those who look at you
"but have no insight".
Will you, then, guide the blind "in heart",
even though they do not see?
Indeed, God does not wrong people
in anything.
But rather,
it is" people "who" wrong themselves.
Yet on a Day "Hereafter
when" He shall assemble them "for Judgment",
it shall be as if
they did not remain "in the world"
for more than an hour of a day.
There , " they shall recognize one another.
Truly those "in life
who have belied "resurrection
and" the "destined" Meeting of God
for Judgment in the Hereafter" shall lose "all"_
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for they were not guided.
But whether We show you 'in your lifetime
the advent o{ some of ,the punishment "
which W e have pronused them,
or We take your soul ,first",
still to Us is their ,finaf return
for recompense -._and God is a witness
over all that they do 'in life".
Indeed, for every community,
there is a messenger ,appointed
to admonish them".
Thus when their messenger has come to them
and they resolutely belie him",
it is 'then that God's judgment
is irrevocably" decided concerning , all o{ them
with ,perfect" justiceand they are not wronged 'in the least".
Yet they say 'in contempt":
When will this promise
of divine judgment" be ,fulfilled",
if you ,believers" are, indeed, truthful?
Say , to them":
I do not hold for myself any harm or benefit,
except what God so wills.
For every nation,
there is an ,appointed" term 'of existence.
Then" when their term comes due",
they shall not tarry ,for" even an hour;
nor shall they go in advance of their time".
Say ,to them":
Have you considered if His punishment
were to come upon you by night or by daylight?
What ,form" of its , utter destruction
would the defiant unbelievers seek to hasten!
Then is it only when it befalls
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that you shall believe in it,
cwhereupon it shall be said to you:
Now c do you believe in this punishment',
while truly cin insolence,
you were seeking to hasten it?
Then it shall be said to those who did wrong:
Taste the torment of eternity!
Are you to be recompensed
with other than all cthe evil,
that you c consciously' used to earn cin life"?
�le- Still they inquire of you: Can call, this be true?
Say cto them': Oh yes!
By rny Lord, it is, most surely, true
and never shall you be able to elude cit'!
Moreover, if each soul that had done wrong
were to have all that is in the earth,
it would, most surely, cwish in vain
to, ransom itself cin the Hereafter,
with c every last bit o{ it.
And c oh how, they will whisper regret
when they see the torment
c of Hell that awaits them loom,
and the matter c of their doom,
is cirrevocably' decided cby God'
concerning call o{ them with cperfect, justice
and never shall they be wronged cin the least'.
Most surely, to God calone' belongs
all that is in the heavens and the earth.
Most surely, the promise of God is c ever, true,
but most of them do not know cthis'.
He gives life. And He gives death.
And to Hirn c alone' shall you call' be returned.
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humankind!
There has come to you cin this Quran,
an cinspired' admonition
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"of imminent Judgment" from your Lordand a healing for all that is in the "human" breast,
as well as guidance "for your salvation",
and a mercy for the "well-being of the" behevers.
Say "to all people":
In the favor of God "for this Heavenly guidance",
and in His mercyin this let them rej oice!
It is "far" better than all that they amass
"of the fleeting world".
Say "to believers in false gods":
Have you considered
"the way you place dietary restrictions
on" any of the "wholesome" provision
that God has sent down to you,
such that you have "arbitrarily" made
some of it forbidden and some " of it" lawful?
Say "to them":
Has God given you permission "for this",
or do you "merely" forge "lies" against God?
Yet what do those who forge lies against God
think "He will do to them"
on the Day of Resurrection?
Indeed, God is ever bountiful to "all" people.
But most people do not give thanks
"for the plenty He gives them".
For you shall never be "engaged"
in any affair, " 0 Prophet,
nor will you recite "any verses" concerning it
from the Quran,
nor shall you do any deed "at all, 0 people",
but that We shall be witness
over "each one of" you
when you are occupied therein.
For there is not even an atom's weight
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in the earth, nor in the heaven,
that eludes your Lord.
Nor is there anything smaller than that,
nor larger, but that it is cregistered"
in a clear cHeavenly, Book.
Most surely, the friends of God
shall have no fear upon them
cwhen they Meet God for Judgment".
Nor shall they ever grieve
cover the life of the world"those who believed and were ever God-fearing.
For them, there are glad tidings
c of hope and consolation,
in the life of this world
and the promise of Paradise, in the Hereafter.
Never can the cdecreed" words
of God's c tidings" be changed.
This is, cin truth, , the magnificent triumph.
Thus, do not let c any o{ their words grieve you.
Indeed, invincibility is altogether with God.
He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Most surely, to God belongs
all who are in the heavens
and all who are in the earth.
Thus those who call upon anything
apart from God
do not cin reality" follow associate-gods.
Rather, they do not follow anything
but conjecture
and do nothing but bring forth lies.
He is the One who has made the night
for you to repose therein and the daylight
cby which" to see.
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
for a people who would hear
c the truth and reflect on it.
c
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The idolaters lie when they say:
God has taken cfor Himsel( offspring.
Highly exalted is He!
He 1s the Self-Sufricient.
To Him ·alone· belongs
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
You do not have any authority for this c claim·.
Do you say of God what you do not know?
Say cto them·:
Indeed, those who forge such a lie against God
shall not succeed.
A little· enj oyment ·shall they have
in this world-then to Us is their finaf return.
Then We shall make them taste
the severe torment ·of Hellfire
because they used to disbelieve.
�* Thus recite to them the account of Noah.
Behold! He said to his people: 0 my people!
If my stand camong you
and my reminding you of God's signs
has become c too· burdensome for you
to abide·, then ·know
that· upon God c alone have I relied.
So be resolved in your c evil · affair
to do away with me,
you and your associate-gods.
Therefore, let not your affair
be veiled among you.
Rather, openly determine ·my fate· for me
nor give me respite.
Yet if you shall ·continue to· turn away,
know that I have not asked of you any reward.
Indeed, my reward is only from God.
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For I have been commanded
to be of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
Still they belied him.
So We delivered him and -all - those with him
-to safety- in the Ark.
Thus did We make them successors
-to sovereignty in the earth-.
For We drowned -all- those
who belied Our -self-evident - signs.
So see how - devastating - was the end
of those who had been forewarned
-of God's nearing ]udgment "!
Then We sent forth, after him,
-other - messengers to their own people.
They came to them
with clear - and miraculous - proofs -of God-.
Yet -their people - were not -of a mind to believe in what those -of past generations
had denied of old.
And so it is that We set a seal on the hearts
of those who commit aggression.
Then We sent forth, after them,
Moses and Aaron
with Our signs to Pharaoh
and his -assembly o( nobles.
But they grew so very arrogantand they were "indeed
a people of defiant unbelief
So when the truth came to them from Us,
they said:
Indeed, this is, most surely, manifest sorcery.
Moses said:
Do you say this of the truth
when it has come to you?
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Is this, then, sorcery,
while never shall the sorcerers succeed?
They said:
Have you come to us
to divert us from that ·path"
which we found our forefathers
·following, upon,
so that maj esty in the land will be yours?
Yet never shall we be believers
in ·either o( you ·as messengers of God"!
Thus Pharaoh said to his assembly-:
Bring to me every learned sorcerer.
Then when the sorcerers came,
Moses said to them:
Throw cto the ground,
whatever you shall throw ·down
to transform by your sorcery-.
So when they had thrown "their objects down",
Moses said:
What you have brought ·forth, is sorcery!
Most surely, God will render it ·utterly" futile.
Indeed, God does not uphold the work
of the sowers of corruption.
Moreover, God will establish the truth
by His wordseven if the defiant unbelievers hate it .
But no one ·there, believed in Moses,
except some youths,
descended" from his own people,
·while, being fearful that Pharaoh
and their · assembly o( nobles
would persecute them.
For Pharaoh was truly haughty in the land.
And, indeed,
he was one of the exceedingly rebellious.
Thus Moses said: 0 my people!
c
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If you have believed in God,
then rely on Him ·alone",
if, indeed, you are muslims,
in willing submission to Him ·alone".
So they said: Upon God ·alone" do we rely.
Our Lord! Subject us not to a trial ·of defeat"
to ·tempt" the wrongdoing people
·to exult in their unbelie{.
Rather, deliver us by Your mercy
from the disbelieving people.
Thus We revealed to Moses and his brother:
Settle your people in Egypt
in ·neighboring, dwellings ·as a refuge for them".
Moreover, "let each of you"
make · o{ your dwellings a prayer niche,
and ·duly, establish the Prayer ·therein".
And give glad tidings ·of deliverance "
t o the believers, · 0 Moses".
And, Moses said "in prayer": Our Lord!
You have given Pharaoh
and his ·assembly o{ nobles
adornment and wealth
in the life of this world, our Lord!
Thus they lead ·people" astray from Your way.
Our Lord!
Blot out their wealth and harden their hearts,
so that they will not believe
until they see the painful torment
·that awaits them".
He said: · 0 Moses and Aaron":
Your prayer has been answered.
So keep ·steadfastly" straight
·upon the path of your Lord",
and do not follow the way of those
who do not know ·the truth".
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�le- Thus We caused the Children of Israel
to pass "in safety, through the " divided" sea.
Then Pharaoh and his hosts followed them
in "ruthless, injustice and aggress10n-untii,
when the drowning "waters, overwhelmed him,
he said: I believe that there is no God
but the One in whom
the Children of Israel have believed.
And I am "now, of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God "alone.
It was said:
Now "you believe,
while before you have truly disobeyed
"your Lord", and you were " ever" of those
who sowed corruption?
Rather, today, We shall deliver you
"preserving you, in your body "only"_
so that you will become a sign
for those "who come, after you
"that God is exalted in His power".
For, indeed, many of the people
are heedless of Our signs.
Now, very truly,
We settled the Children of Israel
in a goodly settlement.
Moreover, We provided them
with wholesome nourishment.
Thus they did not dispute "among themselves
regarding the true religion",
until after the " revealed" knowledge
"of the Scripture, had come to them
"on the tongues of the messengers,
and some belied them".
Indeed, your Lord shall judge between them "all"
on the Day of Resurrection
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as to that wherein they have been disputing.
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So if you, c 0 Muhammad, " are in doubt
about what We have sent down to you
c concerning such events",
then ask those who have read
c the Heavenly" Scripture cthat came" before you.
Most surely, the 0very essence of alf truth
has come to you from your Lord.
So do not ever be of those who doubt it .
Nor are you cever" to be one of those
who deny the signs of God,
so as to become cone o{ the losers
of an everlasting Paradise".
Indeed, those against whom
the word of your Lord
has come to pass will not believeeven if every c divine" sign
should come to them cin evidence"___
until they see c for themselves
the painful torment c of God's Judgment".
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Yet if only there had been a single town
that had believed c among those forewarned
of God's nearing Judgment",
such that its faith profited itbesides c that o( the people of Jonah!
When c truly" they believed,
We removed the torment of disgrace from them
in the life of this world,
and We gave them cits" enj oyment, for a time.
But had your Lord so willed,
all who are on the earth
would have believed cin your message"_
each cone" of them and all c of them together.
Will you, then, cbe the one
359
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to " compel people ·to faith.
so that they become believers, · 0 Prophet"?
1 0 : 1 00 It is not for any soul to believe
except by God's permission.
Thus He shall bring chastisement
upon those who do not ·use their reason
to " understand ·the signs of God".
1 0 : 1 0 1 Say ·to them.:
Look at what is in the heavens and the earth!
But neither signs nor warnings
shall avail a people who do not believe.
10 1 02 So do they await other than the days
like those ·of the generations
who passed away before them?
Say ·to them":
Then wait ·for the judgment of God .
Indeed, I too am waiting with you.
1 0 : 1 03 Then ·from its midst",
We shall deliver Our messengers
and those who have believed ·along with them·.
Thus is it incumbent upon Us
to deliver the believers .
1 0 : 1 04

Prophet, · say: 0 humankind!
If you are in doubt of my religion,
then ·know·, I do not worship
those whom you worship, apart from God.
But, rather, I worship God,
wno taKes your souls wnen you d1e .
Moreover, I have been co mn1anded
to be of the believers.
Therefore, set your face
·devoutly toward God
and" to the ·true" religion, 0 Prophet,
being ever upright ·of heart".
Nor shall you ·ever " be of those
•
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who associate gods with God!
1 0 : 1 06 Nor shall you - ever - call upon,
apart from God,
that which neither benefits you nor harms you!
For if you do so, then, indeed,
you will be -one - of the wrongdoers,
-godless in heart-.
1 0 : 1 07 And should God touch you with harm,
there is none who can remove it but Him.
Yet should He intend any good for you,
there is none to repel His bounty.
He bestows with it whomever He so wills
of His servants.
For He is the All-Forgiving, the Mercy-Giving.
1 0 : 1 os

1 0 : 1 09

Say, - 0 Prophet-: 0 humankind!
Most surely, the -very essence of all- truth
has come to you from your Lord -in this Quran -.
So whoever is guided -aright in the world-,
then he is but guided
for -the good o{ his own soul.
And whoever goes astray,
he but strays, then, against
-all that is good for - it.
For I am not a guardian over you
-to compel you to believe.
As for you, 0 Muhammad,
follow all that is revealed to you,
and be patient -with the unbelievers
until God judges -between you-_
and He is the very best ofjudges.
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whom God
The surah that mentions an ancient prophet efter Noah
named
sent to the mighty people of 'Ad, the dwellers of a great pillared city called Iram.

Surah 1

IN

/ 1 2 3 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

THE NAME O F GOD , THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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c This is - a Book whose verses are perfectly set,
then made utterly distinct,
from One who is all-wise, all-aware.
0 Prophet! Say to one and all:
You shall not worship other than God.
Indeed, I am a forewarner csent - to call o{ you
c of His nearing Judgment-,
and a bearer of glad tidings from Him
of everlasting delight in Paradise-.
Moreover, you shall call
seek forgiveness from your Lord.
Then repent to Him.
He shall bestow on you the joy
of goodly enj oyment,
for a stated term cin this world-;
and cto - every person of benevolent work
He shall give co{ His benevolent grace
cin the Hereafter-.
But if you tum away,
then I fear for you the torment
of a great c and terrible - Day cHereafter-.
To God is your return-
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and He is powerful over all things.
Most surely,
they enfold cunbelief within, their breast
to hide cit, from Him.
Yet, most surely, c even, when they seek
to cover themselves with their garments,
He knows cwelf all that they conceal
and all that they reveal.
Indeed, He is all-knowing
of all that is charbored"
within the breast c of people".
7i�Moreover, there is not a single beast
ctreading" on the earth but that its provision
depends solely upon God.
Thus He knows well
its habitation cupon the earth
and its repository 0in the grave".
All is c decreed" in a clear Book
cpreserved in Heaven".
For He is the One
who created the heavens and the Earth
in ca span o{ six c Heavenly" days
while cbefore this
His Throne was over the water
to test you c and reveal
which of you is best in deeds.
Yet if ever, c 0 Prophet,
you say c to the people":
You shall, indeed, be raised up after death,
those who disbelieve will, assuredly, say:
This is nothing but manifest sorcery!
Moreover, if We defer the torment for them
to a calculated period of time,
they shall, assuredly, say: What keeps it back?
Most surely, the day it comes to them,
363
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it shall not be turned back from them,
and that -very punishment
at which they used to mock
shall have whelmed them from every side.
1 1 :9

11:10
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Now, if We give man a taste of mercy from Us,
then We strip it from him,
indeed, he is a most despairing,
-unbelieving - ingrate.
Yet if We give him a taste of blessing,
after harm has touched him,
he does, assuredly, say:
The evils have gone from me.
Indeed, he becomes exultant, boastfulexcept for those who are patient
and do righteous deeds.
For such as these, there is forgiveness
and a great reward.
Then is it conceivable, - 0 Muhammad,
that you would leave
some of what has been revealed to youand that your breast become constrained by it
-j ust because they say:
If only a treasure trove were sent down to him
-instead of the Quran -;
or -if only - an angel had come with him
-to confirm him-?
Indeed, you are not but a forewarner
-sent to all people-,
and it is God who is guardian over all things.
So is it that they say:
-The Quran is not from God;
rather-, he has forged it?
Say -to them, 0 Prophet :
Then bring forth ten forged surahs like it!
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Moreover, call upon
whomever you can cfor assistance",
apart from God, if, indeed, you are truthful.
Yet if they do not answer you,
then know, cindeed",
that this c Quran" has been sent down
with the knowledge of God c alone
and that there is no God but Him.
So will you, c 0 people, " become muslims,
in willing submission to God c alone"?
Whoever desires the life of this world
and its adornment,
We shall render to them in full
cthe outcome o( their works in it,
and therein they shall not be defrauded.
These are the ones
for whom there is nothing in the Hereafter,
except the Fire c of Hell-.
And therein whatever they have wrought
shall be crendered utterly" futile,
and all that they have been doing cin life
shall be nullified.
What, then, of one cwhose faith
is based" on manifest proof from his Lord,
who has-bearing witness to thisa crevealed" testament from c God
that has a precedent in the Book of Moses
as a revealed" exemplar and mercy?
c Such is the case o( those
who believe in c this Quran ".
Yet whosoever disbelieves in it
from the allies c of unbelie(
then the Fire c of Hell
shall be his promised place cin the Hereafter".
So never be in doubt about c the Quran
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and the commandments in" it, c 0 Prophet".
Indeed, it is the cvery essence of all" truth
from your Lord.
But most people do not believe -in it-.
Yet who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God?
They shall all be displayed
before their Lord con ] udgment Day",
and the witnesses cagainst them" shall say:
These are the ones who lied about their Lord!
Most assuredly, the curse of God
is on the c godless" wrongdoersthose who cused to" bar c others
from the cstraight" path of God
and who sought to have it c appear" crooked.
They are the very people
who regarding the Hereafter
were cinveterate disbelievers!
CThe likes o{ these
shall never elude c God anywhere in the earth.
For never did they c really" have
any patron, apart from God.
The torment for them cin Hellfire
shall be multiplied.
c Immersed in unbelief,
never were they able to hear
the word of God being recited to them".
Nor did they see cHis guiding signs
in the universe".
These are the ones
who shall have cutterly" lost their souls
cin the Hereafter-.
For all the false gods" that they used to forge
shall have strayed from them.
There is no doubt cat all" that in the Hereafter
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it is, most surely, they themselves who shall be
the greatest losers c of an everlasting Paradise".
As for those who ctruly" believe
and do righteous deedsand who are humble to their Lord
these are the Companions
of the c everlasting" Garden c of Paradise".
They shall abide therein forever.
�l� The parable of these two groups is clike this:
There is" one c who is" blind and deaf
and one cwho is" seeing and hearing.
Are they of a comparable condition?
Will you not, then, become mindful
c and take heed"?
For very truly, We sent Noah as a messenger"
to his people, c saying":
I am, indeed, a clear forewarner
csent by God" to you.
So worship none but God.
Indeed, I fear for you the torment
of a painful Day cHereafter".
But the c defiant" elders of his people,
who disbelieved, said:
We do not see you to be other
than a human being like us.
Nor do we see following you cany" but those
who are the vilest among uswho did so cin haste·, moreover,
without due reflection.
Neither do we see that you cbelievers
have any excellence cwhatever" over us.
Rather, we think you are call" liars.
He said: 0 my people!
Have you considered cyour dreadful end",
c
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if, -indeed-, I -stand- upon
clear proof from my Lord,
inasmuch as He has given me -revelation
as - a mercy from Himselfthough this has been obscured from you?
Shall we -believers, - then, compel you to it,
though you are utterly - abhorrent of it?
And, 0 my people! I am not asking of you
any riches for this -message of salvation-.
Indeed, my reward is only with God.
Nor am I -ever to drive away
those who have believed,
and who -know they- shall meet their Lord
-for Judgment in the Hereafter-,
whereas I see that you are a people
who act in ignorance -of this-.
And, 0 my people!
Who is it that will support me against God
if I drive them away?
Will you not, then, become mindful
-of the consequence of such an act"?
Nor do I say to you
that with me are the treasures of God.
Nor do I know the -realm of the - unseen.
Nor do I say that I am an angel.
Yet I shall never say to those your eyes despise
that God will not bring them any good
while God knows best what is in their souls.
For, indeed, then I would, most surely,
be of the wrongdoers.
They said: 0 Noah!
You have already argued -about all this with us,
and made much argument with us.
Bring us, then, whatever -doomyou have promised us, if you are, -indeed,
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one - of the truthful -forewarners sent from God-.
He said: Indeed, it is God alone
who shall bring it to you, if He so wills.
Moreover, never shall you be able to elude
-the judgment of the Almighty-!
Nor shall my good counsel
benefit you -in the least-even if I intend - to go on - counseling you
if it be that God intends
to subvert you -with ruin-. He is your Lord.
Thus to Him shall -all o{ you
be returned -in the end-.
So is it that they say:
-The Quran is not from God.
Rather-, he has forged it?
Say -to them, 0 Prophet-:
Even if I have forged it, then upon me -alone
is -the consequence o( my trespass.
Yet I am innocent of the trespass you commit
-in alleging I have forged it-.
So -at last - it was revealed to Noah:
Indeed, no one shall believe from your people,
other than those who have already believed.
Therefore, be troubled no longer
by whatever they have been doing -against you-.
Yet make the Ark
under -the care o{ Our watchful" Eyes
and -according to - Our revelation.
But you shall not address Me
regarding -any reprieve for - those
who have done wrong.
They are, indeed, -doomed to be - drowned.
So he began making the Ark.
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And whenever any gathering
-from the defiant elders - of his people
passed by him, they scoffed at him.
He said: If you scoff at us -now-,
soon shall we scoff at you as you scoff at us.
For you shall, most surely, know
to whom shall come a torment
that will disgrace him -in this life
and whom an enduring torment
shall befall -in the Hereafter-.
So it was-until when Our command -of doom
came to pass,
and the -very- hearth -itsel{ erupted
-like a fount, as a sign and a portent-_
We said -to Noah-:
Carry in -the Ark- mates of every -living - pair,
and your familyexcept for those against whom
the word -of destruction - has gone forth
and whoever has believed, carry also-.
Yet none had believed -along - with him,
but a very few.
�i�-Noah- said -to them-:
Embark in in the name of God,
-wherein - shall be its running and its arrival.
Indeed, my Lord
is most surely all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Thus it ran with them on waves like mountains,
and Noah called out - to his son,
who was in a place apart: 0 my dear son!
Embark with us!
And do not be with the disbelievers!
He said:
I shall take shelter in a mountain
that will preserve me from the water!
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Noah" said:
There is no preservation this Day
from the ,fataf command of God,
except on whom He shows mercy.
And the waves came between them.
And he was among those drowned.
And it was said:
0 earth! Swallow your waters!
And 0 heaven! Abate!
So the waters receded.
And the matter was concluded.
And , the Ark, settled upon ,Mount, Judi.
And it was said:
Away with the wrongdoing people!
Yet Noah called to his Lord, and said:
My Lord! My son is of my family,
and Your promise is the truth,
and You are the most just ofjudges.
He said: 0 Noah!
Indeed, he is not of your 'believing, family.
For, indeed, it is an unrighteous deed
that he has done"!
So do not ask Me
of that whereof you have no knowledge.
I admonish you,
so that you shall not become of the ignorant
'
in what you ask of God".
He said: My Lord!
I seek refuge in You
from ,ever, asking You of that
whereof I have no knowledge.
And ifY ou do not forgive me
and have mercy upon me,
I shall be among the losers
'
of an everlasting Paradise".
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It was said: 0 Noah!
Disembark, with peace cand security, from Us,
and cwith, blessings upon you
and upon the believing nations
cthat shall descend
from those, who are with you.
Yet there shall be other nations
to whom We grant enjoyment cin this life".
Then there shall befall them
a most painful torment from Us
cin the Hereafter".
That is of the tidings of the unseen cpast,
We reveal to you, c 0 Prophet".
You did not know of them before this,
neither you nor your people. So be patient.
For the ultimate outcome
is csuccess, for the God-fearing.
And to c the people o{ 'A d
CWe sent" their brother Hud cas a messenger".
He said: 0 my people! Worship God c alone".
You do not have any God other than Him.
You are nothing but forgers c of false gods".
0 my people!
I do not ask of you any reward for this cmessage".
Indeed, my reward is only with the One
who originated me.
Will you not, then, understand?
And 0 my people!
Seek forgiveness from your Lord.
Then repent to Him.
He shall send down upon you
crain from, heaven in abundance.
Moreover, He will cgreatly" increase you

0

0
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in power, adding to your power.
So do not tum away as defiant unbelievers.
They said: 0 Hild!
You have not come to us
with a clear, cmiraculous - proof
cthat is convincing-.
And we shall not leave our gods
on your mere word.
Therefore, we shall never be believers in you.
We say only that some of our gods
have struck you with c something - evil.
He said: Indeed, I call God to bear witnessand bear you witnessthat I am innocent of cworshipping all that you associate c as gods - with God,
apart from Him.
So plot against me, all c of you - together!
Then do not grant me respite.
Indeed, I have relied upon God c alone-__
my Lord and your Lord.
There is not a single beast
ctreading on the earth
but that He is holding it by its forelock
cin complete subjugation-.
Indeed, c every decree o{ my Lord
is just and guides
upon a straight way c of salvation-.
But if you tum away 0from faith-,
then truly I have conveyed to you
that with which I have been sent to you
0by God-.
Thus my Lord shall cause other people
to succeed you.
Yet you shall not harm Him in anything cat all.
For-, indeed, my Lord
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is cvigilantly - all-preserving over all things.
Thus when Our command c of doom came to pass,
We dehvered Hild
and all those who believed with him
by a cprofound- mercy from Us.
And We delivered them, c as well,
from a stern torment cin the Hereafter-.
And that was c the people o{ 'A d.
They disavowed the c clear - signs
and wonders of their Lord
and disobeyed cthe divine mandate
o{ His messengers
while they followed the command
of every obstinate,
cinsolently - tyrannical one c among them-.
Thus, cat once - they were pursued
with a curse in this worldand cit shall thrust them into Hellfire
on the Day of Resurrection.
Most assuredly,
' A d had disbelieved in their Lord.
ivlost assuredly, away with 'Ad,
the people of Hild!
�l� Then

to cthe people o{ Thamud
c God sent - their brother Salil;i c as a messenger-.
He said: 0 my people! Worship God calone-.
You do not have any God other than Him.
He produced you from the earth
and has settled you therein cto cultivate it-.
So seek His forgiveness. Then repent to Him.
Indeed, my Lord is near cand, answers cprayers-.
They said: 0 Sfilil:i!
High were c the - hopes
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we had placed" in you before this.
Do you forbid us to worship
what our forefathers worshipped!
Indeed, we most certainly remain
in much-perplexed doubt
about what you call us cto worship".
He said: 0 my people!
Have you considered cyour dreadful end",
if, cindeed", I cstand" upon
clear proof from my Lord,
inasmuch as He has given me crevelation
as" a mercy from Him?
Who then will support me against God
if I disobey Him?
Thus never would you increase me
in anything but cutter" loss cif I followed you"!
And cthen he said": 0 my people!
This is the cmiraculously created" she-camel
of God c come as" a sign for you.
So leave her to eat in God's land,
and do not touch her
with any c act o{ evil intent",
or you will be seized, suddenly,
by an imminent torment.
But they hamstrung her.
So c Silil:;i" said c to them":
Enj oy yourselves in your dwellings
in the life of this world "
for c only" three cmore" days.
That is a promise of imminent chastisement,
the truth o{ which shall not be belied.
So when Our command c of doom" came to pass,
We delivered Silil:;i
and all those who believed with him
by a cprofound" mercy from Us
c
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and ·saved them, from the disgrace
of that ·awesome, day.
Indeed, it is your Lord
1
w 110 1� u1e .nu-rowerru1, rne uverpowenng.
For, suddenly,
the ·deadly, blast seized those who did wrong,
and by morning they were ·dead,
laying, prostrate in their dwellings,
as if they had never dwelled
"in prosperity, therein.
Most assuredly, "the people o{ Thamud
disbelieved in their Lord.
Most assuredly, away with Thamud!
·
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And, very truly,
Our messenger-angels came to Abraham
"in the form of men"
with the glad tiding "of a son".
They said: Peace "to you!
And to them, he said: Peace!
And he made no delay
in bringing "forth, a roasted calf
Yet when he saw that their hands
did not reach for it "to eat", he mistrusted them
and conceived a fear of them.
They said: Have no fear.
We are "angels, sent to "punish,
the people of Lot.
Thereafter, his wife,
who had been standing aside, ·out of view,
laughed, for We had given her glad tidings
of · conceiving, Isaac "in her old age",
and "descending, from Isaac "would be, Jacob.
She said: Oh, woe is me!
Will I give birth, though I am an old woman-

0
0
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and this, my husband, is an aged man?
Indeed, this is, most surely, an astounding thing!
They said:
Do you wonder at the command of God?
The mercy of God and His blessings
are upon you,
0 People of the Household "of Abraham'.
He, indeed, is all-praised, sublime.
So when the fright had gone from Abraham,
and the glad tiding had come to him,
he entreated Us regarding "the punishment
o{ the people of Lot.
Abraham was, indeed, most forbearing,
tenderhearted, ever-penitent.
"It was said: 0 Abraham!
Turn aside from this, "now'.
For truly, the command of your Lord
has already come.
And, most surely, a torment is coming to them
that cannot be turned back.

HUD
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So when Our messenger-angels came to Lot
in the form of men',
he was "greatly troubled over them.
Indeed, he grew helplessly distressed for them,
fearing his people would molest them;
and he said:
This is an "intensely, unnerving day!
Then his people came rushing toward him
to seize the strangers from his home'
when just, before
they had been doing vile deeds.
He said: 0 my people!
Here, rather, are my daughters. Marry them.
They are purer for you.
377
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So fear God, and do not dishonor me
concerning my guests!
Is there not among you a rightly guided man?
They said:
Most surely, you know very well
that we do not have any true desire
for your daughters.
Rather, you know well what we desire.
He said:
If only I had -invincible- power over you,
or I could take recourse to a mighty defender!
Then and there, the guests said: 0 Lot!
Indeed, we are your Lord's messenger-angels.
Never shall they attain to you .
So set out with your family
in the latter part of the nightand let no one among you look back.
But -as to - your wife,
what befalls them shall befall her.
Indeed, their appointed time of destruction
1s mornmg.
Does not the morning draw near?
So when Our command -of doom
came to pass -against Sodom-,
We made -their land's uppermost its lowermost.
Then We rained down upon it
stones of hardened clay, clusteredmarked by your Lord!
Nor is this ever far-off
from the -godless - wrongdoers of the earth-.
.
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7i� Then to

-the people o{ Midian
We sent- their brother Shu'ayb -as a messenger-.
He said: 0 my people! Worship God -alone-.
You do not have any God other than Him.

0
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Do not lessen the measure
you give m commerce
or falsify" the balance cin trade".
For I see you c thriving" in prosperity,
and, indeed, I fear for you the torment
of an encompassing Day!
And, 0 my people!
You shall fill the measure
and the balance with justice.
And you shall not defraud the people
of their rightfuf things.
Nor shall you make mischief in the earth,
sowing corruption in it .
What abides with God cin the Hereafter
is cfar" better for you,
if, cindeed, you are believers.
Yet I am not a keeper over you.
They said: 0 Shu'ayb!
Does your revealed" Prayer command you
that we should forsake
what our forefathers worshipped,
or that we should not do
with our own" wealth whatever we please?
Oh, " you have certainly become
most forbearing and" rightly guided!
He said: 0 my people!
Have you considered cyour dreadful end",
if, cindeed", I cstand" upon
clear proof from my Lord,
inasmuch as He has provided me
with the goodly provision c of revelation
from Him?
Nor do I desire merely to differ with you,
concerning what I have forbidden you .
I desire nothing more than t o set things aright,
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as much as I am able.
Nor is my success
m the hands o{ other than God.
On Him alone do l rely.
And to Him alone do I tum in penitence.
And, 0 my people!
Let not your dissension with me
cause you to be stricken by the likes of that
which struck Noah's people, or Hud's people,
or $fili}.i's people.
Nor are Lot's people far-off from you.
So seek forgiveness from your Lord.
Then repent to Him.
Indeed, my Lord is mercy-giving, all-loving.
They said: 0 Shucayb!
We do not understand much of what you say.
Yet, indeed, we see you
as utterly weak among us.
And were it not for c our regard for - your clan,
we, most surely, would have stoned you
to death-.
Nor have you any power against us.
He said: 0 my people!
Is my clan more eminent to you than God,
such that you have taken Him as one
to be thrust behind your back,
disregarding His commandments-?
Indeed, my Lord is all-encompassing
of all that you do.
And, 0 my people!
Work in accordance with your ungodly stand.
For, indeed, I am working for God's way-.
Soon shall you know
to whom there shall come
a torment that disgraces him,
c
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and who among us is a liar!
So wait. Indeed, I too am waiting
along with you cfor God's Judgment".
So when Our command c of doom
came to pass, We delivered Shu'ayb,
and all those who believed with him,
by a cprofound" mercy from Us.
For, suddenly,
the c deadly , blast seized those who did wrong,
and by morning they were dead,
laying, prostrate in their dwellings,
as if they had never dwelled
in prosperity, therein.
Most assuredly, away with Midian,
just as c the people o( Thamud
were done away with!
And very truly,
We sent Moses with Our cmiraculous signs
and manifest authority
to Pharaoh and his cassembly o( nobles.
For they were following Pharaoh's commandand Pharaoh's command
was not at all rightly guided.
At the head of his people he shall go
on the Day of Resurrection.
Then he will usher them
into the Fire of Hell-,_
and a most woeful destiny
to be ushered into it is!
Thus, at once they were pursued
with a curse in this cworld-,__
and cit shall thrust them into Hellfire
on the Day of Resurrectionand a most woeful offering to be offered it is!
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That is part o f the ·heavy · tidings
that We relate to you
of .the people ot the "ruined. towns.
Some are standmg. And some are stubble.
1 1 : 1 0 1 Yet We have not wronged "any o{ them.
Rather, they wronged their own souls.
Their gods, whom they called upon
apart from God,
did not avail them against anything ·in the least·
when the command of · doom
from your Lord came to pass.
Nor did they increase them in other than ruin.
1 1 : 1 02 For that is the ·crushing· grip of your Lord
when, suddenly, He seizes ·entire · communities
while they are doing wrong.
Indeed, His grip is ·most· painful and severe.
1 1 : 1 03 Indeed, in this there is a sure sign
for whoever fears the torment of the Hereafter.
That is the Day
to which all people shall be gathered.
And that is a Day
that shall be witnessed "by all creation·!
1 1 : 1 04 For We have only deferred it
to a specified term.
1 uos The Day it comes not a soul shall speak,
except by His permission.
Thus some of them shall be wretched
and some happy.
1 1 : 1 0 6 As for those wretched · ones
who rej oiced in wrongdoing·,
they shall be in the Fire ·of Helf.
For them therein,
there shall be ·heavy · sighing and gasping,
1 1 : 1 07 wherein they shall abide evermore,
as long as the heavens and the earth remain-
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except as your Lord wills.
Indeed, your Lord
is the doer of all that He intends.
7!� As for those happy cones
who rej oiced in doing good " ,
they shall be in the Garden c of Paradise "_
wherein they shall abide evermore,
as long as the heavens and the earth remain
except as your Lord wills. It is an unbroken gift.
So do not be in doubt, c 0 Prophet,
as to what these 0Unbelievers truly' worship.
They do not worship
but as their forefathers of old worshipped.
And, indeed, We shall fully render to them
their portion c of recompense, " undiminished.
Now very truly, it is We who gave Moses
the Book cof the Torah".
But there was c also" dispute about cwhether"
it cwas truly from God".
Yet were it not for a cpreordained, word
that had preceded from your Lord, c 0 Prophet,
to requite all people in the Hereafter",
most surely, judgment between them
would have been decided cat once,
and the disbelievers duly punished".
But, indeed, they remain
in much-perplexed doubt about it.
Yet, indeed,
your Lord shall fully recompense all cpeople
for their works.
For as to all that they do,
He is, indeed, all-aware.
So keep c steadfastly" straight
3 83
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·upon God's path · ,
even as you have been commanded
.you · and ·all· those
who have repented with you.
Nor shall you ·believers. transgress.
For as to all that you do,
He is, indeed, all-seeing.
1 1 : 1 1 3 Nor shall you incline
to those who do wrong,
for then the Fire ·of Helf shall touch you.
Moreover, you shall not have
apart from God any patron,
for then you will not be helped ·by God .
.
1 1 : 1 1 4 Thus ·duly establish the Prayer
at both ends of the day,
and at the near ·hours · of the night.
Indeed, good deeds remove misdeeds.
This is a reminder
for those who would be mindful
·and reflect on this admonition·.
1 u 1 s So be patient.
For, indeed, God never wastes the reward
of those who excel in doing good.
1 1 : 1 1 6 Yet if only there had been,
among the generations before you,
people of lasting virtue ·and righteous works ·_
forbidding corruption in the earthother than the few among them who did so,
and whom We, then, delivered
·from punishment · !
As for those who did wrong
·by worshipping false gods·,
they ungratefully followed
what endued ·them with ·
luxury ·and pleasure · in °life · .
3 84
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For they were defiant unbelievers.
1 1 : 1 1 7 CSo beware!
For never would your Lord
destroy any csuch" towns unjustly,
while their people were doers of righteousness.
1 1 : 1 1 s Yet, c still, " had your Lord so willed,
He would, most surely, have made all people
one cfaith "-community.
But c He has endowed them with moral choice;
thus" they shall not cease
being disputants cregarding faith-._
1 u 1 9 except for c the firm believers among them,
to" whom your Lord shows mercyand for this c choice" did He create them.
Thus the word of your Lord
c decreed at the creation of humankind"
shall be fulfilled:
Indeed, I shall most surely fill Hell
with the jinn and the people
cwho are ungodly "-all c of them" together.
1 1 : 1 20

1 1 :121
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Yet all that We relate to you,
CO Muhammad,
from the tidings of the messengers
cwho preceded you",
is but to set firm your c own" heart.
For in this c surah ",
the crevealed" truth has come to you
along with an cinspired" admonition
cfor the unbelievers to turn to God",
and a reminder c of the way of God
and His messengers" for the believers.
Therefore, say to those
who do not believe:
Work in accordance with your cungodly" stand.
385
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For, indeed, we are working
0for the cause of God-.
And wait!
Indeed, we too are waiting
for God's Judgment-.
Indeed, to God c alone
belongs the knowledge
of all" the unseen crealities
of the heavens and the earth.
Thus to Him c alone
every matter shall be returned
cfor final Judgment-.
Then worship Him alone, 0 Prophet-.
And rely on Him 0alone-.
Moreover, 0be certain-all of you
that - never is your Lord -at all - heedless
of what you do.
c

1 u 23

c

c
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The surah that narrates the edifying and enthralling life experience of the noble prophet
and exceptional interpreter of dreams, JOSEPH �1-son ofJacob rrl, son of Isaac rrl,
son of Abraham /D-calling it "the fairest ef stories, " an i nspirational triumph of
morality and faith.

Sur ah 1 2 / 1 1 1

VERSES

/

REVEALED AT MAKKAH

YUsuf
I N THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

12 1

1 2:2

12:3

124
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These are the ,revealed - verses
of the clear Book ·of God elucidating truth-.
We have sent it down as an Arabic Quran,
so that you may understand
·its prolific meaning-.
We relate to you, , 0 Prophet,
the fairest of stories
in Our revealing to you this Quran.
And, indeed, before it ·was revealed',
you were among those
who were unaware , of it-.
Behold! Joseph said to his father:
My dear father!
I saw 'in my dream" eleven stars,
and the sun and the moonI saw them bowing down before me.
He said: My dear son!
Do not relate your vision to your brothers,
for they will devise a plot against you.
Indeed, Satan is a clear enemy to man.
And thus shall your Lord choose you,
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part twelve

and teach you
the interpretation of -foreshadowed- events,
and -thereby- perfect
His -Heavenly - blessing upon you,
and upon the Family ofJacob,
as He perfected it before upon your fathers,
Abraham and Isaac.
Indeed, your Lord is all-knowing, all-wise.
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truly in -the narrative o( ] oseph
and his brothers are signs
for those who inquire -after truth-.
Behold! -The brothers of]oseph - said:
Most surely, Joseph and his -full- brother
are more beloved by our father than we are,
though we are a band -of brothers-.
Indeed, our father has, most surely, fallen
into clear misguidance -in this-.
Kill Joseph
or cast him away to some -distant - land,
freeing your father's face -and his affections
for yourselves; and be you thereafter
a most righteous people, -once again-.
One of them said: Do not kill ] oseph.
Rather, cast him into the depths of a well
-where - some caravan may pluck him out,
if you must do something.
They said: 0 our father!
What has become of you
that you do not trust us with ] oseph,
though truly we mean him well?
Send him with us tomorrow, to picnic and play;
and, indeed, we shall certainly safeguard him.
He said: Indeed, it truly grieves me
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that you should go away with him.
For I fear the wolf will eat him
while you are heedless of him.
They said: If the wolf should eat him
while we are a band -of brothers-,
then, indeed, we are, most surely, losers!
So when they went away with him
and resolved
to put him into the depths of the well,
We revealed to Joseph-:
You shall, most surely, tell them
of this -evil - affair of theirs
at a time - when they are -utterly unaware
of who you are-.
So they came to their father in the evening,
weepmg.
They said: 0 our father!
Truly we went racing
and left Joseph with our belongings,
and the wolf ate him!
But never will you believe us,
even if we are truthful.
And they brought forth his shirt
with false blood on it.
He said: No!
But it is your own souls
that have tempted you to something.
Yet -nothing is left to me but- beautiful patience!
And God alone is besought for help
against all that you claim.
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Now, there came a caravan,
and they sent forth their water-scout.
So he let down his bucket into the well-.
He said: Oh, glad tidings!
Here is a boy!
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And they hid him as merchandise.
Yet God was all-aware
of all that they were doing.
Thus they sold him for a paltry price,
a number of coins;
for they were disinclined toward him.
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The man from Egypt who bought him
said to his wife:
Tend graciously to his dwelling.
He may benefit us, or we may take him as a son.
And thus did We establish Joseph in the land,
that We might teach him
of the interpretation of events
cthat dreams foretell-.
For God prevails in His affairs.
But most people do not comprehend this-.
So when he had reached full maturity,
We gave him cprophetic - wisdom
and knowledge c of God-and thus do We reward
those who excel in c doing - good.
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Now, she in whose house he was servmg
solicited him, to have him.
Thus she bolted the doors and said:
Here I am, for you!
He said: God is my refuge!
c I will not betray the High Minister-.
Indeed, he is my lord,
who has made excellent my dwelling
and never
shall the ungodly- wrongdoers succeed.
And very truly,
she had cfirmly - set her desire on him.
And he -too - would have set his desire on her
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had he not seen a "guiding" proof
"from his Lord ".
In this way did We turn evil and lewdness
away from him.
Indeed,
he was one of Our sincere, elect servants.
So they both raced for the door,
and she rent his shirt from behind.
But they encountered her lord at the door.
"At once, " she said "to him":
What shall be the recompense
for one who desired evil with your wife,
but that he be imprisoned
or "suffer" a most painful torment?
Joseph " said:
It was she who solicited me, to have me!
Then a witness from her own family
"came forth and" testified:
If his shirt is rent from the front,
then she has spoken the truth,
and he is of the liars.
But if his shirt is rent from behind,
then she has lied, and he is of the truthful.
Thus when "the High Minister" saw
that his shirt was rent from behind,
he said "to her":
This is, indeed, of your womanly cunning!
Indeed, your cunning is great.
Joseph, the High Minister said":
Turn aside from this!
And as for you, "he said to his wife,
ask forgiveness for your sin!
Indeed, you have been
one, of the "exceedingly" sinful.
�!e- "The, ladies " of high society " in the city said:
39 1
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The wife of the High Minister
solicits her servant to have him!
Truly, he has pierced her heart with love.
Indeed, we, most sureiy, see her falling
into clear misguidance ·with this · .
So when she heard of their contriving ·gossip ·,
she sent for them,
having prepared for them reclining cushions.
Then to each one of them she gave a knife
·for their repast·.
Then she said ·to Joseph,
while they were cutting their delicacies·:
Go out to them!
Then, when ·suddenly· they saw him,
they so thoroughly admired him
that ·in heedlessness. they cut their hands
and said: God save us!
This is no human!
This is none other than a most gracious angel!
She said:
This, then, is he
for whom you have blamed me.
Indeed, I did solicit him,
to have him ·for mysel(.
But he resisted.
Yet if he does not ·soon · do
all that I command him,
he will, most surely, be imprisoned,
and he \Nill, n1ost surely,
be ·counted as · one of the abased.
He said: My Lord!
Prison would be dearer to me
than that to which they call me.
For ifY ou do not turn their cunning
away from me,
I might incline toward them and so become
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one of the cwayward and" ignorant.
So his Lord answered him.
Thus He turned their cunning away from him.
Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Then it occurred
to cthe prominent men among" them
even after they had seen the c clear" signs
c of his innocence"_
that they should imprison him, for a time.
Now, two young servants
entered the prison with him.
One of them said:
I saw myself cin a dream" pressing wine.
The other said:
I saw myself carrying bread on my head,
from which birds were eating.
Tell us its interpretation.
Indeed, we see that you are one" of those
who excel in c doing" good.
He said:
The food that, cin time,
you are to be provided
shall not come to c either o( you,
but that I shall prophesy to you
cabout your dreams and" their interpretation
before it comes to you.
This is from what my Lord has taught me.
Indeed, I have forsaken the ways of a people
who do not believe in God.
Moreover, with regard to the Hereafter,
they are, indeed, disbelievers.
Thus I have followed
the sacred way of my fathers,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
393
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It is not for us to associate anything
c as a god" with God.
This is of God's grace upon us,
and upon all people.
Yet most people do not give thanks c to God
with an undivided heart".
0 my prison-mates!
Are various lords better, or God, the One,
the All-Dominating?
All that you worship apart from Him
are but mere names you have named
you and your forefathers.
God has not sent down any authority for them
cin His revelations".
Judgment belongs to none but God.
He has commanded
that you shall not worship other than Him.
That is the upright cway o( religion.
But most people do not comprehend c this".
0 my prison-mates!
As for the cfirst" one of you,
chis dream means that
he shall pour wine for his lord,
cthe king of Egypt".
And as for the other, he shall be crucified,
and birds will eat from his head.
The matter of which you inquire
is cnow" determined.
Then he said to the one whom he knew
would be delivered of the two:
Mention me, before your lord,
cfor I am innocent".
But Satan caused him
to forget mentioning Joseph to his lord.
So he remained in prison for some years.
c
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Now, "one day, the king said:
I saw "in a dream, seven fat cows
being eaten by seven lean ones;
and seven green ears of corn
and "seven" others withered.
0 "assembly o{ nobles!
Explain to me my vision,
if you are able to interpret "such, visions!
They said: Just " a muddle of dreams!
Nor are we knowledgeable
in the interpretation of dreams.
Then the one who had been delivered
from the two "prison-mates-._
remembering, at long last--said:
I will tell you of its interpretation.
So send me forth to the prison.
He said: " Joseph,
0 you who are truthful!
Explain for us "the king's dream
regarding seven fat cows being eaten
by seven lean ones,
and seven green ears of corn
and "seven, others withered,
so that I may return to the people "of the court",
so that they may know "its meaning".
He said:
You shall plant "corn, diligently for seven years.
But what you have harvested leave in its ear,
except a little, from which you shall eat.
Then there shall come after this
seven severe years "of drought"
that will consume
what you have reserved for them, except a little,
of which you shall store "for seed".
Then there shall come after this
395
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a year in which people are relieved Chy rain " ,
and in which they shall crejoice
and, press grapes cfor wine".
12:50
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So the king said: Bring cthis interpreter, to me.
But when the messenger came to Joseph
in prison, Joseph, said:
Return to your lord, and ask him about the case
of the women who cut their hands.
Indeed, my Lord
is all-knowing of their cunning.
c The king, said, after summoning the women":
What chave you to say, about your affair,
when you solicited Joseph, to have him?
They said: God save us!
We know nothing evil of him.
The wife of the High Minister said:
Now the truth shall be settled.
I solicited him, to have him!
And, indeed, he is of the truthful.
This is so he may know
that I did not betray him in his absence.
For, assuredly, God does not guide
the cunning of the betrayers.
�Ie-Yet I do not absolve myself.
Indeed, the self often bids to evilexcept on whomever my Lord has mercy.
Indeed, my Lord is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
So the king said: Bring Joseph, to me.
I shall choose him cas an adviser, for myself.
So when the king, spoke to him, he said:
Indeed, cfrom, this day on,
you are well established and well trusted with us.
Joseph" said:
Appoint me cHigh Minister
c
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over the treasuries of the land.
I am a good keeper and knowledgeable.
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And thus did We establish Joseph in the land,
to settle in it wherever he so willed.
We bestow Our mercy
upon whomever We so willand never do We waste the reward
of those who excel in c doing" good.
Yet, most surely,
the reward of the Hereafter is cfar " better
for those who believe and are God-fearing.
Thereafter,
the brothers ofJoseph came 0to Egypt",
and they entered upon him
at court, to request provision .
He recognized them.
But they were unknowing of him.
When he had supplied them
with their supplies, he said:
Bring me that brother of yours
from your father c whom you spoke of,
to receive his share " .
Do you not see that I have fully apportioned
the measure of your provision",
and that I have been the best of hosts?
But if you do not bring him to me,
there shall be no cmore measure
allotted · for you with me,
and you will never come near me cagain " .
They said: We shall solicit his father for him
and this crequest" we will most surely act upon.
He said to his servants:
Place their own merchandise
back" in their packs,

0
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so that they may recognize it
when they go back to their families,
so that they may return -in hope of further aid-.
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So when they returned to their father,
they said: 0 our father!
We have been prevented
from any -further - allotment of provision
-if we fail the High Minister's request - .
So send with us our brother,
so that we may have -our - measure,
and, most surely, we shall safeguard him.
He said:
Am I to entrust you with him,
as I entrusted you with his brother before?
Yet it is God -alone
who is the best of guardians,
and He is the most merciful of the merciful.
But when they opened their belongings,
they found their -own - merchandise
returned to them.
They said: 0 our father!
What more -evidence of good will- do we seek?
Here is our merchandise returned to us.
We shall supply our families -amply .
And we shall safeguard our brother.
Moreover, we shall gain an -extra - camel's load.
That is an easy measure -to obtain-.
He said:
Never will I send him with you
until you give me a solemn vow before God
that you will, most surely,
bring him back to me,
unless you -yourselves - are entrapped.
So when they gave him their solemn vow,
he said -in admonition-:
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God is a guardian over what we say.
Then he said: 0 my sons!
Do not cal( enter c the city' through one gate;
but enter through separate gates.
Yet I cannot avail you
against anything from God.
Judgment belongs to none but God.
On Him c alone" do I rely.
And on Him c alone", then,
let the ctruly" reliant cbelievers" rely.
So when they entered c the city" from cthe points
where their father had commanded them,
it did not avail them against anything from God.
It was but a need in Jacob's soul that he fulfilled.
Yet, indeed,
he was endowed with the crevealed knowledge
that We had taught him.
But most people do not know
the virtues of caution and faith".
So when they entered upon Joseph "at court",
he took his cfull" brother to himself.
Privately, he said cto him:
I am, indeed, your cvery own brother.
So be troubled no longer
about what they have done cto me".
Then, when he supplied them
with their supplies,
he csecretly" put the "royal drinking cup
in his own" brother's pack.
Then a crier called out cto them
as they were departing": 0 you cameleers!
Indeed, you are thieves!
They said, as they turned toward them:
What is it that you are missing?
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They said: We are missing the king's goblet.
And for him who brings it forth,
there is a camel's load ·of provision in reward and that, ·the crier said, · I guarantee.
·The brothers · said: By God!
Very truly, you know well
that we did not come
to spread corruption in the land,
and that we are not thieves.
They said:
What then shall be the recompense
for ·stealing · it, if you are liars?
·The brothers· said:
The recompense for it shall be
that the one in whose pack it is found
he himself shall be its recompense.
Thus do we recompense the wrongdoers
·for stealing, in our religion · .
Then ) oseph · began ·the search · with their bags
before ·coming to · his brother's bag.
Then he pulled ·the goblet· out
from his brother's bag.
Thus did We plan 'it. for Joseph's 'sake · .
Never could he have taken his brother
under the law of the kingexcept as God had willed.
We raise in rank whomever We so will.
And above every one who has knowledge
is the ·One who is - All-Knowing.
�i� ·The

brothers · said:
If he ·now · has stolen,
then, truly, a ·full" brother of his
has stolen before!
But Joseph suppressed ·his outrage at· this
within himself,
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and did not disclose -his reply - to them.
-In his heart, - he said:
You are in the most evil position
and God -Himsel{ knows best
about what you claim!
They said: 0 High Minister!
Truly, he has an aged father,
well-advanced in years.
So take one of us in his place.
Indeed, we see that you are of those
who excel in -doing- good.
He said: God is my refuge!
Were we to take anyone other than the one
with whom we found our belongings,
then, indeed, we would be wrongdoers.
So when they despaired of him -relenting,
they withdrew, conferring privately.
The eldest of them said:
Do you not know
that your father has taken from you
a solemn vow before God,
and that you have deserted Joseph before?
Therefore, never will I leave this land,
until my father permits me,
or God -so - determines -it- for me
and He is the very best ofjudges.
Return to your father, and say -to him-:
0 our father!
Your son has most surely stolen
and we cannot bear witness
to other than what we know.
Nor could we safeguard -himagainst the unforeseen.
Moreover, ask -the people o{ the town
which we were in,
40 1
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and the cameleers with whom we came back.
For, most surely, we are truthfol.
1 2 : 83

CWhen they returned and told their father,
said: Nol
But your own souls
have tempted you to something.
Thus nothing is left to me
but" beautiful patience!
May God bring each of them back to me,
altogether!
Indeed, He is the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
Then cdesolately he turned away from them
and said: Ah! My sorrow for Joseph!
And his eyes went white from grief,
for clong had" he suppressed chis anguish".
They said cto him": By God!
You will continue mentioning Joseph
until you are thoroughly drained,
or you become one of those
who have perished out of grie(!
He said:
I complain of my anguish
and my grief only to God.
For I know from God what you do not know.
Now, my sons!
Go c to Egypt"
and inquire ofJoseph and his brother.
And do not despair of God's mercy.
For, most surely, none despairs of God's mercy
except the disbelieving people.
he
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So

when they returned
and" entered upon cthe court ofJoseph,
they said cto him": 0 High Minister!
Famine has stricken us and our families.
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Thus have we come
with merchandise of little worth.
Yet fill for us
the ·full" measure ·of our provision " ;
and be charitable to us.
Indeed, God rewards the charitable.
He said:
Do you know what c terrible harm"
you have done to Joseph, and "to" his brother,
when you were ignorant
·of the grave consequences of your actions "7
They said:
Can it truly be that you,
you are, indeed, Joseph?
He said: I am Joseph.
And this is my ·full " brother.
Truly, God has conferred c divine " favor upon us.
For whoever fears God-and keeps patient
then, indeed, never shall God waste the reward
of those who excel in · doing " good.
They said: By God!
Very truly God has preferred you over us,
and we have, indeed, been sinful.
He said: There is no blame on you this day.
May God forgive you.
For He is the most merciful of the merciful.
Go with this shirt of mine,
and lay it upon my father's face.
He shall come ·to me " with his sight ·restored".
And bring me your families, ·as well,
all c of them " together.
Now, when the cameleers had departed "Egypt",
their father said ·to those near him":
Indeed, I sense the fragrance ofJoseph,
though you may deem me senile.
403
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They said: By God!
Indeed, you remain -in the grip
of your old delusion -of seeing him again-.
So when the bearer of glad tidings
came -to Jacob-, he laid -the shirt - upon his face.
Thereupon, he regained his sight
and said -to his children-:
Did I not tell you
that I, indeed, know from God
what you do not know?
They said: 0 our father!
Ask -God- for the forgiveness of our sins!
Indeed, we have been sinfuL
He said:
I will ask forgiveness from my Lord for you.
He is the All-Forgiving, the Mercy-Giving.

So when -finally- they -had all reached Egypt
and- entered upon -the court o( Joseph,
he took his parents -in his embrace to himself
and said:
Enter Egypt, by the will of God,
in full security.
1 2 : 1 00 Then he raised his parents
onto the throne,
and they all fell to the ground,
bowing down before him -in respect-.
He said: My dear father!
This is the interpretation of my vision of before
-when I was young-.
Indeed, my Lord has made it come true.
He was good to me
when He brought me out of the prison.
And -now - He has brought you here
from the desert,
after Satan had incited animosity
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between me and my brothers.
My Lord is all-kind ·and gentle'
in whatever He so wills.
Indeed, it is He, He ·alone, who is
the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
12:101

1 2 : 1 02

1 2 : 1 03

1 2 : 1 04

1 2 : 1 os

�� My Lord!
Truly, You have given me
·a share, of the kingdom.
And You have taught m e the interpretation
of .the, events 'dreams foretell'.
0 ·Sole, Originator of the heavens and the earth!
You ·alone, are my Patron
in this world and in the Hereafter.
Take my soul, 'when I die, , as a muslim,
in willing submission to You ·alone'.
And unite me ·in the Hereafter,
with the righteous.

This is 'but one' of the tidings
of the unseen ·past,
that We reveal to you, · 0 Prophet'.
For you were not with them
when they resolved ·to execute, their ·evif affair,
and while they were plotting 'it'.
But most peopleeven though you are eager
·for them to believe-.__
will not be believers 'in this',
though you do not ask of them
any reward for ·conveying, it ·to them'.
Yet this 'Quran' is but a 'revealed' Reminder
·of God's admonition and guidance
sent, to all the ·people of the, worlds.
For how many a sign ·of God's Oneness
do they pass by,
4 05
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1 2 : 1 01
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in the heavens and "in, the earth,
only to turn away from them
"without regard or contemplation '7
Rather, most of them
do not believe in God,
except while associating
"others in His divinity with Hirn'.
Do they, then, feel secure
against an overspreading torment
that rnay come to them from God,
or "against, the Hour "of Doom itself'
that may come upon them suddenly
while they are not "at alf aware?
Say "to them, 0 Prophet':
This is my way.
I call to God based on clear "revealed' proof1 and whoever follows me.

for I am not of those who
associate gods with God!
1 2 : 1 09 Nor have We sent "any messengers
to the generations, before you, " 0 Prophet,
but "mere mortal, men,
to whom We gave revelation,
"chosen, from among the people
of the "established, towns.
Have they not, then,
j ourneyed through the earth
to see how "devastating, was the end
of those "who belied God's messages
before them?
Yet, most surely, the abode of the Hereafter
is "far' better "than the life of this world'
for those who are God-fearing.
Will you "human beings
not, then, understand?
406
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c For, when finally the messengers

approached despairand deemed that they had been resolutely belied
cby their people '-Our help came to them.
Thus whomever We so willed
was delivered cfrom obliteration'.
But Our c deadly, affliction
could not be turned back
from the defiant unbelievers.
Thus, very truly,
cthe narration o{ their stories is a lesson
for those who are endowed
with c discretion and, understanding
c and so heed admonition.
The Quran, is not a forged tale.
Rather, it is a confirmation
of all c the Heavenly Scriptures
that preceded it, and a distinct detailing
of all things cthat God
has enj oined and forbidden',
as well as c divine, guidance cfrom error,
and cto the path of God's, mercyfor a people who would believe.

407

The surah that translates into human experience the overpowering meaning of what
says when it resounds throuJ?h the sky and God sends bolts to the earth.
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c
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL , THE MERCY-GIVING

13,1

132
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These are the -revealed - verses
of the Book -of God-.
Thus what has been sent down to you,
0 Prophet, - from your Lord
is the 'very essence of alf truth,
though most of the people do not believe 'it-.
God is the One
who has raised up the heavens without pillars
that you -can - see.
Then He settled Himself
over the Throne -befittingly -.
Moreover, He subjugated
the sun and the moon -to a fixed order-,
each one running -its course - for a stated term.
He conducts every affair -of existence
with wisdom and perfectioneven as - He makes distinct
-all - the signs -of His truth-_
so that you may attain certainty -of faith in the Meeting of your Lord -for Judgment-.
Thus He is the One who stretched out the land
'suiting it to habitation-;

�\��-----�
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and who made therein anchoring mountains
0to balance the Earth as it spins";
and cwho opened, rivers cto water it,
and 0placed therein
something, of every kind of fruit.
He made all being therein cas, mates, in pairs.
He causes the night to enveil the day.
Indeed, in call of this there are sure signs
c of One Creator,
for a people who would reflect
con the wonder of creation".
Moreover, in the earth,
there are neighboring tracts c of varied lands",
and gardens of grapevines and crops
and date palmssome branching, from the same root
and csome, from different rootswatered by the same water 0in the same soif.
Yet We make some c of these plants,
superior to others
in cthe quality of their, produce.
Indeed, in call of this
there are sure signs c of One Creator,
for a people who would cuse their reason
to, understand.
�l� Thus if you are astounded, c 0 Prophet,
by their unbelief,
then more astounding 0still" is their statement:
When we c die and, have become dust,
can it be that we will be brought forth agam
by God, in a new creation?
These are the ones
who have cutterly, disbelieved in their Lord.
Thus it is these upon whose necks
there shall be yokes 0in the Hereafter".
c
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For these are the Companions
of the Fire c of Helf.
They shall abide therein forever.
They urge you to hasten on -their - evil doom
instead of the good c tidings of faith',
even though exemplary punishments
have come to pass
cfor communities, before them.
Yet, indeed, your Lord has much forgiveness
for people, in spite of their wrongdoing
though, indeed, your Lord is, assuredly,
most severe in punishment, -as well'.
Still those who disbelieve
say -of you, 0 Prophet':
If only a cmiraculous' sign
would be sent down to him from his Lord,
c then we would believe him'!
Yet you are -sent, only
c as, a -solemn, forewarner cfrom God,
0 Prophet '-for to every people
there is a cprophet sent as a, guide
c to the straight waywhereas it is, God calone who , knows call':
What every female bears -and to what term';
and what is c conceived, in the wombs
-as they, shrink and swellfor with God c alone,
are all things c decreed, in due measure
-Sole' Knower
of the -realms of all the, unseen and the seen
the All-Great, the Supremely Exalted!
It is the same cto God'
whether any o f you keeps secret 'his, words
or cutters them' aloud;
or cwhether' one hides himself by night
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or goes about by daylightfor each one there is a succession of angels,
before him and behind him,
to guard him by the command of God
cand to record his every deed'.
Indeed, God does not change
a people's condition c of grace
until they change what is in their souls
and become disobedient'.
And should God so intend
to inflict, harm on a people,
then there is no repelling it.
For, apart from Him, they have no other patron.
He is the One who shows you lightning
to inspire cin you' fear and hope,
and who calone, produces
the heavy clouds c discharging it'.
Thus cthe peals o{ thunder
exalt Him with call' praise,
as do the angels, in fear of Him.
For He cit is who sends down thunderbolts
then strikes with them whomever He so wills.
Yet cstill' they dispute about God,
though He is mighty in prowess.
To cpray to Him calone
is c to utter, the call of truth.
But all those whom they call upon
apart from Him can give them no answer at all .
It is just like one who stretches out his palms
toward water cfrom afar
hoping, that it will reach his mouth.
But never will it reach.
So too the call of the disbelievers
is merely lost in vain.
For to God calone, bow down
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all who are in the heavens and the earth
willingly or unwillinglyas do their cvery" shadows
in the early mornings
and ·in " the late afternoons. I
CO Prophet, " say cto the disbelievers " :
Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth?
CAndc say cin answer: It is God.
CThen. say:
CWhy, " then, have you taken patrons
cfor yourselves" apart from Him
that do not hold-c even· for their own selves
any benefit nor any harm?
Say cto them, as well":
Are the blind and the seeing equal?
Or are the cveils o( darkness and the light equal?
Or is it, crather, " that they have ascribed to God
associate-gods who have c allegedly" created
the like of His creation,
such that ctheir mere claim o( creation
seems to them similar
cto the manifest reality of God's creation " ?
Say cto them.:
God alone" is the Creator of all things.
For He is the One, the All-Dominating.
He sends down, from the sky, water,
cwith which " valleys flow,
each with its due measure,
and the flow carries rising foam
cupon its surface " .
Furthermore, out of cthe ore
that they bum in the fir e,
seeking to make ornaments or implements,
there is likewise foam.
Thus does God put forth
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·the parable o( truth and falsehood.
As for the foam, it fades away as ·cast - scum.
Yet as for that which benefits people,
it remains upon the earth.
Thus does God put forth parables ·for people-.
Those who respond to their Lord's ·calf
shall have great goodness ·in Paradise-.
But ·doomed are - those
who do not respond to Him.
For even if they were to have
all that is in the earthand the like of it along with itthey would, most surely, ·wish in vain
to - ransom themselves thereby
·from punishment in the Hereafter-.
It is these for whom
there shall be a most evil reckoning.
For their abode shall be Helland a most woeful cradle ·it is-!
7l� Then is one who knows, · 0 Prophet,
that what has been sent down to you
from your Lord is the ·very essence of all- truth
equal to one who is blind ·to it-?
Indeed, only those who are endowed
with ·discretion and - understanding
·and so heed admonition
are ever mindful ·of God-.
These ·are the ones
who - fulfill the covenant with God
and do not break ·its - solemn pledge ·to Him · .
These ·are the ones who - keep joined
all ·the relations and obligations
that God has commanded to be joined,
and stand in ·utter - awe of their Lord,
and fear ·the outcome o( an evil reckoning.
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1 3 :22

These care the ones
who" endure c distress and duties" with patience,
seeking only" the Face of their Lord;
and who c duly" establish the Prayer
and spend c charitably ·
from what We have provided them,
secredy and openly;
and who avert what is evil with what is good.
For cthe likes o{ these,
there is the ultimate abode of bliss".
Gardens everlasting shall they enterc together" with all those who are righteous
among their fathers and their spouses
and their children.
Moreover, the angels shall enter upon them
from every gate, c saying · :
Peace be upon you
for all that you have endured patiently.
So most excellent is the ultimate abode c of bliss"!
But c as to" those
who break the covenant of God,
after it has been solemnly pledged cbefore Him";
and who cut . off the relations"
that God has commanded to be kept joined;
and who spread corruption in the earth
for these there is c only" the curse c of God · i
Moreover, for them, cin just recompense
there is the most evil abode
c of Hellfire awaiting".
c

c

1 3 :23

1 3 :24

1 3:25

1 3 : 26
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It is God calone
who extends c abundant· provision
to whomever He c so" wills.
And He c alone" restricts cit·.
Yet c those who disbelieve" exult
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in the life of this world,
though the life of this world
in comparison with" the Hereafter
is nothing but meager enj oyment.
Still, those who disbelieve
say of you, 0 Prophet":
If only a miraculous" sign
would be sent down to him from his Lord,
cthen we would believe him"!
Say c to them": Indeed, God leaves to stray
whomever He so wills.
Yet He guides to Himself
whoever turns to Him" in penitence.
These are the ones who c truly" believe
and whose hearts grow calm cwith assurance
at the remembrance of God.
Most assuredly,
it is by the remembrance of God
that hearts grow calm.
These are the ones who c truly" believe
and do righteous deeds.
For them, there is csheer" blessedness cin this life
and a most excellent resort awaiting
in the Hereafter".
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1 3:29

13:30
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So it is that We have sent you, c 0 Muhammad,
to a communitybefore which
other communities have passed away
to recite to them
that which We have revealed to you
cin this Quran ".
Yet, still, they disbelieve in the All-Merciful.
Say cto them": He calone" is my Lord!
There is no God but Him!
415
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Upon Him have I relied!
And to Him "alone is my repentance!
13:31

1 3:32

13:33
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For if ever there were a "Heavenly, Recitation
with which mountains could be moved,
or with which the earth could be cut to pieces,
or with which the dead could be spoken to,
then it is most surely this Quran ".
But, assuredly, the command
of the mundane and miraculous
belongs entirely to God.
Then have those who believe
not yet learned that, had God so willed,
He would have guided humanity,
all together, "without miracles,?
Still, those who disbelieve
shall not cease "to deny faith,
until they are struck by disaster
for what they have done,
or "its affliction, settles near their dwellingsuntil the promise of God's Judgment
comes to pass.
Indeed, God does not fail "to fulfill His, promise.
For very truly,
messengers before you were mocked.
Still, I granted respite
to those who disbelieved "in them.
But, thereafter, I seized them suddenlyand, how "utterly devastating", then,
was My punishment!
Then is the One
who stands watchful over every soul
as to what it earns "not deserving of all worship",
wherefore they "who disbelieve
appoint for God associate-gods?
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Say, c 0 Prophet": Name these c alleged gods"!
Are the likes o{ you to inform Him
as to what He knows not in the earth?
Or is it j ust" a mere display of words?
Yes, indeed!
It is their every" own contriving
that has been made fair-seeming
to those who have disbelieved.
Thus have they been barred
from the straight" way.
And whomever God leaves to stray,
no guide shall there ever be for him!
CRather, " for them there shall b e a punishment
in the life of this worldand, most surely,
the punishment of the Hereafter
is far more onerous!
Nor have they anyone to shield them from God.
�iE-c Contrast this with" the cwondrous" state
of the Garden of Paradise",
which is promised to the God-fearing:
It is such that rivers flow beneath it.
Its produce is perpetual, as is its shade.
This is the ultimate abode
of those who fear God.
But the ultimate abode of the disbelievers
is the Fire cof Helf.
Now, c as to" those c of good faith
to whom We have cpreviously"
given the Scripturethey rej oice
in call" that has been sent down to you
from God, 0 Prophet".
But among the allies c of the disbelievers
are those CPeople of the Scripture
c

c

1 3:34

13:35

c

13 36

c
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who belie some cportions" of it.
Say cto them-:
Indeed, I have been commanded
to worship none but God c alone",
and never to associate
c anything as a god, with Him.
To Him calone, do I call chumanity ".
For to Him c alone
is my final return cafter death".
1 3 :37

13:38

1 3:39

1 34 0

418
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And so it is that We have sent cthis Quran, down
as a c decisive, judgment crevealed" in Arabic.
Thus if ever you
were to follow their whims, c 0 Prophet"_
after cthe" sure knowledge c of the Quran
has come to you cfrom your Lord,_
then you would have neither patron
nor shield c to protect you, against God.
For very truly, We have sent cmortal messengers
c to their own people" before you.
Moreover, We have given to them
wives and children cas you have been given".
Yet never was it cin the power" of any messenger
to bring forth a cmiraculous, sign,
except with the permission of God.
But for everything cthat God decrees",
there is a cpreordained" term
cinscribed" in a Book cwith Him".
God obliterates what He so wills.
And He establishes cwhat He so wills".
For with Him c alone
is cthe Preserved Tablet of Heaven,
the mother of the Book.
But whether We show you cin your lifetime
the advent o( some of cthe punishment"
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which We have promised them, " 0 Prophet,
or We take your soul "first-.__
all that is incumbent upon you "until then"
is the c clear, conveyance "of this message".
For the reckoning rests solely with Us.
Yet do they not see
that We come "with the spirit of living faith,
to the land " of the ungodly,
and, diminish "unbelief in, it from its outskirts?
For when God decrees "any matter",
none can repeal His decreeand duly swift is He in reckoning.
Thus, truly those "who disbelieved" before them
"also" schemed "against their messengers".
But God "alone" has "mastery over" all schemes.
For He knows what each soul earnsand "soon, as well, " shall the disbelievers know
to whom belongs the ultimate abode "of bliss".
Still, those who disbelieve say:
You are no messenger "of God".
Say "to them":
Sufficient is God as a witness
between me and youas are all those
with sure knowledge of the Scripture
"bearing witness to this message".
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The � urah that records the ! rayer of ABRAHAM ;;bi-Father ef Prophets-for the
secun ty and perpetual godliness ef the barren valley of Makkah, when, at God's
command, he settled his beloved spouse Hagar and first son Ishmael /rl there, in order to establish the
perennial rites of the Prayer, as well as otherforms of worship, for all timP o n farth .
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Ibrahim
IN THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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1 4:2

1 4:3

1 4:4
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"This Quran is - a Book We have sent down
to you, " 0 Muhammad,
so that you may bring humanity out
from the "veils o{ darkness into the light
by the permission of their Lord" and- to the "straight - way
of the Overpowering " One-, the All-Praised:
God!
The One
to whom belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
So woe to the disbelievers
from "the coming o{ a most severe torment!
These "are the ones - who love
the "fleeting - life of this world
more than "the everlasting life o{ the Hereafter;
and who bar others from the way of God;
and who seek to make it "appear - crooked.
They are "lost- in uttermost misguidance.
Moreover, never have We sent any messenger,
but "that he spoke
in the "native - tongue of his people,

0

0
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s o that h e might make clear to them
God's message".
Thereby God leaves to stray
whomever He so wills,
and He guides whomever He so wills.
For He "alone"
is the Overpowering "One", the All-Wise.
14:5

14:6

14:7

14:8

Now, truly, We sent Moses
with Our "miraculous, signs, commanding him":
Bring forth your people
from the "veils o{ darkness into the light.
Moreover, remind them of the Days of God,
of His deliverance and vengeance".
Indeed, in this
are "manifest, signs "of God's power,
for every patient, ever-thankful "souf.
And, behold! Moses said to his people:
Remember the grace of God upon you
when He delivered you
from the House of Pharaoh.
They were inflicting upon you
a most" evil torment, slaying your sons
and keeping your womenfolk alive "in bondage".
And in this, there was, indeed, a great trial
from your Lord.
And recall when
your Lord "solemnly" proclaimed "to you":
If you give thanks "for My blessings " ,
I shall, most surely, increase "them for, you.
But if you become ungrateful,
indeed, My torment is, most surely, severe.
Thus Moses said "to them":
If you "should ever, disbelieveyou and whoever is on the earth all together-

0
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"never shall you harm God.
For, God is, indeed, self-sufficient, all-praised.
14:9

14:10

14: 1 1
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Have not the tidings of those before you
come to youthe people of Noah, and "the tribes o{ cAd,
and Thamud, and those "that came after them?
No one knows them except God.
Their messengers came to them
with clear "and miraculous, proofs "from God".
But they turned their hands to their mouths
"in a gesture of mockery", and they said:
Indeed, We disbelieve
in "all" that you have been sent with.
Indeed, we do remain
in much-perplexed doubt
about what you call us "to worship " .
��Their messengers said "to them":
Is there "any" doubt about God,
the "Sole, Originator
of the heavens and the earth
"with no precedent"?
He calls you "to believe in Him
and to worship Him alone
so as, to forgive you of your sins,
and "to , defer Judgment upon, you
until "you fulfill" a stated term "of life".
They said "to their messengers':
You are only mortal men like us!
You "merely, wish to tum us away
from what our forefathers have worshipped.
So bring us "miracles
as, manifest authority "of your truthfulness".
Their messengers said to them:
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·It is true
that· we are only human beings like you.
But God confers favor
upon whomever He so wills from His servants.
Nor is it in ·our power·
to bring you ·miraculous· authority,
except by God's permission.
So upon God . alone· let the believers rely.
For why should we not rely upon God,
while truly He has guided us
upon our paths ·of faith and salvation·.
Thus, "by God·,
we shall, most surely, endure patiently
all the hurt you inflict upon us.
And on God ·alone·, then,
let the ·truly· reliant ·believers rely.
Yet those who disbelieved
said to their messengers:
We shall, most surely, expel you from our land
unless you return, indeed, to our ways ·of life·!
Then their Lord revealed to them:
We shall, most surely, destroy the wrongdoers
·who are godless in heart·!
Moreover, We shall cause you
to dwell throughout the land after them.
This ·promise· is for whoever fears
·standing for Judgment in· My presence,
and whoever fears My threat
·to punish the disbelievers·.
So they sought ·God's· victory,
·and He supported them·.
Thus every obstinate,
·insolently· tyrannical one was foiled!
Moreover, beyond ·this life ·,
Hellfire ·awaits· such a one,
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where he will be given drink
from a purulent fluid,
which he sips, c out of dire need,
though he can barely swallow cit".
And c though " death will whelm him
from every side, yet he will not die.
Moreover, beyond cthis, still,
lies c even more" stern torment for him.
The parable o f those
who disbelieve in their Lord cis this " :
All their works are like ashes,
upon which blows a severe wind
on a stormy day.
They hold no power
over anything they have earned.
That is the uttermost cpoint o( misguidance.
Do you not see, c 0 humanity,
that God has created the heavens and the earth
with the very essence o( all truth?
If ever He so wills,
He shall do away with call o( you
and bring about a new creation.
Nor is that too mighty for God!
Even still, they shall come forth
before God, all together,
on the Day of Resurrection".
The weak shall say to those who grew arrogant:
Indeed, we were c devoted " followers of yours.
So can you avail us in any way
against the torment of God?
They shall say cto them":
Had God guided us,
we, most surely, would have guided you.
It is the same for call o( us cnow " ,
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whether we are frantic
or we bear , our torment, patiently.
No asylum is there for ,any o{ us.
Thus Satan will say 'to the disbelievers
when the matter , of God's Judgment,
has been decreed:
Indeed, God promised you the promise of truth.
And I promised you, then I failed you.
Yet never did I have any authority over you,
except that I called , to, you,
and you responded to me.
So do not blame me. Rather, blame yourselves.
I cannot heed your cry.
And you cannot heed my cry.
Indeed, I have disbelieved
in your association of me ,with God,
from of old 'in the life of the world " .
As for the wrongdoers ,who are godless in heart",
painful torment for them
'is now all there shall ever be".
But those who believe and do righteous deeds
shall be admitted
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow
wherein they shall abide forever,
by the permission of their Lord.
Their salutation therein shall forever, be: Peace!
Do you not see how God
has set forth this parable?
A good word , of faith,
in witness of One God, , is like a good tree:
Its root is set firm.
And its branches are in heaven.
It brings forth its produce
at every season, on time,
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by permission of its Lord.
And God sets forth parables for all people,
so that they may become mindful
of His commandments .
Thus the parable of a corrupt word of unbelief
is this': It is like a corrupt tree.
Uprooted from the surface of the earth,
it has nQJ>tability.
God alone sets firm those who believe
with the firm word of faith,
in 'both the life of this world
and in the Hereafter.
Yet God leads the wrongdoers astray,
for they are godless in heart-.
And God does whatever He so wills.
�i� Have you not seen, 0 humanity,
those who substitute the blessings of God
with unbelief,
and who thereby lead their people
into the abode of ruin?
It is Hell, in which they shall roast
and a most woeful residence it is!
For they set up rivals to God
to lead others astray from His way.
Say to them, 0 Prophet :
Enj oy yourselves in life · !
For, indeed, your ultimate destiny
is the Fire of Hell.
Yet to My servants who believe,
say that they should ·duly establish the Prayer
and spend charitably
from what We have provided them,
secretly and openly,
before there comes a Day ·Hereafter
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in which there shall be
no gainful" trade nor c availing" friendship.
God is the One
who c alone, has created the heavens
and the earth
and who alone, has sent down,
from the sky, water.
Then He brought forth with it
the fruits of c the earth" as a provision for you.
Moreover, He has subj ugated for you ships
to run upon the sea, by His command.
And He has subjugated for you
the flowing" rivers.
And He has subjugated for you
the sun and the moon,
both constant cin their courses".
And He has subjugated for you
the night and the daylight.
Thus has He given you
of all that you have asked Him.
And were you to endeavor
to, count the blessings of God,
never could you enumerate them.
Indeed, the disbelieving, human being
is a relentless wrongdoer,
godless in heart and" utterly ungrateful.
c
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Now behold!
Abraham said: My Lord!
Make this land cof Makkah secure.
And keep me and my children
far away from worshipping idols.
My Lord!
Indeed, they have led many of the people astray
from Your way".
427
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So whoever follows me -in Your worship-,
then he is truly of me.
And whoever disobeys meindeed,
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Our Lord!
I have placed some of my offspring
to dwell in a valley that is infertile
near Your Sacred House,
our Lord, -as You have commanded-,
so that they may -duly- establish the Prayer
ron earth · .
So make the hearts of the people
incline toward them;
and provide for them
from -the varied- fruits -of the earth-,
so that they may give thanks -to You alone-.
Our Lord!
Indeed, You know all that we conceal
and all that we revealfor not a -single- thing
is ever concealed from God
in the earth, nor in the heaven.
,AJl praise is for God -alone
who has granted me, despite -my- old age,
Ishmael and Isaac.
Indeed, my Lord is the Hearer of prayer.
My Lord!
Make me steadfast in -observing- the Prayer
and also my children, our Lord.
And do accept my supplication.
Our Lord!
Forgive me and my parents
and all the believerson the Day the Reckoning arises.
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Thus never think, c 0 Prophet,
that God is heedless
o f all that the c godless, wrongdoers are doing.
Indeed, He only defers punishment for, them
to a Day cHereafter, when eyes shall bulge out
cat the great horror they behold.
Frantic as they are, rushing forward
cnecks outstretched', heads upraised
their gazes never return to them,
and their hearts are an abyss.
So forewarn humankind, c 0 Prophet,
of a Day c Hereafter, when the torment c of Hell'
shall come to them.
Then those who c disbelieved
and thus, wronged cthemselves, shall say:
Our Lord!
Defer Judgment on, us for a short while.
We shall answer Your call
and follow the messengers csent to us!
It will be said to them:
Did you not use to swear before that for you
there would be no passing away
c into an Afterlife'?
Moreover,
you dwelled in the cvery, dwellings
of those who had cbefore you
wronged themselves.
Thus it was made clear to you
how We cultimately, dealt with them.
Indeed, We set forth examples
c of their doom, for you cin Our revelations.
But you were heedless'.
And truly they had devised their c evil' plan,
c each community against their messenger'.
Yet cthe full knowledge o{ their plan
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was ever with God.
And never was their plan
c even" so much as to move mountains,
let alone to thwart God i
So never think, 0 Prophet,
that God will ever fail His promise
to uphold" His messengers.
Indeed, God is overpowering, all-avenging.
On a Day cHereafter"
when the Earth will be changed
into another Earth, smooth and pure white",
and cso too the heavens c shall be changed"
and they cwho are in the earth"
shall call" come forward
for Judgment" before God,
tlie One, the All-Dominating.
Then shall you see, 0 Prophet,
the defiant unbelievers on that Day
coupled in fetterstheir coats cmade of pitch,
the Fire enveiling their facesso that God may recompense each soul
with what it has earned cin life".
Indeed, God is swift in reckoning.
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This c Quran" is a declaration for all people.
And cit is thus",
so that they may be forewarned by it;
and so that they may know c certainly"
that He cwho sent it" is, indeed, the One God;
and so that those who are endowed
with c discretion and" understanding
may cheed its admonition
and" be ever mindful cimplementing it".
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The surah that mentions the ancient and mighty people ef Thamud who carved out their
homes in the mountain caves ef THE STONE VALLEY, and who1n God destroyed
because they belied with extreme prejudice His miraculous signs and messengers.
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These are the -revealed- verses
of the Book -of God-,
and -a final Heavenly Recitation
sent down as - a clear Quran.
There shall certainly come a time
when those who disbelieve
will -ardently- wish they were muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone!
So - leave them to eat and enj oy -life
to - be diverted, thus, by -false - hope.
For they shall, most surely,
-come to - know -their utter loss-.
Yet never have We destroyed
any -ungodly- community, unless and until
it had -been duly forewarned,
and reached- a known -term ofjudgment
in God's - decree.
No nation can hasten its -set- term -ofJudgment-.
Nor can they remain thereafter.
Yet they -who disbelieve - have said -to you,
0 Prophet-:
0 you, to whom the -revealed- Reminder,
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-this Quran, - was -supposedly - sent down!
Indeed, you are, most surely, mad!
If only you would come to us
with angels -contirmmg your words-_
if, indeed, you are one
of the truthful -messengers of God.
Tell them God says:
Never do We send messenger-angels
-to disbelieving nations-,
but with the -devastating judgment
for denying truth.
Yet, then, they would be given
no respite -at all-!
Indeed, it is We -alone
who have sent down the -Quran instead
as a revealed- Reminder 'to humanity
of the way of God-.
And, indeed,
We -alone - shall -forever - preserve it.
For very truly,
We have sent -many messengers - before you,
·o Muhammad,
among the 'various - groups of people
of the earliest -generations-.
Yet not a messenger came to -any o( them,
but that they made a mockery of him.
Thus shall We, -Ourself, - thrust this -message
into the hearts of -all - the defiant unbelievers
-to make them accountable-.
They do not believe in this 'message-,
though the precedents
of -how God destroyed- the early generations
have already passed -as examples before them-.
Rather, ' even - if We were to open for them
a gate into the heaven -above them-,
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and they proceeded to ascend through it,
·still, · they would, most surely, say:
It is but our eyes that have been bedazzled.
Rather, we are a bewitched people!
For very truly,
We have ·already· set ·grand· constellations
in the ·nearest· heaven,
having thus adorned it for all to behold.
And ·even· so have We safeguarded it
from ·the intrusion o( every accursed satan,
except for those who seek to listen in stealth
and who are then pursued by a manifest flame.
And ·as to · the Earth
.it is· We ·alone
who· spread it wide ·at its surface·,
and cast therein anchoring mountains
·to balance it as it spins·.
And .it is. We ·alone who · caused to grow in it
of everything ·relating to life
in · a most delicate· balance.
And .it is. We ·alone
who· have made for you therein
·prolific· livelihoodand for all those, ·as well,
for whom you ·human beings· do not provide.
For there is not a .single. thing .in all existence
but that its treasures are in Our providence.
Thus ·it is· We ·alone who send it down
·for your benefit,
in accordance with a known measure,
·by divine decree·.
And ·it is· We ·alone who · send forth the winds,
fecundating ·cloud and earth
whereby We send down from the sky, water;
and thus do We give it to you to drink.
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For it is not you -human beings
that hold its stores.
And, indeed, -it is - assuredly We -alone
who - give life and give death.
And -it is - We -alone in eternity who are the inheritors -of all creation-.
For ever have We known
those of you -human beings
who have gone ahead -to the grave-.
And ever have We known
those of you who shall come after.
And, indeed, it is your Lord -alone
who shall assemble -all o( them
-for Judgment in the Hereafter-.
For, indeed, He is all-wise, all-knowing.
_i\_nd very truly, \Y/e created man '"OUt of earth,
from a clay of aged, black mud;
while the jinn We created long before
from the fire of a smokeless, blowing heat.
And behold! Your Lord said to the angels:
Indeed, I will create a human being
from a clay of aged, black mud.
So when I have fashioned him
and breathed into him of My -life-giving- spirit,
then fall -to the ground-,
bowing -your faces - down to -receive
and honor - him.
So the angels bowed themselves down
-to the ground-, all of them together,
except Iblis.
He refused to be among those
who bowed themselves down
-to the ground, to Adam.
God- said: 0 Iblis!
What is with you that you are not among those
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who bowed themselves down
"to the ground to honor him"?
He said:
Never would I bow down
"to the ground" before a human "being"
that Yau have created
from a clay of aged, black mud!
"God" said: Begone from here!
For, indeed, you are accursed!
Upon you, moreover, is the curse "of God"
until the Day ofJudgment.
He said: My Lord!
Then grant me respite
until the Day they are raised up
"in the Hereafter.
God" said:
Then you are, indeed, of those granted respite,
"only" to the Day of "Doom,
the "moment in, time known "to Me alone".
He said: My Lord!
Because you have denounced me as astray,
I will make "what is evil" in the earth
fair-seeming to "humankind".
Thus I will , most surely, lead them
to "the way o{ perversity, all togetherexcept Your "true, servants among themthe sincere, elect ones.
"God" said:
This way-in accordance with Me
shall be a straight "one".
As for My "true, servants,
you shall have no "position
o{ authority over them
except for those of the deluded
who follow you-
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and -for whom", indeed,
Hell is, most surely, their promised end
all together.
-Leading " to it are seven gates.
Thus, designated for each gate
shall be a contingent of them.
As to the God-fearing,
they shall -forever, be amid
gardens and springs -in the Hereafter.
They shall be told: -_
Enter them, in peace and security.
Moreover, We shall strip away any malice
that is within their breast.
-Thus", as brethren,
they shall be -reposed" on settees,
-in the Garden of Paradise, " facing one another.
Weariness shall not touch them therein.
And from it, they shall never be expelled.
�l�Tell My servants, - 0 Prophet,
that, indeed, I am!
I am the All- Forgiving,
the Mercy-Givingand that My torment
is, indeed, the most painful torment,
-prepared for the unrepentant " .
Moreover, tell them -the tiding "
of Abraham's guests.
Behold!
They entered upon him, -where he dwelled,
then they said: Peace -to you!
And to them, he said:
Of you, we are -alarmed "-indeed, frightened.
They said: Do not be frightened.
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Indeed, we care angels
sent to" give you glad tidings
of cthe conception o{ a boy,
cone" who shall be endowed
with crevealed" knowledge cfrom God".
He said:
Do you bring me glad tidings c of this",
even when old age
has already overtaken me c and my wife"?
Of what cmarvel", then,
do you give me glad tidings?
They said:
We have given you glad tidings in truth.
So do not be despondent
cand despair of having a son".
He said:
And who desponds of the mercy of his Lord
but those who are astray?
cAbraham" said:
Yet what c other" momentous affair
have you chere", 0 c Heavenly" messengers?
They said:
We have been sent to c destroy"
a people who are defiant unbelievers,
except for the family of Lot.
Indeed, we shall, most surely,
deliver them all togetherexcept his wife.
We have determined
that she is of those who shall linger behind.
So when Our messenger-angels
came to Lot's family cin the fom1 of men",
he cbecame distressed and" said:
Indeed, you are c strangers,
from" an unknown people.
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They said:
Indeed, we have come to you
with that ·j udgment·
which they .who belie you have been doubting.
Thus we have come to you with the truth
and, indeed, we are, most surely, truthful!
So set out with your family
in the latter part of the night,
and follow behind them.
Yet let none of you look back;
but continue on to where you are commanded.
Thus with utter finality
did We decree to him this matter,
that the very last of these people
shall be cut off by early mornmg.
Novv·, the people of the city
came to Lot rej oicing in sin .
He said:
Indeed, these are my guests,
so do not shame me!
Rather, fear God, and do not disgrace me.
They said:
Have we not forbidden you
from ·granting asylum to anyone
m all the world?
He said:
Here are my daughters, wed them instead·,
if you are to act on your desire lawfully·.
By your very life, 0 Prophet,
in their utterly drunken ·lust·,
they did, indeed, wandering blindly!
Then, suddenly,
the ·deadly blast seized them at sunrise.
Thus We made the land's. uppermost
its lowermost.
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And We rained down upon them
stones of hardened clay.
Indeed, in this "account",
there are sure signs "of admonition"
for those with probing minds.
And, indeed, along an " existing" roadway
"traces of God's judgment against it,
most surely, remain.
Indeed, in this,
there is a sure sign "of admonition"
for "alf the b elievers.
And, indeed,
the Dwellers of "the Thicket o{ Al-Aykah
were, most surely, wrongdoers,
"godless in heart".
Thus We took vengeance on them
"for their ungodliness".
And, indeed, both "the dwelling places
of Lot's people and Al-Aykah"
are, most surely, "still evident
along an open way.
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And very truly,
the Dwellers of the Stone Valley,
"the people of Thamud,
denied the "divine mandate
of God's, messengers.
So We gave them
Our "miraculous" signs "as proo{.
But they turned away from them,
for they used to carve out homes
from the mountains,
"thinking themselves secure "in them".
Then, suddenly,
439
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the c deadly, blast seized them
in the early, morning.
Thus, all c the afiluence
they had earned did not avail them.
c
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Now, , We have not created the heavens
and the earth, and all that is between them,
but in accordance
with 0 the very essence o{ all truth.
Thus, indeed, the Hour 0of Doom
is, most surely, coming.
Therefore, pardon c obstinacy,
with the fairest pardon, 0 Prophet".
Indeed, your Lord alone
is the All-Creating, the All-Knowing.
For very truly,
We have granted you, 0 Prophet,
the unrivaled blessing
o{ seven of the c most, often repeated
0verses of God, among humankind",
and the magnificent Quran c as a whole".
So you shall not extend cthe gaze o{ your eyes
toward the unbelievers
and, what We have given
any number of them to enjoy 0in this life".
Nor grieve over them.
But lower your wing of compassion
to the believers,
and say:
Indeed, it is II cwho , am the forewarner
csent to make the Quran, clear cto all people".
So too did We send down ° Our Scripture
upon those who 0in schism, divided itthose who cnow seek
c
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to" render the Quran into bits.
Yet, by your Lord,
We shall, most surely, question them
in the Hereafter "-all of themabout whatever c evif they used to do cin life 0!
So proclaim that which
you have been commanded cto convey",
and turn away from the idolaters.
For, indeed, We shall suffice you
against call" the mockers,
those who assign along with God any other god.
Yet shall they call come to know
cthe penalty of unbelie(.
And very truly,
We know that your breast is constrained
by what they say.
Yet highly exalt your Lord with call" praise.
And be c always" of those
who bow ctheir faces" down cto the ground".
And worship your Lord cthus"until the certainty c of death" comes to you.
c
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The surah that mentions BEES-dwelling in mountains, trees, and man-made hives; eat
ingfreely effruited plants; and giving forth variously colored honeys that hold both healthful
delight and healing qualities-as a clear sign ef the wondrous bounty ef God's creation.
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God's decree "ofJudgment,
will, most surely, come to pass.
So do not seek to hasten it.
Highly exalted is He, and most high,
"far, above all that they associate
as gods "with Him'.
He "alone, sends down the angels,
with the "divine, inspiration of His command,
to whomever He so wills
of His "chosen· servants, "saying to them':
You shall forewarn "the people
that there is no God but Me.
So fear Me, "all of you'!
He "alone, created the heavens and the earth
with "the very essence of all truth.
Most high is He
"far· above all that they associate
as gods "with Him'.
He "alone
has created man from a "mere, sperm-drop.
Then, behold!
He becomes openly contentious
"against his Creator·!
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And as for cattle of every kind',
He "alone has created them for you.
In them are "means o( warmth "for you',
and numerous "other, benefits.
From them, also, you eat,
while in them, you find "glorious beauty
when you drive them home
"in the evening, to rest
and when you lead them out
in the morning, to pasture.
Moreover, they carry your heavy loads to lands
you would never have "otherwise reached
except with much distress to yourselves.
Indeed, your Lord is all-kind, mercy-giving.
Horses, mules, and donkeys
He created', as well, that you may ride them
and as "worldly adornment "for you'.
And, indeed, He "alone creates
that "o( which you do not know.
Thus it is for God, "your Creator,
to set the straight path "for His seekers';
for some "paths are aberrant.
Yet had He so willed, He would, most surely,
have guided all of you, without choicejust as He "alone, is the One
who sends down, from the sky, water for you,
from which there is ca' drink "you require,
and from which plants grow,
wherein you "must, pasture "your herds'.
Thereby, He "alone
causes to grow for you all "types o( cropsand olive "trees and date palms
and grapevines and fruits of every kind.
Indeed, in "all o( this there is a sure sign
for a people who would reflect
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on the diversity of creation
and the Oneness of the Creator-.
Moreover, He -alone - has subjugated for you
the night and the daylight
and the sun and the moon.
And the stars -too are subjugated -for you
by His -sole - command.
Indeed, in all o{ this there are sure signs
for a people who would -use their reason
to understand.
Thus, -all creation
has He -alone - multiplied for you
upon the earth, in varying colors.
Indeed, in -all o{ this there is a sure sign
for a people who would remember
-God with reverence-.
And He -alone - is the One
who has subjugated the sea -for you-,
such that from it you may eat tender meat,
and from it you bring forth
ornaments that you wear.
Thus you see the ships
-which you sail - plowing through it,
so that you may seek of His bounty,
and that, therefore-,
you might give thanks -to God alone-.
Moreover,
He cast into the Earth anchoring mountains
to balance it-, so that it does not sway
with you -upon it as it spins-;
and -He made - rivers and roadways,
so that you may be guided -therein-.
And -great - landmarks -did He create
for travel by daylight-.
And by the stars are guided
-
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1 6:23

1 6:24

1 6:25

those -who j ourney by night-.
Is He, then, who creates
like one who does not create?
Will you not, then, become mindful
-of your Creator-?
Thus were you to -endeavor
to - count the blessings of God,
never could you enumerate them.
Indeed, God -alone - is, most surely,
all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Thus God knows well
all that you conceal and all that you reveal.
Yet those whom they call upon
-in worship - apart from God
do not create anything;
rather, they are themselves created.
They are dead, not alive.
Nor are they -even- aware
of when they -themselves
shall be raised up -in the Hereafter-.
Your God is -only- One God.
Therefore, those who do not believe
in the Hereafter,
their hearts are -merely- in -utter - denial,
for they are arrogant.
Without doubt,
God knows -well - all that they conceal
and all that they reveal.
Indeed, He does not love those
who are arrogant.
For when it is said to them:
What did your Lord send down -in this Quran"?
They say: Tales of the ancients!
Thus, shall they bear their own
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-evil- burdens in full
on the Day of Resurrection,
as well as -a portion - of the burdens -of sin of those whom they led asrray -in life,
for they misled them without -revealed- knowledge.
lVlost assuredly, evil is the load they shall bear!
Truly, those -who disbelieved- before them
-also - schemed -against their messengers-.
But God brought down their building
from their -very- foundations.
Then from above them
the roof fell down upon them.
Thus the torment came upon them
from where they did not perceive -it-.
Then on the Day of Resurrection,
He will disgrace them, for He will say:
Where, , now-, are My associate-gods,
for whose sake you have fiercely opposed
-the believers-?
Those who had been given
-revealed- knowledge -in life - will say:
Indeed, this Day disgrace and evil
shall be -heaped- upon the disbelievers.
Those whose souls the angels take -in death-,
while they are still wronging themselves
-with unbelie(
will -seek - then -to - offer full submission, saying :
We were not doing any evil!
-The angels will say to them:
Yes, indeed, -you were-!
Indeed, God is all-knowing
of all -the evil- that you were doing.
So enter the gates of Hell,
wherein you shall abide forever-
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and a most woeful dwelling it is for the arrogant!
1 6:30

16:31

1 6:32

1 6 :33

�!E- Now,

cwhenever" it is said
to those who are God-fearing:
What has your Lord sent down cin the Quran °?
They say: All cthat is" good!
c So" for those who do good in this world,
there shall be c great" goodness cin life".
And, most surely, the abode of the Hereafter
is far better cstill-._
for most excellent, indeed,
is the abode of the God-fearing!
Gardens everlasting shall they enter,
beneath which rivers flow.
They shall have therein whatever they wish.
Thus does God reward the God-fearing.
Those whose souls the angels take cin death
while they are good and virtuous,
they shall say cto them": Peace be upon you!
Enter the Garden c of Paradise"
for all cthe good"
that you have been doing cin the world.
Then" do those cwho disbelieve
await anything other than for the angels
to come to them cwith death",
or for the command of your Lord
to come cwith their doom°?
That is just what those
c disbelieving generations" before them did.
Thus God did not wrong them
cin punishing them".
But, rather, it was their own souls
they were call the while wrongmg
cwith ungodliness".
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Thus the evil c consequence
of all that they themselves - had done in life
shall have struck them cin the Hereafter'.
For the very punishment
at which they used to mock
shall have whelmed them from every side.
Yet those who associate gods with God say:
Had God so willed
we would not have worshipped anything
apart from Him,
neither we nor our forefathers.
Nor would we have made anything unlawful
without c authority from, Him.
That is just what those c disbelieving generations
before them did cargue as wellcontrary to Our revealed guidance'.
Should the messengers, then,
be obliged Chy God' with more
than the clear conveyance c of His message,?
Indeed, We have sent forth
among every community a messenger
with the commandment':
You shall worship God c alone
and shun call' false deities
and objects of worship'!
So among them were those cpeople
whom God guided c aright'.
And among them were those
who cpersistently rejected guidance.
Thus they, deservedly remained astray.
So j ourney in the earth,
and see how c devastating, was the end
of those who belied c Godl
Therefore, even, if you, c 0 Prophet,
are cprofoundly eager for their guidance,
know that God shall not guide
r
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those cpartisan unbelievers
whom He leaves to stray.
Thus for them, there shall not be any helpers
against God's punishment".
Moreover, they cwho disbelieve
have sworn by God,
with the utmost of their vows,
that God will not raise to life anyone who dies.
Yes, indeed, He will"!
It is a true promise incumbent upon Him,
though most people do not know citwherefore He shall resurrect all people
to make evident to them
the reality of the Afterlife",
which they cnow dispute;
and that those who disbelieve
will cplainly, know
that they, indeed, were ever, liars.
Our only word to anything
when We intend c for, it cto exist
is but to say to it: Be! And so it is.
Now", as to those who emigrated
in c the cause o{ God,
after they had been wronged,
We shall, most surely, settle them
in an excellent abode in this world;
and, most surely, the reward of the Hereafter
is cfar" greater cstill", if only they knew.
It is these who have endured clife's trials
with patience,
and upon their Lord calone do they rely.
Moreover, We have not sent any messengers
to the generations
before you, 0 Prophet,
but cmere mortaf men,
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to whom We gave revelation.
So if you -who disbelieve - do not know -this-,
then ask the People of the -revealed- Reminder,
-who know the Heavenly Scriptures-.
With clear -and miraculous - proofs -from God_
and -revealed- Writs ·did He send them-.
Thus to you, · 0 Prophet,
We have sent down the · Quran
as a finaf Reminder ·of God's way-,
so that you may make clear to all people
·the word of God- that has come down to them,
and so that they may reflect ·on it
and be guided-.
Then do those who devise evil schemes
·against the believers - feel secure
that God ·will not- cause
the earth to sink under them,
or that the torment -of God
will not - come upon them
from where they cannot perceive -it"?
Or ·do they feel secure
that He -will not - seize them, suddenly,
·with a punishment while they are going to and fro -in the earth-?
And in no way could they elude
-the judgment of the Almighty-.
Or ·do they feel secure
that He -will not - gradually overtake them,
-until they are - in the -very - midst
of ·some - terror?
Yet, indeed, your Lord
is, most surely, all-kind, mercy-giving.
Have they not looked upon
all the things that God has created,
whose very shadows incline
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1 6:49

1 6:50

16:51

1 6 :52

1 6:53

1 6:54

16:55

1 656

to the right and to the left,
bowing -their faces down -to the ground
before God in a state of utter humility?
For to God bows down
all that is in the heavens,
and all that is in the earth
of every -kind o{ beast -that treads it as do the angelsand they do not grow arrogant -before Him-.
They fear their Lord up above them.
And they do whatever they are commanded. Jt
�i� For God has said -to His servants-:
You shall not -ever - take for yourselves
even - two gods!
For He is but One God.
Thus it is Me alone you shall hold in awe!
For to Him -alone
belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth.
Thus to Him -alone - belongs -the sole right
o{ steadfast devotion in religion.
Is it, then, other than God
that you -human beings shall fearthough you have not even a -single - blessing,
but that it is from God -alone;
and- whereupon should harm touch you,
then -it is only - to Him that you groan?
Then when He removes the harm from you,
at once, a group of you associate gods
with their Lordto show -their - ingratitude
for all -the good that We have given them!
So enj oy yourselves -a little while-,
for, assuredly, you shall know
the recompense of the ungodly-!
Yet -even still, they assign offerings
out o( a portion of -the blessings -
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that We alone - have provided themto ..idols · that do not knovv ,,anytl1ing · .
By God!
You shall, most surely, be questioned
cin the Hereafterabout these clies - you have forged.
And cas to the Arab idolaters,
they ascribe daughters to God
highly exalted is He c above this-!
while for themselves
c sons - are all that they ctruly- desire!
Thus, whenever any of them
is given the glad tidings of a female c child-,
his very face grows dark,
for he is filled with suppressed rage.
He hides himself from the people
because of the bad tidings that he was given.
Should he keep it, with disgrace,
or bury it calive - in the dust?
I\1ost assuredly, so ver1 grievous
is the judgment they make!
Then how evil an attribution
those who do not believe in the Hereafter
cmake to God-!
Yet to God c alone belongs the most transcendent attribute.
For He c alone is the Overpowering c One-, the All-Wise.
Thus were God to hold people accountable
cin this world-,
in accordance with their wrongdoing,
He would not leave on the surface of the earth a single living creature.
However, He defers them
to a stated term cfor reckoning,
known only to Him-.
c
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But when their term comes c due ",
they shall not tarry for - even an hour;
nor shall they go in advance cof their time-.
c

1 6:62

1 6:63

1 6:64

1 6 6S

And ·thus do" they ascribe to God
what they cutterly" detest cfor themselves"_
even as their tongues represent the lie
that awaiting them cin the Hereafter is great goodness.
Without doubt,
for them the Fire c of Hell - awaits.
And, most surely,
they shall be hastened cinto it at once-.
By God!
Very truly, We have sent crevealed guidance
to communities before you.
Yet Satan made
all c the evil" that they were doing
fair-seeming to themand he is their patron cin unbelief,
enticing them to false worship
until" this very day.
But for call o{ them,
there is a most painful torment awaiting
in the Hereafter-.
And so it is, c 0 Prophet,
that We have sent down the c Quran,
as a Heavenly" Book to you,
specifically to make clear to them
the imperatives of faith-,
about which they dispute.
Thus it is, indeed, a guidance c to salvation-,
and a mercy for cthe well-being
o{ a people who believe cin divine revelationjust as - it is God c alone" who sends down,
from the sky, water,
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with which He gives life to the earth
after its death.
Indeed, in call o{ this there is a sure sign
for a people who would hear and give ear.
16:66

0 people!
In cattle c of every kind
there is, indeed, a sure lesson for you.
We give you to drink
of what is within their belliesproduced, alongside excretion and blood
a pure milk,
cpleasingly, palatable to those who drink it.
And 0you drink, as well, of the fruit of date palms and grapevines,
from which you make an intoxicating beverage
as well as wholesome provision.
Indeed, in call o{ this there is a sure sign
for a people who would c use their reason
to, understand.
Moreover, your Lord has revealed to the bees:
Take dwellings for yourselves
in the mountains and in the trees,
and in cthe hives
that people, construct cfor you'.
Then eat of every fruit 0you desire',
and go through the pathways of your Lord,
made easy 0for you-.
There issues from their insides
a "sweet, fluid, its colors varying,
in which there is healing for people.
Indeed, in -all o( this there is a sure sign
for a people who would refl e ct
-on the wonder of creation-.
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1 6:72

1 6 :73

1 6 :74
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who has created call o( you.
Then cin time, He takes your souls.
Yet some of you are reduced cby old age
to the most abject state of life cbefore death",
such that one, after having had knowledge,
will not know anything.
Indeed, God is all-knowing, all-powerful.
Now", God has favored some of you
above others in c abundance o( provision.
Yet those c so" favored would never c think
to hand over call" their own provision
to cbondservants they rightfully possess,
so that all c of them
might become equal cpartners therein.
How could they, then,
assume to ascribe partners as equals to God,
and thereby" deny
God's own blessings cupon them "7
Yet it is God c alone who has made for you
from among yourselves pairs, male and female".
And He has made for you from your mates
children and grandchildren.
He has provided you, moreover,
with all that is wholesome cin life".
Then is it in falsehood they shall believe,
while in the blessings of God they disbelieve?
For they worship apart from God
what holds not even a cdrop or grain
o( provision for them
in all the heavens and the earth
and what are utterly unable
to provide even for themselves".
So do not set forth any likeness to God.
Indeed, God knows, and you do not know.
7lE- God sets forth this parable:
There is a slave cin bondage
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who has no power over anything,
and another ·who is free·,
whom We have provided
with a goodly p rovision from Us,
such that he spends ·charitably· from it
in private and in public.
Are they equal ·in worldly status·?
All praise is for God ·alone · ,
but most of them ·are disbelievers
and. do not know ·God'.
God sets forth another parable of two men:
One of them is mute, incapable of anything.
Moreover, he is an utter burden on his guardian;
for wherever he directs him, he brings no good.
Is he equal to one who bids to justice,
while he himself is ·guided·
upon a straight way ·of salvation ·7
Indeed, to God ·alone - belongs ·the knowledge
of all · the unseen ·realities
of the heavens and the earth.
Thus the matter of the Hour ·of Doom
is never ·farther of{
than the twinkling of an eye-or nearer still!
For, indeed, God is powerful over all things.
Moreover, it is God ·alone
who has brought you forth
from the bellies of your mothers
knowing nothing ·at all°.
Yet He made for you ·the faculties o{
hearing, and sight, and hearts "that comprehend · ,
so that you may ·learn and" give thanks.
Do they ·who deny God·
not look upon the flying birds. made to· master ·flying· in the air of the sky?
None holds them aloft but God.
Indeed, in ·all o{ this there are sure signs
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1 6: 8 1

1 6:82

1 6:83

1 6: 8 4

of God's omnipotence
for a people who believe.
Moreover, it is God -alone - who has enabled you
to make for yourselves houses
as places of -rest and- residence.
And He has enabled you
to make for yourselves tents
from the hides of cattle,
which you find light -to carry
on your day ofjourneying
and on the day you encamp .
And -for you in cattle-,
in their wool, fur, and hair,
are -manifold- furnishings and utility,
for a -preordained- time.
Moreover, it is God -alone
who provides shade for you,
out of that which He has created.
And He has made for you
places of refuge in the mountains.
And He has made for you garments
that shield you from heat -and the elements-,
as well as -armored- garments
that shield you -from harm - in your battles.
And so it is
that He perfects His blessings upon you,
so that you may submit yourselves
to Him alone in worship-.
Yet if they turn away -from this message-,
then what is incumbent upon you, 0 Prophet,
is only the clear conveyance -of God's word-.
They -well- recognize the blessing of God.
Then they -thanklessly - belie it
by turning to false gods-,
for most of them are disbelievers.
Yet on the Day -Hereafter-
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when - We raise up
from every commtmity ·its messenger
as - a witness ·testifying
to its faith or faithlessness -_
there will be no permission -given for the disbelievers ·to speak-.
Nor will they then be allowed
to propitiate ·the wrath of God
for their ungodliness-.
And when ·at last - the ·godless - wrongdoers
see the torment ·of Hell, then will they realize
that - it shall never be lightened for them,
nor shall they be reprieved.
Moreover, when those who associated gods
with God ·in the world
see their associate-gods ·on Judgment Day-,
they will say: Our Lord!
These are our associate-gods
that we used to call upon apart from You.
Then ·their alleged gods will cast their word back upon them, saying:
Indeed, you are, most surely, liars!
Thus they ·who in their lifetimes disbelieved
will proffer to God, on that Day,
full submission.
For all ·the false gods - that they used to forge
shall have strayed from them.
·So - as to those who disbelieve
and bar ·people - from the path of God,
We shall increase them ·on that Day
with punishment, ·for their obstruction,
on ·top o( punishment, ·for their unbelief,
for ·all- the corruption
they have been spreading ·in the earth-.
Thus on Judgment- Day, We shall raise up
from within every community-
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from amongst themselvesa prophet in" witness against them.
And We shall bring you, c 0 Prophet,
as a witness over all of these cpeople".
For We have sent down to you
the Quran as a revealed" Book,
to make all things cthat God
has enj oined and forbidden" clear
and as c divine" guidance c to salvation
for all people";
and as a way to God's" mercy for the believers";
and thus it is" a glad tiding
of everlasting delight near their Lord"
for call " those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God c alone.
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1 6:90

7i� 0 humankind!
Indeed, God commands the execution ofjustice
camong you", and the doing of good cto others",
and the giving of charity" to close relatives.
Moreover, He forbids all obscenity
and shameful deeds and aggression.
He admonishes you cwith this",
so that you may become mindful
of His commandments".
Thus, you shall fulfill the covenant of God
whenever you make a covenant.
And you shall not break cyour" oaths
after their affirmation; for, indeed,
you have made God a guarantor over you.
Indeed, God knows all that you do.
Then do not be like the woman
who unravels her yarn into fibers
after it has been spun firmly,
by taking your oaths as instruments of deception
between you, so as to cbreach your covenants
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with one group -of people
for -another- group more abundant
-in power and wealth-.
God only puts you to rhe resr by this.
For, most surely, He shall make clear to you
on the Day of Resurrection
that about which you have disputed in life .
Yet had God so willed,
He would have made ·all you
one -faith --community -without choice-.
Thus -know that - God does, indeed,
leave to stray whomever He so wills.
And He -alone - guides whomever He so vrills .
For, most surely, -all of" you shall be questioned
about what you have done -in life-.
So do not take your oaths
as instruments of deception between you,
such that -your - foot should slip
after it -once - had been set firm,
and "wherefore - you would be given to taste
the affliction of evil -in this life
for having barred -others
from -coming to - the way of God
-by your shameful example-.
Moreover, there would be for you
-in the Hereafter - a great torment.
So do not sell the covenant of God
for a small price.
Indeed, what is with God is -far- better for you,
if only you were to know.
All that is with you -in life- shall come to an end.
But what is with God is everlastingand We shall certainly recompense
those who have -remained- patient
with their reward,
-in accordance - with the very best they ever did.
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1 6 :97

Whoever does righteous deeds,
whether male or female, and is a believer,
We shall, most surely, cause him
to live a good life.
Moreover, We shall, most surely,
recompense -all o{ them with their reward,
-in accordance - with the very best they ever did.

Thus, whenever you recite the Quran,
then seek refuge in God from Satan,
the accursed -one-.
1 6:99
Yet, indeed, he has no authority -whatever over those who believe
and who rely upon their Lord -alone-.
1 6 : 1 00 His authority is only over those
who take him as a patron, and who,
because of him,
take associate-gods -apart from God-.
1 6 : 1 0 1 Yet if ever We substitute one verse
in place of another verse
-to benefit humankind-_
and God knows best what He sends down
they say:
You, - 0 Muhammad, - are nothing but a forger!
Rather, most of them do not know -God's way-.
1 6 1 02 Say -to them: Gabriel-, the Holy Spirit,
has brought it down from your Lord
with the -whole - truth, to confirm -in faith
those who have believed,
and as -divine - guidance -from error-,
and a glad tiding
-of everlasting delight near their Lord
for -all- those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
1 6 : 1 03 And very truly,
We know that they say, - 0 Prophet-:
1 6:98
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No one but a human being
is teaching him this"'!even though the tongue of the one
to whom they allude is foreign,
while this c Quran - is cin - a clear Arabic tongue.
1 6 1 04 As to those who do not believe
in the crevealed - signs of God,
God shall not guide them caright-.
Thus for them,
there is a most painful torment cawaiting
in the Hereafter-.
1 6 : 1 os As to the ones who forge csuch - lies,
they are the ones who do not believe
in the crevealed - signs of God.
Thus it is they who are the liars.
1 6 : 1 06 .Doorned is - one
who c openly - disbelieves in God,
after cprofessing. his faithexcept for one who has been compelled
c to renounce his belie(
while his heart remains at peace with faith.
But whoever
willingly opens his heart to unbelief
upon csuch as these
there shall be great wrath from God.
Thus for them, there is a great torment awaiting
in the Hereafter-.
1 6 : 1 07 That is because they so loved
the life of this world over c that o{ the Hereafter.
Yet, indeed, God does not guide
a disbelieving people.
1 6 : 1 08 These are the ones
whose hearts and hearing and sight
God has set a seal upon.
For it is these who are the heedless.
1 6 : 1 09 Without doubt, it is they
r
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in the Hereafter who shall be the losers
c of an everlasting Paradise'.
1 6 : 1 1 0 Yet, indeed, your Lord c declares',
concerning those who emigrated
after they had been persecuted,
and who thereafter strove cin the path of God'
and cremained, patientindeed, after call o{ this,
your Lord shall, most surely, be all-forgiving,
mercy-g1vmg.
1 6 : 1 1 1 �!� CBut beware' of the Day
when every soul shall come cbefore God',
pleading on behalf of itself,
and cwhen, each soul shall be rendered in full
cfor, all that it has done cin life,_
and never shall they be wronged cin the least'.
1 6 1 1 2 Now, God puts forth
this parable of a town:
It was secure and peaceable.
Its provision would come to it
in plenty from every locale.
Then it belied God's own blessings upon it
cby worshipping false gods'.
Thus God gave it a touch
of the garment of hunger and fear,
for what they had wrought.
1 6 : 1 1 3 For truly there had come to them
a messenger from among themselves.
But they belied him.
Thus the torment seized them, suddenly,
for they were, indeed, wrongdoers,
c godless in heart'.
1 6 1 1 4 So cstand firm in faith,
0 you who believe,
and, eat from what God has provided you,
cif it be' lawful and wholesome.
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Yet give thanks for the blessing of God,
if, indeed, it is He alone whom you worship.
1 6 : 1 1 s Indeed, He has but forbidden you cto eat
carrion, and blood, and the flesh of swine,
and that over which
other than . the name of God is invoked
cat the time of slaughter-.
But whoever is compelled
cby circumstance to eat any of this.,__
without being rebellious
and without being a willful transgressor
will find, then c that, God
is, indeed, all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
1 6 : 1 1 6 And you shall not say
by way of falsehoods
that your tongues represent
such c and such, is lawful,
and such c and such, is forbidden,
so as to forge a lie against God.
Indeed, those who forge lies against God
shall not succeed.
1 6 : 1 1 1 Small enjoyment chave they in life-,
and then, a most painful torment awaits them!
c

As t o those ofJewry, W e forbade
what We have previously narrated to you.
We did not wrong them c therein',
but, rather, it was their own souls
they were call the while, wronging
cwith ungodliness'.
1 6 1 1 9 Yet, indeed, your Lord c declares',
concerning those who did misdeeds
in ignorance of true faith',
but thereafter repented and set things aright
indeed, after call of this,
your Lord shall, most surely, be all-forgiving,

1 6: 1 1 s

c
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mercy-givmg.
1 6 : 1 20 As for Abraham, he was, "in himself,
a nation "of exemplary faith,_
devoutly obedient to God, upright "of heart"
and never was he of the idolaters.
1 6 : 1 2 1 He was ever-thankful "to God"
for His blessings.
So "God" chose him and guided him
to a straight way "of salvation".
1 6 : 1 22 Thus We gave him
"great, good in this world.
And in the Hereafter,
he shall, most surely, be of the righteous1 6 : 1 23 whereupon We have revealed to you,
"o Prophet,
that you shall follow the sacred way of Abraham,
the "purely" upright "in heart"and never was he of those
who associated gods "with God".
1 6 : 1 24 The Sabbath Day "of solemn rest
was not enjoined on Abraham,
but, was ordained only for "the Jews"
who "themselves, disputed about it
"long after Abraham".
Thus, indeed, your Lord
shall, most surely, judge between them
on the Day of Resurrection
as to that wherein they have been disputing.
1 6 : 1 25

Call to the path of your Lord,
Prophet,
with "sound" wisdom and fair admonition.
And "as to all people,, argue "gently, with them
in the fairest manner.
Indeed, it is your Lord "alone, who knows best
"all" those who have strayed
"o
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from His c straight " path;
and He knows best
call" those who are guided aright.
1 6 : 1 26 Moreover, if you cbelievers " punish c aggressors",
then punish c them" with the like of that
with which you have been afilicted cby them".
But if you cremain" patient,
it is, most surely, better
for those who are patient.
1 6 : 1 27 So be patient, c 0 Prophet " .
Yet cknow that " your patience
shall not endure cthrough adversity " ,
except with c the help o{ God.
Thus do not grieve over
c those o{ them cwho oppose you " ,
nor be in c any" distress
because of what they plot cagainst you".
1 6 : 1 28 Indeed, God is with those
who are God-fearing
and who excel in c doing" good.
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The surah that mentions the miracle of THE NIGHT JOURNEY, wherein God
transported His servant JV!uhammad ,f!jjfk in a single nightfrom the Sacred Mosque of
Makkah to Al-Aq�a Mosque in Jerusalem, to show him some of His most wondrous signs.

Surah

1

/ 1 1 1 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

1-Isra'
I N THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

17:1

17:2

17:3

17:4

Highly exalted is He
who carried His servant, -Muhammad, by night
from the Sacred Mosque -at Makkah to Al-Aq�a Mosque -at Jerusalem
the surroundings of which We have blessed
to show him -something of Our -wondrous - signs.
Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.
And -so too - We gave Moses
the Book -of the Torah-,
and We made it a guide
for the Children of Israel, -commanding them-:
You shall not take -any deity - apart from Me
-for - a guardian-for you are of the - offspring of those
whom We carried -in the Ark- with Noah,
-who - was, indeed,
an ever-thankful servant -of God-.
Yet We had foretold to the Children of Israel
in the Book -of the Torah-:
You shall, most surely,

0

0
0
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cause corruption in the land two times
·and be punished by God-..
For, most surely, you shall grow haughty
·and act - with a great haughtiness.
Then when the promise
of the first of the two times came -to pass-,
We sent against you servants of Ours
endowed with mighty -military - power.
Thus they ravaged through the dwellings
-of your people --and it was a promise fulfille d.
Thereafter, We restored you, once again,
to prevalence over them,
for We extended to you wealth and sons.
Thus We made you greater -than ever in number, "saying-:
If you do good,
you do good for your own souls.
Yet if you do evil,
so shall it be -against yourselves-.
Thus when the promise
of the second time came to pass,
your enemies - were -left
to defile your very faces.
Indeed, they were ·left - to enter
the Temple 0ofJemsalem-,
as they had entered it the first time.
Thus they were ·left - to shatter
all that they came upon
shattering it -all - utterly!
It may well be that your Lord
shall -again- show you mercy.
Yet if you return
·to corruption and haughtiness-,
We will return ·to utter destruction-.
Moreover, We have made Hell
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for -all - the disbelievers
as a -permanent - place of confinement.
17:9

17:10

17:11

17 12

17:13

Indeed, this Quran guides -humanity
to that which is most upright
and gives glad tidings to the believers
who do righteous deeds,
that for them there is a great reward
-of everlasting delight in Paradise
awaiting in the Hereafter-.
And -it warns - those who do not believe
in the Hereafter,
that We have made ready for them -there
a most painful torment.
Yet -in anger- man -unknowingly"
invokes evil -upon himsel{
as -eagerly as - he invokes good.
For man is, indeed, -given to - haste.
Now, We made the night and the daylight
as two great signs
-of your Lord's power and wisdom-.
Then We effaced -the moon,
the sigu of the night, -by the radiant sun-_
for We made -it- the sign of the daylight,
-to enable humankind therein - to seeso that you may seek out bounty
from your Lord;
and so that you may -come to know
the number of years
and -methods o{ calculation.
For each thing -in Our creation
and in Our revelation
have We made distinct-utterly distinct.
Moreover, We have -securely- bound the destiny
469
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of every human being to its own - neck
rin a scroll of one's vvorks -,.
For We shall bring forth for -each - one
a -precise - book -of record of one's deeds on the Day of Resurrection,
which one shall find -there
fully unfurled -before him,
whereupon it shall be said:
Read your book -for yoursel{!
Sufficient is your soul this Day
as a reckoner against you.
Whoever is guided -aright in the world-,
then he is but guided
for -the good o( his own soul.
Yet whoever goes astray,
he but strays, then, against -all that is good for - it.
For no sin-laden soul
shall carry the -sinfuf load of another
-on Judgment Day-.
Moreover, never do We
-beset people with- torment
until We send forth -to them
a messenger -with Heavenly guidance-.
Thus when We intend to destroy a town
-for evildoing ,
We -first - command its affluent
-to become righteous-.
Yet -should- they -continue to - commit
-flagrant deeds o{ ungodliness therein,
then the -divine - word -of doom
comes to pass against it.
Then do We demolish itand demolish it utterly.
And how very many
of the -ungodly- generations after Noah
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did We destroy!
Thus sufficient is your Lord, 0 Prophet,
as One who is all-aware ·and· all-seeing
of the sins of His servants.
Whoever desires this ·life o( haste
over the everlasting Hereafter·,
We shall hasten for him therein
whatever ·of the world· We so will,
for whomever We intend.
Then We shall appoint for him Hell.
He shall enter it condemned, forever· banished.
But whoever desires
the reward o( the Hereafter
and ·duly· strives for it
with the striving ·rightfully due for it,
while being a believerthen such as these
shall ·find· their striving forever thanked
by their Lord·.
To each "group ·those ·who are hasty for the world
and those "who strive for God·We extend something of your Lord's bounty.
Yet never is the bountiful gift of your Lord
confined ·to either of them·.
Look, 0 Prophet, · how We have ·already
favored some of them with Our bounty
over others.
Yet, most surely, the Hereafter
is of still greater ranks
and far greater favor for the believers.
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Prophet!
You shall not set up any other god with God.
For ·if you do·, then you shall .forever. remain
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condemned as ungodly,
and be - forsaken "by Him utterly-.
7i� For your Lord has decreed -for one and alf:
You shall not worship other than Him.
And to your parents, you shall be good.
Should either one of them, or both of them,
reach old age in your care,
then you shall not say to either of them
even so much as-: Fie!
Nor shall you rebuke them.
Rather, say to both of them a gracious word,
in loving kindness-.
Moreover, lovver for them
the wing of humility, out of mercy,
and say 0in supplication for them 0:
My Lord! Have mercy upon them both
even as they have raised me up as a little one.
Your Lord knows best
about what is within your souls.
If you resolve yourselves to be righteous,
then, indeed, to all those who are ever-penitent
He is all-forgiving.
And "you shall give in charity
to the close relative
his rightful due "in benevolent offerings-_
and also to the indigent, and the wayfarer.
But you shall not squander -resources-,
even with the slightest squandering.
Indeed, the squanderers
are the evil brethren of the satans.
And Satan has ever been
most ungrateful to his Lord.
Yet if you must turn away from
those who are needy
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while you ·yoursel{ seek mercy
·and means, from your Lord
hoping ·ardently all the while
for ·His provision, so as to give, it ·in charity'_
then you shall say to them
a tender word ·of prayer, to ease their hearts'.
Thus you shall not keep your hand
yoked to your neck ·out of stinginess',
nor extend it to the utmost extent
in extravagance.
For, then you would remain
·ever, blameworthy ·and, regretful.
Indeed, it is your Lord ·alone
who extends ·abundant, provision
to whomever He ·so, wills.
And He ·alone, restricts "it'.
Indeed, ever is He all-aware, all-seeing,
of ·the condition o{ His servants.
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And you shall not ever kill your children
for fear of indigence.
We provide for them and for you.
Indeed, the ·act o{ killing them
1s an enormous sin.
And you shall not ever
approach illicit sexual intercourse.
Indeed, it is ·utter, lewdness and a most evil way.
And you shall not ever kill any ·human' soul
that God has prohibited,
except by what is "lawful and' right.
Hence, whoever is killed wrongfully,
We hereby assign to his heir
an authorization ·for retribution'.
Yet let him not exceed just, bounds
regarding ·retribution for, the killing.
.
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"For, he is, indeed,
to be aided "in attai11jng justice".
And you shall not ever
approach the wealth of the orphan
"in your care "-except in the fairest manner,
until he reaches full maturity
"and you return it to him".
And "you shall, fulfill
"every, covenant "you make".
For, indeed, "every, covenant
shall be answered for "in the Hereafter".
And "you shall" give a full "and honest, measure
whenever you measure "out goods.
And you shall, weigh
with an even "and just" balance.
That is the best of goodness
and "ensures" a most excellent outcome.
And you shall not ever follow that of which
you have no "sure, knowledge,
"without first verifying its truthfulness".
Indeed, hearing and sight
and "conceptions o( the heart" every act o( each of these "faculties
shall cone, answer for "in the Hereafter".
And you shall not ever
walk upon the earth proudly exultant.
For never shall you "human beings
be such as to , perforate the earth
"with your steps".
And never shall you
stretch up to the mountains in height.
As to all of this, " 0 Prophet"-its evil "trespass, is ever hateful with your Lord.
This is of the "divine" wisdom
that your Lord has revealed to you.

0
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And, c again, , you shall not set up
any other god with God.
For cif you do', then you shall be cast into Hell,
c deservedly, blameworthy, cforever, banished.
1 7 : 40
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Has your Lord, then, chosen
to favor you cpeople, with sons,
while taking females from the angels
cfor Himself as daughters'!
Indeed, you most surely utter
a monstrous word cby saying this'.
Now truly, indeed,
We have varied cthe tidings and illustrations
in this Quran, so that they cwho disbelieve
may become mindful
c of the sole divinity of God'.
Yet this only increases them
in aversion to true faith'.
Say to them, 0 Prophet':
If ever there had been other gods with Him,
as they say, then they would, most surely,
have sought a way
to csubmit to , the Lord of the Throne.
Highly exalted is Hefar' above what they say!and most high with the greatest sublimity.
The seven heavens and the earth
and all that are in them
give due exaltation to Him.
For there is not a csingle, thing
but that it exalts Him with call, praise.
But you chuman beings,
fathom not their exaltations.
Indeed, ever is He
most forbearing, all-forgiving.
c
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Thus when you recite the Quran, · 0 Prophet,
We place between you
and those who do not believe in the Hereafter
a

1 7 :4 6

17

·

hidden veil protecting you

-

,,,,. ,,,,.;

.

Moreover, We have placed sheaths
over their ·ill-inclined- hearts,
that they may ·no longer - understand it,
and in their ears, an utter deafness.
For whenever you mention in the Quran
your Lord as One ·without associate-,
they turn away in retreat out of aversion.
We know best with what ·ill intent - they listen
when they are listening to you
-recite the Quran -;
and -their evil purpose when they converse -together - secretly;
and when the ·godless - wrongdoers say
-to one another':
If you were to follow -Muhammad ·,
you would only -be following- a bewitched man.
Look how they set forth
-malicious - images for you, · 0 Prophet-!
Thus have they strayed so -far from guidance
that they cannot find a way "back to God-.
Moreover, they have said:
Can it be that even when we have become
-mere - bones and -decayed- remains,
that we shall be raised -to life again in a new creation?
�� Say -to them': Be you stones or ironor any sort of creation
that swells prodigious in your hearts
-still you shall be resurrected'!
Then they shall say -to you':
Who is it that can return us -to life-?
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Say cto them":
The One who originated you cin creation,
the first time.
Then they shall wag their heads at you
cin mockery and amazement", and say:
When will this cresurrection" be?
Say: It may well be near at handcon" a Day CHereafter
when" He shall call upon you,
and you shall c come to life
and" answer with His praise
though you will think
that you remained cin the world"
for but a little while.

'
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0

Yet tell My cbelieving, servants
that they should speak c to friend and foe"
in the fairest manner.
For, indeed, Satan is ever ready to incite
c animosity" between them.
Indeed, Satan is to man a clear enemy.
c 0 humanity!
Your Lord calone" knows best
about cthe disposition of the hearts of all o{ you.
If He so wills, He will show you mercy,
cbringing you to faith".
Or if He so wills, He shall torment you
cfor your unbelief".
Thus We have not sent you, c 0 Prophet,
as a guardian over them
c to dispose of their affairs".
And, cagain, " your Lord knows best,
c 0 Prophet, " about c the merits
of all" those who are in the heavens
and call who are in" the earth
477
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c and whom to choose for His messages".
And very truly,
We have favored some 0human beings
as" prophets with divine revelation,
setting them" above others.
Thus We gave David, ca mere shepherd,
a great kingdom and" the 0Book o{ Psalms.
c So" say 0 to the unbelievers":
Call 0in vain"
upon those c angels, prophets, or jinn"
whom you allege cto be gods" apart from Him.
For they hold no authority 0whatever"
to remove harm from you,
nor to tum it aside, cshould God decree it".
Those whom they call upon
are themselves seeking a way to their Lord,
cvying" as to which of them
shall draw nearest cto Him with worship ".
Moreover, they hope c ardently" for His mercy
and, cwith dread, " fear His torment.
Indeed, the torment from your Lord
is a thing 0of horror" of which to beware.
So 0know ", there is not
a csingle disbelieving" town
but that We shall destroy it
before the Day of Resurrection,
or punish it for its sinfulness"
with a severe punishment.
This has been inscribed
in the cPreserved" Book of Heaven".
Moreover, nothing keeps Us
from sending forth
cmore o{ the cmiraculous" signs
0that the disbelievers demand",
except c Our knowledge
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that the earliest generations "of humanity"
belied them "alf.
For We gave to "the people o{ Thamud
the "miraculously created" she-camel"brought forth" before their very eyes
and still they wronged her.
Nor do We send forth "miraculous signs
except to put "the" fear "of God
in people's hearts 0•
Thus behold! We said to you, " 0 Prophet":
Indeed, your Lord's "dominion"
encompasses all people.
Yet We did not make
the "wondrous" vision We showed you
"when you ascended to Heaven"
but as a trial for all people.
And "the mention" in the Quran
"of the Impalatable Tree of Zaqqum
the cursed tree "of Hell,
is likewise such a test for the disbelievers,
by which" We put the fear "of God" upon them.
Yet it does not increase them "in faith",
but only in great transgression.
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Now, behold! We said to the angels:
Bow "your faces" down to "receive" Adam
"into life and honor him 0!
So they "an" bowed down, except Iblis.
He said:
Am I to bow myself down to one
You have created out of mud?
He said:
Do You see this one
whom You have honored above me?
IfY ou defer "divine judgment against" me
479
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to the Day of Resurrection,
I shall bridle his descendants
and lead them astray '-except c for, a very few.
God, said: Go cyour way ' i
For whoever of them follows you,
then Hell shall, most surely, be
the recompense c of alf of you
an ample recompense, indeed!
Thus incite c to sin, whomever of them you can
with your voice.
And rally against them
with your cavalry and your infantry.
i\nd share with them in the vvealth
and the children c given to them'.
And promise them c every desire'!
Yet Satan promises those o( them
cwho follow him, nothing but a mere delusion.
CO Satan!
As for My cfaithfu( servants,
you shall have no cposition
o( authority over them.
Thus, sufficient is your Lord, c 0 Prophet,
as a Guardian cover the believers'.
Your Lord, 0 humanity, , is the One
who causes ships to cruise
gently through the sea,
for you to seek of His bounty.
Indeed, ever has He been merciful to you.
Yet whenever harm strikes you at sea,
all that you c used to, call upon cin worship
vanishes from your hearts'
except for Him calone'.
Then when He delivers you to c dry, land,
you turn away from worshipping Him alone'.
c

c

c
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For the human being is an unbelieving

1 7 :6 8

-

17

AL-ISRA'

-

THE NIGHT

JOURNEY

ingrate.

feel secure that He will n ot cause
the seacoast to sink under you,
or s e n d down upon you a raging storm

Do you, then,

of lethaf pellets-

whereupon you
any guardian

17:69

would not find for yourselves

"to shield you·?

Or do you feel secure

that He will not return you to the

yet another tim e,

sea

0

-

lo ose the wind of a hurricane
.up on you and drown y ou
because of your ungratefulnesswhereup on you would not find for yourselves
anyone to pursue vengeance for this against Us?
7!E-Y et very truly, We have so honored
the Children of Adam:
For We have carried them
through th e land and the sea.
And We have provided them
with all that is wholesome in life·.
And W e have so favored them
above most of what We have created
with such immense favor.
Y e t the Day comes
when - We shall call upon every people
by their leaders.
Thus whoever is given his book of deeds
in his right hand, then such as these
shall read their book j oyfully-and never shall they be wronged
in their reward even a whit.
But whoever in this life
is blind "in heart to the truth-,
thus shall he be raised up blind
then

1 7 :7 0

17:71

1 7 :72
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in the Hereafterand even further astray than on earth
from the way to eternal salvation".
Indeed, they who disbeiieve
very nearly tempted you, 0 Prophet,
from ·the truth" that We have revealed to you,
so that you might forge against Us
something other than itin which case they would have, then,
taken you as an intimate friend.
And were it not
that We had established you firmly
upon the path of truth", very truly,
you would have nearly
inclined a little way toward them.
Then, We would have, most surely,
made you taste double the trials of life
and double the trials of death.
Nor would you have found
for yourself any helper against Us.
Moreover, they very nearly unsettled you
from the land of your birth
to drive you away from itin which case
they would not have remained alive
after you ·left
for more than a little while".
Such was the way ·we decreed
for those of Our messengers
whom We sent before you, 0 Prophet".
And never will you find
in Our ·established way any change.
Be ever steadfast in observing the Prayer
at the declining of the sun,
until the darkening of the night.
r
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Moreover, "hold fast to " the Quran's recitation
at the dawn "Prayer".
Indeed, the recitation at dawn
is ever witnessed
"by hosts of angels and believers".
Moreover, keep a Prayer vigil with it,
"reciting from its verses"
during a part of the night
as an extra "devotion" for you.
It may be that your Lord
will raise you "in the Hereafter"
to a "lofty" Station of Praise
"among all humankind".
And say "in prayer, 0 Prophet":
My Lord!
Lead me into "all good "
with a most perfect entry.
And lead me out "of all harm "
with a most perfect exit.
And grant me, from Your own grace ,
an ever-prevailing authority.
Then say "to the unbelievers " :
The truth has come.
Thus falsehood has vanished.
Indeed, falsehood is ever vanishing.
Thus do We send down
"in the verses" of the Quran
that which is a healing "for body and soul ",
and a mercy to the believers.
But it does not increase
the "godless" wrongdoers, except in "utter" loss.
Yet when We bestow grace on man,
he turns away "from God"
and draws himself aside "from His worship".
But when evil touches him,
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Now, they "who disbelieve'
ask you, 0 Prophet, "
about the ·nature, of the spirit.
Say 0 to them':
The spirit ·of life, is of the affair
of my Lord ·alone".
Nor have you 0human beings,
been given of knowledge more than very little.
Indeed, had We so willed, · 0 Prophet, "
We could, most surely, have taken away
that which We have revealed to you;
whereupon, you would never find
any guardian "to plead" with Us for it
on your behalfbut for the mercy of your Lord!
Indeed, ever has His favor upon you been great.
Say "to one and all ' :
If all the people and all the jinn
were to come together
to bring about the like of this Quran,
never would they bring about the like of it
even if they were staunch backers of
one another.
Thus very truly, We have varied 0the tidings"
for ·the good of' all people
c something, of every kind of illustration
in this Quran.
·

17:86

e:� 51(_;3i�1��;

ever-so despairing.
'
Say cto humanity ':
Let each one work

is

°0 Prophet!

in accordance with his own way 00f life
Yet your Lord is most knowing
as to who is truly ·following,
upon the most guided path ·to truth'.
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Yet most people refuse everything
c
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but utter unbelief

1 7 : 90

THE
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And, indeed, they who disbelieve
"
have said to you, 0 Prophet :
c

c
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Never shall we believe in you

until you cause a fountainhead

17:91

to burst forth for us from the earth!
"
Or cuntil, miraculously ,
there shall be for you a

c

0
0

flourishing" garden

of date palms and grapevines,

such that you cause to burst forth all through it

rivers in mighty bursts!
1 7 : 92

Or

c

until" you

cause the sky

to drop down upon us-

"
as you have alleged-in c d e a dly patches!

Or cuntif you bring God c Himsel(

and the angels in a h o st before cus"!
1 7 :93

Or 0until" there shall

be for you

a house made " o f gold!
c

Or until" you as c en d
c

cbefore our eyes into heaven!
"

Yet never

shall we believe in your ascension

until you bring down to us
an

°inscribed" Book 0from God,

whe rei
c
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n we c ourselves" may read
"

that you are

a

tru e messen ger".

Say to th em , 0 Prophet":
c

Highly exalted be my Lord!

Arn
1 7:94

I other than a mortal messenger?

And what else
c

has prevented p eople from believing
"
°
when Heavenly guidance came to them,
except that th ey would say:
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Would God send a ·mere· mortal as a messenger?
Say ·to them · :
Had there been angels
walking peaceably in the earth,
We, most surely, would have sent down to them
from Heaven an angel as a messenger.
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet · :
Sufficient is God as a witness
between me and you.
Ever, indeed, is He all-aware,
all-seeing of His servants.
For whomever God guides,
then he is ·truly · guided.
But whomever He leaves to stray,
then never shall you find
for them patrons apart from Him.
Moreover, on the Day of Resurrection,
We shall bring them to assembly
on their faces-blind, and dumb, and deaf
Hell shall be their abode.
Whenever it subsides,
We shall increase for them ·its· flaming fire.
That is their recompense,
for they have disbelieved in Our signs and said:
Can it be that even when we have become
·mere · bones and ·decayed · remains
that we shall be raised ·to life again ·
in a new creation?
�iE-Have they not considered that God,
who ·alone · has created
the heavens and the earth,
is well able to create the likes of them ·again ·?
Rather, He has appointed for them
a ·set. term ·of life and a reckoning ·
wherein there is no doubt.
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Yet the -godless - wrongdoers refuse -everything but utter unbelief
1 7 : 1 00 Say -to them':
Were you -who disbelieve
ever to hold possession of the stores
of my Lord's mercy, then, most surely,
you would withhold -them from all creation
for fear of -their - depletion.
For ever is man -most - stingy.
And very truly,
We gave Moses
nine elucidating signs -as miracles-.
So ask the Children of Israel
about when he came to them
and -how, in haughtiness-,
Pharaoh said to him:
Indeed, I think that you,
0 Moses, are bewitched!
1 7 : 1 02 -Moses - said:
Truly, you know well
that none other than the Lord
of the heavens and the earth
has sent down these -signs - as manifest proofs .
And, indeed, I think that you, 0 Pharaoh,
are doomed -to utter ruin-!
1 7 1 03 So -Pharaoh - desired to -frighten them
and- drive them from the land.
So We drowned him,
and those with him, all together.
17 1 04 Then, after -destroying - him,
We said to the Children of Israel:
Inhabit the land -We have blessed-.
Yet when the promise of the Hereafter
comes -to pass ,

0
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We shall bring you forth ·from
1 7 : 1os

in

a

your

mixed multitude ·for Judgment ·_

graves

-

·
Thus with profound. truth,

ir is We

who have sent down this Quran .

And thus with ·profound- truth
it

has

come

For We have

not

/

but as a bearer of glad tidings

·of everlasting delight in Paradise

1 7 : 1 06

a

forewarner ·of God's nearing Judgment·.

For, ·indeed, this · Quran

·

is

a

Heavenly Recitation

·with distinct messages of truth
that you may recite

it to

humanity

·in intervals, 0 Prophet, · at a deliberate pace.

Thus have We sent it down

in successive ·revelations -.
Say

to the disbelievers ,

0 Prophet-:

Believe in it. Or disbelieve in it.
Indeed, those who

·are

sincere ,

who - have already been given

knowledge ·of the Scriptures before it,
-

fall

to the chin,

·

bowing ·their faces · down to the ground
1 7 : 108

b efore God·, whenever it is recited to them.

And they say:

Highly exalted is

o ur

Lord!

Indeed, the promise of our Lord,

most surely,
1 7 : 109

is

ever fulfilled.

Thus do they fall to the chin, weeping,

Admonition that
·an· humility.'if

for it ·is a Heavenly
increases them in

17

1 rn Say ·to the people, 0 Prophet- :
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Call upon God,

or call

·name ,

17

upon the All -Merciful.

you may call 'Him".
·
For ·He is One, and' to Him alone bdo ng

By either
the

Yet

most excellent

.do

with

no t

be

names .

excessively loud

your Prayer,
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·o Prophet'.

Nor be "unduly, muted.

Rather, seek a way of moderation

in between them.
1 7: 1 1 1

M.oreover,

say ·to one

and .all '::

All praise is for God ·alone :

The One'

who has neve r taken for Himself any offspring!

And for whom there has never been any partner

in

�all , the .dominion!

·

And for whom there has never been any need

for

.a,

patron "to shield Him' against humiliation!

Thus extol Him-extol

Him exceedingly .
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The surah that mentions the wondrous story ef a group ef youthful believers who retreated
from their unbelieving people to the hills and the seclusion of THE CAVE wherein God
caused them to sleep for three hundred and nine lunar years as a sign to their people that God shall, indeed,
raise the dead-and that also mentions the narratives ef other marvels beyond ordinary human conception.
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All praise is for God "alone",
the One who has sent down
the "Heavenly" Book
upon His servant "Muhammad",
and who did not appoint any crookedness
to "be part o{ it!
It is an upright "guide, to forewarn "the ungodly "
of a mighty chastisement "in the Hereafter
from " God" Himself, and to give glad tidings
of everlasting delight in Paradise "
to the believersthose who do righteous deedsthat for them there is an excellent reward
" awaiting there".
Therein they shall remain forever.
Moreover, it forewarns those who say:
God has taken "for Himself" offspring!
They do not have any knowledge of this.
Nor had their forefathers.
It is a heinous word
that issues from their mouths!
They say nothing but a lie!
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1s:n

Yet, perhaps, "0 Prophet,
you would consume yourself,
sorrowing upon their traces,
if they will not believe in this "divine" discourse.
"Know that", indeed,
We have made all that is on the earth
as an adornment for it" only" to test them
as to which of them is best in deed.
For, certainly , "at the end of time
We shall most surely make
all that is on it a barren plain of dust.

SURAH

18

AL-KAHF

-

THE

CAVE

0
0
0

Now, " 0 Prophet, " do you deem "the account
o( the Companions of the Cave
and "the Tablet recording" the Inscription °of it
to be among the most wondrous of Our signs?
Behold!
They were a "group o( youths
who took shelter in the cave
"apart from their people", and they said:
Our Lord!
Grant us mercy from Your own "providence".
And furnish us, in our "present" circumstances,
with right guidance.
So We struck "a seal of sleep" upon their ears
in the cave for a "great" number of years.
Then We awakened them,
so that We might distinguish
which of the two parties "among them"
would best enumerate
the length they had abided 0in the cave".
We "now" relate to you their tidings
with "profound" truth:
Indeed, they were youths
49 1
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who believed

in

their Lord alone".
c

So We increased them in guidance.
18:14

Thus We s ecured their hearts

vvhen they stood ·befo1 e tl1ei1 people
and proclaimed:

Our Lord is the . only. Lord

of the heavens and the earth!

Therefore, never shall

we

any god apart from Him!

call upon
. P.. <

For very truly, we would have then uttered

an outrageous
1s 1s

lie!

These, o u r people, have taken gods cin worship

·

apart from Him 'who alone is the One God .

If only they would come forth

with manifest authority

for c their worship of them!
For who does

1 8: 1 6

a

greater wrong

than one who forges lies against God?
c
s o , they said to one another":

And

Since you have withdrawn from them,

and from what they worship other than God,

then take shelter in the cave.

Your Lord will unfold for you
csomething. of His mercy ,
and

He

will furnish

you

in your present circumstances

with good facility cto meet
1s 17

7i� And ·had

any

been in witness·,

you

"

your needs .

of you people

would have seen the sun as it rose

inclining

away

from their cave toward the right;

and, as it set, declining away from them

toward the left·
while they were asleep
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in a deep hollow within.
This is of the cmiraculous signs of God.
Whomever God guides,
then he is truly" guided.
But whomever He leaves to stray,
then never shall you find for him
any rightly guiding patron.
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Moreover,

you would have thought them awake,
though they lay sleeping.
For We turned them
on ctheir , right sides and then on their left,
while their dog stretched forth his forelegs
at

the threshold.

you to have c ome upon them,
most surely, you would have cfrantically
turned away from them in flight,
for you would have been fill e d with horror
"
cat the sight of them.
And so it was that at last" We awakened them.
Thus they questioned each other.
"
One of them said to the others :
How long have you remained c asleep?
Some, said:
"
"
We only remained c so for a day,
or some part of a day.
Some of the others." said:
Your Lord knows best
Were

1s:19

c

c

c

c

how long you have

remained.

Yet send one of you forth cnow"
with these silver�coins of yours to the city,
"
and let him look c as to where c he might find,
th e most wholesome food.
Then let him bring back to you
some provision from it.
493
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But let him proceed gently.
And let no one take cundue· notice of you.
For, indeed, if they come to know about you,
they will swne you to death ,
or make you return to their way c of religion · .
And never ever would you succeed, then,
to obtain salvation·.
And so it was
that We caused them to be discovered,
that ctheir people· might know
and bear witness · that, indeed,
God's promise -to raise the dead· is true;
and that as to the c coming
of the · Hour c of Doom ·_
there is no doubt cat all - therein.
Behold!
CTheir people· quarreled among themselves
regarding their affair
c after the youths had passed away · .
So some said:
Build a perimeter wall around them
cin the cave to seal off their remains,
and let them alone ·_
for their Lord knows best about
cwhat is to become o( them.
CBut · those who prevailed
regarding their affair said:
We shall raise a house of worship over them.
c

1 s:21

c

r n 22

Some of the People of the Scripture
They were three,
the fourth of them being their dog.
And others · will say:
They were five,
the sixth of them being their dog.
c

c
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·They are but casting about in the unseen
·for an obscure answer".
Yet ·others" will say:
They were seven,
and the eighth of them was their dog.
Say · 0 Prophet":
My Lord knows best their number.
None but a few ·truly" knows of them
·and their actual number".
So do not argue about them,
except with the sure argument
·evidenced by the Quran ".
Nor make inquiry concerning them
from anyone
among ·the People of the Scripture".
Nor shall you say, · 0 Prophet,
in regard to anything:
I will, indeed, do such ·and such" tomorrow!
unless "you add": If God so wills.
Yet remember your Lord,
if you forget ·to say it".
And ·then" say:
It may well be that my Lord will guide me
to what is nearer than this ·to His pleasure
and superior" in rectitude.
Now,

they remained in their cave
three hundred "lunar" years,
plus nine more ·besides".
Say, · 0 Prophet,
to those who would argue against this":
God knows best how long they remained.
To Him ·alone" belongs ·all knowledge
o( the unseen ·realms
of the heavens and the earth.
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How perfectly He sees and hears!
They do not have apart from Him any patron.
For He does not share His sovereignty
with anyone.
So -continue to - recite
what has been revealed to you
from the Book of your Lord.
For there is none who can replace His words.
LA_l_nd never shall you find,
apart from Him, any refuge.
Moreover, keep yourself patient
in the company of those -humble believers
who call upon their Lord -with devotion
in the morning and in the evening,
desiring -only - His Face.
Nor shall you tum your eyes
from -the likes o{ them,
desiring the adornment of the life of this world.
Nor shall you obey -the dictates
o{ anyone whose heart
We have rendered heedless
of Our rernembrance,

who thus

follows his whims,
and whose disposition
is ever - reckless in disregard -of the truth -.
Rather, s ay - to one and all":
The truth has come from your Lord
-in this Quran -.
So whoever wills-let him believe!
And whoever wills-let him disbelieve !
-

1 8 :29

Indeed,

We have prepared for the -godless - wrongdoers
a Fire -in Hell-,
whose enclosures shall encompass them
-from eve ry side-.
496
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'
And if they seek relief c from it ,

they will be relieved with a water

resembling molten

brass

that grills ·their very, faces
and

18:30

1 8:31

a

most woeful drink,

and evil place of repose, 0it is '!

As

to those

who believe and do

never will We waste the reward

0

righteous deeds ,

of whoever has excelled in cdoing, good works.

It is these

for whom

there are Gardens everlasting,

b eneath which rivers flow.

They shall

be adorned therein

with bracelets of gold.

And they shall dress

in green raiments

of fine sarcenet and rich brocade .
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They shall recline therein
.
c canopied couches .

on

A most c ommendable reward

and most excellent place of repose!

1 8 32

�!� So set forth for them

the parable of the two men:
We made for one of them
two gardens of grapevines,

encircling each of them with date palms

and placing between the two of them
planted fields .

1 8 :33

Each of the two gardens

brought forth its cplenteous· fruitage

and did not diminish thereof at all.
Further, We c aused a river

to burst forth all through them.

1 8:34

Thus there was for him plentiful fruitage.
So he said to his friend 0in his company one day,
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while he was conversing with him:
I am greater than you in 'Nealth
and mightier in kinsmen.
Thus he entered his garden
while doing wrong to his own soul.
He said:
I do not think that this "flourishing garden
will ever perish.
Nor do I think
that the Hour "of Doom, will ever come.
And even if I am "to be returned
to my Lord, most surely,
I shall find "far" better than this as "my destiny.
His friend said to him
while he was conversing with him:
Have you disbelieved in the One
who created you from dust,
then from a sperm-drop,
then formed you as a man?
Yet, indeed, He is God, my Lord.
And never will I associate anyone
"as a god" with my Lord!
Now if only when you had entered your garden
you would have said: Such has God willed!
There is no power except with Godif you see that I myself
am "given less than you in wealth and children.
Yet perhaps my Lord
will give me better than your gardenand send upon this "one, a firebolt from heaven
so that it shall become "no more
than, a slippery, leveled plain.
Or "perhaps, its water
may "suddenly, become deeply sunken
"in the ground",
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such that you will never c again,
be able to seek it out.
And so cit was that, his fruitage
was utterly engulfed "by a firebolt'.
Thus he began to wring his hands
over what he had spent therein;
for it was toppled, desolate upon its trellises.
Thus crepeatedly, he ckept, saying:
Oh, alas for me!
Would that I had never associated anyone
with my Lord, "the Everlasting One'!
Nor did he have any fellowship
to help him against God.
Nor was he even able to help himself.
Then and there, "it became clear
that, all authority
is for God "alone', the c Sole Truth.
It is He who is best in "bestowing, reward
and best in "ensuring a blissful outcome.

0

c

1 8 :43

1 8 : 44

1 8 : 45

1 8 : 46

Hence, set forth for them
the parable of the life of this world:
It is like the water
that We send down from the sky.
Then the plants of the earth
briefly, mingle with it "and grow lush'.
Then they become dry stalks
that the winds "utterly scatter.
For God "alone
holds invincible power over all things.
Wealth and children are the adornment
of the life of this "fle eting, world.
Yet abiding deeds of righteousness
are "far, better in reward with your Lord
in the Hereafter',
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and

a

·far' more excellent fulfillme nt

of every hope ·in this life

1 8 :47

---

So ·beware

of a Day

0•

when We shall move the mountains away,

an

d

you

will see the e arth laid bare ,

and We shall have assembled ·all of them-

.

from the first person to the last for Judgment'.

Nor will We l e ave out

1 s4s

any one

of them ·wh o disbelieved.!
Th e n shall they be arrayed

,,, _Jl. '11! / / ..,.,.,

_,..:j:.p '1

before your Lord in ranks, · 0 Prophet,

and God shall say to them':

Very truly, you hav e
·sin gly and naked

come

1�_.;;j:J �jt
�\b'�->
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before Us

0,

just as We have created you the first time .

."""'-': ,,, -' "'' ,...,,

Yet ·in life· you alleged

;..

for ·resurrecting. you!
Then

the ·precise, book ·of record

for their deeds

will b e set in p la c e ·for each one 0•

Thus you shall see the defiant u nb eli eve rs

terrified

of wh at is in

Woe to us!

it, and they will be s aying:

What is with this book

that leaves out no act, be it small o r great,

without having enumerated it?

For

they will find

all that they have

·ever. do ne

present ·before them

·in their lives

0•

Nor s hall your Lord wrong anyone ·in the least

1 s :so

500

Now, behold! We s ai d to the angels:
Bow ·your fa c e s . down to ·re c eiv e , Adam

•
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·such· an app o intme nt
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cinto life and

honor him-!
down, except Ibll:s,
of the jinn.

So they call- bowed

who was

Thus he rebelled

against the command

of his Lo rd.

Will you chuman beings

then take him and his seed

as patrons
apart from Me while they are an enemy to you?
c

How - woeful

a

substitute - this is

for the wrongdoers who
18 51

�lH did

c

not

are godless in heart-,

call any of them

to witness the creation of the
and the earth,

heavens

nor even - the creation of their
c

own

would I ever take
f
the evi misleaders as assistants.

Nor

18 s2

Thus

on

selves.

that Day He shall say cto them·:

Call upon My associate-gods

whom you have alleged!
So they will c all upon them.

But they will not

answer them.
Thus shall We set perdition between them.

1 8 :53

1 8:54

18:55

Then the defiant unbelievers

will

see the Fire cof Hell·,
and they will realize cwith certainty
that they are abo ut to fall into it.
Yet they will find no escape from it.
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Now truly, indeed,
We have varied in this Quran
csomething - of every kind of illustration
for cthe good o ( all people.
Yet of all things man is most argumentative.
For there is nothing to prevent
people from believing,
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now that the -Heavenly - guidance
-of the Quran - has come to them.
Nor -is there anything to prevent them from seeking forgiveness from their Lord,
except that the -obstinate - ways -of unbelie{
of the earlier generations
-reemerge and - overcome them
or the punishment -of God,
at last, - comes to them face to face.
Thus We do not send the messengers
except as bearers of glad tidings
-to the believers
of everlasting delight in Paradise-,
and -as - forewamers -to the disbelievers
of God's nearing Judgment-.
But those who disbelieve
-obstinately- argue
-in accordance - with a -logic o( falsehood
by which they seek to refute the truth.
Thus do they take My -revealed- signs
and whatever -divine punishment
of which - they are forewarned-as a mockery.
Yet who does a greater wrong
than one who is made mindful -of the truth
by the -very - verses of his Lord,
but who then turns away from them,
forgetting -the sins - that his -own - hands
have advanced -into the Hereafter?
Therefore-, We have, indeed,
placed sheaths over their -ill-inclined- hearts
that they may -no longer - understand
this -Quran -_
and in their ears an utter deafness.
So though you call them to -faith, 0 Prophet,
by means o( this -Heavenly- guidance-
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still, never shall they be guided, ever.
Yet your Lord
is the All-Forgiving, the Possessor of Mercy.
For were He to seize them, suddenly,
cin accordance" with cthe sins"
that they have earned,
He would certainly hasten on
the torment for them.
But, rather, they have an appointed time
cfor Judgment-.__
apart from which they shall never find asylum.
And so it was with call" such communities
that We destroyed when they did wrong:
We set an appointed time for their destruction.
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Now, behold!
Moses said to his young attendant:
I will not quit cmy quest for knowledge "
until I reach the conflu ence of the two seas,
or else I shall go on for ages.
So when they reached the confluence
between them, there they crested,
and" forgot their fishc that they brought for sustenance-.__
which then made its way into the sea,
slipping away cwondrously".
So after they had cproceeded and" left it behind,
he said to his young attendant:
Bring us our midday meal.
Very truly,
we have encountered cgreat" weanness
in this j ourney of ours.
He said cto Moses":
Do you remember
when we betook ourselves to the rock cto rest"?
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forgot the fish there"c

and none but Satan caused me to forget it,
·
and to forget that I should mention it to you'.

c

For it had made its way

into the sea
1 8: 64

so

0Moses· said:

wondrously.

·the sign' that we have been seeking!

This is

So they turned back,

0

retracing their footsteps cto the rock·.

1 8 : 65

'
And 'there, they found a distinguished servant,
0

from among Our servants;

for We had granted him mercy
from Our ·providence';

and We had taught him much knowledge

from Our

1 s: 66

own.

Moses said

to him:

May I follow you
on

condition that you teach

whatever right guidance

you have been
1 8: 67

God's

servant

Indeed, you

1 8:69

1 8:70

For how

can

said:

me.

be patient ·enough

you be patient

with

an

You

shall find

cMoses·

taught 0by God?

can never

to bear" with
1 s: 6s

�

experience you do not comprehend?

said:

me,

if God

so

c

Then if you would follow

until

I

first make

me

me,

about anything 'I do·

mention

of·the reason for' it to you.

504

wills, patient.

Nor will I disobey any command of yours.
"
God's servant said:
then do not question

1s:71

me

So they proceeded.

And

at

last,
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1 8 :73

1 8 :74

1 8:75

1 8 :76

1sn

when they embarked in a ship, he scuttled it.
-Moses - said:
Have you scuttled it to drown its people?
Very truly, you have done a grievous thing!
He said -to Moses-:
Did I not say that, indeed,
you can never be patient -enough
to bear - with me?
-Moses - said:
Do not hold me accountable
for what I have forgotten,
nor burden me with -further- difficulty
in my endeavor -to learn from you-.
So they proceeded.
And at last,
when they met a boy, he killed him.
-Moses - said:
Have you killed an innocent soul
without -cause of retribution for - another soul?
Very truly, you have done a horrific thing!
7!� He said -to Moses-:
Did I not say to you that, indeed,
you can never be patient -enough
to bear - with me?
-Moses - said:
If, after this,
I question you about anything -else-,
then no longer keep me in -your- company.
You have already
attained enough excuse-making on my part.
So they proceeded.
And at last,
when they came upon the people of a town,
they requested food
from -the hospitality o{ its people.
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But they refused to host them.
So they found in it a wall ready to topple over,
thus he creinforced it and set it upright.
Moses - said:
Had you wished,
you could have taken pay for it.
God's servant- said:
This is the parting between me and you.
I shall c now - tell you
the reality- of the interpretation
of all that you could not abide with patience.
As for the ship,
it belonged to indigent people working at sea.
Thus I intended c only - to cslightly impair it,
for cI knew that - behind them
was a c disbelieving - king
seizing every seaworthy - ship by force.
And as for the boy,
his parents were ctrue - believers;
and cbased on revealed knowledge
we feared that he would oppress them
with transgression and unbelief
Thus we desired
that their Lord should grant them instead
another cson far- better than him
in the - purity c of his heart and closer eta them" in loving-mercy.
And as for the wall,
it belonged to two orphan boys in the city
and beneath it was a treasure hidden - for them.
Now their father was a righteous man;
so your Lord intended
for both to reach full maturity
and to bring forth their treasure for themselves,
as a mercy from your Lord.
c

1 8 :79

18:80
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c
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Moreover, I did not do ·any o{ this
on my own authority.
That is the interpretation ·of these deeds ·,
for which you could not be patient.
1 8:83

1 8:84

1 8 :85
1 8:86

1 s:s7

1 s: s s

They ask you, as well, · 0 Prophet,
about Dhul-Qarnayn. Say:
I will recite for you an account of him
·for your refle ction-.
Indeed, We established ·ascendancy - for him
in the land.
Moreover,
We endowed him with ·magnificent means
to attain a way
to ·nearly- all things ·he endeavored-.
So he followed a way ·westward-.
And at last, when he reached the ·place
of the - setting sun,
he found it setting, ·as it were,
in ·the midst o{ a black, turbid spring;
and he found nearby it a ·wrongdoing- people.
We said: 0 Dhul-Qamayn!
You may, in regard to them,
either punish ·them or treat ·them - with goodness.
He said:
As for whoever does wrong,
we shall punish him.
Then he shall be returned to his Lord
"in the Hereafter-, and He shall punish him
with a horrific punishment.
But as for one who believes
and works righteous deeds,
there shall be for him great goodness in reward.
Moreover, ·in all that· we shall decree for him

0
0
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of our commands, there shall be ease.
1 8:89
1 8 :90

!8 : 9 1

1 8 :92
1 8 :93

1 8 94

Then he followed a way eastward-.
And at last, when he reached 0the place
o{ the rising sun,
he found it rising upon a 0primitive people
for whom We had set nothing
as a veil to keep them out of it.
That is so, for truly We comprehended
whatever he encountered as an experience.
Then he followed another " way.
And at last, when he reached a place
between two mountain barriers,
he found alongside them a 0Simple people
who could barely understand a word
of any language but their own".
They said: 0 Dhul-Qarnayn!
Indeed, the people o( Gog and Magog
are sowers of corruption in the land!
So may we offer you tribute,
on condition that you make
between us and them a barrier?
He said:
That with which my Lord has established me
1s far better cthan any tribute " .
But aid me with manpower.
I shall set between you and them a bulwark.
Bring me chunks of iron.
Then when he leveled up the passage
between the two mountain cliffs with it-,
he said:
Blow cwith your bellows"!
Then when he had set it afire, he said:
Bring me molten brass to pour on it.
Thus 0the Gog and Magog
0

1 8:95

1 8:96

1 s :97
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were unable to scale it,
nor could they tunnel through it.
He said: This is a mercy from my Lord.
But when the promise of my Lord
comes to pass con Judgment Day",
He shall tum it into rubble.
And the promise of my Lord is ever true.
7i� For We

shall let some of them on that Day
surge cover the earth" against others.
And cthen" the Trump et c of Resurrection"
shall be blown.
Then We shall gather them call in",
in one c single" gathering.
1s 1 00 And on that Day We shall bring Hell
to the disbelievers, on display1 s : 1 0 1 c for" those whose eyes were
shrouded" in a veil c of unbelie(
against cseeing the signs
o( My remembrance cin life".
Nor were they able to hear cthem
in God's revelations or from His messengers".
1 s : 1 02 Do those who disbelieve
think that they may take My servants
as patrons, apart from Me?
Indeed,
We have prepared Hell for the disbelievers
as an c everlasting" hospitality.
1 s : 1 03 Say cto them":
Shall We tell you about the greatest losers
with respect to deeds?
1 s : 1 04 It is those whose striving
has strayed cfrom God's way
in the life of this world,
while they yet think
1 8 :99
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that they are doing most excellent work.
These are the ones who have disbelieved
in the c revealed" signs of their Lord
and cwho deny resurrection
and" His cinevitable" Meeting
cfor Judgment in the Hereafter".
Thus their c good" works
are c rendered utterly" futile cwith God".
For on the Day of Resurrection,
We shall not give to them any weight cat all".
That shall be their recompense: Hell!
for having disbelieved
and taken My crevealed" signs
and My messengers in mockery.
As for those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
for them there are the Gardens of Paradise
c awaiting, as an everlasting" hospitality.
Therein they shall abide forever.
Therefrom, they shall never seek removal.
Say, c 0 Prophet, to one and all":
If the sea were as ink for the words of my Lord,
most surely, the sea would be depleted
before the words of my Lord were depleted
even if We were to bring the like of it
in replenishment.
Say c to all people, 0 Prophet":
Indeed, I am only a human being like you.
It is revealed to me that, indeed,
your God is c only" One God.
So whoever has hope
for the Meeting of his Lord in the Hereafter",
then let him do righteous deeds
and not associate
in the worship of his Lord anyone.
c
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The surah that mentions the miracle-filled story ef MARY 'ti1-the purest woman ef
all time-and how, though an untouched virgin, she gave birth to Jesus r'i:1i, the true
Messiah and a human messenger of God to the Children ef Israel.
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cThis is" a reminder of your Lord's mercy
upon His servant Zachariah.
Behold!
He entreated his Lord in secret entreaty.
He said: My Lord!
Indeed, enfeebled cwith age
are the bones within me,
and my head is lit with gray.
Yet never, in calling upon You,
my Lord, have I been unhappy.
Indeed, I fear
for cthe right guidance o( my kinsfolk
to come after me; for my wife is barren.
So grant to me,
from Your own plenteous" bounty, a successor
to inherit cprophethood" from me
and to inherit cit" from the Family ofJacob.
And make him, my Lord,
well-pleasing to You and to Your servants.
God said": 0 Zachariah!
Indeed, We give you glad tidings of a boy
c
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whose name shall be John.
To no other before
have We appointed his name.
He said: My Lord!
How shall I have a boy while my wife is barren,
and truly I have reached
a -state o( advanced old age?
It was said: Even so shall it be!
Your Lord has said:
It is easy for Me,
for, truly, I have created you before,
and you were nothing.
He said: My Lord!
Appoint for me a sign that this will be-!
He said:
Your sign is that
you shall not -be able to speak to people
for three straight nights
though you shall have no ailment-.
So Zachariah came forth t o his people
from the Sanctuary -unable to speak-.
Thus he signed to them
that you shall highly exalt God-,
morning and evening.
God said: 0 John!
Take hold of the -Heavenly- Book
with -utmost - power!
Thus We gave him -prophetic wisdom
as a child;
and tenderness, from Our own -providence-;
and purity, as well-; for he was ever God-fearing
and virtuous toward his parents.
Thus he was neither insolent nor - disobedient.
So may peace be upon him
the day he was born and the day he dies

--
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and the Day he is raised to life 0in the Hereafter".
19 16

19 17
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And mention in the Book, c 0 Prophet,
the tiding o{ Mary.
Behold!
She withdrew from her family
to an eastern place,
and she placed a veil between herself and them.
Then We sent to her Our Spirit,
c the Angel Gabriel,
who thus appeared to her
as a flawless human being.
She said:
Indeed, I seek refuge from you
in c God, " the All-Merciful,
if at all you be God-fearing!
He said:
Indeed, I, cmysel(, am none other
than a messenger of your Lord
to grant to you a pure boy.
She said:
How shall I have a boy,
while no human being has ever touched me,
nor have I ever been unchaste?
°The angel" said: Even so shall it be!
Your Lord has said: It is easy for Me.
For We shall make him
a cmiraculous" sign for all people,
and a mercy from Us.
Thus it is a matter decreed.
�!� So she conceived him,
and withdrew 0heavy" with him
to a remote place.
And the birth pangs drove her
to the trunk of a date-palm.
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She said: Oh, alas for me!
Would that I had died before this
and become a thing utterly forgotten!
Then he who was newly born called to her,
from beneath her: Oh, do not sorrow!
Indeed, your Lord
has already made flow beneath you a streamlet.
Moreover, shake toward yourself
the trunk of the date-palm,
and it shall drop freshly ripened dates upon you.
So eat and drink and cool your eye.
And if you should see
any human being, then say only-:
Indeed, I have vowed a fast to the All-Merciful.
Thus, I shall not speak today
to any human being.
Thereafter, she came with him
to her people, carrying him.
They said: 0 Mary!
Very truly, you have come forth
with a thing co{ unimaginable horror-!
0 sister of Aaron!
Your father was not an evil person.
Nor was your mother unchaste.
So she pointed them to him.
They said:
How shall we speak
to one who is c yet in the cradle,
a mere - infant of a - boy?
He said:
Indeed, I am the servant of God!
He has given me the Scripture.
And He has made me a prophet.
And, thus, has He made me blessed,
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wherever I may be.
And -further-, He has enj oined me
to -be ever observant o{ the Prayer,
and -to give the Zakat-Charity,
as long as I am aliveand -to be ever- virtuous toward my mother.
For He has made me
neither insolent nor wretched.
So may all peace be upon me,
and those who confirm me,
the day I was born and the day I die
and the Day I am raised to life in the Hereafter-.
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That is Jesus, son of Mary!
It is the -whole - word of truth,
about which they
-who lay claim to the Scripture - bitterly contend.
It is not for God to take any son.
Highly exalted is He above this-!
When He decrees a matter,
He but says to it: Be! And so it is.
Thus J esus but said to his people-:
Indeed, God is my Lord and your Lord.
So worship Him -alone-.
This is a straight way -to salvation-.
Yet the sects -of the People of the Scripture
have disputed among themselves -about Jes us-.
So woe to those who disbelievefrom the spectacle of an awesome Day!
How well they shall hear and see
on the Day they come to Us -for Judgment-!
Nevertheless, the -godless - wrongdoers this Day
are -utterly lost - in clear misguidance.
Thus forewarn them of the Day of Regret515
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when the matter -is done,
and their destiny" has been decreed
while they are -yet - heedless,
and they do not believe.
Indeed, it is -but" We who shall inherit the earth
and all who are upon itfor to Us -alone" are they -all " returning.
And mention -also" in the Book, - 0 Prophet,
the tiding o( Abraham.
Indeed, he was ever-truthful,
Cando an Ceminent" prophet.
Behold! He said to his father:
My dear father!
Why do you worship
what can neither hear, nor see,
nor avail you in anything?
My dear father!
Indeed, -revealed" knowledge has come to me
-from God - that has not reached you.
So follow me, and I shall guide you
to -God and- an even way.
My dear father! Do not worship Satan.
Indeed, Satan is ever rebellious
toward the All-Merciful.
My dear father!
I fear that a torment
from the All-Merciful will strike you.
Thus you will become
a -doomed" patron of Satan.
He said:
Are you averse to my gods, 0 Abraham?
Most surely, if you do not desist,
I will -mysel( stone you -to death-.
Therefore, depart from me -now"
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for a long duration.
-Abraham - said: Peace be with you!
I shall ask my Lord to forgive you.
Indeed, He has been ever gracious to me.
Yet I shall withdraw from you
and all that you call upon -in worship
apart from God.
And -with pure heart shall I call upon my Lord -alone-.
Thus may it be that in calling upon my Lord
I shall never be unhappy!
So when he had withdrawn from them,
and all that they worshipped apart from God,
We granted to him Isaac,
and, -from Isaac, - Jacoband each one We made a prophet.
Thus We granted them -profusely
out of Our mercy.
For -upon the tongues
of succeeding generations -,
We did appoint for them
a mention of exalted reverence -for all time-.
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And mention -also - in the Book, - 0 Prophet,
the tiding o( Moses.
Indeed, he was chosen -by God-.
Thus he was a messenger -of resolve
and- an -eminent- prophet.
Behold!
We summoned him
from the right side of Mount Tur.
and thus did We bring him near
for close converse.
We granted to him, moreover,
out of Our mercy,
517
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his brother Aaron as a prophet.
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And mention -also - in the Book, -0 Prophet,
the tiding o( Ishmael.
Indeed, he was ever true to his promise.
And he -too - was a messenger
-and- an -eminent- prophet.
He used to enj oin his family
with the Prayer and the Zak:lt-Charity.
Thus, to his Lord, he was ever-pleasing.
And mention -also - in the Book, - 0 Prophet,
the tiding o( Idris.
Indeed, he -too- was ever-truthful
-and- an -eminent - prophet.
Thus We raised him
-in name and station - to a high place.
These are -some o( the -great- ones
upon whom God bestowed gracefrom among the prophets of the seed of Adam,
and from those whom We carried
-in the Ark- with Noah,
and from the seed of Abraham and Israel,
and from those whom We guided -to true faith
and selected -as prophets-.
When the verses of the All-Merciful
were recited to them, they fell to the ground
-in worship of Him alone-,
bowing -their faces - down and weeping. Jt
�i� Then

descending from them thereafter
came descendants who forsook the Prayer
and followed -their - whims,
and thus shall they meet with degradationexcept for whoever repents
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and believes and does righteous deeds.
They shall enter the Garden -of Paradise-_
and never shall they be wronged in anything:
Gardens everlasting,
which the All-Merciful has promised
His servants in the unseen.
Indeed, He is the One
whose promise ever comes true.
They shall not hear therein vile talk,
but only -the salutation-: Peace!
Moreover, they shall have
their provision ·served without fail therein,
morning and evening.
This is the Garden -of Delight
which We shall bequeath
to those of Our servants who are God-fearing.
And -God commands Gabriel to say-:
We -angels do not descend, 0 Muhammad,
but at the command of your Lord.
To Him belongs what is before us
and what is behind us and what is between this.
Moreover, never is your Lord forgetful!
He is - Lord of the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them.
So worship Him -alone-!
And persevere patiently in His worship!
Do you know any other
who -bears any semblance to Him?
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A disbelieving- man says:
Can it be that when I have died,
I shall ·again - be brought forth alive?
Does man not remember
that We, indeed, created him before,
519
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and he was nothing?
Then, by your Lord, ·as for the disbelievers-,
We shall, most surely, round them up,
as well as -all- the satans.
Then, most surely,
We shall fetch them round Hell on ·their. knees. '
Then, most surely,
We shall pluck from every faction
whichever of them was most intense
in defying the All-Merciful.
Then, assuredly, it is We who are most knowing
about ·all. those who are most deserving
of roasting in it.
And there is not one of you ·human beings
but shall come to it.
It is, with your Lord, an inevitability decreed.
Then We shall deliver those
who have been God-fearing.
But We shall leave
the ·godless· wrongdoers in it, on ·their· knees.
For whenever Our ·revealed. verses
are recited to them with all clarity,
those who have disbelieved
·invariably· say to those who believe:
Which of the two groups, ·ours or yours,
is of a better station in the world
and ·appears the· fairer company?
Yet how many
a ·disbelieving· generation before them
have We destroyed ·for ungodliness
who were of ·far· fairer ·worldly· furnishing
and appearance?
Say ·to them·:
Whichever ·of us· is
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"lost, in "uttermost, misguidance,
may the All-Merciful
"fully, extend "that, duration for them.
" For, at last, when they behold "the fulfillment
o{ what they have been promisedwhether it be the torment
" of a worldly judgment,
or the Hour " of Doom-._
then shall they know
who is of a worse rank and weaker host!
For God " ever' increases
those who are guided aright in " divine, guidance.
And abiding deeds of righteousness
are "far, better in a reward
with your Lord "in the Hereafter';
and, "therefore, far, better
in " their ultimate, return.
Then have you seen, "0 Prophet,
the one who disbelieved
in Our "revealed, signs and said:
I shall, most surely, be given " great, wealth
and "fin e, children "should resurrection come'?
Has he looked into the "realm of the, unseen?
Or has he taken with the All-Merciful
a "binding, covenant?
No, indeed, "he has not'!
We shall write down what he says.
And We shall extend for him
the duration of the torment, exceedingly.
For We shall inherit from him
all that whereof he speaks.
And he shall come to Us "bereft and' alone.
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Now, they have taken "false, gods
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apart from the -only true - God,
so that they may be for them
a -means to - power.
No, indeed, -they are not!
On the Day ofJudgment-,
these -false gods - shall belie
their "very- worship "of them-.
For -there - they shall be
"inveterate - opponents to them.
Have you not seen, - 0 Prophet,
that We have sent the satans
against the disbelievers
to instigate -evil among - them
with -such - vehement instigation?
Thus make no haste
as to -seeking God's judgment against - them.
We but number for them
a determined number -of days and deedsuntif the Day -Hereafter
when - We assemble the God-fearing
before the All-Merciful in honored delegations,
and We drive the defiant unbelievers to Hell
in -disgraced" droves.
None holds the -right of" intercession
but those "believers
who have taken with the All-Merciful
a -special" covenant -for this-.
Moreover, they "who disbelieve" have said:
The All-Merciful has taken -to Himself" a son.
Very truly, you "who say this"
have come forth with something abominable!
From it the heavens nearly burst,
and the earth -almost" splits,
and the mountains -all but" fall down,
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in "sudden, collapsethat they should ascribe to the All-Merciful
a sonwhile never would it be befitting
to the All-Merciful that He take a son!
Indeed, every being in the heavens and the earth
but comes to the All-Merciful as a servant.
Very truly, He has enumerated " each o{ them.
And He has numbered " every one o{ them
with a precise number.
Thus each one of them is corning to Him
on the Day of Resurrection "all" alone.
As for those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
"it is" for them that the All-Merciful
shall ordain "in their hearts,
genuine "mutual" love.
Therefore, We have, indeed,
"revealed this Quran to you,
and" made it easy "to understand"
in your "native, tongue, " 0 Prophet,
for you to give with it
glad tidings " of Paradise, to the God-fearing,
and to forewarn therewith a contentious people
" of God's nearing Judgment".
For how many a " disbelieving, generation
before them have We destroyed, " 0 Prophet "7
Do you perceive even one of them,
or hear from them a single sound?
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The surah that opens with the discrete Arabic letters rA HA .
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We have not sent the Quran down
upon you to distress you, - 0 Prophet-_
but -rather - as a -revealed - Reminder
for whomever would revere -God,
in awe of a divine worddescending from One who created the earth
and the high heavens:
The All-Merciful,
-who has - settled -Himsel{
over the Throne, -befittingly-.
To Him belongs
all that is in the heavens,
and all that is in the earth,
and all that is between them,
and all that is beneath the soil.
And whether you utter words out loud
-or silently-, He, indeed, knows the secret,
and what is -yet- more hidden.
God! There is no God but Him!
To Him belong the most excellent names.
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Now, has the account of Moses
come to you, - 0 Prophet-?
Behold!
He saw a fire
-on the side of Mount Tlir of Sinai-.
So he said to his family: Remain here.
Indeed, I have noticed a fire.
Perhaps from it, I shall bring you a firebrand;
or I shall find at the fire
some guidance -as to our way-.
So when he came to it,
he was called: 0 Moses!
Indeed, I am! I am your Lord!
So take off your sandals.
You are in the Holy Valley -o( Tuwa.
For I have chosen you -as a messenger-.
Therefore, listen to what is being revealed:
Indeed, it is I! I am God!
There is no God but Me.
So worship Me -alone-.
And -duly - establish the Prayer
for My remembrance.
Indeed, the Hour -of Doom- is coming.
I have designed to keep it hidden,
so that every soul may be -duly- recompensed
with that for which it strives -in life-.
So let not whoever disbelieves in -the Hourand follows his whim
tum you away from -preparing for - it,
so that you fall into doom.
And what is that in your right hand, 0 Moses?
He said: It is my staff
I lean upon it.
And with it I beat down leaves for my sheep .
And, therein, for me are other uses.
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He said: Throw it "to the ground", 0 Moses.
So he threw it down.
Then, suddenly, it was a "living" snake,
slithering rapidly.
He said: Seize it, and have no fear!
We shall return it to its former state.
Now, press your hand against your armpit.
It shall come forth
"radiant" white, without blemish-another sign,
so that We "may" show you
of Our greatest signs.
Go to Pharaoh!
Indeed, he has transgressed call bounds".
He said: My Lord!
Open for me my heart.
And make easy for me my mission.
And release the knot from my tongue,
so they understand my words.
And appoint for me a minister from my family:
Aaron, my brother.
Affirm, by him, my strength.
And make him a partner in my mission,
such that together, we may exalt You much;
and "together", we may remember You much.
Ever, indeed, have You seen
all " that is within us.
He said:
You have been granted your request, 0 Moses.
And very truly,
We have conferred favor upon you
another time "long ago".
Behold!
We revealed to your mother
what was to be revealed "of Our decree":
Toss him into the basket.
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Then toss him into the river.
Then let the river cast him upon the shore.
An enemy of Mine and an enemy of his
shall take him cin '.
Thus did I cast upon you love, from Me,
and that you should be reared
beneath cthe care of My cwatchfuf Eye.
Behold!
Your sister walked c trailing you
alongside the river'.
She then said cto Pharaoh's household,:
Shall I direct you to someone
who will foster him?
So We returned you to your mother,
that her eyes might be comforted
cand find j oy in you',
and that she might not grieve.
Moreover, you cthen - killed a person.
Yet, still, We delivered you
from cfear and' anguish.
Thus have We tried you with great trials.
Moreover, you have stayed for years
among the people of Midian.
Then you came chere',
as c I have, decreed, 0 Moses.
For I have reared you for Myself.
Go forth, you and your brother, with My signs!
And you shall not, either of you,
be slack in My remembrance.
Go forth, both of you, to Pharaoh!
Indeed, he has transgressed call bounds'.
Yet say a gentle word to him,
so that he may become mindful c of God',
or reverent c of Him'.
They said: Our Lord!
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We fear, indeed, that he will cat once - assail us
or c arrogantly- transgress.
He said: Have no fear.
Indeed, I am with you both. I hear and I see.
So go forth, both of you, to him and say:
We are messengers of your Lord.
So send forth with us the Children of Israel,
and do not torment them any longer-.
Indeed, we have come to you
with a c clear - sign from your Lord.
For peace shall conly - be with whomever
follows the guidance c of God-.
Indeed, it has truly been revealed to us
that the torment c of Godshall come upon whoever denies c Him and turns away.
c
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cPharaoh - said:
Who, then, is the Lord of you both, 0 Moses?
He said:
Our Lord is the One
who gave all things their creation,
then guided cthem to their natural way.
Pharaoh - said:
Then what of the case of the earlier generations
cwho did not believe this-?
He said:
The knovvledge of them is \Vith my Lord,
in a c Preserved Heavenly - Book.
Neither does my Lord err; nor does He forget.
c He is - the One who has made the earth
a cradle for you,
and threaded it all through with passages,
and sent down, from the sky, water.
c Thus God says:
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We brought forth therewith
pairs of varied plants.
Eat ·of it·, and pasture your cattle.
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
for people of discernment.
�!� From it have We created you.
And to it shall We return you.
And from it shall We bring you forth
·yet· another time.
Thus very truly,
We showed ·Pharaoh· Our ·miraculous· signs
all of them ·that had been given to Moses·.
But he belied ·them· and resisted ·faith·,
and he said:
Have you come to oust us from our land
with your sorcery, 0 Moses?
Then we shall most surely confront you
with sorcery like it.
So set between us and you an appointed time
which neither we nor you shall missin an ·open·, level place.
·Moses· said:
Your appointed time is the Day of Festival,
at mid-morning, while the people are assembled.
So Pharaoh turned away
and concocted his scheme.
Then he came forth ·on that day
with his sorcerers·.
And Moses said to them: Woe to you!
Do not forge a lie against God!
For He will raze you with some torment.
Thus whoever forges ·such lies against Him·
has forever failed.
Then ·the sorcerers· quarreled
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between themselves about their affair,
but kept their council secret.
They said:
Indeed, these are, most surely, two sorcerers
who desire to oust you from your own land
with their sorcery,
and 0to - do away with the ideal
of your way c of life-.
Therefore, come together
c to accomplish - your scheme.
Then come forth 0resolved - in a cunited, rank.
For whoever prevails today has truly succeeded.
They said: 0 Moses!
Either you shall throw
0your staff to the ground first-,
or we shall be first to throw c ours down-.
He said: Rather, you throw 0first -!
And behold!
Their ropes and staffs appeared to him,
from their sorcery, to be slithering.
Then Moses conceived a fear within himself
We said: Have no fear!
Indeed, it is you who shall be the uppermost.
Throw c to the ground what is in your right hand.
It shall then swallow up
what they have wrought.
For vvhat they have vvrought
is but the scheme of a sorcerer
and never shall the sorcerer succeed,
wherever he may go!
So the sorcerers fell c to the ground
in astonishment-,
bowing c their faces - down
0in willing submission-.
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They said:
We believe in the Lord of Aaron and Moses!
·Pharaoh· said:
Have you believed ·impetuously· because of him
before I have permitted you to do so?
Indeed, he is certainly your master-sorcerer,
who has taught you sorcery!
Therefore, I shall, indeed,
cut off your hands and your feet
on opposite sides!
Moreover, I shall, most surely, crucify you
on the trunks of date palms!
Thus you shall certainly know
· as to me and the God of Moses
which of us is severer in ·inflicting· torment,
and ·making pain· more lasting.
They said:
We will never prefer · submission to· you
over ·believing
in· the clear ·and miraculous· proofs · of God·
that have come to us,
nor · over· the One who originated us!
So decree whatever ·punishment·
you will decree.
You but decree ·in· the life of this world.
As for us, we have believed in our Lord,
so that He may forgive us ·for· our misdeeds,
and for whatever sorcery
you have forced upon us.
For God is best 'in reward.
and everlasting ·in punishment·.
Indeed, whoever comes to his Lord
as a defiant unbeliever,
then, indeed, for him is Hell,
wherein one shall neither die
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nor live cwithout pain·.
But whoever comes to Him as a believer,
having done righteous deeds,
then it is these for whom are the highest ranks:
Gardens everlasting, beneath which rivers fl ow,
wherein they shall abide forever c and ever·.
For such is the reward
of whoever purifies himself
with repentance and godliness·.
c
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20:80

Thus We revealed to Moses:
Set out by night with My servants,
·the Children of Israel·.
Then strike for them a dry passage
through the sea.
Do not fear being overtaken cby Pharaoh·.
Nor have any dread ·of drowning·.
So Pharaoh followed them with his forces,
and they were overwhelmed by the sea. and0 what an "awesome. whelming cit was 0!
Thus Pharaoh had led his people astray
and did not guide c them aright.
God said: · 0 Children of Israel!
We have delivered you from your enemy;
and We have promised you an appointed time,
on the right side of Mount Tur
to give you 1\1y commandments-,.
Moreover, We have sent down manna and quail
to csustain. you cin the desert, saying":
Eat of the wholesome foods
which We have provided for you.
But do not transgress therein.
For then My wrath shall befall you.
And whomever My wrath befallsr
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he is truly fallen ·from grace " .
Yet, indeed, I am most forgiving
of whoever repents and believes
and does righteous deeds
and thereafter remains guided.
�l�: God said to Moses

when he arrived at Mount Tur":
What has made you hasten
from your people, 0 Moses?
He said:
They are close upon my footsteps.
And I have hastened to You, my Lord,
that You may be pleased.
He said: Then 'know":
We have already tried your people
after you 'departed " ,
and the Samiriy has led them astray.
So Moses returned to his people
wrathful and sorrowful.
He said: 0 my people!
Did your Lord not promise you
an excellent promise?
Was the duration ·of my absence
too long for you?
Or did you desire
for the great wrath of your Lord to befall you,
such that you failed ·your, promise to me
·to worship God alone "?
They said:
We did not fail your promise
of our own accord.
Rather, we were loaded with burdens
from the ·golden, ornaments
of the 'Egyptian, people.
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So we hurled them cinto a furnace of fire.,_
and thus did the Samiriy cast cinto it
what he had. So we followed him'.
Then he brought forth for them
c the image o{ a c Golden, Calfa mere c spiritless, body c that, with cthe wind
made the sound o{ a low.
And they said cto each other':
This is your god and the god of Moses.
Yet he has forgotten cit'.
Could they not, then, see
that it could not return a csingle word to them.
Nor did it hold for them
any cpower o{ harm or benefit?
And truly Aaron had told them
before cMoses' return': 0 my people!
You are only being tried by c God
through' this cidof.
For, indeed, your Lord
is cnone but, the All-Merciful.
Thus shall you follow me
cin worshipping God alone,
and obey my command cin this'!
They said:
Never shall we give up
our devotion to it until Moses returns to us.
CMoses seized his brother and' said: 0 Aaron!
What prevented you
when you saw them going astray
from following after me?
Did you dare disobey my command!
He said: 0 son of my mother!
Seize me not by my beard nor by my head!
I feared that you would say:
You have caused division
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among the Children of Israel,
and you did not observe my word.
cMoses" said:
What then were you seeking to do, 0 Saminy?
He said:
I perceived what they did not perceive.
So I grasped a handful c of dust
from the trace of the messenger,
and I cast it cinto the molten gold"'
and thus did my soul tempt me!
He said: Begone, then!
For it is for you, in this life, to say:
Untouchable!
And, indeed, for you
there is an appointed time c of punishment
in the Hereafter " that you shall never miss!
Moreover, look to your god, c 0 Saminy " ,
to which you remained devout!
Most surely, we shall bum it.
Then, most surely, shall we cpulverize
and" scatter it in the sea-scatter it utterly.
Indeed, your God, c 0 Israel," is the only God
the One besides whom there is no other god.
He has encompassed all things in knowledge.
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So it is that We relate to you, c 0 Prophet,
something" of the tidings that have gone before.
For, truly, We have given yousolely from Usa crevealed " Reminder cof the way of God" . .
Whoever turns away from it,
then he shall, indeed,
on the Day of Resurrection,
bear c the torment o{ a cmost sinful" burden,
wherein they shall abide forever!
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And a -most - evil burden -shall it be for them
on the Day of Resurrection20: 1 02 a Day when the Trumpet is blown,
and We assemble the defiant unbelievers
on that Day ashen -with terror-,
20: 1 03 murmuring to one another:
You have stayed only ten days in the earth.
20: 1 04 It is - We -alone who - are most knowing
of all that they say,
when one among them
whose way -of surmise - is best shall say:
Rather, -it only seems
that - you have stayed but one day!
20 1 0s

20 1 06
20: 1 07

20: 1 08

20: 1 09

5 36

And they ask you, - 0 Prophet,
about rwhat shall become of"' the mountains.
Then say:
My Lord shall -pulverize and- scatter them,
scatter them utterly,
thus leaving them a leveled plain.
You shall see therein
neither wave nor curve.
On that Day!
-Everyone - will follow
the -angef-Summoner's -call-
without evasionwith voices lowered before the All-Merciful,
such that you hear nothing but hushed tones.
On that Day!
Intercession shall not avail
-anyone in all creation-,
other than -one to - whom
the All-Merciful permits -intercession-,
and -the one on whose behalf
He - is pleased for him to speak.
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He knows what lies before them
and what lies behind them,
while they cannot comprehend Him
with ctheir " knowledge.
�!� For humbled shall be all faces
to the All-Living,
the Self-Subsisting CAll- Sustaining One " .
And truly failed is one laden with evildoing.
But whoever does c deeds " of righteousness
and is a believershall have no fear of being wronged
or defrauded.

And so it is
that We have sent it down as an Arabic Quran
and varied the warnings thereinso that they "who receive it"
may become God-fearing,
or that it might induce in them
the remembrance "of Him " .
20: 1 1 4 For most high "above all " is God,
the King, the Truth!
Thus make no haste
with the Quran, c 0 Prophet,
before its revelation to you is completed.
But say c only " : My Lord!
Increase me in knowledge.
20: 1 1 3

2 0: 1 1s

20: 1 1 6

Now, very truly,
We made a covenant with Adam of old.
But he forgot chis covenant " .
Thus We did not find in him "due " resolve.
For behold! We said to the angels:
Bow cyour faces " down to creceive " Adam
cinto life and honor him " !
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So they call" bowed down, except Iblis.
He refused.
20: 1 1 7 So We said: 0 Adam!
Indeed this cbeing
is an enemy to you and to your wife.
So let him not oust you both from the garden,
so that you come to misery.
20: 1 1 s Indeed, it is call, for you,
that you shall not hunger therein, nor go naked;
20: 1 1 9 and that you shall not thirst therein,
nor be sunstruck.
20: 1 20 Yet Satan whispered to him.
He said: 0 Adam!
Shall I direct you to the Tree of lmmortality,
and a kingdom that shall never fade away?
20: 1 2 1 So both CAdam and Eve� ate of it.
Thus their secret parts became exposed to them.
So, cinstantly, , they both took to
heaping together upon themselves
leaves of the garden.
For Adam had disobeyed his Lord.
Thus he erred.
20: 1 22 Then his Lord chose him c as a Prophet",
and absolved him of his sin " , and guided him.
20: 1 23 c God" said:
Descend from c the garden",
both of you, together, c along with Satan-._
each of you an enemy to the other.
But if there comes to you, C O humanity,
guidance from Me,
then whoever follows My guidance
shall not go astray cin the world"
and shall not suffer misery cin the Hereafter".
20: 1 24 But whoever turns away
from My remembrance, for him, indeed,
c
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there shall be a stringent life.
And We shall bring him to assembly,
on the Day of Resurrection, blind.
20: 1 2s He shall say: My Lord!
Why have You brought me
to assembly blind, though I used to see?
20: 1 26 He shall say: So it is!
Our signs came to you. Yet you forgot them.
And so this Day you are forgotten.
20: 1 27 Even so do We recompense
whoever is exceedingly rebellious
and has not believed
in the ·revealed, signs of his Lord.
And, indeed, the torment of the Hereafter
is severer still and more lasting.
20: 1 2s Have the many generations before them
that We have destroyedin whose very dwellings they ·now, walk
not become a clear guiding sign for them?
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
for people of discernment.
20: 1 29 Yet were it not for a ·preordained " word
that had preceded from your Lord, · 0 Prophet,
to defer judgment upon people,
their immediate destruction,
would have been inescapable-but ·for the fulfillment or" a stated term ·of life".
20: 1 30 So be patient, · 0 Prophet,
with what they say.
And highly exalt your Lord with ·all " praise
before the rising of the sun and before its setting.
And in the watches of the night
exalt ·Him", as well, and at the ends of the day
so that you may become well-pleased.
20: 1 3 1 Thus you shall not extend
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the gaze o{ your eyes toward cthe unbelievers
and - what We have given
any number of them to enjoy:
The mere - flower of the life of this world,
by which We put them to test.
For, indeed, the cblessed - provision of your Lord
is far- better and everlasting.
Moreover,
enjoin the Prayer upon your family,
0 Prophet, - and persevere patiently with it.
We do not ask of you any provision.
cRather, - it is We who provide for you.
For the ultimate outcome
is csuccess - for the - God-fearing calone-.

part s ixteen

c

c

c

20: 1 32

c

20: 133

Yet they ·who disbeiieve
have said of you, 0 Prophet.:
If only he were to bring us a sign from his Lord!
Yet has clear proof not, then,
come to them cin this Quranas to what was in the earlier Scriptures?
Now had it been that We destroyed them
with some torment
before ·sending them - this c Quran,
most surely, they would have said: Our Lord!
If only You had sent to us a messenger,
then we would have followed
Your ·revealed- signs
before we became humiliated and disgraced!
Say cto them-:
All ·of us - are in wait of the ultimate outcome-.
So wait for the Judgment of God-!
You shall, assuredly, come to know
who are the companions of the even way
·of faith· and who is c thus - guided aright.
c
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20: 1 3s
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The surah that mentions the names of sixteen PROPHETS and Mary r}!J,, illustrating
the unity ef the divine message.
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Drawing near to the people is their reckoning!
Yet in heedlessness they tum away
c from this Heavenly message-.
Not a new reminder c from the Quran
comes to them from their Lord,
but that they listen to it
as they make j esting- sport c of it - ,
their hearts diverted cby whims - .
Rather, those who do wrong
would keep secret their conversations:
Is this CMuhammad- other than a human being
like yourselves?
Do you then yield to sorcery,
even as you see cthat he is merely human?
God Himself revealed their conversation
to the Messenger,- who then said cto them-:
My Lord knows all that is said
in the heaven and the earth.
For He is the All- Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Still they have said:
cThis Quran is - a muddle of dreams!
Rather, he has forged it! Rather, he is a poet!
Let him, then, bring to us a cmiraculous - sign
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like that with which
the former prophets" were sent.
Not one city before them
which We have destroyed
believed ·in the miraculous signs " !
Will they, then, believe ·them.?
J'vioreover, We have not sent ·any messengers
to the generations" before you, · 0 Prophet,
but ·mere mortal" men,
to whom We gave revelation.
So if you ·who disbelieve " do not know ·this",
then ask the People of the ·revealed. Reminder,
·who know the Heavenly Scriptures·.
Neither did We create them
as mere bodies ·without spirits
that did not eat food. I'-� or \�Tere they immortals.
Yet, We ·duly" fulfilled the ·divine· promise
to ·help" them.
Thus We delivered them,
along with whomever We so willed
·who upheld them".
But We destroyed "all " those who ·belied them
and. were ·thus· exceedingly rebellious.
Truly, We have sent down to you,
0 people of Muhammad,
a ·Heavenly" Book that "bears " in it
your ·glory and. eminent remembrance
·for all time".
Will you not, then, understand?
For, how many a city
·whose inhabitants were" doing wrong
·in unbelief" did We utterly shatter ·before you
and raise up after them
another people ·in their place.?
Thus when they sensed
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Our 0impending " afiliction,
they sought, then, to flee from it.
0But it was said to them:
Do not fle e, but return to the luxuries
in which you once indulged"
and to your clofty" dwellings,
so that you may be questioned cnow
about the destiny of wrongdoing".
They 0but, said: Oh, woe to us!
Indeed, we have been c godless" wrongdoers!
And never did this confessional, cry of theirs
cease upon their lips",
until We had turned them into cmere" stubble;
and c they" had been utterly" extinguished.
For We have not created the heavens
and the earth and whatever is between them
for mere sport.
Had We intended to take up any amusement,
We would most surely have taken it
from the higher realm" that is with Us
c and not from the world"if ever We were to do so.
On the contrary,
we 0but" hurl the truth against falsehood,
and it cutterly" smashes itthus at once it vanishes!
So the call-punishing, woe c of Hellfire
shall assuredly be yours
for all that you cfalsely" ascribe to God " !
For to Him belongs
all who are in the heavens and the earth.
Moreover, those who are near Him
are never disdainful of His worship,
nor do they grow weary of it".
They give due exaltation to Him"
c
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by night and by day-never pausing.
Then ·as to those who disbelieve-,
have they truly taken gods
from the earth who resurrect ·the dead·?
Had there been-·in either Heaven or earth-_
any gods other than God,
both ·Heaven and earth - would, most surely,
have become corrupted ·by competing deities-.
So highly exalted is God, Lord of the Throne,
far - above all that they ascribe -to Him-!
He shall never be called to account
for what He does.
Yet they shall be questioned "by Him
about all they have done in life " !
Then have they, indeed, taken gods
apart from Him?
Say -to them, 0 Prophet " :
Bring forth your proofl
This ·Quran- is the ·revealed- Reminder
of God's wayproo{ for those who are with me.
Moreover, there is the Reminder
that has been revealed
to each o{ those ·messengers
who were before ine,
none of which confirm other gods with God-.
Rather, most of them "who claim this
do not know the truth,
and thus they turn away -from it
when they hear it-.
For We have not sent before you,
0 Prophet, any messenger
but that We revealed to him
that there is no God but Me.
Thus you shall worship Me -alone"!
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Yet they ·who disbelieve, have said:
The All-Merciful
has taken ·to Himself angels as, offspring.
Highly exalted is He ·above this"!
Rather, they are "but, honored servants ·of God " !
They do not precede Him in speech.
Rather, they do ·everything
only, by His command.
He ·alone, knows
what lies before them
and what lies behind them.
Nor do they intercede ·with God·_
except on behalf
of those with whom He is pleased.
For out of fear of Him, they are cautious.
�!�And if ever one of them should say:
I am a god apart from Him!
then such a one
would We recompense with Hell.
For thus it is
that We recompense the wrongdoers
·who are godless in heart " .
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Have those who disbelieve
not seen "by the knowledge they acquire
that the heavens and the earth
were conjoined as · one, mass,
then We separated themand ·that, We have made
every living thing ·therein, from water?
Will they not, then, believe "in God's Oneness'?
So too have We set in the Earth
anchoring mountains, so that it does not sway
with them ·upon it as it spins·.
And We made therein broad pathways,
545
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so that they might find guidance c therein".
And We made the heaven a vault,
safeguarded c above the earth".
Still they tum away
from cpondering the wonders o{ its signs.
For He is the One
who created the night and the daylight,
and the sun and the mooneach, within a course, is swimming on
c through the spheres as preordained".
Furthermore, We have not given immortality
to any human being who preceded you,
c 0 Prophet".
Yet if you die, cas the disbelievers hope,
will they, then, be immortals?
Every csingle" soul shall taste death.
For We cbut" test you cin life"
with evil and good as a trial.
And it is to Us
you shall all be returned cfor recompense".
Thus when those who disbelieve see you,
they but take you as an c object o{ mockery,
saymg :
Is this the one
who mentions your gods cprofanely "?
though at the mention of the All-Merciful
they themselves profess unbelief cin Him"!
Man is a creature of haste.
Soon shall I show you My signs cofjudgment
fulfille d against the disbelievers".
So do not call for Me to hasten cthis".
Yet they say cin contempt":
When will this promise
c of divine judgment" be cfulfille d",
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if you cbelievers " are truthful?
CNever would this be asked'
if only those who disbelieve knew
c that a time will come,
when they will not be able to hold off
the Fire c of Hell " from their faces
nor from their backsand c therein, they shall never be helped!
Indeed, it shall call° come upon them, suddenly,
and confound them cutterly'.
It is then that they will not be able to repel it.
Nor shall they be reprieved.
And very truly, messengers before you
were mocked, C O Muhammad'.
But those who scoffed at them
were encompassed
by the every punishment ' they used to mock.
Say cto the unbelievers':
Who is it that shall guard you
by night and by daylight
from the Judgment of the" All-Merciful?
Rather, it is from the cvery, Remembrance
of their Lord that they turn away.
Then do they, indeed, have gods
that shield them cfrom affliction, apart from Us?
They c call gods
those who, cannot even help themselves.
Thus never shall they be afforded security
against Us!
Indeed, We have given these c disbelievers
and their forefathers
cmuch comfort and" enj oyment
until the life spans c of heedlessness
that stretched over them grew long.
Do they not see that We come
547
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2 1 :47

2 1 :48

2 1 :49

with the spirit of living faith
to the land -of the ungodly,
and diminish unbelief in it from its outskirts?
Are they, then, the triumphant ones?
Say to them-:
Indeed, I only forewarn you
with -God's Revelation -of a nearing Judgment-.
But the deaf -of heart hear no call
when they are forewarned
to cease their works of unbelie(!
Yet if even a mere breath
of your Lord's torment were to touch them,
they would most surely say: Oh, woe to us!
Indeed, we have been godless wrongdoers!
Moreover, it is We alone
who set up the just balances
for the Day of Resurrection,
so that no soul shall be wronged in anything.
And even if ' one's deed is the mere weight
of a single mustard seed, We shall bring it forth.
Thus sufficient are We
as the very best o( reckoners.
Now, very truly, it is We alone
who gave Moses and Aaron
the -Torah, as a Criterion of truth-,
and -as a radiant -light to guidance-,
and -as a -revealed Reminder
for the God-fearing onesthose who fear their Lord
while He is m the domain o( the unseen,
and who are ever-cautious
of the Hour of Doom-.
And, similarly, this Quran
is a blessed Reminder
-
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that We have sent down ·from on high " .
Do you, then, disavow it?
21:51

2 1 :52

2 1 53

2 1 :54

2 1 :55

21 s6
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2 1 :58
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�i�Now, very truly, it is We · alone
who " gave Abraham
his · distinctive " right guidance before this.
For We well knew ·the worthiness" of him.
Behold!
He said to his · own " father and his people:
What are these statues
to which you are devoted?
They said:
We found our forefathers worshipping them!
He said:
Very truly, · all o{ you
you and your forefathershave been ·utterly lost " in clear misguidance.
They said:
Have you come to us with the ·word o{ truth,
or are you of those
who are merely jesting and playing?
He said: No, indeed!
Your Lord is the Lord
of the heavens and the earth,
the One who · alone" originated them.
And to this, I am one of those
who bear witness.
Thus ·he said to himsel{: By God!
I shall, most surely, plot against your idols
after you go away,
when you have turned your backs ·to them " .
So he rendered ·all o{ them into pieces
except the biggest of them,
so that they might return to it
· and make inquiry " .
54 9
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They said ·to one another in rage":
Who has done this to our gods?
Most surely, he is of the wrongdoers!
Others said:
We heard a young man
mentioning them ·profanely'.
He is called Abraham.
They said:
Bring him, then, before the eyes of the people,
so that they may bear witness.
They "brought him and' said:
Did you do this to our gods, 0 Abraham?
He said:
Rather, it was this ·one",
the biggest of them, who did it!
So ask them, if they can talk.
So they turned to one another
in reproach for their idolatry', and they said:
Most surely, it is you yourselves
who are the ·godless, wrongdoers.
Then they reversed themselves,
"in defense of their vain idols, and said to him":
Truly, you know very well
that these ·idols, cannot talk.
He said:
Do you, then, "knowingly, worship
apart from the ·One" God
what does not benefit you in anything
nor harm you?
Fie upon you and upon all that you worship
apart from God!
Will you not, then, understand?
They said:
Bum him ·alive", and vindicate your gods,
if you will do something ·to avenge them"!
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We said: 0 Fire!
Be cool and safe for Abraham.
They endeavored ·mightily " to plot against him.
But We made them the worst losers.
For We delivered him and Lot to the land
which We have ·greatly, blessed therein
for all the ·people of the, world.
Moreover, We granted him Isaac
and, ·from Isaac, " Jacob, as an additional gift
and all ·of them, We made righteous.
And We made them exemplary leaders,
guiding ·to faith " by Our command.
For We ·made them prophets
and' revealed to them ·our commandments
bidding, the doing of good works,
and the establishment of the Prayer,
and the giving of the Zakat-Charity.
Thus to Us alone did they ·offer, worship.
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And to Lot, as well,
We gave ·prophetic, wisdom,
as well as knowledge ·of faith and God's decree'.
Moreover, We delivered him from the town
that had been doing vile deeds.
Indeed, they were an evil people, truly ungodly.
Thus did We admit him into Our mercy.
Indeed, he was ever of the righteous.
And ·there was Noah.
Behold!
He called out ·to Us of old,
before Abraham and Lot'.
So We answered him.
Then We delivered him
and his family ·in the Ark
55 1
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from the great anguish
urJeashed upon his defiant people-.
Thus did We support him
against the people who had belied Our signs
of revelation to him-.
Indeed, they were an evil people.
So We drowned them, all together.
And ·mention also the tiding
o{ David and Solomon
when they rendered judgment
in · the Case o{ the Tillage.
Behold!
The sheep of a people foraged in it ·by night-.
Thus to "both their judgments,
\Ve bore vvitness.
Yet We caused Solomon to ·better - understand it
and render a more equitable judgment-.
And to each one We gave "prophetic wisdom,
as well as knowledge of faith and God's decree-.
Moreover,
We subjugated the ·very - mountainsto give · God due exaltation with David
and the birds, as well.
For We are all-able to do such things-.
We taught him, moreover,
to forge garments ·of mail - for you,
to shield you ·from harm - in your battles.
Will you, then, be thankful?
And ·we subjugated to Solomon
the raging wind-to run at his command
to the land which We have blessed therein.
For We are all-knowing of all things.
Moreover, of the satans, there were those
that dived ·for pearls for him
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and did other tasks apart from that.
For We were ever watchful of them.
2 1 :83

2 1 :84

2 1 :85

2 1 :86

21 :87

�i�And "mention, as well, the tiding o( Job.
Behold!
He cried out to his Lord:
Indeed, ·unbearable ailment has touched me,
and You are the most merciful of the merciful!
So We answered him, and We removed
whatever ailment was upon him.
Thus We gave ·back' to him
the j oy o( his familyand, along with them,
the like of them ·besides'_
as a mercy from Usand a reminder ·of God's relie(
for the ·devout, worshippers
of God who endure patiently'.
And ·mention Ishmael and Idns and Dhul-Kifl.
All were of the patient ·ones'.
Thus did We admit them into Our mercy.
Indeed, they were ever of the righteous.
And "mention, also, the tiding
ofJonah', the Man of the Whale.
Behold!
He went away ·from his people out o( anger,
without Our leave".
For he thought
that We would never constrain him.
Then he called out ·in repentance
from, within the ·veils o( darkness:
There is no God but You!
Highly exalted are You!
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Indeed, I was of the wrongdoers!
So We answered him
and delivered him from -great - anguish.
And even so do We ever deliver the believers.
And -mention the tiding o( Zachariah, -as well-.
Behold!
He called upon his Lord: My Lord!
Leave me not alone, -childless-,
when You are the best of inheritors.
So We answered him.
And We granted to him John.
Thus We set his wife aright for him,
-for she was barren-.

they would, indeed, hasten
to exceed one another in doing good works,
and would call upon Us
with hope -in Our mercy- and -in reverent awe.
Thus they were ever humble before Us.
21:91

2 1 :92

21 :93
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-Mention, - moreover, the tiding of Mary,
she who -estimably- safeguarded her chastity.
Then We breathed into her -womb
of Our -life-giving- spirit.
Thus We made her, and her son,
a ·profound- sign for all the -people
of the world.
Indeed, -We said to all the prophets-:
This -faith --community of yours
is one community,
and I am your Lord, so worship only Me.
But -succeeding generations
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divided their faith among themselves.
Yet all shall return to Us cfor Judgment".
S o whoever does any act of righteqi.Isness
and is a believerthen never shall his effort be denied cits reward".
For, indeed,
We Ourself shall write it down for him.
But cas for" any csinful " city
that We c decree to, destroy,
their return cto faith, is cthereafter, forbidden.
In c due" time,
when the barriers are opened
for Gog and Magog,
and they swarm from every elevationand the true promise c of Resurrection Day,
has drawn c so very, nearthen shall it be that the eyes of the disbelievers
shall bulge out, cand they will say":
Oh, woe to us!
Truly, we were heedless of this!
Rather, we were wrongdoers, cgodless in heart!
It shall be said:
Indeed, youand all cthe idols, that you worship
apart from God-shall be the fuel of Hell.
To it, you shall all go down!
Had these cidols, been ctrue, gods,
they would never have gone down into it.
Yet all cof them, shall abide therein forever.
For them therein
there shall be cheavy" sighing.
Moreover, they who are in it
will not be able to hear.
As for those to whom the cpromise
o{ great goodness cin Paradise,
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has already preceded from Us,
these shall be -saved from Hellfire,
and- far removed from this, -the greatest terror-.
2 1 1 02 They will not hear its hissing- sound.
And they shall abide
in all that their souls desire, forevermore.
2 1 : 1 03 Thus the greatest terror of all
shall not grieve them.
Moreover, the angels will receive them, saymg :
This is your Day -of honor-,
the one you have been promised!
2 1 1 04 On that Day, We shall roll up the sky,
as the scribe -rolls up - the scrolls.
-Then- just as We have originated
the first creation,
We shall, once more, bring it forth -anew-.
It is a promise binding upon Usand, indeed, We are all-able to do it!
2 1 : 1 os And very truly,
We have written in the Psalms
after -it has been inscribed
in - the -revealed- Reminderthat My righteous servants will inherit the earth.
2 1 : 1 06 Indeed, there is -now
in this -final admonition of the Quran
an -all-sufficing - message
for a people who would be truly worshipful.
21 : 1 07 For We have sent you, - 0 Prophet,
as none other than a mercy
to all the -people of the - world.
2 u os Say -to humanity-:
Indeed, what has been revealed to me
-about God- is only this:
Your God is -only - One God.
So will you, 0 people, - become muslims,
-
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in willing submission to God -alone-?
2 1 : 1 09 But if they turn away -from this-, then say:
I have alerted you all equally.
For I -also - do not know
whether -the fulfillment o{
what you are promised -as divine judgment
in this life and the Hereafter - is near or far.
2 1 : 1 1 0 Indeed, He -alone - knows
the overt expression of discourse.
And He -alone - knows what you suppress.
2 1 : 1 1 1 For I d o not know
-when judgment shall befall-.
Perhaps, -delaying - it is a trial -of faith for you;
and -perhaps it is - enjoyment,
for a -preordained- time.
2 1 : 1 1 2 -Thus the Prophet has - said: My Lord!
Judge -between us
and the deniers of Your message - with the truth.
Indeed, our Lord is the All-Mercifulthe One who alone is sought for help
against all that you ascribe -to Him-.

557

The surah wherein God commands Abraham
to proclaim to all humanity the obligation
to the Ancient House of God-the Ka' bah-in Makkah.
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humankind!
Be ever God-fearing, ·conscious of your Lord.
For the quaking of ·the earth
at - the Hour ·of Doom
is a terrible thing, indeed.
The Day you see it, every nursing ·female
will become utterly diverted
from what she is nursing.
And every pregnant ·female
shall ·at once - deliver her burden ·out of terror-.
And you will see people ·as if they are drunken,
though they are not drunken,
but ·rather - the torment from God
is so very severe.
Yet among humankind,
there is the ·type o{ person
who argues about God
without any ·revealed - knowledge
and who, ·therefore, - follows
every rebellious satan·those followers of the evil one,
regarding whom

0
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it has, indeed, been decreed cby God
that whoever takes him as a patron,
he shall, indeed, lead him astray cin this life
Moreover, he shall guide him
to the torment of the Flaming Fire c of Hell".
0 humankind!
If you are in doubt about the CUltimate Rising
con the Day of Resurrection",
then cknow that, " indeed,
We created call o( you c originally from dust,
then from a sperm-drop,
then from a clinging clot,
then from a morsel-like lump
destined to be either fully" formed
or cleft" unformed.
In this way, do We make clear to you
c God's all-creative might".
Thus do We cause to settle
in the wombs c of their mothers
whatever cunborns" We so will, for a stated term.
Then We bring you forth as children,
so that you may thereafter reach full maturity.
Then among you are those who die cyoung".
And some of you are reduced cby old age
to the most abj ect state of life;
such that one,
after having had csome" knowledge,
will not know anything.
And even so do you see the earth lifeless.
But when We send down upon it water,
it quivers and swells
and grows every delightful variety c of plant life".
That is so because God
is, most surely, the CEternaf Truth.
For it is He calone" who gives life to the dead.
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And it is He alone
who is powerful over all things.
Thus the Hour ·of Doom
is most surely coming.
There is no doubt therein.
And God shall raise
all those who are in the graves
·to the Reckoning · .
Yet among humankind
there is the ·type o( person
who argues about God
without any ·revealed. knowledge,
nor any ·divine guidance,
nor an illuminating ·Heavenly · Book.
He turns hirn5elf aside ·from the truth.
in disdain, ·in order · to lead ·people · astray
from the path of God.
There shall be for him disgrace in this world.
Then We shall make him taste,
on the Day of Resurrection,
the torment of burning ·in Hellfire.
It shall be said to him:
That is ·the recompense · for all ' the evil°
that your two hands have advanced
·in the world._
and never does God wrong ·His servants
"in the least · .
Moreover, among humankind,
there is the ·type o( person
who worships God as if ·he is teetering ·
on the outermost edge ·of faith · .
Thus if good befalls him, he is at peace with it.
But if a trial befalls him,
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he turns about-face cback into unbeliet.
Thus, he loses cthe good o( this world
and cthe bliss o( the Hereafter.
Such is the cmost manifest loss!
He calls upon cidols in his worship',
apart from God,
which can neither harm him nor benefit him.
Such is, indeed,
the uttermost cpoint o( misguidance.
He calls out to those whose harm
is surer than their benefit.
A most woeful alliance cit is, indeed,
and a most woeful fellowship!
For, indeed,
God shall admit those who believe
and do righteous deeds
into Gardens beneath which rivers flo w.
Indeed, God does whatever He so intends.
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Whoever thinks God
shall never caid His Messenger
and, make him triumphantin this world and cin, the Hereafterlet him stretch a rope into the sky c and climb it'.
Then let him cut it off cand fall to his death,_
to see if, cperhaps, his scheme will cat last
do away with what has cso enraged chim'!
And so it is that cwith lucid examples
We have sent down cthe Quran's clear verses.
For, indeed, God guides with it
whomever He so wills.
So as to those who believe cin Islam',
and those ofJewry, and the Sabians,
and the Christians, and the Magians,
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and those who associate gods with God-
indeed, God shall judge between them calf
on the Day of Resurrection.
Indeed, God is a witness over all things.
22: 1 8

22: 1 9

22:20

22:21
22:22

Have you not seen, c 0 Prophet,
that it is to God
that all cthe beings, in the heavens
and all cthe beings, in the earth
bow ctheir faces, downand so too the sun, and the moon, and the stars;
and the mountains and the trees;
and the beasts ctreading the earth"?
Moreover, many are the people
cwho do so willingly'!
Thus for cthe, many cwho deny God's Oneness " ,
the torment shall justly, come to pass.
And whomever God disgraces,
none can give him honor.
Indeed, God does whatever He so wills. 1if
�l� CBehold the believers and the unbelievers':
These two adversaries
contend cwith one another with regard to c true faith in, their Lord.
Thus those who disbelieve
shall have raiments of fire
tailor-cut for them cin the Hereafter,
and scalding fluid poured over their heads
by which all that is in their bellies,
along with their skins, shall be cutterly, melted.
Moreover, whips of iron await them there.
Whenever they endeavor to exit from it
because of ctheir unceasing, anguish therein',
they will be returned into it,
cand it shall be said to them:
c
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Taste the torment of burning cin Hellfire.
But", indeed, God shall admit
those who believe and do righteous deeds
into Gardens beneath which rivers flo w.
They shall be adorned therein
with bracelets of gold and cwith" pearls;
and their garments therein shall be silk.
Moreover, they shall be guided
to the most wholesome of words
for they shall be guided
to the way of the All-Praised c One".
Indeed, those who have disbelieved,
and who have barred others
from the path of God
and from c access to the Sacred Mosque
in Makkah",
which We have made for all people-
both" the dwellers there
and the visitors cfrom elsewhere " , alike
and who c only" intend, therein,
to deviate cfrom true religion
with some cblasphemous or profane
wrongdoingWe shall make such c as these taste
a most painful torment.
For behold!
We established for Abraham
the place of the cHoly" House cin Makkah,
saymg :
You shall not associate anything with Me
as a god".
And you shall purify My House
for those who circle round it
in My worship " , and cwho stand,
and bow, and bow ctheir faces down
5 63
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to the ground cin the Prayer-.
Moreover, you shall proclaim among all people
the cduty of the. I:Ia.ij-Pilgrimage.
They shall come to you
on foot and on every lean mount.
They shall come through every faraway passage,
that they may observe
·many - benefits for themselvesand mention ° much - the name of God
during the known days ·of I:la.ij-Pilgrimage
over what He has provided them
of grazing beasts ·to sacrifice-.
So eat of them and feed the afflicted ones ,
the ·indigent- poor.
Then,
after completing the Hajj-Pilgrimage rituals,
let them end their unkemptness
cfrom pilgrim sanctity-,
and fulfill their ·personal' vows,
and circle round the Ancient House
·of the Ka 'bah, in My worship-.
All this ·has God commanded-.
Thus whoever honors the sacred ·rites of God
that is best for him with his Lord,
cin this life and the Hereafter-.
Lawful for you ·as food - is ·the flesh o( cattle
except what is recited to you 0in the Quran
as forbidden-.
So shun the abomination of idol-·worship .
Moreover, shun speaking any false word,
being ever upright c of heart - toward God
without associating anything with Him
·in worship-.
For whoever associates gods with God
is like one who has fallen from heaven,
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whom birds then snatch ·midair into pieces";
or whom the wind blows to a far-off place.
All this ·has God commanded-.
And whoever honors
the prescribed rituals ·and waymarks of God
then, indeed, it is out of the fear of God
in ·their, hearts.
There are -lawfuf benefits for you
in -the animals designated
as charitable-offerings of sacrifice",
until the stated term ·of their slaughter".
Then their -due" place -of sacrifice"
is toward the Ancient House of the Ka'bah ".
For each ·faith "-community
We have appointed -sacred, rites,
so that they may mention the name of God
over any grazing beasts
that they sacrifice as charitable-offerings,
from whatever, He has provided them.
Thus your God is One God.
Therefore, submit yourselves to Him alone.
Moreover, give glad tidings
to those who humble themselves,
those who when God is mentioned
their hearts tremble;
and who are patient with whatever afilicts them;
and who -duly" establish the Prayer;
and who spend -in charity"
out of what We have provided them.
As for the -charitable-offerings
o( camels ·and cattle at the I:Iajj-Pilgrimage -,
We have made -the benefit of sacrificing them
among the prescribed rituals
and waymarks of God for you.
In them, there is much good for you.
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So mention the name of God over them
as they stand in ranks -for sacrifice-.
Then when they collapse upon their flanks,
you may butcher their meat
to - eat of them -yourselves-_
and to feed 'both - the self-restrained needy
and the suppliant poor.
Thus have We subjugated
-the sacrificial animals - to -feed- you -all-,
so that you may -alf give thanks -to God-.
Never shall -any part o{ their flesh
nor their blood reach God.
But rather, it is -your devotion
inspired by the - fear of God in you
that reaches Him.
Therefore has He subjugated them to you,
that you shall extol God, -the Creatorfor -the blessing of faith
to - which He has guided you.
So give glad tidings
to those who excel in -doing - good.
�l� Indeed, God, Himself,
defends those who believe -against evil-.
And, most surely, God does not love anyone
who betrays his trust -of faith
and who is ever an -unbelieving- ingrate.
Permission -to fight back- is given
to those -who believe - who are being fought
because they have been wronged.
And, indeed,
God is all-able to give them victory.
These -are the ones
who have been expelled from their homes
without any right, for nothing more than saying:

1
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Our Lord is God calone"!
For had God not c decreed
to" repel some people by means of others,
demolition would certainly have come
to c many" hermitages, and churches,
and synagogues, and mosques,
in which the name of God
is much mentioned cin praise".
Yet, most surely, God shall support
whoever supports cfaith in- Him.
Indeed, God is, most surely, all-powerful,
overpowenng.
These care the ones who"'
when We set them cin authority"
over the landthey cduly" establish the Prayer,
and give the Zakat-Charity,
and enjoin what is right
and forbid what is wrong.
Yet to God calone
belongs the ultimate end of all affairs.
Thus if they cwho disbelieve
belie you, c 0 Prophet," so too before them
did the people of Noah and cthe tribes o( 'Ad
and Thamud belie c their prophets"_
and the people of Abraham
and the people of Lot c did likewise";
and cso did" the inhabitants of Midian.
Moreover, Moses, too, was belied.
Yet I granted respite
to the disbelievers cfor a time".
But, thereafter, I seized them, suddenly.
How cawesome", then,
was My denunciation c of them all"!
Then how many a city cbefore,
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whose inhabitants belied their messengers, .
have We devastated while it was doing wrong?
Thus are they ,yet · desolate
and toppled upon their roofs.
And ·how many, an unattended well
and lofty palace ·are forsaken there ·?
So have they who deny faith
not journeyed through the lands
·and seen enough of such ends,
so as · to have ·their · hearts ·awakened,
to understand with ·them, and ·their · ears ·opened
so that, they ·may, truly hear with ·them ·?
For it is not the eyes that become blind
but the hearts within the breasts that go blind.
Thus ,.only in defiance - do they ask you,
·o Prophet,
to hasten the ·promised · punishment
·of which you have forewarned them · .
And never shall God fail to fulfill His promise!
Yet, indeed, a day with your Lord
is like a thousand years
of what you count ·on earth · .
Thus how many a city
did I respite, while it was doing wrong?
Then I seized it ·in the midst of its unbelie{.
For to Me ·alone, is the ultimate destiny.
0 Prophet, · say: 0 humanity!
Indeed, I am but a clear forewarner
·of God's nearing Judgment sent · to ·all o( you.
Yet as for those who believe
and do righteous deeds, for them ·with God
is ·much · forgiveness ·for their sins
and a generous provision
'in Gardens of Delight'.
•
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But as for those who strive
to confute Our crevealed verses
so as to frustrate
c the establishment of Our message " ,
these are the Companions of Hellfire.
For never have We sent
any messenger or prophet before you,
but that when he recited c God's revelation " ,
hoping c ardently " to guide cpeople,
Satan cast c evil whisperings
into people's thoughts
about what, in hope, he had recited.
However, God annuls
whatever Satan may cast cto obscure truth " .
Then God confirms His crevealed " signs.
For God c alone " is all-knowing, all-wise.
Thus, He makes
whatever cwhisperings " Satan may cast
a trial for those chypocrites
in whose c doubting " hearts there is a sickness,
and cfor " those c disbelievers
whose hearts are hardened.
Thus cit is only " the c godless " wrongdoers
who are, indeed, in uttermost schism
cfrom the truth".
For, thereby, c as well,
those who are given knowledge
c of faith and revelation
know that it is the 'revealed- truth
from your Lord cthat they have been given".
Therefore, they believe in it,
and thus do their hearts
become humble before Him.
And, indeed, God shall, most surely, guide
call" those who believe
5 69
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to a straight way c of salvation-.
As for the disbelievers,
they will not cease
to be in doubt about this Quran
until the Hour cof Doom
comes upon them suddenly,
or there comes to them, -before this, the torment of a desolating day.
All the dominion on that Day
cwherein is the Hour ofJudgment_
belongs to God alone.
He will judge between them calf
So those who believe
and do righteous deeds cin life
shall cin the Hereafter - be cresident in the cperpetuaf Gardens of Delight.
But those who have disbelieved
and belied Our cnatural and revealed · signs,
then csuch as - these are the ones
for whom there is a disgracing torment
·awaiting in the Hereafter-.
As to those who have emigrated
in the path of God, then are killed or die,
most surely, God will provide them
with a most excellent provision
cin the Hereafter-.
For, indeed, God ·alone - is the best of providers.
Most surely, He shall admit them ·into Paradise
with an entrance that well-pleases them.
For God ·alone is, most surely, all-knowing, most forbearing.
�le-That cis so-!
Moreover, whoever ·among the believers
repays aggress10n
with ca punishment that is not in excess
o{ the like of that with which
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he has been ·wrongly, punishedand who thereafter is unjustly wronged
'in retaliation-._
God will , most surely, aid him
in attaining justice .
Indeed, God ·alone
is assuredly all-pardoning, all-forgiving.
That ·aid is sure'!
For it is ·the invincible, God
who makes the night penetrate into the daylight
and who makes the daylight
penetrate into the nightand because God ·alone,
is ever all-hearing, all-seeing.
That ·aid is sure, because God
is, most surely, the 'Eternal' Truth,
while that which they call upon,
apart from Him, is, itself, utterly false.
For, indeed, it is God ·alone,
who is, most surely,
the Ever-Exalted, the All- Great.
Have you not seen, 0 Prophet,
that 'it is, God · alone
who , sends down, from the sky, water
then, 'behold', the earth becomes green?
Indeed, God is subtle, all-aware.
To Him 'alone'
belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
And, indeed, it is God ·alone,
who is the Self-Sufficient, the All-Praised.
Do you not see that 'it is, God
·who, has subjugated for you
all that is in the earth
and the ships that run through the sea,
by His command?
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Moreover, cit is" He calone who" upholds the sky
so that it does not drop upon the earth,
except by His pennission.
Indeed, to all people
God is all-kind, mercy-giving.
And He is the One, c 0 humankind,
who gave you life.
Then He shall cause you to die.
Then c again" He shall give you life
con Judgment Day".
Indeed, the human being is, most surely,
an cunbelieving" ingrate.
For each cfaith "-community,
We have appointed csacred" rites
which they must devoutly observe.
So c as to the unbelievers,
do not let them draw you into any dispute
over this matter, 0 Prophet".
Rather, call to cthe way o{ your Lord.
For, indeed, you are, most surely, upon ca path
o{ straight guidance.
But if ever they dispute with you, then say:
God is most knowing of all that you do.
God will judge between call o{ you
on the Day of Resurrection
about that which you have been disputing.
Do you not know that God knows cfull well"
all that is in the heaven and the earth?
Indeed,
call" that is in a cPreserved Heavenly" Book.
Indeed, that for God is c ever so" easy.
They worship c other things" apart from God
for which He has not sent down any authority,
and about which
they do not have any Creal" knowledge.
Thus for the c godless" wrongdoers,
c
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there shall not be any helper
against God's punishment-.
Yet when Our -revealed - verses
are recited to them
as clear evidence -that God is One-,
you recognize malevolent denial
in the faces of those who disbelieve.
They would nearly attack
those who recite Our verses to them.
Say -to them-:
Shall I tell you, then, of what is worse than this?
It is the Fire -of Hell- that God has promised
to all- those who disbelieveand a most woeful destination it is!
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humankind!
A parable is -here set forth. So listen to it.
Indeed, those -beings - whom you call upon
apart from God
can never create -so much as- a fly,
even if they were -all- to come together
for that -purpose-.
Rather, if a fly were to rob them
of -even a mere speck o{ anything,
never could they even retrieve it from it.
Most feeble are the seeker and the sought!
Thus, they have not esteemed God
with His rightful esteem.
Indeed, God -alone
is, most surely, all-powerful, overpowering.
It is God -alone
who chooses messengers from the angels
and from people -to convey His revelation-.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-seeing.
He knows what lies before them
and what lies behind them.
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Indeed, to God ·alone
are all matters returned ·for just Judgment".
22:77

22:78
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you who believe!
Bow ·in your Prayer",
and bow dowri ·to the ground, as well,
worshipping your Lord ·alone".
Moreover, do "much" good ·in life",
so that you may succeed. Ji'
Thus strive, · 0 believers, " for ·the sake o{ God
·to uphold His commandments-.__
with the ·kind o{ striving
that is thoroughly worthy of Him.
For it is He ·alone"
who has chosen you ·for this faith .,__
nor has He placed on you any ·undue" strain
in ·your" religion.
It is the sacred way of your forefather Abraham.
·And" it is He ·alone" who has ·in honor"
named you Muslims ·in the Scriptures" of old
and in this · Quran .,__
so that ·Muhammad, " the Messenger ·of God,
may be a witness ·to God's truth"
before ·all o{ you,
and that you may, "in turn,
be witnesses ·to the revealed truth"
before all people.
So ·duly" establish the Prayer
and give the Zakat-Charity
and hold fast to God ·with all certainty".
He ·alone" is your Patron.
Then how commendably blessed
a Patron ·is God"!
And how commendably blessed a Supporter!
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Truly, the believers
shall realize -everlasting - success:
The ones who attain humility
in their Prayers;
the ones, moreover,
who -unfailingly - tum away
from -any - vile talk -they hear-;
the ones, moreover, who -unstintingly - give
the -due - Zakat-Charity;
the ones, moreover, who are ever vigilant
as to -the chastity o{ their secret partsexcept -in associating - with their wives,
or -with - whomever their hands
may rightfully attain to,
for, then, they are not blameworthy;
but whoever seeks intimate consort
beyond this,
then it is they who are the transgressors;
the ones, moreover, who are ever observant
of their trusts and their covenant;
the ones, moreover, who are ever vigilant
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as to ·keeping their Prayers.
It is these who shall be the inheritorsthe ones who shall inherit Paradise.
Therein shall they abide forever.
Now, very truly,
We created man out of an extraction of mud.
Then We made him a sperm-drop
set in a well-established place.
Then We created the sperm-drop
·into · a clinging clot.
Then We created the clinging clot
·into · a morsel-like lump.
Then We created,
in the morsel-like lump, bones.
Then -we clothed the bones with flesh.
Thus do We bring him forth
as an entirely different creation.
So blessed be God, the best of creators.
Then, indeed, thereafter
you are · destined. to die.
Then on the Day of Resurrection
you shall be raised to life.
And very truly,
We have created above you
seven ·heavenly· spheres
and never are We heedless
of ·any part o{ creation!
Thus have We sent down,
from the sky, water, in due measure,
and caused it to settle in the earth.
And, indeed, We are well able to take it away.
Yet therewith We bring forth for you
gardens of date palms and grapevines,
in which there is for you fruit aplenty;
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and from it you may eat.
Also, -We produce therewith
a tree which comes forth
from -the region o{ Mount Tur of Sinai.
It yields oil -from its olive fruit and is a condiment,
for those who would eat -of it-.
Moreover, in cattle -of every kind there is, indeed, a sure lesson for you.
We give you to drink of -the milk that is within their bellies.
And in them, there are
many -other - benefits for you.
And from them, -there is meat that - you eat.
And upon them, and upon ships,
you are carried -through land and sea-.
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Now, very truly,
We sent Noah -as a messenger- to his people.
So he said -to them-: 0 my people!
Worship God -alone-.
You do not have any God other than Him.
Will you not, then, be God-fearing?
Yet the elders of his people,
who disbelieved, said:
This -man- is but a -mere - mortal like yourselves!
He desires to have superiority over you.
Now, had God truly willed
-to reveal a message to us-,
He would have sent down angels
as messengers .
We have not heard of this -claim
occurring - in -the time o{ our forefathers of old.
He is nothing but a man
-touched- with madness.
577
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So wait on him for a time ctill he quits or dies-.
He said: My Lord!
Support me c against them-,
for they have cirrevocably - belied me.
Thus V/e revealed to him:
Make the Ark, under cthe care o{
Our watchful- Eyes
and c according to - Our revelation,
Then when Our command of doom
comes to pass,
and the hearth citsel{ erupts clike a fount,
as a sign and a portent, then place in it mates of every cliving- pair,
and your familyexcept for those of them
against whom the word c of destruction
has gone forth.
Nor shall you address Me
regarding c the deliverance
o{ those who did wrong.
Indeed, they shall call - be drowned.
And when you are settled upon the Ark
you and call- those c who are - with you
then say cin exaltation-:
All praise is for God who c alone has delivered us
from the wrongdoing people.
And say calso-: My Lord!
Cause me to alight ·with a blessed alighting,
for You c alone - best bring Cy our servants
to blessed alighting.
Indeed, in this
there are sure signs c of admonition-.
For We do, indeed,
put cthe faith of people - to the test.
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Then We brought forth after them
another generation.
Thus We sent to them a messenger
from among them, ·saying":
Worship God ·alone".
You do not have any God other than Him.
Will you not, then, be God-fearing?
But the elders of his peoplewho disbelieved,
and belied the ·destined" Meeting ·of God
for Judgment in" the Hereafter,
though We had given them luxuries
in the life of this world-said:
This ·man" is but a ·mere" mortal like yourselves!
He eats of what you eat,
and he drinks of what you drink.
And were you to obey
a ·mere" mortal like yourselves,
then you would, indeed, be losers
·in this world".
Does he promise you that when you die
and become mere dust and bones
that you shall, indeed, be brought forth ·to life "7
�i� How absurd!
Absurd, indeed, is all that you are promised!
There is nothing but our life in this world.
We die ·once". And we live ·once".
And never shall we be raised ·from the dead".
He is nothing more than a man
who has forged a lie against God,
and never shall we be believers in him!
He said: My Lord!
Support me ·against them,
for they have ·irrevocably" belied me.
·God" said ·to him":
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In a short while,
they shall, most surely, become
utterly remorseful.
So the deadly" blast c of Our punishment"
seized them, suddenly, with cinevitable" justice.
Thus We turned them into flo ating debris.
So away with the wrongdoing people!
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Then after them We raised other generations.
No nation can hasten its cset" term c ofjudgment".
Nor can they remain thereafter.
Then We sent Our messengers cto them",
one after the other.
Whenever a messenger came to a people,
they belied him.
Thus We caused them to follow one another
cinto destruction".
And We turned every one of them
into a byword of reproach
c a.'1:long the succeeding nations".
So away with a people who do not believe!
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Thereafter, We sent J\!loses
and his brother, Aaron,
with Our cmiraculous" signs
and manifest authority,
to Pharaoh and his cassembly of nobles.
But they grew so very arrogant,
for they were a haughty people.
So they said:
Are we to believe in two mortals like us,
while their people are slaves to us?
Thus they belied both of them.
So they ctoo " became of those
who were destroyed.
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And very truly, We had given Moses
the Book ·of the Torah,
for the Children of Israel,
so that they might be guided aright.
Moreover, We made the son of Mary,
along with his mother, a "miraculous sign
·for them and for all people-.
Thus "when she delivered him We gave them shelter upon a hilltop,
endued with rest and running rills.

0

0

·God said to all His emissaries": 0 messengers!
Eat of all that is wholesome,
and do righteous deeds.
Indeed, I am all-knowing of all that you do.
For, indeed, this ·faith --community of yours
is one community.
And I am your Lord. So fear Me.
Yet they ·who came after them
split into factions among themselves
in the matter ·of their faith-_
each party exulting
in whatever they had taken hold of,
·and, without authority, calling it truth-.
So leave them in their overwhelming ignorance
for a "preordained- time.
Do they think
that because of the wealth and sons
We provide them
that We but hasten to grace them
with good things?
No, indeed!
They do not perceive ·the direness of their test-!
Yet ·as to - those who are, indeed, cautious,
58 1
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out of fear of their Lord;
and those who believe
in the -revealed - signs of their Lord;
and those who do not associate gods
with their Lord;
and those who give -charitably - all that they give,
with trembling hearts,
because -they know - they are returning
to their Lord -for Judgment-_
it is these who hasten
to -exceed one another in - good works.
And they are, indeed,
foremost in -attaining - them.
Nor do We task any soul beyond its capacity.
Yet with Us is a Book which speaks the truth
-about the works of men-.
Thus never shall they be wronged -in the least-.
But -as for the unbelieving factions-,
their hearts are -steeped_
in overwhelming -ignorance - about this -Quran -.
And they have -evil' deeds besides this
which they are doing.
At last, when, suddenly,
We seize those among them
indulged in opulent ease
with the torment -of Our judgment,
then - instantly they will be groaning:
Do not groan this Day -Hereafter,
it shall be said to them-.
For never will you be helped by Us.
Truly, My -revealed- verses were recited to you.
Yet you used to fall back -from faith_
upon your heels.
You grew arrogant therein,
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chattering at night in blasphemy.
Then do they not reflect on the word cof God-?
Or care they in denial
only because - there has come to them
cfrom God
what did not come to their forefathers of old?
Or is it that they do not recognize
cthe well-known integrity o{ their Messenger,
and so they disavow him?
Or do they say: He has madness in him?
Rather, he has come to them with the truth.
But most of them
are c utterly - abhorrent of the truth.
Yet were the truth to follow their whims,
the heavens and the earthand all who are in themwould, most surely, have become corrupted.
Rather, We have brought them cthe Quran
to be - their crevealed - Reminder
c of the way of God-.
Yet they turn away from cthe guidance
o{ their crevealed - Reminder.
Do you, c 0 Prophet, - ask of them
any tribute cfor the blessing of faith
you bring them-?
Yet the tribute of your Lord
cthat He offers them in reward- is cfar - better.
For He is the very best of providers.
And you do, indeed,
call them to a straight way c of salvation-,
while, indeed, all those
who do not believe in the Hereafter
are, most surely, in deviation
from the c straight - way.
7l� Thus were We to have mercy upon them,
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and remove whatever harm is upon them,
they would still persist
in their -insolent - transgression,
wandering blindly,
And very truly, We gripped them with torment
-as a forewarning against their unbelie(
Yet they did not seek
to surrender -themselves - to their Lord,
Nor did they humble themselves
-before God- in earnest entreaty,
-Nor will they-_
until We open for them
a gate of -truly- severe torment,
-and, - suddenly, they are -steeped- in it,
utterly despondent,
Yet He -alone - is the One who has brought forth
for call o( you -human beings,
the faculties o( hearing, and sight,
and hearts -that comprehend,
How very - little are the thanks that you give!
And He -alone - is the One
who has multiplied you on earth,
And before Him in the Hereafter you shall be assembled -for Judgment-,
And He -alone - is the One
who gives life and gives death,
And to Him -alone belongs the alternation of the night
and the daylight.
Will you not, then, understand?
Indeed, they -who disbelieve - have said
just what the earliest generations
-of disbelievers have said,
They said:
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When we are dead
and we have become ·mere - dust and bones,
shall we, indeed, be raised up to life ·again-?
Truly, we have already been promised
this ·very thing"we and our forefathers of old.
This is nothing but tales of the ancients!
Say ·to them-:
To whom, then, does the earth
and whoever is on it belong,
if · at all° you know?
They shall say: ·They belong - to God.
·Then - say ·to them-:
Will you not, then,
become mindful ·that God is all-able
to resurrect you for Judgment?
And - say ·to them-:
Who is the Lord of the seven heavens
and the Lord of the Magnificent Throne?
They shall say: ·They belong - to God.
·Then - say ·to them-:
Will you not, then, be God-fearing?
·Moreover, - say ·to them-:
In whose ·mighty - Hand
is the dominion over all things,
such that He ·alone - gives refuge
while there is no refuge from Him,
if .at all- you know?
They shall say: ·rt all belongs- to God.
·Then - say ·to them-:
How, then, are you so deluded ·by false beliefs-?
Rather, We have brought them the truth,
but they are most surely liars.
God has not taken ·to Himsel( any offspring.
Nor has there ever been any god with Him.
585
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For, then, each god would have gone off
with what he created.
Moreover, some would have sought
to overcome others.
Highly exalted is God ·far· above all
that they ascribe ·to Himthe Sole· Knower
of all the ·realms of the unseen and the seen.
So most high is He
·far· above all that they associate
as gods ·with Him·.
Say ·in entreaty, 0 Prophet·: My Lord!
If it is to be that You will show me
·the fulfillment o( whatever ·j udgment·
they are prornisedthen my Lord,
let me not be among the wrongdoing people
·when it befalls·.
For, indeed, We are well able to show you
·the fulfillment
o( all that We have promised them.
Therefore, repel ·their· evildoing
with that which is best "in the sight of God,
pardoning and overlooking their harm·.
We know well all that they ·falsely· ascribe
·to God and His Messenger·.
Moreover, say .in entreaty : My Lord!
I seek refuge in You
from the promptings of the satans
to do otherwise·.
And I seek refuge in You, my Lord,
from their presence.
·People disbelieve·_
until when death comes to one of them,
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he says cin regret": My Lord!
Return me c to life in the world",
23: 1 00 so that I may do righteousness
c and believe
in what I cpreviously, left behind!
No, indeed! CNever shall this be!
It is but an c empty" word that csuch a" one utters.
For behind them there is a barrier
cthat has sealed them off from the world",
until the D ay they are raised up to life
cin the Hereafter".
23: 1 0 1 Then when the Trumpet
c of the Hour of Doom" is blown,
no ties of kinship between them
cshall avail" on that Day.
Nor shall they c care, then,
to" ask about one another.
23 1 02 Thus those whose balances
are heavy cwith good works"_
then it is these who are the ctruly" successful.
23 : 1 03 But those whose balances are light,
cwhose sins thus prevail"-then it is these who have c utterly" lost their souls.
In Hell shall they abide forever2 3 : 1 04 the Fire searing their faces,
c ever" grimacing therein cwith pain.
23 1 05 God shall say to them":
Were not My crevealed" verses recited to you,
and c did" you cnot" use to belie them?
23 : 1 06 They shall say: Our Lord!
Our perverse ways overcame us!
Thus we were a people clost" in error.
2 3 : 1 07 Our Lord!
Bring us out of this c Fire, to life in the world",
and if we return c to unbelie(
5 87
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then would we, most surely,
be c godless" wrongdoers.
23 1 0s He shall say: Sink into it, despised!
Nor shall you ever speak to Me!
23: 1 09 Indeed, there was a party of My servants
who said: Our Lord!
We have believed cin You".
So forgive us and have mercy upon us,
for it is You c alone" who are supreme,
cfar" above all who are merciful.
23, 1 1 0 But you c disbelievers
took them as an obj ect of cscorn and" scoffing
c and remained obsessed with it-until such cincessant mocking of their faith
caused you to forget
l\1y remembrance cutterly"
for call the while
you were c diverted with - laughing at them.
23: 1 1 1 Indeed, this Day I have rewarded them
for what they have endured patiently.
It is they who are the c truly" triumphant!
c God - shall say cto the doomed
on Judgment Day":
How long did you remain calive - on the earth
in terms of the - number of years?
23: 1 13 They shall say:
Cit seems that" we remained Cthere only" a day
or c even - part of a day.
Yet ask those who kept count cfor us-.
23: l H He shall say:
You have, indeed, remained there
but a little whileif only you had known
chow fleeting it would all be"!
23 , 1 1 2

c
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Did you think, then,
that We had created you in vain,
and that you would not be returned to Us
cfor Judgment-?
23: 1 1 6 Rather, most high cfar above alf is God:
The King! The CEternaf Truth!
There is no God but Him,
the Lord of the Gracious Throne.

23: 1 1 5

Thus whoever calls upon any other god
with Godfor which he can never have c any - proof
his reckoning is c awaiting him - with his Lord.
Indeed, the disbelievers shall never succeed!
23: 1 1 8 Thus say: My Lord!
Forgive and have mercy,
for it is You -alone - who are supreme,
cfar - above all who are merciful.
23 1 1 1
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The surah that contains the inimitable verse that celebrates God as
heavens and the earth, guiding to Himself whomever He so wills.

Surah

/ 64 VERSES / REVEALED A T MADINAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

24:2

24 3

24:4
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This is a surah ·of the Quran -.
We have sent it down ·as Heavenly revelation
and ordained the obligations herein.
And thus ·, We have sent down herewith
verses of clear ,intent-,
so that you may become mindful
of God's commandments-:
As to she who fornicates and he who fornicates,
whip each one of them a hundred lashesand let no pity for them overtake you
m adhering to God's religion,
if truly you believe in God
and 'in the coming Judgment o( the Last Day.
Moreover, let a group of the believers
witness their punishment.
A man who fornicates shall not marry anyone
but a woman who fornicates or an idolatress.
And as for the woman who fornicates,
none shall marry her
but a fornicator or an idolater
and such marriage is forbidden
for the believers.
As to those who accuse chaste women

LIGHT ef the
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-of illicit sexual intercourse
who then do not produce four eyewitnesses
-to the very act-, whip them eighty lashes
and do not accept
any testimony from them ever after,
for it is these who are the ungodlyexcept for those -of them
who repent after this -offense
and set things aright.
For, indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
As to those who accuse their wives -of adultery
while having no eyewitnesses but themselves,
then the due testimony of each -accuser
is to bear witness four times, -swearing - by God,
that he is, indeed, of the truthfulwhile the fifth -testimony - shall be
that the curse of God be upon him
if he is of the liars.
Yet punishment shall be averted from her
if she bears witness four times,
-swearing - by God,
that he is, indeed, of the liarswhile the fifth -testimony - shall be
that the wrath of God be upon her
if he is of the truthful.
Now, -what would become of you, 0 believers,
were it not for the grace of God upon you,
and His mercy,
and -were it not- that God
is, indeed, all-relenting, all-wise!
Indeed, those who have come -to you
with the wicked slander
-against the mother of the believers
are a band -of hypocrites - among you.
Do not consider it evil for you.

0
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But, rather, it is good for you.
Each one of them shall be charged
with the sin he has earned.
Moreover, whoever of them took upon himself
the greater part of ' spreading· it,
for him there shall be a great torment
·in the Hereafter·.
If only when you ·first· heard it ·uttered·,
the believing men
and the believing women among you
thought good of · the believers
among· themselves, and said:
This is clearly wicked slander!
And if only they ·who uttered the slander·
had produced,
under obligation from you believers,
four witnesses ·to attest· to it!
But since they could not produce any witnesses,
it is these, in the sight of God,
who are ·to have been adjudged as the liars
·in this matter·.
Yet were it not
for the grace of God upon you, and His mercy
in this world and in the Hereafter,
a great torment
would, most surely, have afflicted you
for that ·gossip · in which you have indulged,
when you relayed ·the wicked slander
among one another. with your ·own. tongues.
Thus with your own mouths you uttered
that of which you had no sure knowledge.
Yet you think it a light thing,
while before God it is enormous.
And if only when you heard of it you said:
It is not ·lawfuf for us to speak about this.
Highly exalted are Y oul
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This is an enormous calumny.
God admonishes you
never to repeat the likes of this csin',
if you are truly believers.
Thus does God make clear to you
the ccommandments in His revealed' verses.
And God is all-knowing, all-wise.
As for those who love to spread about obscenity
among the believers,
there shall be for them a most painful torment
in this world and cin, the Hereafter.
For God knows c every hidden intent',
and you do not know.
Then cwhat would become of you, 0 believers',
were it not for the grace of God upon you,
and His mercy, and cwere it not
that God is, indeed, all-kind, mercy-giving!
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0
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�i� O you who believe!
Do not follow the footsteps of Satan.
For whoever follows the footsteps of Satan
merely enj oins obscenity
and cungodly, wrongdoing c upon people'.
Thus were it not
for the grace of God upon you, and His mercy,
not a single one of you
would have ever been purified;
but God purifies whomever He so wills.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
Moreover, let not people
of cmoral, excellence and affluence among you
swear off giving c charitably
to, close relatives, and the indigent,
and the Ernigres in the path of God
cin reproach for a wrong done
But, rather, let them pardon and overlook cit'.
0•
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Do you not love that God should forgive you?
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Yet those who accuse chaste women
of indecencywomen - who have never ·evenconsidered ·indecency - and who are believers
. such - are cursed in this world
and in the Hereafter.
For them there is a great torment ·awaiting on a Day ·Hereafter - when their tongues
and their hands and their legs
shall ·all- bear witness against them
for all ·the evil - that they used to do life-.
On that Day,
God shall fully render them their just due.
Thus they shall, most surely, kno\v
that it is God ·alone - who is the manifest Truth.
Depraved women are ·only - for depraved men.
And depraved men
are ·only- for depraved women.
But wholesome women
are for wholesome men.
And wholesome men
are for wholesome women.
For ·as to the wholesome, - they are innocent
of all that ·the depraved- say of them.
For them, there is forgiveness ·from God_
and a generous provision
·awaiting in the Hereafter-.
0

you who believe!
You shall not enter homes,
other than your own homes,
until you take 'welcome - permission
and greet their people with peace.
That is best for you-
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so that you may become mindful
c of the benefit of God's commandments-.
But if you do not find anyone therein,
then do not enter them,
until permission is given to you .
Moreover, if i t i s said t o you
cby their inhabitants-: Turn back!
then turn back cand do not persist-.
That is purer for you,
and God is all-knowing of all that you do.
It is not an offense for you
to enter an cunrestricted- residence
cthat is - not inhabited by -specific - residents,
in which there are accommodations for you.
Yet God knows all that you reveal
and all that you conceal.
Say c also - to the believing men, c 0 Prophet,
that they should lower their gaze
cfrom women that are forbidden to them and safeguard cthe chastity o( their secret parts.
That is most pure for them.
Indeed, God is all-aware of all that they do.
And say to the believing women, cas well,
that they should lower their gaze
-from men that are forbidden to them and safeguard cthe chastity o( their secret parts,
and not exhibit their own cphysical- adornment,
except what cmust necessarily - appear thereof
Thus let them draw their veils over their bosoms
and not exhibit their own cphysical" adornment
to other than their husbands, or their fathers,
or their husbands' fathers,
or their c own - sons, or their husbands' sons,
or their brothers, or their brothers' sons,
or their sisters' sons,
or their womenfolk cwho are believers-,
595
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or those cbondservants
whom their hands rightfully possess,
or male attendants without sexual desire,
or children, who are not yet csexually" discerning
about the nakedness of women.
Nor let them stamp their feet cwhile walking"
to make visibiy" known what they conceal
of their adornments.
But tum all together to God in repentance,
0 you believers, so that you may be successful.
J\/loreover, let the unwed among you marry,
and also the righteous of your bondmen
and bondwomen.
If they are poor,
God shall enrich them from His bounty .
.A�nd God is all-encompassing, all-knov\ring.
As to those who do not find
cmeans for marriage,
let them keep themselves ·pure and" chaste,
until God enriches them from His bounty.
Moreover,
if those whom your hands rightfully possess
desire a deed ·of emancipation",
then write it for them,
if you come to know goodness in them.
Moreover, give them of the wealth of God
that He has given you.
Nor shall you compel your handmaidens
to whoredomfor they 'too ardently" desire to be chaste
in order ·for yourselves, thereby ,
to seek the fleeting things
of the life of this world.
But should one so compel them
then 'the compeller is guilty,
while" after their having been so compelled,
c
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God is all-forgiving c of such handmaidens,
and" mercy-giving ctoward them".
24 34

24 35

24:36

24:37

Thus very truly, 0 humankind,
We have sent down to you cin this Quran"
verses that clarify c God's truth
and cgive" examples cthat elucidate
the exemplary ways" of those c righteous ones
who have passed away before you,
along with c specific " admonitions
c of good conduct
for the cbenefit of the" God-fearing.
c

7l� God is the Light of the heavens and the earth.
The likeness of His light
is as a niche wherein is a lamp,
the lamp in a glass,
the glass as if it were a brilliant star,
kindled from a blessed tree,
an olive-neither eastern nor western
whose oil would nearly shine out
even if no fire touches it.
Light upon light!
God guides to His light whomever He so wills.
And God sets forth parables for all people.
For God c alone" is all-knowing of all things.
c Such light shines" within houses c of worship
that God has decreed to be raised up
and for His name
to be ever remembered in them.
Giving due exaltation to Him thereinin the early mornings and late afternoonsthere are men
whom neither commerce nor selling divert
from the remembrance of God,
or cfrom" the establishment of the Prayer,
597
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or the giving of the Zakat-Charity.
They fear a Day -Hereafter when hearts and eyes shall roll -frantically
between salvation and damnationin hope - that God may reward them
with the best they have ever done;
and that He may increase
them from His bounty.
For God -alone - gives provision
to whomever He so wills without measure.
But -here is the parable
for those who have disbelieved -in God-:
Their works are like a mirage in a leveled plain.
The thirsting man thinks it is water,
until when he approaches it
he finds that it is nothing.
Instead, -in the Hereafter,
he shall find -only- God there.
Then He will render him
his -wicked- account in full.
For God is swift in reckoning.
Or -they are - like -one lost
in veils o( darkness in a fathorrJess sea
covered by waves, above which are waves,
above which are thick clouds-veils o( darkness, one above the other.
If one puts his hand out, he can barely see it.
For one to whom God does not provide light
has no light at all.
Do you not see
that whoever is in the heavens and the earth
exalts God-as do the birds
outspreading -their wings in flight"?
Each one of them -among God's creation
has known its -way o( prayer and exaltation.
And God -alone - is all-knowing
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of all -the acts that they do.
For to God -alone - belongs the dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
And to God -alone - is the ultimate destiny.
Have you not seen
that God drives the clouds on,
then j oins them together,
then piles them up -in heaps-,
then you see rainfall issuing from their midst?
Moreover, He sends down from the heaven
mountainous -clouds in which there is hail.
Then He strikes with it whomever He so wills
and turns it away from whomever He so wills.
The flash of its lightning
nearly takes away the sight.
God -alone - alternates the night and the daylight.
Indeed, in this, there is a sure lesson
for those who have eyes to see!
Moreover, God created every -treading - beast
from water.
Yet of them are those that go on their bellies.
And of them are those that walk on two legs.
And of them are those that walk on four.
God creates whatever He so wills.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
Thus very truly, We have sent down verses
clarifying -God's truth-.
Yet God -alone guides whomever He so wills
to a straight way -of salvation-.

0

Now, they -who are hypocrites say:
We believe in God and in the Messenger,
and we obey -them-.
Then a group of them turns away
after this -in defiance-.
Thus -the likes o{ these are not true believers.
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For when they are called to God
and His Iv1essenger
to judge between them cin their disputes",
without delay
a party of them turn themselves aside
cto avoid judgment against themselves".
But if the truth is ' decisivelyc in their favor,
they come to him in full submission.
Is there sickness in their hearts?
Or is it, rather,
that they doubt cthe word of faith",
and, therefore, fear that God and His Messenger
will be unjust to them?
Rather, it is these who are the wrongdoers,
cgodless in heart".
Indeed, the only cword of the ctrue" believers
when they are called to God and His Messenger
to judge between them is but to say:
We hear and we obey!
Thus it is these who are the c truly successful.
For whoever obeys God and His Messenger
and venerates God and fears Himthen such as these are the ctruly" triumphant.
�l� Yet they cwho are hypocrites swore by God,
with the utmost of their vows,
that if ever, c 0 Prophet,
you were to command them,
they would go forth ·in God's cause
Say cto them": Do not swear!
·Your false swearing o{ obedience is known!
Indeed, God is all-aware
of all c the works" that you do.
Say to them": You shall obey God.
And you shall obey the Messenger.
Yet if you turn away,
then cknow that" he is answerable
c
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only for what he is charged to bear;
and you are answerable
for what you are charged to bear.
But if you obey him, you will be rightly guided.
Yet nothing is incumbent upon the Messenger
except the clear conveyance c of God's message".
God has promised those of you who believe
and do righteous deeds that He will, most surely,
make them sovereign successors in the earth,
just as He has made
the like of those before them
successors 0therein
Moreover, He will, most surely,
establish for them their religion,
which He has chosen for them.
Furthermore, He will, most surely,
give them in exchange,
after their fear, great securityso 0long as" they worship Me 0alone ",
not associating anything c as a god with Me.
Yet whoever disbelieves
after this c solemn promise",
then it is these who are the ungodly.
Thus c duly" establish the Prayer,
and give the Zakat-Charity,
and obey the Messenger,
so that you may be granted mercy.
Never think that those who disbelieve
can elude cthe mighty Hand of God
in c even the furthest reaches o{ the earth.
Moreover, their 0finaf abode
shall be the Fire c of Helfand a most woeful destination it is!
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and those among you
who have not reached puberty,
seek your permission c to attend to you at three times c of day":
Before Dawn Prayer,
and whenever you lay aside your garments
at noontime,
and after the Evening Prayer:
c These are - three intervals of privacy for you.
It is not an offense for you, nor for them,
cin times of day" apart from this,
that they go about attending you,
c or - you, one another.
And thus does God make clear to you
the ccommandments in His revealed" verses.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
Moreover, when the children among you
reach puberty,
let them seek permission c to attend to you-,
as those before them have sought permission.
And thus does God make clear to you
cthe commandments in" His crevealed- signs.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
As for women beyond child-bearing age
who have no desire for marriage,
it is not an offense for them
if they lay aside their outer garments,
without c unduly" exhibiting
any c of their - adornment.
Yet if they abstain from this
c out of modesty-, it is best for them.
And God is all-hearing, all-knowing
There is no offense for the blind,
nor is it an offense for the lame,
nor is it an offense for the sick
as to the commandments
c
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wherein they are unable'.
Nor is there ·any offense, for yourselves,
· 0 believers,
if you "freely, eat from your own homes,
or the homes of your fathers,
or the homes of your mothers,
or the homes of your brothers,
or the homes of your sisters,
or the homes of your paternal uncles,
or the homes of your paternal aunts,
or the homes of your maternal uncles,
or the homes of your maternal aunts,
or "the homes
to which you "properly, hold the keys,
or "the homes, of your friends.
Nor is it an offense
for you to eat together, or apart.
Yet when you enter " such, homes,
greet each other with peacea greeting from the very providence of God,
blessed and wholesome.
Thus does God make the "commandments
of His revealed, verses clear to you,
so that you may understand " and observe them.
Furthermore, , the "true and constant believers
are those who believe in God
and His Messengerand who,
whenever they are together with "the Prophet
addressing, a matter of common concern,
do not part until they have taken his permission.
·o Prophet!
As to those who take your permission
"before parting with you',
these are the ones who truly believe in God
and His Messenger.
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So when they ask your permission
to "attend to' some of their own affairs,
give permission to whomever of them you will.
ivloreover, seek God's forgiveness for them.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
You "believers, shall not, however,
render the "manner
o{ calling upon the Messenger
among yourselves,
like your own calling upon one another.
Truly God knows those "hypocrites, among you
who , sheltered by one another,
stealthily slip away
"from the assembly of the Prophet
without his permission'.
Then let those who go against
His command "or that of His Messenger,
beware!
For a trial may well afflict them "in this world'.
Or a most painful torment may aflli ct them
"in the Hereafter'.
Most assuredly, to God "alone, belongs
all that is in the heavens and the earth.
Truly, He knows every condition you are in.
Thus on the Day they "all' return to Him
"for Judgment',
He shall tell them then "the due recompense
of all that they have done "in life'.
For God "alone, is all-knowing of all things.
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finality and totality, THE CRITERION ef everlasting salvation for all humankind
until the end ef time.
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Blessed be the One who has sent down
upon His servant cMuhammad
the Quran as" the Criterion,
so that he might be a forewarner
to all the worlds
c of the nearing Judgment of God"the One to whom belongs
all dominion over the heavens and the earth;
and who has never taken for Himself
any offspring;
and for whom there has never been
any partner in call" the dominion;
and who c alone, has created everything
and c alone" determined call o{ it
with precise determination.
Yet they cwho disbelieve" have taken gods
apart from Him that do not create anything,
but who are themselves created.
Nor do they hold-even for themselves
c the power o{ harm or benefit.
Nor do they hold cpower
over, death, or life, or resurrection.
Moreover, those who have disbelieved
605
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have said c of this Quran ":
Indeed, this is but a fabrication c that" he
cwho claims to be a messenger" has forged,
while other people have helped him with it!
Thus, truly, they have come forth
with a c grave" wrongdoing and falsehood.
So too have they said of it :
Tales of the ancients cis all it is",
which he has sought to write down.
Thus they are dictated to him by canother,
early morning and late afternoon.
Say, c 0 Prophet":
The One who calone" knows every secret
in the heavens and the earth
has, c most surely, " sent it down
cas divine revelation ".
Indeed, ever is He all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
And they have said, cas well":
What is with this messenger that he eats food
and walks through the marketplaces?
If only an angel were sent down to him
to be a forewarner along with him!
Or if c only" a treasure-trove
were cast down to him!
Or if c only" he were to have
a cmiraculous" garden from which he could eat!
Furthermore,
the cgodless" wrongdoers have said c of you,
0 Prophet":
Indeed, you cbelievers
but follow a man bewitched!
Look how they set forth
cmalicious" images for you, c 0 Prophet"!
Thus have they strayed so cfar from guidance
that they cannot find a way cback to God".
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Blessed be the One
who if He so willed cit to be done
would make for you, 0 Prophet,
better than call, that cthey know":
Gardens, beneath which rivers flow!
Moreover,
He would make for you c grand" palaces
wherein to live".
Rather, they -who have disbelieved"
have denied -the corning
o( the Hour -of Doom".
Thus have We prepared
for -any, one who denies the Hour
a flaming fire -in Hell".
When -first" it beholds them from a far-off place,
they will hear its -terrible" fury
and cits raging sigh.
And when they are cast therein,
into a -crushingly" tight place,
bound -all together in chains",
then and there they shall cry out for utter ruin.
It shall be said to them:
This Day do not cry out for a single ruin,
but cry out for many a ruination!
Say "to them":
Is that better, or the Garden of Eternity
that is promised to the God-fearing?
It is a "blessed" reward for them alone
and "a never-ending haven
as an" ultimate destiny.
For them, therein,
is all that they " could, wish, everlastingly!
It is -incumbent" upon your Lord-a promise,
ever to be asked for!
For on the Day He assembles
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c those o( them cwho disbelieve",
and all that they worship apart from God,
cit is" then c that" He shall say c to their false gods":
Are you the ones who led these,
My servants, astray?
Or did they themselves stray from the way?
They shall say: Highly exalted are You alone,
Our Lord-!
Never would it have been conceivable for us
to make c of ourselves patrons c of anyone apart from You.
Rather,
You bestowed them and their forefathers
cwith such comfort and- enjoyment
cin the world"
that they forgot ry our. P'-emembrance!
And, thus, did they become a cruined- people,
destitute of all goodness�
whereupon cit shall be said to the doomed-:
Those cwhom you worshipped in life
have, indeed, belied you,
as to all that you have said
c regarding their divinity".
Now, you will not be able to turn away
c the Fire of Hell from yourselves",
nor c avail yourselves of any" help c against it".
c

Thus any one of you chuman beings
who cin life persists in the grave" wrong
c of worshipping others with God",
We shall make him taste
a great torment cin the Hereafter".
2s:20
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Moreover, We have not sent
any messengers c to their peoples
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before you, · 0 Prophet,
except that they ·were mortals
who, · most surely, ate food
and walked through the marketplaces.
Therefore, .know, 0 humanity,
that· We have caused some of you
·to be· a trial for others.
Will you b e patient ·in enduring your tests·?
And ever is your Lord all-seeing.
�i� Yet those who do not hope
for Our ·destined· Meeting
·on Judgment Day· say:
Will not the angels
be sent down to us ·with God's messages·,
or ·are· we ·not to· see our Lord
·with our own eyes'?
Very truly, they have grown so very arrogant
within themselves!
Thus they have insolently defied ·God·_
with the greatest insolence!
The Day they see the angelsthere shall be no glad tidings on that Day
for the defiant unbelievers!
Rather, ·the angels· will say ·to them·:
A barrier bar you ·from all bliss·!
And We shall turn to the deeds they have done
and turn them into scattered dust.
·nut· the Companions
of the ·Everlasting· Garden ·of Paradise
on that Day
shall be in the best ·place· of residence
and the fairest ·state· of reposea Day ·Hereafter,
when the heaven splits asunder
in a mist ·of clouds·,
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and the angels are sent down
in descending waves.
True dominion that Day
belongs to the All-Merciful alone .
Thus shall it be for all the disbelievers
an -exceedingly- hard Daya Day when the godless - wrongdoer
shall bite his -very- hands -in regret-, saying:
0 h! If only I had taken a path -to salvation-,
together with the Messenger!
Oh, woe is me!
If only I did not take
such a one "who disbelieved
for an intimate friend.
Very truly, he has led me away
from the Remembrance -of the Quran after it had come to me.
For Satan has ever been
deserting of humankind, indeed.
Now, "Muhammad,
the Messenger -of God, - has said: 0 my Lord!
Indeed, -the disbelievers among - my people
have taken this Quran as a thing to be shunned.
And so it is that We have appointed
for every prophet an "inveterate - enemy
from among the defiant unbelievers.
Yet sufficient is your Lord, -0 Prophet,
as a guide and supporter.
Moreover, those who disbelieve have said:
I f only the Quran was sent down t o him
all at once,
-then truly it would be from God-!
Yet even so "is it revealed gradually-,
so that We may set firm your heart with it,
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Prophet-;
thus have We recited it -to you
in a measured recital.
And never do they bring forth
for you any -false argument by way or" example,
but that We have brought forth
for you the truth -of it and -its - best exposition.
As to these who shall be marshaled
on their faces to Hellit is they who are in the very worst position
and furthest astray from -God's - way.
Now, very truly, We had given Moses
the Book -of the Torah before you, 0 Prophet-;
and -along - with him,
We appointed his brother, Aaron, as a minister.
Then We said: Go forth, both of you,
to the people of Pharaoh
who have denied Our signs.
Thus We demolished them
and demolished -them - utterly.
Moreover, remember- the people of Noah.
When they denied the -divine mandate
of God's - messengers, We drowned them.
Thus We made them a sign -of forewarning
for -all - humanity.
Yet We have prepared for the wrongdoers
who deny the messengers
and are godless in heart
a -more - painful torment -in the Hereafter-.
And -remember the peoples
o{ 'A d and Thamud,
and the Dwellers of the Water-Pit -of Al-Rass -,
and many generations between them.
Thus for each -of these communities
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We set forth crevealed" examples
c of forewarning and destruction".
Then each We shattered c to bits
for their unbelie(-shattering c them" utterly.
And very truly, 0the Makkans" have 0themselves
come upon °the traces o( the town °of Sodom.
that an evil rain showered cwith stones".
Have they not, then, seen this destruction"?
On the contrary,
they do not anticipate resurrection
cfor Judgment in the Hereafter·.
Therefore, when they see you, c 0 Prophet,
the disbelievers but take you as a mockery,
saymg :
Is this the one
who God has sent forth as a messenger?
Indeed,
he very nearly led us astray from our gods,
had it not been
that we adhered patiently to them.
But they shall know,
when they see the torment c of Hellfire",
who is furthest astray from God's" way!
0 Prophet!
Have you seen him
who makes his own desire his god?
Will you, then, be c as· a guardian over him
to compel him to believe"?
Or do you really" think
that most of them even" listen or understand?
In fact, they are like nothing but cattle.
Rather, they are even further astray
from c God's" way!
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how your Lord spreads the shade?
Had He so willed, He would have made it still.
But We made the sun a lead for it.
Then We draw it in, toward Us
with an easy drawing.
And He is the One
who has made the night for you as a mantle,
and sleep a repose;
and He has made the daylight
a ·time o( resurrection.
And He is the One who sends the winds
bearing glad tidings
before ·the rain-showers o( His mercy.
Thus do We send down,
from the sky, purifying water,
that We may give life thereby
to a lifeless habitation,
and ·from which" We give drink
to some of what We have created
.including" cattle and many people.
And very truly,
We have dispersed it among them,
that they may remember · God".
Yet most people resist ·all" but utter unbelief.
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Thus had We so willed, · 0 Prophet,
We would, most surely, have sent forth
to every town ·its own" forewarner.
·But it is you, henceforth,
who shall forewarn all humanity.
Therefore, do not yield to ·the pressure
o( the disbelievers ·to forsake your call".
Rather, persevere
in impelling them with this · Quran,
with" a mighty impelling.
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�l� And He is the One who has merged together
cthe flow or" the two cgreat" waters:
This one sweet, fresh cto the taste";
and that one salty, acrid.
Yet He placed between them a csearnless divide,
a barrier that bars c their intermingling".
And He is the One who, from water,
created a human being.
Then He made for him
kinship of blood and of marriage.
And ever is your Lord all-able.
Yet they worship apart from God
what can neither benefit them nor harm them.
And cin this" the disbeliever is ever
a partisan c of Satan in belying the truth
against his own Lord!
Thus We have not sent you,
c to humanity, 0 Prophet,
but as a bearer of glad tidings
of everlasting delight in Paradise",
and as a forewarner c of God's nearing Judgment".
Say cto them, 0 Prophet,
concerning this Quran ":
I do not ask of you any reward for it.
c I ask" only that whoever so wills
take a path cof Peace" to his Lord.
So trust the Ever-Living c One" who never dies.
Moreover, exalt Him with calf praise.
For sufficient is He, being all-aware
of the sins of His servantsthe One who has created
the heavens and the Earth
and all that is between them
in ca span o{ six c Heavenly" days,
who then settled Himself
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over the Throne -befittingly-:
The All-Merciful!
So concerning Him, - 0 humanity,
inquire of -the Prophet-_
one who is -divinely- informed
-of the names worthy of God-.
For when it is said
to -the disbelievers among - them:
Bow -your faces - down to -the ground
in willing submission before - the All-Merciful!
They say: And what is the All-Merciful?
Are we to bow -ourselves - down
to what you command us?
Thus it -only - increases them
in aversion -to faith-. 't
Blessed be the One
who set -high - in the heaven constellations;
and set therein -a sun as a torch
and a luminous moon.
And He is the One
who has made the night
and the daylight successivefor whoever yearns to remember -God's maj esty
or yearns to be thankful -to Him eternally-_
and -such are - the Servants of the All-Merciful:
They are the ones
who walk upon the earth softly;
and when the ignorant
-or the belligerent - address them, they say -only-:
Peace!
And they are the ones who spend the night,
before their Lord,
bowing -their faces - down to the ground
and standing -in Prayer-.
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And they are the ones who say: Our Lord!
Turn aside from us the torment of Hell.
Indeed, its torment is unrelenting.
Assuredly, it is a most evil residence and station.
And they are the ones who when they spend
are neither excessive nor stingy,
but who stand cfirm· evenly between these.
And they are the ones
who do not call upon any other god with God.
Nor do they kill a soulwhich God has prohibited-except by right.
Nor do they commit illicit sexual intercourse.
For whoever does this
shall meet the penalty of sin:
Torment shall be multiplied
on the Day of Resurrection for such a one.
Thus he shall abide therein forever, disgracedexcept for whoever repents, and believes,
and does righteous deeds.
For c the likes o( them, then,
God will substitute their misdeeds
with good deeds.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
For whoever repents after sinning.
and works righteousness, then, indeed,
such a person has repented to God
with a worthy repentance.
Thus the Servants of the All-Merciful,
they are the ones who do not bear false witness.
Moreover, when they pass by those
uttering· vile talk, they pass by honorably.
And they are the ones who when reminded
of the crevealed· verses of their Lord
do not fall deaf and blind to them.
And they are the ones who say: Our Lord!
c

c

c
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Grant us in our spouses and our children
the joy of our eyes.
Moreover, make us an exemplar c of goodness
for the God-fearing.
Such as these shall be rewarded
with the c High " Chamber c of Heaven",
for what they endured patiently cin life " .
And they shall be met therein
with a cwelcoming " salutation and peace.
They shall abide therein forevera most excellent residence and station.
Say, c 0 Prophet " :
Never would my Lord
even, care for you, c 0 people,
were it not for your calling cupon Him
in worship and need " .
But, truly, you c disbelievers " have belied cfaith " .
Thus cyour punishment
shall soon become inescapable.
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The surah that mentions the aimless meandering of unbelieving POETS in their creative
effort to versify, and how their own actions belie their artistic messages, though it exempts
from this censure poets who are believers and act with justice and righteousness.

Surah

/ 2 2 7 VERSES / REVEALED A T MAKKAH

c
IN THE NAl'v1E OF GOD, THE ALL-IvlERCIFUL, THE lvIEl'-Z_CY-GIVING

26 1

26:2

26:3

264

26:5

26 6

26 7

618

Ta Sin Mfm

These are the ·revealed· verses
of the clear Book ·of God elucidating truth·.
Perhaps, · 0 Prophet,
you would consume yourself .with sorrow
because they ·who belie you
will not become believers.
If We so will , We shall send down upon them
a sign from Heaven so ·miraculous
that their necks shall remain ever bent
in submission to it.
Yet never does any ·Heavenly· reminder
from the All-Merciful,
come to them anew ·in the Quran's verses·,
but they ·thoughtlessly· turn away from it.
Thus, truly, they have belied · divine revelation·.
Therefore, the ·ill. tidings
of that Judgment·
which they have been mocking
shall soon come to them.
Have they not, then, looked to the earth:
Ho\V many of every gracious kind ,-of plant"'

0
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have We caused to grow therein?
Indeed, in call o{ this there is a sure sign
c of God's creative power".
Still most of them are not believers!
Thus it is your Lord, c 0 Prophet,
who is most surely,
the Overpowering c One", the Mercy-Giving.
Now, behold, c 0 Prophet"!
Your Lord called Moses, c commanding him":
You shall go to the wrongdoing people,
the people o f Pharaoh.
Have they no fear c of God"?
He said: My Lord!
Indeed, I fear that they will belie me.
Thus would my breast narrow
cwith apprehension,
and my tongue falter in uttering Cyour words".
So send, as well, for Aaron
to accompany me as a messenger .
Moreover, they have a charge
c established" against me.
So I fear they will kill me.
CGod' said: No, indeed!
So go forth, both of you,
with Our cmiraculous, signs.
Indeed, We are with you,
listening cto everything".
Then go, both of you, to Pharaoh, and say:
We are csent to you", each cone, as, a messenger
of the Lord of cAll, the Worlds.
So send forth with us the Children of israel!
CPharaoh' said cto Moses":
Did we not raise you among us as a child?
And did you not remain with us
619
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for ·many - years of your life ·thereafter-?
Then you did the · evif deed
that you have done, "killing one of us-.
And thus were you
·one - of the ungrateful to me.
Moses - said:
I did it then, when I was -one - of those astray.
So I fle d from you, when I feared you.
Then my Lord granted me ·revealed- wisdom
and made me one of the messengers.
Yet this blessing you claim
to - have conferred upon me ·as a child-_
was it not because you have enslaved
the Children of Israel?
Pharaoh said:
1\nd \rvhat is the Lord of ri1Jl- the \Vorlds?
·Moses - said:
·He is - the Lord of the heavens and the earth,
and all that is between themif you are ·willing- to be certain ·and have faith.
Pharaoh - said to those around him:
Do you not hear ·this?
Moses - said:
He is your Lord
and the Lord of your forefathers of old.
·Pharaoh - said:
Indeed, your messenger
who has been sent to you,
most surely, a madman!
·Moses - said:
He is the Lord of the East and the West,
and all that is between them,
if you would but use your reason
to understand.
said:
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Most surely,
if ever you take a god other than me,
I shall certainly confine you 'in isolation,
along with those ,now solitarily imprisoned.
Moses said:
Even if I were to bring you
something clear ,as proof of what I say?
Pharaoh" said:
Then bring it forth,
if, 'indeed, you are one of the truthful
messengers of God".
So he threw his staff ,to the ground",
and, behold, it was a manifest snake.
And he drew forth his hand
from the bosom of his garment",
and, behold,
it was ,radiant" white ,without blemish
to all" the onlookers.
Pharaoh said
to the , assembly o{ nobles around him:
This is most surely a learned sorcerer!
He desires ,only" to oust , all o{ you
from your land with his sorcery.
So what do you command , concerning him 0?
They said:
Delay him and his brother,
and send forth ushers into the cities
who shall bring you every well-learned sorcerer.
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So the sorcerers of Pharaoh " were gathered
for the appointed time at mid-morning " ,
on a well-known Day , of Festivaf.
And it was said to the people:
Are all of you gathered,
so that we may follow ,in procession
62 1
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after the sorcerers,
if it is they who are triumphant?
So when the sorcerers came,
they said to Pharaoh:
Is there -to be - a -worthy - reward for us
if it is we who are triumphant?
He said: Yes!
Moreover, you shall, indeed, be of those
who are brought near -to me as an added honor-.
Moses said to them:
Throw -to the ground_
whatever -sorcery- you are to throw.
So they threw down their ropes and staffs
and said:
By the invincible might of Pharaoh,
it is vve who shall, most surely, be triumphant!
Then Moses threw his staff -to the ground-,
and, behold,
it swallowed up all that they had falsified
-with their sorcery-.
So the sorcerers
fell -to the ground, in astonishment-,
bowing -their faces - down
-in submission to God-.
They said:
We believe in the Lord of -Alf the Worlds,
the Lord of Moses and Aaron!
-Pharaoh - said:
Have you believed -impetuously_
because of him,
before I have permitted you to do so?
Indeed, he is certainly your master-sorcerer,
who has taught you sorcery!
Yet, most surely, you shall learn -your lesson-!
I shall, most surely, cut off
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your hands and your feet on opposite sides!
Then I shall, most surely, crucify you,
all together!
They said: No harm!
Our faith is firm.
Indeed, to our Lord we are returning.
Indeed, we hope for our Lord
to forgive us our misdeeds,
for we have been the first of the believers
among our people".
c

26:51

c

26:52

�!�Thereafter, We revealed to Moses:
Set out by night with My servants,
the Children of lsraef.
Indeed, you shall be pursued cby Pharaoh".
So Pharaoh sent ushers into the cities to say :
Indeed, these c aliens
are but a very small minority.
And, indeed,
they have, most surely, enraged us.
So we are all together to be, on guard
and ready to overtake them " .
Thus We drew them forth
from gardens and springs,
and treasure-houses, and a gracious station.
So it was.
Yet We bequeathed it c all"
to the Children of Israel.
Thus they followed them at sunrise.
Then when the two multitudes saw each other,
Moses' companions said:
Indeed, we are, most surely, doomed
to be" overtaken and killed by Pharaoh's hosts " !
He said: No, indeed!
Most surely, my Lord is with me.
c
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He will guide me.
So We revealed to Moses:
Strike the sea with your staff
Thus the sea split so that each part
was like a great mountain.
And, thereupon, We drew the others near.
So We delivered Moses
and those with him, all together.
Then We drowned the others.
Indeed, in this c account, there is a sure sign
c of God's nearing Judgment'_
nor were most of them believers!
Thus it is your Lord, 0 Prophet, who is, most surely,
the Overpowering c One , the Mercy-Giving.
c

Moreover, recite the tidings of Abraham
to cthose o{ them cwho disbelieve'.
Behold!
He said to his father and his people:
What is it that you worship?
They said: We worship idols!
And to them we remain ever devoted.
He said:
Do they hear you when you call upon them,?
Or do they benefit you or cause cyou harm?
They said:
No, but we found our forefathers
doing the like of this.
He said:
Then do you see
what you have been worshipping
you and your fathers of old?
They are, indeed, an enemy to me.
c I worship none
c
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26:78

26:79

26:80

26 : 8 1

26 82

26:83

26:84

26:85

26 : 8 6

26:87

26 : 8 8

26 : 8 9

26 : 9 0

26 : 9 1

26 92

the Lord of .Alf the Worlds,
the One who has created me.
For He "is the One who guides me.
And He is the One who feeds me
and gives me drink.
And when I become ill,
then He ·is the One who - heals me.
And He is the One who will cause me to die.
Then He will bring me ·back to life
in the Hereafter-.
And He is the One who I hope
shall forgive me my misdeeds
on the Day ofJudgment.
So he turned to God in prayer: My Lord!
Grant me wise judgment,
and unite me with the righteous ·in Paradise-.
Moreover, make for me reverent mention
among the latter generations
till the end of time-.
And make me of the inheritors
of the Garden of Delight.
And do forgive my father.
Indeed, he has become of those ·who are astray.
Thus do not disgrace me
on the Day all are raised up ·for Judgment-,
a Day when ·mere wealth and children
shall not benefit ·anyone - in any way;
but only those who come to God
with a pure heart "will be saved-.
Thus the Garden ·of Paradise
shall be drawn near for the God-fearing,
while Hellfire shall be brought forth
for the deluded.
And it shall be said to the latter-:
Where is all that you used to worship,

0
0
0
0

0
e
0
0
0
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apart from God?
Can they help you -now-,
or -even - help themselves?
26:94 Then are they pitched headlong mto it,
along with their delusive -gods
26:95 and the hosts of Iblls, all together.
2 6 9 6 They shall say, as they wrangle in it:
26:97 By God!
We were, indeed, -lost - in clear misguidance
2 6 : 9 8 when we made you -false gods equal to the Lord of Al( the Worlds!
26:99 And -it was - none other
than the defiant unbelievers -who - led us astray!
2 6 : 1 00 Thus for us there are no intercessors,
26 : 1 0 1 nor any intimate friend.
2 6 : 1 02 If only we had a chance
to return -to the world- again!
We would then become
-the best - of the believers!
26 : 1 03 Indeed, in this -account
of Abraham and his people there is a sure sign
-of God's nearing Judgment-_
nor were most of them believers!
2 6 : 1 04 Thus it is your Lord, - 0 Prophet,
who is most surely,
the Overpowering -One-, the Mercy-Giving.
26:93

And the people of Noah
denied the -divine mandate
of God's - messengers, -as welf.
2 6 106 Behold! Their brother Noah said to them:
Will you not be God-fearing?
2 6 : 1 07 Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
-sent - to you -by God-.
2 6 1 05
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So fear God, and obey me!
26: 1 09 I do not ask of you
any reward for this ·message'.
Indeed, my reward is only
with the Lord of ·Alf the Worlds.
26: 1 1 0 So fear God, and obey me!
2 6: 1 1 1 7i�They said:
Shall we believe in you,
while only the vilest have followed you?
2 6 : 1 1 2 He said:
What knowledge do I have
of what they used to do ·before believing·?
26: 1 13 Indeed, their reckoning
is with none but my Lord,
if only you ·yourselves· were to realize ·this·.
26: 1 1 4 Nor am I ·ever· to drive away
those who have believed.
2 6 : 1 1 s Indeed, I am only a clear forewarner
·of God's nearing Judgment·.
26 : 1 1 G They said:
Most surely, if you do not desist, 0 Noah,
you shall assuredly be
·one , of those ·who are stoned ·to death·.
2 6 1 1 7 He said: My Lord!
Indeed, my people have belied me.
2G 1 1 s So bring about judgment
between me and themwith a clearly decisive judgment.
And deliver me, and all the believers with me.
26 1 19 Thus We delivered himand those with him-in the ·heavily· laden Ark.
26 1 20 Thereafter, We drowned ·the disbelievers
who remained behind.
26:121 Indeed, in this ·account·
there is a sure sign
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-of God's nearing Judgment-_
nor were most of them believers!
Thus it is your Lord, - 0 Prophet,
who is, most surely,
the Overpowering -One , the Mercy-Giving.

-The people o( ' Ad
denied the -divine mandate
of God's - messengers.
2 6 : 1 24 Behold! Their brother Hud said to them:
Will you not be God-fearing?
26: 1 2s Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
-sent- to you -by God-.
26: 1 26 So fear God, and obey me!
2 6 : 1 27 I do not ask of you
any reward for this -message-.
Indeed, my reward is only
with the Lord oCAlf the Worlds.
26 128 Do you build upon every elevation
a -towering- landmark in pursuit of vanity
-and to belittle other people-?
26: 1 29 Moreover, you take for yourselves
imposing structures,
aspiring to become immortals!
26: 1 30 Furthermore, when you assault,
you assault -without pity,
as chard-hearted- tyrants.
26 1 3 1 Rather, fear God, and obey me!
26 1 32 Thus fear the One
who provided you with all that you know.
2 6 : 1 33 He has provided you with cattle
and children
2 6 : 1 34 and gardens and springs.
2 6 : 1 3 5 Indeed, I fear for you
the -divine torment of an awesome
2 6 : 1 3 6 They said:
26 1 23

628
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It is the same to us if you give admonition
or if you were never one
so moved" to admonish.
This way of ours" is nothing
but the tradition of the c noble" ancients
cbefore us".
And never shall we
be chastised 0by God for adhering to it"!
Thus they belied him.
So We destroyed them.
Indeed, in this c account" there is a sure sign
of God's nearing Judgment-.__
nor were most of them believers!
Thus it is your Lord, 0 Prophet,
who is, most surely,
the Overpowering c One", the Mercy-Giving.
c

26: 1 37

26:138

26: 1 39
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e

c

c

26: 1 40

0

CThe people o{ Thamud
denied the 0 divine mandate
of God's" messengers.
26: 1 42 Behold! Their brother Silib. said to them:
Will you not be God-fearing?
2 6 : 1 43 Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
csent" to you cby God".
2 6 : 1 44 So fear God, and obey me!
2 6 : 1 45 I do not ask of you
any reward for this cmessage ".
Indeed, my reward is only
with the Lord of 0All " the W odds.
26: 1 46 Will you be left secure c forever"
in what is here cin your land",
26: 1 47 amid gardens and springs,
26: 1 48 and plantations and date palms
whose spathes are pliant and" soft?
26 : 1 49 Moreover, you carve dwellings skillfully
out of the mighty" mountains.
26:141

0
e
e

c

c
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So fear God, and obey me!
26: 1 5 1 Nor shall you obey the command
of those who are exceedingly rebellious,
26 : 1 52 those who spread corruption in the earth
and do not set things aright.
26: 1 53 They said:
You are but one who has been bewitched.
26: 1 54 You are only a human being like us.
So bring forth a cmiraculous, sign
cofyour prophethood", if you are, cindeed,
one, of the truthful cmessengers of God".
26: 1 55 He said:
Here is a she-camel
cbrought forth as a sign from God".
For her is c to be, her drinking share
and for you is to be" your drinking share,
each on a known day cat the watering place " .
2 6 : 1 5 6 Thus you shall not touch her
with any c act o{ evil cintent ",
or you will be seized, suddenly,
by the torment of an awesome day.
26: 1 57 But they hamstrung her.
Yet cwhen they faced their doom",
they became regretful.
26 : 1 58 For the torment seized them, suddenly.
Indeed, in this c account, there is a sure sign
c of God's nearing Judgment"nor were most of them believers!
26: 1 59 Thus it is your Lord, c 0 Prophet,
who is most surely,
the Overpowering c One", the Mercy-Giving.
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c

26 : 1 60

26: 1 6 1
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The people of Lot
denied the c divine mandate
of God's" messengers.
Behold! Their brother Lot said to them:

e
e
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Will you not be God-fearing?
Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
csent' to you Chy God'.
26: 1 63 So fear God and obey me!
26 : 1 64 I do not ask of you
any reward for this message'.
Indeed, my reward is only
with the Lord of cAlf the Worlds.
2 6 : 1 65 Are c the men among, you
the only beings in calf the world
that approach males cin lust',
2 6 : 1 66 while leaving
what your Lord has created for you
in your wives?
Rather, you are a people
who have transgressed call bounds'.
26: 1 67 They said:
Most surely, if you do not desist, 0 Lot,
you shall assuredly be of those
cforever, banished from our city"!
2 6 : 1 68 He said:
Most surely, I am, indeed, one of those
who are utterly loathe to your aberrant, doings.
26: 1 69 CHe prayed: " My Lord!
Deliver me and my family from all that they do.
2 6 : 1 70 Then We delivered him
and his family, all together26: 1 7 1 except chis wife,' an c obstinate, old woman
who was among those who lingered behind.
2 6 : 1 72 Then We demolished the others.
2 6 : 1 73 For We rained down upon them
a cdevastating, rain of marked stones'!
And how evil was the rain
of those who were forewarned
to no avail'!
2 6 : 1 14 Indeed, in this caccount'
26: 1 62
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there is a sure sign
of God's nearing Judgment-._
nor were most of them believers!
Thus it is your Lord, -0 Prophet, who is, most surely,
the Overpowering c One", the Mercy-Giving.
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c

26: 1 75

26: 1 76

The Dwellers of the cThicket
o( Al-Aykah
denied the divine mandate
of God's, messengers.
Behold! Shu'ayb said to them:
Will you not be God-fearing?
Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
csent" to you cby God".
So fear God, and obey me!
I do not ask of you
any reward for this cmessage".
Indeed, my reward is only
with the Lord of cAll" the Worlds.
�E- Thus you shall equitably, :fill the measure,
and you shall not be of those
who give cpeople, less cthan their rightful due".
Moreover,
you shall weigh c out goods
with an even c and just, balance.
And you shall not defraud the people
of their rightful, things.
Nor shall you make mischief in the earth,
sowing corruption in it .
Therefore, fear the One
who created cboth, you and the populations
of the ancient generations before you".
They said:
You are but one who has been bewitched!
For you are only a human being like us.

e
0

c

26:177

26:178

26:179
26:180

26: 1 8 1

26: 1 82

2 6 : 1 83

c

c

26: 1 84
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26: 1 85

26: 1 86
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e
e

26: 1 87

26: 1 88

26 1 89

26: 1 90

And, indeed, we think
you are most certainly c to be counted "
among the 0Sheer" liars.
So let a deadly" patch of sky
drop down upon us, if you are, cindeed,
one" of the truthful cmessengers of God".
He said:
My Lord is most knowing of all that you do.
Thus they belied him.
Then the torment
of the day of the darkening cloud
seized them, suddenly.
Truly, it was the torment of an awesome day!
Indeed, in this account,
there is a sure sign
of God's nearing Judgment"
nor were most of them believers!
Thus it is your Lord, c 0 Prophet,
who is most surely,
the Overpowering c One", the Mercy-Giving.

26: 1 92

c

Now, this c Quran" is, indeed, a revelation
from the Lord of All " the Worlds.
The Trustworthy Spirit, c Gabriel,
descends with its cverses
upon your heart, 0 Prophet"_
so that you may become
one of the chosen " forewarners
c of God's nearing Judgment"-in a clear Arabic tongue.
Moreover,
it has, indeed, been °foretold"
in call" the crevealed " Writs of the ancients.
Has it not been a sign
for c those o( them
cwho are uninformed of divine revelation
c

26: 1 93

26 1 94

c

c

26: 1 9 5
26: 1 96

26: 1 97

e

c

c
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that the learned among the Children of Israel
recognize it -as true-?
26: 1 98 Yet had We sent it down
to one of the non-Arabic speaking26: 1 99 such that he could -miraculousli
recite it to themstill they would never believe in it!
2 6 : 200 And so it is
that We have thrust -this message
into the hearts of the defiant unbelievers
-by v,ray of your call, 0 Prophet,
to make them accountable-.
26 2 0 1 They shall not believe in it until, -at last,
they see the painful torment!
20:202 For it shall come to them, suddenly,
while they are unaware -of it-.
26 203 Then they shall say:
Can we be granted respite
-from divine judgment and then believe-?
26:204 Is it Our -imminent - torment, then,
that -truly - they seek to hasten?
26:205 Yet have you considered, 0 Prophet,
if We were to let them enj oy themselves
for years,
26:206 whereupon all that they have been promised
-as to divine judgment - came to them?
26:207 Would that -respite of time
which they were given to enjoy
have availed them -at all-?
26:2os Yet never have We destroyed any town
without it having had -messengers
come to it as - forewarners
-of God's nearing Judgment-,
26:209 as a reminder -to them of God's way-.
For never do We wrong -anyone
that divine destruction befalls-.
-
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Thus ·as for the Quran,
the satans have not
brought it down ·to the Prophet
as the godless wrongdoers claim"!
26:2 1 1 Nor is it for 'the likes o{ them 'to do so"!
Nor can they!
26:2 1 2 Indeed, they are far removed
from · even" hearing 'its verses being revealed".
2 6 : 2 1 3 Then you shall not,
· 0 human being",
call upon any other god with God.
For then you will become
one of those who are punished.
26:214 So forewarn, · 0 Prophet,
your nearest relatives.
2 6 : 2 1 s And lower your wing ·of compassion,
for the believers who follow you.
26:216 Yet if they ·who disbelieve,
disobey you, then say:
Indeed, I am innocent of all that you do.
26:2 1 7 Thus rely · only,
upon the Overpowering ·One",
the Mercy-Giving2 6 : 2 1 8 the One who sees you
when you rise ·at night for the Prayer,
26:2 1 9 and 'who sees you
in the postures of your Prayer
among those who bow ·their faces"
down to the ground,
·worshipping Him alone".
26:220 Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
26:210

26·221
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Shall I tell you, · 0 disbelievers,
upon whom it is that the satans
'do, indeed", descend?
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26:222

They descend
upon every chabitually sinful liar
c and soothsayer
They casr w rhese
whatever they cmay hear.
Yet most c of these satans
are themselves sheer liars.
c

c.

26:223

c

As for the poets,
only the deluded follow them.
26:22s Do you not see
that they but wander cin their verse aimlessly,
as i{ from valley to valley,
26 226 and that they say cin their poetryc
what they do not do?
26:227 Excepted are those cpoets who believe,
and do righteous deeds,
and remember God much,
and who seek to make cthe believers triumphant
after they have been wronged
cby the disbelievers
Yet call those who do wrong,
cwho are godless in heart,
will most surely know, c after death,
how evil is that place of return
to which they are bound to return!
26 224

c

c.

c

c
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The surah that speaks of the Valley of THE ANTS, through which the hosts of Solomon

rrl were once marching, wherein God miraculously enabled Solomon rrl to hear one of

them as she warned the others to flee into their homes before being crushed-a miracle of audition and un
derstanding for which Solomon /i!J, thanked God profusely.

Surah

27

/ 93 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-Naml
I N THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

21 : 1

27:2

27:3

27:4

27:5

27:6

Ta S£n

These are the "revealed, verses of the Quran,
and "it is, a clear Book "from God
elucidating truth".
It is guidance "to a straight way of salvation,
and glad tidings
"of everlasting delight in Paradise
for all the believersthose who "duly, establish the Prayer,
and "who, give the Zakat-Charity,
and "who within themselves ,
have "utter, certainty
of "the imminence o{ the Hereafter.
As for those who do not believe
in the Hereafter,
We have made their deeds fair-seeming to them.
Thus they wander "through life " blindly
"in their misguidance".
These are the ones for whom there shall be
the very worst torment "in this life".
And in the Hereafter, it is they themselves
who shall be the greatest losers.
For, indeed, " 0 Prophet,
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you are, most surely, receiving the Quran
from One who is all-wise, all-knowing.
27:7

27:8

n9

27 : 1 0

27: 1 1

27: 1 2

638

Behold! Moses said to his family:
Indeed, I have noticed a fire.
From it, I shall bring you some news
-to guide us on our way-,
or bring you a flaming firebrand,
so that you may warm yourselves.
So when he came to it, he was called -by God-:
Blessed be whoever
is in the -effulgence of the - fire
and whoever is around it!
For highly exalted is God -alone-,
Lord of -Alf the Worlds!
0 l\1oses! Indeed, it is I!
I am God,
the Overpowering -One-, the All-Wise.
Now throw your staff -to the ground-.
Then when he saw it moving
as if it were a -great - serpent, he turned and fled- .
and would not turn back.
-God said: - 0 Moses!
Have no fear!
For in My presence,
messengers have nothing to fear.
Even should one have done wrong,
then replaced iniquity with goodstill, I am, indeed, all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Moreover, let your hand
enter the bosom of your garment.
It shall come forth
-radiant - white, without blemish.
-This is one - of the nine -miraculous - signs
-that you shall show - to Pharaoh and his people.
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27: 1 3

27 : 1 4

27: 1 5

27: 1 6

27 : 1 7

27: 1 8

Indeed, they have been an ungodly people.
Yet when Our signs came to them,
manifest - before their very eyes, they said:
This is clear sorcery!
Thus, even though, within their souls,
they were certain of them cbeing from God-they disavowed them, wrongfully and haughtily.
So see how "devastating - was the end
of the sowers of corruption!
Now, indeed, We gave David and Solomon
revealed- knowledge, as well-.
And "ever did - they say:
All praise is for God "alone
who has favored us above many
of His believing servants.
Thus Solomon inherited cprophethood
and the throne from- David, wherefore he said:
0 people!
We have been taught "to comprehend
the utterance of birds.
Moreover, we have been given
something - of cnearly - every good thing
in the world-.
Indeed, this is most surely "evidence
o{ manifest favor cfrom God-.
So assembled before Solomon
were his hostsfrom the jinn, and the human beings,
and the birds.
Thus were they c duly marshaled
to march in force-.
And at last,
when they came upon the Valley of Ants,
an ant said: 0 you ants!
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Enter c quickly - into your dwellings,
c and- let not Solomon and his hosts crush you
while they are unaware!
So he smiled, laughing at her statement,
and said cin gratitude-: My Lord!
Dispose me always
to give thanks for Your grace,
with which You have graced me
and my parents,
and that I do righteous deeds
with which You are pleased.
And admit me, by Your mercy,
into cthe company o( Your righteous servants.
And so he reviewed the birds.
Then he said:
\YJhy do I not see the hoopoe,
or is he of those who are absent cwithout leave-?
I shall, most surely, punish him
with a severe punishment;
or I shall, most surely, slaughter him,
unless he brings me a clear warrant
c for his absence-.
Yet he remained away-but not for long.
Then he c came and- said:
I have compassed ca momentous matterwhich you, c 0 Solomon, - have not compassed!
For I have come to you from ·the land o( Sheba
with sure news.
Indeed, I found a woman ruling over them
and she has been given
csomething - of cnearly - every good thing
cin the world'.
Moreover, she has a magnificent throne.
I found her and her people
bowing ctheir faces - down to the sun cin worship
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27:25

27:26

27:27

27:28

27:29

27:30

27:3 1

27 32

instead of -bowing to- God.
For Satan has made their -godless - works
fair-seeming to them.
Thus has he barred them from the path -of God-,
and, therefore, they are not -rightly - guided,
so that they do not
bow -their faces - down to God
-though He is - the One
who brings out all that is hidden
in the heavens and the earth,
and who -alone - knows what you keep secret
and what you make known.
God!
There is no God but Him,
the Lord of the Magnificent Throne!t
7* - Solomon - said -to the hoopoe -:
We shall see whether you have spoken the truth
or -i{ you are -to be counted
as one - of the -sheer - liars.
Go with this letter of mine
-to the court of Sheba-.
Then cast it down to them.
Then turn aside from them.
Then see what answer they shall return.
-When the letter reached the Queen, - she said:
0 -assembly o{ nobles:
An honorable letter has been cast down to me.
It is from Solomon. And it is -written herein-:
In the name of God,
the All-Merciful, the Mercy-Giving.
Do not exalt yourselves against me
-in defiance of revealed truth-.
Rather, come to me as muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
She said: 0 -assembly o{ nobles!
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Counsel me in my affair.
For I decide no ·vital" affair
unless you bear witness ·and consent with" me.
They said:
We are a people endowed with ·great· force.
Moreover, ·we are endowed
with mighty military· power.
Thus the command is yours, · 0 Queen".
Consider, then, what you shall command.
She said:
Indeed, when kings enter a city,
they spread corruption in it.
Moreover, they reduce its people of dignity
to ·abj ect" humilityand this is, indeed, what they do!
Thus, I am sending to them a gift ·in response·.
Then I will consider
that wherewith the messengers ·1 send. return.
So when ·her envoy" came to ·him,
Solomon said:
Would you extend to me "mere. wealth?
Yet what God has given me
is ·far" better than all that He has given you.
Rather, you are exultant
with regard to your gift.
Return to them, · 0 messengers,
those who have sent you bearing gifts".
For, most surely,
we shall come to them with hosts
the like of which
they shall never be able to face.
Moreover, we shall, most surely, expel them
from ·their land. in ·abject humility.
Thus shall they be abased!
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Thereafter, when Solomon anticipated
her coming to him, he said c to his court":
0 assembly o{ nobles!
Which of you will bring me her throne
before they come to me in willing submission?
One of great power c serving Solomon
from the jinn said:
I shall bring it to you
before you rise from your position.
For I am, indeed, the one" for such ca task,
being both" very strong and trustworthy.
Yet he who had knowledge
from the cHeavenly" Book said:
I shall bring it to you
even" before the glance of your eye
to the sky" can return to you!
So the moment he beheld it
settled before him, Solomon" said:
This is of my Lord's favor cupon me", to try me,
as to " whether I will be thankful cto Him
or ungrateful.
Yet anyone who is thankful c to God
is but thankful for cthe good o( his own soul.
And whoever is ungrateful-then, nevertheless,
my Lord is self-sufficient, all-generous!
He said:
Alter the appearance of her throne
so it becomes unfamiliar" to her,
so that" we may see
whether she shall follow right guidance
after seeing this miracle",
or if she will remain of those
who are not guided aright.
So when she arrived at his court",
it was said cto her":
643
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Does your throne resemble this one-?
She said: It is as though it were it -itsel(!
Then and there,
-perceiving her inclination to truth,
Solomon said to his court-:
It is we who have been given
"revealed- knowledge -long- before her.
And ever have we been muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
What she had been
-habituated to - worshipping apart from God
caused her -at first - to turn away -from faith-.
For, indeed, she was from a disbelieving people.
It was said to her: Enter the palace court.
So when she saw it, she thought it was
an expansive, -rippling pool.
So she bared her shins -to cross it-.
He said:
It is -but - a court of polished glass plates
overlaying water.
Suddenly, realizing the truth, she -turned to God in prayer and- said:
My Lord!
I have, indeed, wronged myself
-by worshipping the sun-.
And I -now - submit myself with Solomon
to God -alone-, Lord of _All _ the Wodds.
-

2745

644

And very truly,
We sent to -the people o( Thamud,
their brother Sfilil:i -as a messenger, saying-:
Worship God alone-!
And, at once, they became -divided
into - two contending factions
-of faith and unbelie{.
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27:47
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He said "to the disbelievers " : 0 my people!
Why do you hasten
to "bring " evil "doom upon yourselves "
instead of the good "tidings of faith "7
Will you not seek God's forgiveness,
so that you may be shown mercy?
They said "to him " :
We presage an omen "of ill fate" from you
and from those "who believe along " with you.
He said:
Your " deserved " fate, "good or ill,
rests with God "alone".
Rather, you are a people
who have been put to trial "by Him".
There were in the city nine men,
"heads of their clans,
who spread corruption in the earth
and did not set things aright.
They said:
Swear to one another, by God,
that at night you shall "together" ambush him
and his household "and kill them all " !
Then we shall say emphatically
to any heir of his " that seeks retribution
that we were not present
at the annihilation of his householdand "that", indeed, we are, most surely, truthful!
Thus they "who disbelieved "
devised a "wicked " plan "against Silil:i ".
But We devised a plan "to save him-.__
while they were entirely unaware "of it".
Then see how "devastating " was the end
of their plotting!
" For, " indeed, We demolished them
and their people, all together.
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So there were their dwellings,
in ruinous desolation,
because of the "grave" wrong they did.
Indeed, in this " account " there is a sure sign
for a people who would know
" that divine retribution is unfailing " .
Yet We delivered "from destruction "
those "among them " who believed
and were ever God-fearing.
Moreover, "mention how God delivered" Lot.
Behold! He said to his people:
Do "the men among " you " openly" commit
"such abominable" lewdness "with each other " ,
even while you look "upon one another"?
Do you approach men in lust instead of women?
Indeed, you are a people
who are "shamefully" ignorant
of God's commandments".
�!�Yet the response of his people
was only to say " to each other":
Expel the family of Lot from your town,
for they are a people
who " seek to " keep themselves pure
from our ways " .
So We delivered him
and his family "from doom-.__
except his "faithless " wife:
Her We adjudged to be among those
who would linger behind.
Thus We rained down upon them
a " devastating " rain " of marked stones"!
And how evil was the rain
of those who were forewarned "to no avail!
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Then, say, c 0 Prophet":
All praise is for God c alone,
whose deliverance is sure " ,
and cwhose profound, peace
is upon His servants,
the ones whom He c Himself" has chosen
c to bear His messages.
Thus ask the unbelievers":
Is God, cthe All-Availing,
worthier c of worship, " or c the helpless idols,
that they c who disbelieve falsely, associate
as gods cwith Him "?
Or cask them, 0 Prophet":
Who is it that created the heavens and the earth?
And who has sent down to you,
from the sky, water,
with which We cause to grow
orchards of delight?
It is not possible for you
to cause even one o{ their trees
to grow without it " .
Then is there another god
cto be worshipped along , with God?
Rather, those who say this
are a people who c veer from the straight path
and" ascribe equals to Him.
Or cask them " :
Who has made the earth
a chospitable " place of settlement
cfor all the living"?
And cwho, made rivers cflow " all through it?
And cwho " set in it
anchoring mountains c to balance it " ?
And cwho" placed a cseamless" divide
between the csweet and salty " waters?
c
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Then is there another god
c to be worshipped along" with God?
Indeed, most of them
do not ctruly" know cthe greatness of God".
Or cask them:
Who answers the one in distress
when he cries out to Him
and He lifts the afiliction?
And who has appointed you chuman beings
as successors cto inherit authority" in the earth?
Then is there another god
cwho has given you of the dominion
to be worshipped along " with God?
cHow very" little you remember
c God's favor upon you"!
Or cask them " :
Who guides you c safely "
through the c veils of darkness
in the land and the sea?
And who sends the winds bearing glad tidings
before c the rain-showers of His mercy?
Then is there another god
to be worshipped along " with God?
Most high is God
cfar" above all that they associate
as gods cwith Him".
Or cask them " :
Who is it that originates creation,
then causes it to return to being
after it passes away "?
And who provides csustenance " for you
from the stores of the " heaven and the earth?
Then is there another god
c to be worshipped along " with God?
Say to the unbelievers " :
c
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Bring forth your proof, if you are truthful!
c Then" say cto them":
None who is in the heavens or the earth
knows the cknowledge o{ the unseen crealm",
except God.
And they cwho claim knowledge of it"
are utterly unaware
c even" of when they c themselves"
will be raised up cfor Judgment"!
Indeed, c the accretion of all" their knowledge
amounts to no certainty in the Hereafter.
Rather, they are in c complete" doubt about it.
Rather, they are cutterly" blind to it!
Moreover, c others o{ those who disbelieve say:
When we, and our forefathers,
have become dust, shall we, indeed,
be brought forth cagain to life "7
Truly, we have been promised thiswe and our clong dead" forefathers before us .
This is nothing but tales of the ancients!
Say, c 0 Prophet, to the unbelievers":
Journey through the earth
and see how c devastating" was the end
of the defiant unbelievers!
So do not grieve over
c those o{ them who oppose you",
nor be in c any" distress
because of what they plot cagainst you".
Furthermore, they say cin contempt":
When will this promise
c of divine judgment" be cfulfilled",
if, indeed, you cbelievers" are truthful?
Say c to them":
It may well be that following cright" behind you
is some of cthe devastation"
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that you seek to hasten.
Yet, indeed, your Lord is ever bountiful
to -all- people, - 0 Prophet,
anormng i:nem nme anct prov1s10n .
But most of them do not give thanks -for this-.
Yet, indeed, your Lord knows well
all that their hearts harbor
and all that they make known.
For there is not any unseen thing
-anywhere - in the heaven or the earth,
but that it is "insc1ibed with God
in a clear Book, -preserved in Heaven-.
("'/'"'
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Indeed, this Quran relates -the truth to the Children of Israel
about most of that over which they dispute.
Moreover, -herein - there is, indeed, guidance
-for those gone astray·,
as well as mercy -from the torment
of the Hereafter - for all the believers.
Indeed, -on the Day of Resurrection,
your Lord will decide
-every issue in dispute - between them,
"in accordance - with His all-wise Judgment.
For He -alone is the Overpowering -One·, the All-Knowing.
So rely on God -alone, 0 Prophet,
for you are -following- upon the ·path
o{ clear truth.
Indeed, you cannot make
the dead -of heart - hear.
Nor can you make the deaf · of heart hear the call of truth
when they have turned back in retreat ·from it-.
Nor can you guide the blind -in heart
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out of their misguidance.
You can only make hear c this call"
those who believe in Our signs
cand" who, therefore, are muslims,
in willing submission to God c alone".
�!�Thus, when the word cof the Hour of Doom"
shall come to pass against
cthe disbelieving among" them,
We shall bring forth for them
a beast out of the earth that shall speak to them,
cheralding the Day ofJudgment";
for people will have had no certainty
in Our signs crevealed in the Scriptures.
Thereafter, shall come" the Day
cthat" We assemble from every community
a throng of those who vehemently" belied
Our crevealed" signsand they shall all be duly marshaled.
And at last,
when they come forth cfor Judgment,
God" shall say cto them":
Did you belie My crevealed" signs,
while you did not
ceven attempt to " comprehend them
in knowledge?
Or cif this is not the case,
what c then" were you doing?
Thus the word c of punishment"
shall come to pass against them
for call" the wrong they had been doing.
Nor shall they utter c even a word
in their own defense".
Have they not considered
that, indeed, it is We c alone"
who have made the night for them
c
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to repose therein,
and the daylight 0by which , to see?
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
for a people who would believe.
Yet the Day
the Trumpet c of Resurrection , is blown,
then all who are in the heavens
and all who are in the earth
shall be terror-strickenexcept for whomever God so wills.
Thus all shall come to Him utterly humbled.
Moreover, you shall see the mountains,
that you deem firmly fixed,
passing away like c traces o{ clouds pass away.
0Behold , the mighty doing of GodHe who has perfected all things!
Indeed, He is all-aware
of all 0the acts , that you do .
Whoever comes forth con that Day,
having done the good deed
0 of sustaining true faith in God alone " ,
then he shall have 0 far, better than it
0 as a reward in Paradise".
And from a 0great" terror, on that Day,
shall such be 0made" secure.
But whoever comes forth con that Day ,
having done the evil deed 0of belying God",
then shall their cvery , faces
be pitched into the Fire of Hell.
And they shall be asked:
Are you cnow, being recompensed
for other than all 0 the evil "
that you had been doing 0in life?
c
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Indeed, I have been commanded
only to worship the Lord
of this habitation " of Makkah',
the One who has " Himself' made it sacred.
For to Him "alone, do all things belong.
Moreover, I have been commanded
to be of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God " alone-._
and to recite the Quran "to all people'.
So whoever shall be guided "by it',
then he is guided only
for " the benefit o{ his own soul.
As for whoever goes astray
"from its straight path -._then "to such , say only:
Indeed, I am but one
of the "prophetic, forewarners.
Moreover, say: All praise is for God " alone'.
He shall show all of you His "wondrous, signs,
so that you shall know them "to be utterly true'.
For never is your Lord at all heedless
of what you "human beings, do.
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The surah that mentions how Moses
came to the wells of Midian and related to the
aged believer, whose daughters he had helped, the series ef events and THE STORIES
of his flight from Egypt; and that mentions, as well, the stories of Moses ' rrl call to prophethood and
confrontation with Pharaoh, his Exodus with the Children of Israel, and that of Korah of Israel, whom
God destroyed.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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These are the -revealed- verses
of the clear Book -of God elucidating truth-.
We recite to you, in truth,
-something o( the -great - tiding
of Moses and Pharaoh,
for a people who -would- believe
-in divine revelation-.
Indeed, Pharaoh exalted -himself
with lawless insolence - in the land -of Egypt
and segregated its people into factions,
oppressing a group of them,
slaying their sons
and keeping their womenfolk alive -in bondage-.
Indeed, he was of those
who sowed corruption -on earth-.
Yet We intended to confer favor
on those oppressed in the land
and to make them -exemplary- leaders -in faith-;
and to make them inheritors
-of Our commandments-;
and to establish them -securely - in the land;
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and to show Pharaoh
and Haman and their hosts, "by means of them,
the fulfillment of the very fear,
that they were "so vigilantly , guarding against.
So We revealed to Moses' mother,
after she had delivered him': Nurse him.
Then when you fear for his "life',
cast him into the river "in a basket'.
And do not fear "Pharaoh';
and do not grieve "over this parting".
Indeed, We shall, most surely,
return him to you.
And We shall make him
one of the messengers of God'.
Thereafter, the House of Pharaoh
retrieved him "from the River Nile,_
that he might become for them "in time
an enemy and a "cause o( grie£
Indeed, Pharaoh and Haman and their hosts
were a sinful "people".
So the wife of Pharaoh said "to Pharaoh:
He can be a j oy to the eye for me and for you.
Do not kill him.
He may benefit us, or we may take him as a son.
For they had no sense
of what God would do through him'.
Yet the heart of Moses' mother
became devoid "of feeling for all but Moses,
to the point
that she very nearly disclosed "his identity',
had We not secured her heart
to be of the believers "of unfailing faith".
Thus she said to his sister: Trail him.
So she watched over him from afar,
though they "who had retrieved him
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did not sense "her presence-.
�l� Thus before creturning him to his mother-,
We caused him to abstain from "alf wet-nurses.
Then his sister came forth,
and- she said to them-:
Shall I direct you to the people of a household
who will foster him for you
and who will treat him well?
Thus did We restore him to his mother,
so that her eyes might be comforted
" and find j oy in him-,
and that she might not grieve,
and that she might know
that the promise of God is ever true.
Yet most of them cwho disbelieve
do not know ·that God's will is ever done"'.
c
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And when he had reached full maturity
and become full-grown,
We gave him "prophetic - wisdom
and knowledge "of God-and thus do We reward
those who excel in "doing - good.
But, "before this,
he had entered the city " of Pharaoh
at a time " of midday rest
when its dwellers were unaware
c of activities therein,
and wherein he found
two men fighting each other:
One from his own people
and one from his enemies.
The one from his own people
cried out for his help
against the one from his enemies.
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So Moses struck him cwho was of the enemy
with his fist· and finished him,
and said cin regret':
This is of the doings of Satan.
He is, indeed, a manifest, misguiding enemy.
He said: My Lord!
I have, indeed, wronged myself, so forgive me;
so He forgave him.
Indeed, He is the All-Forgiving,
the Mercy-Giving.
He said: My Lord!
Because of all of that
with which you have graced me,
I shall never be an upholder
of the defiant unbelievers.
Thus by morning,
he had become fearful and wary,
in the c streets of the· city.
Then when the man who had sought his help
the day before cried out to him cfor help again·,
Moses said to him:
Indeed, you are clearly
a most quarrelsome cfellow·.
So when h e intended cagain.
to assault the one who was an enemy
to both of them, cthe enemy· said cto him·:
0 Moses!
Do you intend to kill me
as you have killed a person c only· yesterday?
You want merely to become a tyrant
in the land,
and you do not want to become
of those who do righteousness.
Then there came a man
from the furthest part of the city,
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rushing -to him-.
He said: 0 Moses!
The -assembly o( nobles -of Egypt are conspiring against you-to kill you.
So depart -at once from this land-!
I am, indeed, one of those
who sincerely mean you well.
So -at once - he departed from it,
fearful and wary.
He said: My Lord!
Deliver me from the wrongdoing people.
And when he turned his face
toward -the land o( Midian, he said:
It may be that my Lord
will guide me upon the most even way.
So when -at last
he had reached the water -wells - of Midian,
he found there a -large - group of people
drawing water -for their herds-.
And -standing - apart from them,
he found two women holding back -their flock-.
He said: What is it that makes you do this?
They said: We cannot water -our flock until the shepherds drive away -their herds-.
For our father is an aged man,
-and we are his only helpers-.
So he watered -the flock - for them.
Then he turned aside
to the shade -of a tree - and said:
My Lord!
Of whatever good You may send down to me,
most surely, I am most needful.
One of the two -women
then- came -back- to him, walking bashfully.
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She said:
Truly, my father calls for you
to recompense you with a reward
for watering c our flock" for us.
So when he came to him
and related to him the story
c of his escape from Egypt, the father" said:
Have no fear.
You have been delivered
from the wrongdoing people
cwho are godless in heart " .
One of the two cwomen " said:
My dear father! Hire him.
Indeed, the best cman" you could hire
is one clike him" who is strong and trustworthy.
c The father" said:
I wish to marry you
to one of these two daughters of mine,
provided you hire yourself out to me
for eight years.
And should you c decide to, complete ten cyears ",
then it shall be of your own cfree " will.
Nor do I desire to bring hardship upon you.
You shall find me, if God so wills,
to be of the righteous.
cMoses" said:
This is c agreed upon , between me and you.
Whichever of the two terms I fulfill,
then I shall not come under any duress.
And God is a guardian over calf that we say.
7lE- So when Moses fulfilled the term
and moved on with his family,
he noticed a fire on the side of Mount Tur
and said to his family:
Remain here. Indeed, I have noticed a fire.
659
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Perhaps, from it, I shall bring you news
to guide us on our way-,
or ·bring you - an ember from the fire,
so that you may warm yourselves.
So when he came to it, he was called ·by God
from the right bank of the valley,
in the blessed site, from the effulgent tree:
0 Moses!
Indeed, I am!
I am God, Lord of .All the Worlds.
Now throw your staff .to the ground-.
Then when he saw it moving
as if it were a great serpent,
he turned and fledand would not tum back.
God said: - 0 Moses!
Come near, and have no fear,
for you are, indeed,
of those who are secure against all harm-.
Pass your hand into the bosom of your garment.
It shall come forth
radiant white, without blemish.
Then enfold ·your shining hand to yours el(
underneath your other arm,
to return it to its former state
and allay ·your fright.
These, then, shall be two proofs
from your Lord to Pharaoh
and his assembly o{ nobles,
for they have been an ungodly people.
He said: My Lord!
I have killed a person from among them.
So I fear that they will kill me.
And Aaron, my brother,
is more fluent of speech than me.
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So send him with me
as an aid to confirm me ·in my mission·.
Indeed, I fear that they will belie me.
He said:
We shall strengthen your arm with your brother.
And We shall confer on both of you
·such manifest· authority
that none shall attain to ·harming· either of you.
By virtue of Our ·miraculous· signs,
both of you, and ·all· those who follow you,
shall be triumphant.
So when Moses came to them
with Our clear ·and miraculous. signs, they said:
This is nothing but forged sorcery.
We have not heard of this ·claim
occumng m ·the time o( our forefathers of old.
Moses said:
Yet my Lord is most knowledgeable
about one who ·truly· comes
with guidance from Him
and one who shall have
the ultimate abode ·of delight in the Hereafter·.
For, indeed, the ·godless· wrongdoers
shall never succeed.
Thus Pharaoh said: 0 'assembly o( nobles!
I know of no god for you other than me.
So kindle a fire for me, 0 Haman,
·to bake bricks· out of clay.
Then make for me a 'lofty· tower,
so that I may ·ascend it
and. look upon the God of Moses.
For, indeed,
I think he is, most surely, of the liars.
Thus he grew so very arrogant in the land,
he and his hosts, without any right.
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For they believed, indeed,
that they would never be returned to Us
in the Hereafter for Judgment·.
Then We seized him and his hosts, suddenly,
and We cast them into the sea.
So look how ·devastating· was the end
of the ·godless wrongdoers ·who defied Ivie·!
And thus have We made them
leading exemplars of unbelief°,
calling ·whoever follows their example
to the Fire of Hell·.
For on the Day of Resurrection,
never shall they be helped
against their punishment·.
Moreover,
We have caused a curse to follow them
in this world ·for all time·.
And on the Day of Resurrection,
they shall be banished from all goodness·.
And very truly,
We did give the Torah as a Scripture to Moses,
after We had destroyed
the earlier ·defiant· generations.
In it were manifest proofs ·against idolatry
for all the people · of israef,
as well as guidance and mercy ·from God·,
so that they might become mindful
of His commandments·.
Yet you were not ·there, 0 Prophet,
on the western mountainside of Tur
when We decreed to Moses
the Commandments.
Nor were you ·there
among those ·of the Children of Israel
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who bore witness "to these events'.
Furthermore,
We brought forth "many, generations
"after Moses',
such that the life spans "of heedlessness,
that stretched over them
grew "so very, long" until they forgot God's Covenant'.
Moreover, you were not "there with Moses
when he was, dwelling
among the people of Midian,
so that you might rehearse before them
Our verses "regarding Moses' sojourn there,
so as to verify them'.
Rather, it is We "alone,
who "have decreed to, send "you,
0 Prophet, as, a messenger
"with these revealed tidings'.
For you were not "there,
on the mountainside of Tur
when We called "Moses
in the Holy Valley of Tuwf.
Rather,
it is "we who have sent you, 0 Prophet,
with this account, as, a mercy from your Lord,
to forewarn "of God's nearing Judgment'
a people to whom no forewarner before you
has "ever, come,
so that they may become mindful
"of God's commandments'.
And "never would We have sent you
as a forewarner to the unbelievers,
0 Prophet, , were it not for "the fact,
that when the "deadly, affliction "from God,
strikes them663
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for all cthe evil" that their own hands
have advanced cin life"_
they would, most surely, say con Judgment Day":
Our Lord!
If only You had sent to us a messenger,
we would then have followed
Your c revealed" verses
and become of those who believed
cin You alone".
But when the truth
came to them from Us -in this Quran-,
they cwho disbelieve" said c of you, 0 Prophet":
If only he were given cmiracles
the like of which Moses was given!
Yet have they cthemselves" not disbelieved
in what was given to tv1oses of old?
They said cof both you and Moses, 0 Prophet:
They are but· two sorcerers,
upholding one another!
Moreover, they said:
Indeed, we disbelieve in both of them!
Say c to them":
Then bring a Book from God
that is more guiding than either
cthe Quran or the Torah",
so that I may follow it,
if you are truthful c about your claims " .
Thus if they do not respond to you,
then know that they, in fact, follow
nothing but their c own " whims.
And who could be further astray from the truth
than one who follows his cmere" whims
without any guidance from God?
Indeed, God does not guide
the wrongdoing people
c
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·who are godless in heart".
7le: Yet steadily have We caused
the word ·of this Quran, to reach them,
so that they may become mindful
·of God's commandments".
Indeed, those ·who are pure in heart ,_
to whom We had previously
given the Scripture-believe in this · Quran ".
Thus when it is recited to them, they say:
We believe in ·all o{ it.
Indeed, it is the "very word o{ Truth
from our Lord.
Indeed, even before this
we have ever been muslims,
in willing submission to God ·alone.
Believers such as, these
will be given their reward twice
for ·having believed in both Revelations,
and for" having been patient
·in keeping their covenants,
and ·for, averting what i s evil with what i s good.
Moreover, they spend ·charitably,
from what We have provided them.
Moreover, when they hear vile talk,
they turn away from it.
Rather, they say ·to those who malign them":
For us ·shall be the recompense o{ our deeds
And for you ·shall be the recompense
o{ your deeds.
Peace be upon you!
We do not seek ·to emulate,
those who are ignorant ·and belligerent.
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Indeed, you cannot guide
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all " those whom you love , to Islam".
Rather, it is God , alone" who guides
whomever He so wills.
For He , alone" knows best
those who are , truly" guided aright.
Thus they ,who disbelieve"
say ,to you, 0 Prophet":
Were we to follow
the guidance , of your God" along with you,
we would be snatched away
from our own land ,for abandoning our gods".
Yet is it not We ,alone"
who have established for them
a secure Sanctuary ,in Makkah ",
to which the fruits of all things are brought
in 'abundant" provision from Us?
However, most of them do not know
'that this is from God".
Then how many a city have We devastated
that insolently exulted
in its 'bounteous" livelihood?
So there are their dwellingswhich were never inhabited after them
except a 'very" few.
Rather, it is We 'alone
who were the inheritors , of it all " .
But never would your Lord destroy the cities
, of a disbelieving people"
until He had ,first" sent forth a messenger,
in 'the midst o{ their mother-town,
reciting to them Our verses.
Nor would We ever destroy any communities
unless their people
were wrongdoers, ,godless in heart".
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Now, all that you have been given
of anything cin life, 0 humankind,
is cno more than the cmere enj oyment
of the life of this world and its adornment.
But what is c awaiting" with God
is cfar" better and everlasting.
Will you not, then, understand
that life is fleeting"?
So is one to whom We have promised
the fair promise of Paradise"_
who attains it c in everlasting fulfilhnent "_
like one on whom We have bestowed
the passing" enj oyment of the life of the world,
who then, on the Day of Resurrection,
is of those brought c to Us for eternal torment"?
For the Day c God calls them cto Judgment",
He shall say cto the godless wrongdoers":
Where, now, are My associate-gods
that cin the world" you used to allege
that I have"?
Those cleaders of unbelief"
against whom the word c of doom
has come to pass
shall say c of those who followed them":
Our Lord!
Those whom we deluded,
we deluded only because
we ourselves were deluded.
We disavow before You c their claims"!
It was not us whom they worshipped.
Then it shall be said cto them all":
Cry out to your associate-gods cfor help"!
So they shall cry out to them.
But they will not answer them.
And cthen" they shall see CHell's torment cloom".
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If only they had been rightly guided!
For the Day c God' calls them cto Judgment',
He shall say c to them':
What answer did you return
to the messengers c I sent you,?
yet cbecause they belied them,
all tidings c and answers, on that Day
shall be blotted out cfrom their minds'.
Thus they shall not c even be able
to , ask one another cfor answers'.
As for whoever repents cin life',
and ctruly , believes and works righteousness,
then it may well be that such as these
shall be of the c truly, successful
cin this life and the Hereafter'.
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Moreover, your Lord c alone, creates
whatever He so wills.
And He c alone , chooses cwhomever He so wills
to convey His message .
Never is it for cany o{ them cwho disbelieve
to choose cfor God'!
Highly exalted is God, and most high cis He,
far , above all that they associate
as gods cwith Him .
Thus your Lord knows well
all that their hearts harbor
and all that they make known.
For it is He c alone, who is God.
There is no God but Him.
To Him c alone, all praise is due
foremost cin this world,
and forever , in the Hereafter.
Thus to Him c alone, does all judgment belong.
And to Him c alone , you are all returning.
c
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Say cto humanity, 0 Prophet':
Have you ever considered
if God were to make the night
endless over you until the Day of Resurrection?
Who is the god other than God
that would bring you sunshine?
Will you not, then, hear c God's words'?
Say cto humanity, 0 Prophet':
Have you ever considered
if God were to make the daylight
endless over you until the Day of Resurrection?
Who is the god other than God
that would bring you night in which to repose?
Will you not, then, see c God's signs '7
For cit is only' out of His mercy, 0 humankind,
that, He has made for you
the night and the daylight,
for you to repose therein,
and cfor you, to seek of His bounty
so that you might give thanks!
Yet the Day c God, calls them c to Judgment',
He shall say c to the godless wrongdoers':
Where, ·now, , are My associate-gods
that cin the world' you used to allege
·that I have '7
Moreover, We shall bring forth
from every community a witness
cthat God's message was duly conveyed'.
Then We shall say
·to those who rejected their prophets:
Now, bring cus, your proof
·for all that in life you claimed'!
They shall know then
that all truth belongs to God c alone'.
For all ·the false gods that they used to forge
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shall have strayed from them.
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Korah
was, indeed, from Ivioses' people.
But he committed injustice against them
-with insolence and arrogance-_
though We had given him such treasure-troves
that their keys -alone - would weigh down
a band -of men - endowed with might.
Behold! -Some o( his people said to him:
Do not exult -in the wealth of the world-!
Indeed, God does not love
those who are exultant.
Rather, with all that God has given you
seek -the glory o( the abode of the Hereafter.
Do not forget your portion
of -the good life in - this world,
but do good -to God's servants
as God has been good to you.
Yet do not seek to sow corruption in the land.
For, indeed, God does not love
the sowers of corruption.
He said:
Indeed, this ·wealth - has been given to me
by virtue of a -deep sacred knowledge
that I possess.
Did he not know, then,
that God had truly destroyed before him
entire generations
who were greater than him in power
and -far more in number -and wealth-?
Those of defiant unbelief
shall not be asked -by God.
about their sins -in order to verify them,
but only to censure and punish them - .
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And so he came forth to his people
cone day, in call" his adornment.
Those who desired the life of this world said:
If only we had the like
of what has been given to Korah!
Indeed, he is of magnificent fortune.
But those who had been given knowledge said:
Woe to call o{ you!
The reward of God is cfar' better,
for one who believes and does righteousness.
Yet none shall receive it
except for those who are patient.
Then We caused the earth to swallow him up
along with his dwellingand he did not have any company
to help him apart from God!
Nor was he one of those
who could help themselves.
Thus by morning,
call" those who had longed greatly
to be in his place c only" the day before
were saying: Ah!
Indeed, it is God c alone
who extends c abundant" provision
to whomever He so wills among His servants.
And He c alone" restricts cit"!
Had God not conferred favor upon us,
He would, most surely, have caused cthe earth"
to swallow us up ctoo"!
Ah! Indeed, the disbelievers are never successful.
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0

Such is the abode of the Hereafter:
We have made it c only" for those
who do not desire exaltation in the land
nor corruption.
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Thus the ultimate outcome
is csuccess , for the God-fearing.
Whoever comes forth con that Day",
having done the good deed
c of sustaining true faith in God alone",
then he shall have cfar" better than it
c as a reward in Paradise".
But whoever comes forth con that Day"
having done the evil deed cof belying God-
then clet it be known,
that as to , those who do the evil deed
they shall not be recompensed
for other than all cthe evil that they were doing cin life-.
Indeed, He who has made c adhering to
and conveying - the Quran
binding upon you, c 0 Prophet,
shall, most surely, bring you back
to cMakkah, - the place of return
c that your heart longs for-.
Say cto the unbelievers":
My Lord is most knowledgeable
about he who has come c to humanitywith the guidance cof God-.
And He is most knowledgeable
about - who is cutterly lost" in clear misguidance.
For never did you c even - hope, c 0 Prophet,
for the Book c of God- to be conferred upon you.
Yet it is crevealed to you
as - a mercy from your Lord.
So do not ever be an upholder
of the disbelievers.
Thus you shall not let them bar you
from c conveying - the verses of God
after they have been sent down to you
c
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cfrom Him0•
Rather, call chumanity"
to cthe worship of the One God, your Lord,
and do not ever be of those
who associate gods with God.
Thus you shall not call upon
any other god with God.
There is no God but Him.
Everything is perishing except His Face.
To Him c alone" does all judgment belong.
And to Him alone" you are all returning.
c
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The surah that mentions the practical fragility ef the webbed home of
THE SPIDER as an analogy for those who take false deities as a shelter.
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Do people think that they will be left
-simply - to say: We believe!
and they will not be put to the test?
Yet, very truly, We have tested
-all- those -who came - before them.
Thus God shall, most surely,
distinguish those who speak the truth
-about their belie(.
And He shall, most surely, distinguish the liars.
Moreover, -as to - those who do evil deeds,
do they -truly- think they shall escape Us?
So ver1 grievous is the judgment they make!
Whoever has hope in the Meeting of God
-and His reward in the Hereafter-,
then -let him be ready,
for, · indeed, God's term -ofJudgment_
is certainly coming.
And He is the All- Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Thus whoever strives -in the path of God
strives only for ·the benefit - of his own soul.
Indeed, God is, most surely, self-sufficient,
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without -any need
for any of His creation in - all the worlds.
Yet -as to - those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
We shall, most surely, absolve them
of their misdeeds.
Moreover, We shall, most surely, reward them
with the -very- best they have ever done.
Now, We have charged each human being
with -dutifulness and- goodness
toward one's parents.
But if ever they strive to compel you
to associate gods with Me-or command you to anything- about which
you have no -sure - knowledge -from God-
then do not obey them.
To Me -alone - is the return of all of you.
Then I shall tell you -the due recompense
of all that you have been doing -in life-.
Yet -as to - those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
We shall, most surely, admit them -to Paradise
among the righteous.
But among humankind there are those who say:
We believe in God.
But when one of them suffers
for -the sake o( God,
he -loses faith and- makes -it as though_
persecution from people
-were - equal to punishment from God.
But whenever a victory
comes from your Lord -to the believers-,
they, most surely, say:
Indeed, we were with you!
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Does God not know best
all that inheres within the breast
of everyone in all the worlds?
Thus, most surely, God knows well
those who have truly believed.
And, most surely, He knows well
·all , the hypocrites.
Now, "as to, those who disbelieve,
they say to those who believe:
Follow our way ·of life
and we shall bear your sins.
But they shall bear none of their sins.
Indeed, they are liars!
Yet they will, most surely,
bear their own burdens ·of sin'_
and other burdens along with their own burdens
·for perverting others'.
And they will, most surely, be questioned
on the Day of Resurrection
about all that they have forged ·against God'.
And very truly, We sent Noah to his people.
So he remained ·patiently , among them
·calling them to worship God
for , a thousand years, less fifty years.
Then, suddenly, the flo od seized them,
for they were wrongdoers, ·godless in heart'.
So We delivered him and the people of the Ark.
And We made it a sign ·of admonition,
preserved' for all the worlds.
And ·remember how We delivered , Abraham.
Behold! He said to his people:
Worship God ·alone , and fear Him.
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That is best for you,
if only you were to know c God's reward for it".
Indeed, all that you worship apart from God
are nothing more than graven images.
Thus you create cno more than , fabrications.
Indeed, those c obj ects , you worship
apart from God
do not hold c even a morsel of provision for you.
So seek all c of your , provision from God.
Therefore, worship Him c alone",
and be thankful to Him.
To Him c alone ,
shall you call , be returned c for Judgment".
So if you unbelievers , belie c God's messenger,
know that , nations before you
have belied c God's messengers", as well.
Yet nothing is incumbent
upon the messenger c of God"
except the clear conveyance c of God's message".
Have they not seen how God begins creation,
then causes it to return cto being
after it passes away "7
Indeed, that for God is " ever so , easy.
Say, c 0 Prophet, to those who deny
resurrection in the Hereafter":
Journey through the earth
and see the wonder
of how He originated all creation.
Thereafter cbe certain
that , God shall bring into being
the existence of the Hereafter.
Indeed, God is powerful over all things.
He shall punish whomever He so wills
c as they deserve".
c
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And He shall have mercy
on \vhomever He so wills.
For to Him c alone
shall you all be turned over cfor Judgment".
And never, c 0 people,
shall you be able to elude
c the mighty Hand of Godneither, in the earth nor in the heaven.
Nor have you apart from God
any patron or supporter cto help you".
Yet ·as to , those who have disbelieved
in the crevealed, signs of God,
and in the ·inevitable, Meeting with Him
·in the Hereafter-_
it is these who shall ·forever, despair
of My mercy.
Thus for them
there is a most painful torment ·awaiting there".
So ·it is that Abraham was belied".
The response of his people c to his call
was but to say: Kill him, or burn him ·alive"!
But God delivered him from the fire
·that they kindled".
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
for a people who cwouldc believe.
For he said ·to them":
Indeed, you have taken
graven images ·for worship apart from God
as a means of attaining
to a genuine ·mutual, love
between yourselves ·as a people
in the life of this world.
But then on the Day of Resurrection
you will disbelieve in one another.
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Moreover, you will curse one another.
For your "eternal , abode is the Fire "of Hell'.
Thus for "the likes o{ you,
there shall not be any helper
"against God's punishment'.
�l� So "his nephew , Lot believed in him,
whereupon "Abraham , said "to his people':
Indeed, I am migrating to my Lord.
For, indeed, it is He "alone ,
who is the Overpowering "One', the All-Wise .
Thereafter, W e granted him Isaac,
and, "from lsaac , ' Jacob.
Thus did We place prophethood
and the "Heavenly , Scripture among his children.
Moreover, We gave him his "due' reward
in this world.
And in the Hereafter,
he shall, most surely, be of the righteous.
"Remember, ' also, "how God delivered' Lot.
Behold! He said to his people:
Indeed, you commit an act of lewdness
with which none has preceded you
in all the worlds.
Do "the males among, you
approach men "in perverted lust'?
And "do you , cut the roadway "to rob people
of their wealth and lives , ?
And "do you openly' commit
lewd abomination in your gatherings?
Yet the response of his people "to his call'
was only to say:
Bring upon us the torment of God,
if, indeed, you are of the truthful "prophets'!
He said: My Lord!
679
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Support me against cthese , people
who are sowers of corruption.
So when Our angel-messengers
came to Abraham with the glad tiding of a son
from his wife Sarah', they said:
Indeed, we are here , to destroy
the people of this township c of Sodom'.
Indeed, its people
have become wrongdoers, cgodless in heart.
Abraham, said:
But Lot resides in it, cand he is not of them'!
They said:
We are more knowing of who is in it than you'.
Most surely, we shall deliver him
and his family-except his wife.
She is of those who shall linger behind.
So when Our angel-messengers came to Lot
0in the form of men',
he was greatly troubled about them.
Thus he grew helplessly distressed
concerning them.
But they said:
Have no fear, and do not grieve.
0We are God's messengers'.
Indeed, we shall deliver you and your family
cfrom the doom we bring to your people"'
except your wife.
She is of those who shall linger behind.
Indeed, we shall send down
upon the people of this township
a castigation from Heaven
for the cdeeds of' ungodliness
they have committed.
And, truly, We have left traces
of the destruction , of it as a clear sign
c
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for a people who would "use their reason
to" understand.
29:36

29:37

29:38

29,39

And to "the people o( Midian
"we sent" their brother Shu 'ayb "as a messenger".
So he said "to them": 0 my people!
Worship God "alone"
and have hope in "His Judgment
on" the Last Day.
Moreover, you shall not
make mischief in the earth,
sowing corruption in it .
But they belied him.
Then the convulsion
"of the earth" seized them, suddenly,
and by morning they were "dead,
laying" prostrate in their dwelling-place.
And "the peoples o( 'A d and Thamud
"were also destroyed for defying God"'
something that has "long" been evident
to you "people of Makkah
from "the ruins o( their dwellings
"that you pass on your trade routes".
For Satan made th�ir "godless" works
fair-seeming to them and, thereby,
barred them from the path "of God",
though they were endowed
with the power to discern "truth from falsehood".
And so "too" Korah and Pharaoh and Haman
" all were destroyed for defying God".
Truly, Moses came to them
with clear "and miraculous" proofs.
But they grew so very arrogant in the land.
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Yet never could they escape "the grip of God".
For each one "of them" We seized, suddenly,
"with an awesome torment" for his sinfulness.
"Such are of the peopies
God has destroyed for their unbelief
So of them are those upon whom We sent
"a raging storm oflethai" pellets.
And of them are those
who were seized by the " deadly" blast.
And of them are those
whom We caused the earth to swallow.
And of them are those whom We drowned.
Yet never would God wrong them
"by punishing them without cause".
But, rather, it was their own souls
they were "all the while" wronging
"with ungodliness".
The parable of those who take to themselves
"false gods as" patrons " to give them shelter"
apart from God, "is this":
They are like the spider.
It makes "for itself" a home "for refuge
which cannot avail it against destruction".
For, indeed, the frailest of all homes
is, most surely, the spider's homeif only they "who disbelieve" were to know
"what horror awaits them in the Hereafter".
Indeed, God knows that all that they call upon
apart from Him is "in reality" nothing.
For He " alone
is the Overpowering "One", the All-Wise.
So such are the parables
We set forth for "the benefit o{ people.
Yet none comprehend them
but the people of knowledge,
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the contemplative ones-.
It is God who created the heavens and the earth
with -profound- truth.
Indeed, in - all o{ this there is a sure sign
of God's creative power for -all' the believers.
0

Prophet!
Recite -to humanity
all that has been revealed to you
of -the Quran -, the Book -of God-.
Moreover, duly establish the Prayer.
Indeed, the Prayer
guards one against immorality and evil.
Yet, most surely, the remembrance of God
in the life of this world
is greater -extolment for one still.
And God knows all that you do.
�le-Thus you shall not argue,
0 you who believe, matters of faith
with the People of the Scripture
in other than the fairest way
except as to those of them
who do wrong -to you, out of hostility-.
Rather, say -to them-:
We believe in -the Quran
that has been sent down -from God- to us,
and in -the Scripture
that has been sent down -from God- to you.
Thus our God and your God is One.
Thus are we muslims,
in willing submission to Him -alone-.
For just as We have given revelation
to other messengers, 0 Muhammad,
We have sent down to you -this Quran,
as the Book -of God-.
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Thus, -some o{ those to whom
We have -previously - given the Scripture
believe in it.
And some of those
-with no revealed Book - believe in it.
Yet none disavows Our -revealed - verses
but the -inveterate - disbelievers.
For never have you recited
any -Heavenly - Book
before this -Quran, 0 Prophet-.
Nor have you ever transcribed one
with your right hand.
For then the -reaf progenitors of falsehood
would have had -cause
to - doubt -your prophethood·.
Rather, it is -a Quran
of self-evident verses -from God,
preserved- in the hearts of those -believers
who have been granted knowledge.
Thus none disavows Our -revealed- verses
but the wrongdoers -who are godless in heart-.
Moreover, they have said -of you, 0 Prophet-:
Why are no -miraculous - signs
sent down to him from his Lord?
Say -to them":
Indeed, the -miraculous - signs
are with God -alone-.
For I am only a clear forewarner
-of His nearing Judgment, sent to all of you-.
Is it not sufficient -confirmation
of your prophethood- for them
that We have sent down to you
the -Quran as a Heavenly - Book
that is being recited to them?
Indeed, in this -Quran -
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there is sure mercy -from God_
and a reminder -of His covenant for a people who -would- believe.
Say -to them-:
Sufficient is God as a Witness
between me and you.
He knows
all that is in the heavens and the earth.
Yet as to those who believe in falsehood
and disbelieve in God-despite His clear signs-_
it is -such as - these
who are the losers -of an everlasting Paradise-.
Thus do they ask you, - 0 Prophet,
in utter defiance - to hasten the punishment
-of which you forewarn them-.
And were it not for a stated term of life
preordained for them by God-,
the punishment -they seek to hasten would, most surely, come to them.
But, most surely, it shall "yet- come upon them,
suddenlywhile they are entirely unaware -of it-.
They ask you to hasten the punishment
-of which you forewarn them-.
And, indeed, Hell -looms
to - utterly encompass the disbelieverson a Day -Hereafter when - the torment
shall enveil themfrom above them
and from beneath their feet.
God- shall, -then, - say -to them-:
Taste -the penalty for - all -the evil_
that you used to do -in the world-.
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My servants who believe!
Indeed, l'v1y earth is spacious.
So -if you fear persecution, migrate.
And Me alone shall you worship.
Every -single - soul shall taste death.
Then to Us shall you -all- be returned
-for recompense-.
Yet -as to - those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
We shall, most surely, settle them
in -Heavenly- Chambers
of the Garden -of Paradise-,
beneath which rivers tlow
wherein they shall abide forever.
How -exceedingly - commendable
is the reward of those
who ever do -the will of God-!
It is these who have endured -life's trials
with patience,
and upon their Lord -alone do they rely.
For how many a beast
is there -treading the earth
that does not carry -with it - its -own - provision?
It is God -alone - who provides
for -each one o( them-and for -all o( you!
For He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
And, indeed, - 0 Prophet,
if you asked -the disbelievers-:
Who created the heavens and the earth,
and subjugated the sun and the moon
-to a fixed order-?
They would, most surely, say: It is God.
How, then, are they turned away
worshipping Him alone-?
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It is God -alone
who extends -abundant - provision
to whomever He so wills among His servants.
And He -alone - restricts -itfor whomever -He so wills-.
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all things.
And, indeed, - 0 Prophet, - if you asked them:
Who sends down, from the sky, water,
with which He gives life to the earth
after its death?
They would, most surely, say: It is God.
Say -to them-:
All praise is for God -alone,
who by their own word
confirms His proof against them-.
But most of them
do not -use their reason - to understand
-their own contradiction of this truth-.
For the life of this -fleeting - world
is nothing but amusement and play.
But, indeed, it is the abode of the Hereafter
that is, most surely, life -everlasting- itself,
if only they were to know
-what awaits them there .
Thus -in heedlessness
do human beings invoke false deitiesuntil such times as - when they embark on ships
-and face danger at seathen do - they call upon God -for rescue
with -all - sincerity,
-devoting their - religion to Him -alone-.
Yet when He delivers them -safely ashore,
immediately,
they associate gods -with Him, once more-.
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So let them be ungrateful for all -the good
that We have given them -in life".
And let them enjoy themselves -a little while-.
For, assuredly, they shall know
-the recompense of the ungodly!
Then as to the people of Makkah, have they not considered
that We have made -for them - a secure Sanctuary
in the precincts surrounding the Ka 'bah ,
while people all around them
are being snatched away -in violence and strife-?
Then is it in false -gods - that they will believe,
while in the blessing of God they disbelieve?
Yet who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God,
or who belies the -revealed - truth
when it reaches him?
Is there not in Hell
a -well-deserved- dwelling place
for the disbelievers?
But -as to , those who strive for Us -alone,
against every evil-,
We shall, most surely, guide them
upon Our pathways -to salvation".
For, indeed, God is, most surely,
with those who excel in -doing - good.
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The surah that mentions the defeat efTHE BYZANTINES and the divine promise of
theirforthcoming victory in several years-and in prophesying this, implying martial
triumph for the Muslims over their idolatrous adversaries at the same time. The surah is occasioned by
the celebration ef the idol-worshipping opponents of the Prophet � at the news ef the Byzantine defeat
by the Persians, for they drew an analogy between themselves and the fire-worshipping Persians as
defenders efpolytheism in opposition to the monotheism ef the Muslims and Byzantine Christians.
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The Byzantine "Empire
has been defeated "by the Persians ,
in the nearby land " of Syria".
Yet after their defeat,
they shall be triumphant " over them ,
within several years.
The command " of all creation ,
belongs to God " alone .,__
before " their coming victory , and thereafter.
And on that day " of triumph ,
the believers will rej oice
in the victory of God.
He gives victory to whomever He so wills.
For He " alone ,
is the Overpowering " One", the Mercy-Giving.
This is the promise of Godand never does God fail "to fulfill His prormse.
But most people do not know
"that God's word is ever true".
They "merely , know
the outer "nature , of the life of this world,
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while they are utterly unmindful
of -the reality of" the Hereafter.
Do they not reflect within themselves?
God did not create the heavens and the earth,
and all that is between them,
except with -the very essence of" all truthand for a stated term -preordained by Him,
to be followed by His Judgment-._
though many of the people are disbelievers
in the -inevitable - Meeting with their Lord
in the Hereafter-.
Have they not j ourneyed through the lands
to see how -devastating - was the end
of those -who denied faith - before them?
They were -far - greater than them in power.
For they cultivated the land
-with great competence-.
Moreover, they built it up
-far - more proficiently than these -disbelievers
have built it up.
Then their messengers came to them
with clear -and miraculous - proofs -from God,
and they belied them-.
For never would God wrong them
by punishing them without cause-.
But, rather, they wronged their own souls
with ungodliness-.
Thereafter, the end of those who wrought evil
was the worst -kind of end-.
For they had belied the -revealed- signs of God.
Indeed, they used to mock them.
I t is God -alone - who originates -all- creation.
Then He shall cause it to return -to being,
after it passes away-.
Then to Him -alone - shall you -all- be returned
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"for Judgment'.
Thus the Day the Hour " of Doom, shall come,
" God will raise the dead,
and , the defiant unbelievers
shall be utterly despondent.
For never shall " those
whom they worshipped in life
as' their associate-gods
be intercessors for them
"with God in the Hereafter'.
Moreover, they will themselves
become " ardent , disbelievers
in their associate-gods.
Furthermore, the Day the Hour " of Doom ,
shall comethat Day they shall be "forever , separated
"into believers and disbelievers'.
As for those who have believed
and done righteous deeds,
they shall be "made to reside ,
in a lovely meadow, jubilant with joy.
But as for those who have disbelieved
and belied Our "revealed' signs
and " denied, the "inevitable , Meeting
"with God for Judgment , in the Hereafter,
these, then, shall be "thrust,
into ever present torment.
Therefore, highly exalt God
when you come to nightfall,
and when you come to morning.
For to Him "alone , is due every praise
in the heavens and the earth.
" So highly exalt Him', as well,
at evening and when you come to noontime.
He brings forth the living from the dead.
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And He brings forth the dead from the living.
Thus He gives life to the earth after its death.
And c even , so shall you c human beings
be brought forth from death for Judgment".
c
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Moreover, of His cwondrous , signs
is that He has created you from dust.
Then, behold!
You are human beings
spreading yourselves about.
And of His wondrous signs
is that He has created for you,
from yourselves, mates,
so that you may repose in them.
And He has set between you
genuine cmutual , love
and ctenderhearted" mercy.
Indeed, in call o{ this there are sure signs
for a people who would refl e ct
con the handiwork of God".
And of His cwondrous , signs
is the creation of the heavens and the earth
and the variety of your tongues and your colors.
Indeed, in call o{ this there are sure signs
for a people of knowledge.
And of His wondrous , signs
is your sleep, by night and by day,
and your seeking of His bounty cin the daylight".
Indeed, in call o{ this there are sure signs
for people who cwould" hear cand give ear".
And of His cwondrous , signs
is that He shows you lightning
to inspire cin you , fear and hope.
Thus He sends down, from the sky, water,
with which He gives life to the earth
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after its death.
Indeed, in -all o{ this there are sure signs
for a people who would -use their reason
to understand.
And of His -wondrous signs
is that heaven and earth
hold firm by His command.
Then, behold!
When He summons you -from the grave
with a single call, you shall, at once,
rise out of the earth -resurrected-.
For to Him -alone - belongs
all who are in the heavens and -in - the earth.
All are devoutly obedient to Him,
willingly or unwillingly-.
For He is the One who originates creation.
Then He causes it to return -to being
after it passes away-.
And -restoring your creation
is even easier for Him!
For to Him -alone - belongs
the most transcendent attribute in the heavens
and -in the earth.
For He -alone is the Overpowering -One-, the All-Wise.
He puts before you a parable
from your own lives
for those who ascribe partners to God-:
Do you ever take your own -servants-_
whom your hands rightfully possess
as -full- partners in all the -wealth
We have provided you,
such that -both o{ you become equals therein,
so that you would have fear of them
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cfreely sharing in it - like the fear you have
of cyour actual partners from among yourselves?
CNever would you accept this!
Thus do We make distmct the signs
for a people who would c use their reason
to - understand.
But those who have done wrong
cby worshipping false gods
follow c only - their own whims
without any crevealed" knowledge.
Then who cis it that - can guide one
whom God has left to stray?
Thus for them, there shall not be any helpers
c against God's punishment -.
Set your face devoutly toward God
and- to the ctrue - religion, c 0 Prophet,
and so too all who would follow you-_
being ever - upright cin heart-!
This is the natural disposition
cgiven you - by God,
upon which He originated calf humankind.
There shall be no altering of God's creation.
That is the upright cway o{ religion,
but most people do not know cit.
7!� So hold fast to it-,
turning always to Him cin repentance .
Thus shall you fear Him.
Thus shall you cduly- establish the Prayer.
Thus shall you never be of those
who ascribe partners to God,
like those cpartisans before you
who divided up their religion
and became factions-each party exulting
in whatever they have taken hold of,
c

c
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-calling it truth-.
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Now, when harm touches people,
they call upon their Lord -for relief°,
penitent to Him.
Then when He gives them a taste
of mercy from Him, at once,
a group of them associate gods
with their Lordto show -their - ingratitude for all -the good_
that We have given them -in life-!
So enj oy yourselves -a little while-.
For, assuredly, you shall know
-the recompense of the ungodly-!
Or is it that We have sent down to them
any -Heavenly - authority
that speaks -with approval° of these -false gods
that they have been associating with God?
Yet, -again-!
When We give people a taste of -Our mercy,
they exult in it.
But if any harm befalls them
for all -the evil_
that their hands have advanced -in life-_
at once, they turn despondent.
Have they not considered that it is God -alone
who extends -abundant - provision
to whomever He so wills,
and -that - He -alone - restricts it
for whomever He so wills-?
Indeed, in -all o( this there are sure signs
for a people who -would- believe.
Therefore, you shall give to the close relative
his every due right -with kindness-.
And -you shall give due charity 695
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to the indigent and the wayfarer.
That is best for -alf those
who desire -only the Face of God.
For it is these who are the truly· successful.
30:39
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Yet -beware,
for· whatever you give -others m usuryto -gain· increase from the wealth of people
shall never increase with God!
But -blessed is whatever you give
of the Zakat-Charitydesiring -only· the Face of God.
For it is such as these who shall have
a -much· multiplied reward.
God is the One who created you.
Thereafter, He provided for you -in life·.
Thereafter, He shall cause you to die.
Thereafter, He shall give you life -again
on the Day of Resurrection·.
Are there any among your associate-gods
who can do anything of this?
Highly exalted is He, and most high,
-far· above all that they associate
as gods -with Him·.
Corruption prevails in the land and the sea
because of -all the evil
that the hands of humanity have earned
so that He may cause them to taste
something of that which they have doneso that they may return -in penitence to God·.
Say, 0 Prophet, to the unbelievers·:
Journey through the earth
and see how -devastating· was the end
of those -misguided generations
who came before -you·!
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Most of them ascribed partners to God.
So set your face
toward the upright -way o{ religion,
before there comes
a Day -of Reckoning - from God
that cannot be turned back.
On that Day -Hereafter they shall be parted -forever-:
Whoever disbelieves -in God-,
then his unbelief is -only - against himself
But whoever does righteous deeds -in life-,
they shall have smoothed a way for themselves
-to Paradise-.
And so it is
that -God- may reward from His bounty
those who believe and do righteous deeds.
-yet-, indeed, He does not love the disbelievers.
And of His -wondrous - signs
is that He -alone - sends forth the winds
bearing -clouds as - glad tidingsso that He may cause you to taste
-the rainfall- of His mercy;
and so that ships may sail, by His command;
and so that you may seek of His bounty;
and that, -therefore,
you might give thanks -to God-.
Yet very truly, - 0 Prophet,
We have sent messengers before you
to their own people.
Thus they came to them
with clear -and miraculous - proofs -from God.
But they were belied.
Therefore, We took vengeance
on those who were defiant unbelievers.
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For helping the believers ·to victory
is ever incumbent upon Us.
God ·alone - is the One
who sends forth the winds.
Then they stir up the clouds.
Then He spreads them across the sky
however He so wills.
Then He rends them into 'billowing - patches.
Then you see rainfall issuing from their midst.
Then when He brings it down
upon whomever He so wills of His servants,
behold, they rej oice.
Yet, indeed, previouslyjust - before it was sent down upon them
they were utterly despondent 'in their drought-.
So look at the traces of the mercy of God,
how He gives life to the earth after its death.
Even thus shall He, most surely,
give life to the dead
'on the Day of Resurrection-.
For He is powerful over all things.
But if ever We send a ·blighting - wind
and they see ·the harvest fade - yellow,
they continue, thereafter, to disbelieve.
And so it is, · 0 Prophet, that you cannot make
the dead ·of heart - hear.
Nor can you make
the deaf · of heart - hear the call ·of truth when they have turned back in retreat ·from it-.
Nor can you guide
the blind 'in heart - out of their misguidance.
You can only make hear ·this call those who believe in Our signs,
·and- who, therefore, are muslims,
in willing submission to God ·alone-.
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�le- God is the One
who has created call o( you c originally weak.
Then after cyour- weakness,
He brings about strength cin you-.
Then after -your - strength,
He brings about weakness cin you
and the gray hair c of old age-.
He creates whatever He so wills.
For He is the All-Knowing, the Almighty.
Thus, the Day the Hour cof Doomshall come, -God will raise the dead,
and - the defiant unbelievers will swear
that they had not remained cin the worldbut for an hour.
Even so, they were ever deluded
c about the truth of the Hereafter-.
But those -in life
who were given -revealed - knowledge
and -who - had faith will say -to them-:
Very truly, you have remained -in existence
from the time of your creation until the Day of the -Ultimate- Rising
-in accordance with the decree
in the Book of God.
Thus, this is the Day of the -Ultimate - Rising.
Yet you did not ever -seek
to - know -of it-!
Then on that Day, those who did wrong
-by worshipping false gods
shall not benefit from their justification ·for it-.
Nor shall they be allowed
to propitiate c the wrath of God
for their ungodliness-.
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for -the good o{ all people in this Quran,
-something - of every kind of illustration.
Yet even if you were to bring them,
0 Prophet,
a -miraculous - sign -as proof from God-,
those who disbelieve
wouid stiii, most sureiy, say:
You -and the believers are nothing but progenitors of falsehood!
And so it is that God seals up the hearts
of those who do not -seek to know
-truth from fallacy-.
Therefore, be patient, - 0 Prophet-.
Indeed, the promise
of -victory from - God is -ever- true.
Thus do not let those who have no certainty
-in God and His Judgment - unsettle you.
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The surah that mentions the judicious and poignant admonitions efLUQMAN (whom
some call Lokman, the Wise, a man effai th) as he spoke them to his beloved son.
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Luqman
IN THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

31:1

3 1 :2

31:3

3 1 :4

3 1 :5

3 1 :6

Alif Llm Mlm

These are the "revealed" verses
of the all-wise Book.
It is guidance "for all people", and mercy
for those who ·would" excel in ·doing" good:
The ones who ·duly" establish the Prayer,
and "who" give the Zakat-Charity,
and who ·within themselves
have ·utter" certainty
of ·the imminence o{ the Hereafter.
It is these who are ·advancing"
upon ·the path o{ guidance from their Lord.
So it is these who are the ·truly" successful.

_;11

0
0
0
0
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Yet among humankind,
there are those who traffic in idle tales,
without ·revealed" knowledge,
so as to lead ·others" astray from the path of God.
Thus they make a mockery of " God's verses".
For such as these,
there is a disgracing torment waiting
in the Hereafter".
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For when Our -revealed. verses -of the Quran
are recited to -such - a person,
he turns away in arrogance,
as if he had not heard them,
as if an utter deafness was -thrust - in his ears.
So give him -heavy - tidings
of a most painful torment -in the Hereafter-!
Indeed, those who believe
and do righteous deeds
have Gardens of Delight -awaiting them,
wherein they shall abide forever.
It is the promise of God in truth.
And He -alone
is the Overpowering -One-, the All-Wise.
He created the heavens
without pillars that you -can- see.
And He cast into the Earth
anchoring mountains -to balance it-,
so that it does not sway
with you upon it as it spins .
Moreover, He spread about therein
-all the species - of every creature.
For We sent down, from the sky, water.
Then -with it- We brought forth in -the Earth
plants or" every gracious kind.
This is the creation of God!
So show Me what those ·whom you worship
apart from Him have created.
Indeed, the wrongdoers
·who ascribe partners to God_
are -utterly lost - in clear misguidance.
Now, very truly,
We gave Luqman -sound- wisdom,
-saying to him-: Give thanks to God.
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For anyone who gives thanks cto Him gives thanks purely
for c the good o{ his own soul.
Yet c as to - one who is ungrateful
then, nevertheless,
God is, indeed, self-sufficient, all-praised!
So behold!
Luqman said to his son,
while he was admonishing him:
0 my dear son!
Do not associate anything with God
cin worship-.
Indeed, associating gods with God
is, most surely, a great wrong.
Moreover, c God has said-:
We have charged each human being
with cdutifulness and goodness
toward- one's parents.
One's mother bore one
in feebleness upon feebleness,
and cthe full period o{ one's weaning
is within two years.
So give thanks to Me and to your parents.
To Me is the ultimate destiny.
But if ever they strive in order to compel you
to associate gods with Meor command you to anything- about which
you have no csure- knowledge cfrom God-_
then do not obey them.
Yet cstilf keep company with both of them
in this world, in accordance with what is right.
But follow the path
of one who turns to Me in penitence.
Then to Me shall be your final return
cin the Hereafter-.
e
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Then I shall tell you -the due recompense
of all that you have been doing rin life-, .
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0 my dear son!
-said Luqman -.
Should there be -any deed
even if it be only - the weight
of a grain of a mustard-seedand though it be -concealed - in a rock,
or -high - in the heavens, or -deep - in the earth
God shall bring it forth.
Indeed, God is subtle, all-aware.
0 my dear son!
-Duly - establish the Prayer.
And enj oin what is right.
And forbid what is wrong.
And be patient with whatever afilicts you.
Indeed, these are among
the -foremost - commandments of -God
that must be kept with - diligent resolve.
Moreover, do not turn your cheek to people
in contempt .
And do not ever walk upon the earth
proudly exultant.
Indeed, God loves no one who is
swaggering -or - boastful.
Rather, be of modest bearing in your walk.
Moreover, lower somewhat your voice.
Indeed, the most hideous of voices
is, most surely, the donkeys' bray.

Do you not see, - 0 humanity,
that God has subjugated for you
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth

-----
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3 1 :22

3 1 :23

3 1 :24

and has showered you with His blessings
manifest and hidden?
Yet among humankind
there is the ctype o{ person
who argues about God
without any 0revealed- knowledge,
nor any c divine - guidance,
nor an illuminating c Heavenly - Book.
So when it is said to them:
Follow what God has sent down °in the Quran -.
They say:
On the contrary, we shall follow
what we found our forefathers 0believing.
Will they do so-,
even if Satan beckons them, 0thereby,
to the torment of the Flaming Fire c of Hell-?
�!�Rather,
whoever willingly submits his face to God
0in worship-, while excelling in good c deeds-,
has truly grasped the firmest handhold.
For to God calone - is
the ultimate end of all affairs.
But cas to - one who disbelieves
0in your message, 0 Prophet,
let not his unbelief grieve you.
To Us 0alone
is the return of them call for Judgment-.
Then We shall tell them
c of the dire consequences - of all cthe evil_
that they have done 0in life-.
Indeed, God is all-knowing
of all that is charbored_
within the breast c of people-.
We shall grant them enj oyment 0in life-,
for a little while.

-----------
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Then We shall compel them
to a stern torment .-in Hellfire"'.
For, indeed, if you asked them:
Who created the heavens and the earth?
They would, most surely, say: It is God.
Say cto them":
,AJl praise is for God alone
for the self-evident signs in His creation".
But most of them do not know
cthat their Creator is One
all-worthy of worship".
To God alone" belongs
all that is in the heavens and the earth.
Indeed, it is God who is the Self-Sufficient,
the All-Praised.
For were all the trees of the earth
c sharpened into, pens and the sea cmade ink,_
with seven more seas, thereafter,
to replenish itthe words of God would still not be depleted.
Indeed, God is overpowering, all-wise.
c 0 humankind!
Neither the entire" creation of all of you,
nor the c coming" resurrection of all of you,
is more cfor God" than that of cthe creation
or resurrection o{ a single soul.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-seeing.
Do you not see that it is God c alone
who makes the night
penetrate into the daylight
and who makes the daylight
penetrate into the night;
and cthat" He calone" has subjugated
the sun and the moon cto a fixed order",
each one running cits course" for a stated term
c
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SURAH

preordained by Him";
and that, indeed, God c alone
is all-aware of all that you do?
That is because God
is, most surely, the CEtemaf Truth,
while that which they call upon
apart from Him is utterly false.
For, indeed, it is God c alone
who is, most surely,
the Ever-Exalted, the All-Great.
Do you not see
that the ships run through the sea,
ckeeping afloat and carrying you,
by the grace of God,
so that He may show you
some of His cwondrous - signs?
Indeed, in this
are cmanifest - signs c of God's creative might for every patient, ever thankful c souf.
But when the waves overwhelm them
like billows,
they call upon God cfor rescue
with call - sincerity,
c devoting their - religion to Him calone-.
Then when He delivers them csafely· ashore,
some of them, thereafter,
become halfhearted cin faith,
while others deny it utterly-.
Yet none disavows Our wondrous - signs
but every faithless, cunbelieving - ingrate.
0 people!
Be ever God-fearing, c conscious - of your Lord.
Indeed, be fearful
of an cimminent· Day c Hereafter when no father shall indemnify his child
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-against God's Judgment-.
Nor shall a child indemnif.1 his own father
against anything.
indeed, God's promise
-to resurrect you for Judgment- is -ever - true.
So do not let -your perception
o{ the life of this world delude you.
And do not let -Satan, - the Arch-Deluder,
delude you about God -in the least-!
Indeed, with God, Himself, -alone
is knowledge
of -when - the Hour -ofJudgment shall come-.
And it is He -alone - who sends down the rain.
And it is He -alone - who knows -everything
about - all that is in the wombs.
And no soul apprehends -its destiny
as to - what it will earn tomorrow.
And no soul apprehends -its destiny
as to - the land in which it will die.
Indeed, God is all-knowing, all-aware.
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Sur ah

The only surah beginning with the discrete Arabic letters Alif Lam Mfm that also
contains a verse (32:2 1) which requires one who recites it to perform a prostration ef
BOWING D OWN to the ground before God in worship at the mention ef God's
revealed signs.

/ 30 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

32:1

32:2

32:3

32:4

Alif Lam Mlm

-This is - the revelation -from on high of the Book wherein there is no doubt
from the Lord of _All_ the Worlds.
Then will they -who disbelieve
say -of the Prophet - he has forged it?
On the contrary,
it is the -sacred- truth from your Lord,
0 Muhammad, - so that you may forewarn
-of a nearing Judgment - a people to whom
no forewarner before you has -ever - come
so that they might be guided aright.
God is the One who has created
the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them
in -a span o( six -Heavenly - days.
Then He settled Himself
over the Throne -befittingly-.
You do not have apart from Him
any patron nor any intercessor, - 0 humanity-.
Will you not, then, be mindful
-that God is One"?
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-

BOWING DOWN

He conducts the affair c of all creation
from the heaven to the earth
cwith perfection and wisdom-.
Then everything ascends to Him
in a cHeavenly - day
whose measure is a thousand years
of what you count.
Such is the c Sole - Knower of the crealms
of all the - unseen and the seen,
the Overpowering c One-, the Mercy-Givingthe One who has made excellent
everything He has created,
and who originated the creation of humankind
from clay.
Then He made its progeny
from a c quintessence o( humble fluid
drawn forth.
Then He fashioned him
and breathed of His clife-giving - spirit into him.
Moreover, He gave to you c the faculties
o( hearing, and sight,
along with hearts cthat comprehend.
How very- little are the thanks that you give!
Thus have they said cto you, 0 Prophet-:
When we cdie and- vanish into the earth,
are we, indeed, to be brought to life anew?
Rather, they are disbelievers
in the cinevitable - Meeting c ofJudgment
with their Lord cin the Hereafter-.
�i� Say cto them-:
The Angel of Death, who has been charged
with cdivesting- you c of life -,
shall take your souls c as predestined".
Then to your Lord
shall you call - be returned cfor Judgment-.
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Yet if only you -who now hear this
could -at this instant - see -their horror,
when the defiant unbelievers
shall hang their heads
before their Lord, -and say-:
Our Lord!
-Now - we have seen -the promised resurrection-.
And we have heard -the prophets we belied
confirmed-.
So send us back -to the world-,
that we may do good deeds.
Indeed, we -now- have certainty -in Your truth.
But this shall never be!
For had We so willed
We, most surely, could have imparted
to every soul its -compulsory- guidance.
Yet -man has borne the trust of volitional faith.
Thus - the word from Me has come to pass:
Indeed, I shall, most surely, fill Hell
with the jinn and the people
-who are ungodly --all -of them - together.
So taste -the Fire that you once scoffed at-!
For -in life - you forgot the -inevitable - Meeting
of this Day of your -recompense.
Now- We have, indeed, forgotten you.
So taste the torment of eternity
for -all the evil" that you used to do!
Indeed, they alone -truly - believe in Our verses
-revealed in this Quran - who,
when reminded with them,
fall to the ground -in devotion-,
bowing -their faces - down -to God-;
and who highly exalt the praise of their Lord;
and who never grow arrogant
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concerning His worship
and whose sides forsake their beds -in the night-,
to call upon their Lord in fear and hope;

and who cgenerously " spend cin charity"
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from all that We have provided them.
Thus not a soul -in the world
can -now - comprehend -the j oys
that have been concealed ·by God
for every one of themfrom all that greatly delights the eyes
-awaiting them - in reward
for all ·the good- that they used to do ·in life-!
Is, then, one who -in life - was a believer
to be ·recompensed in the Hereafter
like one who was ungodly?
They are not equal.
As for those who believed
and did righteous deeds,
the Gardens of the -blissful- abode
shall be an -everlasting - hospitality for them,
for all -the good - that they used to do ·in life-!
But as for those
who were comn1itting ungodly deeds,
their abode shall be the Fire -of Hell-.
Whenever they endeavor to exit from it,
they will be returned into it,
and it shall be said to them:
Taste the torment of the Fire,
·the reality o{ which you used to belie!
Yet We shall, most surely,
let them taste -something of the -more - imminent torment -of this world_
before the greater torment -of the Hereafter-,
so that they might -repent and- return ·to God-.
For who does a greater wrong
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than one who is made mindful ·of the truth
by the "very - verses of his Lord
who thereafter turns away from them?
Indeed, We shall take vengeance
against the defiant unbelievers.
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Now, very truly,
We have ·previously - given Moses
the ·Torah as a Heavenly- Book,
even as We have given you the Quran -.
So do not be in doubt, · 0 Prophet,
about meeting ·the like of what faced- him.
Yet, indeed, We made it a ·source o{ guidance
for the Children of Israel.
And ·thereby- We made from them
exemplary leaders,
guiding ·their people - by Our command
when they had endured patiently,
and ·when - they had certainty
·in the truth- of Our "revealed- verses.
Indeed, your Lord will judge between them ·all"
on the Day of Resurrection
about that wherein they have been disputing.
Is it not clearly evident to ·those among - them
·who belie you, 0 Prophet,
how many a generation before them
We have destroyed ·for ungodliness-_
in the midst of whose ·very - dwelling places
they ·now - walk?
Indeed, in this there are sure signs
of divine reckoning-.
Will they not, then, listen
·to these verses of admonition-?
Have they not seen that it is We ·alone 713
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who drive the water
to the -parched and· barren land,
bringing forth therewith crops
from �v,lhich both tl1cir cattle
·
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and they themselves eat?
Will they not, then, see .how God restores life ?
Yet they say:
When comes this triumph of -divine judgment·,
if, indeed, you are truthful?
Say -to them·:
On the Day of -Divine· Triumph,
of no benefit -at alf to those who disbelieve
shall be their -confession o{ faith
Nor shall they be reprieved.
So turn aside from them, - 0 Prophet·.
And wait -for God's triumph·.
For, indeed, they are waiting -for your defeat·.
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The surah that mentions THE FEDERATED CLANS ef the unbelievers, who
>e?.?'.' � besieged Madinah, the City ef the Prophet � , with an overwhelming force, but whom
God routed with winds and a sandstorm in what became known as the Battle of the Ditch, in reference to
the digging ef a wide trench around the city as a barrier to invasion, an unprecedented practice in Arabia.
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Prophet! Be ever God-fearing!
Thus you shall not yield to c the dictates
o( the disbelievers and the hypocrites.
Indeed, God calone - is all-knowing, all-wise.
Rather, follow what is revealed to you
from your Lord.
Indeed, ever is God all-aware
of what call o( you do.
Thus rely on God c alone-.
For sufficient is God as a guardian.
God has not made
in the inner being of any man two hearts.
Nor has He made your wiveswhom you c sinfully- estrange
with the cmere - pronouncement:
You are prohibited to me for marital relations
as is my own mother's backsidetruly unlawful to you,
as are - your cnatural- mothers.
Nor has He made those
whom you call cby name
your sons cthrough adoption
truly - your cnatural" sons.
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All this is merely your saying with your mouths.
But God says the -word o( truth.
And it is He -alone

who guides along Ll1e straight path.
33 s
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-As to adopted children,
you shall call them by -the names
that disclose the paternity
o( their -natural - fathers.
Such -attribution - is fairest -to them
in the sight of God.
Yet if you do not know
who their natural fathers are, then, -still,
they are -no more than - your brothers
in religion and your wards.
But there is no sin -reckoned against you
wherein you err as to this,
-their proper attribution .
Rather, you are accountable
only for what your hearts premeditate.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
The Prophet, -like a father,
has greater concern
for -the good o( the believers
than they have for their own souls.
Moreover, his wives are -to the believers
as are - their -own - mothers.
Still, those who are related by blood
are more entitled to -inherit - one another
in accordance with -what is decreed
in - the Book of Godthan 'are - the believers and the Emigres
-to inherit one another"_
with the exception
that you -may - enact a bequest
for your close alliances,
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in accordance with what is right.
This is inscribed
in the "Preserved, Book "of Heaven".
33:7

33:8
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Now, behold!
We have taken from all the prophets
their "most solemn, covenant
to strive in the way of God
with all their heart and soul.,__
and from you, 0 Muhammad,
and from Noah, and Abraham,
and Moses, and Jesus, son of Mary,
was it taken with your utmost resolve".
Thus have We taken from them "all"
a "profoundly" solemn covenant, "indeed"
in order that He may question
the truthful "believers on Judgment Day
and reward them, for their truthfulness.
Yet He has prepared for the disbelievers
a most painful torment.

0

0

you who believe!
Recall, "then, , the grace of God upon you
when "an alliance of armed forces
advanced against you
in the Battle of Al-Al;izab to besiege you",
and We sent against them a "mighty, wind
and "Heavenly, hosts that you did not see.
Yet ever is God all-seeing of all that you do.
Behold!
When they came against you,
from above you and from beneath you,
and when the eyes "of the believers
were swerving "in fear",
and "their, hearts reached "their, throats,

0
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and you "believers" thought "untrue - thoughts
about Godthen and there the believers were tested
and they were shakenviolently shaken, "with dreadful fear.
It was then - when the hypocrites,
and those in whose "doubting - hearts
there is a sickness, were saying:
God and His Messenger
have promised us nothing but a delusion!
Moreover, a group of them said:
0 people of Yathrib!
There is no "way for you to stand
"before the enemy-.
Thus return "home".
And yet another party of them
asked the Prophet permission "to retreat-, saying:
Indeed, our homes are exposed "to danger-!
Yet they were not thus exposed.
They desired only to flee.
And had they been overrun
from the quarters "of the city-,
and were they, then, asked to break faith
"with you believers-, they would have done it
and tarried not even an instant therein.
Yet, very truly,
they had made a "solemn - covenant
with God before,
"swearing - that they would never turn away
in retreat.
And, most surely, any covenant of God
shall be answered for.
Say "to them, 0 Prophet-:
Flight "from battle - shall never benefit you.
For even if you were to escape from death,
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or from being killed-even so,
you would not be allowed enjoyment cof life,
but for a little c while longer'.
Say cto them':
Who is it that shall preserve you
from cthe reach o{ God,
whether He intends for you harm
or He intends for you mercy?
Rather, they shall not find for themselves
apart from God either patron or supporter.
�le-Truly, God knows well
the hinderers among you,
cthose who discourage striving in His path,
as well as those who say
to their brothers cin hypocrisy':
Come over to us cand abandon the believers'!
Thus they do not j oin the battle, except a little,
begrudging csupport' to you.
But when the fear c of battle, comes near ,
you see them looking at you,
their eyes rolling like one fainting
cin the throes' of death.
Yet when the fear goes,
they flail you cbelievers' with sharp tongues,
avaricious after the worldly goods c of spoil'.
Such as these have not believed.
Thus God has rendered c utterly, futile
their cgood' worksand that, for God, is ever easy.
cStill terrified,
they think that the Federated Clans
have not gone away c completely'.
And were the Federated Clans to come back,
they would wish that they themselves
were cfar-oft desert dwellers
719
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among the Bedouins
asking for news about you.
And even if they were cstilf among you c then,
they would nut fight, excep t

33,21

33,22

33:23

33:24

33:25
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Yet, very truly, in the Messenger of God
there is an excellent model for youfor whoever has hope in God
and cfor salvation on " the Last Day
and, c therefore " , remembers God much.
Thus when the ctrue " believers
saw the Federated Clans cadvancing
to besiege them", they said:
This is what God and His Messenger
have promised us c of trial and triumph".
Indeed, God and His Messenger
have spoken the truth.
Thus it only increased them in faith,
and in pure submission cto God".
Among the believers
are men who have truly fulfilled
what they have covenanted with God.
Thus of them are those who have fulfill e d
their c solemn " vow c of faith with their very lives " .
And of them,
are those who await cits fulfillment".
For c unlike the hypocrites,
they have not altered c their covenant "
with even the slightest alteration.
Therefore, God shall reward the truthful
for their cunfailing " truthfulness,
and torment the hypocrites-if He so wills
or grant them repentance.
Indeed, ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Thus it was God c alone
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who turned back those -Federated Clans
who disbelieved, -consumed - in their own rage.
They came to no good.
Thus did God relieve the believers
from fighting.
And ever is God all-powerful, overpowering.
Moreover, He brought those
down from their -very - ramparts
of the People of the Scripture
who -in treason - supported -the Federated Clans
who had come to - them;
and He hurled horror into their hearts.
Some, you -believers - killed,
and some you captured.
Thus He has bequeathed to you their land,
and their dwellings, and -all - their wealth.
Moreover, -He promises you
another land -of theirs,
upon which - you have never -before - trod.
And ever is God powerful over all things.
0

Prophet!
Say to your wives -in admonition-:
If it is the -plenteous - life of this world
and its adornment that you desire, then come!
I shall make provision for you.
And I will release you
with a most gracious release.
But if it is -the favor
o{ God and His Messenger that you desire
and the -Heavenly - abode of the Hereafter
then, indeed, God has prepared
for those of you who excel in -doing - good
a magnificent reward.
0 wives of the Prophet!
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If any one of you
were ever to commit a flagrant indecency,
the torment for her
would be multiplied twofold.
And that, for God, is ever cso · easy.
7i� But each c and every one - of you
who remain devoutly obedient to God
and His Messengerand who do righteous deeds
to her shall We give her reward
two times c that of other women · .
Thus have We prepared for her
a generous provision cin the Hereafter
above many·.
0 wives of the Prophet!
YOU are like no other r category of. VJ"Omen,
if you remain God-fearing.
So do not be soft in cyour· speech cwith men·,
such that one in whose heart there is a sickness
should become desirous.
Rather, speak a forthright word.
Moreover, abide reverently in your homes.
Nor shall you flaunt your beauty
and adornment,
like the flaunting of cwomen in·
the former times of ignorance.
Rather, c duly· establish the Prayer.
And give the Zak:lt-Charity.
And obey cthe commandments
o{ God and His Messenger.
God intends Chy this· only to remove all traces
o( defilement from you,
0 People of the CProphet's · Household,
and to purify you cin spirit
with ca virtuous · purification.
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Thus be "ever - mindful of "and repeat often what is recited in your homes
of the verses of God
and of the "traditions of prophetic - wisdom.
Indeed, ever is God subtle, all-aware.
Indeed, the Muslim men
and the Muslim women,
and the believing men
and the believing women,
and the devoutly obedient men
and the devoutly obedient women,
and the truthful men
and the truthful women,
and the patient men
and the patient women,
and the reverent men
and the reverent women,
and the charitable men
and the charitable women,
and the fasting men
and the fasting women,
and the men who guard their chastity
and the women who guard "theirs-,
and the men who remember God much
and the women who "likewise_
remember "Him-.__
for "such as - these,
God has prepared forgiveness
and a magnificent reward.
Thus it is not ever "befitting_
for a believing man or a believing woman,
when God and His Messenger
have decreed a matter,
to have for themselves
a "contrary - choice in their affairs.
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For whoever disobeys God and His Messenger
has truly strayed into clear misguidance.
33:37

And behold!
You did say, 0 Prophet,
to the one you formerly adopted"'to whom God has shown gracious kindness,
and to whom you yourself
have shown gracious kindness:
You must hold fast to your wife and fear God!
Thus you suppressed within yourself
what God had willed to be disclosed
regarding your marriage to her-.
You have feared the -impression o{ people.
Yet God is more worthy of you fearing Him.
So when Zayd had fulfilled
his own purpose of cdivorcing- her,
We Ourself- married you to herso that there shall not be any constraint
upon the believers
in marrying - the former - wives
of their formerly - adopted sons,
when they cthemselves
have fulfilled their own purposes
of divorcing - them.
For the command of God is ever done.
It is no offense at all for the Prophet
to do what God has sanctioned for him.
-Such has been - the way of God
with those prophets
who have gone before -him-.
For the command of God
is a decree of predestiny that is ever fulfille d.
Those who convey
the Heavenly - messages of God and fear Himc

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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c
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and who do not fear anyone except God
are praiseworthy-.
And sufficient is God as a cj ust - Reckoner.
Muhammad is not the cnatural - father
of any of the men among you.
Yet he is the Messenger of God
and the Seal of the Prophets.
And ever is God all-knowing of all things.
e
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0 you who believe!
Remember God with much cmention of praise
and- remembrance.
Thus highly exalt Him,
early morning and late afternoon.
He is the One who pronounces blessings
cthat descend- upon you cwith His mercy-
and so too His angels cpray for you-._
to bring you forth from the cveils o{ darkness
into the light c of faith and guidance - .
For He is ever merciful to the believers.
Their salutation cfrom God-,
the Day they meet Him, shall be: Peace!
Moreover, He has prepared for them
a generous c and precious - reward.

0
0

0 Prophet! Indeed, We have sent you
as a witness cto all the world";
and c as - a bearer of glad tidings
c of everlasting delight in Paradise
to those who believe-;
and cas - a forewarner cto humanity
of God's nearing Judgment-;
and as a caller tb God, by His permission;
and as a luminous beacon cto all nations-.
So give glad tidings to the believers
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that for them there is a great bounty from God
-a\vaiting in Paradise - .
Therefore, you shall not yield to -the dictates
o{ the disbelievers and the hypocrites.
But, rather, overlook their harm.
And rely on God -alone-.
For sut1icient is God as a guardian.
0

you who believe!
If you marry believing women,
and thereafter divorce them
before touching them -in intimacy-,
then you shall have no waiting period
to -keep - count of for them.
But you shall make provision for them,
and release them with a most gracious release.
0

Prophet!
For you, We have, indeed, made lawful
your wives to whom you have given
their -full dowry - compensation;
and those whom your hands
may rightfully attain to from whatever -spoils
God has turned over to you.
Moreover, of those -women
who have emigrated with you, -you may marry
of the daughters of your paternal uncles,
and the daughters of your paternal aunts,
and the daughters of your maternal uncles,
and the daughters of your maternal aunts.
Moreover, -lawful in marriage for the Prophet
is any believing woman
who may, -forgoing her dowry,
offer herself to the Prophet -in marriage-,
if the Prophet intends to marry her.

0
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-This provision
is - exclusively for you, - 0 Prophet,
apart from the believing men.
We know well -the limits
that We have decreed for them
as to -the statutes they are to keep
regarding - their wives
and those whom their hands
may rightfully attain to.
-This i s sanctioned fo r you, 0 Prophet,
so that there shall be no -undue - constraint
upon you.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
�iE-- 0 Prophet, as for your due visitations
to your wives,
you may -now - delay
whichever of them you wish,
and you may yourself receive
whomever -of them - you wish.
And should you -sooner - seek out
whomever of them you have deferred,
then no blame is there to be upon you.
-Knowing that - this -sanction is from God_
is more likely to bring j oy to their eyes
-when your wives see you - ,
so that they might not grieve,
and that they might, all of them, be content
with -the time - that you can give them.
For God knows well
what is in your -human - hearts,
-causing men and women
to incline toward one another.
And ever is God
all-knowing, most forbearing.
Women beyond this -decree
727
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are not lawful for you, -0 Prophet-.
Nor may you replace
those ·who are now your wives
with any other women as w1ves
even if their beauty pleases you.
Excepted -for you are women that your hand may rightfully attain to.
And ever is God vigilant over all things.
33 53
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0

you who believe!
Do not enter the homes of the Prophet
unless permission is given you.
Nor " come to them early, to converse,
and- wait for mealtime.
Rather, when you are invited
-into his household
to partake of food-, then enter.
Then, when you have partaken,
disperse, -all of you, - and do not linger,
listening to conversation.
Indeed, this -conduct
used to offend the Prophet.
But he was shy to -telf you.
However, God does not refrain
from -disclosing - the truth.
Furthermore, -with respect to his wives,
whenever you ask them for any article,
then ask them from behind a screen.
That is -sure to deepen the purity of your hearts, and their hearts.
It is not for you -believers
to offend the Messenger of God.
Moreover, never are you to marry his wives
after him.
Indeed, before God, -either o{ these
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would, most surely, be an enormous sin.
Whether you disclose a thing
or you conceal it-nevertheless,
indeed, ever is God
all knowing of all things.
There is no sin upon
"the wives of the Prophet, with respect
"to attending, their fathers unveiled',
or their "own, sons,
or their brothers,
or their brothers' sons,
or their sisters' sons,
or their womenfolk,
or those "bondservants,
whom their hands rightfully possess.
Yet be ever God-fearing,
0 wives of the Prophet'.
Indeed, ever is God a witness over all things.
Indeed, God and His angels
pronounce blessings upon the Prophet.
0 you who believe!
Pray for God's blessings
upon "the Prophet, and salute him
with a worthy salutation of peace!
Indeed, those who malign God
and His Messenger,
God shall curse them
in this world and in the Hereafter.
And He has prepared for them
a disgracing torment "there'.
Moreover, those who malign the believing men
and the believing women
"by charging them'
729
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with cwrongdoing, that they have not earned
shall truly bear the burden
of -committing both a grave, calumny
and a dear sin.
33:59
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0 Prophet!
Say to your wives and to your daughters
and to the womenfolk of the believers
that they should draw part of their mantles
over themselves -in public'.
This makes it more likely
that they will be recognized
as virtuous women ,
so that they will not be harassed.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
��Most surely, if the hypocrites,
and those in whose c doubting, hearts
there is a sicknessand the scandalmongers
in the City c of Madinah'
do not desist -from malicious talk.,__
We shall, most surely, rouse you against them
1n vengeance .
Then they shall remain your neighbors therein
-for, no more" than a short while.
Cursed cshall they be then,
wherever they are found!
They shall be seized and slain at once,
without exception.
Such has been, the way of God
with those chypocrites' who have gone before.
And never will you find, c 0 Prophet,
in the -established, way of God, any alteration.
-

People ask you -in disbelief'
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about -the appointed time
for - the Hour -ofJudgment, 0 Prophet - .
Say -to them-:
Indeed, its -precise - knowledge is only with God.
But what is it that shall make you realize
-that it is surely coming"?
Perhaps the Hour -of Doom is -already - very near!
Indeed, God has cursed the disbelievers
and has prepared for them
a flaming fire -in the Hereafter -_
wherein they shall abide, forever and ever,
finding -therein - neither patron nor supporter.
The Day that their faces shall be turned about
in the Fire -of Hell-, they will say: Oh!
If only we had obeyed God
and obeyed the Messenger!
Moreover, they will say: Our Lord!
Indeed, we have obeyed our leaders
and our great ones -among us-.
So it is they who have made us stray
from the path -of righteousness-.
Our Lord!
Give them double the torment -of us - .
Moreover, curse them with a terrible curse.
0

you who believe!
Do not be like those
-among the Children of Israel
who maligned Moses -with a false charge-.
Yet God vindicated him of what they said.
For he was, in the sight of God, -ever- eminent.
0 you who believe! Be ever God-fearing!
Thus say -always - a forthright word,
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0in proper accord with God's justice and law".
He shall set your deeds aright
and forgive you your sins.
For whoever obeys God and His Iviessenger
shall have truly triumphed
a most magnificent triumph
0in this life and the Hereafter".
Indeed, We did offer the trust c of volitional faith
to the heavens and the earth and the mountains.
But they refused to bear it and were fearful of it.
Yet the human being bore it,
0but could not uphold it-.
Indeed, he was most unjust
concerning his own trust "
and most ignorant c of the outcome"!
And so it is that God shall punish
the hypocrite men and the hypocrite women,
and the men who associate gods with God
and the women who associate gods with God.
But God will grant repentance
to the believing men
and to the believing women.
And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
c
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The surah that mentions the gracious dwelling place of the prosperous people of SHEBA in
Yemen, whom God whelmed away for their rejection of God's blessings by causing the
great 'Arim Dam to break, drowning their spectacular parallel orchards.
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THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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All praise is for God calone',
the One to whom all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth belongs.
Moreover, to Him c alone, belongs
all praise in the Hereafter.
For He is the All-Wise, the All-Aware.
He calone
knows all that penetrates into the earth,
and all that issues from it,
and all that descends from the heaven,
and all that ascends into it.
Moreover, He is the Mercy-Giving,
the All-Forgiving.
Yet those who disbelieve say:
Never shall the Hour c of Doom' come to us.
Say cto them': On the contrary!
By my Lord,
it shall, most surely, come to you, indeed!
For , it is He alone
who is Knower of the unseen crealm'.
Not even an atom's weightneither in the heavens nor in the earth
eludes Him, nor anything smaller than that
c

c
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nor c anything" greater,
but that it is cregistered" in a clear Book
cpreserved in Heaven",
so rnar ne may rewaru rnose wno o e n e v e
and do righteous deeds.
For c such as" these there is forgiveness
and a generous provision
c awaiting in the Hereafter".
Whereas, for those who strive
to confute Our crevealed" verses
so as to frustrate
cthe establishment of Our message"
for csuch as" these there is a torment
of a most painful castigation cawaiting-.
Yet those who have been given knowledge
see c clearly, 0 Prophet,
that what has been sent down to you
from your Lord is the cutter" truth
and that it guides to the way
of the Overpowering c One", the All-Praised.
But those who disbelieve say cin mockery":
Shall we direct you to a man
who will prophesy to you
that when you are utterly shattered
into fragments cin the grave·,
that you shall, indeed, be brought forth
·alive and whole" in a new creation?
Has he forged a lie against God,
or has he madness in him? Not so!
Rather, those who do not believe
in the Hereafter
shall be in the torment c of Hell therein and are clost. in uttermost misguidance
cin this world".
Have they never considered, then,
. 1

T T
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. 1

1

1
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-how completely they are surrounded_
by all that is before them
and all that is behind them
of the sky and the earth?
If We so will,
We cause the earth to sink with them,
or We drop upon them -deadly - patches of sky.
Indeed, in -all o( this there is a sure sign
for every penitent servant.
34: 1 0

34: 1 1

34: 1 2

7le-And very truly, -before you, 0 Prophet,
We gave David, -a mere shepherd,
great favor from Us, -decreeing-:
0 mountains! Echo with him -My praises-.
And 0 birds! -Sing praise with him, as well.
Moreover,
it is We who made iron pliant for him,
-and then said to him:
Make full -suits o( mail
and -make - exact the measure
in composing the links.
Yet work righteousness, - 0 Family ofDavid-.
For, indeed, I am all-seeing of all that you do.
Then to Solomon, -We subjugated- the wind.
Its morning course -easing for him a distance
that - was -otherwise attained in - a month.
And its evening course -also
was -as the j ourney o( a month.
Moreover, We caused a spring
of molten brass to flow for him.
And of the jinn
were those who worked before him,
-subjugated- by the permission of his Lord.
Thus whoever among them
swerved from Our command,
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We made him taste
something., of the torment of a flarring fire.
They made for him whatever he so willed
of sanctuanes and sculpture
and mortars like -great - basins
and anchored caldrons.
-And We said to them:
Work, 0 Family of David, in thanksgiving!
Yet few of My servants
are -abundantly - thankful.
And so it was -for Solomon that when -finally - We decreed death for him,
nothing gave indication
to -the jinn among- them of his death,
except a grub of the earth
eating away his scepter "as he leaned on it-.
Thereafter, when he fell "to the ground,
only- then did it become apparent to the jinn
"that Solomon was dead-;
for had they known
the "knowledge of the - unseen, "as some claim,
never would they have remained
in "such a condition o( disgracing torment.
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Very truly, there was a sign
"of God's graciousness
for "the people o( Sheba
in "the arrangement o{ their dwelling place:
Two "vast and plenteous - gardens,
one - to the right "of it - and "one to the left.
"And it was said to them:
Eat from the provision of your Lord.
And give thanks to Him
"for - an exceedingly good habitation
and "for being an - all-forgiving Lord.

0
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But they turned away -from Our command-.
So We loosed upon them
the raging torrent of -the - 'Arim -Dam-.
Thus We gave them
in exchange for their two -lush- gardens
two other - gardens
of bitter yield and tamarisk-trees
and some sparse -growth - ofjujube trees.
With this did We recompense them
because they disbelieved.
Yet are there any but the -unbelieving - ingrates
that We recompense -like this-?
For We had set between them in Yemen
and the towns -in Palestine-,
wherein We had conferred blessing,
other - conspicuous towns.
Thus We had measured out by stages
the journey between -each o{ them:
And it was said:
Journey through them by night or by day,
with -ease and- security.
Then they said
in deliberate contempt of Our blessing-:
Our Lord!
Further the distance between our travels.
Thus they wronged themselves.
So We made them a byword -of reproach
among the nations-.
Thus We shattered them into fragments
and scattered them among the peoples-_
shattering them utterly.
Indeed, in -all o{ this
there are -manifest - signs of God's power for every patient, ever thankful -souf.
For very truly, Iblis fulfilled his vow
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to cbridle most o( them.
Thus they all followed him,
except for a group of believers c among them-.
But never did he have
any c compelling - authority over them
other than cthe power of evil suggestion"_
so that We might distinguish
one who believes in the Hereafter
from one who has doubt concerning it.
For your Lord c alone
is all-preserving over all things .
Say cto those who disbelieve, 0 Prophet-:
Call cin vain- upon those
whom you allege c to be gods - apart from God!
For they hold
not even an atom's vveight of authority.,_
neither in the heavens nor in the earth.
Nor do they have any partnership
in c the creation o( either of them.
Nor does He have any upholder
from c among, them.
Furthermore, of no avail cat alf
is cany - intercession with Him
except for whomever He permits cit-.
Then, at long last,
when c God reveals to them His permission
and- terror subsides from their heartsc dazed, " they say cto those near them":
What did your Lord say?
c In awe, - they say:
The cvery - truth.
And He is the Ever Exalted, the All- Great.
�l� Say cto the disbelievers-:
Who provides you csustenance
from the heavens and the earth?
r
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-Then - say -to them-: It is God.
And -if they deny it, then say:
Indeed, either we -who believe
or you -who disbelieve
are, most surely, upon -the path of guidance
or are -utterly lost - in clear misguidance.
Say -to them-:
You shall not be asked -before God
to account - for -any offense
we have committed -in life-.
Nor shall we be questioned about what you do.
Say -to them-:
Our Lord will gather all of us together
-in the Hereafter-.
And He will judge between us with the truth.
For it is He -alone who is the D eterminer -ofJustice-,
the All-Knowing.
Say -to them, 0 Prophet-:
Show me -the proof for - these -gods
whom you have j oined with Him
as associate-gods.
No, indeed! -It can never be!
Rather, He -alone - is God,
the Overpowering -One-, the All-Wise.
And thus it is, - 0 Prophet,
that We have sent you to all humanity
as none other than a bearer of glad tidings
-of Paradise - and -as - a forewarner
-of their nearing Judgment-.
But most people do not know
-the value of this truth-.
Thus they say -in contempt-:
When will this promise
-of divine judgment - be -fulfilled-,
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if you -believers are truthful?
Say ·to them :
You, indeed, have the promise
of a declSlve Day,
which you can neither defer
for even an hournor bring in advance of its time-.
Moreover, those who disbelieve say:
Never shall we believe in this Quran,
nor m the Scriptures
that were revealed- before it!
If only you could -now see
-how horrendous it will be
when the godless wrongdoers are brought
to stand before their Lord -for Judgment
desperately controverting one another
with -bitter - words.
Those who were deemed weak -in the world
will say to those who grew arrogant:
Had it not been for you misleading us-,
most surely, we would have been believers!
Those who grew arrogant
shall say to those who were deemed weak:
Did we turn you away -by force
from the guidance of God_
after it had come to you?
Indeed, you were yourselves defiant unbelievers!
Then those who were deemed weak
will say to those who grew arrogant: No!
Rather, it was your ceaseless plotting
-of evil schemes-,
by night and by day, that kept us away-_
wherein you commanded us
to disbelieve in God and to set up rivals to Him!
Yet they will all harbor -profound remorse
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when they behold the "rao-ingtorment "of Helf.
l:>�
For We shall put yokes on the necks
of those who disbelieved.
Are they to be recompensed
for other than all -the evif
that they used to do -in life-?
Thus never have We sent a -prophet
as a - forewarner to any community
without its affluent saying:
Indeed, we are disbelievers in all that you -claim
to- have been sent with -from God-.
Moreover, -invariably- they said -to them-:
We are greater -than you - in wealth
and -in number o{ children
-as a sign of divine favor-.
So never shall we be chastised "by God,
if ever there is a Hereafter-!
Say -to them-:
Indeed, it is my Lord -alone who extends -abundant - provision
to whomever He so wills.
And He -alone - restricts -it-.
But most people do not know
-this is a test from God-.
For neither your wealth nor your children
is what draws you near to Us in station.
Rather, whoever believes
and does deeds of righteousness
for -such as - these
there shall be manifold recompense
for -all the good- that they have done.
Moreover, they shall abide
in -Heavenly - Chambers -in Paradise-,
well secure.
Whereas, for those who strive
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to confute Our c revealed - verses
so as to frustrate c the establishment
of Our messagesuch as, these shall be thrust
in ever present torment.
Say c to them, 0 Prophet":
Indeed, it is my Lord alone"
who extends abundant - provision
to whomever He so wills among His servants.
And He calone - restricts cit for whomever CHe so wills ".
So whatever csum - you may spend
from anything cfor the sake of God",
He shall replace it cfor you here
and reward you for it in the Hereafter".
For He is the very best of providers.
Thus the Day cHereafter"
that He shall assemble cthe angels,
and the disbelievers who worshipped" them,
all together, He will then say to the angels;
Are these the ones who used to worship you
capart from Me-?
They shall say:
Highly exalted are You, cfar above all"!
It is You who are our c only God and- Patron,
regardless of them c and what they say-!
Rather, they used to worship the jinn.
Most of them were believers in them.
So that Day neither cfalse worshipper
nor the falsely worshipped,
holds c the power o{ benefit
or harm-cnot - any one of you for the other.
Thus We shall say to those
who did wrong cby taking false gods":
Taste the torment of the Fire cof Hell",
c
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which "in life - you used to deny!
"As for the disbelievers of Makkah,
when Our verses "of the Quran were recited to them "by Our Messenger as clear evidence "that God is One-,
they said "to the people-:
This is nothing but a "self-seeking - man
who intends to tum you away
from what your forefathers used to worship!
And they said, "as welf:
This "Quran - is nothing but a forged fabrication,
"not true revelation-!
Moreover, those who disbelieved
said of the "revealed- truth
when it came to them:
This "Quran - is nothing but manifest sorcery!
Yet never "before - had We given them
any "revealed- Scriptures that they might study
"to support their great blasphemies-.
Nor had We ever sent to them
before you, "0 Prophet,
any forewarner "of God's nearing Judgment-.
Those before them also belied "God-
though these "proud- ones
have attained not even a tenth
of all "the power and wealth that We had given "their predecessors-.
Yet they "too - belied My messengers.
How "awesome-, then,
was My denunciation "of them all-!
�� Say "to them, 0 Prophet-:
Indeed, I but admonish you to one thing:
That you stand
"purely, - for "the sake o{ God "and no other,
in pairs or alone.
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Then reflect, " 0 people, on this message,
for there is, most surely,
no " trace of madness
in your companion "Muhammad".
He is none other
than a forewarner to " all of you "from God"
before "the coming of a severe torment.
Say " to them, 0 Prophet":
Never have I asked of you
any reward "for this message".
Rather, it is all for your own "benefit ".
For my reward is with none but God.
And He "alone" is witness over all things.
Say "to them also":
Indeed, it is my Lord " alone
who , hurls forth the "word of truth
"into the worldand" He " alone, is All-Knowing
of All the "realms of the, Unseen.
Say "further":
Now the truth has come " to humanity".
And all the falsehood " that you worship
can neither originate " creation,
nor return it "again to existence"!
Say, "0 Prophet:
Everyone is accountable before God.
So" if I have strayed, then I have strayed
only to the "utter" loss of my own soul.
Yet, inasmuch as I have been guided,
it is " only" because
of what my Lord reveals to me.
Indeed, He is all-hearing, ever near.
Yet if only you could "now, see "them
on Judgment Day"
when they are "paralyzed with" terror
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-at the sight of Helf and there is no escape.
Then, suddenly, they will be seized
-to be thrust into it - from a place so near -to it-.
And they will be saying -in pleading-:
We -now - believe in -all o( it!
But how, now, shall they attain -to true faith from a place so far -from the world-,
while truly they disbelieved in it -all_
before -in life --tossing -conjectures
about the unseen -reality of the Hereafter from a place -in the world so far -from its truth-?
And -alas!
For in the Fire of Hella barricade shall be interposed between them
and all that they -now so ardently - desire
-of faith and repentance-_
as was done with -the peoples
whom worldly judgment befell- of old,
the very likes of these -disbelievers-!
For, indeed, they were -all ever waiting in much-perplexed doubt
-about the truth to which they were called-.
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All praise is for God alone,
Sole Originator of the heavens and the earth,
Maker of the angels, as messengers with wings
two-, three-, and four-fold.
He increases in creation whatever He so wills .
Indeed, God is povverful over all things.
Whatever -stores o{ mercy
God opens for people,
then there is none to withhold any part o( it.
Yet whatever -of it He withholds,
then there is none other than Him
to send it forth.
For He alone
is the Overpowering One-, the All-Wise.
0

humankind!
Remember -with all your heart
the surpassmg grace of God upon you!
Is there any creator other than God
who provides for you
from the heaven and the earth?
There is no God but Him.
How, then, are you turned away
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cfrom worshipping Him alone'?
Yet if they creject this message
and, belie you, c 0 Prophet, then do not grieve·.
For messengers before you
have been belied cby their peoples.
Yet·, indeed, to God c alone,
are all matters returned cfor just Judgment·.
0

humankind!
Indeed, God's promise
cto resurrect you for Judgment, is c ever , true.
So do not let cyour perception
o{ the life of this world delude you.
And do not let " Satan,
the Arch-Deluder, delude you
about God cin the least'!
Indeed, Satan is an enemy to you.
So take him as an enemy.
He but calls his alliance cwith zealous intensity,
to be of the companions
of the Flaming Fire c of Hell.
As to, those who disbelieve,
for them there is a severe torment
cawaiting in the Hereafter·.
Yet those who believe and do righteous deeds
shall have forgiveness and a great reward.
Is, then, one to whom the evil of his own deeds
is made fair-seeming cby Satan·_
so that he sees them as goodclike one whom God has guided'?
Yet cknow that. God does, indeed, .
leave to stray whomever He so wills.
And He calone' guides whomever He so wills.
So, c 0 Prophet, , do not let yourself
waste away with regret over them.
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all that they do.
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God is the One who sends forth the winds.
Then they stir up the clouds.
Then We drive them to a lifeless land.
Thereby, We give life to the earth
after its death.
Even so shall the Resurrection be.
�hoever desires invincible rnight
then invincibility is altogether with God.
To Him calone- ascends the good word cof faith-.
For it is He who elevates the righteous deed.
But those who devise evil deeds,
for them there is a severe torment
cawaiting in the Hereafter-.
Thus the plotting of csuch as these
shall come to ruin.
Moreover, it is God calone who has created you, 0 human beings,
from dust, then from a sperm-drop.
Then He has made of you pairs,
male and female-.
No female conceives, or delivers,
but cthat it is - with His knowledge.
And no aged person is given long life,
nor is anyone's life shortened, dying young-,
but that it is cregistered - in a c clear - Book
cpreserved in Heaven-.
Indeed, that for God is c ever so - easy.
Nor are the two ckinds o{ waters
that God alone has created- the same:
This one sweet, fresh and pleasant to drink;
and that one salty, acrid.
Yet from each you eat tender meat
and you bring forth ornaments that you wear.
Moreover, through each cone
you see the ships cwhich you sail- plowing,
so that you may seek of His bounty,
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and so that you might give thanks
cto God alone-.
He makes the night penetrate into the daylight.
And He makes the daylight
penetrate into the night.
For He has subjugated the sun and the moon
cto a fixed order-,
each one running cits course - for a stated term
cpreordained by Him.
0 humanity! - That is God, your Lord!
To Him belongs all the dominion.
Thus call- those whom you call upon
apart from Him hold no authority
even over c so much as - a seed coat.
If you call them, they do not hear your call.
And were they to hear,
they could not answer you.
Thus, on the Day of Resurrection,
they will utterly disavow
your association of them cas gods - with God.
And there is none to tell you
c of the events of that Day like the One who is all-aware.
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�l� O humankind!
It is you who are the poor,
cutterly - in need of God.
And it is God c alone
who is the Self-Sufficient, the All-Praised.
If ever He so wills,
He shall do away with call of' you
and bring about a new creation.
Nor is that too mighty for God!
Yet no sin-laden soul
shall carry the csinful- load of another
con Judgment Day-.
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Thus should one so burdened
call cupon another, to chelp bear , this csin',
nothing of it shall be borne-even if the one · called · be a close relative.
Yet you, c 0 Prophet, , can only forewarn
c of a nearing Judgment,
those who fear their Lord
cwhile He is, in cthe domain o{ the unseen,
and who have, therefore,
c duly , established the Prayer.
So whoever seeks to be purified
is but seeking purification
for cthe good o{ his own soul.
For to God c alone, is the ultimate destiny.
And so, not equal are the blind and the seeing;
nor the veils o{ darkness and the light;
nor the shade and the blowing heat.
And clikewise'
not equal are the living and the dead.
Indeed, God makes hear whomever He so wills.
But you, c 0 Prophet,
will never make hear c the dead of heart,
just as you cannot make hear'
those who are in the graves.
You are but a forewarner
cof God's nearing Judgment'.
Indeed, We have sent you with the truth,
as a bearer of glad tidings
c of everlasting delight in Paradise,
and c as, a forewarner
c of God's nearing Judgment'.
For never was there a community
but that a forewarner went forth among them
cwith God's commandments'.
Yet if they belie you, c 0 Prophet,
then do not grieve'.
c
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For those cwho disbelieved" before them
belied c God's warnings".
Their messengers came to them
with clear c and miraculous" proofs cfrom God",
and with revealed Writs,
and with the Illuminating Scripture.
Then, suddenly, I seized those who disbelieved.
How c awesome", then,
was My denunciation c of them all"!
Have you not seen, c 0 Prophet,
that cit is" God calone
who" sends down, from the sky, water,
whereby We bring forth fruits of varying colors?
And also, cin the land mass" of some mountains
there are streaks-white and redvarying in their colors,
as well as c others" intensely black.
And cso too " among humankind,
and all cbirds and wild" beasts, and all cattle,
there are varying colors, as well.
Yet none cis awakened
to the wonders of creation
and truly fears God among His servants
but those filled with knowledge
c of the word and the way of God".
Indeed, God is overpowering, all-forgiving.
Indeed, those who recite the Book of God,
and who c duly" establish the Prayer,
and who spend c charitably"
from what We have provided them,
secretly and openlythey have hope in a cblessed" transaction
that shall never come to ruinthat He may give them their rewards cin full
and increase them evermore from His bounty.
Indeed, He is all-forgiving, ever-thankful.
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Thus all that We have revealed to you,
0 Prophet, - of -this Quran," the Book -of God,
is the -final" truth,
confirming all that was -revealed- before it.
Indeed, He is most surely all-aware
-and - all-seeing -of the deeds - of His servants.

35:32

Thereupon, We -have decreed
to - bequeath the -guidance of this Book
to those whom We have chosen
from among Our servants.
So of them
are those who wrong their own souls.
And of them are the moderately devoted
-to their due observances-.
And of them, by the permission of God,
are the forerunners in good works.
It is this -bequest,
and the blessing of diligent adherence
to revealed guidance, - that is the great bounty:
Gardens everlasting shall they enter.
They shall be adorned therein
with bracelets of gold, and with pearls,
their garments, therein, of silk.
And -thereupon" they shall say:
All praise is for God -alone
who has taken away all grief from us!
Indeed, our Lord is, most surely,
all-forgiving, ever-thankful.
He it is who has settled us
in the Abode of Lasting Residence
out of His bounty.
No more shall weariness touch us herein,
for herein no tiredness shall touch us.
But those who disbelieve-for them,
there is -only - the Fire of Hell -in wait-.
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Never shall -eternal death - be decreed for them,
so they may die -and be at rest-.
Neither shall any of its torment
be lightened for them.
Thus do We recompense
every -unbelieving- ingrate.
And so shall they be crying out therein:
Our Lord!
Bring us out -of Hellfire
and return us to the world-!
We shall -believe and- do righteous deeds
not as we used to do!
-God shall say:
Did We not give you lifetime enough,
wherein -the heart of one longingto become mindful -of the covenant with Me
could have become mindful?
Moreover,
the forewarner -of this very Judgment
came to you -with My own admonition.
Yet him you belied-!
So taste -now the Fire you denied-!
For there is not any helper, then,
to -heed- the -godless - wrongdoers' cry .
Indeed, God is the Knower
of all the -realms
of the - unseen of the heavens and the earth.
Indeed, He is all-knowing
of all that is -harbored_
within the breast -of people-.
He is the One
who has made you successors in the earth,
-to inherit those that preceded you-.
Thus whoever disbelieves -in God
shall himself bear the consequences
of his unbelief
753
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Moreover, the unbelief of the disbelievers
orJy increases them in the sight of their Lord
in "utter - abhorrence.
Therefore, the unbelief of the disbelievers
only increases them "with their Lord ,
in "utmost - loss!
Say "to them, then":
Have you ever considered "the desolate reality
o{ your associate-gods
whom you call upon apart from God?
Show me what they have created of the earth!
Or do they have any share "with God ,
in "the creation
or in the sovereignty o{ the heavens?
Or is it that We have given them
a "Heavenly , Book,
such that they hold clear proof
"of the truth of their associate-gods - from it?
Rather,
the "godless - wrongdoers promise one another
nothing but "utter - delusion.
�l� Indeed, it is God "alone
who holds the heavens and the earth
from passing away.
And, if ever they were to pass away,
most surely, there is none other than Him
who could hold them "in place thereafter-.
Indeed, ever is He
most forbearing, all-forgiving.
Moreover, they "who disbelieve
have "before , sworn by God
with the utmost of their vows
that if ever a forewarner were to come to them
"as a prophet from God',
they would, most surely, be the most guided
of "any- one of the "faith , communities
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forewarned by a prophet before them-.
Yet when a forewarner came to them
from God-,
it increased them in nothing but aversion;
for they were insolently - arrogant in the land
and -sinfully - devising evil.
Yet never does -the ill consequence
o{ devising evil
truly ensnare anyone but its perpetrators.
Do they await, then, anything but the -likes
of the way -of God's divine judgment,
which befell- the earlier generations?
For never will you find
in the established- way of God any alteration!
And never will you find
in the -established- way of God any change!
Have they not j ourneyed through the lands
to see how -devastating - was the end
of those -who denied faith - before them?
They were, indeed,
far - greater than them in power.
Yet there is not a -single thingneither in the heavens nor in the earth
that can frustrate -the will o{ God.
Indeed, ever is He all-knowing, all-powerful.
And were God to hold people accountable
in this world with no respite
for what they have earned -in misdeeds-,
He would not leave on the surface of the earth
a single living creature.
However, He defers them
to a stated term -for reckoning
known only to Him-.
But -at last-, when their term comes due-_
then -know that-, indeed, ever is God
all-seeing, of all the deeds of His servants.
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By the all-wise Quran!
Indeed, you are, most surely,
-one - of the -chosen - messengers -of God,
0 Muhammad,
set - upon a straight way -of salvation.
And- this is a revelation -from on high
sent - by the Overpowering -One -,
the Mercy-Giving,
so that you may forewarn
-of the nearing Judgment a people whose forefathers
have not been forewarned -by God-.
Thus are they heedless -of Heavenly truth-.
Very truly, the -divine· word -of condemnation has -already - come to pass
against most of them, for they will not believe.
Indeed, We have made -them as those
with - yokes on their necks
that reach to the chins.
Thus are their heads wedged upward,
-so they are unable to see the way of truth-.
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Moreover, before them, We have set a barrier
"to seeing God's signs";
and behind them is a barrier -to His signs".
Thus have We enveiled them
"in their obstinacy". So they cannot see.
So it is the same to them
whether you forewarn them
-of the consequence of unbelief'
or you do not forewarn them.
They will not believe.
Indeed, you can only forewarn
-of the nearing Judgment"
one who embraces the Remembrance
-of the Quran" and who fears the All- Merciful
-while" in the -domain" unseen.
Therefore, give to such a one
glad tidings of forgiveness "for past misdeeds"
and a gracious reward -in the Hereafter".
Indeed, it is We "alone" who give life to the dead
and who inscribe -the deeds"
that they have advanced "in this life
for the Hereafter",
along with their legacies -of good or evil".
For all things have We enumerated
in a clear -Heavenly" Ledger.
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So set forth for them a comparison,
the example of a townspeople
when the messengers "of God" came to them.
Behold!
We sent to them two "prophets".
But they belied them both.
So We strengthened -the two o{ them
with a third.
Then "together" they said "to them":
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Indeed, we are messengers sent to you 'by God'.
They said , to the three':
You are nothing but ,mere, mortals like us,
nor has the All-Merciful
sent down anything 'sacred with you-.
You do nothing but lie.
They said , to the townspeople':
Our Lord knows that, indeed,
we are, most surely, 'His , messengers
sent to you.
Yet nothing is incumbent upon us
but the clear conveyance , of God's message'.
They said , to the messengers':
Indeed, we presage an omen
, of ill fate, from you!
And, assuredly,
if you do not desist , from your claim',
we shall, most surely, stone you , to death'!
Thus a most painful torment from us
shall, most surely, strike you!
They said , to the townspeople':
Your ill omen is with you 'yourselves
because of your ungodliness'!
Is it because you have been reminded
, of God ' s covenant
that you presage an ill-omen"?
Rather,
you are an exceedingly rebellious people.
Then there came
from the furthest part of the city
a man rushing ,to them'.
He said: 0 my people!
Follow the messengers!
Follow those who do not ask of you
any reward ,for themselves
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and who are crightly - guided.
And why should I not worship
the One who has originated me
and you - while it is to Him
that you shall all be returned cfor ]udgment -?
Shall I take, apart from Him,
helpless - gods?
CY et - should the All-Merciful
intend any harm for me, their intercession
would not avail me cat all
against anything c from Him-.
Neither could they rescue me cfrom it-.
Indeed, I would then be utterly clost
in clear misguidance.
Indeed, I have believed in your Lord.
So hear me!
They killed him,
and - it was said cto him, instantly-:
Enter c the bliss o{ the Garden c of Paradise-!
He said: Oh!
If only my people could know
of how my Lord has forgiven me
and placed me among cthe ranks
o{ the honored!
�!�Yet We did not send down upon his people,
after c they killed - him,
any host of Heaven c to punish them"
nor had We cthe need- to send down any.
For it was but a single c deadly - blast!
Then, they were utterly extinguished.
Alas for call the mortal" servants who defy God-!
Not a messenger came cbefore to any like - them,
but that they made a mockery of him.
Have they not considered
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how many a generation before them
\Ve have destroyed cfor ungodliness",
and that to them
they shall never return cin this iife " ?
Yet, indeed, each and every one of them
shall be brought up before Us
cfor Judgment in the Hereafter".
And a cmanifest" sign to them cof the truth
of their own resurrection" is the dead earth.
We give life to it and bring forth from it grain.
Then from it they eat.
Moreover, We make therein gardens
of date palms and grapevines,
and cause to burst forth therein springsso that they might eat of the fruit of them,
though their own hands made none of it!
Will they not, then, give thanks?
Highly exalted is the One
who created all the pairs
of that which the earth grows;
and cwho created" of themselves,
cmales and females";
and cwho created pairs
of all that they do not know cin His creation .
And another cmanifest" sign to them
c of God's all-creative might" is the night.
We strip from it the daylight.
Then, behold, they are in cutter darkness.
Moreover, the sun runs
to a destiny appointed for it.
This is the decree
of the Overpowering COne", the All-Knowing.
And for the moon, VIe have measured out
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heavenly" mansions,
until "again" it returns, like "the image
o{ an old, bent" palm-branch.
It is not possible for the sun
to overtake the moon,
nor for the darkness of the night
to outstrip the daylight.
For each, within a course,
is swimming on through the spheres
as preordained".
Yet a "further" sign to them "of God's mercy
is that We carried their forebears
in the "heavily" laden Ark "of Noah".
Moreover,
We have created the like of it for them,
upon which they embark "and sail".
Yet if We so will, We drown them.
And there is none to cry out to,
nor ever are they rescued,
except by an "act o{ mercy from Us
and as "a grant o{ enjoyment "of life",
for a "preordained" time.
Still, they turn away" when it is said to them:
Fear what lies ahead of you
in God's nearing Judgment",
and what has gone before you
in the doom of the godless",
so that you may be shown mercy!
Yet not a "single sign "of God's Oneness
comes to them
from any of the "revealed and natural"
signs of their Lord,
but that they "who disbelieve" turn away from it.
Moreover, when it is said to them:
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Spend -in charityout of what God has provided you,
those who disbelieve say to those who believe:
Shall we feed one whom had God so willed
He could have fed?
You have fallen into nothing but clear error!
Furthermore, they say -in contempt-:
When will this promise
-of divine judgment - be -fulfilled-,
if, indeed, you -believers - are truthful?
They await nothing but for a single -deadly - blast
to seize them, suddenly,
while they are yet contending -with one another
in the affairs of life-.
But never shall they be able
to bequeath -their gains from it-.
Neither shall they return to their families -alive.
For - the Trumpet -of Resurrection- is blown.
And -all at once - from their sepulchers
they hasten to their Lord.
They shall say: Oh, woe to us!
Who has raised us from our resting place?
-It shall be said to them:
This is -the Resurrection
that the All-Merciful has promised,
and the messengers have spoken the truth:
Indeed, it is but a single -Trumpet - blast;
then, at once,
all of them are present before Us -for Judgment-.
Thus, this Day, no soul shall be wronged
in anything -at all -.
Nor will you be recompensed
for other than what you used to do
-in the world-.
As for the Companions
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of the "Everlasting, Garden "of Paradise', this Day
they shall be "intimately engaged,
in joyous occupationthey and their wives,
beneath "tiers o{ shade, "together,
on "canopied , couches, reclining.
For them therein is every fruit.
And for them is all for which they call.
Peace!
shall be the word from a mercy-giving Lord.
So stand apart this Day
"from everyone',
0 you defiant unbelievers!
�!�Did I not make a covenant with you,
0 Children of Adam,
that you shall not worship Satanfor, indeed, he is to you a clear enemyand that you shall worship Me "alone,
for, this is a straight way "to salvation'?
Yet, very truly, he has led
great masses of you astray.
Were you not, then, able to understand?
This is the Hell
which you were promised "in life'.
So roast in it this Day,
in that you have disbelieved!
This Day, We set a seal upon their mouths.
Yet their hands speak to Us.
And their very feet bear witness
to all "the evil , that they have earned "in life'.
And if We so will, We shall, most surely,
blot out their eyes.
Then shall they race "blindly ,
to the way "of salvation'.
But how, then, shall they see?
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And if We so will,
We shall, most surely, transfix them
right in their place.
to proceed nor retreat.
Therefore, -use your endowments, 0 humanity,
for the sake of God;
for - whomever We advance to old age,
We do reduce him in -strength
in that stage of his - creation.
Will they not, then, understand?
Moreover, -as to Muhammad,
never have We taught him poetry
-by this revelation-_
nor does it -at all· befit him -as God's Messenger-.
Rather, this -Book - is but a -revealed· Reminder
and a clear Quranto forewarn whoever is -truly· alive
-of the nearing Judgment.,__
and so that the word -of God's torment·
against the -inveterate· disbelievers is fulfilled.
Have they not considered
that out of all that We have made
with Our -mighty· Hands
We have created cattle for them,
such that they have mastery over them?
For it is We -alone
who have tamed these -cattle· for them.
Thus some of them they ride.
And some of them they eat.
Moreover, they have in them -other· benefits,
as well as -milk to· drink.
Will they not, then, give thanks?
And yet, they have taken -false· gods
apart from the -only true· God,
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so that they may be helped -by them-.
Never shall they be able to help them.
Indeed, these -false gods - shall themselves
be brought before them
-on Judgment Day- as -helpless - hosts.
So do not let -any o{ their speech
grieve you, - 0 Prophet-.
For, indeed, We know well all that they conceal
and all that they reveal.
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Has the human being not considered
that it is We -alone - who have created him
from a -mere - sperm-dropthen, behold, he becomes an open contender
-against his Creator-!
For he has put forth -an argument - against Us
-by way o{ an example
-of a dead person-_
having forgotten -the origins
o{ his own creation.
He says:
Who is it that can give life to bones
when they have become rotten?
Say -to him-:
The One who shall give them life
is He who has brought them forth -into being the first time.
For He is all-knowing
of everything in creation!
He is the One who out of the green tree
has made fire -emanate - for you.
Then, behold, you kindle from it.
Then is not the One
who created the heavens and the earth
able to create the like of them -again-?
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Oh yes, indeed!
For He is the J\Jl-Creating, the All-Knmving.
Indeed, His command
when He intends anything
is no more than to say to it:
Be! And so it is.
Then highly exaited is the One
in whose cmighty" Hand is all dominion
over all things.
And to Him alone" shall you call" be returned.
c
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The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the angels arrayed
before Him in DEVOTIONAL RANKS and, thereafter, by other angels propelling
the clouds, dispelling evil, and reciting God's praise.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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By the c angels - arrayed in c devotional" ranks!
And cby the angels - propelling c clouds
and dispelling evil - with an impelling cry!
And cby the angels
reciting cthe exalted- Remembrance c of God-!
Indeed, the God of all of you
is, most surely, One!
c He is the - Lord of the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them.
And cHe is - Lord of all points east
cfrom which the sun rises-!
Indeed, cit is - We c alone
who - have adorned the lower heaven
with the stars cthat shine - in adomment
and as a safeguard against cthe eavesdropping
o{ every rebellious satan.
They cannot listen to c the angels
of the Transcendent Assembly,
for they are pelted from every side cby meteors-,
banished c therefrom-!
Moreover, for them,
there shall be unremitting torment
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-in the Hereafter-.
Even if one -of themsnatches a trace -of Heavenly tiding-,
then, at once, a piercing 11arue p urs ues

t;.;
/

him!

So inquire of them, 0 Prophet
those of them who disbelieve
as to the Resurrection they deny-:
Are they more complex in -their - creation,
or all else that We have created
-of the earth and the heavens-?
Indeed, We created them out of a cohering clay.
Therefore have you wondered -at their unbelie{.
Yet -more wondrous, still, is that- they scoff
-at the notion of a Judgment Day-!
Thus even when they are reminded
-of God's commandments-,
they will not become mindful -of them-.
Moreover, if ever they see a -miraculous - sign,
they intensify -their - scoffing -at it-.
Furthermore, they say -of divine revelation-:
This is nothing but manifest sorcery!
When we are dead
and we have become -mere dust and bones,
are we, indeed, to be raised up
-alive for Judgment-_
and so too our forefathers of old?
Say -to them-: Oh yes, indeed!
And then you shall be utterly humiliated!
For it shall be but a single -impelling - blast.
Then, at once, -in the Plain ofJudgment
they shall be looking on.
And they shall say: Oh, woe to us!
This is, -indeed, - the Judgment Day!
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be said to them:
This is the Day of Decision,
the one you used to deny!
7i� c God shall say to His angels:
Assemble those who did wrong
cby worshipping false gods,
them" and their cunbelieving" spouses,
along with all that they used to worship
apart from cthe One true" God.
Then lead them to the pathway of Hellfire.
But halt them c there".
Indeed, they are to be c scoffed at and" asked:
What is with you
that you cannot help one another?
Rather, on this Day,
they shall be in utter submission °before God".
Thus shall they turn to one another,
cfollowers and leaders,
asking of each other 0in an inquest of blame".
They cwho followed" shall say cto their leaders":
Indeed, you used to come to c dissuade us
from the right c course"!
They cwho led" shall say cto them":
Rather, it was you yourselves
who would not become believers!
For never did we have
any creal" authority over you.
Rather, you were 0yourselves
a transgressing people.
So cnow" the word of our Lord
has come to pass against us.
Indeed, we shall call", most surely, taste
c His torment",
for we deluded you.
Indeed, we ourselves were 0lost
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And, indeed, on that Day,
they shall all be partners in torment.
For so it is, indeed,
that We deal with the defiant unbelievers.
For whenever it was said to them cin life":
There is no God but cthe One" God,
they would grow so very arrogant,
and say:
Are we to forsake our gods
for cthe word o{ a possessed poet?
Rather, CMuhammad" has, indeed,
come with the truth cfrom God"!
Moreover, he has confirmed the crevealed truth
of all" the messengers preceding him".
Indeed, you shall, most surely, taste
the most painful torment
cin the Hereafter".
Nor shall you be recompensed
for other than all cthe evil
that you were doing cin life".
c
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Excepted ctherefrom"
are the sincere, elect servants of God.
For csuch as" these,
there is cin the Hereafter"
a predetermined provision awaiting,
without faif,
fruits of all kinds.
Moreover, they shall be honored
in the Gardens of Delight c of Paradise,
reposed" on settees, facing one another.
Passed round among them
shall be a chalice of flowing cwine"'-
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-crystalline - white, -exquisitely - delicious
for all who drink -of it-.
No headiness is there therein.
Nor from it are they intoxicated.
And near them are maidens,
restrained of glance, wide-eyedas if they were -delicately - cloistered eggs.
Thus they shall turn to one another
-and- ask each other -of former times-.
One of them shall say:
Once, I had a close companion
who would say -to me-:
Are you, indeed, one of those
who believe with certainty
the truth -of Resurrection-_
that when we are dead
and have become -mere - dust and bones,
we shall, indeed, be -raised up and- judged?
Then he shall say -to his fellows in Paradise-:
Will you look -with me upon him now-?
Then he shall look -from on high
at his disbelieving companion-.
Thus he shall see him in the midst of Hellfire.
He shall say -to him-: By God!
Indeed, you very nearly doomed me!
Had it not been for the grace of my Lord,
most surely, I would have been of those
brought -down into Hellfire with you-.
Now, -I ask you,- are we never to die, thenexcept for our first death?
And are we never to be chastised
-for unbelief?
Indeed, this -blissful Paradise
is itself, most surely, the magnificent triumph!
For the like of this -Heavenly delight-, then,
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Is this "reception in Paradise" better
as an "everiasting" hospitality,
or "that o( the "Impalatable Tree of Zaqqum?
Indeed, We have made it
a "setting o( tribulation
for the "godless" wrongdoers.
Indeed, it is a tree that comes forth
within the very nethermost of Hellfire.
Its spathes are as "revolting
as the heads of the satans.
Yet, indeed, they "who dwell in Hell
shall most surely eat of it,
and from it shall they fill their bellies.
Then along with it
there shall, most surely, be for them
a mix of scalding fluid.
Thereafter, their return
is to "their place in" Hellfire.
For, indeed, they found their forefathers astray.
And upon their traces
they "thoughtlessly" rushed on.
For, very truly, before them,
most of the earliest generations
of humanity" went astraythough, very truly, We had sent among them
forewamers "of the Judgment Day".
So see how "devastating" was the end
of those who had been forewarned
"of God's judgmentall of them"_
except the sincere, elect servants of God.
Now, very truly,
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Noah cried out to Us -for help-.
And how utterly commendable
were We who answered!
Thus We delivered him and his family
from the great anguish -of the Flood-.
And it was his offspring that We made
the sole surviving ones!
Moreover, We perpetuated for him
-his good name - among the latter generations:
Peace -forever - be upon Noah
among all -the peoples o{ the world!
Indeed, thus do We reward
those who excel in -doing - good.
For, indeed, he was -one
of Our -true - believing servants
-whom We saved-.
Then We drowned the others -who disbelieved-.
7i� Moreover, from his -confirmed - alliance
was, most surely, Abraham,
when he came to his Lord
with a pure heart -full of faith-.
Behold!
He said to his -own- father and his people:
What are you worshipping?
Is it a mere fabricationgods apart from -the true - God-that you desire?
What, then, -has become - of your belief
in the Lord of _All _ the Worlds?
Then he took a -contemplative - look at the stars.
Then he said: Indeed, I shall be sick!
So they turned away from him,
leaving him behind,
whereupon
he swiftly advanced toward their gods,
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and he said cto them":
Will you not eat cthe offerings"?
37:92 What is with you that you do not talk?
37:93 Then swiftly he advanced against them,
striking them with 0his" right hand.
37:94 So cwhen his people returned",
they fell upon him hurriedly.
37:95 He said:
Do you worship what you yourselves carve out
c of substances and stone,
37:96 though it is God c alone" who has created you
and all that you do?
37:97 They said: Build a kiln for him!
Then throw him into the blazing fire!
37:98 They endeavored c mightily" to plot against him.
But We made them the lowest of the abased".
37 99 He said: I am leaving to cthe path o{ my Lord.
He shall, most surely, guide me.
37 1 00 °He prayed: " My Lord!
Grant me ca child who shall be" of the righteous.
37 1 01 Thereafter, We gave him glad tidings
of a most forbearing boy.
37: 1 02 So when he had attained to can age
o{ striving with him cin good works,
Abraham" said: 0 my dear son!
I have seen in a dream that I am to sacrifice you.
So consider cthis, and tell me" what you think?
He said: 0 my dear father!
Do what you are commanded 0by God".
You shall find me, if God so wills,
among those who are patient.
37:103 So at last,
when they had willingly submitted themselves
cto the will of God",
and he had laid him down cfor sacrifice,
774
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his son's head turned away - upon his temple,
37: 1 04 We then called out to him: 0 Abraham!
37: 1 05 Truly, you have confirmed
the -truth revealed in your - vision.
-And- thus do We reward
those who excel in -doing - good.
37: 1 06 Indeed, this was most surely
a manifest test -for father and son-.
37: 1 07 But We -spared his son
and- ransomed him
with a sacrifice of a magnificent offering.
37: 1 08 Moreover, We perpetuated for him
-his good name - among the latter generations:
37: 1 09 Peace -forever- be upon Abraham!
37: 1 1 0 Thus do We reward
those who excel in -doing - good.
37: 1 1 1 For, indeed, h e was -one
of Our -true - believing servants
-whom We saved-.
37 1 1 2 Moreover, We gave him
glad tidings of -the birth of another son, Isaac,
-who would be - a prophet
-and- one of the righteous.
37: 1 1 3 Thus did We bestow
-abundant - blessings upon him and upon Isaac.
So of their descendants are those who excel
in -doing - goodand those who clearly wrong their own souls.
37: 1 14

37: 1 1 5

37: 1 1 0
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And very truly We have conferred favor
upon Moses and Aaron,
wherefore We delivered them
and their people
from the great anguish -of oppression-.
For We supported them -against Pharaoh-.
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Thus it was they
-who were the triumphant ·ones-.
Moreover, We gave them
the Torah-, the elucidating Book.
And so We guided both of them
upon the straight way.
Moreover, We perpetuated for both of them
·their good names - among the latter generations:
Peace ·forever - be upon Moses and Aaron!
Indeed, thus do We reward
those who excel in ·doing - good.
For, indeed, both of them were
of Our ·true - believing servants
'whom We saved-.

And, indeed, Elias
is, most surely, ·one - of the messengers.
37 1 24 Behold! He said to his people:
Will you not be God-fearing?
37 125 Will you call upon ·the idof Baal
and leave the best of Creators?
37: 126 God · alone - is your Lord,
and the Lord of your forefathers of old!
37: 1 27 But they belied him.
Thus they shall, indeed,
be brought up 'before Us for punishment-.
37: 1 28 Excepted 'therefrom
are the sincere, elect servants of God.
37: 1 29 Moreover, We perpetuated for him
0his good name - among the latter generations:
37: 1 30 Peace ·forever - be upon Elias!
37: 1 3 1 Indeed, thus do We reward
those who excel in ·doing - good.
37: 1 32 For, indeed, he was ·one
of Our ·true - believing servants
37: 1 23
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"whom We saved'.
And, indeed, Lot
is, most surely, "one, of the messengers.
37: 1 34 Behold!
We delivered him and his family, all together37:135 except "his wife,
an "obstinate, old woman
who was among those who lingered behind.
37: 1 36 Then We demolished the others.
37: 1 37 And, indeed,
you "may stilf pass by "their traces
and see, them at morning time
37: 1 38 and in the night.
Will you not, then, understand?
37: 1 33
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And, indeed, Jonah
is, most surely, "one, of the messengers.
37:1 40 Behold!
He ran away to the overladen ship
"and it fell into peril'.
37:141 So he cast lots "with the others,
and became "one, of the castaways.
37: 1 42 Thereupon, the whale gulped him,
and he was blameworthy.
37: 1 43 Yet were it not that he was one
who highly exalted "God alone',
37: 1 44 he would have remained in its belly
until the Day all are raised up "for Judgment'.
37: 1 45 �� Thus We hurled him into the wilderness,
while he was sick.
37: 1 46 And We caused to grow over him
a tree of gourds "for shade'.
37: 1 47 Then We sent him "back, to "the city
o{ a hundred thousand "people"'37: 1 39
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rather, even more!
Thus they believed.
So We gave them enj oyment "in life-, for a time.

So "confront the disbelievers, 0 Prophet,
and- inquire of them
"regarding their false claims-.
Is it that your Lord has daughters,
while they would betake to themselves
"only - sons?
37: 1 50 Or is it, "in fact, the case that We have created the angels as females,
while they were "present as - witnesses?
37: 1 5 1 It is most surely,
out of their utter fabrication
that they do, indeed, say:
37: 1 52 God has begotten "offspring-,
And, indeed, they are most certainly sheer liars!
37:153 Why would He choose daughters
over sons?
37: 1 54 What has become of you?
How do you make
such an "unfounded- judgment?
37: 1 55 Will you not, then,
become mindful "that God is One-?
37: 1 56 Or is it rather
that you have some clear "revealed- authority
"for your claims-?
37: 157 Then produce your "Heavenly- Book,
if you are truthful!
37:158 Moreover, they have assigned kinship
between Him and the jinn,
though truly the jinn know well "that this is false
and- that they shall, most surely,
be brought up "for Judgment before Him-.
37: 1 49
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37 159

37: 1 60

37: 1 6 1

Highly exalted is God -far - above all
that they ascribe -to Him-!
Excepted -from uttering such falsehoods are the sincere, elect servants of God.
For, indeed, -neither - you -disbelievers-_
nor all the false gods - that you worshipnone of you
can seduce -a single souf from -belief in - Him,
except one who is -destined_
to roast in Hellfire.
-

37: 1 62

37: 1 63

And -so say the angels-:
There is not one of us
but that he has a designated station
-of worshipping God alone-.
37: 1 6 5 And, indeed, it is, most surely, we
who arrange ourselves in -devotionaf ranks.
37: 1 66 And, indeed, it is, most surely, we
who highly exalt -God- alone.
37: 1 64

37: 1 67

37 1 68

37: 1 69

37: 170

37 1 7 1
37 172

Yet, indeed,
they -who belie you, 0 Prophet,
have -long- been saying:
If only we had with us -the guidance
o( a -revealed - Reminder
-like that - of the earlier -Scriptures-,
we would most surely
be sincere, elect servants of God!
But -when the Quran came to them,
they disbelieved in it.
Yet they shall, most surely,
-come to - know -their loss-.
For truly, Our word to Our servants,
the messengers, has gone forth:
Indeed, it is they
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who shall -ultimately - be the victors.
37 m Thus, as to Our -believing - hostsit is they who shall be the triumphant ones .
37: 1 74 So turn away from the disbelievers
among - them, for a time, - 0 Prophet,
and pay them no heed-.
37:175 But observe them.
For they shall soon see -their own doom-.
37: 1 76 Is it Our -inuninent - torment, then,
that -truly - they seek to hasten?
37: 1 77 Yet when it descends
into their -very - courtyardsthen, most evil, shall be the morning
of those who were forewarned.
37:178 So turn away from them,
for a time, - 0 Prophet, and pay them no heed-.
37: 1 79 But observe -them-.
For they shall soon see -their own doom-.
37: 1 80 Highly exalted is your Lordthe Lord of Invincible Might-far - above all that they ascribe -to Him-.
37: 1 8 1 So peace -forever be upon all the messengers!
37 1 32 For all praise is for God -alone-,
Lord of ·All the Worlds.
-
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The surah that opens with the single discrete Arabic letter SAD .

Surah

38

/ 88 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Sad
•

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

38:1

38:2
38:3

38:4

38:5
38:6

Sad

By the Quran!
c This is , a c divine , Reminder
endowed with plenary admonition!
Yet those who disbelieve are cutterly lost,
in self-glory and defiance.
How many a generation before them
have We destroyed cfor ungodliness'.
They cried out cin repentance
at their destruction',
but no longer was there time
to escape cthe judgment of God'.
Yet, still they wonder that there has come,
from among themselves,
a cprophet as a' forewarner cofJudgment Day'.
For the disbelievers have said c of him':
This is a sorcerer! A sheer liar!
Has he made all the gods to be One God?
Indeed, this is a most astounding thing!
And so the c assembly o{ elders among them
cin Makkah, proceeded cto exhort the people':
Go on csteadfastly', and persevere
cin adhering to' your gods.
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Indeed, this is merely something
intended ·to gain authority over us-.
We have not heard of any such thing
in ·the ways o{ the last ·known - religion.
This is nothing but a fiction.
Has the ·revealed, Reminder
been sent down upon him ·alone out of all of us?
Rather, they are in ·complete, doubt
about My Reminder.
Rather, they have not yet tasted
My torment!
Or is it, rather, that the treasures
of the mercy of your Lordthe Overpowering ·One', the All-Granting
are with them?
Or is it that dominion over the heavens
and the earth, and all that is between them,
belongs to them?
Then ·if it be so-, let them ascend
through the ·heavenly, spheres
·to enforce their will"!
They are but meagre hosts
of the ·disbelieving, alliances
" scattered- here and there. soon, to be vanquished!
So ·too - before them
did the people of Noah belie ·God',
as did ·the people o{ 'Ad,
and ·mighty, Pharaoh of the lofty structures,
and ·the people o{ Thamlid,
and the people of Lot, ·as well,
and the Dwellers of the "Thicket o{ Al-Aykah.
These were ·mightier, alliances ·of unbelie{.
There is not one of these ·communities -
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but that it belied the -divine mandate
of God's - messengers.
Thus My punishment
j ustly - came to pass -against them-.
Therefore, -the likes o{ these -disbelievers await nothing but a single blast -of destruction-,
from which there shall be no recovery.
Yet they say -in mockery-: Our Lord!
Hasten our portion -of doom- for us now,
before the Day of Reckoning!
" o Prophet! '
Be patient with all that they say.
And recall Our servant David, -a mere shepherd,
whom God- endowed with prowess.
Indeed, he was ever-penitent.
Indeed, We subjugated the "very - mountains
to give due exaltation -to God- with himin the evenings and at sunrise
and the birds in assembly, -as welf.
Each would resort to Him -in penitence-.
Thus did We strengthen his dominion.
Moreover, We gave him -prophetic- wisdom
and prudence in speech.
�!�Now, has the account of the "two - disputants
come to you, - 0 Prophet-?
Behold!
They climbed the "wall of David's- sanctuary.
When they entered upon David -during worship-,
he was alarmed by them.
They said: Have no fear!
-We are - two disputants.
One of us has committed injustice
against the other.
So judge between us,
in accordance with the truth.
Moreover, do not transgress -the law of God-.
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But, rather, guide us to the even way.
Indeed, this is my brother.
He has ninety-nine ewes,
whereas I have only one ewe.
So he said: Give her into my care.
Moreover, he became overbearing toward me
in chis - speech.
He said c to the disputants-:
Truly, he has wronged you
by asking cto add- your ewe to his ewes.
And, indeed, many are the partners
who commit injustice against one another,
except for those who believe
and do righteous deeds-and how few they are!
Then David realized
that We had put him to the test.
So he sought forgiveness from his Lord,
and, cat once, - he fell to bowing cin worship
and became penitent. t
So We forgave him this.
And, indeed, there is, most surely, for him
a station of nearness with Us
cin the Hereafter and a most excellent resort c awaiting him.
Thus did God exhort him: - 0 David!
Indeed, We have made you
a successor in the land
cto sit upon the throne of Israel-.
So rule among the people
in accordance with the crevealed- truth.
Thus you shall not follow
the c dictates o{ whim,
for it will lead you astray from the path of God.
cAnd- as to those who go astray
from the path of God,
for them there is a severe torment
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-awaiting in the Hereafter-,
fo r they have forgotten the Day o f Reckoning.
For We have not created the heaven,
and the earth,
and all that is between them in vain.
That is -merely- the conjecture
of those who disbelieve.
So woe to those who disbelieve,
for -they shall be cast into - the Fire -of Hell-!
Or are We to make -the reward
o{ those who believe and do righteous deeds
like -that o{ those
who sow corruption in the earth?
Or are We to make -the reward
o{ the God-fearing like -that o{ the wicked?
A most blessed Book
have We sent down to you, - 0 Prophet,
in this Quran,
so that they -who hear its tidings
may reflect on its verses.
And so that those who are endowed
with -discretion and- understanding
may -heed its admonition
and- be ever mindful -of its commandments-.
So to David We granted Solomon -as a son
and - a most commendable servant -of God
he was-!
Indeed, he was ever-penitent.
Behold!
-Once, - in the late afternoon,
purebred, prancing steeds
were ranged for him -to review,
until the sun had set without
Solomon offering the Prayer-.
He then said:

0
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Indeed, I have loved
these much-loved good "steeds
over the remembrance of my Lord

until such ti1r1e as ' they were concealed
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in the seclusion ·of the stable.
So after offering his Prayer, he commanded.:
Return them to me.
Thus he took to ·grooming them, in humility·,
stroking ·their· legs
and necks ·in gratefulness to God· .
And very truly, We put Solomon to the test
·when· We cast upon his ·royal' seat
a ·mere· body.
Thereafter, he became ever-penitent.
·And in prayer·, he said: My Lord! Forgive me.
And grant me an ·unrivaled· kingdom
such as never shall be possible
for anyone after me ·to have·.
Indeed, it is You ·alone
who are the All-Granting.
Thus We subjugated to him the ·mighty· wind,
running smoothly at his command
to wherever he directed.
·We subjugated to him·, moreover, the satans
every able builder and diver . among them·.
Also, ·we subjugated to him·
others ·among them· coupled in fetters.
·So We said to him:
This is Our gift.
So confer and withhold ·from it, as you will·,
without reckoning "from Us·.
And, indeed, there is, most surely, for him
a station of nearness with Us "in the Hereafter·
and a most excellent resort ·awaiting him·.
Recall, as well, Our servant Job .
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Behold! He cried out to his Lord:
Indeed, Satan has touched me
with weariness and torment!
-It was said to him:
Stamp your foot -upon the ground;
a fount shall gush-:
Here is a cool -medicinal- bath,
and -nutritious water to - drink.
Moreover, We granted to him agam
the joy o( his familyand, along with them,
the like of them -besides-_
as a mercy from Us and a -profound- reminder
-of God's relie(,
for those who are endowed
with -discretion and- understanding
-and so heed admonition.
Then it was said to him:
Now take in your hand
a bundle -of basif.
Then strike with it -as you have pledged,
regarding your wife-,
and do not violate -your oath-.
Indeed, We found him most patient
a most commendable servant!
Indeed, he was ever-penitent.
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And recall Our servants
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob
people endowed with mighty faith
and -full- insight.
Indeed, We purified them with -the blessing
o{ a most pure remembrance
of the -Everlasting - Abode.
For, indeed, by Our providence,
they are, most surely,
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of the chosen ·messengers
and of the elect ·in faith".
Moreover, recall Ishmael
and Elisha and Dhul-ICitl-

for all ·of them are of the elect ·in faith".
38:49
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This · Quran" is a ·godly" reminder,
that, indeed, for the God-fearing
a most excellent resort awaits Gardens everlasting,
whose gates are opened wide to them.
Therein shall they recline.
Therein shall they call forth
much fruit and drink.
�i� Moreover, near them shall be maidens,
restrained of glance, of equal age,
·each one as youthful as the next".
This is ·the fulfillment o( all that you ·believers
have been promised for the Day of Reckoning.
Indeed, this is, most surely, Our provision.
It shall have no end.
All this ·for the God-fearing"!
But, indeed, for the transgressors
a most evil resort ·awaits"Hell, in which they shall roast
and a most woeful cradle ·it is·!
This ·and no more"!
So let them taste it
scalding fluid and purulence.
Moreover, ·there shall be
other kinds ·of torment" of the like of these.
·It shall be said to their leaders:
Here is another inrushing throng
·of your followers " with you!
·They shall say:
No welcome is there for them!
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They are "alf t o roast "now, in the Fire "of Helf.
They "who were their followers,
shall say "to them":
Rather, it is you
for whom there is no welcome!
For it is you who have forwarded
this "eternal punishment , for us
and a most woeful residence it is!
They shall "then, say "in prayer":
Our Lord!
Whoever "misguided us and" brought us to this,
increase manifold the torment for him
in the Fire "of Hell"!
Moreover, they shall say "to each other":
Why is it that we do not see any "of the, men
whom we used to count as being "evil
and" in the "very, worst "human condition"?
Were we "mistaken,
to take them as an object of "scom
and, scoffing "in life"?
Or have "our , eyes swerved from them,
"for we do not see them here"?
Indeed, this contention
shall most surely, in truth, "transpire,
among the People of the Fire.
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Prophet! " Say "to one and all":
Indeed, I am only a forewarner
"of God's nearing Judgment".
For no god is there but the "true" God,
the One, the All-Dominating,
Lord of the heavens, and the earth,
and all that is between them,
the Overpowering "One", the Most Forgiving.
Say "to them":
It is "indeed" a magnificent tiding,
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from which you are turning away.
Nor did I have any knowledge
of -the angels· of the Transcendent Assembly
when they were disputing
-as to the creation of Adam·.
It is revealed to me
only that I may be a clear forewarner
-of the nearing Judgment·.
Behold! Your Lord said to the angels:
Indeed, I am creating a human being
out of mud.
So when I have fashioned him
and breathed into him of My -life-giving. spirit,
then fall -to the ground·,
bowing -your faces down to -receive
and honor· him.
So the angels bowed themselves down
to the ground·, all of them togetherexcept Iblis.
He grew arrogant,
and thus became of the disbelievers.
-God. said: 0 Iblis!
What has prevented you
from bowing -your face· down to -the ground,
to honor the one· whom I have created
with My own "mighty. Hands?
Have you -now· grown arrogant?
Or have you -ever· been of the haughty -ones·?
He said:
I am better than him!
You created me out of fire,
and You created him out of mud.
-God. said: Begone from here!
For, indeed, you are accursed!
Therefore, upon you is My curse
until the Day ofJudgment.
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He said: My Lord!
Then grant me respite
until the Day they are raised up
-in the Hereafter.
God- said:
Then you are, indeed, of those granted respite
-only- to the Day of -Doom-,
the -moment in- time known -to Me alone-.
He said:
-I swear - by Your invincible might,
I will, most surely, lead them
to -the way o{ perversity, all together
except Your -true - servants among them
the sincere, elect ones.
-God- said:
Here is the -word o( truth!
And only the truth do I say!
I shall, most surely, fill Hell with you,
and with whomever among them follows you,
all together!
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Say -to them, 0 Prophet,
concerning this Quran -:
I do not ask of you any reward for it.
Nor am I one of the pretenders
-to prophethood-.
Indeed, this -Quran - is but a -revealed- Reminder
-of God's admonition and guidance
sent - to -all the people o( the worlds.
Thus you shall -alf, most surely, -come to - know
-the utter truth o( its tidings,
after a -brie( time.
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The surah that mentions THE COMPANIES of the unbelievers who shall be driven to
Hell in the Hereafter, and the companies of the Godjearing who shall be ushered to Par
adise in honor.
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The revelation of this Book
is from God con high",
the Overpowering c One", the All-Wise.
0 Prophet!
We have, indeed, sent down the Book to you
with the cvery essence of all " truth.
So worship God c and no other",
making the cpractice of your " religion
c pure and" sincere to Him.
For, most surely, it is to God c alone
that the ctrue religion of purity belongs.
For those who have taken patrons
apart from Him csay":
We do not worship them for c any" other reason
than cthat through their intercession"
they draw us nearer to God
in c spiritual" station.
Indeed, God will judge between them all
about that which they dispute.
Indeed, God does not guide
one who is a liar c and" a relentless unbeliever.
Had God intended to take cto Hims el{ a child,
He would, most surely, have chosen
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whatever He so willed
from whatever He creates,
-not what they have said-.
Highly exalted is He -far above this-,
He -alone - is God,
the One, the All-Dominating!
He created the heavens
and the earth with -profound - truth.
He winds the night about the daylight.
And He winds the daylight about the night.
For He subjugated
the sun and the moon
-to a fixed order-,
each one running -its course
for a stated term -preordained by Him-.
Most surely, He -alone
is the Overpowering -One-, the Most Forgiving.
He created -all o{ you, - 0 humankind,
from a single soul.
Then of it, He made its mate.
Moreover, of cattle
He has bestowed upon you eight -types
in -four kinds, counting - mates.
He creates you in the wombs of your mothers
creation after creationwithin three -veils o( darkness.
That is God, your Lord!
To Him -alone - belongs all the dominion.
There is no God but Him.
How, then, are you turned away
-from worshipping Him alone-?
If you disbelieve
then -let it be known
that-, indeed, God is self-sufficient
without -any need o( you.
Yet He is not pleased with unbelief
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for His servants.
But if you give thanks, He is well pleased
with this cthanksgiving" for you.
Nor shall any sin-laden soul
carry the c sinfuf load of another.
Then to your Lord c alone" is your return.
Thus shall He tell you cthe due recompense
of all that you have been doing cin life".
Indeed, He is all-knowing
of all that is charbored"
within the breast c of people".
39:8

39:9
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�l� Now, when harm touches a human being,
he calls upon his Lord cfor relie(
penitent to Him c alone".
Then when He affords him
a blessing c of comfort, from Him,
he forgets that for which
he was crying out to Him before,
and he sets up rivals to God
to lead c others" astray from His way.
Say c to such a one":
Enj oy your unbelief
for a little cwhile, until death " t
For, indeed, you are cto be
of the Companions of the Fire c of Hell!
Is such a one better",
or one who is devoutly obedient cto God"
in the watches of the night,
bowing "his face, down to the ground
and standing cin Prayer",
fearing c God's Judgment in" the Hereafter
and imploring the mercy of his Lord?
Say c to humankind, 0 Prophet":
Are those who know c God
and those who do not know cHim" equal?
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Indeed, only those who are endowed
with -discretion and- understanding
and so heed admonition are ever mindful -of God-.
39: 1 0

39: 1 1

39: 1 2

39:13

39: 1 4

39: 1 5

Say, 0 Prophet: God declares to humanity-:
0 My servants who believe!
Fear your Lord -at all times-!
For those who do good in this world,
there shall be -great- goodness
here and in the Hereafter-.
Moreover, God's earth is spacious.
So worship Him freely therein.
For, indeed, those who are patient
shall be rendered their reward in full,
without measure.
Say -to humankind, 0 Prophet-:
Indeed, I have been commanded
to worship God -and no other-,
making the -practice of my- religion
pure and- sincere to Him -alone-.
Thus I have been commanded
to be the foremost of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
Say, as well-:
Indeed, I fear-were I to disobey my Lord
the torment of an awesome Day!
Say, -moreover-:
It is God -and no other - whom I worship,
making -the practice o{ my religion
pure and- sincere to Him.
So worship whatever you so will, 0 people,
apart from Him!
-yet- say -to them in forewarning-:
Indeed, the -real- losers
are those who shall lose their souls,
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and their families, on the Day of Resurrection.
Most surely, that is the manifest loss!
For them there shall be only billows of fire
from above them
and billows from beneath them.
It is \.Vith this
that God instills fear in His servants.
0 My servants!
Be you, indeed, fearful of Me!
Yet as to those who shun the false deities
of the world-refusing - to worship them
who rather turn in penitence to God alone-_
for them, there is the glad tiding ·of Paradise-.
So give glad tidings to My ·faithful servantsthose who listen to the revealed word of God
and follow the very best of it.
These are the ones whom God has guided.
For it is they who are endowed
with discretion and understanding
and so heed admonition-.
But what of one against whom
the divine word of chastisement
has already gone forth?
Is it you, then, 0 Prophet,
that shall rescue such a one
who has lost his soul in the Fire?
Yet for those who fear their Lord,
there shall be ·in the Hereafter
Heavenly - Chambers, above which are built
towering ·Heavenly Chambers,
beneath which rivers flow.
It is the promise of Godand never does God fail to fulfill His promise!
Have you not seen, 0 Prophet,
that ·it is God ·alone
who sends down, from the sky, water,
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and thrusts it all through the earth as fountains?
Then He brings forth with it
plants of varying colors.
Then they wither,
such that you see them yellowing.
Then He turns them into crumbling stubble.
Indeed, in this there is, most surely,
a -profound- reminder
for those who are endowed
with -discretion and- understanding
-and so heed admonition-.
Then is one whose heart
God opens wide to -receive - Islam
-in willing submission to God alone,
such that he follows a -guiding - light
from his Lord,
-like one whose heart is closed-?
Then woe to those whose hearts are hardened
at the mention of God!
They are -utterly lost- in clear misguidance.
It is God -alone - who has sent down -this Quran
as - the fairest -of all - discourse.
It is a -Heavenly- Book -o{ cohering -beauty,
command, and consistency--oft-repeated.
At -the recitation of its forewarning,
the -very - skins of those
who venerate their Lord shiver.
Then their skins and their hearts soften
at the remembrance of God's
-glad tidings of Paradise-.
Such is the guidance of God!
He guides with it whomever He so wills.
And whomever God leaves to stray,
no guide shall there ever be for him.
Is, then, one -cast fettered into Helf
shielding himself with his own face
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from the worst torment ·of the Fire
on the Day of Resurrection
.better than one whose face
·
shall be delighted in Paradise ?
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Thus it shall be said to the ·godless - wrongdoers:
Taste all "the evif that you have earned "in life-!
Those "who disbelieved
before these "who now disbelieve
also - belied ·their messengers-.
Thus the torment came upon them
from where they did not perceive ·it .
So God caused them to taste disgrace
in the life of this world.
But, most surely,
the torment of the Hereafter is ·far - greater,
if only they ·who disbelieve - knew.
Thus very truly,
We have put forth for ·the good o( all people,
in this Quran,
·something - of every kind of illustration,
so that they may become mindful
·that God is One-.
It is an Arabic Quran,
wherein there is no crookedness,
so that they may become God-fearing.
God puts forth the parable of a man
·confused in his service of many gods:
He is as a slave
over whom partners are wrangling.
While another man ·who worships only God
is as one - serving ·only one - man.
Are they of equal condition?
All praise is for God ·alone-!
Yet most of them do not know ·this truth.
0 Prophet, - indeed, you will die.
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And, indeed, they will all die.
Then, indeed, on the Day of Resurrection,
you shall dispute with one another
before your Lord cfor Judgment'.
�!�Yet who does a greater wrong
than one who cforges, lies against God
and belies the crevealed, truth cfrom God '
when it reaches him?
Is there not in Hell
a cwell-deserved' dwelling place
for the disbelievers?
But the one who has come with the truthand all who confirm itsuch as these are the God-fearing.
There shall be for them
all that they wish with their Lord.
Such is the reward
of those who excel in c doing, good,
so that God may absolve them
of the worst of what they have done
and recompense them cwith, their reward,
cin accordance' with the very best
they ever did cin life'.
Is not God enough c of a Protector
for His servant?
Yet they cwho disbelieve, would terrorize you
with these clifeless gods whom they worship '
apart from Him.
Thus whomever God leaves to stray,
no guide shall there ever be for him.
And whomever God guides,
there is none to lead him astray c ever'.
Is not God utterly overpowering,
all-avenging c of evildoing0?
And, indeed, if you asked them:
Who created the heavens and the earth?

39
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They would most surely say: It is God.
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet":
Have you considered, then, ·the reality
or ino s e wn om you cau upon in worsn1p
apart from God?
Were God to intend any harm for me,
could they remove His harm?
Or, were He to intend mercy for me,
could they withhold His mercy?
Say ·to them":
Sufficient for me is God "in all things".
On Him ·alone,
do the ·truly, reliant "believers" rely.
0 Prophet!, Say ·to them":
0 my people!
Work in accordance with your ·ungodly" stand.
Indeed, I am working "for God's way".
Yet soon shall you know
to whom will come a torment
that will disgrace him ·in this life
and whom an enduring torment
shall befall "in the Hereafter.
r..,
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Prophet!
With this Quran,
We have, indeed, sent down the Book
upon you,
with the ·very essence of all" truth,
for all humankind.
So whoever is guided "by it",
then he is guided only
for ·the good o{ his own soul.
But whoever goes astray ·from the truth,
strays only to its ·utter, loss.
Yet you are not a guardian
over them, · 0 Prophet,
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to dispose of their affairs".
It is God c alone" who takes the souls of people
at the cpredestined" time of their death.
But as for those csouls that have not yet died,
He takes them" during their sleep.
Then He withholds the ones
upon which He has decreed death,
while He sends the others cback"
to c reach a stated term c of life".
Indeed, in call o{ this there are sure signs
for a people who would reflect
on life and death".
Then shall they yet take to themselves
false deities as" intercessors apart from God?
Say c to them, 0 Prophet:
Will they intercede for you even though
they hold no authority over anything
and understand nothing?
Then" say c to them":
Intercession is altogether
for God c alone to permit"!
To Him belongs the dominion
of the heavens and the earth.
Then to Him shall you all be returned
for Judgment".

0

Now, whenever cthe name" Allah
is mentioned as the One ctrue God",
the hearts of those
who do not believe in the Hereafter
shudder cin aversion".
Yet whenever those cfalse deities"
apart from Him are mentioned, they rejoice.
Say cbefore one and all":
0 Allah!
Sole" Originator of the heavens and the earth,
801
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Sole - Knower of the -realms
of all the - unseen and the seen,
You -alone - shall judge between Your servants
about that wherein rhey have been disputing.
Even if those who had done wrong
by taking false gods were to have all that is in the earth
and the like of it along with itthey would, most surely, -wish in vain
to - ransom themselves therewith
from the unrelenting torment
of the Day of Resurrection.
For there shall appear to them from God
what they could never conceive of -in life-.
For there shall appear to them
the evil -consequences
of all that they have earned -in the world-.
And the -very punishment at which they used to mock
shall have whelmed them from every side.
And so it is
that when harm touches a human being,
he calls upon Us -for relie{.
Then when We afford him
a blessing -of comfort - from Us, he says:
Indeed, this -blessing - has been given to me
by virtue of a -deep - knowledge that I possess.
Rather, it is a trial,
but most of them do not know -this-.
So too did those before them
say this "very thing-.
Yet all -the riches - they had earned
did not avail them -in the least-.
Thus the evil -consequences
of all that they had earned struck them.
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And so it i s that those who have done wrong
from among these ·beliers who take false gods-_
they too shall be struck
by the evil ·consequences
of all that they had earned "in life-.
For in no way shall they be able to elude
·the mighty Hand of God-.
Do they not know that, indeed,
it is God ·alone
who extends ·abundant - provision
to whomever He so wills,
and ·that - He ·alone - restricts ·it
for whomever He so wills-?
Indeed, in ·all o( this there are sure signs
for a people who would believe.
�!� Say, ·o Prophet:
God declares to humanity-: 0 My servants!
Those ·of you - who have committed ·sins
in great - excess against their own souls,
never despond of the mercy of God!
For, indeed, God forgives sins, one and all.
Indeed, it is He ·alone who is the All-Forgiving, the Mercy-Giving.
So turn in penitence to your Lord.
And submit yourselves to Him willingly
before there comes to you
the torment "of God's Judgment-.
For, then, you shall not be helped.
So follow ·this Quran -_
the very best ·of guidance
that has been sent down to you
from your Lordbefore the ·imminent - torment comes to you,
suddenly, while you are unawareso that no soul shall say ·then, in regret-:
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alas for me, for all that I have neglected
in regard to God!
And, indeed, I was consciously
of the '"�wrongful° scoffers .
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Or else such -a soul" might say, then, -in lament-:
If only God had guided me,
I, most surely, would have been
of the God-fearing!
Or else such -a soul
might say, then, when it beholds
the -awaiting - torment -of Hell-:
If only I had a chance to return -to the world-!
Then I would become one of those
who excel in -doing - good!
No, indeed!
Truly My -revealed- signs came to you.
But you belied them! And you grew arrogant!
And you were of the -inveterate - disbelievers!
Thus on the Day of Resurrection,
you shall see those who -forged- lies against God
with their faces blackened.
Is there not in Hell
a -well-deserved- dwelling place
for the -insolently- arrogant?
Yet God will deliver those who are God-fearing
into their -abode o{ everlasting glory.
Never shall evil touch them.
Nor shall they ever grieve.
God -alone - is the Creator of everything.
And He -alone - is guardian over all things.
To Him -alone - belongs the treasures
of the heavens and the earth.
So -as for - those who have disbelieved
in the -revealed- signs of God-then - such as these are the losers
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,of an everlasting Paradise".
Say ,to them, 0 Prophet":
Is it other than God, then,
that you would command me to worship,
you ignorant ones?
Yet truly it has been revealed to you,
, 0 Prophet,_
and to those of the prophets" before you:
If ever you were to associate
, any, gods with God,
then utterly futile
would be all your 'good" works.
And, most surely,
you yourself would have become
among the losers , of an everlasting Paradise".
Rather, it is God 'alone" you shall worship.
And you shall ever be of those who are thankful.
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yet they who disbelieve"
have not esteemed God
with His rightful esteem.
For the entire Earth shall be His handful
on the Day of Resurrection!
And the heavens shall be rolled up
in His Right Hand.
Highly exalted is He, and most high,
rfar" above all that they associate
as gods ,with Him".
And the Trumpet , of the Hour of Doom ,
shall be blown.
Then all who are in the heavens
and all who are in the earth
shall be struck down with death.,_
except whomever God so wills.
Thereafter, it shall be blown once more.
Then, at once, they are , all , standing
r

r
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"in the Plain ofJudgment", looking on!
Thus the earth shall shine
by the light of its Lord.
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will be set in place "for each one".
And the prophets
and the witnesses "over the nations"
shall be brought up.
Thus it shall be decided
between them "all,
in accordance" with the truthand never shall they be wronged "in the least".
Then each soul shall be rendered in full
for all that it has done "in life".
For He is most knowing
of all that they were doing "in the world".
Then those who disbelieved
shall be driven to Hell in companies,
until, when they come to it,
its gates will be opened,
whereupon its keepers shall say to them:
Did there not come to you messengers
from among yourselves,
reciting to you the "revealed" verses
of your Lord, and forewarning you
of the "inevitable" Meeting "for Judgment"
of this Day of yours?
They shall say: Yes, indeed!
But the word of torment
shall have "already" come to pass
against the disbelievers.
It shall be said "to them":
Enter the gates of Hell,
wherein you shall abide forever
and a most woeful dwelling it is
for the "insolently" arrogant!
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But those who feared their Lord
shall be ushered to the Garden c of Paradise
in chonored" companies,
until, when they come to it,
and its gates shall be opened,
its keepers shall then say to them:
Peace be upon call o{ you!
May you be ever pure!
So enter it, call of you",
abiding ctherein" forever.
And they cwho enter" shall say:
All praise is for God c alone"
who has made His promise to us come true,
and who has bequeathed to us
the Land c of Everlasting ] oy "_
for us to settle in the Garden c of Paradise
wherever we so will.
Then how c exceedingly" commendable
is the reward of those
who ever do cthe will of God!
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It is then that" you shall see the angels,
encircled about the Throne,
exalting their Lord with call" praise.
Thus it shall have been decided
between them call, in accordance" with the truth.
And so shall it be said cat last":
All praise is for God c alone",
Lord of cAll" the Worlds!
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The surah that describes the Divine Being in its third verse as the one and only God, who is
THE FORGIVER ef Sin, the Acceptor ef Repentance, but also the Severe in Punishment.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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The revelation of this Book
is from God -on high-,
the Overpowering -One-, the All-Knowing;
the Forgiver of Sin
and the Acceptor of Repentance;
the Severe in Punishment-and ever in all of these, - the All-Reaching Lord!
There is no God but Him.
To Him -alone - is the ultimate destiny
-ofJudgment and justice-.
None argues against the signs of God
-that He has revealed in this Quran
except for those who disbelieve.
So let not their moving -about
freely- to and fro-seeking worldly gain - in the -various lands
delude you, - 0 Prophet-.
Before them, the people of Noah
belied -God's revealed word-,
as did -all - the -disbelieving - alliances after them.
Moreover, every -single - community -of them
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hardened their, resolve
against their own messenger,
to seize him "and kill him " .
They too argued "vehemently,
in "the way o{ falsehood,
so that they might refute "and quash " the truth.
Yet, suddenly, I seized them!
How "devastating " , then, was My punishment!
And so it is that the word of your Lord
will come to pass
against " all , those who disbelieve,
for they are the Companions
of the Fire "of Hell".
Those "of the angels "
who bear the Throne "of God",
and all who are round it,
exalt their Lord with "high, praise,
and believe in Him,
and seek forgiveness for those who believe!
"They say: , Our Lord!
You have embraced all things
in "Your, mercy and "Your, knowledge.
So forgive those
who have turned "to You, in repentance
and who have followed Your way.
And save them
from the torment of Hellfire "on Judgment Day".
Our Lord!
Admit them, moreover,
into the Gardens everlasting,
which You have promised them" together, with whoever is righteous
among their fathers,
and their spouses, and their children.
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Indeed, You are the Overpowering "One " ,
the All-Wise.
Thus save them from "the evil of their, misdeeds.
For whomever You save, on that Day,
from "the consequence of his" misdeeds,
then, most surely, You have shown him mercy.
And it is this that is the magnificent triumph.
But as for those who disbelieve,
"they, shall be addressed by "the angels
as they suffer in Hellfire":
Most surely, God's "utter, abhorrence
"of you in the world,
is "far, greater than your abhorrence
of yourselves "this Dayand of eternal consequence " !
Behold!
You were "in life, called to faith
"by God's messengers " . But you disbelieved.
They shall say: Our Lord!
Two times have You caused us to die.
And two times have You caused us to live.
We now confess our sins.
Is there, then, any way "for us,
to come out "from eternal damnation?
It shall be said: No !
This "torment you endure, is because
whenever God alone was invoked "as One",
you disbelieved "in Him".
Yet when associate-gods were ascribed to Him,
you believed.
Assuredly, all judgment belongs to God "alone",
the Ever-Exalted, the All-Great.
He is the One
who shows you His "wondrous " signs
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in creation ,
and who sends down for you,
from heaven, provision.
Yet, indeed, none is mindful ·of this",
but one who turns ·to Him" in penitence.
Therefore, · 0 believers,
call upon God ·and no other",
making the ·practice of your" religion
·pure and" sincere to Him ·alone"_
even if the disbelievers hate ·it.
He alone is" the All-Elevated of every lofty rank
·above His creation"_
Sole Possessor of the Throne!
He casts the spirit ·of the divine Law"
through His ·revealed" commandments
upon whomever He so wills
of His servants ·chosen as messengers",
to forewarn ·all people
of the ·inevitable" Day of ·His" Meetingthe Day they shall ·all" come forward
·for Judgment before God",
nothing of them hidden from God.
·Then shall it be asked:
To whom
does all the dominion belong this Day?
To God, the One, the All- Dominating!
This Day, each soul shall be recompensed
for all that it has earned ·in life".
No injustice is there this Day.
Indeed, God is swift in reckoning.
So forewarn them of the Impending Day
when hearts go up into choking throats
.when" there shall be no intimate friend
for the wrongdoers, nor any intercessor
to be heeded.
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H e knows every treacherous look o f the eyes
and all that the rhuman., breast conceals.
Thus God judges by -nothing but - the truth.
But all that they call upon apart from Him
cannot judge by anything at all.
Indeed, it is -only - God
who is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.
�i� Have they not j ourneyed through the lands
to see how -devastating - was the end
of those -who denied faith - before them?
They were -far - greater than them in power
and in the traces
-they left- in the earth -as a legacy-.
Then, suddenly, God seized them for their sins.
For never did they have any shield against God.
That was because their messengers came to them
with clear -and miraculous - proofs -of God-.
Yet they disbelieved.
Then, suddenly, God seized them.
Indeed, He is all-powerful
-and- most severe in punishment.
Now, very truly,
We sent Moses with Our -miraculous - signs
and manifest authority
to Pharaoh, and Haman, and Korah.
But they said:
A -mere - sorcerer! A sheer liar!
So when he came to them
with the truth from Us, they said:
Kill the sons of those who believe
-who are - with him,
and keep their womenfolk alive
-for us in bondage-.
Yet never is the scheming of the disbelievers
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anything but misguided.
Moreover, Pharaoh said
to his assembly of nobles":
Leave me to kill Mosesand let him call upon his Lord!
Indeed, I fear that he may change your religion
or cause corruption to prevail in the land
of Egypt".
Yet Moses said cto the people":
I have taken refuge in my Lord and your Lord
from every cinsolently" arrogant person
who does not believe
in the cinevitable Day of Reckoning.
Thereupon, a believing man
from the House of Pharaoh,
who had concealed his faith, said:
Will you kill a man for saying:
My Lord is God!
while truly he has come to you
with clear and miraculous proofs
from your Lord?
For if he is a liar,
then cthe consequence o( his lying
is a great sin against him calone".
Yet if he is truthful,
then some of what he promises you
shall strike you.
Indeed, God does not guide
one who is exceedingly rebellious
and a sheer liar.
0 my people! Yours is the kingdom today.
You are predominant in the land.
But who will give us victory
against the mighty power of God
if it comes to us?
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Pharaoh said:
I do not present to you
other than what I myself see c to be best for you".
Nor do l gmde you
to other than the path of right guidance.
But he who believed said:
0 my people!
I fear for you ca fate" similar to the c dreadful day
of the c ungodly" alliances c of the past"_
like the case of the people of Noah
and c that of the peoples o{ 'Ad and Thamud,
and those cwho came" after them.
For God does not desire
c any" injustice for c His servants.
And 0 my people!
I fear for you cthe nearing o{
a day of crying out cvainly for help",
a day when you shall cseek in vain
to" tum away in retreat cfrom God's afiliction ".
You have none to preserve you from God.
For whomever God leaves to stray,
no guide shall there ever be for him.
And very truly, Joseph came to you before
with clear c and miraculous" proofs cfrom God,
like those of Moses".
Yet never did you cease to be in doubt
about cthe message" that he had brought you
c so much so" that even when he perished,
you said:
God shall never send forth
a messenger after him.
And so it is that God leaves to stray
whoever is exceedingly rebellious
c and" doubting.
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c Such are, the ones who argue against
the signs of God, revealed to His messengers,
to nullify them",
without any c divine, authority
ever, having come to them!
How greatly abhorrent cthis is, to God
and to those who believe!
Thus does God set a seal upon the heart
of every cinsolently arrogant,
overbearing person.
Thus Pharaoh said: 0 Haman!
Build for me a clofty, tower,
so that I may reach cup to the spheres,
the spheres of the heavens cthemselves",
so that I may cascend
to , look upon the God of Moses.
For, most surely, I think he is a liar.
And so it was that Pharaoh's evil deeds
were made fair-seeming to him.
Thus was he cforever" barred
from the c straight, path.
And the scheming of Pharaoh
was but c doomed to end, in ruin!
Nevertheless, the one who had believed said:
0 my people! Follow me.
I shall guide you to the rightly guided path.
0 my people!
This worldly life is but a cfleeting, enj oyment.
For, indeed, it is the Hereafter
that is the abode of enduring settlement.
One who does a misdeed
shall not be recompensed but with its like.
But cas to one who does righteous deeds,
whether male or female815
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while being a believer-then cit is such as" these
vvho shall enter the Garden of Paradise., '
forever provided therein, without measure.
�l� And, 0 my people!
How is it that I call you to deliverance,
while you call me to the Fire c of Hell"?
You call me to disbelieve
in c the true and only" God
and to associate with Him cfalse gods
of which I have no knowledge,
while I call you to 0believe
in" the Overpowering c One",
the Most Forgiving.
There is no doubt
that all that you call me to cworship
has nothing worthy for which to be invoked
cneither" in this world nor in the Hereafter.
For cthere is no doubt"
that our "inevitable" return
is "but" to God c alone"_
and that it is "only" the exceedingly rebellious
who are the Companions of the Fire "of Hell".
It is Conly" then cin Hellfire
that you shall "all" remember
what I say to you "now"!
Yet I commend cmyself and" my affair
to God c alone".
Indeed, God is all-seeing of call His" servants.
r
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So God saved him from the great evil
that they plotted,
while the "very" worst of torments
whelmed the House of Pharaoh from every side.
cMoreover, " to the Fire
are they exposed "in their graves",
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morning and evening, cuntil the end of time".
Then on the Day
the Hour c of Doom" shall arise,
cit shall be said to the angels":
Commit the House of Pharaoh
into the severest torment!
And behold!
They shall argue with one another
in the Fire cof Hell".
Thus the weak c of the world" shall say
to those who were cinsolently" arrogant:
Indeed, we were c devoted, followers of yours!
So can you avail us, c even a little,
against any portion of the Fire?
Those who were cinsolently" arrogant shall say:
Indeed, we are all of us csteeped" in it.
God has already judged
between call His " servants cwith justice".
Then call" those in the Fire shall say
to the keepers of Hell:
Call upon your Lord
to lighten just" a day of the torment for us.
cThe keepers" shall say:
Is it not c true", then, that your messengers
have come to you cin life
with clear cand miraculous, proofs cfrom God "7
The c dwellers of the Fire" shall say:
Yes, indeed!
They cwho are the keepers" shall then say:
Cry out, cthen, in vain"!
For never is the cry of the disbelievers
anything but misguided.
Indeed, We shall, most surely,
make Our messengers triumphant,
8 17
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as well as call" those who believe
cboth" in the life of this world
and on the Day cHereafter
when the witnesses
cfor God's message to the nations
shall stand fortha Day the -godless wrongdoers
shall not benefit from their excuses.
Rather, for them, there is c only the curse of God"!
And for them cin just recompense",
there is the most evil abode
cin Hellfire awaiting".
c

40:53

And very truly, We gave Moses
the guidance -of divine revelation".
Thus, We bequeathed to the Children of Israel
the Book of the Torah"_
as a c means o{ guidance c to salvation"
and a reminder -of the divine Law,
for those endowed
with c discretion and" understanding
cwho thus heed admonition-.
Therefore, be patient, 0 Prophet".
Indeed, the promise
of cvictory from" God is c ever" true.
Moreover, c steadfastly" seek cmuch" forgiveness
for your sin.
And highly exalt your Lord with call" praise
in the evenings and cin" the mornings.
Indeed, those who argue
against the signs of God
c revealed to His messengers
in order to nullify them"_
without any cdivine - authority
c
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c ever - having come to themthere is nothing but c great arrogance
in their breast.
For that cis an aspiration
to which - they shall never attain.
Yet seek cmuch - refuge in God cfrom their evil-.
Indeed, it is He c alone
who is the All- Hearing, the All-Seeing.
Most surely, the creation of the heavens
and the earth is ca far - greater cwonder than the human creation.
But most people
do not know C God's awesome might-.
And so, not equal
are the blind and the seeing;
nor those who believe and do good deeds
and the doer of misdeeds.
CBut - little are you chuman beings mindful
c of God's admonitions-.
Indeed, the Hour c of D oom
is, most surely, coming.
Of this, there can be no doubt.
But most people cneglect its signs,
for they- do not believe cin the Hereafter-.

GHAFIR - THE FORGIVER
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Yet the Lord of call of" you, c 0 humankind,
has said:
Call upon Me cin prayer-. I shall answer you.
Indeed, those who are disdainful of My worship
shall enter Hell, utterly humiliated.
God is the One
who has made the night
for you to repose therein
and the daylight cby which - to see.
Indeed, God is ever bountiful to call- people.
819
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But most people do not give thanks
·for the plenty God gives them.
0 humanity!
That is God, your Lord,
the Creator of everything!
There is no God but Him.
How, then, are you turned away
·from worshipping Him alone·?
Even so, those who have disavowed the ·natural
and revealed. signs of God turn away.
God is the One who ·alone· has made the earth
a ·hospitable· place of settlement for you,
and the sky a ·sheltering· edifice;
and who ·alone· has fashioned you
and, moreover, made most excellent your forms;
and who ·alone· has provided you
with all that is wholesome ·in life.
0 humanity! · That is God, your Lord.
So blessed be God, Lord of .Alf the Worlds!
He ·alone· is the �AJl-Living One.
There is no God but Him.
So call upon Him ·and no other·,
making the ·practice of your religion
·pure and· sincere to Him.
All praise is for God ·alone·,
Lord of ·All· the Worlds.

40:66 �i� Say

·to the disbelievers, 0 Prophet·:
Indeed, I have been forbidden
to worship .an· those whom you call upon
apart from God.
For the clear proofs ·of God
have, ·indeed·, come to me from my Lord.
Moreover, I have been commanded
to submit ·my whole being·, willingly,
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to the Lord of All " the Worlds.
He is the One
who has created call o{ you from dust,
then from a sperm-drop,
then from a clinging clot.
Then He brings you forth as children,
that you may then reach full maturity,
that you may then become elderly
though among you are those
who are made to die before c this.
It is thus, " so that you may all reach
a preordained term c of death",
and so that you may all ccome to understand
that God alone could do this".
He c alone" is the One
who gives life and gives death.
For when He decrees a matter,
He but says to it: Be! And so it is.
c
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Have you not considered, c 0 Prophet,
the utter futility o{ those who argue
against the crevealed" signs of God
to nullify them"?
How, then, are they turned away
c from self-evident truth"?
It is these who have belied cthe Quran
as" the Book c of God",
and cwho have belied" all cthe commandments"
which We have sent with Our messengers.
Thus they shall soon know
cthe consequence of their denial"_
when yokes are about their necks
and they are in" chains!
They shall be dragged
into the scalding fluid.
c
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Then in the Fire c of Hell"
shall they bum cas fuel".
Then it shall be said to them:
Where, now, are those
you used to take as associate-gods
apart from God?
They shall say: They have strayed cfar" from us!
Rather,
we were calling on nothing 0but illusions
before cin the world"!
Thus does God leave the disbelievers to stray.
That is because you 0who in life disbelieved"
used to exult in the land without any right,
and because you used to be elated
0by your worldly indulgence".
Enter the gates of Hell,
wherein you shall abide forever
and a most woeful dwelling cit is
for the cinsolently" arrogant!
Therefore, be patient, · 0 Prophet".
Indeed, the promise of God is cever" true.
For ·regardless of whether We show you
some of ·the afiliction
that We have promised them cin this life",
or We take your soul cfirst"to Us shall they Calle be returned 0for Judgment - .
For very truly,
We have sent cmortal" messengers
cto their own people" before you.
Among them are those
whose c accounts" We have related to you
0in this Quran ".
And among them are those
whose c accounts" We have not related to you.
Yet never was it ·possible
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for any messenger to come cforth to his people
with a cmiraculous" sign
without the permission of God.
But when the command of God comes
c to bring judgment upon a people",
it is decreed with the c decisive truth.
And right then and there,
the creal" progenitors of falsehood lose call".
40 79
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God is the One
who has made for you call types o{ cattle,
so that you may ride upon some
and from some you may eat.
And therein are c other" benefits for you.
Moreover, by means of them
you may attain to some c other far-reaching" need
within your breast.
For upon them, and upon ships, you are carried
cthrough land and sea".
And so it is that He shows you chuman beings
His crevealed and natural" signs.
Then which of God's signs would you rej ect?
Have they not, then,
journeyed through the earth
to see how c devastating" was the end
of those cwho belied God's messengers
before them?
They were more numerous than them,
and superior in power,
and cfar greater" in the traces
c they left" in the earth c as a legacy".
Yet all that they earned never availed them
cagainst the judgment of God".
For when their messengers came to them
with clear c and miraculous" proofs cfrom God",
823
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they exulted cinstead'
in vvhat ,_trilling· knovvledge they had.
So the cvery punishment, they used to mock at
whelmed them from every side.
Then, when they saw Our deadly, affliction,
they said cfrantically":
We believe in God alone, and we disbelieve
in all that we used to associate as gods
cwith Him'!
But their c sudden· faithwhen cat last· they saw Our c deadly, afiliction
did not benefit them.
That is the way of Godthe way. that has ever been decreed.
for His servants.
And right then and there,
the disbelievers lose ·all'.
c
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The surah that describes the Quran as THE LUCIDLY DISTINCT Heavenly
revelation for those who would give it heed.
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This is ca revelation" sent down
from the All-Merciful, the Mercy-Giving
a Book whose verses
c of Heavenly guidance
have been made lucidly distinct
as an Arabic Quran,
for a people who would know c and give heed".
It is ca Heavenly Recitation
that is" a bearer of glad tidings
c of the good life and everlasting reward,
and a forewarner c of God's nearing Judgment".
Yet cwhen it is recited",
most of them turn away cfrom it",
for they do not c truly" hear cits message".
Thus they say:
Our hearts are ensheathed
against what you are calling us to.
In our ears, moreover,
there is an utter deafness c to it".
For between us and you,
there is an cimpenetrable" veil.
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So do c as you will'!
\Ve shall, indeed, do c as we see fit'!
Say c to them, 0 Prophet':
indeed, l am only a human being like you.
Revealed to me is that your God
is cbut, One God.
Therefore, seek c for your own souls,
the straight cway, to Him.
Moreover, seek His forgiveness.
For woe to those who associate gods with God,
those who do not give the Zakat-Charity,
and those who are disbelievers in the Hereafter.
As for those who believe
and do righteous deeds,
for them cin the Hereafter,
there is an unfailing reward cawaiting.
7i� 0 Prophet!
Say cto those who associate partners with God':
Do you truly disbelieve in the One
who c alone, created the Earth
in ca span o( two c Heavenly, days?
And do you set up rivals to Him
cin His divinity,?
This is the c sole Creator',
Lord of cAl( the Wodds!
Moreover, cit is, He calone
who, has set therein anchoring mountains,
c towering, above cthe Earth,
to balance, it c as it spins'.
And cit is, He c alone
who, has bestowed c abundant, blessings in it
and decreed therein all its sustenance.
cAll this has He done',
in ca span o( four equal cHeavenly, days.
c This do We reveal'
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for those who would inquire cinto creation'.
Then H e directed Himself toward the heaven,
while it was yet smoke.
Then He said to it, and to the Earth:
Come cinto form', willingly or unwillingly!
They cboth, said: We come willingly!
So He determined them as seven heavens,
in ca span o{ two c more Heavenly, days,
revealing within each heaven
its own cnatural and spirituaf order.
Moreover, We have adorned the nearest heaven
with lights,
and, thereby, it is safeguarded, as welf.
Such is the cmighty, decree
of the Overpowering c One', the All-Knowing.
But if they cwho disbelieve turn away,
then say cto them':
I forewarn you of cthe destruction
o{ a thunderbolt,
like the thunderbolt cthat struck
the peoples of 'Ad and Thamud.
Behold!
The messengers approached them
from before them and from behind them,
and in every conceivable way, saying':
Worship none but God!
Yet they c only, said:
Had our Lord so willed
to send us Heavenly guidance',
most surely, He would have sent down
angels c as messengers'.
Therefore, in all that you have been sent with
we are inveterate disbelievers.
As for cthe people o{ 'Ad,
they grew so very arrogant in the land
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without any right.
Thus they said:
Who is greater than us in power?
Could they not see that God
the One who had created themwas Himself, most surely, greater than them
in power?
Nevertheless, they used to disavow
Our -message and miraculous - signs.
Then We sent against them
a thundering, raging-cold wind
in days of -continuing - ill-fate,
so that VJe might cause them to taste
-something - of the -divine - torment of disgrace
in the life of this world,
while the torment of the Hereafter
shall be yet more disgracing.
For never shall they be helped.
And as for -the people o( Thamud,
We guided them aright.
But they loved -worldly - blindness
more than -divine - guidance.
Thus the dishonoring torment
of a thunderbolt -of destruction seized them, suddenly, because of all -the evil
that they had -duly - earned.
Yet We delivered -from destruction
those -among them - who believed
and were ever God-fearing.
Thus -remind o( the Day -ofJudgment-,
when the enemies of God
shall be assembled before the Fire -of Hell-
and thus shall they be -duly marshaleduntil when they come to it
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"and are questioned
about their life in the world',
their ears, and their eyes, and their "very, skins
shall "all' bear witness against their own souls
for all that they used to do.
So they shall say to their "own, skins:
Why did you bear witness against us?
They shall say "in response':
God who causes everything to speak
has caused us to speak.
For it is He "alone,
who has created you the first time.
And to Him are you "now, returned!
Moreover, you "yourselves
did not "care to' conceal "your godless ways',
so that "we who are, your ears
and your eyes and your skins
would not bear witness against you!
Rather, you thought that God
did not know much
about what you were doing "in life'.
But that was "merely, your assumption
which you "ignorantly, assumed
about your Lord.
So it has brought you doom.
Thus you have become
among the losers "of an everlasting Paradise ' .
Then even if they are to have patience "therein',
still the Fire "of Helf shall be
an "eternal, dwelling for them.
And should they seek "to return to the world,
so as to propitiate "the wrath of God
for their former ungodliness',
never shall they be of those
allowed "such, propitiation.
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�i�Thus have We designated for them
intimate companions in life
who make c them oblivious to the Judgment
that is before them,
and who make c the evil they have done
that is behind them, fair-seeming to them.
Then, c suddenly, " the word c of doom"
comes to pass against them,
as cit did" with cthose disbelieving" communities
ofjinn and humans
that have already passed away before them.
Indeed, they were call" losers
c of an everlasting Paradise".
r
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Still, those who disbelieve say cto the people":
Do not listen to this Quran,
but make cinstead" senseless talk
c that obscures its message,
so that you may prevail c against it".
Therefore, We shall, most surely,
make those who disbelieve
taste a severe torment
cin both this life and the Hereafter".
Moreover,
We shall, most surely, recompense them
cin the Hereafter,
in accordance" with
the very worst they ever did.
That is the recompense of the enemies of God:
The Fire cof Hell"!
For them therein is the abode of eternity
a c due" recompense,
for cin life" they used to disavow
Our crevealed" signs.
Thus cin Helf those who disbelieved shall say:
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Our Lord!
Show us those who have led us astray
of the jinn and the humans.
We shall place them beneath our feet,
so that they may become
of the nethermost "in Hellfire"!
As for those who "in life, say:
Our Lord is God "alone"!
and continue upon the straight way,
the angels descend to them "and say":
Have no fear, neither grieve!
Rather, receive glad tidings
of the Garden "of Paradise",
which you were promised cin life".
We are your supporters
in the life of this world and in the Hereafter.
And for you therein is all that your souls desire.
And for you therein
is all for which you may askan "everlasting" hospitality
c extended" from One who is all-forgiving,
mercy-givmg.
Thus who is of a fairer word
than one who calls to God,
and does righteous deeds, and says:
Indeed, I am of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God "alone"?
For not equal are the good deed
and the evil deed.
"So" repel "their evildoing"
with that which is best "in the sight of God".
Then, behold!
The one who had enmity for you,
and for whom you had enmity,
may become like a most intimate friend.
83 1
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Yet none shall attain this
but those v1ho are patient in suffering".
And none shall attain this but one endowed with
a magnificent share of goodness .
But should there be any insinuation
by Satan to instigate you c to do otherwise",
then seek refuge in God.
Indeed, it is He
who is the All- Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Now of His wondrous signs
are the night and the daylight,
and the sun and the moon.
You shall not bow cyourselves down
to the sun, nor to the moon.
But you shall bow cyourselves" down
to God alone", who created them,
if it is truly Him alone that you worship.
But if they cwho worship false gods
grow cinsolently arrogant
against bowing down to God alone,
know that" those who are near your Lord
give due exaltation to Him ceaselessly",
by night and by day.
And of this', they never weary. Jtf
And of His wondrous signs
is that you see the land still and lifeless.
Then, when We send down upon it water,
it quivers and swells with life".
Indeed, the One who gives it life
shall, most surely, give life to the dead.
Indeed, He is powerful over all things.
As to those who profane Our verses,
they are not hidden from Us.
Yet is one who shall be cast
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into the Fire "of Helf better "oft,
or one who comes on the Day of Resurrection
secure "with God"?
Do whatever you so will "in life"!
For, indeed, He is all-seeing of all that you do.
Indeed, those who have disbelieved
in the Remembrance "of this Quran
when it came to them "have lost their souls,
both in this world and in the Hereafter".
For, indeed, it is, most surely,
an overpowering "Heavenly" Book.
No falsehood can reach it " or repeal it
from any approachneither" before it nor "ever" after it.
It is "a revelation" sent down
from an all-wise, all-praised " God".
Whatever has been said
to "belie and malign" you, " 0 Prophet,
is but what has been said
"by the ungodly"
to "all" the messengers before you.
Indeed, your Lord "alone
is the Possessor of Forgiveness,
and the Possessor of a Painful Punishment.
Thus even if We had made this Quran
"a Heavenly Recitation
revealed to you as a sign in an alien tongue,
they would "yet" say:
If only its verses
had been made lucidly distinct "in Arabic!
Would God reveal His Book
in" an alien tongue,
while "the messenger is" an Arab?
Say "to them":
For all those who believe in it ,
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it is -unfailing - guidance
from every pathvvay of error.,
and a healing -for them-.
Hut as to those who do not believe in it ,
it is a -spile o{ utter deafness
-thrust - in their ears;
moreover, it is a -pall o( blindness
-cast - over them,
-as though - they are being called
from a -bewilderingly - far-off place.
r
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Now, very truly, it is We who gave Moses
the Book -of the Torah-.
But there was -also - dispute
about -whether- it -was truly from God-.
Yet were it not for a -preordained- word
that had preceded from your Lord, - 0 Prophet,
to requite all people in the Hereafter-,
most surely, Judgment between them
would have been decided -at once,
and the disbelievers duly punished-.
But, indeed, they remain
in much-perplexed doubt about it.
Anyone who does a righteous deed -in life does it -purely - for -the good o( his own soul.
And anyone who does an evil deed
does it -only in detriment - against it.
For never does your Lord
wrong -His - servants -in the least-.
�lE-T o Him -alone
the knowledge of the -appointed time
of the Last - Hour is referred.
Neither do any fruits come forth
from their sheaths,
nor does any female conceive, nor deliver,
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but "that it is, with His knowledge.
Thus on the Day
when He shall call them "all to Judgment,
He shall say to the disbelievers":
Where, "now, , are My associate-gods?
They shall say:
We proclaim before You
that none of us is a witness "to such associates".
Thus all that they used to call upon "in worship
before "in the world,
shall have strayed from them.
And they shall realize
that they do not have any asylum
"from God's Judgment·.
Man never grows weary of praying for good.
But when evil touches him,
he becomes despairing and despondent.
Thus if ever We cause him
to taste mercy from Us
after harm has touched him,
one "who disbelieves·, most surely, says:
This is "rightfully due, to me!
Nor do I think that the Hour " of Doom"
will ever come!
And even if l am brought back to my Lord
"in an Afterlife',
most surely, there shall be for me
"a destiny o{ great goodness
"awaiting, with Him.
Rather, We shall, most surely, tell those
who have disbelieved
"the dire consequences, of all "the evil,
that they have done "in life·.
Then We shall cause them to taste
a stem torment "for it'.
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For when We bestow grace
upon ·such a' man,
he turns away ·from God,
and draws himself aside -from His worship '.
But when evil touches him,
he becomes full oflengthy prayers.
Say "to the beliers of this Quran":
Have you considered "your destiny_
if this ·revelation - is, indeed, from God
and then you disbelieve in it?
Who, ·then, - shall be further astray
than one who is in uttermost schism
·with its truth?
Nevertheless, - We shall show them Our signs
in the horizons and in themselvesuntil it becomes ·utterly - clear to them
that this · Quran' is, indeed, the ·divine - truth.
Is it not sufficient that your Lord Himself
is witness over all things?
Most surely, they are, indeed, "mired- in doubt
about the "promised- Meeting of their Lord
"on Judgment Day-.
Most surely, He is, indeed,
all-encompassing of all things.
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And so it is that He reveals -this Quran"
to you, - 0 Prophet-.
And -so too did He reveal His former Scriptures
to those -messengers" before you.
·Such is" God,
the Overpowering ·One-, the All-Wise.
To Him belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
For He is the Ever-Exalted, the Magnificent.
The heavens nearly burst, one above the other,
"in awe of His maj esty,
while the angels exalt their Lord with all praise
and seek forgiveness for those on the earth.
Indeed, it is God
who is the All-Forgiving, the Mercy-Giving.
So ·as for" those who have taken
·false deities as - patrons apart from Him
God is ever-watching over them
·to recompense them for their sins-.
Thus it is not you who are guardian over them,
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c 0 Prophet, to register their deeds'.
And so it is that V:/e have revealed to you
an Arabic Quran,
to forewarn therewith Makkah,
the Mother of Citiesc of God's nearing Judgment',
as well as those c dwelling, around itand cthereby, to forewarn call of humanity,
about the cinevitable, Day of Gathering
cfor Judgment', of which there is no doubtcwhen, some shall be in the Garden c of Paradise',
and some shall be in the Flaming Fire c of Hell'.
Had God so willed,
He would have made all of them
one cfaith '-community.
But He tests people through revealed guidance
and, admits whomever He so wills
into His mercy.
Thus, c as to, the wrongdoers,
they do not have any patron
nor supporter cagainst God's Judgment'.
Then shall they yet take to themselves
cfalse deities as, patrons apart from Him?
It is God c alone, who is the c Sole, Patron
cto be worshipped'.
Moreover, it is He calone
who gives life to the dead.
For He is powerful over all things.
CSay, 0 Prophet:
As to whatever thing
you differ about, c 0 people,
its ruling is with God.
That is God, my Lord!
On Him c alone, do I rely.
And to Him c alone, do I tum in penitence.
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He is the c Sole· Originator
of the heavens and the earth
cwith no precedent·.
It is He c alone· who has made for you
from among yourselves
mates, cmales and females·.
And out c of all kinds· of cattle,
He made csuch· mates, c as well·.
Thereby, He multiplies you.
There is nothing that is anything like Him.
For He is the All- Hearing, the All-Seeing.
To Him c alone· belongs the treasures
of the heavens and the earth.
It is He c alone·
who extends cabundant· provision
to whomever He so wills.
And He c alone· restricts cit·.
Indeed, He is all-knowing of all things.
�� He has laid down for you, c 0 humankind
in · whatever He has c already·
revealed to you, c 0 Muhammadall the tenets· of cHeavenly· religion,
cthe likes· of which He had cfirst
enj oined upon Noah,
and that which He had c thereafter·
enj oined upon Abraham,
and 0upon. Moses and 0upon. Jesus;
namely:
You shall be steadfast
in establishing the religion c of God·.
And you shall not divide therein!
As to those who associate gods with God,
that to which you call them, c 0 Prophet,
is a great burden upon them.
It is God c alone
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who chooses -to draw near to Himself
\vhomever He so vvillsthus He guides to Himself
whoever turns -to Him - in penitence.
-Humanity was at first of one faith-community,
and they did not divide -among themselves
regarding the true religion until after -revealed- knowledge -from God_
had come to them
-on the tongues of the messengers,
and some belied themthereby - exceeding the due bounds -of God_
with one another-out of nothing but insolence and envy-.
And were it not for a -preordained- word
that had preceded from your Lord_ to defer Judgment- to a stated term
-in the Hereafterthe matter - between -the believers
and the beliers opposing - them
would have been decided -at once,
and the disbelievers duly punished-.
Thus those who inherited the Scripture,
after -the early generations-,
most surely, remain in much-perplexed doubt
about -the truth to which they are called-.
So to this -upright religion of all the prophets
call -everyone, 0 Prophet-.
Moreover, keep -steadfastly- straight
-upon God's path-,
even as you have been commanded.
Thus you shall not follow their whims,
-which have led them to division-.
Rather, say -to them-:
I have believed in all that God has sent down
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in every Scripture.
Moreover, I have been commanded
to do justice between -all o( you.
God is our Lord and your Lord.
For us -shall be the recompense o( our deeds.
And for you -shall be the recompense
o( your deeds.
-Let there be - no dispute between us and you,
for God will gather us -all' together
-on the Day ofJudgment-,
and to Him -alone, is the ultimate destiny.
As to those who -continue after this revelation
to, argue -with you, about Godafter the manifest response to Him
-by those who have embraced Islam'
their argument is -hereby - refuted
in the sight of their Lord.
Thus upon them is -God's, wrath.
And for them, there is a severe torment
-awaiting in the Hereafter-.
God -alone - is the One
who has sent down the Book -of the Quran,
with the -very essence of all' truth
and the -fair, balance -ofjustice
to judge between all people-.
But what is it that shall make you realize
that perhaps the Hour -of Doom,
is -already, very near?
Those who do not believe in it
-scornfully - seek to hasten it on.
But those who believe are apprehensive of it.
For they know that it is, indeed, the truth.
Most surely, those who cast doubt
upon -the coming o( the Hour
are -lost, in uttermost misguidance.
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Yet G o d i s all-kind cand gentle t o His servants.
He gives provision to whomever He so wills.
For He is the All-Powerful c One',
the Overpowering.
So whoever desires the tillage of the Hereafter,
We shall increase for him
his c reward for this tillage.
But whoever desires
only" the tillage of this world,
We shall give him thereof
But never in the Hereafter
shall there be for him any share 'in Paradise".
Or is it that they have associate-gods
who have laid down for them
tenets of religion,
for which God has not given permission?
And were it not for a decisive word
·from Him about the Day ofJudgment,
the matter, between ·the believers
and the beliers opposing, them
would have been decided cat once,
and the disbelievers duly punished".
Yet, indeed, for the wrongdoers
wh0 are godless in heart",
there is a most painful torment
·awaiting in the Hereafter".
It is then that you shall see the wrongdoers
in great dread of cthe punishment due them
for " all ·the evil, that they have earned
and it will, most surely, befall them.
But those who believe and do righteous deeds
shall be in the meadows
of the Gardens of Paradise".
There shall be for them
all that they wish with their Lord.
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It is this that is the great bounty!
That is the glad tidings
that God gives to His servants
who believe and do righteous deeds.
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet-:
I do not ask of you
any reward for ·conveying this ·message-,
except that you offer - the genuine ·mutual- love
that is due among close relatives.
God says:
And ·know that- whoever performs a good deed,
We shall increase for him
the reward o( its goodness.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, ever-thankful.
Or is it that they ·who disbelieve
say ·of the Prophet-:
He has, himself, forged a lie against God
in reciting this Quran '?
Yet ·were this so-, if God willed,
He would set a seal upon your heart,
0 Prophet,
and you would no longer reason nor speak-!
Rather, it is God -alone
who obliterates all falsehood
and establishes the truth
with His -revealed- words.
Indeed, He is all-knowing
of all that is ·harbored
within the breast -of people-.
Moreover, He -alone - is the One
who accepts repentance from His servants
and pardons misdeeds.
For He -alone knows all that you do.
Thus He -alone - answers -the prayers
o( those who believe and do righteous deeds.
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And He alone, increases them from His bounty.
But for the disbelieversfor them there is a severe torment
awaiting in the Hereafter .
�if Yet were God
to amply extend His provlSlon
to all His servants,
they would, most surely,
commit injustice in the earth,
transgressing one another".
But He sends down in due measure
0
whatever provision He so wills.
Indeed, He is all-aware and all-seeing
of the deeds of His servants.
And He calone is the One
who sends down rain cin relief of drought
after they have become despondent.
Thus does He spread wide His mercy.
For He alone is the Patron, the All-Praised.
And of His wondrous signs
is the creation of the heavens and the earth,
and all the creatures He alone has spread about
in both of them.
And He alone is all-able
to gather them together whenever He so wills.
Not a single affliction strikes you human beings
but that it is for what your own hands
have earned-and He pardons much.
Yet never shall you be able to elude
the Hand of the Almighty
anywhere in the earth.
Nor have you apart from God
any patron or supporter c to help you ".
Moreover, of His wondrous signs
are the ships
running with hoisted sail in the sea
c
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like mountains.
If He so wills, He stills the wind,
and they remain motionless on its surface.
Indeed, in all o( this
there are c sure" signs of God's power,
for every patient, ever-thankful 0Souf.
Or He wrecks them
for what they have duly" earned
though He pardons muchso that those who argue
against Our cnatural and revealed, signs
may know that they do not have any asylum
cfrom God's Judgment".
Yet all that you have been given
of anything cin life
is cno more than" the cmere" enj oyment
of the life of this world.
But what is c awaiting" with God
is cfar" better and everlastingfor those who believe
and on their Lord c alone, rely;
those, moreover,
who keep away from the great sins
and indecenciesand forgive 0 for the sake of God"
whenever they become angry;
those who furthermore
answer cthe call o( their Lord cto faith
and duly" establish the Prayerand c conduct, their affairs
by consultation among themselves
and spend c charitably
out of what We have provided them;
and those, indeed,
who when afflicted by injustice,
they themselves defend c their rights and honor".
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For the recompense of a misdeed
shall be a nllsdeed like it.
Yet one who cinstead" pardons can offender"
and sets things aright,
his reward shall be with God.
c For", indeed, He does not love the wrongdoers.
But cas to , those
who c choose to , defend themselves,
after having been wronged,
there is no cause cwhatever
for blame, against them.
But the crightfuf cause shall be only against
those who wrong people
and who commit injustice in the land
without any right.
It is these who shall have
a most painful torment cin the Hereafter".
But, most surely, one who remains patient
and who forgives,
c though retribution may be his,
great shall be his reward.
For", indeed, these are among
the cforemost, commandments of c God
that must be kept with, diligent resolve.
Yet whomever God leaves to stray,
never shall he have, then,
any patron after Him
c to guide him upon the right way".
Thus con Judgment Day",
you shall see the cgodless" wrongdoers
when they behold the torment c of Hellfire
saying 0to their Lord":
Is there any way of returning
c back to the world"?
Rather, you shall see them
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exposed to its -blaze - downcast in humiliation,
glimpsing -it- with a furtive glance,
while those who believe
shall be saying -in Paradise-:
Indeed, the -real- losers
are those who have lost their souls
and their families on the Day of Resurrection.
Most surely, the wrongdoers
shall fall into enduring torment.
Never shall they have any patrons
to help them apart from God.
Thus whomever God leaves to stray,
no path -to salvation - is there for him.
Therefore, - answer -the call o{ your Lord,
0 disbelievers, before there comes
a Day -of Reckoning- from God
that cannot be turned back.
On that Day, you shall not have any refuge,
nor shall you have
any -grounds for - denial -of your sins-.
Yet if they turn away -from God's call,
0 Prophet,
then -know that- We have not sent you
to be a keeper over them.
For nothing is incumbent upon you
but the -clear- conveyance -of His message.
So do not grieve over their rej ection.
For when We cause the human being
to taste -blessings out o{ mercy from Us,
he rej oices because of it.
But if an affli c tion touches -any o{ them
because of -the evil
that their -own - hands have advanced
then, indeed, the human being
becomes an -unbelieving - ingrate.
To God -alone - belongs all dominion
847
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over the heavens and the earth.
He creates whatever He so v\.rills .
Thus He grants to whomever He so wills
female c children".
And He grants to whomever He so wills
male c children " .
Or He bestows c upon some
both males and females.
And He makes barren whomever He so wills.
Indeed, He is all-knowing, almighty .
7i� Moreover, it is not for any human being
that God should speak to him,
except by Revelation, or from behind a veil,
or by sending a messenger-angel that reveals
by His permission-whatever He so wills.
Indeed, He is ever-exalted, all-wise.
And so it is that We have revealed to you,
c O Prophet, this Quran "a c guiding" Spirit of cthe divine Law
with" Our crevealed" command.
Never cbefore it" did you know
what the Book cof God" was,
nor c what Heavenly" faith cwas".
Thus have We made it a light
by which We guide
whomever We so will of Our servants.
And, indeed, c thereby, " you guide chummity"
to a straight way c of salvation"_
the way of God, to whom belongs
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
Most surely, it is to God c alone
that all affairs are destined.

part

The surah that mentions the solid GOLD ORNAMENTS, and other precious
commodities and appointments, which God would have granted in this life to all the
unbelievers-had it not been that this would have driven humankind to unite in godlessness-for the
trinkets ef life are the true hearts ' desire ef the ungodly. Yet fleeting are all the things ef this world, and
farfiner and everlasting the joy of Paradise for the believers; and that is their true hearts ' desire.
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c I swear" by cthe Quran, " the clear Book!
We have made it an Arabic Quran,
so that you may understand
cits prolific meaning".
And, indeed,
this CQuran" is cpreserved on high" with Us
in the mother of the Book
c of all God's commands;
thus, it is" highly exalted, all-wise.
Shall We, then, turn the c Quran's
revealed" Reminder away from call o{ you,
forsaking you c of Heavenly guidance",
because you are
an exceedingly rebellious people?
For how many a prophet
did We send among the peoples of old!
Yet not a prophet came to c any o{ them,
but that they made a mockery of him,
c as they have with you, 0 Prophet".
Thus We destroyed c even those
who were far" superior to these c disbelievers
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in ·their capability of" violent assault.
So much for the exan1ple
that has already gone before
of the ·doomed- peoples of old.
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Now, were you to ask them:
Who is it
that has created the heavens and the earth?
They would, most surely, say:
The Overpowering ·One·, the All-Knowing
has created them.
·Say to them:
He ·alone
has made the earth a cradle for you
and placed therein roadways for you,
so that you may be guided ·through it · .
And He ·alone
has sent down, from the sky, water
in ·due · measurethen ·it is· We ·alone
who· revive with it a lifeless land!
Even so shall you ·all. be brought forth
·after you die·.
And He ·alone· has created all ·things in· pairs
and made for you ·as means· of ·transport-__
ships and cattle, upon which you ride,
so that you may settle yourselves
upon their backs,
such that you remember
the grace of your Lord
when you settle upon them, and say:
Highly exalted is the One
who has subjugated this to us!
For never were we ourselves
capable of doing so.
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And, indeed, to our Lord
we are, most surely, returning.
Yet they ·who disbelieve
have ·instead· ascribed to Him,
from His own servants,
a constituency ·of goddesses·.
Indeed, the human being
is openly an ·unbelieving· ingrate.
Is it, then, that He has taken for Himself
·the angels as divine· daughtersfrom all that H e has createdwhile favoring you with sons?
Yet whenever any of them
·who belie you, 0 Prophet,
is given the glad tidings ·of a female child"
the like of which he ascribes
to the All-Merciful · as an associate-god"
his very face grows dark, for ·in his ignorance
he is filled with suppressed rage.
Then is one reared amid ornaments,
and obscure in ·the midst of conflict,
·to be God's offspring.?
Moreover, they render the angels
who are themselves but servants
of the All-Merciful-females!
Did they witness their creation?
Their ·false· witness shall be written!
And they shall be questioned ·about it
on Judgment Day·!
Moreover, they say:
Had · God·, the All-Merciful, so willed,
we would not have worshipped them ·as divine·.
Yet about this, they have no sure knowledge.
They do nothing but bring forth lies.
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Or is it
that VJ.Ie have given them a cHeavedy- Book
before c this Quran to which they now hold firm?
Rather, they say:
Indeed, we found our forefathers
adhering to a certain religion.
And upon their traces,
we c ourselves - shall be guided.
And so it is, c 0 Prophet,
that We have never sent before you
a forewarner to any community,
without its afiluent saying:
Indeed, we found our forefathers
adhering to a certain religion.
And upon their traces,
we c ourselves - shall follow.
7l� cThus each messenger - said:
0Will you continue thereupon
even if I bring you c to - a more guided way
than the cpath - to which you have found
your forefathers c adhering?
Always-, they said:
Indeed, we are disbelievers in all that you c claim
to - have been sent with 0from God-.
Thus We took vengeance on them.
So see how c devastating - was the end
of those who belied c God's words
and messengers-.
Thus behold!
Abraham said to his father and his people:
Indeed, I am innocent of cworshipping all 0the false gods" that you worship.
c I - but cworship - the One who originated me.
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For, indeed, it is He "alone, who shall guide me.
Thereby, he made this "witness to the One God
a lasting word among his posterity,
so that they might "always, return
"to God and worship Him alone'.
Yet, indeed, I let these "disbelievers
and their forefathers enjoy "life,
but they returned not to faith-.__
until "at last, the "revealed, truth came to them,
and a Messenger
elucidating "My commandments'.
But when the "revealed' truth came to them
"with God's Messenger',
they "but, said "of this Quran ':
This is mere sorcery!
And, indeed,
we are "set on being, disbelievers in it!
Yet they say:
If only this Quran had been sent down
to a man of greatness
from either of the two "leading Arabian, cities,
"we could be sure of its truth'!
Are they the ones, then,
who apportion the mercy of your Lord,
"
0 Prophet 7
Rather, it is We "alone
who apportion among them
"even, their very livelihood
in the life of this world.
Moreover, it is We "alone,
who have raised some of them
above others, by degrees,
so that they may employ one another in service.
Yet the mercy of your Lord
is better than all that they amass.
'
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And were it not that people
would, "therefore, become one community
"united in godlessness',
We, most surely, would have made
for those who disbelieve in the AJJ-Mercifol,
roofs of silver for their houses,
and "silver, stairways upon which to ascend,
and doors "of silver, for their houses,
and settees "of silver,
on which they could reclineand "solid, gold ornaments!
Yet all of this
is nothing but "the fleeting, enj oyment
of the life of this world.
For "endless joy in, the Hereafter,
near your Lord, is for the God-fearing "alone'.
Thus, whoever turns a blind eye
to "this Quran, as, the "last revealed' Reminder
from " God', the All-Merciful,
We shall assign to him a "personal satan
who shall then become
"ever, his close companion.
And, indeed, they shall "then', most surely,
bar them "forever,
from the path "of salvation',
though they "would, think
that they are rightly guideduntil when "at last, one comes to Us
"for Judgment',
he shall say "to his satan ':
Oh, how I wish
there were between me and you
the distance between the East and the West
for a most woeful companion "you have been'!
Yet never shall it benefit

---- "----
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"either o( you this Day
if you "blame each other
for doing" wrong "in the world"
for "now" you are partners
in the torment "of Helf.
Then is it you, " 0 Prophet,
who shall make the deaf " of heart" hear,
or who shall guide the blind "in heart,
or one who is "utterly lost"
in clear misguidance?
Yet if it is to be, " 0 Prophet,
that We take you away "in death
before you prevail", then, indeed,
We shall take vengeance on these
"who rej ect you".
But if "it is to be
that" We let you see "the punishment"
that We have promised them"then shall you know, , indeed,
We have invincible power over them.
So hold fast to what has been revealed to you.
Indeed, you are "guided,
upon a straight way "of salvation".
For this "Quran" is, most surely,
"an enduring, Remembrance "of great honor"
for you, " 0 Muhammad, " and for your people,
"in whose language it has been revealed".
Thus all of you
shall be questioned "on Judgment Day
about your obligations to it".
So ask "the faithful adherents
o( those of Our messengers
whom We sent before you, " 0 Prophet":
Have We ever ordained
apart from "God, , the All-Merciful,
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any · other · gods to be worshipped?
For very truly, \Ve sent I\1oses
with Our ·miraculous · signs to Pharaoh
and ·to · his ·assembly o{ nobles.
Thus he said ·to them · :
Indeed, I am the messenger
of the Lord of ·All . the Worlds.
But when he came to them
with Our ·miraculous · signs,
behold, they laughed at them.
And not a sign did We show them
but that it was greater than its predecessor.
Thus We seized them
with torment · after torment · ,
so that they might return °to belief in One God · .
And they ·repeatedly · said ·to I\1oses :
.
0 ·learned sorcerer!
Call upon your Lord for us ·to relieve us
by virtue of what He has covenanted with you.
Indeed, we shall ·then, most surely,
be rightly guided.
But whenever We removed
· any o( the torment from them,
at once they would breach ·their promise · .
Then Pharaoh called out among his people.
He said: 0 my people!
Is it not ·true · that dominion over Egypt is mine,
and that these ·very· rivers
flow from beneath me?
Do you not see?
Am I not, then, better
than this one who is contemptible
and can barely make himself clear?
· If he is truly God's messenger,
why, then, have bracelets of gold
'
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not been cast upon him,
or the angels come ·down to us",
marshaled together with him?
And so it was that he incited his people
·to belie the miracles of Moses".
And they obeyed him.
Indeed, they were an ungodly people.
Thus when they displeased Us,
We took vengeance on them.
So We drowned them, all together.
And We made them a precedent and an example
for the latter generations.
�l� Now,

when Jesus", the son of Mary,
was likened ·by the Makkans to their idols"_
as an exemplar ·of something worshipped
apart from God,
all of which the Quran condemned to Hell"
at once your people, · 0 Prophet,
clamored ·with boisterous j oy· because of it,
wherefore they said ·in derision":
Shall our gods, ·in the Hereafter,
be "placed in. as excellent ·a standing. as he is?
They did not put this forth
but for ·the purpose of devious· argumentation.
For, indeed,
they are an utterly contentious people.
"As for Jesus, , he, like his mother Mary,
is not but a servant ·of God·
upon whom We have bestowed grace.
Thus We made him a ·miraculous exemplar
for the Children of Israel.
Yet were We ever to so will ·it·,
We could, most surely, ·eliminate all of you
and, make angels in place of you,
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succeeding cone another" on the earth.
But cwhen Jesus returns,
he shall, most surely, be a portent
of the imminence" of the Hour of Doom".
So have no doubt in this!
Thus csay to them, 0 Prophet": Follow me.
This is a straight way cto salvation".
Therefore, do not let Satan
turn you aside cfrom it".
Indeed, he is to you a clear enemy.
Indeed, when Jesus came cto his people
with clear c and miraculous" proofs
c confirming his truth",
he said cthe very same as this Prophet":
Truly, I have come to you
vvith '"p rophetic., vvisdom,
and to make clear to you
some of that about which you dispute
cin your religion".
So fear God! And obey me!
Indeed, God is my Lord and your Lord.
So worship Him c alone".
This is a straight way cto salvation".
Yet c after Jesus",
the sects disputed c about him" among themselves.
So woe to those who do wrong
cby worshipping him"
from the torment of a painful Day cHereafter"!
Do they cwho disbelieve
await other than the Hour c of Doom",
which shall come upon them suddenly
while they are entirely unaware c of it"?
Close friends on that Day
shall become cimplacable" foes to one another
except for the God-fearing,
c
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cto whom God shall say":
0 My servants!
There is no fear upon you this Day,
nor shall you grieve,
c 0 you" who have believed
in Our crevealed" signs
and who were c ever" muslims,
in willing submission to God calone".
Enter into cthe bliss o{ the Garden c of Paradise",
you and your c spouses, rej oicing together!
Passed round among them
are platters of gold and c gold" cups.
And, therein,
is all that the souls c of human beings so desire
and all that delights the eyes.
And herein shall you abide forever!
This is the Garden c of Paradise"
you are given to inherit
for all 0the good" that you have done 0in life".
For you, therein, is fruit aplenty,
from which you may eat.
As to the defiant unbelievers,
they shall be in the torment of Hell forever.
Never shall it be lessened for them.
Thus, therein,
they shall c ever" be utterly despondent.
Yet it is not We who have wronged them.
But, rather, it was they themselves
who were the wrongdoers, c godless in heart".
Thus shall they call out
0to the guardian angel of Hell": 0 Malik!
Let your Lord put an end to us!
He shall say: Rather, so shall you c ever" remain!
Truly, We have brought you 0human beings
the truth 0in this Quran '.
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Yet most of you
are utterly., abhorrent of the truth.
r
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So is it that they who disbelieve
are firmly resolved to do something c evil"?
For, indeed, We are firmly resolved
c to punish them for it".
Or is it that they think
that We do not hear their secrets
and their concealed conversations?
Oh yes, indeed!
Moreover, Our messenger-angels are with them,
writing cdown every thought and act".
Say 0to humanity, 0 Prophet":
If ever the All-Merciful had a son,
then I would be foremost
among 0his" worshippers.
cYet" highly exalted
is the Lord of the heavens and the earth
the Lord of the Throneabove all that they ascribe cto Him"!
? o leave them, c 0 Prophet,
to indulge cin vanity" and 0tO" play
until they meet their 0ill-fated" Day,
which they have been promised.
For He c alone" is the One
who is God in the Heaven and God in the earth.
And He calone
is the All-Wise, the All-Knowing.
Then blessed be the One
to whom belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them.
For in His providence calone"
is the knowledge of the c coming
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of the, Hour "of Doom'.
Thus to Him shall you all be returned.
So all those that they call upon apart from Him
hold no "power o{ intercession.
Excepted are those of God's servants
whom He permits to intercede,
and' who bear witness to the truth
and they know well "from Him
for whom it may be made'.
c
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Now, indeed, if you asked these " disbelievers
who "is it that, has created them,
they would, most surely, say: It is God.
How, then, are they turned away
"from worshipping Him alone,?
Moreover, "we know well
the Prophet's suffering,
and his word "of supplication':
0 my Lord!
These are a people who do not believe.
"we but say: ' Then pardon them "for now ' ,
and say "only': Peace!
For "to their utter horror,
they shall "soon come to know
"the j udgment of truth'.
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The surah that mentions a divine portent ef an evil destiny that will come in the
appearance ef something unknown called THE SMOKE. It manifests in the sky and
enveils the unbelievers on the earth, until they cry in vain to God that they shall believe in the Quran
and its Messenger rf!i§ if only He delivers them from this torment.
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·I swear· by ·the Quran, · the clear Book!
Indeed, it is \JIe ·alone
who have sent it down in a blessed night.
For, indeed, it is We ·alone
who are giving ·humanity·
forewarning ·of a nearing Judgment·.
In that ·blessed night·
every wise affair is determined
by a ·divine· command from Our providence.
For, indeed, it is We ·alone
who have been sending messengers
·to humanity-._
as a mercy from your Lord, · 0 Prophet·.
For, indeed, it is He ·alone·
who is the All-Hearing, the All-KnowingLord of the heavens and the earth
and all that is between them!
If ever you were to have certainty,
· then be certain of this":
There is no God but Him.
He gives life. And He gives death.
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He is your Lord
and the Lord of your forefathers of old.
Yet, they cwho disbelieve
are cimmersed, in doubt c about this',
playing ctheir lives away'.
But watch cthem, in wait o{ the day
the sky brings forth a smoke, manifest cto all',
enveiling the people cwho disbelieve,
until they cry out':
This is a most painful torment!
Our Lord!
Remove from u s the torment,
c and, we shall, indeed, be believers!
How shall the Remembrance c of faith,
be c of any benefit, to them cnow,
when the torment has alighted',
and a Messenger
elucidating CMy commandments,
had already come to them?
Whereupon they turned away from him
and said:
He is but taught cthis by a human being!
Or, he is possessed!
Behold!
We shall, then, remove the torment
for a little while.
CBut ', indeed, you c disbelievers
shall revert cto unbelief

44: 16

Yet, on the Day We assault cthe earth
with the Great Assault cthat ends time',
then, indeed,
shall We take Our just, vengeance.

44: 1 7
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We tried the people of Pharaoh.
For there came to them
a noble messenger, ·as well, saying-:
You shall, mdeed, dehver to me
the servants of God, ·the Children of Israel-.
Indeed, I am a trustworthy messenger
"sent- to you ·by God-.
Nor shall you exalt yourselves against God.
For, indeed, I have come to you
with manifest authority ·from Him-.
Moreover,
I have, indeed, taken refuge in my Lord
and your Lordshould you seek to stone me ·to death
in defiance-.
Yet if you will not believe
in ·the miraculous signs given to - me,
then "you are duly forewarned
to - withdraw from "your persecution o( me.
Thus ·when they belied him-,
he called upon his Lord:
Indeed, these are a defiantly unbelieving people!
·God said to him-:
Set out by night with My servants,
·the Children of israef.
You shall, most surely, be followed
·by Pharaoh and his forces-.
Yet ·have no fear, and- leave the sea parted wide
·after crossing through it-.
Indeed, they are a force
·destined to be - drowned·and- how many a garden ·growing and spring flowing did they leave behind!
And ·how many - a plantation,
and gracious station!
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And cwhat great, prosperity,
in which they were rej oicing!
Thus did We bequeath it call , to another people.
Yet neither the heaven, nor the earth,
wept over them.
Nor were they given respite.
So, very truly, We delivered
the Children of Israel
from the disgracing torment
of Pharaoh.
Indeed, he was c ever, a haughty one
from the exceedingly rebellious.
For very truly, We had chosen them
in cthe fullness of Our, knowledgeabove the people of ctheir time in all, the world.
Thus to them, cas well, , did We give some
c of Our most miraculous, signswherein there was
a manifest test c of faith for them'.
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As to these cwho belie you, 0 Prophet,
most surely, they say:
There is nothing beyond our first death.
For never shall we be resurrected cfor Judgment'.
So bring our forefathers back cto life',
if, indeed, you are truthful!
Is it that they are better
than the c disbelieving, people of Tubba'
or those cgodless nations, that preceded them?
We destroyed them call ' .
Indeed, they were defiant disbelievers.
For We have not created the heavens
and the earth and all that is between them
for mere sport.
We but created them in accordance
865
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with -the very essence o{ all truththough -this truth - most of them do not knmv.
Indeed, the Day of Decision
is their fixed time of destiny all -of them - togethera Day a patron shall avail none in his patronage
-against God's Judgment - in the least.
Nor shall they ever be helped ·in any way-__
except for -those believers
upon whom God will show mercy.
Indeed, He -alone is the Overpowering -One-, the Mercy-Giving.
Indeed, the -Impalatable - Tree of Zaqqum,
-from the nethermost of Hell,
is the food of the sinfulcits fruit. like molten brass,
boiling in the bellies
like the boiling of scalding fluid!
-Then shall it be said
concerning every disbeliever":
Seize him!
And drag him into the midst of Hellfire!
Then pour over his head
-some - of the torment of scalding fluid,
-whereupon it shall be said
to each of them in scorn-:
Taste it, - 0 disbeliever-!
For, indeed,
you were ·considered- of the mighty,
the noble ones, -among your people"!
Indeed, this is -the eternal punishment
that you were, -in the world, - doubting.
As t o the God-fearing,
they shall, indeed, be -gathered-
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in a station of ·honor and everlasting - sanctuary
amid Gardens · of Paradise - and springs.
They shall dress in garments
of sarcenet and rich brocade, facing one another.
Thus!
And We shall wed them to wide-eyed beauties.
Therein, they shall call for every fruitbeing ·forever - secure.
Therein, they shall never · again - taste death
after the first death ·in life-.
For He shall spare them
the torment of Hellfirea bounty from your Lord.
It is this that is the magnificent triumph!

0
0
0

Thus We have, indeed,
revealed this Quran to you
and - made it easy ·to understand
in your ·native tongue, 0 Prophet,
so that they "who disbelieve
might become mindful
of God's commandments-.
So watch "them in wait of God's Judgment-!
For, indeed, they too are watching
in wait of your end-.
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The revelation of this Book
is from God -on high-,
the Overpowering -One, the All-Wise.
Indeed in the heavens and -in- the earth,
there are sure signs -of Godfor all -who would be - believers.
Thus, in your -own - creation,
and in -that o{ every kind of creature
He -diversifies and- spreads about -in the earth-,
there are -natural- signs
-of God's creative might-,
for a people who would have certainty -of faith-.
So too, in the alternation
of the night and the daylight;
and in all the provision
that God has sent down from the sky,
with which He gives life to the earth
after its death;
and -in - the shifting of the windsthere are -natural - signs -of God's Oneness
for a people who would -reflect
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on the wonder of creation and, understand.
These cverses, as wen: are the crevealed· signs
c of the last message, of God cto humankind·.
We recite them to you, c0 Prophet, '
with the cvery essence o f ail ' truth.
Then in what cother revelation-:____
after c hearing, this divine pronouncement
of God,
and cthis articulation of' His c guiding, verses
shall they cwith minds to understand'
ever believe?
Woe to each and every sinful liar
who hears the verses of God recited to him
and persists in chis, arrogance,
as if he had not heard them.
So give him cheavy. tidings
of a most painful torment cin the Hereafter'!
For when csuch a, one
comes to know anything from Our verses,
he takes them as a mockery.
For such as these,
there is a disgracing torment c awaiting·.
Beyond them conly, Hell c awaits·.
For nothing c of the world,
that they have earned shall avail them against it
in the leastnor all cthe false divines,
that they have taken as patrons apart from God.
Thus for them,
there is a great torment c awaiting·.
This c Quran, is cdivine, guidance.
But c as to. those who disbelieve cin it,
they have disbelieved'
in the crevealed, signs of their Lord.
cThus, for them, there is c only, a torment
of most painful castigation
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�!� God ' alone, is the One
who has subjugated fo r 'all o { you the sea,
that through it the ships may runby His commandso that you may seek of His bounty,
and that, , therefore,
you might give thanks ,to God alone".
And He has subjugated for you
all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earthall of it from Him , and no other"!
Indeed, in this
there are sure signs c of God's Oneness
for a people who would reflect
con the wonder of creation".
Say, c 0 Prophet, , to those who believe,
that they should forgive , the wrong
done to them by, those
who have no hope , of reward or salvation,
in the 'looming" Days of God,
whereupon He , duly, recompenses a people
for all that they have earned 'in life " .
Anyone who does a righteous deed 'in life,
does it 'purely " for 'the good o{ his own soul.
And anyone who does an evil deed
does it , only in detriment, against it.
Then to your Lord shall you all be returned.
Now, very truly,
We had given the Children of Israel
the Book , of the Torah " ,
and c Heavenly, wisdom c and sound judgment",
and cthe seed o{ prophethood.
And We provided them
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with all that is wholesome cin life".
Thus had We shown them preference
above the peoples of ctheir time in all" the world.
Moreover, We gave them clear proofs
of c Our" divine commandments.
Thus they did not dispute c among themselves
regarding the true religion",
until after crevealed, knowledge
c of the Scripture" had come to them
con the tongues of the messengers,
and some belied themthereby" exceeding the due bounds c of God"
with one anotherc out of nothing but insolence and envy".
Indeed, your Lord shall judge between them all
on the Day of Resurrection as to that wherein
they have been disputing.
Then, cafter Moses",
We have set you, c 0 Prophet,
upon the cstraight" course of a Divine Law.
Thus shall you follow it.
And you shall not follow the whims
of those who do not know c the truth".
Indeed, they would not avail you cin that case
against cthe judgment o( God in the least.
For the wrongdoers cwho are godless in heart"
are cbut" patrons of one another.
Yet it is God who is the Patron
of the God-fearing.
This c Quran, is a manifest proof c of God's truth,
for all peopleand c divine, guidance,
and a csure way to God's" mercy,
for a people who have certainty c of faith".
As for those who commit misdeeds,
do they think that We will make them equal-
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in both their life and their deathto those who believe and do righteous deeds?
So very grievous is the judgment they make!
Fur it is God -alone
who has created the heavens and the earth
with -the very essence o{ all truth,
to recompense each soul
with all that it has earned -in life-.
And never shall they be wronged -in the least-.
Have you, then, seen such -a one
as -rej ects God's guidance
and - makes his own desire his god?
Thus does God lead one astray,
despite -the clear authority
of the revealed- knowledge -He offered him-.
Therefore, He has set a seal
upon his hearing and his heart,
and placed over his eyes a veil.
Who, then, shall guide one
after God -has sealed his fate-?
Will you not, then, become mindful, - 0 people, ,
of God's commandments-?
Moreover, they -who rej ect resurrection
have said:
There is nothing but our life in this world:
We die -once-. And we live -once-.
Therefore, nothing destroys us
but -the passage o{ time.
Yet about this, they have no sure knowledge.
Indeed, they do nothing but conjecture.
Thus when Our -revealed- verses
are recited to them
as clear evidence -of the life to come-,
their only argument is to say:
Then bring our forefathers back -to life-,
if, indeed, you are truthful.
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Say "to them':
It is God " alone, who gives you life.
Then He shall cause you to die.
Then He shall gather you
to the Day of Resurrection.
There is no doubt about this.
But most people do not know
"that God's promise is ever true'.
For to God "alone, belongs the dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
Thus the Day the Hour "of Doom,
shall come-on that Day,
the "reaf progenitors of falsehood shall lose "all'.
For, "then, , you shall see
every community on its kneesevery community called to its Book "of Record,
whereupon it shall be said':
This D ay you shall be recompensed
for all that you used to do "in the world'.
This is Our "Preserved' Book " of Record"!
It speaks about "all o{ you with all truth.
Indeed, We have registered
all that you have ever done "in life'.
As for those who believed
and did righteous deeds "in the world',
their Lord shall admit them into His mercy.
"It is this, that is the manifest triumph!
But as for those who disbelieved,
cit shall be said to them':
Were not My verses recited to you,
yet you grew so very arrogant
and thus were a people of defiant unbelief?
Moreover, when it was said " to you':
Indeed, the promise of God is "ever, true,
and there is no doubt about the "corning
of the, Hour " of Doom', you said:
c
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We do not know what this Hour ·of Doom" is!
Never do we think about it,
except as a ·passing" thought.
l�or are we certain of it" ' .
Then there shall appear to them
the evil · consequence" of all that they have done.
And the ·very punishment"
at which they used to mock
shall have whelmed them from every side.
And it shall be said:
This Day We shall forget you
as you have ·in life" forgotten
the ·destined" Meeting of · God for Judgment,
on" this Day of yours.
Hence, your ·eternal" abode is the Fire ·of Hell·.
And for ·the likes o{ you,
there shall not be any helper
·against God's punishment".
That is because
you have taken the ·revealed" signs of God
as a mockery.
For the life of the world ·utterly" deluded you.
Therefore, ·as of" this Day,
they ·are consigned to the Fire of Hell
and" shall not be brought out of it.
Nor shall they be allowed
to propitiate ·the wrath of God
for their ungodliness".
Then for God ·alone" is all praiseLord of the heavens and Lord of the earth,
Lord of .Alf the Worlds.
To Him · alone" belongs all maj esty
in the heavens and ·in" the earth.
For He ·alone
is the Overpowering ·One", the All-Wise.
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The surah that mentions the fatal lesson of the ancient people oj 'A d who dwelled in
THE DUNE VALLEYS O F AL-AI-:IQA F, whose prophet warned them to give
up idolatry and worship only God, but to no avail.
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THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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The revelation of this Book
is from God con high-,
the Overpowering c One-, the All-Wise.
We have not created the heavens and the earth,
and all that is between them,
but in accordance
with the 0very essence of all" truth
and for a stated term,
cwhereupon they shall pass away
into Judgment Day·_
But from all that they are c divinely· forewarned,
those who disbelieve are c ever· turning away.
Say cto them, 0 Prophet":
Have you considered cthe true nature
of all cthe false divines
that you call upon apart from God?
Show me what they have created of the earth!
Or do they have any share cwith God·
in cthe creation or sovereignty or" the heavens?
c Or - bring me a cHeavenly· Book
crevealed· before this c Quran ·_
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or -bring me - any trace
of kno\:vledge from the learned of old�
that proves they are associate-gods-,
if, indeed, you are truthful!
Rather, who is further astray
than one who calls upon -false gods
apart from God,
which will never answer him
until the Day of Resurrection,
-when they shall disavow him-?
For, indeed, these -false gods - are themselves
-utterly - unaware of the call
-of those who worship them-.
Thus when humanity is assembled
-for Judgment-,
those -taken as false gods - will be enemies
to those -who worshipped them and will belie their worship.
Yet -now- when Our -revealed- verses
are recited to -guide - them,
with clear evidences -that God is One-,
those who have disbelieved say of the truth
-even - after it has come to them -from God-:
This is clear sorcery!
Or is it that they say:
-The Quran is not from God;
rather: he -among us who claims prophethood
has forged it!
Say -to them, 0 Prophet-:
If ever I had forged it,
-even still- you would hold no authority
-to help - me against -the punishment of God.
He knows best
what -aspersions - you indulge in casting
upon this -Quran -.
r
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Sufficient is He as a witness
between me and you.
Yet He -aloneis the All-Forgiving, the Mercy-Giving.
Say -to them-:
I am not a novelty
among the messengers -of God
in conveying His eternal truths-.
Nor do I -claim even to - know
what shall be done with me -in this world-,
nor with you.
I do not follow -anything - other
than what is revealed to me.
For I am only a clear forewarner
-of God's nearing Judgment-.
Say -to the disbelievers-:
Have you considered -your fate
if this -Quran - is, indeed, from God
and you disbelieve in it?
Indeed, a witness
from among the Children of Israel
has -already- borne witness to -you
o{ its resemblance -to the Commandments
and the tidings of the Torah -_
whereupon he believed -in it-,
while you have grown arrogant -against it-!
Indeed, God does not guide
the wrongdoing people
-who belie His revealed signs-.
Moreover, those who disbelieve
have said -in disparagement_
of those who believe:
Had this -faith - been -truly - good,
they -who are our inferiors
would not have preceded
877
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-the eminent among - us to -believe in it.
Indeed, since they are not -blessed
to be - guided by it,
they will -continue to - say -of the Quran -:
This is -but - an old fabrication.
Yet before it
the Book of Moses -was similarly revealed as an exemplar and mercy.
And this -Quran, too, - is a -revealed - Book
-indeed, - a confirmation in an Arabic tongue
-of all the Heavenly Scriptures
that preceded it-_
to forewarn -of God's nearing Judgment
all those who have done wrong
-by false worship-.
Moreover, it is a glad tiding
-of everlasting delight in Paradise
sent - to -all- those who -believe
and - excel in -doing - good.
Indeed, those who -in life - say:
Our Lord is God -alone-!
and continue upon the straight way,
there shall be no fear upon them
-when they assemble for ] udgment -.
Nor shall they ever grieve
-over the life of the world-.
These are the Companions
of the Garden -of Paradise-,
wherein they shall abide forever
a reward for all -the good
that they used to do -in life-.
Thus have We enj oined on every human being
-goodness and- loving-kindness
toward one's parents.
One's mother bore one in pain
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and delivered one in pain.
And the term of one's bearing and weaning
is thirty months -in alfuntil -at last - when one reaches full maturity
reaching forty years -of age -_
one shall say: My Lord!
Dispose me always
to give thanks for Your grace,
with which You have graced me
and my parents,
and that I do righteous deeds
with which You are pleased.
And make righteous for me my children.
Indeed, I have repented to You.
And, most surely,
I am of those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God -alone-.
These are the ones from whom We shall accept
the best -deeds - they have ever done.
And We shall pass over -all- their misdeeds.
They are among the Companions
of the Garden -of Paradisea fulfillment o{ the promise of truth
that they were promised -in the world-!
Therefore, -woe to - one who says to his parents:
Fie upon both of you!
Do you still promise me
that I shall be brought back -from the dead-,
when so many generations
have already passed away before me?
-For each of them is heard
when - they cry out to God, and say:
Woe to you, -child-! Believe!
For, indeed, the promise of God is ever true!
while he says:
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This is nothing but tales of the ancients!
These are the ones
against whom the word · of doom,
shall come to pass,
·
,
·
as it has with those disb elievi ng communities
ofjinn and humans
that have already passed away before them.
Indeed, they were ·all' losers
· of an everlasting Paradise'.
And thus for each ·group',
there shall be ranks
in accordance with all
that they have done ·in life',
in order that He may fully recompense them
for their deedsand never shall they be wronged ·in the least'.
Therefore, the Day those who have disbelieved
are exposed to the Fire · of Hell,
they shall be told':
You have thoroughly made away
with your ·share o{ good things
during your life in the world.
And, indeed, you had full enj oyment in them.
So this Day, you shall be recompensed
by the torment of utter humiliationfor you were so very arrogant in the land
without any right,
and for the ·deeds or' ungodliness
you were committing!
,
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�!� So mention ·in this revelation
the lesson of Prophet Hild,
the brother of ·the people o( 'Ad.
Behold!
He forewarned his people
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cwho dwelled- in cthe Dune Valleys o( Al-Al;qaf
c of God's nearing Judgment-.
And, truly, before him and after him
there were forewarnings cfrom God
conveyed to other peoples.
He said to them":
You shall worship none but God!
Indeed, I fear for you
the c divine - torment of an awesome Day.
They said:
Have you come to us
to tum us away from our gods?
Bring us, then, whatever c doom you have promised us,
if you are cone - of the truthful
cmessengers of God-.
He said:
Indeed, all knowledge is with God alone.
I but convey to you c the message
with which I have been sent.
Yet I see that you are a people
who are cignorant and- belligerent
cin hastening your coming doom-.
Then when they saw it as a cloud
approaching their valleys, they said:
This is a cloud that will bring us rain!
Rather, it is that which you were seeking
to hasten on:
A c desolating - wind,
wherein is a most painful torment,
destroying everything,
by the command of its Lord.
Thus, they became
such that nothing could be seen,
except cthe remnants o( their dwellings.
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Even so do We recompense
the people of defiant unbelief
And very truly,
We had established them
in -prosperity and power
as We have not established you, - 0 disbelievers-.
Moreover, We had endowed them
with -the faculties o( hearing and sight,
and hearts -to comprehend-.
Yet neither their hearing, nor their sight,
nor their hearts availed them in anything -good-,
for they were -set on - disavowing
the -revealed- signs of God.
Thus, the -very punishment at which they used to mock
whelmed them from every side.
And very truly,
We have destroyed -of old the peoples
that were round about you
in the -ungodly- towns.
Thus have We varied -Our clear - signs
-of glad tidings and forewarning-,
so that they might return -to Our path-.
So why did those -false - gods
whom they had taken -as intercessors
apart from God to draw them near -to Him-_
not support them -in their hour of doom-?
Rather,
they -must have - strayed -far - from them -then-!
Rather, that was -nothing to begin with
but- their sheer fabrication and -the lies
that they used to forge -against God-.
Now, behold, - 0 Prophet-:
We turned a group ofjinn toward you,
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so that they might listen to the Quran
-and be guided-.
So when they attended its -recitation·,
they said -to each other-: Give heed!
Then when it was finished,
they returned back to their -own - people,
as forewamers -ofJudgment Day·.
They said: 0 our people!
Indeed, we have heard a -Heavenly- Book
sent down after -that of° Moses,
confirming all that was before it -of Scripture·.
It guides to the truth
and to a straight path -of salvation·.
0 our people!
Answer God's Caller! And believe in Him!
-God· shall forgive you of your sins,
and shield you from a most painful torment.
For whoever does not answer God's Caller
cannot thwart -God anywhere on the earth.
Nor is there for -such a· one
any patron apart from Him.
They are but -lost· in clear misguidance.
Have they not considered that Godwho created the -entire· heavens and the earth
and was not enfeebled by their creationis well-able to -again· give life to the dead?
Oh yes, indeed!
For He is, indeed, powerful over all things.
Thus, the Day those who have disbelieved
are exposed to the Fire -of Hell,
they shall be asked-:
Is this -recompense· not the truth?
They shall say: Oh yes, indeed!
By our Lord -it is-!
He shall say:
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Then taste the -everlasting - torment
in that -before this Day - you have disbelieved!
So be patient, 0 Prophet,
even- as those of resolve
among the messengers -before you - had patience.
Thus do not seek
to hasten on for them -God's Judgment-.
The Day they see -the fulfillment
o( what they are promised,
it will be as though they had not tarried -in life but for an hour of a day.
This is a -divine - declaration,
-so take warning, 0 humanity-,
For shall any be destroyed
but the ungodly people?
-
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those who work righteousness and who believe in all that God has sent down upon His
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ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

Those who disbelieve
and bar "people, from the path of God,
He lays waste their works.
But those who believe,
and do righteous deeds, and believe
in all that has been sent down
upon Muhammadfor it is, indeed, the truth from their Lord
He absolves them of their misdeeds
and sets aright their intellect "and insight'.
That is because those who disbelieve
have followed falsehood,
while those who believe
have followed the truth from their Lord.
So it is that God puts forth for all people
the "true, semblance "of their way'.
Thus whenever you "believers,
face "in battle, those who disbelieve,
strike "their, necks "a lethal blow', until,
when you have thoroughly pacified them,
you shall tie fast their bonds.
Thereafter, let there be either
a gracious "offer o( freedom for them
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or a ransom -paid.
This shall hold- until war lays down its burdens.
Thus shall it be!
Yer had God so willed,
He, most surely, could have executed
vengeance on them -without fighting-.
But it is so
that He may try some of you by others.
Yet -as to - those who are killed
in the path of God,
never shall He lay waste their works.
He shall guide aright, -as well,
the surviving believers among - them
and set aright their intellect -and insight-.
Moreover, He shall admit them
into the Garden -of Paradise-,
which He has made known to them
-in this Quran -.
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you who believe!
If you support -the cause o{ God,
He will support you and set firm your feet.
As for those who disbelieve,
for them there is -only - utter misery
-in destruction awaiting them-,
and He will lay waste their works.
That is because they abhor
-the Book - that God has sent down.
Thus does He render -utterly futile
-alf their works.
�!� Have they not, then,
j ourneyed through the earth
to see how -devastating - was the end
of those -who belied God's messages
before them?
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God utterly demolished them.
And for the disbelievers
there is ever the like of it -looming-.
That is because God is the Patron
of those who believe,
while the disbelievers have no patron.
Indeed, God shall admit
those who believe and do righteous deeds
into Gardens beneath which rivers flow.
But those who disbelieve
shall enjoy themselves -on earth-,
and eat -and drink - as cattle eat -and drink-.
Then the Fire -of Hell- shall be
a lasting dwelling for them.
For how many a community, - 0 Prophet-_
which was mightier in power
than your community that has expelled youhave We utterly destroyed?
Thus for them, there was no supporter.
Then, is one who is -leading a life
based- on clear proof from his Lord
like one to whom the evil
of his own deeds is made fair-seeming,
and -who imitates the practices of those
who merely- follow their own whims?
-Consider - the -wondrous - state
of the Garden -of Paradise-,
which is promised to the God-fearing:
Therein are rivers of water, ever-fresh;
and rivers of milk, its taste unchanging;
and rivers of wine, delectable to the drinkers;
and rivers of honey, wholly purified.
Moreover, for them therein
are fruits of every kindand forgiveness from their Lord!
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Are they like those who shall abide forever,
in the Fire ·of Helf,
and who are given to drink · o( a scalding fluid
that shall shred their entrails?
47: 1 6

47 1 7

47 1 8

47: 1 9
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Now, also among those ·who oppose you,
0 Prophet,
are some ·hypocrites· who listen to you
·as you teach the believers·.
But when they leave your presence,
they say ·mockingly· to those
who have been given knowledge,
·to inspire doubt in them·:
What did he ·mean to· say just now?
These are the ones on whose hearts
God has set a seal.
Thus, they ·but· follow their own whims.
But those who are rightly guided,
God increases them in guidance.
And He bestows on them
their ·due· fear of God.
Then do they ·who are hypocrites
await other than the Hour ·of Doom·,
which shall come upon them suddenly?
Then ·know that· its portents have already come.
Yet when it comes upon them,
how, then, will their remembrance
·of this admonition help them·?
Know well, then, that there is no God
but the ·One· God.
So ·steadfastly· seek ·much· forgiveness
for your sin,
and for ·that o( the believing men
and the believing women.
For God knows well, · 0 people,
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your ·wakeful- movement to and fro
as you make your way in the world-;
and ·He knows well' your abiding ·in private,
at leisure and rest-.
47:20
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Now, ·after long years of persecution,
those who believe said:
If only a surah were sent down
permitting us to fight injustice-.
Yet when a decisive surah was sent down,
and fighting ·in the path of God
was mentioned therein,
you could see those
in whose · doubting - hearts there is a sickness
looking at you, 0 Prophet,
like one fainting ·in the throes of death.
Then woe to them!
For God has commanded them to
obedience and a forthright word.
So when the command ·to fight
had been ·issued and- resolved,
had they remained truehearted to God
it would have been ·far - better for them.
Then is it to be that you ·hypocrites
shall turn away ·from God_
to spread corruption in the land,
and ·your divisiveness - tear apart
the bonds o( your kinship?
These are the ·faithless - ones
whom God has cursed.
And thus has He made them
deaf · to guidance - and blinded their eyes to it
Will they not, then, reflect
upon · the admonitions o( the Quran?
Or is it rather,
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that on some hearts there are their own locks?
Indeed, those ·hypocrites
who have turned their backs ·on God"
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has been made clear to them,
it is ·only" Satan that has tempted them
and prolonged ·worldly- hope for them.
That is because they said ·with conviction"
to those ·among the unbelievers
who abhor what God has sent down:
\Ve will obey you ·by withholding ourselves
in the matter ·of fighting".
For God knows ·all their secrets.
So how shall it be
when the angels take their souls ·at death",
striking their faces and their backs?
That is because they have followed
what brings ·down upon them"
the wrath of God.
For they have abhorred His good pleasure.
Thus He has rendered ·utterly" futile
·all" their works.
Or did those
in whose ·doubting- hearts there is a sickness
·really - think that God
would never expose their ill will?
Yet had We so willed,
We would have shown them to you,
· 0 Prophet, manifestly,
so that you would recognize them
by their ·indelible - markor so that you would clearly recognize them
by their ·permanently- twisted speech.
For God knows the deeds of all of you.
But, most surely, We shall test you,
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so that We might make known
those who strive among you
-for the sake of God_
and those who are -truly - patient.
We shall, moreover, test -the merit
of all that you say and do.
Indeed, those who disbelieve
and who bar -people - from the path of God
and who rebel against the Messenger
after the -revealed- guidance -of God_
has been made clear to themshall never harm God in anything.
But He shall render -all - their works
-utterly - futile.
�i� O you who believe!
You shall obey God.
And you shall obey the Messenger.
So do not nullify -the reward of your works
-by breaching your covenant-.
Indeed, those who disbelieve
and bar -people - from the path of God,
then die while being -inveterate - disbelievers,
never will God forgive them.
Therefore, do not become fainthearted
and sue for peace
-when just struggle is imperative-.
For you shall be the uppermost.
For God is with you,
and never will He decrease
-the reward of your deeds.
Indeed, the life of this world
is only play and amusement.
But if you believe and are God-fearing,
89 1
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He will give you your rewards, ·in full-.
Nor does He ask that you give
-to the cause of God all- your wealth.

47:38
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so as to heavily press you,
you would become miserly.
And thus would He bring forth your ill will.
There you are!
You have been called upon
to spend in the path of God.
But among you are those who become IT'jserly.
Yet anyone who becomes miserly
becomes miserly only against ·the good
o{ his own soul.
For it is God ·alone - who is the Self-Sufficient.
And it is you who are the poor.
So if ever you tum away,
·trading faith for unbelief,
He shall replace you
with a people other than yourselves.
Then never shall they be like you.
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We have, indeedin the Truce of I:Iudaybiyyah "
accorded a triumph to you, 0 Prophet,
for your unyielding devotion"a manifest triumph, indeed!
Therefore, shall God forgive you your sins
whatever has preceded c of them"
and whatever c of them" is to come.
And, therefore, shall He
perfect His blessing upon you
and guide you along a straight way cof salvation".
And, therefore, shall God support you
with an 'indomitably" mighty support.
He is the One who sent down tranquility
into the hearts of the believers , at I:Iudaybiyyah ",
so that they might add
an increased measure o{ faith
to their cwell-firm faith.
For to God calone" belong the hosts
of the heavens and the earth.
Indeed, ever is God all-knowing, all-wise.
And, therefore, shall He admit
the believing men and the believing women
c
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into Gardens beneath which rivers flow,
wherein they shall abide forever.
Moreover, He shall absolve them
of their rmsdeeds.
And this, in the providence of God,
is -forever - a magnificent triumph.
Yet He shall punish
the hypocrite men and the hypocrite women,
and the men who associate gods with God
and the women who associate gods with God
those who think evil thoughts about God.
Upon them shall befall
a turn of -great - misfortune.
Moreover, God shall be wrathful
against them and shall curse them.
Thus has He prepared for them Hell
and an evil destination it is!
For to God -alone - belong the hosts
of the heavens and the earth.
Indeed, ever is God overpowering, all-wise.
- 0 Prophet!
Indeed, We have sent you
as a witness -to all the world-;
and -as - a bearer of glad tidings
-of everlasting delight in Paradise
to those who believe-;
and -as - a forewarner -to humanity
of God's nearing Judgment-_
that -together - you might -all- believe in God
and -in- His Messenger, and uphold His cause ,
and reverence Him,
and highly exalt Him -alone-,
in the early morning and in the late afternoon.
Indeed, those who pledge allegiance to you,
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· 0 Prophet, - in fact, pledge allegiance to God.
God's Hand is over their hands.
Thus one who breaches his oath
only makes ·such - a breach
to ·the detriment o{ one's own soul.
But one who fulfills
all that one has covenanted with God,
He shall give ·such a - one a magnificent reward.
Those of the Bedouins
who stayed behind ·in fear of battlewill say to you ·when you return to them-:
Our wealth and our families have occupied us.
So seek ·God's - forgiveness for us.
They say with their tongues
what is not in their hearts.
Say ·to them":
Yet who shall hold any authority
to ·help - you against God
if He intends for you harm
or intends for you benefit?
Rather, God is ever aware of all that you do.
Indeed, you thought ·in your hearts
that the Messenger and the believers
would never return to their families ·alive-.
Moreover, this was made fair-seeming
in your hearts.
Thus you thought evil thoughts.
Therefore, you became a ·ruined- people,
destitute · of all goodness-.
For ·as to - anyone who does not believe in God
and His Messengerthen ·let it be known":
We have, indeed, prepared
for the disbelievers a flaming fire ·in Hell-!
For to God ·alone - belongs all dominion
895
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over the heavens and the earth.
He forgives whomever He so wills.
And He punishes whomever He so wills.
Yet ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Those "of the Bedouins· who stayed behind
for fear of battle· will "soon say to you
when you proceed to the "forthcoming· spoils
to take "possession o( them:
Let us follow you!
They desire to alter the words of God.
Say cto them":
Never shall you follow us!
Thus did God say beforehand.
They will then say:
No, but "you seek to begrudge us
for� you envy us!
Tell them:· Not at all!
But little do they understand cthe ways of God·.
Say to those of the Bedouins who stayed behind:
You shall be called forth against a people
endowed with mighty "military· force.
Either· you will fight them,
or they will submit "to God willingly·.
Thus if you obey,
God will give you an excellent reward.
But if you tum away,
as you turned away before,
He will torment you
with a most painful torment.
There is no offense for the blind,
nor is it an offense for the lame,
nor is it an offense for the sick
to stay behind from battle·.
Yet one who obeys God and His Messenger,
such a one shall He admit
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into Gardens beneath which rivers flow.
But one who turns away,
"such a, one shall He torment
with a most painful torment.
48: 1 8

48: 1 9

48:20

48:21

48:22

��Very truly, God was well-pleased
with the believers when they pledged
"the All-Pleasing" Allegiance to you,
"
0 Prophet, , under the tree.
For He knew what was in their hearts.
Thus did He send down tranquility upon them.
Moreover, He shall reward them
with an imminent victoryand much spoils,
which they shall assuredly take "possession o{!
And ever is God overpowering, all-wise.
"
0 Prophet!
God has "also" promised you "and the believers"
much spoils "thereafter,
which you shall take "possession of in due time".
Moreover, He has hastened for you
this "immediate windfall of Khaybar-.__
for He held back the hands of people
from "harming" youso that it might be a sign to the believers,
and so that He might guide you
along a straight way "of salvation".
Still others "awaitgains, which you are not "now" able to attain.
"Yet" truly God encompasses them
"in His knowledge".
For God is ever powerful over all things.
Moreover,
if ever those "in Makkah" who disbelieve
were to fight you "again",
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they would, most surely,
tum their backs -in flight-,
whereupon they would find
neither patron nor supporter.
-Such has been- the -ordained- way of God
that has gone before-supporting the believers
and vanquishing the faithless-.
And never will you find, - 0 Prophet,
in the -established - way of God, any alteration.
For He is the One
who -pacified the disbelievers
and - held back their hands from -harming- you
and your hands from themin -proximity to - the valley of Makkah
-at I:Iudaybiyyah,
after -you captured their advance forces
and- He made you triumph over them.
And ever is God all-seeing of all that you do.
They are the ones who disbelieved,
and who barred you -believers
from the Sacred Mosque -at Makkah -,
and -who barred - the charitable-offering
-of sacrifice,
which was - detained so that it did not reach
its -designated- place of sacrifice.
And were it not for some believing men
and some believing women -there"
whom you did not know -to be believers
and whom you would have, therefore,
trampled uponan -act - that would have brought you
unknowingly into dishonor on their account
-God would have let you
vanquish the Makkans -.
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But -this was so because God admits
whomever He so wills into His mercy.
If they had but separated themselves
from the disbelievers-,
We would, most surely, have tormented
those who disbelieved, apart from them,
with a most painful torment.
Behold!
Those who disbelieved
induced in their own hearts
hot indignation -at I:-Iudaybiyyah -_
the indignation of pagan ignorance
to block you from the Sacred Mosque-.
So God sent down His tranquility
upon His Messenger and upon the believers,
who stayed their hands-.
And thus -God- caused them to adhere
to -the imperatives o{ the Word of Piety
for they were most worthy of it
and entitled to it.
And ever is God all-knowing of all things.
Very truly,
with -profound- truth God has confirmed
His Messenger's true vision,
as seen in his dream,
of entering the Sacred Mosque
with the believers-:
You shall certainly enter the Sacred Mosque,
by the will of God, in full security,
with your heads ceremonially - shaved
or -hair- shortened, without any fear.
For He knows what you do not know.
Moreover, He has decreed, apart from this,
another imminent victory -for you-.
He is the One who has sent His Messenger
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with -the - guidance -of the Quran
and the religion of tmth,
so that He may cause it to prevail
-on its own merit - over every religion.
And sufficient is God as a witness -to this':
Muhammad is the Messenger of God!
And those who are with him
are severe against the disbelievers,
-but - merciful to one another.
You see them -constantly bowing -themselves in worship-,
and bowing -their faces - down
to the ground, -therein,
seeking -an all-nourishing - bounty from God
and -His - good pleasure.
Their marks are upon their faces
from the traces of bowing -their faces - down
to the ground -in Prayer -That is their likeness, -as described- in the Torah.
And their likeness in the Evangel
is as a seed which puts forth its shoot,
then strengthens it, so that it grows stout
and stands upright upon its stem,
gratifying the sowerssuch that through these -believers-,
He may enrage the disbelievers.
God has promised
those among them who believe
and do righteous deeds
much forgiveness and a magnificent reward.
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0 you who believe!
Do not advance yourselves ·in any affair,
contrary to ·the decree o{ God
and His Messenger.
And fear God.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-knowing.
0

you who believe!
Do not raise your voices
above the voice of the Prophet,
nor speak loudly to him
as you are "sometimes, loud with one another,
for then your ·good" works
will become ·utterly, futile ·with God",
though you would not perceive ·it".
As to those who lower their voices
in the presence of the Messenger of God,
these are the ones
whose hearts God has tested ·pure
for righteous fear of Him.
For them, there is ·much" forgiveness
and a magnificent reward.
·o Prophet!
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As to those who call out to you,
from behind the chambers ·of your residence",
most of them do not understand
·good manners and civility".
For were they to remain patient
until you were to come out to them
· of your own accord",
it would be better for them.
Yet God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
0

you who believe!
If an ungodly person comes to you
with any news, be discerning,
so as not to afflict ·a" people out of ignorance,
and thereafter become regretful
about what you have done.
Moreover, know that in your midst
is the Messenger of God.
Were he to follow ·the inclinations
you · express" in most matters,
you would, most surely, become overburdened
·with hardships".
However, God has endeared faith to you
and adorned it in your hearts.
Thus He has made unbelief hateful to you,
as well as ungodliness and disobedience.
It is these who are the rightly guided.
· This is" a bounty from God and a blessing.
For God is all-knowing, all-wise.
Yet if ever two groups of the believers
fight one another,
then set things aright between them.
But if one of them ·remains unreconciled
and" commits injustice against the other,
then fight the one that commits injustice,
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0

0
0
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until ·that group, reverts to the rule of God.
Yet if it ·so' reverts,
then ·again, set things aright between them
with equity. And be just.
Indeed, God loves those who are just.
Indeed, all the believers are brethren.
Thus set aright ·relations
between your brothers.
And fear God, so that you may be shown mercy.

49: 1 1 0

you who believe!
Men shall not scoff at other men.
For those "whom they scoff at '
may be better than them.
Nor shall women "scoff' at other women.
'
For those ·whom they scoff at
may be better than them.
Nor shall you slander each other.
Nor shall you revile each other
by ·way of abhorrent, nicknames.
Woeful is the ungodly name after attaining faith.
Thus whoever does not repent ·from this',
then it is these
who are the wrongdoers, ·godless in heart·.
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you who believe! Shun much suspicion.
For, indeed, certain kinds of suspicion are sinful.
Nor shall you spy · on each other·.
Nor shall you backbite one another.
Would any of you like to eat
his dead brother's :flesh?
You would, most surely, abhor it. So fear God.
Indeed, God is all-relenting, mercy-giving.
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Indeed, We have created -all o{ you
from a -single - male and female.
Moreover, We have made you
peoples and tribes,
so that you may -come to - know one another.
And, indeed, the noblest of you,
in the sight of God,
is the most God-fearing of you.
Indeed, God is all-knowing, all-aware.
49: 1 4

49: 1 5

49 1 6

49 1 7
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�l� The Bedouins have said:
We believe!
Say -to them, 0 Prophet-:
You have not -truly - believed.
Rather, you should say:
We have submitted - ourselves - .
For -pure - faith has not yet entered your hearts.
But if you obey God and His Messenger,
He shall not deprive you of anything
regarding -the reward- of your work.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
As for the -constant - believers,
they are those
who believe in God and His Messenger,
and who do not have any doubt
-about their faith-,
and who strive with their wealth
and their persons in the path of God.
It is these who are the truehearted.
Say -to the Bedouins, 0 Prophet-:
Will you teach God about your religion,
while God knows all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth?
For God is all-knowing of all things.
They would bestow a favor upon you,
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Prophet, - by embracing Islam,
"a willing submission to God alone"!
Say "to them':
Do not regard your submission "to God"
as a favor bestowed on me.
Rather, it is God who bestows a favor upon you
by guiding you to faith,
if, indeed, you are truthful.
Indeed, God knows
"all - the "realms of the - unseen,
of the heavens and "o{ the earth.
Thus God is all-seeing of all that you do.
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By the all-glorious Quran!
0You, 0 Muhammad, are a true messenger".
Yet these cwho belie you"
are astonished that a cmortaf forewarner
has come to them from among themselves.
Thus the disbelievers say:
This is an astonishing thing!
Is it that when we are dead
and have become 0mere " dust
0we shall be resurrected "?
Such a return °to life"
is a far-fetched 0 thing to believe " !
Yet already We have known all that the earth
shall leach away from them 0in their graves".
For in Our providence
is a Book preserving c every record " .
Rather cmore astonishing
is that" they have 0hastily " belied the truth
c of this Quran" as soon as it came to them0without seeking to comprehend it".
Thus do they abide in a confused state of affairs
c concerning God and faith".
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Have they not looked
at the heaven above them,
how cperfectly " W e built i t and adorned it?
Nor has it c even " a c single" flaw.
And c as to" the Earth-cit is " We c alone
who" spread it wide cat its surface",
and cast therein anchoring mountains
cto balance it as it spins".
And cit is " We c alone who " caused to grow in it
c something" of every delightful variety
c of plant life"_
as a c divine " insight cfor humankind
into the wonders of creation " ,
and as a reminder c of an inevitable Resurrection"
for every penitent servant.
For We sent down, from the sky, blessed water
cfull of mercy", with which We grow gardens,
and grain of the harvest,
and tall date palms
with spathes of clustered datesas a provision for all c God's " servants.
And, thereby, do We give life
to a lifeless habitation.
Even so shall be the Resurrection c of man".
The people of Noah belied c God's message
before c those o( them cwho now disbelieve",
as did the Dwellers of the Water-Pit
c of Al-Rass ", and c the peoples o{ Thamud,
and 'Ad, and Pharaoh, and the brethren of Lot,
and the Dwellers of cthe Thicket o( Al-Aykah,
and the cancient " people of Tubba' cin Yemen".
Every one c of them " denied the c divine mandate
of God's" messengers.
Thus My threat
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c to bring judgment upon them " came to pass.
Then are We c now deemed
to have been " enfeebled
by c originating" the first creat10n
csuch that We are unable to create you anew"?
Rather, it is conly " they cwho disbelieve
who are cmired " in uncertainty
about cthe coming of a new creation
cin the Hereafter".
For very truly, We created man c out of earth".
Thus We know cwith certainty
all that whispers within his cvery" soul.
For We are nearer to c each" one
than c even " the jugular vein.
Behold!
The receiving-cangels " receive c each one's
every word and deed in life-_
one on the right and one on the left
seated, cgiving heed".
Not a word does one utter,
but that with one is a ready observer.
Then comes the crigors and throes
of the" delirium of death,
bearing the creality of the Hereafter's truth
cwhen to every disbeliever it is said":
This now is that cvery moment"
wherefrom you cfrantically " sought evasion!
And, csuddenly,
the Trumpet c of Resurrection" is blown,
cand it is said":
This now is cthe fulfillment
of the Day of cDreadful" Threat!
Thus, cinstantly, from the grave "
each soul sallies forth-c two angels" with it:
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One driving it -inexorably
to the Plain of Assembly-;
and -the other, - a witness -to all its earthly deeds.
To the disbeliever, it shall be said:
Very truly, you were -lost - in -utter - unawareness
of -the imminence of all o{ this -in life-.
Yet, now, have We removed your veil!
Thus your sight this Day is -acutely p1ercmg.
Then -the angel who that Day
is - his close companion shall say:
This -record- that is with me
is -of his life, full and- ready!
-God shall say:
Cast into -the Fire o{ Hell
every -inveterately- obstinate disbeliever!
Preventer of good!
Doubt-mongering transgressor!
-Anyone - who has held with God any other god!
Cast him now-both of you -angels -_
into the severest torment!
�l� His close companion -in evil
in the world- shall say: Our Lord!
I did not make him transgress.
Rather, he -himself' was -lostin uttermost misguidance.
-God- shall say:
Contend not with each other
before Me -this Day-!
For -of its certain doom-,
I have already conveyed to you
-much- advanced forewarning
-with My messengers-.
Never shall the word -of recompense
be altered by Me.
Nor do I ever wrong
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any among CMy" servants ·in the least " .
On that Day, We shall say to c the Fire o{ Hell:
Are you fille d?
And it shall say: Are there any more?
Yet the Garden c of Paradise"
shall have been drawn near
for the God-fearingnot far-off cfrom their sight.
It shall be said:
This is cthe fulfillment o( all that you cbelievers
have been promisedfor every one ·who was " penitent,
every keeper ·of His covenant"_
whoever has feared the i\ll-Merciful,
·while" in the ·domain" unseen,
and who comes ·to his Lord"
with a penitent heart ·longing to be redeemed.
It shall be said to them:
Enter it, in peace!
This is the Day of Eternity.
For them, therein, shall be all
that they could ever wish.
Yet with Us is even more!
But how many a ·disbelieving" generation
before them have We destroyed
·for ungodliness"?
They were far mightier
than these ·present disbelievers
in ·their capability o( violent assault.
Indeed, they searched vigorously
through the earth ·for gain and dominance".
Yet was there any asylum ·at all for them
from God"?
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Indeed, in this Quran,
there is, most surely, a reminder
for whoever has a "living- heart
or lends "an attentive ear,
with ·full- presence · of mind-.
Now very truly, it is We ·alone
who have created the heavens and the earth,
and all that is between them,
in ·a span o{ six ·Heavenly - days
and never were We touched
with ·any - weariness!
Therefore, be patient, · 0 Prophet,
with what they say.
Moreover, highly exalt your Lord
with ·all- praise
before the rising of the sun
and before ·its setting.
And ·during part - of the night,
exalt Hirri, as well,
and ·also after you bow "your face down
to the ground in your Prayers-.
And listen well for the Day, 0 Prophet,
that - the caller ·to Judgment
shall call ·people forth from their graves,
from a place ·so very - near ·them -_
a Day they shall hear
the ·Trumpet - Blast · of Resurrection
with ·undeniable truth.
That shall be the Day of Emergence.
Indeed, it is We ·alone
who give life and give death.
Thus to Us ·alone - is the ultimate destiny.
The Day the earth splits open
from above them,
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in all haste shall they fly forth "from their graves-.
That is, for Us, so easy an assembly.
so:4s

912

We are most knowing
o f all that they "who disbelieve - say
"to belie this message-.
Yet never, " 0 Prophet, - have you been
domineering over them.
Therefore, "steadfastly - remindwith this Quranall those "believers
who fear My threat "of eternal torment-.
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The surah that o'Pens with the oath o+
Cl the Divine One swearinn
" by

9� 1P� THE SCATTERING WINDS that stream far and wide bearing the rain clouds ef
His mercy.
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By the scattering cwinds ",
scattering cfar and wide",
bearing clouds laden cwith moisture",
streaming cwith them"
with cthe greatest o{ ease,
dispensing every cdivinely measured " decreeindeed, cthe forewarnings
promised c to " you chuman beings"
will, most surely, come true!
For c God's" Judgment is assuredly imminent!
By the heaven streaked with cinterlaced" tracks!
You are, c 0 disbelieving ones,
deeply cmired " in cvarying" statements
of contradiction c about the Day of Resurrection
and this Revelation " .
Yet anyone who is diverted from cbelief in, this
is, most surely, diverted cfrom divine guidance".
Destroyed are the lying conj ecturers,
those who are immersed in ignorance ,
mindless c of their fate"!
They ask cin mockery":
When, c then " , shall be this Day ofJudgment?
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It will be a Day
when they shall be tried in torment
over the Fire -of Hell.
It will be said:
Taste the -torment o{ your -p ainfof trial!
It is this that you were seeking to hasten -in life-!
As to the God-fearing,
they shall -forever - be amid
gardens and springs -in the Hereafter-,
receiving all that their Lord has given them.
Indeed, before this,
they were doers of good -in the world-.
Little of the night did they lie down.
For at night's end
they were seeking -God's - forgiveness.
Moreover, in their wealth
was a rightful share -of charity-,
for the beggar and the destitute.
Now, all through the earth
there are -wondrous - signs -of God-,
for those who are firm in faith.
And they are within yourselves, as well.
Can you not, then, see?
For in the heaven
is ·the origin of all- your provision,
and -therein, as well,
is all that you are promised -of Heaven or Hell-.
So by the Lord of the heaven and the earth,
this -promise of resurrection and recompense
is, most surely, the truthjust as sure as you can speak.
Has the account of the honored guests
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of Abraham come to you?
Behold!
They entered upon him, -where he dwelled,
then they said: Peace -to you!
And to them- he said: Peace,
0 you who are - a people unknown.
Then, discreetly, he turned aside to his family
and returned with a -roasted- fatted calf,
and setting it near them,
he -saw that their hands did not reach for it
and- said: -Please, - do eat!
Thus he conceived a fear of them
-when they did not do so-.
They said: Have no fear.
-We are the angels of your Lord,
and they gave him glad tidings
-of his aged wife's conception of a most knowledgeable boy.
Then his wife -Sarah - came forward
with a shriek, and she slapped her face and said:
A barren old woman!
They said: So shall it be!
said your Lord.
Indeed, it is He
who is the All-Wise, the All-Knowing.
7l�-Abraham - said:
Yet what -other - momentous affair
have you -here-, 0 -Heavenly- messengers?
They said:
We have been sent to -destroy a people who are defiant unbelievers,
to send down upon them stones of claymarked by your Lord
for -all- those who are exceedingly rebellious.
Thus We brought out -of the doomed towns
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51

AL-DHARIYAT - THE SCATTERING WINDS

all of the believers cwho were in them.
Yet We found none therein
but a single household of muslims,
in willing submission to God calone".
And, therein, have We left a cgreat sign
c of their ruin for all time"_
for call " those who cwould" fear
the painful punishment cof God".
And in cthe account o( Moses
cthere is a sign, as well".
Behold!
We sent him to Pharaoh
with manifest authority.
Yet cPharaoh
turned his person away chaughtily",
relying on his mighty force.
And c of Moses" he said:
He is c either" a sorcerer or a madman!
So We seized him, and his hosts, sudderiJy,
and We cast them into the sea.
For he was blameworthy.
And so too
in cthe destruction of the people o( 'Ad
c there is a sign".
Behold! We sent against them a desolating wind.
It left nothing that it came upon,
but that it made it
like c decayed, " crushed cbones ".
And in cthe destruction
o f the people o ( Thamud cthere i s a sign".
Behold! It was said to them:
Enj oy yourselves-for a cpreordained" time,
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for they had insolently defied
the command of their Lord.
Then, suddenly,
they were seized by a thunderbolt,
ceven- while they were looking on.
Yet they were not able to withstand cit-.
Nor could they help themselves cin the least-.
And thus cdid We destroy- the people of Noah
before c them all-.
Indeed, they were an ungodly people.
Now, behold the heaven!
It is We -alone - who built it
with mighty c Hands-.
And, indeed, it is We c alone
who are expanding cit-.
Now cloak to - the earth.
It is We c alone - who spread it wide.
How excellent, cfar above all-,
are We who smoothed cit for habitation-!
Moreover, of everything We have created pairs,
so that you may become mindful
c that God is One-.
Therefore, cproclaim, 0 Prophet-:
Flee call of you - to God -alone from every sin-.
I am, indeed, sent
as - a clear forewarner to you from Him.
Thus you shall not set up
any other god with God.
I am, indeed, c sent
as - a clear forewarner to you from Him.
So it is that not a csingle - messenger
has ever come forth
among those "nations - of old,
preceding these cwho now belie you,
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Prophet, - but that they said:
He is .. either., a sorcerer or a madman!
Have they exhorted one another to this
-defiance across the generations-?
Rather, they are -all merely a -single - transgressing people.
Thus, turn away, 0 Prophet,
from -the disbelievers among - them.
For you -have, indeed, forewarned them,
and you - shall not bear -any- blame.
So -continue to - remind -them, one and all,
of God's commandments-.
For, indeed, -such- reminding
benefits the believers.
And -know that - I have not created -either - jinn
or human beings
-for any other end - but to -know
and - worship Me -alone-.
I do not desire from them any provision.
Nor do I desire that they feed Me.
Indeed, God-it is He -alone
who is the All-Providing,
the -Sole - Possessor of Power, the Ali-Firm!
Thus, there shall, indeed, befo r -all - those who do wrong
-to themselves by unbelie{an ill-fated portion -of punishment"
like the ill-fated portion
of their -wrongdoing - companions -of old-.
So let them not hasten Me
-to bring it, at once, upon them-.
For woe to -all - those who have disbelieved
from their -inevitable - Day -of Doom-,
which they have been promised!
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Sur ah

The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by MOUNT TUR ef
Sinai, where the Torah was revealed to Moses rrl .
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THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GNING
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By Mount Tur c of Sinai'!
And by a crevealed, Book inscribed,
on a parchment unfurled!
And by the ever-frequented House c of God
in the high heavens,
round which the angels ever swirl'!
And by the csky of the world's
uplifted heavenly vault!
And by the sea bursting over!
Indeed, the punishment c decreed, by your Lord
will, most surely, come to pass.
There is none who can repel iton a, Day the heaven shall reel a great reeling;
and the mountains shall move away
cutterly, fleeing.
So woe, that Day, to call ' the beliers
c of faith and Judgment ' ,
those who play in vain indulgence,
cforsaking God for false idols.
For that is, a Day they who disbelieve
shall be shoved into the Fire of Hell
with a vehement shoving.
c It will be said to them in derision:
c
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This is the Fire which 'in life - you used to belie!
Is this, then, sorcery,
or is it that you cannot see ·reality-?
Roast in it, then,
and be patient or be impatient!
It is all the same for you.
Indeed, you are only being recompensed
for all 'the evif that ·in life you used to do .
As to the God-fearing,
they shall, indeed,
be amid gardens and ·pure- delight,
rej oicing in all that their Lord
has given them.
For their Lord saved them
from the torment of Hellfire.
·It shall be said:
Eat and drink, salubriously,
for all ·the good - that you used to do ·in life-.
They shall recline on arranged settees.
For We shall wed them to wide-eyed beauties.
Moreover, ·as for - those
who 'in the world- believedand whose children followed them in faith
We shall unite their children with them.
And We shall not deprive them of anything
·from the rewards - of their ·good - work.
Every person is himself in pledge
for what he has earned ·in life-.
Thus We shall extend to them
fruit and meat, such as they desire.
Moreover, therein
they will pass to one another a chalice ·of wine,
stirring- no obscene talk nor sinfulness therein.
�l� And there shall be going round them,
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cserving" them, cimmortaf youths,
as though they were well-preserved pearls.
And they shall turn to one another
camid Gardens of Paradise asking each other c of their state of bliss,
whereupon - they shall say:
Indeed, we were ever cautious
c about displeasing God- in our households;
wherefore, God has conferred favor upon us
and saved us from the torment
of a blowing fire cin Hell-.
Indeed, always before cin life-,
we were ever calling upon Him
cin fear and in hope-.
For, indeed, He calone
is the All-Benevolent, the Mercy-Giving.
So continue, 0 Prophet,
to - remind cthem, one and all with the Quran -.
For you are not-by the grace of your Lord
a soothsayer. Nor are you a madman.
Then do they cwho disbelieve - say:
He is cbut - a poet,
for whom we c anxiously - await
the adversity of c a sudden ill - fate!
Say c to them":
Then wait cfor the Judgment of God-!
For I c too - am in waiting, along with you!

52

AL-TUR -
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c
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Then do their discerning minds
c genuinely - enj oin them with this caccusation-?
Or is it, rather, that they are cmerely
a transgressing people c opposing the truth-?
Moreover,
do they cgenuinely - say c of the Quran:
Muhammad- has, himself, composed its words?
92 1
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Rather, -out of arrogance,
they do not believe -in it-.
Then let them bring forth a discourse like itOr, -if they deny God,
then - were they created out of nothing?
Or were they the creators -of themselves-?
Or is it they who created
the heavens and the earth?
Rather, they have no certainty -of faith-.
Or are the treasures of your Lord
-held in possession - with them?
Or are they the real overlords -of all things-?
Or do they have a stairway -to heaven by means of which they eavesdrop
-on the realm of the unseen-?
Then let their -alleged- eavesdropper
bring forth any clear proof -for his claim-!
Or for Him, are there the daughter-divines
-you ascribe-_
while for you -to - sons -alone do you incline-?
Or is it that you ask of them payment
-for this message, 0 Prophet,
such that they shall be overburdened with debt,
-wherefore they disbelieve-?
Or have they hold of the -realm of the - unseen,
such that they -may - write down
-whatever destiny they please-?
Or do they, indeed, intend
a plot -against you, 0 Prophet-?
Rather, it is those who disbelieve
who have, themselves, been out-plotted
-by God-.
Or do they -genuinely - have a god
other than God?
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Highly exalted is God
cfar, above all that they associate
as gods cwith Him"!
Indeed, were they themselves to see
"their approaching doom
in, a c deadly, patch of the sky
cset to" drop down cupon them",
they would cyet" say:
"It is just" piled up clouds cof rain to quench us"!
Then leave them, c 0 Prophet,
until they meet their cfated" Day,
wherein they are struck downthe Day when their cincessant, plotting
shall not avail them in anything.
Nor will they ever be helped cagainst God".
Yet there shall, indeed, be
for " all , those who do wrong
cto themselves by unbelie(a torment c coming in life" besides this,
though most of them do not know cit".
So be patient, c 0 Prophet,
with your Lord's decree cto deliver His message".
For you are ever under c the care o(
Our cwatchfuf Eyes.
So highly exalt your Lord with call" praise
whenever you ariseand cduring part" of the night
highly exalt Him "with all glory",
and at the receding of the stars.
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The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by every one of
as they descend and disappear beneath the horizon, that Muhammad � is
indeed God's awaited Messenger.
THE STARS,

Surah
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By "every - star
when it descends "into the horizon-!
Your companion, "Muhammad,
is, indeed, God's Messenger
and - has not strayed "from the path of truth-.
Nor has he been deluded.
Nor does he speak out of whim.
This "Quran - is none other
than a "divine - revelation being revealed "to him.
None other than an angel"'one of potent pov1er
has taught "it to - him"an angel - of awesome strength
and judiciousness.
For there, "in the sky,
he hovered, poised
manifesting his "angelic - formand he was, "indeed, resplendent,
in the highest horizon.
Then he approached
and drew near "Muhammad-,
until he was "but- two bow-lengths away,
or nearer.
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Thus it is He, -God Himself,
who revealed to His servant -Muhammad_
that which He revealed -through His angef.
Never did the heart -of Muhammadbelie what he saw -before his eyes-.
Then will you -who disbelieve it_
dispute him about what he saw?
And yet, very truly,
he saw him in a second descent-high, - near the -Heavenly- Lote-Tree
of the uttermost bound,
near which is the Garden
of the -Heavenly - abode.
Behold!
The Lote-Tree became suffused
with that -Heavenly brilliancy - which suffused it.
The -Prophet's - sight did not waver
nor exceed -any limit-.
It was then that he beheld
some of the greatest signs of his Lord.
Have you seen, then, - 0 idolaters,
the mere stones you worshipthe female idols-, al-Lat and al-'Uzza,
and Manat, the third one, as well?
Will you -betake - to yourselves
only male -offspring-,
while to -God you ascribe - female-divines?
This, then, is a most outrageous division!
Indeed, these -idols - are nothing but mere names
you have named-you and your forefathers.
God has not sent down
any authority for them -in His revelations-.
Those -who worship them follow nothing but mere conj ecture
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and what their own souls desire,
though guidance has truly come to them
from their Lord.
Or is it that there shall be for every human being
whatever -intercessors - he fancies?
Yet to God -alone - belongs - all dominion
over - the Hereafter and -this, - the first -life-.
�i� For how many an angel
is there in the heavens
whose intercession is of no avail
-to anyone - in anythinguntil God grants permission
to v1homever He so v.rills and is pleased with.
Indeed, those -idolaters
who disbelieve in the Hereafter
most certainly name the angels
with female names,
though they have no sure knowledge therein.
They follow nothing but mere conjecture
and conj ecture avails nothing "at allagainst the truth.
So turn aside, - 0 Prophet,
from whomever turns away from the Quran,
Our "revealed- Reminder,
and who desires nothing
but the life of this world.
That is the - dismal - extent of their knowledge.
Indeed it is your Lord -alone
who knows best -all- those who have strayed
from His ·straight - path.
And He ·alone - knows best
- all those who are guided aright.
For to God ·alone
belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth.
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He shall recompense
those who do evil -in the world
for all that they have done.
And He shall recompense
those who do good -in the world
with great goodness -in Paradise-_
those who keep away
from the great sins and indecencies-falling short - only in the minor offenses.
Indeed, your Lord
is all-encompassing in forgiveness.
He knew you full well,
-even - when He produced you from the earth,
and -then - when you were fetuses
in the wombs of your mothers.
Therefore, you shall not proclaim
the purity of your own souls.
He knows full well who is God-fearing.
Then have you seen the one
who turns away -from God-,
giving little -for his own salvation and holding back -in promised charity-?
Is the knowledge
of the -realm of the - unseen with him,
such that he beholds -his own fate-?
Or is it that he has not been told
of what was -decreed- in the Scriptures of Moses
and -o( Abraham-he - who proved ever true -to his Lord's word-:
That no laden soul
shall carry the load of another;
and that there is nothing
-that shall abide - for a person
except that for which he strives;
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and that, indeed, his striving
shall be seen .in the Hereafter;
and that - then he shall be recompensed for it
with the fullest recompense;
and that to your Lord is the ultimate end;
and that, indeed, it is He
who causes laughter and weeping;
and that, indeed, it is He
who gives death and gives life;
and that it is He
who has created the two mates
the male and the femalefrom a sperm-drop when it is emitted;
and that incumbent upon Him
is the next creation -of the Hereafter-;
and that, indeed, it is He
who enriches and impoverishes;
and, indeed, it is He
who is the Lord of -the star - Sirius;
and it is He who destroyed
the first -people of the mighty - 'Ad.
and -the people o{ Thamud.
Thus He spared none.
Moreover, the people of Noah,
-He destroyed- before -them-.
Indeed,
they were even more -godlessly - wrongdoing
and more insolent in transgressing.
And the Overturned Towns
-of Sodom and Gomorrah-_
it is He who overthrew -them-.
So -the rain of stones
that buried them, buried them utterly!
Then which of your Lord's bounties
will you ever dispute?
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This -Quran - is a warning,
-the very like - of
the earlier -Heavenly - warnings:
The Imminent Judgment draws ever more imminent.
There is none
apart from God to unveil it.
Then are you -who disbelieve
astounded by this -divine - pronouncement
-of the Quran -?
And will you laugh -at it in mockery and not weep -in humility-_
while you are -utterly- oblivious?
Henceforth,
shall you bow -your faces - down to God
and worship Him -alone-. If
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The surah that opens with the unnerving, cataclysmic sign of the end ef the world coming
and THE MOON having split apart.
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The -Last- Hour has drawn near!
And the moon has split apart!
But even when these -disbelievers see a -miraculous - sign,
they turn away and say: Fleeting sorcery!
So they have belied -the truth
and followed their whims.
Yet every affair shall be settled.
And sufficient tidings,
wherein there is a grave threat,
have already come to them
in -the revealed verses
of an - all-reaching wisdom.
Yet the forewarnings do not avail -them-.
So turn away
from -the disbelievers among - them,
- 0 Prophet-.
A Day -is coming- when the -Angef-Summoner
shall summon -them - to an event
that is utterly horrendous.
Their eyes downcast,
they shall issue forth from the tombs
as if they were swarming locusts,
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54:8

darting headlong toward the ·Angef-Summoner.
The disbelievers shall say:
This is an exceedingly harsh Day!

54:9

7le- Before ·those o( them
·who now belie you, 0 Prophet,
the people of Noah belied ·the truth-.
Thus they belied Our servant ·Noah
and said ·of him-: A ·sheer - madman!
And he was gravely threatened.
So he called upon his Lord, praymg-:
I am utterly overpowered. So help me.
Thus We opened .wide- the gates of the sky,
with water ·pouring down - in torrents.
And We caused the earth to burst forth
with ·gushing - fountains.
Thus the waters of sky and earth met
upon a matter predetermined.
And We carried him upon
·a vessel of planks and nails,
running under the care
o( Our ·watchful' Eyesa reward for he who was belied.
Then We left it as a sign.
So is there anyone to remember?
How ·awesome-, then, was My torment
and ·the outcome o( My forewarnings!
And very truly We have made the Quran
easy for remembrance.
So is there anyone to remember?
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The people o( ' Ad belied ·the revealed truth-.
How ·awesome-, then, was My torment
and ·the outcome o( My forewarnings!
Indeed, We sent against them
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a thundering, raging-cold wind
on a day of unrelenting misfortune-snatching up people and strewing them-,
as if they were date-palm stumps uprooted.
How c awesome-, then, was My torment
and cthe outcome o{ My forewarnings!
And very truly, We have made the Quran
easy for remembrance.
So is there anyone to remember?
c

The people o{ Thamud
belied the forewarnings c of their messenger-.
For they said:
Is it a single mortal man
from among ourselves that we are to follow?
In that case, we would, indeed, be utterly lost
in misguidance and craving - madness.
Has the message -of God"
been cast upon him alone
from among call o{ us?
Rather, he is a csheer" liar,
a mere - boaster.
c God revealed to His messenger:
They shall know tomorrow
who is the -sheer - liar, the -mere - boaster.
Indeed, We shall send
the cmiraculous - she-camel
to them as a c sign for you
and a means o{ trial -for them-.
So watch them and have utmost patience.
Moreover, tell them that their watering place
is to be shared between them
cand the she-camel°.
The watering of each
is to be attended in turn con designated days-.
c

c
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So those "who disbelievedcalled "for- their "wretched- companion.
So he took up "the task, - then hamstrung "her-.
How "awesome-, then, was My torment
and "the outcome o{ My forewarnings!
For We sent against them
a single "fierce - blast "from the sky-_
and they became like the dry stalks
of a corral maker.
And very truly, We have made the Quran
easy for remembrance.
So is there anyone to remember?
The people of Lot belied "his - forewarnings.
So We sent upon them
" a raging storm of lethal- pelletsexcept for the family of Lot.
We delivered them at night's end,
as a blessing from Us.
Thus do We reward one who gives thanks.
For very truly,
he had forewarned them of Our assault,
but they doubted the forewarnings.
Yet "even - his guests
did they "wickedly - solicit of him!
Thus We blotted out their eyes
that night, saying-:
Taste, then, "the pain o{ My torment
and "the outcome o{ My forewarnings!
And very truly, an unyielding torment
came upon them in the morning.
So taste, then, "the pain o{ My torment
and "the outcome o{ My forewarnings!
And very truly, We have made the Quran
easy for remembrance.
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Now very truly, "our' forewarnings came
to the House of Pharaoh.
They -too, belied Our -miraculous s1gns
all -nine, of them.
So We seized them, suddenly,
with the vehement grip
of One who is overpowering, invincible.
Are you disbelievers better
than those -God destroyed before you'?
Or is that you have immunity
-against punishment
inscribed' in the divine Writs?
Or is that they say:
-United' together, we shall be victonous!
-United' together, they shall be vanquished
and they shall turn their backs -and fl e e'.
What is more, the Hour -ofJudgment Day'
is their appointed time -of eternal doom'!
Thus the Hour is more grievous
-than their earthly defeat-, and more bitter -still-.
Indeed, the defiant unbelievers
are "utterly lost - in misguidance -in this life-._
and -lost to the - flames of the Fire,
the Day they will be dragged
into the Fire -of Hell- on their faces,
"and it is said':
Taste the touch of -Hellfire in - Saqar.
Indeed, We have created all things
in -accordance with a predetermined- measure.
Nor is Our command
-for a thing to be - but a single -word,
like the twinkling of an eye!
Thus very truly, - 0 disbelievers,
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We have destroyed multitudes of your ilk.
So is there anyone to remember?
Moreover, every single thing
they have ever done in life
1s recorded - in divine writs.
For all things, small or great,
are duly - inscribed
in the Preserved Book of Heaven - .
As for the God-fearing,
they shall be amid Gardens of Paradise
and rivers,
in the seat of truth, near an invincible King.
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The surah that crowns the Quran and opens with the chant of a single word proclaiming
one of God's most beautiful names, THE ALL-MERCIFUL.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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The All-Merciful -God-!
He -alone has taught the Quran.
He alone has created man.
He alone has taught him expression,
The sun and the moon are in measured course,
subjugated by Him to a fixed order-.
And -to Him alone do the stars and the trees
bow themselves down.
And -as to the skyit is He -alone - who has raised it.
Thus it is He -alone
who has set the balance of all things-,
so that you might not
transgress the -j ust - balance.
Therefore, shall you establish
weights and measures - with justice.
And you shall not -by fraud
diminish the balance.
And -as to the earth-it is He -alone
who has laid it down for all living creatures.
Therein are -abundant - fruit
and date palms endowed
with -plenteous sheaths,
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and grains o f the husk, and sweet-scented basil.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie,
·a human- and jinn-kind"?
He ·alone" has created man from a clay
like 'that of fashioned" pottery.
And He ·alone, has created jinn
from 'the quintessence o{ a flame of fire.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
He alone is, Lord of the two Easts
and Lord of the two Wests.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
He ·alone" let forth the two ·great, waters,
·salty and sweet,
such that they meet one another.
·Yet, between them is a ·perpetual, barrier
through which neither can pass.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Out of them both come pearls and coral.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
And His ·alone, are the ships
running with hoisted sail in the sea
like mountains.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All who are upon the earth shall pass away,
but everlasting ·to everlasting,
is the Face of your Lordthe Possessor of All Majesty and Honor.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
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All who are in the heavens and the earth
cin truth " ask Him calone for every need.
Each and" every day it is He c alone "
who executes every" affair cin the universe".
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
We shall call you to full account,
0 you two burdened ones,
c 0 humans and jinn " !
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
0 fellowship ofjinn and humans!
If you are able to penetrate
through the c outer, spheres,
of the heavens and the earth
c to escape God's Judgment " ,
then do so penetrate them.
Yet never shall you penetrate them,
but with c Our overwhelming" authority.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Flares of fire and cmolten " brass
shall be sent upon you,
nor shall you be helped.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
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And when the heaven splits
and becomes rose-red
like cthickly flowing " cream,
then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
For on that Day, then,
neither human nor jinn
need be asked about his sin.
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Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
For the defiant unbelievers
will b e known by their -distinctive mark,
then seized -and thrown into Hell by the forelocks and the feet.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
-It shall be said, then:
This is the Hell which the defiant unbelievers
did -in life - belie!
Between its -Fire
and -a spring o( intensely scalding fluid
back and forth-shall they traverse.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
But for whoever fears standing
-in Judgment - before his Lord,
there are two gardens -in Paradise awaiting-.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
- Gardens replete - with lush bending boughs.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both are two running springs.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both
are all varieties of fruit, in pairs of every kind.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
They -who attain it - shall be reclining
on -canopied- spreads,
whose linings are of rich brocade,
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while the fruits of the two gardens
are near at hand.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both
are maidens, restrained of glance
whom neither human, nor jinn,
has deflorated before.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
It is as though they were made
o( rubies and coral.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Is the reward of goodness
to be other than goodness?
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Moreover, apart from them both
there are two other gardens in Paradise besides".
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Both of them are a deeply dense green!
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both are two gushing springs.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both
are fruits, and date palms, and pomegranates.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
All through them both are the most virtuous,
and loveliest c companions .
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Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Wide-eyed beauties, cloistered in pavilionsthen which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?whom neither human, nor jinn,
has deflorated before.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
-Therein - are they reclined
upon -lush - green cushions
and beauteous carpets, woven fine.
Then which of your Lord's blessings
will either of you belie?
Blessed be the name of your Lord,
the Possessor of All Majesty and Honor.
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The surah that opens by naming the occurrence of the end of time with the title
all who deny that it is coming will never belie it
when finally it happens.
THE INDISPUTABLE

Sur ah
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When the Indisputable Event
-of the Last Hour - occurs,
no one, then, shall belie its occurrence!
-For some, it shall be - abasing;
-for others, - exalting.
When the earth is shaken
-with- a mighty shaking,
and when the mountains are pounded
'with - a mighty pounding,
such that they become as scattered dust,
-it is - then that you -human beings
shall have been -resurrected as - three sorts:
The Companions of the Right,
and how -very - blessed
are the Companions of the Right!
And the Companions of the Left,
and how woeful
are the Companions of the Left!
And the Forerunners -in faith are the -unrivaled- Forerunners
-in reward in the Hereafter-!
It is these who shall be brought nearest - to Godin the Gardens of Delight -of Paradise-!
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They are a multitude
from the first 0 generations ,
but cvery, few from the latter cgenerationsat leisure therein',
upon settees crichly encrusted
with gold and gems,
reclining on them, facing one another lll J OY .
Going round 0serving them
are immortal youths,
with chalices, and decanters,
and a cup from a flowing c spring of wine'.
From it they suffer
neither headache nor intoxication.
Moreover, they shall have fruits,
of whatever ckind they would select;
and the flesh of fowl,
from whatever c sort they should desireand wide-eyed beauties to wed,
who look as though they were
well-preserved pearlsall in reward c from God, for all c the good
that they used to do in life'.
They shall not hear therein vile talk,
nor sinful speechbut only the saying of the salutation':
Peace! And more, peace!
As for the Companions of the Right,
how 0blessed shall it be, then,
for the Companions of the Rightamidst thornless late-trees,
and ctrees o{ clustered bananas,
and shade far-spreading,
and water ever-flowing,
and fruit aplenty-
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neither failing, nor forbiddenand elevated furnishing!
So too , indeed, shall We bring forth
-their wives from the world in a -most - perfect creation.
Behold! We shall have made them virgins,
forever loving, and of equal age-all - for the Companions of the -blessed" Right.
They are a multitude from the first -generations-,
and a multitude from the latter -generations-.
But as for the Companions of the Left,
how -woeful - shall it be then
for the Companions of the Leftamidst blowing heat and scalding fluid,
and billowing-thick, darkened smoke,
with nothing cooling or soothing!
For indeed, before this -in the world-,
they were indulged in -forbidden- luxury.
And they persisted in -committing the great perfidy -against God-:
For they used to say -in life - :
When we are dead
and have become -mere - dust and bones,
are we, indeed, to be raised up
-alive for Judgment-and so too our fathers of old?
Say -to them-:
Indeed, the first -of you - and the last -of you shall be gathered together
at a predestined instant on a Well-Known Day!
Then, indeed, all of you0 you who are misguided beliers,
-deniers of truth-_
you shall, most surely, eat
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AL-WAQJ'AH - THE INDISPUTABLE EVENT

from the -Impalatable - Tree of Zaqqum
from the nethermost of Hell-.
Then from it shall you fill your bellies.
Then along with it
shall you drink of a scalding fluid.
Thus shall you drink,
as a thirst-mad camel drinks!
Such shall be their hospitality
on the Day ofJudgment!
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It is We -alone
who have created you, 0 humanity-.
Will you -not-, then,
accept the truth -of Resurrection-?
Have you considered the semen you emit?
Do you yourselves create it?
Or is it We who are the creators -of it-?
We -alone have decreed death among you
and -in this - We shall never be overcome.
We shall replace you, -whenever We so will,
with any likeness of you!
Thus shall We bring you forth -again
in a form you do not -even - know.
Yet, truly, you have known -your - first creation.
Will you not, then, become mindful
of the One who has made it-?
Have you considered what you till?
Do you yourselves grow its -plants-?
Or is it We who make them grow?
If We so will ,
We shall turn it into crumbling stubble.
And you shall forever lament, saymg :
Indeed, we are desolated!
Rather, we have become destitute!
945
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Have you considered the water that you drink?
Did you yourselves
bring it down from the clouds?
Or is it We who send cit down?
If We so will, We shall at once
cause it to become acrid.
Will you not, then, give thanks?
Do you see the fire that you kindle?
Did you yourselves bring forth the tree
that kindles and fuels it '7
Or is it We who brought cit forth?
We alone have made it a reminder of Hellfire
and a provision of survival and security
for those \Nho trek in the wilderness.
So highly exalt the name of your Lord,
the Magnificent.
�i� But

no, indeed!
I do swear by the positions of the stars!
And it is, most surely, a great oath,
if only you were to know cits magnitude'.
Indeed, this is, most surely, a gracious Quran
in a Book, well-preserved cin Heaven'.
No one touches it, but the purified.
It is a revelation sent down
from the Lord of cAll the Worlds.
Then is this the Heavenly discourse
that you would slight?
And do you render c due thanks
to God for, your provision
by belying CHis promise of Resurrection?
If that is so, then why do you not
hold back the soul of the dying
when it reaches the throat?

0
0
0
0
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Yet all the while you are helplessly - looking on.
Rather, it is We -alone
who are, most surely,
nearer to the one dying than you.
But you do not see.
Then why is itif you are not to be summoned to Judgment
as you allege -_that you do not
bring -the soul - back, if, indeed, you are truthful?
Yet, most surely, if -the one dying is of those to be brought nearest - to God -_
then -for such a one - there shall be serenity,
and -the fragrance of sweet-scented basil,
and a Garden of Delights -in Paradise-.
And if he is of the Companions of the Right,
then -it shall be said-: Peace to you!
For you are of the Companions of the -blessed Right.
But if he is of the beliers,
the misguided - deniers of truth-,
then -for such a one there is the hospitality
of a scalding fluid
and roasting in Hellfire!
Indeed, this is, most surely,
with all certainty, the utter truth.
So highly exalt the name of your Lord,
the Magnificent.

0
0
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The surah that mentions the heavy metallic element IRON as being sent down by God
from the heavens to endow the earth itself with mighty force, and humanity with the
many benefits of its malleable and structural strength, and all the great tests offaith that
arise from this.
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All that is in the heavens and the earth
highly exalt God.
For He -alone
is the Overpowering -One-, the All-Wise.
To Him -alone - belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
He -alone - gives life.
And He -alone - gives death.
For He is powerful over all things.
He is the First and the Last,
and the Manifest and the Hidden.
And He -alone - is all-knowing of all things.
He -alone - is the One
who has created the heavens and the Earth
in -a span o( six -Heavenly - days.
Then, -befittingly,
He settled Himself over the Throne.
He -alone - knows
all that penetrates into the earth,
and all that issues from it,
and all that descends from the heaven,
and all that ascends into it.
Moreover, He is with you wherever you are.
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For God -alone - is all-seeing of all that you do.
To Him -alone - belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
Thus to God -alone - are all matters returned
-for just Judgment - .
He -alone - makes the night
penetrate into the daylight.
And He -alone - makes the daylight
penetrate into the night.
And He -alone
is all-knowing of all that is -harbored.
within the breast -of people-.
You shall believe in God -alone
and His Messenger!
And you shall spend -charitably out of that -wealth over which He has made you trustees.
Then -as to - those of you
who have thus believed and spent,
-know that- for them
there is a great reward -awaiting
in the Hereafter - .
So what is it with you, - 0 human beings,
that you -still - do not believe in God,
while the Messenger calls you
to believe in your Lord,
and -while God Himsel(
has already taken -from you
your covenant -of faith
in a pre-earthly existence -_
if ever you shall be believers?
He -alone - is the One
who sends down upon His servant,
-Muhammad, these - clear verses -of guidance -,
to bring -all o( you out

0
0
0

0
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from c the veils o{ darkness
into the light c of faith and guidance'.
For, indeed, God ' alone" is all-kind
and mercy-giving to you.
Then what is with you cbelievers,
that you do not spend c charitably,
in the path of God,
while to God alone
belongs the cinevitable 0 heritage
of the heavens and the earth?
Not equal among yourselves
cin the sight of God
are those who have spent c charitably,
and fought cin the path of God
before the victory cat Makkah
and those who did not'.
Those cwho did , are greater in rank
than those who spent c charitably,
and fought cin the path of Godo thereafteL
Yet to each God has promised great goodness
cin the Hereafter'.
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
Who is it that shall loan to God
a goodly loan cfor His cause',
so that He shall multiply it for him,
such that for him
there shall be a gracious reward
cawaiting in the Hereafter 0?
On that Day, you shall see
the believing men and believing women
their own light streaming
before them and to their right.
c It shall be said to them:
The glad tidings for you this Day
are Gardens beneath which rivers flow,
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wherein you shall abide forever.
It is this that is the magnificent triumph!
On that Day,
the hypocrite men and the hypocrite women
shall say to those who have believed:
Wait for us, that we may borrow
from your light!
It shall be said "in mockery of them":
Return back "to retrieve the fuith
you left- behind you "in the world,
and seek "for yourselves - light!
Thereupon a wall that has a door
shall be imposed between them.
Within its interior, there is all mercy.
But in front of its outward side,
there is "only - torment.
The "hypocrites- shall cry out to the "believers":
Were we not with you "in life-?
They shall say: Oh yes, indeed!
But you tempted your own souls "to duplicity-.
And "with eager anticipation you awaited "our demise-.
For you doubted "faith and this Resurrection-.
For "worldly - fancies deluded youuntil "at last - God's decree "of death came to pass "against you-.
Thus "Satan - the Deluder has deluded you,
with regard to God.
Therefore, this Day,
no ransom shall be taken from you,
nor from "any o{ those
who "in life - disbelieved "in the One God-.
Thus the abode of all of you is the Fire "of Hell-.
It is "now - your refuge-and a most woeful destination it is!
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�* Is it not time for those who truly believe
that their hearts be humbled
at the remembrance of God
and at ..the utterance of the truth
..
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that has been sent down.
So let them forsake excessive jesting
and diversion - and not be like those
who were given the Scripture before -them-;
for a long duration -of heedlessness passed over them.
Thus their hearts became hardened.
And many of them are -now - ungodly.
Know that -it is - God -alone
who - gives life to the earth after its death.
We have -now - certainly
made clear to you the manifest signs
-of God's creative power-,
so that you may -refl e ct on them
and - understand.
Indeed, the charitable men
and the charitable womenwho have "therewith - loaned God
a goodly loanshall have it multiplied for them "by their Lord--.
So for them, there is a gracious reward "awaiting
in the Hereafter-.
As for those who have believed in God
and "in - His messengers,
it is these who are the upholders
of "revealed- truth.
As to the martyrs -and the witnesses to God"
in the "very - providence of their Lord
is their reward and their light.
But those who have disbelieved
and belied Our "revealed - signs,
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these are the Companions of Hellfire.
Know that the life of this world
is but play and amusement,
and -sheer- adornment,
and a cause for boasting among yourselves,
and -an arena o{ vying in wealth
and -in children.
Its parable is -that o{ a -nourishing rainfall,
the herbage from which
pleases the tillers of soil.
But then it dries up,
so that you see it turning yellow.
Then it becomes crumbling stubble.
Even - so shall there be in the Hereafter
severe torment,
as well as the forgiveness of God
and -His good- pleasure.
For the life of this world is nothing
but the -mere enj oyment of a delusion.
Race one another
to the forgiveness of your Lord
and to a Garden -of Paradise-,
whose breadth is as the breadth
of -all- heaven and earth,
prepared for those who believe in God
and -in His messengers.
That is the bounty of God.
He gives it to whomever He so wills.
For God -alone
is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
Not a single aflli ction befalls in the earth,
or among yourselves,
or a blessing, but it is -already written
in a Book -preserved in Heaven
before We create it -to try you-.
Indeed, that for God is -ever so easy.
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Know this so that you do not grieve
over what escapes you,
nor exult over what comes to you,
for C o d loves

57:24

-

no

sw-aggering , boaster-

nor those who are miserly
and enj oin miserliness on people.
Thus whoever turns away
from giving in God's cause-_
then -know that-, indeed,
it is God alone
who is the Self-Sufficient -One·, the All-Praised.
Very truly, We have sent Our messengers
to humanity - with clear -and miraculous proofs
that confirmed their messages-.
And We sent down with each o( them
a -Heavenly - Book -to guide their people·,
along with the -j ust balance,
so that people might establish justice
-in the earth-.
Moreover, We sent down iron
from the heavens·,
in which there is mighty force,
and -in which there are many benefits
for all people;
and so also that God might make known
who supports Him and His messengers,
though unseen.
Indeed, God -alone is all-powerful,
overpowering.
So very truly, We did, indeed,
send Noah and Abraham -as messengers-.
Thus We placed prophethood and the Scripture
among their seed.
So some of them were rightly guided.
But many of them were ungodly.
Then We sent following upon their traces,
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cmany more of" Our messengers.
And We followed c them - up with Jesus,
son of Mary.
So We gave him the Evangel
c as a Heavenly Book-.
And We placed in the hearts
of those who followed him
loving-kindness and mercy.
But as for c the tradition of" monasticism-
they themselves invented it.
Never did We prescribe it for them,
but only that they seek the pleasure of God.
Yet they did not observe cthis ordinance
with its rightfully due observance.
So We gave those who believed among them
their reward.
But many of them were ungodly.
57:28

57:29

0

you who believe! Be ever God-fearing!
And believe in His Messenger!
He shall then give you
a double share of His mercy.
Moreover, He shall make for you a light,
by which you shall walk calways in His way-.
Thus He shall forgive you.
For God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
So it is that the People of the Scripture
may know, indeed, that they have no power
over anything of God's bounty;
and that, indeed,
all bounty is in the Hand of God c alone-.
He gives it to whomever He so wills.
For God c alone is the Possessor of Magnificent Bounty.
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The surah that mentions the complaint ef Khawlah hint Tha'labah to the Prophet g
as SHE WHO ARGUED for the dignity ef women against the abominable practice
whereby husbands estranged their wives from intimacy on false pretext.
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Truly, God has heard the words
of she who has argued before you, 0 Prophet,
concerning her husband,
and who has made complaint to God.
For God hears your discourse with each other.
Indeed, God is all-hearing, all-seeing.
c
,
Those of you who sinfully estrange themselves
from their wives
with the cmere , pronouncement:
You are prohibited to me for marital relations
as is my own mother's backsidec
know, 0 believers,
that , never can they be their mothers!
None are their mothers
other than those who gave birth to them.
Therefore, indeed, they are assuredly uttering
an abominable statement and falsehood.
Yet, indeed, God is all-pardoning, all-forgiving.
Thus those
who do so c sinfully , estrange themselves
from their wives,
who then retract what they have said,
they must free a bondservant
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before they -and their wives
touch each other -in intimacy-.
With this -decree - are you admonished
and God is all-aware of all that you do.
But for one who -commits this offense
yet - cannot fi n d -such means of atonement-,
then he shall -instead- fast
two consecutive months,
before they touch each other -in intimacy-.
But if one is unable -to fast-,
then -let him- feed sixty indigent people.
This is to -affirm
that· you, -indeed-, believe in God
and His Messenger.
These are the ordained limits of God
and for the disbelievers
-who transgress God's Law·,
there shall be a most painful torment.
Indeed, -all - those who oppose God
and His Messenger shall be laid low,
as -all- those before them
-who did so - were laid low.
For, already, We have sent down clear signs
-in the Quran confirming Our commandments-.
Therefore, the -inveterate - disbelievers
shall have a disgracing torment
on a Day -Hereafter - when God
shall raise them -to life·, all together.
Then shall He tell them -the due recompense
of all that they have done -in life-.
God has enumerated it.
And they have forgotten it.
For God is a witness over all things.
Have you not considered
that God knows all that is in the heavens

----
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and all that is in the earth?
There is no private discourse
among three but that He is the fourth of them;
neither five but that He is the sixth of them;
neither fewer than that nor more,
but that He is with them
wherever they might be.
Then He shall tell them
on the Day of Resurrection
c the due recompense
of all that they have done cin life-.
Indeed, God is all-knowing of all things.
Have you not seen, c 0 Prophet,
those camong the People of the Scripture who were forbidden
from cmalicious - private discourse,
and who even - thereafter do revert
to that from which they were forbidden?
They discourse privately in sin and transgression,
and in disobedience to the Messenger.
Moreover, when they come to you,
they greet you with ca vile salutation which God has not c enjoined
nor - greeted you with.
Then they say to themselves:
Why does God not punish us for what we say,
cif he is truly God's messenger-?
Indeed, sufficient for them is Hellfire,
in which they shall roastand a most woeful destination cit is-!
c

58:9
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you who believe!
When you discourse in private,
you shall not discourse in sin and transgression
and in disobedience to the Messenger.
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Rather, you shall discourse
"with virtue and- in righteousness
and with fear of God.
And you shall fear God,
before whom you shall be assembled
·for Judgment-.
Indeed, ·malicious - private discourse
is prompted by Satan
to grieve those who believe.
Yet never shall he harm them in anything,
except by the permission of God.
So upon God "alone - let the believers rely.

0

0

0

you who believe!
When you are told
in ·your- gatherings ·that grow crowded-:
Make room ·for one another-!
Then make room
·with a spirit of patient fellowship-.
God will make room for you ·in Paradise-.
Moreover, when it is said:
Rise ·for the Prayer and other good acts-!
Then rise.
God shall raise ·in station
those who ·sincerely - believe
·and comply - among you;
and ·raise greatly - in rank
those who have ·sought
and- been given knowledge.
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
0

you who believe!
When you seek to discourse privately
with the Messenger,
offer charity ·to the poor 959
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before your private discourse with him.
That is best for you
and most purifying -for your souls".
B u t i f y o u do not find - the means ,
then God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Do you fear -poverty from offering charity
before your private discourse
-with the Messenger-?
Since -some o( you have not done so,
and God has already
granted you repentance -for this-,
then -steadfastly continue
to duly" establish the Prayer,
and give the Zakit-Charity,
and obey God and His Messenger.
For God is all-aware of all that you do.
�l� Have

you not seen those -hypocrites
who -secretly - allied themselves -against you
with a people
upon whom God's wrath has come?
They are not of you, - 0 believers,
nor are they of them.
Thus, they -but - swear a false oath
while they know -it is a lie .
God has prepared for them
a severe torment -in the Hereafter-.
Evil, indeed, is what they have done.
They have taken their -false" oaths -of faith
only - as a shield,
so as to bar -others" from the path of God.
Thus for them,
there is a disgracing torment -in the Hereafter".
Never shall their wealth, nor their children,
avail them against God, in anything -at all".

0
0
0
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These -hypocrites
are the Companions of the Fire -of Helf
They shall abide therein forever,
on a Day -Hereafter when God shall raise them -to life - all together.
Then they shall swear -falsely even - to Him,
as they -now- swear -falsely- to you -believers-
and they think
they have something to -stand- on!
Most assuredly,
it is they who are the -sheer - liars.
Satan has overmastered them.
Thus he has caused them to forget
the remembrance of God.
These are the party of Satan.
Most assuredly, it is the party of Satan,
who are the losers -of an everlasting Paradise-.
As for -all- those who oppose God
and His Messenger,
such as these shall be among the most debased
-in this life and in the Hereafter-.
God has inscribed
-in the Preserved Book of Heaven-:
I shall, most surely, triumph
! and My messengers.
Indeed, God is all-powerful, overpowering.
You shall not find a people
who -truly - believe in God
and -in the coming Judgment o{ the Last Day
loving those who oppose God
and His Messengereven if they are their fathers,
or their children, or their brothers,
or their -other - kinsfolk.
Upon the hearts of these -believers-,
961
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He has inscribed ·true, faith.
Moreover, He has aided them
with a spirit from Him.
Thus sl1all He adniit tl1e111

into Gardens beneath which rivers flow
wherein they shall abide, foreverGod being well-pleased with them,
and they well-pleased with Him.
They are the alliance of God.
Most assuredly,
the ·believers of the, alliance of God
it is they who are the ·truly, successful.
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The surah that mentions God's expulsion of the clan of Banu Al-Naef,frfrom their
prodigious fortress-settlement near Madinah, in THE MUSTERING it calls the first
of its kind; for they had betrayed their covenant of mutual defense by aiding idolaters
against monotheistic believers.
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All that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth highly exalt God.
For He c alone
is the Overpowering c One·, the All-Wise.
It is He alone· who has expelled
those who have disbelieved
of the People of the Scripture
from their c nearby· dwellings
at c their · first mustering cin treason against you · .
You did not think that they would ever depart.
Indeed, they themselves thought
that their strongholds would be
their defense against God.
But God's cordained Judgment· came upon them
from where they had never expected.
For He hurled terror into their hearts.
They ruined their homes with their own hands,
and the hands of the believers.
So derive a lesson c from this·,
0 you who have eyes to see!
Yet had God not decreed banishment for them,
He, most surely,
would have tormented them in this world.
c

0
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Moreover, "waiting. for them in the Hereafter
is the torment of the Fire of Hell - .
That is because
they willfully rebelled against God
and His Messenger.
And whoever rebels against Godthen, indeed, God is severe in punishment.
Whatever ·of their. date palms
you "believers - have cut down
or left standing on their rootstocks,
it was ·only - by the pennission of God
and thus does He disgrace the ungodly.
Furthermore,
whatever spoils God has turned over
to ·the authority o{ His Messenger from them,
you have spurred neither horse nor camel for it.
Rather, God gives authority to His messengers
over whomever He so wills.
For God is powerful over all things.
Thus whatever spoils God has turned over
to His Messenger
from the ·disbelieving - townspeople,
it shall be for God
and for the Messenger ·to disburse-,
and for ·his - close relatives,
"who are prohibited from charity,
and for the orphans,
and for the indigent,
and for the wayfarerso that it does not merely circulate
between the wealthy among you.
Thus whatever the Messenger brings you
·from God-, then you shall take it.
And whatever he has forbidden you,
you shall desist from it.
.
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And be ever God-fearing.
Indeed, God is severe in punishment.
A share of these spoils
belongs to the needy E migreswho have been expelled from their dwellings
and -dispossessed o{ their wealthseeking -all-nourishing - bounty from God
and -His good pleasure,
and to support
-the cause o{ God and His Messenger.
It is these who are the tmehearted.
As for those who were - already settled
in the abode of Madinah -,
and -who were firm in - faith
before -the Emigration-,
they love those who emigrated to them
and find no covetous - want in their breast
for what -the E migres have been given.
Rather, they give -them - preference
over their own selveseven when they themselves are in pressing need.
And whoever is safeguarded
from the avarice of his own soulthen it is these who are the -truly - successful.
As to all those -believers- who come after them,
they -shall- say: Our Lord!
Forgive us, and our brethren
who preceded us in faith.
And let not into our hearts
any malice toward those who believe.
Our Lord!
Indeed, You are all-kind, mercy-giving.
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you not seen those
who became hypocrites,
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saying to their brothers who disbelieve
from the People of the Scripture:
If ever you are expelled,
�vve
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shall, most surely, depart w�ith you�

Nor shall we ever obey anyone
with regard to charming - you!
Moreover, if you are fought,
we shall, most surely, support you!
But God bears witness
that they are, indeed, liars!
If they c who disbelieve
from the People of the Scripture - are expelled,
they cwho are hypocrites
will not depart with them.
And if they are fought,
they will not support them.
And if ever they were to support them
cin battle-,
they would, most surely,
turn their backs cin flight-,
wherefore they cwho disbelieve
from the People of the Scripture
would not be helped cby them.
The - fear they cboth
have for you cbelievers - in their hearts
is, most surely, more intense
than ctheir fear o{ God.
That is because they are people
who do not comprehend c God's greatness-.
They -who disbelieve
from the People of the Scripture
will not c openly - fight against you, all together,
but only from within fortified towns,
or from behind walls.
The force of the enmity between them is severe.
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You think them -bonded- together,
but their hearts are divided.
That is because they are a people
who will not -use reason to - understand.
Their case is like those who have, not long ago,
preceded them,
who tasted -in this life - the grievous consequence
of their -ungodly - affairs.
And for them -in the Hereafter there is a -more - painful torment awaiting.
The hypocrites are - like Satan.
Behold! He says to man:
Disbelieve!
Then when he disbelieves:
-Satan - says: Indeed, I am free of you!
Indeed, I fear God,
Lord of _All _ the Worlds.
Thus the end of both of them
is that they shall be in the Fire -of Hell-,
abiding therein forever.
For that is the recompense
of the wrongdoers -who are godless in heart-.
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you who believe! Be ever God-fearing!
And let every soul look
to what it has forwarded for tomorrow.
Thus be ever God-fearing.
Indeed, God is all-aware of all that you do.
Then do not be like those
who forgot -the covenant of' God.
Therefore, He made them
forget their own souls.
It is these who are -themselves - the ungodly.
Not equal are the Companions
of the Fire -of Hell-
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and the Companions
of the ..Everlasting� Garden .of Paradise.,_
The Companions of the -Everlasting- Garden
it is they who are the -truly- triumphant.
Had We sent this Quran
down upon a mountain,
you would have most surely seen it
utterly humbled, breaking apart,
from the fear of God.
And such are the parables
We set forth for all people,
so that they may refle ct
-on the power of divine guidance-.
He -alone - is God, the One
besides whom there is no other God
-the Sole - Knower of the -realms
of all the - unseen and the seen.
He is the All-Merciful, the Mercy-Giving.
He -alone - is God.
There is no God but Himthe King, the All-Holy, the Peace, the Faithful,
the Guardian, the Overpowering -One-,
the Irresistible, the Sublime.
Highly exalted is God
-far - above all that they associate
as gods -with Him-!
He -alone - is God.
The Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner.
To Him -alone belong
the most excellent names!
All that is in the heavens and the earth
gives due exaltation to Him.
For He -alone is the Overpowering -One-,
the All-Wise.
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The surah that instituted for lone female Emigres to Islam the swearing of a sacred
oath as THE TEST OF FAITH) establishing publicly that their niigration was
purely for the sake of God, without worldly motive, so as to vouchsafe to them full
protection and rights in the Muslim community.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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0 you who believe!
You shall not -ever" take My enemy,
and your enemy, as allies.
You offer genuine love to them.
Yet they have disbelieved
in -the revelation" of the truth
that has come to you -in the Quran"_
expelling the Messenger and yourselves
-from your homes
only" because you believe
in -the One" God -alone", your Lord.
If -truly" you have come forth
striving in My path
and seeking My good pleasure,
-then do not ever take them as allies",
divulging -the believers' " secrets to them
out of genuine loveand I am most knowing
of all that you conceal and all that you reveal.
For whoever among you does this
has truly strayed from the straight path.
If they should gain ascendancy over you,
they would become

0
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-treacherous - enemies to you
and stretch out their hands and their tongues
in harm against you.
for they wish that you would disbelieve
-in your faith-.
Neither your relatives
nor your -disbelieving - children will benefit you
on the Day of Resurrection.
He shall separate -the evil
from the righteous - among you.
For God is all-seeing of all that you do .
There is truly an excellent model for you
in -the firm stand o( Abraham
and those with him when they said
to their -idolatrous - people:
\YIe are free of -association with - you
and -with- all that you worship, apart from God.
We have disbelieved in you
-for your ungodly ways-.
Thus -open - enmity
and hostility have commenced
between us and you forever,
until you believe in God alone
notwithstanding Abraham's statement
to his father:
I shall seek forgiveness for you.
Yet I have no control to help you
with anything against God.
-They prayed: - Our Lord!
On You , alone - do we rely.
And to You -alone - do we turn.
For to You -alone - is the ultimate destiny.
Our Lord!
Subj ect us not to a trial -of defeat to -tempt - those who disbelieve
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cto exult in their unbelie{.
And forgive us, our Lord.
Indeed, it is You
who are the Overpowering c One-,
the All-Wise.
Very truly, there is an excellent model
for you cbelievers - in themfor whoever longs for God
and cfor salvation on - the Last Day.
But whoever turns away,
indeed, it is God c alone who is the Self-Sufficient, the All-Praised.
�lHt may be that cin due course
God will establish genuine cmutual love
between you and those
with whom you had enmity.
For God is all-powerful.
Moreover, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
God does not forbid you
from chonorable relationships
with - those who have not fought you
over religion,
nor expelled you from your dwellingsthat you relate kindly and equitably with them.
Indeed, God loves those who are just.
God only forbids you from making alliances
with those who have fought you over religion
and expelled you from your dwellings
and aided others in expelling you.
And whoever befriends such as these,
it is they who are the wrongdoers,
c godless in heart-.
0

AL-MUMTAJ:!ANAH - THE TEST OF FAITH
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you who believe!
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When believing women come to you
as Emigres, test their -sincerity-_
and it is God -alone

-vvho k.nov-vs best about their faith.

60: 1 1

972

Thus if you find them
to be believing women,
then do not return them to the disbelievers.
They are not lawful -wives for them.
Nor are -the disbelievers
lawful ·husbands - for them.
Moreover, give -the disbelievers
whatever they have spent -to marry them-,
whereupon there shall be no blame on you
if you marry them,
once you have given them
their -full dowry- compensation.
Nor shall you -believers
hold on to bonds of marriage
with disbelieving women.
But ask -for the return
o( what you have spent -on them in dowry-.
And let -the disbelievers - ask
for what they have spent
to marry women
who have since believed and emigrated-.
That is God's judgment,
as He has adjudged between you
and God is ail-knowing, all-wise.
Moreover, if any of your wives, - 0 believers,
have fled from you to the disbelievers,
and -in a campaign - thereafter
you -believers - overcome -the disbelievers-,
then -you are to - give
to those -individuals among you
whose wives have fled
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the like of what they have spent ·on them
in dowry-.
And you shall fear God,
in whom you are believers.
60: 1 2

60: 1 3

0 Prophet!
When the believing women come to you
pledging allegiance to you
that they shall not
associate anything ·as a god- with God;
nor shall they steal;
nor shall they commit illicit sexual intercourse;
nor shall they kill their children;
nor shall they come forth
with ·a previously conceived child
in - a calumny they forge
between their own hands and legs;
nor shall they disobey you
in any rightful thingthen accept their allegiance,
and seek God's forgiveness for them.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
0

you who believe!
You shall not ever take as allies
people upon whom God's wrath has come.
They have, indeed, despaired
of .reward in - the Hereafterjust as the disbelievers have despaired
of · ever seeing alive againthe inhabitants of the graves.
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The surah that declares God's love of all those believers who maintain
THE SOLID RANKS of unbreachable communal unity in selflessly and fearlessly de
fending God's cause against aggression.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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All that i s in the heavens
and all that is in the earth highly exalt God.
For He c alone
is the Overpowering One", the All-Wise.
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0

you who believe!
Why do you say what you do not do?
It is greatly abhorrent
cin the sight o{ God
that you say what you do not do !
Indeed, God loves those
who fight in His cause in solid ranks,
as though they were a cunified" structure,
j oined firmly together.
Now, behold!
Moses said to his people: 0 my people!
Why do you harm me, though truly you know
that I am, indeed, the messenger of God
csent" to you?
Thus when they swerved cfrom the right path",
God caused their hearts to swerve
c from right guidance".
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For God does not guide an ungodly people.
And, behold! Jesus, son of Mary, said:
0 Children of Israel!
I am, indeed, the messenger of God
sent - to you,
as a confirmation of cthe truth that has preceded me cin the law- of the Torah,
and c as - a bearer of glad tidings
of a messenger to come after me,
whose name shall be Ahmad.
Then when he came to them
with clear c and miraculous - proofs
c confirming his truth-, they said:
This is manifest sorcery!
Yet who does a greater wrong
than one who forges lies against God,
while being called to Islam,
ca willing submission to God alone-.
For God does not guide the wrongdoing people
cwho are godless in heart-.
They desire to extinguish
the cguiding - light of God with their mouths.
But God shall perfect His lighteven if the disbelievers hate it .
He is the One
who has sent His Messenger CMuhammad
with the guidance c of the Quran
and the religion of truth,
that He may cause it to prevail
con its own merit - over every religion
even if the idolaters hate cit-.
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0 you who believe!
Shall I direct you to a transaction
that shall deliver you
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from a most painful torment?
It is that you believe in God and His Messenger
and strive in the path of God
with your wealth and your persons.
That is best for you,
if only you were to know c God's reward for it " .
He shall forgive you your sins, and admit you
into Gardens beneath which rivers fl ow,
and cgive you residence
in" good and pleasant" dwellings
in the Garden everlasting.
That is the magnificent triumph.
Moreover, cHe shall give you
something else cin this life, which" you will love:
Victory from God and a conquest near at hand".
So give c these" glad tidings
to the believers, c 0 Prophet .
c

61:13

61:14

0 you who believe!
Be supporters of c the religion o( Godeven" as Jesus, son of Mary, said to the Disciples:
Who will be my supporters
con the path" to God?
The Disciples said:
We are the supporters of cthe religion o( God.
Thus a group
among the Children of Israel believed,
and a group disbelieved.
So We aided those who believed
against their enemy.
Thus did they come to prevail.
e
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The surah that enjoins the believers to proceed at once to the ritual Prayer of
and to quit all commercial transacting as soon as
they hear the call to the Prayer.

THE FRIDAY CONGREGATION

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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624

All that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth
give due exaltation to God
the King, the All-Holy,
the Overpowering , One-, the All-Wise.
He is the One who sent among
the unlettered people ,without a Scripture
a messenger from among themselves,
who recites to them
His ·revealed- verses , of the Quran -,
and purifies them,
and teaches them the ,Heavenly - Book
and the wisdom ·of revelation-.
And, indeed, before , this
they were , utterly lost - in clear misguidance.
And ·He has sent him, as well,
to all - others besides them
who have yet to j oin with them
'in receiving God's message-.
For He ,alone
is the Overpowering , One-, the All-Wise.
That is the bounty of God.
He gives it to whomever He so wills.
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For God -alone
is the Possessor of l'v1agnificent Bounty.
625
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The likeness of those charged
with upholding the Torah,
who, thereafter, did not uphold it -faithfully",
is as the likeness of a donkey
-merely - carrying books.
Woeful is the likeness of the people who belie
the -revealed - signs of God!
For God does not guide
the wrongdoing people
-who are godless in heart-.
Say, - 0 Prophet-: 0 you ofJewry!
If you claim that you -alone
are the friends of Godapart from all -other - people
then hope -ardently - for death
-to bring you near Him-,
if you are truthful -in your claim-.
But they will not hope for it ever
because of -the sins that their hands have advanced -in the world-.
And God is all-knowing
about the -godless - wrongdoers.
Say -to them-:
Indeed, the death from which you flee
shall, most surely, encounter you.
Then you shall be returned
to the -Sole - Knower of the -realms
of all the - unseen and the seen.
Then He shall tell you -the due recompense of all that you have been doing -in life-.
0

you who believe!
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When the call to -congregational- Prayer
is made on Friday, then proceed at once
to the remembrance of God
-and the Prayer-, and quit all commerce.
That is best for you, if only you were to know
God's reward for it-.
But when the Prayer is concluded,
then -you may freely- spread
throughout the land
and seek out the bounty of God.
Yet remember God much -in supplication-,
so that you may be successful.
For behold!
When they -who believe
saw -the arrival o{ merchandise
and -heard its luring- diversion
-during the Friday assembly-,
they -almost all- dispersed to it
and left you, - 0 Prophet,
standing -on the pulpit speaking-.
Say -to them-:
What is with God -in reward- is far better
than any -worldly - diversion
and any -fleeting - merchandise.
For God is the best of providers.
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The surah that declares that God bears witness that the false prefession offai th by
THE HYPO CRITES is uttered only as a screen to hide their duplicity.
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When the hypocrites come to you,
· 0 Prophet, - they say:
We bear witness
that you are, most surely, the Messenger of God.
And God knows
that you are, indeed, His Messenger.
Yet God bears witness
that the hypocrites are, most surely, liars!
They have taken their ·false - oaths ·of faith
only - as a shield,
so as to bar others from the path of God.
Indeed, evil is what they have been doing.
That is because they have believed
then disbelieved.
So a seal has been set upon their hearts.
Thus they do not comprehend
·what truly benefits them-.
�ie- Now, when you see them,
their physical appearance pleases you.
And when they speak,
you hear their 'lofty- words.
'yet - it is as if they are propped up logs!
'Inwardly: they think that every shout

!
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63

-of forewarning- is against them.
They are the enemy. So beware of them!
May God strike them down!
How are they turned away -from the truth-?
For whenever it is said to them: Come!
The Messenger of God
will seek -God's - forgiveness for you.
They tum their heads aside,
and you see them turning away
for they are filled with arrogance.
It is the same in regard to them
whether you seek forgiveness for them,
or you do not seek forgiveness for them.
Never will God forgive them.
Indeed, God does not guide an ungodly people.
It is they who say:
Do not spend on those
who are with the Messenger of God
until they break away -from him-.
Yet to God belongs the treasures
of the heavens and the earth.
But the hypocrites do not comprehend -this-.
They say -with hollow pride-:
Should we return to Madinah
-from this campaign-,
the mightiest shall expel the most abased from it.
Yet, indeed, invincible might
belongs to God -alone-__
and - thus shall it be - for His Messenger
and for the believers.
But the hypocrites do not know -it-.

AL-MUNAFIQUN - THE HYPOCRITES
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you who believe!
Let not your wealth nor your children
divert you from the remembrance of God.
98 1
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-

THE HYPOCRITES

And whoever does thisthen it is they who are the iosers
c of an everlasting Paradise".
Moreover, spend c charitably"
from 'Nhatever We have provided you

63: 1 1

982

before death comes to any one of you,
such that one would say: My Lord!
IfYou would but defer me cfrom death"
to a near term,
then I will give charity
and become of the righteous.
But never will God defer c the death o( a soul
when its c due" term comes.
And God is all-aware of all that you do.
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The surah that calls the Day efJudgment THE DAY OF MUTUAL LOSS AND
For those who abandon faith and choose to disbelieve shall lose Paradise and be
thrown into Hellfire, cheated foreverfrom felicity by their own souls and their leaders. Those who believe,
however, shall gain Paradise against all the attempts ef the unbelievers to distract them in the worldfrom faith
and goodness, guided away from Hellfire by God and His messengers.
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that is in the heavens
and all that is in the earth
give due exaltation to God.
To Him ·alone - belongs all the dominion.
And to Him ·alone - belongs all praise.
For He is powerful over all things.
He is the One who has created ·all o{ you.
Then some of you become disbelievers
and some of you become believers.
Indeed, God is all-seeing of all that you do.
He ·alone - created the heavens and the earth
with ·the very essence o{ all truth.
Moreover, ·it is - He ·who - has fashioned you
and He, indeed, made most excellent
your forms!
Thus to Him is the ultimate destiny.
He knows all that is in the heavens
and the earthand He knows well all that you conceal
and all that you reveal.
For God is all-knowing of all that is ·harbored
within the breast ·of people-.
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AL-TAGHfill UN

THE DAY OF MUTUAL LOSS AND GAIN

Has there not come to you, · 0 disbelievers,
the ·heavy" tidings of those
who disbelieved of oldthat they tasted ·in rhis life
the grievous consequence
of their ·ungodly" affairs?
Yet for them ·in the Hereafter"
there is a "more" painful torment ·awaiting".
That is because their messengers,
indeed, came to them
with clear ·and miraculous" proofs ·from God".
But they would say ·in arrogance":
Will .mere" mortals guide us?
So they disbelieved and turned away.
Yet God is self-sufficing,
·with no need of their faith".
Indeed, God ·alone
is self-sufficient, all-praiseworthy.
Those who disbelieve have alleged
that they shall never be raised ·from the dead".
Say, · 0 Prophet": Oh yes, indeed!
By my Lord!
You will, most surely, be raised ·back to life " l
Then you will, most surely, be informed
of all that you have done ·in the world".
And that for God is ·ever so" easy.
So believe in God and His messenger
and the Light ·of the Quran"
that We have sent down.
For God is all-aware of all that you do .
The Day He shall gather up ·all o{ you
for the Day of Gatheringthat is the Day of Mutual Loss and Gain.
For whoever believes in God
and does righteous deeds ·in life",
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He shall -then" absolve him of his misdeeds
and admit him to Gardens
beneath which rivers flowto abide therein, forever and ever.
That is the magnificent triumph!
As to those who disbelieve
and belie Our -revealed" signs,
they are the Companions of the Fire of Helf
wherein they shall abide foreverand a most woeful destination it is!
Not a single affliction strikes one"
but that it is by the permission of God.
Yet whoever believes in God,
He shall guide his heart -to steadfast faithfulness".
And God is all-knowing of all things.
Thus you shall obey God.
And you shall obey the Messenger.
Yet if you turn away,
then -know that, indeed, what is incumbent
upon Our Messenger
is only the clear conveyance of this message 0•
God! There is no God but Him!
So upon God -alone"
let the believers rely.

0

0

0

you who believe!
Indeed, among your spouses and your children
are those who are enemies to you.
So beware of them.
Yet if you pardon and excuse and forgive,
then -let it be known that", indeed,
God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
Moreover, know that,
indeed, your wealth and your children
are a -cause of° temptation -for you".
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Yet God has with Him a magnificent reward.
So fear God as much as you can, · 0 believers".
Thus hear and obey ·His commandments".
And spend charilably

64: 1 7

64: 1 8
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on what is good for your own souls.
For whoever is safeguarded
from the avarice of his own soulthen it is these who are the ·truly" successful.
If you lend God a goodly loan
·by your charitable offerings",
He will multiply for you its ·reward".
Moreover, He will forgive you.
For God is ever thankful, most forbearing·the Sole" Knower of the ·realms
of all the" unseen and the seen,
the Overpowering · One", the All-Wise.

The surah that issues the lawful procedures by which one may DIVORCE and that calls
forfair parting between believers if marriage is to end, in accordance with what is right
and within God's prescribed limits, while promising ease and deliverance for the truly
Godjearing who undergo this trauma.

Surah
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65:1

0

Prophet!
When you -who believe
intend to, divorce women,
then -it shall not be during menstruation
nor shall you have intimate relations
with them thereafterrather, divorce them at -the beginning
o( their -prescribed waiting, period,
and count -the exact days
o( the -prescribed waiting, period
and fear God, your Lord.
Thus you shall not expel them
from their homes.
Nor are they themselves to depart
-during this period'_
unless they commit a flagrant indecency.
These, then, are the ordained limits of God.
And whoever transgresses
the ordained limits of God
has truly wronged his own soul.
You do not know -the outcome
of your course of action'.
It may be that after this -period'
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God will bring about
a resolution to the., matter.
Yet when they reach -the end
o( their stated term -of waiting-,
then either retain them -in marriage-,
in accordance with what is right,
or part with them,
in accordance with what is right.
Moreover, let two just men from among you
-bear - witness -to this outcome-.
And you -who are witnesses
shall administer upright testimony,
for -the sake o( God.
This is to admonish
whoever of you believes in God
and in the coming Judgment o( the Last Day.
And whoever fears God,
He shall make for him a way
out -of every difficulty-.
Moreover, He shall provide for him
from where he has never conceived.
Thus whoever relies on God,
then He is sufficient for him.
God shall, indeed, attain His purpose.
Truly, for all things
God has apportioned a due measure.
As to those of your women
who anticipate no further menstruation
if you are uncertain -as to their term"then their waiting period shall be three months,
just - as it shall be for those
who have not -yet - menstruated.
As for those who are pregnant,
their stated term
is whenever they deliver what they carry.
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And whoever fears God,
He shall make his "difficult - matter easy for him.
That is the command of God,
which He has sent down to "all o{ you.
And whoever fears God,
He will absolve him of his misdeeds
and make his reward immense.
"So as to the wives you proceed to divorce,
give them residence
"throughout their waiting period
in the homes - where you reside-
in accordance with your means.
Yet you shall not harass them,
so as to cause them distress.
And if they are pregnant,
you shall spend on them
until they deliver what they carry.
Moreover, if they nurse "your children - for you,
then give them
their "due - compensation, "accordingly-.
Indeed, you shall enjoin one another
"to all goodness-,
in accordance with what is right.
But if you become hardened
toward one another,
then another woman
shall nurse "the child- for "the father-.
Let a man of abundant means
spend of his abundance, "accordingly-.
But a man whose provision
is of limited measure,
let him spend
from whatever God has given him,
"accordingly-.
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For God does not task a soul except
-in accordance with' what He has given it.
God shall bring about, after hardship, ease.
65:8
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Yet how many a -bygone, community
has insolently defied the commands of its Lord
and His messengers!
So We called each one to account
with a severe accounting.
For We punished each
with a horrid punishment.
So each -community,
tasted the grievous consequence
of its -ungodly, affair.
Thus the end of the affair of each one
was utter loss -in this life.
Moreover', God has prepared for them
a severe torment -in the Hereafter'.
So be ever God-fearing,
0 you people of -discretion and' understanding
who have believed.
Truly, God has sent down
to you -the Quran as' a -revealed' Reminder
-and Muhamma d as, a messenger,
reciting to you the verses of God-made clear
so that He may bring forth
those who believe and do righteous deeds
from the -veils of' darkness into the light.
And whoever believes in God
and does righteous deeds,
He shall admit him
to Gardens beneath which rivers flow
to abide therein forever and ever.
Truly, God shall have granted such a one
a most excellent provision.
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God is the One
who has created seven heavens
and of the earth, the like of them.
The divine - command
descends between themso that you may know
that God alone - is powerful over all things,
and that God c alone
has truly encompassed all things in knowledge.
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The surah that opens with admonishing the Prophet ,B!!!1 against
THE PROHIBITION ef something he once imposed on himselffor the purpose of
not effen ding his wives, though God had made it lawful for him.
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Prophet!
Why do you prohibit ·yourself from· what God
has made lawful for you,
in order to attain the good pleasure
of your wives?
Yet God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
God has already sanctioned
·a way· for you ·believers· to absolve yourselves
from your oaths.
God ·alone· is your Patronand He is the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
Behold!
The Prophet confided
a matter to one of his wives.
Then when she told ·another of his wives· of it,
and God acquainted him with it,
·the Prophet· made known part of it ·to her·
and avoided ·disclosing a· part.
Then when he disclosed to her
'what she had divulged·, she said:
Who told you this?
He said:
The One who is All-Knowing, All-Aware
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c God said:
If you two cwives- tum in repentance to God,
cit will be accepted-,
for your hearts have truly inclined
to an aberration.
But if you support one another against him,
then God, Himself,
is, indeed, his protectoras well as Gabriel, and every righteous believer.
And the c other - angels, moreover,
are his supporters.
It may be that his Lordshould he divorce call o{ you cwives-_
shall give to him, instead of you,
wives who are better than you:
Submitting c themselves willingly- to God!
Believing women!
Devoutly obedient women!
Penitent women!
Worshipful women!
Godly E migres,
both of the formerly wedded and virgins.

------
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you who believe!
Save yourselves and your families from a Fire
whose fuel is people and stones,
over which are c designated- angels,
c dreadfully- stem and severe.
They do not disobey God
in whatever He commands them.
c Indeed, - they do
whatever they are commanded.
cThus to whomever enters Hellfire,
993
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it shall be said:
0 you Yvho disbelieve!
Make no excuses this Day.
Indeed, you are only bemg recompensed
for all ·the evif that you have done ·in life 0•
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0 you who believe!
Repent to God with a most sincere repentance.
Perhaps your Lord will absolve you
of your misdeeds and admit you into Gardens
beneath which rivers flowon a Day ·Hereafter,
when God will not disgrace the Prophet
or those who have believed with him.
Their light shall stream forth before them,
and to their right.
They shall say: Our Lord!
Perfect for us our light, and forgive us.
Indeed, it is You
who are powerful over all things.
0 Prophet!
Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites,
and be stern with them.
For their abode is Helland a most woeful destination it is!
God sets forth,
as an example for those who disbelieve,
the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot.
They were under ·the care
at two of Our righteous servants,
but they ·forsook the faith of their husbands,
and thus betrayed them.
So · even as prophets,
they could not avail either of them
c
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against anything from God.
Thus it shall be said -to their wives - :
Both of you enter the Fire -of Hell_
with -all - those who shall enter -it - !
Also, God sets forth,
as an example for those who believe,
the wife of Pharaoh.
Behold, she said: My Lord!
Build for me near You
a house in the Garden -of Paradise - .
And deliver me from Pharaoh
and his -evil - doing.
And deliver me from the wrongdoing people
-who are godless in heart - .
Moreover, there is Mary, daughter of 'Imran,
who -estimably - safeguarded her chastity.
Then We breathed into her -womb
of Our -life-giving - spirit.
For she confirmed
the -revealed - words of her Lord
and His -Heavenly - Books.
Indeed, she was ever of those
who are devoutly obedient.
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The surah that opens with the statement «(Blessed be the One in whose mighty Hand is
all THE D OMINION.fa
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Blessed be the One i n whose cmighty Hand
is all the dominion.
For He is powerful over all things;
the One who created death and life
to test you,
cand to reveal- which of you is best in deeds.
For He calone - is the Overpowering c One-,
the All-Forgiving;
the One who created seven heavens cin layers,
one above another.
Never shall you see any discordance
in the creation of the All-Merciful.
So return your gaze c to the heavens-.
Do you see any flaws?
Then return your gaze, again and again.
Your gaze shall come back to you bedazzled,
and it shall be weary.
For very truly, We have adorned
the nearest heaven with lights.
And We have made co( them, cas well,
proj ectiles to pelt - the satans.
Moreover, We have prepared for c the satans
in the Hereafter - the torment
c
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of the Flaming Fire ·of Helf.
Indeed, for · all- those
who have disbelieved in their Lord,
·awaiting them - is the torment of Hell
and a most woeful destination it is!
When they are cast into it,
they will hear therein
·its - deep gasping as it boils over.
It nearly bursts asunder with rage.
Whenever a throng ·of disbelievers
is cast into it, its keepers say to them:
Did there not come to you
a forewarner ·from God-?
They will say: Oh yes!
There did, indeed,
come to us a forewarner.
But we belied ·faith - and said ·to him-:
God did not send down anything ·to us.
It is - you "yourself.
who have but fallen into great error!
Moreover, they shall say:
If only we had listened ·to God's message-,
or had used our reason ·to discern its truth-,
we would not be among the Companions
of the Flaming Fire ·of Hell-.
They will thus acknowledge their own sin.
So damned are the Companions
of the Flaming Fire · of Hell-!
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As to those who fear their Lord
·while He is - in ·the domain o{ the unseen,
for them there is forgiveness and a great reward.
For whether you keep your words secret,
or utter them aloud,
indeed, He is all-knowing
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of all that is ·harbored·
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Does He who has created
not know ·His creation·,
while He is the Subtle, the All-Aware?
He is the One
who has made the earth
yielding ·of all its resources· to you.
So walk through its ·diverse· regions
and eat of His provision.
Yet ·know that to Him ·alone
is the Resurrection ·of all of you for Judgment.
"
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disbelievers!
Do you, then, feel secure
that He who is in the Heaven
will not cause the earth
to sink under you, then suddenly convulse?
Or do you feel secure
that He who is in the Heaven
will not send upon you
·a raging storm oflethaf pellets,
so that ·at last· you will know
how ·true· was My forewarning?
And very truly,
those ·who disbelieved· before them
also belied ·My revealed forewarnings·.
How ·awesome·, then,
was My denunciation ·of them all·!
Then have they not looked
to the birds above them,
outspreading and folding . their wings
in flight ?
None holds them · aloft· but the All-Merciful.
Indeed, He is all-seeing of all things.
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Or who is that ·mighty - host of yours
who will support you
·against eternal punishment apart from the All-Merciful?
Indeed, the disbelievers
are ·whelmed - in delusion.
Or who is that ·afiluent - one
that will provide for you,
if . God- withholds His provision?
Rather, they persist
in insolence and aversion ·to the truth-.
Then is one who walks
pitched on his face ·in damnation - more guided,
or one who walks upright
upon a straight way ·of salvation-?
Say, · 0 Prophet-:
He is the One
who has brought you ·into being_
and who gave to you
·the faculties o{ hearing, and sight,
and hearts ·that comprehend.
How very- little are the thanks that you give!
Say ·to the disbelievers·:
He is the One
who has multiplied you on earth.
And before Him ·in the Hereafter.
you shall ·all· be assembled ·for Judgment-.
Yet they say "in contempt·:
When will this promise
·of divine judgment· be ·fulfilled·,
if, indeed, you ·believers· are truthful?
Say ·to them, 0 Prophet":
Indeed, that knowledge is only with God,
and I am only a clear forewarner ·of its coming·.
Yet when they see its ·reality
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so very" near at hand,
the faces of those vvho disbelieved
will become greatly distressed.
For it will be said cto them":
This is what you claimed would never be!
Say cto those who intend your ruin, 0 Prophet":
Have you considered
that whether God takes my life,
and c the lives of alf those with me as you wish·,
or has mercy on us cand spares us"_
yet who is it that shall protect the disbelievers
from a most painful torment cfrom Him"?
Say to them"':
He is the All-Merciful.
We have believed in Him c alone".
And upon Him calone� do we rely.
Thus, you shall, most surely, know
who is cutterly lost, in clear error!
Say, c 0 Prophet " :
Have you considered
that if, suddenly, one morning
cyou found that. your water
had become deeply sunken cin the ground,
who, then, would bring you
water, fresh flowing cand clean"?
c
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The surah that opens with the single discrete Arabic letter Nun and the oath ef the Divine
One swearing by the instrument of THE PEN, as well as all knowledge that people are
able to preserve and communicate thereby.
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Nun

By the pen, and all that they inscribe!
You are not, by the grace of your Lord,
- 0 Prophet, - touched with madness.
And for you, indeed,
there is an unfailing reward -awaiting - .
For, indeed, you are, most surely,
-a man - of outstanding character.
Thus you shall see,
and they -who belie you - shall see,
which of you is -truly- afflicted with madness.
Indeed, it is your Lord -alone
who knows best all those who have strayed
from His -straight - path,
and He knows best
-all- those who are guided aright.
So do not obey -the dictates
o( the beliers - of God -.
They wish only
for you to compromise -your faith-.
Then they too would -offer - compromise.
Yet do not yield to - the wishes
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o{ one who is a habitual swearer - of false oaths-,
a contemptible -person -_
slanderer,
who goes about everywhere with malicious talk!
Preventer of all that is good!
Sinful transgressor!
Cruel! I'v1oreover, ignoble!
Because he has wealth and sons,
when Our -revealed - verses
are recited to him, he says -haughtily:
Mere tales of the ancients!
We shall brand him upon the muzzle.
Indeed, We have but tested
- the elite o{ them - among you who disbelieve-,
even as We have tested
the owners of the garden -before them -.
Behold!
They vowed to harvest - all its fruits
come early morning.
Yet they made no exception
-for the will of God - .
Then a whirlwind - of fire - from your Lord
came upon it vvhile they slept.
Thus by morning, it was all but devastated.
So they called to each other in the morning:
Go early to your tillage,
if you are -resolved - to harvest -it
for yourselves only - !
So they proceeded - to their orchard - ,
murn,uring to one another:
-Make sure - that none of the indigent
enter it today with you!
Thus they went forth early morning
with determination,
- thinking themselves - all-able -to bar the poor - .
Then when they saw it - utterly destroyed - ,
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they said cin disbelie{:
Surely, we have strayed cfrom the right way-!
Rather, we have become destitute!
The most fair-minded among them said:
Did I not say to you:
Why do you not exalt c God-?
They said: Highly exalted is our Lord!
Indeed, we have been wrongdoers.
Then they turned to one another,
blaming each other.
They said: Oh, woe to us!
Indeed, we have been transgressors.
May our Lord replace it for us
with what is better.
For, indeed, we have set our hope anew
upon our Lord calone-.
Such is the torment cfrom God
in this world-and, most surely,
the torment of the Hereafter is cfar - greater,
if only they cwho disbelieve - could cnow - know.
Indeed, for the God-fearing,
there shall be Gardens of Delight
cin the Hereafter - with their Lord.
Shall We, then, regard those who are muslims,
in willing submission to God c alone - ,
as c equal to - the defiant unbelievers?
What has become of you?
How do you make
such an cirrational" judgment?
Or do you have a crevealed - B ook
in which you study,
wherein it is cwritten - for you
that you shall have cin the Hereafter whatever you so choose?
1 00 3
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Or do you have "divine - pledges
"that are binding - upon Us,
extending to the Day of Resurrection,
"stating - that you shall have
whatever "final Judgment you determine "for yourselves - ?
Ask them, "0 Prophet, who among them is the guarantor
of such a claim.
Or do they have associate-gods "to guarantee it-?
Then let them bring forth their associate-gods,
if, indeed, they are truthfulon a "most diffi cult - Day "Hereafter,
when they are resurrected,
and - an "inimitable - Shin is laid bare,
and they are called
to bow "their faces - down " to the ground
before God-,
yet they are unable to do so.
Their eyes downcast,
humiliation shall spread over them;
for they had b een called
to bow "their faces - down " to Godbefore "in life - ,
while they were "yet safe and- sound.
So leave to Me all who belie
this "revealed - Pronouncement.
We shall draw them forth
" to their horrific end - gradually,
"by the cares of the worldbut - from where they do not know.
Yet "first - , I shall grant them respite.
Indeed, My plan is "inescapably - firm.
Is it, then, that you ask of them payment
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-for this message, 0 Prophet,
such that they shall be overburdened with debt,
-wherefore they disbelieve -?
Or have they hold of the -realm of the unseen,
such that they -may- write down
-whatever destiny they please-?
Yet be patient, - 0 Prophet,
with your Lord's decree
-to convey His message-.
And do not become -frustrated
and abandon your mission,
like Jonah, - the Companion of the Whale.
Behold!
-When he realized his mistake,
he cried out -from within it-_
and he was -utterly remorseful and- distressed.
Had a grace from his Lord not reached him,
he would have been cast out
onto a barren shore, -forever - condemned.
But his Lord had chosen him -as a prophet-,
and so made him among the righteous.
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Yet, indeed, those who disbelieve
would nearly strike you -down, 0 Muhammad,
with their glances
whenever they hear the -verses
of this revealed- Reminder -recited to them - .
For -out of envy - they say:
Indeed, he is possessed!
Yet -in truth -,
this -Quran - is but a -revealed- Reminder
-sent in admonition to -all the people o( the worlds.
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The surah that opens by proclaiming one of the names of the Day of Resurrection-THE
INEVITABLE REALITY-so named because in it the matter of truth shall forever be
dedded then and all truth shall prevail regarding every effair.
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MERCY-GIVING

The Inevitable Reality!
How c awesome " shall be the Inevitable Reality!
And what shall make you realize
what is the Inevitable Reality?
The peoples o{ Thamud and c.A d
belied the c Great , Pounding
c of the Hour of Doom" .
So as for cthe people o{ Tharnud,
they were destroyed
by an overpowering thunderclap.
And as for c the people o{ c.A d,
they were destroyed
by a thunderously violent, raging-cold wind.
He imposed its cfury , upon them
for seven cstraight , nights and eight days,
c utterly, eradicati11g cthem " ,
such that you could see the people therein
hewn down,
as if they were hollowed-out date-palm trunks.
Then do you see any remnant of them?
And thereafter , came Pharaoh,
and those before himlike, the Overturned Towns
c

c

c
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" of Sodom and Gomorrah that "indulged- in " great- sin.
For they "alf disobeyed
the messenger of their Lord "sent to guide them-.
So He seized them, suddenly,
with an exceedingly mighty grip.
Moreover, when "ages before this the water overfl o wed "all things in the Deluge-,
We carried you "human beings as seed_
in the running Ark "of Noah-,
so that We might make it
a "lasting - reminder for " all o{ you,
and that a heedful ear
might give heed to its "lesson-.
Now, when the Trumpet
" of the Hour of Doom- is blown,
with a single blast,
and the earth and the mountains
are lifted "high- and then crushed "low_
in a single crushing "blow-:._
on that Day,
the Indisputable Event " of Resurrection will then occur.
And the heaven will rend asunder,
for on that Day it shall be "utterly - frail.
Then the angels at its sidesbearing above them the Throne of your Lord
on that Dayshall be eight.
On that Day, " all o{ you shall be displayed
"before God for Judgment-;
not "a single - one of your secret "acts will be concealed "in seclusion from Him-.
Then as to one who is given his book "of deeds -
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in his right handthen j oyously - shall he say:
Here, come ·all of you-!
Read my book!
Indeed, I did ·in life - believe
that I would, most surely, face my reckoning.
Therefore, shall he be · eternally_
in a life well-pleasing,
in a lofty Garden · of Paradise-,
its fruits near at hand.
·It shall, then, be said:
Eat and drink salubriously,
for what you have formerly done
in the days gone by.
But as for one who is given his book ·of deeds
in his left handthen, ·miserably, - shall he say: 0 h!
If only I had not been given my book
and had never known what is my reckoning!
Oh! If only ·death - had been the end!
My wealth has not availed me!
My authority has vanished from me.
It shall, then, be said:
Take him and yoke him!
Then roast him in Hellfire!
Then bind him in a chain
whose length is seventy cubits.
Indeed, he did not believe
in God, the Magnificent.
Nor did he urge the feeding of the indigent.
Therefore, here, on this Day,
he has no intimate friend.
Nor shall he have any food,
except of purulent discharge.
None shall eat it, except the sinners.
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But no, indeed! I do swear!
By all that you see,
and all that you do not see!
This c Quran " is, indeed,
the cvery " word cof God,
conveyed by way " of a noble messenger-angel.
And it is not the word of a poet.
0But" little is it that you chuman beings" believe.
Nor is it the word of a soothsayer.
0But" little are you 0human beings" mindful
c of God's admonitions " .
It is ca revelation" sent down
from the Lord of 0All0 the Worlds.
And were 0Muhammad "
to falsely attribute some words to Us,
We would, most surely, seize him
by the right hand.
Then We would, most surely,
sever his aorta.
Nor is there ca single " one of you
who could prevent c God " from him.
Thus, indeed,
c this Quran" is a crevealed" Reminder
0sent in admonition , for all the God-fearing.
Yet, indeed, We know well
that among you there are ardent beliers c of it".
For, indeed, it is a cause of 0 deep regret
for the disbelievers.
Yet, indeed, it is, most surely,
the crevealed" truth of utter certainty.
So highly exalt the name
of your Lord, the Magnificent.
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The surah that proclaims God to be the August Lord of
THE HEAVENLY
the points of rising from which the angels and
Gabriel
shall go up to God on the Day of Resurrection.

Sur ah

/ 44 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL,

70:1

70 :2
70 :3
70 :4

70 :5

70 :6
70 :7
70 :8

70:9

70 :10

70 :1 1
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THE

MERCY-GIVING

A -mocking - questioner
has asked -you, 0 Prophet, to -hasten - the inevitable torment
for the disbelievers that none can repel!
It is from God alone - , Lord of the Ascents.
The angels, and -Gabriel-, the Spirit,
ascend to Him in a Day-wherein humanity shall be resurrected-the measure of which is fifty-thousand years.
So have patience, 0 Prophet-_
beautiful patience!
Indeed, they -who disbelieve - see it as far-off
But We see it as -so very - nearon a Day - Hereafter when the heaven shall be as molten brass;
and the mountains shall be
as -multihued- tufts of wool;
and an intimate friend will not ask -anything
o{ an intimate friend-though - they are made to see one another.
The defiant unbeliever will wish - ardently he could ransom himself
from the torment of that Day-
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even by -the sacrifice o( his children,
and his spouse, and his brother,
and his close kin who sheltered him,
and whoever is on earth, altogetherthat- they might, then, deliver him.
No, indeed! It shall never be!
It is, most surely,
a raging Fire -that awaits him - .
It rips away the flesh - of scalp and limb-.
It calls forth those
who -in life- drew back -from the truth
and turned away - from faith - ,
and gathered -wealth - , and then hoarded it .
�ie- Indeed, man was created fretful.
When evil touches him, he is impatient.
But when good touches him,
he is begrudging -of help to others-_
excepted -from this are those who pray:
The ones who are constant in their Prayers;
and the ones in whose wealth
there is a rightfully determined share
for the beggar and the destitute;
and the ones who affirm the truth
of the Day ofJudgment;
and the ones who are ever cautious
with regard to the -forewarning o( torment
from their Lord.
Indeed, there is no safeguard
against their Lord's torment.
Moreover, these are the ones
who are ever vigilant
as to -the chastity o( their secret partsexcept -in associating - with their wives
or -with- whomever their hands
may rightfully attain to,
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for, then, they are not blameworthy.
But whoever seeks intimate consort
beyond this,
then it is they who are the transgressors.
Thus the ones who are ever observant
of their trusts and their covenant;
and the ones who are upright
in "upholding - their testimonies;
and again - the ones who are ever vigilant
as to ckeeping - their Prayersall these shall be in Gardens "of Paradise - ,
most graciously honored.

0
0
0

c

So what is cthe purpose of those who disbelieve
in rushing at you headlong, "0 Prophet,
from the right and from the left,
in "mocking- crowds?
Is it that every one of them
hopes to be adrnitted
to an "everlasting- Garden of Delight
"while belying God's message-?
No, indeed!
We have "but- created them
from what "humble fluid - they know.
Yet, no indeed!
I do swear by the Lord
of call- the Easts and "all - the Wes ts
that truly We are all-able
to replace them
with "those who are better than them
and never shall We be overcome!
So leave them, "0 Prophet,
t o indulge cin vanity- and to play
until they meet their "ill-fated - Day,
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which they have been promisedthe Day they shall issue forth
from the tombs swiftly,
as if they were rushing toward an idol altar
cthey used sinfully to worship at in life".
Their eyes downcast,
humiliation shall spread over them.
That is the D ay that they were promised.
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The surah that opens with the story of the ancient Prophet NOAH rrl, the unrelenting
Messenger of Resolve, and his obstinately unbelieving people.

Surah
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Indeed, W e sent Noah t o his people, saymg:
Forewarn your people
to willingly submit to God alone
before there comes to them
a most painful torment.
He said: 0 my people!
I am, indeed, a clear forewarner
sent by God - to you,
that you shall worship God "alone
and fear Him, and obey me.
He shall forgive you of your sins,
and defer judgment upon- you
until "you fulfil( a stated term "oflife·.
Indeed, God's term "ofjudgment-when it comes " as punishment
for ungodliness -_cannot be deferred;
if only you knew " this,
you would surely believe·.
He said: My Lord!
I have called my people "to faith-,
by night and by daylight.
But my call has increased them
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71:11

71 :12

71 :13

71:14

71:15

71 :16

71:17

71:18

only in flight - from Your guidance - .
Indeed, whenever I called them
-to worship You alone - ,
so that You might forgive them,
they put their fingers in their ears
and covered themselves with their garments,
and "belligerently - persisted "in unbelie(
and became arrogant-so very arrogant!
Then I called them - all to belie( in public.
Then I made known "my message_
to -some o( them -openly -,
while I secretly
called to - others among - them in private.
Then I said - to them - :
Seek forgiveness from your Lord.
Indeed, ever is He most forgiving.
He shall -avert drought
and - send -rain from - heaven
upon you in abundance.
Moreover, He shall provide you
with wealth and children,
and make for you gardens,
and make for you rivers - that run - .
What is with you that you do not desire
to give due reverence to God,
while, truly, He has created " each o( you
in "wondrous - stages?
Do you not see how God has created
the seven heavens -in layers - one above another?
Thus has He made the moon therein as a light,
and the sun as a lamp.
Moreover, God has - originally - caused you
-as human beings - to spring
from -the clay o( the earth-as does a plant.
Then He shall return you into it,
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THE PROPHET NOAH

and resurrect you again-in a sure Resurrection.
Moreover, God has spread wide
the - expanse of the - earth for you,
so that you may traverse
the broad pathways therein.
Noah said: My Lord!
Indeed, they have rebelled against me
and followed -insteadthose whose wealth and children
have increased them only in loss of faith - .
Moreover, they have plotted
an enormous plot -of great evil-.
And they have said -to the people-:
Do not ever leave your gods!
Do not ever leave Wadd,
nor Suwa', nor Yaghuth,
or Ya'uq, or Nasr.
Thus, truly, they have led many astray.
Therefore, -my Lord, do not -give - increase
-to - the - godless - wrongdoers -in anything but -the punishment due
for willful - misguidance.
So they were drowned for their sinfulness
then committed to a -blazing - Fire.
Nor did they find for themselves,
apart from God,
any supporters - against His Judgment-.
For Noah had said -in his prayer - : My Lord!
Do not leave upon the earth a single dweller
from among the disbelievers.
For, indeed, if You leave them,
they will lead astray Your servants;
and they will beget only wicked,
relentlessly unbelieving -progeny-.
My Lord!
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Forgive me and my parents
and whoever enters my house as a believer
and all the believing men
and all the believing women
-until the end of time-.
But never - give- increase
-to - the -godless - wrongdoers -in anything but an utter shattering -of destruction-.
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The surah that opens with the revelation that a group
listened to the
Prophet ,5 reciting the Quran, believed in it, and so admonished their own race.

Surah

/ 2 8 VERSES / REVEALED AT M.'\KKAH

IN THE I'..JA1v1E OF GOD, THE ALL-IvlERCIFUL, THE IvIERCY-GIVING

72: 1

Say, c0 Prophet':
It has been revealed to me
that a group ofjinn has listened
to me reciting the Quran "'.
So they said cin admonition to their fellowship':
Indeed, we have heard a wondrous Quran.
It guides to the right way.
So we have believed in it.
Thus, never shall we associate
anyone c as a god ' with our Lord.
For, indeed,
most high is the maj esty of our Lord.
He has not taken a spouse nor cbegotten a son.
Thus, indeed, the foolish among us
have spoken an outrage against God
cin saying this'.
And, indeed, we had thought
that humankind and jinn
would never speak lies against God.
Yet, indeed, there have been men
among humankind
who seek refuge i n the males o f the jinn.
But they c of the jinn who men seek out

0

r
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72:5

72:6
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AL-JINN - JINN-KIND

----

have only, increased them in degradation
Chy urging them to impiety".
For, indeed, they c of the jinn"
have thought,
as you chuman beings" have thought
that God would never raise up anyone
cafter death for Judgment".
Now, indeed, we c of the jinn"
have sought cto reach into, Heaven.
But we found it fill e d
with mighty cangels as" guards
and cshooting" flames.
For, indeed, cbefore the Quran's revelation,
we used to sit
in some of the sitting places near there
to listen cto the higher world".
But one who seeks to listen now
finds a cshooting" flame in wait for him.
So, indeed, we do not know
whether can" evil crecompense" is intended
for call" those in the earth,
or cwhether, their Lord intends
cto bring about" for them right guidance.
Now, indeed, among us
are those who are righteous.
And among us are those who are other than this.
We jinn, have become of divergent ways.
Yet, indeed, we courselves" have realized
that never can we thwart
cthe will o{ God on earth.
Nor shall we ever thwart Him
by cway o{ escape.
For, indeed, when we heard
the guidance cof the Quran ", we believed in it.
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shall fear neither deprivation
of his reward in the Hereafter-
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Thus whoever believes in his Lord -in this life-
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nor degradation -by an UilJUSt accounting-.
72: 1 4

And, indeed, among us
are those who are

muslims,

in willing subrr1ission to God -alone-.
And among us are those who are iniquitous.
So -as to- those
who have willingly submitted -themselves
to God alone-,
they have pursued the right way
-to everlasting delight near their Lord-.
72: 1 5

But as for the iniquitous,
they shall be firewood for Hell.

72: 1 6

-God says:
And were they -who have belied this message
to keep straight on the path -of God-,
We would, most surely,
-quench their thirst
and - give them water -from the heavens
to drink in abundance-

72: 1 7

so as to test them with it!
Yet whoever turns away
from the remembrance of his Lord,
He shall thrust him
into ever-mounting torment.

72: 1 8

Now, indeed, the places of worship
are -solely- for God.
So d o not call upon anyone -in worship
along with God.

72: 1 9

Yet when -Muhammad,- the servant of God,
stood -before his Lord- invoking Him -in Prayer-,
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they -who disbelieve
were nearly swanning over him -to harm him-.
Say, - 0 Prophet":
I call only upon my Lord -in worship-.
Nor do I associate anyone " as a god- with Him.
Say, -also-:
Indeed, I hold no power
-with regard- to you -who belie me-__
neither - to bring you - harm,
nor -to compel you to- right guidance.
-Moreover-, say:
Indeed, -if ever I were to disobey Himnever could anyone protect me from God
for never shall I find
-a place o( refuge, apart from Him.
-Mine- is only to convey -the truth- from God
and -to deliver- His messages - to one and all-.
Yet -as to- one who disobeys God
and His Messenger,
indeed, for him there is the Fire of Hell
-awaiting in the Hereafter-__
to abide therein, forever and ever.
At last, when they -who disbelieve
see all -the sufferingthat they have been promised,
they will know, then, -with certainty_
who has weaker supporters
and is fewer in number.
Say, -0 Prophet-:
I do not know whether -the fulfillm ent
o( what you are promised
-as divine judgment - is near,
or if my Lord will defer it for a long while.
He is the - Sole - Knower
-of the realm- of the unseen.
1 02 1
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And never does He manifest
His -knowledge of the - unseen -realm
to anyone72:27

except for one among the messengers
with whom He is well pleased.
Then, indeed, He dispatches before such a one,
and behind him, -angel- "sentinels,

72:28

so that He may know -with proo(
whether they -who are His messengers
have conveyed the messages of their Lord
though He -Himsel(
encompasses all that is with them;
and He -Himsel(
has enumerated all things by number.
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The surah that opens by addressing the mantled Prophet � as
THE ENWRAPPED MESSENGER

Surah

73 / 20 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-Muzzammil

I N THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

73:1

73:2

73:3
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73:7

73:8

7 3 :9
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you who are enwrapped "in a mantle,
seeking cover out of fear and awe"!
Rise the night long "in Prayer",
except for a little "of it".
Or "pray, half of it. Or take from this a little.
Or add to it.
And "therein, recite the Quran
with a measured recitation.
For We shall, most surely,
cast upon you a weighty word.
And, indeed, rising by night "for Prayer,
makes for a stronger impression "on the soul",
and is best for the recitation "of God's word".
Indeed, during the day
you shall have lengthy occupations
"in calling to God".
So remember "with praise,
the name of your Lord.
Thus shall you devote yourself
with "sincere" devotion to Him "alone-.__
the Lord of the East and the West.
There is no God but Him!
So take Him "alone" as a guardian.
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ENWRAPPED MESSENGER

------

c-------------

Moreover, be patient with all -the abuse
that they -who disbelieve, shall speak.
Thus part from them with a fair parting.

73: 1 1

0

And leave to Me the beliers,
those of prosperous ease;
and bear with them a short while.

73 : 1 2

Indeed, awaiting them with Us
c

are shackles, and a blazing Fire,
73:13

and food that chokes,
and a most painful torment-

73 : 1 4

on a Day Hereafter,
when the earth and the mountains shudder,
and the mountains become like running sand.

73 1 5
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0 humankind!

Indeed, \Y/e have sent to you a messenger
as a witness over you,

just as We sent a messenger to Pharaoh.
73: 1 6

But Pharaoh disobeyed the messenger.
Thus, suddenly, We seized him
with an overwhelming grip.

73 : 1 7

How, then, shall you shield yourselves
if you disbelieve in a Day
the unthinkable terror o{ which
shall turn children gray?

73 1 s

From it, the heaven -itsel{ shall rend apart
and ever is His promise fulfilled!

73 , 1 9

Indeed, these verses of admonition
are -revealed as a Reminder of that Day'
so that whoever so wills
may take to his Lord
a penitent way -to salvation'.

73 , 2 0

�!�Indeed, your Lord knows, -0 Prophet,

that you rise -for the Prayer,

1 024
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nearly two-thirds of the night,
and ·sometimes for, half of it, or a third of it
and ·so do' a group of those with you.
For it is God who has determined
the ·watches of the, night
and the · offices of the, day.
He knows well that all of you ·who believe,
will not be able to endure this.
Thus He has absolved you
· of this obligation, 0 believers'.
Now read of the Quran ·in your night vigils,
so much as may be easy ·for you'.
He knows well
that there shall be among you those who are ill ;
and others treading through the land
in search of God's bounty;
and others fighting in the path of God.
So read of it 'in your Prayers
so much as may be easy.
Yet you shall · duly, establish the Prayer.
And you shall give the Zakat-Charity,
and ·thereby' lend God a most goodly loan.
For whatever good you advance for your souls,
you shall find 'its reward' with God
·in the Hereafter;
yet, it shall be far better
and much greater in reward.
Thus seek, ·all of you,, God's forgiveness.
Indeed, God is all-forgiving, mercy-giving.
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The surah that opens by addressing the enwrapped Prophet � as
THE MANTLED MESSENGER.

74 /
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Al-Muddaththir

IN THE NAME

74:1

OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL,, THE MERCY-GIVING

0 you who are mantled cin a wrap,
seeking cover out of fear and awe'!

74:2

Rise and forewarn!

74:3

And your Lord thus extol!

74:4

And your garments thus purify!

74:5

And shun thus idolatry!

74:6

Nor shall you give canything,
in search of self-gain.

74:7

Moreover,
with c the commandments, of your Lord
have patience.
c To God is the ultimate return.

74:8

For when the Hom Blast

74:9

that Day, then,

is blown cat the end of time',
shall be a most difficult Dayutterly' without ease for the disbelievers.

74: 1 0

e

74: 1 1

So leave such ca one, to Me

74: 1 2

and to whom I granted extensive wealth

74: 1 3

and cgave, sons to behold;

74: 1 4

and for whom I paved a smooth way of ease'.

74: 1 5

Yet does he dare, hope

whom I created alone;
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AL-MUDDATHTHIR - THE MANTLED MESSENGER

that I should add more cwhile he disbelieves-?
No, indeed! cit shall not be!
For, most surely, he has been obstinate
toward Our crevealed- signs.
I shall burden him
with ever-mounting punishment!
Indeed, he thought cill of God's messageand c then- determined c to suppress it-.
Hence, he is destroyed
for how he cthen- determined!
And again, he is destroyed
for how he c then- determined!
Then he considered c God's revelation-.
Then he frowned and scowled,
and turned away and grew arrogant,
and said:
This cQuran- is nothing but sorcery
acquired cfrom the ancients-!
This c Quran- is nothing but the utterance
c of charms- from a mortal!
I shall roast him in Saqar, cdeep in Hellfire-!
Do you realize what Saqar is?
It spares none and leaves none!
It chars mortals.
Over it are nineteen cangels-.
Nor have We appointed any
but c the sternest o{ angels
as- the keepers of the Fire.
Nor have We made their number but as a trial
for those who disbelievethat those who have been given the Scripture
might become certain c of God's revealed truth-;
and that those who have believed cin Islammight increase in faith;
and that those who have been given the Scripture
c
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and those who have believed -in Islam shall not doubt -the Quran's truth-;
and that those -hypocrites
in whose -doubting hearts there is a sickness,
as well as the disbelievers, might say:
What did God intend by this as an example?
In this way does God leave to stray
whomever He so wills;
and -thereby- He guides whomever He so wills.
For none knows the hosts
of your Lord but Him.
Nor is this -mention of Hellfire

"

�;-s�_;

other than a -dire- reminder to -all- human beings
-of the outcome of unbelief
74:32

Yet most of them are heedless.
But- no, indeed! -It is real!
I swear- by the moon!

74 33

And the night as it draws back!

74 34

And the morning when it shines forth!

74:35

Indeed, -Hellfire- is, most surely,

74:36

a forewarning to -all- human beings-

74:37

to whomever of you so wills

one of the greatest -terrors-_

to go forward -with goodness
or lag behind -in faithlessness-.
74:38

Every soul is -itsel{ in pledge
for what it has earned-

74:39

except for the Companions

74:40

In Gardens -of Paradise-,

of the -blessed - Right.
they shall ask one another
74:41

about the defiant unbelievers,
-then ask of them, themselves-:

7442

What thrust you into -the deep o( Saqar?

74:43

They will answer:
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74:44
74:45

We were not of those who prayed.
Nor did we feed the indigent.
Rather, we indulged -in falsehood
along with all - the indulgent.
Moreover, we used to belie
the Day ofJudgmentuntil the certainty -of death - came to us.
Yet never shall the intercession
of any intercessors benefit them.
What, then, is the matter with them
that they -now - turn away
from the -revealed- Reminder -of the Quran ,
as though they were terrified wild asses
fleeing from a lion?
Yet every one of them wishes, -ardently,
that he was chosen by God_
to be given Scriptures unfurled.
No, indeed! - It shall not be!
Rather, they do not fear the -consequence
of the - Hereafter.
No, indeed! -Their wishes are not to be!
Most surely, this -revelation of the Quran is an -awesome - Reminder.
Then -let- whoever so wills
remember its -admonitions
with sincerity of heart-.
Yet they shall not -so- remember,
except as God so wills.
He -alone - is all-worthy of reverent fear
and all-worthy of -granting - forgiveness.
-

74:46

74:47
74:48

74:49

-

74:50
74:51
74:52

74:53

74:54

74:55

74:56
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The surah that opens with the emphatic oath of the Divine One swearing by the
looming DAY OF RESURRECTION.

Sur ah

/ 40 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

75 1

No, indeed! I do swear
by the Day of Resurrection!

75:2

Moreover, no, indeed!
I do swear by the self-reproving soul!

75:3

Does man think that We shall never reassemble
his bones -for a Judgment Day-?

75:4

On the contrary,
We are well able to form
even his very fingertips!

75 :5

Rather, -disbelieving- man desires
to do wickedness ever onward-

75:6

-while defiantly- questioning:

75:7

Behold! When every eye is dazzled,

75:8

and the moon darkens,

75:9

and the sun and the moon

When is -this- Resurrection Day?

are gathered up together75 10

-disbelieving- man
will -then- say, on that Day:
Where is the place to flee?

75 1 1

No, indeed!
Iviost surely, there shall be no shelter.
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75 :12

75:13

75:14

75:15

7 5 :16

7 5 :17

75:18

75:19

75 :20

75:21
7 5:22
7 5:23
75 :24
75 :25

75 26

To your Lord -alone, - on that Day,
shall all things come to rest.
Man will be told, on that Day,
of all -the deeds - that he had advanced -in life-_
and deferred -forever - .
Rather, -every - man shall be an eyewitness
against his own souleven if he openly casts his excuses.
- 0 Prophet!
Do not move your tongue -hurriedly_
with -the Quran while receiving - it,
to hasten -memorizing - it.
Indeed, it is incumbent upon Us
to collect it -in your heart
and -to ease for you - its recitation.
So when We recite it -to you
by way of Our Angel Gabriel -,
then follow -closely - its recitation.
Then incumbent upon Us
is -to ease for you its explanation.
No, indeed!
·you who disbelieve do deny
the Day of Resurrection - .
Rather, you do love
the fleeting -pleasures of the world - .
Thus you leave -behind you - the Hereafter.
Faces, on that Day, shall be radiant.
To their Lord -alone - shall they be looking.
Faces, on that Day, shall be utterly dis�al,
realizing they shall be dealt a backbreaking blow.
No, indeed, -you human beings do deny
the Day of Resurrection.
1 03 1
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Yet, - most surely, when -the soul of the dyingreaches the collarbones,
75 27

and it is said -in desperation-:

Who is a -healing - enchanter?

75:28

and one -then- realizes

that this is, indeed, the -final" departure;
75 29

and leg is entangled with leg
-at the moment of death°-

75:3 0

to your Lord, on that Day,
is the driving -of people toward their Judgment-.

75:31
75:32

Then -as for- one who did not believe nor pray,
but, rather, belied -Godand turned away -from the Quran -,

75:33

then went to his family, strutting-

75:34

ho\V near

r

llOVV.,

is '\VOe to you!

So near -now- is woe!
75:35

Again, how near -now- is woe to you!
So near -now - is woe!

75:36

Does man think that he is to be left to no end?

75:37

Was he not

a

mere sperm-drop

from emitted semen?
7 5 38

Then -in the womb
he became a clinging clot,
that He -alone
then created and fashioned.

75 : 3 9

Then He -alone
made of him the two genders
the male and the female.

7 5 : 40

Is such as He

not, then, well-able
to give life -anew- to the dead?
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The surah that opens with a question posed to arrogant MAN about his u tter
nothingness before God brought him into existence.

Surah

76

/ 31 VERSES / REVEALED AT MADINAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

76:1

Has it ever occurred to man

that there were eons cin the course of time
-

when he was nothing even to be mentioned?
76:2

Indeed, it is We calone who have created man
-

from

sp erm-drop of mingled
to try him cin life-.
a

fluid

Thus did We make him
ca being endowed with - hearing and seeing.

76 3

Indeed, it is We alone
c

who have shown him the way
to

76:4

be either thankful or ungrateful.

Indeed, it is We calone

-

the disbelievers
chains, and yokes, and a flaming Fire 'in Helf

who have prepared for
76:5

As

to

,

drink from a c halice ,of a wine,

tinged with
76:6

-

the virtuous, they shall, in the Hereafter ,
-

a

mixture of camphor,

cflowing from ca spring

from which

the worthy
c

shall drink-

-

servants of God calone
-

and which they themselves shall cause to gush,
c

cat their command, in fountains.
-

76:7

c

Such is for those- who ful:fill their vows,
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and who fear a Day whose evil -is on the wing,
flying far and wide.
7G 8

Thus they feed with food
despite their own desire for it
the indigent, and the orphan,
and the captive -of war, saying-:

76

s

We feed you purely for the sake of God.
We desire no reward from you,
nor thankfulness.

76:10

Indeed, we have fear of our Lord
-and His punishment-, on a Day -Hereafter,
when faces shall be overspread- with frowns
and intense gloom.

76 11

So God will shield them
against the evil of that Day
and \Vill confer upon them radiance
and great gladness.

76:12
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They see therein
neither -blazing- sun nor -bitter· cold.
76: 1 4

l\tloreover, so very near above -themare its -boughs o( shadetheir fruit-clusters lowered close in easy reach.

76:15

Passed round among them are vessels of silver
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And He will reward them for their patience
They shall recline therein on -canopied- couches.
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with a Garden -of Paradise and -clothing o( silk.
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and cups bright as crystal76:16

crystalline of silverthat they measure out with perfect measure.

76:17

They are given to drink of a chalice -of wine
tinged with· a mixture of ginger,

76: 1 8

-from- a fountain therein that is named Salsabil.

76: 1 9

�l� Going round -serving them
are immortal youths.
If you see them,

1 034
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76:20

76:21

76:22

76:23

76:24

76:25

76:26

76:27

you shall think them · to be - strewn pearls.
And wherever you so look,
there shall you see pure delight
and a great kingdom.
Enrobing ·the Heavenly inhabitants
shall be green raiments
of sarcenet and rich brocade.
And they shall be adorned therein
with bracelets of silver.
Thus their Lord
shall give them to drink a pure drink.
·It shall be said:
Indeed, all this is for you in reward!
For your ·lifetime o( striving
has been graciously accepted.
·o Prophet!
Indeed, it is We
who have sent down the Quran to you
in a succession ·of revelations - .
So be patient, · 0 Prophet,
with your Lord's decree
· to convey His message-.
Nor shall you obey ·the dictates
o( any one among them
who is utterly sinful or an ·unbelieving - ingrate.
But remember ·with praise
the name of your Lord
in the early morning, and in the late afternoon,
and ·for- a ·good- part of the night.
Therefore, bow down before Him ·in Prayer - .
And highly exalt Him at length in the night.
Indeed, these ·disbelievers - do love
the fleeting ·pleasures of the world-.
Thus they leave behind them
a very weighty Day ·in the Hereafter - .

SURAH
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76:28

We ·alone - have created them
and strengthened their ·physical" compositions.
And if We so will,
We can replace -them, and - their likes, entirely.

7 6 : 29

Indeed, these ·verses of admonitionare ·revealed as - a Reminder ·of that Day-_
so that whoever so wills
may take to his Lord
a -penitent - way ·to salvation·.

76 30
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Nor do you ·human beings- will .anything-,
except that God so wills.
Indeed, God is ever all-knowing, all-wise.

76:31

He admits into His mercy
whomever He so wills.
Yet as to the wrongdoers,
He has prepared for them
a most painful torment.
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The surah that opens with the oath ef the Divine One swearing by the gusting winds
as THO SE SENT FORTH IN SUCCESSION

Surah

77

/ so

VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-Mursala t

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

77:1

By those ,gusting winds" sent forth in succession

77:2

and blowing with vehement gales!

77:3

And by those angels" who spread the clouds",

77:4

And by those ,angels" who make , God's criteria"

r

r

spreading wide , God's mercy"!
distinct for people"__
r

with the clearest distinction!
77:5

And by those angels"
r

that cast , God's revealed" Reminders
,to His messengers"77:6

proclaiming ,His glad tidings",
or forewarning ,of His retribution!

77:7

0 humankind!

Indeed ,the Resurrection and Judgment"

that you have been promised
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shall most surely come to pass77:8

when the stars are extinguished,

77:9

and when the heaven is breached wide,

77:10

and when the mountains are blown away,

77:11

and when the time appointed for the messengers
comes to pass.

77:12

'Then" to which Day
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have they -who conveyed God's messages
been deferred -to bear witness-?
77:13

To the Day of Decision!

7714

And do you realize what is the Day of Decision?

77:15

Woe, that Day, to -alf the beliers
-of faith and Judgment-!

7716

Did We not destroy -their like
from among - the early generations?

77 :17

So -too - shall We cause
the latter · disbelieving- generations
to follow them ·in destruction-.

77 1 8

For so it is that We deal
with the defiant unbelievers.

77:19
77:20

Woe, that Day, to ·all- the beliers!
Did We not create you -human beings
from a humble fluid,

77:21

which We then set firmly in a safe haven

77:22

for a known measure -of time-?

77:23

And We ·alone - have decreed the measure ·of it-.
So excellent, ·far above all,
is Our power to determine whatever is to be!

77:24

Woe, that Day, to ·all- the beliers!

77:25

Have We not made the Earth accommodating

77:26

-to - the living and the dead,

77:27

and set therein an choring mountains
towering ·overhead-,
and given you to drink fresh water?
-Thus shall it be said:

77:28

Woe, that Day, to ·all- the beliers!

77:29

Proceed to that Judgment which you used to belie!

77:30

Proceed to a three-columned shadow
-of Hellfire's smoke-,

1 038
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THOSE SENT FORTH IN SUCCESSION

neither shading nor availing against the flame.

77:32

Indeed, it hurls sparks -huge- as castles,

7733

as if they were herds
of -stampeding- yellow camels.

77:34
77:3S

Woe, that Day, to -all- the beliers!
This is the Day
in which they shall not -at alf speak.

77:36

Nor shall it be permitted for them
to offer excuse.

77 37

Woe, that Day, to -all- the beliers!

77 38

This is the Day of Decision.

e
0
0
0
e

We have gathered you up,
along with the earlier generations.
77:39

So if you -disbelievers- have a scheme
-against your imminent doom-,
then scheme against Me -now as you did in life-.

77:40

7741

Woe, that Day, to -all- the beliers!

0
0

Indeed, the God-fearing shall be
amid shades and springs,

7742

and fruits of whatever -kind- they desire.
-It

77:43

will

be said to them:

Eat and drink, salubriously,
for all -the good- that you used to do -in life-.

77:44

Indeed, thus do We reward

0
0

those who excel in -doing- good.

77:4S
77:46

Woe, that Day, to -all- the beliers!
- 0 godless ones!

Eat -your fill-, and enjoy -your lives-,
for a little -while-!
Indeed, you are defiant unbelievers.
77:47

Woe, that Day, to -all- the beliers!
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7748 For when it is said to them:
Bow -in worship before God-, they do not bow.

77 :49 Woe, that Day, to
nso

-

alf the beliers!

For in which discourse-

after this -Final Revelation --shall they believe?
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The surah that mentions THE GREAT TIDING of the coming of the Day ofJudgment,
the truth of which people yet dispute.

Sur ah 78 1 40

Al-

VERSES

/

REVEALED AT MAKKAH

aha'

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

78:1

About what are they asking one another?

78:2

About the Great Tiding ·of the Afterlife-_

78:3

it is about this that they dispute.

78:4

No, indeed, most surely,

they shall yet know 'its truth-!

78:5

Again!
No, indeed, most surely,
they shall yet know
that the

Day of

Resurrection is true-!

78:6

Have We not made the Earth

78: 7

and the mountains as pegs 'in it-;

78:8

and created you in pairs ·as males and females-;

78:9

and made your sleep as a ·sabbath o{ rest;

78:1 0

and made the night as a garment ·over you-;

78:1 1

and made the daylight

as a cradle ·for you-;

for ·you to seek your - livelihood;
78:1 2

and built above you seven mighty ·heavens-;

78:13

and set ·the sun therein- a s a blazing torch;

78:14

and sent down, from the rain-clouds,
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water in torrents,
78:15

that W e may bring forth with i t grain and plant
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and luxuriant gardens?
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78: 1 7

78: 1 8

78: 1 9

78:20

78 21
78 :2?
78:23
78:24
78:25
78:26
78 27

78 28

78 29

78:30

78:3 1

78:32
78 33
78 3-l
78:35

1 042

Indeed, the Day of Decision
has been fixed in time:
A Day -Hereafter when the Trumpet -of Resurrection - is blown,
and you come -forth - in throngs;
and the heaven is opened,
and thus becomes as gateways;
and the mountains are moved away,
and thus become as a mirage.
Indeed, Hell has been -sternly- awaitingas a resort for the transgressors!
Therein, will they remain for ages!
Never tasting in it any coolness or drinkexcept scalding fluid and purulencea fitting recompense!
For, indeed, they used not to anticipate
a Reckoning.
And they belied -both - Our -natural
and revealed - signs with a most vehement denial.
Yet all things We did enumerate in writing
-in a precise book of record .
Therefore, -it shall be said: Taste -the punishment-!
For never shall We give you increase
except in torment.
Yet, indeed, for the God-fearing
there is blissorchards and vineyards,
and full-breasted maidens of equal age,
and a cup overflowing.
Therein, will they hear
neither vile talk nor belying -word-._
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AL-NABA ' - THE GREAT TIDING

a recompense from your Lord
a gift well-sufficing
·from the " Lord of the heavens and the earth
and all that is between themthe All-Merciful!
None hold from Him authority of address,
on a Day ·Hereafter
°
when" the Spirit · Gabriel and the angels
stand forth in ranks, not speakingexcept whomever the All-Merciful permits,
and who says what is right.
That is the true Day!
So let whoever so wills
"
take a ·penitent course to his Lord.
Indeed, We have forewarned you
of an imminent torment, on a Day ·Hereafter,
when every person shall behold
all that his · own " hands
have advanced ·in the world " ;
and the disbeliever shall say:
Oh! If only I were dust!

1 043

The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE ANGELIC PULLERS who shall harshly wrench out the souls of the
unbelievers at their appointed time of death .

Surah
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46

VERSES / REVEALED A T MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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By the ,angelic" pullers, pulling forth violently
, the souls of the disbelievers at death"!
By the 'angelic" drawers, drawing out easily
, the souls of the believers at death"!
By those ,angels" gliding 'down
smoothly ,from the heavens"!
By those 'angels" surpassing swiftly,
,transporting people to Paradise"!
By those ,angels" conducting ·varied matters
by the command ,of God!
Most surely, every soul shall be resurrected"
on the Day the convulsion rocks , the earth".
Following upon it shall be another 'blast.
The disbelievers' " hearts,
on that Day, shall tremble,
their eyes downcast.
Yet, now, 'in life, mockingly" they say:
Shall we, indeed, ,after dying" be returned
to the condition · of life" we are ,now · ineven when we have become 'old", rotted bones?
, In scorn" they say:
That, then, would ·surely" be a losing return!
Yet, indeed, it shall be
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AL-NAZI ' AT - THE ANGELIC PULLERS

but a single ·impelling, blast.
And behold!
'At once" they are 'standing"
in the ·bare, Plain of Resurrection.
Has the account of Moses
come to you, ·0 Prophet"?
Behold!
His Lord called him ·in Sinai,"
in the Holy Valley of Tuwa:
Go to Pharaoh!
Indeed, he has transgressed ·all bounds".
Thus say · to him":
Are you willing to purify yourself?
For I shall guide you to your Lord,
so that you might ·have" fear ·of Him".
Then he showed him
the ·miracle of a, Great Sign.
But 'in obstinate arrogance, he belied it
and disobeyed 'God",
then turned away in 'ail" haste.
Then he assembled 'his people".
Thus he called out 'before them",
whereupon he said:
I am your Lord, the most high!
So God seized him, suddenly,
and made an example of him
for the last 'life, as well as the first.
Indeed, in this is a great lesson
for those who would fear · God".
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Are you 'human beings,
a more prodigious creation than the heaven?
He ·alone , built it.
He raised its height and leveled it.
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AL-NAz1 'AT -

THE

ANGELIC PULLERS

And He darkened its night
and brought out its morning light.
And the earth,
after this, He · alone spread.
He brought out from it
its water and its pasturage.
And the mountains,
He · alone " anchored ·themall as" enj oyment
for you and for your cattle, ·for a time".
Yet when the Great Calamity
comes to pass,
it shall be utterly overwhelming"-a Day when man shall remember
all for which he ·truly, strove;
and Hellfire shall be brought forth
for all to see.
So as for one who transgressed
c against God " ,
and preferred the life of this world,
then, indeed, Hellfire
is the abode cfor him".
But as for one who fears
his Lord's presence,
and guards his soul against whim,
then the Garden c of Paradise
is, indeed, the abode 0for him " .
They ask you, 0scornfully,
about the Hour "of Doom, 0 Prophet,
when its arrival shall be!
What have you to do
with c the time o( its designation?
To your Lord alone
belongs ·the knowledge o( its ultimate end.
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AL-NAzJ'P,T - THE ANGELIC PULLERS

Indeed, you are but a forewarner
to those who would fear it.
On the Day they see it, it will be as though
they had not tarried 'in the world "
but the evening of one day,
or even its morning.
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The surah that opens with admonishing the Prophet � and refers to him as
HE WHO FROWNED and turned away. For a common blind man came to him
importuning him with questions ef religion while the Prophet � was engaged in discourse with the
unbelieving nobles ef Quraysh, whom he ardently wanted to embrace faith . The b lind man 's interruption
elicited the Prophet's � reaction, which God corrected.

Surah
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42

VERSES

/ REVEALED AT MAKKAH

cAbasa
IN THE NAME OF GOD,
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THE ALL-MERCIFUL,

THE

MERCY-GIVING

He frowned and turned away,
for the blind man came to him, cinterrupting - .
Yet how would you know, c 0 Prophet,
the condition of his heart '?
For he may have been seeking to purify himself,
or to remember ·God and be admonished-,
such that the crevealed' Reminder
of the Quran - might benefit him.
As for he who 'in haughtiness
deemed himself self-sufficient,
to him you did direct your full attention.
Yet it is not your burden
if he never purifies himsel£
But as for him who came to you,
rushing to seek guidance-,
while being God-fearing,
from him are you diverted.
c

-
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N o , indeed!
Most surely, this crevelation of the Quran
is an ·awesome - Reminder.
Then clet- whoever so wills
remember its c admonitions
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with sincerity of heart.
It is recorded ' on pages most honored,
elevated, purified,
borne by hands of emissaries,
honorable, most virtuous.
Perished be ·disbelieving, man!
How ungrateful he is!
Of what thing did He create him?
Of a sperm-drop, He created him
then determined for him
·the measures of his life ' .
Then the path ·through life, He eased for him.
Then He causes him to die
and inters him in his grave.
Then, when He so wills, He resurrects him.
Most surely, no, indeed!
·Man, has not fulfill e d
what He has commanded him.
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Then let man look to his own food.
Indeed, it is We ·alone
who have poured down the water
in downpours.
Then We ·alone
clove the land a ·measured, cleaving.
Then We ·alone ,
have caused to grow therein grain,
and grapes, and herbage,
and olives, and date palms,
and lush orchards,
and fruits, and pastures·all as, enj oyment for you,
and for your cattle, ·for a time ' .
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So when the Deafening Blast
0 of the Resurrection, comesc on that, Day a man shall flee
from his own brother,
and his mother and his father,
and his wife and his childrenfor each one of them, on that Day,
shall have a great matter
sufficient to overwhelm him.
Faces, on that Day, are shining,
laughing, rej oicing
c at glad tidings of Paradise'.
And faces on that Day
have upon them dust;
grime overspreads them.
It is these
who are the cinveterate' disbelievers, the wicked.
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The surah that opens with a riveting description ef THE ENFOLDING of the sun at
the end of earthly life and the dawn of eternity .

Surah 8 1 / 29

VERSES

/

REVEALED A T MAKKAH

1-Takw!r
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL,
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THE

MERCY-GIVING

When the sun enfolds;
and when the stars collapse;
and when the mountains are moved away;
and when the camels ten-months pregnant
are deserted;
and when the wild beasts
are assembled together;
and when the seas are boiled over;
and when the souls
are recoupled cwith their bodies-;
and when the female child
buried alive is asked
for what sin she was killed;
and when the records
c of all human deeds - are disclosed;
and when the sky is stripped away;
and when Hellfire flares up fiercely;
and when the Garden cof Paradise
is drawn nearcit is - then c that - each soul shall know
cthe consequence
o{ all that it has brought forth.
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Most surely, no indeed!
But I swear by "the stars, receding!
Running! Fading!
And by the night as it approaches!
And by the morning as it breathes!
This "Quran ' is, indeed,
the "very' word "of God
conveyed by way, of a noble messenger-angel,
possessing power, and well established,
in the presence of the Lord of the Throneobeyed and trustworthy there.
Thus, " 0 People,
your companion, "Muhamma d,
is certainly not possessed.
For, very truly he saw him,
"the very Angel of Revelation,
in the clear horizon.
And never would he conceal
"a revelation received'
from the "realm of the ' unseen.
For this "Quran, is not the word
of a satan accursed.
Where, then, " 0 humanity,, are you going?
Indeed, this "Quran , is but a "revealed , Reminder
"sent in admonition, to "all the people
o{ the worldsfor whomever of you so wills
to be "guided upon a, straight "way-._
and you shall not so will
except that God wills,
Lord of "All' the Worlds.
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The surah that opens with a riveting description ef THE SPLITTING open of the sky
at the onset of the Day of Resurrection and asserts that every hunzan is being watched
by angels and shall stand accountable before God in the Hereafter.

82 1 1 9

IN THE NAME OF GOD,
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VERSES / REVEALED

THE

AT MAKKAH

ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

When the sky splits asunder,
and when the stars scatter,
and when the seas burst,
and when the graves are unearthedthen shall each soul know
what " deeds, it has advanced
and "what it has forever, deferred.
0

humankind!
What has deluded you about your Lord,
the All-Gracious?the One who "alone
created you, then fashioned you,
then gave you symmetryand in what a wondrous form
has He willed to compose you!
No, indeed!
"you have no excuse
for denying faith in One God!
Rather, most surely,
you belie the "nearing, Judgment,
while, indeed, "ever vigilant , over you
are guardian " angels",
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noble ones, writing everything.
They know all that you do.
Indeed, .in the Afterlife, .
the virtuous shall, most surely,
be in ·pure· delight.
And, indeed, the wicked shall, most surely,
be in Hellfire.
They shall roast therein
on the Day ofJudgment.
And never will they be able
to absent themselves from it.
And what will make you realize
what is the Day ofJudgment?
Again, vvhat will make you realize
what is the Day ofJudgment?
It is a Day when one soul
holds no power for another soul in anything.
For all the command, on that Day,
is for God alone.
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The surah that opens with a dire divine warning ef a debasing punishment awaiting in
the Hereafterfor those who practice cheating as a norm in commerce, and whom it calls
THE DEFRAUDERS because they insist on receiving a full amount in return for the
partial measure that they themselves give.

Surah
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VERSES

/

REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-Mutaffif1n
•

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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Woe to the defrauders:
Those who when they take
a measure m commerce from people
take it in full ;
but when they give
a measure cin commerce, to them,
or c give" a weight cin trade, to them,
they diminish it.
Do they not think that they themselves
shall be raised up cin the Hereafter"
on an Awesome Day,
a Day when call, people will stand cfor Judgment,
before the Lord of cAlf the Worlds?
No, indeed! CThe case is not as they think!
Most surely, the cinscribed" Book of cDeeds
for" the wicked is locked up
in the cinescapable, depths of Sijjin.
And do you realize what is Sijjin?
It is cthe lowest of the low,
wherein is, a Book
inscribed cwith their dreadful end".
Woe, that Day, to call , the beliers:
Those who belie the Day ofJudgment.
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part thirty

For none belies it but every sinful transgressorcone who', when Our crevealed, verses
are recited to him, he says:
cMere, tales of the ancients!
No, indeed!
Most surely, c the case is not as they say!
Rather, encrusted over their hearts
is all cthe evif that they have earned.
No, indeed! CThe Day ofJudgment is true!
Most surely, on that Day,
they shall be veiled from "seeing, their Lord.
Then, most surely, they shall roast in Hellfire.
Then it will be said " to them':
This is what you used to belie!
No, indeed! CHonor awaits the believers!
Most surely, the cinscribed' Book of cDeeds
for, the virtuous is csecured,
upon c the lofty heights o{ 'Illiyylin.
And do you realize what is 'Illiyyun?
It is c the highest of the high, wherein is, a Book
inscribed cwith their delightful outcome'.
Those brought near cby God' shall witness it.
Indeed, cin the Afterlife,, the virtuous
shall, most surely, be in cpure' delight;
upon c canopied' couches they shall look about.
In their very faces shall you perceive
the radiance of delight.
They are given to drink of a pure wine, sealed,
its seal of musk!
Then for this,
let the competitors cfor God's pleasure, compete!
For its blend is of Tasnima spring, from which c only,
the ones brought near cto God' shall drink.
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Indeed, those ,in life,
who trespassed , against God"
used to laugh at those who believed.
And when they passed by them, they would,
'in mockery" with one another, wink.
Then when they returned to their people,
they would return gleeful
with haughty derision".
Thus whenever they saw them, they said:
Indeed, these 'believers, are, most surely, astray.
yet it is not they who disbelieve"
who were sent 'by God"
to be guardians over them!
So this Day 'in Eternity",
those who 'in life, believed 'in the One God"
shall laugh at the disbelievers.
Upon 'canopied" couches 'in Paradise",
they shall gaze down upon them,
beholding their torment in Hell.
Then it shall be said to the believers":
Have ,not, the disbelievers
been justly" rewarded for all the evil"
that they used to do?
r
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The surah that opens with a riveting description efTHE RENDING of the sky and
the leveling of the earth as a sign ef the commencement ef the Day ef Resurrection.
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When the sky rends asunder
and gives ear to "the command o{ its Lord
and so must it be!
And when the earth is stretched taut
and casts out what is in it
and empties itself " completely',
and gives ear to "the command o{ its Lord
and so must it be!
"On that Day, , 0 humankind"for', indeed, you are "all' laboring to your Lord,
most laboriouslythen shall you meet Him!
So as to one
who is given his book " of deeds ,
in his right hand,
he shall then undergo an easy reckoning;
and he shall return to his people rej oicing.
Yet as to one
who shall be given his book "of deeds
from' behind his back,
he shall call out: "Oh, my , ruination!
and roast in " Hell's , flaming Fire.
He had, indeed, been joyful
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"in the pursuit of whim,
among his family "in the world'.
For, indeed, he thought
that he would never return "to God
for Judgment'.
On the contrary!
His Lord was, indeed, ever all-seeing of him.
No! But I do swear by the twilight!
And by the night and all it enshrouds!
And by the moon when it becomes full!
You shall, most surely,
mount through stage upon stage
"from conception to Resurrection'.
Then what is with these "who are called to God,
that they will not believe"who', when the Quran is recited to them,
will not bow " their faces, down
to the ground "in worship of Him alone "?fl
Rather, those who disbelieve
vehemently belie it!
Yet God knows best
all "the ilf that they harbor "in their hearts'.
So give them "all heavy, tidings
of a most painful torment "in the Hereafter'except for those who would believe
and do righteous deeds.
For them, there is an unfailing reward
"with their Lord'.

AL-INSHIQAQ - THE RENDING
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The surah that opens with a three-part oath ef the Divine One, who swears by the sky
by the assurance that the Day ef
studded with THE
Resurrection shall come, and by His Own Universal Witness, which beholds all, that the
believers shall have their reward, and the unbelievers their punishment. in the Hereefter.
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NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

By the · sky full of constellationsand by the Promised Day , of Resurrection "1
And by a ,Heavenly" Witness
and all those 'on earth" who are witnessed!
Perished be the People of the Fire-Pit!the fire , of which they themselves" fed with fuel,
as they were seated 'in command" over it,
while they themselves were witnesses
to what they did with the believers,
throwing them in it".
And they took vengeance against them
only because they had believed
in 'one God ·alone",
the Overpowering , One", the All-Praisedthe One to whom belongs all dominion
over the heavens and the earth.
Thus over all things is God a witness.
As t o those who persecute
the believing men and the believing womenand thereafter do not repentthen for them 'in the Hereafter
awaits only" the torment of Hell.
Thus for them there is the torment
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of · everlasting , burning!
As to those who believe and do righteous deeds,
for them "in the Hereafter
await , Gardens beneath which rivers flow.
That is the magnificent triumph!
As to the onslaught of your Lord,
it is, most surely, severe!
For, indeed, He ·alone , is the One
who begins ·creation
and ·then' returns ·it to being'.
Yet He ·alone'
is the All-Forgiving · One', the All-Loving!
Possessor of the Throne! The All-Glorious!
Doer of all that He intends!
Has the account of the · disbelieving , hosts
"whom God destroyed'
come to you, · 0 Prophet,
that of the hosts o{ Pharaoh
and ·the people d Thamud?
Rather, those who disbelieve are in ·utter , denial
·of a nearing Judgment-.__
while beyond them God is all-encompassing.
Rather, this · Quran ,
is a glorious Heavenly Recitation,
that you receive, 0 Prophet,
and' in a "Heavenly , Tablet, "it is , well-preserved.
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The surah that opens with the oath ef the Divine One swearing by the sky ef the world
and THE
in one ef its senses, is the name of a pulsar of
piercing brightness-so called because it comes by night and leaves by day.
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By the sky
and the Night-Comer!
And what will make you realize
what is the Night-Comer?
It is the pulsating star
of piercing cbrightness.
And, indeed, even thus,
there is not a single soul
but that over it
there is a guardian angel
recording everything " .
Then let man consider
the substance
from which he is created.
He is created
from a spurting fluid,
issuing from between
the backbone of a man
and the breast bones
of a woman " .
Indeed,
He cwho created him
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AL-TARIQ - THE NIGHT-COMER

______,,____ ___ .._ ·------- ------------------- -·------

is, most surely, well able
to return him cto life anew"on a Day c Hereafter·
when c all man's· inner secrets
shall be examined!
Thus for him,
there shall be neither power
nor helper
cagainst God's punishment·.
By the sky
ever returning water
to· the c earth in· rain!
And cby. the earth
ever cleaving and sprouting
0With vegetation ·1
Indeed, this c Quran ·
is, most surely,
a distinguishing word
cfrom God"and it is not c conveyed·
in j est!
Indeed,
they cwho disbelieve
are devising a plan c against faith·.
Yet I devise a plan
cto thwart them·.
So bear with the disbelievers,
CO Prophet·.
Bear with them
just a little while.
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The surah that opens with the command to highly exalt God, the Divine One who is
THE MOST
above all that is unworthy that people wrongly attribute to Him.
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Highly exalt
the name of your Lord,
the Most High,
the One who ·alone
created , everything ",
then gave 'it " form;
and the One who ·alone
determined ,all creation " ,
then guided ,it upon its way " ,
and the One who ,alone "
brings forth the pasturage,
then turns it into dusty debris.
We shall make you recite , the Quran,
0 Prophet,
such that you shall not forget it except what God so wills.
For He knows
all that is proclaimed
and all that is hidden.
Thus We shall ease you
to Our sacred way of life
with" all ease.
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THE MOST HIGH
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So ·continue to - remind
·all people with the Quran-.__
even if the reminding benefits
·only some of them - .
For, indeed,
he shall be reminded
who "truly- fears ·God-.
But the most wretched ·of people shall shun itsuch as shall roast
in the great Fire ·of Hell - ,
wherein one shall neither die,
nor live ·without pain-.
Truly he has succeeded
who purifies himself
·with sincere faith-,
and mentions the name of his Lord
·in glory-,
and then prays ·the daily Prayers - .
Yet you ·human beings
prefer the life of this world,
while the Hereafter is ·far- better
and more lasting!
Indeed, this is, most surely,
·mentioned- in the earlier Scriptures,
the Scriptures of Abraham
and Moses.
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The surah that opens with the edifying question regarding human awareness of the
coming of a sure cataclysmic event it calls THE \VHELMING-which is the advent
of the Day of Resurrection.
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Has the account
of the Whelming -Event of Resurrection
come to you, - 0 Prophet-?
Faces, on that Day, shall be downcast,
laboring, weary,
roasting in a -blazing - hot fire -in Helf
They are given to drink
from a fiercely boiling spring.
There shall not be for them any food,
except of a thorny bush
that does not fatten - one - ,
nor avail against hunger.
Faces, on that D ay, shall be delighted,
well pleased with their - dutiful - strivings -in life-,
in a lofty Garden -of Paradise-.
You shall not hear therein an idle word.
Therein are flowing springs.
Therein are raised settees,
and cups set at hand,
and -lounging - cushions
arrayed -near each other - ,
and lush carpets spread about.
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Do they cwho disbelieve,
not look with reflection ,
at the cform o{ camelshow "wondrously' they are created;
and at the skyhow "majestically, it is raised;
and at the mountainshow "firmly' they are set erect;
and at the earthhow "smoothly, it is spread?
So remind cthe people, 0 Prophet,
o f the blessings and Oneness o f their Creator·,
for you are but a reminder "sent to them'.
You are not "meant,
to be domineering over them.
Yet one who turns away and disbelieves,
God will , then, torment him "in the Hereafter,
with the greatest torment.
Indeed, to Us "alone ,
is their final return "after death·.
Then, indeed, upon Us "alone,
shall be their reckoning
"of everlasting recompense·.

AL-GHASHIYAH - THE WHELMING
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�\.M..Surah

The surah that opens with the oath ef the Divine One swearing by THE DAWN, and
other natural occurrences and sacred designations, as a means of categorical affi rmation to
humankind that God shall, indeed, hold all people accountable.
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B y the dawn,
and the Ten Nights
"of the Month of Pilgrimage'!
By all that is even and all that is odd,
and the night as it passes!
Is there in this an oath " of sufficient proo f'
for whoever has a mind
that God is all-able to punish the ungodly "?
Have you not seen, 0 Prophet,
how your Lord dealt with the "people of' cAd,
from' Iram, " the nation, of the pillars,
the like of whom
were never "before' created in the lands;
and "with the people of' Thamud,
who carved "their very homes,
out "o{ the great rocks of the " Stone' Valley;
and "with mighty, Pharaoh
of the lofty structures?
They " all insolently, transgressed in the lands.
Thus they spread therein much corruption.
So your Lord poured upon them " all'
a scourge of "horrendous torment!
Indeed, your Lord
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THE DAWN
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is, most surely, ever-watchful.
89: 1 5
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89: 1 9
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Now, as for man,
whenever his Lord tries him,
such that He gives generously to him
and blesses him, he says c exultantly":
My Lord has honored me!
Yet, as to whenever He tries him,
such that He restricts for him his provision,
he says c despondently":
My Lord has disgraced me!
No indeed! c it is a test of faith!
But you chuman beings
break the covenant of God:
You" do not give generously to the orphan.
Nor do you urge one another
to feed the indigent.
Moreover,
you devour the inheritance c of others
with a devouring greed.
For you love wealth with an ardent love.
No indeed!
Most surely, cit shall all perish,
when the earth is pounded cto dust
with a crushing pounding;
and comes your Lord cfor Judgment'-
and the angels c arrayed "
in rank upon rank;
and brought near into view,
on that Day, is Hell citsel{
it is on that Day
that man will remember
cwith utter regret all his sins"!
But how, then,
shall cthis" remembrance avail him?
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AL-FAJR - THE DAWN

He will say: Oh!
If only I had forwarded
c some good" for c this, " my ctrue" life cto come " !
For, on that Day, none shall have ever
sought to" punish as He shall punish.
And none shall chave ever
thought to" bind as He shall bind.
CY et to each believer, God shall say:
0 peaceful soul!
Return to your Lord,
well-pleased and well-pleasing.
And so, enter among
My cbeloved " servants.
And enter My CEverlasting " Garden.

part

The surah that opens with the emphatic oath ef the Divine One swearing by Makkah,
THE C ITY of the Sacred Mosque, that humankind is under the absolute power and
watchfulness ef God.
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No, indeed!
I do swear
by this Sacred- City of Mak:kah -,
while you, 0 Prophet,
are a -free dweller
in this Sacred City of Makkah -.
Moreover, I swear
by all that begets
and all that is begotten!
Very truly,
We created man
in -a life o( travail.
Does he think that no one
shall ever overpower him?
He says -in boast-:
I have expended vast wealth!
Does he think that no one
has seen him?
Have We not made for him
two eyes,
and a tongue,
and two lips,
and guided him
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-

THE CITY

to the two highways
·of right and wrong"?
Yet he has not attempted
the steep road.
And do you realize
what is the steep road?
It is the freeing
of a human being
from bondage,
or offering food
on a day of starvation
to an orphan
who is a relative,
or to an indigent person
who is down in the dustall the while,
being of those who believe-
and who exhort one another
to ·persevere in faith
with " patience,
and who exhort one another
to mercifulness.
These are the Companions
of the 'blessed " Right.
But as to those
who disbelieve
in Our ·natural and revealed" s1gns
they are the Companions
of the ·woeful " Left.
Upon them
'in the Hereafter",
a Fire shall ·descend
and forever" trammel ·them " .
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The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by THE SUN as it
shines out with morning's radiance.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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By the sun
and its cmorning, radiance!
And cby, the moon
as it follows it!
And cby, the daylight
as it unveils it!
And cby' the night
as it whehns over it!
And cby, the heaven
and Him who built it!
And cby, the earth
and Him who spread it!
And cby, the soul
and Him who fashioned itand informed it
with cconsciousness
o( its wickedness
and its righteousness!
Truly, whoever purifies it
has succeeded.
And truly, whoever defiles it
has failed.
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AL-SHAMS - THE SUN

"Know that, the "people o{ Thamud
belied "the revealed truth of old "
because of their "insolent, transgression.
Behold!
The most wretched of them
rose up violently,
"defying God's commandment,
though "sfilib.',
the Messenger of God
had said to them:
Beware "the sanctified " she-camel
that belongs to God
and "honor the right o{ her to drink!
But they belied him
and hamstrung her.
So their Lord crushed them
for their sins
and "utterly, leveled them.
And He has no fear
of its consequence.

part thirty

The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by the whelming of
THE NIGHT that swathes the world in darkness.

Surah

/ 21 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

92: 1

92:2

92:3

92:4

92:5

92:6

92:7

92:8

92,9

�ifiik----�

By the night
as it whelms "the world_
in darkness!
And "by- the daylight
as it shines out!
And "by - Him who created
the male and the femaleindeed, your pursuits,
0 humankind,
are, truly, divergent
as to good and evif.
So as for one who gives charity
and is ever God-fearing,
and confirms "his faith in the ultimate reward "of God-We shall then ease him
in this life
into ease "in the Hereafter-.
But as for the miserly one
who withholds charity - ,
and claims self-sufficiency,
and rej ects "faith
in the ultimate reward "of God-_
1 075
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THE NIGHT

------ - ----

92: 1 0

92: 1 1

n: 1 2

92, 1 3

92: 1 4

92: 1 5

92: 1 6

92: 1 7

92: i s

92: 1 9

92:20
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We then shall ease him
into hardship.
And his wealth
will not avail him
when he falls cinto Hellfire-.
Indeed, cby Our grace,
it is cincumbent - upon Us
to provide guidance cto humanity-.
For, indeed, to Us c alone
belongs the last clife
and the first.
So I have forewarned you,
c 0 humankind,
of a raging Fire cin Hell-.
None shall roast therein
but the most wretchedc the likes o( one who belies · God's signs
and turns away
cfrom His worship-.
Yet the righteous
shall be kept away from it·the likes o( one who gives his wealth
to purify himself,
and confers no favor
upon anyone
for any recompenseexcept seeking the Face of his Lord,
the Most Highand cfor this
he shall, most surely,
be well-pleased
cin the Hereafter-.
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Surah

The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by
THE MORNING SUNSHINE and the night when all falls still.

93

1 1 1 VERSES 1 REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

93 1
93 2
93 3

934

93:5

93:6

93 7
93 8
93:9

93 1 0

93: 1 1

By

the morning sunshine!
And ·by , the night as it falls still!
Your Lord has not deserted you, · 0 Prophet'.
And never has He abhorred you.
And, most surely, the last ·life to come
will be better for you than the first.
And,

most surely,
your Lord shall give you · of His bounty',
and you shall become well-pleased.

Has He not found you an orphan
and sheltered you;
and found you astray and guided you;
and found you needy and enriched you?
Then as for the orphan,
you shall not suppress ·him'.
And as for the beggar,
you shall not rebuke ·him'.
And as for the grace of your Lord,
you shall · gratefully, proclaim it!
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The surah that opens with a reassurance to the Prophet r5 that his divine appointment
to receive God's revelation has been nothing less than THE OPENING
HEART to sacred wisdom and guidance, and that thereby he has been honored for all
time, made well-able to bear the mantle o,fprophethood, and that ultimately and
inevitably he shall be eased unto success.

Surah

/ 8 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

94: 1

94:2

94: 3

94,4

94: 5

94: 6

94:7

94: 8
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Have We not,
·o Prophet,
opened your heart for you
·with Our guidance";
and lifted from you
the burden
which had weighed down
your back;
and raised for you
your renown?
So, indeed, with hardship
con1es ease.
Indeed, with hardship,
comes ease.
So whenever
you become free ·from obligation",
then stand ·in Prayer",
and to your Lord alone
tum in hope.

�'�k------�
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The surah that opens with the oath of the Divine One swearing by THE FIG and the
olive, and other signs, representing the Holy Land in which God revealed the Evangel,
the Torah, and the Quran, and thereby guided all humankind.

Surah

95
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REVEALED AT MAKKAH

Al-Tin
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

95:1

95:2

95:3

95:4

95:5

95:6

9 5 :7

95:8

By the fig
and the olive
'
of the blessed land'!
By Mount Tur
of Sinai!
By this Secure
and Sacred' City 'of Makkah ' !
Very truly,
We created man
in the fairest stature.
Then 'if he disbelieves,
We reduce him
to the lowest of the low.
But not those who believe
and do righteous deeds.
Indeed, for them,
there is an unfailing reward
awaiting ' .
So what, then, causes you,
' 0 disbeliever,
to belie the Judgment 'Day'!
Is not God
the Most Judicious ofJudges?
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The surah that contains the first revealed verses of the Quran, reminding the human
being of THE CLINGING CLOT, a stage that reflects the miracle of human creation
in the womb of the mother. The surah is also known by thefirst Quranic instrnction:
READ.

Sur ah

/ 1 9 VERSES / REVEALED AT MAKKAH

c

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

96: 1

96:2

96:3

96:4
96:5

Read, 0 Prophet,
in the name of your Lord
who has created!
He has created man
from a clinging clot.
Read!
For your Lord
is the Most Gracious One " ,
who has taught by the pen,
has taught man
what he has known not!
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No, indeed!
Most surely,
man ·is unmindful
of his covenant with God.
And thus
he does transgress,
for he sees himself
as self-sufficient.
Indeed, to your Lord
is the ultimate return
in the Hereafter 0 •
"
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96:9

96: 1 0
9 6: 1 1

96: 1 2
96: 1 3

96: 1 4

96: 1 5

96: 1 6
96: 1 7
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96: 1 9

SURAH 96

Have you seen
one who would forbid
a servant 'of God' when he prays?
Have you seen
whether such a one is upon ,the path
of Heavenly, guidance,
or commands 'people' to be ever God-fearing?
Have you seen
when he belies 'the truth, and turns away?
Does he not know
that God, indeed, sees?
No, indeed!
Most surely, if he does not desist,
We shall, certainly, seize him by the forelocka lying, sinful forelock!
Then let him call upon his council!
We shall call upon the Guards of Hell!
No, indeed!
,Never shall he be helped!
So' do not obey such a one.
Rather, bow down 'to the ground
in God's worship, and draw near 'Him'. Jt

'
AL- ALAQ - THE CLINGING CLOT
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T11 e surah that mentions the moment in which God first revealed the Quran, calling it
THE NIGHT O F EMPOWERING DECREE.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

97: 1

97:2

97:3

97:4

97:5
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Indeed,
" it is, We
"who , have sent this "Quran, down
"from on high,
on the Night of 0Empowering ' Decree.
And do you realize
what is the Night of "Empowering ' Decree?
The Night of "Empowering ' Decree
is better than a thousand months!
Therein do the angels
and the Spirit "Gabriel, descend,
by the permission of their Lord,
with every "divine, commandment.
Peace it is
till the rise of dawn!

The surah that mentions the advent of the message of the Quran and its Messenger � as
THE CLEAR PROOF of a decisive revelation for both the disputing People of the Scripture
and the unbelievers unlettered in God's word.

Surah

98

/ s VERSES / REVEALED AT MADINAH

Al-Bayyinah
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

98:1

98:2

98:3

98:4

98:5

Never
would those who have disbelieved
among the People of the Scripture
and the idolaters
have parted ·from their fixed ways
until there had come to them
the clear proof
·of revealed truth"'-a messenger from God,
reciting Scriptures
kept pure,
in which are ·decisive and ,
upright commandments 'from God".
Nor did those
·previously , given the Scripture
divide
until after the clear proof
·of revealed truth ,
had come to themthough they were not commanded
but to worship ·One , Godmaking the ·practice of their , religion
·pure and , sincere to Him ·alone",
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SURAH

98:6

98:7

98:8

1 084

98

AL-BAYYINAH - THE CLEAR PROOF

being ever upright " of heart '
and to " duly, establish the Prayer,
and to give the Zakat-Charity.
For that, indeed,
is the upright religion.
Indeed, those who have disbelieved
among the People of the Scripture
and the idolaters
shall be " ultimately,
in the Fire of Hell,
wherein they shall abide forever.
It is these
who are the "very, worst of all creatures.
As to those who have believed
'
'
and who do righteous deeds,
it is these
'
who are the very, best of all creatures.
Their recompense with their Lord
shall be Gardens everlasting
beneath which rivers flow
wherein they shall abide,
forever and everGod being well-pleased with them,
and they well-pleased with Him.
That is "the reward '
for whoever
fears his Lord.

part thirty

0

The surah that opens with the mention ef THE QUAKING of the earth in u tter
destruction at the end ef the world.

Surah

99
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Al-Zalzalah

IN THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

99: 1

99:2

99:3

99:4

99:5

99:6

When the earth quakes
with its c:finaf quaking;
and the earth expels
its burdens;
and the people say:
What is cwrong " with it?
on that Day,
it shall tell all its news,
for so your Lord
shall have inspired it.
On that Day,
all people shall issue forth
"
from their graves
in divergent multitudes
to be shown their deeds.
So whoever does an atom's weight of good
shall see it.
And whoever does an atom's weight of evil
shall see it.
c
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The surah that opens with the mention efgalloping war steeds that it calls
THE CHARGERS, whose very hoefs strike sparks upon the rocky earth as they
carry their riders furiously into the midst ef thefray of life.

Sur ah

1 00
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AI-(Adiyat

IN THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING
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By the chargers panting,
galloping, , and striking sparks!
,
And 0by the raiders
raiding at the break of dawn,
stirring up therewith a cloud of dust,
then piercing into the midst of a gathered host!
Indeed, man to his Lord
is, most surely, ungrateful.
And, indeed, to this he, himself,
is, most surely, a witness.
And, indeed, in his love of worldly goods,
he is, most surely, fierce.
�!�Does he not, then, know
that when all that is in the graves is unearthed,
and all that is 0harbored "
,
within the breast 0 of people is collectedindeed, their Lord, on that Day,
will, most surely, be all-aware of them?
c
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Surah

The surah that opens with this single word, Al- Qdri'ah, meaning
THE GREAT POUNDING, for that is the repeated sound that shall resound
through all the earth as it is being pulverized in the cataclysm at the end ef time, leveled
utterly for the Resurrection Day and the ultimate Judgment ef every human soul.

1 0 1 1 11 VERSES 1 REVEALED AT MAKKAH

AI-Qari cah
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

101:1
1 0 1 :2
1 0 1 :3

1 0 1 :4
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1 0 1 :7
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101 :9
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101: 1 1

The "Great, Pounding!
How " awesome, shall be the " Great " Pounding!
And what shall make you realize
what is the "Great, Pounding?
" It shall occur on, a Day
when the people shall be as scattered moths,
and the mountains shall be
as "multihued " tufts of wool.
So as for one whose balances weigh heavy
"with good deeds " ,
then shall he be " eternally, in a life well-pleasing.
But as for one whose balances weigh light
"with good deeds " ,
then his destiny "in eternity,
is "to plunge into , the abyss.
And what will make you realize
what is this?
It is a "blazing, hot Fire!
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The surah that opens with the mention of the vying ef the children ef Adam /rl for
WORLDLY ABUNDANCE, grasping for an ephemeral wealth that shall be
utterly consumed and annihilated.

Sur ah

1 02
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Al-Takathur
I N THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

102:1

1 02:2
1 02 : 3

1 02 : 4

1 02 : 5

102:6

1 02:7

1 02 : 8

1 08 8

Vying for ·worldly , abundance
diverts you,
until you have visited the graves.
Most surely,
no indeed!
You shall know 'in the end " .
Again, most surely,
no indeed!
.
"
You shall know in the end .
Most surely,
no indeed!
If only you could know ·now
the knowledge
of ·the utmost, certainty.
that " you shall, most surely,
see Hellfire!
Again, you shall, most surely,
see it with the eye of certainty.
Then you shall, most surely,
be asked · to give account "
that Day,
for ·all " the delights
"you have enj oyed in life " .
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The surah that opens with the oath ef the Divine One swearing by
THE DECLINE OF TIME and humankind's absolute loss ef every single thing but
righteousness, truth, patience, and faith.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 03 : 1

1 03 : 2

1 03 : 3

By 'the decline
o{ Time!
Indeed, humankind
is in , a condition
of utter" lossexcept for those who believe
and do righteous deedsand exhort one another
to ,uphold" the truth,
and exhort one another
to ,persevere in faith
with" patience.
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Surah

The surah that opens with a threat of impending effliction and grief to
THE SLANDEROUS REVILER, one who, in greediness ef wealth and acclaim,
defames o thers.

1 04 / 9
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Al-Humazah
IN TP..E NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 04 : 1

1 04 : 2

1 04 : 3

1 04 : 4

1 04 : 5

1 04 : 6

1 04 : 7

1 04 : 8

1 04 : 9
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Woe to every slanderous reviler,
habitual defamer,
who hoards wealth
and incessantly counts it!
He thinks his wealth
will immortalize him.
Most surely,
no, indeed!
He will be hurled
into the Crusher.
And what will make you realize
what is the Crusher!
,
It is the Fire of God,
set ablaze "in Hell, forevermore " ,
which mounts over
and pierces
hearts.
Indeed, upon them it shall descend
"
and trammel "them
in ever-extending pillars!
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The surah that tells of the destruction of the armed force that came to be known as the
company of THE ELEPHANT, after the animal they intended to use to destroy the
Ka' bah, in the generation before the advent of Islam .

Surah
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Al-Fil

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 05 : 1

105:2

1 05 , 3

1 0 5 :4

105:5

Have you not seen, 0 Prophet,
how your Lord dealt
with the Companions of the Elephant?
Did He not put their plot
cto level the Sacred House
in cutter" disarray?
For He sent upon them birds
in flocks,
pelting them with stones
of hardened clay.
Thus did He render them
like 0Worm "-eaten husks.
c
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The surah that admonishes the first recipients ef the Quran, the lviakkan tribe of
to give thanks to the One God alone who had long bequeathed to them,
in their desert surroundings, abundant provision and security.

Sur ah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 06: 1

1 06 : 2

1 o6 : 3

1 06 :4
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If only for the perennial security
of the -people o{ Qurayshtheir perennial security
in -their - winter
and summer trade-j oumeyinglet them, then,
worship -only
the Lord of this -Sacred House,
the One who - alone
has fed them
against hunger
and secured them
from fear.
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Surah

The surah that chastises as irreligious and mean all those who withhold from the
helpless and needy the most basicforms of AID .

1 07
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Al-Ma cun
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 07 : 1

1 07:2

1 07 : 3

1 07:4
1 07 : 5

1 07 : 6

Have you seen one
who belies the "finaf Judgment?
This, then, is the c same, one
who repels the o rphan,
and who will not urge
the feeding of the indigent.
So woe to all those who praycthat is, , those who are unmindful
about their Prayers,
those who only make a show
of worship " ,
while they withhold cbasic aid
c:from others " .
c
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The surah that informs the Prophet � that God has gifted him with ABUNDANT
GOODNESS in this life andfar greater resplendence in the Hereefter-for which he is
instructed to ever show worshipful gratitude and charitable generosity.

Surah

1 08
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Al-Kawthar
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 08 : 1

i 08 : 2

1 08 : 3
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Indeed, We have given you,
"o Prophet,
abundant goodness.
So pray to your Lord,
and sacrifice " charitable-offerings
to Him alone " .
As to one who detests you
·
he is " utterly cut off
":from all goodness " .

�W,�

Surah

The surah that instructs the Prophet a to inform THE DISBELIEVERS that the
worship iffalse deities and the worship if One God are not, and can never be, compatible.

1 09

Al-
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afirUn

I N THE NAME O F GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

109,1

109,2

1 09 : 3

1 09 : 4

109 5

1 09 : 6

Say, - 0 Prophet - :
0 you -inveterate - disbelievers!
I do not worship
what you worship.
Nor are you worshippers
of what I worship.
Nor shall I ever be a worshipper
of what you worship.
Nor shall you ever be worshippers
of what I worship.
For you is your religion.
And for me is my religion.

0
0
0
0
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The surah that informs the Prophet .� that THE ULTIMATE VICTORY of God
is imminent in the liberation of Makkah from idolatry, in the throngs whose hearts God
will open to Islam, and in the approach of his own passing to the mercy of God.

Surah
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 10:1

1 1 0:2

1 10:3

1 09 6

When the victory of God comes
and triumph,
·o Prophet,
and you see the people
entering the religion of God
in throngs,
then highly exalt your Lord
with ·all " praise.
Moreover, seek His forgiveness;
·for·, indeed, ever has He been
all-relenting.
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Surah

The surah that mentions THE PALM-FIBER ROPE that in Hellfire shall be twisted
around the neck of the wife of the Prophet's uncle, who bitterly opposed Islam; for she
took great pride in wearing an ostentatious necklace she became known for and would slip
by night to strew thorns and prickly plants in the Prophet's � path to injure his feet.
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Al-Masad
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 1 1:1

1 1 1 :2

1 1 1:3

1 1 1 :4

1 1 1 :5

Perish the hands of Abu Lahab!
And perish he!
Never shall his wealth
avail him,
nor all that he has earned.
He shall roast
in a flaming fire in Helfas shall his wife,
the "stealthy , carrier
of "thorny , firewood.
On her neck
shall be a "prickly rope
of palm-fiber.
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The surah whose six elements ef belief constitute PURE SINCERITY ef faith, wherein a
believer effirms God's divinity, Oneness, and eternality, and negates in relation to Him any
effspring, ancestry, or likeness.

Surah

1 12
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AI-Ikhlas
•

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 1 2: 1

1 1 2:2

1 12:3

1 1 2:4
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Say:
He is God.
One.
God,
the Everlasting Refuge.
He does not beget.
Nor is He begotten.
And comparable to Him,
there is none.
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The surah that opens with the mention of God as the Lord ef THE DAYBREAK and
that teaches one to seek refuge in Him from the evil in creation and from all who envy the
blessings of God in others.

Surah

1 13
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Al-Falaq
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

1 13:1

1 1 3 :2

1 13:3

J 1 3: 4

1 13,5

Say:
I seek refuge
in the Lord of the daybreak
from the evil
of what He created;
and from the evil
of the gathering darkness
when it overspreads;
and from the evil
of sorceresses
who blow upon knots
-to cast spells - ;
and from the evil
of an envier
when he envies.

�l_;uk------�
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PE OPLE and
The surah that opens with the mention of God as the Lord
teaches one to seek refuge in Him from the whisperings of Satan and those of evil jinn
and people.

Surah

1
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IN THE Ni�"-I'v1E OF GOD, THE ALL-l'vlERCIFUL, THE tv1ERCY-GIVING

1 1 4: 1

i 14:2
1 14:3
1 1 4:4

1 1 4:5

1 1 4:6

1 1 00

Say:
I seek refuge
in the Lord of all people,
King of all people,
God of all people,
from the evil
of the cincessantly' inciting and receding
whispererwho whispers cevil furtively ,
in the breast of peoplefrom the cwhispering , jinn
and the cwhispering , people.
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A LI B RARY O F
T H E P RI N C I PAL S OU RC E S
O F I S LAM

II

P RE S ENTI N G
TH E G RAC I OU S Q!J RAN

I. A

LIBRARY

OF THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF ISLAM
THE QURAN IS the Heavenly Revelation that inhabits the heart of
the religion of Islam. It teaches the human being the truth about its
Creator, creation, and itself; and it guides the human creature to ever
lasting success through its relationships with God, nature, and the
human fellowship. The work you now read, or listen to, is part of A
Library ef the Principal Sources of Islam, a collection that presents this faith
as the universal religion proclaimed by every prophet throughout time.
For God has said: 4:Such was the way "we decreed " for those of Our
messengers whom We sent before you, "0 Prophet " . And never will
you find in Our " established " Way any change� (Surat Al-Isd' , 1 7 : 77) .
Islam as a way oflife is embodied in five sources: (1) The Quran, its pri
mary Arabic Text; (2) the Prophet Muhammad � its principal exem
'
plar; (3) the ethical system that these two sources together express;
(4) the ritual and remembrance that underpin its edifice; and (5) the
Divinely Revealed Law that epitomizes this hierarchy and that is to
govern the transactions of people and their interaction with God, one
another, and all creation.
The Quran comprises the first link in this chain of faith and the top
tier in its knowledge gradation. Its scholarly explication, part of which
is discriminating its unique lexicon, forms an important part of both its
intellectual and functional contexts. It raises to human consciousness the
pivotal issues of the mortal journey through life on earth-its begin
nings, ends, and hereafter-and classifies them so that one can purpose
fully contemplate them. It explains how one ought to respond to these
issues in the course of life and gives the spiritual reasons why.
1 1 03
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The actions and teachings of Muhammad
the Quran's human
messenger, represent the most complete and current account of the
prophetic life available for human scrutiny and emulation. Together, the
m Pss;:igp nf th e'

Ql1r�n �-nd

the model of the Prophet � artict1late an

essential criterion of belief and standard of ethical behavior that incor
porates ritual observance, precepts of Divine Law, and moral values that
inescapably lead to predictable, actual consequences in the visible world
and the spiritual unseen, and in the union of these in the Afterlife,
wherein they shall all be accounted for.
As the definitive creature of worship, cast into time and a living,
believing universe, the human being cannot survive as such without ful
filling its congenital \vill to venerate, its innate nature to adore. If its
devotions are specious, the light in its soul eventually wanes, for sound
worship is the mysterious oil oflife. Thus, even correct ritual, in the pro
tracted absence of a nourishing spirituality, orJy deadens the heart, until
it desiccates, fossilizes, and dies. Islam, then, in its worldly human expe
rience, is, in part, a program of deep and comprehensive spiritual fitness
that keeps religion meaningful by ensuring that it remains attached and
attentive to the worshipful impulse of the delicate human psyche.
The spiritual drive, however, like its corporeal and conceptual coun
terparts, must be regulated. This is the function of Divinely Revealed
Law. It binds the limits of human understanding to the implementation
of these aforementioned sources of faith at both the personal and social
levels, so that religion becomes neither a cause of distress and suffering
for people, nor a means to their exploitation, nor the dissipation of their
intellectual, spiritual, biological, and worldly assets in the service of
whim and selfish passion. Hence, jurisprudence has as its goal modera
tion, the application of religion's inspired resources as a balance to the
native aspirations of man.
These are the five components that inform the vision of A Library ef
the Principal Sources ef Islam. It proposes to give readers of English an
accurate insight into the message and emotion of the religion of Islam
through the witness of its own Texts and the fund of its scholarly
resources. For strident of late are the voices that now speak of its name,
and desolate the images they suggest of its face. But they do not utter its
truths. Nor do they know its enchanting beauty. How infinitely far they
are from its wisdom and its sentiments!
That knowledge begins with the Quran. A communication of its
Arabic Text is presented "complete" in English translation-God will
ing, with highly reliable accuracy. Implicit intent is conveyed with a
light hand in unobtrusive brackets, for no small effort has been spent to
1 1 04
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make its reading easy, clear, accessible, and, it is hoped, not inelegant
free of poetic pretension, philosophical complication, and lifeless liter
alisms. Forthcoming volumes of commentary, scholarly notes, precepts
and practice, vocabulary reference, and a thematic concordance and
indices are planned to perfect the in-depth explication of this work,
entitled The Gracious Quran: A Modern-Phrased Interpretation in English.
Ahmad Zaki Hammad, Ph.D
2 4 Rama<Mn 1 427, 1 7 October 2006, Cairo, Egypt
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II. PRESENTING
THE GRACIOUS QURAN

PART ONE

T h e Five Sp h eres of The Gracious Quran
and Its Interpretation into Englis h
"No man seeking to live in the same world as Islam, and to understand the
affairs of Islam, can afford to regard lightly, or to j udge ignorantly, the Book
that is called the Qur' an . . . . It surely deserves and demands to b e more widely
known and better comprehended in the West . "

- A.J. Arberry, Th e Holy Koran, A n Introduction with Selections (1 953)

THE QURAN, THE Sacred Text central to the religion of lslam, lays
claim to a status not quite asserted for any other book: It is the last
word-perfect revelation from God still available to man. For this reason,
it reads unlike any other book and needs some explication. The presen
tation on the Quran that follows considers five topics that provide
essential information and helpful background: (1) It summarizes the
Quran's doctrine regarding the Creator and His creation-in particular,
the human creation; (2) it characterizes the Quran as the Quran
describes itself through its self-reflective imagery; (3) it analyzes the
Quran's components and structure as a Book; (4) it gives account of the
earliest and continuing efforts to authenticate the original Arabic
Quranic Text in writing in accordance, first, with its messenger's pub
lic recital of it and, also, its memorization and inscription by a multitude
of his contemporaries; and (5) it reviews the history of the Quran's
interpretation into English, and concludes by explaining the need for a
"new" method to give the non-Arabic speaking better access to it. Each
of these five subj ects forms a "sphere" of knowledge conceived to help
the reader think about the Quran with appreciably more depth and con
texture-and to understand Islam and the millions who bear witness to
it as Muslims more reliably.
1 1 08
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SPHERE ONE

THE QURAN IN THE WORLD

ISLAM AND ITS Book, the Quran, stir much hope and fear in our
contemporary world. The global reawakening of Muslims is certainly a
source of optimism for them. Yet it worries many who do not know
Islam beyond the daily, de rigueur dose of negative media imagery. It is
also not surprising that this return should trouble those who view Islam
as an unforeseen impediment along the way to accomplishing their own
designs. Both these groups see Islam as a counter-realm, a parallel uni
verse, different in aspect and spirit from the unquestioned social prerog
ative of the day, W estem civilization.
In my judgment, as a student and citizen of these counterpart
dominions, their mutually agreeable elements far exceed the differences
between them. Indeed, there can be no serious categorical statement on
their "incompatibility" absent either chauvinism or an ill intent to
implant psychological barriers between their populations. Yet to begin
to benefit from this vast common ground between the peoples of the
West and Islam (who are not necessarily geographically and culturally
apart) , we must first rid ourselves of two mirror complexes to which the
present-day belief in linear history and inexorable progress have led:
(1) The presumption of civilizational superiority and human advance
ment by some and (2) its inverse, an admission of cultural inferiority and
backwardness by others. These attitudes breed psychoses in both pow
erful and powerless societies that make them susceptible to xenophobia,
collective hysteria, and culturewide delusions and distortions that lead
ineluctably to the willful dehumanization of whoever is perceived as
"the other." Unfortunately, these inclinations are as compelling as they
are base and can justify in the mind of a people the appropriation of its
1 1 09
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wholesome genius and public resources for the malevolent enterprise of
abuse, persecution, and carnage.
Perhaps, initially, we would all do well to step back and realize that
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notably catalyzed by the collapse of atheism's bastion in 1 991 , the for
mer Soviet Union, which fought religion philosophically and politically
for half the twentieth century. So, among Jews and Christians (across
their own sectarian divides, from the Ultra-Orthodox to the Reform,
and from Catholics to Protestants to the Eastern Orthodoxies) , as well as
in the lands of South and East Asia (among Buddhists, Hindus, Taoists,
Sikhs, and others) , we see a reassertion of religious identity. As to those
who have migrated beyond the margins of the established religions,
commonly they have undertaken a deliberate respiritualization of their
lives. Hence, the resuscitation of religion as a human force is restricted
neither to Muslims nor to any particular region or group of people.
The reemergence of the religious impulse in the world is, on the one
hand, good news because it means the long quiescent yearning in peo
ple to reconnect with their Creator has matured in our time. There is a
worldwide desire to realize the upright spiritual and moral virtues to
which faith invites. The rekindling of this consciousness, however, may
signal that danger looms, that it could transmute at any moment into
global tribulation in the form of widespread and sustained communal
clashes, national struggles, or even large-scale war. This is, indeed, like
ly, if not inevitable, if the courage of the native sapiential voices in each
of these traditions falters, if we who lay claim to divine words of
enlightenment fail to pierce with them the rising din of demagoguery
and reach the attentive ears of people.
There can be no misunderstanding that the human soul craves sta
bility, peace, and the spread of prosperity on earth (and it should be
obvious that the "typical" Muslim is very likely, and with good cause,
now among the foremost in this longing) . This being the case, sincere
and diligent efforts that seek to shape this growing, planetary religious
event must now coalesce around three poles of goodness: a mature sense
of the spiritual ends of faith; a respectful attitude of toleration toward all
being; and a sincere endeavor to balance social and international policy
with the sole aim of minimal intrusion, scrupulous justice, and allevia
tion of the ills besetting the weak and the ailli cted.
That is why it is essential that we reactivate our long traditions of
meaningful and purposeful dialogue between faiths-but based upon a
deep and comprehensive effort to gain direct understanding of the creed
of "the other" for the purpose of upholding the expansive common
1 1 10
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good, rather than for the sake of tendentious debate, which, not surpris
ingly, but very regrettably, came into vogue among the religious in the
decades leading up to the current climate of belligerence. What are the
longings, challenges, rights, obligations, and societal ethos of the unfa
miliar stranger and the wayfarer in our midst or across the sea? And what
criteria may be considered the common entitlements of humanity
wherein we might all agree, the blessed words by which we may at least
build consensus, in the interest of the welfare of the individual who is
"meek" among us, knowing, as the Quran tells us, that � - . . such are the
days cof life. By turns do " We alternate them among the people, that
God may know those who believe . . � (Surat Al cimran, 3 : 1 40) .
These are not new thoughts for me, born out of the spiraling crises
of our intensifying times. They are deep-rooted intuitions formed in the
humbling crucible of forty years of serious study and contemplation of
revelation and the sacred. They are the gathering insights that led me
more than fifteen years ago now to begin a reexamination in my native
Arabic, and reinterpretation into my adopted English, of the Quran. For
it became apparent to me in my teaching and living in the West
throughout more than two decades that this would surely soon be need
ed--and urgently-by a great many in our world. What was by turns
exciting and frightening was the realization that this was no more nec
essary for people of faiths and persuasions other than Islam than it was
for Muslims-not excepting the native Arabic speaking. It seemed to
me inevitable that Islam would assume center stage in the human arena
in our time, which I found both promising and problematic. For Islam,
I believe, is the surprise of the age. Thought to be lost, it is now every
where found. And many who presently see it as unfashionable will come
to find it tailor-perfect for latter-day man--a fine, numinous wrap to
protect him against material overexposure, and a portable support pro
moting the spiritual circulation of his much busied soul. But scores less
Muslims understand the Quran today with as much comprehension and
competence as in eras past-the reason, no doubt, that no Muslim com
munity presently with us has successfully interpreted Islam into life with
a fair glimmer of the "universality" that it insists on; namely, upholding
the rights of worship it accords to God, such as prayer, worshipping,
fasting, charity, and pilgrimage; while at the same time guaranteeing the
rights of the human individual, including religion, life, family, thought,
and property.
This shortcoming is crucial. For anyone who desires an obj ective
comprehension of the religion of Islam and its centrally important civi
lization has no recourse but to water at its fountainhead, its perennial
.
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resource, the Quran. Without this, all talk about Islam, of which there
is increasingly much, is dangerously whimsical, obsessive, and false, for
all its declaimed sincerity or expertise. The thoughtful person today has
much cause to be cautious about imbibing his or her impression of islam
secondhand, particularly in the English language, or at least not without
sufficient contextual substantiation. Yet if one aspires to get Islam's gen
uine message; to address its relevance; to figure out Muslims for what
they are or what they should be--irrespective of one's motives-the
Quran is his or her unassailable authority, the radiant core from which
all subsequent understanding of Islam emanates.
If after this one wanted to learn how the Quran could be actualized
in life, to see it, as it were, in motion in the world, then one must come,
modestly, to the Quran's conveyor and exemplar, the Prophet
Muhammad �, in the form of the record of his teachings and conduct.
He was the Quran walking the earth. This account has been meticulous
ly preserved and extensively analyzed on a continuous basis, from the
advent of his prophetic call to our own time--first by his Companions,
and then by scholars in every successive generation, who rightly
believed that profound awareness of the message of the Quran is not to
be attained bereft of accurate knowledge about its Messenger �The above two sources of knowledge are twin aspects of divinely
revealed wisdom, what Muslims call, simply, Revelation (wahy) . Thus
the Quran is revelation that has been recited verbatim from God exact
ly as it has been delivered to and received by God's Messenger �- The
prophetic record (called the Sunnah) is revelation that God has inspired
in His Prophet � or guided him to, but which has been conveyed in
'
the words and actions of Muhammad � with the approval of God.
At this juncture of the conception of human knowledge, however,
Islam differs widely and markedly from the notions of revealed knowl
edge that have been espoused by those who hold the trust of the
Heavenly faiths that preceded it. Islam encourages-indeed, the Quran
demands-that, in addition to revealed knowledge, human beings labor
in the harvest of the vast fruit ofhumanity's cultivated learning and indi
vidual rational investigation; and that they savor, along with human
thought and esthetic expression, not science's litmus dogmas, but the
empirical conclusions that man has established about the created world
that, very truly, we share. The reason the Quran commands this of man
are several, but all center around the human tendency toward intellec
tual indolence: (1) man's tendency not to exercise his rational gifts
makes him highly susceptible to superstition, and inordinately inclined
to an adverse social compliance; (2) human knowledge, being as cir1 1 12
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cumscribed as it is, means that most people will only be able to verify
the truth of God's revelation (that is, the veracity of the Quran and the
Prophet �) if they investigate creation, both their own and the
world's; for it is by this study that they shall know for certain that only
the Creator Himself could manifest in the Quran what is being present
ed to them as from God; and (3) man's crucial intuitive or imaginative
faculty-which is essential to faith-will not normally be sparked with
out sustained contemplation of the revealed and the empirical together,
and it is this tandem reflection that shall carry man beyond the merely
concrete in faith and in life to a transcendent vision, which conveys his
innate sense of godly conviction to love and his intrinsic will-to-righ
teous-action to nobility. Heavenly revelation and worldly investiga
tion-these are no more mutually exclusive in Islam than they are to the
human soul (which is, to say, not at all) . On the contrary, they are the
blend that breeds knowledge at its most complete ideal in man.
Hence, in the heart of this last principle-cultivable human knowl
edge and the discoveries that make up the inverted pyramid of human
development through history-quite literally, there reside ten solid cen
turies of Islamic civilization as premier world culture, a civilization that
fast approaches 1 ,400 years of continuous proliferation. Today, a quar
ter of the human family celebrates Islam as its faith. Wheresoever you
behold these words at this moment, be it in the Americas to the west,
China and Japan to the east, Australia or Asia from south to north,
Europe astride the North Sea and the Mediterranean at once, or Africa
and, more particularly, the Middle East in the heart of the world-there
are undoubtedly millions of Muslims who share both your geography
and ethnography. Knowingly or ignorantly, their internal compasses
spin between meaning and bearing from the magnetic pull of the reve
lation that heralds itself as "The Heavenly Recitation"-Al-Qur'an, in
its own divine speech. So, lend an attentive ear to it, for it is here that
your j ourney to know Islam begins.
A Glimpse into the Mirror of the Quran

at once, the central text of both Islamic civilization and
the Muslim mind. It is, to Muslims, the most hallowed Book, though
they are keenly aware that while they are responsible to uphold and
convey it, it is not their possession. It does not belong to them, but
rather to the One God who has gifted it as a glad tiding and as an admo
nition of forewarning to all humanity for all time. To the Muslim, then,
the Quran is the sacred portal to the presence of God opened especial
ly for "you. " Thus, it forms the natural gate to the House of Islam, the
THE QURAN IS,
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people who inhabit it (Muslims (pronounced mus lim, with a sharp,
shortened u-sound and a light s-sound, as in the plant name 'pussy wil
low'; not an uh-sound and a z-sound, as in the word 'muzzle')) , and the
civilization they built and with which they look to reconnect.
The number of Muslims who today memorize the entire Quran by
heart is in the tens of millions, the amount that learn some portion of it
by rote in the hundreds of millions. It is undoubtedly the most read
Book of all time, our own era being no exception. Its words are among
the very first vocabulary of countless Muslim children across the globe,
irrespective of their race, mother tongue, and place of origin. This is not
a brag. It is fact, an attempt to convey the tremendous impact of this
Recitation on the psychology-rather, the formative personality-of an
almost incomprehensible mass of people watching, listening, and,
increasingly, speaking to the world. Their great variance of understand
ing, broadmindedness, and conviction aside, internally Muslims try to
assume life's myriad postures in some semblance of accord with the
Quran's guidance; and they defend their positions with its inspiration
and Texts. Stated plainly, the Quran is no mere religious document; it
is the very stuff of Muslim consciousness and culture.
•

I. THE EARTHLY ROLE AND LIFE OF THE HUMAN CREATION
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Then what outlook does the Quran instill in the human being?
Those who are well versed in the Quran universally know that it
declares: �Very truly, We created man in the fairest stature}'; (Surat Al
Tin, 95:4) in order to live upon the earth, occupy all its climes, and
shepherd it to humankind's own good and to the good of all being on
it, living and nonliving. This was divinely established, according to the
report of the Quran, even before the completion of man's creation,
from the moment God told the angels: �I am placing upon the earth a
"human , successor " to steward it "t (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:30) . God not
only brought man into existence to live in this world, but He eased that
destiny for him, subordinating all that is in it and all that is around it to
his needs, so that humankind might live a good earthly life and prepare
itself for its eternal existence in the Hereafter:
'
�God "alone " is the One who has subjugated for "all of you the sea,
that through it the ships may run-by His command--so that you may
"
seek of His bounty, and that, "therefore, you might give thanks "to
"
God alone . And He has subjugated for you all that is in the heavens
"
and all that is in the earth-all of it from Him "and no other ! Indeed,
"
"
in this there are sure signs "of God's Oneness for a people who would "
reflect " on the wonder of creation " .}'; (Surat Al-Jathiyah, 45 : 1 2-13)
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God did not circumscribe the human creature in a fruitless world of
scanty provision, nor proscribe it from satisfying itself in its abundant
resources and wealth. �O humankind! Eat from whatever is upon the
earth that is lawful and wholesome9 (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2 : 1 68) . But, as
the end of this instruction tells us, human beings are, nevertheless, to be
just to their own persons and to the persons of others, considerate of
their very real need for each other, consistent with the reality that they
are, in fact, �of one another9 (Surat Al 'Imran, 3 : 1 95) , and cognizant of
their inherent mutual obligations for every other human being's welfare
as a direct result of the overarching truth that, by the will of God, they
proceed one from the other. For by the wombs of our mothers we are
all related. To achieve this end of personal commitment to the human
family, God prescribes one of the cardinal tenets of Islam: Humanwide
remembrance of the conceptual reality of singularity: Tawhfd. All peo
ple descend from a single human soul, and that soul was created by One,
and only One, Creator. �O humankind! Be ever God-fearing,
- conscious - of your Lord who created - all o{ you from a single soul
and from it created its mate, and from them both spread -abroad - many
men and women. So fear God, in whose name you ask - consideration of one another, and, therefore, be dutiful to kindred.9 And, as so often
recurs in the Quran, there is appended to this verse the assertion to its
human recipient of that ceaseless omnipotent check. {For, indeed, ever
is God vigilant over -all o{ you9 (Surat Al-Nisa', 4: 1 ) .
Again, from a different angle, the Quran reminds humanity that its
members all share with each other in the parentage of a foremost moth
er and original father. Their biological succession into disparate families
and peoples occurred by divine design; to create a sense of j oy at the
wondrous motif of God varied and adorned across the beautiful human
form; to ground each individual in a strong consciousness of belonging
and identity; and to enable the human family to interact with one
another with high appreciation for, and in recognition of, the innate
human need to express its particular genius, dignity, and artistry. Yet,
humans in community are not to grow exultant in their cultural self
conceptions and innovation to the denigration of others, to lose that
inborn feeling of admiration for one another. For true nobility accrues
to the human being not on the basis of ancestral prowess, ethnicity, or
creativity, but only in accordance with the personal piety one cultivates
in one's behavior as a manifestation of the quality and amount of pure
godliness one holds in one's heart. �O humankind! Indeed, We have
created - all o{ you from a -single - male and female. Moreover, We have
made you peoples and tribes, so that you may - come to - know one
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the noblest of you, in the
of
is the
Again, however, God affixes to this uplift
most
ing divine reminder a cautionary notice that even behavioral evidence
that a person fears God proves ultimately inconclusive. Man is not to be
judgmental about who is better than whom, for the concealed haven of
the human heart is the exclusive knowledge province of its One
Creator.
God
is
(Surat Al
Bujurat, 49: 1 3) .
Observe also how the Quran in these verses highlights to humanity
that its propagation into an astonishing (and transforming) array of
homogeneous peoples is fundamentally linked to the principle of pair
that God has instituted through o ut His creation. In
ing
other words, the notion of mates, of the male and the female, be it in
gender or in aspect, is the divinely decreed mode of all creation, both
in the sense of their physical complementarity and in the notion of their
spiritual completion of one another.
is that He has created you from
of His -wondrous
behold! You are human beings
dust.
about. And of His -wondrous - signs is that He has created for you,
from
spouses, so that
repose in them. And He
has set between you genuine
love and
mercy. Indeed, in this there are sure
who would
for a
reflect -on the wonders of God (Surat Al-Rum, 30:20-21)
- c u ' '"' �· " ' " "'

So too , Heavenly obligation holds uniform across all souls, apart from
the incidentals (philosophy's so-called accidents) of one's existence. In
Quranic terms, human beings are thus defined as creatures who bear the
heavy weight (al-thiqaO of moral accountability (taklf/J .
whether male or
and is a
cause him to live a good life.
recompense all o{ them with their
We
most
(Surat Alin accordance with the very best
ever
Nal.il, 16:97)

believer,

-
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the Muslim men and the Muslim women, and the believing men and the
women, and the
obedient men
and the
obedient women, and the truthful men and the
truthful women, and the
men and the
women, and
reverent men and the reverent women, and the charitable men
and the charitable women, and the
men and the
their
women, and the men who
and the women who
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guard c theirs " , and the men who remember God much and the
women who clikewise " remember c Him "-for csuch as " these, God
has prepared forgiveness and a magnificent reward., (Surat Al
Al)zab, 33:35)
II. FAITH, HUMAN PERCEPTION O F RELIGION, AND DESTINY

Humanity is God's "civilizing" agent on earth. Yet it cannot scale
the summits of the civility to which it is called, nor realize its down-to
earth obj ectives, in ignorance of its Creator, the Maker of all that it sees
and cannot see. For worship and thanksgiving are the wings upon which
the human soul transcends the mere clay of its symmetrical housing in
order to keep sight of its unseen but true place of alighting in the ever
lasting Hereafter, following death when inevitably its body shall lay
down its earthen burden and leach back into the dust from which it
briefly stood up . .(How can you chuman beings " disbelieve in God when
you were c once " lifeless, and He gave you life; then He causes you to
die; then He shall c again " give you life; then to Him shall you all be
returned cfor Judgment " ?' (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2 :28) . A great physical
affinity pulls man earthward that, if relentlessly indulged, deadens his
organ of insight-his heart-sealing it up beneath the thickening spread
of the cataract of irreverence. This is distraction, beguiling man from his
paramount purpose as diligent servant and assiduous worshipper of God,
.(for the life of this fleeting " world is nothing but amusement and play, .
If he allows this to occur, man regresses to the level of mere beast. He
suffers an irretrievable loss of higher moral vision, fulls deaf to his divine
commission as God's lieutenant on earth, and becomes dumb to the
eternal consequence of this fall from grace . .(But, indeed, it is the abode
of the Hereafter that is, most surely, life " everlasting " itself, if only they
were to know "what awaits them there "' (Surat Al-cAnkabut, 29:64) .
The Quran seeks t o remedy this in man before it metastasizes-and
God has, indeed, made the human heart capable of miraculous cure. Its
primary method is to awaken in man his primordial sense oflucid recall,
both on the level of human history and in that timeless moment of pre
earthly existence that began his spiritual legacy. Thus its purpose is to
reconnect man with the great struggle in which he is, in this interreg
num of earthly life, often unwittingly but nonetheless thoroughly
embroiled . .(Now, behold! Your Lord took from the Children of
Adam-from their loins-" all the souls that would become " their pos
terity. And He made them bear witness to their own souls-c saying to
them: " Am I not your Lord? They said: Oh yes, indeed! We do so bear
c
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witness! c This We did in the event - that you should say, on the D ay of
Resurrection: Indeed, we were heedless of this truth-� (Surat Al-A 'raf,
c

7 : 1 72) . In other words, the Quran undertakes man's edification-by
reawakening, beginning with the all-important notion in Islam of u n i ty .
All people originally professed belief in the One God, a witness with
which God has imprinted their very souls. Heavenly guidance then
comes to awaken that latent memory, asleep within, for it is the essence
of all true religion: The shared heritage of primal human faith in the true
and only God. This divine inspiration is what God has consistently
revealed to the messengers and prophets that He awoke among every
human community before Islam. This inspiration includes the
Scriptures-the inscribed words of God-that God sent down, extend
ing, as such, only to their original divine wording. At the precise inter
section in human history wherein the time of the prophets would pass
from the world-and, with it, the divine activity of revealing to
humankind new Heavenly Books (that is, the sealing up of prophet
hood)-the Quran came to the last of the messengers, in order to "pre
vail" as the "protected" cumulative repository of this ageless way of
human persistence and repentance, enshrining until the end of time this
path by which all the prophets and the faithful migrated to God.
�He has laid down for you, c0 humankind-in - whatever He has
c already- revealed to you, c 0 Muhammad-all the tenets - of
cHeavenly - religion, c the likes - of which He had cfirst - enj oined upon
Noah, and that which We had cthereafter- enj oined upon Abraham,
and cupon - Moses and cupon - Jesus; namely: You shall be steadfast in
establishing the religion c of God-. And you shall not divide therein! �

(Silrat Al-Sh-Ura, 42: 1 3)
This brings up two crucial points. First, since Muslims are divinely
obliged to believe in all the prophets and messengers-those they know
and those that in this life they will never hear of-they are also, as a
matter of creed, equally required to acquiesce in the authenticity of all
the Heavenly Scriptures that came down prior to the Quran as contain
ing the selfsame kernel of divinely inspired truth. Thus, the Quran com
mands: �Say, CO b elievers -: We believe in COne- God, and cin- all that
has been sent down to us cin the Quran "; and "in- all that has been sent
down to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and "to - the
cprophets of the, Tribes . of Israel"; and "in - all that was given to Moses
and · to - Jesus; and ·in - all that was given to · all- the c other - prophets from
their Lord. We do not differentiate "in faith - between any of them. Thus
are we muslims, in willing submission to Him c alone"� (Surat Al1 1 18
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Baqarah, 2 : 1 36) . Second, the logical conclusion of this stand is that the
very name of a religion and community so obliged to affirm all the
Heaven-sent emissaries and messages of the past should be consistent
with the necessary principle by which they identified themselves. Thus
the name "Islam," for the true religion of God, and the title "Muslim, "
fo r its faithful follower-neither o f which takes its epithet from either
tribe or figure, land or milestone-emerge on the tongues of all of
God's envoys and in the commandments of all of His revelations as the
very witness to which they themselves attest and the humble posture
they are divinely ordered to assume. The word islarn describes the essen
tial disposition of the human heart to willingly submit its free mortal will
to the Immortal will of the One God, while the name rnuslirn applies to
any human being at any time or place who has committed to this.
�Thus strive, · 0 believers, " for ·the sake o( God ·to uphold His
commandments "-with the ·kind o( striving that is thoroughly wor
thy of Him. For it is He ·alone " who has chosen you ·for this faith "_
nor has He placed on you any ·undue " strain in ·your " religion. It is
the sacred way of your forefather Abraham. ·And " it is He "alone "
who has ·in honor " named you Muslims ·in the Scriptures - of old
and in this · Quran "'-so that ·Muhammad, - the Messenger ·of God, "
may be a witness ·to God's truth " before ·all o( you, and that you
may, "in turn, - be witnesses ·to the revealed truth , before all
(Slirat Al-I:lajj , 22:78)
So in the Quran, one finds all the believing figures one meets-from
Noah �1 to Abraham �1 and Moses �1 , and from Jesus �1 to
and their religion
Muhammad 5-identifying themselves as
as
This represents the irreducible spirit of holistic faith in the
human heart and the unbreakable bonds of belief across the eons. Its
acceptance signifies the reunification of man with all creation as wor
shipper of One God, and thus his successful transfiguration into incom
parable prince of all created beings. Witness the words of Noah �1 :
if you shall ·continue to - turn away,
my reward is
any reward.
asked
I have been commanded to be of those who are
"
submission to God ·alone .1> (Surat Yunus, 1 0: 72)

in willing

After him came the testification of the golden prophetic line of
Abraham �1 , Ishmael �1, and Isaac �1, along with the latter's son Jacob
�1 and his son Joseph �1 :
when Abraham and Ishmael raised the foundation of the
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Lord!
You alone who are
Our Lord! And make us both
submission to You ·alone-. And show us our
, and
Your
who are the
Our Lord! And send forth among ·our descendants - a messenger
who shall recite to them Your verses, and
from their
Book and the ·way of
it is
You ·alone who are the
-, the All-Wise.
who but one who fools himself could be averse to the
sacred
of Abraham? For very
We did choose him ·as a
most
he
in the
messenger
Paradise-. For when his Lord said
be among the " ""';u c '"' v
I submit ·my
He said ·at once-:
to him: Submit
to the Lord of
the \Vorlds . Thus Abraham
face m
, as did
his children with this ·sincere devotion to
: 0 my children!
God has chosen for you the
-. So take care not to
·
submission to God ·alone-. Or were
this - witnesses when death
would
He said to his children: What will
after me?
your God ·alone and the God of
fathersWe shall
and Isaac-the One . and
God. Thus are
submission to Him ·alone-., (Surat AlBaqarah, 2 : 1 27-33)
-

� W � ?r,

� �

' ° ''au,,v,,

Joseph ;;tJ1 inherited prophethood from Jacob ;;tJ1 , and he too called him
self
o f the
the - events

vu�J,nvu

tO YOU
(Surat

Yusuf, 1 2 : 1 0 1 )
In time, Moses ;;tJ1 followed upon Joseph's footsteps and enjoined the
Children of Israel with the self-same description:
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<(Thus Moses said: 0 my people! If you have believed in God, then
rely on Him alone-, if, indeed, you are muslims, in willing submis
sion to Him calone-.5' (Surat Yunus, 1 0 :84)
c

Finally, Jesus ;iJ1 concluded this branch from the seed of Abraham ;iJ1,
and his Disciples styled themselves
,�But when Jesus discerned from them cresolute - unbelief, he said cto
his followers " : Who will be my supporters -on the path - to God? The
Disciples said: We are the supporters of cthe religion o{ God. We
have, indeed, believed in God. So bear witness that we are, indeed,
muslims, in willing submission to God alone - . jt (Surat Al 'Imran, 3 :52)
c

So, while all the Heavenly religions lay claim to inviting man to have
faith in One God, to worship Him alone, and to prepare to meet Him
for Judgment in the Hereafter with the provision of good deeds in this
life, it is only Islam that requires its adherents to believe in every divine
revelation conveyed by each prophet and messenger sent to the com
munities before their own. That is because Islam is, in fact, a continua
tion of all these faiths, which are, in reality, a single religion before God.
Thus, faith in God is not the exclusive province of any human cohort.
It is the shared heritage of all people who willingly submit to His will
alone, there being no essential difference between the near and far, the
ancient and modern.
Ill. FAITH AND FREE CHOICE, WILL AND WORSHIP

The question of faith, as the Quran poses it, is thoroughly enmeshed
with that of knowledge. It presents man's belief as a matter of sacred
wisdom, unfettered by the philosophical problem of predeterminism in
creed. Man is free to choose belief or unbelief Yet, he is required to
exert his distinguishing rational gift in this choice by an All-Knowing
God, who alone guides or leaves one to stray. That is to say, the fact that
God lends man the liberty and the craft to open or lock tight his heart
to faith does not absolve him of liability for his divine endowment of
intellect. Indeed, the only thing here that man truly owns are the intents
he purposes and the deeds he does-and, of course, the consequences
for these. Accordingly, the most important factor in the discourse of
human free will is precisely the dynamic that is mostly ignored by p eo
ple: God's grant of free choice to man does not restrict His own divine
will in the least. Exalted far beyond the limits of human perspective,
God remains perfectly free to execute His own irreversible judgment
upon His human creature in this life and in the Hereafter as He deems
fit . (Double jeopardy lives in the exclusive court of divine judgment.)
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God may not have coerced man to "choose" belief in Him in the
course of his brief earthly life. Yet, man is very much obliged to take the
vessel of choice-making God has given him and set sail upon the enig
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Eternal. He is charged to exercise independent reasoning to come to a
verdict that is his own about this, the very pivot of all the issues of
human life. He is duty-bound to engage in self-reflection and in the
contemplation of existence, for within and without him lie the signs
that shall point him to the shining path of God's sure guidance. �We
shall show them Our signs in the horizons and in themselves-until it
becomes "utterly , clear to them that this " Quran , is, indeed, the " divine ,
truth� (Surat Fu��ilat, 4 1 : 53) . This is learning, the acquisition of knowl
edge, which the Quran contends must necessarily lead to faith in God's
Oneness by way of recognition of the truth of His revealed and natural
signs. If man fails this his raison d '€tre and refuses to use his faculties out
of sloth, selfish passion, or mundane fear, they will go dark. They will
continue to register manifest information, even correlate their cumula
tive external implications, but they will not illumine their causal Truth,
that is, God Himself, nor fathom the inner truth that He breathed into
their own souls, nor apprehend the undeviating design of truth that He
stitched into the very fabric of creation.
Thus, the Quran distinguishes between the re-collection of knowl
d
e ge, as spiritual truth, and the accumulation of mere sensory perception,
as material fact. The former lights the way for man to exercise his
responsibility as God's worshipper and vicegerent on the earth. The lat
ter, on its own, renders him a mere prehensile oaf, an unjustifiably arro
gant tyrant, who looks around himself and sees being only in what he
presumes to be an inferior state of creation to his own. The result is that
man forgets his agency in the name of God and becomes a force for cre
ation's corruption instead of its amelioration, including, albeit unknow
ingly, the condition of his own created soul. In this, he betrays the divine
trust of ever-affirming his belief in One God as well the vicegerency in
the earth with which God originally vested him, based on man's individ
ual and collective witness to uphold this affirmation. Thereby he enlists
himself for suffering in this world and in the Hereafter.
It is for this reason, as well, that "faith" or "belief'' (iman) is called as
such. God has made it a clear product of knowledge not information
and equipped his upright servants to discern it for and in themselves.
Faith enshrines in the human heart the everlasting covenant between
God and His "chosen" ones, those penitent souls who have believed in
Him, His messengers, and His signs by choice. Therefore has God
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decreed that none shall be forced into its spiritual contract.
shall be no compulsion in religion! For truly rectitude has
been made
distinct from
Thus whoever disbelieves
in false deities and believes in God c alone - has
grasped the
firmest handhold, which is forever unbreakable. And God is all-hear
ing, all-knowing., (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:256)
Nor are any (even the prophets) authorized to impose it on others.
remind c the people, 0 Prophet, of the blessings and Oneness of
their Creator -, for you are but a reminder c sent to them · . You are not
0meant . to be domineering over
(Surat Al-Ghashiyah, 88:21-22)
Man's choice of faithlessness, no matter its frequency or popularity,
does not change reality. Worshipfulness is the essential nature of all cre
ated being, that which humans consider living and all that they shallow
ly deem lifeless. For, according to the Quran, worship of the One God
is the necessary and universal constant among creation-the human
creature being no exception to this. So even when man turns aside from
the worship of his Lord, he cannot turn off the need to worship in his
heart. He is ever in the demeanor of worshipping something. If the
obj ect of man's worship is not God, then it is, according to the Quran,
false deities. These may be idols or other creatures, symbols, or con
cepts. When haughtily man thinks he worships nothing at all in some
"pristine" state of utter unbelief, it is then that his face is prostrate to his
own passions and whims.
Yet, at the very moment the human being realizes its need to wor
ship its Creator to the exclusion of all associations and intercessions, it
snaps upright and becomes immediately attuned to the overarching pur
pose of its creation, declared by God in the divine statement:
.
.
·
know that I have not created either
or human
any
to
Me alone (Surat Al-Dhariyat,
5 1 :56) . The result of this is not only to set man in accord with his own
nature, but to synchronize him with the natures of all created things in
the world, material and immaterial, which hymn without end the glory
and the maj esty of their Lord.
that are them
due exaltation to Him.
but that it exalts
is He most t01·beanng,
fathom
their exaltations.
(Surat Al-Isra', 1 7:44) . This is cosmic truth beyond the ken of
human intellection, but immanent within the stilling deep of man's own
soul. So how does one call it up?
c

c
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Contortions of worship and plastic ritual-drained of spirit and hol
low at the core-hold no value in the Quran. This is the mere dogma
of appearances that man invents and occupies himself with, in an aim
less search for solace 01, n101e often, 11lirnllessly following upon rhe
traces of forebears who hold an "authority" no more meaningful than
simple precedent. True worship is sound belief in the heart, realized in
the practices emanating from this intention, practices that God Himself
institutes among people in order to establish man in goodness with it and
to help man lift up the spirit of his earth-clinging nature for the purpose
of completing his humanity. It may take on the form of prescribed rit
ual. It may be a consistent positive act that confirms personal integrity;
or a negation of a sort that demonstrates one's will to resist some
wickedness; or a word whispered in the night; or a deed dealt in broad
daylight once in one's lifetime. It may require one to part with what one
holds dear, or even to call up the courage of a last stand. In the nature
of the case, it is the whole of which these things are integral parts, tens
of boughs branching off into heaven from a good and deep-rooted tree.
the
of
faces toward the East or the West.
and
and

i " " ""'· � ' .

the emanciand
in " one who establishes the
and
those who fulfill their
n1ake a covenant, as well as
those who are
affliction and harn1 and times of conflict.
and it is such as these
These are the ones who have been
(Slirat Al-Baqarah, 2: 1 77)
who are the
A
word
you not see how God has set forth this
is like a
tree: Its root set
in witness of One
(Surat Ibrahim, 14:24)
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The true aim of worship, in the wisdom of the Quran, then, is to abet
the human being in carrying out his or her weighty obligations. Never
is it a mere burden meant to prevent people from enj oyment in life.
Let us take four of the celebrated, but, perhaps, much underestimat
ed, Five-Pillars ofislam as examples, excepting, for the moment, the all
important first one, that is, (1) the Testament to Faith, from which all
of belief flows.
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(2) The Salat-Prayer: Here is the hallmark of Islam, wherein Muslims
stand before God to recite His Quran, bend at the waist, and bow
their faces down to the ground before Him. It is, perhaps, the
purest exhibition of humility before God left on earth. It is this! But
it is also more, in accordance with our obj ective of enabling man
to execute his heavy earthly responsibility, as mentioned just previ
ously. The Salat-Prayer is the Muslim's most effective antidote to
humankind's toxic affinity for obscenity and the captivating allure
of all indecent worldly pursuits that threaten to put out the inner
.
Prophet ! Recite - to humanity · all
light by which the soul sees.
that has been revealed to you of - the Quran , the Book of God - .
Moreover, - duly " establish the Prayer. Indeed, the Prayer guards
- one - against immorality and evil. Yet, most surely, the remem
brance of God
the life of this world - is greater · extollment for
one - still. And God knows all that you do� (Surat Al-'Ankablit,
29:45) .
(3) The Zakat-Charity: These mandatory alms give the poor a "right
ful" claim in the wealth of every believer. But what does it give its
giver? What his or her money can never buy in all the world! A
spiritual rinse for a soul soiled with the aggressive and acquisitive
tendencies called forth from it by the hunt for the dollar and dirham
of the marketplace. ·�Take from their wealth a charitable offering to
cleanse them and
pray for them.
them thereby.
Indeed, your prayer is a comfort to them. For God is all-hearing,
all-knowing� (Surat Al-Tawbah, 9 : 1 03) .
1 1C'"' '"'"'' fasting: The abdications of the month of Ramadan (the
ninth of the lunar year) are a humanly willed rupture of an other
wise more-or-less constant acquiescence to our sensual natures
whenever the provocations of our bodies arise. Fasting has much
merit as a means of training man out of his habitual self-indulgence,
teaching him that, unlike much of creation, he possesses the will to
abstain. Yet, it has a far higher obj ective. It is meant to instill in his
breast a consciousness that God is ever-present, reading his
thoughts, observing his actions. The effect is obvious: Man learns
cautiousness, to think before he acts, and to cultivate a vigilant
is prerespect and awe of his Creator.
you who believe!
scribed for you as it has been
for those who have
.
(Surat
believed - before you, so that you may be - ever
Al-Baqarah, 2 : 1 83) .
(5) The Bajj-Pilgrimage: This required visit to the Ka'bah in Makkah
is replete with benefits, from that of personal spiritual retreat,
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renunciation of the world, and the accumulation of a massive sup
ply of charitable-offerings of sacrifice that should be distributed to
feed the world's stricken and poor. But its underlying objective is
to indelibly impri n t on th e h e� rt of the worshipper-by me:l!lS of
one's own time-, space-, and faith-compressing experience-the
stark unity, the utter coherence, the difference-leveling truth of the
sacred way upon which he or she has been guided, which brings
one abruptly as if to a glimpse of humanity's Judgment upon the
open white plane of the Hereafter. It is a path stretching uninter
rupted back to the Patriarch Abraham {;d1 , leading down to the holy
valley of the very first House of God on earth, and drawing the
world-reduced pilgrim into the very vortex tovJard vvhich he or she
prays five times every day. Its primal purpose is to affirm the Sole
God of all in the prejudice-crushing presence of a sea of indistin
guishably cloth-clad, vast human diversity. Privilege is barefoot,
presidents disheveled. Oneness: The unicity of God; the unity of
man; the singularly inescapable destiny of the created returning to
the dust from 'vvhich it was created, and then, through resmTection,
to its Creator unto a Day of Eternity. All this is intuitively, not aca
demically, verified in the heart by the Hajj-Pilgrimage.

who

So follow the sacred way of
"-and never was he of those
·
the first House of
is most
of Bakkah.1
·
f.J '-"U V''"'' of the world.

·such as the Station of Abraham.
whoever enters its
shall be secure. Thus
to the
House
Ivlakkah · is owed to God as an
upon all
who are able to attain a way to it. And as to those who disbelieve
·
" God
above any need for
know " ,
·any of His creation in all the
(Slirat Al 'Imran, 3:95-97)

The real aim of worship, then, is to incessantly remind the human
being-in the course of the sundry pursuits of one's life-of its provi
sional role in this fle eting world and its permanent destiny in the infi
nite Hereafter. Worship is the divine training paradigm that exalts the
human being's spiritual fitness so that he can carry out the tasks and
duties by which God will certainly try his soul against the performance
of all other human beings in the open competition for His Paradise.
This makes the Quran both the explanation and arbiter of the human
1 1 26
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race for reality, the guidebook by which man can come to understand
the nature and the solution to the test in which he finds himself so utter
ly and consequentially engaged.
IV. MORALITY: THE NEXUS OF FAITH AND CONDUCT

The Quranic message is in essence a moral prescription to civilize
human behavior. Through a carefully balanced regimen of God-con
sciousness and worldly activism in its surahs and verses, it progressively
links the passionate human heart to the will of its compassionate Lord
within the concentric jurisdictions of self, family, humanity, and nature.
Its aim is to fortify the moral fiber of frail man by imbuing him with a
heightened sense of godliness, which it achieves in two ways: First, it
instructs him with the divine commandments that will empower him to
be a moral being "in deed. " It is for this reason that one finds the divine
"style" of moral commandment common to all the Heavenly revela
tions. It is indispensable to the edification of man, and this enlighten
ment is the key to man's psychological and corporeal freedom. For God
desires to suffice humanity emotionally, apart from the concrete deter
rence of law, to awaken in him his longing for transcendent exertion
and assertion; that is, to lift the intent and achievement of man beyond
a fundamental fear of the law's threat of penalty and punishment-both
as God has revealed it and as human beings themselves understand and
organize it.
Rather, man has been released into the world by God, for a time, on
his own recognizance and has been created to be, in the end, self-con
sciously observant, personally guarding, and socially courageous. Man is
scrutinizer of his own conduct, inquisitor of his own thought, inter
locutor of his own conscience as to the immediate intent and ultimate
consequence of his actions. To all that is good and beneficial, seamless
with the even path of equity and truth, he is diligently to make his way.
When, inevitably, he finds himself on occasion delinquent of the decree
of God, errant from the high road of righteousness, man is himself to
true his spiritual direction, to reset his moral coordinates, for he has
been accorded by God the interior apparatus of psychical self-correction
and afforded by Him through His revealed Book the prospect of
amending the conceptual and material acts that have caused him to veer
from virtue.
In addition to commending the human being to moral action (and
here is the Quran's second way of infusing man with godliness) , the
Quran prepares one to attain his or her intended moral purpose by thor
oughly raising one's consciousness regarding the Creator's "all-with-
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ness " :
o f all that

1s

------ -----

------ ------- -� --

·
you wherever
are. For God alone. is au-sc�e1n2:
do . . . and to God alone · are all matters returned
1s
of all
1s

you not considered that God knows all that is in the heavens
that is in the earth? There is no
discourse among three
neither five but that He is the sixth
but that He the fourth
neither fewer
that nor more, but that He is with them.
of
wherever
be. Then He shall tell them on the
of
·
Resurrection the due recompense of all that
have done
life .
God is
of all
(Surat Al-Mujadilah, 5 8 : 7)
Thus does the Quran remind man that he is a creature whose life is an
open book and who is both blessed with twofold goodness and tried by
double j eopardy. On the one hand, he has been brought from nothing
ness to life , out of the sheer mercy of God, and given freedom, provi
sion, and pleasure in a goodly habitat in the earth. Man has, moreover,
been promised far better than this; namely, his heart's worldly desire:
perpetual life amid the enthralling delights of Paradise in the Hereafter,
provided he believes and works righteousness in accordance with God's
will. O n the other hand, man is duly accountable to God in this world,
as well as the community of believers and humankind, for all that issues
from him, with special rnoral value attached to the deliberate and inten
tional act. Furthermore, he is liable to punishment in the Afterlife, when
God shall raise humankind from the dead for Judgment, if he turns
heretical renegade or immoral profligate in his earthly life .
whoevand whoever does an
er does an atom's
of
shall see
of evil shall see
(Surat Al-Zalzalah, 99:7-8) .
atom's
At the same time that the Quran everyv1here contextualizes for man
that he is constantly observed and morally responsible, its Text also
directly enj oins man (more than 250 times) to steadily internalize its
ethic of pious fear of God-to have
in the idiom of the Quran.
This very sense is what the insistent repetition of the Quran's celebrat
ed most excellent names of God (asma'illah al-busna) amplify in the
hearts of its readers as they chime out from surah and verse. Thus God
is Al-Basfr and Al-Samf, The All-Seeing and The All- Hearing;
Al-'A lim, AlThe All-Knowing, The Knower, and The
Supreme Knower;
Al-I:Iakim, Al-l:Iaklm, The Arbiter, The
Judge (supreme authority) , The All-Wise; He is Al-Raq£b, The AllVigilant; and
The Ever-Near, The All-Answering;
He is Al-Shahid and
The All-Witnessing and The All1 1 28
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Enumerating. Yet, also the Quran cheers man by assuring him that God
is Al-cAfuww, The All-Pardoning, and Al- Ghcift1r, Al- Ghqffar, and Al
Gh4fir, The All-Forgiving, The Most Forgiving, and The Forgiver; this
is in addition to the Quran etching in the memory of its readers God's
sheer and immeasurable mercy.
Besides the Quran's incessant Textual and contextual orientation of
man to the fear of God, or rather running like a tsunami just beneath its
surface, or a whirlwind just above it, there is the constant sense of the
swell and gust of God's menacing, nearing Judgment. It is a resonance
built by the continually recurring mention of a looming "Last Day"; the
gravity of an unseen, unpredictable end of the world, made palpable by
a ubiquitous Hour of Doom sagging heavy from the Seventh Heaven,
oppressing the atmosphere of the earth. This is what trips that breath
less feeling of impending eternity, which the Quran so characteristical
ly sets off in its recipients. The Quran's melliflu ous literary cascade of
implication and explication at first seems an almost cursory method of
treating the fickle uncertainty of so inconstant and distracted a creature
as man. Yet, within its verses, the continual coincidence of the cata
clysmic through the delicate, the imminence of Heaven's timelessness
loosed in mundane human tense, accounts, in part, for the Quran's
tremendous power to alter people and the astonishing efficiency with
which it hones to moral perfection the tremulous heart of man. The
Quran' s graduated effect, in recitation and realization, enables the
human being-and so is it divinely intended-to steadily gather up all
of its energies and deploy them in an all-out effort to gain the true goal
of its earthly existence: To get back to the Garden from whence jealous
evil and uncertainty expelled its parents.
This is the Quran's great exposition of the truest human equation:
Faith, guided by Heavenly revelation, is mortal conduct-or rather mor
tal conduct as God meant it to be. For all man's activity is no more or
less than an unbroken continuum of worship. That is why issues of the
lawful and the prohibited, governance and conviction, are inseparably
bound to questions of belief, even when the charters of human beings
seek to reconstitute them as discrete. It is acts of virtue in the world, mea
sured against the perennial values set forth in the scale of Heaven's reli
gion, that bring balance to, fulfillment in, and the betterment of earthly
life. These are the deeds that the Quran unflinchingly, and so very beau
tifully, recalls to the attention of an excessively diverted humanity.
�Say, cto them ' : Come! I will recite what your Lord has cin fact , for
bidden to you:
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you shall
And
your
\Ve
t

as
with Him.
associate
·you shall be·
not kill your children because of ""�Lsvuv v '

And you shall not come near
and what is hidden.
t And you shall not ever kill any
except
what is

what is manifest of it

t

And you shall not ever
the wealth of the
in the fairest manner, until he reaches full
your care
and you return it to
trade·, fill the measure and
'If,/e do not task any soul
+ And when you
out, be
is a close
relative.
And fulfill the covenant of God.
upon you, so that you
this has He
fol ·of God's commandments ·.

become mind-

And ·command
a
one. So follow it. And you
shall not follow other ways, for
will
you from
His way.
this has He
upon you, so that you may be God-fear(Slirat Al-An'am, 6 : 1 5 1-53)
Elsewhere, the Quran seeks to reinforce these same commandments,
which it accomplishes, not only by mere repetition, but also by restyling
their very presentation. In this way, their importance is doubly high
lighted, so that the reader might again be reminded of them, and delight
in them, at one in the same time.

·,
t
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with God.
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- For ·if you do , then you shall
and be
Him
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- For your Lord has decreed ·for one and alf: You shall not wor
ship other than Him.
+ And to "your, parents, you shall be good.
- Should either one of them, or both of them, reach old age in
your care, then you shall not say to either of them ·even so
much as': Fie !
- Nor shall you rebuke them. Rather, say t o both o f them a gra
cious word, "in loving kindness'.
- Moreover, lower for them the wing of humility, out of mercy,
and say "in supplication for them': My Lord! Have mercy upon
them b oth-even as they have raised me up as a little one.
- Your Lord knows best about what is within your souls. If you
·resolve yourselves to , be righteous, then, indeed, to all those
who are ever-penitent He is all-forgiving.
+ And ·you shall' give ·in charity, to the close relative his rightful due
"in benevolent offerings ,
- and also to the indigent
- and to the wayfarer.
+ But you shall not squander resources , even with the slightest
squandering. Indeed, the squanderers are ·the evif brethren of the
satans. And Satan has ever been most ungrateful to his Lord.
+ Yet if you must tum away from those ·who are needy, while you
·yoursel{ seek mercy ·and means , from your Lord-hoping
·ardently all the while, for ·provision from Him , which you can give
in charity '-then you shall say to them, a tender word ·of prayer,
to ease their hearts'.
+ Thus you shall not keep your hand yoked to your neck ·out of
stinginess', nor extend it to the utmost extent "in extravagance. For,
then you would remain ·ever, blameworthy ·and, regretful. Indeed,
it is your Lord ·alone, who extends ·abundant , provision to
whomever He ·so ' wills. And He ·alone , restricts ·it'. Indeed, ever
is He all-aware, all-seeing, of · the condition o{ His servants.
+ And you shall not ever kill your children for fear of indigence . We
provide for them and for you. Indeed, the ·act o{ killing them is an
enormous sin.
+ And you shall not ever approach illicit sexual intercourse. Indeed,
it is "utter' lewdness and a most evil way.
+ And you shall not ever kill any "human , soul that God has prohib1 131
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whoever killed
an authorization
retribution-. Yet let
-retribution for - the
your
i",.nd you shall not ever
in
the
fairest
care
-and you return it to him-.
fulfill -every- covenant you make-.
And
the Hereafter-.
every covenant shall be answered for
a full
honest measure whenever you
+ And -you

+

, , ..�,·· · - ·

balance. That is the
with an even -and
ensures - a most excellent outcome .
+ And you shall not ever follow that of which you have no sure
·without first
its truthfulness -.
the heart--every act
shall -one answer for
the Hereafter-.
And you shall not ever walk upon the earth
exultant. For
never shall you
the earth
be such as to
·with your
-. And never shall you stretch up to the mountains
As to all of
in
1s ever
-_its evil hateful with your Lord. This is of the
wisdom that your
Lord has revealed to you.
you shall not set up any other
do , then you shall be cast into
+�,-�_ ,,,?(Surat Al-Isra', 1 7 :22-39)
Balanced upon the two great pinions of altruism and self-discipline,
and borne aloft by the tailwinds of faith in Oneness and fear of God, any
human individual is divinely deputized to make the stand of the
prophets of old, to take up the reform of his or her society and the
human community by way ofj oining up with and calling forth an open
fellowship to enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong.
V. THE HUMAN INTELLECT: BETWEEN BALANCE AND DIVERSITY

We began this portion of our survey of the Quran with the claim
that it is really about civilizing man. Put another way, the Quran con
stitutes a Heavenly curriculum to teach the human being how to actu1 1 32
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alize his humanity in full. Like any good curriculum, its goals are emi
nently measurable and brilliantly visual, as to the human product it shall,
by God's will , produce-provided a person, a community, a society, a
humanity implements it (and at any and all of these levels individually
and simultaenously, incidentally) . For the school of the Quran cares not
for what the collective may think or say. It puts itself instantly and
wholly in the service of its learners and is completely operational at all
times in their lives, not suffering any of its pupils to be frozen by the
lack of will, or even the overt obstruction, of others. On the contrary,
at the outset, it adjusts the attitude and modifies the response of its stu
dents to the antagonistic sentiments, settings, and reactions that it fore
sees as "likely, " in order to immunize them against this. Indeed, it goes
so far as to give a name by which to distinguish its striving student body,
of the All-Mercifulr, .
its moral graduates. They are the exclusive
Rather, only to hear the Quran's mere articulation to us of our human
possibility in becoming one of them makes the heart leap and the hair
stand. It is the kind of sweet-breathed inspiration, mystic motivation,
that could heal the sick, raise the dead-or make the sun rise over a
benighted world again:
"'�n" ·' " " '-' be the One who set -high - in the heaven constellations; and
set therein - a sun as - a torch and a luminous moon.
God - is the One who has made the night and the daylight successive
for whoever yearns to remember
majesty - or yearns to be thank
ful to Him eternally -- and -such are - the Servants of the All-Merciful:
+ They are the ones who walk upon the earth softly; and when the
ignorant - or the belligerent - address them, they say - only - : Peace!
And they are the ones who spend the night, before their Lord,
bowing -their faces - down to the ground and standing -in Prayer - .
+ And they are the ones who say: Our Lord! Turn aside from us the
it is
torment of Hell.
its torment is
a most evil residence and station.
are neither excessive
are the ones who when
nor
but who stand -finn evenly between these.
t And they are the ones who do not call upon any other god with God.
kill a soul-which God has prohibited-except
+ Nor do
right.
what is
t Nor do they commit illicit sexual intercourse.
For whoever does this shall meet the penalty of sin: Torment shall
be multiplied on the
of Resurrection for such a one. Thus he
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shall abide therein forever, disgraced-except for whoever repents,
and believes, ,and does deeds of righteousness. For c the likes o{ them,
then, God will substitute their misdeeds with good deeds . And ever
is God all-fonrivim!:. mercv-!rivim!. For whoever ren en ts c;iftf'r
sinning" and works righteousness, then, indeed, such a person has
repented to God with a worthy repentance.
+ And they are the ones who do not bear false witness.
+ Moreover, when they pass by cthose uttering" vile talk, they pass by
honorably.
+ And they are the ones who when reminded of the crevealed" verses
of their Lord do not fall deaf and blind to them.
+ And they are the ones who say: Our Lord! Grant us in our spouses
and our children the joy of our eyes. Moreover, make us an exemplar
c of goodness" for the God-fearing.
+ Such as these shall be rewarded with the High" Chamber c of
Heaven", for what they endured patiently cin life".
+ And they shall be met therein with a cwelcoming" salutation and
peace. They shall abide therein forever-a most excellent residence
and station.
+ Say, CO Prophet": Never would my Lord ceven" care for you, CO
people , , were it not for your calling upon Him in worship and
need " .� (Surat Al-Furqan, 25:6 1-77)
�
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Balance, Diversity, and the Human Intellect

brings instruction to man, but what is man to bring to it?
The Quran insists on only one thing: That man unleashes the power of
his mind (the "heart," in the parlance of the Quran) to fathom its lucid
signs. Man is not merely to apply his assumptions to this task, employ
ing his exceedingly limited information base as a filter. He is to " exert"
in the Quran's contemplation the full force of his intellectual faculty,
comprising the rational, spiritual, and imaginative dimensions of his
soul. For man must "think" himself into the horizons of existence and
into the recesses of his own soul, if he is to regain true consciousness of
the original covenant of his creation; if he is to remember that he is,
indeed, "that" creature, the one, he who was born to bear God's wit
ness. Again, the Human Covenant of Pre-Earthly Existence:

THE QURAN
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�Now, behold! Your Lord took from the Children o f Adam-from
their loins-call the souls that would become" their posterity. And He
made them bear witness to their own souls_:saying to them: " Am I not
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C
your Lord? They said: Oh yes, indeed! We do so bear witness! This
We did in the event , that you should say, on the Day of Resurrection:
Indeed, we were heedless of this ctruth " .t (Surat Al-Ncif, 7 : 1 72)
The Quran, therefore, evinces an unequivocal and profound aver
sion to any idea that attempts to imprison human thought within the
dispiriting walls of the physical realm. How shall man ever actualize his
upright stature, his originally pure nature, his longing for the divine if
he is crushed by the incessant secular catechism that he is but the sum
of his instincts, the slave of his sensualities, the mere clump of mud from
which he arose; that he is forsaken and missionless, time's funny gene
trick without purpose! Whoever acquiesces in this conj ecture and will
fully shuts up the portal of his own thought, the Quran censures with
blame in this life and the next. Such was the sin of a fallen people of the
ancients whom the Quran calls the People of 'Ad, a name that, haunt
ingly for humankind, translates (in one of its Arabic word forms) as
'recurrence' or 'return,' and (in another) 'willful transgressor. ' They
were a prodigious tribe that had received God's admonition and guid
ance on the tongue of a chosen messenger from among themselves. But
they belied it all, with proud belligerence. God says: �We had endowed
them with c the faculties o( hearing and sight, and hearts c to
comprehend " . Yet neither their hearing, nor their sight, nor their hearts
availed them in anything cgood " , for they were cset on , disavowing the
c revealed " signs of God1 (Surat Al-Al)qaf, 46:26) . So God razed them
from the face of the Earth.
The Quran does not want to inculcate in man a belief that will sweep
him to the extremes of either unconditional renunciation of the world
or categorical revulsion of the created, for the former leads to neglect and
the latter to violence. Rather, it calls men and women, who would of
their own accord enter into the free fellowship of God's willing submis
sion, to a modest path midway between these fringes: A blessed medi
um, wherein one fully partakes of all the world, but abstains from an
indulgence in it that many idealize as the highest good in life, the shift
ing source of moral value. As Muslim scholars have coined it: The world
is to be held in the hand, not in the heart. One preserves a sense of
esteem for life and a love for all being but resolutely refuses to elevate the
created to a divine station of adoration and repels all that seek to subvert
godliness in man or pervert the wholesomeness of creation. �And so it is
that We have now , appointed you cMuslims , the c Chosen , Community
of the Midmost Way, to stand as witnesses cto the revealed truth " before
all people, and for cMuhamma d " , the Messenger of God " , to be a witness
before call o( you1 (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2 : 1 43) . Obviously, this is no sanec

c
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tion of isolationism. On the contrary, it is a commission to speak with
the single voice of the prophets, to take up their unified stance for truth
and justice in society. Even if others elect not to join in the conviction
esp oused here, th e)r , nonetheless, share in a c c rr_._..�on humai...-.Jty and
responsibility that the Quran demands be universally acknowledged.
Indeed, as previously noted, this mutual recognition is among the prime
obj ectives of human existence on earth. (_We have made you peoples
and tribes�that is, branching off in the world from one father and
mother-�so that you may "come to " know one another, as equals with
common rights and responsibilities (Surat Al-I:Iujurat, 49: 1 3) .
This, then, is the balance in which the Quran calls humanity to live.
God commands man to believe, but He accords him the prerogative of
unbelief Believing man is never to relinquish his right to live the life of
faith and is, moreover, to strive with mind and main to ensure that this
remains the sovereign right of all his fellows on earth. But he is not to
curtail the original state of freedom that God has afforded others, the
condition of independence from which they are to make the premier
decision of faith, even if they openly rej ect God. God sanctions choice
for man, but He attaches the unseen dimension of moral responsibility
to each and every word, deed, and thought man chooses, and these will
all certainly be accounted for.
(_For each "faith-community " among you We have appointed a
Divine Law and a way of life . And had God so willed, He would
have made all of you one "faith "-community "without choice " . But
He has intended to test you in what He has given you. Thus race
"with one another " to good works! To God is your return-all of
you. He shall then tell you "the truth " about all that you have been
disputing. , (Surat Al-Ma'idah, 5 :48)
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Diversity is, then, truly the way of God's world, including in the
most sacred matter of creed. (_He is the One who has created "all o{
you. Then some of you become disbelievers and some of you become
believers, (Surat Al-Taghabun, 64:2) . D espite this variance , however,
humankind is to live as an extended family-accepting each other, not
disavowing one another, speaking and listening to each other, not
aggressing against, or attempting to silence or force conversion on, one
another. To aid us in maintaining this attitude of tolerance-for the
human being tends toward impatience with the differences of its own
the Quran, as we have just seen, reminds humankind that the many dis
putes and problems whose truth we are unable to resolve in life G o d
shall, most surely, n o t fail t o determine with swift and just recompense
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on the Day of Decision, the destined Meeting ofJudgment, at the time
of our resurrection into the Afterlife; for He is, indeed, the �Lord of
· ·
All the W odds' that human beings name and to which they may lay
claim (Surat Al-Fatil:;tah, 1 : 1 ) .
Here, then, is the immortal meaning o f religion, its divine definition,
from eternity to infinity, extended endlessly beyond the petty, sectari
an, truncated description that human beings have falsely ascribed to it.
Here too is the very essence of Islam as limned in the Quran.
Accordingly, one beholds the Quran strictly forbidding its messenger,
the Prophet Muhammad � from giving in to the tremendous pressure
'
his tribal peers brought to bear upon him to narrow religion's concep
tion, to confine it to a "special" race, a "native" culture, a "caste" of
bloodline or class-something unattainable by "the rest, " inaccessible to
any "other. " For how utterly obvious it is in even a moment's consid
eration that the very nature of Heavenly faith must be to reach beyond
all time and the material, into every generation, and through all space
into every nation and the spiritual. Whenever God has revealed His
commandments to one or more of His chosen prophets, then and there
must be true religion, immutable in its basic message for all history and
humankind, pristine between the two spooled ends of the scroll of time.
Thus did the Quran command the Prophet
who received its final
divine communique on behalf of man to resolutely rej ect whoever called
him to partisanship in religion. Nor was he even to countenance con
straint of this expansive meaning of faith. Nor was he ever to digress upon
his own traces from its universal call to One God and the oneness of His
Heavenly message to all people. This remains the Quran's unaltered and
inalterable claim upon whoever would ardently uphold the unity of
revealed truth and vindicate the brotherhood of its messengers. Such are
the believers whose hearts quake with buckling fear and dizzying hope at
the remembrance of the gathering Judgment of an awesome Day.
·
call everyone, 0
of all the
·
upon God's path · ,
' """l".''l
· �· , �· � , .

even as
have been commanded. Thus you shall not follow their
·
whims, which have led them to division · . Rather, say to them · : I
have believed in all that God has sent down in every Scripture.
·
Moreover, I have been commanded to do justice between all o(
·
you. God is our Lord and your Lord. For us shall be the recompense
·
o( our deeds. And for you shall be the recompense o( your deeds.
·
Let there be · no dispute between us and you, for God will gather us
·
·
together on the Day of Judgment · , and to Him · alone is the
ultimate destiny., (Surat Al-Shura, 42 : 1 5)
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SPHERE TWO

THE QURAN
AND ITS SELF-REVEALING NAMES
THE NAME AL-QUR' AN ("the Quran," as it appears in the title of
this interpretation and throughout) is the most recognized name of the
Sacred Text of the revealed religion of islam. It is also the name that the
Scripture of the Quran uses most often to identify itsel£ In Arabic, the
word qur' an means "recitation." This specifies the way its human mes
senger, Muhammad � received it: as Heavenly revelation verbally
'
recited to him; the way he conveyed it throughout the duration of his
life: in the mode of oral recitation; and the way that those who learned
it from Muhammad � communicated it to others: by reciting it aloud
to them, in successive relays down through the generations in precisely
the same manner in which they heard it. This represents an unbroken
chain of transmission in the world from the moment the first five verses
of its revelation (see Surat Al-cAlaq (96)) breached human history to our
own time-at the occasion of this writing, nearly 1 ,395 solar years
( 1 ,438 lunar years) hence. Indeed, in the Quran's own words: <(It was
the month of Ramadan in which the Quran was ·first" sent down as
guidance for all people' (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2: 1 85) . This fixes its occur
rence in the ninth month of the Islamic lunar year, about thirteen years
before the Hijrah, or Emigration, of the Prophet � to Madinah from
Makkah, the event that begins the Islamic calendar. So, the revelation
of the Quran commences in the solar month ofJune 6 1 0 C .E . , accord
ing to contemporary calendaring.

The Word Qur'an in Arabic
To delve somewhat deeper into the term ' Quran' as a matter of lan
guage, the word occurs nowhere else as a title to a tract of any sort, oral
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or written, religious or otherwise, before the Quran's revelation. Nor
has the word ' Quran' been used to name any other book or literary pro
duction since. By its own account, the name ' Quran' has been designat
"
ed as such by divine mandate.
this Quran guides humanity , to
that which is most
(Surat Al-Isra', 1 7 : 9) . Therefore, one may
apply the appellation 'Quran' to either the entire Book or a portion of
it with equal validity. As a defined proper noun, Al- Qur'an is common
ly pronounced with a glottal pause, called a hamzah in Arabic (often
represented in English transliteration by an apostrophe: ' ) between the
Arabic letter rd (rolled r-sound) and the subsequent aliph (long-vowel a
sound) , correctly transliterated as ' Qur'an, ' or ' Qur'an. ' (See "A Note
on the Arabic Language and Its Transliteration and Pronunciation" in
Volume II of the Deluxe Edition.) The word ' Qur'an, ' however, is not
uncommonly pronounced in Arabic without the glottal hamzah sound,
in which case it also may be represented in English as ' Quran. ' Older
Anglicized renderings, such as 'Koran,' or the Francophone ' Coran,'
have been steadily abandoned in academic writings, although they
linger in the somewhat recalcitrant editorial style sheets of the p opular
media. This text represents the word ' Quran' without vocalization sym
bols or diacritical marks, owing to its commonness in both this work
and, increasingly, in the English language.
The Quran, as the title of the Sacred Scripture of Islam, can be traced
to several descents, all simultaneously consistent within its own experi
ence. (Simultaneity, or multiplicity, of significations is a phenomenon
that characterizes the multilayered meanings and multidimensional
truths of the Quran's message, both in its specific verses and surahs and
in the timeless relevance of the Quran in its entirety for all people
everywhere in all conditions. Muslims uphold this phenomenon as a
proof of its certain divine origin.) The very first word of the Quran' s
revealed recitation was the Arabic imperative iqra ', "Read! " or
"Recite! " Hence, the Quran is that divine utterance that God has
enj oined to be recited, in other words, "The Recitation." The name
Quran also reflects an Arabic word form whose structure connotes the
"coupling" of things, for the Quran is that which links words together
into divine signs, or verses (s. ayah, pl. ayat) ; verses into independent
segments (s. surah, pl. suwar (designations to be addressed forthwith)) ;
and segments into an intentional Heavenly Book. The term ' Quran'
also may derive from the word qarlnah, that is, circumstantial evidence,
or an indicium, since it contains facts or indicators whose recondite and
consistent truths must necessarily proceed from the Creator, and not
mortal authorship, thus substantiating its divine origin.
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The unproven notion, forwarded by some in the Orientalist milieu,
that the word Quran has Aramaic roots has been debunked by the spe
cial researches of Arab linguists who specialize in the Quran. Such the
ories were oosited. in oart. because of certa i n ten mm s . eve n sentimental, assumptions that organized the relationships between the Semitic
languages (including Akk:adian (now extinct) , Aramaic, Syriac, Hebrew,
Arnhuric (or Ethiopic) , and Arabic) with respect to their ages, histories,
and derivations , which increasingly have been shown to be suspect.
Persuasive evidence mounts, including studies of early cuneiform and
hieroglyphics, that show Arabic to be by far the oldest and, likely in
some form, to be the mother of all these tongues, with ancient Arabia
as the cultural hearth, the regions from which originally nomadic peo
ples emerged. What is sure is that the word Quran itself occurs more
than seventy times in its own Text, with no single occurrence as such
established in any of the other Semitic languages, including pre-Islamic
Arabic itself
The secondary name that the Quran most frequently uses for itself is,
simply, Al-Ki tdb, or " The Book, " as in �this is the Book "of God'9
(Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:2) . Elsewhere, �All praise is for God "alone', the
One who has sent down the "Heavenly, Book9 (Surat Al-Kahf, 1 8 : 1 ) .
This epithet i t holds i n common with the other Heavenly Scriptures
that appeared in the geographical heart of the world of antiquity,
notably the Torah and the Evangel. The name "The Book" establishes
that the Quran is, in fact, both a "scripted" and "inscribed" Sacred Text
in an existing category of which human beings are aware. The former
sense, that of the "scripted" revelation, emphasizes the Quran's physical
reality in human history; namely, that from its inception it is divinely
classified in the same elite genre with, and is meant to play a role simi
lar to, the Heavenly revelations that preceded it. The latter notion, that
it is "inscribed, " highlights its metaphysical reality: The Quran is celes
tially preexistent (to earthly life) as part of the Preserved Tablet of
Heaven-the timeless record of all things-from which it was sent
down into the world. Moreover, both these names, "The Recitation"
and "The Book, " are divine indications that the Quran would manifest
and perpetuate in the world by virtue of both internal and external
means, aural and mechanical agencies; specifically, that of memorization
in the human heart and writing by the human hand, respectively. The
decree to reveal and preserve the Quran, as in all things, is God's, but
His instrument of preservation shall be man-explicitly, His willing ser
vants among them.
The very first of people to memorize the Quran was the Prophet
_._
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Muhammad � himself, followed by his Comp anions � and the two
'
'
generations after them, named the Successors, and the Followers of the
Successors. This entailed a complete four-echelon generational constel
lation, with each subsequent cohort and generational alignment pro
ceeding in tum. The Prophet � was, moreover, the very first to order
the Quran to be written and, foremost, as well, in directing that parts of
it be conveyed to the peoples of other lands, or approving of such acts
his Companions, the Successors , and subsequent generations duly emu
lating him in all of this.

Names ef the Quran and the Numinous Effects ef Its Message
If one is to read the Quran with at least modest awareness, It IS
important to understand the connection between three of its intents:
( 1 ) its message, (2) the names by which it describes itself, and (3) the
chief product it seeks to bring forth, specifically, a kind of human being.
From the Quran's many self-given names, we can discern crucially
important aspects of the consciousness it created, first and foremost, in
its Messenger � and, through him, in the men and women ever at
God's service and in His Prophet's � faithful company, dubbed the
Companions, for they were the ones in the first instance whom the
Quran remade, first cultivating in them the highest levels of spiritual
reflection, psychological and physical restraint, and social civility; then
inspiring them, through these auspices, to redirect the splintered torrent
of human history toward ontological and moral ends consistent with an
inexorably nearing Hereafter, wherein God shall deliver His final judg
ment on humankind.
Astonishing as this human transformation was in its time, more stun
ning still is that it was not merely a one-time, mythical wonder. It was
a tableau to be reenacted, again and again, on the global stage-an
always unexpected spiritual awakening cascading spectacularly down the
centuries among the most diverse peoples and in the most unlikely
places. From where did this energy for such complete renovation come?
From what essential force did it emanate? The Quran, in fact, identifies
itself as such a life-giving Spirit (Al-Rab) . Then what miracle does it
hold that stirred, with j ust a word, the dissolute and the destitute, the
benighted and the indulged, to su ch undaunted faith-all falling, as it
has been so aptly described, like so much unfailing light all about them?
And the more urgent question of our own times: Can it still stir?
The answer that leaps first from the Quran is its name Al- Tanztl, lit
erally, "The Descending"-which proclaims that this Book is " The
Sent Down" message, or even " The Heaven-Sent, " from the High
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Holy One Himsel£ Hence, this appellation is, perhaps, best rendered by
the title " The Revelation. " Yet, in all cases, it means that the Quran is
of a divine origin. Thus, its words cannot lose their power. <(This is the
.,
revelation '"from on high of the Book \Vherein there is no doubt, from

the Lord of "Alf the Worlds)> (Surat Al-Sajdah, 32:2) . <(The revelation
of this B ook is from God "on high " , the Overpowering "One", the All
Wise)> (Surat Al-Zumar, 3 9 : 1 ; see also Surat Al-Jathiyah, 45 :2 , and Surat

Al-Al;qaf, 46:2) .
That is to say, while the Quran as a Book is thoroughly concerned
with human affairs in the world, and guiding the human being to the
good life in both the lower world and the Hereafter, it is, nonetheless,
in its every word and verse, divine dispensation from the Ensouler,
Himself Therefore, it is also known by the name Kaldm 'Allah, or the
Speech of God, a designation intended to affirm in the hearts of p eople
that the Quran has originated from the Creator of the universe and is,
verbatim, His very own words in the human language in which He
chose to speak them. This is to negate doubtful thoughts that may whis
per within the souls of humankind that the Quran has come from some
other source, or, as has been claimed of other books, that it has emanat
ed from God by way of an unspoken inspiration that was then put into
words by men, angels, or other intermediaries. The Quran's verses
explicitly and implicitly confirm that its words are God's speech-in the
instruction to Muslims, for example, that in their p olities they are to
grant asylum, even in a state of belligerence, to anyone whose heart is
drawn to listen to the divine discourse <(until he hears the words of
God)>-meaning the Quran itself (Surat Al-Tawba, 9 : 6) .
The Quran also characterizes itself as Al-Dhikr, "The Reminder, " or
" The Remembrance , " and also , a variation on this, Al-Dhikr al-I:Iak£m,
" The All-Wise Reminder. " <(This "account that " We recite to you, "o

Muhammad, " is among the signs "of y6ur prophethood " and "a confirma
tion of the truth of this Quran "'-the All-Wise Reminder-"for all
humanity ")> (Surat Al cirnran, 3 : 5 8) . For one, the word dhikr, or

'remembrance , ' points to the Quran's lofty position with regard to the
world, for among its meanings is " glory" or "honor. " It also informs
people that one of the Quran's supreme functions is to constantly
remind them that their Creator is none other than God, that He alone
provides for them from the sky and the earth, and that, therefore, they
are not to neglect His remembrance in thankfulness. They are not to
take other things as gods apart from Him. They are not to assume that
other than God sustains their being or feeds them. They are not to for
get how they are duty-bound-by way of godly gratitude-to steward
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the earth and all that has been subj ugated to them in it by Him, in
accordance with His all-wise commandments. Moreover, never are they
to be remiss in recollecting that they shall, most surely, meet Him for
Judgment and to receive their eternal dispo sition in the Afterlife.
Furthermore, since God has imbued the Quran with glory upon honor
by His own sacred word, it endues this aura of dignity upon each indi
vidual, every community, and any generation that believes in its mes
sage and upholds its guidance ardently. �Truly, We have sent down to
"
"
0
0
"
0
you a Heavenly B o ok that bears in it your glory and eminent
"
remembrance for all time . Will you not, then, understand?9' (Surat Al
Anbiya' , 2 1 : 1 0) .
The Quran instills in the human personality it seeks to build a dis
tinction by which the Torah of old is also characterized in its verses.
�Blessed be the One who has sent down upon His servant cMuhammad
"
the Quran as the Criterion, so that he might be a forewarner to all the
0
"
worlds of the nearing Judgment of God 9 (Surat Al-Furqan, 25 : 1 ) .
Hence, it is " The Criterion, " Al-Furqdn, that distinguishes truth from
falsehood, right from wrong, the wholesome from the harmful, the
sound from the corrupt-not only in terms of one's b elief and creed,
but in all the archetypal moral obj ectives of one's life .
was the month
"
of Ramadan in which the Quran was first sent down as guidance for
"
"
°
all people, having in it clear proofs of divine guidance and the crite
"
rion for right and wrong 3', (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2: 1 85) .
Thus, the Quran descends upon the human being in spiritual radi
ance as "The Light, " Al-Nur (24) , shed from Heaven to illumine the
dark places of his world. Centuries of human c ontroversy within the
communities of God's previous revelations all but obscured the revealed
truth, for they tarnished the reflective organ of human insight, man's
heart. By the light of the Quran, it could once again see God's truth
with certainty. Finally, the world of men could rid itself of the legacy of
frightful hesitancy that had nearly sunk it and the human race into irre
trievable despair about faith. The Quran has now lighted that path. Man
can see plainly the higher ends of his existence, the hopeful realm of his
eternal salvation and happiness, and the moats of illi cit p eril threatening
to waylay him in his crossing. With sure footing upon the lawful step
ping-stones that God has laid down in His servant's way, he may return
safely now to his heart's ardent longing, his only Lord and King.
c

c

c

c

has come to you
of the
Our
to make clear to you much of what you have been concealing of the
"
there
Scripture-and to pass over much that is not essential .
c
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has "now" come to you from God a "guiding" light and a clear Book
"in this Quran ". By it, God guides whomever follows His good plea
sure along the pathways of peace. And, thereby, He brings them out
from the "veils o{ darkness into the light-by His permission. Thus
does He guide them to a straight way "of salvation".)> (Surat Al
Ma'idah, 5 : 1 5-1 6)
The Quran is supremely aware that there are among humankind
those who will deny ever having pined for divine clarity or Heavenly
truth, who will belie having grieved over any loss of a sense of nearness
to God. �That is because their messengers, indeed, came to them with

clear "and miraculous" proofs "from God". But they would say "in
arrogance": Will "mere" mortals guide us? So they disbelieved and turned
away. Yet God is self-sufficing "with no need of their faith". Indeed,
God "alone " is self-sufficient, all-praiseworthy}> (Surat Al-Taghabun,
64:6) . Such are the ones who enwind themselves in the thickening dark
matter of brute existence, believing that shut eyes will keep them safe.
In the feckless tomb of temporal life, they enwomb themselves till they
die , thinking that no pick exists to unlock their graves, no power lives
to reset bone and reclothe flesh, and then, at once, send them flying
headlong like locusts on Judgment' s desperately dark, stark plane . Yet,
the Quran excludes not even these from the infinite wisdom of its bot
tomless still waters, the showering cloudbursts of its all-merciful rain.

�Those who disbelieve have alleged that they shall never be raised
"from the dead". Say, "0 Prophet": Oh yes, indeed! By my Lord! You
will, most surely, be raised "back to life"! Then you will , most sure
ly, be informed of all that you have done "in the world". And that for
God is "ever so " easy. So believe in God and His messenger and the
Light "of the Quran" that We have sent down. For God is all-aware
of all that you do. The Day He shall gather up "all o{ you for the
D ay of Gathering-that is the Day of Mutual Loss and Gain. For
whoever believes in God and does righteous deeds "in life", He shall
"then" absolve him of his misdeeds and admit him to Gardens "of
Paradise" beneath which rivers flow-to abide therein, forever and
ever. That is the magnificent triumph! As to those who disbelieve
and belie Our "revealed" signs, they are the Companions of the Fire
"of Hell .._wherein they shall abide forever-and a most woeful des
tination it is! }> (Surat Al-Taghabun, 64:7- 1 0)
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identifies itself in its verses, for it contains unmistakable signs that enable
man to know his Maker, the mystery of his own existence, and his all
important destiny without doubt. Rather, when believing man unfolds
in its leafS the secret of his life and death, he reads in them goo d news
upon glad tiding, success in the world, and triumph in the Afterlife
and the admonition of a just recompense here, and in the Hereafter, for
his heartless adversaries.
Yet by these same words of the Quran, any person may, indeed, heal
him- or herself before death catches him up, for this Book is the long
besought Al-Shifa ', " The Panacea" : It is both balm for the wounds of
his sin and its salutary preventative; the antidote to the shame of his
hypocrisy and its therapy; the tonic to end his blind wandering and the
restoration of his inner sight; the calmative to quiet his apprehensio n
and the potion of his perpetual peace.
Man is to have no fear that the fount of the Quran shall ever dimin
ish, finish, or fail-either in the categorical guidance that it promises
him, or in the beauty to which it bears him in his meditations. For the
corrupting touch shall never attain it, and the humiliating tongue shall
forever fall short of gainsaying it, as God Himself has sworn to its abid
ing protection, unlike its precursor revelations that He entrusted to
men, who proved weak. �Indeed, it is We c alone" who have sent down
the CQuran as a revealed" Reminder cto humanity of the way of God".
And, indeed, We calone" shall cforever" preserve it� (SU.rat Al-Bijr, 1 5 : 9) .
So let the human heart be at rest in the comforting knowledge that
God's Book is karlm, "All-Gracious, " in the largesse it gives without
stint or end. It is IJaklm, "All-Wise" in the wisdom it is forever dispens
ing, wherefore it was sent; mubarak, "Most Blessed, " in the profuse
goodness it stows for all human beings, vouchsafed by God for all life
and all the Hereafter without end. It is further majtd, "All-Glorious, " in
its awe-inspiring beauty, sublimity-complete perfection-in the high
est moral and spiritual plane to which it causes the human soul to ascend.
It bestows everlasting dignity to all who adhere to it, ever-increasing
love upon all who are sincere with it, ever-glowing resplendence with
in every heart whose hopes and fears are kindled in it. Its utterance is
clear and conspicuous (mubln) and sets forth the details of all the distinc
tions (mufassaO needed by every human being in his or her endeavor to
discern the true from the false, and the impure from the clean.
Nor need one lament the loss of previous revealed wisdom con
tained in the Scriptures of old, as the Quran preserves in its extant
Arabic what they held in languages and wordings now vanished or
obscured by time.
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4Y et before it, the B ook of Moses was similarly revealed, as an
exemplar and mercy. And this "Quran, too, , is a "revealed" Book
"indeed, , a confirmation in an Arabic tongue "of all the Heavenly
Scriptures that preceded it-to fo rewarn "of God's nearing
Judgment, all those who have done wrong "by false worship".
M oreover, it is a glad tiding "of everlasting delight in Paradise sent,
to "alf those who "believe and, excel in "doing, good. 9' (Surat Al
Al:;iqaf, 46 : 1 2)
Indeed, b ecause 4this "Quran, is a clear declaration "of divine truth" for
all people9' , it encompasses the generations of all periods, from the first
moment of its declaration to the lattermost days . 4Thus "it is Heavenly,
guidance and an "inspired" admonition for the God-fearing9' , whether
male or female, and from every race and place (Surat Al 'Imran, 3 : 1 38) .

This fact elevates to the foremost duty of every believer, and the
Muslim community as a whole, the obligation to make the Quran's
declaration accessible to every person on the face of the earth.
For in the end, the Quran is the 4very essence of truth9> revealed
from the One who is the Immortal Truth, who created all things with
the truth, and who sent it down for the explicit purpose of keeping
truth alive for man in the world. By whatever eminent name, then, that
it may rightfully be called (its scholars recording as many as fifty-five
titles and attributes for it from its own hallowed pages) , this Quran is the
Book of man's guidance, no doubt. Yet, it is not ef man, nor of the
Muslims among men, nor even of the Prophet � himsel£ Rather, it is
the age-old prophesy come to pass at last: 2 To put into the bland mouth
of matter-bound men, on the tongue of a noble messenger, the fiery
word of the Sole Transcendent, the Overpowering One, the Most
Magnified, the Most High. The Quran is nothing less than this miracle,
the verbatim Heavenly Recitation of God.
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SPHERE THREE

THE REVEALED STRUCTURE
OF THE QURAN

THE QURAN IS the Book of God and resembles no literary work of
man, either structurally or stylistically. It is its own convention, follow
ing a "publishing" standard that human beings have never established
and cannot replicate. The closest analogy to the word of the Creator in
the revelation of the Quran is the work of the Creator in the design of
nature.' Just as God has made the conditions and position of the world
favor balances so fine and varied that a profusion of beings spring into
every conceivable state of matter-animate, inanimate, and the myste
riously in-between-leaping into life from seemingly every magnitude
of existence--s o too has He uttered a Scripture of an expression so
exquisite, a scope so inclusive, a depth so fathomless that no human
measure other than incalculable awe exists to calibrate it. Like the nat
ural world it mirrors, it too has echelons of being and meaning. Much
can one readily p erceive from it. Infinitely more can one discern with
sustained reflection and study of it. As for what one glimpses in its
unseen beyond, it is transporting.
Thus if one comes to the Quran looking to read a man-made b ook,
frustration is his or her just end. This is as true for the uninitiated as it
is for those who disingenuously claim mastery over it and renunciation
of it in the same breath. From the singular God, one ought to desire
rather, must anticipate-the singularly unlike. As to those who attune
their heartstrings to this kind of sincerity (whether out of definite faith
or undefined honesty) , the Quranic concerto never disappoints: Forte
of God! Lilt of human hop e ! Chant of j ustice! Profound moral mantra!
Sublime hymn! Unchained melody unto a Day Hereafter! Such is the
Quran. How alien is its immortal originality and native its human inti1 1 47
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macy at one and the same revealed moment! The great Quran scholar
Muhammad Diraz (Azhari-shaykh cum Sorbonne philosopher) has
addressed the flawlessness of the Quran's integration of sundry form and
singular purpose as an unambiguous sign of th e i n i m i tably divine cre
ativity behind it that we now speak to. In his attempt to describe the
intra-coherence of the longer surahs of the Quran, he begins by com
paring them to a "single edifice whose rooms and corridors conform to
a consistent design." He soon confesses this a useful but still "inade
quate" analogy for the kind of immaculate synergy of internal integra
tion that the subdivisions of the Quran achieve. Rather, he continues:
The parts and passages of each surah are coupled together and
brought into perfect harmony, even as are the members of the
human body. B etween any two passages, an inherent link unites
them, just as two bones articulate at a joint, while a mass of connec
tive tissue and ligaments perfects the linkage. Supported by the two
bones, the two members are then linked by arteries and nerves.
Moreover, the whole surah moves in a singular direction to fulfill a
Uarger] particular purpose, even as we see the human body has an
individual stature, while all its members perform different biological
functions that assist in accomplishing one purpose.
Dr. Diraz is not merely essaying a description here. He has applied
his literary analysis to the longest of the Quran's surahs, demonstrating
the uncanny coherence between its words and sentences, on the one
hand, with the wisdom of their syntactical and structural arrangement,
on the other. Scholars besides him, with names like his, as well as oth
ers with names that might ring more familiar to the reader, have done
similar stylistic dissections of surahs, or even of the whole Quran, with
like results. Their aim is to show that the Quran realizes a union so
complete--between the configuration of a merely human language
(Arabic) and its stated divine function (to inform the human being of
things it cannot touch but that it needs in order to feel whole and to
become successful)-that it is necessarily a miracle, an act of speech
beyond mortal thought, beyond human scope, beyond any individual
creature's, or the sum of all of creation's, literary or esthetic capacity.
For our introductory purposes, however, this exposition brings us
only to the outer orb of the Quran's description. Yet, even at this level,
it is peerless.
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The Unique Uni ts of the Quran as a Text
ON THE MACRO-LEVEL, the Quran is divided into suwar (s. surah) and the
suwar into ayat (s. ayah) . The Quran is made up of one hundred fourteen
( 1 1 4) suwar, a term in plural form in Arabic that English-speaking
Muslims have almost universally anglicized as 'surahs, ' a word used in
this writing as well. The total number of ayat (also anglicized as 'ayahs')
is six thousand two hundred thirty-six (6,236) . They contain a sum of
seventy-seven thousand four hundred ninety-seven (77,497) words, or
kalimat (s. kalimah) . These are the native divisions of the Quran, the first
two coined by the revelation itself for itself, and wherein resides its inim
itability (a subject to be discussed later) . Surah, as a division of the Quran,
is sometimes translated by the English ' chapter, ' though this is inevitably
(and, perhaps, substantially) misleading. The term 'verse, ' for the Arabic
ayah, has gained acceptance based on analogy with the Bible and other
religious texts, and in this sense is not confusing, though, as we have seen
in the section of this book entitled "Before You Read" (and as we shall
again address later) , a great deal is lost in using the word 'verse' to trans
late the Quranic term ayah. There are other textual devices that Muslims
subsequently innovated as measurements for the Quran, but they are
considered external and supplementary aids to serve people in their quest
to access and learn these divinely defined categories .
I . THE SURAH

Surah number one is called Al-Fatil).ah, or "The Surah of the
Opening, " which Muslims must read in each standing of every ritual
Prayer. The last surah, number one hundred fourteen, is called Al-Nas,
or "The Surah of All People. " (The Table of Contents of this volume
introduces the advent and development of the naming scheme for the
surahs of the Quran) .
Etymologically, the term surah names any lofty position or high
point. From this meaning, the Arabs derived the phrase suwr al-madinah,
or " the city walls, " the word sur in this expression denoting "walls . "
The word also came t o b e used fo r a "wall" o r " gate" surrounding a
house. It is this connotation that the Quran appropriated for itself, with
out literary precedent in Arabic, to indicate a Quranic division that con
tains within its perimeter a set of defined "signs" as distinguished from
other "neighboring" collections within the Quran, j ust as a fence marks
off and encompasses distinct properties and ownership of improvements
and assets.
Regarding the word surah 's connotation of "high point, " this too is
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reflected i n its use a s the revealed name fo r the particular divisions o f the
Quran. Each of the Quran's surahs marks a separation, as though by a
high structure, that distinguishes it from the other lofty edifices that flag
the Quran's unique partitions. In this sense, each construction comprises
a revealed theme or motif that is special to it and that gives it an iden
tifiable personality. Simply stated, the surah is an independent piece of
divine revelation specific to the Quran. It is made up of "signs" (that is,
verses) , which have a beginning and an end, and an order from first to
last, and that convey an express part of the message of the Quran.
One finds this designation (of surah) in various places in the Quran,
for example, in the opening verse of Surat al-Nur (24) , "The Surah of
Divine Light" :
. \Ve have sent it down
is a surah o f the
revelation and ordained the
herein. And thus ,
as
We have sent down herewith verses of clear
, so that you may
become mindful of God's commandments
Length, however, plays
no generally defining role in the determination of what constitutes a
surah. The longest surah, the second in the order of the Quran (known
as Surat Al-Baqarah, or the surah containing mention of 'the cow' by
which God tested the Children of Israel) , is two hundred eighty-six
(286) verses, comprising about a twelfth of the Quran. The shortest of
its surahs is Al-Kawthar ((1 08) which mentions 'the abundance' that
God has given and stowed away in the Hereafter for the Prophet
Muhammad �) , containing only three verses totaling barely two lines.
Each surah has a popular name by which it is known but that is not
part of its revelation, that is, the surahs were not formally named by
God, as part of the Quran's verbatim transmission, with the titles they
now carry. Rather, these names were based, as in the two examples j ust
cited, upon a word, incident, or theme mentioned in or characterizing
a particular surah. Their names thus came about naturally, by common
consensus, in the time of the Prophet
as people sought to establish
familiar references to these initially nameless surahs. For this reason, a
number of them have more than one name, like that of Surat Al
Fati}:iah, "The Opening, " which is the first surah in the Quran, known
also as "The Foundation" (Al-Asas) , along with several other titles.
Surat Al-Baqarah, the Quran's second surah, is sometimes called "The
Pavillion of the Quran. " The fifth surah, Surat Al-Ma'idah, "The Surah
of the Table Spread" (which may, incidentally, equate with the New
Testament story of the Last Supper) , is referred to as "The Surah of
Contracts" (Surat al-'Uqud) , after its opening admonition to be mind
ful of fulfilling them, as a matter of religion. Surat Al-Tawba, "The
Surah of Repentance , " number nine in the order of the Quran, is add11 150
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tionally styled "The Surah of Renunciation" (Surat Bara' ah) , after the
divine proclamation in its first verse.
The Quran's one hundred fourteen surahs go roughly from longer
to shorter. This is not, however, the particular logic behind their
arrangement, as is often assumed. The Prophet � himself is the one
who defined the surahs and separated them from each other, in accor
dance with the revelation he received in gradual fashion from God. A
survey of the Quranic Text shows that each surah has an independent
nature, conveyed, on the whole, by way of its distinct subj ect matter
and its distinguished form. Indeed, each surah has a demonstrable stylis
tic consistency, a sort of elan vital, that can only be described as intrin
sic to its essential content. Let us take, for quick reference, two short
surahs, Al-Zalzalah (99) and Al-Ikhla� ( 1 1 2) .
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE ALL-MERCIFUL, THE MERCY-GIVING

99:1

When t h e earth quakes with i t s -finaf quaking;

99:2

and the earth expels its burdens ;

99:3

and the p e ople say : What is -wrong· with it?

99:4

On that D ay , it shall tell all its news,

99:5

for s o your Lord shall have inspired it.

99:6

O n that D ay, all p eople shall issue forth
-from their graves · in divergent multitudes
to be shown their deeds.

99:7

S o who ever does an atom's weight of goo d
shall s e e it.

99:8

And whoever does an atom's weight of evil
shall see it.

IN T H E NAME OF GOD, T H E ALL-MERCIFUL, T H E MERCY-GIVING

1 12:1
1 1 2:2
1 1 2:3

Say: He is God. One.
the Everlasting Refuge .
He does not beget.
Nor is He b egotten.

1 1 2:4 And c omparable to Him, there is none .

Be reminded that here we experience the sense of the two surahs'
meanings inasmuch as I have been able to bring this out in translation.
We taste nearly none of the original Arabic word choice, feel almost
none of its native cadence, grasp virtually none of its intrinsic rhetorical
device or cultural-lingual depth. Yet even with this considerable hand1 151
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icap , something of their distinctive power and central spirit shines
through. Surat al-Zalzalah, The Quaking at the End of the World (99) ,
concerns itself with the moment in time that bridges, or rather breaks
off, the life of this v�.rorld from the life cf the Hereafter. Its first six T\rerses fo cus vividly on a single event: The advent of the Last Hour of earth
ly life and the dawning of the Judgment Day in eternity. Indeed, these
verses are split evenly between the earth's cataclysmic finale, with
human beings upon it, and Judgment Day's even more dramatic com
mencement with human beings flying forth from their graves within it.
Yet the tie-in of each tripartite is singular: the earth's compliance with
the command of its Lord, first in its own destruction, then in its disgorgement. In each case, the earth is disburdening of itself, initially of
the life that has lived upon it-and, more spectacularly, giving account
from its own record of what those living beings did-and subsequently
of resurrected human life from within it.
These two momentous events come to a very "weighty" conclusion
consistent with the material of the earth itself, but meant exclusively for
the spiritual measurement of man, who is thrice of the earth, in his cre
ation, death, and resurrection. The recipient is thus abruptly delivered
from the engrossing, chaotic, harrowing scenes of global doom and
Judgment to a profoundly individualized truth delivered with the sud
den conceptual shift and detachment of a true oracular vision: The
impact of your earthly action, the dark and the light of it, down to the
atomic level, shall manifest the full burden of its moral reality for
Judgment. The message: Fill your scales with good now while the earth
yet remains firm under your feet and not piled upon you, while still you
barter with your life.
Compare the breathless, building, bewildering high spectacle of
Surat Al-Zalzalah, culminating in the most elemental sense of the indi
vidual, to the sparse, terse, staccato, sense of " onliness" pervading Surat
Al-Ikhla�, or the Surah of Pure Sincerity in Faith. Its subj ect is so utter
ly, indivisibly God's Oneness that it is as if the surah's words themselves
should speak in syntactical singularity: "Say," period-and it is a sen
tence. If words must be combined, then they should be equational in
nature, a fact emphasized in Arabic , which absents the verb " to be"
from its completely nominal constructions. He is God (in Arabic , liter
ally, "He God, " that is, He God) . Every succeeding thought furthers
the surah's unified sense of unequivocal negation, first, of any notion of
sanguineous-like relationship for God and, next, of all conceivable anal
ogous connection in the mind of man in thinking about God. The surah
is defined both by the stark absence of anything remotely emotive, in
=
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order to completely disassociate God from even a vague sense of the
anthropomorphic and, second, by its unmistakably clear-cut message
that, in reality, there is but a single category: " One . " All else is, by com
parison, literally "none . " The case being made here in this illustration
of the meaning of the Quran's surahs is that in theme, style, and even
the resonance of their language (as far as this echoes through another
language) , they are distinct, consistent, and whole. The effect in Arabic
is far, far greater and distinguishing. Moreover, the surahs begin; they
deliver their subj ect matter; they end-each of these literary parts being
clearly what human beings understand as openings, interior contents,
and conclusions.
There are, of course, certain mundane categorizations that can be
applied to the Quran's surahs, and Muslim scholars have duly pointed
these out. For instance, they have divided them in terms of length into
four groupings: Al-Tiwal, or " The Lengthy," from Slirat Al-Baqarah (2)
through Surat Al-Tawbah (9) , so called, of course, because, by compar
ison, they are much longer than the other surahs; Al-Mi'un, " The
Hundreds, " from Surat Yunus ( 1 0) (although s ome scholars begin with
the eleventh surah) through Surat Al-Saj dah (32) , since most of these
surahs number in the range of one hundred verses; Al-Mathani, "The
Oft-Repeated, " from Slirat Al-Ab.zab (33) through Surat Al-I::Iuj urat
(49) , as the word mathdn£ means to recur with frequency, and these
surahs, due to their relatively short length, are commonly recited by
Muslims in their ritual Salat-Prayers; and, finally, Al-Mufa��al, "The
Discrete, " from Surat Qaf (50) to the end of the Quran (Surat Al-Nas,
1 1 4) , for these sixty-four surahs are very short and have numerous
breaks (distinctions) occurring between them.
It is here convenient, before discussing the Quran' s most basic unit,
the ayah, " sign" or verse, to mention several additional synthetic divi
sions of the Quran. As noted, the Quran itself and its Messenger
exhorted Muslims to memorize it in its entirety in order to recite it in
their rituals and edify themselves and their societies in terms of its leg
islation, moral instruction, and spiritual guidance. This led scholars to
elaborate three related demarcations to aid in the Quran' s memorization
and transcription. The first is the juz ' (pl. ajza ') , or part, there being
thirty (30) such portions of more or less equal length for the entire
Quran. The second is the �iizb (pl. ahzdb) , or half-part, each one equal
ing half a juz ' (part) , making their number sixty (60) for the whole
Quran. The third is the rub' (pl. arba') or quarter, so called because it
measures one-fourth a hizb (half-part) , giving us a total of two hundred
forty (240) in the entire Quran. Each of these units has a designated
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insignia printed in the margins of a typical Quran copy (mushaj) , alert
ing the reader to the piece it marks, usually accompanied by some iden
tifying asterisk, line, or other symbol that indicates its precise beginning
11c
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then four arbd' (quarters) to complete a �iizb (half-part) , and then anoth
er half-part to make a juz ', or part, and so on until each of the thirty
azja ' (parts) of the entire Quran is learned by heart.
Now, since the word mushaf (literally, folio or codex) has been men
tioned, let it be said that Muslims make a formal distinction between the
Quran (which is the speech of God in the form we have described) and
a copy of its sounds reduced to writing for the Quran is God's
iinmutable, recited word in the exact mode that its content was delivered to the Prophet Muhammad /�, and, properly speaking, not its
earthly symbolic representation, meaning writing. Thus, multiple print
ed copies of the unique Quran, for example, are not properly to be
referred to as ' Qurans, ' a morphological error, even in the Arabic plu
ral form, but rather as masahif, or codices, folios, or copies.
II. THE AYAH

The word ayah means "sign , " "lesson," "proof, " "evidence , " or
"miracle. " Naming its essential unit ayah has obvious implications for
the Quran, given the meanings of the word 'ayah . ' Thus, it is another
unprecedented designation that the Quran appropriated from the Arabic
language for itself Never before was the term ayah used in the descrip
tion of a text before the Quran' s revelation. An ayah, then, is a revealed
"sign" in the Arabic language intended to be part of the Quran, at the
end of which its reciter pauses . Hence, it is individualized. Moreover,
every such sign bears a lesson, an admonition, a tiding or some portion,
number, or combination of these. Each sign, because it is from God,
constitutes a miracle. When these miraculous signs are combined into a
complete surah, or a distinguished segment of the Quran, no matter
how small it may be, they become inimitable; that is, no individual or
group of beings can replicate it with all the implications and truth of its
meanings . This constitutes proof, to the obj ective, meditative mind, that
the Quran is direct revelation from God. In other words, analyses of the
signs , their content, construction, and expression enable one to establish
that the Book they are part of cannot but be from the Creator of life
and the universe.
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The Quran and the Consistency of Its Form
THE SIGNS, OR verses, within each surah are not haphazardly arranged,

but rather are recited today, and transcribed in the verified copies of the
Quran, as set by the instruction of the Prophet g himself, both in his
regular and frequent public recitation over a perio d of twenty-three
years and in his p ersonal direction of their transcription by his scribes.
This, of course, was widely known in his own time by his Companions
(for which ample verification is readily available) . For instance, the well
known Companion I:-Iudhayfah ibn Al-Yaman � reported:
I once j oined God's Messenger g in one of his night vigils. He
then commenced the recitation of Surat Al-Baqarah and I said [to
myself] , ' Soon he will bow [in the course of his recitation] at verse
one hundred. ' Yet he proceeded [beyond this] . So I said [to myself] ,
he will recite the entire surah in one rak'ah [Prayer cycle, and then
bow] . But he finished Surat Al-Baqarah . . .
'

The point here, for our purposes, is not the lengthy Prayer of the
Prophet g (though this is striking for one who knows the extent of
the Prophet's g recitation) but that the Prophet � was (a) reading
aloud and (b) his Companion, who j oined him "by chance , " was fully
familiar with the surahs he was reciting, including their order, their
verses, their sequence number, and the number of these verses, which
could only have come with their widespread propagation in the Muslim
community. Structurally, then, despite dubious periodic attempts to
feign scholarship to the contrary, it is well established that the Quran has
reached us in the very form in which the Prophet g and, then, his
Companions received it, an issue we shall take up presently.
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THERE IS VIRTUAL consensus among Muslims and non-Muslims
that the Quran came into the consciousness of the world through the
articulation of the Prophet Muhammad �- Dispute arises as to the
Quran' s Originator. Muslims are certain, of course, that the same
Divine B eing that revealed the Torah to Moses �1 and the Evangel to
Jesus ;;d1 sent down the Quran upon Muhammad �-and they know
Him to be the One and only God. This accounts for three mutually
corroborating proofs at the heart of these scriptures: ( 1 ) the human pur
p ose and consequence they articulate in the form of rules, rites, virtues,
and destiny; (2) the biographical record they preserve of the existence
of their messengers, the prophets, and their missions among their p eo
ples; and (3) the Heavenly faiths that coalesced around them by reason
of their adherents upholding them as revealed Books and affirming the
truth of their messengers, who testified that what they brought to peo
ple were, indeed, Heavenly revelations .
Muslims see a clear rationale to these matters of historical fact: God,
Himself, selected prophets from every community of the world. Yet He
preserved their unified message for human posterity, into our times,
through the single line of Abraham ;;d1 , Father of Prophets, and his heirs
to divine revelation. Moreover, the distilled life-examples of these
prophets and their followers (as well as that of others of God's messen
gers, who either preceded Abraham �1 and his seed, or appeared among
different peoples whom the Quran does not name or locate) create for
us an unmistakable universal paradigm of the nearly invariable responses
and realignments that take place among any people whenever a
I leavenly message <lescen<ls to challenge the religious assumptions they
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have invented in order to underpin and uphold the privileged hierar
chies and injustices they have enshrined in their societies on the vague
authority of some ancestral way of life. For example, the Quran men
tions how Mary �1, the mother of Jesus ;ib1, though a female, came to
be reared in the High Temple under the guardianship of her prophet
brother-in-law Zachariah ;ib1, though the other priests of Israel desired
and vied for this appointment, on account of her inestimably noble lin
c
,
eage. In conveying this information, it reminds: �This is but one of the
,
c
tidings of the unseen past that We reveal to you. For you were not
c
,
with them when they cast their quills to resolve which of them would
c
,
have the foster care of Mary. And you were not with them when they
,
c
were contending for this honor , (Surat AVImran, 3 : 44) .
That is to say, it is through the specific experience of the ancient
prophets, Abraham ;ib1 and his heirs, and all those who followed and
opposed them that God has shown us generally how He promulgated
the divine call to spiritual unity and social equality among all
humankind, the contentions that always arose, the means and methods
that recurred in this struggle, and the inevitable ends that ensued:
c
�Indeed, We have sent forth among every community a messenger with
c .
"
,
·
the commandment : You shall worship God alone and shun all false
c
deities and obj ects of worship
Hence, the challenge of the Quran
today is no different than when it first came into the world, and not
unlike that of any other Heavenly Book in its time and among its peo
.
"
·
c
ple.
among them were those people whom God guided aright .
·
And among them were those who persistently rej ected guidance. Thus,
,
The continuation of this archetypical
they deservedly remained
pattern of belief and rej ection in relation to the Quran is, in a sense, its
own ongoing proof of its abiding veracity as the Heavenly Revelation of
the times. Therefore, the Quran's invitation to man to conduct anthro
pological and archaeological studies of the cultures and fate of bygone
peoples remains open-and its warning against rej ecting the message of
Heaven that it now represents, continues in effect-until the D ay of
,
was the
and see how
in the
Judgment.
end of those who belied
(Surat Al-Nahl, 1 6 :36) .
The Quran's iteration of these paradigm illustrations-that is, the
prophetic experience in conveying to various human communities
God's Books of revelation-occurs within a larger framework that details
the "real-time" encounter of its own message and messenger. In other
words, the Quran is cataloguing for all succeeding peoples and periods a
detailed montage of the reaction of a vitally representative cross-section
of peoples to itself and to its divinely app ointed, human bearer,
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Muhamamad /,�b, the emissary of God. The Quranic cross-section of
people is vitally representative because it corresponds to the categories of
human beings into modernity until the end of time that the believing
co111--1!lnnity shall

ever

encounter.

The catalo guing of the

event of the

Quran-namely, its gradual revelation through the culmination of a gen
eration-is crucial because it gives one the opportunity to assess the con
dition of one's own community and make enlightened choices in the
midst of a rising confusion regarding the Quran, the place of God, and
the relationship of religion to life swirling all about one. In addition, it
allows those who come to uphold the Quran's revelation (1) to under
stand the sequence of events and experiences that they are facing or are
likely to face in taking on that role; (2) to see through to the underlying
reasons for the varied reactions of people to them; and, most important
ly, (3) not to surrender their hearts to the strong "parasympathetic" urges
that they shall surely feel, but, rather, to choose appropriate spiritual and
temporal responses based, not upon whim, but on divine guidance.
Specifically, they are to retrieve guidance from the "Text" of the Quran
that addressed the essential questions confronting them in the first " context" of its revelation to the Prophet
and his Companions.

First Instance

5, the
Arabs of Makkah and its surroundings strove to drown out his public
recitation of the Quran, devising to obscure its message and more easi
ly belie its Heavenly origin among those they were effectively deterring
from giving it fair hearing. As a backup to this, the Arab idolaters prop
agated notions that Muhammad
was a poet not a prophet, a sorcer
er not a messenger, a soothsayer not an actual envoy from God.
Sometimes they would spread the foregoing. Sometimes they would
shift and say that others were teaching the Prophet 5 the mesmerizing
words and wisdom he had suddenly come to utter. Sometimes they
would reverse themselves and say he himself had fabricated the Quran,
perhaps with the help of another. Yet if they were unclear about the
source of the Quran, these opponents were absolutely clear about its
end effect: Its words were as if magical and could not be allowed to
reach the cocked ears of the people; its message of human individuality
and God-given freedom was "radical" by the measures of a firmly
ensconced aristocracy and would utterly transform the family, class, and
gender structures of society, should it elude their grasp and get hold of
the people.
Those who answered the call of Muhammad
then and now,
IN TP� EARLY half of the niission of the Prophet Muhammad
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responded to these accusations with a simple reply and challenge,
inspired by the Quran itself: It is impossible for an unlettered, untutored
man, as was Muhammad �. in the midst of a lonely desert peninsula,
to produce the sublime likes of this Quran, transcendent in meaning,
resplendent in structure-electric enough to power for a thousand years
one of the most luminous civilizations the world has ever beheld. The
ultimatum, of both the believers and this Book? Bring, then, a Quran
like it, if it is invented. Rather, manufacture just ten forged surahs of its
like. Indeed, bring forth j ust a single surah of compare. Moreover, call
upon every being and invention in creation to help you in your endeav
or. The legendary poetic genius possessed by the Arabs of the Prophet's
� day shrank from this dare-full in their face-for fear of assured
public humiliation. They understood the dire nature of the contest to
which the Quran had summoned them. Perhaps a contemporary " con
fidence of ignorance, " as one translator of the Quran's meanings aptly
called such an attitude, might incite one to take up the gauntlet.
Fourteen centuries running, and the Muslim world yet waits.
The truth is no mortal being, whatever the amplitude of his or her
gift, could rationally deem to do the work , of the Divine. Thus, a
reminder may be in order for those whose hearts have inclined to res
urrect these failed policies toward the Quran from the graveyard of his
tory, those who have shown signs of a delusion to give voice to the
vacant echoes of the desolate past: Return, first, to the actual Text of
the Quran, itself, and study the allegations made against it, not with the
predisposition of a heart dimmed by cultural intolerance and politicized
misinformation, but rather in light of the crystalline content that shines
free from its surahs, glistens clear from its every verse.
I . THE CONTRADICTORY CLAIMS AGAINST MUHAMMAD �

The most common allegation made against the Quran is that
Muhammad � surreptitiously authored it and then claimed that God
revealed it to him. But much of the Prophet's � speech, b oth
expounding religion and addressing mundane matters, survives. Its clari
ty, terse precision, and simplicity are eloquence itself His supplications,
in particular, are intensely inspirational, beautiful, moving, even genius.
Yet when compared to the sublime utterance of God in the Quran, there
is an unmistakable-indeed, profound-distinction between the two
in vocabulary, syntax, scope, theme, structure, and the sheer penetrative
p ower that is the Quran's all alone. One who understands its Arabic sus
tains its impact on almost the cellular level, while, at once, it transports
the mind to the very foundations of the earth and the universe beyond
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infinity. For those who would argue that composition and speech dif
fer, the Quran, strictly speaking, was presented as an oral recitation to
be chanted and listened to . Nor is this kind of stylistic analysis between
such presentations some extraordinary feat of scruti ny. Sch olars and
j urists regularly determine either the authorship or source of a docu
ment by way of systematic comparison. Indeed, the Quran itself hints at
this kind of assessment.
�If you do not come forth to them with a cmiraculous , sign, they say:
Why do you not concoct one, cor acquire it from God'! Say cto
them': I follow only what is revealed to me from my Lord. This
c Quran, is a manifest proof that my message is ' from your Lord, and
cthat it is divine , guidance and cthe way to God's, mercy for a peo
ple who believe cin Heavenly revelation'.� (Surat Al-Nraf, 7 :203)
c

Note also in this verse the use of the imperative, qul, "Say! "
addressed to the Prophet � , for it issues in the masculine singular
(Arabic is capable of singular, dual, and plural, in both masculine and
feminine forms) . Indeed, this command is stated nearly three hundred
twenty (320) times in the Quran-almost invariably directed at the
Prophet � in the first instance. At the very least, this bit of grammat
ical evidence indicates to us three crucial realities about the relationship
of Muhamma d � to the Quran: ( 1 ) Here is a powerless individual in
the glaring public eye of his tribal community who can now be held
completely accountable by them to act upon the divine instructions he
himself is telling them that he is receiving-often in defiance of their
traditions and perceived interests; (2) the directives themselves state that
he is bound to impart the Heavenly transmission they carry to " all" peo
ple, regardless of the consequence to his own person; and, most impor
tantly, (3) much of what the Quran commands the Prophet � to con
vey to his people comes at immeasurable personal cost to him and har
rowing risk, subj ecting him to unbearable fear and terror at the hands of
precisely those who have worldly dominance over him and to whom he
is being compelled to address its message.
It seems almost too obvious to remark that a person under such
duress would not normally cast himself, by his own hands, into
ostracism, harm, and lethal injury, even if he knew that his decision to
yield in the short term was against his ultimate interests. What of the
man who holds the means to attain his "personal" desires without
enduring such persecution and who further controls the agency whose
pronouncements imperil his life? The fact is that power, leadership,
glory, riches, and virtually endless worldly satisfaction-far beyond what
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most people could ever hope to attain-were all well within the reach
of Muhammad � at considerably less sacrifice and hazard, with seem
ingly much greater ease (and to a good deal more advantage) , by simply
parleying with his opponents instead of taking the arduous road of faith
that the Quran had set him upon. For they had offered him all of this,
in exchange for relatively modest concessions, if, indeed, the matter was
all in his hands . Something more, then, than self-seeking worldly gain
was certainly motivating-rather, sustaining-him in his mission.
Another accusation, by way of backhanded approbation, is that the
Prophet � was a brilliant po et. Yet the consistent external moral voice
of the Quran, as though it is being dictated from on high, is no com
mon form for the artist, whose underlying ambition is in reality to please
and win the acclaim of as wide an audience as p ossible, and to under
mine-that is, to disestablish or loosen-the cultural strictures that con
serve the normative power of a social elite. The unambiguous and
resounding prophetic voice insisting upon both individual and systemic
conversion through religious rectification is a far cry from the liberaliz
ing wordplay and provocative dissent of countercultural artistic expres
sion. Here, again, we draw attention to the exceedingly hostile antago
nism-the real perception of threat to way of life-that the Quran, like
all Heavenly revelation, produces in the audience at whom it is aimed.
Art, moreover, has heritage; one can readily trace the transitions in its
development and link together its creative genealogies. This was no less
true of poesy and eloquence among the pre-Islamic Arabs than it is of
the arts in our own time. Indeed, the anthropological record makes
clear that such imaginative forms were quite rigidly established, widely
known, and well developed among the Arabs at the time of the Quran's
inception and continued long thereafter.
A third somewhat subtle assertion anoints the Prophet � a sincere
monotheist, who believed so fervently in the truth of God's oneness that
he began thinking he was receiving revelation, but that the Quran is,
nonetheless, the ingenuous product of his own mind. There is a certain
type of turbulent personality that has appeared at crisis points in the his
tory of communities, mostly as messianic reformers within established
religions. They are characterized by ecstatic utterances or expressions of
protest that are enough to verify the desperate mood of the masses, or
the building dissent within some silent but alienated and corrupt social
ly controlling institution. Their "inspiration" invariably accommodates
the usually nascent power structure that produced its viewpoint and
then reconciles for rational purposes with all coercive force that can
attain to it.
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The Prophet � ' like all prophets, has no share in the logic of such
malcontents . He was calm, reflective, and reticent, not truculent.
Makkan society enj oyed an economic boon and Arabia stability, with
in its brutal tribal norms, prior to his declaration of prophethood. B efore
his call, he showed no inclination to power and did not vie for it on
behalf of any interested or disaffected group or hierarchy, not even his
own clan. Indeed, one sees him moving steadily away from public
engagement and irresistibly toward solitude and meditation in man
hood. After his divine summons, the Prophet
had very real cause (as
we shall see later) to change certain positions of the Quran in order to
persuade or appease his powerful detractors. In their interminable
attempt to negotiate Islam with him, relentlessly they requested him to
modify the Quran' s statements or bring forth a more agreeable dis
course, and steadfastly he declined, even when seemingly moral expe
diencies would nearly make his heart so incline and when not to have
so acquiesced simply defies human logic. We need not speculate about
whether these antagonist powers sincerely wanted a less exacting reve
lation or balked at one of such sweeping socio-moral change. There can
be no doubt, however, that on occasion the same clique sought, and
were caught, trying to seduce the Prophet
into human amendment
of its Text, in order to undermine its assertion of being a divine procla
mation. Regardless of the intent, the Quran's answer invariably came to
the Prophet
with all the decisiveness of the Heaven-sent, ordering
him without his consultation and warning him either openly or implic
itly, to say so publicly.
when Our
verses were recited to them as clear evidences c that God is One-, those who do not
for Our
other than
": It is not for me to
this , or
,.,
follow what is revealed to me.
it of my own accord. I
my Lord-the torment of an awe
(Slirat Yunus, 1 0 : 1 5)
� . ,�,,

�

As far as the Quran is concerned, then, the Prophet �b is but Heaven's
herald on earth: Transmitting the Quran at God's command; imparting
it to people with no inserted thought, nor extra word (and at no time
or choosing) of his own; utterly incapable of marshalling the omniscient
meanings of the miracle message he intoned, let alone of composing it
into such perfectly set verses of so unconditionally supreme a lyric b eau
ty-a fact distressingly well known to the cousin-contemporaries he had
spent forty quiet, constant, unc1ealive, " Quranless" years among as part
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·
of the tribe of Quraysh. �Say to them, 0 Prophet : Had God so willed
·
·
I would not now have received this Quran and recited it to you. Nor
would He have made it known to you. For, truly, I have dwelled
among you a lifetime before it was revealed to me as an admonition to
you . Will you not, then, reason?1 (Surat YU.nus, 1 0 : 1 5-1 6) .
I t is established history that Muhammad � could neither read nor
write; that before his divine appointment to the office of prophethood
he had no knowledge of the preceding scriptures nor their Laws and
rites; that his religious awareness did not appreciably exceed that of his
people, the idolatrous Arabs, though his heart inclined away from the
obj ects they worshipped his entire life. His environment held no
esteemed center of religious learning or philosophical thought. Rather,
even the learned among the Jews and the Christians who lived on the
periphery of " scriptureless" Arab life heartily shared in Arab religious
illiteracy; and this condition of ignorance obtained, with rare exception,
even regarding most of their own religion. Nor was Muhammad �
conversant in languages other than Arabic to understand or read in the
Greek or Hebrew texts of the old scriptures. Rather, the Quran tells us,
he was not only unlettered but a man " unscriptured."
�And so it is that We have revealed to you
Prophet, this
_
·
'
Quran "-a guiding Spirit of the divine Law with Our revealed
'
command. Never before it did you know what the Book of God
'
'
was, nor what Heavenly faith was . Thus have We made it a light
by which We guide whomever We so will of Our servants . And,
'
indeed, thereby, you guide humanity to a straight way of
salvation -the way of God, to whom belongs all that is in the heav
·
ens and all that is in the earth. Most surely, it is to God alone that
all affairs are destined.? (Surat Al-Shur:l, 42 : 5 2-53)
II. THE RESUSCITATION OF SUCH CLAIMS IN OUR TIMES

Some Orientalists have insinuated that Muhammad � learned from
his desert environs what the Quran delineates as to faith in One God
and the manifestations of this in the human soul and on the horizons of
existence; that he discerned therein the creed of resurrection and rec
ompense, and what might precede and accompany this and what will
succeed and result from it; that the histories of the prophets and the
nations of old, and the narratives of peoples unknown-all this he
gleaned from his world. This is patent nonsense . To attribute such eru
dition and awareness to sixth-century Arabia is either to be wholly
ignorant of, or sentimental about, its crude reality, or to proj ect what is
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in oneself, and one's own milieu and culture, onto it.
To study the life of the Prophet � is to quickly recognize that he
was seemingly always faced with direly crucial moments that must nec
essarily have pressed upon h im_ hf'avily, where he '.V:lS desp erJ.te for the
Quran's revelation to come to him with a vindicating word; and yet
Heaven, to his ear, held silent. Clearly, the Quran declaimed not at his
will . For had this at all been the case, he could not have hesitated to so
beckon it whenever a challenge or need arose. Yet here Muhammad
� was helpless, save to wait. How ardently he desired to turn his face
in Prayer to the First House of God founded on earth in Makkah, the
holy edifice raised by Abraham ,:ib1 and his eldest son Ishmael ,:ib1, and to
which the Arabs had adhered for millennia. Yet, Jerusalem remained the
decreed direction of the Muslim Prayer for more than thirteen years
into his call, until at last God's new commandment descended (Surat Al
Baqarah, 2: 1 44) . How politically expedient and appeasing (from the
economic point of view) this change of Prayer direction would have
been to the Quraysh, his own people, and all the Arabs of the Peninsula
who venerated the Ka'bah from time immemorial! But the Prophet �
could not, dared not, bid it. For it was God's will to first rip this sub
mission, this Islam, free of all parochial, cultural identity, and associate
it with the focal point of its sister-faiths , Judaism and Christianity.
The Prophet's � wife was falsely accused of adultery (Surat Al
Nur, 24: 1 0-24) . Muhammad
waited. The idolatrous Arabs and
Arabized Jews tested the veracity of his claim to prophethood with
question after query: Who was the noble one, son of the noble one, son
of the noble one, son of the noble patriarch whose travails brought his
people to a foreign land (see Surat Yusuf, 1 2) ? Muhammad � waited.
Who were the Sleepers? How did they come to be called this? How
many were they? How long did they sleep (see Surat Kahf, 1 8 : 9) ?
Muhammad � waited. Who is "he o f the two horns" and what of his
story and traces (see Surat Kahf, 1 8 : 83) ? Again, he waited.
Now our questions: Why would a man who had it at his disposal to
prove his veracity with a sure word endure the anxiety, the suspicion,
the ensuing weakening of position if he had it in his power to do oth
erwise? Why would such a one remain silent, mute, all eyes upon him
at every moment, at the precise time he could win for himself the last
ing certainty that he was what he claimed to be? Why would a man
bring upon himself the mortal wrath of people, his own and some of
those from preceding faith-communities , when the former offered him
kingship over them, if only he would compromise in the Arabic "word"
he was uttering; and when the latter desired only a few alterations of his
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"revelation to incorporate him as their awaited prophet" ? Yet there he
stood, waiting, unable to yield, even when desperate need would near
ly take the heart of him. Waiting for what?
For this:
no, indeed! I do swear! By all that you see, and all that you do
not see! This c Quran - is, indeed, the every- word . of God, conveyed
by way - of a noble messenger-angel. And it is not the word of a poet.
·But- little is it that you chuman b eings - believe! Nor is it the word
of a soothsayer. CBut" little is it that you chuman b eings - refle ct! It is
ca revelation - sent down from the Lord of cAll - the Worlds. And were
CMuhammad- to falsely attribute some words to Us, We would, most
surely, seize him by the right hand. Then We would, most surely,
sever his aorta. Nor is there ca single - one of you who could prevent
CGod- from him. Thus, indeed, cthis Quran - is a crevealed- Reminder
csent in admonition - for all the God-fearing. Yet, indeed, We know
well that among you there are ardent beliers c of it-. For, indeed, it is
a cause of c deep - regret for the disbelievers. Yet, indeed, it is, most
surely, the crevealed- truth of utter certainty. So highly exalt the
name of your Lord, the Magnificent.? (Surat Al-Baqqah, 69:38-52)
The likes of this would, "indeed, " be strong impetus for the Prophet
� not to essay in conj ecture but to wait on a conclusive word. Yet,
why would God have His messenger wait? Why did He not immedi
ately fulfill his obviously pressing needs? Why did He not relieve His
own prophet of such mounting stress? God is all-wise and well knows
where to place His message and when to reveal it-and how to ensure
that it is eminently understood, for all time, that it is God alone who
was sending it into the world.
with cprofound- truth, it is We who have sent down this
CQuran-. And thus with cprofound- truth has it come down! For We
- but as a bearer of
0
of
God's nearing
is a
Recitation We have apportioned with distinct messages
0 Prophet-, at a
that you may recite it to
deliberate pace. Thus have We sent it down in successive
crevelations-.? (Surat Al-Isra' , 1 7 : 1 05-06)
c

There are skeptics who deem all leaders, including the Prophet i$ ,
simply creatures of ambition, in search of fame and authority at all costs.
Yet had this been the mentality of the Prophet g<, he would certainly
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not have attributed the Quran to anyone other than himself, desiring,
rather, to redirect the natural human adoration for the Deity to himself,
for so it is that such men act. In that case, we would have found a surof Muhammad gc, for the competitors contending for the leadership of
the Arabs were as many as the grains of its sand. But no such thing took
place . Muhammad gc credited the Quran to humanity's sole God. Nor
were any serious attempts made to replicate it, except what from the
outset became synonymous with lying and laughing.
The life of Muhanunad r5-especially after his call to prophet
hood-was recorded and reported with a meticulousness that knows no
equal in all of human history (something the camera and computer have
not altered) . Yet his own opponents could find nothing disparaging or
impugning in his conduct-before or after his anointing-to unseat his
image of sincerity and honesty among his contemporaries. Now, clearly
a man of his solemnity and wisdom, of his elevation and character, of his
widely reputed fidelity would not abjure lying or deceiving people only
to invent falsehoods before God. Muhammad
had been hailed by his
people before Islam with the honorific Al-Amin, the Trustworthy soul.
For all that had been handed over to him of wealth or vested in him of
p ersonal responsibility for safeguard, he preserved and returned, even the
assets of those who belied his prophethood yet still put their valuables
with him for safekeeping. Would he uphold the gems of men and betray
the j ewel of God? On the contrary, God has spoken the very word of
truth in His divine defense of His own Book and His chosen Messenger
�-no less pertinent today to their j ealous detractors than when it was
revealed early on in the Prophet's � call in Makkah:
in pledge for what it has earned-except for the
soul is
Companions of the
In Gardens of Paradise
shall ask
one another about the sinful
then ask of
m a
themselves c : What thrust you into the
of
will answer: We were not of those who
Nor did we feed the urnah�'"u.
the
came to us. Yet never
shall the intercession of any intercessors benefit them.
now turn away from the
the matter with them that
Reminder of the
as
were terrified wild asses
that he
from a lion? Yet every one of them
was chosen
to be
(Surat AlMuddaththir, 74:38-52)
c

c'

c

c

c

c
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The Collection and Compilation ef the Quran

of the Prophet � with the divine revelation
of the Quran were overwhelmingly gripping (and quite literally so, in
his celebrated first episode with Gabriel �1 , the Archangel of
Revelation, in the grotto of Bid' atop the Mount of Light) . These
encounters varied in their nature and intensity, some bringing the
Prophet gb to the limits of his endurance. The Prophet gb had to
"mature" into the experience of revelation and his role as elect of God.
In the beginning, as Gabriel �1 recited the Quran to him, the
Prophet � was fearful that his memory would fail and tried anxiously
to capture in his breast the utterances of every phoneme and inflection.
He used frantically to repeat its words and verses right through the event
of their revelation and afterward. Like so much of the prophetic expe
rience, the Quran guided him by degrees to an inner peace, and from
this center to an unrelenting focus on his worldly mission. First it eased
his mind, over and again, of its apprehension: �·o Prophet! " Do not
move your tongue ·hurriedly " with ·the Quran while receiving " it to
hasten "memorizing " it. Indeed, it is incumbent upon Us to collect it ·in
your heart " and ·to ease for you " its recitation9 (Surat Al-Qiyamah,
75: 1 6-1 7) . �We shall make you recite ·the Quran, 0 Prophet, " such
that you shall not forget ·it "-except what God so wills9 (Surat Al-A'la,
8 7: 6-7) . �For most high -above all " is God, the King, the Truth! Thus
make no haste with the Quran before its revelation to you is complet
ed9 (Surat Ta Ha, 20: 1 1 4) .
Then the Quran immortalized this lesson:
when We recite it ·to
you by way of Our Angel Gabriel " , then follow ·closely " its recitation9
(Surat Al-Qiyamah, 75 : 1 8) . �For ·God " knows all that is proclaimed and
all that is hidden. Thus We shall ease you to ·Our sacred way of life
with " all easet· (Surat Al-A'la, 87:7-8) .
Finally, it redirected him outward to disclose to his fellows in
humanity the Quran's guarantee to them all of a good life that would
never wane, even as it called them to pursue wisdom with a higher pur
pose in their hearts deriving from the sacred and not the profane:
·continue to " remind ·all people with the Quran "-even if the remind
ing benefits ·only some of them "9 (Surat Al-A'la, 8 7 : 9) . '�Then incum
bent upon Us is ·to ease for you " its explanation9 (Surat Al-Qiyamah,
75 : 1 9) . And, again:
make no haste with the Quran before its rev
Lord! Increase me in
elation to you is completed. But say ·only-:
knowledge9 (Surat Ta Ha, 20: 1 1 4) .
In this manner, the Prophet � became the first person to memo
rize the Quran by heart and the living epitome of its wisdom. His
THE EARLY EXPERIENCES
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unfailing example--augmented by his plain-spoken, inspiring exhorta
tions-strongly motivated his Companions to follow suit. "The best of
you is one who learns the Quran and teaches it, " he said. " If anyone
recites a letter from the Book of God, then he wi l l he r.rerli te<l wi th ::i
good deed, and a good deed attains a tenfold reward. I do not say that
[the verse) <(Alif, Um, Mtm-, is considered one letter, but Alif is a letter;
Um is a letter; and Mfm is a letter. " He said, as well, "Envy is justified
in only two cases: A man who , having received knowledge of the
Quran from God, stays awake reciting it night and day; and a man who ,
having received wealth from God, spends on others night and day. "
Memory was something Arabian culture revered and cultivated to a
degree probably extraordinary in the world. Yet contrary to some of the
more romanticized notions among modern scholars, from almost the
first moment of his prophethood, Muhammad � required that the seg
ments of revelation he received be transcribed in writing. Quran schol
ars enumerate nearly seventy (70) of his Companions, both men and
women, who served as scribes to his personal dictation in this regard
a process that did not cease throughout his twenty-three-year prophet
ic career, including annual comprehensive reviews deliberately redou
bled near the end of his life. The first four Caliphs after the passing of
the Prophet � (who were the instruments through which the final
authoritative compilation of the Quran took place) all served as scribes
of the Prophet � in his lifetime. So did three of the Prophet's �
wives, as well as many other prominent Companions. 5
The transcription of the Quran predated widespread availability of
paper. For the most part, parchments of leather, stripped palm branch
es, fabric, wood, bones (mostly camel and sheep scapulas and ribs) , and
flat stones sufficed early on. Potted ink, writing boards, pen implements,
and the like were, however, readily available.
Numerous reports show the Prophet's � deliberate plan to tran
scribe the revelation of the Quran from the outset. These include the
Makkan conversion of 'Umar ibn Al-Khattab (from his reading of a
written transcription of the beginning portion of Surat Ta Ha (20) ) ; the
credit given in Makkah to Khilid ibn Sa 'id ibn Al- 'A� for being the first
to write the celebrated Quranic opening, <(Bismillah al-Rahman al
Rahtm, In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the Mercy-Giving-, ; and
the fact that it is widely reported that the Prophet � turned over in
writing all that had been, for more than a ten-year period, revealed of
the Quran in Makkah to Rafi' ibn Milik, an Arab of the town of
Yathrib (later to be renamed Al-Madinah, "The City" of the Prophet) ,
at the time of the Pledge of 'Aqabah, wherein the Y athrabite Arabs
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agreed to give refuge and support to the p ersecuted Prophet � - Rafi'
then returned home with this transcription and read out loud to his
tribesmen from these transcribed pages .6
I . THE COMPANIONS AND THE COLLECTION OF THE QURAN

Much has been made of the unrivaled reverence, esteem, and regard
in which the Companions held the Prophet �, and the great deference
and solicitude they showed him, to the extent that emulation of him
no matter how mundane or small of a statement or act it might seem
constituted a perfection of their worship of God, inasmuch as he was
upheld by the Quran to all humanity as
excellent model for you
"
for whoever has hope in God and for salvation on the Last D ay9 (Surat
Al-A]:.izab , 3 3 :2 1 ) . If that is the case with their human messenger, and it
was, then one can scarcely imagine the overpowering impact on the
Companions of so much love, veneration, and care as these feelings
converged spot on at their irreducible focal point, the divinely revealed
Quran. In the first half of the Prophet's � mission, nearly thirteen
years in Makkah (commonly called the Makkan period, since it predat
ed the Emigration, or I:Iij rah, of the Prophet � and his followers to
Madinah) , virtually every new Muslim, male and female, had memo
rized all the Quran that had been revealed in that phase. This constitutes
a remarkable 1 00 p ercent Quranic literacy rate among them. It is true
that their numbers were relatively few (less than two hundred) owing to
intense persecution. Yet, this only underlines the obvious and over
whelming esteem in which they beheld the Quran.
The Companions who memorized the Quran in its entirety were
with honor entitled I:Iafazat al-Qurra' , the Preservers of the Recitation
(or I:Iafazat al-Qur' an, the Preservers of the Quran) . Their numbers dra
matically increased in the Madinan period. As many as seventy (70)
Quran memorizers (qurrd ', s. qdri ') are reported to have been massacred
by a group of Bedouins at a place called Bi'r Ma'unah in the year 4 A.H.
(626 C .E.) .' Another two hundred or more qurrd ' were martyred in the
fierce Battle of Yamamah (a plateau in central northeast Arabia) in 1 1
A.H. (632 C .E . , the year of the Prophet's � death) .
Indeed, with the passing of the Prophet �c and the ascension of Abu
Bakr to the Caliphate, Arabia and the borderlands erupted in the
Apostatic Wars (I:Iurub Al-Ridda) , testing the Muslim polity's resolve
and the legitimacy of their central authority in Madinah. Muslim armies
were dispatched to eleven regions to assert, among other things, the
ascendancy of islam's collectivized rites, such as the annual collection of
the Zakat-Charity. So as the Companions passed into elderhood, events
c
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such as the foregoing strongly motivated their leaders, as we shall now
see, to formally commission the gathering and compilation of the entire
ly extant oral and written record of the Quran into attested standardized
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IL THE COLLECTION OF THE QURAN DURING
THE CALIPHATE OF ABU BAKR

The loss of so many Preservers of the Quran, coupled with the
increased possibility of death among the illustrious first generation it had
illumined, prompted 'Umar ibn Al-Khanab to advocate for an official
compilation of the Quran with Islam's first Caliph, Abu Bakr. 'Umar's
explicit reason was the Quran's preservation and dissemination. The offi
cial Text of the Quran was to be a safeguard against any ill-intended
attempt to tamper with the Quran's Text and a precaution against even
the slightest loss of certainty in its Text, which might accrue with the
inevitable rise of ignorance about its concrete experience, as the close
Companions died off and newcomers flooded Islam's fold.
Characteristically hesitant to initiate any endeavor or practice without
explicit precedent in the life of the Prophet gb, Abu Bakr aired his con
cerns with 'Umar, who pressed his case until he overcame his friend and
leader's objections, one by one. Then Abu Bakr consulted with others of
the Companions regarding the idea, and they too supported it. So com
menced the meticulous process of the "gathering" of the verses and surahs
of the Quran as they had been previously publicly recited, memorized by
the Prophet
himself, and written down under his supervision.
Abu Bakr's methodology in the collection of the written Quran was
both thorough and methodical:
He selected for the task Zayd ibn Thabit Al-An�ari-youthful,
energetic, morally irreproachable, among the best memorizers of
the Quran in the community, and, perhaps, the most prolific of
all the Prophet's
Quran scribes.
He decreed a mandatory, complete communitywide effort in its
hardcopy collection and simultaneous oral verification.
He appointed the most prominent Companions in the most effec
tive ways to carry it out. This included its promulgation by
'Umar ibn Al-Khattab, who was stationed at the door of the cen
tral theater of Muslim life, the Prophet ' s
Mosque in
Madinah, to inform and direct the Companions in this effort;
Zayd assumed an established post near 'Umar to perform the col
lection and take the witnessed testimony of each contributor; and
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the celebrated muezzin of the Prophet � , Bilfil ibn Rabi'ah,
heralded the proj ect through the streets and byways of Madinah.
He decreed that no verse of the Quran would be accepted into the
compilation unless it had been written under the direct supervi
sion of the Prophet � with two witnesses who could attest to
the veracity of this .
He had the Quran compilation recorded on the surface of treated
leather, organized into the musbaf (Quran c opy) as we now
know it, in terms of verses and surahs, and simultaneously veri
fied by I:Iafaiat al-Qurra' , the Preservers of the Recitation.
This copy was then placed under the guardianship of no less a figure than
the Caliph himself, Abu Bakr, and, after his death, that of his successor,
'Umar ibn Al-Khattab, who assigned it to his daughter, I:Iafsah, the wife
of the Prophet �, at the event of his passing. When 'Uthman ibn 'Affi.n,
the third of the four Rightly Guided Caliphs, took up the burdens of
leadership, he assumed the preservation of this copy and used it as the
basis for retranscribing and verifying-with the overwhelming approval
of the Companions-the six maj or codices of the Quran, from which all
copies of the Quran down to the present time have been produced.
Substantially, the obj ective of 'Uthman was no different than that of
the first Caliph, Abu Bakr: recording the Quran' s words, verses, and
surahs as the Prophet � received, uttered, and had them written down
in a rigorously exact, authentic way. If at all his purpose can be said to
have differed from that of his predecessor, it was only in his goal of
expanding the availability of the confirmed codices to the major regions
of the fast-growing Muslim world, to become a reference for the far
flung who had accepted Islam, that they might learn from them and
inscribe from them their own copies (which held no official authority)
specifically for this function.
Thus, 'Uthman appointed, for the recompilation of the Book of
God, a second Quran Committee from the senior Companions. They
were not only among the most estimable qum1 ', but known, as well, for
their impeccable religious credentials and spiritual solicitude . Again,
Zayd ibn Thabit played the most prominent role. Along with him, Abd
Al-Ral).man ibn Al-I:Iarith ibn I:Iisham and Khilid ibn Sa'id ibn Al-' A�
served in the core committee. An adjunct group, also Companions,
assisted and checked them. Among them were 'Ubay ibn Ka'b (a
scribe) , Arras ibn Milik, 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas, Kathlr ibn Aflab, and
others. Again, the compiled written Text was reviewed against both the
memorization of the Companion-qurra ' and the original authenticated
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copy collected by Abu Bakr. From this, the cUthmani codices were
transcribed and promulgated, five to the maj or outlying urban centers,
the sixth, following his predecessors, in the personal care of the Caliph
hinJ.Self at the v�ery seat of go·v-eJ.11ine11t i11 !v1.adi11al1. There are historical

reports that mark the number of codices as four, excluding the Makkan
copy. O thers count eight or nine official codices, adding Egypt,
Bahrain, Yemen, and Al-Jazirah (present-day northern Iraq) to the list. 8
In his transmission of these official codices of the Quran, cUthman
maintained the strict oral-written, mutually verifying tradition of the
Quran that was embodied in the actual revelation experience of, and
established by, the Prophet � himself Accompanying each codex to
its specified city or region was an appointed qari''-again, an approved
reciter who had memorized the entire Quran. These were elevated to
the newly instituted position of Muqri' Mu�l;iaf (Official Reciter of the
Quran Codex) . Thus, Zayd ibn Thabit was installed as Muqri' Mu�l;iaf
Al-Madinah, the Official Reciter of the Quran Codex of the City of
Madinah; cAbdullah ibn Al-Sa'ib in Makkah; Mughirah ibn Shihab in
Syria; Abu Abd Al-Ral;iman Al-Sularni in Kufah; and c .Amir ibn Qays
in B�rah.
Most remarkable in all of this is that from the death of the Prophet
� in 1 1 A.H. I 632 C.E. to the verified publication and distribution
of cUthman's codices a mere fifteen years had elapsed. This is, in the
context of the history of the compilation of Sacred Texts and their pub
lic issue, nothing short of miraculous, the living proof of God's prom
"
"
ise about the Quran in its own immortal verse: �Indeed, it is We alone
"
"
"
who have sent down the Quran as a Reminder to humanity of the
"
"
"
"
"
way of God . And, indeed, We alone shall forever preserve itt (Surat
Al-I:Iijr, 1 5 : 9) .
Just as the Prophet � had fulfilled his obligation before God to
convey the message of the Quran in full, so too did his Companions
with their faultless collection and dissemination of the Quran' s
codices-follow his prescribed way (sunnah) . F o r after the establishment
of faith and its way of life, the commitment to promulgate the Quran
with complete clarity to all humanity is the foremost responsibility of
every generation of the Muslim community.
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THE MUSLIM OBLIGATION
TO CONVEY THE QURAN
THE QURAN SAYS explicitly that it -tis a declaration for all people1
sent down to them by God for three reasons:
that they may be fore
warned by itY, of their coming j udgment before Him in the Hereafter;
"
"
-tso that they may know certainly that He1 who sent it down
indeed, the One God; and so that those1 human beings �who are
endowed with' the discretion to perceive that both these things are true
and who p ossess the -tunderstanding1 to realize what this means �may1
heed the Quran's admonition and -tbe ever mindful1 of implementing
it in the world (Surat Ibrahim, 1 4: 52) .
"
"
"
By its own account, then, the Quran is
revealed Reminder sent
"
to all the people o ( the worlds' that human beings inhabit-temporal
and spatial, psychological, and s ocial (Surat Al-An'am, 6 : 90) . Now, so
wondrous a thing as a revelation from God in the tongue of men must
not escape their individual consideration. -tA most blessed B ook have
We sent down to you, 1 0 Prophet,
that they' who receive it -tmay
reflect on its verses . 1 All people, therefore, are meant to contemplate its
letter and meaning. But only those who believe in its message-those
are endowed
its
and who are
mindof the practice of its commandments-are obligated to convey its
content and clarify its meaning on behalf of those who are only vague
ly aware of it or who have no access to it (Surat Sad, 3 8 :29) . If others
choose to take part in the Quran's promulgation, that is their free-will
decision and their recompense is with God. But as a commission (and
honor) , this duty has been entrusted only to the community that has
pledged to uphold God's Messenger 5 and His message.
The first person that God enj oined with the obligation of commu1 1 73
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nicating the Quran was the Prophet Muhammad
Proclaim all that has been sent down
do not, then you will not have
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surahs and signs (ayat) verbatim to all people, but also to explain their
Texts and meanings to them.
to
- VJe have sent
down the
as a- final Reminder of God's way-, so that you may
that has come down to
the word
(Surat Al-Nabl,
and so that
may reflect -on it and be
1 6 :44) . The Prophet � accomplished this mission categorically, to
which the entire Muslim community has borne witness, enunciating the
Quran down to its final inflection and illustrating its meanings unto the
last breath with word and deed. He then transferred this obligation in
perpetuity to his Companions after him and to every generation of their
successors, until the Trumpet Blast of the Last Hour shall sound the call
to Judgment. Anyone who follows Muhammad �b is obliged to take
up his earthly mantle and forewarn and hearten all humanity with the
of an imminent Hereafter (see Surat Al-Naba', 78) .
" Convey [God's revelation] from me, ifbut a single verse, " he said. And
"let the present among you convey it to the absent, and may the latter
understand it better than the former" (Sabib Al-Bukhari, 1 : 35) .
From the very first, Muslims were decisive in answering the
Prophet's @ call. Nor did they confine themselves to the meticulous
transmission of the Quran's written Arabic Text alone, though this they
surely did, as well (see " Sphere Four") . The Companions interpreted
the Quran's meanings in both Arabic and other languages . To begin
with, it is widely known and reported that the Prophet @ did not
restrict himself to conveying the message of Heaven to people of the
Peninsula. He sent to the monarchs of neighboring lands, several letters
in which verses of the Quran were recorded. He chose for his messen
gers those of his Companions who knew the languages of these rulers,
or whom he had specifically exhorted to learn targeted foreign lan
guages . This illustrates two relevant points. First, the Prophet � direct
ly promoted among his followers the learning of non-Arabic tongues for
the express purpose of conveying the message of the Quran. In addition,
he dispatched at least some of these multilingual Companions with his
letters to heads of state with the aim of having them translated to the lat
ter-including the verses of the Quran cited in them.'
In the Prophet's
lifetime, his own cousin, Ja'far ibn Abl' Tilib,
led a group of Muslims to asylmn in the Christian kingdom of Abyssinia
and presented the first forty verses of Surat Maryam in the court of its
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wise and just ruler, Al-Naj ashi. Recounting the miraculous story of
Mary �1 and the conception, birth, and prophetic mission of Jesus �1,
these verses were translated then and there into Amharic, the language
of the land. Another Companion, the Persian Salman, is said to have
interpreted the meanings of the Quran's most revered surah, " The
Opening, " or Al-Fatil:iah, into old Farsi, his mother tongue, though
there is discrepancy in this report.10 It is clear, however, that the great
jurist, Abu f:lanifah (80- 1 5 0 H. I 698-767 C .E . ) , at least early on, ruled
in favor of Persian converts translating the Quran in their Salat-Prayers
into Farsi, until they learned Arabic.11 Others contend that Musa ibn
Sayyar Al-Aswan orally translated the entire Quran in the first phase of
Islam in Persia. 1 2
Non-Arabic speakers were not alone in requiring interpretation of
some verses of the Quran. Many among the Arabs themselves sought its
explication in other words. Hence, the celebrated Companion 'Abdullah
ibn 'Abbas became known as Tmjuman al- Qur'an, literally, the
"Translator" of the Quran, meaning, here, not into different languages ,
but explaining its meanings i n Arabic. Thus, from the advent of the
Quran to the present, Muslims have not ceased representing and expli
cating the words of God with their own. The result is p erhaps the most
prodigious library of interpretive literature in human experience, a
genre known as Tafsir Al-Qur'an, exegesis of and commentary on the
Quran-and it is under this rubric that translation is properly to be clas
sified. Arabic remains far and away the most common language in
which the Quran is contemplated and clarified. Nevertheless, in all the
written tongues of the Muslim world, and most others, explanation of
the Quran, by Muslims, has grown voluminously. It was the same kind
of systematic study of the Quran, across a wide array of cultures, and by
many whose native speech was not Arabic, that originally helped engen
der the Quranic sciences, which formed and diverged into Textual and
contextual disciplines in the broad areas of explication, language, and
recitation, each field sprouting varied branches that in turn became lines
of scholarly inquiry in themselves. From the boundless fount of the
Quran also teemed the many "Islamic" sciences, including theology
(kalam) ; Law (jiqh) ; prophetic studies (sunnah, that is, the statements,
practices, and approvals of the Prophet � ' and s£rah, the history of his
messengership) ; and Arabic language (lugha) . Out of the Quran, as well,
stemmed the famed Muslim inquiry into the heavens and the earth, that
is, virtually all their discursive and natural learning, which lighted the
way for humankind into modernity. Moreover, in direct association
with the Quran came the renowned aural and visual arts for which Islam

� - ----------
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as a civilization is still justly admired.
Yet, the central Quranic discipline, the resource from which all the
streams of Islam's learning and creativity flow, is exegetical commentary
across the globe and appeared in every age (see Part Two: The Method
of this Interpretation and Commentary, which follows this section, for
some of these luminaries, and also the Bibliography of this work) . Their
works bear witness to the inspired brilliance, the intellectual excellence,
and the impeccable moral rectitude that render them the sterling stan
dard of Quran scholarship . History's verdict, on the other hand, has fall
en harshly on those interpreters adjudged false, incompetent, or ideo
logically compromised, sending them into the annals of the abyss. It
counted them illegitimate pretenders to the prophetic inheritance of
sacred knowledge, for their works were born of inferior, suspicious, or
tenuously speculative labors . This is because the work of Quran com
mentary is, indeed, the patrimony of the prophets �1 and, as such, can
be established after them by nothing less than earnest, arduous, intellec
tual struggle in the service of the Quran.

The Need to Express the Quran in World Languages
Regrettably, translation and explanation of the Quran's meanings
into world languages outside maj ority Muslim societies has no gallant
history to compare with Arabic commentary, though, clearly, linguistic
interpretation offered Muslims the most ample platform from which to
express their revelation's universality. While the scholars never really
took up this challenge (until recently, perhaps) , the need was not lost on
the piercing commentators of the past. Addressing the obvious issue of
an Arabic summons to a multilingual world, the incisive Quran scholar
Al-Zamakhshari (d. 538 H. / 1 1 43 C .E.) said: "The Prophet � has
been sent to the entirety of humanity, but it was not necessary that the
Quran be revealed in all the languages of the world because conveying
its meanings to people by way of translation is entirely feasible.
Indeed, the Quran itself is the most effective reply to the dismissive alle
gation that it is no more than a historical Arabic address, relevant to the
desert-dwellers of the Middle Ages alone. Were it properly unfurled in
plain view upon the winds of the world's languages, the Quran's cogent
ontological clarity, permeating spiritual simplicity, temperate spirit of
Law, and modest way of life would forever banish the malicious image
mongering that swirls about it to the Dark Ages of history, from whence
"1'

it h as m ostly com e.
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complete translation of the Quran into the languages of peoples who
lived outside the far-flung lands of Islam, where Muslims had no
numerical concentration. In 1 1 43, the year before our keen Quran
commentator, Al-Zamakhshari, died, however, the first full Latin ren
dition of the Quran's meanings was done by an English cleric . For near
ly four centures after him, and another four hundred years beyond the
disintegration of Islamic Andalusia in 1 492 (the year of Columbus's
claim upon America and Spain's ensuing Inquisition) , Muslims lay
speechless as to the translation of the Quran into Western languages.
They seemed not to recognize the relationship between their manifest
unwillingness to enunciate their message and the phenomenon of their
collapse and their rising ridicule and p ersecution. Increasingly, they
cocooned themselves in a self-imposed quiescence, wrapped in the fic
tion that if they neglected their covenant and kept still, time and the
j ealous attentions of men would pass over them, and the world would
let them be. Only the prodding steel of an approaching "twentieth"
century, according to a foreign, Gregorian calendar, goaded Muslims to
finally attempt the articulation of the Quran's message in European
tongues . Their first utterances of its reassuring meanings in strange
speech were weak. Deficient in motive and methodology, they were a
perfect reflection of the rust-encrusted faculties of the men who emit
ted them, neither enlightened with the philosophical underpinnings of
the burgeoning West nor illuminated by the great traditions of learning
from the Muslim middle of the world.
Not merely did these efforts ensue late, they emerged from a desire
not altogether fired by the prophetic instruction to impart the worded
will of God through the earth. In the main, they came to counter an
onslaught of thoughts unleashed from the direction of sunset that
intended, overtly or obliviously, to support the twilight logic of colo
nial supremacy over Muslim lands. Neither the old-style missionary nor
the newly minted Orientalist sought to augment the broken spirit or
amend the buckled intellectual infrastructure of the Muslim world.
They saw feebleness on both counts and meant to exploit it for the sake
of a vulgar earthly ascendancy. Vehemently they assailed the founda
tional Text of lslamic civilization, as to its authenticity, its structure, and
even its religious value. They strove mightily to bring down the entire
edifice of Islam upon its residents' heads. They were not the only ones
guilty of badly underestimating the durability and potency of the Quran.
Within three decades, the Muslim world fell into furious debate
about the legitimacy of translating the meanings of the Quran into mod
ern languages. Interpretations of the Quran by Muslims were appearing
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now in a more or less steady trickle, mostly from outside the religious
establishment of the scholarly 'ulama. " It had become the intellectual
province of those trained in the institutions and traditions of Western
learning and ':vhose IslaIT'i c educati o n

v.r:is

inexpert :ind u1Tverified.

Proponents of the ban on Quran translation were acutely aware of this
reality, which exposed a deep and growing divide in the most funda
mental notions of knowledge and education in the Muslim world. The
evermore-blatant opposition of the Egyptian and Turkish learned in
religion hinged on this and on the omens of reorientation flying every
where in Muslim skies. In the shocking brim-hatted, brave new world
of "fez-less" Turkey, secularism banished Arabic and its flowing script,
banned the .l\rabic public call to Prayer (adhdn) , and ordered a Turkish
translation of the Quran in choppy Cyrillic lettering, which some tried
(and failed) to sanctify as the liturgical language for the public Salat
Prayers, wherein the Quran is to be recited.
Now consciously sidestepping the opinion of their illustrious prede
cessors-that the Quran not only could but should be translated as a
means to the fulfillm ent of its universal imperative-the modern schol
ars in their argumentation gave precedent to the widespread fear that the
vast ignorance and powerlessness of the Muslim peoples, before the
martial and intellectual juggernaut of the West, left them vulnerable to
a leveling of all differences between the Quran and translations of its
meanings-even as modernity threatened to flatten the 'ulama' them
selves into anachronism. '' The public was at high risk of according these
translated human texts a status of dynamic equivalence to the divine
revelation that makes the Quran, in its Arabic, inimitable. Even though
translation in its most inclusive sense is no more than the transfer of
understanding by way of interpretation-which might take place with
in one language or medium, or in a wholly other language or form
this fact was rigorously suppressed in a dispute where the defense of
Islam itself seemed to hang in the balance.
Nothing, however, could have been more natural than the need to
translate the Quran into modern languages at a time when old social
patterns were passing away and novel cultural intersections and social
circumstances were developing and diverging at a staggering pace. For
the obligation to translate the Quran's meanings anew ought to recur
just as organically as the call for new commentaries on the Quran, the
scholarly production of which never ceased; for the truth is, there is vir
tually c omplete identity between these two expressions. Yet, the pro
gressively more undermined and ridiculed 'ulama ' did not see Quran
translation-could not, perhaps, be expected to have seen it-as an
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eminently commonsensical mission that they themselves were duty
bound to undertake .
Where the 'ulamd ' were correct, however, is in their realization that,
for the most part, the wrong hands were at the hehn of the translative
enterprise and that such captains of the world would not easily be per
suaded to either study the master charts of the Quranic sciences or relin
quish the tiller. The scholars feared flagrant incomp etence and unregu
lated work. Their dread has proven prophetic. Translators of the Quran
have been almost completely unequipped to navigate the infinite
expanse of the Quran's message, the universality of its address . For this
task requires the same genuine, authenticated continuity of scholarship
as commentary, if the deep of the Quran' s inexhaustible wisdom is to
be appropriately fathomed, if its meanings are to be properly delved and
responsibly interpreted in accordance with the cardinal obj ectives of
faith. For this is the assignment of all Quran explication, be it in Arabic
or any other language: To accurately translate Scripture's signal guid
ance with a clarity that enables the contemplative mind to see the light,
so that one may follow a way to goodness in life in the face of novel
complications, or take the tried and true paths past the old hazards that
present themselves anew.
It remains, nonetheless, a matter of historical record that neither
government nor educational institution in the Muslim world produced
a single original translation of the Quran's meanings into a living lan
guage until late in the twentieth century. Only recently have Muslim
scholars drawn up guidelines for would-be translators that identify req
uisite competencies, including trustworthiness, and that attempt to lay
down standards that one may follow and by which one's work may be
adjudged credible. Among these are Al-Muntakhab fl Tajsfr al- Qur'dn al
Kar£m, The Select in the Interpretation of the Holy Quran (1 993) , sponsored
by Egypt's Supreme Council of Islamic Affairs; and Al- Tafs£r Al
Muyassar ( 1 4 1 8 H.) , A Facilitated Commentary of the Quran from The
King Fahd Holy Qur'an Printing Complex of Madinah. B oth (which
are briefly reviewed in the coming pages) are c oncise Arabic commen
taries produced for translators ·of the Quran into other languages, with
an eye to their own future translation as well. What pertains here are
two points: ( 1 ) They were created to meet the present need for easy,
brief, authenticated commentary and (2) they were prepared by groups
of competent specialists in the field of Quran scholarship, including exe
gesis, law, and language.
These are very beneficial works, no doubt, insightful and innovative
in their aim and execution, for the most part. A translator, however,
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must not view them as sufficient resources. Exclusive dependence on
such succinct commentaries can unduly restrict the Quran's meanings to
detrimental effect. English, for example, is the national (sometimes offi
cial) language of decidedly diverse nations : Britain, a good part of
Canada, America, Australia, South Africa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe,
while it is the language of culture in India and other countries. The
social, cultural, and religious differences in these societies are obvious.
Thus, for a translator to restrict him- or herself to a brief Quran com
mentary threatens to unj ustifiably narrow the message of Islam to the
p oint that it cannot speak effectively to the relevant sociocultural cir
cumstances of the people for whom one is translating. More than one
commentary, and preferably from more than one milieu, period, and
approach, must be used to achieve an interpretation of significance and
depth. Indeed, more than one mode of a translation ought to be con
sidered in addressing the diversity of ages , cultures, and social differ
ences. Nor does the matter end in deliberating and segmenting the
communicative approach of a translation. It should include varied edi
tions and mediums: English alone, for example, for readers without
need or interest in the accompanying Arabic; large print and Braille for
others with specific sight requirements; audio, visual, and Internet edi
tions, and so on. In a word, dependence on one or two short commen
taries is valid at only certain phases of Quran interpretation and for spe
cific functions . But, in truth, the conscientious translator has need to
work from a large number of specialized works that treat the several
Textual and contextual issues that he or she will continually face.
The practical reality, however, is that the problems of supplying the
Quran' s meanings for alternative linguistic settings are still relatively new
to the Muslim community. Europe, as an expression ofWestern civiliza
tion, has had far more experience in this, from a certain point of view,
or is at least much further along in its ideas. For nearly five hundred years
after the Quran's revelation, translation of it was not at all at issue. Then
Christian Europe picked it up , commencing with Latin manuscripts that
heavily influenced subsequent English efforts, which got underway in
earnest only in the eighteenth century. The review of these is instruc
tive. For one, the evolution of this experiment in rendering the mean
ing of Islam's Sacred Text in another language illustrates the vital sub
text to increasingly crucial Muslim-Western relations. B eyond this, it
squarely pegs the urgent need for a new initiative in Quran interpreta
tion in the service of English and its world of speakers .
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Synopsis of the English Interpretation of the Quran
Several good briefs on the translations of the Quran have appeared
in Western languages, English in particular. Noteworthy among them
are those of Neal Robinson, Senior Lecturer in Islamic Studies at the
University of Leeds, and A.R. Kidwai, Professor of English Literature at
Aligrah University, India (who has a forthcoming comprehensive
review on the subject) . In Arabic, two works by Al-Azhar University
doctors, the late Ahmad Ibrahim Muhannah's Dirasah Jjawlah Tarjamat
Al- Qur'an Al-Karlin and the last chapter of Muhammad M . Abu Laylah's
Al- Qur'an Al-Kari'm min Al-Mandhur Al-Istishraqf, are noteworthy. In
addition, the famed Cambridge University professor A.J . Arberry, in the
introductions to his own distinguished translation, and in a preceding
book of interpreted selections of the Quran, provides honest historical
analysis of the motives behind the early European renditions of the
Quran's meanings in classical and modern languages . But the most
important of all such works is the monumental World Bibliography of
Translations ef the lv1eanings ef the Holy Qur' an, Printed Translations
1 5 1 5- 1 980, edited and introduced by Ekmeledin Ihsanoglu, with Ismet
Binark and Halit Eren, and published by the Research Center for
Islamic History, Art and Culture in Istanbul. The service it has rendered
in the field is incomparable and, at all costs , should be perennially updat
ed, so great is its value.
Still, it is, perhaps, useful to quickly summarize what is approaching
a thousand-year history of Quran translation in the tongues of the
Western peoples . Practically, it makes it that much easier for those who
would like to know something of it but have no time to delve into it.
Intellectually, it will go a long way toward explaining why, with such
an extensive history of c ontact between Christians and Muslims, Islam
remains so vastly misunderstood at the most elemental levels in the
West. The translation studies j ust noted have been reviewed in the fol
lowing synopsis. Yet, the interpretation that this introduction presents
itself began with a critical, first-hand evaluation of virtually all the exist
ing translations of the Quran into English that went well beyond these
summaries. It is a scrutiny that has continued in decidedly more depth
in the course of my own work and that has extended to the several new
interpretations that have since been published.
I. REPRESENTING THE QURAN IN ENGLISH :
THE WESTERN TRADITION

Our perusal begins in 1 1 43 C.E. with the completion of English cler
gyman Robert of Ketton's"' widely circulated manuscript translation of
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the Quran into Latin, commissioned by Peter the Venerable, Abbot of
Cluny (Burgundy, France) . 1' In 1 543, it at last appears in print under the
title Machvemetis saracenorvm principis, eius ' qve svccessorvm vitae, ac doctrina,
ipsr? 'qvP, A lmran, puhlished iu R:isl e npon th e rProm m t>nrl;i ti on of none

less than the father of Protestantism himself, Martin Luther, who penned
its preface. Yet the aforementioned specialist in Arabic Classics, A.J.
Arberry, says of the Latin translation: "It abounds in inaccuracies and
misunderstandings and was inspired by hostile intention; nevertheless it
served as the foundation of the earliest translations into modern European
idioms. " A century and a half later, a second Latin rendition was print
ed, one that was ultimately to exert the main influ ence on English inter
pretations through the version of a young British lawyer. The Latin
author is Ludovic Marraccio (or Luigi Marracci in the common
Italian) . The 1 698 Padua edition, titled in part A Refutation ef the Qur'an,
obviously differed little with the malefic purposes of its predecessor.
The seventeenth century witnessed two translations, one in German
( 1 6 1 6) , the other in French (1 647) , which point to expanded European
interest in the l\1uslim world. The latter, by the French noble Andre
Du Rye:r, who had commercial interests in the Arab northlands (bilad
al-Sham) and seems to have been granted residence in Alexandria by the
imperial French government for a time, formed the basis of the first
complete English interpretation of the Quran, that of the Scottish cler
ic Rev. Alexander Ross ( 1 648) , The Alcoran ef Mahomet. There can be
no doubt of Ross's aims and his opinions of his subj ect matter, having
so shamelessly inked them into his introduction for posterity "to the
Christian reader" :
Thou shalt find it of so rude, and incongruous a composure, so farced
with contradictions, blasphemies, obscene speeches, and ridiculous
fables, that some modest, and more rational Mahometans have thus
excused it; that their Prophet wrote an hundred and twenty thousand
sayings, whereof three thousand only are good, the residue (as the
impossibility of the Moons falling into his sleeve, the Conversion and
Salvation of the Devils, and the like) are false and ridiculous."
It was this edition that George Sale (1 697- 1 736) , the protestant
English lawyer, sought to overthrow for the British public with his 1 734
The Koran, based upon the Marracci Latin version and the Hamburg
publication of the Arabic Text of the Quran, printed whole in 1 694 for
the first time in Europe. Orientalists and Arabists have tended to laud
Sales' work as a breakthrough in their efforts to fairly represent the
Quran, which is not entirely untrue, for its presentation is more
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straightforward than its hunchbacked forebears. Their claims, however,
of his Arabic prowess, or more faithful hand, are at best exaggerated and,
at least in many places, disingenuous. That Sale had access to the
German-produced Text of the Sacred Book he set out to translate seems
hardly a thing to brag about, save that it is a c onfession of the extraor
dinary liberties taken by all his predecessors . Nor does it prove his
Arabic competencies, although he did employ the intrusive Bible-print
ing device of italicizing words of his own insertion to offset them from
the "text. " What is sure and closer to the truth is that Sale (contrary to
claims that he depended on Muslim Quran commentaries, especially
that of Baydawi) had absolutely no access to original Arabic s ources, a
fact that others have now established-and had he, it is not at all clear
that he could have benefited, in any case.1' What this means is that Sale
had little feel for the rhythms of the Arabic Quran, its thematic pulse,
or the rhetorical chords it strikes variously and masterfully together in a
crescendo of meanings that bring it into complete reso nance with the
heartstrings of its human recipients . What remains is the grotesquely dis
j ointed experience, not of divine revelation, but of a mortally flawed
translator of altered but, nonetheless, hand-me-down words and phrases.
Such a fatal gap of perception could only be fille d with the conception
of unwarranted regal condescension and malevolence with which Sale
took up his, for him, " Christian" duties. In this he makes absolutely no
break with the, at least, unscholarly and, positively, partisan ghosts of his
European forerunners . His is a heart filled with contempt, which he
himself uncloaks in his own introduction.
But whatever use an impartial version of the Koran may be of in
other respects, it is absolutely necessary to undeceive those who ,
from the ignorant or unfair translations which have appeared, have
entertained too favourable an opinion of the original and also to
enable us effectually to expose the imposture . . . The Protestants
alone are able to attack the Koran with success; and for them, I trust,
Providence has reserved the glory of its overthrow.
This attitude of assault, as inevitably it must, suffused through the very
veins of his translation. (See for instance his use of " dark sayings" in
Surat Yusuf, 1 2: 6 , for the Arabic word ahadfth, or " events. ") Nor is his
translation easy to consult, as he chose to ignore established verse num
berings completely. Yet, Sale's interpretation, for 1 27 years, lingers as
England's esteemed eyewitness account to the event of the Quran,
without serious rival. Virtually all " educated" English opinion of the
Quran as a Text, in this crucial and formative century, is, really, second1 1 83
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hand critique of Sale's maladroit work, and to an inconceivable and ulti
mately disastrous cultural loss.
It is not until 1 8 6 1 that this composition is challenged, by a
Cambridge cleric, the Rev. John Meadows Rodwell. In 1 909, his
effort receives a considerable boost in that competition with its inclu
sion as part of the famed Everyman 's Library series (as edited and intro
duced by the Orientalist G. Margoliouth) . Rodwell attempted to ele
vate the language of his translation above that of Sale, with som�e suc
cess . However, the scourge of the "higher criticism, " as it was then
called, was already upon him. Thus, Rodwell insisted on a critical
rearrangement of the Quran's standard Arabic order based upon a tex
tual theory of dating and sequencing, a "searching criticism, " as he put
it, sweeping the European academy in his day. This seriously limited his
translation's usefulness and consequently its use. If the suppositions of
this literary conj ecture sounded impeccable, its reality was arbitrary,
arrogant, and chaotic. While Rodwell was not the wholly unaccounted
for bigot that his predecessors were, he could not free himself from the
root bane and litmus test of the now emergent discipline of Orientalism:
The inability to accept truth beyond the pale of the European subcon
tinent and the rational-romantic dichotomy that defined the schizo
phrenic era of its Enlightenment. A Quran interpreter's credentials
could not thus be maintained without accusing the Prophet
of hav
ing authored its Text and foisted it upon humanity as a grand forgery in
the name of God. Despite Rodwell's palpable realization, admiration
even, for the miraculous feat of the Quran in word and in history, and
the sheer greatness of the Prophet
in the world of men, his careful
p arenthetical rationalizations fall precipitously to a sudden senseless and
slipshod explanation for the globe-changing moral magnitude and spec
tacular spiritual resilience that constitute the living efficacy of the Quran
in history. Rodwell would have us believe that it is all attributable to
the fortuitous combination of a sincere epileptic's misapprehensions and
the impact of this on a rn�entally substandard race.
was a great
It is nearer to the truth to say that he [the Prophet
though imperfect character, an earnest though mistaken teacher, and
that many of his mistakes and imperfections were the result of cir
cumstances, of temperament, and constitution; and that there must
be elements both of truth and goodness in the system of which he
was the main author, to account for the world-wide phenomenon,
that whatever rn�ay be the intellectual inferiority (if such is, indeed,
the fact) of the Muslims races, the influ ence of his teaching . . . has
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now lasted for nearly thirteen centuries, and embraces more than
one-tenth part of the inhabitants of the globe.""
Though Rodwell defames the Prophet
as "peculiarly liable to mor
bid and fantastic hallucinations, and alternations of excitement and
depression, which would win for him, in the eyes of his ignorant coun
trymen, the credit of being inspired, " he does not give us nearly as much
explanation for his own delusions and mistakes that enabled him to not
infrequently misinterpret even basic passages of the Quran. While the
race to which Rodwell belongs suffers not from any intellectual inferi
ority, his Arabic aptitude certainly did. Indeed, he demonstrates a fairly
basic illiteracy in this regard. He shows no appreciation for the style or
even language of the Quran, besides . At times, he is purposely twisting
it, of course. Yet, at other times he is simply misapprehending it, often
in a pathetic way. He explains, for instance, the common use of the
rudimentarily religious term 'abd (servant or worshipper) as a Quranic
backformation resulting from the numerous slaves who early on accept
ed Islam from the Prophet
He translates the second verse of Slirat
Al-Kawthar (108) , an instruction directed to the Prophet
as Pray to
your Lord and 'kill, ' when even the smallest of Muslim children know
that the Arabic command inhar means to sacrifice animals in the name
of God as charitable offerings for the worthy poor. Where God instructs
the Heavenly community to bow down before His new creation Adam
�, , in order to concretely establish his stature among creation and to
receive him (parentless, as he is) warmly into life, Rodwell states that the
angels were commanded by God to worship Adam �1 , and goes on: Then
worshipped them all, save Eblis, that is, the devil, whom he bewilderingly
casts as a hero, alone upholding the worship of only God! 2 1
In due course, Rodwell encourages the faithful to proselytize
Muslims, an exhortative that imperial England took p olitically serious in
1 882 when it occupied Egypt-the same year, as it so happens, in which
the next notable British translator of the Quran met his fate in that
colony's desert, just two years after his volume for the popular Sacred
Books of the East series of Oxford University appeared in print, under the
editorial oversight of Max Mueller. His name was Edward Henry
Palmer, yet another Cambridge graduate. Palmer, a somewhat myste
rious young man, deserves credit for being the first English translator of
the Quran to actually travel to a Muslim, Arabic-speaking land, and for
conceding the Quran's confirmed and established order. While Palmer
held the lofty racial views of those English interpreters who went before
him-with the by now obligatory dismissal of the Quran's divine liter1 1 85
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ary refinement (as opposed to the profane brilliance of Europe's artistic
productions)-he did grasp something of the nobility of the Quran's
expression. Nor was he excessive in his belligerence toward Islam. Yet
consistently one expects from these envoys of Europe's higher learning
more literary deftness in mirroring the Arabic of the Quran in English,
only to be disappointed. Verily, We quicken and We kill, he renders wa
wa
more properly translated:
it
is
We ·alone" who
life and
(see Surat Al-I:Ejr,
1 5 :23; also Surat Al-Dhariyat, 50:43) . His expression is inappropriate, to
say the least-not merely to the Arabic ear, but in human taste. God,
the giver of life, brings it to an end, causes death, makes each soul to
taste it, but does not, in this sense, "kill . "
This conveys us, in many ways, t o the culmination o f the Orientalist
proj ect on the Quran in the person of Richard Bell: a cleric, a learned
reader of Arabic at the University of Edinburgh, and a champion of
European rational superiority. He published his two-volume translation
from 1 937 to 1 939. He is widely acclaimed to have known Arabic well,
and this may be b elieved. What he did not know was humility. He
became so enamored of the preceding century's faith in the prophetic
possibilities of critical theory that he literally rent the Quran to pieces
and reassembled it, not merely at the stratum of surah, but at the level
of verse, phrase, and even word.
It is difficult to describe the reckless disregard, the clinical contempt,
with which Bell approached translation, if, indeed, it can even be called
such. His work demonstrates, under the thin symantic guise of "scientif
ic" analysis, a complete blindness, hostility even, to the very nature of
the Quranic Text. Here is a man who was a professor of Islamic studies
at a somewhat less-than-eminent institution, in the field, in Britain, hav
ing achieved no particular literary or linguistic repute in his mother
tongue among his own people. Indeed, never even has he demonstrated
the scholarly worth of his literary theories on, say, the comparatively
slight four-hundred-year-old literary product of his native isle. Yet, sud
denly, he arrogates to himself the status of ultimate arbiter of the peer
less masterpiece-the Sacred Speech no less-that coalesced in the rev
elation of the Quran at the culmination of Arabian culture's five thou
sand years of acknowledged pristine linguistic refinement. For that,
indeed, and more, is the Quran's station and style in Arabic. In fact, the
time frame of Arabic's earthly development at the advent of the Quran,
according to recent studies in Arabic ethnolinguistics, may still be far
underestimated even in this space of human vastness. Yet, on behalf of
Arabs and l\!luslims, our schoolman in Scotland begins a base, crude, self1 1 86
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absorbed, infantile cut-and-paste j ob on the flawless touchstone of their
language, an indiscriminate derangement of the wellspring of their spir
itual life. This alone is astounding for the enormity of its sheer conceit.
What is well beyond comprehension is that he worked in accordance
with a personal conception as to the form the Quran must have original
ly held half a world away and fourteen hundred years before! This black
art he called "science"-and even now some seek to revive it, as a big
ote d, polemical Orientalist ethos reaches to reassert itsel£ Yet such tex
tual reconstruction can be called science only in the sense that astrology
or alchemy still lingers by the same designation. And, indeed, it shares
much with their systematic and assiduous approach to folly and madness.
"Virtually unreadable, " notes Bell's successor Arberry of the farmer's
"hard-laboured pages . " 22 Its dependency on the Leipzig edition of the
Arabic Text of the Quran, imperfectly arranged in 1 834 by the
Orientalist Gustav Fliigel, mars it all the more. In not entirely ironic fash
ion, it is Bell himself, through his own introduction, who gives us the
devastatingly trenchant assessment of the condition of his psyche in the
course of his eight-year work: touched by a " confidence of ignorance . "
Bell's literary atrocity merits mention, however, because i t illustrates
a resistant strain in the engagement of the cultural West with the Quran.
Having literally buried and effaced its own pre-Christian historical back
drop-and orphaned as it is by the loss of c ontinuity with and within its
Sacred Texts and religious experience--Europe has produced scholars
all too eager to seize on the false assumption that the Quranic Text,
written originally on b oth sides of varied parchments, skins, and animal
scapulas, was misordered by the Prophet' s � Companions in its first
collection. This represents serious and stubborn ignorance of the most
elemental information about the history of the Quran' s written compi
lation, which I have already recapped in Sphere Four of this introduc
tion. Their (wistful?) argument obstinately disregards the much-proven
fact that the Quran was not only recorded in writing and preserved as
such in the lifetime and at the direction of the Prophet � himself, fol
lowed by his three successive heirs to communal leadership, but that it
was, surah-for-surah, also memorized and publicly recited in its current
word-by-word and verse-by-verse order by the Prophet � himself,
along with thousands of his Companions, wherein even regional dialect
differences had to be explicitly sanctioned with Prophetic approval, and
whereas the Prophet � himself deliberately sat down with particular,
named and known Companions in the last year of his life to recite to
them, and bear witness to them reciting, the Quran in its final state,
when its revelation was complete--again, all of these steps being
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recorded in historically verifiable accounts.
Setting aside the Quran's instantly recognizable soul-awakening spir
itual resonance, the truth is that Rev. Bell and his like do not under
st:m d th e 11 n i q1wn ess of th P Ql_lpn's order in terms of either its materi
al reality or its stylistic coherence-and truer still, perhaps, they desire
not to . Western scholars of the Quran bristle because many of their
Muslim counterparts hold their credibility cheap when it comes to the
interpretation or translation of its Text. Questions have been raised:
How can they be trusted to be faithful mouthpieces of the Quran' s mes
sage, when (fearful of the world-shattering consequences of the Quran
as a scriptural alternative) they begin from the prejudiced belief that a
man put its \Vords into the mouth of God, rather than the other \Vay
around? What, indeed, separates their ethnocentric likes from that of the
Quraysh, the proponents of the ideal of tribalism who first belied the
message of the Quran and its Messenger, the Prophet Muhammad
One finds scholars, even of the caliber of A.J. Arberry (whose transla
tion is the subj ect of our next assessment) pointing a justifying finger to
the existence of this Orientalist argument of "misorder" when faced
with this Muslim objection."
If this open discussion tends to bare the old bones of a shrouded con
frontation, then it also admits to an unavoidable argument between
Muslim scholars and non-Muslim academics as to the requisites that
qualify a translator of the Quran's sacred message. The latter's best
answer thus far has been the much-esteemed work, and rightly so, of
Arthur John Arberry' s The Koran Intetpreted (1 955) . While he hirnself
has, in writing, denied his Islam, there are those among Muslims, schol
ars who knew him, some of whom were his students, who report oth
erwise. God alone knows the truth of this, but on its face it should be
taken as a measure of some hopefulness (a) that men and women of the
Biblical West, or that the sincere and competent in the world, can come
to the Quran and faithfully report as much of its message as their minds
may grasp, withholding themselves from bending away the unrelenting
intellectual and spiritual critique to which the Quran will surely subj ect
them and their forefathers; and (b) that versed and balanced Muslims
are, indeed, fair-minded and confident enough to give credit to worthy
and principled scholarship dealing with the very core of their faith from
those who have not affirmed it-so long as the latter enter the consid
erable discussion sufficiently educated and with the intellectual courage
to commit to truth and truth's representation, rather than in the spirit
of war by other means .
This is not so easy a task as it first seems . Yet, Arberry exemplifies
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much of this, undoubtedly because of his great ability in Arabic (and
Persian) , his broad scholarship in their literary arts and in the spiritual
heritage of Islam, and in his truly poetic gift in English. His translation
has deficiencies, some of which, in my view, incapacitate all but the
well-initiated reader (and activation is, after all, the Quran's point) . But
these do not arise as a result of impure motive or some treacherous
arriere-pensee with respect to Islam, its Sacred B ook, or the community
it continues to call forth in the world. Rather, they lie partially in his
stated ambition to "imitate, however imperfectly, those rhetorical and
rhythmical patterns which are the glory and the sublimity of the
Koran. " Arberry himself cautions, "I am breaking new ground here . "
His style i s not King Jamesian; but harkens with such an undertone
through its not always charming Victorian-Edwardian overlay. Yet of a
necessity, based on the ideal he has set for himself, he systematically
chooses to sublimate Quranic meaning, to say nothing of meaning's res
onance, to sensual and poetical impact.
In more places than most reviewers, and perhaps the translator him
self, have admitted, Arberry is incomprehensible or flatly inaccessible
(see, for instance, the notion of "double life," Surat Al-Isra' , 1 7 : 75) .
Sometimes this verges on distortion of meaning, but regularly it ignores
the fact that with the Quran, language, rhetorical beauty, sublime
expression are always at the service of releasing profoundly urgent
meaning. Never is sense constrained to sensibility. One cannot do in
translation what Arberry has sought to do and adequately free the
Quran's powerfully educative metaphysical, moral, soul-inspiring,
world-ordering message from its divinely inscribed verses-signs that
flash their forewarnings and gleam their glad tiding to a common human
fellowship not all meant to take heed and heart in Arabic, per se, but all
made to realize the transcending inferences that only the Quran's Arabic
significations have been equipped to conserve.
There is little doubt that Arberry himself recognized the pull exerted
by his passion, as regards the translation of the Quran, in his double
edged, but, nonetheless, abject confession that "never was it more true
than in this instance that traduttore tradi tore, " all translators are traitors.
With this, Arberry professes his heart captive to the rapturous beauty of a
body of Text, divinely veiled from the mind of so much of the world by
the most diaphanous of wraps, a mer� mouthful of fine Arab phonemes.
For this reason, he advocates the eminently sane idea that the
Westem scholar of the Quran end his self-imposed incarceration in the
lifeless laboratory of the quantifiable intellect and contemplate the Sacred
as a living unity, that he liberate himself from the "irreverent" slice-and1 1 89
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dice mentality that inevitably causes all he touches to lose coherence and
run like sand through his hands. How clearly Arberry echoes in his plea
the elucidation of Shaykh Muhammad Diraz, quoted previously!
It is against this excess of anatomical mmcmg that l argue the unity
of the Sura and the Koran; instead of offering the perplexed reader
disjecta membra scattered indifferently over the dissecting table, I ask
him to look again at the cadaver before it was carved up, and to imag
ine how it might appear when the lifeblood of accepted inspiration
flowed through its veins . I urge the view that an eternal composition,
such as the Koran is, cannot be well understood if it is submitted to
the test of only temporal criticism. It is simply irrelevant to expect
that the themes treated in the individual Sura will be marshaled after
some mathematical precision to form a rationally ordered pattern; the
logic of revelation is not the logic of the schoolmen. There is no
'before' or 'after' in the prophetic message, when that message is
true; everlasting truth is not held within the confin es of time and
space, but every moment reveals itself wholly and completely.
24

A year later, in 1 956, Niseem J. Dawood, a Jew of iraqi origin and
a translator by profession, ignored Arberry's insight and attempted the
Quran in a much relaxed contemporary idiom, rearranging its surahs by
the fairly meaningless pattern of size, shortest to longest. Dawood's
work, which is singularly uninspiring, has been among the most wide
ly available translations of the Quran on the English bookshelf (thanks
to Penguin, his publisher) . In the 1 980s, he, or Penguin, reverted back
to the standard textual order in a revised edition. A mutual friend,
whom we shall meet as the translator of a popular modem Quran com
mentary, once gently reproached Dawood for taking license with the
language of the Quran that he would not accept in the mundane trans
actional Arabic translations at his own firm. "It is sufficient for me, " he
is said to have replied, "that I intended to bring the style of the Quran
closer to the tastes of English readers. " This aptly summarizes Dawood's
effort, as does his own introduction, which openly catalogues his bias
against Islam. Dawood is guilty of plenty of mistranslation, in addition
to leveling the Text to a uniform monotony.
For some time, Dawood was the only Jewish translator of the com
plete Quran into English. He lost this distinction in 1 979 when Massada
Press published Tel Aviv University Pro£ Aharon Ben-Shemesh' s The
Noble Quran, who first rendered the Quran into Hebrew in 1 97 1 . This
edition is unremarkable, save for its scattered polemical reinte rpretations
that seek to locate the Quran in Old Testament origins. This is accom1 1 90
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plished by certain twists of its revealed tongue, mostly unprecedented in
their c onstrual, that, for example, in Surat Al 'Imran, 3: 1 1 0 , inserts the
obj ect phrase "People of the Book, " meaning Jews, or sometimes Jews
and Christians, for a pronoun heretofore universally established as refer
ring to the "believers" ; namely, the upholders of its address who it spoke
to in the first instance, that is, the Muslim community. Thus, �you
believers are the best Community ever brought forth for the good o {
humankind9' becomes, at Ben-Shemesh's hand, You People ef the Book . . .
Other instances of such interpretive gymnastics speak for themselves.
Witness his footnote to Surat Al-Isra' , 1 7 : 1 , which removes the Furthest
Mosque (Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa) from its age-old Jerusalem foundations to
the parochial village ofJi'ranah, some ten miles from Makkah.
A few other translations by non-Muslims have app eared in the past
two decades, like The Koran by Thomas Cleary (2004) , a multilan
guage translator of various sacred texts with an apparent interest in their
mystic unity. This follows on his 1 994 The Essential Koran, a book of
select passages with a brief, somewhat eccentric, but generally thought
ful introduction. Cleary's style, especially in the recent publication, is
j arringly uneven, shifting abruptly between exceedingly ordinary, at
times almost conversational, language and glaring poetic flights .
Regarding pedestrian usage, in which this translation abounds, take the
verse, Without a doubt, the one to whom you invite me hasn't a prayer in the
world or the hereefter (Surat Ghafir, 40:43) . Not only is hasn't a prayer in
the world prosaic to the point of cliche, it is misconstrued. This verse
phrase means �There is no doubt that all that you call me to worship
has nothing worthy for which to be invoked- neither in this world
nor in the Hereafter9 . Further, Cleary's dissonant styles are quite mixed,
even in one and the same sentence or verse. Then lo-they will debate in
the .fire, with the powerless saying to those who had aggrandized themselves,
"We were your followers, so aren 't you to substitute for us in the .fire in part"
(Surat Ghafir, 40:47) . This gives the feeling that the translator seems at
a loss for much of the overt significance he is attempting to interpret, let
alone the rich subtlety that runs beneath. Thus , he transmogrifies, rather
than transliterates, the enigmatic discrete letters (hun1f al-muqatta'a) that
become simply,
appear at the head of several surahs. �Alif Lam
and very wrongly, "A L R . "
There i s a good deal that i s bizarre i n this effort, including inconsis
tent use of italics to represent, it is supposed, the Speech of the Divine;
quotation marks that attempt to treat verses like paragraphs; and Roman
Numeral section breaks inserted in the midst of surahs . Moreover, not
a word of explanation, note, or index entry accompanies this complete1 191
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ly stripped-down publication. His peculiar English word choices for
their Arabic " counterparts" are too numerous to itemize: God is not
(Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:26) . The
'ashamed, ' for the Arabic word
appropriately means (as both classical and modem Arabic lexicographers
define it) to 'spare , ' 'forebear, ' 'abandon, ' or 'refrain' from a thing. T1ien
[God] 'ascended' the throne (Surat Al-A'raf, 7 : 54) : Cleary translates the
Arabic astawd by a word that connotes the exact opposite motion, "ris
ing upward, " or, more precisely, the very sense the Arabic seeks to pre
clude, that is, "succeeding to" a position. Rather, astawd connotes a
"settling over, " in the meaning of a worthiness that comes from an
unprecedented and undisputed master-y . The Arabic 'ibdd very plainly in
the Quran means '\vorshippers , " or "servants, " or even, for the more
literally emphatic, " slaves" of God, implying God's ownership of one
and human devotion to God in return. This Cleary renders wrongly and
blandly as "mortals. " Again, he interprets the essential Quranic phrase
alladhlna
or "those who disbelieve, " or "the unbelievers, " as "the
atheistic. " This is an almost complete misrepresentation of the Quran' s
usage of the term kafara, which denotes unbelief in God by way seek
ing to "cover over" God's truth-associating with Him or His religion
anything false, whether by means of assertion or denial. This includes
believing in more than one deity, elevating others to divine agencies, or
associating anything else with God in a godhead, and the like. It also
accounts for belying any aspect of God's absolute reality, Divine B eing,
or perfect attributes, including categorical denial of whatever God has
instructed, said, or revealed, or rej ection of whomever or whatever He
has said is to be affirmed and upheld, like the messengers and the angels,
and the truth of the Day ofJudgment, and Heaven and Hell. The word
'atheistic' narrows this notion to the very small margin, indeed, of those
who deny the existence of God or any deity altogether. This work takes
its place in a growing list of recent efforts for which one cannot discern,
beyond commercial possibilities, the contribution it hoped to make.
II. CONVEYING THE MESSAGE IN ENGLISH:
THE QURANIC MILIEU

Whatever criticisms may be laid at the doorstep of Europe and its
Quran interpreters, one cannot but adrnjre that for nearly eight hundred
years they single-handedly perceived and took up the immense chal
lenge that complacent Muslims clearly, even sha1nefully, would not: To
examine, understand, and proj ect (albeit mostly negatively) the dynam
ic message of the Quran and its religion to a world rushing in all about
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its adherents. Muslims woke up only sleepily, and exerted themselves
anemically, to this their most urgent of all needs . Recognition of the
self-evident necessity for the Quran's champions to, themselves, express
it in the world seeped slowly through the Muslim body. One could
graph the piercing thrust of Britain' s imperial scepter through the
Muslim psyche with a chart of Muslim translations of the Quran into
English. It is said that it was Islam that roused Christiandom from its
long dark slumber. Here, Europe returned the favor. India stirred first.
The earliest known edition of a complete translation of the Quran
by a Muslim is the 1 905 work of an Indian physician, Mohammad
Abdul Hakim Khan. Originally of a Qadiyani" background, he
renounced its sectarian views and produced a "propagandistic " account
of the Quran, without basis in any authentic or estimable Islamic schol
arship . It had no discernible methodology but promised in a lengthy
subtitle short notes based on the Holy Qur' an, or the authentic traditions of the
Prophet (pbuh), or the New Testament or scientific truth . All fictitious romance,
questionable history, and disputed theories have been carefi11ly avoided. It ful
filled exactly none of this.
Seven years later, in 1 9 1 2 , two new efforts appeared. The first, edit
ed by Dehlawi Mirza Hairat, claims to have enlisted the help of "var
ious Oriental learned scholars . " Published in Delhi in two editions, its
intention to offer "a complete and exhaustive reply to the manifold crit
icisms of the Koran by various Christian authors, such as Drs. Sale,
Rodwell, Palmer, and Sir W. Muir" never really materializes in either
the Text or the accompanying matter.
The Allahabad edition of the same year by Mirza Abu'l Fadl, ded
icated to Sultan Jahan Begum, the princess ruler of Bhopal, India, billed
itself as a refutation of the Bible "with a view to bringing out the supe
riority of the Qur'an . " It arranges the surahs chronologically, harbors
fairly informal responses to apparent arguments oflocal missionaries, but
includes few notes and constitutes no real qualitative contribution over
its two predecessors .
The first serious response to the Orientalist venture into Quran
translation comes, in fact, not from the Empire but a native son.
Muhammad Marmaduke William Pickthall's The Meaning of the
Glorious Qur' an (London, 1 930) surprised his countrymen and delight
ed Muslims. At least 27 editions later, the faithful can still be seen show
ing their appreciation. Pickthall was a British novelist of some distinc
tion who accepted Islam after careful study. He visited and was wel
comed in much of the Muslim world, especially India (where he served
as a consultant to the Nizam of Hyderbad) and Egypt, where the
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shaykhs of the renowned Al-Azhar University accorded him some assis
tance . Pickthall's Orientalist countrymen found it all so very "interest
ing as the work of an Englishman who became a Muslim, " but decided
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Pickthall is certainly faithful to the Quran in its representation and
obj ectively more readable and accurate than any translation by an
Englishman before his work. He is, moreover, keenly sensitive to the
difference between the Quran and whatever any interpreter might pro
duce, no matter how accomplished. Indeed, he held that the Quran
could not, in fact, be translated, but only its meanings relatively con
veyed-a position with which Muslims have tended to heartily concur
knew him and professes a conunensurate
and for which Arberry
love of him) took him severely to task in his 1 953 work The Holy Koran,
an Introduction with Selections. (Yet, just two years later, it is to Pickthall's
expressed sensibilities that Arberry acknowledges his translation owes its
appended title word "interpreted, " changing from The Holy Koran or
merely The Koran to The Koran Interpreted.)
}Jl the more unexpected, then, with Pickthall's views thus expressed,
that he himself attempts a quite literal interpretation of the Quran. Even
more startlingly, given this constraint, he includes virtually no notes. The
result is a Text composed with a certain difficulty of expression, dryness
of style, lack of exactness in meaning in many places, and a message that
remains in good part unelucidated, no doubt because of the mental con
straints that grew out of his particular translation theory. At least some of
these flaws, however, surely result from the limits of his Arabic, though
he used his English gifts to offset this. He translates the word Quran, for
instance, in Surat Yusuf, 1 2 : 3 , as "Lecture, " which is restrictive to the
point of being wrong in its sense. Moreover, his use of a language vague
ly reminiscent of the King James Bible has tended to remain a stumbling
block for most readers. The verse numbering system he imports from
India, which differs from the more precise standard developed by
Egyptian scholars, though far better than Fliigel's, creates some impedi
ment to easy Textual comparison. While pleased with Pickthall's service,
Muslims were almost immediately eager to go beyond him, perhaps
because he had enabled them to see the possibilities.
That desire gets its first spirited response only five years later, with
the 1 934 debut of the n10st important translation of the Quran to this
day: Abdullah Yusuf Ali' s The Holy Qur'an : Translatio n and
(Lahore, 1 934-3 7) . Yusuf Ali's work has appeared in at
least 35 editions of record and probably that many unregistered ones. It
has been twice revised, once (mostly favorably) in America by Amana
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Publications in 1 98 9 , and at nearly the same time in Saudi Arabia by
The Presidency of Islamic Researches, IFT A, Call and Guidance and
the King Fahd Holy Qur'an Printing Complex in 1 4 1 0 H. ( 1 990) .
The translator was born in B ombay in 1 872 in a family that belonged
to the Bohra community (so called because of their merchant seafaring) ,
though it is not clear if he came from its much larger Ismacili or Sunni
branches. He completed his first reading of the Quran as a young boy
(popularly called khatm among Indian Muslims) , though this was not its
memorization, as o thers have misread it. Rather, his study and profes
sional interests found their focus on the West and specifically England,
in whose literature he went on to become something of a specialist in
his country. He traveled Europe and settled in London, where he began
a review of existing translations. Dissatisfied with the representation of
the Book that never left the center of his consciousness nor his study,
he eventually resettled in Lahore, in what is today Pakistan, and took up
the proj ect of interpreting the Quran into English, with the aid of a
considerable number of students at the Islamic College that he was
appointed to head. The translations of the famed Maulana
Muhammad Ali, Ghulam Sarwar, and Pickthall were on his work
table, but he significantly elevated the language, and especially the style,
of their English presentations of the Quran's meanings. He is widely
praised among Muslims for the fervent faith and spirit of love with
which he succeeded to infuse his rendition, far surpassing, in the p opu
lar taste, his predecessors . His notes are copious and reflective of his
broad learning, if not necessarily its depth. Nevertheless, a portion of
these glosses, in particular as they relate to end-time discussions, the
unseen world, and the miraculous, are held to be excessively apologetic
and pseudo-rationalistic. (This is, as we shall see, consistent with most
of the sectarian translations of the Quran by Muslims, and, p erhaps , here
Yusuf Ali's upbringing is evinced.)"
The more Yusuf Ali's interpretation has been scrutinized, the more
it has come under sharp criticism on all counts . In truth, his translation
is often imprecise, inconsistent, and weighed down with p arenthetical
word choices that show a heart divided between the rationalistic and
mystic . He too employs a verse numbering scheme imported from the
Subcontinent (different than Pickthall's) , inferior to the established stan
dard (but cured in the revisions) . In his notes, his inner leanings fairly
ooze from every page. He is much given to allegorical explanation,
poetic flights, and interludes, in addition to mystical interpretations that
sometimes do not accurately reflect either the essence of the Quran's
message or the context of its revelation. His notes on Surat Yusuf ( 1 2) ,
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for instance, are highly romanticized, based on the purely imaginative
Persian love poetry that the poignant Joseph narrative inspired among
the lyricists of its high culture period. There is no doubt that he was
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its inner pull.
A decade hence, Muslims of a more scholarly mind began to take
note of the field of Quran translation, perhaps heedful of Yusuf Ali's
success, and began to weigh in (though "laymen" efforts not only con
tinued but proliferated) . In 1 94 7 , in the same city where Ali produced
his work, Abdul Majid Daryabadi began publishing his compendi
um, Tiie Holy Qur' an with English Translation and Commentary. Its notes
are enor1nous and its translation more true to the T·ext of the Quran
than its predecessor. Yet, its language fails to approach the inspiration
and elegance of Ali's effort. It has never found an audience. The Quran
translation critic, Dr. Kidwai, cited here throughout,
in fact, a
descendant of this translator and has supervised an abridged edition of
his work, published by The Islamic Foundation (United Kingdom (with
his hand in others of their works on the Quran, as well)) . Oddly,
Daryabadi expresses admiration for Bell, though, thankfully, he follows
none of his dubious "methodology. "
A number of other products by Muslims appeared in the next three
decades, but five deserve special attention. The first is Hashim Amir
Ali's 1 97 4 The Message �f the Qur' an Presented in Perspective. The "per
spective" to which the title alludes is H.A. Ali's somewhat bizarre
rearrangement of the surahs into something on the order of the
Pentateuch that Biblical scholars traditionally attribute to Moses. He calls
it the "five books of the Qur' an, " and its justification is thematic unity:
Book I is The Portal, al-Fatihah (the Opening) ; Book II is The
Enlightenment, ar-Ruh (literally, the Spirit) , comprising 1 8 early-Makkan
period surahs; Book III is The Guidance, al-Ruda, 36 middle Makkan
surahs; Book IV is The Book, al-Kitab, 36 late Makkan surahs; and Book
V is The Balance, al-J\1izan, 24 Madinah-period surahs . One half-expects
Ali to have grasped what the Rodwells and Bells in the field did not
that such reordering destroys the coherent connections with which key
terms and phrases link verses, passages, and (especially the beginnings and
endings of) surahs together, in a far more impressive, germane, and
sophisticated thematic engagement than merely personal observation.
In 1 977-partly as a reaction to Muslim experimentation with the
Quran as exemplified by H.A. Ali-Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din Al
Hilali and Muhammad Muhsin Khan published The Noble Quran,
Khan serving as the actual translator and Al-Hilali as the religious
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authority. The global distribution of this ultra-traditional interpretation
in multiple languages is now in the hundreds of thousands, owing to the
free I:la.ij-Pilgrimage copies, and other gratis distributions, of the King
Fahd Holy Qur'an Printing Complex. Its language is roughly hewn,
paying no regard to literary style, though its primary text claims to
derive from the work of Abdullah Yusuf Ali. It contains numerous
direct, unexplained Arabic transliterated words that can only confuse a
reader who does not know Arabic. Its defining feature, however, is the
copious parenthetical interpolations its translators wedged everywhere
into the Quran's verses, in order to ensure that the reader understands
these in accordance with the partisan, religio-social vision that it
improperly implies prevailed in Muslim societies during the classical
period. The problems of such a work are, of course, as obvious as they
are legion. Most notably, it unnecessarily and detrimentally distracts one
from the timeless message of the Quran and the belief in the possibility
of human harmony under God's Oneness, which is the essential inspi
ration the Quran' s universal call seeks to instill in the human heart.
The publishers at Sal).il::i International understood this critique when
they called upon an American woman, who accepted Islam about the
time of The Noble Qur'an's first printing, to revise its language in 1 997 .
Um Muhammad (the name Arninah Assarni publishes under) lived
and learned Islam first in Syria and then in Saudi Arabia. She admirably
excised Hilali's many blatant dogmatic interj ections from the English
text and adequately redressed the bulk of Khan's stilted language,
pulling its interpretation b ack to a literal level. What she could not do ,
and perhaps did not intend to, is alter the translation's firmly entrenched
underlying worldview. The work, therefore, remains the conceptual
captive of Hilali and Khan's excessively narrow and skewed vision of
how the Quran should be read and understood, and is incommunica
tive of meaning after message (sometimes misleadingly so) almost wher
ever amplification is necessary to impart a verse or passage' s implication
and purpose or wisdom. Thus, God, who is ever-watchful and keeps
record of human deeds-meting out judgment with all speed and j us
tice in this life and on the Day of Judgment, in accordance with His
own decree-is described in this interpretation's interrnittantly unnatu
ral style as the swiftest of accountants (whereas 4swiftest of reckoners)> is
more suitable (Surat Al-An'am, 6 : 62)) . She renders Surat Al-Anf'al, 8 : 67 ,
as follows: It i s n o t for a prophet t o have captives [of war] until h e inflicts a
massacre [upon Allah 's enemies] in the land. This cannot be understood in
any other way but as brutally offensive. Thus, it is a complete distortion
of the valuable moral intent of the verse, which is to prevent coercive
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military power from being called forth deceitfully on the pretense o f
noble ideals, when its real motive i s the corruptive, yet widespread his
torical practice of going to war for economic obj ectives-in this case,
the capture of wealthy opponents in battle for the purpose of receivin g
substantial ransoms from their kin. 28 Thus the verse should read: �It is
not for a prophet to take prisoners "of war" until he has thoroughly paci
fied the land. "Most o{ you desire the fleeting things of this world, while
God desires "for you" the "everlasting life of the " Hereafter. And God
"alone" is overpowering, all-wise., Her methodology, or the one
imposed, made this warping effect inevitable, bridled as it was by the
relentlessly parochial interpretation with which the work was con
strained to align.
Stepping back into the 1 980s, a new light entered the realm of
Quran translation in the person of Muhammad Asad, born in Austria
(now Galicia, Poland) in 1 900 as Leopold Weiss. The son of a lawyer
and grandson of an orthodox rabbi, he converted to Islam at age 26.
Though he majored in philosophy as a student and began his writing
career as a German-language j ournalist (writing dispatches from
Palestine) , from the moment of his conversion and his powerful
Pilgrimage experience to Makkah, he rededicated himself to the study
of Islam in its primary languages, becoming acquainted with many of
the intellectual luminaries of Islam in his time. He participated in the
political life of the Muslim world, consulting Saudi Arabia's King Abdul
Aziz, contributing to the formation of Pakistan, representing its interests
in the United Nations, and becoming one of the era's most trenchant
critics of the direction in which Western modernity and secularism were
headed. Yet, it is said that his mind was ever on translating the Quran
for Western peoples.
In the winter of his days, with his understanding and language skills at
full maturity, he realized his life's mission. The Message ef the Quran, print
ed in 1 980, is among the most serious efforts at Quran interpretation in
English. His translation of the Arabic Text and his copious and lengthy
notes raised the art of Quran translation another level. While its language
is highly effective, it is somewhat prolix, abandoning any notion of trans
lation, per se, in favor of interpretive rephrasing. He seeks to remedy the
inevitably banal effect of this by peppering the language with the anti
quated 'thee, ' 'thou, ' and analogous verb suffixes that have long since fall
en out of use, to lend it, one surmises, some register of the sacred. Thus,
his language forms a peculiar admixture of the archaic and prosaic.
Deeper analysis of Asad's Message explains his linguistic approach.
Asad is discernibly influ enced by the rationalistic interpretations popu1 1 98
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larized by the Qadiyani translators (whom we shall meet shortly) , and to
a lesser extent the social interpretations of the Egyptian pre-modernist
commentator Shaykh Muhammad Abduh. Thus, he tends to bend the
meanings of the Quran's report on the unseen realm in this life and in
the Hereafter, as well as the miraculous in the world, toward abstraction
and away from the " sensible . " In addition, he is somewhat given to
inj ecting the findings of natural science in some verses, but this is not
wholly without merit, as some c ontend. His interpretation, however,
and especially his notes are strongly psychological in the shade of Freud
and Jung. Asad grew up in a place and time (tum-of-the-century
Eastern Europe) where rationalism virtually p ossessed the p opulace.
Perhaps he thought notions of jinn (mythical genies to the Wes tern
mind) and angelic guardians of Hell, for instance, would cause a people
who had lost patience with and trust in unempirical religion to dismiss
the Quran as just another Bible-based message, before they ever had a
chance to reflect on the transcending truths it reveals and with which
only God could have infused it.
Whatever may be his reasoning or belief, he does not hesitate to
advocate farfetched psychoanalytic interpretations of the Quran, or
espouse a little natural science , to suit the mentality of the modern
English reader he had in mind. Thus, one can turn to almost any page
of this work and discern his governing prepossession. {And so,] whenever
the two demands [ef his nature]-"his" meaning "man's"-co m e face to face,
contendingfrom the right and from the l�ft, not even a word can he utter but there
is a watcher with him, ever-present (Surat Qaf, 5 0 : 1 7-1 8) . It is the dual
",
noun mutalaqiyan, which describes �the 'receiving cangels that receive
each person's every word and deed in life "-one on the right and one
"
on the left-'seated, ' c giving heed 1 , that Asad is rendering as the two
demands of man's nature, in the Freudian sense, while the ever-present
"watcher, " for Asad, is simply the human "conscience. " He explains :
c

"The two that aim at meeting each other" corresponds better with
the preceding verse, which speaks of what man's innermost self (nafs)
"whispers within him," i . e . , voices his subconscious desires. Thus
" the two that aim at meeting" are, I believe, the two demands of,
or, more properly, the two fundamental motive forces within man's
nature : his primal, instinctive urges and desires, both sensual and
non-sensual (all of them comprised in the modern psychological
term "libido") , on the one side, and his reason, both intuitive and
reflective, on the other. The "sitting (qa'id) on the right and on the
left" is, to my mind, a metaphor for the conflicting nature of these
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dual forces which strive for predominance ·within every human
being: hence, my rendering of qii'id as "contending. " This interpre
tation is, moreover, strongly supported by the reference, in verse 2 1 ,
'
to man s appe�ring a n Judgment Day vvith " that Vv"'"l"-t lch drives and
that which bears witness"-a phrase which undoubtedly alludes to
man's instinctive urges as well as his conscious reason.2'
To be fair, Asad's note commences with a nod to the " classical com
mentators , " who understand the relevant words and verses cited here,
mutalaqiyan, qa'£d, and verse 21 (which we shall describe presently) as
references to the recording angels that the Quran explicitly states
accompany every human being in his or her j ourney through life, at
every moment (see Surat Al-An'am, 6 : 6 1 , and Surat Al-Infitar,
8 2 : 1 0- 1 2) , and then after death into Judgment. We may even overlook
his transposition of qa'£d into qa'id in his notes as an error of transcrip
tion. What cannot be ignored, however, is the way in which he must
contort the Text in verse after verse to comport, just as he says, "to my
mind, " in order to achieve his psychological reduction of the Text.
The problem with this is that the primary thrust of the Quran aims
at awakening arrogant, sensory-bound, earthen-dull man to just this
realization: That the [full] truth, as Asad puts it in 5 0 : 1 9 , is not mental,
nor is it "full insight into one's own self, " as the preconception of his
interpretation compels him to explain it in his notes. Rather, it is very
much the concrete, physical, and spiritual �"reality of the Hereafter's"
truth?-its real existence-to �which the "rigors and throes of the"
delirium of death? shall inevitably bear the human being. It is for this
reason that the disbeliever is told, when he enters the scene ofJudgment
in the Hereafter, as the Quran so arrestingly testifies here in verse 2 1 in
such electrifying words: �Very truly, you were "lost" in "utter " unaware
ness of "the imminence of all o{ this "in life". Yet, now, have We
removed your veil! Thus your sight this Day is "acutely" piercing.? At
the hands of Asad, <€that "very moment" whereof you "frantically" sought
evasion� " that is, death as the transition into the previously concealed
realm of the Afterlife , is not a heightening of visual certainty, a confir
mation of a new, but infinitely more real reality. Rather, for him it is
an awakening of the subconscious mind. The whole event dissolves into
metaphor, and metaphor passes easily into allegory, and allegory into
suspect psychological theory-until the corporeal substance of the
unseen Afterlife, which awaits one following death and resurrection,
evanesces into the mere conscious mind of man. Such an assertion is
unheard of through five solid centuries of Quran c ommenlary . Y el,
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Asad, in the note cited above, somehow proclaims that it "undoubted
ly alludes to man's instinctive urges as well as his conscious reason. "
That is why, in verse 2 1 , the English reader of Asad's interpretation
never learns that the Trumpet of resurrection initiates a physical specta
"
c
cle; he or she never realizes how 4thus, instantly, from the grave each
"
c
c
soul sallies forth- two angels with it: One driving it inexorably to the
c
"
"
c
Plain of Assembly ; and the other a witness to all its earthly deeds. Jp
Rather, what they find instead is that one will, in some way, come for
ward with /his erstwhile] inner urges and [his] conscious mind. Asad does show
the raising from thee thy veil, and sharp is thy sight today! But when that
veil on the unseen is rent away, his reader never sees that it is 4then,
'
"
'
the angel who that Day is his close companion shall say: This record
c
"
that is with me is of his life, full and ready!jp But, rather, he meets
perhaps to his surprise-only one part ef him self, no evidence produced
by an accuser that he may face just "the sinner's [own] reason" rebuk
ing him "that he has always been more or less conscious, perhaps even
critical, of the urges and appetites that drove him into evildoing. "
Asad's psychological interpretation completely falls apart in verse 26,
for there the precise Arabic dual is employed by God, commanding the
two celestial guardians of every inveterate disbeliever: 4Anyone who
has held with God any other god! Cast him now-both of you
c
"
angels -into the severest torment!Jp Asad does not translate the dual at
all, for it makes no sense in his psychological twist to have the good part
of one (the rational mind, according to his scheme) aiding the sinful part
of one (that is, the " counterpart , " to one's reason)-or as Asad notes it,
"namely, the complex of the sinner's instinctive urges and inordinate,
unrestrained appetites " [sic]-cooperating to throw "oneself ' into
Hellfire. Asad's reader further never meets, in verse 27, the unseen devil
that has, by way of goading suggestion, collaborated with the con
demned in the perpetration of evil throughout his life; for it is here that
this very real being of wickedness pleads innocence before its God: 4His
c
close
shall say: Our Lord! I did not
in evil in the
c
"
make him transgress. Rather, he himsel( was lost in uttermost mis
Instead, Asad's reader encounters this disbelieving man 's o ther
self, a thorny theological conception in its own right. What the reader,
moreover, is taught from Asad's notation on this verse is that this " other
self' is the "sa 'iq (that which drives) , " meaning, in Asad's view, the inner
urges of the libido he has interpreted into verse 2 1 , " often symbolized as
shaytan ('satan' or 'satanic force' . . . ) , " for which the classical Quran com
mentator Razi is blamed. Thus, in the Asad experience of the Quran,
even Satan nearly vanishes into allegory.
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This thread of hyper-rationalism runs throughout Asad's text, some
times leading to bizarre interpretations that have tenuous connection, at
best, with the Quran's Arabic address . In Surat Al 'Imran, 3 : 49 , for
example , the exceedin gly str:iightfc1�v"v7�.rrd statement of J csu s
ing his widely reported ability to bring a clay-fashioned bird to life as a
God-given miracle (proving to the Children of Israel that he was,
indeed, the awaited Messiah) Asad transmutes into : " I shall create for
you out of clay, as it were, the shape of [your] destiny, and then breathe
into it, so that it might become [your] destiny by God's leave. " This he
justifies from the figurative meaning of the Arabic tayr, or 'bird,' which
secondarily connotes a good or bad ' omen, ' though there is absolutely
no reason, in the context ofJesus' ;i11 speech, to leap the concrete usage
of tayr as 'bird' and reach for 'omen. ' Consider, for instance, the other
articulates to his p eople in the self-same verse.
miracles Jesus
· of my commission from
I have come to you with a
HH..tucu, form for you from the mud of the
Then I blow into
so it becomes a hn ·n--hu
and I
I heal the born-blind and the
God's
And I tell you ·what no person
God's
to the
knows · of what you eat and of what you store up in your houses.
you are h � , , �, "�'-"
in this there is a sure
for you, if,
(Surat Al 'Imran, 3 :49)
iw'""'-"

'

Asad, of course, is himself aware of the discrepancy between his
interpretation of the bird-miracle and its counterparts. Thus, he is fur
ther compelled, in a footnote, to update Jesus'
clear-cut statement of
raising the dead-by God's pern1ission-to "a metaphorical description
of his giving new life to people who were spiritually dead" (see Asad's
note 38, p. 74) . It is not unreasonable to observe, as well, that the mir
acles of Jesus ;i11 that the Quran here recounts (and that Asad appears to
discount) are not novelties to the Quran but part of the religious record
of other faith-communities. In other words, there is no defensible rea
son to support Asad's eccentric interpretation. The logical conclusion is
more practically what has b een shown here-that Asad labored under a
controlling principle of systematically rationalizing away the miraculous,
the extrasensory, and the other-worldly in his attempt to accommodate
the message of the Quran to the modern mind as he perceived it.
What is most disappointing about Asad's work, and, really, unwar
rantable, is that he resorts to more than a little deftness in supporting his
translation's wordings and understanding with notes presented as being
legitimized by the classical commentators . More than once does he
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quote Al-Tabari and other such Quran authorities in support of his
choices, while a reading of the original shows these past masters to be
citing the opinion only to refute it, or are therewith merely completing
the record, not advocating his position. He is particularly given to the
heavier philosophical digressions of the thirteenth-century exegete j ust
cited, the renowned Fakhruddin Al-Razi (d. 1 2 1 0) , a scholar of multi
ple Islamic sciences who also practiced Quran explication, not on the
basis of meanings that had been historically established by authenticated
reports, but on the basis of informed opinion (tafs£r bi'l-ra 'ly (to an extent
for which he has been sharply criticized)) , which is not to say the latter
is illegitimate. Yet, for this reason, Asad cannot be read reliably without
recourse to serious study of the Quran commentators themselves.
In the wake of Muhammad Asad come a number of modernist trans
lations that vary as to quality, style, and worth. None amount to signifi
cance in the sense of attaining unique contributive value. Some can be
dismissed out of hand as unmethodical adventures in the breach, like the
translation thoughtlessly entitled The Qur' an, of husband-wife team
Ahmad and Dina Zidan, the former an Egyptian engineer resident in
England whose scholarly qualifications in Islam and the Quran are quite
unknown. The late Thomas Ballantine Irving, an American expert on
the history of Spain, and beloved convert to Islam (known among
Muslims as I:lajj Ta'lim 'Ali), published his translation in 1 98 5 . Deliberate
in its use of American common language and idiom (at times even col
loquialisms) , he, in fact, titled his work, The Qur'an: The First American
Version. It is certainly readable, yet is devoid of literary elegance or tex
tual dignity. (lf he does not do what I ask him to do, he will be taken down a
notch or two (Surat Yusuf, 1 2: 32)) . His decision to translate the Quran in
the tongue of popular American culture proves weighty, indeed, pulling
it beneath an acceptable language standard into tastelessness.
If Irving is too earthy, three other interpretations of roughly the
same period aspire to soar, but with wax wings . One senses in them the
ambition to imitate the lofty aims of Arberry (who, again, was himself
seeking to "imitate" the literary "sublimity of the Koran") . The
Pakistani novelist and poet Ahmed Ali in 1 984 produced a translation
that Robinson describes as stylistically "sublime" but "wildly inaccurate
and very inconsistent. "30 On the latter count, there can be no disagree
ment. Ali is, in fact, completely irresponsible in numerous instances,
even pandering. He is smooth in the reading, but, in this appraisal,
rarely inspires . On the contrary, he is ultimately dismaying for anyone
familiar with the unrestrained license he takes . The 1 986 print of
Muhammad M. Khatib' s The Bounteous Qur' an: A Translation of
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on the other hand, attempts a faithful rendi
tion while reaching for literary elegance, but falters in its English in not
a few places . It tends to fatigue one with a sense of beauteous words and
phrases bereft of expressive con ten t . Its srn rse notes are not nnhelpful.
This same pattern prevails, but with much less proficiency, in the
interpretation of the Egyptian linguist Muhammad Mahmud Ghali,
whom I know and respect. Though his knowledge of the nuance of
Arabic words is superior, his language is consistently stilted and his inter
pretation basically wrong in places, stemming, I believe, from an alle
giance to an unattainable notion of synonymy. Ghali, a former dean of
Al-Azhar's Faculty of Languages and Translations, sometimes obscures,
or even inverts, verse ineanings in the interest of vlord correspondence.
For instance, in Surat Al-Nisa' , 4: 1 05 , he renders an admonition to the
Prophet
to use the Quran to judge with justice and never to
an
as " do not be a constant 'adversary' ef the
' advocate' for the
treacherous. " In Surat Al-Ra'd, 1 3 :3 1 , he handles the phrase
which
as "whereby the mountains were made to 'travmountains could be
el. '" When the opponents of the Prophet
challenge him to
in a 'host' before cus he translates it " come
God CHimself and the
up with Allah and the angels and their (dependent) 'tribes ' (Surat Al-Isra',
1 7 : 92) . Surat Al-Zukhruf, 43 : 5 , he presents unintelligibly: " Shall We
JV!eaning and

then strike away the Remembrance from you, 'pardoning, ' for that you are an
extravagant people?" The English 'pardon' and the Arabic adverbial the
Quran uses, 'saflian ' (here, 'forsaking') , are not invariably synonymous.

"
Rather, it should read:
turn the
Reminder away from all o{ you,
, because you are an ex(:ec�d:t:ngJlv
Modern Muslim translators seem increasingly to see the translation
of the Quran with dichoptic vision: One eye fixed upon the Quran as
untranslatable, the other searching to bring about as literal, or as simple,
as possible a correspondence between its Arabic words and the English
ones they select to express their meanings . The beiief grows that the
quest for the "impossible" can best be attained through some as yet
undiscovered translation science of stringency that, if achieved, will at
once produce a more precise rendering of the Quran and a lyric mas
terwork of English. It is a chimera.
Interlanguage synonymy in the highly dynamic expression of human
speech has not, by any significant measure, proven to be word-based.
This is part of the miracle of the simultaneous "sameness and unique
ness" of human utterance, even within the development of a single lan
guage itself. To each tongue is its secret genius . Splendor in speech
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emanates from how perfectly that secret is given voice. Herein resides
the linguistic miracle of the Arabic Quran. It is the perfect truth perfect
ly expressed, the flawless said faultlessly, the unicity of medium and mes
sage . The interpreter of the Quran is to be guided not by an impossible
ideal of its reproduction, but by the canon it idealizes: Sublime meaning
said well. To this end the Quran's English interpreters are to strive.

Poetic Endeavors in Interpretation
From time to time translators, Muslims and others , feel moved to
render the Quran "poetically . " R.A. Nicholson and Richard
Burton, two Englishmen who spent their lives translating classical
Arabic and Persian texts into English, respectively interpreted Surat Al
Qaricah and Surat Al-Fatibah in English free verse. While their attempts
reflect their creative abilities, they fail to produce anything more than
quite ordinary rhymed English." "I do not think if the Qur'an had spo
ken like that, it would have shaken the world, " observes Arberry quite
astutely, and for good reason, as we shall explain. B efore this, however,
let us acknowledge an Iranian poet, resident in the United States, who
recently published what he has called the first complete poetic transla
tion of the meaning of the Quran. 32
No matter how novel an effort, how sweet the expression of any
such work to interpret the Quran' s meanings, and whatever the lan
guage, poetry remains contrary to the nature and the obj ectives of the
Quran. Indeed, God, Himself, negates in absolute terms both the appel
lation and character of poetry in relation to the Quranic address . To
begin with, anyone aware of Arabic verse knows instantly and unequiv
ocally that nothing of the Quran resembles Arabic p oetry-not its style,
metrical patterns, or rhyme, nor its uses and purposes. Moreover, as a
translation method-regardless of its rationale or accomplishment
poetry gives mastery to sound and syllable over sense. Rhyme (or reso
nance) precedes meaning in the hierarchy of the p oetic imagination. In
the arc of the rhyming arts, original meaning is easily j ettisoned, putting
poetry in diametrical opposition to both the intent and essence of the
Quranic Text. To liken the Quran to p oetry, then, is not only funda
mentally wrong, but demeaning of its Heavenly Revelation.
Commentaries in Translation
The translation critic A.R. Kidwai has thoughtfully observed that
Muslims have completely mined the rich "indigenous linguistic and lit
erary resources" of virtually all the maj or language milieus wherein
Islam prevails (take, for example, Persian, Turkish, and Urdu) in order
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to "meet the scholarly and emotional demands" of something as exact
ing as interpreting the Quran. But no such artistic-intellectual pollina
tion has yet come to pass "in the universal medium of English . . . in the
service of the Quran
This i s a sentiment that English-literate Muslims have, i n fact, felt
keenly. In the midst of what is now recognizable among them as a clear
movement toward opening up to their heritage of religious scholarship,
Muslim communities of the West have begun to deploy their resources
in the translation of commentaries. This work has largely been done by
native Arabic- and Urdu-speakers with proficiency in English (not out
side the Quran translation pattern, incidentally) . The books they have
naturally chosen were the ones that gave meaning to their own religious
exp erience in their youth.
For the Urdu-oriented, this translated, literally, into the enormously
influential work of S ayyid Abul A 'la Al-Mawdudi, Tajhfm al- Qur'dn,
Towards Understanding the Qur'dn. Begun in 1 942, its first of five vol
umes app eared in 1 950, with the author imprisoned. It was completed
some three decades later in 1 973 . Its first English interpretation debuted,
even before its completion, in 1 967, translated by Muhammad Akbar of
Islamic Publications, Lahore. Its limitations of language, abridgment,
and publication quality notwithstanding, it was an unqualified success
among English- speaking Muslims from the late 1 960s through the early
1 980s. Their activist mentalities-as a truly close-knit, fledgling com
munity of immigrants and converts, adrift in a sea of experimental sec
ular liberation-jibed with its revivalist "plea for purposive change" via
the numinous and changeless." This became required reading for such
Muslims . Yet, it is reported that Mawdudi himself, before his death in
1 979, advocated a "new and more forceful" rendition of the Tajhfm in
more modern English. The first effort failed, in his view, to capture the
literary and spiritual quality of his original, especially with regard to the
ineffectual English translation of the Text of the Quran, a sense he felt
he had succeeded in his translation for the Urdu edition. In 1 988, Zafar
Ishaq Ansari of The Islamic Foundation (United Kingdom) took up
the task. Still in progress, it is expected to fill as many as 1 5 volumes
when done.
The Arab counterparts to this story (holding to the same response
pattern of their engagement with Quran translation) later, but equally
vigorously, turned in their search for a more cogent English expression
of the essential thrust of their faith to the modern commentary that has
moved them most. There was no question but that this would be the
Egyptian writer S ayyid Qutb ' s H .Zildl Al- Qur'dn, In the Shade of the
_ "
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Qur'an. It is impossible to overstate the pervasive inspirational impact
that this work has had on the modem Arab Muslim world. Initiated in
1 9 5 1 as a serialized commentary for a j ournal (like Mawdudi's, in fact) ,
within a year he had published its first volume. He had finished two
thirds of his effort in his native Egypt when he was j ailed for the words
he wrote. The remaining third, comp osed largely in priso n under egre
gious conditions, is among the most profound expressions of liberation
theology and sociospiritual reform ever produced. He attempted to
revise his first writings, accordingly, but achieved only about half of this
(up to Surat Al-I:Iijr, 1 5) before he was executed in 1 96 6 . A London
based Muslim society published the last segment of his thirty-part com
mentary in 1 979. Its popularity was instant and ongoing. For some time,
the proj ect lay dormant, until The Islamic Foundation (United
Kingdom, the same publishers of the Tajhfm) picked it up in 1 99 9 , with
the capable hands of Adil Salahi (his c o-translator in some volumes
being Ashur Shamis) . Ten volumes have thus far appeared in print.
The dilemma of both these efforts, of course, is that they were first
ly composed for the generation coming of age during the rise of ideo
logical nationalism in the hot post-colonial period of the Middle East
and South Asia, two distinctive social settings, but wherein Islam was
nonetheless a historically established, p olitically known alternative.
Their goals were revival of a Quranic consciousness and societal reform
in cultures where Islam enj oyed instant resonance, though it had been
conceptually truncated and in reality suppressed. In consequence, both
these works reenvision the Quran's message as a constitution charting
the rights and responsibilities of a state and its citizens, as a compass in
the face of a socially dislo cating modernity, and as a mirror of cultural
identity by which to refract an alien incursion into the very spirit of the
people. While the universality of the Quran cannot but come through
in any fair illumination of its message (and these, at times brilliant, rein
terpretations hinged precisely on the pivot of the Quran' s timeless and
spaceless relevancy) , this was not the underlying point of such avant
garde presentations of the Quran.
It is self-evident that the audience, psychological challenge, and
milieu of the translated message of the Quran for the global linguistic
community of the English-speaking are all substantially different than
the like of what these revolutionary commentaries sought to address.
Then, so too, quite obviously, must be such a translation's task. One
cannot be blamed for observing that the mission of the interpreted
Quran today-especially in the West-more resembles its divine inter
vention into the spiritually unlettered Arabian Peninsula fourteen hun1 207
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dred years ago than its explanation in Egypt and the Indian
Subcontinent in the 1 950s and 60s. Waking souls with the breath of
God's Oneness, opening minds to Quranic literacy-this is, indeed, the
English interpretation's primary duty in our day.
The feeling that English's plentiful language assets have not yet been
harnessed in the service of this assignment is palpable among others
besides English-speaking Muslims. The Muslim world has demonstrat
ed concern about the efficacy of translation as a means of conveying the
Quran's message with sufficiency. Yet, it also has expressed its fears that
the substance of more reflective interpretations has tended to come from
the p eriphery and not the vital core of the commentary tradition. This
has inspired two movements related to the field of translation. The first
is to create concise Arabic commentary materials that condense (into
comparatively few words) authenticated, normative interpretations for
the verses of the Quran that can be readily accessed by translators. The
second has been to digest primary commentaries and then translate them
into English.
The most ambitious of these latter efforts has been the Arabic abridg
ment of Tafslr Al- Qur'an Al'A,;:lm by the renowned fourteenth-century
Syrian commentator Ibn Kathir (d. 774 H. /.1 372 C.E.) , published in
Arabic as Al-Mi$bab Al-Munir fl Tahdhlb Tefslr Ibn Kath£r. Followed up
with its English translation of the same name, it was conceived and
issued in 2000 by Darussalam Publishers & Distributors of Riyadh. Half
a dozen different translators and editors under the supervision of
Shaykh S afi-ur-Rahman Al-Mubarakpuri executed the English
phase. The intent was to give English-speaking Muslims " the most pop
ular interpretation of the Quran in the Arabic language, [which) the
majority of Muslims consider . . . the best source based on Qur'an and
Sunnah [the life model of the Prophet �] . " Whether or not these
claims hold, the English rendition leaves much to be desired. Ibn Kathir
codified in his much-regarded work what became known as the tefs£r
bi 'l-ma 'thCtr methodology (which is, very basically, commentary based
on a knowledge hierarchy of (a) the Quran itself; (b) coherent reconcil
iation of its verses for legal purposes; (c) authenticated explanations
from, and the relevant actions of, the Prophet �; (d) other well-found
ed historical testimonies related to the Quran's meanings; and, only last
ly, (e) personal linguistic analysis) . This hints at the English abridgment's
fatal flaw: It fails to grapple with the reality that seven centuries ago Ibn
Kathir wrote for a scholarly, Arabic-literate elite about whose awareness
of the Quran and its commentary much, indeed, could be assumed. The
inconsistent English representation of his work, however, targets no
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such addressees . Its translation is patchy (perhaps the result of too many
hands of varied competency in the mix) . Its contextual explanation is
meager. Its fundamental terminology and concepts remain shrouded in
a combined cloak of awkward English and unsatisfactorily explained
Arabic transliteration. Tajsfr Ibn Kathlr's historical effectiveness notwith
standing, its English interpretation is a bewildering visual and intellec
tual experience .
About a decade before this, Egypt's Supreme Council o f Islamic
Affairs issued a condensed Arabic commentary of the Quran, based on
several normative exegetical sources, under the title Al-Muntakhab ("Al
Montakhab" in their own transliteration) fi Tajsfr al- Qur'an al-Karim,
The Select in the Interpretation of the Holy Quran. The Arabic is a good and
reliable work as a commentary precis. In 1 993, Abdel Khalek Himmat
Abu-Shabanah, a physician by profession, " translated" it, and the late
Muhammad Mahdy Allam reviewed it. From the opening surah
which renders the much uttered and spiritually summative verse Al
"
'
hamduli 'llah rabb 'il-calamfn, �All praise is for God alone , Lord of All the
Worlds}> , as "Bosoms peep forth and answer thanks to God"-to the
last paragraph of its acknowledgments-" our bosoms peep forth and
answer thanks to God" -it is a massacre of language and concept.
Rarely does Abu-Shabanah show the discipline to curb himself to the
Arabic text of the Muntakhab. His hyper-inflated English discourse, sen
tence by raucous sentence, grates against ear, intellect, and soul. That it
is presented as the official English commentary of the Arab Republic of
Egypt is appalling.
The King Fahd Holy Qur'an Printing Complex of Madinah
commissioned a group of scholars to produce a good and finely printed
brief commentary in Arabic , Al- Tajsfr Al-Muyassar ( 1 4 1 8 H.) , A
Facilitated Commentary of the Quran, with the intention of helping trans
lators . It has not itself been rendered into English (though this, it seems,
was also part of its conception, though it now seems the original work
itself has lost its endorsement) , but it is certainly a dependable work
within its intentionally concise limits. There are occasional glosses that
smack of ideological pedantry, but these are few and not out of bounds.
Finally, Mahmoud Mustafa Ayyoub, a Lebanese-born academic
in Islamic studies educated at the American University of B eirut and
Harvard, has been at work on a series entitled The Qur' an and Its
Interpreters, which seeks to cull selections and themes from the classical
commentaries. It has, however, an inordinate fo cus on relatively minor
Shi cite exegetes and the quasi-philosophical issues they and a few others
have raised. Its usefulness remains to be seen.
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Sectarian Translations

the

Non-Muslim translators are, of course, not alone in using Quran
interpretation to prove or strengthen their sectarian biases. S .V. Mir
Ahmad Ali' s 1 964 work announces an ideological allegiance in its very
title from which its interpretation never strays: The Holy Quran with
English Translation and Commentary, according to the version of the Holy
Ahlul Bait [that is, Household of the Prophet
whom Sh1'ahs believe

are, genetically, the only divinely authorized authorities to rule over
Muslims for all time] includes special notes from Hujjatul Islam Ayatullah
Haji Mirza Mahdi Pooya Yazdi on the philosophical aspects of the verses. It is,
of course, an unabashed defense of Shi'ism.
M.H. Shakir's Holy Quran (New York, 1 982 (first published in
1 96 8 without Arabic Text)) , another apology for Shi'ism, has similar
goals in its presentation of Syed Muhammad Hussain at-Tabatabai al
Mizan's An Exegesis of the Quran, translated from Persian into English by
Sayyid Saeed Akhtar Rizvi (Tehran, 1 98 1 ) ." The actual translation is no
more than a reworking (to be kind) of a 1 9 1 7 version by Muhammad
Ali, which is rich with scholarly notes and commentary, yet weak in
style and filled with deliberate contortions of interpretation blatantly cast
to defend the affiliation to which he belonged; namely, the mystic-mes
sianic Qadiyani, or Abmadiyyah, phenomenon of South Asia, prompt
ed in part by "modern-\Vestem infiltrations" in the colonial Punj ab."
The Qadiyani/Abmadiyyah movement, one of several religious
amalgams that emerged and then splintered on the cusp of the twenti
eth centm-y in British-ruled India, has been particularly active in inter
preting the Quran into English since early last century. These efforts
generally share an ideological advocacy that seeks to legitimize the
tenets of their varied creeds. Their translations thus introduce interpre
tive twists that appear for the first time in the history of Quran scholar
ship . They tend, as well, to deny any miracle, event, or mode in the
world that lies outside natural law as established by modem science . The
Quran, for example, states that God �subjugated the "very " mountains to
give due exaltation "to God" with David in the evenings and at sunrise" ,
that is, to j oin God's prophet in hymning His praise (Surat Al-Anbiya' ,
2 1 : 79) . This they interpret as a reference t o a community o f human
beings that inhabited the mountains (or even the righteous among
humanity) who glorified God with David �1 . The Quran further states
both David �1 and his son Solomon �1 to comprethat God
and subjugated the birds to their comhend
utterance of
mand (Surat Al-Narnl, 27 : 1 6) . The Qa<liyani/Al.imadiyyah translators
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generally construe this as the two prophets training the birds in the
manner of messenger pigeons, or as a tribe of men named Tayr. When
the Quran refers explicitly to an individual bird, the hoopoe, and
explicitly records its dialogue with Solomon �1 , they represent it as a
man of high rank, a general, in Solomon's army called by the Arabic
name Hudhud (or Hoopoe) , and not simply a particular bird of that
type. Finally, they rej ect belief that there are Jinn (the race to which
Satan belongs) who are coexistent with humankind in the world but
invisible to it. Rather, they infer this to be an aristocratic class of human
beings or a secret society of men. The same sort of rationalizations apply
to the miracles of Jesus �1 in the Quran, and so on.
The best translation that they have produced is that of Ghulam
Hafiz Sarwar ( 1 920) , still another Cambridge graduate. His style and
fealty to the Arabic Text far exceeds the rest, though his translation is
devoid of notes or commentary. He attempts to soften the hyper-ration
alism of the A}J.madiyyah religious tenets somewhat. He puts consider
able effort into his work's introductory matter, however, with a notable
review of previous Quran translations, a detailed account of the life of
the Prophet im., and a fine outline of the Quran's surahs, all of which
demonstrate good methodological training from the West.
Another notable effort from these ranks is that of Zafarullah Khan:
The Quran: Arabic Text and English Translation (London, 1 970) . His lan
guage is good, but highly inconsistent, and at places completely off-cen
ter with regard to the Arabic Text-and well it had to be, for it con
tains ideological sleights of interpretation that defend its unorthodoxy.
For this reason, it is unreliable. For example, it undoes the Quran's
rather straightforward announcement that the Prophet Muhammad im. ,
as the " Seal" of the prophetic brotherhood, marks the end of all
prophethood on earth, a point the A}J.madiyyah tradition cannot concede
since its founder claimed to be just this."
In addition to the Qadiyam/A}J.madiyyah versions,37 a similar Persian
religious affiliation known as the Bahais, which formed at nearly the
same time, also has made translations of the Quran. In 1 97 8 , Rashad
Khalifah, a Bahai Egyptian engineer, naturalized as an American who
took up residence in Tucson, published The Quran: The Final Scripture
(Authorized English Version). His work, crude as it is, merits no special
mention, save for the further illustration it gives of the psychosis to
which religiously fanatical partisanship, owing to reckless disregard for
genuine scholarship, can lead. Fascinated by what he came to see as the
prime divine "unknown" underlying all religious mystery, he began to
explicate all things in accordance with the inscrutable number 1 9 . By
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1 9, the Quran could be entirely explained. Upon 1 9 , he discovered, all
physical and spiritual existence had been based. He felt certain that so
insightful a perception as had been vouchsafed him could not but be
revelation from God, confirming that he, rather than Muhammad
was humanity's long-awaited last messenger!
Mahmud Y. Zayid, sought a consolation to such sectarian inter
pretations with his English Translation of the Quran, for which he
brought together a consortium of Shi'ite and Sunni scholars in Lebanon
to construe his translation (which is largely that of N aseem J. Dawood
(seriously marred by its own mistranslations)) , and who added an appen
dix on their respective rituals and beliefs. The result was that which
editing by committee so often tends to produce, only more mixed and
divided. It suffers from inarticulate English as well as misinterpretation.
The title page reads: The Qur'an: An English Translation of the Meaning of
the Quran (Checked and Revised by Mahmud Y. Zayid, Assisted by a
Committee of Muslim Scholars, Approved by The Supreme Sunni and
Shii [sic] Councils of the Republic of Lebanon) , Beirut: Dar Al
Choura, 1 980.
an
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The twentieth century, as we have seen, witnessed a number of seri
ous, in some instances, sincere, efforts to interpret the meanings of the
Quran into English. This naturally raises questions: ( 1 ) Do the interpre
tations meet the criteria of the maturing art of translation? (2) Did the
translators have the requisite skills and specialized learning to effective
ly interpret the Quran? (3) To what degree are the interpretations accu
rate reflections of the Arabic Quran, in regard to the meanings that
scholarly Quran commentary has established and that linguistic analysis
of the Quran's Arabic supports? (4) Is the English clear, of literary qual
ity, consistent within its word usage, phrasal expression, and sentence
construction, without being mechanical? (5) Where verses share such
language elements, is the same meaning and phraseology replicated, if
applicable? (6) Are the English texts accessible, both in terms of the stan
dardized Arabic numbering and order of the verses and surahs of the
Quran, and in relation to content through indices, tables, and the like?
Neal Robinson, the University of Leeds professor cited previously,
precedes us in evaluating some of these translations. "Although there are
over forty English-language translations of the Qur'an, none of them is
entirely satisfactory and some are extremely unreliable. " It is not a mere
matter of reasonable dependability, a few Muslim translations achieving
that bar (along with, perhaps, only that of A.]. Arberry from the endeav-
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ors of others) . Most of these translations, in our review, are marred by
either (a) an overt intention to distort the Text overall or at certain ide
ologically specific points (nearly all the efforts of non-Muslims, in par
ticular the earliest ones, belonging to this infamous category) or (b) a
propensity toward Muslim sectarianism, ideological parochialism,
hyper-rationalization of the miraculous or unobservable, or systemati
cally "refracting" the Quran's nature- or societal-related verses to veri
fy time-bound s cientific theory or to coincide with the perceived val
ues orientation of the ever-evolving Western reader.
The spate of English translations of the Quran that have appeared
since Robinson's assessment have not vitiated his observations. Most of
them are not original efforts, but either comprise Yusuf Ali or Pickthall
redux (compare the Turkish committee-produced The Majestic Quran
and Pickthall's The Meaning ef the Glorious Qur'an for an example of this)
or have relied at a formative level on previous translations-not as part
of a comprehensive study, but, rather, as a bridge by which to shorten
the distance between their translators' tasks and the Quranic message's
English expression. Indeed, much of the impulse among Muslims that
has led to the recent proliferation of translations has been to "modern
ize, " "popularize, " o r otherwise " enhance" the language or presenta
tion of "older" efforts.
It is all to o clear, moreover, that the background of the translator
cannot be ignored in evaluating the validity of the interpretation. It
affects both how the content of the Quran will be conveyed and,
indeed, what nuance that content will likely carry. This applies to effect
as well as meaning. For even if a translator should be well intended or
grasp a verse's sense (a grand assumption, f o r not a few of our transla
tors) , its articulati on may not be at all commensurate with the spiritual
distinction that the Quran carries, to the point that one feels to be read
ing an alien utterance that refuses to flow within the margins of English
or rise to the thresholds of its eloquence. For this reason, one finds, for
nearly two and a quarter centuries, English writers (including, as
Arberry has observed, the likes of Gibbon and Carlyle, who perhaps
never saw a copy of the Arabic Quran in their lives , and who certainly
could not read it) dismissing the Quran's literary composition in the
most unfavorable terms. 38 One can discern this very same damaging mis
apprehension in many a contemporary intellectual and pundit.
Even our brief survey of p ast interpretations produces massive evi
dence that many of the non-Muslim translators presumed a civilization
al ascendancy and religious prejudice that like cataracts made them
impervious to the light and message of the Quran. Their Arab ic, more-
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over, was often deficient, their access t o and familiarity with the
Quranic sciences insufficient, and their stylistic appreciation for the
Quran's expression of divine intent, moral virtue, legal decree, and the
Afterlife usually nonexistent. Nonetheless, it was never the aim-nor
the obligation-of non-Muslims to spread the message of the Quran
and convey its guidance.
As for the Muslim translators, may God reward their efforts, most
spent their gifts of time and mind qualifying themselves in professions
removed from formal study of the Quran and its related disciplines.
Physicians, engineers, accountants, and lawyers; English teachers, journal
ists, and novelists-they did not study Arabic and the Quran, the Sunna
and the Sharicah, in Islamic institutions of higher learning or in equally
valid alternative settings with recognized masters. A few had no personal
experience in Western societies or culture, moreover. Far too many
enslaved themselves to the select service of sect and ideology, reducing a
message whose vista is that of the heavens and the earth, the temporal and
the eternal, to the worldly vindicator of some synthetic creed.
The neglect of the scholars of the Quran and the institutions they
people has already been addressed, for their conspicuous absence cannot
be excused. They bear a great responsibility for the confusion in which
the branch of commentary studies known as Quran interpretation into
living languages finds itself They have, in fact, shunned the difficult task
of qualifying themselves in other languages and methods (or, at least, of
training capable translators in the Quranic sciences) , thereby forsaking
the field to the volunteer and hobbyist, who have innovated their own
rampant methodologies.
The need to reinterpret the meanings of the Quran, accurately,
clearly, and in graceful English, is plainly stronger now than ever before.
Interest in Islam runs at an all-time high. Intersection between Christian
and Muslim cultures meshes ever deeper. And, perhaps most tellingly,
the rise of dynamic, melting-pot Muslim communities in Western
lands-no longer catalyzed by visions of empire or dreams of escape
alone-is a genuine globe-altering phenomenon. As for the world's
escalating attention to Islam and its Book-no matter its motive-it
merely makes this need more vivid and pressing.
The Interpretation that this work accompanies tries to address the
essential reasons that have given rise to this core necessity, fully cog
nizant that, in its six-volume vision and presentation, it is a new step in
English toward established tefslr commentary methodology. The first
volume, an English translation of the complete Quran in meaning, is its
first tome.
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I. THE CHALLENGES OF QURAN INTERPRETATION

"I swear by God, had they asked me to move a mountain, it could
not have been weightier than what they now requested of me. " These
are the words of the great Companion and Quran-compiler Zayd ibn
TM.bit, recalling his feeling at the moment he was asked to gather
together an authenticated copy of the Quran. They are virtually suffi
cient as an introduction to a statement that is here in order regarding the
Muslim translator in the arena of Quran interpretation. The celestial dif
ference between Zayd's person and burden and that of a mere transla
tor is obvious. Yet, anyone sincerely engaged in conveying the Quran's
revealed verses in another language cannot help but identify with the
flash of fright Zayd must have beheld when first his mind took sight of
his calling, and then slowly sense the monumental shift in gravity as it
undoubtedly descended upon his shoulders. (See " Sphere Four" of this
writing for more on the history of the Quran's compilation as a Text.)
Fifteen years in the conception and implementation of two different
works of Quran interpretation into English have taught me, first hand,
a good deal of humility. The Quran is the very word of God to all
human beings. Then where breathes the believing soul who would not
come to know fear in the demand that its meaning be conveyed clear
ly, a feeling of dread at the thought of one's personal inadequacy, who
would not bolt upright in the night at the thought of the mistakes he
must have made in seeking to understand and express the intent of the
Creator in human-set words that are not the Immortal's own?
Moreover, there stand, ever at the ready, vast numbers of critics in
the intuitive mirror of the conscientious Quran translator's mind
Muslims with analytical eyes trained upon every attempt to translate the
Book of God-rightfully eager to authenticate how one has ferried
meaning from native to foreign shore, yet avidly questing after a fresh
ness of spirit that will blow a semblance of indigenous life from the
Arabic Quran into its echo in English, and sprinkle it with something of
the sweet fragrance of the original in the accent of its omnipotence, a
work with a soul limned by scholarly insight but not encumbered by it
or oppressed by the translator's onerous ideological freight. The Muslim
audience-progressively more cognizant of the growing non-Muslim
fascination and trepidation with Islam-also looks evermore at the liter
ary and visual quality of the translation "experience" that might justify
adding yet another English interpretation of the Quran to the nearly fifty
that have appeared in the past three centuries, perhaps a fifth of these in
the last two decades. What might be this new volume's golden virtue?
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Added t o the translator's concerns i s the notion o f literary lag
Muslims and non-Muslims cling to one or two translations (not alto
gether based on sound evaluation) and grow comfortable with their
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the authority of the original Text, but familiar phrases and arrangements
that their minds are used to replaying. Acceptance of a different com
position for readers does not always come easy.
There are other reasons, not to be spelled out here, that bring spe
cific difficulties to this kind of epic effort, obstacles that, according to
the Quran itself, go with the territory of any solemn attempt to publi
cize its message anew for another potentially providential generation.
Not least of a would-be interpreter's challenges, however, are the mul
tiple skills one need hone and the range of intellectual materiel and per
sonages that must be gathered and brought selflessly to bear in the cam
paign to be clear and correct in the explication of the Book of God by
way of translation. In addition to these competencies, the Quran com
mentator-and, again, commentary (tafslr) is where translation fits in the
vista of the Quranic sciences-has to systematically cultivate two other
levels of consciousness: ( 1 ) a broad awareness of the natural world
described previously as the Quran's mirror-revelation in dynamic dis
play; and (2) a deep fathoming of, and devotion to, the human sea into
which he aims to cast the Quran's message.
These prerequisites require of the translator rigorous preparations,
not a little of which begins "involuntarily" long before one is conscious
that he or she is destined to undertake such urgent business. There needs
to be a fairly massive integration of Arabic linguistics, historicity, exe
gesis, Revealed Law, Prophetic tradition, and theological learning,
along with an analogous synthesis of learning and experience in the tar
get language, in this case, English. This substantial intellectual ground
work is the main bar that has historically precluded many untutored
Muslims from composing interpretive commentaries on something as
exacting as the Quran. This is not to be viewed as an authoritarian pro
hibition, but rather as a testimony to the widespread presence of a wise
valuation for the authentic and authoritative, and a finely tuned rever
ence for the sacred, in Muslim culture.
Increasingly, however, the precondition of scholarly expertise to
explain the Quran has been obscured in the minds of Muslims, a shad
ow of oblivion that has only lengthened in consequence of the modern
disconnect between the intersecting notions of commenta1y and transla
tion, when it comes to the Quran. This trend is directly linked to the so
called globalization of world culture, which is, for the most part, alien1216
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ation of native cultures, rapid deculturalization, and an indiscriminate
leveling that desacralizes all traditional hierarchies. In place of all of this,
a new pantheon of highly suspect, experimental assumptions is steadily
diffusing through the world, with the result that many Muslims now
reflexively register these conjectures as validating-including the ones
that say knowledge and personal intuition are equal when it comes to the
"immaterial" domain of the nonsecular, for in this latter domain of
"hard," worldly, man-made commandments and taboos, the new hier
archies are inviolable, sacrosanct, and enforced with draconian severity.
Little wonder, then, that people look with grave misgiving at sug
gestions to change, say, a constitution, whereas the call to bring about
"versions" of the Quran in modern languages has already gone forth
from various circles. This has been part of the confusion among
Muslims as to the obj ective of Quran translation. It is not, as some now
seem almost subconsciously to think, to scribe an adaptation of a sacral
Text (as has been the very real challenge of Bible translation in its "pro
duction" of particular "versions") . Nor is it to sculpt a word-by-word
likeness of the original Arabic Text. Nor is it to draw a culturally and
psychologically correct analogy between civilizations and centuries.
Many of these misconceptions can be discerned in notions of Quran
interpretation that are now widespread among Muslims. "Literal"'
translation theory proposes a basic word correspondence between the
Arabic and the English. A variation on this theory, the "literal-sensed"
concept, seeks to inject interpretations with " authentic" ideology.
"Modern-sensed" translation philosophy attempts to abstract concepts
from the Quran that favor a "rational" gloss that better aligns with con
temporary (read Western) thought, anthropologies, and values.
Yet, the Quran interpreter is supposed to be reporting the Quran's
meaning. Any emendations that he or she includes ought not to be-
and, indeed, cannot justly be-to the Quran. Rather, they can only be
to one's own translation through the copious research work of the spe
cialist-a maj or part of whose purpose is to endue the commonly
unversed reader with concepts one needs to understand the Quran, but
that one's culture has forgotten or that one has not yet perceived. So, in
addition to the interpreter's aforementioned capacities (or maybe as a
culmination of them) , one's translation stylus, before attempting Quran
interpretation, ought to have been well whetted with positively related,
substantial, and previous work of one's own. In addition, one should all
the while be sharpening his or her interpretive sense with the, I think,
important foundational literature now mushrooming in the field of
translation study and theory, which has now come of age.
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Perhaps, this obliquely explains one o f the underlying reasons why
in spite of the surfeit of new translations of the Quran in modern lan
guages-Muslims in the world express an almost insatiable demand for
next translation will more purposefully and skillfully convey the Quran's
meanings in English, for their own personal elucidation and that of their
descendants, of course, but ever more so with an eye on two emergent
realities. The first of these is that Muslims everywhere recognize the
urgent need to elevate the voice of the Quran to its worthy place in the
accelerating dialogue between civilizations, where truth and understand
ing are now openly at stake for the world. Secondarily, Muslims have a
distinctive desire (and in this, I believe, they are not alone) to fortify the
anemic profile of the Heavenly faiths. For, instinctively, Muslims recog
nize the direness of the need for their essentially congruous and tolerant
word of divine guidance to be amplified in the human community with
respect to the ominous issues of the age-none of which, it should be
duly observed, can be considered "national" or "domestic" problems any
longer. They are global, created by humanity, the concern of every man
and woman, the planetary consequence on land and sea of the sins (in
religious terms) that have gone forth from human lips and fingertips, a
threat to the earth and all that flies through its air, moves upon its face,
swims in its waters, or burrows beneath its soil.
These crises constitute dramatic divine reminders of humanity's col
lective liability for its actions on earth (though the All-Merciful pardons
much) . More importantly, they disguise opportunities to repent and
reflect, and to thereby set right humankind's affairs with God, one
another, and its environment before the Last Day of our lives, when no
alteration or egress back into the world will be possible. These predica
ments, which we human beings all generate, and wherefore we find our
selves steeped in them, suggest questions that, the Quran tells us, we can
not be afraid to pose to one another. Nor may we despair of together
finding their answer within the waymarks of divine guidance: What is
the place of religion in society? What are the categorical imperatives
across humankind? How can law be impartially globalized while retain
ing cultural-linguistic prerogatives and continuity? How is education to
be defined as a purpose and a content-base, and made into an egalitarian
right, rather than a tool of cultural and political coercion; and what is the
burden of the educational enterprise, the obligation and station of the
educator in our societies? What is the proper function of the worldly
philosophies within the decidedly moral spheres of wealth and property,
health and cure, and the exploitation of earth's resources and care for its
1218
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ecology? What principles are to be held as controlling with regard to par
ent-child, female-male, elder-youth, and human relations in general, and
in the interaction between the human creature and the rest of creation,
animal, plant, and mineral? And what ethical doctrines does it behoove
humanity to establish and enforce in managing disparities between rich
and poor, meek and powerful, and, especially, in uprooting the deeply
evil assumptions of intrinsic racial, communal, and gender inequalities
that have so irrationally but tenaciously tainted modem thought?
Such questions, or, more properly, their answers, begin to shed light
on the reasons why Muslims so ardently desire the Quran to be effec
tively translated, so that it can more readily enter, indeed, redress, the
arena of the new global discourse. As God's last and culminating tiding
and admonition to all of humanity, the Quran must unequivocally reach
the understanding of the English-speaking in a fashion on par with
(a) the calcifying, manrnade ideological theses of our era (with which we
currently remain deluged) and (b) the translations of preceding
Heavenly Books. We listen in on Moses' ;£l1 reception of the Ten
Commandments in captivating modem English and heed the account of
the Old Testament in the same tongue. The similarly translated New
Testament reports its narrative of the mission of Jesus ;£l1 and the
Disciples in a style at times approaching the poignantly beautiful.
Obviously, neither Moses ;£l1 nor Jesus ;£l1 ever pronounced a word in
an utterance to be named English, given the simple historical reality that
they preceded its very existence by millennia. Nor were the truly mas
sive efforts to represent these texts in this idiom brought about by, say,
Muslims or Magians. Rather, it was and continues to be the aspiration
of believing Christians and Jews to illuminate their contemporaries with
a seminal word that has produced their respective rescensions. Nor is it
appropriate for a Muslim to cast aspersions upon the attempts of rabbis
and priests, monks and ministers to plumb the depths of their sacred
texts in order to disseminate their criteria and diffuse the light they find
within them, when the Quran itself speaks of God's exhortation of them
to respond to the decrees of His revelation:
�Indeed, It is We, Ourself, who sent down the Torah. In it there is
guidance and light. With it the prophets, who submitted themselves
c to God " , made judgments for Jewry, as did the rabbis and the scribes;
for they had been entrusted to preserve the Book of God-and to
this c trust " they were cmindful " witnesses.1 (Surat Al-Ma'idah, 5 : 44)
�And cafter the prophets of Israef, We sent following upon their
traces Jesus, son of Mary, as a confirmation of " the truth " that had
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preceded him cin the law " of the Torah. Moreover, We gave him the
Evangel-in which there is guidance and light-as a confirmation of
cthe truth, that had preceded him cin the law, of the Torah, along
with cfurther, guidance and cinspired " admonition for the God-fear
ing. , (Surat Al-MS 'idah, 5 : 46)
Thus, for the Muslim, there are three reasons why every people have
the right to access the meaning of God's last, universal revelation in this
the post-prophetic age, the latter scenes of human history: ( 1 ) The
Quran contains the comprehensive criteria by which human beings are
to live on earth until the end of time; (2) it articulates the bases upon
which they shall be judged in the Hereafter; and (3) it informs them of
the eternal consequences of their worldly beliefS and actions and links
this to the existence of the everlasting abodes of a true Paradise and a real
Hell. Whoever is raised a Muslim or becomes one is accountable for
providing the rest of the world with a clear sense of the explicit message
of the Quran. Nor is this a one-time or place-bound liability for the
Muslim community. It devolves anew upon every generation, in every
location. Muslims, therefore, cannot fail to express the vital meanings of
the Quran in English at the same level of original understanding, clari
ty, and literary quality as their counterparts in faith have their central
texts-and based upon a similar impulse-yet being ever safeguarding of
the rigorously authenticated meaning of its uniquely preserved Text.
II. TAFsfR-COMMENTARY: THE OLD NEW VISTA
OF QURAN INTERPRETATION

Perhaps one thing is clearer today regarding the Quran than it has
been since English efforts to translate it began three centuries ago: The
education of anyone who is ignorant of its message is not only dubious
but renders that person's opinion obsolete, even dangerous, for the
Quran is undoubtedly one of the great wellsprings of influence in the
world and without understanding its message-not as it has been, and
c ontinues to be, largely systematically misrepresented-in at least a clear
interpretation of its own authentic Heavenly voice, one cannot advance
the crucial goal of confluence within the human fellowship . The com
mon knowledge that this statement proposes, however, will not be easy
if the Quran is not distinctly conveyed and reliably explained. Yet this
cannot be done if its transmitters continue to restrict themselves to
regurgitating old translations or mouthing sense-based idea or cultural
interpretations in more or less the same old flat forms.
It should be obvious now that the route that centuries of enlightened
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Quran commentary took in imparting and elucidating the Book's
meanings was all along the only one that could be taken seriously, irre
spective of languages and culture. Indeed, if one looks at linguistic set
tings other than that of Arabic in which Islam established itself by win
ning hearts and minds, not wars as popularly mythologized-the
Persian, Turkic, Urdu, and Malay environments, for example--contex
tually bereft translation never sufficed. Let us put aside for the moment
the obvious, that the Arabic of the Quran must be systemically taught
and commonly learned at a certain level of awareness. Original, native,
language-specific commentaries are all that can or will suffice the deep
rooted mortal thirst to drink in the nectar of divine truth, to know and
grow into the Textbook of Heaven's guidance in terms that contextu
alize the Quranic experience in authentic conceptions that bear it accu
rately, transport its message clearly, and transfer the import of its mean
ing with impact. For it is only in this way that one's personal and com
munal encounter with the Quran can come to resonate in one's own
circumstance with something of the Prophetic event of the Quran itself
in the first instance.
The challenge that Muslims in the English-language milieu have
correctly perceived but largely ineffectively addressed is that the Quran
is more than capable of standing for and inculcating the vanishing noble
virtues of moderation, civility, modesty, selflessness, charity, forbear
ance, and courage in new generations-provided it is given proper
unmuted and uncensored voice. For the Quranic message is its own
medium. Its appropriate mode, however, inheres not in the almost
obsessive and resource wasteful act of translation and retranslation that
seeks, again and again, to present the Quran in word-for-word or sense
for-sense approximations that cannot but appear as neurotically repeti
tive exercises in enigma and disconnection. Nor is there much hope in
the newly fashionable trend to transplant popular commentaries from
foreign soils as a harvest for the sons of different decades and their sep
arate toils. Rather, the methodology that has proven most effective and
resilient is that of the native interpretation that is conceived as an organ
ic part of the scholarly tradition of Quran commentary. For the genre's
genius is truly its ability to systematically provide peoples of a specific
time, place, and experience with the intellectual, spiritual, and imagina
tive connections they need to recreate something of the spontaneous
advent of the Quran in their own hearts, lives, and communities.
The remarkable discipline of Quran commentary stands alone in
performing this feat because its purpose is to fashion the correct progres
sion of mental bridges that link a particular reader, generation, and peo-
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ple to a multifaceted understanding of the Book it amplifies. This 1s
done, if done properly, by connecting a verse and its language, a verse
and its meanings, a verse and its style, verses as they cohere and relate to
one another, verses

and their surahs, su:rahs

one to another, and all wiiJ1

the Quran itself as a singularly coherent statement miraculously unfold
ing in parallel Texts of untold dimensions of time, culture, situation, and
emotion: Heavenly Book! Worldly declaration! Arabic oration! Time's
Last Reminder! Remembrance of all things! Divinely preserved chron
icle of the prophetic history and spirituality of the life, mission, and psy
chology of its unlettered Messenger, Muhammad
and his
Companions, in juxtaposition with the narrative of the inveterate allies
of unbelief! Such is the Quran.
Conunentary succeeds in presenting the Quran because its message,
in fact, originally came--not as a cryptic Book of atomized statements
but as a chain reaction, a big-bang genesis, that creates the human being
and his gardenous endeavor in the world anew. It is the unfolding of
believing man's universal paradigm until the end of time. It is the divine
perfection of history's perpetual record, the encounter between
Heavenly revelation, prophethood, and humility, on one hand, and
earthy empiricism, egotism, and arrogance, on the other. It is that far
off thunder-peal in the night that starts the human soul to consciousness
of an unseen realm and its absolute primacy over the relative province
of the sensible. It is the proximal cause that compels one to the decisive
inner struggle of establishing its numinous light in one's life. It is the
luminous rune of revelation that reenchants and resacralizes for man a
natural world that his numbed soul has heretofore held dispirited and
profaned. It is a glad tiding and solemn admonition to him of destiny's
two highways of ascent and descent that intersect only momentarily in
the herebelow, if we but knew, and diverge forever in the Hereafter at
the Throne of creation's singular, incomparable Maker, the true and
only God, the Sole Judge of woman and man, all else's lone Creator.
At concentric levels, then, Quran commentary seeks to segregate and
articulate the multitudinous message of the Quran as it, in fact, strikes
the human being-rather, thrusts him all through-immediately, inex
pressibly, and simultaneously. This is the steep road that this proposed
series, The Quran: A Contextual Commentary, has taken as opposed to
common translation, and which is reflected in this edition: The Gracious
Quran: A IVIodern-Phrased Interpretation in English. A summary of its
approach and features follows.
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PART TWO

T h e Meth o d of T his Interpretation and Commentary
" Quran Commentary was the first of islam's spheres of leaming to emerge .
Indeed, exploration of its issues was already underway in the time of the
Prophet

as the Comp anions sought answers to various questions about the

Quran 's verses . . . . " Thereafter, investigation into matters of Quran c ommen
tary greatly intensified as multitudes whose native tongue was not Arabic
accepted Islam. Now it had b e c ome

a

necessity to

elucidate the Quran' s mean

ings for them; hence, its practice grew widespread among the [second genera
tion, that is, the] Successors to the Companions . . . . "' For Quran c ommentary is
surely the most venerable of the Islamic sciences. In p oint of fact, it is of the
upp ermost [echelon] of knowledge [altogether] . "

-Ibn 'AshUr (d. 1 973) , Tafslr Al- Tabrfr wa Al- Tanwfr (1 : 1 4)

EVERY PROJECT PROPERLY done has an underlying methodolo
gy. The Five Spheres that precede this section introduce the Quran, but
also caption the philosophy and intellectual context from which this
work proceeds. Creative productions also have histories, however, a
sort of rationalization of the emotional experience that brought their
creators to and through their particular labors. My own twenty-five
year American odyssey as an Islamic scholar and citizen is, by every
measure, crucial to the formation of this work. Relevant fare, to be sure,
and of invaluable historical worth in its own right, yet I believe its gloss
would constitute an unnecessary distraction here, out of sync with the
germane descriptions that remain before us, regarding the attributes that
distinguish this interpretation.
This much I will say: Nothing shall suffice the now-critical need of
English-speaking peoples to understand the Quran and Islam-be they
in North America, Europe, Australia, or elsewhere-but this: the for
mation of homegrown, comprehensive Quran-based curricula and the
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publication of original exegetical texts on the Quran-not away from,
but in the very stream of, the great learning mechanisms and scholarly
commentaries of islamic civilization. This must be borne out of the self
same "necessity to elucidate" the meaning of the Quran that the quote
at the opening of this essay speaks to; namely, that sense of urgency for
the " exploration of [the Quran's] issues" in search of "answers to vari
ous questions about the Quran's verses" for the express purpose of liv
ing by these answers. That means those \vho yearn to make a meaning
ful contribution to this "uppermost [echelon] ofknowledge" must con
ceive of their work, from the inception, as offering solutions to real
concerns and tribulations that go beyond the Muslim community and
purely academic pursuit. In other words, we must become engaged in
the premier collective responsibility of the followers of the last Prophet
/g.: upholding the Quran in our day-to-day lives and conveying its
message to those with whom we share a bond of humanity and a
responsibility for the welfare and direction of society and this strained
planet. This necessarily requires a systematic awareness of what has been
done, and the creative conception of what one can do, to advance the
obj ective of total public access to, and discussion of, the Quran-if,
indeed, Muslims hold the Quran to be the "prescriptive" Book of God
for every man, woman, and society for all time.
this introduction states that the education and back
ground of the Quran interpreter and the goals and preparations set forth
for his or her production not only matter but are first-order considera
tions in determining whether such a work should be undertaken and
received as worthy of study. Having done such an interpretation implies
that one feels qualified to put it forth, and God alone is worthy of praise.
The background of the interpreter as it relates to this effort follows.
IN SEVERAL PLACES

I.
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He received his Arabic
and Islamic training at Al-Azhar University. For those who are unac
quainted with this institution, it is the oldest continuous-running
university in the world, founded in 359 H . I 970 C.E. by the
Fatimid rulers of Egypt and reorganized by the famed Salal.mddin Al
Ayyubi (Saladin, as it has been Anglicized) in 567 H. I 1 1 7 1 C.E.
into the premier citadel of Islamic religious higher education, which
it has remained since.
He first studied Arabic language and the Sharicah, or, very broad
ly, Islamic Law, and then learned I:ladith, the teachings and tradiTB� CREDENTIALS OF THE COMMENTATOR:

The Method of This Interpretation and Commentary

tions of the Prophet Muhammad �. in which he has written two
specialized works, in Arabic. His Ph.D. in Islamic Philosophy is from
the University of Chicago, for which he translated the first half of
the great Muslim legist, philosopher, and mystic Abu I:larnid Al
Ghazili' s seminal work on the principles of lslarnic Law (u.)ul al-:fiqh)
Al-Mustasja min cilm al- U.)ul, The Quintessence of the Science of the
Principles of Islamic Law (he has recently begun drafting the second

part for publication) .
For twenty-five years, up until 1 999, he lived exclusively in
America, where he functioned as an Islamic scholar, participating in
what has shown itself to be the most vital period of its establishment
and growth, both religiously and socially. The titles of other books
he has written, including six that directly relate to the one in hand,
can be perused after the title page of this book. He is currently
Professor of lslarnic Studies in Translation at Al-Azhar University, as
well as at Al-Azhar's College of Sharicah and Law, and is the first of
its rank to have interpreted the Quran into English after having lived
and completed higher studies in America. Any worthiness in this fact
is to be accorded, in part, to both these institutions, Al-Azhar and
the University of Chicago. He publishes this work in the same year
of life in which the Prophet � completed his call and passed to the
mercy of God, and he hopes to witness its completion in its five
companion volumes in the corning years.
Shortly after the 1 989 publica
tion of an article on Surat Yusuf (12) called The Fairest of Stories (sub
sequently redone in a somewhat more substantial book) , he under
took a comprehensive survey of every English translation of the
Quran from the 1 700s on. The purpose was to become intimate
with the various approaches to Quran interpretation, as they had
actually appeared in print, and to study the salient differences in each
generation of translators, to the degree that such patterns existed.
The translators themselves were also studied in terms of their reli
gious, ideological, and national affiliations, along with their intellec
tual training, as they themselves expressed such things in their own
writings and as such had been reported in the works of others.

II. SURVEY OF ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS:

After the in-depth review of existing
translations, a four-fold ethic to guide the interpretation process was
laid down as follows: (1) fidelity to the meaning of the Quran as it is
articulated in its revealed Arabic Text; (2) accuracy in its interpreta-

III. PRINCIPLES OF TRANSLATION:
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tion into English; (3) clarity and literary quality in its English expres
sion; and (4) freedom from ideological bias, sectarian interpretation,
or personal predilection in the representation of its meanings.
The Quran's approximately one
thousand seven hundred thirty-four (1 ,734) primary root words
(from which virtually its entire lexicon derives (excepting particles,
prepositions, and the like)) were separately catalogued with an
extensive set of specialized Arabic and English language references
attached to each one, some twenty-five linear feet of research as it
stores in file drawers.

IV. SURVEY OF QURAN VOCABULARY:

v.
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By a similar process, the Quran's
one hundred fourteen (1 1 4) surahs were surveyed. Each surah was
then compiled into its own compendium with (a) its existing trans
lations into English; (b) its commentary from the major Arabic
exegetical literature, selected according to their specialized topical
focus, including the teachings of the Prophet � (hadlth) , the rules
of applied Islamic Law (ahkdm al-fiqh) , prophetic biography (slrah) ,
and occasions of revelation (asbdb al-nuzuO , as well as various aspects
of Arabic language. Generally speaking, no less than a dozen com
mentaries were bound into each surah file (though the range of com
mentaries and references ultimately needed proved quite extensive
(if Bibliography)) . These included Jami' Al-Baydn 'an Ta 'wll Al
Qur'dn, Al-Tabari (d. 3 1 0 H. I 922 C.E.) ; Ma'dnl Al- Qur'dn wa
frdbuhu, Al-Zajj aj (d. 3 1 1 H. I 923 C.E.) ; Mefraddt Alfd? Al- Qur'dn,
Raghib Al-I�fahani, (d. 425 H. I 1 033 C .E.) ; Al-Kashshdj, Al
Zamakhshari (d. 538 H . I 1 1 43 C.E) ; Zdd Al-Mas£r fi 'flm Al- Tafs£r,
Ibn Al-Jawzi (d. 597 H . I 1 200 C .E .) ; Al- Tafslr Al-Kabir, Fakhr Al
Din Al-Razi (d. 606 H . I 1 209 C .E .) ; Al:fdmi' li Ahkdm Al- Qur'dn,
Al-Qurtubi (d. 67 1 H. I 1272 C .E.); Al-Bahr Al-Muhlt, Abu I;Iayyan
(d. 745 H. I 1 344 C.E .) ; Tajsfr Al- Qur'dn Al-'A?tm, Ibn Kathlr (d.
774 H. I 1 373 C.E.) Tafslr Al:faldlayn, Jalal Al-Din Mal:;ialli (d. 864
H . I 1 459 C.E.) and JalaI Al-Din Al-Suyuti (d. 9 1 1 H. I 1 505 C.E.);
Tafslr Irshdd Al-'Aql Al-SaUm ild Mazdyd Al- Qur'dn Al-Karim, AbU
Al-Sa'ud (d. 982 H. I 1 574 C.E.) ; Fath Al- Qadir, Al-Shawkini (d.
1 250 H. I 1 834 C .E.) ; Ruh Al-Ma'dnlfi Tafslr Al- Qur'dn Al-'A;-£m
wa Al-Sab' Al-Mathdn£, Al-Alusi (d. 1 270 H. I 1 853 C.E.) ; Tafs£r Al
Tahrlr wa Al- Tanwfr, Ibn 'Ashur (d. 1 393 H. I 1 973 C .E.) ; Al
Muntakhab fi Tafslr Al- Qur'dn Al-Karim, sponsored by Egypt's
SURVEY OF SURAH LITERATURE:
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Supreme Council of lslamic Affairs (1 993) ; and Al- Tafs!r Al-Muyassar
( 1 4 1 8 H.) , published by the King Fahd Holy Qur'an Printing
Complex of Madinah; (c) articles from the maj or works, classical and
contemporary, on the science of Quranic studies ('ulam al- Qur'fin)
also incorporated; and ( d) related articles from various other sources
included, as well. More than one hundred twenty (1 20) volumes of
primary research literature on the surahs were gathered in this way.
VI .

SOURCE TEXT OF THE QURAN: The interpretation of the Quranic
Text has depended upon the impeccable Mu$haj Al-Madfnah Al
Munawwarah edition of the renowned Mujamma' Al-Malik Fahd
printing complex of Madinah, in accordance with the transmission
of the Quran by the esteemed recitation experts universally known
by the single names I::I afs and, before him, 'A�im, as conveyed by the
third Caliph of Islam, the illustrious Companion, 'Uthman ibn
'Affin. This is the authenticated, undisputed, nonnative recitation of
the Quran as the Prophet � read it publicly, had it transcribed, and
taught it personally to thousands of his followers.

Baseline and Revised Texts of the Interpretation
THE FIRST TRANSLATION

of the Quran undertaken by this translator was

The Quran: Interpretation in Context, completed in May 1 999. It adhered

exceptionally closely to the Quranic Text, in word-choice and syntax,
but saw only limited publication. It achieved, it could be said, a high and
worthy standard relative to existing English renderings. Yet, still, it
seemed, by the criteria that the translator had steadily evolved, not to
address the actual and fast-broadening need of the English universe of
readers. The present interpretation, begun ip earnest in 2000, reached
completion in eighteen months. Thereafter, it underwent comp�ete revi
sions for meaning, language, and style twice, over the next two years.
This was followed by two critical reviews-periods wherein various spe
cialists in Islamic studies, divinity scholars, and the Arabic and English
languages contributed comprehensive independent appraisals. A limited
number of review editions were then sent to a cross-section of two types
of readers: those whose mother tongue is English, for verse-by-verse
comment on clarity of language and meaning, native quality, and gener
al readability (wherein actual readability was measured) ; and Arabic
speakers with English proficiency, who had both (a) memorized the
entire Quran and (b) received degrees in Islamic studies. This group read
the English text against the Quran itself and offered extensive comment.
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VERSE NUMBERING: Surahs and verses appear and are numbered in
accordance with their order and numbering in the authoritative
Quranic Text mentioned above. For maximal accessibility, each
verse of every <;1_1 tcth in_ the interpretation lists its SLlr<l_h number first,
followed by a colon, followed by its verse number. Thus, the first
verse of Surah One appears with the numbers 1 : 1 before it; the fifth
verse of Surah Two is numbered 2:5; and the hundredth verse of
Surah Twenty-Six as 26: 1 00. In the forthcoming companion vol
ume, Annotations to the Gracious Qura n : A !vlodern-Phrased
Interpretation in English, this numbering scheme is preserved for easy
consultation between the interpreted verse of a surah and its note.

The words and constructions that this
interpretation uses to render the meanings of the Quran into English
can be generally described as end-secondary to early university level
literacy. A deliberate effort has nonetheless been made to achieve a
style of consistent literary elegance, neither slipping into bombast
and affectation, nor tripping into colloquial expression or the c on
ventional idioms that mar many contemporary translations, and
which, in reality, take one much further from the "sense" of the
Quran's presentation than does the archaic lexis that inhabits the
Jacobean-reminiscent language of earlier efforts.
The language challenge for Quran interpretation is nearly as visu
al as it is aural. Thus, the interpreted verse has been segmented into
connotative and conceptual phrases that occupy text lines to them
selves. This has been much considered and constitutes an important
feature of the translated text of this edition. It is designed overall to
make the reading experience more enj oyable, which is to say maxi
mally meaningful, by giving one a chance to reflect on the richness
of the read, for the Quran is opulent with imagery and deep with
implication that is, at once, immediate and far-reaching, overpower
ingly accessible and breathtakingly fathomless, its verses, as it were,
diversely layered with distinct but concomitantly correct denotations
cast together by the selfsame expressions and words. Some of these
senses, particularly the latter, are inevitably diluted or lost in transla
tion. It is hoped that accompanying notations (along with a forth
coming volume of more extensive notes) will help restore at least
some of that information, if not the experience, to English readers .
The classical Arabic of the Quran contains no punctuation marks .
The language, rather, organizes itself into clauses and phrases
through word order and particle usage. This increases the impression

II. INTERPRETIVE ENGLISH TEXT:
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of continuousness in its reading and can make for extended sentences
and variant word- and phrase-groupings that yield important varia
tion in meaning. This renders the Text of the Quran exceedingly
dynamic, as much more meaning can be-and is-stored in nonlin
ear information sequences. This interpretation mostly introduces
these passages in parts that add up to a complete sense of the entire
Arabic sentence, using modern standard English punctuation as
needed to make its meaning clear. To give one example, however,
we may take the second verse of the second surah, Al-Baqarah, or
the surah wherein is mentioned the story of the Cow of sacrifice,
whereby God tested the Children ofisrael. It is translated in this text:
�This is the Book c of God·. There is no doubt therein. It is guidance
for the God-fearing., Owing to the absence of punctuation and the
continuous nature of the Arabic Text, it also could mean, and be
interpreted, �This is the Book c of God - , wherein there is no doubt.
It is guidance for the God-fearing,; or �This is the Book c of God - ,
no doubt is there regarding this. It is guidance for the God-fearing,;
or �This is the Book of God - . There can be no doubt about . the fact
that- it is guidance for the God-fearing., Moreover, each of these
meanings is true. It is this kind of sense, among others, that disap
pears in interpretation, wherein one is compelled to specify a mean
ing for a Text.
Native Arabic expressions have been translated into English
idioms that are understandable but not too far afield from their orig
inal phrasing. Multiple meanings for such expressions are explained
outside the translated text when necessary, but where the sustained
use of pronouns, of which Arabic is more capable, might confuse,
the referent nouns are inserted into the translated text, in brackets,
to avoid ambiguity. This policy has been employed with circum
spection, however. In borderline cases, these referents have been rel
egated to accompanying notations. In not a few places, renderings
that are more literal have been reproduced there, as well, for those
who might want to taste a more Arabic-styled syntax in the English.
This interpretation also makes extensive use of, and considers as
important and meaningful to the English reading, the many Arabic
articles of emphasis that appear in the Quran, such as, 'inna ' (indeed) ,
'anna ' (assuredly) , the letter 'lam ' of emphasis (most surely) , and
'laqad' (very truly) . The English renderings of these are, for the most
part, consistent, without being relentlessly mechanical. Moreover,
they have proved not only appropriate but, it would seem, desirable
in imparting to the English a certain register that marks the tone of
c
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a Sacred Text while not encumbering it with archaic usages such as
'lo , ' 'verily, ' 'alas,' and so on, which to contemporary sensibilities
may actually tend to subtract this -sense from a text.

There has been no analogous chall enge w-hen it corI1es to n1ost

proper name usages (for person, place, animal, plant, etc.) , English
equivalents being readily used. In certain instances, and in keeping
with what seems an inevitable and positive trend in transliteration of
world languages into English, corrective or nativized spellings for
names, such as Makkah (instead of the common Mecca, for instance)
have been favored. Person names, such as Muhammad � have not
'
been diacriticized with the points, accent marks, or macrons that dis
tinguish certain Arabic letters for pronunciation purposes. This is
often, in die translator's view-especially with given names-unnec
essarily intrusive and alienating.
Similarly, technical. terms, like measurements and distances, for
instance, have been converted into popularly understood quantifiers
and then explained, if necessary, with notes, unless the usage is
generic and the measure understood, as in the verse �And there are
among them the likes of one " who, if you were to entrust him with
even a single " ' dinar, ' he would not restore it to you, unless you
were to remain standing over him9' (Surat Al cimran, 3:75) .
I n addition, the English interpreted text has been rendered as
much for oral, public reading as for private, silent study. This has had
the further virtue of verifying the inte rpretation's meaning as it is
likely to be received and has certainly tended to ease the reading
experience overall and enhance the text's clarity. This interpretation
is, in fact, intended to appear in oral mediums as well as written.
c

c

The Quran's message is
universal, for every people of every generation, be they women or
men-and in this latter regard, the Quran is explicit.41 Arabic, like
most other languages, defaults to the masculine, particularly in its
plural address. This convention is not exclusionary. The interpreta
tion is neutral in this regard, provided this does not confli ct with
original Arabic connotation, the conceptual intent of the Quran, or
good English style.

III . INTERPRETIVE ENGLISH TEXT AND GENDER:

The
Quran has been revealed to liberate human beings from superstition
and false assumptions about God. For this reason, it offers no com
promise with idol worship or its adherents. To the scriptural faiths,

IV. INTERPRETIVE ENGLISH TEXT AND THE SCRIPTURAL RELIGIONS:
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however, it accords a formal standard of recognition and preserva
tion. First, the Quran mandates belief in every Heavenly revelation
that preceded it as a precondition of faith in it. One cannot profess
acceptance of the Quran and rej ect the Scriptures of old. From this
category, the Quran specifically mentions the Torah of Moses �1,
the Psalms of David �1 , and the Evangel of Jesus �1 . To others it
eludes generally, but the principle it establishes firmly. Thus, the
Quran accords the communities that formed around these revealed
Books, explicitly the Jews and the Christians, special status, formally
naming them ahl al-kitab, the People of the Scripture, deliberately
distinguishing them from idol worshippers, and, thereby, exempting
them from such denunciations as it pronounces upon the practition
ers of paganism. Yet, God Himself, in all these revelations, reserves
the right to address all peoples as He so wills. He guides them as He
so pleases, and He forewarns and admonishes them as He so pleases.
He is explicit as to what brings about His hallowed blessing and what
earns His divine wrath. Neither Muslims, nor Jews, nor Christians
nor any community that has ever received his prophets and mes
sages-are excepted from His Judgment. The Bible, for instance, is
replete with passages that illustrate this as Heaven's prerogative. The
Quran follows this divine rule. For example, God praises the gener
ations and communities of Jews who preserved their faith against
persecution and skepticism.
�Now, very truly, We have ·previously' given Moses the ·Torah
as a Heavenly , Book, ·even as We have given you the Quran '. So
do not be in doubt, · 0 Prophet, , about meeting rhe like of what
faced " him. Yet, indeed, We made it a ·source o( guidance for the
Children of Israel. And ·thereby , We made from them exempla
ry leaders, guiding ·their people, by Our command-when they
had endured patiently, and ·when " they had certainty ·in the truth ,
of Our ·revealed " verses. Indeed, God will judge between them
on the Day of Resurrection about that wherein they have
been disputing.? (Surat Al-Sajdah, 32:23-25)
The Quran states, moreover, that God bestowed favor upon the
Children of Israel in a measure unequaled by any other people in
their era, not arbitrarily, but as a result of their compliance with His
commandments and His mercy. �O Children of Israel! Recall ·in
your hearts , My blessings with which I have blessed you, and that I
had, indeed, showed preference to you above the peoples of ·the
time in all " the world? (Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:47) . Yet as to those who
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violated God's commandments and willfully and obstinately trans
gressed His ordained limits, it is the likes of these, the Quran states,
that God chastised with His severe retribution, in this life, withhold
ing for them an even more severe torment in the Hereafter. This, in
fact, is the way of divine Judgment, confirmed in many places in the
Old Testament, as well.
The Quran also lauds those Christians who enshrine and practice
the ethics of abstinence and devotion, sincere love of divine truth,
and humility before God.
you shall
find that the nearest ·of faithcommunities in
to those who believe
this
are those who say: We are,
Christians. That is
because there are among them
and monks-and
do
And when
hear what has been sent down
not grow
to the
you see their eyes
because of the
which
We have believed. So inscribe us among those who bear witness
·to the truth · .
should we not believe in God and the truth
that has come to us, and
for our Lord to admit us ·to
Paradise· with the
So God has rewarded them
for what
have said-Gardens beneath which rivers
wherein
shall abide forever and ever. Such is the reward of
(Surat Al-Ma'idah, 5 :82-85)
those who excel in
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The Quran, therefore, disapproves of the offenses of Jews,
Christians, and l'v1uslims-singling out in particular the hypocrites, a
group from the Muslim community-for their unrepentant defiance
of their Creator's commandments and their sustained willful viola
tion of His covenants with them. It further instructs humankind, all
together, to abandon idol worship and every custom that is unfound
ed in the practice of faith, cautioning that religion, in its beliefs about
God and in its ritual expression, is not a dimension of life in which
the human being may exercise its inventive faculty; for the implica
tions of this are far-reaching and its consequences ultimate. Thus the
Quran directs the recipients of God's revelations to bring their
rational gift to bear especially in the scrutiny of religion, in order to
distinguish the baseless belief invented by man from the revealed
tenet of God, and so as to identify and cure the qualities of idolatry
that may creep into their worship and the symptoms of hypocrisy
that may suffuse into their hearts.
While the Quran is by comparison no tably clear and moderate in
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the relatively few obligations and prohibitions it places upon people,
it nonetheless contains a number of decisive Texts that delineate true
faith, and in this it brooks no tilt or compromise with anyone for any
consideration, be it racial, denominational, temporal, or social
(though it exempts from these categorical injunctions those who are
coerced into capitulation, provided willful unbelief or defiance does
not enter their hearts) .
v.

IN-TEXT NOTATION: This interpretation is characterized by the words
and phrases it intersperses to clarify, often in essential ways, the more
strictly translated text. These insertions have been carefully applied in
order to give the English reader what a Quran-literate Arab would
gather intuitively from the language and from his or her study of
established Quran scholarship. These notations, numbering more
than seventeen thousand (17 ,000) , fl o w seamlessly, for the most part,
within the interpreted text, and are clearly marked off in hopefully
unobtrusive half-brackets, designed especially for this work. Their
use has been tightly governed by the following considerations:

1 . Harmony exists between the universal obj ectives of the Quranic
message and the locus of meaning contained in its words, sen
tences, and verses from beginning to end.
2. The nonnative reader of the Quranic message has the right to
expect that its meaning be communicated to him or her with
unstinting accuracy and reliability and without sacrificing the
fullest sense and truest impact that such a reading experience can
provide. Indeed, it is the translator's conviction that accuracy
regarding the meaning of the Quran's passages cannot be
achieved in translation without a qualified, native interpreter to
supply as full a sense of the original as possible, scrupulously
avoiding the snare of ideological bias.
3 . The Quran is its own most authoritative commentary and is a
mutually defining and reciprocally explanatory document.
Therefore, virtually all the half-bracketed notations come from
the Quran itself, from verses that specify what other verses leave
implicit. This has been done for two reasons:
a. To guard against obvious miscommunication of the Quran's
message.
b. To ensure clarity. In-text augmentation has, therefore, kept to
the firmly established rhetorical principles of classical Arabic.
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4. English has its own dictates of grammar and rhetoric to be
upheld. If it is something essential to the nature of the language,
as with the verb 'to be' (which the Arabic nominal sentence does
not need) , no bracketed insertions are used. If it is a matter of
supplying on occasion something that is deliberately left out of
the Quranic Text, but which seems substantial to the English (as
in the case of the omitted answer to the subtle rhetorical ques
tion, or the absented-but strongly implied-fulfillment of a
hypothetical clause) , such is provided.
5. The Quran is a divine Text and as such addresses humanity in a
way that tends, by its nature, to transcend popular convention.
Therefore, connections fundamental to the reader's perspective
are bracketed in the English to give one proper orientation. This
impinges especially in two cases:
a. The Quran's declaration to all humanity is directed first to and
through its prophet-recipient, Muhammad
whose speech
and life-n1odel it designed to raise, in exen1plification of its
revealed wisdom, to the plane of the universal human being.
b. Arabic's pronominal and nominal precision with regard to
number and gender are often melded in English. Thus the
titles of "Prophet" or "Messenger" for Muhammad
and
less frequently his name, are often specified in brackets in the
interpretation (without the subsequent prayer symbolized in
' as this is out of form for the divine
the Arabic icon
address) . In addition, the feminine or masculine nature of a
word, or its singular, dual, or plural form (especially with
regard to pronouns) is clarified directly in the text, as they are
integral to the Arabic.
There is good reason for such in-text notation to a Quran inter
pretation, as opposed to the idea of an unachievable literal translation
or the attempt to merely gloss the Book's meaning with a modern
ized "sense" of the original that devalues the language experience.
The Quran is a clear Arabic revelation of unmistakable rnessage,
without doubt. Yet, the Arabic of the Quran-while exclusive in
the sense that God has spoken it (being thus distinguished from all
other speech)-has never been intended to be exclusionary. Rather,
its revealed Arabic constitutes a human means of storing and preserv
ing its divine linguistic value through the othenvise natural and
inescapable degradations of time, human awareness, and language.
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Annotation to the Quran, however, is not all of one piece. Its
purpose of clarifying or enhancing meaning varies widely in terms of
approach, application, and aspect-from the conceptual, to the
creedal, to the existential, to the eschatological, to the linguistic, to
the legal, to the inspirational, and so forth, for the verses of the
Quran do, indeed, contain all of this and more simultaneously,
wherefore literal translation is implausible and all but rudimentarily
ineffective, if not an outright illusion.
Yet, so too is this quality of embedded signification and implica
tion part of the cause of the science of Quran commentary as it has
formed itself, that is, around the nature of the Quran's complex (not
simplex) of explication. Now, footnoting every detail in a translation
cannot help but be a detractive and inadequate visual and intellectu
al-emotional melange upon the static page, if it is to reach a level of
sufficiency; and endnoting is useful only for contextual information
that exists at a certain remove from essential or immediate under
standing, which is not to say that this cannot be constructive or even
powerfully instructive. What is indispensable to Quran commentary
in the first order, however-and especially commentary in the forn1
of translation-is the completion of the Quran's message through
specification and contextualization, in the way the Book itself, as a
whole, completes the meaning and sense of its individual verses and
surahs by others that are not necessarily sequentially or textually
linked to them, and by associating them with several frames of
human experience. That is to say, the Quran, though graduation
characterized its descent into the world, was sent down consummate,
integral, and inclusive from its first celebrated command4Read,
c 0 Prophet, " in the name of your Lord who has created!� (Surat
Iqra', 96: 1)-to its last revealed reminder: 4Thus fear a Day
cHereafter " in which you shall be returned to God. Then each soul
shall be rendered in full what it has earned-and never shall they be
wronged cin the least (Slirat Al-Baqarah, 2:281) .4"
On one hand, the Quran announces its completion in the very
is to
first moment of its transmission from Heaven. The Prophet
to humanity verbatim from an existing Text ,�in the
begin to
name oft , that is, on behalf of, the Divine One who has uttered its
inscription in eternity, and who shall teach it to humanity in the
. On the other,
temporal world, by the instrumentality of the
the Quran shall be the foremost fulfillment of its own meaning in the
very act of its completion: through the ongoing revelation of its
verses; through the mutual explication they bring of one another;
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and through God's primary exhibition of the meaning of these verses
by occasioning their revelation to coincide with preordained events
in the world that would demonstrate, or conserve in context, both
origin. This is, in part, the meaning of the Quran's self-description
during the course of its revelation-when its verses were not yet
wholly unveiled to humanity nor disclosed to it as a completed
Text-as being, from the outset, �a Book whose verses are perfect
ly set, then made utterly distinct, from One who is all-wise, all
awaret (Surat Hud, 1 1 : 1 ) . It is for this reason that the Quran is its
own first and full commentary-and such is a rank and arrangement
of explication that must be preserved and presented in any effective
and reflective interpretation. This is, in fact, what the half-bracketed
in-text notations represent, discreetly, but, God willing, very author
itatively and informatively: several thousand notes from the Quran
commenting on itself and calling up pertinent event references
without which the reader will suffer decisive loss of meaning or
remain concept deprived-yet, with no need to break the reading
consciousness, to divert an eye, or turn a page.
The pragmatic reality is that this method provides the medium by
which an individual seeking to access the message of the Quran and
assess and internalize its meaning can independently accomplish much
of his or her initial aim (far from the idealist discourse that has tend
ed to occupy translators and the hobbyists who discourse about this) .
This is the golden vein that the expert commentators of Islam's her
itage all diligently mined to enrich the understanding of the Quran's
audiences. Bearing in mind the additional layer of translation, it is
believed that this methodology, sensitively handled, though it has
been toil intensive, is a boon for the vast majority of readers. For those
who still favor a more austere flow of linguistic interpretation, with
out augmentation, it runs largely intact beyond the half-brackets.
VI . EXTRA-TEXT NOTATION: With the half-bracketed in-text notations
carrying most of the explanatory lode, other comment has been lim
ited in the Deluxe Edition to more or less essential annotation, the
need for which is not immediate. This has been largely restricted to
three types of clarification: passages that require extended contextu
al background, alternative renderings of words and verses, and, occa
sionally, linguistic explication to enhance understanding and clue the
reader in as to why a phrase has been translated as it has.
In the two volume Deluxe Edition, separate notes and appendices
address concepts and beliefs deemed essential to a sound understand1 236
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ing of the Quran, the Prophet Muhammad � and the religion of
'
Islam as its Book and Messenger established it. If this is one's first
encounter with the Quran, it is strongly advised that one visit these
essays, which ought to substantially enrich one's reading of the
Quranic message. At the very least, one should familiarize him- or
herself with their topics and refer to them in the course of reading
the interpretation whenever one corn�es across verses or notions for
which one lacks adequate awareness to grasp their import.
Notions ef Interpretation
WORD OUGHT to be said about the idea of 'interpretation' as opposed
to the more literal 'translation . ' If there is one conception that this work
has tried to convey, it is that the verses of the Quran are pregnant with
meaning, intimation, and implication. This is advice to be considered in
several different ways, but on the level of translation it serves to remind,
especially the untutored reader of the Quranic message, that languages
harbor natures, geniuses of expression, and manners of imparting sense
that point all to the greatness of One Creator but that do not necessar
ily, or even likely, correspond literally with one another. It is for this
reason that translation, when it comes to the Quran, is more properly
described as interpretation, not in the connotation of conveying a par
ticular insight or impression, but in the substance of establishing mean
ing and communicating its significance within the limitations of human
express10n.
What is most obvious in every such effort is that the translated words
and phrases of the Quran are not the Quran itself; they are not divine
Text equal to the original and cannot, therefore, be, like the original,
called the words of God, or the Quran. They are, in the best sense, the
mortal words that the translator uses to report the meanings of the
Sacred Text of the Quran-the distinction between the original and the
translation equaling the infinite difference between the august Creator
and the humble translator. Any interpretation thus elevates itself above
obvious human limitation only to the degree that it captures the mean
ings meant by the Divine One in the Quran's revelation. These last two
facts define what an interpretation can never be; namely, a dynamic
equivalent of the divine Text of the Quran in Arabic.
Be that as it may, in each and every clause and sentence, it was nec
essary to make a restricted decision about meaning in accordance with
common rhetorical principles that govern the understanding of Arabic
expression and the intent of the Quranic Text. When the matter
exceeded the scholarly awareness of the translator, editors, and reviewers,

A
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specialists in the fields of languages and the religious sciences and, occa
sionally, the natural sciences were consulted to help determine the most
authentic meaning. Wherever multiple denotative meanings were plau
sible, an educated judgment was made as to which was the likelier or
conceptualiy more compatible of the alternatives (if, indeed, there was
such an issue) , and this was used in the interpretation while the others
were noted. Not infrequently, such conclusions involve a certain con
sistency of understanding rather than incompatible propositions. It goes
without saying that this process involved fairly prodigious research on a
word-by-word, verse-by-verse, surah-by-surah basis in the vast com
mentary, prophetic, linguistic, and analytical Quranic literature, espe
cially in Arabic.
As to the English vocabulary of the interpretation, much considera
tion and verification went into establishing a consistent, standard, clear,
literate lexicon that has been all but purged of the technical terminolo
gy of the specialists, as well as archaic pronominal usages (thee, thou,
etc.) . The royal 'We,' however, in reference to the first person plural
references that God makes to Himself has been preserved and capital
ized, though when this is followed by the pronominal reflexive, as in
inna nafmu, the singularized 'Ourself has been used with initial capital
. With regard to the standard pronouns that
(reading,
refer to God, with the exception of 'who, ' they are, against modern
American convention, invariably capitalized.
This is not to say that other older or rarer significations of words
have not been used, or that Arabic has not been preserved in a handful
of places where it seemed the point, but overvvhelrningly anyone who
understands the general periodic literature in circulation will have little
call to do reference work. But for those who would have a more pre
cise appreciation for the use of key words, the dictionary is highly rec
onm1ended (particularly in conjunction with Arabic-English dictionar
ies) , especially until the forthcoming companion volumes, Annotations to
The Gracious Quran : A lvlodern-Phrased Interpretation in English and The
Vocabulary Reference to The Gracious Qura n : A Modern-Phrased
Inte1pretation in English, are published, God willing.
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Moreover, the language of the interpretation is in no way specific to
Muslims. Rather, Christians and Jews, Buddhists and Hindus,
Humanists and seekers-whoever reads English at a standard college
ready level of literacy and wants to acquaint him- or herself with the
message of the Quran from a font nearer its source-should find ease in
this interpretation's rendering. (It is hoped that this interpretation shall
one day be redone for children and early adolescents, if not by the trans-
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lator, then at his direction) . The translator has neither inserted nor over
laid the text with any word of reprimand, tenor of rebuke, or tone of
righteous admonition, nor has he tinged it with the pitch of persuasion,
nor is there need to do so. The Quran well suffices as its own forthright
declaration to all people and, indeed, cautions its knowing adherents to
refrain from shouting or muting its message of guidance, glad tidings,
and forewarning, and to simply and straightforwardly convey it. Rather,
it likens itself to a light that God has displayed manifestly before the
minds of all humankind by which He shall guide them directly unto
Himself-provided they scrutinize it intently and that it is He alone
their hearts truly seek (Surat Al-Nisa', 4: 1 74) .
Editions and Additions
THIS PUBLICATION MARKS the second edition of The Gracious Quran: A
Modern-Phrased Interpretation in English, yet it raises the question of com
pletion. Indeed, can any translation of the Quran's message finish,

requiring or benefiting from no further explanation, correction, or revi
sion? We have established that the concept of dynamic equivalence-an
"official" version of the Quran in any language other than Quranic
Arabic, and any wording besides the Quran's Arabic Text in its accept
ed readings-is humanly impossible. Were it possible, it would be tran
sient, for language itself-especially English today, as, perhaps, the most
dynamic language on earth-must grow in (and slough off) vocabulary,
style, and expression to accommodate the reality it continues to encom
pass. The last printed edition of that master compendium of English
words, the Oxford English Dictionary, contains some 85,000 words that
simply did not exist in the 1 924 publication. It is irrational for any man
or woman to claim that a translated text enj oys perfect identity with its
original-and the negation of perfection, or anything near faultlessness,
applies most naturally to "translating" or interpreting into another lan
guage the very wording of God in His most inimitable Quran. No one
given life, being naught before and destined to die thereafter, only to be
brought back to life again for Divine sentencing, can hope to render the
thrust, the force, the truth, the eloquence, the nuance of meaning deliv
ered by the Quran in the full divine effulgence of its revealed Arabic.
This most stunning of all miracles is the undivided province of the One
God, alone-and how transcendently far is He who is ever-near exalt
ed high, high above what anyone may claim of imperfection!
The best a master translator can do is to transfer the Quran's mean
ings in accordance with the utmost of his or her knowledge, efforts, and
skill. Then the difference that shall remain between the revealed and the
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reported shall be, as we have said already, equivalent to that of the
Eternal Originator and the passing translator He originated. The com
pass of the work of a mortal, who, if he is so blessed, learns anew with
every day, narrows into abject nothingness before the word of th f"
Divine, who
all
m
(Surat Al
An 'am, 6 : 80) . The translation of the Quran, as this passage implies, can
not complete or even finish. One's ongoing study of the Quran, of its
Arabic, of Islam, of the discoveries of man, and, in this case, of the
English language ought to enable one to enrich this translation, its com
mentary and notations, and its presentation and design, so long as
English speaks in this dialect and this interpretation exists.
The initial editions of this work are, therefore, exactly that. No
informed comment, notation, or correction intended to raise the station
of this interpretation in the discourse of our ever-changing world shall
go unconsidered, God willing. Fervently we pray to Him, highly exalt
ed and most high is He: 0 God! Accept this work that is offered seek
ing Your august Countenance, and nothing of any other, as a service in
behalf of all those who submit their faces willingly to You alone and for
all those who would serve only You; and do pardon its shortcomings
and mistakes, and convey its truth to the hearts of its readers. Shower
Your prayers of blessings upon Your Messenger, Muhammad �-, his
family, his Companions, his wives, and all unto the end of time who
seek to follow him in their lives. And the last of our prayers is ever
(Surat Al-Fatil;ah, 1 :2) .
is for God alone, Lord
the
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Bakkah i s the ancient name of the valley in
which Makkah is located, at the center of
which is the Ka'bah, the First House of God
built on earth. See al-Zabidi, Mub.ammad

2

Murtadi al-I:Iusairu, Taj Al- 'Arns min ]awahir
Al- Qamas (Kuwait: al-Tuclth al-'Arabi, 1 4 1 3
H . I 1 993 C.E.) , vol. 2 7 , p . 80.
See the Biblical promise to humanity that God

"will raise them up a Prophet from among their

brethren, like unto thee, and will put my words

most

prominent

History of the · Qur'anic Text, pp. 67-68 , are,
alphabetically (with a nod to Arabic transcrip
tion) , as follows : 'Ubay ibn Ka'b, 'Usayd ibn al
I:Iu<,layr, Talb.ah ibn 'Ubaydillah, 'Abbas, 'Abd
al-'Uzza ibn Khatal, 'Abdullah ibn 'Abdullah
ibn 'Ubay ibn Salfil, 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr,
'Abdullah ibn Abu Bakr, 'Abdullah ibn al
Arqam, 'Abdullah ibn Asad, 'Abdullah ibn
Rawab.ah, 'Abdullah ibn Sa'd, 'Abdullah ibn

pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto my

'Uqbah, I:Iatib ibn 'Amr, I:Ian:(:alah ibn al

'Amir

ibn Fuhayrah, 'Amr ibn al-

'iv,,

Zayd,

words which he shall speak in my name, I will

Rabi' , I:Iudhayfuh ibn al-Yaman, I:Iuwaytib ibn

The Preface to this book describes this concept
in a bit more detail.

5

the

that I shall command him. And it shall come to

King James Version.

4

Among

in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all

require it of him. " D eutero nomy: 1 8 : 1 8, Bible,

3

Salamah.

Companion-scribes, as noted by al-A'?arn1, The

al-A':prn1, Mub.amma d Mu�tara, The History of

the Qur' anic Text from Revelation to Compilation:
A Comparative Study with the Old and New
Testaments (Leicester, England : UK Islamic
Academy, 2003) , pp . 67-6 8 .
The first four caliphs are Abu Bakr al-Siddiq,
the first adult male b eliever and longtime friend
of the Prophet �; 'Umar ibn al-Khattab;
'Uthman ibn 'Afiln; and 'Ali ibn Abi Tilib.

The three wives of the Prophet

�

who also

served as scribes are 'A'ishah, the daughter of
the first caliph, Abu Bakr; I:Iaf�ah, the daughter
of the second caliph, 'Umar; and 'Umm

'Abd al-'Uzza, Aban ibn Abu Sufyan, Aban ibn
Sa'id, AbU 'Umamah, Abu 'Abs ibn Jabr, Abil

I:Iudhayfah, AbU Ayyilb al-An�an, Abu Rafi'
al-Qibti,

Abu Salamah al-Makhzurn1, Abu

Sufyan ibn Barb, al-'Alii ' ibn 'Uqbah, al-'Ala'

ibn al-l:Iai;lrarn1, al-I:Iu�ayn ibn Numayr al
Numayri, al-Arqam ibn Abi al-Arqam, al
Mughirah ibn Shu'bah, al-Zubayr ibn al
'Awwam,

Aws, B ashir, Buraydah ibn al

I:Iu�ayb, Ja'far ibn Abi Tilib, Jahm ibn Sa'd,
Juhaym ibn al-Salt, Khilid ibn al-Walid, Khilid
ibn Sa'ld ibn al-'A�. Khilid ibn Zayd, Ma'n ibn
'Adi, Mub.ammad ibn Maslamah, Mu'adh ibn

Jabal, Mu'awiyah ibn Abu Sufyiin, Mu'ayqib
ibn Abi Fatimah, Mundhir, Sa'd ibn 'Ubadah,

Sa'd ibn al-Rabi', Sa'id ibn al-'A�, Sa'id ibn
Sa 'id, Shural).bil ibn I:Iasanah, Thiibit ibn Qays,
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Yazid ibn Abu Sufyan, Zayd ibn Thabit, and

10 Binark and !smet, et al. , World Biblio2raphy

i'",,J an1es in red are fron1 the foHowing sources :
al-Faramawi, 'Abd al-Ijayy, Rasm al-Mu5/:zaf wa

_r..raqtuhu, 1 si

ed. (Bier' -It,
..

Leb;::_n cn �rrd J eddah,

xxvii-xxviii; cf 'Ali Qali Qarraa'i, "A Clance

Saudi Arabia: Mu'ssasat al-Rayyan, in associa

tion with D ar Nur al-Maktabit, 1 425 H . I

at the History of the Translation of the Qur'an"

ibn Yusuf, and edited by 'Adil 'Abd al-Mawjud

Qur'an, 1 420 H. I 1 999 C.E . ) , p . 1 4 .

(The

2004 C.E.) , pp. 5 1 -52; al-Salil;i, Mul;ammad
and 'Ali Mu'awwad, Subul al-Hudd wa a/

6

Rasha d fl Sfrat Khayr al-'Ibdd, 1" ed. (Beirut,
Lebanon: D ar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, 1 4 1 4 H. I
1 993 C.E.) , vol. 1 1 , pp. 375-394; lbn Hajar,
Al;mad ibn 'Ali, and edited by 'Abd al-'Aziz
bin Biz, Fatl:z al-Bdrf bi Sharh Sabfh al-Bukhdrf�
1 " ed. (Cairo, Egypt: Dar al-l;ladith, 1 4 1 9 H. I
1 998 C.E.) , vol. 9, pp. 27-28; lbn al-Qayyim,
Mul;arnmad ibn Abu Bakr, and edited by
Shu'yb al-Ama'ut, Zdd al-Ma'dd fl Hady Khayr
al-'Ibild, Ta ed. (Beirut, Lebanon: Mu'assasat al
Risalah, 1 4 1 8 H. I 1 998 C . E . ) , vol. 1 , p. 1 1 3 .
al-A ''!Oatni, Tlze History
67-6 8 .

7

of the

11
12

Shaykh Rashid Ri<la, in Al-Mandr ( 1 326 H . I

1 908 C . E . ) , vol. 1 1 , pp. 268-274. Or one may

refer to Sal:ll; al-Din al-Munajjid and Khuri
Y i'.1suf, Fatawa al-Imam l\llu/:zammad Rashid Rir,la
(Beirut: Dar al-Kitib al-Jadid, 1 970) , vol. 2, pp.
76 1 -762. Or see Mul;ammad Rashid Rida,

Qur' anic Text, pp.

Tarjamat al-Qur'an wa ma Flha min al-Mafilsid
wa-Mundfat al-Islam, 1" ed. (Cairo : Ma(ba'at al
Manar, 1 344 H. I 1 926 C . E . ) , pp. 2 1 -22. See
also the opinion of the Shaykh al-Isl:lm of the
Ottoman State, MuHafa Sabri, in Binark and
Ismet, et al. , World Biblio2raphy of Translations of
the ]\1eanin2s of the Holy Qur'an, p p .
xxvii-xxviii. Or see Sabri, Mustafa, Mas 'alat
Tarjamat a l- Qur'an (Cairo : al-Ma(ba'a al
Salafiyya, 1 3 5 1 H. I 1 93 3 C . E . ) , pp. 5 6-5 7 .
Many scholars of this period weighed i n on the
heated Quran translation debate, These includ
ed, besides Shaykh Rashid Rida and Shaykh al
Islim Mustafa $abri, in the majority view of
supporting strong barriers between the Quran
and its translation, Mul;ammad Mustafa al
Shatir and I::lasanayn Makhllif Shaykh al
Mar:lghi' s defense of Abi'.1 I::lanifah's original
position is both vigorous and categorical, call
ing it " obligatory" for one who does not know
Arabic or the Quran's meanings to recite of its
meanings what he or she may in translation in
order to engage in this communion of Prayer
with God. Shaykhs Mal;moud Shaltfrt and
Mul;ammad al-Khi<lr ljusayn remain neutral.

Madinah after their conversion to Islam. Along
the instigation of 'Amir ibn Tufayl, from the

tribe of Banu 'Amir, and slaughtered all their
Quran teachers, save one who survived and
returned with the report to Madinah. See lbn

Hisham, Abu Mul;ammad 'Abd al-Malik, Slrat

ibn Hishilm, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dir al-Ma'rifah,

n.d.) , vol. 3, p. 1 84. See Ibn ljaj ar, Fat/:z Al-Ban,

vol. 7, p. 475, no. 4088 ; Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj ,

Sa/:zf/1 1\!luslim (Beirut: Dar !!;ya' al-Kutub al

'Arabiyyah, 1 955) , vol. 1 , p. 468, no. 677.

Qur'anic Text, p. 94.

He attributes these reports of 8 and 9 codices,

9

respectively, to Shawqi l)aif, Ki tab Al-Sab'a of Ibn
Mujahid, p. 7, and the Shi'ite historian A\:imad
ibn Ya'qub al-Ya'qubi, Tankh Al- Ya'qilbl (Beirut:
1 379 H. I 1 960 C.E.), vol. 2, p. 1 70.
Lings, Martin, Muhammad 5: His Life Based on

the Earliest Sources (Islamic Texts Society, 1 983) ,

pp. 2 5 8-62 ; and Guillame, trans . , The Life of

Muhammad: A Translation of Isliilq 's, Sirat Rasul

Allah (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1 980) ,
pp. 6 5 2-58 .
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Ibid.

1 4 See the interesting legal opinion (fatwa) of

the way, the bedouins reverted to idolatry under

of the

Ibid.

Kashshdj (Beirut, Lebanon: Dar al-Kotob al
Ilmiyah) , vol. 2, p. 5 1 8 .

The qurrd' had been sent to the eastern Arabian

al-A'pmi, The Histo1y

C entre for Translation of the Holy

1 3 al-Zamakhshari, Mal;mi'.1d ibn 'Umar, Al

province of Najd, mostly bedouin land, from

8

of

Translations of the I\!Ieanings of the Holy Qur' an:
Printed Translations, 1 5 1 5- 1 980 (Istanbul: The
Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and
Culture, 1 406 H
I
1 0 8 1'. C.E . ) , pp.

Zubayr ibn Arqam.

15

See throughout, al-'Attas, Mul;amrnad, Islam
and Secularism (Malaysia: Institute of Islamic
Thought & Civilization, 1 979) .

Endnotes

1 6 Robert of Ketton, whose name is often Latinized
as Robertus Retenensis (and in the Turkish-pro

duced World Bibliography of Translations of the

Qur'an as Robertus Ketenensis) , was actually part
of a team of clerics gathered by Peter the
Venerable of Cluny.
1 7 This feat of translation is considered one of the
Abbot's more important achievements . His
own Latin being poor, he wrote few epistles,
but noteworthy among them are his attacks on
Muslims. See Samuel W. Duffield, "Peter the
Venerable " ( 1 092 or 1 094-1 1 56) , in Philip

A Religious Encyclopaedia o r
Dictionary of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and
Practical Theology, 3"1 ed. (Toronto , New York
Schaff,

ed.,

& London: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1 894) ,

vol. 4, p. 1 8 1 9 .

1 8 Alexander Ross, The A lcoran of 1\1alzo111et,
(Philadelphia, 1 853) .
1 9 See the introductions to the translations of
Ghulam Sarwar, p p . vii-xlix, and Abdullah
Yusuf Ali, p. xiv.
20 John Meadows Rodwell, trans. , The Koran, in
Everyman' s Library, reprinted with a preface by
Rodwell

and

an

introduction

by

G.

Margoliouth (New Y ork: E . P . Dutton & C o . ,

1 953) . Rodwell' s translation and preface may

be

found

at

the

following

site:

ww1u2. lm.psu. cdu !faculty !jmanis lkoran /Koran .pdf.

2 1 Dr. Al:nnad Ibrahim Muhanna offers an excellent
dissection of Rodwell's translation in Dirasalz

lfawla Tarjamat Al- Qur'iin Al-Karim, p . 1 02 .

2 2 Guillame, the translator of lbn Ishaq's Sfrat Rasul
Allah, says of Bell's work: " Fine and careful
scholar as he was, I confess that his surgery is so
devastating that I cannot use his translation. By
cutting out verses and transposing them for pure
ly subj ective reasons and by going on to ampu
tate half the verses and even phrases he provokes
a mental resistance to textual analysis that is in
part sound scholarly [scholarly [un]sound [sic']] .
At the best readers will say, 'this is how Bell
thinks the Qur':ln originally ran'; at the worst,

24 Arberry,

The Koran Interpreted (New York:

C ollier B ooks, 1 95 5 ) , vol. 2, p. 1 2 .
25 Quran interpretation and this religious affilia
tion are discussed more fully in a subsequent
section of this introduction, pp. 1 2 1 0-1 2 1 2 .
26 S e e

Montgomery

Watt's

intro duction

27 For a detailed discussion on Yusuf Ali' s
unorthodox views, please see A. R. Kidwai,
"Abdullah Yusuf Ali's Views on the Qur'anic

Eschatology," 1V1usli111 vVorld Lcac�ue ]oumal, 1 2 ,
N o . 5 (Februa1y, 1 985) , p p . 1 4- 1 7 .

28 If ever a prophet of G o d was pressed into war, i t
had solely to be to end persecution. Thus, no
thought of prisoners (the great wealth of the day)
was to be entertained, unless and until he had
thoroughly pacified the land from such persecu
tion, for it is then that this phenomenon
becomes a burden of restoration and not a boon.
29 Asad, Muhammad, . 171e Message of the Quran
(Gibraltar: Dar al-Andalus, 1 980) , pp. 7 97-9 8 .
30 Neal Robinson, Islam : A Concise Introduction
(U. S . A . : Georgetown University Press, 1 99 9) ,
p . 72.
3 1 Nicholso n ' s rendering of Surat al-Qiri'ah
(101):
The Smiting!
What is the Smiting'
And how shalt thou be made to understand
what is the Smiting'
The Day when Men shall be as flies scattered,
And the Mountains shall be as shreds of wool
tattered,
One whose Scales are heavy,
a pleasing life he shall spend,
But one whose Scales are light,
to the Abyss he shall descend.
What that is, how shalt thou be made to
comprehend?
Scorching Fire without end'
And Burton's of Surat al-Fitibah (1 ) :
I n the Name o f Allah, the Merciful, the
Compassionate ' Praise

'the man has lost all sense of proportion. " ' " The

be to Allah, who the three worlds made,

(1 957) , vol. 48, p . 248.

The King of the day of Fate .

Koran Interpreted" [Review] , The Muslim World
23 Arbeny, The Holy Koran, An Introduction with
Selections (London: Allen and Unwin, 1 953) , p. 7.

to

Richard Bell's interpretation, p . 1 78 .

The Merciful, the Compassionate,
Thee alone do '\Ve worship,
and of thee alone do we ask aid.
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Guide us to the path that is straight-

issues relating to commentary on the Quran,

The path of those to whom thy love is great,

and then Zayd ibn Th:ibit, 'Ubay ibn Ka'b ,

'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud and 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr

Not those on whom is hate,

ibn al-'Ai . "

Nor they that deviate. Amen.
32 Nikayin, Fazlollah, Quran: A Poetic Translation

from the Onginai (Chicago, 1L: K. K. Donnelley

40 The omitted phrase is this: " the most famous of
whom [that is, among the Successors] were

& Sons, 2000) .

33 al-Mawdudl, Sayyid Abu al-A'la, and trans.

Zafar Ishaq An�ari, Tafhim al-Qur'an: Towards

Understanding the Qur'an (United Kingdom: The
Islamic Foundation, 1 988) , vol. 1 , pp. xxi-xxii.

34 Twelve volumes o f al-JMizdn, corresponding to
6 Arabic volumes, have so far appeared in

Muj ahid and Ibn Jubayr. "
41

�God has promised the believing men and the
believing women

G ardens beneath which

rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever
and ctherein shall they have good c and pleasant c
dwellings in a Garden everlasting. Yet the
pleasure of God is greater cstill c! Assuredly, it is

English, translated by the late Mawlana Sa'id

this that is the magnificent triumph!' (Sfaat al
Tawbah, 9 : 72) .

3 5 For more information, see the article under the

'�Indeed, the Muslim men and the Muslim

Akhtar Ridw!, see: www .almizan.org.

entry "Mmadiyyah," in Encyclopaedia of Islam
(The Netherlands: Brill , 2002) , vol.

1 , pp.

301-303.

36 Abu Laylah, Muhammad M . , Al-Qur'an Al

Kar£m min Al-Mandhtlr Al-lstishraqf: Dirasah
Naqdiyyah Tahllliyyah (Egypt: D ar al-Nashr lil
Jami'at, 1 423 H. I 2002 C.E.), pp. 390-39 1 .

3 7 O ther such works that do not bear close analy
sis here are those of Muhammad Ali, (Lahore,

1 9 1 7) , which is the first complete effort from

the Ahmadiyyah/Qadiyani groups ; Kamaluddin

and Nazir Ahmad, A Running
Commenta1y of the Holy Qur' an (London, 1 948) ,
(the former is the father who died in the course
of work, completed by the latter, his son); Sher
Ali, The Holy Qur'an (Rabwah, 1 955) ; Peer
Salahuddin, Translation of the Holy Qur' an
(Aminabad, 1 960) ; Malik Ghulam Farid,
Tram/ation of the Holy Qur'an (Rabwah, 1 962) ;
Nuri,
Khadim Rahmani
The Running
Commentary of the Holy Qur'an (Shillong, 1 965);
Firozuddin Ruhi, Translation of the Holy Qur'an
(I{arachi, 1 965) .
Ahmad

3 8 Arberry, The Korall Interpreted, vol. 1 , p. 1 2 .

3 9 T h e omitted sentences in this quote are a s fol

lows: "Such was the case of 'Umar ibn al
Kha\\ab, who asked about the word kalillah.

[(See Surat al-Nisa ' , 4: 1 2 and 4: 1 76) . The word
kaldlah denotes one who has passed away leav
ing behind no lineal heirs .] Among the
Companions, 'Ali ibn Abi Talib and 'Abdullah
ibn 'Abbas became renowned for addressing
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women, and the believing men and the believ
ing women, and the devoutly obedient men and
the devoutly obedient women, and the truthful
men and the truthful women, and the patient
men and the patient women, and the reverent
n1en and the reverent wo1nen. and the charita
ble men and the charitable women, and the fast
ing men and the fasting women, and the men
who guard their chastity and the women who
guard ctheirs-, and the men who remember God
much and the women who clikewise c remember
CHimc-for csuch as - these, God has prepared
forgiveness and a magnificent reward. Thus it is
not ever cbefitting - for a believing man or a
believing

woman,

when

God

and

His

Messenger have decreed a matter, to have for
themselves a ccontrary - choice in their affairs.
For whoever disobeys God and His Messenger
has truly strayed into clear misguidancey, (Surat
al-Al.db, 33:35-36) .
'€ Indeed, the charitable men and the charitable
women-who have ctherewithc loaned God a
loan-shall have it n1ultiplied for then1
their Lordc. So for them, there is a gracious
reward awaiting in the Hereafter (Surat al

l;:Iadid, 57: 1 8) .

42 I t i s reported that the Prophet rW passed away
just eight days after the revelation of this verse
(see al-Zurqan1, Mul,ianunad 'Abdul 'A�im,

J'v!anahil Al-'lrfan jT ' Uhi m al- Qur'fin (Beimt,
Leban o n : Dar El-Marefah Publishing &
Distributing, 200 1 ) , vol. 1 , p. 93).

SPECIALIZED INDEX
GOD

Divine Acts and A ttributes
Numerical references are to surah numberfollowed by verse number of the Quran. Italics eften mark the Arabic root words or significant phrases.

all things, exalt and praise God, 2:30,
2:32, 7 :206, 1 3 : 1 3 , 1 7:44, 2 1 : 1 9-20,
2 1 :79, 37: 1 64-1 66, 38: 1 8- 1 9 , 40:7,
41 :38, 42:5, 57: 1 , 59: 1 , 59:24, 6 1 : 1 ,
62: 1 , 64: 1
association of gods, with Sole God
(daughters. false deities, idols, offspring,

or partners). See General Index
Divine Acts of God
able watcher, 4:85
all-able (qadfr) , 4 : 1 33, 4 : 1 49, 25:54,
42:29
all-dominating, 6 : 18, 6 : 6 1
all-Encompassing (muhft) , of disbe
lievers and all things, 2 : 1 9,
3 : 1 20, 4: 1 08, 4 : 1 26, 8:47, 1 1 :92,
4 1 :54, 85:20
all-Forgiving, 2 : 1 73, 2 : 1 82, 2 : 1 92,
2 : 1 99, 2:218, 2:225-226, 2:235,
3 : 3 1 , 3:89, 3 : 1 29, 3 : 1 55 , 4:23,
4:25, 4:43, 4:96, 4:99-1 00,
4: 1 06, 4: 1 1 0, 4 : 1 29, 4 : 1 52, 5:3,
5 : 34, 5:39, 5 :74, 5:98, 5 : 1 0 1 ,
6:54, 6 : 1 45 , 6 : 1 65 , 7 : 1 53, 7 : 1 67,
8 :69-70, 9 : 5 , 9:27, 9:91, 9:99,
9 : 1 02, 1 1 :4 1 , 12:53, 14:36,
1 6 : 1 8, 1 6: 1 1 0, 1 6 : 1 1 5 , 1 6 : 1 1 9 ,
1 7 :25, 17:44, 22:60, 2 4 : 5 , 24:22,

Divine Acts of God (continued)
all-Forgiving (continued)
24:33, 24:62, 25:6, 25:70, 27: 1 1 ,
33:5, 33:24, 33:50, 33:59, 33:73,
34: 1 5 , 35:28, 35:30, 35:34,
35:41 , 41 :32, 42:23, 49:5, 49: 1 4,
57:28, 58:2, 58: 1 2, 60:7, 60: 1 2 ,
64: 14, 66: 1 , 73:20
all-hearing, 2 : 1 8 1 , 2:224, 2:227,
2:244, 2:256, 3:34, 3:38, 3 : 1 2 1 ,
4:58, 4: 1 34, 4 : 1 48, 7:200, 8 : 1 7 ,
8:42, 8:53, 9:98, 9 : 1 03 , 14:39,
22: 6 1 , 22:75, 24:21 , 24:60,
3 1 :28, 34:50, 49: 1, 58: 1
all-preserving, 1 1 :57, 34:21
all-thankful, 2 : 1 58, 4: 1 47
answering prayers, 2: 1 86, 3 : 1 95 , 8:9,
1 1 : 6 1 , 27:62, 40:60, 42:26
-ofJob �. 2 1 :84
-ofJonah �" 21 :88
-ofJoseph �. 12:34
-of Moses ;£11 and Aaron �.
10:89' 20:36
-of Noah �. 21 :76
-of Zachariah �. 21 :90
doer of all He intends, 1 1 : 1 07, 85: 1 6
ever-thankful, 35:30, 35:34, 42:23,
64: 1 7

Divine Acts o f G o d (continued)
ever-vigilant, 4: 1 , 5 : 1 1 7 , 33:52
ever-watching, 42:6
extends and restricts provision,
1 3 :26, 1 7 :30, 28:82, 29:62,
30:37, 34:36, 34:39, 39:52,
42: 1 2 , 42:27, 65:7, 8 9 : 1 5 - 1 6
Forgiver of Sin, 40:3
giver of dominion, 2:247, 2:25 1 ,
2:258, 3:26, 4:54, 1 2 : 1 0 1
giver o f life, 2:28, 2:73, 2 : 1 64,
2:243, 2:258-260, 3 : 1 56, 6 : 1 22,
7 : 1 58, 9 : 1 1 6 , 10:56, 1 0: 1 1 6 ,
1 5 :23, 1 6:65, 22:6, 22:66, 23:80,
25:49, 26:81 , 29:63, 30: 1 9,
30:24, 30:40, 30:50, 35:9, 36:33,
36:78-79, 40:68, 41 :39, 42:9,
44:8, 45:5, 45:26, 46:33, 50: 1 1 ,
50:43, 53:44, 57:2, 57:17, 75:40
guide and supporter, 25:31
Hearer of prayer, 3:38, 14:39
impoverishes whom He wills, 53:48
Invincible King, 54:55
just reckoner, 4:6, 4:86, 33:39
knowing best, 3:36, 3 : 1 67, 4:25,
4:45, 5 : 6 1 , 6:53, 6:58, 6 : 1 1 7 ,
6 : 1 1 9 , 6 : 1 24, 1 0:40, 1 1 :3 1 ,
1 2:77, 1 6 : 1 0 1 , 1 6 : 1 25, 17:25,
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Divine Acts of God (continued)
knowing best (continued)
1 7 :47, 1 7 :54-55 , 1 7 : 84, 1 8 : 1 9 ,
1 8:21-22, 1 8 :26, 1 9 :70, 20: 1 04,
28:56, 28:85, 29:10, 29:32,
39:70, 42:50, 46:8, 50:45, 53:30,
53:32, 60: 1 , 60: 1 0, 68:7, 84:23
makes night penetrate into daylight,
and daylight into night, 3:27,
22:6 1 , 3 1 :29, 57:6
mercy-giving, 2 : 1 43 , 2: 173, 2 : 1 82,
2 : 1 92, 2 : 1 99, 2:218, 2:226, 3 :3 1 ,
3:89, 3 : 1 29, 4: 1 6 , 4:25, 4:29,
4:64, 4:96, 4 : 1 00, 4 : 1 06, 4: 1 1 0,
4 : 1 29, 4 : 1 52, 5:3, 5:34, 5:39,
5 :74, 5:98, 6:54, 6 : 145, 6 : 1 65,
7 : 1 53, 7 : 1 67 , 8 :69-70, 9:5, 9:27,
9 : 9 1 , 9:99, 9 : 1 02, 9 : 1 17, 1 1 :4 1 ,
1 1 :90, 1 2:53, 14:36, 1 6:7, 1 6 : 1 8,
1 6 :47, 1 6 : 1 10, 1 6 : 1 1 5 , 1 6 : 1 19,
1 7 : 66, 22:65, 24:5, 24:20, 24:22,
24:33, 24:62, 25:6, 25:70, 27: 1 1 ,
33:5, 33:24, 33:43, 33:50, 33:59,
33:73, 36:58, 4 1 :32, 48: 1 4, 49:5,
49:12, 49: 1 4, 57:9, 57:28, 5 8 : 1 2 ,
5 9 : 1 0, 6 0 : 7 , 60: 12, 64: 1 4, 66: 1 ,
73:20
most forbearing, 2:225, 2:235,
2:263, 3 : 1 55 , 4 : 1 2, 5 : 1 0 1 , 9 : 1 14,
1 1 :75, 1 7 : 44, 22:59, 33:5 1 ,
35:41 , 37: 1 0 1 , 64: 1 7
most forgiving, 20: 82, 7 1 : 1 0
near, 2 : 1 86 , 1 1 :6 1 , 34:50
Originator of heavens and earth,
6 : 1 4, 1 2 : 1 0 1 , 1 4 : 1 0 , 3 5 : 1 , 39:46,
42: 1 1
powerful (qadlr) , over all things,
2:20, 2 : 1 06, 2 : 1 09, 2 : 1 48, 2:259,
2:284, 3:26, 3:29, 3 : 1 6 5 , 3 : 1 89,
5 : 17, 5 : 1 9 , 5:40, 5 : 1 20, 6 : 1 7,
8 : 4 1 , 9:39, 1 1 :4, 1 6 :70, 1 6 :77,
22:6, 22:39-40, 24:45, 29:20,
30:50, 33:27, 35: 1 , 4 1 :39, 42:9,
46:33, 48 : 2 1 , 57:2, 59:6, 60:7,
64: 1 , 65:12, 66:8, 67 : 1
returns creation t o being, 8 5 : 1 3
severe in
-punishment, 2 : 1 96 , 2:21 1 , 3 : 1 1 ,
5:2, 5:98, 8 : 1 3 , 8:25, 8 : 48, 8:52,
13:6, 40:3, 40:22, 59:4, 59:7
-torment, 2 : 1 65
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Divine Acts of God (continued)
splitter of
-grain and pit, 6:95
-morning light, 6:96
wills, 3:26
sufficient protection for believers,
39:36
supporter (nasfr) , 4:45, 8:40, 22:78,
25:31
swift in
-punishment, 6 : 1 65, 7 : 1 67
-reckoning, 2:202, 3 : 1 9 , 3 : 1 99,
5:4, 1 3:41 , 14:5 1 , 24:39, 40: 1 7
witness, 3:98, 4:33, 4:79, 4 : 1 66,
5 : 1 17, 6 : 1 9 , 1 0 :29, 10:46, 13:43,
17:96, 29:52, 33:55, 34:47,
41 :53, 46:8, 48:28, 58:6, 85:9
Divine Being
above all those who are merciful,
23: 1 09, 23: 1 1 8
Acceptor o f Repentance, 40:3
all-avenging, 3:4, 5:95, 1 4:47, 39:37
all-aware, 2:234, 2:27 1 , 3 : 1 53,
3 : 1 80, 4:35, 4:94, 4 : 1 28, 4:135,
5:8, 9 : 1 6 , 1 1 : 1 , 1 1 : 1 1 1 , 1 7 : 17,
17:30, 1 7:96, 22:63, 24:30,
24:53, 25:58, 27:88, 3 1 : 1 6 ,
3 1 :29, 3 1 :34, 33:2, 33:34, 35: 1 4,
35:3 1 , 42:27, 48: 1 1 , 49: 1 3 ,
5 7 : 1 0 , 5 8 : 3 , 58: 1 1 , 5 8 : 1 3 , 5 9 : 1 8 ,
63: 1 1 , 64:8, 100: 1 1
all-elevated, 40: 1 5
all-encompassing (wdsi'), 2: 1 1 5,
2:247, 2:26 1 , 2:268, 3:73, 4 : 1 30,
5:54, 24:32, 53:32
all-encompassing in forgiveness,
53:32
all-generous, 27 :40
all-great, 4:34
all-kind, 2 : 1 43, 2:207, 3:30, 9: 1 1 7,
1 6:7, 1 6 : 47, 22:65, 24:20, 57:9,
59: 1 0
all-knowing, 2:29, 2:95, 2: 1 1 5 ,
2 : 1 58, 2 : 1 8 1 , 2 : 2 1 5 , 2:224,
2:227, 2:23 1 , 2:244, 2:246-247,
2:256, 2:26 1 , 2:268, 2:273,
2:282-283, 3:35, 3:63, 3:73,
3:92, 3: 1 1 5, 3 : 1 1 9 , 3 : 1 2 1 , 3 : 1 54,
4:1 1-12, 4 : 1 7 , 4:24, 4:26, 4:32,
4:35, 4:39, 4:70, 4:92, 4: 1 04,
4: 1 1 1 , 4: 1 27, 4: 1 47-148, 4 : 1 70,
4 : 1 76, 5:7, 5 :54, 5 : 97, 6 : 83,

Divine Being (continued)
all-knowing (continued)
6 : 1 0 1 , 6 : 1 28, 6 : 1 39, 7:200, 8 : 17,
8:42-43, 8:53, 8 : 7 1 , 8:75, 9 : 1 5 ,
9 : 1 03, 9 : 1 06, 9 : 1 10, 9 : 1 1 5 ,
1 0:36, 1 1 :5, 12:6, 1 2 : 1 9 , 12:50,
1 2 : 1 00, 1 5 :25, 1 6 :28, 1 6 :70,
22:52, 22:59, 23: 5 1 , 24: 2 1 ,
24:28, 24:32, 24:35, 24: 4 1 ,
24:58-60, 24:64, 27:6, 29:62,
3 1 :23, 3 1 :34, 33: 1 , 33:40, 33: 5 1 ,
33:54, 35:8, 35:38, 35 :44, 36:79,
39:7, 42: 12, 42:24, 42:50, 48:4,
48:26, 49: 1 , 49:8, 49: 1 3 , 49: 1 6,
57:3, 57:6, 58:7, 60: 10, 62:7,
64:4, 64: 1 1 , 67: 1 3 , 76:30
all-knowing of unseen, 5 : 1 09,
5 : 1 16, 9:78, 34:48
all-loving, 1 1 :90
all-pardoning, 4:43, 4:99, 4 : 1 49,
22:60, 58:2
all-powerful (qaweyy) , 8:52, 22:40,
22:74, 33:25, 40:22, 42: 1 9,
57:25, 58:21
all-praised, 2:267, 4 : 1 3 1 , 1 1 :73,
14:8, 3 1 : 12, 41 :42, 64:6
all-reaching Lord, 40:3
all-Relenting, 4:16, 4:64, 24: 10,
49:12, 1 1 0:3
all-seeing, 2:96, 2: 1 1 0, 2:233, 2:237,
2:265, 3 : 1 5 , 3:20, 3 : 1 56, 3 : 1 63,
4:58, 4 : 1 34, 5 :7 1 , 8:39, 8:72,
1 1 : 1 1 2, 1 7 : 1 7 , 1 7:30, 17:96,
20:35, 22:6 1 , 22:75, 25:20,
3 1 :28, 33:9, 34: 1 1 , 3 5 :3 1 , 35:45,
40:44, 41 :40, 42:27, 48:24,
49: 1 8 , 57:4, 58: 1 , 60:3, 64:2,
67 : 1 9, 84: 1 5
all-wise, 2:209, 2:220, 2:228, 2:240,
2:260, 4: 1 1 , 4 : 1 7 , 4:24, 4:26,
4:92, 4 : 1 04, 4: 1 1 1 , 4 : 1 30, 4 : 1 58,
4: 1 65, 4:170, 5:38, 6:83, 6 : 128,
6 : 1 39, 8:10, 8:49, 8:63, 8:67,
8:7 1 , 9:15, 9:28, 9:40, 9:60,
9:7 1 , 9:97, 9 : 1 06, 9 : 1 1 0 , 1 1 : 1 ,
12:6, 12: 1 00, 1 5 :25, 22:52,
24: 10, 24: 1 8 , 24:58-59, 27:6,
3 1 :27, 33: 1 , 41 :42, 42: 5 1 , 48:4,
48:7, 48: 1 9, 49:8, 60: 10, 76:30
all-worthy of
-granting forgiveness, 74:56
-reverent fear, 7 4:56

Spedalized Index-God: Divine Acts and Attributes

Divine Being (continued)
best to bring His servants to blessed
alighting, 23:29
best of creators, 23: 1 4 , 37 : 1 25
ever-bountiful, 2:243, 2:25 1 , 3 : 1 52,
1 0: 6 0 , 27:73, 40:61

ever-exalted, 4:34, 42: 5 1
Eye o f God, 1 1 :37, 20:39, 23:27,
52:48, 54: 1 4

Face o f God, 2 : 1 1 5 , 2:272, 6 : 5 2 ,
1 3:22, 1 8 :28, 2 8 : 8 8 , 30:38-39,
55 :27, 7 6 : 9 , 92:20

God of all people, 1 1 4:3
Hand of God, 3:26, 3:73, 5 : 64,
23 : 8 8 , 3 6 : 8 3 , 3 8 : 7 5 , 4 8 : 1 0 ,
5 1 :47, 5 7 : 2 9 , 67: 1

invincible, 54:42, 5 4 : 5 5
king of all people, 1 1 4:2
knower of all unseen, of heavens
and earth, 3 5 : 3 8
knower of unseen, 34:3, 72:26
knower of unseen and seen, 6:73,
9 : 94, 9 : 1 05 , 13:9, 23:92, 32:6,
39:46, 5 9 : 22, 62:8, 64: 1 8

light o f heavens and earth, 24:35
Lord of
-Aaron � and Moses � . 20:70
-all people, 1 1 4 : 1
-all points east, 3 7 : 5 , 70:40
-Ascents, 7 0 : 3
-daybreak, 1 1 3 : 1
-earth, 45:36
-East and West, 26:28, 7 3 : 9
-everything, 6 : 1 64
-forefathers of old, 26:26, 37: 1 26 ,
44:8

-Habitation of Mak:kah (Mecca) ,
27 : 9 1

-Heaven and Earth, 5 1 :23
-heavens, 45:36
-heavens and earth, 1 3 : 1 6 ,
1 7 : 1 02, 1 8 : 1 4 , 1 9 : 65 , 2 1 : 5 6 ,
26:24, 3 7 : 5 , 3 8 : 6 6 , 4 3 : 8 2 , 44:7,
78:37

-Invincible Might, 37 : 1 80
-Magnificent Throne, 9 : 1 29,
2 1 :22, 23:86, 23: 1 1 6 , 27:26,
43:82

-Moses ;G and Aaron � . 7 : 1 22,
26:48

-Sacred House, 1 06 : 3
--seven heavens, 2 3 : 8 6
-Sirius, 5 3 : 4 9

Divine Being (continued)
Lord of (continued)
-Throne, 1 7 :42, 8 1 :20
-two Easts and two Wests, 5 5 : 1 7
-Worlds, 1 :2, 2 : 1 3 1 , 5 : 2 8 , 6 : 4 5 ,
6 :7 1 , 6 : 1 62, 7 : 54, 7 : 6 1 , 7 : 67,
7 : 1 04, 7 : 1 2 1 , 1 0 : 1 0 , 1 0 :37,
26 : 1 6, 26:23, 26:47, 26:77,
26:98, 2 6 : 1 09 , 26: 1 27, 26: 1 45 ,
26: 1 64, 26: 1 80, 26: 1 92 , 2 7 : 8 ,
27:44, 28:30, 32:2, 37:87,
37 : 1 82, 3 9 : 7 5 , 40:64-66, 4 1 : 9 ,

Divine Being (continued)
very best of (continued)
-judges (khayr al-hakimfn) , 7 : 87 ,
1 0 : 1 09 , 1 2: 8 0

-providers, 5 : 1 1 4 , 2 2 : 5 8 , 23:72,
34:39, 62: 1 1

---s upporters, 3 : 1 50
-those who forgive, 7 : 1 5 5
-those who judge (khayr alfatihfn) , 7 : 8 9
-those who plan, 3 : 5 3 , 8 : 3 0
Well-Able (qadir) , 6:37, 6 : 6 5 , 1 7: 9 9 ,

43 :46, 4 5 : 3 6 , 5 6 : 8 0 , 5 9 : 1 6 ,

23: 1 8 , 2 3 : 9 5 , 3 6: 8 1 , 4 6 : 3 3 ,

69:43, 8 1 :29, 8 3 : 6

70:40, 7 5 : 4 , 7 5 :40, 7 7 : 2 3 , 8 6 : 8

Master o f all dominion, 3 :26
Master of the Day ofJudgment, 1 : 4
mighty in prowess, 1 3 : 1 3
Most Just o fJudges, 1 1 :45, 9 5 : 8
Most Merciful o f all who are merciful, 7 : 1 5 1 , 1 2 : 64, 1 2 : 9 2 , 2 1 : 8 3
One God, 2 : 1 33 , 2 : 1 63, 4: 1 7 1 ,

essence of truth, imbuing God's cre
ation, 6 : 7 3 , 1 0 : 5 , 1 4 : 1 9 , 1 5 : 8 5 , 1 6 : 3 ,
3 0 : 8 , 38:27, 44:38-39, 4 5 : 2 2 , 6 4 : 3

God alone worthy of worship, 1 :5 , 2 : 2 1 ,
2:83, 3 : 5 1 , 3 : 64, 4:36, 5 :72, 5 : 1 1 7 ,
6 : 1 02, 7 : 5 9 , 7 : 6 5 , 7 : 7 3 , 7 : 8 5 , 9 : 3 1 ,
1 0 : 3 , 1 0 : 1 04, 1 1 :2, 1 1 :26, 1 1 : 5 0 ,

5 : 7 3 , 6 : 1 9 , 9 : 3 1 , 1 4 : 5 2 , 1 6:22,

1 1 : 6 1 , 1 1 : 84, 1 1 : 1 23, 1 2 :40, 1 3 : 3 6 ,

1 6 : 5 1 , 1 8: 1 1 0, 2 1 : 1 08 , 22:34,

1 5 :99, 1 6 : 3 6 , 1 7 :23, 1 9 :36, 1 9 : 6 5 ,

29:46, 37:4, 4 1 : 6 , 1 1 2 : 1

20: 1 4, 2 1 : 2 5 , 2 1 :92, 2 2 : 7 7 , 23:23,

Originator (bad!') o f heavens and
earth, 2 : 1 1 7 , 6 : 1 0 1
Overpowering, 2:209, 2:220, 2:228,
2:240, 3:4, 4 : 5 6 , 4 : 1 5 8, 4 : 1 65 ,
5 : 3 8 , 5 : 9 5 , 8 : 1 0 , 8 : 49, 8 : 6 3 ,
8 : 6 7 , 9 : 4 0 , 9 : 7 1 , 1 4:47, 22:40,
22:74, 33:25, 39:37, 42 : 1 9, 4 8 : 7 ,
48 : 1 9, 5 4 : 4 2 , 5 7 : 2 5 , 5 8 : 2 1

Possessor of
-All Majesty and Honor, 5 5 : 2 7 ,
55:78

-All-Encompassing mercy, 6 : 1 47
-Magnificent Bounty, 2 : 1 05 ,
3 : 1 74, 8 :29, 57:2 1 , 57:29, 62:4

-Mercy, 6 : 1 3 3 , 1 8 : 5 8
-much forgiveness, 1 3 : 6 , 4 1 :43
-Painful Punishment, 4 1 :43
-Power, 5 1 : 5 8
-the Throne, 40: 1 5 , 85 : 1 5
Self-Sufficient, 2:263, 2:267, 3 : 97,
4: 1 3 1 , 1 4 : 8 , 27:40, 2 9 : 6 , 3 1 : 1 2 ,
39:7, 6 4 : 6

Shin of God, 6 8 : 42
Subtle, 22:63, 3 1 : 1 6 , 33:34
Swiftest of reckoners, 6 : 62
very best of
-guardians, 1 2 : 6 4
-inheritors, 2 1 : 8 9
-judges (khayr alja,ilm) , 6 : 5 7

23:32, 24:5 5 , 27:45, 27 : 9 1 , 29: 1 61 7 , 29:36, 29:56, 3 6 : 6 1 , 39:2, 3 9 : 1 4 ,
3 9 : 6 6 , 4 0 : 6 6 , 4 1 : 1 4 , 43:64, 46: 2 1 ,
5 1 : 5 6 , 5 3 : 62, 7 1 : 3 , 9 8 : 5 , 1 06:3

manifestations of God's creative power,
evoking thought and belief
God gives life and death, 2:28,
3 : 1 56 , 9 : 1 1 6 , 10:56, 1 5 :23,
23:80, 26:78-8 1 , 30: 1 9 , 40:68,
44: 8 , 5 0 : 43, 5 3 :44, 57:2, 67:2

integration of creation, flawless and
seamlessly harmonious, 2:22,
2:255, 1 3:2-4, 1 5 : 1 6- 1 9 , 2 1 :3032, 22:65, 23: 1 7- 1 8 , 5 1 :47-48,
5 5 : 7 , 5 5 : 1 0 , 7 8 : 6 - 1 6 , 79:27-32,
86: 1 1 - 1 2 , 9 1 : 1 - 8

pairing of creation, mutually indis
pensable to one another, 4: 1 ,
7 : 1 89 , 1 1 :40, 20:53, 22:5-6,
26:7, 3 0 :2 1 , 3 1 : 1 0- 1 1 , 35 : 1 1 ,
36:36, 3 9 : 6 , 42: 1 1 , 43 : 1 2, 5 0 : 7 ,
5 1 :49, 53:45-46, 7 5 : 37-39

most excellent names of God
the All-Aware, 6 : 1 8, 6:73, 6 : 1 03 ,
34: 1 , 6 6 : 3 , 6 7 : 1 4

the All-Benevolent, 52:28
the All-Creating, 1 5 : 86, 36:81
the All-Dominating, 1 2 : 3 9 , 1 3 : 1 6 ,
1 4 : 4 8 , 3 8 : 6 5 , 39:4, 40: 1 6
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most excellent names of God (continued')
the All-Firm, 5 1 :5 8
the All-Forgiving, 1 0 : 1 07 , 1 2 : 98 ,

most excellent names o f God (continued')
the All-Wise (continued')

1 5 : 49, 1 8 : 5 8 , 2 8 : 1 6 , 3 4 : 2 , 3 9 : 5 3 ,

42:5� 46:8, 67:2, 8 5 : 1 4

the All-Generous, 8 2 : 6
the All-Glorious, 8 5 : 1 5
the All-Granting, 3 : 8 , 3 8 : 9 , 38:35
the All-Great, 13:9, 22:62, 3 1 :30,
34:23, 40: 1 2
5 :76, 6 : 1 3 , 6 : 1 1 5 , 8 : 6 1 , 1 0: 6 5 ,
1 2:34, 1 7 : 1 , 2 1 :4, 26:220, 2 9 : 5 ,
2 9 : 6 0 , 4 0 : 2 0 , 40:56, 4 1 : 3 6 ,
42: 1 1 , 44: 6

the All-Holy, 5 9 : 2 3 , 62: 1
the All-Knowing, 2:32, 2 : 1 27 ,

3 1 :9, 32:6, 34:6, 34:27, 3 5 : 2 ,

57 : 1 , 5 9 : 1 , 5 9 :24, 60:5, 6 1 : 1 ,

3 6 : 5 , 36:38, 3 8 : 9 , 3 8 : 6 6 , 3 9 : 1 ,

the Ahnighty (al-qadfr) , 30:54
the Creator, 6 : 1 02, 1 3 : 1 6 , 3 5 : 3 ,
3 9 : 62, 4 0 : 6 2 , 5 9 : 24

the Determiner, 34:26
the Ever-Exalted, 2:255, 22:62,
3 1 :30, 34:23, 40: 1 2, 42:4

the Everlasting Refuge, 1 1 2:2
the Faithful, 59 :23
the Fashioner, 5 9 : 24
the First, 57:3
the Guardian (al-muhaymin) , 5 9 :23
the Guardian (al-wakfQ, 3 : 1 73, 4 : 8 1 ,

2 : 1 37 , 3 : 3 5 , 5 : 7 6 , 6 : 1 3 , 6 : 96,

4 : 1 32, 4: 1 7 1 , 6 : 1 02, 1 1 : 1 2,

6 : 1 1 5 , 8 : 6 1 , 1 0: 6 5 , 1 2 : 34, 1 2 : 83,

12:66, 1 7 : 65 , 28:28, 33:3, 33:48,

1 2 : 1 00 , 1 5 : 86, 2 1 :4, 26:220,

3 9 : 62, 73:9

27:78, 29:5, 29:60, 30:54, 34:26,
36:38, 36: 8 1 , 40:2, 4 1 : 1 2 , 4 1 :36,
43 : 9 , 43:84, 44:6, 5 1 : 3 0 , 66 :2-3

the All-Living, 2 : 2 5 5 , 3 : 2 , 20: 1 1 1 ,
2 5 : 5 8 , 40:65

the All-Loving, 85 : 1 4
the All-Merciful, 1 : 1 , 1 :3 , 2 : 1 63,
1 3 : 3 1 , 1 7 : 1 1 0 , 1 9 : 1 8 , 1 9 :26,
1 9:44-45, 1 9: 5 8 , 1 9 : 6 1 , 1 9 : 6 9 ,
1 9 : 7 5 , 1 9 : 7 8 , 1 9 : 8 5 , 1 9 : 87-88,
1 9 : 9 1 -93, 1 9 : 9 6 , 20:5, 20:90,
20: 1 08 - 1 0 9 , 2 1 :26, 2 1 : 3 6 ,

the
the
the
the

Hidden, 57:3
Inheritor, 1 5 :23, 2 1 : 8 9 , 28:58
Irresistible, 59:23
King, 20: 1 1 4, 23: 1 1 6 , 5 9 :23,
62: 1

the Last, 57:3
the Magnificent (al-'azfm), 2 : 2 5 5 ,
4 2 : 4 , 56 :74, 5 6 : 9 6 , 69:33, 69:52

the Maker, 2:54, 59:24
the Manifest, 57 :3
the Mercy-Giving, 1 : 1 , 1 :3 , 2:37,
2:54, 2 : 1 28, 2 : 1 60 , 2 : 1 63, 9 : 1 04,

2 1 :42, 2 1 : 1 1 2 , 25:26, 2 5 : 5 9-60,

9 : 1 1 8 , 1 0 : 1 07 , 1 2 : 98 , 1 5 :49,

2 5 : 63 , 26:5, 27:30, 36: 1 1 , 36: 1 5 ,

26:9, 26:68, 26: 1 04, 26 : 1 22,

42 :3, 42: 1 9 , 43:9, 44:42, 45:2,
45:37, 46:2, 5 7 : 1 , 5 9 : 1 , 5 9 : 2324, 60:5, 6 1 : 1 , 62: 1 , 62:3,
64: 1 8 , 67:2, 85:8

the Patron (al-mawld) , 2:286, 3 : 1 50,
6 : 62, 8 : 40, 9 : 5 1 , 1 0:30, 22:78,
47: 1 1 , 66:2

the Patron (al-waliyy) , 2:257, 3:68,
3 : 1 22, 4:45, 5:55, 6 : 1 27 , 7 : 1 55,
7 : 1 96, 1 2 : 1 0 1 , 34: 4 1 , 42 : 9 ,
4 2 : 2 8 , 45 : 1 9

the Peace, 59:23
the Self-Subsisting, 2:255, 3:2,
20: 1 1 1

the Self-Sufficient, 6 : 1 33, 1 0 : 6 8 ,
22:64, 3 1 :26, 3 5 : 1 5 , 47 :38,
57 :24, 60:6

the Sublime (al-mutakabbir) , 11 :73,
5 9 :23

the Subtle, 6 : 1 03, 67 : 1 4
the Supremely Exalted (al-muta'aQ,
13:9

the Truth, 1 0 : 32, 1 8 :44, 20: 1 1 4,
22:6, 23: 1 1 6, 24:25, 3 1 :30

Sender of Books, of Revelation
Evangel
-cardinal portion of, forgotten,
5:14

-confirmed b y Quran, 3 : 3
-mention, 3 : 4 8 , 3 : 6 5 , 5 : 46-47,

36:23, 36:52, 4 1 :2, 43 : 1 7 ,

26: 1 40, 26: 1 5 9 , 26: 1 7 5 , 26: 1 9 1 ,

43 : 1 9-20, 43:33, 43: 3 6 , 43:45,

2 6 : 2 1 7 , 27:30, 2 8 : 1 6 , 3 0 : 5 , 32:6,

5 : 6 6 , 5 :68, 5 : 1 1 0 , 7 : 1 57 , 9 : 1 1 1 ,

43 : 8 1 , 50:33, 5 5 : 1 , 5 9:22, 67:3,

34:2, 3 6 : 5 , 39:53, 42:2, 42 : 5 ,

48:29, 57:27

6 7 : 1 9-20, 67:29, 7 8 : 37-38

the All-Powerful (al-qaweyy), 1 1 : 6 6 ,
42 : 1 9

the All-Praised, 1 1 :73, 1 4: 1 , 22:24,
22:64, 3 1 :26, 34:6, 3 5 : 1 5 , 42:28,
5 7:24, 60:6, 8 5 : 8

the All-Providing, 5 1 : 5 8
the All-Relenting, 2:37, 2 : 5 4 , 2 : 1 28 ,
2 : 1 60 , 9 : 1 04, 9 : 1 1 8

the All-Seeing, 1 7 : 1 , 40:20, 40:56,
42: 1 1

the All-Wise, 2:32, 2 : 129, 3 : 6 , 3 : 1 8 ,
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43:84, 45:2, 45:37, 46:2, 5 1 :30,
?,:')
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the All-Hearing, 2 : 1 27 , 2 : 1 37 , 3:35,

most excellent names of God (continued)
the Overpowering (continued')

44:42, 4 6 : 8 , 5 2 : 2 8 , 5 9 : 22

the Most Gracious, 96:3
the Most High, 87: 1 , 92:20
the Most-Forgiving, 3 8 : 6 6 , 39:5,
40:42

the One (al-a/:i ad'), 1 1 2 : 1
the One (al-wd/:iid'), 1 2 : 3 9 , 1 3 : 1 6 ,
1 4:48, 38:65, 39:4, 40: 1 6

the One Besought fo r Help, 1 2 : 1 8 ,
21:112

the Overpowering, 2 : 1 29 , 3 : 6 , 3 : 1 8 ,
3 : 62, 3 : 1 26, 5 : 1 1 8 , 6 : 9 6 , 1 1 :66,

3 : 62, 3 : 1 26 , 5 : 1 1 8 , 6 : 1 8 , 6 : 7 3 ,

1 4: 1 , 14:4, 1 6 :60, 26:9, 2 6 : 6 8 ,

1 2 : 8 3 , 1 2 : 1 00, 14:4, 1 6:60, 27:9,

26: 1 04, 26: 1 22, 26 : 1 40 , 26: 1 59,

29:26, 29:42, 30:27, 3 1 : 9 , 34: 1 ,

26:175, 26: 1 9 1 , 2 6 : 2 1 7 , 27 : 9 ,

34:27, 3 5 : 2 , 3 9 : 1 , 40:8, 42 :3,

2 7 : 7 8 , 29:26, 29:42, 30:5, 30:27,

Psalms, 4: 1 63, 17:55, 2 1 : 1 05
Quran
-Arab messenger, revealed to,
4 1 : 44

-Arabic Quran, 1 2 : 2 , 20: 1 1 3,
39:28, 41 :3, 42: 7 , 43:3

-Book, 2 : 1 2 1 , 2 : 1 76 - 1 7 7 , 2 : 23 1 ,
4: 1 1 3 , 4: 1 36, 4 : 1 62, 6 : 1 1 4 ,
6 : 1 55 , 7:2, 7:52, 7 : 1 96 , 1 2 : 1 ,
1 4: 1 , 1 6 : 8 9 , 1 7 : 1 0 5 , 2 1 : 1 0 ,
28:86, 29:45, 32:2, 38:29, 40:2,
45:2, 46:2

-clarifying that about which they
dispute, 1 6 : 64
-clear Book, 44: 1

Specialized Index-God: Divine Acts a n d Attributes

Sender of Books (continued)
Quran (continued)
-confinnation of divine revela
tions, 3 : 3 , 6:92; Muhammad's
g, prophethood, 29:5 1 ; what is
before, 6 : 92, 46:30; what is with
them, 2 : 8 9
-containing verses of mother of
the Book, 3 : 7
-Criterion, 2 5 : 1
-disbelievers saying, if only sent
down all at once, 25:32
-essence of truth, 4 : 1 0 5 , 1 3 : 1 ,
39:2, 3 9 : 4 1 , 42: 1 7

-fairest o f discourse, 39 :23
-final truth, 3 5 : 3 1
-healing for body and soul, 1 7:82
-mention, 2:4, 2:97, 2 : 9 9 , 2 : 1 2 1 ,
2 : 1 36 , 2 : 1 85 , 3:4, 4 : 1 74, 5 : 6 6 ,
6 : 1 9, 6 : 9 1 , 9 : 1 1 1 , 1 5 :87, 1 6 :30,
20:2, 24:34, 27:6, 76:23

-mountain, crumbled if sent
down upon, 5 9 : 2 1
-Night of Decree, sent down on,
97: 1

-prayer of Abraham ;i'.11 and
Ishmael ;i11 , answer to, 2 : 1 2 9
-preserved in mother of the
Book, 43: 4
-Reminder, 1 5 : 9, 1 6 : 44, 2 0 : 3 ,
21 :50

-revelation, 26: 1 92
-Scripture, 5:48
Revealed Books, 2:285
revealed words of Lord to Mary �i'.51,
confimiing, 6 6 : 1 2
Scripture, 3 : 1 84, 6 : 9 1 , 6 : 1 1 4
-casting Book o f God behind
backs, 2: 1 0 1
-covenant o f messengers t o con
vey, 3 : 8 1 , 3 : 1 87
-factions distorting, with tongues,
3:78

-human being given, 3 : 7 9
-judge between people, wherein
disputing, 2 : 2 1 3
-Moses ;;81 given, 2 : 8 7
-people: given, 2 : 1 44, 4 : 4 7 , 4 : 5 4 ;
recognizing divine message of
Quran as they do their children,
2 : 1 46

-People of Scripture, 3 : 64-65 ,
3:70, 5 : 1 9, 5 :6 8

-suppression of clear evidence of,
2:159

Sender of Books (continued)
Torah, 2 : 1 0 1 , 3:48, 3 : 5 0 , 3:93,
5 :43-44, 5 :6 6 , 5 : 1 1 0 , 9 : 1 1 1 ,
1 7 : 4 , 2 5 : 3 5 , 28:49, 45 : 1 6, 46 : 1 0,
48:29, 6 1 : 6 , 62:5

-Book, 2 : 5 3 , 1 1 : 1 1 0, 1 7 : 2 , 23:49,
2 5 : 3 5 , 32:23, 37: 1 1 7, 40:53,
4 1 :45

-cardinal portion of, forgotten,
5:13

-Children o f Israel, bequeathed
to, 40:53
-commandments of, upholding,
5:68

-Criterion, o f truth, 2 1 :48
-Jesus ;i'.11 confirmation of, 5:46
-Moses ;;61 given, 6 : 1 54, 1 7:2,
32:23

-Quran, confimution of, 3:3
-Scripture, 28:43
-unlettered Prophet inscribed in,
7 : 1 57

what has been sent down, 3 : 84
Writs, 3 : 1 84, 1 6:44
Sender of messengers
b earers of glad tidings, 8 : 5 6
b elied, 40:70
Children of lsrael, many sent to, 5 :70
cities, God never destroying without
sending to, 2 8 : 5 9
cormnunity, one sent forth for each,
1 6:36

from among themselves, sent to
people, 62:2
messengers, 2 : 1 29, 5 : 1 9, 6:42, 6:48,
9:33, 1 2 : 1 09, 1 3:38, 1 6 :43,
1 7 : 1 5 , 1 7 :77, 2 1 :7, 2 1 :25, 23:44,
43:45, 48:28, 57:25, 6 1 : 9 , 73: 1 5

mortals, 25:20, 40:78
Muhammad :0
-many corning before, 1 5 : 1 0- 1 1
-reference to, 2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64
Noah ;,61, those sent after, 1 0:74,
23:32

speaking native tongue of people,
1 4: 4

two sent and belied, strengthened
with third, 3 6 : 1 3- 1 4
vengeance of God, upon defiant
unbelievers of, 30:47
Sender of prophets
aflli ction and ham1, upon beliers of,
7 : 94

Sender of prophets (continued)
bearers of glad tidings and forewamers,
2 : 1 1 9 , 5 : 1 9 , 7 : 1 88 , 1 1 :2 , 1 7 : 1 0 5 ,
2 5 : 5 6 , 3 3 : 4 5 , 3 4 : 2 8 , 35 :24, 4 8 : 8
forewaruers, 3 4 : 3 4 , 35 :23, 37:72,
43:23

Jesus ;;61, bearing glad tidings of
Messenger Ahmad g,, 6 1 : 6
mercy, sent as, 21 : 1 0 7
Muhammad /�, addressed as
prophet, 2: 1 1 9 , 1 7 :54
prophets, 2 : 2 1 3 , 4 3 : 6
Satan, casting evil whispers about
what in hope they recited, 22:52
witnesses and bearers of glad tidings,
48:8

Sender of rain
clouds, rainfall issuing from midst of,
24:43

God alone sends down, 3 1 :34,
42:28, 43: 1 1

heaven
-provision from, 40: 1 3 , 4 5 : 5
---s e nt from in abundance, 1 1 :52,
7 1 : 1 0- 1 1

water
-brings forth fruit of every kind,
7:57

-drink from, 5 6 : 68-70, 77:27
-in torrents, 7 8 : 1 4
-lifeless earth, quivering and
swelling when sent down, 22:5,
4 1 :39

-purifying and removing defile
ment of Satan, 8: 1 1
-sent down from sky, 2:22,
2 : 1 64, 6:99, 1 3 : 1 7 , 14:32, 1 5 :22,
1 6 : 1 0, 1 6: 6 5 , 20:53, 23 : 1 8 ,
27:60, 29:63, 30:24, 3 1 : 1 0 , 5 0 : 9
---sw eet and salty, 3 5 : 1 2

Sender o f wind(s)
bearing glad tidings, 7 : 5 7 , 25 :48,
27:63, 30:46

clouds, stirring up, 30:48, 3 5 : 9
fecundating cloud and earth, 1 5 :22
hurricane, 1 7 : 69
torment for people of 'Ad
-desolating destruction, 5 1 : 41 -42
-thundering, raging-cold, 54: 1 8-20
turning about, 2: 1 6 4
witness(es) , associating gods with God,
rej ecting testimony of, 6 : 1 9 , 12:39,
1 5 : 9 6 , 1 6 :20, 1 7:42, 1 8 : 1 5 , 1 9 : 8 1 8 2 , 2 1 :2 1 -22, 2 1 :24, 2 1 :29, 2 1 :43,
22:73, 23 : 9 1 , 25:3, 29:41 , 30:40,
36:74-7 5 , 39:2, 4 1 : 9 , 50:26
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SPECIALIZED INDEX
PROPHETS , MESSENGERS , AND MARY

�1

IN THE

QURAN

Numerical references are to surah number followed by verse number of the Quran. Italics often mark significant phrases, usually of speech.
Names of Prophets in bold italics.

Aaron ;il
For related entries, look in Spedalized
Index, Prophets: Moses ;a .
anger, of Moses ;a with, 20:92-94
beard or head, Moses ;E1 seizing, 7 : 1 50 ,
20:94

conveyance of heavenly message
Criterion, given to, 2 1 :48
departure to Pharaoh with God's
message, 20:42-49, 25:35-36
holder of signs and manifest authori
ty, 23:45
sent to Pharaoh and wrongdoers,
1 0:75, 23:45-46, 26: 1 5 - 1 6

sent with God's signs, 1 0 : 7 5 ,
23:45-48

with Moses ;il , 37: 1 1 4- 1 2 0
favor of God upon, 37: 1 1 4
Golden Calf
anger of Moses ;E1, in relarion to,
20:92-94

beard or head of, Moses ;a seizing
Aaron ;il after people's worship
of, 20:94
fear of dividing Children of Israel,
20:94

people
-oppressing and intending to
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Golden Calf (continued)
people (continued)
kill for sake of, 7 : 1 5 0
-refusing t o obey fo r sake of,
20: 9 1

prayer for forgiveness with Moses
;a, for people's false worship of,
7:151

son of m y mother, appeal o f Aaron ;a
to Moses ;E1, 7 : 1 50, 20:94
stand against worship of, 20:90-9 1
guidance of, 6 : 84, 37: 1 1 8
Lord o f Moses ;a and Aaron ;a, 7: 1 22,
20:70, 2 6 : 48

mention, 6 :84, 1 9 :28
monotheism, 7 : 1 2 1 - 1 22, 26:47-48
Moses ;a with
brother of Moses ;il (Aaron ;a) ,
7 : 1 1 1 , 7 : 1 42, 7 : 1 50-1 5 1 , 1 0 : 87 ,
1 9 :53, 20:29-30, 20:42, 23:25,
25:35, 26:36, 28:34-35

God answering their prayer, 1 0 : 8 9
holding accountable, 7 : 1 50,
20:92-93

minister and partner in prophetic
commission of Moses ;il, 20:2935, 25:35, 37: 1 1 4- 1 22

Moses ;a with (continued)
prayer to have brother also messen
ger, 20:29-35, 26: 1 3, 28:34
Torah, Criterion of truth, both
given, 2 1 : 48
peace be upon Moses il81 and Aaron ;a,
37: 1 1 4- 1 22

people's oppression of and intent to kill,
7:150

prophet, 1 9 :53, 2 6 : 1 3 - 1 7
remnant, of Family of Moses ;a and
Aaron ;il in ark of covenant, 2:248
revelation given to, 4 : 1 63
son of my mother, appeal of Aaron ;il to
Moses ;,ib1, 7 : 1 50, 20:94
sorcerers, believing in Lord of Aaron ;il
and Moses ;a, 20:70
speech of, more fluent than Moses ;a,
28:34-35

successor, in absence of Moses �
7 : 1 42, 20:90-94

'

Torah, Criterion of truth, 2 1 :48
Abraham ;il
For related entries, look in Spedalized
Index, Prophets: Ishmael ;a and
Isaac ;il

Specialized Index-Prophets, Messengers, and Mary r'f!y, in the Quran
---- --···-- --------

alliance of faith with Noah �1, 37:79-84
Azar (his father) with
call to worship God, 1 9: 4 1 -48
debate with father and people, con
cerning worship of idols, 2 1 : 5257, 26: 69-77, 37:83-87

dialogue with, 6:74, 1 9 : 4 1 -48,
26:69-70, 37: 83-85, 43:26

idols, shattering, 2 1 : 5 8 , 3 7 : 9 1 -93
Ishmael {01 (his son) with. See also
Sacred House
my dearfather, endearment of
Ish1nael ;i!.11 to Abraham �1,
37: 1 02

willingness to sacrifice son,
37: 1 0 0- 1 1 1

religion of (continued)
devotion to God, 1 6 : 1 2 0
not disciple of either Judaism or
Christianity, 2 : 1 40, 3 : 65-67
obligation to believe in God and
His revelations, 2 : 1 3 6 , 3:84
rej ecting worship of cosmic phe
nomena, 6:75-79
renunciation of associates in divinity
with God, 6 : 7 9 , 9: 1 1 4, 14:35-

my dearfather, endearment of
Jew, negation a s illogical, o fJudaism or
Abraham �' to Azar, 1 9 : 42-45
Christianity being his religion,
seeking forgiveness for father, 9 : 1 1 4 ,
36, 1 6 : 1 20-123, 26:75-77,
2 : 1 40 , 3 :65-67
1 9 :47, 60:4
King Nimrod, dialogue with, 2 : 2 5 8
43:26, 60:4
birds, witnessing God give life to four
1nessenger-angels
shattering idols, 2 1 : 5 8 , 3 7 : 9 1 -93
dead ones, 2:260
bearing glad tidings to Abraham �1,
submission to God (literally,
Christian, denying that he was disciple
1 1 : 69-73, 1 5 : 5 1 -60, 29:3 1 -32,
"Islam"), 2 : 1 30-133, 2 : 1 3 5 - 1 3 6 ,
of either Christianity or Judaism,
3:67, 3 : 9 5 , 6 : 1 6 1 - 1 63 , 1 2 : 3 8 ,
5 1 :24-34
2: 1 40 , 3 :65-67
messenger of resolve, 33:7
1 6 : 1 2 3 , 2 2 : 7 8 , 43:26-28
contemplation, of kingdom of heavens
n1iracles
supplication, 2 : 1 27 - 1 2 9 , 1 4:35-4 1 ,
and earth, 6 : 75-79
fire cooling, by God's command,
1 9 :48, 2 6 : 83-89
covenant, to purify and raise foundation
when Abrahan-i �: cast into it,
Sacred House
of House of God, 2: 1 2 5 , 2: 127,
2 1 : 68-70, 29:24, 37:97-98
of Abraham ;:di, 2 : 1 25 , 3 :96-97
22:26
\Vitness as to hovv God gives life, to
raising its foundations, 2 : 1 2 5 , 2 : 1 27 ,
devotion to God, 1 6 : 1 2 0
1 4:35-37, 22:26
four dead birds, 2:260
dialogue
Muslims, he named believers in
Station of Abraham �1, near Sacred
with father (see Azar)
House, 2 : 1 2 5 , 3 :96-97
Scriptures of old, 22:78
with King Nimrod, 2:258
Noah ;;ti, alliance of faith with Abraham sacred way of Abraham ;;81. See religion
with son (Ishmael �1) , 37 : 1 00-1 1 1
�1, 37:79-84
of Abraham ;i.!Ji
(see also Sacred House)
offspring, 6 : 84, 1 1 : 69-73, 1 4 :39-40,
Scriptures, 5 3 :36-37, 87 : 1 8 - 1 9
elect chosen, of mighty faith and full
Station o f Abraham {01, 2 : 1 2 5 , 3 :96-97.
1 5 : 5 1 -5 5 , 1 9 :49, 2 1 :72, 29:27,
insight, 38:45-47
29:3 1 , 37: 1 00- 1 0 1 , 37: 1 1 2-1 1 3,
See also Sacred House
Family of Abraham �1 , 3:33, 4:54
5 1 :24-28, 57:26
submission to God. See religion of
father
Abraham &21
peace be upon Abraham ;:d1, 37: 1 08- 1 1 1
of Abraham �1 (see Azar)
people of Abraham �1, 6 : 7 5-83, 2 1 : 5 1 - supplication, 2: 1 27 - 1 2 9 , 14:35-4 1 ,
of the prophets (title of Abraham
1 9 :48, 26: 83-89
7 0 , 26: 69-82, 2 9 : 1 6-2 5 , 37:83-99,
;;ti), 6: 83-89, 1 2 : 6 , 1 2 : 37-38,
43:26-28
tests
57:26
fulfilling arduous commandments of
prayers, 2 : 1 26, 2 : 128-129, 14:35, 1 4:37fire
God, 2 : 1 24
38, 1 4 : 40-41
cooling, by God's command, when
willingness to sacrifice son to fulfill
qualities
God's command, 37:99-107
Abraham �1 cast into it, 2 1 :68devotion to God, 1 6 : 1 20
70, 29:24, 37:97-98
wife of
exemplary model, rej ecting false
forefather, of believers, 22: 78
birth destined, though an old
hood, 6 0 : 4
God in relation to
woman, 1 1 :72-73, 5 1 :29
tenderhearted, forbearing, ever-pen
assuring his heart, 2:260
itent, a nation unto himself,
glad tidings to, of Isaac �· and from
beloved friend of God, 4: 125
him Jacob �1, 1 1 :7 1 , 5 1 :28-30
9 : 1 1 4 , 1 1 :74-7 5 , 1 6 : 1 20 - 1 2 1
chosen as 1nessenger, also messensurprise at announcen1ent of con
thankfulness, 1 4 : 3 9 , 1 6 : 1 20-1 2 1
gers from his offspring, 2 : 1 30 ,
ception, 51 : 2 9
without doubt, seeking t o increase
3:33-34, 1 6 : 1 2 1 , 1 9 : 5 8 , 38 :45-47
certainty of faith, 2:260
covenant, to purify and raise foun
Adam tE\1
rej ection of worshiping cosmic phe
dation of House of God, 2 : 1 25 ,
nomena, 6 :75-79
angels, bowing down to him, 2:34,
2: 1 27 ' 22:26
religion of
7 : 1 1 , 1 5 :28-30, 1 7 : 6 1 , 1 8 : 50,
submission, 2: 1 30-133, 3 :67-68,
calling his people to worship One
20: 1 1 6, 3 8 : 7 1 -73
22:78
God, 6 : 75-83, 2 1 : 5 1 -70, 26: 69- ban, from eating of tree, 2 : 3 5 , 7 : 1 9-23,
guests. See messenger-angels
20: 1 1 7 , 2 0 : 1 2 1
82, 2 9 : 1 6-25, 37: 83-99, 43:26-28
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Children of Adam ;i}1, 7 :26-27, 7 : 3 1 ,
7 : 3 5 , 7 : 1 72, 1 7 :70, 36:60

creation from
clay, 1 5 :28, 1 5 : 3 3
d�!St, 3:59

name(s) (continued)
of " Adam /Di" (continued)
1 5 : 3 1 , 1 7 : 6 1 , 1 8 :50, 19:58,
20: 1 1 5- 1 1 7 , 20: 120-2 1 , 3 8 : 6 9

Goliath, killed by, 2:251
innocent of unbelief, 5 : 78
judgment
case of tillage, where sheep foraged,
2 1 :78-79

ewes, disputants seeking arbitration
over, 3 8 : 2 1 -25
38:76
mlings, issuing among people of
3 3 , 5 5 : 3-4, 9 6 : 5
discourse, in relation to God, 2 : 35-39,
Israel, 38:26
-teaching him all names, 2 :3 1 ,
7 : 1 9-25. 20: 1 1 7- 1 2 4
2:33
kingship, 2:25 1 , 38:20
Eve (Arabic: J:Iaw\va; na111e not n1en
repentance of, revealed words of contri knowledge, 27 : 1 5 , 38:20
tioned) , 2:35-36, 4 : 1 , 7 : 1 9-23,
from God, 2:25 1 , 2 1 :78-80, 27: 1 5
tion, 2:37, 7:23, 20: 1 22. See also for
20: 1 1 7, 20: 1 2 1 , 20: 1 23
military experience, 2 1 : 8 0 , 34: 1 1
giveness of God
forgiveness of God, 2:37, 7:23
nllracles
Satan(s) . See lblis
Garden habitation
iron pliant for him
secret parts exposed, 7:22, 7:27, 20: 1 2 1
dwelling in, 2 : 3 5 , 7 : 1 9 , 20: 1 1 7- 1 1 9
-forging garments of mail, 21 :80
expulsion fron1, 2 : 36-38, 7:24, 7:27, sin of, 2 : 3 6 , 7:22, 20: 1 2 1 . See also forgiveness of God; temptation
-full suits of mail with exactly
20: 1 1 7 , 20: 1 23
sons of, two, 5 :27
measured links, 34: 1 0 - 1 1
forbidden from single tree, 2 : 3 5 ,
successor on earth, 2:30
subjugating mountains and birds to
7 : 1 9-20, 7:22, 20: 1 1 7-1 1 9
give due exaltation with, 2 1 : 79,
temptation. See also Garden habitation;
God, in relation to
34: 1 0 , 3 8 : 1 8 - 1 9
repentance of
ad111 onition to, 7:22
n1ountains and birds
disobedience, of Adam £1 inde
appointment of, first prophet, 2:33,
pendent of wife's error, 20: 1 2 1
echoing and singing praise of God
2 : 3 5 , 3 : 33-34, 7:22
with, 34: 1 0 , 3 8 : 1 8 - 1 9
o f Adam � 1 with \vife, expulsion
call to, 2:33, 2 : 3 5 , 7 : 1 9 , 20: 1 1 7
subjugated, to give God due exaltafrom Garden, 2:36, 7 :20-25,
choosing him, 3:33
20: 1 20- 1 23
tion with, 2 1 :79
covenant vvith, and Adan1 �1 forget
wife of (Eve, Arabic: Hawwa), 2:35-36, offapting, 38:30
ting, 20: 1 1 5
penitence to God, 38:24
4 : 1 , 7 : 1 9-23, 20: 1 1 7 , 20: 1 2 1 ,
fashioning him, 1 5 :28-29, 3 2 : 9 ,
20: 1 23
prophet and messenger, 4: 1 63 , 1 7 : 5 5
3 8 :7 1 -72
sanctuary wall, disputants over ewes
forgiveness of, 2:37, 7:23
climbing over, 3 8 : 2 1 -22
David �1
honor from, 1 7 : 70 , 40:64, 6 4 : 3 ,
shepherd, endowed with prowess, 3 8 : 1 7
For related entries, look in Specialized
82:6-8, 95:4
Solomon ;;CJ, (son) , prophet along with
Index, Prophets: Solomon ;;81 .
spirit oflife breathed into, 1 5 : 28-29,
appointment, successor in land, 38:26
father, 27: 1 6 , 38:30
32:9, 3 8 : 7 1 -72
successor in the land, 38:26
I:-lawwa (Eve; not mentioned by name) , Book of Psalms, revelation of, 4: 1 63 ,
mud, 7 : 1 2, 1 5 :2 8 , 1 7 : 6 1 , 3 8 :7 1 ,

2:35-36, 4 : 1 , 7 : 1 9-23, 20: 1 1 7 ,
20: 1 2 1 , 20 : 1 23

Iblis (Satan)
reasons, for enmity toward humani
ty, 7 : 1 2 , 1 5 :32-33, 1 5 : 3 9-42,
1 8 : 5 0 , 20 : 1 1 6- 1 1 9 , 38:75-76

transfonnation into Satan, after dis
obeying God's command to
bow down, 2:34, 7 : 1 1 , 1 5 :303 1 , 1 8 : 5 0 , 20: 1 1 6 , 38:73-74

with Adam {cj1 , 2:34, 2 : 3 6 , 7 : 1 1 - 1 2 ,
7 :20-22, 1 5 : 28-33, 1 7 : 6 1 -62,
1 8 :50, 20: 1 1 6- 1 1 7 , 2 0 : 1 2 0- 1 2 1 ,
3 8 : 7 1 -76

name(s)
of "Adam �1" mentioned in the
Quran, 2 :3 1 , 2:33-35, 2:37,
3:33, 3 : 5 9 , 5 :27, 7 : 1 1 , 7 : 1 9,
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-learning them and being distin
guished with knowledge, 2 : 3 1 -

1 7 :55

curse of, on disbelieving Children of
Israel, 5 :78-79
ever-penitent, 3 8 : 1 7
ewes, subject o f dispute, 3 8 : 2 1 -25
Family of David ;E1 , 34: 1 3
God in relation to
forgiveness, 3 8 :24-25
grace upon, 27 : 1 5 , 34: 1 0
guidance, 6 : 8 4
knowledge from, 2:25 1 , 2 1 :78-80,
27: 1 5

servitude to, 3 8 : 1 7
status with, 3 8:24-25
test from, 38:24
thanksgiving to, 2 1 :80, 27 : 1 5 , 34: 1 3
wisdom from, 2:25 1 , 21 :78-80,
38:20

Dhul Kifl ;;CJ,
of elect in faith, 3 8 : 48
patient, 2 1 :85
righteous, 21 : 8 6
Elias ;il1
descendant, of Abraham ;i}1, 6 : 83-85
God's praiseworthy mention, 6 : 85-90,
37: 1 29-132

peace be upon him, 37: 130
people of Elias tib1
belying prophet, fateful end,
37 : 1 27-128

calling them to worship God alone,
37 : 1 23-126

prophet and messenger, 37: 1 23

Specialized Index-Prophets, Messengers, and

Elisha �1
descendant, of Abraham ;;d1, 6 : 83-86
elect in faith, 3 8 : 45-48
prophet and messenger, 6 : 8 6 , 37: 1 23
Hiid ili
accusations against
being merely mortal man, 1 4 : 1 0 ,
23:33

foolishness, 7 :66
liar, 7 : 6 6 , 23:38
' Ad. See people of ' Ad
conveyance, of God's message, 7 : 6 8
curse of God, upon people of, 1 1 :60
deliverance, of Hild ;[!, and believers,
7:72, 1 1 :5 8

Dune Valleys o f Al-A):iqaf, dwelling
place of ' Ad, 4 6 : 2 1
elders of his people
astounded, that a mere 1nan fore
vvarns of God's nearing judg
ment, 7 : 6 9 , 1 4 : 1 0 , 23:33
insulted and belied him, 7 : 66-70,
1 1 : 53-54, 23:33, 2 6 : 1 23-138,
46:22-23

refusing to forsake what their forefa
thers worshipped, 7:70, 1 4 : 1 0,
26: 1 37 , 46:22

forewarning people, that forelock of
every beast on earth subjugated to
God, 1 1 : 56
!ram, nation of the pillars (people of
'Ad) , 8 9 : 6-8
landmark
imposing stn1ctures created to
immortalize themselves, 26: 129
vainly built upon every elevation to
belittle others, 26: 1 28
mention, 7 : 65-72, 9:70, 1 1 : 5 0-60, 1 4: 9 ,
23: 3 1 -4 1 , 26: 1 23 - 1 40 , 3 8 : 1 2 , 40:3 1 ,
4 6 : 2 1 -26, 5 0 : 1 3 , 5 1 : 4 1 -42, 54: 1 822, 89: 6-8

messenger, 7 : 6 5 , 7:67, 2 6 : 1 25
not asking re\vard for delivering
message, 1 1 : 5 1 , 26: 1 27
reliance on God, 1 1 : 5 6 , 1 4 : 1 2
offenses o f people
assaulting without pity, 26: 1 3 0
belied
-resurrection, 23:35-38
-revealed truth, 54: 1 8
belligerent, 46:23
denied mandate of God, 11 : 5 9 ,
26: 1 23

offenses of people (continuetf)
disavowed signs of god, 11 : 5 9
disbelieved in God, 1 1 : 6 0
followed commands of obstinate
tyrants among them, 1 1 : 5 9
forging false gods, 1 1 : 5 0
mockery, turned their hands to their
mouths in gesture of, 1 4 : 9
people o f 'A d
asking for miracles, 1 1 : 5 3 , 1 4 : 1 0
asking t o bring about God's doom,
if Hlid ;;d1 truthful, 7:70, 46:22
claim that prophet struck by evil,
response of, 1 1 : 5 4-57
cut off by God, 7:72
example of arrogant rej ection of
truth, 7 :74, 9 : 7 0 , 1 4: 9 , 22:42,
25: 38-39, 29:38, 4 1 : 1 3 - 1 5 , 8 9 : 6

given prosperity and power, 4 6 : 2 6
God causing other people to suc
ceed them, 1 1 : 57
granted faculties of hearing, sight,
and hearts that comprehend,
46:26

1nessenger sent to then-i, 7 : 6 5 ,
1 1 : 50-52, 4 6 : 2 1

successors of Noah �1, 7 : 6 9
turning away from faith, 1 1 :57,
46:22

punishn1ent
cloud, bearing desolating wind of
tonnent, 46:24, 5 1 :4 1
date-palm stumps uprooted, people
became as, 54:20
deadly blast, seizing and turning
them into floating debris, 2 3 : 4 1
desolating vvind, leaving nothing
except decayed, crushed bones,
5 1 :42

destroyed them, 2 6 : 1 3 9 , 46:25
of his people 7 : 7 1 -72, 1 1 : 5 8-60,
41 : 1 3 , 4 1 : 1 5- 1 6 , 46:22-25,
5 1 : 4 1 -42, 5 3 : 5 0 , 54: 1 8-2 1 ,
69:5-8, 8 9 : 6- 1 4

thundering, raging-cold vvind sent
upon, 5 4: 1 9
religion
call to worship God alone, 7 : 6 5 ,
46:21

God's forgiveness brings rain fro1n
the heavens and increases them
in strength, 1 1 : 5 2

in the Quran

religion (continuetf)
reliance upon God, daring people to
plot without respite against him,
1 1 : 5 5-56

reminding them that God gave
them children, cattle, gardens,
springs, 2 6 : 1 33-134
sign evident in their destruction, 5 1 :4 1
Idrfs ;ij1
ever-truthful prophet, 1 9 : 5 6
patient and righteous, 1 9 : 5 8 , 21 : 85-86
raised in name and station to high place,
1 9 :56-57

Isaac �1
For related entries, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Abraham il1 and
Ishmael ,:i'.;1 _
father
birth of, to an aged father (Abraham
il1), 6 : 84, 1 1 : 7 1 , 1 4: 3 9
father ofJacob ;;Cl:, grandfather of
Joseph ;01, 1 2 : 6
of God's elect chosen, of mighty faith
and full insight, 3 8 :45-47
prophet, 4 : 1 63, 1 9 :49-50, 2 1 :73, 29:27,
37: 1 1 2

religion
monotheism, 2 : 1 33, 2 : 1 40, 1 2 : 37-38
obligation to believe in God and
His revelations, 2: 1 36, 3 : 8 4
submitting to God, observing way
of Abraham ;;d:, 2 : 1 33
righteous, 1 9: 5 0 , 2 1 :72, 3 7 : 1 1 2- 1 1 3
wife, o f Abraham ;;d 1 (mother, Sarah;
name not mentioned)
barren old woman, 51 :29
old, when given glad tidings of
Isaac's ;:G1 birth, 1 1 : 7 1 -72
Ishmael ;;d1
For related entries, look in Specialized Index,
Prophets: Abraham (d; and Isaac �1.
Abraham ;;d1 (his father) with
my dearfathcr, endeam1ent of
Ishniael ,iJ1 to Abrahan-i :ib1,
37: 1 02

raising foundations of Sacred House
together, 2 : 1 25, 2 : 1 27, 1 4 :3537, 22:26

willingness to sacrifice hi1nself for
God, 3 7 : 1 0 0- 1 1 1
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birth of, to an aged father, 1 4:39,
3 7 : 1 00-102

elect preference, over other people,
6 : 8 6 , 6 : 8 7 , 2 1 : 85-86, 3 8 : 48

rhem \Virh Prayer and
Zakat-Charity, 1 9 : 5 5
mention, 2 : 1 25 , 2 : 1 27 , 2 : 1 33 - 1 3 6 ,
f.:uuil y , c11juining

2 : 1 40 , 3 : 84, 4: 1 63 , 1 4:39, 1 9 :54-55,
2 1 : 8 5 , 3 8 : 48

patience, in face of trial and sub1nissive
to divine decree, 37: 1 02- 1 07
religion
obligation to believe in God and
His revelations, 2: 1 3 6 , 3:84,
4 : 1 63

recipient of revelation, 4: 1 63
submission to One God, observing
the way of Abraham it',, 2 : 1 33 ,
2 : 1 36 , 2 : 1 40

Sacred House, raising its ±Oundations
with Abraham ;81, 2 : 1 2 5 , 2 : 1 27,
3:84

Jacob �1
For related ent1ies, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Joseph ;ef.'.i1 .
beautiful patience, Jacob's it, response to
loss of sons, 1 2 : 1 8 , 1 2:83
birth of, tidings given to wife of
Abraham ;;61 (grandmother. Sarah) ,
1 1 :7 1

blessing
upon, 3 8 :45-47
upon Family ofJacob ;81, 1 2 : 6 , 1 9 : 6
deathbed o f, exhorting children t o sub
mit to God alone, 2 : 1 33
Egypt, entering with family, 1 2 : 9 9 - 1 00
eyes, turning white with blindness,
12:84

fear
for Joseph ;81, 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 4 , 1 2 : 64-66
wolf, that sons would heedlessly let
it eat Joseph {ii±', , 1 2 : 1 3
fragrance o fJoseph ;i'l1, sensing, 1 2 :94
grandson of Abraham _ij1, son of Isaac

;n,,

1 1 :7 1 , 1 9 :49-50, 2 1 :72, 29:27

Israel, also name of, 3 : 93
Joseph ;i±J,
drean1 of eleven stars and sun and
n10011 bo-wing
-father advising son not to relate
vision to brothers. 1 2 : 5
-narrating vision t o Jacob �1 , 1 2 : 4
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Joseph ;81 (continued)
God teaching him interpretation of
foreshadowed events. 1 2 : 6
my dearfather, endearment ofJoseph
;;81 to Jacob ;;±:, 12:4, 1 2 : 1 00
parents and brothers bowing do\vn
before, in fulfilhnent of boy
hood vision, 1 2 : 100
Joseph's �1 full brother (name not men
tioned)
inquiry about, with Joseph ;i±i1,
1 2 : 87

Jacob �' reluctant to send with
other sons, 1 2 : 63-66
qualities
guidance of, 6 : 84
of the chosen and elect of faith,
38:45-47

patience, 1 2 : 1 8 , 1 2 : 83
religion
belief in One God and all messen
gers, 2: 1 36 , 2 : 1 40 , 3 : 8 4
despair, characteristic of disbelieving
peopie, 1 2 : 87
observing vvay of Abrahan1 �:,
2 : 1 33

revelation, recipient of, 4: 1 63
sacred way of, 1 2 :38
servitude to and mighty faith in
God, 38:45
submitting to God alone, 2 : 1 32,

sons
and his full brother
more, perceiving father to, 1 2 : 8
misguidance, children's rnispercep
tion of father, 1 2 : 8 , 1 2 : 95
picnic and play, requesting father to
send Jo5eph :il1 'Nith then1 to,
12:12

search for Joseph .:£1. , 1 2 :87
separate gates, told to enter city
through, 1 2 : 67-68
solemn vow, giving to father, 1 2 : 6 6
soliciting father to send Joseph's �'
full brother with, 1 2 : 6 1 -66
submit to God alone, enjoined to,
2 : 1 32- 1 33

telling their father that his son stole,
1 2 : 8 1 -83

ten1ptation, charged \Vith succumb
ing to, 1 2 : 1 5- 1 8
sorrow for loss o fJoseph it1, 1 2 : 1 8,
1 2 : 84-86

Jesus ;i'J, , Messiah (Son of lv[ary ;Q-51)
For related entries, look in 0pm'""''rn
Index, Prophets.' lvlary
accusations against (false)
purified of them, 3 : 5 5
sharing divinity with God, false
claim, 3 : 5 9-6 1 , 4: 1 7 1 , 5 : 1 7 ,
5 : 72-73, 1 9 :34-35, 43:57-59

12:67

5 : 1 10, 6 1 : 6

revelation, recipient of, 4: 1 63
shirt ofJoseph �1, restoring sight of,

likeness to in creation, 3 :59-6 1
Adam
bird, forn1ing n1ud figure into, 3:49,

sight of
eyes, turning white with blindness,

birth, 3 : 45-47, 1 9 : 1 6-33
born-blind, healing, by God's permis
sion, 3:49, 5 : 1 1 0
Children o f Israel
disbelieving in Jesus �" 5 : 7 8
sent to then1 to confinn Torah,

1 2 :93

12:84

restored, 1 2 : 93 , 1 2 : 9 6
sons of (those not full brothers ofJoseph i':)
asked to inquire about Joseph ;b1
and his brother, 1 2 : 8 7
deathbed ofJacob ;i'J1, exhorting
children to submit to God
alone, 2 : 1 33
delusion, accusing father of, 1 2 : 9 5
despair, taught that it characterizes
disbelieving people, 1 2 : 8 7
forgiveness, Jacob i!J1 beseeching
God for sons, 1 2 : 97-98
Joseph's ;it', full brother, Jacob {ii±'1
not wanting to send with,
1 2 : 63-66

5:110

3 : 49-50, 5 :46, 6 1 : 6

covenant, with God, 33:7
cradle, speaking to people while in,
3 : 46 , 5 : 1 1 0 , 1 9 :29-33

creation ofJesus (b,, for God like creat
ing Adam ;i'.J,, 3 : 59-61
crucifixion negated, 3 : 5 5 , 4 : 1 5 6 - 1 5 9
curse, by his tongue of disbelieving
Children of lsracl, 5 :78
disbelief, those attributing divinity to
Jesus (i!J1 or believing in Trinity,
5 : 1 7 , 5 : 72-73, 5 : 7 5

Spedalized Index-Prophets, Messengers, and Mary /ffi1 i n the Quran

Disciples
asking for table-spread to be feast
from heaven, 5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 5
belief i n Jesus ;D, 3 :52-53, 5 : 1 1 1
ofJesus �1, 3 : 52-53, 5 : 1 1 1 - 1 1 3 ,
61:14

dispute o f people, with Muhammad �
about Jesus �1, 3 : 6 1 , 43:57-58
eminence of, 3 : 45
Evangel, 3:3, 3 : 48, 3 : 6 5 , 5 :46-47, 5 : 6 6 ,
5 : 6 8 , 5 : 1 1 0 , 7 : 1 57 , 9 : 1 1 1 , 48:29,
57:27

exemplar
for Children of Israel and others,
43:57-59

loving-kindness and mercy in hearts
of those following teachings of,
5 7 : 27

Family of 'Imcin, 3:33
feast from heaven, 5 : 1 1 2 - 1 1 5
Gabriel ; (Holy Spirit) , aiding Jesus ;D,
D

2:87, 2:253, 5 : 1 1 0

glad tidings
of birth, 3:45
of coming message of Muhammad
�. 6 1 : 6

God i n relation to
blessings upon, 1 9 : 3 1
covenant with, 33:7
enjoining people to believe in God
alone, 3 :49-5 1 , 5:72, 5 : 1 1 6- 1 1 7,
1 9: 3 6 , 43:63-64

giving
-Book, 1 9 :30
-clear proofS of truth, signs, and
aid of Holy Spirit (Gabriel ;D),

2 : 8 7 , 2:253, 3 : 49-50, 5 : 1 1 0- 1 1 4 ,
61:6

-revelation, 4 : 1 63
God asking Jesus ;;&1, in Hereafter,
about people taking mother and
son as deities, 5 : 1 1 6- 1 20
grace upon, 5 : 1 1 0 , 43:59
Jesus ;D responding to God, he
entreated people to worship
God alone, 5 : 1 1 6- 1 1 8
not God, 5:72, 5 : 1 1 6- 1 1 7
raising, t o heavens and negating that
he �1 was either killed or cruci
fied, 3 : 5 5 , 4 : 1 56 - 1 5 9
servant and messenger of God, not
deity, 3 : 49, 4 : 1 7 1 , 4 : 1 72, 5 : 7 5 ,
43:57-59

God in relation to (continued)
servitude to God, 3 : 5 1-52, 5 :72,

miracles (continued)
leper, healing, by God's permission,
3:49, 5 : 1 1 0

5 : 1 1 6- 1 1 8 , 43 : 5 9 , 6 1 : 1 4

taught wisdom, Book and sent to
Children of lsrael, 3 :48-49,
5 : 1 1 0 , 57:27

Gospel, 3:48, 5 : 46-47, 5 : 1 1 0 , 5 7 : 27
Holy Spirit (Angel Gabriel ;;&1) , aiding
him, 2 : 8 7 , 2:253, 5 : 1 1 0
homes, telling what none knew o f what
people ate or stored up in, 3 : 4 9
human nature of, purely nondivine,
5:75

leper, healing, by God's permission,
3:49, 5 : 1 1 0

life t o the dead, giving, b y God's
permission, 3:49, 5 : 1 1 0
negation o f claim that Jesus ;D is son of
God, 9:30, 1 9 :29-30, 1 9 : 3 4-36
obligation to believe, in him and his
revelation, 2 : 1 36 , 3 : 84, 42 : 1 3
peace b e upon him, a t birth, death, and
resurrection of, 1 9 : 3 3
plan, disbelievers devising against, 3 : 5 4
portent, of last Hour, 4 3 : 6 1
Prayer and charity, enjoined to establish,
1 9 : 3 1 , 42: 1 3

lies, forged against him, 3 : 5 9-6 1 , 4 : 1 7 1 ,

prophet o f God, 1 9 :30
pure boy, 1 9 : 1 9
5 : 1 7 , 5 :72-73, 1 9 :34-3 5 , 43: 57-59
life to the dead, giving by God's permis rejection of, 3 : 5 2
sion, 3:49, 5 : 1 1 0
righteous, 3 : 4 6 , 6 : 8 5
second coming of, portent of last Hour,
Mary ;£1 1 (mother) . See also entire nine
43 : 6 1
teenth chapter of Quran (Surah 1 9) ,
sects, disputing about, 1 9:37, 43:65
named after Mary ;£11; Specialized
Index, Prophets: Mary �1
servant and messenger of God, not deity,
Jesus ; given shelter with mother,
3:49, 4 : 1 7 1 - 1 72, 5 : 7 5 , 43 : 57-59
servitude to God, 3 : 5 1 -52, 5:72, 5 : 1 1 623:50
1 1 8 , 43 : 5 9 , 6 1 : 1 4
mention, 3 : 33-37, 3 : 42-47, 5:75,
sign, 1 9 : 2 1 , 2 1 : 9 1 , 2 3 : 5 0
2 1 : 9 1 , 66: 1 2
son of Mary ;£11 (title of Messiah), 2:87,
virtuous to mother, 1 9: 3 2
2:253, 3 : 4 5 , 4:157, 4 : 1 7 1 , 5 : 1 7 ,
word from God, cast into Mary �1,
D

3:45, 4 : 1 7 1

mention, 5 : 46 , 23:50, 57:27
Messenger
of God, 3:49, 4 : 1 57, 4: 1 7 1 , 5 : 7 5 ,
5: 1 1 1 , 61:6

o f resolve, 33:7
to Children of lsrael, 3 : 49, 6 1 : 6
Messiah
mention, 3:45, 4 : 1 57 , 4 : 1 7 1 - 1 72,
5 : 1 7 , 5 :72, 5 :7 5 , 9 : 30-3 1

renouncing those who took him as
deity, 5 : 1 1 6- 1 1 8 , 43: 63-64
miracles
bird, forming mud figure into, 3:49,
5:110

born-blind, healing, b y God's per
mission, 3:49, 5 : 1 1 0
Children o f Israel, withheld from
killing Jesus ;£11, 5: 1 1 0
cradle, speaking t o people while in,
3:46, 5 : 1 1 0- 1 1 1 , 1 9 :29-33

homes, telling what none knew of
what p eople ate or stored up in,
3 : 49

5 : 46 , 5:72, 5 : 7 5 , 5 : 78, 5 : 1 1 0 , 5 : 1 1 2 ,
5 : 1 1 4, 5 : 1 1 6, 9 :3 1 , 1 9 :34, 23:50,

33:7, 43 : 5 7 , 57:27, 6 1 : 6 , 6 1 : 1 4

soul of, God lifting up to Him, 3 : 5 5
table-spread, sent down from heaven,
5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 5

Torah, confirmation of, 3:49-50, 5 : 46 ,
6:61

Trinity or any attribution o f divinity to,
false , 4: 1 7 1 , 5 : 1 7 , 5 :72-7 3 , 5:75
writing, taught skill of, regarding divine
law, 3 : 48
Job ;;&1
ailment, 2 1 :83
commendable servant of God, 2 1 :83-84
descendant, of Abraham ;D, 6 : 83-84
family, given back joy of, 2 1 : 84
recipient of revelation, 4: 1 63
trial with adversity
patience, 21 : 83-84, 38:44
recovery from illness, 3 8 : 4 1 -44
touched by unbearable ailment,
2 1 :83
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John �1
For related entries, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Zachariah �1 .
abstinent, 3 : 3 9
augch, giving gia.d tidings o[ i111peuJiu g
birth, 3 :39-40, 1 9 : 7
God in relation to
Book, connnand to take hold of
with power, 1 9 : 1 2
confirming revelation o f word of
God, 3:39
guidance from God, 6 : 8 5
prophetic wisdom, given to as child,
19:12

mention,

3:39-40, 6 : 8 5 , 1 9 : 7 , 1 9 : 1 2 - 1 5 ,

2 1 : 90

name 'John" �" appointed to none
before him, 1 9 : 7
parents of
answer, to Zachariah's �1 (father)
supplication for son, 3 : 3 8-39,
1 9 : 2-7, 2 1 : 89-90

mother, barren, 3:40, 1 9 :8-9, 2 1 :90
old age, had come upon his parents
when he was miraculously born,
3 :40, 1 9 :8-9

virtuous, toward parents, 19: 14
peace be upon him, at birth, death and
resurrection of, 19: 1 5
preference o f God, above all people of
his time, 6 : 85-87
qualities
honored leader, abstinent, and
prophet from among righteous,
3:39

neither insolent nor disobedient,
19:14

pure, 1 9 : 1 3
righteous and God-fearing,

6:85,

19:13

tender, 1 9 : 1 3
virtuous, toward parents, 1 9 : 1 4
Zachariah �1 (father) . See parents of
Jonah �1
castaway, chosen to be after casting lots
to save overladen ship from peril,

God i n relation t o (continued)
highly exalting God alone, 37: 1 43
repentance, 2 1 : 87
righteous, 68:50
supplication for deliverance, 2 i :8788, 37 : 1 43-148, 68:48

gourds, tree shading while sick, 37: 1 46
lessons, ofJonah �1 and people, 1 0 : 9 8 ,
6 8 : 48-50

Man of the Whale, 2 1 :87. See also
Companion of the Whale
mention, 4 : 1 63 , 6:86, 1 0 : 9 8 , 2 1 : 87-88,
37: 1 3 9 - 1 4 8 , 68:48-50

messenger, 6 : 8 6 , 3 7 : 1 3 9
Muhannna d �. not to abandon mis
sion like Companion of Whale,
6 8 : 48

people of
anger of prophet with, leaving them
withont God's permission,
2 1 : 8 7 , 37: 1 39- 1 40

belief in God, after receiving fore
warning, 1 0: 9 8
given enjoyment in life, 37: 148
hundred thonsand people or more,
became believers, 37 : 1 47-148
prophet and recipient of revelation, 4 : 1 63
remorsefnl and distressed, 68:48
ship overladen, 37: 1 40
sickness
tree of gourds, shading while sick,
37 : 1 46

wilderness, hurled into while sick,
37: 1 45

whale
Companion of the Whale (title of
Jonah �1) , 68:48
gnlping him, 37: 1 42
in its abdomen, 2 1 :87, 68:48
Man of the Whale (title ofJonah
�1) , 2 1 :87
remaining in its belly untiljudgment
Day, were it not for his repen
tance, 3 7 : 1 4 1 - 1 42

Joseph �
For related entries, look in Specialized
37: 1 4 1
Index, Prophets: Jacob �1 .
Companion o f the Whale, 6 8 : 4 8 . See
appointment, High Minister over trea
also Man of the Whale
suries of land, 1 2 : 5 5 . See also king
descendant of Abraham �" 6: 84, 6: 85-86 brother (full brother of)
God in relation to
Jacob �1 not wanting to send with
other sons, 1 2 : 63-66
guidance of, 6 : 8 6
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brother (continued)
Joseph �
-arranging to bring to Egypt,
1 2 : 58-62

-secretly piacmg royal drinking
cnp in p ack of, 1 2:70
-taking him nnder king's law,
12 :76

privately told, Joseph �1 was minis
ter, 1 2 : 6 9
brothers (not full brothers of)
accusing
-father of delusion, 1 2 : 95
-Joseph � and foll brother of
stealing, 12:77
allotment of fnrther provisions,
denied without bringing brother
from father, 1 2 : 59-6 1
asked to inquire about Joseph �
and his brother, 12:87
brother from father, told to bring,
12:59

desire to kill or cast away Joseph � .
12:9

eldest, remaining with brother
accnsed of stealing, 1 2 : 8 0
entering Egypt, with full secnrity,
1 2 : 99

forgiveness
-for their sins, seeking, 1 2 : 97
-of Joseph � . 1 2 :92
informed, of terrible harm they
inflicted upon Joseph �" 1 2 : 8 9
invited, to bring families to Egypt,
1 2 : 93

Jacob's � fear, to send Joseph �
with, 1 2 : 1 3
jealousy and conspiracy, 1 2 : 8 - 1 0
Joseph's �1 court, entering upon
without recognizing him, 1 2 : 5 8
Joseph's � shirt
-brothers bringing, with false
blood on, 1 2 : 1 8
-used t o restore their father's
sight, 1 2 : 93
love Joseph � and his full brother
more, perceiving father to, 1 2 : 8
merchandise of, placed back in
packs, 1 2 :62, 1 2 : 65
one of, not wanting to kill Joseph
�" 1 2 : 1 0
picnic and play with Joseph ;U ,
requesting father, 1 2 : 1 2

Specialized Index-Prophets, Messengers, and Mary r't!i' in the Quran

brothers (continued)
regret of, and Joseph's /Di forgive
ness, 1 2 : 9 1 -93
resolve, to place Joseph /Di in well,

God in relation to
establishing Joseph ;ib1 in land,
1 2 :2 1 , 1 2 : 5 6-57

giving prophetic wisdom therein,

1 2: 1 5

search fo r Joseph ;;\bi, 1 2 :87
separate gates, told to enter city
through, 1 2 : 67-68
soliciting father, to send J oseph's /Di
full brother with, 1 2 : 6 1 -67
stealing in religion of, taking thief
himself as recompense, 1 2:74-45
supplies, receiving from Joseph iJ1,
1 2 : 5 9 , 1 2 :70

telling father his son had stolen,

1 2 : 22

teaching interpretation of foreshad
owed events to, 1 2 : 6
home, of Egypt's High Minister
Joseph ;ib1 given prophetic wisdom
therein, 1 2 :22
sold to, 1 2 : 1 9-21
tending graciously to Joseph's ;D1
dwelling, 1 2 : 2 1
innocence, from solicitation charge
imprisoning hin1, despite clear signs,

1 2 : 8 1 -83

temptation, charged with succumb
ing to, 1 2 : 1 5- 1 8
thieves, claim against, 1 2 : 7 0
told that Minister was their long-lost
brother Joseph /Di, 1 2 : 90
weeping to father, 1 2 : 1 6
wolf ate Joseph /D1, lie t o father,
12:17

caravan ·water�scout
finding boy a oseph �1) , 12: 1 9
selling Joseph ;ib1 fo r paltry price,
1 2 : 20

case of w01nen soliciting Joseph �1
heedlessly cutting themselves, in
admiration of Joseph �1, 1 2 : 3 1
High Minister's wife (see also wife of
High Minister)
-declaring Joseph ;;,G, truthful,
12:51

-refusing to betray Joseph ;oi}1 in
his absence, 1 2 :52
Joseph �1 asking king to inquire
about, 1 2 : 5 0
king inquiring, about solicitations of
women of high society, 1 2 : 5 1
cows and com
Joseph's ;it: interpretation of,
1 2 : 45-49

king's vision of, 1 2 : 43-45
drean1
Joseph �1, \vherc sun, moon, and
stars bowing, 1 2 : 4 , 1 2 : 1 0 0
king, vision of covvs and com,
1 2:43-49

muddle of dreams, 12:44
two young servants, 1 2 : 3 6 , 12:41
goblet of king, theft of, 1 2 : 69-76

12:35

vindicating testimony of women
who cut their hands, 1 2 : 5 1
wife o f High Minister, openly stat
ing his truthfulness to king,
1 2 : 5 1 -52

witness, exan1ining Joseph's �1 rent
shirt, finding, 1 2:26-29
interpretation of.dreams, knowledge of,
1 2 : 6 , 1 2 :2 1 , 1 2 : 3 7 , 1 2 : 1 0 1

Jacob ;;di (father)
advising Joseph ;;d1 not to relate
vision, 1 2 : 5
disinclined to send Joseph � with
other sons, 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 4
entering Egypt with full security,
1 2 : 99
my

dearfather, endearment of Joseph
;i±;1 to Jacob ;01, 1 2:4, 1 2 : 1 00
sensing fragrance ofJoseph ;;(;,,
1 2 : 94

shirt of Joseph �1, restoring sight of,
1 2 :93, 1 2 : 9 6

sorrow, for loss ofJoseph �1, 1 2 : 8 4
king
case of women \vho cut their hands,
Joseph ;i:l1 asking king to inquire
about, 1 2 : 5 0
choosing Joseph �1 as well-tmsted
advisor, 1 2 : 5 4
dream, of cows and corn, 1 2 : 43-49
goblet of, stolen, 1 2 : 72
High Minister of, appointing Joseph
;i]1 over treasuries of land, 1 2 : 5 5
interpretation of dream, by Joseph

;iii ,

1 2 : 45-49

Joseph's �: innocence, inquiring
about, 1 2 : 5 1 -53

king (continued)
messenger, sending to bring Joseph
;i:li from prison, 1 2 : 5 0
ladies of high society. See wife of High
Minister
parents, bowing before throne of, 1 2 : 1 00
prison
High Minister's wife, threatening
imprisonment, 12:32
Joseph ;;(;, favoring prison, over
inclining toward indecent
advances of women, 1 2:33
prominent n1en, iinprisoning hin1
despite clear signs of innocence,
12:35

servants, imprisoned with (see
prison-mates)
prison-mates (two young servants)
called to worship One God and fol
low sacred \vay of Abrahan1 �1,
1 2 :37

drean1s of, one pressing wine and
other carrying bread over head
from which birds eating, 1 2 :36
imprisoned with, 12:36
interpretation of dreams, 1 2 : 4 1
Joseph's �1 innocence
-prison-mate requested to n1en
tion to his lord, 1 2 :42
-remen1bering to mention at long
last, 1 2 :45
Satan, causing prison-mate to forget
Joseph ;oi}1, 1 2 : 42
purpose of revealing stoty ofJoseph ;ib1
signs of tmth, in narrative ofJoseph
;it: and his brothers, 12:7
tidings of unseen, related to
Muhammad :Bl;c, 1 2:3, 1 2 : 1 02
qualities
blessing upon, 1 2 : 6 , 1 2 :90
clear signs, corning with, 40:34
good keeper and knowledgeable,
12:55

gratitude to God, 1 2 : 1 00- 1 0 1
guidance, 6 : 8 4
knowledge and wisdom, 1 2 : 2 2
receiving guiding proof fro111 his
Lord, 1 2 : 2 4
sincere, elect servant of God, 1 2:24
religion
calling prison-111ates to worship one
God, follow sacred way of
Abraham �1, 1 2 : 37-40
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religion (continuer!)
law of, taking thieves themselves as
recompense for stealing, 1 2 : 7 4
royal drinking cup, theft of, 1 2 : 70-76

s0licitJ.ti0!l

of,

1 2:23-- 25

sun, moon, eleven stars bowing to, 1 2 : 4
supplication
calling to Lord, prison dearer than
that to which High Minister's
wife called, 1 2:33
praying that God would take bis
soul in death while in submis
sion to Him, 1 2 : 1 0 1
suppressing outrage, a t brothers' accusa
tion of theft, 1 2 :77
vision prophetic, 1 2 : 4
·water well
cast into depths of, 1 2 : 1 0 , 1 2 : 1 5
revelation that h e would tell broth
ers of their evil affair, 1 2 : 1 5
wife o f High Minister
accusing Joseph �1, of desiring evil
with her, 1 2 : 25
challenging her peers of high society
to try to resist soliciting Joseph
�!, 1 2 :30-32
cunning of, great, 1 2 :28
declaring Joseph ;D1 truthful, 1 2 : 5 1
defense ofJoseph ;D1, 1 2 : 2 6
desire, 1 2 : 24
God turning away cunning of,
1 2 : 33-34

Joseph ;D1
-fleeing from, 1 2:25
-rejecting solicitation, 1 2:23
ladies of high society with
-contriving gossip of, 1 2 : 3 1
-heedlessly cutting their hands in
admiration ofJoseph ;£:, 1 2 : 3 1
-High Minister's wife confessing
desire to solicit Joseph �t to,
12:32

-perceiving solicitation as 1nis
guidance, before seeing Joseph
;;21, 1 2:30
refusing to betray Joseph fd1 in his
absence, 1 2 : 5 2
renting Joseph's ;D: shirt from
behind, 1 2 : 2 5
soliciting Joseph ;D1, 1 2 :23
stating that the self often bids to
evil, 1 2 : 5 3
threatening to in1prison Joseph
1 2 : 32
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wife of High Minister (continuer!)
told to seek forgiveness for her sins,
12:29

witness from her family, testifying,
1 '1 . 0 L
.i .<:... . L. U

lust of men for men,

7:81, 26:165,

27: 54-55

nurked stones, devastating rain shower
ing upon Sodom, 7 : 83-84, 1 1 :8233, 1 5 :74,

26: 1 7 3 ,

52:31

Lot �'
For related entries, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Abraham ;D1.
Abraham �1 , uncle of Lot �:, 29:26-29
al-Mu'tafikat, 9:70. See also Sodom and
Go111orrah
angel guests (in form of men)
daughters, offering to ·wed rather
than lust for guests or other
men, 1 1 :78, 1 5 : 7 1
i n Lot's ;D : home, solicited b y his
people, 1 1 :77-8 1 , 1 5 : 6 1 -64,
1 5 : 67-7 1 , 2 9 : 3 1 -34, 54:37

call to faith
exhorting people to be God-fearing,
26: 1 6 1

response, o f his people t o his call to
faith, 7 : 82, 1 1 :79, 26: 1 67 - 1 6 8 ,
27:56, 2 9 : 2 9

unprecedented lewdness, reproach
for, 7 :80-8 1 , 26: 1 60 - 1 6 6 , 27:545 5 , 2 9 :28-29

deadly blast, seizing town of, at sunrise,
1 5 :73

deliverance
night, Lot �,, setting out with family
before punishment befell
Sodom, 1 1 : 8 1 -83, 1 5 : 65 , 54:34
of Lot �' and family, 7 : 83, 1 5 : 5 9 ,
2 1 : 7 1 -7 5 , 2 6 : 1 6 9- 1 7 1 , 27:54-5 8 ,
2 9 : 2 8 , 29:32-33, 3 7 : 1 34, 54:34

distress ot; lest people molest his male
guests (whom he did not know
were angels), 1 1 :77-8 1 , 1 5 : 6 1 -64,
1 5 : 67-7 1 , 29:3 1 -34, 54:37

expulsion ot; people seeking this
because he kept himself pure,

7:83,

27:56

guests, angels in fonn of inen. See angel
guests
killing, people of Sodom committing,
29:29

lethal pellets, raging storm sho\.vering
upon Sodom, 54:33-34
lewd abominations, people of openly
comnlltting in their gatherings,
29:29

27:58, 5 1 :32-34,

Messenger
of God, 37: 133
righteous, granted wisdom and
knowledge, 6 : 8 6 , 2 1 : 74-75 ,
37 : 1 33

messenger-angels. See angel guests
nephew of Abraham ;;d1, 29:26-29
offenses of people
corruption, sowing, 29:30
expel Lot 6t1, for seeking to keep
himself pure, 7 : 8 0-84, 2 7 : 5 6
indulging in great sin, 6 9 : 9
killing people, 2 9 : 2 9
lewd abonllnations, openly commit
ting in their gatherings, 29:29
men approaching men in lust, 7 : 8 1 ,
26: 1 6 5 , 27:54-55

robbing people of their vvealth, 29:29
punish1nent, of tovvn for its offenses
castigation from God, 29: 34-35
deadly blast, seizing them at sunrise,
1 5 :73

demolishing Sodom and Gomorrah,
26: 1 72, 3 7 : 1 3 6

eyes, blotted out, 54:37
land of, making its uppermost its
lowermost, 1 1 :82, 1 5 :74
lethal pellets, raging stonn shower
ing upon, 54:33-34
n1arked stones, devastating rain
showering upon, 7 : 83-84,
1 1 : 82-83, 1 5 :74, 26: 1 73 , 27:58,
5 1 :32-34, 52:31

morning, appointed time of destruc
tion, 1 1 :8 1 , 1 5 : 6 6 , 54:38
Sodom and Gomorrah (al-Mu'tafikat) ,
mention, 7 : 80-82, 9:70, 1 1 :77-83,
1 5 : 57-77, 2 1 :74, 25:40, 2 9 : 3 1 ,
3 8 : 1 3 , 5 0 : 1 3 , 53:53

stones, of hardened clay rained upon,
1 1 : 82, 1 5 : 74

traces, of their destruction left as sign,
1 5 : 76, 2 5 : 40, 29: 34-3 5 , 37: 1 37-138,
5 1 :37

wife of
and wife of Noah ;i'.J,, both forsook
faith of their prophet-husbands,
66: 1 0
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wife of (continued)
faithless, and so lingered behind
with her people, 7 : 8 3 , 1 1 : 8 1 ,

'Imran, 3:33, 3 : 3 5 , 6 6 : 1 2
Jesus �1
son of Mary i1B1 (title of Messiah) ,

1 5 : 60, 2 6 : 1 7 1 , 27: 5 7 , 29:32-33,

2:87, 2:253, 3:45, 4 : 1 57 , 4: 1 7 1 ,

37 : 1 35

5 : 1 7 , 5 :46, 5 :72, 5 : 7 5 , 5 : 7 8 ,

obstinate, faithless, old woman,
26: 1 7 1 , 37: 1 35

5 : 1 1 0 , 5 : 1 1 2 , 5 : 1 1 4 , 5 : 1 1 6, 9 : 3 1 ,
1 9 :34, 23:50, 33:7, 4 3 : 5 7 , 5 7 : 27 ,
61 :6, 6 1 : 1 4

Mary p:Ji
For related entries, look in Specialized Index,
Prophets: Jesus �1 and Zachariah �1angel(s)
Angel Gabriel �,, corning to in
flawless human form, 1 9 : 1 7-21
glad tidings, delivering news of
Messiah's fB: miraculous con
ception, 3 :45-47
calumny, of Children of lsrael against
Mary ,.1('.ii , 4 : 1 5 6
conception and birth, o f Messiah Jesus

�I,

3 : 45-47, 1 9:22-26

dates, dropping from palm tree after
delivering Jesus �1, 1 9:25
incredulity, that she should bear a
son \vhile no human being had
touched her, 3:4 7 , 1 9 :20
shelter upon hilltop, 2 3 : 5 0
sorrow and seclusion, when birth
pangs came, 1 9 : 22-23
streamlet, flowing beneath when
delivering baby, 1 9:24
daughter of 'Imran, 6 6 : 1 2
eastern place, Mary :£1 withdrawing to,
19:16

Family o f 'Imran, 3:33
fast, vowing not to speak to any human
being, 1 9:26
God in relation to
chosen and purified, above all
women of world, 3 :42-44,
2 1 : 9 1 , 66: 12

confimung words of God and
revealed Books, 6 6 : 1 2
devoutly obedient, 3:43, 6 6 : 1 2
divine favor, recipient of, 5 : 1 1 0 ,
23:50

grace upon, 5 : 1 1 0
Lord accepted her with goodly
acceptance, 3:37
not deity, 5 : 1 1 6
provisions of, from God while in
sanctuary, 3:37
sustenance of, 1 9 :24-26

virtuous to, 1 9 :32
mention, 2:87, 2:253,

4: 1 57, 5 :46, 5:72,

5:78, 5 : 1 1 4, 9 :3 1 , 33:7, 43:57,
57:27, 6 1 : 6 , 6 1 : 1 4

mother o f Mary ,.1('.i1. See wife o f 'Imran
nature of
human, 5 : 1 7 , 5 : 7 5
not divine, hence unworthy of
being worshipped, 4 : 1 7 1 , 5 : 1 7 ,

wife of 'Imritn (continued)
surprise, at delivering female when
she wanted a son who would be
a prophet, 3 : 3 6
word of God
bringing Jesus ;:i1J1 into existence,
3:45, 4:171

when He decrees that a matter is,
He but says: Be! 3 : 47
Zachariah �,
guardian of Mary �tl1, 3:37
quills, casting them to resolve who
would have honor of giving fos
ter care to Mary i1B1, 3:44
supplicating God, though aged, for
children after seeing Mary's Xl1
provisions, 3 : 38-39

5:75, 5 : 1 1 6

people of
horror, at her return with child,
1 9 : 27-28

infant Jesus �1 , speaking from cradle
in defense of his mother,
1 9 :29-33

qualities
chaste, estimably safeguarding herself, 2 1 : 9 1 , 66: 1 2
mortal, 5 : 1 7
pure, 3 : 42
servant of God, 3 : 43
woman of truth, 5:75
quills, casting them to resolve who
would have honor of Mary's Xl1 fos
ter care, 3:44
refuge from Satan the Accursed, wife of
'Imran seeking it for Mary ;t1 and
children of, 3:36
sign, for all people, 2 1 : 9 1 , 2 3 : 5 0
sister of Aaron �1 (title of) , 1 9:28
Spirit (Angel Gabriel �1 ) , appearing as
flawless human being to, 1 9 : 1 7-21
veil, between Mary i1B1 and fan1ily,
19:17

wife of 'Imrin (Mary's ,.1('.i1 mother)
conception and birth of Mary 6d1,
3:35-37

dedicating what is in her womb
(Mary �1) to service of God,
3:35

seeking refuge from Satan the
Accursed, for Mary iili1 and chil
dren, 3 : 3 6

Moses �1
For related entries, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Aaron �:.
Aaron .:i1: with
answer, to prayer, 1 0:89
brother of Moses �1 (Aaron �1) ,
7 : 1 1 1 , 7 : 1 42, 7 : 1 50-1 5 1 , 1 0:87,
1 9:53, 20:42, 2 5 : 3 5 , 26:36,
2 8 : 34-35

-appointed minister and partner
in prophetic commission, 20:2935, 25:35, 37 : 1 1 4- 1 22

-prophet, 1 9 : 5 3 , 2 6 : 1 3- 1 7
head or beard, Moses �1 seizing
Aaron ;i!J, by, 7 : 1 50, 2 0 : 94
mention, 6 : 8 4
Pharaoh, going to with God's mes
sage, 20:42-49, 2 5 :35-36
sent with God's signs, 1 0: 7 5 ,
23:45-48

son of my mother, appeal of Aaron �1
to Moses ;;C1, 7 : 1 50 , 20:94
sorcerers' belief in Lord of Aaron ;i!J1
and Moses ;;d, 20:70
speech of, more fluent than Moses
�" 28:34-35
successor, in absence of Moses (81,
7 : 1 42, 20:90-94

Torah, Criterion of truth, given to
along with Moses �1, 2 1 :48
accusations against
lying, 28:38, 40:23-24, 40:36-37
madness, 26:27, 5 1 : 3 9
sorcery, 7 : 1 09, 7 : 1 3 1 - 132, 1 0 :76-77 ,
1 7 : 1 0 1 , 20:57-58, 20:63,
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accusations against (continued')
sorcery (continued')
26:34-3 5 , 27: 1 3 , 28:36, 28:48,
40:23-24, 43:49, 5 1 :39
anger ai.. pt:uplt:, for wunhiping Golden

Calf, 7 : 1 50 , 2 0 : 8 6
ark of covenant, 2:248
assembly of nobles, 7 : 1 03 ,

7 : 1 09- 1 1 0 ,

23:46, 26:34, 28:20, 28:32, 28:38,
40:26, 43:46

attendant to, in quest for knowledge,
1 8 : 60-65

fish slipping away wondrously, 1 8 : 6 1
forgetting fish of midday meal,
1 8 : 62-63

basket, cast into river with infant Moses
;Il, 20:39
belief, all revelations, 2 : 1 36
believing man (concealing faith) , from
House of Pharaoh (name not men
tioned) . See also conspiracy to kill
Moses �i
calling to follow rightly guided,

enemy of
killed, to help one of his people cry
ing out, 28 : 1 5- 1 9
Moses �
-crying out to Lord, for he had
killed, 28:33
-delivered by God, though he
killed a person, 20:40
people of Pharaoh establishing
charge against Moses ;Il, 26: 1 4
fumily, leaving aside when noticing fire,
2 0 : 1 0 , 27:7, 28:29

Family of
Aaron ;Il, 2:248
Moses ;Il , 2:248
Pharaoh, retrieving infant when cast
into river, 20:37-39, 28:7-9
fear, 20:67-68, 26: 1 2 , 26:2 1 , 27: 1 0 ,
2 8 : 1 8 , 28:21 , 28 : 3 1 , 2 8 : 3 4

40:38-44

cautioning people from regret in
Hereafter, 40:44
defense of Moses ;Il , 40:28-35
refusing to disbelieve, 40:41 -42
reminding of Joseph's ;;81 similar
message, 40:34
saved by God, 40:45
warning against
-God's aftliction, 40:29
---su ffering fate of Noah's ;;81,
'Ad's, or Thamud's people,

fire, effulgent tree from which God
spoke to, 27:7- 1 0 , 28:29-35
forty nights of retreat, 2 : 5 1 -52, 7 : 1 42,
20:83-85

God in relation to
command, to go to wrongdoers of
Pharaoh's people, 2 6 : 1 0- 1 5
Commandments of, decreed to,
28:44-46

commissioned to prophethood
-in Holy Valley of Tuwa, 20: 1 1 48, 79: 1 6

40:30-31
2 : 5 3 , 6 : 1 54, 1 1 : 1 1 0 ,

1 7 : 2 , 2 1 :48, 2 3 : 4 9 , 2 5 : 3 5 , 2 8 : 43 ,

28:20-21

D ay of Festival, appointed meeting
between Moses ;;81 and sorcerers,
20:58-59, 26:38

deliverance, from Pharaoh,

-near effulgent fire,

27:7-10,

28:29-35

covenant, striving in way of God,

3 2 : 2 3 , 4 1 : 45

Children of lsrael
commanded not to deify other than
God, 1 7 : 2
warning to Pharaoh to send them
forth, 20:47
conspiracy to kill Moses ;;81, warning of,

2:49-50,

7 : 1 3 6 - 1 3 7 , 7 : 1 4 1 , 1 0 :90, 1 4 : 6 ,
20:77-80, 2 6 : 6 1 -6 5 , 37: 1 1 5
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1 1 : 1 1 0 , 4 1 :45

drinking water, Moses ;;81 striking stone
and cwelve springs bursting, 2:60,
7 : 1 60

7 : 1 27 , 1 0 : 7 5 , 1 0 : 8 3 , 1 0: 8 8 , 1 1 :97,

Book of Torah,

descendant, of Abraham ;Il , 6:84
dispute, whether Torah Book of God,

33:7

divine question, why hastening to
Mount Tur before people, 20:83
favor upon, 20:37-4 1 , 37: 1 1 4
God speaking t o Moses ;Il , direct
recipient of divine words and
revealed messages, 4: 1 64, 7: 1 44,
20: 1 1 - 1 4 , 20: 1 7-23, 27:8-12,
28:30-35, 7 9 : 1 5 - 1 6

Lord calling i n Sinai's Holy Valley
of Tuwa, 79: 1 6
request t o see God Himself, 7 : 1 43

God in relation to (continued')
Samiriy leading people astray, Moses
;;81 divinely informed of, 20:85
summoned, to right side of Mount
TUr for dose converse with
God, 1 9 : 5 2
God's servant (name not mentioned)
with, 1 8 : 65-82
behavior of God's servant obscure to
Moses ;Il
-killing boy, 1 8 :74
---s cuttling ship, 1 8 : 7 1
-wall, reinforcing and setting
upright, 1 8 :77
disobey command of, Moses ;;81
promising not to, 1 8 :69
excuse-making, enough from Moses
;;81, 1 8 : 7 6
guidance, Moses ;Il learning from,
1 8 :66

impatience of Moses ;;81 with,
1 8 : 67-68, 1 8 :72, 1 8 :75

interpretation of God's servant's
actions
-boy, would oppress parents,
1 8 :80

---s cuttling indigent ship, to save
from king seizing every seawor
thy ship, 1 8 :79
-wall, built above hidden treasure
of two orphan boys, 1 8 :82
parting between, 1 8 :78
questions, not permitted until God's
servant mentions reasoning,
1 8 :70

taught much knowledge, 1 8 : 6 5
town refusing to host them when
asking for food, 1 8 :77
Golden Calf, 2 : 5 1 , 7 : 1 48 , 20: 87-9 1 . See
also Samiriy
burning, pulverizing, and scattering
idol into sea, 20:97
incapable of returning to them a sin
gle word, 20:89
ornaments, casting into its image,
20: 87-9 1

people wronging themselves, by
taking it as a god, 2 : 5 4
seventy elect men, going to Mount
Tur offering repentance, 7: 1 5 5
Haman
claiming Moses tb1 sorcerer and liar,
40:24
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Haman (continued)
destroyed for defying God, 29:39
God drowned him, 29:40
lofty tower, Pharaoh asking to con
struct to look upon God of
Moses �,, 28:38-39, 40:36-37
mention, 2 8 : 6
sinful, 2 8 : 8
hand radiant white, without blemish,
7 : 1 08, 20:22, 26:33, 27 : 1 2 , 28:32

haste, to meet God, 20: 83-84
Holy Valley of Tuwa, 20: 1 2 , 28:46,
79: 1 6

House o f Pharaoh,

lofty tower, Pharaoh's suggestion to
build to look upon God of Moses
/;dt, 28:38, 40:36-37
Lord of Moses f;C, and Aaron :£J1, 7: 1 22,
20:70, 26:48

manna and quail, food of Moses' �'
people in desert, 2 : 5 7 , 7 : 1 60, 20:80
n1aster-sorcerer, Pharaoh's label against,
20: 7 1 , 26:49

mention,

2:87, 2 : 1 3 6 , 2:246, 2:248,

3 : 84, 6 : 9 1 , 6 : 1 54, 1 1 : 1 7 , 1 1 : 1 1 0 ,
1 7 : 2 , 2 1 :48, 22:44, 28:43, 29:39,
32:23, 40:53, 41 :45, 42: 1 3, 46: 1 2 ,

2:49-50, 3 : 1 1 , 7 : 1 30,

7 : 1 4 1 , 8 : 52 , 8:54, 1 4 : 6 , 2 8 : 8 , 40:4546, 54:41

infant, retrieved by Family of Pharaoh
when cast into river, 20:37-39,
28 :7-9

knot of tongue, 20:27-28, 26: 1 3 , 28:34
Ko rah
adornment, coming forth to people
with, 28:79
called to do good and avoid corrup
tion, 28:77
claiming Moses (fJ1 sorcerer and liar,
40:24

committed injustice, 28:76
deep sacred knowledge, belief that
wealth given to by virtue of,
28:78

destroyed for defying God, 2 9 : 3 9
earth, swallowing him and dwelling,
28 : 8 1 , 29 :40

exultant, 28:76
forgetting, that God destroyed those
greater in power, number, and
wealth, 28:78
from people of Moses �', 28:76
keys of, weighing down band of
strong men, 28:76
1nagnificent fortune
-relief of people, when earth
swallowed him, that they were
not with him, 28:82
-those given knowledge, remind
ing people that God's reward
better than wealth, 2 8 : 8 0
-wishing for, those desiring this
world, 28:79
seized, with sudden tonnent, 29:40
treasure troves of, 28:76

46:30, 5 3 : 3 6 , 8 7 : 1 9

n1essage o f God
delivering it to Pharaoh,

20:24-36 ,

20: 42-47, 26: 1 0- 1 7 , 44: 1 7-20,
79: 1 7-21

Moses ;i'.;1 bearer of,

7 : 1 43 - 1 4 5 ,

28:30-35

Messenger of resolve, 1 9 : 5 1
Midian (land of)
j ourneying to, after conspiracy to
kill Moses /;di, 28:20-23
marriage of Moses ;;[:, in, 2 8:27-29
my dearfather, endearment of two
women to their aged father in,
28:26

staying for years, among people of,
20:40, 28:45

turning toward land of, 28:22
water wells of, 28 :23
watering flock of tvvo w0111 en in,
28:23-28

miracles
flo o d, 7 : 1 3 3
frogs, 7 : 1 33
grasshoppers, 7: 1 3 3
great signs, to Pharaoh's people,
43 :48

hand radiant white, without blem
ish, 7 : 1 08 , 20:22, 26:33, 2 7 : 1 2 ,
28:32

locusts, 7 : 1 33
manna and quail, 2:57, 7: 1 6 0 , 20:80
Mount Tur, lifted above people of
Moses ::£: as warning for defying
covenant, 2:63, 2:93, 4 : 1 54,
7:171

nine elucidating signs, 1 7 : 1 0 1
sea, striking dry passage through,
20:77

miracles (continued)
staff of Moses ;i!J1
-swallowing what sorcerers falsi
fied, 7 : 1 1 7 , 20:69, 26:45
-transforming into snake, 7 : 1 07 ,
20:20, 2 6 : 3 2 , 27: 1 0 , 2 8 : 3 1

thin cloud cover, shading Moses' �'
people in desert, 2 : 5 7 , 7 : 1 60
twelve springs, bursting forth from
stone, 2 : 6 0
waters, transforming into blood,
7 : 1 33

mother (of Moses ;i'.;1) . See also sister (of
Moses �1)
casting basket bearing Moses ,:sd1 into
river, 2 0 : 3 8 , 2 8 : 7
comforting eyes of, with return of
Moses ;i'.;1 , 20:40, 28: 1 3
heart saddened, 2 8 : 1 0
identity of Moses �1, nearly disclos
ing, 2 8 : 1 0
nursing Moses ;;81, 28:7
secure belief in God, 2 8 : 1 0 - 1 3
Mount Tur
lifted above, as warning for defying
covenant, 2 : 6 3 , 2:93, 4 : 1 54,
7:171

mention, 2 0 : 8 0 , 23:20, 5 2 : 1
Moses �1 receiving prophetic con1mission near, 1 9 :52, 20: 1 0 ,
28:29, 28:44, 28:46

place of Moses' �1 retreat,

2:5 1 ,

7 : 1 42, 7 : 1 48 , 20:83

seventy elect 1ncn, offering repen
tance at, 7 : 1 5 5
mountain, crun1bling when God mani
fested Himself to it, 7 : 1 43
peace be upon Aioses �, and Aaron �, ,
37: 120

people of Moses ;itJ,
asking for herbs, cucu111bers, garlic,
lentils, and onions, 2 : 6 1
demanding to see God openly, 2 : 5 5 ,
4 : 1 53-1 54

-punished by thunderbolt seizing
them, 2 : 5 5 , 4 : 1 53
-revived after death, 2 : 5 6
disobeying and transgressing God's
covenant, 2 : 6 1
fo o d , not enduring o n e kind, 2 : 6 1
gatevvay
-disburden 11s, told to enter saying,
2:58, 7 : 1 6 1
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people of Moses (continued)
gateway (continued)
-habitual ·wrongdoers, substituted
invocation \Vith \Vord unlike
heavenly cormnand, 2:59
Golden Calf See also main entry
-worshiping, 2:54, 2:92, 4 : 1 53 ,

3 : 1 l 2 , 4: i 55

Korah, from among them, 2 8 : 7 6
manna and quail, 2 : 5 7 , 7 : 1 6 0 , 2 0 : 8 0
mention, 7 : 1 5 9, 1 0 : 84-87 , 1 4 : 5-8
Mount Tur, lifted above them as
warning for defying covenant,
20:77, 26:52,

44:23

questioning Moses (il1, 2 : 1 08
Sabbath, violating, 2 : 6 5 , 4: 1 54,
7 : 1 63

sea, passing safoly through division
of, 7 : 1 3 8- 1 40, 1 0 :90
sons slain, told to seek help from
God after Pharaoh killed sonS,
7 : 1 28 - 1 2 9

thin cloud cover, shading in desert,
2 : 5 7 , 7 : 1 60

twelve springs, of drinking water in
desert, 2 : 6 0 , 7 : 1 60
Pharaoh
arrogant, 1 0 : 7 9 , 23:46, 28:39, 29:39
asking, who is the Lord, 20:49
believing, after drowning waters
overwhelmed him, 1 0 : 90-9 1
belying Moses ;;61, 20:56, 22:44,
28:38, 5 4 : 42, 7 9 : 2 1 -22

body of, preserved as sign for peo
ple, 1 0 :92
clai1ning, I am your Lord, most high,
79:24

concern, about Moses �1 spreading
corruption and causing aban
dornn e nt of gods, 7 : 1 27 , 40:26
destroyed for defying God, 29:39
disavowal, though having certainty
of 111essage being fro111 God,
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4 : 1 53, 29:39

hosts of, disbelieving, 8 5 : 1 7-20
House of Pharaoh, 2:49, 2:50, 3 : 1 1 ,

manifest authority,
miraculous signs,

7 : 1 30, 7 : 1 4 1 , 8 : 5 2 , 8:54, 1 4 : 6 ,

imprisonment, threatening Moses �1
with, 26:29
kill Moses ic \ wanting to, 40:26
mention, 7 9 : 1 5-26
messenger sent to, 73 : 1 5
Moses �', sent t o \Vith signs, 7 : 1 03 ,
1 0 :75, 4 0 : 2 3 , 43 :46, 5 1 :38

sin, indulged in, 69:9
slaying sons, of Moses' ;£' people,
sorcerer and liar, accusing Moses ,iJ1
of being, 1 7 : 1 0 1 , 40:24, 5 1 :39
tidings of, 28:3
wealth and adornment of, 10:88
womenfolk of Children of Israel,
keeping alive in bondage, 7 : 1 27,

2:50, 8 : 5 4

-oppressive people of Pharaoh,
7 : 1 36 , 1 0 :90, 1 7 : 1 03 , 26:66,
29:40, 43 : 5 5 , 44:24

7 : 1 03, 1 0 : 7 5 ,

1 1 : 96-97, 1 4 : 5 , 1 7 : 1 0 1 , 23:45,
40:23, 43:46, 51 :38

Scriptures,

2:87, 6 : 9 1 , 28:43, 46: 1 2 ,

53:36, 8 7 : 1 8 - 1 9

Samiriy, 20:95-97
burning, pulverizing and scattering
idol of into sea, 20:97
dust, grasping handful from trace of
messenger, 20:95-96
leading people astray, 20:85
ornan1ents, casting into i1nage of
Golden Calf, 20: 87-9 1
Untouchable! word of punishn1ent
that he uttered in life, 20:97
sandals, taking off in Holy Valley of
Tuwa, 20: 1 2
Scriptures, 2:87, 6 : 9 1 , 28:43, 46: 1 2 ,

28:4

praise of, 1 9 : 5 1 -53
prophet of eminence, 1 9 : 5 1
punish111 ent
-drowning House of Pharaoh,

1 1 :96-97, 23:45,

40:23, 5 1 :38

2 8 : 8 , 40: 45-46, 5 4 : 4 1

7 : 1 27 , 2 8 : 4

4 : 1 54

27: 1 4

..

1 0 :83

7 : 1 48 - 1 5 6

-\vronging then1selves by taking
as god, 2:54, 20: 86-98
harming Moses ;£', , though knowing
that he is messenger, 61 : 5
Holy Land, told t o enter without
retreating from battle, 5 : 20-26
killing prophets, without right, 2 : 6 1 ,

night, setting out by,

Pharaoh (continued)
ren1nant of Family of Moses �1 and
disobeyed messenger, 6 9 : 9- 1 0 , 73: 1 6
.A aron ,:ij1, 2:248
earlier generations, asking about fate revelations, fron1 heaven
of, 20: 5 1 -52
Book of Torah, 2:53, 6 : 1 5 4, 1 1 : 1 1 0 ,
ciuc1datmg signs, 1 7 : 1 0 1
1 7 :2, 2 1 :48, 23:49, 2 5 : 3 5 , 28:43,
forewarning, 54:41
32:23, 4 1 :45
haughty and exceedingly rebellious,
clear evidence against idolatry,

5 3 : 3 6 , 87 : 1 8- 1 9

sea
divided, 2:50, 7 : 1 38
dro\vning
-House of Pharaoh, 2 : 5 0
-people of Pharaoh in, 7 : 1 3 6
2 8 : 40, 44:24, 5 1 :40

fish, of Moses' ;it' midday meal
wondrously m.aking \Vay into,

-overwhelmed by sea, 20:78
1 8 : 6 1 , 1 8 :63
God's avveson1e denunciation seizing
people of Moses ;:61, passing through
suddenly, 22:44, 69: 1 0
safely, 7: 1 38, 1 0 :90
Korah, Pharaoh, and Haman
Pharaoh overwhelmed by, 20:78
-all were destroyed for defying
scattering pulverized Golden Calf
God, 29:39
into, 20:97
-aweso111 c torment seized each
ship, Moses ;i!1 \Vitnessing scuttling
of indigent people's, 1 8 : 7 9
for sinfulness, 29:40
scourge of tom1ent, 8 9 : 1 0- 1 4
splitting, with parts like mountains,
severe drought and dearth of fruits,
26:63
punishment for House of
striking dry passage through, 20: 77,
Pharaoh, 7: 1 3 0
26:52, 44:24
qualities
town violating Sabbath, located
eminence, 33:69
near, 7 : 1 63
having divine guidance, 40:53
serpent, staff transforn1ing into, 7: 1 07 ,
strength of, 28:26
2 6 : 3 2 , 2 7 : 1 0 , 28:3 1 . See also staff of
trustworthy, 28:26
Moses (581
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supplication (continued)
servant of God. See God's servant
sorcerers (continued)
to affirm strength with Aaron ,iJ1 as
seventy elect men, repenting at Mount
Moses' ;ib1 fear of, and God's reas
nUnister and partner in mission,
surance, 20:67-69
Tur, 7 : 1 5 5
20:29-35
sight of God, Moses ;i:J, asking to
Moses' .il1 warning, not to forge lie
to assuage fear, 20:45, 26: 1 2- 1 4 ,
glimpse God Himself, 7 : 1 43
against God, 20:61
28:33-34
outrage of Pharaoh, at their belief in
signs
to blot out wealth and harden hearts
belying, 54:41
God without perrnission, 7: 123,
of disbelievers of Pharaoh, 1 0:88
blood, waters transforming into,
20:7 1 , 26:49
to ease mission and 111a ke words
Pharaoh punishing for belief
7 : 1 33
comprehensible to people,
flood, 7: 133
-crucifying them, 7 : 1 24, 20:7 1 ,
20:25-35
frogs, 7 : 1 33
26:49
Tablets
grasshoppers, 7: 133
-cutting off feet and hands on
inscribed with fundamental Law,
great signs to Pharaoh's people,
opposite sides, 7 : 1 24, 20:7 1 ,
7 : 1 45
20:23, 43:48
26:49
retrieved from ground, 7 : 1 54
laughing at, Pharaoh and his people,
praying for patience , 7 : 1 26
thrown to ground, 7: 1 50
43:47
quarreling among themselves, 20:62
upbringing, in House of Pharaoh
locusts, 7: 1 33
reward, asking Pharaoh for if triPharaoh claiming conferred blessing
miraculous, 7 : 1 03, 10:75, 1 1 :96-97,
umphant, 7 : 1 1 3- 1 14, 26:41-42
upon Moses �1 in rearing hi111
14:5, 1 7 : 1 0 1 , 20:56, 23:45,
ropes and staffs of, making slither,
as child, 26: 1 8
40:23, 43:46, 5 1 :38
20:66, 26:44
retrieved from River Nile, 28:8
nine elucidating, 1 7 : 1 0 1
staff of Moses ;81, swallovving all
taken from river by enemy of God,
sent with God's, Moses (ti and
they falsified, 7 : 1 17, 20:69,
20:39
Aaron {:[11, 10:75, 20:47, 23:45-48
26:45
wife of Pharaoh asking to take him
sister (of Moses ;iii)
truth of sorcery exposed, 7 : 1 1 8,
in, 28:9
brother, abstaining fron1 wet-nurses,
1 0 : 80-82
vindication of, from false, maligning
28: 12
unifying ranks, to overco1ne Moses
charge, 33:69, 6 1 : 5
directing (unknowing) Pharaoh's
,:sGi , 20:64
·wet-nurses, infant Moses � 1 abstaining
household to her mother to give speech of God, Moses ;i!l1 direct recipi
from all, 28: 1 2
infant foster care, 20:40, 28: 1 2
ent of, 4 : 1 64, 7 : 1 43-147, 20: 1 1 - 1 4,
wife o f Pharoah (Asiyah, name not
trailing alongside river basket bear
20: 1 7-23, 27:8-12, 28:30-35,
mentioned)
ing Moses ;i:J, , 20:40, 28: 1 1 . See
79:15-16
asking Pharaoh not to kill infant
also mother (of Moses ;il1)
staff of Moses �1
Moses �1, 28:9
snake, staff transforming into, 7 : 1 07,
great serpent, moving as, 27: 1 0,
praying for house near God in
20:20, 26:32, 27: 1 0 , 28:3 1 . See also
28:31
Paradise, 66: 1 1
staff of Moses ;i!l1
leaning upon, 20: 1 8
sorcerers
leaves for sheep, beating down \Vith, youths, descended from Moses' ;it: peo
ple, b elieved in him, 1 0:83
belief, in Lord of Moses ;i!l1 and
20: 1 8
Aaron ;i'.!1, 7 : 1 2 1 -1 22, 20:70,
other uses of, 2 0 : 1 8
Muhammad ,g
20:72-76, 26:47-48, 26: 50-5 1
striking dry passage through sea,
Abraham tG:
bewitching eyes of people, with sor
20:77
answer to prayer of, for descendant
cery, 7 : 1 1 6
swallowing all that sorcerers falsified,
messenger, 2 : 1 27-129
Day o f Festival, appointed time for
7 : 1 17, 20:69, 26:45
following
sacred way o( 2 : 1 3 5 ,
meeting Moses ;21, 20:58-59,
transforn1ing into nunifest snake,
1 6 : 1 23
26:38
7 : 1 07, 26:32
worthy of tracing faith to, 3:68
falling to ground bowing, in subnUs
twelve springs, bursting forth when
Abu Bakr (name not mentioned) , comsion to God, 7 : 1 20, 20:70, 26:46
striking stone with, 2:60, 7 : 1 60
panion in Cave of Thawr, 9:40
gathering, every learned one conllng supplication
abundant goodness given to, 108: 1 -2
to overcome Moses ('di, 7 : 1 12,
after killing his enemy, 28: 1 6- 1 7
accountability, only for self, 4:84
10:79, 26:37
for goodness in this life and next,
address
master-sorcerer, Pharaoh accusing
7:156
calling out to from behind chambers
Moses (81 to have taught then1,
forgiveness, seeking, 7 : 1 5 1 , 7 : 1 5 5
inappropriate, 49:4-5
20: 7 1 , 26:49
need fo r whatever good G o d may
charity, offering for private discourse
send down, 28:24
with, 58: 1 2- 1 3
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address (continued)
not like calling upon one another,
24:63
parting only after seeking pernll ssion
of, 24:62
proper speech with, Un;;umd (grant
us consideration), not Rdcinfl
(pay heed to us) , 2: 104
voices not raised above voice of,
49:2-3
with one whom he formerly adopt
ed (Zayd), 33:37
adn1onition
blind n1an, turning a\vay fron1,
80: 1 - 1 0
compromising faith, forbidden from,
68:8
for granting pernllssion without first
ascertaining truth, 9:43
for seeking forgiveness for idolaters,
9 : 1 13-1 1 4
grief of, divine exhortation t o avoid,
3 : 176, 5:41, 5:68, 6:33-35,
10:65, 1 5 :88, 1 6 : 1 27-128, 20: 1 2, 27:70, 3 1 :23-24, 35:4, 35 :2526, 36:76
heedless heart, not to obey dictates
of those with, 1 8:28
humble, sending away, 6:52
obeying dictates ofbeliers, forbidden
from, 68:8, 1 09 : 1 -6
prisoners of war, taking, 8 :67-68
prohibiting for himself what is law
ful, 6 6 : 1
regret, not ·wasting avvay with, 35: 8
so1To\v, not consun1ing self over dis
belief, 1 8:6, 26:3-4, 35:8
suppressing God's \vill regarding
marriage of, 33:37-38
affinnation of, 93: 1-8, 94: 1 -6
blessings upon, 33:56, 35:4, 48: 1 -3
challenge to disbelievers to plot
without respite, 7 : 1 95
comfort against being unsettled,
30:60
divine guardianship of, 4:81
eased heart and burden of, 1 5 :97-98,
94: 1 -4
exhorted to patience, 3: 120, 1 0 : 109,
1 1 :49, 1 1 : 1 1 5 , 1 6 : 1 27, 1 8 :28,
20: 130, 30:60, 3 8 : 1 7 , 40:55,
40:77' 46:35, 50:39-40, 52:48,
68:48, 70:5, 7 3 : 1 0-1 1 , 74:7,
76:24, 1 03:3
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affirmation of (continued)
firmly established on truth, 17:7374, 25:32
given abundant goodness, 108: 1
God with
-Patron of, 7 : 1 96
-preserlation of, 5:67
-Protector of, 39:36
-sufficient for, 2 : 1 37, 4:79, 4:8 1 ,
4: 1 66, 8:62, 8:64, 9: 129, 13 :43,
1 5 : 94-95, 1 7 : 1 7 , 17:65, 17:96,
25 : 3 1 , 25:58, 29:50, 29:52, 33:3,
39:38, 46:8, 48:28
grace of God upon, 68:2-4
grant of goodness, 4:79, 108: 1 -3
heart of
-not belying what he saw with
eyes, 53: 1 1
-setting firm, 1 1 : 120, 25:32
help to, 6:34, 1 2 : 1 1 0, 26:3
Hereafter better for than this life,
93:3
insanity, no trace in, 7 : 1 84
Lord did not desert, 93:3
making well-pleased, 20: 130, 93: 1 -5
never abhorred by God, 93:3
never failing promise to, 14:47,
30:60, 37 : 1 7 1-173, 40:55, 40:77
no straying delusion, 53:2
not deserted nor abhorred, 93: 1 -5
not falsely attributing words to God,
69:44-46
not possessed, 26:210, 81 :22
not touched \vith nndness, 68:2-7
outstanding character of, 68:4
poetry, never taught, 36:69
preserved from people, 5:67
punishment of God, not con1ing so
long as he is among people, 8:33
reassuring
-not to grieve or distress, 1 6 : 127,
20: 1 -2, 27:70, 36:76
-that disbelievers belie God, not
Prophet
6:33
reinforcing with three thousand
angels, 3 : 1 24
reliance upon God, 3: 139, 4:8 1 ,
1 1 : 123, 13:30, 27:79, 33:3, 39:38
religion of truth prevailing, 9:33,
48:28, 6 1 :9
safeguarding fron1 adversity of sud
den ill fate, 52:30-32
sending tranquility upon, 9:40

affinnation of (continued)
set upon straight c ourse of Divine
Law, 45: 1 8
setting face tovvard God's religion,
1 0 : 1 05 , 30:30
speech of, not whimsical, 53:3
struck by good fortune, 9:50
support of, 48:3, 96:9- 1 9
trusting, 25:58
under care of God's watchful Eyes,
52:48
Ahmad, also name of, 6 1 : 6
allegiance
pledging to God and, 48: 1 0
\Vmnen pledging t o , 6 0 : 1 2
angel(s)
approaching, 53:8
derided for not having angels
accompany him, 6 : 8 , 1 1 : 1 2,
1 5 :7-8, 17:92, 1 7 : 94-95, 25:7,
25:9-10
descending at conmund of Lord,
19:64
of Revelation, beholding, 53:5- 1 8
reinforcing with three thousand,
3: 124
ans\ver, to Abrahan1 ?bi and Ish1nael's ;81
prayer for descendant 1nessenger,
2 : 1 27-129
Aqsa, Al-, Mosque Oerusalem) , carried
to, 1 7: 1 . See also Night Journey
assault on person of Prophet ,-®._ See
also wicked slander
angels acco1npany h.i1n, disbelievers
deriding for not having, 6:8,
1 1 : 1 2, 1 5 :7-8, 1 7 : 92, 1 7 : 94-95,
25:7, 25:9-10
being cut off, 108:3
belying of, 3 : 1 84, 6 : 34, 6 : 1 47,
1 0 : 4 1 , 22:42-44, 35 :4, 35 :25-26,
37:167, 41 :43, 43 : 1 7, 44:34,
5 1 :52-55, 54:9, 73: 1 0- 1 1
bewitching, 1 5 : 1 5 , 17:47, 25:8
claiming him merely an " ear, " 9:61
denying, 6:66
disavowing, 23:69
disbelieving
-for lack of treasure trove, 6:50,
1 1 : 1 2, 25:8
-promise of Judgment, 10:48,
21 :38, 34:29, 36:48, 67:25
forgery, 1 0:38, 11 : 1 3, 1 6: 1 0 1 , 2 1 :5,
23:83, 25:4, 32:3, 34:43, 42:24,
46:8, 52:33, 69:44
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assault on person (continued)
glances of disbelievers, nearly strik
ing him down, 6 8 : 5 1
harm, disbelievers claiming him
source of, 4:78
human being taught him Quran,
claim against, 1 6 : 1 03, 44: 1 4
jesting i n sport, regarding revelation
of, 2 1 : 2
madness, 1 5 : 6, 23:70, 34:8, 34:46,

5 1 : 52-55, 52:29, 68:2
malicious images of, 1 7:48, 25:9
maligning, 33:57
manifest sorcery, 6:7, 1 0:2, 1 1 :7 ,
2 1 :3, 28:48, 3 4 : 8 , 34:43, 37: 1 5,
38:4, 43:30, 46:7, 5 1 :52-55,
74:24-25
meeting the like of what faced
Moses �1, 32:23
miraculous signs with, deciding lack
of, 13:7, 1 3 :27, 1 7 :90-93,

20: 1 33-134, 25:8, 28:48, 29:50,
30:47, 30:58
mockery of, 6:10, 9:64-65, 1 3:32,
1 5 : 1 1 , 2 1 : 4 1 , 25 :41 , 34:7, 36:30,
43: 6-7, 47: 1 6
mortal, deciding for, 1 7 : 90-93,
25:7-8
opposing, 9:63, 58:5, 58:20, 58:22
poet, deriding as being, 21 :5, 36:69,
37:36, 52:30, 69:41
possessed, 37:36, 68: 5 1 , 8 1 :22,
81 :25
promising delusion, 33: 12
rebelling against, 8 : 1 3 , 47:32, 59:4
sheer liar, taunt, 38:4
soothsayer, taunt, 52:29, 69:42
tales of ancients, allegedly bringing,

6:25, 8 : 3 1 , 1 6:24, 23:83, 25:5,
27:68, 74:24
waging war against, 9: 1 07
bearer of glad tidings, 2:25, 2 : 1 1 9 ,
2 : 1 5 5 , 5 : 1 9, 7 : 1 88, 9 : 1 12, 1 0:2,
1 1 :2, 1 6:89, 1 7 : 105, 1 8:2-3, 1 9 : 97,
22:34, 25:56, 33:45, 33:47, 34:28,
35:24, 36: 1 1 , 39:17, 41 :4, 48:8
B edouins, saying we have submitted to,

49: 1 4
beggar, shall not rebuke, 93: 1 0
bewitched man, taunt, 1 5 : 1 5 , 1 7:47,
25:8. See also assault on person of
Prophet �
blessing perfected upon, 48: 1 -3

blind man with, 80: 1 - 1 0
diverted from, 8 0 : 1 0
frowning and turning away from,

80: 1
rushing t o seek guidance, 80:8
Book(s)
asked to bring from Heaven
inscribed, 4 : 1 53, 1 7 : 93
mention of in preceding, 2 : 1 0 1 ,

7 : 1 57, 6 1 : 6
sent with, 3 : 3 , 4 : 1 05 , 4: 1 1 3, 5:48,

6:7, 7:2, 1 4: 1 , 1 6 : 64, 1 8 : 1 ,
2 1 : 1 0 , 25:35, 28:86, 29:47,
29: 5 1 , 35:3 1 , 38:29, 39:2, 39:41
caller
to God, 33:46
to straight way of salvation, 23: 73
Cave of Thawr, in with companion
(Abu Bakr; name not mentioned) ,

9:40
chambers, inappropriate to call out to
from behind, 49:4
charity. See also General Index: charita
ble offerings
command to give, 92:5-8, 1 08:2
hypocrites
-averse to giving, 9:54
-forsaking covenant to give,

9:75-76
-unacceptable from, 9:53-54
offering, for private discourse with
Prophet � ' 5 8 : 1 2- 1 3
clarity o f revelation
clear proof, 12: 108
clear Quran, 1 5 : 1 , 36:69
clear truth, 27:79
commands revealed to
be mindful of prayer, 1 07 :4-6
give charity, 92:5-8, 1 08:2
night Prayer, rising for, 73: 1 - 1 1
purify garments, 74:4
Rise! from being enwrapped or
mantled, 73: 1 -2, 74: 1 -2
seek refuge in God from evil of
-envier, 1 1 3:5
-jinn a n d people, 1 1 4:4
-overspreading darkness, 1 1 3:3
-sorceresses, 1 1 3 : 4
-the inciting and receding whisperer, 1 1 4:4
-what He created, 1 1 3:2
shall not rebuke beggar, 93: 1 0
shall not suppress orphan, 93:9

commands revealed to (continued)
stand in Prayer, 94:7
tum to God alone in hope , 94:8
uphold truth, 103:3
work righteousness, 1 03:3
community
commerce-based, 62: 1 1 , 1 06 : 1 -2
enj oining right and forbidding
wrong, 3 : 1 1 0
o f Midmost Way, 2 : 1 43
sent to, 1 3:30
Companion of the Whale, not to abandon mission like, 68:48
Companions of the Elephant, 1 05 : 1 -5
compulsion in religion forbidden, 2:256
confirmation of divine origin of message
from God, 4: 170, 5 : 1 5
mention, 5 : 1 9, 7 : 1 58, 1 3 :43, 34:46,

36:3, 53:2� 1 8
reciting, 2:252, 3 : 1 08
sent by God, 2:1 1 9, 4:79, 4 : 1 66,

9:33, 1 3:30, 1 7 : 1 05 , 25:56,
28:47-50, 34:28, 48:28, 6 1 : 9 ,
73: 1 5
conveyance o f message
cannot guide all those whom he
loves, 28:56
cannot make people hear call of
truth, 30:52, 35:22, 43:40
coming with same message as Jesus

�'· 43:63
conveyance, not more, incumbent
upon messengers, 3:20, 5 : 92,

5:99, 1 1 :57, 1 3:40, 1 6:35, 1 6 : 82,
24:54, 28:87, 29:18, 33:39,
36: 1 6-17, 42:48, 46:23, 64: 1 2 ,
72:22-23
conveyance only incumbent upon,

1 3:40, 1 6:82
forewarning, 2: 1 1 9, 6 : 1 9 , 6 :5 1 ,

6:92, 7 : 2 , 7: 1 88 , 10:2, 1 1 :2,
1 1 : 1 2, 1 3:7, 1 5 : 89, 1 7 : 1 05,
1 9 : 97, 2 1 :45, 22:49, 25 : 1 , 25:56,
26:214, 28:46, 32:3, 33:45,
34:28, 35 :23-24, 36:6, 38:65,
38:70, 41:13, 42:7, 46:9, 67:28,
74: 1 -2
making faith clear for people, 5 : 1 5 ,
5:19
n o t compelling people t o faith,

10:99
not domineering over people, 50:45
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conveyance of (continued)
not guardian compelling people,

6:66, 6 : 1 07, 1 0 : 10 8 , 1 7 : 54,
39:4 1 , 42:6
not keeper over p eople,

4:80, 6 : 1 04,

6 : 1 07, 1 1 :86, 42:48, 72:28

not meant to be domineering, 88:22
proclaiming
-all God commanded to convey,

5 : 67, 1 5:94, 46:9
-what God sent down, 5 : 67
recompense from people for con
veyance, none
-no debt-burdening payment for,

52:40, 68:46
-no tribute for, 23:72
-without asking reward, 6:90,

1 2 : 1 04, 25:57, 34:47, 38:86,
42:23
covenant, to strive in way of God, 33:7
curse of God, invoking upon liars
against His Sole Divinity, 3 : 6 1
cut o ff, claim against, 108:3
David �1 before him, given great favor
like, 34: 1 0
death o f, n o excuse for believers t o tum
back from faith, 3: 1 44
denial of resurrection, 6:29, 1 1 :7, 1 7:49,

17:98, 23:81-83, 45 :24. See also
assault on person of Prophet �
description of
bearer of glad tidings and forewarn
er, 1 7 : 1 05 , 25:56, 33:45, 34:28
companion, not straying from path
of truth, 53:2
eager for people to believe, 1 2 : 1 03,

1 6:37
eats food, 25: 7
enjoining Prayer on family, 20: 1 32
ever God-fearing, 33: 1
fatherly concern for believers, 33:6
from among people, 3 : 1 0 1 , 3 : 1 64,

9: 128, 49:7, 62:2
in preceding Scriptures, 2 : 1 0 1 ,

2: 146, 6:20, 7 : 1 57, 1 3 : 43, 46:10,
61 :6 (see also Scriptures preceding)
leniency, 3 : 1 5 9
lowering wing o f compassion,

1 5 :88, 26:215
merciful, 9 : 1 28, 2 1 : 107
model of excellence, 33:21
mortal, 1 2 : 1 09, 1 6 :43, 1 7:93, 2 1 :7,
2 1 :34, 25:20, 39:30 (see also
human nature of Messenger �)
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description of (continued)
needy, 93:8
not doubting, 1 1 : 1 7
n o t excessively loud or muted in
P ray e r , 1 7 : 1 1 0
not hard-hearted, 3: 159
n o t saying will d o something
tomorrow (without adding, if

God wills), 1 8 :23
orphan, 93:6
outstanding character of, 68:3-4
pardoning others, 7 : 1 99, 1 5 :85
repentance granted to , 9 : 1 1 7
Seal o f the Prophets, 33:40
servant of God, 2:23, 8:41, 1 6:2,

1 7 : 1 , 1 8 : 1 , 25: 1 , 53:10, 57:9,
72: 1 9
sight o f, not wavering o r exceeding
any limits, 5 3 : 1 7
solicitous, kind, and merciful, 9 : 1 28
striving with disbelievers, 9:73
unlettered, 7 : 1 57-158, 29:48, 62:2
witness to world, 33:45, 48: 8 (see
also witness)
desire, one who makes it his god, 25:43
Dhul Qamayn, account of, 1 8:83
direction of Prayer
commanded to change to face
Makkah, 2 : 1 43-1 44, 2 : 1 5 0
o n e for each faith-community,

2: 148
disavowal of, 23:69. See also assault on
p erson of Prophet �
divine oath
affirming truth of, 5 0 : 1
swearing b y life o f Prophet � ,

1 5 :72
divorce
instructions about, 65 : 1
Zayd and wife, 33:37
ear, mocking Prophet �. 9:61
earth, given recourse t o patting i t as
means of purification, 4:43, 5 : 6
East and West, belonging t o God, 2 : 1 42
emigration
E migres (see main heading)
God's protection when expelled,

9:40, 47: 1 3
grant of repentance, 9 : 1 17, 1 6 : 1 1 0
messengers also threatened with
exile, 7:88-89, 1 4 : 1 3- 1 4, 27:56,

28:20-21
migrating for fear of persecution,

4:97, 29:56

emigration (continued)
nearly unsettling from birth land,

1 7 :76
of believers, 2:218, 8 :72-75, 9:20
plan, to confi n e, kill , or expel, 8:30
reward for, 3 : 1 95, 4: 1 00, 8:74,

9 : 1 00, 1 6 : 4 1 , 22:58-60
E migres. See also emigration; Helpers
allies of one another, those who
emigrated and those who gave
shelter and help, 8 :72
believing women, 60: 10, 66:5
forerunners in faith, 9 : 100
giving charitably to, 24:22
God's pleasure with, 9 : 1 00
granting repentance to, 9: 1 1 7
hour o f hardship, 9 : 1 1 7
inheritance o f, 33:6
love and generosity of Helpers with,

59:8-9
needy, 59:8-10
true believers, 8:74
etiquette with
calling out to from b ehind cham
bers, inappropriate, 49:4-5
concerning Prophet's � homes,

33:53
no loud speech with, 49:2-3
not like calling upon one another,

24:63
parting only after seeking permission
of, 24:62
saying, Unzurnd (grant us considera
tion) , not Rd'ind (pay heed to
us) , 2: 104
voices not raised above voice of,

49:2-3
expulsion, 8:30, 9 : 1 3 , 9:40, 47: 1 3, 60: 1 .
See also emigration
Eyes, under watchful care of God,
52:48. See also affirmation of
family of
admonition against suppressing
God's will in marriage of,

33:37-40
admonition to, 33:28
breach of confidence, disclosing,

66:3
confiding matter to one who told
another of, 66:3
entering Prophet's � homes, 33:53
lawful marriage provisions, 33:50-52
magnificent reward for seeking
God's favor, 33:29
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family of (continued)
marriage to Zayd's former wife
(Zaynab; name not mentioned) ,

33:37
may be given others better, 66:5
mothers of the believers, 33:6, 33:59
(see also wicked slander)
obeying God's command, 33:33
prohibiting for himself what is law
ful, 66: 1
relatives, forewarning nearest,

26:214, 74: 1 -7
repenting, 66:4
reward for, twice that of other
women, 33:31
speaking forthright word, 33:32
torment for flagrant indecency,

33:30
trying to attain good pleasure of,

66: 1
unlike any category of women,

33:32
favor upon
earth, given recourse to patting it as
means of purification, 4:43, 5 : 6
intervention of God, supporting
against disbelievers' aggression,

3 : 1 5 1 - 1 52, 8 : 1 2, 33:25-27, 59:2
messenger and mercy for all
humankind, 7 : 1 58, 2 1 : 1 07,

34:28
spoils, lawful allotment made for,

8:41 , 8:69, 48: 1 5 , 48: 1 8-20,
59:6-7
fear
enwrapped, 73:1
mantled, 74:1
of G o d , 6:15, 10:15, 39: 1 3
female children, grievous sin to kill ,

1 6 : 5 8-59, 43: 1 7 , 8 1 :8-9

fighting, mention of making hearts faint
as with death, 47:20
first words revealed to, 9 6 : 1 - 5
food, eating, 25:7. See also description of
forewarner
heavy tidings to hypocrites, 4 : 1 3 8
mention, 2 : 1 1 9 , 5 : 1 9 , 6 : 1 9, 6 : 5 1 ,

6:92, 7 : 1 84, 7 : 1 88, 1 0:2, 1 1 :2,
1 1 : 1 2, 1 5 : 89, 1 7 : 1 05 , 1 8:2-4,
1 9 : 97, 22:49, 2 5 : 1 , 25:56, 28:46,
33:45, 34:28, 35:24, 36: 1 1 ,
36:69-70, 38:70, 42:7, 46:9,
48:8, 5 1 :50-5 1 , 67:26, 74: 1-2

forewarner (continued)
tidings of torment to disbelievers,

3 : 2 1 , 9:3, 9:34
forgery, false accusation against, 1 0:38,

1 1 : 13, 1 6 : 1 0 1 , 2 1 : 5 , 23:83, 25:4,
32:3, 34:43, 42:24, 46:8, 52:33,
69:44. See also assault on person of
Prophet �
forgiveness
forgiven of all sin, 48:2, 48:29
seeking, 40:55, 47: 1 9
free dweller, i n City o f Makkah, 90:2
Friday Assembly, dispersing away from
during, 62: 1 1
garments, purify, 74:4
glances of disbelievers, nearly striking
down, 68:51
grace a n d mercy of God upon, 4: 1 13
grief of, divine exhortation to avoid,

3 : 1 76 , 5 : 4 1 , 5:68, 6:33-35, 1 0 : 6 5 ,
1 5 :88, 1 6 : 1 27-128, 20: 1 -2, 27:70,
3 1 :23-24, 35:4, 35:25-26, 36:76
guidance
given to, 2:97, 9:33, 1 0 : 1 08 , 1 6:64,

1 6:89, 1 6 : 1 02, 27: 1 -2, 27:77,
34:6, 39:4 1 , 46:30, 48:28, 53:23,
61:9
guide t o people, 1 6 :37, 28:56
mercy to all the world, 2 1 : 107
religion of truth, 9:33, 48:28, 6 1 : 9
sent with truth, 2 : 1 1 9 , 3 : 3 , 4: 1 04,
4:1 70, 5 :83-84, 6:66, 1 0 : 94,
1 0 : 1 08, 1 3 : 1 , 1 3 : 1 9, 1 6 : 1 02,
1 7 : 1 05 , 23:70, 28:48, 28:53,
32:3, 34:6, 35:24, 35:3 1 , 37:37,
39:2, 39:41, 45:6, 46:30, 47:2,
57: 1 6
straight guidance, 22:67, 4 1 : 44
heart(s)
eased, along with burden of, 1 5 : 97-

98, 94: 1 -4
fighting, mention of making hearts
faint as with death, 4 7 :20
heedless, not obeying dictates of,

1 8:28
hypocrisy fixed within some around
him, 9:77
hypocrites
-could have shown Prophet �
indelible mark of, 47 :30
----5 aying to him with tongue what
is not in heart, 9:56, 48: 1 1- 1 3
-wavering with doubt, 9:45

heart(s) (continued)
not belying what Prophet � saw
with eyes, 53: 1 1
not hard-hearted, 3 : 1 59
not knowing condition of blind
man's, 80:3
opening heart to guidance, 94: 1
reward for goodness in, from God,

8:70
seal, God may set upon, 42:24
setting firm, 1 1 : 1 20, 25:32
thrusting message into those of disbelievers, 26:200
Helpers. See also emigration; Emigres
allies of one another, those who
emigrated and those who gave
shelter and help, 8:72
forerunners in faith, 9 : 1 00
God's pleasure with, 9 : 1 00
granting repentance to, 9 : 1 1 7
hour of hardship, 9: 1 1 7
true believers, 8:74
Hour of Doom, arrival of, 7 : 1 87, 79:42.
See also General Index: Hereafter
Hour ofJudgment, 33:63. See also
General Index: Hereafter
I:Iudaybiyyah, 48:24
given victory, 48: 1
tranquility, 48:4
treaty of, adhering to Word of
Piety, 48:26
vision of entering Mosque of
Makkah, 48:27
human being taught him Quran, claim
against, 1 6 : 1 03, 44: 14. See also
assault on person of Prophet �
human nature of Messenger �- See also
description of
eats food, 25:7
human being, 1 8 : 1 10, 2 1 :3, 2 1 :8,

25:7, 25:20, 41:6
man from among your own selves,

2: 1 5 1 , 10:2, 1 2 : 109, 13:38
mortality of, 3 : 1 44, 1 2 : 1 09, 1 3 : 38,

1 6 :43, 17:93-95, 2 1 :7-8, 2 1 :34,
25:20, 39:30
speaking native tongue of his peo
ple, 1 4:4
humble, admonition for sending away,

6:52
hypoc1�tes
charity
-averse to giving, 9:54
-unacceptable from, 9:53-54
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hypocrites (continued)
claiming Prophet @tc merely an
"ear," 9 : 6 1
cmnments on believers' good for
tune and afiliction, 9 : 50-52
defying Messenger r� by not fight
ing at Tabuk, 9 : 8 1
denied
-forgiveness of God, 9:80, 63:6
-permission to fight with Prophet
,�i.. another time, 9:83
disbelieving
-after professing submission, 9:74
-in God and Last Day, 9:45
fear of, 9 : 5 6-57
forgetting God, 9 : 67
forsaking covenant to give charity,

9:75-76
God
-bearing witness that they are
liars, 9 : 1 07, 63: 1
-kno\ving secrets o f and con
cealed conversations, 9:78
hearts
-hypocrisy fixed in, 9:77
-wavering with donbt, 9 : 45
heavy tidings to, 4: 138
Hereafter' s torment, for greater part
of spreading slander, 24: 1 1
lazy in Prayer, 9:54
mockery of, 9:64-65
not yielding to dictates of, 33:48
prayer over at death, forbidden, 9:84
presence of, causing turmoil, 9:47
Prophet !@
-granting permission to, vvithout
ascertaining truth of, 9:43
--e>eeking forgiveness for, 9:80
punishment of, 9:68
saying \Vith tongue what i s n o t in
heart, 9:56, 48: 1 1 - 1 3
seeking exen1ption from striving in
God's path, 9:86
seventy tin1cs, seeking forgiveness
for, 9:80
slander, about charitable offerings,

9:58, 9:79
stealthily slipping away, from
Prophet's 1@ assembly, 24:63
surah, wary of one being revealed
about, 9:64
Tabuk, refusing to fight at, 9 : 8 1
trial o f, 9:49
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hypocrites (continued)
wicked slander from band of, 24: 1 1
idol worship, 5 :90, 2 1 : 5 1 -54, 26:7 1 ,

5 3 : 1 9-23

insanity, no trace in, 7 : 1 84. See also
affinnation of
intervention of God, supporting against
disbelievers' aggression, 3 : 1 5 1 - 1 52,

8 : 12, 33:26, 59:2
intoxicants and gambling, 2:219, 5 : 90
j esting, making sport of revelation, 2 1 :2
Jesus �!
bearing glad tidings of Messenger �
coming, 6 1 : 6
con1ing with same message as, 43:63
people drawing example of, some
thing worshiped apart from God,

43:45
jinn listening to Quran, 46:29-32, 72: 1 1 5 . See also General Index: jinn
knowledge
accusing without knowledge,
wicked slander, 24: 1 5
adherents o f Scripture, suppressing
knowledge
-as though not knowing it to be
true, 2 : 1 0 1
-despite recognizing: i t a s when
recognizing own children, 2: 1 46,
6:20: its truth, 2:89
no knowledge of unseen, 6:50,

7 : 1 88, 10:20, 1 1 :49
not knowing condition of blind
man's heart, 80:3
sure, 2 : 1 20, 2:145, 13:37
that evil trespass hateful to Lord,

17:38

that Lord encompasses all people,

17:60

that truth not equal to being blind
to it, 1 3 : 1 9
truth recognizable t o those given
knowledge, 34:6
Law, set upon straight course of, 45 : 1 8
leniency, 3 : 1 59 . See also description of
liar, false accusation of, 38:4. See also
assault on person of Prophet �..
likeness of Messenger � and believers
with, 48:29
Lote-Tree, uttcnnost bound in !-leaven
during Night Journey and
Ascension, 53: 1 6
luminous beacon, 33:46

lunar crescents, 2 : 1 89
n1adness
claim against, 15:6, 23:70, 34:8 ,

34:46, 5 1 : 52-55, 52:29, 68:2

not touched with, b8 :2- /
Quranic defense against madness of
-come with truth, 23:70
-no trace of insanity in, 7: 184
-not a madman, 52:29

-Not so, 34:7-8
-not touched with madness,

68:2-7
malicious images of, 17:48, 25:9. See also
assault on person of Prophet ,@
marriage
lawfui provisions, 33:50-52
suppressing God's will regarding
marriage of, 33:37-38
Zayd's former wife (Zaynab: name
not mentioned), 33:37
inenstruation, revelation of rules regard
ing, 2:222
n1ention of
in preceding Books, 2 : 1 0 1 , 7 : 1 57,

61:6
name "Muhammad 1@ , " 3 : 1 44,

33:40, 47:2, 48:29
merciful, 9: 128, 2 1 : 107. Sec also descrip
tion of
inercy
to all humanity, 34:28
to world, 21: 107
message
belief
-in God alone, 2: 1 36-137, 2:256,

3:64, 3:84, 6:19, 7 : 1 58, 27:9 1 ,
39:2, 39:38-40, 48:8, 88:21-24
-without distinction, in what was
sent to all prophets, 2 : 1 36-137,

2:285, 3:84
calling to
-be devout servants of God, 3:79
-Lord's path, 1 6 : 1 25
clarifying disputed imperatives of
faith, 1 6:64
disbelief in false deities, 2:256, 3 : 64,

6 : 1 9 , 12: 108, 39:38
glad tidings and forewarning, 2 : 1 1 9 ,

6 : 4 8 , 1 1 :2, 16:89, 2 5 : 5 6 , 33:45,
34:28, 35:24, 48:8
innocent of disbelief, 26:2 1 6
judge between people, 4 : 1 05
lowering wing of compassion to
believers, 26:215

Specialized Index-Prophets, l\1essengers, and 1Vlary t�01 in the Quran
---------- - ----- -

message � (continued)
no compulsion in religion, 2:256
not associating gods with God, 6 : 1 4,

6:19, 18:110
o f guidance and mercy, 1 6: 64, 16:89
of mercy, 2 1 : 1 07
recite Quran, 1 6:98, 1 7:45, 27:92,

73:4
remind with Quran, 87:9
submission to God alone, 3:20,

3:64, 3:85, 6 : 1 4, 1 6 : 89, 27: 8 1 ,
27: 9 1
truth, 2 : 1 1 9 , 2:252, 4: 1 05
worship God alone, 1 1 :2, 1 8 : 1 1 0

Messenger 113!t (oft-mentioned a s phrase,
God and His Messenger 1a)
abiding by prohibitions of, 9:29
accused of promising delnsion,

33: 12
answering
-call of, that gives life, 8:24
-summons of, 3 : 1 72
belief in all that God sent down,

2:285, 4:136

believing i n , 24:62, 33:22, 49: 1 5 ,

57:7, 57:28, 58:4, 64:8
beloved to believers, 9:24
betraying, 8:27
bounty, God giving from His stores
of, 9:59, 9:74
calling
-out, 3 : 1 5 3
-to Lord about those shunning
Quran, 25:30
-upon, 24:63
coming
-for judgment of, 4:6 1 , 24:48,

24:50-52
-to Messenger � , 5 : 1 04, 63:5
covenant of idolaters with, 9:7
decree of, 49: 1
departing as emigre to, 4: 100
desiring favor of, 33:29
disbelief in, 9:54, 9 :80-81 , 9 : 84,

24:47, 25:27, 48: 13, 57:8,
63:7-8
disbursing spoils, 8 : 1 , 8 : 4 1 , 59:6-8
disobeying, 4:42, 33:36, 58:8-9
eats food, 25:7
evil thoughts about, 48: 12
excellent model, 33:21-22
expulsion of, 9 : 1 3 , 60: 1
following, 2 : 1 43, 7 : 1 5 7

Messenger � (continued)
forewarning against usury, 2:278-279
from among people, 3 : 1 0 1 , 3 : 1 64,

9 : 128, 49:7, 62:2
hearing from, 5:83
hurting, 9:61
lowering voice in presence of, 49:3
lying t o , 9:90, 6 3 : 1
making mockery of, 9:65
maligning, 33:57
mortal, 1 7: 93
Muhammad g,, 3 : 1 44, 48:29
name of also Ahmad, 61 : 6
n o t natural father o f any living men,

33:40
not to grieve, 5:41
obeying, 3:32, 3 : 1 32, 4:59, 4:64,

4:69, 4:80, 5:92, 8 : 1 , 8:20, 8:46,
9:71, 24:52, 24:54, 24:56, 33: 3 1 ,
33:33, 33:7 1 , 47:33, 48: 1 7 ,
49: 1 4, 64: 1 2
of alliance o f God, 5 :55-56, 9 : 1 6
o f utmost resolve, 33:7, 46:35
offending, 33:53
opposing, 9 : 63, 58:5, 58:20, 58:22
pleasing, 9:62
prayers of blessing from, 9:99
private discourse with, 58: 12-13
proclaiming divine message, 5 : 67
questioning, 2 : 1 08
rebelling against, 8 : 1 3 , 47:32, 59:4
reciting, 2: 1 5 1 , 6 5 : 1 1 , 98:2
referring matters to, 4: 5 9, 4: 83
remaining behind without, 9 : 1 20
renouncing idolatry, 9:3
renunciation of treaty from, 9: 1
seeing works of people, 9:94, 9 : 1 05
sent ·with
-ordained limits, 9:97
-religion of truth, 9:33, 48:28,

6 1 :9
sincerity with, 9 : 9 1
striving alongside, 9 : 8 6 , 9 : 8 8 , 6 1 : 1 1
struck \vith affliction and harm,

2:214

to all people, 4:79
to humankind, 4 : 1 70, 7 : 1 58
to People of Scripture, 5 : 1 5 , 5 : 1 9
tranquility npon, 9:26, 48:26
true, 3:86
-vision of, 48:27
waging war against, 9: 107
witness, 2 : 1 43, 22:78, 73: 1 5

migration. See emigration
mockery of, 6: 1 0 , 9:64-65, 1 3:32,

1 5 : 1 1 , 2 1 : 4 1 , 25:4 1 , 34:7, 43:6-8,
47: 1 6, See also assault on person of

Prophet 1$
model of excellence, 33:2L See also
description of
mortality of, 3 : 1 44, 1 2 : 1 09, 1 3 : 38,

1 6 : 43, 17:93-95, 2 1 :7-8, 2 1 :34,
25:20, 39:30_ See also assault on per
son of Prophet � ; human nature
of Messenger ,g1o
mosque
made to instigate harm and unbelief,

9 : 1 07, 9: 1 10
Quba', founded on fear of God,

9 : 1 08-1 0 9
mothers o f believers, 33:6_ See also fami
ly of; wicked slander
mountains, 20: 1 05
Muhammad g,, explicit reference to
name
believers, in revelation sent down
to, 47:2
Messenger of God 1!3!t, 3 : 1 44, 48:29
natural father of none, 33:40
Muhammad ,a, implicit reference to
(as with phrase, - 0 Muhammad g, )
affirmation of
-heart of, not belying what he
saw with eyes, 53: 1 1
-insanity, n o trace in, 7 : 1 84
-not falsely attributing words to
God, 69:44
-not possessed, 81 :22
-poetry, never taught, 36:69
-punishment of God, not coming
so long as he is among people,

8:33
-witness on Judgment Day, 4:41
angel
-approaching, 5 3 : 8
-descending a t command of Lord,

1 9:64
asking, shall I seek other than God as

judge, 6 : 1 1 4

assault o n person o f Muhammad !$
-belying, 3 : 1 84, 6:34
-bewitched man, 17:47
-composing words of Quran,
allegation against, 52:33
-denying, 6:66
-deriding lack of angels with, 6 : 8
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Muhammad ,gi;,, implicit (continued)
assault on person (continued)
-forgery, 1 6 : 1 0 1
-glances o f disbelievers, nearly
i;; tri klnp; DCY\wn , hR· 5 1
-ham1, disbelievers claiming him
source of, 4:78
-mockery of, 6 : 10, 2 1 :4 1
-plan against, t o confine, kill, or
expel, 8:30
believers in revelation sent down to,

2:4, 4:47, 4 : 1 62
Book, sent with, 3:3, 6:7, 7:2, 1 4: 1 ,

1 8 : 1 , 2 1 : 10, 29:47
command of God to Say
-essence of truth has con1e from
Lord, 1 0 : 108
-food prohibitions, against car
rion, outpoured blood, and
swine, 6 : 145
-God is greatest witness to truth
of my message, 6 : 1 9

-I do not say treasures of God with
me, 6:50
-I have been commanded to willingly
submit to God alone, 6: 1 4
-if you love God, follow, 3:31
-worship of O n e Lord, 27:91
community, sent t o , 1 3:30
covenant, to strive in way of God,

33:7
description of
-co1npanion, not straying from
path of truth, 53:2
-human being, 2 1 :3
-leniency of, 3 : 1 59
-servant of God, 2:23, 8:41 , 17: 1 ,

1 8: 1 , 25 : 1 , 53: 1 0, 57:9, 72: 1 9
-unlettered, 7 : 1 57
divine oath, affirming truth of mes
senger, 50: 1
forgiveness, seeking from God for
those coming to , 4:64
grace and mercy, of God upon,

4: 1 1 3
grief of, 6:33
groups of people preceding, many
messengers sent to, 1 5 : 1 0
guidance
-envy that given to, 4:54
-not incumbent upon him to
ensure acceptance of, 2 :272
house, brought out of with divine
command to fight, 8 : 5
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Muhan1111ad ,g, in1plicit (continued)
Messenger of God �, 2: 1 43,

2:252, 3 : 1 44, 4:79, 7 : 1 57, 7 : 1 58,
9:33, 22:78, 25:30, 36:3, 6 1 :9,

65: 1 1 (sqq �fro !Ytli!'l he::!di!l;)
not keeper over people, 4:80, 6 : 1 04
obedience to, 3 : 1 32
People of Scripture, with, 3:64,

3:72, 3:93, 4:54-55, 10:94
positions for fighting, going forth to
settle, 3 : 1 2 1
Prophet �, 3 : 6 8 , 5 : 8 1 , 7 : 1 57 (see
also main heading)
reliance on God, 3 : 1 5 9
Remembrance, given Quran as,

43:44
revelation
-following, 6 : 1 06
-given to, 4 : 1 63
-not conceivable that would leave
aside some of what revealed to,

1 1 : 12

-tenants of all heavenly religion
with, 42: 1 3
ruling of
-concerning inheritance, 4:176
--seeking t o know obligations
concerning women, 4 : 1 27
Scripture, sent with Quran confirm
ing preceding Scriptures, 5 :48
servant of God, 2:23, 8:41, 1 7 : 1 ,

1 8 : 1 , 25 : 1 , 5 3 : 1 0 , 57:9, 72: 1 9
signs o f prophethood, account relat
ed to, 3:58
throwing, dust at disbelievers in
Badr, 8 : 1 7
tidings
--Df messengers preceding, 1 1 : 120
-of two sons of Adam £),, 5:27
-of unseen related to, 3:44
truth from Lord, coming with, 32:3,

37:37
witness
-God bearing to what He sent to,

4:1 66, 6 : 1 9
-on Judgment Day, 4:41
name of, also Ahmad, 6 1 : 6
narratives
Companions of the Elephant,

1 05 : 1 -5
not to abandon mission like
Companion of the Whale, 68:48
of preceding transgressor nations,

89:6- 1 4

natural father o f n o living man, 33:40
nature of See description of; human
nature of Messenger ,�
Night Journey
beholding God's great signs, 53: 1 8
carried from Sacred Mosque
(Makkah) to Al-Aqsa Mosque
Qerusalem), 1 7 : 1
obedience
admittance to Gardens for, 4:13,

48: 1 7
answer in, 8:24
blessings bestowed upon for, 4:69
divine mercy shown for, 3 : 1 32, 9:71
follo\ving out of love, 3 : 3 1
punishment for disobedience, 4: 1 4,

24:63
reward for, 33:31
to God and Messenger, 3:32, 4:59,

4:64, 4:80, 5 : 92, 8 : 1 , 8 :20, 8 :46,
9 : 7 1 , 24:52, 24:54, 24:56, 33:33,
47:33, 49: 1 4, 5 8 : 1 3, 64: 12
triumph fo r , 33:71
we hear and we obey ' true believers
say, 24:5 1
opposition to, 9:63, 58:5, 58:20, 58:22
orphan(s)
affairs of, looking after and setting
aright, 2:220
shall not suppress, 93:9
shelter of God for Muhammad g,
as, 93:6
patience
beautiful patience, 70:5
cunning of unbelievers not hamiful
to, if remaining patient, 3: 1 20,
exhorted to have, 1 1 :49, 1 1 : 1 1 5,

1 6 : 1 27, 20:1 30, 30:60, 38: 17,
40:55, 40:77, 46:35, 50:39-40,
52:48, 70:5, 76:24, 1 03:3
keeping patient in company of
humble believers calling npon
Lord, 1 8:28
with commandments of God, 74:7
with disbelievers, 10: 109
with Lord ' s decree, 68:48
with those speaking abuse, 73: 1 0
persecution, nllgrating for fear of, 4:97,

29:56
plan, to confine, kill, or expel, 8:30
plot, without respite, 7 : 1 95
poet, deriding as being, 2 1 : 5 , 36:69,

37:36, 52:30, 69:41

Specialized Index-Prophets, Messengers, and Mary r�' i n the Quran

prayer
answer to that of Abraham ;;[11 and
Ishmael ;;[11, for descendant mes
senger, 2 : 1 27-129
be mindful of, 1 07 : 4-6
direction of
-commanded to change to face
Ka'bah, 2 : 1 43-1 44, 2 : 1 49-150
-one for each faith-community,
2 : 1 48
for God's blessings upon and saluta
tions, 33:56
hypocrites
-forbidden at death of, 9:84
-lazy in, 9:54
in congregation during conflict,
4: 1 02
of blessing from, 9:99
rising for nearly two-thirds of night,
73:20
stand in, 94:7
steadfastly establishing, 1 7:78-80
prisoners of war, 8:67-68
God rewards goodness in hearts,
8:70
promising delusion, claim against, 3 3 : 1 2
Prophet �, explicit reference t o
Abraham ;;[11, worthy o f tracing faith
directly to, 3:68
allegiance, women pledging to,
60: 1 2
belief in, 5 : 8 1
believers
-fatherly concern for, 33:6
--striving alongside, 8:72, 8:74
-urging them to overcome foes,
8:65
command of God to Say
-lawful marriage provisions, 33:50
-to prisoners of war, God rewards
goodness in hearts, 8:70
-to wives, may have plenteous
provision and adornment in this
life, 33:28
-to women, draw part of mantle
over themselves in public, 33:59
confidence, disclosing breach to
wife, 66:3
description of
-bearer of glad tidings and fore
warner, 33:45
-ever God-fearing, 33: 1
-repentance granted to, 9 : 1 1 7

Prophet �, explicit (continued)
description of (continued)
--striving with disbelievers, 9:73
-unlettered, 7 : 1 57-1 58
-witness to world, 33:45, 48:8
disbelief, in relation to
-disbelievers hurting, 9 : 6 1
-not t o seek forgiveness for idolaters, 9: 1 1 3
--striving against disbelievers and
hypocrites, 66:9
divorce, instructions about, 6 5 : 1
etiquette with
-entering homes of, 33:53
-not raising voice above voice of,
49:2
-offending, 33:53
God with
--and angels pronouncing blessings
upon, 33:56
-doing what God sanctioned for
him, 33:38
-not disgracing, 66:8
--sufficing, 8:64
lawful marriage provisions, 33:50
order of, to hold positions, 3 : 1 52
permission to retreat, asking from,
33: 1 3
prohibition, o f lawful for himself to
attain good pleasure of wives,
66: 1
thoughts of days of ignorance, hyp
ocrites thinking yet not disclos
ing to, 3 : 1 54
Prophet �, implicit reference to (as
with phrase, 0 Prophet)
Abraham ;,tl1, following sacred way
of, 1 6 : 1 23
account coming to
-of disbelieving hosts, 8 5 : 1 7
-of Moses ;£>, 20:9, 79: 1 5
-of Whehning Resurrection, 8 8 : 1
accountability, only for self, 4:84
address, with one whom he former
ly adopted (Zayd) , 33:37
affirmation of
-given abundant goodness, 1 0 8 : 1
-not possessed b y satans, 26: 2 1 0
-not touched with madness, 68:2
-reinforcing with three thousand
angels, 3 : 1 24
--set upon straight course of
Divine Law, 45 : 1 8
·

Prophet �, implicit (continued)
affirmation of (continued)
--setting face toward God's reli
gion, 30:30
--struck by good fortune, 9:50
allegiance, pledging to, 48:10, 48: 1 8
argument with, 3 : 20
assault on person of
-deriding lack of miraculous sign,
1 3:7, 1 3:27, 1 7:90, 20: 1 33, 25:8,
28:48, 29:50, 30:47, 30:58
-forgery, 32:3, 42:24
-human being teaching him
Quran, claim against, 1 6 : 1 03
-madness, 1 5 : 6 , 5 1 :52
-malicious images of, 1 7:48, 25:9
-meeting the like of what faced
Moses ,;81, 32:23
-mockery of, 25:41, 43:7, 47: 1 6
--sorcery, 28:48, 5 1 :52
assembly of, stealthily slipping away
from, 24:63
bearer of glad tidings and forewarn
ing, 2 : 1 1 9 , 1 7 : 1 05, 25:56, 34:28
blessings unrivaled granted to, 1 5 :87
call to faith, 1 8:57
-Abraham ;.tl1, following sacred
way of, 1 6 : 1 23
-call burdensome upon those
associating gods with God, 42: 1 3
-calling: people t o upright reli
gion of all prophets, 42: 1 5 ; to
path of Lord, 1 6: 1 25
-enj oining what is right, 7 : 1 99
-following, 9:42, 43: 6 1
-forewarning nearest relatives,
26:214
-not disputing sacred rites of
other faith-communities, 22:67
-not setting up any god with
God, 1 7:22
-worship of God alone, 1 1 : 1 23,
2 1 :25
character of, outstanding, 68:4
command of first revelatory words,
Read, 96: 1
command of God to Say
--affliction is from doing of own
soul, 3 : 1 65
-all praise is for God alone, 27:59,
1 7: 1 1 0-1 1 1
-all shall b e raised back to life,
64:7
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Prophet a, implicit (continued)
command of God (continued)
-Bedouins, saying we have sub
mitted to, 49: 1 4
-believe i n

God, 3:84

-bring: forth surah like that of
Quran, 1 0:38, 1 1 : 1 3 ; proof of
other gods, 21 :24
-call upon God or the All
Merciful, 1 7 : 1 1 0
-calling t o way o f God, 1 2 : 1 08
-consider: fulse reality of worshiping any apart from God, 39:38;
true nature of fulse divines that
you call upon, 46:4; utter futility
of arguing against God's signs,
40:69; who brings fresh-flowing
water if it were to sink into
ground, 67:30
-East and West, belonging to
God, 2 : 1 42
-everyone accountable before
God, 34:50
-false deities hold no authority to
intercede with God, 39:43
-fear your Lord, 39: 1 0
-Fire i s destiny o f those setting up
rivals to God, 1 4:30
-flight from battle does not bene
fit, 33: 1 6
-follow sacred way o f Abraham
*'· 2 : 1 35
--forbidden to worship any apart
from God, 6:56, 40:66
-God: brought everything into
being, 67:23; cares about those
calling upon him in worship and
need, 25: 77; is Lord of heavens
and earth, 1 3 : 1 6 ; is only One
God, 1 8 : 1 1 0 ; knows what peo
ple conceal and disclose, 3:29;
may take my life or have mercy
on us, 67:28; sufficing, 1 7 : 96;
witness, 1 7 :96
-group of jinn listening to recita
tion of, 72: 1
-have submitted face to God
alone, 3:20
-I admonish people to stand for sake
of God alone, 34:46
-I am forbidden to worship any apart
from God, 40:66
-I am forewarner, 22:49, 38:65
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Prophet a, implicit (continued)
command of God (continued)
-I am only human, 1 8 : 1 1 0 , 4 1 : 6
-I call only upon m y Lord, 72:20
-! do

not .�now ifprcndscd Judgment

is near, 72 :25
-I worship God and no other, 39: 1 1
-if All-Merciful had son, would
be foremost worshiper, 43: 8 1
-if forging: none holding authori
ty to help me against God's pun
ishment, 46:8; upon me conse
quence of trespass, 1 1 :35
-intoxicants and gambling sinful,
2:219
-journey through earth to see:
devastating end of disbelievers,
27:69, 30:42; wonder of cre
ation's origin, 29:20
-Lord: alone extends and restricts
provision, 34:39; best knows
about Companions of Cave,
1 8:22, 1 8:26
-lower gaze and safeguard chasti
ty, 24:30
-may not change Quran of own
accord, 1 0 : 1 5
-mercy from Lord, 44:6
-name your alleged gods, 13:33
-not asking reward for conveying
Quran, 25:57, 34:47, 38:86,
42:23
-not to disbelieve in the One
who created earth in two
Heavenly days, 41 :9
-not to make insincere excuses,
9:94
-not worshiping apart from God,
1 0 : 1 04, 1 1 :2
-One knowing every secret sent
down revelation, 25:6
-other gods would find way to
submit to Lord of Throne, 17:42
-plot against me without respite,
7 : 1 95
___,; e a depleting, if ink, before
words of God exhausted, 1 8 : 1 09
___,;how proof of associate-gods,
34:27
----_,;upplicating God: not to be
among wrongdoers, 23:93-94;
that his people do not believe,
43:88

Prophet a, implicit (continued)
command of God (continued)
-those who know and do not
know God are unequal, 39:9
to

bclicvc:w

to

fc.I"givc

wT011 gd0-

ing done to them, 45 : 1 4
-to disbelievers: call i n vain upon
alleged gods apart from God,
34:22; I do not worship what you
worship, 109: 1 -2; to disbelieve or
believe, 1 7 : 1 07
-to ignorant, is it other than God
that you may command me to wor
ship, 39:64
-to People of Scripture, 2 : 1 39-140
-to servants, never despond of
God's mercy, 39:53
-unseen realm belongs to God
alone, 10:20
-were God to make: daylight
endless, none other would bring
night, 28:72; night endless, none
other would bring sunshine,
28:71
-whether two males or females of
pairs of cattle forbidden for food
or use, 6 : 1 43
-why kill prophets, 2 : 9 1
-woe t o enemies of Gabriel, 2:97
-work in accordance with: your
stand, 6 : 1 35, 39:39; your way of
life, 1 7 : 84
Companions of Cave, given account
of, 1 8 : 9
concern, fo r believers great, 3 3 : 6
confidence o f, disclosing breach to
wife, 66:3
conveyance of message (see also rec
ompense for conveyance)
-cannot guide all those whom he
loves, 28:56
-cannot make people hear call of
truth, 30:52, 35:22, 43:40
-coming with same message as
Jesus *' 43:63
'
-conveyance only incumbent
upon, 13:40, 1 6 : 82, 42:48
-not compelling people to faith,
1 0 : 99
-not domineering over people,
50:45
-not keeper over people, 42:48

Spedalized Index--Prophets, Messengers, and Mary ,'f!:i, in the Quran

Prophet �. implicit (continued)
curse of God, invoking such upon
liars regarding His Sole Divinity,
3:61
David :£1 1 before him, given great
favor like, 34: 1 0
description of
-eager to guide to belief, 1 6:37
-enjoining Prayer on family,
20: 1 32
-mercy to worlds, 2 1 : 1 07
-mortal, 1 2 : 1 09 , 1 6 : 43, 17:93,
2 1 :7, 2 1 : 34, 25:20, 39:30
-not doubting, 1 1 : 1 7
-not excessively loud or muted in
Prayer, 1 7 : 1 1 0
-not saying will d o something
tomorrow (without adding, if
God wills), 1 8 : 23-24
-outstanding character of, 68:4
-pardoning others, 7 : 1 99, 1 5 :85
-Seal of Prophets, 33:40
--sight of, not wavering or
exceeding any limits, 53: 17
direction of Prayer, 2 : 1 42 , 2:145,
2 : 1 50
disbelief, in relation to
-----{lSsociation of gods with God
making good works futile, 39:65
-astounded at unbelief, 1 3 : 5
-bearing with disbelievers, 86: 1 7
-belied and maligned like previous messengers, 41 :43
-beliers of ascribe daughters to
All-Merciful, though enraged at
birth of female child, 43: 1 7
-belying, 6 : 1 47 , 10:41 , 22:42,
35:4, 35:25, 37: 1 67, 44:34, 54:9
-burdened when disbelievers turn
away from, 6:35
-considering life's short enjoy
ment with disbelievers, 26:205
-destruction of previous disbe
lieving nations related to, 1 9:98,
32:26, 47: 1 3
-disbelievers: disbelieving resur
rection, 32: 1 O; refusing to follow
guidance of, 28:57; turning away
from, 4:6 1 , 9 : 1 27, 9 : 1 29, 42:48
-leaving aside: disbelievers until
futed Day, 52:45; those
indulging, 43:83, 70:42
-looking blankly at, when calling
to guidance, 7 : 1 98

Prophet �. implicit (continued)
disbelief, in relation to (continued)
-no doubt in knowing what
unbelievers worship, 1 1 : 1 09
-no favor bestowed upon, when
others submit to God, 49: 1 7
-not fo r him t o grant repentance
or punish, 3 : 1 28
-not thinking God heedless of
wrongdoers, 1 4:42
-not to associate with those fac
tionalizing religion, 6 : 1 5 9
-not t o be deluded b y people's
worldly gain, 40:4
-not to grieve over disbelievers,
3 1 :23, 35:4, 35:25, 36:76
-not to waste away in regret over
disbelievers, 35:8
-rushed at, headlong by disbeliev
ers, 70:36
--sorrow over disbelievers, 1 8: 6 ,
26:3
-thrusting message into hearts of
disbelievers, 26:200
-turning aside from: disbelievers,
37: 1 74, 37:178, 5 1 :54, 53:29,
54:6; those belying Day of
Divine Triumph, 32:30
-turning face heavenward in sup
plication, 2: 1 44
-unable to rescue any against
divine chastisement, 39: 1 9
-vengeance o f God, against those
rej ecting, 43:41
divine exhortation to see (as with
phrase, "you shall see")
-defiant unbelievers in Hereafter,
1 4:49
-disbeliever bragging to, about
wealth and children, 1 9 :77
-how God: favors some over oth
ers with bounty, 17:2 1 ; sends
water from sky, 22:63, 35:27,
39:21
-how Lord dealt with: 'Ad, 89:6;
Companions of Elephant, 1 0 5 : 1
-one who makes own desire his
god, 25:43
-that satans instigate evil among
disbelievers, 1 9 : 83
-that to God belongs everything
in heavens and earth, 22: 1 8
divine oath b y life o f, 1 5 :72

Prophet � . implicit (continued)
etiquette with
--calling out to from behind
chambers, inappropriate, 49:4
-not saying R.a'infi (pay heed to
us) , but rather Un;;uma, (grant us
consideration), 2 : 1 04
evil resolve against, 9:74
expulsion of, 9 : 40
fairest of stories, revealed to, 12:3
fighting, mention of making hearts
faint as with death, 47:20
forewarner, 1 4:44, 2 5 : 5 1 , 26: 1 94,
28:47, 3 5 : 1 8 , 43:23, 5 1 :50
forgiveness, seeking for hypocrites,
9:80
free dweller, in City of Makkah,
90:2
Friday Assembly, dispersing away
from during, 62: 1 1
glad tidings, giving, 2:25, 6 1 : 1 3
God with
-could have shown indelible
mark of doubting hearts to,
47:30
-divine judgment preordained to
be in Hereafter, 1 0 : 1 9 , 1 1 :1 1 0 ,
20:1 29, 4 1 :45
-divine will empowered to take
away revelation from, 17:86
-making better provision for,
25: 1 0
-may set seal upon heart o f, 42:24
-not failing promise to, 1 4:47
-pardoning, 9:43
-Sole Divinity is the AllForgiving, Mercy-Giving, 1 5:49
--sufficing, 2: 137, 8 : 62, 1 7 : 17,
17:65, 25:31
-told that: God will array people
in ranks for judgment, 1 8 :48;
Lord is Overpowering One,
Mercy-Giving, 26:9, 26:68,
26: 1 04, 2 6 : 1 22, 2 6 : 1 40 , 26: 1 59 ,
26:175, 26: 1 9 1 ; none b u t God
apportions Lord's mercy, 43:32
-told to: be God-fearing, 33: 1 ;
listen fo r Day of Judgment, 50:41
-witnessing deeds of, 1 0 : 6 1
goodness, abundanrly given t o , 108: 1
guardian, not over people
-disposing their affairs, 1 7 : 54,
39:41
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Prophet �. implicit (continuetl)
guardian (continuetl)
-registering their deeds, 42:6
heavens and earth
-aslr...ing p eop le \Vhc created them,
27:60, 29:6 1
-Lord knowing all that i s in,
17:55, 49: 1 6
-to God belongs everything in,
22: 1 8
hypocrites, bearing talse witness to,
63:1
Jesus �,, second coming with same
message of lslam, 43:63
jinn, turning toward to listen to
Quran, 46:29
knowledge
-not knowing condition of blind
man's heart, 80:3
-----;<;u re, 1 3:37
-that evil trespass hateful to Lord,
17:38
-that Lord encompasses all peo
ple, 1 7 : 60
-that truth not equal to being
blind to it, 1 3 : 1 9
Law, guiding spirit revealed to,
42:52
liars to, 9:90, 9 : 1 07, 63: 1
Lord of
-bountiful with, 27:73
-knows all that is in heavens and
earth, 17:55, 49: 1 6
-not deserting o r abhorring, 93:3
--opening heart to guidance, 94: 1
-Self-Sufficient, Possessor of
Mercy, 6 : 1 33
names worthy of God, informed of,
25:59
obedience, swearing fulsely, 24:53
patience, exhorted to, 1 0 : 1 09,
1 6 : 1 27, 20: 1 30, 30:60, 3 8 : 1 7 ,
4 0 : 5 5 , 40:77, 4 6 : 3 5 , 50:39,
52:48, 68:48, 70:5, 76:24
people of
-drawing example ofJesus �' as
something worshiped apart from
God, 43:45
-----;<;u ccessors, 1 0 : 1 4
People o f Scripture with, 2 : 139- 1 40,
2 : 1 45- 146, 3 : 6 1 , 4:46, 4 : 1 53,
6 : 20, 1 3:36, 34:44, 43 :45, 58:8,
62:6
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Prophet �. implicit (continuetl)
permission
-hypocrites to campaign with,
9 : 83, 9:86
l.d.A.1.11-!';
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plot against, 52:42
prayer
-for God's blessings upon and
salutations, 33:56
-in congregation during conflict,
4 : 1 02
-rising for nearly two-thirds of
night, 73:20
questions posed in revelation,
Prophet � asked about
-account of Dhul Qarnayn, 1 8:83
----<trrival of Hour of Doom, 7 : 1 87,
79:42
-fighting in sacred month, 2:217
-Hour ofJudgment, 33:63
-lawful food, 5:4
-lunar crescents, 2: 1 89
-menstruation, 2 :222
-mountains, 20: 1 05
-nature of spirit, 1 7 : 85
-nearness of God, 2 : 1 86
--orphans, 2:220
----;<;pending charitably, 2:215, 2:219
-----;<;poils of war, 8:1
--to bring down inscribed Book
from Heaven, 4: 1 53
-to hasten: inevitable torment,
70: 1 ; promised punishment,
22:47
questions posed in revelation,
Prophet � being asked ef
-for mounts to strive alongside,
9:92
-permission to retreat, 33: 13
questions posed in revelation,
Prophet � to ask
--disbelievers in Resurrection if
their creation more complex
than creation of all else, 37: 1 1
--disbelievers why ascribing
daughters to Lord while taking
only sons for themselves, 37: 1 49
-people, who created heavens and
earth, 27:60, 29:61
-who guarantees allegedly divine
pledges, 68:40
-who sends water from sky, 29:63

Prophet � , implicit (continuetl)
Quran
-binding upon, 28:85
-first revealed to Prophet � : in
1nuntli Ramadan, 2 : 1 8 5 ; on
Night of Empowering Decree,
97: 1
-made easy to understand in
native tongue of, 1 9:97, 44:58
-not forgetting recitation of, 87:6
-not sent to distress, 20:2
-not to hasten memorizing during
revelation, 20: 1 1 4, 75 : 1 6
-Read, command o f first revelato
ry words, 96: 1
-receiving: from One all-wise,
all-knowing, 27 :6; glorious
Heavenly Recitation, 8 5 : 2 1 ; sure
knowledge, 2 : 1 20
-reciting, 17:45, 29:45, 29:48,
45: 6
-reminding with, 52:29
-revealed to, 3 : 1 08, 42: 3
-sent t o i n succession o f revelations, 76:23
-----;<; ent with: Book, 4:105, 1 6 : 64,
25:35, 28:86, 35:3 1 , 38:29, 39:2,
39:41; heavenly verses, 2:99;
Reminder, 1 6:44; revelation
increasing many in transgression,
5 : 64, 5:68; truth, 1 3: 1 ; truth rec
ognizable to those given knowl
edge, 34:6
-----;<; etting heart firm with, 25:32
Read, command of first revelatory
words, 96:1
recompense for conveyance, none
-no debt-burdening payment,
52:40, 68:46
-no tribute for, 23:72
reliance on God alone, 27:79
remembrance of Lord, 7:205
reminder
-for people, 88:21
-of resurrection, 1 1 :7
ruling, what people differ about is
with God, 42: 1 0
Seal of Prophets, 33:40
sedition, those trying to overcome
Prophet � through, 9:48
sight of, not wavering or exceeding
any limits, 53: 1 7
spoils, 48:20
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Prophet �. implicit (continued)
supplication to Lord
-to judge between him and
deniers, 2 1 : 1 12
-to lead to good with perfect
entry, 1 7 : 80
-turning face heavenward in,
2 : 1 44
support of God, 9:40
temptation, disbelievers trying with,
1 7 :73
tidings, revealed to, 7 : 1 0 1 , 1 1 :49,
1 2 : 1 02, 1 9 : 1 6 , 1 9 : 4 1 , 1 9 :5 1 ,
1 9 :54, 1 9:56, 20:99, 26:10,
28:44-46, 38:2 1 , 46:2 1 , 79: 1 5 ,
8 5 : 1 7 , 1 05 : 1
victory, given to, 48: 1 , 1 10 : 1
vision while sleeping, 8:43
voice, not raising above, 49:2. See
also etiquette with
way of God
-unaltered, 33:62, 48:23
-unchanging, 17:77
witness, 1 6:89
wives of (see also family)
-lawful marriage provisions,
33:50, 33:52
-men, in front of whom they
may unveil common features,
33:55
-purifying Household, 33:33
-torment for flagrant indecency,
33:30
-unlike any other category of
women, 33:32
-visitation with, 33:5 1
woman arguing concerning husband
with, 5 8 : 1
prophets preceding, belief i n , 2 : 1 29,
3 : 8 1 -82, 6 1 : 6
protection o f God
preserving from people, 5 : 67
sufficing against disbelievers, 2 : 1 37,
1 5:95
public proclamation of message, 5 : 67,
6 :5 1 , 7:2, 1 5:89, 1 5:94-95
Quba', mosque of, 9 : 1 08
Quran, revelation 0£ See also revelation
binding upon, 28:85
bring forth surah like that of Quran,
2:23, 1 0:38, 1 1 : 1 3
composing words o f Quran, allega
tion against, 52:33

Quran, revelation of (continued)
disbelievers shunning Quran, 25:30
forbidden to hasten memorization
during revelation of, 20: 1 14,
75: 16-19
human being taught him Quran,
claim against, 1 6 : 1 03 , 44: 1 4
jinn listening t o Quran, 46:29-32,
72: 1 - 1 5
made easy t o understand i n native
tongue of, 1 9:97, 44:58
not forgetting recitation of, 20: 1 14,
75: 16-19, 87:6
not sent to distress, 20:2
not to hasten memorizing during
revelation, 20: 1 14, 75: 1 6
Prophet may not change Quran of
own accord, 1 0 : 1 5
Read, command o f first revelatory
words, 9 6 : 1
receiving
-first time in month of Ramadan,
2 : 1 85
-from One all-wise, all-knowing,
27:6
-glorious Heavenly Recitation,
85:21
-on Night of Empowering
Decree, 97:1
--sure knowledge, 2: 120
recite, 1 6:98, 1 7 :45, 27:92, 29:45,
29:48, 45:6, 73:4
Remembrance, given Quran as,
43:44
remind with, 52:29, 87:9-1 0
revelation
-following, 6 : 106
-given to, 4: 1 63
-not conceivable that would leave
aside some of what revealed to,
1 1 :12
-revealed t o , 3 : 1 08, 42:3
-tenants of heavenly religion
with, 42: 1 3
reward, not asking fo r conveying
Quran, 25:57, 34:47, 38:86,
42:23
sent to in succession of revelations,
76:23
sent with
-Book, 4: 1 05 , 1 6:64, 25:35,
28:86, 35:31, 38:29, 39:2, 39:41
-heavenly verses, 2:99

Quran, revelation of (continued)
sent with (continued)
-Quran confirming preceding
Scriptures, 5:48
-Reminder, 1 6:44
-revelation increasing many in
transgression, 5 : 64, 5 :68
-truth, 1 3 : 1 : recognizable to
those given knowledge, 34:6
setting heart firm with, 25:32
RA'ind, pay heed to us, 2: 1 04
Read, first words revealed to, 96: 1-5
rebellion against, 4: 1 1 5 , 8:13, 47:32,
59:4
recompense asked for conveyance, none
no debt-burdening payment, 52:40,
68:46
no tribute for, 23:72
without asking reward, 6:90, 12: 1 04,
2 5 : 57, 34:47, 38:86, 42:23
refuge in God from evil, seeking against
all that He created, 1 1 3:2
envier, 1 13 : 5
jinn and people, 1 1 4:6
overspreading darkness, 1 1 3 : 3
sorceresses, 1 13:4
the inciting and receding whisperer,
1 1 4:4
regret, not wasting away with, 35:8
relatives, forewarning nearest, 26:21 4,
74: 1 -7
religion
calling to upright religion of all
prophets, 42: 1 5
compulsion in, forbidden, 2:256
factions of, not associating with,
6:159
heavenly tenants of all revealed in
Quran, 42: 1 3
o f truth, 9:33, 48:28, 61 : 9
perfected, 5 : 3
setting face toward God, 30:30
revelation
coming late in life of, 10: 1 6
following what i s revealed to, 6:50,
7 :203, 10:15, 1 0 : 1 09, 1 1 :12,
1 8: 1 1 0, 2 1 : 1 08 , 29:45, 33:2,
39:55, 46:9
given to, 4 : 1 63, 6 : 1 9, 6:93, 10:2,
1 2 : 1 09 , 1 3 :30, 1 6 : 123, 17:39,
2 1 :45, 26: 1 92-195, 34:50,
3 5 : 3 1 , 38:70, 39:65, 4 1 :6, 42:3,
42:7, 42: 5 1 -52, 43:43, 53:4-5,
5 3 : 1 0 , 72: 1
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revelation (continued)
reciting, purifying and teaching
heavenly revelation, 2 : 129,
2: 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 1 3:30, 1 6:44, 62:2,

spoils, 8:1, 8:41, 8:69, 48: 1 5, 48: 1 8-20,
59:6-7
straight, 45 : 1 8
gnidance, 22:67

tidings of unseen revealed to, 3:44,
1 1 :49, 1 1 : 1 00, 12: 1 02, 28:44-46
ruling of
concerning inheritance, 4 : 1 76
seeking to kno\v obligations con
cerning women, 4 : 1 27
what people differ about is with
God, 42: 1 0
sacred month, fighting in, 2:2 1 5
satans
-instigate evil an1ong disbelievers,
1 9 : 83
-Prophet g, not possessed,
26:210, 37:36, 8 1 :22, 8 1 :25
Scriptures preceding
adherents of, suppressing knowledge
-as though not knowing it to be
true, 2 : 1 0 1
-despite recognizing i t a s when
recognizing own children, 2: 1 46,
6:20
-despite recognizing its trnth,
2:89
description in, 1 3:43
inscribed in Torah and Evangel,
7:157
J e su s ;;81 bearing glad tidings o f
conUng in, 6 1 : 6
witness t o Quran's resen1blance to
Commandments of Torah,
46: 1 0
sea depleting, i f ink, before words of
God exhausted, 1 8 : 1 09
Seal of the Prophets, 33:40
servant of God, 2:23, 8:41 , 16:2, 1 7 : 1 ,
1 8 : 1 , 25 : 1 , 5 3 : 1 0 , 57:9, 72: 1 9
sin, forgiven o f all, 48:2, 48:29
slander. See \vicked slander
soothsayer, 52:29, 69:42. See also assault
on person of Prophet 1�
sorcery, accusation against, 6:7, 10:2,
1 1 :7, 2 1 :3, 28:48, 34:8, 34:43,
37: 1 5 , 38:4, 43:30, 46:7, 5 1 :52-55,
74:24-25 . See also assault on person
of Prophet �
sorrow, not consuming self \Vith over
disbelief, 1 8:6, 26:3-4, 35:8
spirit, nature of, 17:85

submission, without constraint to judg
ment of, 4:65, 33:36
supplication to God
that people do not believe, 43:88
to judge betv.reen hi111 and deniers,
21:112
t o lead t o good with perfect entry,
17:80
turning face heavenward in, 2: 144
·wrongdoers, not to be among,
23:93-94
surah, bringing forth one like that of
Quran, 1 0:38, 1 1 : 1 3
tales of ancients, allegedly bringing,
8 : 3 1 , 1 6:24, 25:5, 27:68, 74:24. See
also assault on person of Prophet !�
tidings
bearer of glad, 2:25, 2 : 1 1 9 , 2 : 1 55,
5:19, 7 : 1 88, 9 : 1 12, 10:2, 1 1 :2,
1 6:89, 1 7 : 105, 1 8: 2-3, 1 9:97,
25:56, 33:45, 33:47, 34:28,
35:24, 36: 1 1 , 39: 17, 48:8
of torment to disbelievers, 3:21, 9:3,
9:34
of unseen, 3 : 44, 1 1 :49, 1 1 : 1 00,
12: 1 02, 28:44-46, 38:69-85
to hypocrites, 4: 138
treasure trove, disbelieving for lack of,
6:50, 1 1 : 12, 25:8. See also assault on
person of Prophet !§
universality of message, 4:79, 4: 170,
7 : 1 58, 1 0:2, 1 0 : 1 08, 1 4: 1 , 1 4:44,
1 4:52, 2 1 : 1 07, 22:49, 25 : 1 , 34:28,
38:87, 62:3, 8 1 :27
unlettered, 7 : 1 57-158, 29:48, 62:2. See
also description of
unseen
given tidings of, 3:44, 1 1 :49,
1 1 : 100, 1 2 : 1 02, 28:44-46,
38:69-85
no knowledge of, 6:50, 7 : 1 88,
1 0:20, 1 1 :49
realm belongs to God alone, 1 0:20
Un;;.:urnil, grant us consideration, 2 : 1 04
usury, prohibition against devouring it,
2:275-278, 30:39
vengeance of God, against those reject
ing, 43:41
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way,

42:52-53, 43:43

victory, given to, 48: 1 , 1 1 0 : 1
vision while sleeping, 8:43
voice, not raising above, 49:2. See also
etiquette with
\Var, waging against, 9 : 1 07 . See also
assault on person of Prophet g1.o
water, who will bring fresh-flowing if it
sinks into ground, 67:30
way of God
unaltered, 33:62, 48:23
unchanging, 17:77
wealth and status, disbelievers vying for,
1 7 : 90-93, 34:35-37, 43:31-32,
102: 1 -2
wicked slander
accusing without knowledge, 24: 1 5
admonition against repetition of
slander, 24: 1 7
after hearing, believers thinking
good, 24: 1 2
calumny unlawful, 24: 1 6
four eyewitnesses t o sexual act, oth
ervvise categorized as slander,
24: 1 3
mercy of God, 24: 1 4
n o t evil for, but good fo r believers,
24: 1 1
o f hypocrites, about charitable offer
ings, 9:58, 9:79
uttered against mother of believers
('Aishah; name not mentioned) ,
24: 1 1
wing o f compassion, lowering it, 1 5 : 88,
26:215
vvitness
before all , and his community all
witnesses to revealed truth,
2 : 1 43, 22:78, 73: 1 5
God bearing, 3:8 1 , 4:79, 4 : 1 66, 6 : 1 9 ,
1 0 : 6 1 , 1 3 :43, 48:28-29, 63:1
over prophets of every community,
4:4 1 , 1 6:89
prophets are witnesses from each
community, 3 : 8 1 , 1 6 : 84, 28:75
to world, 33:45, 48:8
wives. See family of
worship
exalting God, 40:55
extolling God, 74:3
mentioning name of God, 87: 1 5
o f God, 1 : 5 , 1 5 :98-99, 26:219,
39:66, 50:39-40, 52:48-49,
73: 1 -4, 73:20, 94:7-8, 108:2
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worship (continued)
proclaim grace of God, 93: 1 1
seek guidance from God, 1 : 6
shun idolatry, 74:5
steadfutly establishing Prayer,

17:78-80
Zayd
divorce of, 33:37
formerly adopted by, 33:37
Muhammad ,g;. not natural father
of, 33:40
Prophet ,g;. marrying former wife
of, 33:37-39

earth
bursting, with gushing fountains,

54: 1 2
swallowing waters, 1 1 :44
elders of people
angels as messengers, claiming God
would send, 23:24
belying, 7 :60-64, 1 0:73, 26: 1 1 6- 1 1 7
deriding Noah �' a s mere
-human being, not messenger,

1 1 :27
-mortal, 23:24
liars, claiming believers were, 11 :27-

28
Noah ;a
account of, 1 0 : 7 1 -73
accusations against
madness, 23:25, 54:9
mere mortal, 23:24
Ark
carrying
-mates of every living pair, 1 1 :40,

23:27
-Noah ;a and believers, 1 1 :40,

23:27
disembarking from, after flood with
peace and security, 1 1 :48
elders, scoffing at its making, 11 :38
embarking in, 11 :41
Eyes of God, made under watch of,

1 1 :37, 23:27, 54: 1 4
heavily laden, 1 1 :40, 23:27, 26: 1 1 9,

54: 1 4
Mount Judi, settling upon, 1 1 :44
planks and nails, 54: 1 3
praising G o d when settled upon,

23:28
running on waves like mountains,

1 1 :42
sign, left as, 54: 1 5
those carried i n Ark with, 1 9 : 5 8
covenant, taken from, 33:7
deliverance, 37:76
funily, delivered from flood, 1 1 : 40,

2 1 :76, 23:27, 37:76
in Ark, 7 : 64, 1 0:73, 2 1 :76, 26: 1 1 9,
29: 1 5
praying fo r it, 26: 1 1 8
doom o f God, people asking t o bring
about, 1 1 :32
drowning of beliers, 7:64, 1 0:73, 2 1 :77,

26: 1 20, 37:82, 7 1 :25
duration of Noah's � mission, thousand
years less fifty, 29: 1 4- 1 5

misguided, claim against Noah �"

7:60
scoffing at Noah's � Ark, 1 1 :38
vilest, claiming that only such
among them b elieved, 1 1 :27,

26: 1 1 1
ever-thankful, servant o f God, 1 7 :3
Eyes of God, made Ark under watch of,

1 1 :37, 23:27, 54: 1 4
flood, seizing p eople o f, 29: 1 4-- 1 5
forgiveness, seeking for himself, parents,
and believers, 71 :28
guidance of, 6:84
hearth, erupting as portent, 11 :40, 23:27
heavens
commanded to abate, 1 1 :44
water pouring· in torrents from,

54: 1 1
mention, 7:59-64, 1 1 :25-4 1 , 1 7 : 1 7 ,

1 9 : 5 8 , 2 1 :76-77, 23:23-30, 26: 1 051 22, 37:75-82, 54:9-17, 57:26,
7 1 : 1 -28
messenger
conveying message and good coun
sel, 7:62
not an angel, 1 1 : 3 1
not asking any reward, 1 0:72, 1 1 :29,

26: 1 09
of God, 7:59, 1 1 :25, 23:23, 2 6 : 1 07,

57:26
of resolve, 33: 7
Mount Judi, Ark settling upon, 1 1 :44
Nasr (idol of Noah's �' people) , 7 1 :23
peace of God upon, 1 1 :47, 37:79
people
arrogant, 7 1 : 7
belying signs of God, 2 1 :77, 22:42,

25:37, 26:105, 26: 1 1 7 , 3 8 : 1 2 ,
40:5 , 40:3 1 , 50:12, 5 4 : 9 , 54: 1 4

people (continued)
called to faith
-by night and daylight, 7 1 :5
-for thousand years less fifty,

29: 1 4-- 1 5
-in public and private, 7 1 :8-9
denying, 2 6 : 1 0 5
despising believers, 1 1 : 3 1
destruction o f, 1 7 : 1 7
dialogue o f Noah ; a with, 7:7-20
doom, asking to bring about, 1 1 :32
example of ungodliness, 9:70, 1 4:9,

22:42, 25:37, 38:12, 40:5,
5 0 : 1 2-14, 5 1 :46, 53:52
garments, covering themselves with,

7 1 :7
insolent transgressors, 53:52
mention, 1 0 : 7 1 -73
none shall believe other than those
already believing, 1 1 :36-39,

23:26-29
plotting evil, 71 :22
putting fingers in ears, 71 : 7
refusing to leave gods (idols: Wadd,
Suwa', Yaghuth, Ya'uq, Nasr),

7 1 :23
resolve, to do away with Noah ;a,

10:71
threatening, to stone Noah � t o
death, 26: 1 1 6
turning away from, 1 0:72
ungodly, 5 1 :46
vilest, the claim that only such
believed in him, 1 1 :27, 26: 1 1 1
prophet, chosen above people o f world,

3:33
punishment
awesome torment, 54: 1 6
drowning wrongdoers, 25:37,

26: 1 20, 7 1 :25
flooding waters from sky and earth,

54: 1 1 - 1 2
no reprieve for wrongdoers, 1 1 :37,

1 1 :44
religion
call to be God-fearing, 2 6: 1 0 6, 7 1 : 3
call t o faith
-by night and daylight, 7 1 : 5
-for thousand years less fifty,

29:14-15
-in public a n d private, 7 1 : 8-9
refusing to drive away b elievers,
though his people thought them
vile, 1 1 :29-30, 26: 1 1 4
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religion (continued)
steadfast in establishing religion,
42: 1 3
submission t o God, 10:72
warning of Hereaftees torment,
1 1 :26, 1 1 :28, 7 1 : 1-2
worship God alone, 7:59, 1 1 :26,
23:23, 7 1 : 1-3
resolve, messenger of, 33:7
revelations to, 4 : 1 63, 1 1 :36, 23:27
sent to people, 7:59, 1 1 :25-26, 23:23,
29: 1 4 , 57:26, 7 1 : 1
sky
heavens commanded to abate, 1 1 :44
water pouring in torrents from,
54: 1 1
son (of Noah iG)
called to embark on Ark with
believers, 1 1 :42-43
drowned, 1 1 :43
God admonishing Noah iG about,
1 1 :46
mountain, thinking to take shelter
on to preserve self from water,
1 1 :43
Noah �' interceding for, 1 1 :45
not of Noah's �' believing family,
1 1 :46
unrighteous deed, done, 11 :46
waves, coming between father and
son, 1 1 :43
successor, to earth's sovereignty, 10:73
supplications
against people, 7 1 : 2 1 , 7 1 :26
beseeching support against over
powering people, 23:26,
26: 1 1 7-1 1 8 , 37:75-76, 54:9- 1 0,
7 1 :5-24, 7 1 :26-28
crying out for help, 37:75
for deliverance, 26: 1 1 8
for forgiveness for himself, parents,
and believers, 71 :28
for help when utterly overpowered,
54: 1 0
fo r support against people, 23:26
praising God when settled upon
Ark, 23:28
that not one disbelieving dweller be
left upon earth, 7 1 :26
to alight Ark with blessing, 23:29
trying to intercede on behalf of son,
1 1 :45-47
Suwa' (idol of Noah's �' people) , 71 :23
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thousand years less fifty, duration of
Noah's iG mission with people,
29: 1 4- 1 5
tidings, o f people o f Noah �" 9:70,
1 0:7 1 -73, 14:9

Wadd (idol of Noah's �' people) , 7 1 :23
waters, receding, 1 1 :44
wife of, forsaking husband's faith, 66: 1 0
Yaghuth (idol o f Noah's �' people) ,
7 1 :23
Ya'uq (idol of Noah's �' people) , 7 1 :23

$iililJ �'

accusations against
greed, 54:25
lying, 54:25
sorcery, 26: 1 53
brother, of people of Thamud (title of
Silil:i), 7:73, 1 1 :6 1 , 26: 1 42, 27:45
castles, upon plains, 7:74
civilization of people, 7:74, 1 1 : 6 1 ,
1 5 : 82, 26: 1 46-149, 89:9
clear evidence, 7:73, 1 1 :63
conveyance of message, 7: 79
deliverance of believers, 1 1 :66, 27:53,
41:18
end o f disbelieving, fateful for disbelievers
convulsion, 7:78
deadly blast, 1 1 :67, 1 5 : 83, 54:31
destruction, 26: 1 57-158, 27: 5 1 -52,
53:50-5 1 , 9 1 : 1 4
overpowering thunderclap, 69:5
thunderbolt, 4 1 : 17, 5 1 :43-44
hamstringing, miraculous she-camel,
7:77, 1 1 :65, 26: 1 57, 54:29, 9 1 : 1 4
houses, carved out o f mountains, 7:74
ill omen, presaged from Silil:i �" 27:47
meek, believing in Silil:i �" 7:75
mention, 7:73, 7:75, 7:77, 1 1 :6 1 -62,
1 1 :66, 1 1 :89, 25:38-39, 26: 1 42,
26: 1 56-158, 27:45, 27:48-52, 4 1 : 1 3 ,
41 : 17, 53:50-5 1 , 54:29-3 1 , 69:4-5,
85 : 1 7-20, 89:9-14, 9 1 : 1 1 - 1 5
mercy from God, 1 1 :63
opposition of prophet
to corruption, 7:74, 26: 1 5 1 -152
to those exceedingly rebellious,
26: 1 5 1 - 1 5 2
people of Thamud
arrogance, 7:75-76
belying prophet, 1 5 :80, 26: 1 4 1 ,
54:23, 69:4, 9 1 : 1 1 , 9 1 : 1 4
blind adherence t o ways o f forefa
thers, 1 1 :62

people of Thamud (continued)
corruption, sown in land, 7 :74,
26: 1 52, 27:48
earth, settling in to cultivate, 11 : 6 1
elders, grew arrogant and belied
him, 7:75-76, 1 1 : 62-63,
2 6: 1 53- 1 5 4
forewarning, against torment, 7:73,
1 1 : 64-65, 26: 156, 5 1 :43
good counsel, dislike of, 7:79
insolent defiance, of God's com
mand, 7:77, 5 1 :43-44
mention, 7:73, 1 1 :6 1 , 26: 1 4 1 ,
27:45, 4 1 : 1 7 , 5 1 :43, 53:5 1 ,
54:23, 69:4, 9 1 : 1 1
preference, worldly blindness over
divine guidance, 4 1 : 1 7
prohibition, against touching she
camel with evil intent, 7:73,
1 1 :64, 26: 155-156
punishment, asking to hasten it,
7:77, 27:46
regret, 26: 1 57
turning away, 1 5 : 8 1
unbelief, 1 1 :62, 1 1 :68
wrongdoing, 1 1 :67, 27:52
prophet of Thamud
brother, of people of Thamud (title
of Silil:i �1) , 7:73, 1 1 :6 1 ,
26: 1 42, 27:45
conveyance of message, 7:79
forewarning against torment, 7:73,
1 1 : 64-65, 26: 156, 5 1 :43
good counsel, 7:79
mention, 7:73-74, 1 1 : 6 1 , 26: 1 4 1 1 5 1 , 27:45-47
plot to kill, 27:49-5 1
religion
asking people to repent, 1 1 : 6 1 ,
27:46
reminder of God's bounties, 7 :74,
1 1 :6 1
worship God alone, 7:73, 1 1 :6 1 ,
26: 1 44, 26: 1 50, 27:45
she-camel
creation of miraculous sign, 7:73,
1 1 : 64, 17:59, 26: 1 54-156,
54:27-28, 91: 1 1 - 1 3
hamstrung, 7:77, 1 1 :65, 2 6 : 1 57,
54:29, 9 1 : 1 4
prohibition against touching she
camel with evil intent, 7:73,
1 1 :64, 26: 1 55-156
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she-camel (continued)
sign of salih's ;x:i, truthfulness, 7:73,
1 1 : 64, 26: 1 54-1 5 5
water consumption, alternate days
with she-camel, 26: 1 55, 54:28
sincerity, 26: 1 45
Shu'ayb ;efj,
accusations against
lying, 26:186
sorcery, 2 6 : 1 8 5
utter losers, 7 : 9 0
arrogance, of elders t o , 7:88
brother, of people of Midian (title of
Shu'ayb il1), 7 : 8 5 , 1 1 :84, 29:36
clear evidences, 7:85, 1 1 :88
delivery of believers and, 11 :94
Dwellers of Thicket of Al-Aykah. See
also elders of his people
asking God to hasten their punish
ment, 26: 1 87
conveyance of heavenly message to,
7:93
dissension, between prophet and
people, 1 1 :89
fear of prophet for his people, 11 :84
forewarning, of God's impending
tonnent, 1 1 :84, 1 1 :89, 1 1 :93
mention, 1 5:78, 26:176, 38: 1 3 ,
50: 1 4
reminder, o f God's blessings, 7:86
turning away, 11 : 9 1 -92
elders of his people. See also Dwellers of
Thicket of Al-Aykah
arrogance, 7:88, 7:90
barring God's path, 7:86
claiming those who followed
Shucayb �1 were utter losers,
7:90
convulsion, seizing beliers, 7 : 9 1 -92,
1 1 :94, 29:37
deadly blast, seizing wrongdoers,
1 1 :94
forcing believers to retnrn to their
ways, 7:88
forefathers, blindly following, 7:92,
1 1 :87, 26:176, 26: 1 89, 29:37
holding fast to their religion, 7:88-89
loss, 7 :92
mockery, of prophet, 1 1 :87
powerful, 1 1 : 9 1 -92
\Vaiting to see who were liars,
1 1 : 9 1 -93

end of disbelieving people, fateful
convulsion seized beliers, 7 : 9 1 -92,
11 :94, 29:37
deadly blast seized wrongdoers, 11 :94
destruction, 26: 1 89
fear, for his people, 1 1 :84
good counsel, for his people, 7 :93
messenger of Midian, 7 :85-87, 1 1 :84
Midian, 7:85, 1 1 :84, 1 1 :95
oppression, of his people, 1 1 : 9 1
people of Midian, asking G o d to hasten
their punishment, 26: 1 87. See also
Dwellers of Thicket of Al-Aykah;
elders of his people
prophet
mockery of, 1 1 : 87
provision from God goodly, 1 1 :88
refusal to forge lie against God,
7:88-89
reliance on God, 1 1 :88
religion
call to
-be God-fearing, 26: 1 77 - 179,
26: 1 84
-worship God alone, 7:85, 1 1 : 84,
29:36
forbidding people from
-consuming people's rights, 7:85,
1 1 :85, 26: 1 8 1 - 1 83
-corruption, 7:85, 1 1 :85, 26: 1 83,
29:36
-coveting the unlawful, 1 1 :86
-highway robbery, 7:86
forewarning of impending torment,
1 1 :84, 1 1 :89, 1 1 :93
inviting them to repent, 1 1 :90
measure and balance in trade,
exhortation to equitably fill,
7:85, 1 1 :84-85, 26: 1 8 1 - 1 82
penitence to God, 1 1 :88
setting people aright, 1 1 : 88
sincerity in calling to God's way,
26: 1 80
reminder, to learn from lessons of preceding nations, 7:86, 1 1 :89
role model, for people, 11 :88
success of, in Hands of God alone, 11 :88
threat
to Shu'ayb ;efj, and believers, 7:88,
7:90
with exile, 7 :88
with stoning, 1 1 :91
wastefulness, 11 :87
wrongdoing, 1 1 :94, 1 5 :78

Solomon �:
For related entries, look in Specialized
Index, Prophets: David ;x11.
ant
smiling at statement of, 27: 1 9
warning her valley o f Solomon's ;efj1
marching hosts, 27: 17 - 1 8
David ;x11 (father o f)
favor o f God, upon father and son,
27: 1 5- 1 6
inheritance, o f prophethood, 27: 1 51 6, 38:30
judgment, each rendering in case of
tillage, 21 :78-79
mention, 4: 1 63, 6:84
death, 34: 1 4
devout believer, contrary to claims o f
his disbelief, 2: 1 02
glass plates overlaying water, in palace
court, 27 :44
God in relation to
devout believer, contrary to claims
of his disbelief, 2: 1 02
divine praise, 38:30
grace upon, 27: 1 5- 1 6 , 27:40, 38:39
gratitude, 27: 1 5, 27: 1 9 , 27:40, 34: 1 3
guidance, 6:84
rank, 38:40
recipient of divine revelation, 4: 1 63
servitude, 38:30
supplication, 27: 1 9, 38:35
hoopoe bird, 27 :20
horses
Prayer, setting aside while observing
horses, 38:32-33
purebred, prancing steeds ranged for
his review, 38:31
hosts of
jinn, human beings and birds, 27: 1 7
those with knowledge o f Heavenly
Book, 27:40
inheritance, 27: 1 6
judgment, rendered in case o f tillage,
2 1 : 78-79
kingdom, 2 : 1 02, 27 : 1 6 , 38:35
hosts from jinn, human beings, and
birds, 27: 1 7
unrivaled i n the world, 38:35-38
knowledge, 21 :79, 27: 1 5 - 1 6
o f Heavenly Book, empowering one
to instantaneously bring Queen's
throne from Sheba to Solomon
;x11, 27:40
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miracles
death, undetected until grub of
earth ate scepter and he fell to
ground, 34: 1 4
glass plaLes overlaying water, in
palace court, 27:44
God subjugated under his command
-jinn, 21 :82, 27: 1 7 , 34: 1 2- 1 3 ,
38:37-8
-raging wind, 2 1 : 8 1 , 34: 1 2
--satans, t o dive for pearls and
other tasks, 21 :82, 34: 12-13
molten brass spring, flowing for
him, 34: 12
Queen of Sheba's throne, instanta
neously brought to Solomon � ,
27:40
utterance of various creatures,
understanding of
-ant warning her valley of
Solomon's � marching hosts,
27: 1 7-1 8
--discourse with hoopoe bird,
about Queen of Sheba's sun
worship, 27:20-26
palace court, 27:44
penitence, 38:34
Queen of Sheba
consultation with nobles, about
Solomon's � call to faith,
27:29-35
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Queen of Sheba (continued)
envoy bearing Solomon � gifts,
27:35-37
glass plates overlaying water, cross
ing over in palace court, 27: 44
hoopoe, commenting on her king
dom and sun worship, 27 :20-26
letter to, calling to worship sole
God, 27:28-31
nobles of, perceiving themselves as
endowed with mighty power,
27:33-35
Solomon's � rejection of gifts and
threat of war, 27:36-37
submission to God, declaring,
27:41-44
sun worship, 27:22-26
throne
-altering appearance of, 27 :41
-in Solomon's � presence,
27:38-40
truthfulness, test of, 27: 4 1 -42
recipient of revelation, 4 : 1 63
scepter, 34: 1 4
test, casting body o n his royal seat,
38:34-35
throne of Queen
altering appearance of, 27: 41
arriving before Solomon �,
27:38-40
understanding keen, 2 1 :79

utterance comprehensible to him
of ants, 27: 17-18
of birds, 27: 1 6 , 27:20-26
Zachariah �
For related entries, look in Spedalized
Index, Prophets: John �; Mary » .
angels bearing glad tidings, 3:39
father ofJohn �, 3:39-4 1 , 1 9:2-9,
21 :89-90
gesturing to people to highly exalt God,
3:41, 1 9 : 1 0-1 1
God in relation to
glorifying God, in mornings and
evenings, 3:41, 1 9: 1 1
righteous, 6:85
supplication
-for sign from God, 3 : 4 1 ,
1 9 : 1 0-1 1
-for wholesome children, 3:3841, 1 9:3-6, 2 1 :89-90
guardian of Mary » (daughter of
'Imcin; mother ofJesus �) , 3:37
mention, 3:37-4 1 , 6:85, 1 9 :2-1 1 ,
2 1 : 89-90
sanctuary provisions of Mary ». won
der at, 3:37
unable to speak, for three days as divine
sign, 3:41, 1 9 : 1 0- 1 1
wife, 3:40, 19:5, 19:8, 2 1 : 90

SPECIALIZED INDEX

LIFE-FORMS IN THE GRACIOUS QURAN:
ANIMALS, INSECTS, AND PLANTS
1"\'wnerica! r�fcrences arc to surah 1111mbcrfollowed by verse ;mmber of the Quran. Italics (�{ten nrnrk the Arabil root words or sign{ficant phrases.

Animals
animal(s)
forbidden for Jewry, those of undi
vided hoof, 6 : 1 46
sacrificial, marked (by garlands) for
charity, 5:2
apes
insolent defiance of God, making
into, 7 : 1 6 6
punishment and curse o f God, mak
ing into, 5 : 60
violators, of Sabbath, 2:65
beast(s)
and birds, communities like those of
humans, 6:38
bowing, faces down to God, 22: 18
forelock, God holding each by,
1 1 :56
grazing, 5:1, 22:27-28, 22:34
out of earth, speaking herald of
Judgment Day, 27:82
provision
-each depends solely on God for,
1 1:6
-God alone provides for, 29:60
-grazing, 22:28, 22:34
spread about in earth, sign of God's
might, 45 :4

beast(s) (continued)
varying colors of, 35:28
water, God's creation of each from,
24:45
wild, assembled, 81 :5
worst in sight of God, disbelievers
in revelation, 8:22, 8 : 5 5
bird(s)
Abraham �1, four dismembered
then resurrected, 2:260
associating gods with God, like one
fallen from heaven whom birds
snatch midair into pieces, 22:31
colors of (by implication) , 35:28
communities, like humans, 6:38
Companions of Elephant, birds in
flocks pelting with stones,
1 05 : 1 -5
exaltation of God
-as outspreading wings in flight,
24:41
-in assembly, 38: 1 8 - 1 9
-with David ;;81, 21 :79, 34: 1 0
flying, G o d holding aloft, 1 6:79,
67: 1 9
hoopoe, absent when Solomon ;;81
reviewed hosts of birds, 27:20

bird(s) (continued)
Jesus ;£1, forming mud figure into,
3:49, 5 : 1 1 0
Joseph ;£1, dream of prison-mate
carrying bread over head from
which birds eating, 1 2:36, 1 2:41
Solomon 6d1
-comprehending utterance of,
27: 1 6
-hoopoe bird with, 27:20
-hosts of, 27 : 1 7 , 27 :20
calf See also cattle; cow(s)
Abraham ;;81
-fatted, setting it near honored
guests, 51 :26-27
-roasted, for messenger-angels
guests, 1 1 :69
Golden Calf, people of Moses ;£,
taking as false god, 2 : 5 1 , 2:54,
2:92-93, 4 : 1 53, 7 : 1 48, 7 : 1 52,
7 : 1 5 5 , 20:88 (see also General
Index: Golden Calf)
camel(s) . See also cameleers
Bal).irah, ear-slit she-camel, 5 : 1 03
camel's load, Joseph's ;D1 brothers
seeking extra supplies, 12:65
creation of, reflecting on wonder of,
88:17
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camel(s) (continued)
defiant unbelievers, not entering
Garden any more than can1-el
can pass through eye of needle,
forbidden males or females of,
divine question as to enj oined
prohibitions, 6: 1 44
Ham, protected ten-sire, 5: 103
Hell, drinking in like thirst-mad
camel, 5 6:54-55
herds of stampeding yellow camels,
hurling sparks of Hellfire (color
of) , 77:32-33
prescribed rituals, charitable offer
ings from, 22:36
Sa'ibah, free-grazing she-camel,
5 : 1 03
she-came!, of silil:i' s ;&±;, people (see
also Specialized Index, Prophets:
silil:i ?i'li)
-creation of nllraculous sign,
7:73, 1 1 :64, 17:59, 26: 1 54- 1 5 6 ,
54:27-28, 9 1 : 1 1 - 1 3
-hamstrung, 7 : 7 7 , 1 1 :65, 26: 1 57,
54:29, 9 1 : 1 4
-prohibition against touching she
camel with evil intent, 7:73,
1 1 : 64, 26: 1 55 - 1 5 6
-sign of salil:i's truthfulness, 7:73,
1 1 :64, 26: 1 54-1 5 5
-vvater consumption, alternate
days with she-camel, 26: 1 55 ,
54:28
carneleers, crier in Joseph's �: court
calling out to, 12:70. See also
camel(s)
carrion, consumption of forbidden,
2 : 1 73, 5:3, 6 : 145, 1 6 : 1 1 5
cattle
beauty, 1 6 : 6
benefits, numerous other, 1 6 : 5 ,
40:80
carrying loads, 6 : 1 42, 1 6 : 7
drink
-from bellies of, 1 6:66, 23:21
-water, 25 :49
eating
-as, 47: 1 2 ; from, 6 : 1 42 , 1 6: 5 ,
23:21
-plants, 1 0:24
eight types, in four kinds, 39:6
fair-seeming to people, 3 : 1 4
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cattle (continued)
donkey(s)
flesh of, lawful, 22:30
bray of, n1ost hideous of voices,
forbidden, 2:173, 5:3, 6 : 1 1 9-120,
31:19
6 : 1 45 , 1 6 : 1 1 5
carrying books, analogy t o those not
upholding Torah, 62:5
forged ciaims, agamst God, 5 : 103,
6:136, 6: 138-139, 6 : 1 43-1 44
God setting bones of as sign of res
urrection, 2:259
grazing beasts, 5 : 1 , 22:27-28, 22:34
riding upon as worldly adornment
likeness to cattle, those heedless
astray, 7 : 1 79, 25:43-44
for people, 1 6 : 8
maste1y over, 36:71-73
Elephant, Companions o f, 1 0 5 : 1 -5
pairs, 42: 1 1 , 43: 1 2
ewes, subject of dispute brought before
pasturage for, 79:31-33
David �1, 38:23-24
fish. See also whale
pastures for, 80:30-32
fishing, lawful, 5 : 96
prescribed rituals, charitable offer
Moses ,�!, forgotten, made its vvay
ings. 22:36-37
wondrously into sea, 1 8 : 6 1 ,
provision of God, 26: 1 32-134
riding upon, 43: 12-14
1 8:63
-and eating from, 40:79
Sabbath violation, fish coming
slitting ears of, Satan commanding
toward on, 7: 1 63
fowl, flesh of \.vhatever sort one desires,
false ritual, 4: 1 1 9
56:20
tents, from hides o f, 1 6:80
frogs, sent upon House of Pharaoh,
varying colors, 35:27-28
7:133
\.Yarn1th, 111eans for, 1 6 : 5
chargers, panting and galloping, divine
game, hunting while in state of pilgrim
oath by, 1 00: 1 . See also horse(s)
sanctity
coral
not killing, while in state of, 5:95
coming out of sweet or salty \vaters,
permissible, at lawful end of, 5:2
55 :22
test during pilgrimage, that which
maidens, as though rubies and,
hands and lances readily attain,
5:94
55:56-58
cow(s) . See also calf, cattle
unlawful, while in state of, 5 : 1 , 5:96
males or females of, divine question goats, two pairs of, divine prohibitions
as to enjoined prohibitions, 6: 144
as to, 6 : 1 43
Moses ;t11 , people of Vlith
hoopoe, absent vvhen Solon1on �i
-commanded to slaughter as char
reviewed hosts of birds, 27:20. See
itable sacrifice, 2:6 7
also bird(s)
horse(s)
-make clear to us u!f-zat sort it may
chargers, divine oath by, 100: 1
be: neither old, nor virgin calf,
not spmTed, for spoils, 59:6
2:68; yellow in color, 2:69;
yoked to plow land, never done
Prayer, Solomon �1 setting aside
and kept without blemish, 2:71
while observing, 38:32-33
striking slain one, with part of
purebred, prancing steeds ranged for
Solomon's ;;i±: review, 38:31
slaughtered, 2:73
riding upon as worldly adornment
crov.t, showing Adam's .t81 son huw to
for people, 1 6 : 8
bury corpse, 5:31
dog
war-horse ganisons, 8:60
Companions of Cave
well-bred horses, made fair-seeming
-forelegs of stretched at cave's
to people, 3 : 1 4
threshold, 1 8 : 1 7
lion, fleeing from, 74 : 5 1
-number, o f those i n cave with,
manna, sustenance sent for Children of
1 8:22
Israel, 2:57, 7 : 1 60, 20:80. See also
quail
panting, analogy to people belying
God's signs, 7:176
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mule, riding upon as worldly adornment grasshoppers, sent upon House of
fruit(s) (continued)
day of harvest, giving out to poor
for people, 1 6: 8
Pharaoh, 7 : 1 33
what is rightfully due, 6 : 1 4 1
predator, forbidden consumption o f
grub of earth, indicating Solomon's ;id1
what was eaten by, 5 : 3
dead, G o d resurrects just a s H e
death by eating away at his scepter,
brings forth fruits from lifeless
quail, sustenance sent for Children of
34: 1 4
Israel, 2:57, 7 : 1 60, 20:80. See also
land, 7:57
locusts: mention, 54:7; sent upon House
manna
dearth of, punishment for House of
of Pharaoh, 7 : 1 33
serpent, Moses' ;iil staff moving as,
Pharaoh, 7: 1 30
moths, people scattered as, 1 0 1 : 4
27: 1 0, 28:31 . See also snake
fruitage engulfed by firebolt, 1 8:42
spider's home, frailest o f all homes, 29:41
garden
she-camel, of Silil.i's ;id1 people. See
-aplenty, from which people eat,
camel(s)
Plants
23: 1 9
sheep
bananas, trees in Garden with clusters
-two gardens: bringing forth
David �' and Solomon ;iil , Case of
of, 56:29. See also tree(s)
plenteous fruitage, 1 8:33-34
basil
Tillage where sheep foraged,
-with every kind of, whirlwind
2 1 :79
Job ;iil , bundle of, 38:44
striking it, 2:266
fat of forbidden to thos e ofJewry,
sweet-scented, 5 5 : 1 2 , 56:89
Gardens of Paradise, fruits
6 : 1 46
camphor, mixture of in Garden's chalice
---abundant therein, 55: 1 1
Moses' ;iil staff, beating down leaves
of wine, 76:5
-all through them, 55:68
for sheep with, 20: 1 8
crop (s)
--aplenty, 43:73, 56:32
two pairs o f, divine prohibitions as
God causes to grow, 1 6: 1 1
-clusters lowered close, easy
to, 6 : 1 43
loss of, 2 : 1 5 5
reach, 76: 1 4
snake. See also serpent
neighboring tracts, of varied lands,
-Companions o f Garden, fo r
slithering rapidly, 20:20
13:4
them i s every, 36:55-57
transforming into, staff of Moses ;iil ,
water, bringing forth, 32:27
-every kind, 37:42, 47: 1 5
7 : 1 07, 26:32
cucumbers, Moses' ;iil p eople calling
-in appearance lik e provisions on
swine
for, 2: 6 1
earth, 2:25
flesh of, forbidden to eat, 2 : 1 73, 5 : 3 , date(s) (date palms)
-much, called forth, 38: 5 1 , 44:5 5
6 : 1 45, 1 6: 1 1 5
clusters, of dates, 6:99, 50: 1 0-1 1
-near a t hand, 69:23
punishment and curse o f God, mak
cut down or left standing on root
-of every kind, 37:42, 47: 1 5
stocks, 59:5
ing into, 5 : 60
-variety o f, i n pairs of every kind,
whale. See also fish
fruit of, 1 6 : 67
5 5 : 52
Companion of the Whale (title of
gardens, 2:266, 1 7 : 9 1 , 1 8:32, 23: 1 9,
-whatever kind one selects, 56:20
Jonah �1) , 68:48
36:34-35
-whatever one desires, 52:22,
gulping Jonah ;ib1, 37: 1 42
God causing to grow in land, 80:28
56:20, 77:42
in its abdomen, 2 1 :87, 68:48
Mary �1, 1 9 : 23-26
God
Man of the Whale (title ofJonah
mention, 6 : 1 4 1 , 1 3 : 3 , 1 6: 1 1 ,
-causing to grow in land, 80:31
26: 1 48, 5 5 : 68, 80:27-29
;ib1), 21 :87
-knowledge of, encompassing all
remaining in its belly until Judgment
Pharaoh, 20:71
corning forth from sheaths,
Day, were it not for Jonah's ;iil
sheaths, 5 5 : 1 0-1 1
4 1 : 47
repentance, 37: 1 4 1 - 1 42
spathes of, 6:99
gratitude to sole God, who brought
wild asses, terrified as though, 7 4:50
stumps uprooted, 54: 1 9-21
forth fruits of earth
wolf, in relation to Joseph ;iil , 1 2 : 1 3- 1 7
trunks, hollowed out, 69:7
-blessings of God, never can we
ear(s) , green ears of corn, 1 2 :43, 12:46enumerate, 1 4:32-34
Insects
47. See also spike(s)
-give thanks to, 36:34-35
ant(s) , Valley of Ants, with S olomon ;iil , earth. See General Index: earth
-God established secure Sanctuary
27: 1 8 . See also Specialized Index,
fig, object of divine oath, 9 5 : 1
in Makkah, 28:57
Prophets: Solomon ;iil
food(s) . See General Index: food(s)
--shall not set up rivals to, 2:22
bees, dwellings in mountains and trees
fruit(s) !Jruitage)
provision, for humankind, 2:22
for, 1 6:68
Abraham's � supplication, to pro
servants of God filled with knowl
fly, none apart from God able to create,
vide Makkah with every kind of
edge, truly awakened to won
22:73
fruit, 2 : 1 26, 1 4:37
ders of creation, 35 :27-28
gnat, God teaching humankind using
bees, eating of every fruit they
example of, 2:26
desire, 1 6 :68-69
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fruit(s) (continued)
signs
-for people who : use reason to
understand, 1 3:4, 1 6 : 67; would

herbage. See also herbs
God causing to grow in land, 80:28
pleasing tillers of soil, 57:20
herbs, Moses' ;;&1 people calling for,

plant(s) (continued)
grow, 1 6 : 1 0-1 1 , 56:63-67
many gracious kinds, 26:7, 3 1 : 1 0
pairs
UCJ.Udl:)C
reflect on diversity of G od's ereu1aL wn1cn rne earcn grows,
ation, fruits , of every kind, 1 6 : 1 1 jujube trees, growing in place of lush
36:36
-of God's mercy and might, in
gardens afrer torrents of 'Arim Dam,
-of varied plants, 20:53
34: 1 6 . See also tree(s)
fruition and ripening, 6:99
permission of Lord, coming forth
leaf, not one falling but that God knows
Garden. See General Index: Garden
by, 7:58
garlic, Moses' ;,B1 people calling for, 2 : 6 1
of, 6:59
planted fields, 6 : 1 4 1 , 1 8:32
ginger, mixture of i n Garden's chalice o f leaves of garden, Adam and wife heap
some superior to others, 1 3 : 4
ing upon themselves, 7 :22
wine, 76: 1 7
varying colors, water bringing forth,
gourds, tree growing over Jonah ;,Bi
lentils, Moses' ,il1 people calling for,
39:21
2: 6 1
while in wilderness, 37: 1 46. See also
water
tree(s)
lote-tree(s) . See also tree(s)
-bringing forth every kind, 6:99
thornless in Garden of Paradise,
grain(s)
-mingling with, 10:24, 1 8:45
56:28
dead earth, brought forth from,
pomegranates, 6:99, 6 : 1 4 1 , 55:68
uttermost bound in Heaven, during root(s), 1 3 : 4, 1 4:24
36:33
Prophet's g Night Journey and
each single hidden in darkness of
-uprooted, 14:26, 54:20
Ascension, 53:14, 53: 1 6
earth recorded in clear Book,
rootstocks, date palms left standing on,
moist or withered, anything i n earth
6:59
59:5
God alone causing it to grow, 80:27
recorded in clear Book, 6:59
seed, 6:84 1 8 :50, 1 9:58, 2 1 :47, 3 1 : 1 6 ,
mustard seed, not wronged even if deed
harvest, 50:9
3 5 : 1 3 , 48:29, 57:26
husk, 55: 12-13
is weight of, 2 1 :47, 3 1 : 1 6
sheaths
olive(s)
knowledge of God, encompasses
fruits coming forth from, 4 1 :47
blessed tree, 4:35 (see also tree(s))
single grain within veils of
hearts ensheathed, 41 :5
God
earth's darkness, 6:59
of date palms, 55: 1 1 (see also date(s))
-brought forth, gardens of, 6 : 1 4 1
layered lushly, 6:99
over ill-inclined hearts, 6:25, 1 7:46,
mustard seed, not wronged even if
-causing t o grow i n land, 1 6: 1 1 ,
1 8 :57
80:29
deed is weight of, 2 1 : 47, 3 1 : 1 6
spathes of date palms, 6:99. See also
o f husk, 5 5 : 1 2
groves of, 6 : 99
date(s)
plants bringing forth lush layers of,
Light of God, analogy to, 24:35
spike(s) , grain sprouting seven spikes
6:99
obj ect of divine oath, 9 5 : 1
with hundred grains each, 2:26 1 . See
oil from, 23:20
splitter of grain and pit, God alone,
also ear(s)
onions, Moses' ;,Bi people calling for,
6:95
sprout(s)
2:61
sprouting seven spikes with hundred
earth, ever cleaving and sprouting
grains each, likeness of spending orchards. See also tree(s)
vegetation, 86: 1 2
for God-fearing, 78:3 1 -32
in God's path, 2:261
green, brought forth anew from
lush, God causing to grow in land,
water, bringing forth, 78: 1 4-1 5,
plants, 6:99
80:30
80:25-27
seven spikes, 2:261
wealth, spending in God's path like
of delight, God causing to grow
tarnatisk-trees, growing in place of lush
grain sprouting seven spikes
with water from sky, 27:60
gardens after torrents of 'Arim Dam,
each with hundred grains, 2:261 pastures
34: 1 6 . See also tree(s)
grape(s) . See also grapevines
cattle, led out to, 1 6 : 6 , 20:54
Thicket of Al-Aykah, Dwellers of,
God causing to grow in land, 80:28
enjoyment for humankind, 80:3 1 -32
1 5 :78, 26:176, 38:13, 50: 1 4
God causing to grow in land, 80:31
pressing, for wine, 1 2:49
tree(s)
grapevines
plants grow, wherein pasture herds,
Adam ;,Bi and wife
16:10
garden(s) of, 2:266, 6:99, 1 3:4,
-not to come near single tree to
plant(s)
1 7 : 9 1 , 1 8:32, 23: 1 9, 36:34
eat of its fruit, 2:35, 7 : 1 9-20
God causes to grow, 1 6: 1 1
every delightful variety, 22:5, 50:7
-tasting from forbidden, 7:22
God
intoxicating beverage and whole
-Tree of lmmortality, Satan's
some provision from, 1 6:67
-bringing forth, 6:99, 78: 1 5
delusive whisper to, 20: 1 20
-making them grow, 56:64
'l . £ 1
""- . V .L .
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tree(s) (continuecf)
All-Pleasing Allegiance, pledging to
Prophet !.$ under, 48: 1 8
bees, dwellings for, 1 6:68
blessed tree, likeness of God's Light
to kindling from, 24:35
bowing down to God, 22: 1 8 , 5 5 : 6
clustered bananas o n , i n Garden o f
Paradise, 56:29
cursed tree, of Hell, 1 7 : 60
fire
-emanating from green tree,
36:80
-kindling, from tree that God
brought forth, 5 6 : 7 1 -72
Immortality, Tree of, satan decep
tively directing Adam ;Ci to,
2:36, 7:20-22, 20:120
Jonah ;Ci, tree of gourds shading
him, 37: 1 46
jujube trees, 34: 1 6

tree(s) (continuecf)
lote-tree(s)
-thornless in Garden of Paradise,
56:28
-uttermost bound in Heaven,
during Prophet's ,€ilj. Night
Journey and Ascension, 53: 1 4,
53: 1 6
Moses ;;Ci, God calling t o from
effulgent tree, 28:30
Mount Tur of Sinai, corning forth
in region of, 23:20
orchards of delight, water causing to
grow in, 27:60
parable
-corrupt word of unbelief, like
corrupt tree uprooted with no
stability, 14:26
-good word of faith, like good
tree, roots firm, 1 4:24

tree (s) (continuecf)
pens, if all trees sharpened into and
sea twice made ink, not deplet
ing words of God, 31 :27
tamarisk-trees, 34: 1 6
tree with roots firm and branches iu
heaven, analogy to good word
of faith, 1 4:24
Zaqqum, Impalatable Tree of,
1 7:60, 37:62-65, 44:43-46,
5 6 : 5 1 -52
withered
corn, seven ears of, 1 2:43
or moist, anything in earth recorded
in clear Book, 6:59
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to

numbcrfollo1Fcd by

A

Aaron �1. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
ablution, 4:43, 5 : 6
Abode o f
enduring settlement, 40:39
eternity, 4 1 :28
Hereafter, 2:94, 6:32, 7 : 169, 1 2 : 1 09,
1 6 :30, 28:77, 28:83, 29:64,
33:29
Lasting Residence, 35:35
Peace, 6 : 1 27, 1 0:25
ruin, 14:28-29
Abraha111 �1. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
abrogation
mention, 2 : 1 06
substitute one verse in place of
another, 1 6 : 1 0 1 -103
abstinent, 3:39. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: John ;B,
Abn Bakr (name not mentioned) , com
panion of Muhamn1ad � in Cave
of Thawr, 9:40
Abu Lahab
flaming fire, destiny of, 1 1 1 :3
perishing, 1 1 1 : 1
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Abu Lahab (continued)
wealth not availing, 1 1 1 :2
wifo
-firewood, stealthy carrier of
thorny, 1 1 1 :4
-palm-fiber rope, upon neck of,
1 1 1 :5
accounting, severe for defying Lord's
command, 65:8
1Ad. See people of 1Ad (in Specialized
Index, Prophets: Hild i\d1)
Adam ;21. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
adoption
calling by name "sons" not san1e as
natural sons, 33:4
fonnerly adopted sons, no constraint
to marry wives of, 33:37-38
Muha1m1iad i�, not natural father
of any man, 33:40
paternity, names should disclose nat
ural father, 33:5
Zayd, Muhammad's ,g; fonner
adoption of, 33:37
afl:liction and harm
patient dm�ng, 2: 1 77
seized with
-for denying God's message, 6:42

affliction and harm (continued)
seized with (continued)
-so that disbelieving people might
humble themselves, 7:94
severely shaken by, 2:214, 33: 1 0-1 1
afl:luence. See also luxury
bounteous livelihood, many a city
destroyed despite, 28:58
co1111nand to afiluent, beco1ne righ
teous, 1 7: 1 6
dowry, goodly provision according
to means, 2:236
forewarner, affluent disbelieving in,
34:34, 43:23
hypocrites, afl:luent yet seeking
exemption fro1n striving in
God's path, 9:86
opulent ease, God seizing those
indulging faithlessly in, 23:64-65
swearing off giving charitably, afl:lu
ent shall not, 24:22
aggression, God forbidding, 7:33, 1 6 :90
Ahmad, also name of Muharnrnad g1.,
6 1 :6. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Muhammad i�
Al;iqaf al-, Dune Valleys of, 46:2 1 . See
also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Hl1d �1

General Index

Allah. See Specialized Index, God
allegiance
believing women pledging, 60: 1 2
pledging t o Prophet �, 48:10,
48: 1 8-20
alliance
enemy, not taking as ally, 60: 1 -4
mention, 3:28, 4:76, 4:89, 4 : 1 39,
4: 1 44, 5:51, 5 :55-57, 5 : 80-81 ,
6 : 1 28, 7:27, 7:30, 8:72-73, 9:23,
9:7 1 , 33:6
not with those who fought and
expelled you, 60:8-9
alteration. See substitution
Angel of D eath, taking souls, 32: 1 1 . See
also angel(s)
angel(s)
Abraham ;i.n
-given glad tidings of boy, 1 5 : 5 1 5 6 , 5 1 :28-30
-honored guests of, 5 1 :24-28
-momentous affair, told of
destruction of Lot's ;i.n people
by, 1 5 : 57-60, 5 1 : 3 1 -37
Adam ;i.n , bowing to in compliance
with divine command, 2:34,
7: 1 1 , 1 5 :30-3 1 , 20: 1 1 6, 38:73-75
Angel of Death, taking souls, 32: 1 1
ark of covenant, carrying it, 2:248
arrogant, never being, 1 6:49
ascending to God, on Day measure
of which is fifty-thousand years,
70:4
belief in, 2: 177, 2:285, 4 : 1 36
bowing down, 1 6 :49
co mmand of God, doing God's
every bidding, 16:50
confinning believers, 8:12
darkness into light, praying for peo
ple to come forth from former
to latter, 33:43
Day of assembly
-God asking are these the ones who
used to worship you apartfrom Me?
34:40
-responding that humans used to
worship jinn, 34:41
earth, God could eliminate humans
and put in place of therein,
43:60
exalting Lord, with all praise, 40: 7,
42: 5
fear Lord, 1 6:50

angel(s) (continued)
females
-fulsely rendering as, 43: 1 9-20
-monstrous word, to ascribe them
as divine daughters, 1 7 : 40
forgiveness, seeking for believers,
40:7-9
Gabriel �
-descending but at command of
Lord, 1 9:64
-enemy to is enemy of God,
2:97-98
-Holy Spirit: aiding Jesus ,.01,
2:87, 2:253, 5 : 1 10; brought
down Quran from Lord, 1 6 : 1 02
-protector of Prophet �, at
God's co mma nd, 66:4
-recitation, of Quran by way of,
75: 1 8
-Spirit: ascending t o God, 70:4;
descending, on Night of
Empowering Decree, 97:4; sent
to Mary � , 1 9 : 17; standing
forth in rank, 78:38
-Trustworthy Spirit, descending
with verses, 26: 193
Garden
-entering, upon believers from
every gate, 1 3:23
-keepers, to gates of, 39:73
--peace be upon you for all you have
endured patiently, greeting to
believers in, 13:24
-this is your Day of honor that you
were promised, saying as receiving
believers, 2 1 : 1 0 1 - 1 03
Harut, angel ofBabylon, 2 : 1 02
Hell, keepers of asking did there not
come to you messengers from among
you ? 39:71-72
Holy Spirit (see Gabriel ,.01)
intercession, of no avail until God
grants permission, 53:26
lords to be worshipped, God never
commands to take angels as,
3:80
Lot �
-coming to, in form of men,
1 5 : 6 1 -67
-guests, 1 5 :68-72
-momentous afiair, angels sent to
destroy people, 1 5:57-66,
5 1 :3 1 -37

angel(s) (continued)
man, making angels appear like if
God were to send other than
human messenger, 6:9
Marut, angel of Babylon, 2 : 1 02
Mary �, told God gives you glad tid
ings of son named Messiah Jesus
�. 3:45
mention, 2 : 1 02, 2 : 1 6 1 , 2:210, 3 : 1 8 ,
6 : 5 0 , 6 : 9 3 , 6 : 1 1 1 , 6 : 1 58, 7:20,
8:50, 1 1 :3 1 , 1 2 :3 1 , 1 3 : 1 3 , 1 6:28,
1 6:32-33, 1 7 : 92, 1 8:50, 25 :25,
74:31
messenger-angels, never sent but
with devastating judgment, 15: 8
messengers from among
-conveying revelation, 22:75
-with wings, 3 5 : 1
Michael ;i.n, 2 : 9 8
mortal messengers, derided for not
being or having
-Day disbelievers see angels, no
glad tidings, 25 :22
-had God truly willed, He would
have sent down angels as messengers,
disbelievers saying, 23:24
-had there been angels walking peace
ably in earth, We would have sent
from Heaven an angel messenger,
divine response 17 :94-95
-ifonly an angel had been sent
down, disbelievers saying, 6 : 8-9,
1 1 : 12, 1 5:7
-if only angel sent down to be fore
warner along with him, disbelievers
saying, 2 5 : 7
-Pharaoh saying, why have angels
not come down to us marshaled
together with him? 43: 5 1 -53
--will not angels be sent down to us
with God's messages? 25:21
Night of Empowering Decree,
descending therein by pennis
sion of Lord, 97: 1-5
pronouncing blessings upon Prophet
�, 33:56
ranks
--arrayed in rank upon rank,
89:21-22
--standing forth not speaking in,
78:37-39
reinforcing, people with, 8:9
Saqar, nineteen of sternest angels
keepers over it, 74:27-3 1
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angel(s) (continued)
sent down, with divine inspiration
of God's co mmand, 1 6 : 2
servants of God, n o t disdaining to
be, 4: 1 72

argumentation (continued)
Fire of Hell, unbelieving followers
from world arguing with arro
gant leaders to avail against por
tio!1 of torment, 40:47-50

Ark, of Noah � (continued)
carrying (continued)
-Noah ;;a and believers, 1 1 :40,
23:27

disernb�rking from, after :fl.cad ..vvith

forbidden argumentation
peace and security, 1 1 :48
souls
-about mere names people name
elders, scoffing at its making, 1 1 :38
-bring forth your souls! angels say
(as false gods) , 7:70-71
embarking in, 1 1 : 41
ing, 6:93
-Abraham ,:;01 forbidden from
Eyes of God, made under watch of,
-messenger-angels taking, when
entreating God for Lot's ;;01 peo
1 1 :37, 23:27, 54:14
death comes, 6 : 61
ple, 1 1 :74-76
heavily laden, 26: 1 1 9, 36:41
-taking, 8:50, 47:27
-disputation during l:la.ii
Mount Jucli, settling upon, 11 :44
Spirit, Gabriel, 97:4
Pilgrimage, 2 : 1 97
planks and nails, 54: 13
straight way, those on
-on behalf of those betraying
praising God when settled upon,
-angels descending upon, have no
own souls with sin, 4 : 1 05-107
23:28
fear neither grieve! 41 :30
Jesus ;;81, those arguing against the
running on ·waves like mountains,
---supporters of, 41 :31
likeness of his creation to that of
1 1 :42
thousand forces of, 8:9
Adam ;i!l1, 3:59-6 1
sign, left as, 54: 1 5
Throne of God
man, argumentative by nature, 18:54
those carried in, 19:58
-bearing and around it, 40:7
Muhammad �' commanded to say assembly. See also Hereafter
--eight, bearing above tli em, 69: 1 7
to those arguing with him
angels asked, are these the ones who
--encircling, 39:75
-God alone is our Lord and your
used to worship you apart from Me?
wings, two-, three-, and fourfold,
Lord, 2 : 1 39
34:40
35:1
-submit to God alone, 3:20
assemble those who did wrong, God
worship o f God, not disdainful ser
Noah's � people, you have already
saying to angels, 37:22-23
vants, 4: 172
argued with us and made much
assembled before God, 2:203, 3 : 1 58,
Zachariah � , told God gives you glad
argument, 1 1 :32
4 : 1 72, 5:96, 6:72, 8:24, 1 5 :25,
tidings of son named John ;;a ,
none to argue on behalf of another
23:79, 58:9, 67:24
3:38-39
before God, 4:109
birds
animal(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
People of Scripture, arguing claim
-before Solomon ;;a, 27: 1 7
fonns: Animals
to be of same faith as Abraham
-in assembly, 38: 1 9
ant(s) , 27: 1 8- 1 9 . See also Specialized
;;a, while Torah and Evangel
blind, 20: 1 24
Index, Life-fonns: Insects
sent after him, 3:64-68
Day
apes, 2:65, 5 :60, 7 : 1 66 . See also
pleading on behalf of self in
-ofJudgment, 2:203, 3 : 1 58, 6 :22,
Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Hereafter, 1 6 : 1 1 1
6 : 128, 1 0:28, 10:45, 1 8:47,
Animals
Prophet � ' God has heard words of
2 5 : 1 7 , 34:40
Al-Aqsa, Mosque at Jerusalem, 1 7 : 1
she who argued concerning her hus
-of Resurrection, 1 7 :97,
'Arafat, 2: 198. See also pilgrimage
band, 5 8 : 1
20: 1 24-126
argumentation, 43:58
refutation of arguments i n sight o f
defiant unbelievers, 19:86, 20: 1 02
about God without revealed knowl
Lord, after manifest response to
easy for God, 50:44
edge, 22:3, 22:8-9, 31 :20-21
Him by those embracing Islam,
God-fearing, honored delegations,
Abraham /ib1
42: 1 5- 1 6
19:85
--arguing with one given kingship,
rightful
judgment,
arguing
about,
8:6
Hell,
assembled in, 8:36, 4 1 : 1 9-20
2:258
tales of ancients, disbelievers arguing
honored delegations, assembly of
-people arguing with, concerning
that Quran nothing but, 6:25
God-fearing, 19:85
Oneness of God, 6:80-8 1
with falsehood to refute truth, 1 8 : 5 6
humanity assembled, 46:6
against signs of God, 40:4-5 , 40:35 ,
'Arim Dam, 34: 16. See also Queen o f
Lord, alone bringing all to judg
40:56, 40:69- 70, 42:35
Sheba
ment, 1 7:97, 1 8 :47
calling to path of Lord
ark, of covenant, 2:248
messengers asked, what has been
-argue gently, in fairest manner,
Ark, of Noah ;i!l1 . See also Specialized
response of your people? 5 : 1 09,
1 6 : 1 25, 29:46
Index, Prophets: Noah ;rb1
1 5 :25
--sacred rites of other faith-com
carrying
Moses �1
munities, not disputing, 22:67-68
-mates of every living pair, 1 1 :40,
-Day of Festival, people assem
23:27
bled, 20:59
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General Index

assembly (continued)
Moses � (continued)
-Pharaoh, assembling people,
79:23
throng of beliers, 27: 83
wild beasts assembled, 8 1 : 5
worship o f gods apart from God,
false gods asked, are you the ones
who led My servants astray or did
they themselves stray? 25: 1 7
association o f gods, with Sole God
(daughters, Jalse deities, idols, offspring,
or partner)
Abraham �
-asking people, do you worship
what you yourselves carve out?
37: 9 1 -99
-enemy to idols, 26:71-77
-I am innocent of worshipping all the
false gods you worship, 43:26-27
-never associated gods with God,
2 : 135, 3:67, 3:95, 6 : 1 6 1 , 1 6 : 123
-never of idolaters, 1 6 : 120
--we are free of assodation with you
and all you worship apartfrom God,
60:4
-you shall not assodate anything with
Me as a god, 22:26
any other god with God, man shall
not set up, 5 1 : 5 1
apart from God
-creation of earth, heavens, or
divine Book, false divines having
no share in, 46:4
-forbidden to worship, 6:56,
40:66
-fuel of Hell, 21 :98
-graven images, nothing more
than, 29: 1 7
-mention o f, disbelievers rejoic
ing in, 39:45
-religion of mere names you have
named, 1 2:40
-worshiping what neither harms
nor benefits, 5:76, 1 0 : 1 8 ,
2 1 : 66-67
associate-gods
-appointing for God, false con
triving, 1 3 :33
-ascribing to God, 7 : 1 90-1 91
-bring them forth, if truthful,
68:41

association of gods (continued)
associate-gods (continued)
--casting words back upon those
who worshipped them on
Judgment Day, you are, most sure
ly, liars! 1 6 :86-87
-conj ecture, following nothing
but, 1 0 : 6 6
-creation of earth, heavens, or
divine Book, associate-gods hav
ing no share in, 35:40
-creation, provision, causing
death, and giving life, associate
gods incapable of doing, 30:40
-cry out to your assodate-gods for
help, but they will not answer,
28:64
-divide on Day ofJudgment, stay
in your place, you and your assod
ate-gods! 1 0:28
-invoking torment, for belief in,
40: 1 2
-joining with God, show proof
for them, 34:27
-Noah � . people and their asso
ciate-gods called to do away
with him, 1 0 : 7 1
-not answering when G o d says,
call upon My assodate-gods whom
you have alleged, 1 8:52
-where now are My assodate-gods?
God asking on Day of
Resurrection 4 1 : 47-48
--where now are My assodate-gods for
whose sake you fiercely opposed
believers? God asking on Day of
Resurrection, 1 6:27, 28:62, 28:74
associating anything with God
-God All-Availing worthier of
worship, 27:59
-like one fallen from heaven,
whom birds snatch midair into
pieces, 22:31
-never sent down any authority
for which, 7:33
-prohibited, 4:36, 5 :72, 6 : 1 4,
6 : 1 5 1 , 1 0 : 1 05 , 12:38, 3 1 : 1 3
associating gods with God
-do not ever be of those, 28:87
-Garden prohibited for, 5:72
-no authority sent down to, 6 : 8 1
-not obeying parents compelling
you to associate, 29:8, 3 1 : 1 5

association of gods (continued)
associating gods (continued)
-punishment from God for,
33:73, 48:6
-works, utterly futile, 39:65
call
-to belief in Overpowering and
Most Forgiving One, while dis
believers call false gods, 40:42
-upon any other god with God,
human being shall not, 26:213,
28:88
-upon servants like yourselves,
incapable of answering, 7 : 1 941 95, 7 : 1 97
children of God, Jews and Christians
falsely saying, 5: 1 8
consort, never been for God, 6 : 1 0 1
created entities, that cannot create a
thing, 7 : 1 9 1 -1 92
daughters, false claim that God has
taken, 43: 1 6
Day o fJudgment
-call upon My assodate-gods whom
you have alleged, but they will not
answer them, 1 8 : 52
--where now are your assodate-gods
that you used to allege? 6 :22-23
disavowing your association of gods
with God, on Day of
Resurrection, 35: 1 4
enmity, severe, 5 : 82
Ezra, some Jews claiming him son
of God, 9:30
forgiveness, God will not forgive
associating any god with Him,
but He forgives anything less,
4:48, 4: 1 1 6
God above all they associate a s gods
with Him
-and most high is God, 7 : 1 90,
1 0 : 1 8 , 1 6:3, 23:92, 27:63, 28:68,
30:40, 39:67
-highly exalted is God, 9:3 1 ,
1 6 : 1 , 52:43, 59:23
gods to be worshipped, never
divinely ordained, 43:45
group of, never associating anyone
with Lord, 72: 1 -2
hope for Meeting of Lord, those not
associating anyone in worship of
Lord, 1 8 : 1 1 0
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association of gods

(continued)
I am innocent ef worshipping all you
associate as gods with God, witness
of prophets, 6 : 1 9 , 6:78-79, 1 1 :54

idcb.ters

-abiding in Fire, 98:6
-Abraham

/ib1 never from, 1 6 : 1 20

-God renouncing, 9:3-5
-Sacred Mosque, cannot come
near, 9:28
-turn away from, 6 : 106, 1 5 :94-96
idolatrous men and women, believ
ers not marrying, 2:221
idols,

do they hear you when you call
upon them? 26:71 -72

jinn
-appointing for God associate
gods from among, 6 : 1 00
-assigning kinship between God
and, fulse, 37: 1 5 8
mention, 2 : 9 6 , 2: 105, 3 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 86,

6:41 , 6:64, 6:80, 6:88, 6 : 1 07,
6 : 1 36-137, 6 : 1 48 , 7: 173, 9 : 1 7 ,
9 : 3 6 , 9 : 1 13, 1 0 :34-35, 1 3 : 1 6 ,
1 4:22, 1 6:35, 1 6 : 54, 16:86,
1 6 : 1 00, 22: 17, 23:59, 24:3,
24:55, 29:65, 30:33, 30:35,
34:22, 39:65, 40:73, 40:84, 4 1 :6,
42: 1 3 , 6 1 : 9
Messiah, Christians falsely claiming
him son of God, 9:30
muslims, in willing submission to
God alone, 2 : 1 33, 3:64, 3:67,
6:14
never will I associate anyone a s a god
with my Lord, 1 8 :38
offspring
-abominable, to ascribe to All
Merciful a son, 1 9 :88-92
-Ezra, Jews fulsely saying he is son
of God, 9:30
-God has taken offspring, forewarn
ing those who say, 1 8:4-5
-lie of idolaters, 10:68
- G o d highly exalted above taking, 2: 1 1 6
-God never taking for Himself
any offipring, 1 7: 1 1 1 , 23: 9 1 ,

25:2
-had God intended child, He
would have chosen whatever He
so wille d, 39:4
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association of gods (continued)
offspring (continued)
-highly exalted is God above hav
ing son, 4 : 1 7 1

!'v1c:;:;iah, Christidi.15 falsely sd.y�11g

he is son of God, 9:30
-not for God to take any son,

1 9:35
--sons and daughters, imputing to
God without true knowledge,

6 : 1 00-101
-utter fabrication, 37: 1 5 1-159
parable of man, o n e over whom
partners wrangling, while other
serving only one, 39:29
partner
-end of those ascribing, devastat
ing, 30:42
-never ascribing to God, 30: 3 1
-never has been for God, 6 : 1 62-

163, 25:2
-parable of those whom your
hands rightfully possess, humans

never making them full partners
in all their wealth, 30:28

patron, none apart from God, 1 8:26
Prophet �
-commanded to worship none
but God alone, 1 3:36

association of gods (continued)
three, do not say (continued)

-three gods in trinity
-desist! 4 : 1 7 1
rwo, G o d saying you shali not take for
yourselves even two gods, 1 6 : 5 1
would that I h a d never associated anyone
with my Lord! 1 8:42
atonement. See also food
food
-atonement fasting, redemption
for each day, 2 : 1 84
-feeding ten indigent people,

5:89
forgoing retribution, o u t o f charity,

5:45
freeing human being from bondage,

90: 1 1 - 1 3
killing
-believer by mistake, atonement
for, 4:92
-game in state of Pilgrim sanctity,

5:95
oaths (intentionally bound) , atone
ment for breaking, 5 : 89
redemption, fasting if shaving heads,

2 : 1 96
zihdr, freeing bondservant alternate
atonement for, 58:2-4 (see also

-I am not ef those who associates
main entry)
gods with God, 12: 1 08
attendant to Moses ;;Q, in quest for
-I call only upon my Lord in wor
knowledge, 1 8:60-65. See also
ship; nor do I associate anyone with
Specialized Index, Prophets: Moses /ib1
Him, 72:20
fish, slipping away wondrously,
-I do not worship those whom you
1 8: 6 1
worship, 10: 1 04, 1 0 9 : 1 -2
forgetting, fish o f midday meal,
-if ever All-Merciful had a son, I
1 8:62-63
would be foremost worshipper, 43: 8 1 avarice
-is it other than God that you com
ever-present in human soul, 4 : 1 28
mand me to worship? 39:64
safeguard against, true success, 59:9,
-is there another god to be worshipped
64: 1 6
along with God? 27:60-64
worldly goods o f spoils, seeking,
-you shall not set up any other god
33: 1 8- 1 9
with God, 17:22, 17:39
ayah. See sign(s) , i n creation o f God;
rivals t o G o d , shall n o t s e t u p , 2:22
sign(s) , miracle of God; verse(s) , of
Servants of All-Merciful, not calling
upon any other god with God,

25:63-68
servants of God, some falsely ascrib
ing to Him constituency of god
desses, 43: 1 5
three, d o not say

-God is third ef three in trinity,
while there is One God, 5 :73

Quran
Al-Aykah, people of Shu'ayb

;;Q. See

Dwellers of the Thicket of Al
Aykah
Azar (Abraham's

;;Q father) . See also

Specialized Index, Prophets:
Abraham

;;ib1

called to worship God, 19:41-48

General Index

Azar

(continued)

debate of Abraham

/01,

belief (continued)
concerning

worship of idols, 21 :52-57,

26:69-77, 37:83-87
dialogue with Abraham

;01, 6:74,
1 9 : 4 1 -48, 26:69-70, 37:83-85,
43:26
my dearfather, endearment of
Abraham /01 to Azar, 1 9 : 42-45
seeking forgiveness, Abraham ;;i±l1 for
father, 9 : 1 14, 1 9 : 47, 60:4

believers

--all He sent down (both in
Quran and to preceding

and harm, 2:214; from fear,

Hereafter, 2:4, 3 :84, 4: 1 62

33:9-1 1

-His Messenger Muhammad �,
-His messengers, 3: 179, 4 : 1 52,

ence, 3 : 1 3 , 3 : 1 23, 3 : 1 27, 8 : 5 , 8 : 1 7 ,

8 : 1 9 , 8:35)
Bakkah, 3 :96-97. See also Makkah
balance. See also measure and balance
heavy and light, 7:7-9, 23: 1 0 1- 1 03,
1 0 1 :5-1 1
mention, 1 5 : 1 9, 2 1 :47, 42: 17, 57:25
bananas, trees in Garden with clusters
of, 5 6:29
after death, regretful may not return
to life to work righteousness,

23:99-100
between two great waters, salty and
basil.

sweet, 25:53, 55: 1 9-20
See Specialized Index, Life-forms:

Plants
basket, Moses

(:[J1 tossed into river in,
20:38-39. See also Specialized Index,

Prophets: Moses
beast(s) .

i n Lord, 3 : 1 93
Scripture
-People of believing in God and
what He sent down to them and

�!

See Specialized Index, Life

forms: Animals

believer, being one and striving for
Hereafter, 1 7 : 1 9
Children o f Israel, told t o believe in
God's messengers, 5 : 1 2
Disciples, believing i n God and
Messenger Jesus

;;i±l1, 5 : 1 1 1

forsaking ways of those not believ
ing in God, 12:37-38

believers, 49: 1 4- 1 5
description o f worshipful acts o f,

23:1-1 1 , 24:62, 32: 1 5 - 1 6 , 48:91 0 , 48: 1 8, 49: 1 5 , 59:9, 5 9 : 1 0 ,
60:4, 66: 1 1
disbelief, believers' opposition to
-believing man from House of
Pharaoh, calling disbelievers to

ment to,

faith, 40:28-34

our God and your God is
One, and we believe in what was
sent down in Quran and to you,
29:46
-those given believing in what:

-Disciples, aided against disbeliev
ers, for supporting God's reli
gion, 6 1 : 1 4
-faith, increasing in, when told to
fear enemies amassing, 3 : 173

was sent t o Muhannnad gl

-man mshing from furthest part

4:47' 28:52-53

-one who had believed (during

confirming previous revelations,

sorcerers, believing in Lord of

;i11 and Aaron itl:, 7 : 1 201 22, 26:46-48
believers. See also belief
Moses

adversity, exhorted to patience in
face of
-Abraham

/0i: fire becoming cool

and safe for when he opposed

idol-worship, 2 1 : 66-69; patient
willingness to sacrifice son,

beautiful patience, 1 2 : 1 8 , 12:83, 70:5
Bedouins, saying to Prophet � w e
have submitted, 49: 14
b ee s, 1 6 : 68-69
beggar, shall not rebuke, 93: 1 0
belief. See also believers

pure faith entering hearts of

Muhammad ;gi;,, 3: 1 99; state

God sent down in each, 42: 1 5 ;

barrier

Bedouins, submission of at time of
Prophet � distinguished from

57: 1 9
-Last Day, 2 : 1 26 , 3 : 1 1 4

prophets, 2: 1 7 7

Badr, Battle of, 8:41-44 (implicit refer

-suffering for sake of God, hyp
ocrites losing faith, 29: 1 0- 1 1

24:62

and: messengers, 2:285, 4 : 1 3 6 ;

backbiting, 49: 12

-shaken severely: from aflli c tion

prophets) , 2 : 136-137; and

-Last Day, His angels, B ooks,

B

(continued)
(continued)
-put to test, 29:2-3

adversity

in God and

37: 1 02-1 1 1
-increasing in faith and submis
sion, when seeing fulfillment of
divine promise of trial and tri
umph, 33:22-23
-Moses'

,iJ1 mother: nearly dis

closing Moses'

/01 identity, God
securing heart of, 28: 1 0 ; obeying
divine command when fearing
for son's life, 28:7
-not fighting foes during Ul,md,
bringing some closer to unbelief,

3 : 1 66- 1 67
-not to grow feeble in spirit, nor
grieve, 3 : 1 39-142

of city, kille d for belief, 36:20-25
Pharaoh's time) , calling p eople
to rightly guided path, 40:38-45
-resolute unbelief, belief in the
face of, 3 :52-53
-sorcerers, submitting to God
alone despite Pharaoh's threats,

7 : 1 20-1 26 , 20:70-73, 26:46-5 1
-stricken with wounds, yet
answering call to pursue aggres
sors, 3 : 1 7 1 -172
-submission, to God alone, 5 : 1 1 1
-wife of Pharaoh, supplicating
deliverance from Pharaoh's evil
doing, 66: 1 1
good deeds, doers of not equal to
those doing misdeeds, 40:58
increase i n faith
-and submission, when seeing ful
fillment of divine promise of trial
and triumph, 33:22-23
-rej oicing \vhen surah sent down,
\vhereas hypocrites increasing in
defilement, 9 : 1 24-125
-\\then God's verses recited t o ,

8:2
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believers (continued)
increase in faith (continued)
-·when told to fear enenlles
amassing, 3 : 1 73

.l.lt,H<-L-VU:'> Ul..A.:'-'"'l, UCilC V Cl:'l UV.lllt:, ,
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2:25, 2:82, 2:277, 3:57, 4:57,
4: 1 22, 4: 1 24, 4 : 1 73, 5:9, 5 : 93,
7:42, 1 0:4, 1 0:9, 1 1 :23, 1 3:29,
1 4:23, 1 6:97, 1 7 : 9 , 1 8 :2, 1 8 :30,
1 8 : 1 07, 1 9 :60, 1 9:96, 20:75,
20:82, 20: 1 1 2, 22: 1 4, 22:23,
22:50, 22:56, 24:55, 25:70,
26:227, 28:80, 29:7, 29:9, 29:58,
30: 1 5 , 30:45, 3 1 :8, 32: 1 9 , 34:4,
35:7, 38:24, 38:28, 40:40, 41 :8,
42:22-23, 45 : 2 1 , 45:30, 47:2,
47: 12, 48:29, 64:9, 65 : 1 1 , 84:25,
85 : 1 1 , 95:6, 98:7, 1 03:2-3
righteousness
-act of, 2 1 :94
-works of, 2 : 62, 5:69, 1 8:88,
28:67
Satan(s) in relation to
-allies of those ·who do not
believe, 7 :27
-patrons of, disputing believers as
to eating can-ion, 6 : 1 2 1
-prompting fear of his patrons,
but believers fear God, 3: 175
believing man (concealing faith) from
House of Pharaoh (name not men
tioned) . See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses ;ib1
calling people to follow rightly
guided, 40:38-46
cautioning people fron1 regret in
Hereafter, 40:44
conspiracy to kill Nioses (81, warning
of, 28:20-21
defense of Moses ;;lb:, 40:28-35
refusing to disbelieve, 40:42
reminding ofJoseph's ;tl1 similar
message, 40:34
saved by God, 40:45
warning against God's affliction,
40:29
warning against suffering fate of
Noah's �1, cAd's, or Than1lld's
people, 40: 3 1
betrayal, 2 : 1 87, 4 : 1 07, 8 :27, 12:52,
22:38, 66: 1 0
bird(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
fonns: Ani1nals
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blast, 1 1 :67, 1 1 :94, 1 5 :73, 1 5 :83, 23: 4 1 ,
29:40, 36:29, 36:49, 36:53, 38: 1 5 ,
50:42, 54: 3 1 , 79:6-7. See also
Hereafter

blessing(s) (continued)
God (continued)
-showering humanity with, 3 1 :20
House of God blessed, in valley of
..-:.. :'llUt,\�)
Bakkah, 3:96
Abraham ;;lb:
human being, when afforded
-bestowing, upon him and Isaac
-given to me by virtue of knowledge I
;;81, 37: 1 1 3
possess, wrongfully saying, 39:49
-ever-thankful for, 1 6 : 1 2 1
-setting up rivals for God, 39:8
-upon Household of, 1 1 :73
Jesus ;;81, blessed, 1 9:30-31
Al-Aqsa, Mosque surroundings of
Joseph il1, God pe1fecting upon,
which God made blessed, 1 7 : 1
12:6
belief, opening forth, 7:96
Lot ;;81 , delivering family of as,
belying
54:34-35
-by worshipping false gods,
man exultant and boastful, when
1 6: 1 1 2
tasting, 1 1 :9-10
-recognizing blessings of God, yet
never docs God change, until they
thanklessly belying, 1 6 : 83
change what is in themselves,
-which of your Lord's blessings will
8:53
you belie? 5 5 : 1 3 , 5 5 : 1 6 , 5 5 : 1 8 ,
Noah �:
55:2 1 , 55:23, 55:25, 55:28,
-blessed alighting, 23:29
55:30, 55:32, 55:34, 55:36,
-disembarking Ark \vith peace
55:38, 55:40, 55 :42, 55:45,
and, 1 1 :48
55:47, 55:49, 55:5 1 , 55:53,
perfecting upon you, so that you
55:55, 55:57, 55:59, 55:6 1 ,
may submit to Him, 1 6 : 8 1
55:63, 55:65, 55:67, 55:69,
Prophet �h
55:7 1 , 55:73, 55:75, 55:77
-given seven most-often-repeated
blessed
verses, 1 5:87
-greeting from God, blessed and
-God perfecting upon, 48:2
wholesome, 24:6 1
-pronouncing upon, 33:56
-night, Quran sent down in, 44:3
Quran, sent down as, 6:92, 6 : 1 5 5 ,
bounty from God and, 49:8
1 5 :87, 38:29
Children of Israel
Reminder, Quran as blessed, 2 1 :50
-inherited land wherein,
Sheba, God conferring upon people
bestowed, 7 : 1 37
of, 34: 1 5 - 1 8
-recall, 2:40, 2:47
sky and earth, G o d sending from,
conferred upon Moses ;;d1, false
7:96
claim of Pharaoh to, because
substituting, with unbelief, 14:28
enslaved people of, 26:22
towns, where God conferred, 34: 1 8
counting God's, never could you
tree
enumerate them, 1 4:35, 1 6 : 1 8
-blessed, 24:35
denying, b y ascribing partners to
-blessed site of effulgent tree,
God, 1 6:71
28:29-30
disbelieving in, while believing in
two men fearing God, upon whom
false gods, 1 6:72, 29:67
bestowed, 5 :23
fear God, so that He may perfect,
upon House of Pharaoh, but saying
2 : 1 50, 5:6
this is due to us, 7 : 1 3 1
fire, blessed be whoever in effi1lupon Household o f Abraham,
gence of, 27:7-8
mercy of God and, 1 1 :73
from God alone, 1 6:53, 4 1 : 1 0
water, blessed sent down from sky,
giving thanks for, 1 6: 1 1 4
50:9
God
blind man with Prophet i�, 80: 1 - 1 0
-pronouncing, upon humanity,
diverted from, 8 0 : 1 0
33:43
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blessing(s) (continued)
bowing (continued)
frowning and turning away from,
bowing before God alone
80: 1
-humbly, 5 : 5 5
rushing to seek guidance, 80:8
-penitently, 38:24
boastfulness, 2:262, 2:264
Children of Israel, entering gateway
bondage. See emancipation
bowing down, 2:58, 4 : 1 54,
bondwoman. See also hand(s)
7:161
better, if believing than idolatrous
creation, heavens and earth, 1 6 :48,
woman, 2:221
55:6
marriage, to righteous bondman,
Joseph i:;, parents bowing down to
24:32
in respect, 12: 1 00
book. See also Hereafter
marks upon faces, from bowing
clear Book preserved in Heaven,
down to ground, 48:29
registering even an atom's
n1ountains, bowing down to God,
weight, 34:3-4
22: 1 8
community, each called to its Book
People o f Scripture, 3 : 1 1 3
of Record, 45:28
t o God i n Prayer, 2 : 43, 3 :43, 9 : 1 12,
enu111erating in writing, all things in
22:77, 39:9
precise book of record, 78:29
brocade, 1 8: 3 1 , 44:52-53, 5 5 :54, 76:21
given from b ehind, 84: 10-12
brother(s)
'Illiyyun, Book of Deeds of virtuous
allies, not taking disbelieving broth
in lofty heights of, 8 3 : 1 8-20
ers or fathers as, 9:23
left hand, given in, 69:25-37
animosity b etween
of record of one's deeds, 1 7 : 1 3- 1 4,
-Joseph ;;ib1 and his brothers 1 2:439:69-70
18
right hand, given in, 1 7 :7 1 , 69: 1 9-two sons o f Adam &:11, 5 :27-3 1
Joseph's ;.81, 12:5, 1 2:58-59, 1 2 : 6324, 84:7
Sijjin, Book of Deeds of wicked
65, 1 2 :69-70, 12:76-77, 1 2 : 87,
locked in depths of, 83:7-9
12:89-90, 12: 1 00
speaking truth about works of men,
mention, 4 : 1 1-12, 4 : 1 76 , 6 : 87, 9 :24,
23:62, 45:29
24:3 1 , 24: 6 1 , 33:55, 5 8: 22,
what is with this book that leaves out no
70: 12, 80:34
of Moses ;;ib1, 5:25, 7 : 1 1 1 , 7 : 1 42,
act, small or great? 1 8:49
bounds, of revealed faith not exceeding,
7 : 1 50-1 5 1 , 1 0 : 87, 1 9 : 53, 20:294: 171 , 5 :77
32, 20:42, 23:45, 25:35-36,
bow down (physically do so when recit
28:34-35
ing following verses) , 7:206, 1 3 : 1 5 ,
brother(s), in faith
1 6 : 49-50, 1 7 : 1 07-1 09, 1 9 : 58, 22: 1 8,
children whom you seek to adopt,
22:77, 25:60, 27:24-26, 32: 1 5 ,
no more than brothers in reli
38:24, 41 :37-38, 53:62, 84:2 1 , 9 6 : 1 9
gion and wards, 33: 5
bowing
evil brethren, 7:202, 1 7:27, 33: 1 8,
Adam ;.81, angels bowing to while
50: 13, 5 9: 1 1
Ibl!s refused, 2:34, 7 : 1 1-12,
hearts, God binding together as,
1 5 :29-33, 1 7 : 6 1 , 1 8 :50, 20: 1 1 6,
3 : 1 03
38:72-75
in religion, 9: 1 1 , 33:5
all in heavens and earth, to God
inheritance, 4:12, 4 : 1 7 6
alone, 7:206, 1 3 : 13-15, 1 6:48marriage provisions, 4:23
49, 22: 1 8
mention, 2 : 1 78, 3 : 1 56, 3 : 1 68,
believers, bowing down, 1 7 : 1 0649: 10-12, 59: 1 0
1 07, 1 9 : 5 8
messengers, sending to people their
b o w down, physically do so when
"brother"
reciting select verses (see main
-Hild &:11 , 7:65, 1 1 :50, 26: 1 24,
46:21
entry)

brother(s) (continued)
n1essengers (continued)
-Lot ;.81, 26: 1 6 1
-Noah &:11, 26: 1 0 6
-salih &:11 , 7 :73, 1 1 :6 1 , 26: 1 42,
27:45
-Shu'ayb ;D1, 7:85, 1 1 :84, 29:36
orphans, interrelating with them to
be treated as brothers in faith,
2:220
setting aright relations between,
49: 1 0
Byzantine Empire, 30: 1 -5
c

calculation
number of years, night and day,
17:12
reckoning, sun and moon created
for, 6:96
sun and moon, 1 0 : 5
calf. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
calmness, from remembrance of God,
1 3 : 28
calumny. See fabrication
camel(s). See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Animals
camphor, mixture of in Garden's chalice
of wine, 76:5
captive(s) , 2:85, 33:26, 76:8-9
caravan water-scout. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Joseph ;D1
finding boy Qoseph ;i]1) , 1 2 : 1 9
selling Joseph ;;j, for paltry price,
12:20
carrion, consumption forbidden, 2 : 1 73,
5:3, 6 : 1 45, 1 6: 1 1 5
castaway, Jonah ;;di chosen to be after
casting lots to save overladen ship
from peril, 37: 1 4 1 . See also
Specialized Index,. Prophets: Jonah ;.81
cattle. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
Cave of Thawr, Muhammad � in
with companion (Abu Bakr; name
not mentioned) , 9 :40. See also
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhammad �
chambers, inappropriate to call out to
Prophet ,g, from behind, 49:4. See
also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhammad m
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change. See also substitution
of blessing, 8:53
people's condition of grace, 1 3: 1 1
charitable offerings
barring. fro1n Sacred Mosque at
I;!udaybiyyah, 48:24-25
categories of those prescribed to be
given to, 9:60
concealing, 2:27 1
enjoining, 4: 1 1 4
God, accepting charitable offerings,
9 : 1 04
goodly loan, 2:245, 5 : 12, 57: 1 1 ,
5 7 : 1 8 , 64: 17, 73:20
goodly offering(s) , 2 : 1 84, 2 : 2 1 5 ,
9:99
ordained, by God, 5 : 97
pilgrim sanctity, recompense for
violating, 5:95
prescribed ritual, sacrificial animals
for, 5:2
slander, on account of disbursement
of, 9:58, 9:79
'Umrah-Lesser Pilgrimage, 2 : 196
wealth, taking from to cleanse and
purify, 9 : 1 03
chastity
chaste wo111en
-false accusations of indecency
against, those comrr<ltting arc
cursed, 24:23
-la¥.rful in matrimony, 5 : 5
1narriage, those without means for
should keep pure and chaste
until God enriches them, 24:33
Mary �1, safeguarded her chastity,
21:91, 66:12
matrimony chaste, n o t fornication,
4:24-25
child-bearing and weaning. See also chil
dren; family; parents
God knows what every female
bears, 1 3 : 8
light burden, t o bear i n womb at
first, 7 : 1 89
nursing
-Day Hereafter when diverted
from what she is nursing, 22:2
-two full years for whoever
desires, 2:233
pregnant, 22:2, 65:4, 65:6
tem1, thirty months, 46: 1 5
two years, full period o f weaning
within, 3 1 : 1 4
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child-bearing (continued)
children (continued)
women beyond child-bearing age,
not to obey parents, ·when com
no offense to lay aside outer gar
pelling them to false worship,
ments, 24:60
29:8, 3 1 : 1 5
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weaning; family; parents
adoption, children whom you seek
to adopt no more than brothers
in religion and wards, 33:5
adornment of lite of this world, 1 8:46
all that begets and all that is begot
ten, divine oath, 90: 1 -3
allegiance, pledging not to kill chil
dren, 60: 12
angels, praying for, 40:8
bearing and weaning, thirty months
in all, 46: 1 5
children o f God, false claim o fJews
and Christians, 5 : 1 8
diversion from re1nen1brance of
God, 63:9
enemies, among spouses and chil
dren, 64: 1 4- 1 5
enjoyment o f delusion, 57:20
Ezra, Jews falsely claiming him son
of God, 9:30
fair-seeming, beloved desires, 3: 14
female child
-asking for what sin she was
killed, 8 1 :7-9
-idolaters burying alive, 1 6 : 5 8-59
Fie! divine decree for children not
to say to parents, 17:23, 46: 17-18
good offering, of children's charita
ble spending for parents, 2:215
helpless, beware of God if parents
fear leaving them behind, 4:9
idolaters killing, 6 : 1 37
Jacob ;;81 exhorting children to wor
ship God alone on his deathbed,
2 : 1 33
justice, upholding even if against
parents or relatives, 4: 135
killing because of indigence, 6 : 1 5 1 ,
1 7:30-3 1
mates, God creating children and
grandchildren from, 1 6 :72
mention, 2: 1 28, 2:266, 1 4:40,
17:62, 25:74
Messiah, Christians falsely claiming
son of God, 9:30
not for God to take any son,
19:34-35

cpposiYlg Gcd ;ind His I\1esscnge�

� ' not loving even if from
fathers, children, or brothers,
58:22
provision of God, 23:54-56, 26: 1 32133, 7 1 : 1 0-12
seeking refuge from Satan the
Accursed for Mary �1 and chil
dren, 3:36
sons, 17:6, 68: 1 2-14, 74: 1 1 - 1 7
wealth and children, temptation,
8:28
word of doom, against children not
heeding parental \Varning to
believe in God, 46: 1 7 - 1 8
Zachariah 1�1, prayer for \vhole
some, 3:38
Children of Israel
Book of Quran, confirming what is
with them, 2:41, 2:89, 2 : 9 1 ,
2 : 1 0 1 - 1 02, 3 : 3 , 5 :48, 6 : 92,
7 : 1 57, 28:52-53
calumny against Mary ;sQ, , 4 : 1 5 6
children of God, and His most
beloved, 5 : 1 8
corruption, 17:4
covenant, God taking from, 2:6364, 2:83-85, 2:93, 2:99-100,
3 : 1 87, 4 : 1 54-1 5 5 , 5 : 1 2-13,
5 :70-7 1 , 7 : 1 69
cow
-divine command to slaughter,
2:67-71
-person kille d, striking with part
of slaughtered cow, 2:72-74
curse of God, upon disbelievers,
2:88-89, 5 : 1 2-13, 5:78-79
death, 2 :94-96, 62:6-8
Ezra, falsely saying that he was son
of God, 9:30
fear, 59: 1 3-14
fighting, call to, 2:246-247, 2:249,
5 :20-26
foods, forbidden, 3:93, 4 : 1 60-1 6 1 ,
5:42-43, 9:34
friends of God, 62:6
gateway, entering ·while saying dis
burden us, 2:58-59

General Index

Children of lsrael (continued)
Golden Calf (see main entry)
Goliath, 2:249-25 1
hearts, 2:74, 2:88, 4 : 1 5 5 , 5 : 1 3 ,
57: 1 6
Hereafter, 2:80-8 1 , 2 :94-96, 2 : 1 1 11 12, 2 : 1 35
Jesus ;;81, statement about crucifixion
of, 4 : 1 57- 1 5 8
judgment, seeking, 5 : 42-43
knowledge
-learned, 26: 1 93-197
-those well-grounded in, 4: 1 62
mention, 2:21 1 , 5:32, 5 :72, 5 : 1 10,
7 : 1 05 , 7 : 1 34, 7 : 1 37-138, 1 0:90,
1 7 : 1 0 1 , 1 7 : 1 04, 20:47, 20:80,
26: 1 7 , 26:22, 26:59, 27:76,
40:53, 44:30, 46: 10, 6 1 : 14
messengers, many sent, 2:87, 2:92,
3:49, 5 :70, 14:5, 17:2, 23:49,
61:6
preference, above people o f world,
2:47, 2 : 1 22, 44:32, 45: 1 6
prophets, killed without right, 2 : 6 1 ,
2:87, 2 : 9 1 , 3 : 1 12, 3 : 1 8 1 , 3 : 1 83,
4 : 1 5 5 , 5:70
questioning Moses ;O , 2 : 1 08
rabbis, 9 : 3 1
Revelation of
-Book of God, 3:23-24
-Scripture, 2 :78-79, 3:78
-Torah, 3:93, 5 : 66, 5 : 68, 62:5
-words of God, 2:75, 4:46, 5 : 1 3 ,
5:41
Sabbath, violation o f, 2:65, 4:47,
7 : 1 66
Saul, appointed king, 2 :247-250
see God openly, people requesting
Moses ;O, 2:55, 4 : 1 53
statements about God, 3:78, 3 : 1 8 1 ,
5 : 64, 9:30
substituting, food that is better with
what is lesser, 2: 6 1
truth, community that guides by,
7:159
usury, 4: 1 6 1
wrath o f God, 2 : 6 1 , 2:90, 3 : 1 1 2 ,
5 : 60, 5 : 80, 7 : 1 52
choice, chosen by God
Abraham ;O , 1 6 : 120- 1 2 1 , 38:45-48
-addressing children, God's cho
sen religion, 2 : 1 32
Adam �1, 3:33, 20: 1 2 1 - 1 22

choice (continued)
believers, 22:78
Children of Israel, 44:30-32
Dhul-Kifl ;O , 38:45-48
Elisha ;O, 6 :86-87, 38:45-48
Family of Abraham ;O , 3:33
Family of 'Imcin, 3:33
Isaac ;O, 38:45-48
Ishmael ;O , 6 :86-87, 38:45-48
Jacob �1, 38:45-48
-addressing children, God's chosen religion, 2 : 1 32
Jonah ;;81, 6 :86-87, 68:48-50
Lot ;0, 6:86-87
Mary �. 3 : 42
Moses ;O, 7 : 1 44, 1 9 : 5 1 , 20: 1 1 - 1 3
-chose seventy elect men, 7 : 1 55
Noah ;O, 3:33
religion, 24:55
Saul, 2:247
servants, who bear His message and
Book, 27:59, 35:32
Christians, 2:62, 2 : 1 1 1 , 2 : 1 1 3 , 2 : 1 20,
2 : 1 35 , 2 : 1 40, 3:67, 5 : 14, 5 : 1 8 , 5 : 5 1 ,
5 : 69 , 5:82-84, 9:30, 22: 1 7
circumambulation
b etween mounts Safi and Marwah,
2 : 1 58
circle round Ancient House, 22:29
city
Children of Israel, entering, 2 : 5 8
Companions of the Cave, sending
forth one of them to, 1 8 : 1 9
corruption, when kings entering,
27:34
destroyed
-did not believe, 2 1 : 6
-forbidden return t o faith, after
divine decree of destruction,
2 1 :95
-God destroyed, 2 1 :6, 2 1 : 1 1 ,
2 1 :95, 22:45, 22:48, 28:58-59
devastated, while insolently exulting
in its livelihood, 28:58
ladies in, speaking about wife of
High Minister, 1 2:30
Madinah, 33:60 (see also main entry)
Makkah, 90:1-2, 95:3 (see also main
entry)
man coming, from furthest part of,
36:20
Moses ;O
-entering, 28: 1 5

city (continued)
Moses �1 (continued)
-fearful and wary in, 28: 1 8
-man coming, from furthest part
of, 28:20
nine men of, spreading corruption
through, 27:48
people of the, coming to Lot ;O
rejoicing in sin, 1 5 :67-69
Pharaoh, claiming conspiracy in,
7 : 1 23
prayer ef helpless, bring us out ef this
dty, 4:75
shattering, and raising up others
after, 2 1 : 1 1
treasure o f orphan boys in, 1 8 : 82
wrong
-devastated while doing, 22:45
-granted respite despite doing,
22:48
clear proofs of
Book of Quran, 6 : 1 57
Jesus ;O, 2:87, 2:253, 5 : 1 1 0
Joseph ;O, 40:34
messengers, 3 : 1 83-184, 5 :32, 7 : 1 0 1 ,
9:70, 1 0 : 1 3 , 1 0:74, 1 4:9, 30:47,
40:22, 40:50, 40:83
Moses ;;81, 2 : 92, 7 : 105, 29:39, 40:28,
40:34
-clear signs, 28:36
-nine elucidating signs, 17: 1 0 1
Muhammad �. 20: 1 33
-clear evidences, 1 0 : 1 5 , 22:72,
34:43
-clear verses, 2:99, 1 9:73, 22: 1 6
Silil:i ;;81, 7:73
Shu'ayb ;O, 7:85
clouds, 2 : 1 64, 2:210, 7:57, 1 3 : 1 2 , 24:40,
24:43, 27:88, 30:48, 35:9, 52:44,
56:69
colors, 1 6 : 1 3, 1 6:69, 30:22, 35:27-28,
39:21
commerce, not diverting from remem
brance of God, 24:37, 62:9- 1 0
community (or communities)
beasts and birds, communities like
those of humans, 6:38
best brought forth for good of
humankind, 3 : 1 1 0
destroyed, though mighty in power,
47: 1 3
devastated b y God fo r sin o f, 7 : 4-5,
7 : 1 0 1 , 1 1 : 1 02, 1 8:59, 65:8
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community (continued)
enjoining right, forbidding wrong,
3 : 1 04
forewarner sent to, 35 :24, 43:22-23
:; _ _
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messenger
-appointed for each, 1 0:47,
1 6 : 36, 23:44
-witness, raising up on Day
Hereafter, 1 6 :84, 16:89, 28:75
nation in himself, Abraham (£1, of
exemplary faith, 1 6 : 120
of Midmost Way, 2 : 1 43
of muslims, in willing submission to
God alone, 2 : 1 28
one community of faith worshiping
sole God, 2 1 :92, 23:52
people of Moses � , guiding to
truth, 7 : 1 5 9
People of Scripture
-equable, 5:66
-upstanding, 3 : 1 1 3-1 1 4
rent apart into corn..TJ:lunities scat
tered throughout earth, 7: 1 6 8
rites, 2: 128, 22:34, 22:67
Companion of the Whale, 68:48. See
also Man of the Whale; Specialized
Index, Prophets: Jonah �
Companions of Cave, 1 8 : 9-22
awake
-laying sleeping, though seeming
so, 1 8 : 1 8
--questioning one another a s to
how long they slept, 1 8 : 1 9
Cave, youths taking shelter in,
18:10, 18:16
discovery o f, 1 8 : 2 1
dog, stretching forelegs a t threshold
of cave, 1 8 : 1 8
ears, seal o f sleep upon, 1 8: 1 1
food, bringing back from city, 1 8 : 1 9
hearts, securing, 1 8 : 1 4
house o f worship, raised b y those
prevailing over affair of, 1 8 : 2 1
length of time abiding in cave,
18:1 1-12
number, G o d knows best, 1 8:22
quarrel, among people about youths,
18:21
silver coins, 1 8 : 1 9
sole divinity of God, proclaiming,
1 8 : 1 4- 1 5
stoning t o death, fear of, 1 8:20
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Companions o f Cave (continued)
sun, inclining and declining away
from them, 1 8 : 1 7
tidings, related to, 1 8 : 1 3
y u uu.1:i., .t o . J. v , 1 0 . J. J

_ _ _ _ _ ,_1_ _
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Companions of the Elephant, 105:1-5
compulsion
handmaidens, not compelling to
whoredom, 24:33
none in religion, 2:256
not compelling (to faith), 10:99,
1 1 :25-28
one compelled, to renounce faith,
1 6 : 106
conjecture, 2:78, 4: 1 57, 6: 1 1 6, 6 : 1 48,
1 0:36, 1 0 : 66, 38:27, 45:24, 5 1 : 10,
53:23, 53:27-28
constellations
set in heaven, 1 5 : 1 6-17, 25:61
sky full of, 85:1
consultation, 2:233, 42:38. See also
counsel
consumption
orphans
-not consuming their wealth in
wasteful spending, 4:6
-not substiruting tainted wealth
for their wholesome wealth, 4:2
-those consuming wealth unjustly
consume fire into their bellies,
4:10
wealth, not consuming b y fulse
means, 2 : 1 88, 4:29, 4: 1 6 1 , 9:34
contender against God, 1 6:4, 36:77,
43:58
contract(s) , 2:282, 5 : 1
convulsion, 7:78, 7 : 9 1 , 7 : 1 55, 29:37,
79:6-8
coral, 55:22, 55:58. See also Specialized
Index, Life-forms: Animals
corruption and goodness, not equal,
5 : 1 00
counsel, 3 : 1 59. See also consultation
covenant(s)
Abraham �' and Ishmael �, purify
My House, 2 : 1 25
Adam �' with, 20: 1 1 5
All-Merciful
-holding right to intercession,
only those believers taking spe
cial covenant with, 1 9:87
-no unbeliever taking special
covenant with, 1 9:78

covenant(s) (continued)
all prophets, taken from, 3 : 8 1 , 33:7
believers, not altering their, 33:23
breaching oaths after making, 9 : 1 2
,....
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8:56, 13:25, 89: 1 7
charity, forsaking promise o f, 9:75-76
Children of Adam, taken collective
ly from
-am I not your Lord? 7 : 1 72, 57:8
-you shall not worship Satan, 36:60
Children of lsrael, taken from
--do not shed blood or expel one
another, 2:84
-group casting covenant away,
2 : 1 00
-Mount Tur lifted above, when
taking, 2:63, 2:93
-recall blessings of God, and ful
fill, 2:40
-worship none but God, 2:83
co mmandment of God, to fulfill,
1 6:90-9 1 , 1 7:34
defying, 4: 1 54
disbelievers of old, unwilling to
uphold, 7 : 1 0 1 - 1 02
endowed with understanding, those
fulfilling, 1 3 : 1 9-20
fulfilling, 2 : 1 77, 3:76, 6 : 1 52
God
-best fulfills , 9 : 1 1 1
-taking, in pre-earthly existence,
7 : 1 72, 57:8
keeping, with idolaters when
-keeping straight with you, 9:7
-not undercutting you, 9:4
marriage, 4 :21
never will God tail His, 2:80
observant of, 23:8- 1 1 , 70:32-35
offering consumed by fi r e already
transpired as miraculous sign,
untruthful covenant not to
believe until subsequent messen
ger brings, 3: 1 83
remember grace of God and His,
5:7
removing castigation, call upon Lord
by whatever He has covenanted,
7 : 1 34, 43:49
renunciation of, from God and
Messenger �, 9 : 1
retreat, swearing never t o tum away
in, 33: 1 5

General Index

covenant(s) (continued)
curse of God (continued)
reward, for fulfillin g, 48: 1 0
Jesus /(!1, likeness of his creation to
Scripture, covenant o f taken t o say
Adam's ;il, lay curse of God upon
truth, 7 : 1 69
liars, 3 : 5 9-61
seeking help against persecution,
never any supporter for, apart from
response to incumbent, except
God, 4:52
against people with whom
punishment, 5:60
covenant, 8 : 72
pursued with curse
selling, 2 : 1 77 , 3:77, 1 6 : 9 5
-'Ad, 1 1 :60
taking from
-Pharaoh, 1 1 :99
-Christians, 5 : 1 4
rebellious Satan, 4: 1 1 7-1 1 8
-Jewry, 5 : 1 2 , 5 :70-7 1
upon disbelievers, 2 : 8 9 , 5 : 1 2- 1 3 ,
-those given Scripture, 3 : 1 87
5 : 7 8-79, 29:25, 33:64
vow, solemn, 1 2 : 80
upon godless wrongdoers, 1 1 : 1 8 ,
wrongdoers of Abraham's ;il descen
40:52
dants, divine covenant to make
upon hypocrites, 9:68, 33: 6 1 , 4 8 : 6
them exemplars to all humankind
upon Sabbath-breakers, 4:47
not extending to, 2 : 1 24
upon Satan until Day ofJudgment,
cow. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
1 5: 3 5 , 38:78
Animals
upon those maligning God and His
cradle, Jesus ;il speaking to people
Messenger �. 33:57
upon those saying Hand of God is
while in, 3:46, 5 : 1 1 0-1 1 1 , 1 9 : 29-33.
See also Specialized Index, Prophets:
chained, 5 :64
Jesus ;il
upon those suppressing clear evi
crescents, time marks for people, 2 : 1 8 9
dence and guidance of God,
Criterion of
2:159
Moses ;il and Aaron ;il, 2 : 5 3 , 2 1 :48
Muhanunad �. 2 : 1 85 , 3:4, 2 5 : 1
D
crop(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
darkness
forms: Plants
God made, 6 : 1
crow, 5 : 3 1
grain hidden within, G o d knows of,
crucifixion negated, 3 : 5 5 , 4: 1 56- 1 5 9 .
6:59
See also Specialized Index, Prophets:
light
Jesus ;£li
-taken away, 2 : 1 7
cucumbers, Moses' ;il people calling
-unequal with, 1 3 : 1 6, 3 5 : 1 9-20
for, 2 : 6 1
night, daylight stripped from, 36:37
curse o f God
of land and sea, 6:63, 6:97, 27:63
angels and all humanity, upon disbepeople, coming forth from into light
lievers, 2 : 1 6 1 , 3 : 86-88
(of guidance), 2:257, 5 : 1 6, 1 4: 1 ,
blinding eyes to guidance, 47 :23
1 4: 5 , 33 :43, 57:9, 65: 1 1
caller calling out, in Hereafter, 7 : 44
veils of darkness, 2 : 1 9 , 2:257, 6 : 3 9 ,
chaste women, upon those accusing
6 : 1 22, 24:40
them of indecency, 24:23
wombs, creation in three veils of
communities cursing preceding sis
darkness in, 3 9 : 6
ter-communities, in Fire, 7 : 3 8
date(s) (date palms) . See Specialized
curse them with a terrible curse,
Index, Life-forms: Plants
33:68
daughters. See also association of gods,
fifth testimony, 24:7
with Sole God; children; women
following in world, for all time,
of Lot /(!1, offer of marriage, 1 1 :7828:42
79, 1 5 : 67-7 1
for breaking covenant of God, 1 3 :25
two women of aged man, in
for deliberately killing believer, 4:93
Midian, 28:23-28
for unbelief, 2 : 8 8 , 4:46

David ;il. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
Day of Distinction, Battle of Badr, 8 : 4 1
Day of Festival, appointed meeting
b etween Moses iJ[li and sorcerers,
20:58-59, 26:38. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Moses iJ[li
Day of Gathering, 1 1 : 1 0 3 , 42:7, 5 6: 4950, 64:9

Day of Judgment, 1 :4, 1 5 :3 5 , 26:82,
37:20, 38:78, 5 1 : 12-13, 56:56, 70:26,
74:46, 82: 1 7 - 1 9 , 8 3 : 1 1 , 95:7, 1 07 : 1

deaf(ness) . See ear(s)
death. See also life
Angel of Death, taking souls, 32: 1 1
cause of regret, had they remained
with us, they would not have died,
3:156

collarbones, soul o f dying reaching,
75 :26-30

delirium of, 50: 1 9
die
--all will , 3 9 : 3 0

-destined to, 23 : 1 5- 1 6
escape from death, only allowed
enjoyment of life for little
longer, 3 3 : 1 6
Ever-Living One, who never dies,
25:58

Face of Lord, from everlasting to
everlasting never passing away,
5 5 :26-27

fainting, like one in throes of, 33 : 1 9 ,
47:20

fleeing from, yet shall encounter
you, 62:8
God
-brings forth living from dead and
dead from living, 3:27, 6 : 9 5 ,
1 0 :3 1 , 30: 1 9

-causes you t o die, 2:28, 22:66,
26: 8 1 , 30:40, 40: 1 1 , 45:26, 80:21

-gives, 2:258, 3 : 1 56, 7 : 1 58 ,
9 : 1 1 6 , 1 0: 5 6, 1 5 :23, 2 3 : 80,
40:68, 44:8, 5 0 : 43, 53 :44, 57:2

-gives life to dead, 2:73, 22:6,
4 1 : 39, 42:9, 46:33

immortality, not given to any
human being, 2 1 :34-35
land in which dying, no soul appre
hending its destiny as to, 31 :34
of martyrs, alive, not dead, 2: 1 54,
3 : 1 69
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death (continued)
pass away, all who are upon earth
shall, 55 : 26-27
predetennined term, dying with
Go<l'1'

3 : 1 45

pf>nni55ion

�t

end of,

soul
-Angel of D eath, taking, 32: 1 1
-angels taking, 8:50, 47:27
-bring forth your souls! angels saying, 6 : 9 3
-collarbones, soul of dying reach
ing, 7 5 :26-30
-every single one shall taste death,
3 : 1 85 , 2 1 : 3 5 , 29:57

-land in which dying, none
apprehending destiny, 3 1 :34
-messenger-angels taking, when
death comes, 6 : 6 1
-taken, a t predestined time of
death, 3 9 : 42
-throat, cannot hold back soul
when reaching, 5 6 : 83-87
term
-God decreeing for human life,
6:2

-not hastening, 1 5 : 5
-not tarrying fo r even a n hour,
when it comes due, 7:34, 1 0 : 49,
16:61

--soul n o t deferred, when its term
comes due, 63: 1 1
--stated term of life, 7 1 :4
test, creation of life and, 67 : 2
throat, cannot hold back soul when
reaching, 5 6 : 83-87
thrust death away from yourselves, if
truthful in saying others would
not have been killed, 3 : 1 68
wherever you may be, death shall
overtake you, 4:78
debasement, 58:20
debt, 2:282, 4 : 1 1 - 1 2
dedication t o Lord, wife o f 'Imcin
devoting child, 3 :35-37
defiant unbeliever(s)
book, of record for their deeds,
1 8 :49

description of
-arrogant denial that God is One,
3 7 : 34-36

-hearts of, message thrust into to
make accountable, 26:200-201
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defiant unbeliever(s) (continued)
description of (continued)
-insolent defiance of God and His
Meeting for Judgment, 2 5 : 2 1 -22
-h1xi..!ry,

follo'1..v ed ....vh:it

endued

them with, 1 1 : 1 1 6
-messengers o f God, opposing,
6 : 1 23-1 24, 2 5 : 2 1 -22

-mockery, 1 5 : 1 1 - 1 2 , 45 : 3 1 -3 5 ,
83 : 29-32

-offenses of, 74:39-47
-partners in torment, 3 7 :34-38
-signs, belying revealed, 7 : 40,
7 : 1 32-133, 1 0 : 1 7 , 10:75

defiant unbeliever(s) (continued)
Hereafter in (continued)
-ransoming self, wishing ardently
to avoid torment, 70: 1 1 - 1 5
-Saqar, thru:;t into deep

74:39-47

vf,

--severe torment, befalling them,
6 : 1 24

---s tanding apart, 36:59
-utter submission, 37 :24-26
Hud ;;81 , telling people not to turn
away as defiant disbelievers,
1 1 :52-53

manifesting contrary way of, 6 : 5 5
mention, 8 : 8 , 9:66, 1 0: 5 0 , 1 0 : 82,

-turning away though mindful of
truth of God's verses, 32:22
1 2 : 1 1 0 , 26:99, 28:78, 30:47,
-wild asses, turning away terri
44:22, 77:46
fied, 74:49-53
Moses ;;Q , not upholding them,
discourse with each other in
28: 15-17
Hereafter
willing submission to God, inequali
-about short duration of stay on
ty with muslims, 68 :35-36
earth, 20: 1 02 - 1 03
defrauders. See also measure and balance
-asking one another, in inquest of
Hereafter, works of life not defraud
blame, 37:27-34
ed therein, 1 1 : 1 5 - 1 6
-controverting one another with
mention, 83: 1 -3
bitter words, 34: 3 1 -33
not conceivable that prophet would
---swearing that they had not
defraud, 3 : 1 6 1
remained in the world but an
prohibition against, 2:282, 7 : 8 5 ,
hour, 30:55
1 1 : 85, 26: 1 8 1 - 1 8 3
end of, in this world, 7 :83-84,
deities. See false deities
1 0 : 1 3 , 1 5 : 57-58, 1 5 : 73-74,
delirium, of death, 50: 1 9 . See also death
27:69, 44:37, 46:24-25 , 5 1 : 3 1 demonic witchery, 4 : 5 1
3 7 , 77 : 1 6- 1 8
despair
Hereafter i n relation to
disbelievers in God, forever despair
-ashen with terror, 20: 1 02
of His mercy, 29:23
-coats made of pitch, 1 4 : 49-50
God's mercy, disbelieving people
-despondent upon resurrection,
despairing of, 1 2 : 8 7
30: 1 2
man despairing when
--dragged into fire, 54:47-48
-evil touches, 1 7 :83, 4 1 :49
--droves, driven into Hell in dis---s tripped, of divine mercy, 11 : 9
grace, 1 9 : 8 6
messengers approaching, then God's
-Fire, no escape from, 1 8: 5 3
help corning, 1 2: 1 1 0
-forelocks and feet, seized by,
people upon whom i s God's wrath,
55:41-44
despair of Hereafter, 60: 1 3
-forever, torment of Hell,
despondence
43 :74-78
God sends rain, after drought, 42:28
-heads hanging, 32 : 1 2
mercy of God, not desponding of
-neither dying nor living without
when committing sins, 3 9 : 5 3
pain, 20:74
of God's mercy is astray, 1 5 :56
-not entering Garden like camel,
when evil befalling, 4 1 : 49
cannot pass through eye of nee
when harm befalling, 30:36
dle, 7 : 40
Dhul Kifl ;;Q . See Specialized Index,
-painful torment, 37:38
Prophets

General Index

Dhul Qarnayn

divorce

account of, 1 8 : 83-98
bulwark barrier, building to keep
out Gog and Magog, 1 8:94
Gog and Magog, sowing corruption,

torment, 1 1 :84, 1 1 : 8 9 , 1 1 :93

->vith generous kindness, 2:229

mention, 1 5 :78, 26: 176, 38:13, 50: 14

substitution of one wife in place of

reminder, of God's blessings, 7 : 8 6
turning away, 1 1 : 9 1 -92

another, shall not take back

mountain barrier, place between,

dwelling(s) , 2 :84-85, 2 : 243, 2 : 246,

dowry, 4:20
two times, revocable pronounce

1 8:93
rising sun, primitive people in place
where no veil from, 1 8 :89-90

commanded to change to face
Makkah, 2 : 1 43-144, 2 : 1 50
one for each faith-community, 2: 148

Index, Prophets: Jesus

;tl

asking for table-spread to be feast
from heaven, 5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 5
belief in Jesus

;;81,

2 : 234, 33:49, 65 : 1 , 6 5: 4
witness, 6 5 : 2
dog, 7 : 1 76, 1 8 : 1 8, 1 8: 22 .
Animals
donkey(s).

See Specialized Index, Life

forms: Animals
dream(s).

See interpretation of

drink

milk, 36:73

and, 23:33
water, twelve springs for people of
Moses

;;81,

2 9 : 3 7 , 3 3 :27, 59:2, 60:8-9

E
ear(s)
Companions of the Cave, 1 8: 1 1
deaf, t o guidance, 2 : 1 8
fingers, Noah's

hearing, God setting seal upon that

2:60, 7 : 1 60

Prophet � , claiming him merely
an " ear," 9 : 6 1
retribution, a n ear for a n ear, 5 :45
utter deafness, those listening to
Quran with malicious intent,

Dune Valleys of Al-A]:iqaf, dwelling

dividing
-after clear proofs, 42: 1 4
-forbidden, 3 : 1 0 5

place of 'Ad, 46:21 .

Specialized Index, Prophets: Hud ;;81
barren plain of, 1 8 : 8

separating from God's way, by fol

burying in, 1 6 : 5 9

steadfastly establish religion of God,
without, 42: 1 3

you shall not divide, 3 : 1 03
See also marriage; wonien

divorce.

dowry, 2:236-237
duly divorced on third time, not

See also

dust

factions, 6:65, 6 : 1 59, 28:4, 3 0 : 3 1 -32
lowing crooked ways, 6 : 1 53

;;81 people putting in,

7 1 :7
of disbelievers, 2 :5-6

mortal niessengers needing food

divining arrows, 5 : 3 , 5 : 90
division

See also

Specialized Index, Life-forms:

3 : 52-53 , 5 : 1 1 1

Divine Law, 45 : 1 8

1 1 :65, 1 1 :67, 1 1 :94, 1 3 : 3 1 , 1 7 : 5 ,

wairing p eriod, 2:226, 2:228, 2 : 23 1 ,

Disciples ofJesus

;;81, 3 :52-53, 5 : 1 1 1 See also Specialized

3 : 1 95 , 4:66, 7:78, 7 : 9 1 , 7 : 1 45 , 8 : 47 ,

ment of, 2:229

setting sun, wrongdoing people in
place near, 1 8 : 86-88
direction of Prayer

(continued)

forewarning, of God's impending

stated term, of waiting, 65:2

1 8 : 94

1 13, 6 1 : 14.

Dwellers

(continued)
(continued)

set free

creation from, 3 : 5 9 , 1 8 :37, 22:5,
30:20, 3 5: 1 1 , 40:67
disbelievers
-deeds of, turned into, 25 : 1 3
-faces have upon them, 8 0 : 40
-saying, if only

I were dust, 7 8 : 40

indigent person in, 90: 1 6

lawfully able to remarry that

mountains, becoming, 5 6 : 6

6:25, 1 7 : 46, 1 8:57, 4 1 :44
with which they do not hear, like
cattle, 7: 1 7 9
earth.

See also heaven(s) ; moon; star(s);

sun
accommodating, to living and dead,
77:25-27
adornment, all that is on earth is,
1 8 : 7 , 1 8 :28
affairs of existence, God conducts
each with wisdom and perfec
tion, 1 0 : 3 , 3 2 :5-7
all that is in heavens and earth,

husband, until marrying other

pasturage, turned into, 87:5

belongs to God, 2:284, 3 : 1 09,

husband (with wholesome

raiders, stirring up, 1 00:4

3 : 1 2 9 , 4 : 1 26, 4 : 1 3 1 , 4 : 1 70, 6 : 1 2,

intent) who also duly divorces

return to, 13:5, 23:35, 23:82, 27:67,

her, 2:230
part with, in accordance with what
is right, 6 5 : 2
Prophet � , should he divorce,
Lord giving others, 6 6 : 5
provision for, i n accordance with
what is right, 2:241
retaining, in accordance with what
is right, 2 : 23 1 , 6 5 : 2
se t free
-in accordance >vith what is right,
2:231

37: 1 6 , 37:53, 5 0 : 3 , 56:47
Dwellers of the Thicket of Al-Aykah,
people of Shu'ayb

;;81. See also

Specialized Index, Prophets:
Shu 'ayb

;;C1

asking God to hasten their punish
ment, 26: 1 87
conveyance of heavenly message to,
7:93
dissension, between prophet and
people, 1 1 : 8 9
fear of prophet for his people, 1 1 : 8 4

1 0 : 5 5 , 1 0: 6 6 , 14:2, 1 6:52, 20:6,
2 1 : 1 9 , 22:64, 24:64, 30:26,
3 1 :26, 34: 1 , 42:4, 42: 5 3 , 5 3 : 3 1
belonging to G o d
-belongs to G o d , 7 : 1 28 , 23: 84-85
-bequeathing it to whomever
God wills , 7 : 1 28-129, 33: 26-27,
3 9 : 74, 44:25-26
-God's earth, 4:97, 29:56, 3 9 : 1 0
-inherits earth, G o d alone, 1 9:40
-oppressed, God caused them to
inherit eastern and western parts
of land, 7 : 1 37
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earth (continued)
belonging to God (continued)
-righteous servants, God causes
them to inherit earth, 2 1 : 1 05
bow down
-all in heavens and earth, to God
alone, 1 3 : 1 3 - 1 5 , 1 6 : 48-49, 22: 1 8
-creation in, 2 1 :79, 3 8 : 1 8- 1 9 ,
55:6

calculation of number of years, sun
and n1oon 1neasuring out, 1 0 : 5 ,
17:12

conj oined, heavens and earth were
one, 21 :30
corruption
-prohibition against spreading in
earth, 2 : 1 1 - 1 2 , 2:27, 2:205, 5 :64,
7 : 5 6 , 7:74, 7 : 8 5 , 8:73, 1 1 : 8 5 ,
1 1 : 1 1 6 , 1 3 :25, 26: 1 5 1 - 1 52,
2 6 : 1 83, 28:83, 29:36, 47 :22-23

-prohibition against transgressing
in lands, 8 9 : 6 - 1 4
-sowers of corruption therein,
2 : 1 2 , 2:60, 7 : 8 6 , 7: 1 03 , 7 : 1 42,
28: 77, 38:28

cradle for humankind, 20:53, 78:6
created by God, 6 : 1 , 6:73, 9:36,

59:24, 6 1 : 1 , 62: 1 , 64: 1

furnished habitation, 2:22
furnishings and utility, in cattle, etc.,
1 6 :80-81

garments, 1 6:80-81
gods apart fron1 God, con1peting
deities would corrupt heaven
and earth, 2 1 :2 1 -22
habitation, giving life to lifeless,
25:48-49

Hereafter, signs of (see also 1nain
entry)
-earth: changed into another
earth, 1 4:48; laid bare, 1 8:47;
leveled plain, 20: 105-1 06;
pounded, 8 9 : 2 1 -22; quakes,
99: 1 -5 ; shaken, 5 6:4-6, 69: 1 31 7 , 73: 1 4; stretched taut, 84: 1 -4
-heaven: as molten brass, 70:8;
breached wide, 77:8- 1 0 ; opened,
78 : 1 9; reeling, 52:9-10; splits,
55:37

-mountains, 1 8 :47, 20: 1 05-106,
27:87-88, 52: 1 0, 56:4-6, 69: 1 3-

1 4 : 1 9 , 1 5 : 8 5 , 16:3, 1 7 :99, 20:4,

1 7 , 70:9, 73 : 1 4, 77: 1 0, 78:20,

2 1 : 1 6 , 23: 1 7 , 25:59, 27:60,

1 0 1 : 1 -5

29:44, 29 : 6 1 , 30:8, 3 1 :25, 3 6 :8 1 ,
38:27, 3 9 : 5 , 39:38, 43 : 9 , 44:38,
45:22, 46:33, 6 5 : 1 2

creation of heavens and earth
-far greater ·wonder than creation
of human being, 40:57
--sure signs, for people \vho
would use reason to understand,
2 : 1 64, 3 : 1 90-1 9 1 , 42:29

days, Heavenly
-four equal Heavenly days, divine
bestowal of blessings and decree
of all its sustenance, 4 1 : 1 0
-six Heavenly days, creation of
heavens and earth in span of,
7:54, 1 0 : 3 , 1 1 :7 , 25:59, 32:4,
50:38, 57:4

-two Heavenly days, creation of
earth, 41 :9-12
don1inion of heavens and earth, for
God alone, 3 : 1 89, 5 : 1 7- 1 8 ,
5 :40, 5 : 1 20, 9 : 1 1 6, 24:42, 25:2,
3 9 : 44, 42:49, 43:85, 45:27,
48:14, 57:2, 57:5, 85:9
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earth (continued)
exaltation to God, all in heavens and
earth give, 1 7 : 44, 24: 4 1 , 5 9 : 1 ,

-sky: brings forth smoke, 44: 1 01 1 ; tipped asunder, 84: 1 -4;
rolled up as scribe rolls up
scrolls, 2 1 : 1 04; stripped away,
8 1 : 1 -6 , 82: 1 -4

-stars extinguished, 73: 1 4
-sun and moon, 75 :7-9
heritage of heavens and earth,
belongs to God, 3 : 1 80 , 57: 1 0
hidden from God, nothing i n heav
en or earth, 3 : 5
holds heavens and earth from pass
ing away, God alone, 3 5 : 4 1
journey in, to see end of
-beliers, 3 : 1 37, 1 2 : 109, 40:82,
47: 1 0

-defiant unbelievers, 27:69, 30:42
-deniers, 6 : 1 1 , 22:46, 29:20, 30:9,
35:44

kingdom of heavens and earth,
belong to God, 7 : 1 58
knowledge of God
-all that is said in heavens and
earth, God knows of, 2 1 :4

earth (continued)
knowledge of God (continued)
-atom's weight, nothing smaller
or larger than that eludes Lord,
1 0 : 6 1 , 34:3

-encon1passes what is in heavens
and earth, 3:29, 5:97, 1 0 : 1 8 ,
1 7: 5 5 , 22:70, 2 9 : 5 2 , 49: 1 6, 5 8 : 7 ,
64:4

-grain hidden in darkness of
earth, God knows of, 6 : 5 9 ,
31:16

-leaf falling, God knows o f, 6: 5 9
-nothing concealed from God,
14:38

-penetrates into earth and issues
from (and what descends from
heaven and ascends to) , God
knows all , 34:2, 57:4
-secret in heavens and earth, God
knows each, 25:6
-unseen of heavens and earth,
1 1 : 1 23, 1 6 :77, 1 8 :26, 27:65,
27:75, 35:38, 49 : 1 8

laid down earth, fo r all living crea
tures, 55 : 1 0- 1 2
lifeless land, reviving with water,
43 : 1 0-1 1

livelihood, prolific therein, 7 : 1 0,
1 5 : 1 9-22, 78: 1 1

Lord of heavens and earth, 1 3 : 1 6 ,
1 9:65, 2 1 :56, 26:24, 3 7 : 5 , 38:66,
43 :82, 44:7, 45 :36, 5 1 :23, 78:37

migrating in God's earth, 3: 1 9 5 ,
4 : 9 7 , 8 : 7 2 , 1 6: 1 1 0

mountains, God anchored in, 1 3 : 3 ,
1 5 : 1 9, 1 6 : 1 5 , 2 1 : 3 1 , 3 1 : 1 0 ,
4 1 : 1 0 , 5 0 : 7 , 77:27, 7 8 : 6 , 79:32

night to repose in and daylight to
see, 1 0:67, 1 3 :3
One God of Heaven and Earth,
43:84

passages, threaded all through, 20:53
plants
-every delightful variety, 22:5,
50:7

-many gracious kinds, 26:7, 3 1 : 1 0
-pairs: of that which the earth
grows, 36:36; of vai�ed plants,
20:53

-some superior to others, 13:4
provision of God therein, 67: 1 5

General Index

earth (continuetf)
repel some people by means of oth
ers, divine decree so earth not
corrupted, 2 : 2 5 1
settlement
-hospitable place of, 2 : 3 6 , 27:606 1 , 40:64

-therein, 7:74, 1 1 :6 1
sky, G o d upholds so that i t does not
drop upon earth, 22:65
spread the earth, God alone, 5 1 :48,
7 1 : 1 9-20, 79:30

stars, guiding through veils of dark
ness of land and sea, 6 :96-97
subjugated ships and cattle, 43: 12-1 3
successor(s) o n earth, God appoint
ing humans as, 2:30, 6 : 1 65 ,
10:14

treasures o f heavens and earth,
belong to God alone, 3 9 : 63
vast kingdom of heavens and earth,
reflecting upon wonders of,
7 : 1 85, 5 0 : 6-8, 8 8 : 1 7-20

walk upon earth
-modest beating in, 3 1 : 1 9
-not proudly exultant, 1 7 :37,
31:18

-softly, 25:63
water
-barren land, bringing forth crops
from, 32:27
-clouds, driven to lifeless land,
35:9

-fruits of earth, brings forth,
1 4:32

-green, earth becoming from,
22:63

-life to dead earth, 2 : 1 64, 1 6: 6 5 ,
29:63, 30:24, 45 : 5

-lifeless earth, quivers and swells
with, 22:5, 4 1 :39
-orchards of delight, causing to
grow, 27:60
-plants of varying colors, bringing
forth with it, 39:21
whatever is in heavens and earth,
belongs to God, 3 : 1 32 , 4 : 1 7 1
yielding all its resources, 67: 1 5
East and West, 2 : 1 1 5 , 2 : 1 42, 2 : 1 77,
7 : 1 37 , 26:28, 3 7 : 5 , 55:17, 70:40,
73:9

Egypt
Jacob �. 1 2 : 99- 1 00

Egypt (continuetf)
Joseph �'· 1 2 : 20-2 1
Moses �. 1 0: 8 7
Pharaoh, 43 : 5 1
Elephant, Companions o f, 1 05 : 1 -5
Elias ;B. See Specialized Index, Prophets
Elisha �. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
emancipation
charitable offerings, given to free
from bondage, 9 : 6 0
estranging oneself sinfully from wife,
with pronouncement you are
prohibited to me for marital
relations as is my own mother's
backside, freeing bondservant
atonement for, 5 8 : 3
freeing human being from bondage,
90: 1 1 - 1 3

killing believer b y mistake, atone
ment for, 4:92
oaths (intentionally bound), atone
ment for breaking, 5 : 8 9
slaves, 2 : 1 7 7
emigration. See also Emigres; Helpers
expelled from homes, 3 : 1 95
in God's path, 2 : 2 1 8 , 4: 88-89, 4: 1 00,
8:72, 8 : 74-7 5 , 9 : 1 9-20 22:58

p ersecuted, 1 6 : 1 1 0
wronged, i n God's cause, 1 6: 4 1
Emigres. See also emigration; Helpers
allies of one another, those who
emigrated and those who gave
shelter and help, 8 :72
believing women, 60: 1 0, 6 6 : 5
forerunners in faith, 9 : 1 00
giving charitably to, 24:22
God's pleasure with, 9 : 1 00
granting repentance to, 9: 1 1 7
hour o f hardship, 9 : 1 1 7
inheritance of, 3 3 : 6
love and generosity of Helpers with,
5 9 : 8-9

needy, 5 9 : 8- 1 0
true believers, 8:74
envy
B edouins, proceeding to spoils,
48: 1 5

Muhammad � and people, for
Heavenly guidance, 4:54
People of the Scripture, loving to
tum you back into disbelievers,
out of, 2 : 1 09

envy (continuetf)
refuge in Lord of daybreak, from
envier when he envies, 1 1 3: 5
Evangel
confirmed by Quran, 3 : 3
mention, 3 : 4 8 , 3 : 6 5 , 5 : 1 4, 5 : 46-47,
5 :66, 5 : 6 8 , 5 : 1 1 0, 7 : 1 5 7 , 9 : 1 1 1 ,
48:29, 57:27

Eve (Arabic: I::l awwa; name not men
tioned), 2 :35-36, 4 : 1 , 7: 1 9-23,
20: 1 1 7 , 20: 1 2 1 , 20: 1 23 . See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Adam ;<01
evil
against yourselves, if done, 1 7 : 7
alone with those of, saying indeed we
are with you, 2 : 1 4
atom's weight o f, 9 9 : 8
averting, with what i s good, 1 3 :22,
28:54

barring people from God's path, a
great act of, 9 : 9 , 1 6:94
believers who pursued aggressors
after Battle of Ul:md, untouched
by any, 3 : 1 74
belying, signs of God, a great act of,
7 : 1 77 , 3 0 : 1 0

boasting about passing o f, after tast
ing blessing, 1 1 : 1 0
commandments o f God, whose tres
pass is characterized as, 17 :22-38
consequences
-of all unbelievers earned in life,
39:48, 3 9 : 5 1

-of all unbelievers had done in
life, 1 6:34
-shall appear to unbelievers, 45 :33
Day of, 76:7, 76: 1 1
deed(s) of, 2 :8 1 , 9 : 37 , 1 0:27, 27:90,
2 8 : 84, 29:4, 3 5 : 8 , 3 5 : 1 0 , 4 1 :46,
45 : 1 5 , 47: 1 4

devising, 35:43
disbelievers, rejoicing when such
afflicts believers, 3 : 1 20
divine invocation of, against those
who wish misfortune on believ
ers, 9 : 9 8
doing of, 9 : 1 02 , 20: 1 1 1 , 2 3 : 9 6
doings of some of People of
Scripture, 5 : 6 6
effect of touch of, on unbelievers
and those of wavering faith
---despairing, 1 7 : 8 3 , 4 1 :49
-full oflengthy prayers, 4 1 : 5 1
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evil (continued)
effect of touch (continued)
-impatient, 70:20
envier, 1 1 3 : 5
forewarned against morning of,
37: 1 77

gathering darkness of, 1 1 3 :3
God-fearing, never touched by in
Hereafter, 39:61
good deed and, not equal, 4 1 :34
hasten, 1 3 : 6 , 27:46
Hell
-abode of, 1 3 : 2 5 , 40:52
-burden of, 20: 1 0 1
-destination of, 4:97, 4 : 1 1 5 , 48 : 6
-place of, repose, 1 8 :29
-reckoning of, 1 3 : 1 8 , 1 3 : 2 1
-residence of, 25:66; resort of,
3 8 : 55-56

House of Pharaoh
-deeds of Pharaoh as great acts of,
40:37

-ill-omen of, decreed by God,
7:131

Hild ;,;01, fulse statement o f people
to, saying, our gods have struck
you with evil, 1 1 : 53-54
illicit sexual intercourse, great lewd
ness and, 17 :32
intent of hypocrites in swearing to
faith, 63:2
intercession with, recompense for,
4:85

invoking, 1 7 : 1 1
jinn-kind not knowing if God
intends such for people or not,
72: 1 0

Joseph ;£>
-brothers, in position of evil for
slandering, 1 2:77
-God turning such away from,
1 2 :24-25

-ladies of city, testifying regard
ing, we know nothing evil of him,
12:51

load o f unbelievers borne in
Hereafter, 6 :3 1 , 1 6:25
Lot ;£> , people of characterized as,
2 1 :74

loving something, possible though
bad, 2 : 2 1 6 , 3 : 1 80, 1 7 : 1 1 , 24: 1 1 ,
72: 1 0

marrying former wives of one's
father, act of lewdness and, 4:22
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evil (continued)
Mary �1, father characterized as not,
1 9 :28

mention, 5 : 66, 1 0: 1 1 , 1 6:28, 1 7 : 3 8 ,
58: i 5 , 63:2, 72: i 0

miserliness with what God has
given, characterized as, 3: 1 80
Moses ;£>, saved from, 40:45
much of the hasty invocations of
people, 10: 1 1
Noah ;£> , people of characterized as,
2 1 :76-77

not believing in the Hereafter, attri
bution to God, act of, 1 6 : 60
pardoning an offense of, characteris
tic of believers, 4: 1 49
Prayer, guards against, 29:45
Prophet �. in testimony of own
humanity, never would evil touch
me, if I knew unseen, 7 : 1 8 8
punishment o f hypocrites, who ally
with enemies ofbelievers, 5 8 : 1 5
raining down, metaphor o f divine
punishment, characterized as,
25:40, 2 6 : 1 7 3 , 27:58

recompense of those who do, 53:31
refuge, from that of God's creation,
1 1 3 : 1 -2

repentance, for those doing out of
ignorance, 4: i 7
Silil:i �1, she-camel, not touching
with any such intent, 7:73,
1 1 :64, 26: 1 5 6

satan
-close companion of, for unbe
lievers, 4:38
-commands, to lewdness and,
2: 1 69

schemes of, 1 6 :45
self, often bids to, 1 2 : 5 3
sorceresses, refuge from incantations
of, 1 1 3 : 4
soul, wishes very great distance
between it and acts of, it had
done, 3:30
thoughts of, 48:6, 48 : 1 2
torment o f, 2:49, 7 : 1 4 1 , 1 4 : 6
trial, good and, 2 1 :35
trying people with evil, 2 1 :35
unbelievers denying committing acts
of, at moment of death, 1 6 :28
upon disbelievers, disgrace and,
1 6 :27

evil (continued)
whisperer of, characteristic of Satan,
incessantly inciting to and
receding, 1 1 4:4
wicked siander, against believers,
ultimately good for them not,
24: 1 1

ewes, subj ect o f dispute brought before
David �1, 3 8 : 2 1 -25. See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: David �
exaltation. See also bow down
angels
-fear of God, exalting with all
praise, 1 3 : 1 3
-highly exalted b e You! 2:32
--we who highly exalt God aione,
3 7 : 1 65 - 1 6 6

birds, 21 :79, 24: 4 1 , 3 8 : 1 8
bowing down, 1 3 : 1 5 , 1 6 : 48-49,
22: 1 8 , 5 5 : 6-7

forms of praise
-highly exalt God, 30: 1 7
-highly exalted are You! 3 : 1 9 1 ,
5 : 1 1 6 , 7 : 1 43 , 1 0 : 1 0 , 2 1 :87,
24: 1 6 , 25 : 1 8, 34:41

-highly exalted be my Lord! 1 7 : 93
-highly exalted is God alone, Lord of
All the Worlds! 27:8
-highly exalted is Godfar above all
they ascribe, 23 : 9 1 , 37: 1 5 9
-highly exalted is God, Lord of the
Throne, far above all they ascribe,
2 1 :22

-highly exalted is He, 1 0 : 6 8
-highly exalted is He above all they
assodate as gods with Him, 9 : 3 1
-highly exalted is He above having a
son! 4: 1 7 1 , 1 9 :35
-highly exalted is He above taking a
child to Himself, 39:4
-highly exalted is He above those
ascribing daughters to Him, 1 6 :57
-highly exalted is He and most high
above all they assodate as gods with
Him, 1 0 : 1 8 , 1 6 : 1 , 28:68, 30:40,
3 9 : 67, 52:43, 59:23

-highly exalted is He and Most
High. Jar above what they ascribe,
6 : 1 00

-highly exalted is He, far above tak
ing offspring, 2 : 1 1 6 , 2 1 :26
-highly exalted is Hefar above what
they say, and most high with great
est sublimity, 1 7 : 43

General Index

exaltation (continued)
forms of praise (continued)
-highly exalted is One in whose
mighty Hand is all dominion over
all things, 3 6 : 8 3
-highly exalted is our Lord! 1 7 : 1 08 ,

excellence (continued)
excelling in doing good (continued)
-God never wastes reward of,
9 : 1 20 , 1 1 : 1 1 5 , 1 2 : 5 6 , 1 2:90,
1 8:30

-mercy of God, ever near those,

68:29

-highly exalted is the Lord of the
heavens and earth, Lord of Throne,
above all they ascribe, 43: 82
-highly exalted is the One who creat
ed all the pairs, 36:36
-highly exalted is the One who has
subjugated this to us, 43: 1 3
-highly exalted i s your Lord, Lord of
Invincible Might, Jar above all they
ascribe, 37 : 1 80
-most highly exalted be God, 1 2 : 1 08
heavens and earth
-seven heavens, earth and all that
are in them, giving due exalta�
tion to God, 1 7:44
-whoever is in exalts God, 24: 4 1 ,
57: 1 , 5 9 : 1 , 59:24, 6 1 : 1 , 62: 1 ,

7:56

-submitting to God and, 2 : 1 1 2 ,
4: 1 25 , 3 1 :22

fashioned humans in excellent form,
40:64, 64:3

reward of
-Aaron �" 37 : 1 1 9 - 1 2 1
-Abraham �1, 6: 83-84, 37: 1 03-1 1 0
-Elias td1, 3 7 : 1 29- 1 3 1
-excelling i n doing good, 5 : 8 5 ,
33:29, 3 9 : 34, 5 5 : 60, 7 7 : 4 1 -44
-Joseph �1, 1 2 : 2 1 -22

-Moses �1, 2 8 : 1 3- 1 4, 37: 1 1 9- 1 2 1
-Noah �1 , 37:78-80
excuse, 9:66, 9:90, 9 : 94, 1 8 :76, 3 0 : 5 657, 40:52, 64: 1 4 , 66:7, 75 : 1 5 ,
77:35-36, 8 2 : 9

exultant, 3 : 1 8 8 , 6 : 44, 9:50, 1 1 : 1 0,
1 3 :26, 1 7 :37, 23:53, 27:36, 2 8 : 7 6 ,

64: 1

mountains, exalting God with David

�I,

2 1 :79, 3 8 : 1 8

Prophet ,�, highly exalting Lord,
1 5 : 9 8 , 20: 1 30, 2 5 : 5 8 , 33:42,

40: 5 5 , 50:39-40, 52:48-49,
56:74, 69:52, 76:26, 87: 1 , 1 1 0 : 3

thunder, peals of, exalting God with
all praise, 1 3 : 1 3
Zachariah ;;O, exalting God in
evenings and mornings, 3 : 4 1 ,
1 9: 1 1

excellence
abode of God-fearing, most excel
lent, 1 6:30
compensation, remitting in n1ost
excellent way, 2 : 1 7 8
everything God created, 32: 7
excelling in doing good
-and being God-fearing, 3 : 1 72,
4 : 1 28 , 5 : 93

-blame, never cast upon those
doing, 9 : 9 1
-glad tidings for, 22:37, 46: 1 2
-God increases reward o f for,
2:58, 7 : 1 6 1

-God i s with those, 1 6 : 1 2 8 , 29:69
-God loves those, 2: 1 9 5 , 3 : 1 3 4 ,
3 : 148, 5 : 1 3 , 5 : 93

3 1 : 1 8 , 40:75, 40:83, 5 7 : 2 3

eye(s) . See sight
F

fabrication. See also liar(s); lie(s)
accusing chaste women of illicit sex
ual intercourse, penalty for false
testimony, 24:4-5
all that is worshiped apart from sole
God, graven images and, 29: 1 7
calumny, n o t lawful t o speak, 24: 1 6
disbelievers, false accusation against
Quran, 25:4, 34:43, 46: 1 1
God has begotten offspring, utter fabri
cation, 37 : 1 5 1
gods apart from true God, 3 7 : 85-86,

false deities. See also associarion of gods,
with Sole God
belief in, 4 : 5 1
disbelief in, firmest handhold, 2 : 2 5 6
disbelievers
-fighting in path of, 4:76
-patrons of, 2:257
messengers, shunning, 1 6 : 3 6
shunning, 3 9 : 1 7
submitting t o judgment of, 4:60
worship of, 5 : 60
falsehood
all that you worship apart from
God, 22:62, 3 1 :30, 34:48-49
arguing with to refute truth, 1 8 : 5 6 ,
40: 5

disbelievers following, 1 6:72, 47: 1 -3
false means, not consuming one
another's wealth by, 2 : 1 88 , 4:29,
4 : 1 60- 1 6 1 , 9:34

God
-nullifying, 8 : 8
-obliterates, 42:24
losers, those who disbelieve in God
and believe in, 29:52
mixing truth with falsehood, shall
not, 2:42, 3 : 7 1
parable of truth and falsehood, foam
fades and benefits remain, 1 3 : 1 7
progenitors o f, 7 : 1 73 , 29:48, 3 0 : 5 8 ,
4 0 : 7 8 , 45:27

Remembrance of Heavenly Book, no
falsehood can reach, 4 1 : 4 1 -42
vanishing, 1 7 : 8 1 , 2 1 : 1 8
family. See also children; parents
adornment, exhibiting to family
members, 24:31
all that begets and all that is begotten,
object of divine oath, 9 0 : 1 -3
arbitrators, when fearing split
between spouses, 4:35
believers, vigilant as to chastity of
46:28
secret parts, 23:5- 7, 70:29-31
sinful liar, 26:221 -222, 45:7-9
creation of single soul, and from it
slander, wicked, 24: 1 1 - 1 2 ; four wit
its mate, 4: 1 , 7 : 1 89 , 3 9 : 6
nesses, 24: 1 3
divorce
staff o f Moses �1, swallowing all that
-rules of, 2 : 228-229, 2 : 2 3 1 -232,
sorcerers falsify, 7 : 1 1 7 , 26:45
2:24 1 , 33: 49
uttering that of which you have no
-wives of Prophet $, 33:28
sure knowledge, 24: 1 5
dowry compensation, 4:24-25, 5 : 5 ,
factions, 3 : 7 8 , 3 : 1 00 , 6 : 65, 6 : 1 5 9 , 7:30,
3 3 : 5 0 , 60: 1 0
1 9 : 69 , 23:53, 27:45, 28:4, 3 0 : 32
enemies, from among spouses and
children, 64: 1 4
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family (continued)
Family of
-Aaron ;;21, 2:248
-Abraham ;;61, 3:33, 4:54
-David ;£1, j4: 1 3
-'Imdn, 3 : 3 3
-Jacob ic'.i1, 1 2 : 6 , 1 9 : 6
-Lot ;[51, 1 5 : 59, 1 5 : 6 1 , 27:56, 54:34
-Moses ;;61 , 2:248
-Pharaoh, retrieving infant Moses
�1 vvhen cast into river, 20:3739, 28 :7-9

Fire whose fuel is people and stones,
saving self and families from,
66:6

flagrant defiance, 4:34
Gardens everlasting, abode of righ
teous fathers, spouses, and chil
dren, 1 3 :23, 3 6 :55-56, 40:8
Ishmael id1, enjoining family with
Prayer and Zakat-Charity,
1 9 : 54-55

Jacob ;;61, entering Egypt with,
1 2: 9 9- 1 00

Job ;;61, given back joy of, 2 1 :84
joy of eyes, spouses and children,
25:74

justice, upholding even if against
parents or relatives, 4: 1 35
killin g believer by mistake, compen
sation for family of slain, 4:92
Lot ;i.11
-deliverance of with, 7 : 8 3 , 1 5 : 59 ,
2 1 : 7 1 -7 5 , 2 6 : 1 69-1 7 1 , 27: 54-58,
29:28, 2 9 : 32-33, 3 7 : 1 3 4

-setting out with, before punish
ment befell Sodom, 1 1 : 8 1 -83,
1 5:65

loving God, more than fathers, chil
dren, brothers, wives, and kins
folk, 9:24
loving-kindness, enjoined upon
every human being, 46: 1 5
lowering gaze, believing men and
women, 24:30-3 1
marriage proposal, \Vernen in ·wait
ing, 2:235
Mary ;ic1, veil from, 1 9 : 1 7
men i n relation t o women, 2:228,
4:34

Moses �1
-leaving aside when noticing fire,
20: 1 0 , 27:7, 2 8 : 29
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family (continued)
Moses ;ib1 (continued)
-supplicating God to appoint for
him minister from, 20:29-30
mothers nursing children, two full
years, 2 : 233
Noah pil1
-deliverance from flood, 1 1 :40,
2 1 :76, 23:27, 37:76

-son, not of his believing family,
1 1 :45-46

pairs of male and female, 1 6:72,
42: 1 1

parting, God enriching each from
His bounty, 4 : 1 3 0
Prayer, enjoining upon, 20: 1 32
reconciliation, 4:35, 4 : 1 28
remembrance of God, wealth and
children should not div�rt from,
63:9

remnant, of Family of Moses rib1 and
Aaron �1 in ark, 2 : 248
spouses, reposing in them, 3 0 : 2 1
temptation, wealth and children
cause of, 8:28, 64: 1 5
tillage, analogy with women, 2:223
wealth
-and children: diversion from
remembrance of God, 63:9;
enjoyment of delusion, 57:20;
temptation, 8:28
-and families, occupying
Bedouins not wanting to fight,
48: 1 1

women, safeguarding
-chastity of secret parts, 24:3 1
-sacred trusts in absence of husbands, 4:34
Zachariah's (Bi prayer for successor,
3 : 3 8 , 1 9: 5-6

fasting
atonement, for
-alternative atonement for
estranging wives sinfully, fasting
two consecutive months, 5 8 : 3-4
-breaking vows in oaths, 5 : 8 9
-killing believer, mistakenly, 4:92
-killing game, while in pilgrim
sanctity, 5:95
Mary (01, vowing fast to All
Merciful not to speak, 1 9:26
men and women, forgiveness and
magnificent reward for, 33:35

fasting (continued)
night of, intimate approach to 1nates
permitted, 2 : 1 87
offering, fasting when not finding
1neans to complete p1lgnmage,
2 : 1 96

prescribed (for Muslims), as pre
scribed for past believers, 2 : 1 83
Ramadan, fasting compulsory when
bearing ·witness to month of,
2 : 1 85

redemption for
-missing fast, those hardly able to
endure it should feed indigent,
2 : 1 84

-shaving head, before charitable
offering of I:lajj-Pilgrimage
reaches its destination, 2 : 1 96
ritual retreat during, no intin1atc
approach in mosques of God,
2 : 1 87

sickness, fasting same nun1ber of
other days, 2 : 1 85
specified number of days, 2 : 1 84
traveling (if breaking fast of
Ramadan during) , fasting same
number of other days, 2 : 1 8 5
white thread o f dawn, eating and
drinking until it becomes clear,
2 : 1 87

father. See parents
fear. See also God-feating
angels, fear of God, 1 6:49-50
believers, fearing neither deprivation
nor degradation, 72: 1 3
blame cast o n God's religion, no
fear of, 5 : 5 4
calling upon God in, 7 : 5 6 , 3 2 : 1 6
Day Hereafter, 24:37, 74:53, 76:7,
76:10

gathering before Lord, 6 : 5 1
have no fear, believers, 4 1 : 3 0
Moses (5d1 and Aaron i.J1, 20:45-46,
20:68, 26: 1 2- 1 4 , 27: 1 0, 2 8 : 3 1 ,
2 8 :33-34

mother of Moses ;;61, 28:7
no fear upon them, believers, 2:38,
2:62, 2 : 1 1 2 , 2:262, 2 : 274, 2:277,
3 : 1 70, 5 : 69 , 6:48, 7 : 3 5 , 7:49,
1 0 : 62, 43:68, 46: 1 3

o f God, 3 : 1 7 5 , 5 : 2 8
painful punishment of God, 5 1 : 3 7

General Index
_"_ _____________

------- ···----

fear (continue<!)
presence of God, standing for
Judgment in, 14: 14, 7 9:40-41
Satan, fear of God, 8 : 4 8 , 5 9 : 1 6
standing before Lord, 55:46
threat of God, 1 4 : 1 4, 5 0 : 45
torment
-of awesome Day, 6 : 1 5 , 7:59,
1 0 : 1 5 , 1 1 :3 , 26: 1 3 5 , 39:13, 46:21

fighting (continue<!)
remembering God, 8 : 4 5
retreat, 3 3 : 1 5 - 1 6
turning back, 8 : 1 5- 1 6
Ul:md, 3 : 1 2 1 - 1 2 6
withdrawing from belligerence, 4:90
fingertips
angels, striking, 8 : 1 2
biting out of rage, 3 : 1 1 9
God well able t o form, resurrecting,

-of encompassing D ay, 1 1 :84
75:4
-of painful Day, 1 1 :2 6
fire. See also Hell; Hereafter
feast from heaven, 5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 5 . See also
Abrahan1 t.J1 cast into, cooling by
Specialized Index, Prophets: Jesus ;i'.11
God's command, 2 1 : 6 8-70,
female. See women
29:24, 3 7 :97-98
fig, object of divine oath, 9 5 : 1
angels over which
fighting
-keepers of Fire, 74:26-31
aggression, prohibition against,
-stern and severe, 6 6 : 6
2: 1 90-193
associating gods with God, abode is,
asylum, 4 : 90-9 1
5 :72-73
believers, setting things aright
beliers of
between, 49:9
-Book of God, 40:70-72
blame, none upon weak or sick
-bring us out of this, and if we return
abstaining from, 9 : 9 1 -96
to unbelief we would be wrongdoers,
Children of Israel, God prescribed
23 : 1 06- 1 08
fighting for them, 2 :246
-Day ofJudgment, 52: 1 1 - 1 4
covenant, those breaching oaths
-signs of God, 5 : 1 0, 5 : 86, 7:36,
after making with you, 8 : 5 6-58,
9:12-13

God gives life and death, 3 : 1 56
hypocrites, 3 : 1 66- 1 67 , 9 : 42-49,
9 : 8 1 -87, 9 :93-96

in God's
-cause, 6 1 : 4
-path, 2 : 1 90 , 2 :244-46, 3 : 1 3 ,
4:74-76, 9 : 1 1 1 , 73:20

mention, 2:21 6-2 1 7 , 2:253, 3 : 1 1 1 ,
3 : 1 67-168, 3 : 1 95 , 4:76-77, 4:84,
4:90, 5 :24, 8:65, 9 : 1 2- 1 4, 9:29,
9:36, 9 : 1 2 3 , 22:39, 2 8 : 1 5 , 32:20,
33:25, 47:20, 48: 1 6, 48:22, 49:9,
57: 1 0 , 59: 1 1 - 1 2 , 5 9 : 1 4, 60: 8-9

numbers (of people), 2:249, 8 : 6566, 9:25-26

patience, 2 : 177, 3 : 1 25 , 3 : 1 40-142,
3:200, 8:46, 47 : 3 1

permission given t o those \Vronged,
22:39-40

persecution, 2 : 1 93 , 8 : 3 9
Prayer, during, 4 : 1 0 1 - 1 03
prophets, alongside of whom many
followers, 3: 1 46
reliance upon God alone, 3 : 1 60,
3 : 1 72-175

57 : 1 9

callers to
-idolaters, 2:22 1
-people, 40:41 -43
-Pharaoh and hosts, 28:39-41
-Satan beckoning, 31 : 2 1
Companions o f Fire, 7 : 5 0
consuming wealth
-falsely, of people, 9 :34-35
-unjustly, of orphans, 4 : 1 0
Crusher, Fire of God, 104:4-9
defiant unbelievers, 1 4:48-5 1 ,
1 8 : 5 2-5 3 , 32:22

desire, to get out of, 5:37
disbelievers
-mention, 2:39, 3 : 1 5 1 , 5 :36-37,
8 : 1 4 , 1 3 : 5 , 1 3 :3 5 , 24:57, 40: 4 1 43, 4 1 :27-28 , 4 6 : 2 0 , 47 : 1 2,
57 : 1 4- 1 5 , 64: 1 0 , 90: 1 9-20, 9 8 : 6

-turning a\vay from one's reli
gion, 2 : 2 1 7
drink in
-fiercely boiling spring, 8 8 : 4-5
-scalding fluid, 37:67-68, 38:5557 , 47 : 1 5

-water resen1bling molten brass,
1 8:29

fire (continue<!)
evil deeds, recompense for, 2: 80-8 1 ,
1 0 : 27

exit, endeavoring to, 22:22
faces in fire
-dragged into on, 54:47-48
-pitched into, 27:90
-seared, 23: 1 04- 1 0 5
-turned about in, 3 3 : 6 6
flesh, ripped away, 7 0 : 1 5- 1 8
food
-Impalatable Tree of Zaqqum,
eating from, 3 7 : 62-66, 44:43-46,
5 6 : 5 1 -5 6

-thorny bush, not fattening nor
availing against hunger, 8 8 : 4-7
fuel, people and stones, 2:24, 3 : 1 0,
66:6

hypocrites, 4: 1 45 , 9 : 63-68, 5 7 : 1 41 5 , 5 8 : 1 4- 1 7

idolaters, 9 : 1 7, 9 : 1 1 3
iron, setting chunks o f afire,
1 8 : 96-97

keepers of Hell, asked to lighten day
of torment, 40:49-50
left hand, one given book of deeds,
69:25-3 1

life of this world, those desiring only
its adornment, 1 1 : 1 5- 1 6
lowest depth, 4: 1 45
Moses ;ib1, noticing fire and leaving
family aside to go to, 20: 1 0 ,
27:7, 28:29

People of Fire-Pit, perished, 85:4-10
Pharaoh, ushered into at head of
people, 1 1 : 97-98
raiments of fire, tailor cut, 22 : 1 9-22
reverting to forbidden ways, if
returned to world after seeing
Fire, 6 : 27-28
said or asked, in discourse therein
-arguing with one another, weak
of world with those insolently
anogant, 40:47-48
-did there not come to you messengers
from among yourselves? 3 9 :7 1 -72
-no welcome is there, 3 8 : 5 9-64
-what is with you that you cannot
help one another? 3 7 :22-33
-where is all you worshiped apart
from God? 26: 9 1 - 1 02
save us from torment of, 2 : 20 1 , 3 : 1 6,
3 : 1 9 1 - 1 92
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fire (continued)
set upon brink of, wishing to be
returned to world and not deny
signs, 6 :27-28
<:Ptt-i n o- frwt-h PV'lmnlP.
? ·· 1- h_1
-------r-- �
-R
�

- - - ----v - - - ---

setting np rivals t o God, 14:30, 3 9 : 8
sinfulness, 7 1 :25
tree, kindling from, 36:80, 5 6 : 7 1 -73
ungodly deeds, 32:20-2 1
usury, devourers of; 2 :275-276
verses of God, those confuting,
22:51

wishing they were muslims, in will
ing submission to God, 1 5 :2-3
wretched, rejoicing in wrongdoing
in life, 1 1 : 105-107
wrongdoers, 1 1 : 1 1 3 , 34:42
Fire-Pit. See People of the Fire-Pit
finnest handhold, grasping, 2:256,
3 1 :22. See also hand(s)
fish. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
flame, 1 5 : 1 8, 37 : 1 0 , 54:47, 5 5 : 1 5 ,
72:8-9

flaunting beauty and adornment,
women forbidden to, 33:32-33
flood, 7 : 1 3 3 , 2 9 : 1 4 . See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Noah ;i:i,
fly, 22:73
follower
'Ad, following command of obsti
nate tyrannical ones, 1 1 : 5 9-60
angels, seeking forgiveness for those
following way of God, 40:7-9
Book of Quran, 6 : 1 55 , 3 9 : 5 5
children, following parents in faith,
52:21

conjecture, 5 3 : 23 , 5 3 : 27-28
falsehood, disbelievers following,
47:2-3

"followed" in the world disavowing
those who had followed them,
when faced with torment,
2 : 1 65-167, 1 4 : 2 1 -23, 40:47-48

good pleasure of God, 3 : 1 62 , 3 : 1 74,
5 : 1 5- 1 6

goodness, forerunners following
course in, 9 : 1 00
guidance of God, 2 : 3 8 , 20: 1 23
Jesus ;i:i,, 3 : 52-53
Law, course of Divine, 45 : 1 8
Messenger �. the unlettered
Prophet ec, 7 : 1 57 , 9 : 1 1 7
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follower (continued)
messengers, 6 : 87-90
-Abraham ;81, 3 : 6 8 , 3 : 9 5 , 4 : 1 25
-Muhammad �, 3 : 3 1
Ph2?:";ich, fcllc'.'.>in.g

1 1 : 97-99

ccmm:::.!::_d ::£,

rebelling against way of believers,
4: 1 1 5

revelations from God, 6:50, 6 : 1 06 ,
7 : 3 , 7 :203, 1 0 : 1 5 , 1 0 : 1 0 9 , 33:2,
46 :9

Satan, following after one stripping
himself of illuminating signs of
God, 7: 175-176
straight way of God, 6 : 1 5 3
vvhims, forbidden to follovv, 2 : 1 20,
2 : 1 45 , 4 : 1 35 , 5 : 48 , 5 :77, 6 : 1 50,
7: 1 76 , 1 3 :37, 1 8 :28, 1 9 : 5 9,
20: 1 6, 23 : 7 1 , 28:50, 30:29,
42: 1 5 , 45 : 1 8 , 47: 1 6 , 54:3

word of God, following very best of
it, 3 9 : 1 7 - 1 8
wrath of God, following what
brings it down, 47:28
folly, killing children, 6 : 1 40 . See also
fool(s)
food(s)
Abraham �1
-false gods of people, not eating
offerings, 3 7 : 9 1 -93
-roasted calf, bringing for guests
to eat, 1 1 :69-70, 5 1 :24-28
Adam il1
-eating plentifully from garden,
2:35, 7 : 1 9

-not t o hunger i n garden, 2 0 : 1 1 8
-tree, eating from though forbidden, 7 : 1 9-22, 20: 1 20- 1 22
atonement
-fasting, redemption for each day,
2: 1 84

-feeding ten indigent people,
5:89

-for killing game in state of pil
grim sanctity, 5 : 9 5
backbiting, like eating dead broth
er's flesh, 49 : 1 2
Children of lsrael
-all food lawful except what
Prophet Israel ;;d1 prohibited,
3:93

-forbidden foods, 4: 1 60- 1 6 1 ,
5:42-43, 9:34

food(s) (continued)
Children of Israel (continued)
--substituting what is better with
what is lesser, 2 : 6 1
forth to bring back food, 1 8: 1 9
date palms and grapevines, eating
from fruit of, 36:35
devouring greedily, inheritance of
others, 89: 1 9-20
disbelievers
-eating and enjoying life, 1 5 :2-3,
47 : 12

-not feeding indigent, 6 9 : 34
-refusing to spend charity, to feed
poor, 36:47
-Saqar, thrust into for refusing to
feed indigent, 74:40-44
excessive, eat without being, 6 : 1 4 1 ,
7:31

fast, eat and drink i n night of, 2 : 1 87
feeding
-indigent, orphan, and captive of
war, despite desire for it, 76:8-12
-not feeding indigent, 6 9 : 32-36,
74:42-44, 8 9 : 1 7 - 1 8 , 1 07 :2-3

-poor, afflicted, or indigent,
22:28, 90: 1 1 - 1 8

-self-restrained needy and suppli
ant poor, 22:36
forbidden
-foods to eat (e.g., carrion, blood,
flesh of swine, etc.), 2 : 1 73 , 5 : 3 ,
6 : 1 45 , 1 6: 1 1 5

-game, to hunt while in state of
pilgrim sanctity, 5 : 1
game, restricted during Pilgrimage
yet readily attainable, 5 :94-95
God
-feeds, 106:3-4; and is not fed,
6:14

-forging claims against God
regarding food, 6 : 1 3 8- 1 40 ,
6 : 1 45, 1 6: 1 1 6

-prohibits and makes lawful, 5 : 87,
6 : 1 43-144, 6 : 1 50

grazing beasts, lawful, 5 : 1 , 22:28
Hereafter for believers
-eating and drinking salubriously,
52: 1 7-22, 69: 1 9-24, 77:41-43

-fruits in, 52:22, 69:23, 77 :42
Hereafter for disbelievers
-food: of a thorny bush that does

General Index

food(s) (continued)
Hereafter for disbelievers (continued)
not fatten or avail against
hunger, 8 8:2-7; of purulent dis
charge, 69:36-3 7; that chokes,
73:13

-lmpalatable Tree of Zaqqi\m,
eating from, 3 7 : 62-66, 44:43-46,
5 6 : 5 1 -53

homes, eating freely from certain
ones (e,g,, your father's, etc),
24:6 1

indigent, not feeding, 6 9 :32-36,
74:42-44, 8 9 : 1 7 - 1 8 , 1 07 : 2-3

Israel ;;d, all food lawful for people
except what he prohibited, 3:93
Jesus i.J,
-Disciples asking him for table
spread of food from heaven,
5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 5

-eating food for sustenance, 5 :75
-revealing what none knew of
what people ate or stored up in
homes, 3 : 49
Jewry, forbidden foods, 4 : 1 60,
6 : 1 46 , 1 6 : 1 1 8

Joseph ;;31
-brothers' claim that wolf ate,
12:17

-father fearful that wolf would
eat, 1 2 : 1 3- 1 4
-king's dream, cows eaten, 1 2 : 43 ,
1 2:46

-severe years of drought consum
ing reserves of food, 1 2 :48
lawful and wholesome, eating from,
2 : 1 68 , 5 : 1 , 5 : 4-5, 5 : 87-88, 5 : 9 6 ,
7:32, 7 : 1 57, 1 6 : 1 1 4 , 20: 8 1 , 22:30

look at food, God causes it to grow,
80:24-32

manna and quail, 2:57
Mary �1, eating food for sustenance,
5:75

mention name of God, over what
you eat, 5 :4, 6 : 1 1 8- 1 1 9 , 22:28,
22:36

messengers, eating food, 5:75, 2 1 :78 , 23:33, 25:7-8, 25:20

Messiah ;i'.;1, eating food for suste
nance, 5 : 7 5
Moses ;£!!
-asking attendant, for fish of mid
day meal, 1 8 :66

food(s) (continueu�
Moses ;i'.;1 (continued)
-people of, not enduring one
kind of food, 2 : 6 1
-requesting food, from people
who refused, 1 8:77
Muhammad � ' not waiting for
mealtime in home of, 3 3 : 5 3
offering that shall b e consumed by
fire, 3 : 1 83
prophet of lsrael, who died hundred
years then resurrected, food and
drink of, 2:259
provision from God, 2 9 : 1 7 , 34: 1 5
Salih ;;31, miraculously created she
camel, leaving to eat in God's
land, 7:73, 1 1 :64
Scripture, lawful food of those
given, 5 : 5
sea, eating tender meat from, 1 6 : 1 1 4
starvation, offering food to orphan
or indigent on day of, 90: 1 1 - 1 8
thanks t o G o d for, 2 : 1 72 , 22:36,
29: 1 7 , 34: 1 5 , 3 6 : 3 5 , 36:73,
1 06 : 1 -4

wholesome, eating from, 2 : 5 7 ,
2 : 1 68 , 2 : 1 72, 5 :4, 5 : 8 8 , 7:32,
1 6 : 1 1 4, 20: 8 1 , 23:5 1

fool(s) . See also folly
among people, 2 : 1 42
destruction, for what fools have
done, 7 : 1 55
disbelievers saying, shall we believe as
the fools have believed? 2 : 1 3
elders o f 1A.d, claiming prophet
mired in foolishness, 7 :66-67
fooling oneself, 2 : 1 3 0
outrage against God, foolish speak
ing, 72:4
forbearance, 9 : 1 1 4, 1 1 : 7 5 , 1 1 : 8 7 , 37 : 1 0 1
forefathers, forbidden to adhere t o and
follow ways of when not rightly
gnided, 2 : 1 70, 5 : 1 04, 7 : 2 8 , 7:70,
1 0 : 7 8 , 1 1 :62, 1 1 : 87 , 1 1 : 1 09 , 1 4 : 1 0 ,
2 1 : 5 1 -54, 3 1 :2 1 , 3 4 : 4 3 , 37:68-70,
43 : 22-24

forgiveness. See also repentance
Abraham ;;di
-forgive my father, 2 6 : 8 6
-I shall ask my Lm·d to forgive you,
saying to father, 1 9:47
-I shall seekfo1givenessfor you, say
ing to father, 60:4-5

forgiveness (continued)
Abraham ;;di (continued)
-Lord, forgive me, my parents and all
believers on Day of Reckoning,
14:41

-promise he made to father to
seek, forgiveness, 9 : 1 1 4
all-relenting and mercy-giving God,
for those seeking, 4 : 64
angels
-·bearers of Throne of God, seek
ing forgiveness for believers,
40:7

-seeking forgiveness for those on
earth, 42: 5
believers
-forgive us: and have mercy upon us,
2:286; and our brethren preceding us
in faith, 5 9 : 1 O; our sins and absol11e
us of our misdeeds, 3 : 1 93
-Garden prepared for, 5 7 : 2 1
-generous provision and forgiveness awaiting, 8 : 74, 22:50,
24:26, 34:4

-great reward and forgiveness,
1 1 : 1 1 , 35:7

-lofty ranks and forgiveness
awaiting, 8 : 4
-magnificent reward and forgive
ness awaiting, 5 : 9 , 33:35, 48:29
God-fearing
-feating Lord while in domain of
unseen, great reward, 67 : 1 2
-forgiveness and magnificent
reward for, 49:3
-Garden for, and forgiveness,
3 : 1 33 , 3 : 1 36 , 47 : 1 5

--.ayingforgive us our sins, 3 : 1 5- 1 6
godly followers o f prophets, saying
forgive us our sins and our excesses
in our effairs, 3 : 1 46- 1 47
hypocrites
-never forgiven, even if Prophet
� sought forgiveness seventy
times for, 9 :79-80
-never will God forgive them,
63:6

idolaters, not to seek forgiveness for,
9 : 1 13- 1 1 4 , 60:4

mention
-forgive, 2 : 5 8 , 2:284, 3 :3 1 , 3 : 1 29 ,
3 : 1 35 , 4 : 4 8 , 4: 1 1 6 , 4 : 1 37 , 5 : 1 8,
5 :40, 7:23, 7 : 1 49, 7 : 1 6 1 , 7 : 1 69,
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forgiveness (continued)
mention (continued)
8:29, 8 : 3 8 , 8 :70, 1 1 :47, 1 4 : 1 0 ,
20:73, 24:22, 26: 5 1 , 26:82,
,.,, o
.:::, o

.

-1 r
.t u ,

,., ,.., _ '"7 1
".> / ."'1 ""7
..J J , t .1 , J u . .w 1 ,

forty (continued)
years, people of Moses il1 wander
ing earth, 5 : 20-26
fowl, flesh of whatever sort one desires,
56:20. Sec also Specialized Index,

'2 0 . A ".l
.J V . > J ,

39:53, 42 :37, 42:43, 45 : 1 4,
46: 3 1 , 47:34, 48:2, 48 : 1 2, 57:28,
6 1 : 1 2 , 64: 1 4 , 64: 1 7 , 7 1 :7

-forgiveness, 2 : 1 7 5 , 2 : 22 1 , 2:263,
2:268, 2:285, 3 : 1 57, 4:96, 36: 1 1 ,
57:20

Moses �1
-forgive us and have mercy upon us,
7:155

-I have wronged myself s o forgive me,
28: 1 6

-Lord, forgive m e and m y brother,

Life-forms: Animals
fragrance ofJoseph ;;d1 , Jacob ;d1 sensing,
1 2 : 94. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Jacob ;81; Joseph ;81
Friday congregational Prayer, 62:9- 1 0 .
See also Prayer
frogs, 7 : 1 3 3 . See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses il1
fruit(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Plants
futility
God rendering sorcery futile,
1 0 : 8 1 -82

7:151

Noah ;81, Lord, forgive me, m y parents,
and whoever enters my house as
believer, and all believing men and
women, 71 :28
patient doers of righteous deeds, for
giveness and great re\.vard for,
11:11

race one another, to forgiveness of
Lord, 5 7 : 2 1
seek, forgiveness from God, 2 : 1 99 ,
3 : 1 59 , 4: 1 06 , 4: 1 1 0 , 5 :74, 8:33,
1 1 :3 , 1 1 : 52, 1 1 :6 1 , 1 1 :90, 12:29,
1 2 : 97-98 , 1 8 : 5 5 , 2 3 : 1 1 8 , 24:62,
27:46, 40: 5 5 , 4 1 : 6 , 47: 1 9 , 48: 1 1 ,
6 0 : 1 2 , 7 1 : 1 0, 7 3 : 20, 1 1 0 : 3

seekers of forgiveness, at night's end,
3: 17, 5 1 : 1 8

servants o f God, saying, forgive us
and have mercy upon us, 23: 1 09
sins, seeking when committing act
of obscenity or wronging self,
3 : 1 35-136

Solomon ;81, forgive me and grant me
unrivaled kingdom, 38 :34-35
turning heads aside atTogantly, vvhcn
told Messenger � will seek
God's forgiveness for, 63 :5-6
fornicator, 24:2-5 . See also sexual inter
course
forty. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses rsd1
nights of retreat, 2 : 5 1 -52, 7 : 1 42,
20:83-85

prayer of full maturity, upon reach
ing forty years of age, 46: 1 5
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of desiring adornment of this world
over Next, 1 1 : 1 5 - 1 6
G

Gabriel (.±�. See angel(s)
gambling, 2 : 2 1 9 , 5 : 90-9 1
game. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
Garden
abode, 1 3 :35, 32: 1 9 , 5 3 : 1 3 - 1 5 ,
79:41

-heavenly, 33:29, 53: 1 5
-of bliss, 1 3:22-23, 1 3 :24, 1 3 :42
-of delight, 28:37
-of enduring residence, 40:39
-of lasting residence, 3 5 : 3 5
-of paradise, 6: 1 3 5
-of peace, 6 : 1 27, 10:25
Adam ;81, Garden habitation of
-dwelling in, 2:35, 7 : 1 9 ,
20: 1 1 7-1 1 9

-expulsion from, 2:36-38, 7:24,
7:27, 20: 1 1 7, 20 : 1 23

-forbidden fron1 single tree, 2:35,
7 : 1 9-20, 7:22, 20: 1 1 7-1 1 9

beneath which rivers flow, 2:25,
2:266, 3 : 1 5, 3 : 1 36, 3 : 1 95 , 3 : 1 98,
4:13, 4:57, 4: 1 22, 5 : 1 2, 5 : 8 5 ,
5 : 1 1 9 , 9 : 7 2 , 9 : 8 9 , 9 : 1 00, 1 0 : 9 ,
1 4:23, 1 6 :30-3 1 , 1 8 :3 1 , 20:76,
22 : 1 4, 22:23, 25 : 1 0, 29:58,
39:20, 47 : 1 2, 48 : 5 , 48:7, 48 : 1 7 ,
5 7 : 1 2 , 58 :22, 6 1 : 1 2 , 64:9, 65 : 1 1 ,
66:8, 85 : 1 1 , 9 8 : 8

Garden (continued)
Companions of Fire and
Companions of Garden, not
equal, 59:20
delights cf, 1 8:3 1 , 22:23, 35:33,

37:41-49, 38 : 49-53, 43:70-7 1 ,

44: 5 1 -56, 52:22-24, 5 6 : 1 1 -26,
7 6 : 1 2-22, 7 8 : 3 1 -36, 83:22-28,
88:8-16, 98:8

eartbJy life
-gardens: and grain of harvest,
50:9; and springs, 26: 1 32-1 34,
26: 1 46-148; date palms and
grapevines, 23 : 1 8- 19, 36:33-34;
luxuriant, 78: 1 4- 16; of
grapevines, 6:99, 1 3 :4; trellised
and untrellised, 6 : 1 4 1 ; two gar
dens of grapevines, parable of,
1 8:32

-people of Sheba, two vast gar
dens, 34: 1 5
-Pharaoh and hosts: drawn forth
from gardens and springs, 26: 5758; left behind many a garden,
plantation, and gracious station,
44:25

entering Garden
-after aftliction and harm striking
believers in life, 2 : 2 1 4
-afrer God making known those
striving and patient, 3: 1 42
-may not be admitted while bely
ing God's message, 70:36-39
everlasting, 9:72, 1 3 : 22-23, 1 6 :3 1 ,
1 8 : 3 1 , 1 9 : 6 1 , 20:76, 35:33,
38:50, 40:8, 6 1 : 12, 9 8 : 8

Gardens of Delight, 5:65, 9 : 2 1 , 1 0 : 9 ,
2 2 : 5 6 , 26:85, 3 1 : 8 , 37:42-43,
56: 1 1 - 12, 56:88-89, 68:34, 70:38

Gardens of Paradise, 1 8 : 1 07,
23: 1 0- 1 1

God calls to
-Abode of Peace, 10:25
-Garden of Paradise, 2:221
God-fearing
-Garden of Eternity, promised to,
25 : 1 5

-Garden o f Paradise: drawn near
and ushered into, 26:90, 39:7374; promised to, 1 3: 35 , 47 : 1 5
-gardens and springs, forever
amid, 1 5 :45, 44: 5 1 -52, 5 1 : 1 5 ,
52: 1 7 , 54:54

General Index

Garden (continued)
mention, 2:82, 2 : 1 1 1 , 2:265-266,

glad tiding(s) (continued)
Abraham il1 (continued)

3 : 1 33 , 3 : 1 85 , 4 : 1 24, 7 : 42-49,

1 5 : 5 1-56, 1 5 : 57-60, 2 9 : 3 1 -32,

9 : 1 1 1 , 1 0:26, 1 1 :23, 1 1 : 1 0 8 ,

37 : 1 00- 1 0 1 , 37: 1 1 2, 5 1 : 24-28,

1 6:32, 1 7 : 9 1 , 1 9:60, 1 9:63,
25:8-10, 29:58, 36:26, 36:55,

5 1 :29-30, 5 1 :3 1 -34

believers, told of Paradise, 2:25,

40:40, 4 1 :30, 42:7' 43:70, 46: 1 4 ,

2 : 223, 7 : 1 8 8 , 9 : 1 1 2 , 1 0:2,

47: 6 , 55:46, 5 5 : 54, 5 7 : 2 1 , 66: 1 1 ,

1 0 : 63-64, 17:9, 1 8 :2, 33:47,

69:22, 70:35, 7 1 : 1 2 , 74:40 ,
76: 1 2, 79:4 1 , 8 1 : 1 3 , 8 8 : 1 0, 89:30

owners of the garden (see main
entry)
prohibited
-for anyone associating gods with
God, 5 :72
-for those arrogantly belying
. God's revealed signs, 7 :40
-water and sustenance, for
Companions of Fire, 7 : 5 0
residence
-Abode of Lasting Residence,
3 5 :34-35

-best place of and fairest state of
repose, 25 :24
-most excellent, 25:75-76
salutation therein, Peace! 1 0: 9 - 1 0 ,

61:13

continuing upon straight way, 4 1 :30
embracing Remembrance and fearing All-Merciful, 3 6 : 1 1
excelling in doing good, 22:37
humbling themselves, 22:34-35
Jesus �1
-of birth, 3:45
-of corning message of
Muhammad � , 6 1 : 6
John ;;01, news o f impending birth,
3 : 3 9-40, 1 9 : 7

Mary �1, 3 : 4 5 , 1 9 : 1 9
Moses ;;01, o f deliverance, 1 0:87
Muhammad �, bearer of, 2:25,
2 : 1 1 9 , 2 : 1 55 , 5 : 1 9, 7 : 1 88 , 9 : 1 1 2 ,
1 0:2, 1 1 :2, 1 6 : 89 , 1 7 : 1 05 , 1 8:23 , 1 9:97, 25:56, 33:45, 33:47,

1 4:23, 1 5 :45-46, 1 9 : 6 1 -62,

34:28, 35:24, 36: 1 1 , 3 9 : 1 7 , 48:8

25:75, 33:44, 39:73, 5 0 : 34,

patience with affliction, 2 : 1 55 - 1 5 6
Quran as, 2 : 9 7 , 1 6:89, 1 6 : 1 02, 1 7 : 9 ,

56:25-26

settling therein, wherever one wills,
39:74

shade, 4:57, 1 3 :35, 56:27-34, 76: 1 21 4, 77:41 -43

wish, shall have therein whatever
one wishes, 1 6 : 3 1 , 2 5 : 1 5- 1 6 ,

1 9: 97, 27: 1 -2 , 46: 1 2

shunning idols and turning i n peni
tence, 3 9 : 1 7 - 1 8
striving i n path of God, 9:20-2 1 ,
9:1 1 1

Zachatiah ;;01, angels beating, 3: 39
39:34, 42:22, 50:34-35
glass plates overlaying water, in palace
garlic, Moses' ;;01 people calling for, 2 : 6 1
court of Solomon ;£1, 27:44. See also
gateway, people of Moses ;;01 passing
Specialized Index, Prophets:
through. See also Specialized Index,
Solomon �
Prophets: Moses ;;01
gnat, God teaching humankind using
disburden us, told to enter saying,
example of, 2:26
2:58, 7 : 1 6 1
goats, two pairs of, divine prohibitions
habitual wrongdoers substituted
as to, 6 : 1 43 . See also Specialized
invocation with word unlike
Index, Life-forms: Animals
heavenly command, 2 : 5 9
goblet of king, theft of, 1 2 : 69-76. See
gift, Queen of Sheba sending to
also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Solomon ;;01, 27:35-37. See also
Joseph ;;d1
Queen of Sheba
God. See Specialized Index, God:
ginger, mixture of in Garden's chalice of
Divine Acts
wine, 76: 1 7
God-fearing
abode of Hereafter, better for, 6:32,
glad tiding(s) . See also tidings
Abraham ;;01, messenger-angels bear
7 : 1 69 , 1 2: 1 09 , 1 6:30-3 1
ing to, 1 1 : 69-70, 1 1 :7 1 -73,
best provision, 2: 1 9 7

God-fearing (continued)
bliss for, 7 8 : 3 1 -33
Day Hereafter
-assembled in honored delega
tions, 1 9: 8 5
-being ever fearful of, 2 : 4 8 ,
2 : 1 23 , 2 : 2 8 1

Day of Resurrection, God-fearing
above disbelievers, 2 : 2 1 2
delivered, by God, 1 9:72
ever (be, is, or were) , 2 : 1 94, 2 : 1 961 97 , 2:203, 2:278, 3 : 1 02, 3 : 1 23 ,
3 : 1 30 , 3 : 200, 4 : 1 , 4: 1 3 1 , 5 : 4 ,
5 : 1 1 , 5 : 3 5 , 5 : 1 00, 5 : 1 08 , 6 : 1 55 ,
8 : 1 , 8 : 6 9 , 9 : 1 1 9, 1 0 : 63-64, 22: 1 ,
27:52-53, 3 1 :33, 3 3 : 5 5 , 33:70,
4 1 : 1 7- 1 8 , 59:7, 5 9 : 1 8 , 65 : 1 0,
92:5-7

fear God for
-all-hearing, all-knowing, 49: 1
-God all-aware of all you do, 5 : 8
-God all-knowing of all harbored
within breast of people, 5 : 7
-God all-knowing of all things,
2:23 1

-God all-seeing of all you do,
2:233

-He shall make a way out of
every difficulty, 65:2-3
-He shall make difficult matter
easy, 6 5 : 4
-mention, 2:41 , 2:282, 3 : 1 75 ,
5 : 5 7 , 5 : 8 8 , 5 : 93 , 5 : 1 1 2 , 6:72,
7:96, 8:29, 24:52, 60: 1 1

-you shall b e assembled before
Him, 5 8 : 9
-you will most surely meet Him,
2:223

fear of God
-devotional fear reaching God,
when making sacrificial offerings,
22:37

-help one another to, 5 : 2, 5 8 : 9
-prescribed rituals, honoring out
of, 22:32
fear your Lord, 3 : 1 98 , 3 9 : 1 0
Garden o f Eternity, promised for,
25 : 1 5

gardens and
-pure delights, 52: 1 7
-springs, forever amid, 1 5 :45-46,
5 1 : 1 5- 1 9
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God-fearing (continued)
Gardens of Paradise for, 3 : 1 5- 1 6 ,
3 : 1 33- 1 35 , 3 : 1 98 , 1 3 :35, 26:90,
3 8 : 49-50, 3 9 :73-74, 47: 1 5 ,

50:3 1 -32, 54: 54-55

glad tidings, of Paradise for, 1 9:97
God
-all-knowing, of those who are,
9 : 44

-is Patron of God-fearing, 45: 1 9
-is with God-fearing, 2 : 1 94, 9:36,
9 : 1 23 , 1 6 : 1 27-128

-knows full well who is, 53:32
-loves God-fearing, 3 :76, 9 :4, 9 : 7
hearts tested pure, for righteous fear
of Him, 49:2-3
honored delegations, 1 9 : 85
mercy of God, decreed for those
who are, 7 : 1 56
mountain breaking apart, from fear
of God if Quran was sent down
upon, 5 9 : 8 1
no tear upon them, \.vhen assem
bling for Judgment, 7:35
noblest in sight of God, 49: 1 3
patient and
-keep, 1 2:90
-remaining, 3 : 1 20 , 3 : 125
People of Scripture being, 5 : 65
Pharaoh's people, have they no fear of
God? 26: 1 0- 1 1
remembering God, when touched
with passing impulse from Satan,
7:201

re\vard
-awaiting, 3 : 1 72-1 74, 3 : 1 7 9
-for being, 47 :36
-of Hereafter better, 1 2:57
Sacred Mosque, rightful guardians
are, 8 : 3 4
shades and springs, amid, 77 : 4 1 -43
station, of honor and everlasting
sanctuary for, 44:5 1 -56
such as these are
-truehearted, 2: 1 77
-truth, those coming with and
confirming, 39:33
ulti1nate outcome is success for,
7 : 1 2 8 , 1 1 :49, 28:83

will you not be Godjearing?
-Elias ;i:11 calling people,
37: 1 23 - 1 24

-Hild ;;Ci, calling people,
26: 1 24-1 2 6
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God-fearing (continued)
will you not be (continued)
-Lot fG1 calling people, 26: 1 60- 1 6 1
-Noah ;D1 calling people,
2b: 1 Ub-HJ�

-Silil:i ;D1 calling people,
26: 1 42-1 44

-Shu'ayb ;i'J1 calling people,
26 : 1 77-179

God's servant (name not mentioned)
with Moses ;Di, 1 8 : 65-82. See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Moses rD'
behavior of God's servant obscure to
Moses ;£J1
-killing boy, 1 8:74
--scuttling ship. 1 8 : 7 1
-wall, reinforcing and setting
upright, 1 8 :77
disobey connnand of, Moses �i
promising not to, 1 8 :69
excuse-nuking, enough from Moses
;iii , 1 8:76
gt1idance, Moses f[J1 learning from,
1 8 :66

impatience of Moses ;81 with,
1 8 : 67-68, 1 8 :72, 1 8 :75

interpretation of God's servant's
actions
-boy, would oppress parents,
1 8: 8 0

-scuttling indigent ship, to save
from king seizing every seawor
thy ship, 1 8:79
-wall, built above hidden treasure
of two orphan boys, 1 8: 82
parting betvveen, 1 8 :78
questions, not permitted until God's
servant mentions reasoning,
1 8 :70

taught much knowledge, 1 8 :65
town refusing to host them when
asking for food, 1 8:77
gods. See association of gods, with Sole
God
Gog and Magog. See also Dhul-Qarnayn
bulwark barrier, Dhul-Qarnayn
building to keep out, 1 8 : 94-97
sowing corruption, 1 8:94
swanning from every elevation,
when barriers opened, 2 1 : 96-97
gold, 3 : 1 4, 3 : 9 1 , 9 :34-35 , 1 8 : 3 1 , 22:23,
3 5 :33, 43:53, 43:71

Golden Calf, 20:87-9 1 . See also Sarni1�y
anger of Moses {581 against Aaron (£:,
in relation to, 20:92-94
beard or head of Aaron �1, Moses
riJ1 seizing after people;s "\VOrsh1p
of, 20:94
burning, pulverizing, and scattering
idol into sea, 20:97
fear of Aaron f\81, to divide Children
of Israel, 20:94
god, people wronging themselves by
taking it as, 2 :53-6 1 , 2 : 92,
7 : 1 48 , 7 : 1 52

hearts, profound adoration of
infused deep into, 2:93
incapable of returning to them a sin
gle word, 20:89
low, making sound of with blowing
wind, 7 : 1 48
ornan1ents, casting into its i111age,
20:87-9 1

people with Aaron ;D1
-oppressing and intending to kill
him, for sake of, 7: 1 50
-refusing to obey him for sake of,
20:91

prayer for forgiveness for people's
false \Vorship of, Moses �1 and
Aaron (01, 7 : 1 5 1
seventy elect men, going t o Mount
Tur offering repentance, 7 : 1 55
son of my mother, appeal of Aaron ;;d1
to Moses ;;81, 7 : 1 50 , 20:94
stand of Aaron ;D1, against worship
of, 20:90-9 1
vvorship of, people of Moses �1,
4:153

Goliath. See also Saul, king; Specialized
Index, Prophets: David (01
David cD• killing, 2 : 2 5 1
hosts of lsrael, claiming no force of
strength to face, 2:249
small company of believers, prevail
ing upon nu1nerous ungodly,
2:249-250

vanquishing, 2:251
Gomonah, and Sodom (al-Mu'tafikat),
7 :80-82, 9:70, 1 1 :77-83, 1 5 : 57-77,
2 1 :74, 25:40, 29:3 1 , 3 8 : 1 3 , 5 0 : 1 3 ,
5 3 : 5 3 . See also Specialized Index,

Prophets: Lot �i
goodness (best and better)
abiding deeds of righteousness, bet
ter with Lord, 1 8:46, 1 9 :76

General Index

goodness (continued)
begrudging of help to others, man is
when good touches him, 70:21
belief, best for you, 4: 170
believers, good things assured for,
9:88

buildiug founded on fear of God,
better, 9 : 1 09
calling to all that is, 3: 1 04
charitable offerings, conceal and give
to poor best, 2:271
Community, best ever brought
forth, 3 : 1 1 0
desist! from saying three gods in
Trinity, better, 4 : 1 7 1
detest, may detest i t while much
goodness in it, 4: 1 9
disputes, referring t o God and
Messenger � is best and fairest,
4:59

do hear and regard us, saying to
Prophet � is better, 4:46
doing what admonished to do is
best, 4:66
evil, in anger man invokes upon self
as eagerly as he invokes good,
17: 1 1

excel in doing, 4 : 128
forgiveness and mercy of God, bet
ter than all you amass in world,
3 : 1 57

Friday congregational Prayer, quit
ting commerce is best, 62:9
garment of fearing God, best adorn
ment, 7:26
God knows whatever you do of,
2 : 1 97

God-fearing, better, 2: 1 03
good deed, shall have better in
Paradise, 27:89, 28:84
good works
-hasten to exceed one another in,
3 : 1 1 4 , 2 1 :90

-race one another in, 5:48
hardship of one in debt, giving it up
as charity is best, 2:280
hate, may hate a thing while it is
good, 2:2 1 6
hearing truth, i f God knows of
goodness in heart, 8 :23
Hereafter
-best, 4:77
-better, 6:32, 7 : 1 69, 1 2 : 1 09,
1 6:30, 87 : 1 7

goodness (continued)
honor sacred rites, best, 22:30
marriage, believer better than idol
ater, 2:221
orphans, setting their affairs aright is
best, 2 :220
patience
-best, 4:25
-better, 1 6 : 1 26
prescribed rituals, 22:36
preventer of good, cast into Hell,
50:24-25, 68: 1 2

prisoners of war, saying to them that
God knows goodness in hearts,
8:70

race one another to good works,
2 : 1 48

repent
-best, 9 : 3
-better, 9:7 4
soul
-advancing for, 2: 1 1 0
-spending fo r good o f, 2 : 272
strive in God's path, best, 9 : 4 1 ,
61:11

succeeding, 22:77
trial, with evil and good, 2 1 :35
volunteering good offering, better,
2 : 1 84

weigh with even balance, best of
goodness, 1 7 :35
wicked slander, considering it good
not evil, 24: 1 1
vvisdom, grant of much goodness,
2:269

with God, what is far better, 3: 1 98 ,
1 6:95, 28:60, 42:36, 62: 1 1

women, abstaining from laying aside
outer garments, best, 24:60
gourds, tree shading Jonah ;;61, 37: 1 46 .
See also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Jonah (d1
grain. See Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Plants
grape(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Plants
grapevines. See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Plants
grasshoppers, chastisement upon
Pharaoh's people, 7 : 1 33 . See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Moses ;;61
graven images, forbidden, 29: 1 6- 1 7 ,
29:25

great sins, keeping away from, 4:29-3 1 ,
1 0 :27, 42:37, 5 3 : 3 1 -32

grub of earth, indicating Solomon's ;;61
death by eating away at his scepter,
34: 1 4

guidance
right, 7 : 1 46 , 1 8 : 1 0 , 1 8:66, 2 1 : 5 1 ,
40:39, 72: 1 0

rightly guided, 2 : 1 86 , 1 1 :78, 1 1 :87,
49:7

H

Hajj-Pilgrimage. See pilgrimage
Haman. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses ;;61
clainUng Moses �1 sorcerer and liar,
40:24

destroyed for defying God, 29:39
God drowned him, 29:40
lofty tower, Pharaoh asking him to
construct to look upon God of
Moses {ib1, 28:38-39, 40: 36-37
mention, 2 8 : 6
sinful, 2 8 : 8
hand(s)
Able and Cain (names not men
tioned) , 5 : 2 8-29
ablution, 4:43, 5 : 6
aflliction striking, for what own
hands have earned, 42:30
angels, taking with their hands the
souls of unbelievers at death,
6 : 93

bearing vvitness against own soul,
24:24-25, 36:65

charity
-with regard to Pilgrimage
intended, 2: 1 9 6
-withholding from act of unbe
lief, 9:67
deeds forwarded by, in life, 2:95,
3 : 1 82, 4:62, 8 : 5 1

God
-holding back, hands of oppo
nents, 5 : 1 1
-punishes unbelievers, at hands of
true believers, 9 : 1 4, 9:52
guardianship and legal authority
(metaphor) , 2:237
handhold of true faith, forever
unbreakable, 2:256, 3 1 :22
hand-wringing, of worshippers of
Golden Calf, 7 : 1 49
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hand(s) (continued)
hunting during Pilgrimage, 5 : 94
idols, helpless hands of, 7 : 1 95
Moses rQ1 (see also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Ivioses (�1)
-radiant white, without blemish,
7 : 1 08 , 20:22, 26:33, 27: 1 2 ,
28:32

-Samiriy grasping handful of dust
from trace of messenger,
20:95-96

-sorcerers, Pharaoh threatening to
cut off feet and hands on oppo
site sides, 7 : 1 24, 20:7 1 , 26:49
prisoners of war, in Muslim hands,
8:70

harm (continued)
rain or sickness, no blame for setting
am1s aside if beset with hardship
from, 4 : 1 02
spending chariry, nor following up
with boastful reminders and,
2:262-264

Han'.1t, angel of Babylon, 2 : 1 02. See also
Mariit, angel of Babylon
Bawwa (Eve; not mentioned by name) ,
2:35-36, 4: 1 , 7 : 1 9-23, 20: 1 1 7,

See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Adam ;;j1
head or beard, Moses �1 seizing Aaron
rQ1 by, 7 : 1 50, 20:94. See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Aaron
;ib1; Moses fd1
hearing. See also ear(s)
comparable to deaf, 1 1 :24
far removed from, 26:2 1 2
seal upon, 2 : 7 , 6:46, 1 6 : 1 0 8 , 45:23
shall answer, 1 7 :36
sight and, 6:46, 1 0 :3 1 , 1 6 :78, 23:78,
20: 1 2 1 , 20: 1 23 .

prohibition of suicide, 2 : 1 95
returning wealth of orphan to, 4:6
scooping water with, 2:249
Scripture, falsely writing with, 2:79
security in hand, for unwritten contracts, 2:283
severing of, 5:33, 5 : 3 8
32:9, 46:26, 67:23, 76:2
stay your hands
taken away, 2:20, 6:46
-command not to fight, 4:77
-command to fight those who do heart(s)
Abraham's 6d1
not, 4 : 9 1
-assured, 2:260
tangible divine parchments, not
-pure, 37:84
enough to make unbelievers
--supplication, make hearts ofpeople
believe. 6:7
incline, 1 4:37
whom your hands may rightfully
accountable for what they earn, 2:225
attain to, 4:3, 4:25, 23:6, 33:50all alike, 2: 1 1 8
52, 70:30 (see also bondwoman)
a n abyss, 1 4:43
willing payment of capitation tax
answering for, conceptions of, 1 7 : 3 6
from former belligerents bars
at peace with faith, 1 6 : 1 06 - 1 07 ,
fighting, 9:29
1 8 : 1 4 , 28: 1 0 , 4 9 : 7 , 49: 1 4- 1 5
Hand of God
bound together, 3 : 1 03
all bounty, 3 : 73
brought together, 8:6 3
dominion of all things in, 23:88
calm
false claim of it being chained, 5:64
-by glad tidings, 3 : 1 26 , 8 : 1 0
in His is all good, 3 : 2 6
-with assurance o f faith, 1 3 :28
harm
come to God, with pure, 26:89
believers suffering harm in path of
constrained from fighting, 4:90
God, 3 : 1 95
denial of, 1 6 :22
inflicting slight hurt, 3 : 1 1 1
disbelievers
menstruation causing, if sexual inter
-thrust message into hearts of,
course during, 2 : 222
1 5 : 1 2, 26:200
messengers
-tum away their, 6 : 1 1 0, 9 : 127
-enduring, 6:34, 6 1 :5
diverted by whims, 2 1 : 3
-suffering, 6:34
doubt in, 9:45, 9: 1 1 0
people of Moses rQ1, persecuted
encased, against further revelation,
before and after his corning,
7 : 1 29
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2:88, 4 : 1 5 5

heart(s) (continued)
cnsheathed, 4 1 : 5
fainthearted, 3 : 1 22, 3 : 1 52 , 8 : 43,
8:46, 47:35

_1_urg:ery, w�uellev er:, :;wayeu u y ,
r

1· 1

1·

1 1

6 : 1 12-1 1 3

girding with strength, 8 : 1 1
God
-bears witness to, 2:204
-does not intend to purify, 5 : 4 1
-gave to you, 32:9, 67:23
-guiding those with belief in,
64: 1 1

-interposes between a person and
his, 8:24
-knows: of any good in your,
8 : 70; what is in, 4:63, 3 3 : 5 1
-made for yon, 1 6:78
-mention of, trembling at, 8:2,
22:35, 79:8

Golden Calf, adoration of infused
deep into, 2:93
hardened, 2:74, 5 : 1 3 , 6:43, 1 0 : 8 8 ,
2 2 : 5 3 , 3 9 : 2 2 , 57 : 1 6

hatred concealed in, 3 : 1 1 8
hypocrisy in, 9:77
hypocrites, evil in their, 9 : 64
Moses ;sd1
-mother of, 28: 1 0
-prayer o f, open for me m y heart,
20:25

nearly swerving, 9 : 1 1 7
not swerve after guidance, 3 : 8
open to Islam, 6 : 1 25 , 39:22
penitent heart, enter heaven in
peace, 50:33
people of the cave, secured their,
1 8 : 1 2- 1 4

perversity in, 3:7
prescribed rituals, honoring ont of
fear of God in their, 22:32
Prophet ,W.
-brought Quran into by permis
sion of God, 2:97
-God opened heart of, 94: 1
-never did his heart belie what he
saw, 53: 1 1
-set firm his, 1 1 : 1 20, 25:32
-verses descending upon,
26: 1 93-1 94

purging of, 3 : 1 54
Quran
-ren1einbering with sincerity of
heart, 80: 1 2

General Index

heart(s) (continued)
Quran (continued)
-reminder for whoever has heart,
50:37

rage from, 9 : 15
reconciled, 9:60
regret in, 3 : 1 56
rendered heedless, 1 8:28
saying what is not in, 3 : 1 67, 5 : 4 1 ,
9 : 8 , 48: 1 1

seal upon, 2 : 7 , 4 : 1 5 5 , 6:46, 7 : 1 001 0 1 , 9 : 8 7 , 9:93, 1 0:74, 1 6 : 1 08 ,
30:59, 4 0 : 3 5 , 42:24, 45:23,
47: 1 6 , 63:3

sheathes over, 6:25, 17:46, 1 8:57
sickness in, 2 : 1 0, 5 : 5 2 , 8 :49, 9 : 1 25 ,
22:53, 24:50, 3 3 : 1 2 , 33:32,
3 3 :60, 47:20, 47:29, 74:31

sinful, suppressing testimony, 2 : 283
swells prodigious in, creation like
stones or iron, 1 7 : 50-5 1
table-spread, hearts reposing when
eating from, 5 : 1 1 2- 1 1 3
terror, 3 : 1 5 1 , 8 : 1 1
wife o f High Minister, pierced with
love, 1 2:30
with which they do not understand,
7 : 1 79

heaven(s) . See also earth; moon; star(s) ;
sun
belonging to God, all that is in
heavens and earth, 2 :284, 3 : 1 09 ,
3 : 1 29 , 4 : 1 26 , 4: 1 3 1 , 4 : 1 70 , 6 : 1 2 ,
1 0 : 5 5 , 1 0:66, 1 4 : 2 , 1 6 :52, 20:6,
2 1 : 1 9 , 22:64, 24:64, 30:26,
3 1 :26, 34: 1 , 42:4, 42:53, 5 3 : 3 1

bow down
-all in heavens and earth, to God
alone, 1 3 : 1 3 - 1 5 , 1 6 : 48-49, 22: 1 8
-creation in, 2 1 :79, 3 8 : 1 8- 1 9 ,
55:6

calculation of number of years, sun
and moon measuring out, 1 0 : 5 ,
17:12

conjoined, heavens and earth ·were
one, 2 1 :30
created by God, 6 : 1 , 6:73, 9:36,
14:19, 1 5 : 8 5 , 1 6 : 3 , 1 7:99, 20:4,
2 1 : 1 6, 2 3 : 1 7 , 25:59, 27: 60,
29:44, 2 9 : 6 1 , 30:8, 3 1 :25, 36: 8 1 ,
3 8 : 27 , 3 9 : 5 , 39:38, 43:9, 44:3 8 ,
45:22, 46:33, 65:12

heaven(s) (continued)
creation of heavens and earth
-far greater wonder than creation
of human being, 40:57
---sure signs, for people who
would use reason to understand,
2 : 1 64, 3 : 1 90-1 9 1 , 42:29

days, Heavenly
-four equal Heavenly days, divine
bestowal of blessings and decree
of all its sustenance, 4 1 : 1 0
---six Heavenly days, creation of
heavens and earth in span of,
7:54, 1 0 : 3 , 1 1 :7 , 25:59, 32:4,
50:38, 57:4

-two Heavenly days, creation of
earth, 4 1 : 9 - 1 2
dominion of heavens and earth, for
God alone, 3 : 1 89 , 5 : 1 7- 1 8 ,
5 : 40 , 5 : 1 20 , 9 : 1 1 6 , 24:42, 25:2,
39:44, 42:49, 43 : 8 5, 45:27,
48 : 1 4, 57:2, 5 7 : 5 , 85:9

edifice, sheltering, 2:22
exaltation to God, all in heavens and
earth give, 1 7:44, 24: 4 1 , 5 9 : 1 ,
59 : 24, 6 1 : 1 , 62: 1 , 64: 1

gods apart from God, competing
deities would corrupt heaven
and earth, 2 1 : 2 1 -22
habitation, giving life to lifeless,
25:48-49

Hereafter (see also main entry)
-earth: laid bare, 1 8 :47; leveled
plain, 20: 1 05-1 06; pounded,
8 9 : 2 1 -22; quakes, 99: 1 -5 ; shak
en, 5 6 : 4-6, 69: 1 3- 1 7, 7 3 : 1 4;
stretched taut, 84: 1 -4
-heaven: as molten brass, 70:8;
breached wide, 77:8-10; opened,
7 8 : 1 9 ; reeling, 52:9- 1 0 ; splits,
55:37

-mountains, 1 8:47, 20: 1 05-106,
27:87-88, 52: 1 0, 56:4-6, 69: 1 31 7 , 70:9, 7 3 : 1 4 , 77: 1 0 , 78 :20,
1 0 1 : 1 -5

-sky: biings forth smoke, 44: 1 01 1 ; ripped asunder, 84: 1 -4;
rolled up as sc1ibe rolls up
scrolls, 2 1 : 1 04; stripped away,
8 1 : 1 -6 , 82: 1 -4

-stars extinguished, 73: 1 4
-sun and moon, 75:7-9

heaven(s) (continued)
heritage of heavens and earth,
belongs to God, 3 : 1 80, 57: 1 0
hidden from God, nothing in heav
en or earth, 3 : 5
holds heavens and earth from pass
ing away, God, 3 5 : 4 1
kingdom of heavens and earth,
b elong to God, 7: 1 5 8
knowledge o f God
-all that is said in heavens and
earth, God knows of, 2 1 : 4
-atom's weight, nothing smaller
or larger than that eludes Lord,
1 0 : 6 1 , 34:3

-encompasses what is in heavens
and earth, 3 : 2 9 , 5:97, 1 0 : 1 8 ,
1 7 : 5 5 , 22:70, 29:52, 49: 1 6, 58:7,
64:4

-grain hidden in earth's darkness,
God knows of, 6 : 5 9 , 3 1 : 1 6
-leaf falling, God knows of, 6 : 5 9
-nothing concealed from God,
14:38

-penetrates into earth and issues
from (and what descends from
heaven and ascends to) , God
knows all, 34:2, 5 7 : 4
---s ecret in heavens and earth, God
knows each, 2 5 : 6
-unseen of heavens and earth,
1 1 : 123, 1 6:77, 1 8 :26, 27 : 6 5 ,
2 7 : 7 5 , 3 5 : 3 8 , 49: 1 8

Lord of heavens and earth, 1 3 : 1 6,
1 9: 65 , 2 1 : 5 6 , 26:24, 37:5, 3 8:66,
43:82, 44: 7 , 45:36, 5 1 :23, 78:37

One God of Heaven and Earth,
43:84

pillars, heavens raised without, 1 3 : 2 ,
31:10

safeguarded, against intrusion of
satans, 1 5 : 1 6- 1 7 , 37:6-10, 4 1 : 1 2
sky, G o d upholds s o that i t does not
drop upon earth, 22:65
stars in, guiding through veils of
darkness of land and sea, 6 :96-97
treasures of heavens and earth,
belong to God alone, 39:63
vast kingdom of heavens and earth,
reflecting upon wonders of,
7 : 1 85 , 50:6-8, 8 8 : 1 7-20

vault safeguarded, 2 1 :32
whatever is in heavens and earth,
belongs to God, 3 : 1 32, 4: 1 7 1
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Heights, 7 : 46-48
Hell. See also fire; Hereafter
brought forth for all to see, 79:36
conllng to it, each hu1nan soul shall
1
uu

:-.u,

,., ,. ...., ,.,
,_, ,.,,,
1 ';1 ; / 1 - / .L

Companions o f Hellfire, 2:39, 2: 8 1 ,
2 : 2 1 7 , 2:275, 5 : 1 0, 5:86, 7:36,
7:44, 9 : 1 1 3 , 13:5, 22:5 1 , 3 9 : 8 ,
4 0 : 6 , 40:43, 57: 1 9 , 64: 1 0
Companions o f the Left, 56:42

coolness, never tasting in it, 56 :44,
78:24

coupled in fetters, 1 4:49
denizens of Hell, description of
-arrogant pride, 2:206, 7 : 40-4 1 ,
1 6 :29, 45:7-10

-associating gods with God, 48:6,
50:24-26

-awaiting defeat of Prophet ,g,,
32:20

-balances are light (with good
deeds) , 23: 1 0 3 , 1 0 1 : 8 - 1 1
-barring people from path of
God, 4 : 5 5 , 4: 1 67-169, 7:44-45 ,
8 : 3 6 , 1 6: 8 8

-corruption, spreading in earth
2:205-206, 5:33

-defiant unbelievers, 1 4 : 49-50,
1 8 : 5 3 , 1 9 :86, 20:74, 43:74

-deluded, 26: 9 1 -94
-depraved, 8:37
-descendants of Children of
Adam ;iQ, whom Satan bridles,
1 7 : 62-64

-disbelievers, 3 : 1 96 - 1 9 7 , 4:56,
4: 1 6 8 - 1 6 9 , 8 : 1 4, 8:36, 1 1 : 1 7 ,
1 3 : 3 5 , 1 7 : 8 , 1 8 : 1 00 , 1 8 : 1 02 ,
1 8 : 1 06, 2 1 :39, 2 1 :97-100,
22: 1 9-2 1 , 22:72, 24:57, 29:25,
29:54, 2 9 : 6 8 , 3 3 : 64, 35:36,
39:32, 3 9 :7 1 , 47: 1 2 , 50:24-26,
66:9, 67:6, 9 8 : 6

-divinity, those laying claim to,
2 1 :29, 2 8:38-41

-doubt-n1ongering transgressor,
50:25

-evil deed and encompassed by
enormity of sin, 2 : 8 1
-fighting, turning back fleeing
from, 8 : 1 6 , 9:49, 9 : 8 1 , 9 :93-95
-God and His Messenger 1� : dis
obedience to, 4: 1 4 , 5 8 : 8 , 72:23;
opposing, 9:63, 58:5; rebelling
against, 4 : 1 1 5 , 8 : 1 3- 1 4
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Hell (continued)
denizens of Hell (continued)
-hypocrites, 4 : 1 40 , 4: 1 45 , 9:68,
9:73, 48:6, 66 :9

-idolaters, 9: i 7, 9 : 1 U, 1 4:28-30,
1 7 : 3 9 , 9 8:6

-instigating harm and \",\/aging vvar
against believers, 9 : 1 07-109
-killing deliberately, 4:93, 5 :28-29
-life of this world, those pleased
and appeased by, 1 0:7-8, 1 7 : 1 820, 79:37-39

-obscenity, loving to spread
about, 24: 1 9
-obstinate tyrannical ones,
14:15-16

-resunection, disbelievers in,
1 3 : 5 , 1 7 : 97-98, 1 9 : 66-68, 37: 1 623, 3 7 :53-55, 5 6 : 4 1 -47

-Satan, followers of delusive
promises of, 4 : 1 20- 1 2 1 , 7 : 1 6- 1 8 ,
1 5 : 3 9-43, 1 7 : 62-63, 36:60-64

-sinful liar, 45:7
-slander, those \Vickedly coining
with, 24: 1 1
-turning away from religion, and
dying while disbeliever, 2:217
-usury, those devouring, 2:275
-wealth: consuming by false
means, 9:34-35; of orphans,
unjustly consuming, 4: 1 0
-wronging themselves, 4:97,
1 6 :28-29

drink (of disbelievers in)
-purulent fluid, from which he
sips from dire need, 1 4 : 1 6- 1 7
-scalding fluid, 56:42: and puru
lence, 78 :24-25; shredding
entrails, 47: 1 5 ; thirst-mad camel,
drinking like, 56:54-55
entrance of disbelievers into
-blind, dnmb, and deaf, brought
to assembly on their faces, 17 :97
-driven to in companies, 39:71-72
-droves, driven into Hell in disgrace, 1 9:86
-marshaled on their faces to, 25:34
-pitched headlong into, 26:94-95
-seized and dragged into midst of,
44:47

-yoke him, roast him, and bind
hin1 in a chain seventy cubits
long, 69:30-32

Hell (continued)
eyes, bulging out, 2 1 :97
fille d, when asked it says, are there
any more? 50:30
firewood for Hell, the 1mqmtous,
72: 1 5

fo o d (of disbelievers in)
-chokes, 73 : 1 3
-Impalatable Tree o f Zaqqum,
fruits like moiten brass, 3 7 : 6266, 44:43-46, 5 6 : 5 1 -53

-of a thorny bush that does not
fatten or avail against hunger,
88 :2-7

-purulent discharge, 69:36-37
forever, abiding therein, 2:39, 7:36,
9:17, 64: 1 0 , 72:23

fuel, people and stones, 2:24, 3 : 1 0 ,
1 1 : 1 1 9 , 2 1 :98, 32: 1 3

garments of
-coats made of pitch, Fire enveil
ing faces, 1 4:50-5 1
-rai1nent of fire, tailor cut, 22: 1 9
increasing flaming fire, whenever it
subsides, 1 7 :97
mouths, seal upon, 36:65
shackles, 73: 1 2
skins, whenever thoroughly burned
exchanging for other skin, 4:56
help
one another to virtuousness, 5:2
seeking from God alone, 1 : 5 , 2:45,
2 : 1 53 , 7 : 1 28 , 1 2 : 1 8 , 2 1 : 1 1 2

Helpers. See also emigration; Emigres
allies of one another, those who
emigrated and those who gave
shelter and help, 8 :72
forerunners in faith, 9: 100
God's pleasure with, 9 : 1 00
granting repentance to, 9 : 1 1 7
hour o f hardship, 9 : 1 1 7
true believers, 8:74
herbage, 57:20, 80:28. See also
Specialized Index, Life-fonns: Plants
herbs, Moses' ;l01 people calling for,
2:6 1 . See also herbage
Hereafter
abode of, 2 : 94, 6:32, 7 : 1 69 , 1 2 : 1 09 ,
1 6:30, 2 8 : 7 7 , 2 8 : 8 3 , 33:29

Abraham ;;01, among righteous of
Paradise, 2 : 1 30, 1 6 : 1 20- 1 22
angel-Sunnnoner's call, following
without evasion, 20: 1 0 8

General Index

Hereafter (continued)
arrayed in ranks, before Lord, 1 8:48
assembly
--angels asked, are these the ones
who used to worship you apartfrom
Me? 34:40
-assemble those who did wrong, God
saying to angels, 37:22-23
-before God, 6:72, 8 : 24, 67:24
-blind, 20: 1 24
-Day ofJudgment, 2:203, 3 : 1 58 ,
6 : 2 2 , 6 : 128, 1 0 : 2 8 , 1 0 :45

--defiant unbelievers, disgraced
droves, 1 9 : 8 6
-God-fearing, honored delega
tions, 1 9:85
-Lord, alone bringing all to judg
ment, 1 7 : 97 , 1 8: 47
-messengers asked, what has been
response of your people? 5 : 1 09,
1 5 :25

-throng of beliers, 27:83
-worship of gods apart from God,
false gods asked, are you ones who
led My servants astray or did they
themselves stray? 25: 1 7
associating false gods, unworthy to
invoke in, 40:42-43
balance(s)
-heavy or light, with good works,
7 : 8-9, 23: 1 02-103, 1 0 1 :6-1 1

-just, 2 1 :4
bearing witness against own soul
-hands and legs, 24:24-25
--seal upon mouths, 36:65
belief in, 6 : 92, 34:21
beliers of Meeting with God in, 23:33
belongs to God, 53:25
blind
-brought to assembly, 20: 124
-raised up, 1 7 :72
book
-community, each called to its
Book of Record, 45:28
-'Illiyyiln, Book of Deeds of vir
tuous in lofty heights of,
83: 1 8-20

-left hand, given in, 69:25-37
-of record of one's deeds, 1 7 : 1 31 4 , 34:3-4, 3 9 :69-70

-right hand, given in, 1 7 : 7 1 ,
69: 1 9-24

-Sijjin, Book of Deeds of wicked
locked in depths of, 83:7-9

Hereafter (continued)
book (continued)
-speaking truth about works of
men, 23:62, 45:29
-what is with this book that leaves
out no act, small or great? 1 8:49
brought up before God, each soul,
3 6 :32-36

certainty, in imminence of, 2:4,
27:3, 3 1 :4

children, united with parents whom
they followed in faith, 52:21
coming forth before God, 1 4:2 1 ,
1 4:48

Companions of Fire, 2 : 2 1 7
competitors, competing for God's
pleasure, 88:26
cursed in, 24:23, 33:57
day of crying out vainly, 40:32
decree of God's Judgment, 1 6 : 1
deeds and misdeeds, 3 : 1 95 , 4: 1 231 24, 6 : 1 59-1 60, 40:40, 46: 1 9 ,
9 9 : 6- 8

delights enj oyed in life, asked to
give account of, 1 02 : 8
despairing of reward in, 60: 1 3
disbelief in, 6 : 1 1 3 , 6 : 1 50 , 7:45,
1 1 : 1 9 , 12:37, 1 6 :22, 1 6:60,
1 7 :45, 23:74, 24: 1 9 , 27:4, 3 4 : 8 ,
34:2 1 , 39:45, 41 :7, 53 :27

displayed
-before God, 1 1 : 1 8 , 69: 1 8
-Hell, 1 8 : 1 00
doubt about it, 27:66
enj oyment, pursuing worldly share,
9:69

existence of, bringing to being,
29:20

faces, humbled, 20: 1 1 1 - 1 1 2
fearing, 3 9 : 9
-not fearing consequence in,
74:53

Fire (see also main entry)
-blazing hot, 1 0 1 : 1 1
-exposed to, 40:46, 46:20, 46:34
futile works in, 3 :22
gathering
-for Day of Decision, 77:38
-for Day of Resurrection, 4:87,
6:12

-judging with truth, 34:26
-one, 1 8:99
-ultimate destiny, to God, 42: 1 5

Hereafter (continued)
give to us in this world, no Heavenly
share for, 2 : 200
give us good in this world and in
Hereafter, heavenly portion
awaiting, 2:201
good, not denied its reward, 3 : 1 1 5
greater rank and favor, 1 7 : 2 1
Hell (see also main entry)
-abiding forever in, 23: 1 03
-fetched round, on knees,
1 9 :68-72

-halted at, 37 : 24
-on display, 1 8 : 1 00
Horn Blast, 7 4 : 8
Hour of Doom, 1 5 : 8 5 , 1 6:77,
1 8 : 2 1 , 20: 1 5 - 1 6 , 22:7, 34:3,
40:46, 40:59, 42: 1 7 - 1 8 , 45:32

lmminent Judgment, 5 3 : 57-58,
78:1-17

indemnity, no father shall indemnify
child in Hereafter, nor child
father, 31 :33
intercession
-beliers ofJudgment, no interces
sors benefiting them, 74:46-48
-defiant unbelievers, holding no
right of, 1 9 : 8 6-87
-intercessor, none, 26:99-100:
apart from God, 6 : 5 1 , 6:70,
7 : 5 3 , . 32 : 4 ; without God's per
mission, 1 0 : 3
-permission o f G o d : angels, inter
ceding on behalf of those with
whom God pleased, 2 1 :26-28,
53:26; availing none other than
whom All-Merciful permits,
20: 1 0 9 ; intercessor, none with
out, 1 0 : 3 ; none interceding
without, 2:255, 34:23
-soul: intercessor, none apart
from God, 6 : 5 1 , 6:70; none
accepted from it, 2:48, 2: 1 23
-wrongdoers, no intercessor to be
heeded, 40: 1 8
Jesus ,:;Q, eminent i n this world and
in, 3:45
Judgment, 6 : 62, 5 1 :5-6
leaving behind, 7 5 : 2 1
life of this world, in relation to
-amusement and play, 29: 64,
57:20

-angels supporting in life of this
world and Hereafter, 41 : 3 1
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Hereafter (continued)
life ohhis world (continued)
-decree for us good in this world and
in Hereefter, 7 : 1 5 6
-desiring i t over Hereafter, 3 : 1 5 2
-enjoyment of, while Hereafter
best: fleeting, 40:39, 43 : 3 5; little
4:77; meager, 1 3 :26
-excellent abode in, for those
emigrating, 1 6 : 4 1
-firm word of faith in, 1 4:27
-fleeting things of, 8:67
-glad tidings in, and Paradise in
Hereafter, 1 0:64
-Hereafter more lasting, 87: 1 6- 1 7
-knowing outer nature of, while
being unmindful of Hereafter,
30:7

-loving more than Hereafter,
1 4 : 3 , 1 6 : 1 07

-pleased with it over Hereafter,
9:38

-reward of this world or of
Hereafter: each one given desire,
3 : 1 45 ; most excellent reward of
Hereafter, 3: 1 48 ; with God,
4: 1 34

-trading for Hereafter, 4:74
life to dead, God giving, 30:50,
3 6 : 1 2 , 46:33

losers, among them
-for forging false gods, 1 1 : 2 1 -22
-lost their souls, 42:45
--seal upon hearts, hearing and
sight of, 1 6 : 108-109
--seeking submission through religion other than Islam, 3: 85
manifest loss in, 22: 1 1
Meeting of God, 2 9 : 5 , 32: 1 0- 1 1
Messenger m, triumphant in, 22: 1 5
misdeeds and deeds, 3 : 1 95, 4 : 1 231 24, 6 : 1 59- 1 60 , 40:40, 46: 1 9 ,
99: 6-8

names describing
-Day Hereafter, 2:28 1 , 3 : 9 , 3:25,

38:80-81

-Day of Dreaclful Threat, 50:20
-Day of Emergence, 50:42
-Day of Eternity, 5 0 : 34
-Day of Gathering, 42:7, 64:9
-Day of His Meeting, 40: 1 5
-Day ofJudgment (also Judgment
Day) , 1 :4, 1 5 : 3 5 , 26:82, 37:20,
38:78, 42:2 1 , 5 1 : 1 2 , 56:56,
70:26, 74:46 , 82 : 1 5- 1 8 , 83 : 1 1

-Day o f Mutual Loss and Gain,
64:9

-Day of Reckoning, 3 8 : 1 6,
38:26, 3 8 : 5 3 , 40:27

-Day of Regret, 1 9:39
-Day of Resurrection, 2:85,
2 : 1 1 3 , 2 : 1 74, 2 : 2 1 2 , 3 : 5 5 , 3 :77,
3 : 1 6 1 , 3 : 1 80 , 3 : 1 85 , 3 : 1 94, 4:87,
4 : 1 09 , 4 : 1 4 1 , 4 : 1 5 9 , 5 : 14, 5 : 3 6 ,
5 :64, 6 : 1 2 , 7:32, 7 : 1 67 , 7: 172,
10:60, 10:93, 1 1 :60, 1 1 :98-99,
1 6 :2 5 , 1 6:27, 1 6 :92, 1 6 : 1 24,
1 7 : 1 3 , 1 7 : 5 8 , 1 7 :62, 1 7 :97,
1 8 : 1 05 , 1 9 : 9 5 , 20: 1 00- 1 0 1 ,
20: 1 24, 2 1 :47, 22:9, 22: 1 7,
22:69, 23: 1 6 , 25:69, 28:41-42,
2 8 : 6 1 , 2 8 : 7 1 -72, 29: 1 3 , 29:25,
32:25, 3 5 : 1 4 , 3 9 : 1 5 , 39:24,
39:3 1 , 39:47, 39:6Q, 39:67,
41 :40, 42:45 , 45 : 1 7 , 45:26, 46:5,
5 8 : 7 , 60:3, 68:39, 75 : 1 , 75:6

-Day of Ultimate Rising, 30:56
-Days of God, 45 : 1 4
-Deafening Blast, 80:33
-Great Calamity, 79:34
-Great Pounding, 69:4, 1 0 1 : 1 -3
-Hour ofDoom, 6 :3 1 , 6 :40,
7 : 1 87 , 1 2 : 1 07 , 1 5 : 85 , 1 6:77,
1 8 : 2 1 , 1 8 : 35-36, 1 9 :75, 20: 1 5 ,
2 1 :49, 22: 1 , 22:7, 22:55, 25: 1 1 ,
3 0 : 1 2 , 30: 14, 30:55, 3 1 :34,

7 : 8-9, 24:24-2 5 , 24:64, 30:43-

3 3 : 6 3 , 34:3, 40:59, 41 :47, 41 :50,

44, 3 1 : 3 3 , 36:54, 36:65, 40: 1 6-

42: 1 7 - 1 8 , 43 : 6 1 , 43:66, 43 :85,

1 7 , 40:46, 41 : 1 9, 46:20, 46:34,

45:27, 45:32, 47 : 1 8 , 54: 1 , 54:46,

50:44, 52:45, 5 8 :6-7, 64:9, 66:7,
69: 1 8 , 70:43-44, 75 : 1 3 , 99:6,
1 00:9-1 1 , 1 0 2 : 8

-Day of Decision, 37:2 1 , 44:40,
77: 1 3 - 1 4 , 77:38, 7 8 : 1 7
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Hereafter (continued)
names describing (continued)
-Day of Divine Triumph, 32:29
-Day of Doom, 1 5 : 37-38 ,

79 :42

-Impending Day, 40: 1 8
-Indisputable Event, 56 : 1 , 69 : 1 5
-Inevitable Reality, 69: 1-3

Hereafter (continued)
names describing (continued)
-Last Day, 2 : 8 , 2 : 6 2 , 2 : 1 26 ,
2 : 1 77, 2:228, 2 : 232, 2:264,
3 : 1 14, 4:38, 4:39, 4:59, 4: 1 3 6 ,
4: 1 62, 5:69, 9 : 1 8 , 9:29, 9 : 44-45 ,
9 : 9 9 , 24:2, 29:36, 3 3 :2 1 , 58 :22,
60:6, 65:2

-Whelming Event of
Resurrection, 88: 1
no share of Paradise in
-for acquiring evil knowledge,
2 : 1 02

-for selling covenant of God and
solemn oaths for small price,
3 :77

nothing for in, except Fire, 1 1 : 1 6
parable o f disbelief in, like thirsting
man thinking mirage is water
but finding nothing, 24:39
Patron in this world and Hereafter,
12:101

praise for God, forever in, 28:70,
34: 1

promise
-binding upon God, 2 1 : 1 04
-God does not fail to fulfill , 3 : 9 ,
39 :20

-of divine Judgment, 1 3 : 3 1 ,
34:29-30: shall come t o pass,
77:7

-through messengers, 3 : 1 94
punishment, 1 3 :34, 5 2: 7-8
purchasing life of this world, at cost
of, 2: 8 6
questioning
---ab out all that they forged, 29: 1 3
-all, about what that used t o do,
1 5 : 92-93, 34:25, 4 1 : 20-22

-communities and messengers
about what God sent, 7: 6-7
raised
-in Hereafter, 83:4-6
-to life, 23 : 1 6 , 23 : 1 00, 5 8 : 6
-up after death, 1 1 :7 , 1 6 : 38,
1 7 : 49-52, 22:7, 37: 1 6-2 1

-up for Judgment, 26:87
-who raised us from our resting place?
36:52

rank, for each individual according
to what done in life, 6 : 1 32,
46: 1 9

reassembling bones, fo r Judgment,
7 5 : 3-4

General Index
-------

Hereafter (continued)
reckoning, 2 1 : 1 , 69:20
recompense, 37:39, 46: 1 9, 52: 1 6 ,
53: 3 1 , 5 8 : 6-7, 66:7

resurrecting, 6:36, 7:57, 3 1 :28, 7 1 : 1 8
returning
-creation to being, 29: 1 9 , 30: 1 1 ,
30:27

-to being, after passing away,
1 0:4, 1 0:34

-to God, 2:28 1 , 5:48, 5 : 1 05 ,
6:62, 6 : 1 08, 6 : 1 64, 7:29, 1 0:23,
1 0:30, 29:8, 3 1 :23, 39:7

-to life anew, 8 6 : 8- 1 0
-to Sole Knower o f unseen and
seen, 9 : 94, 9 : 1 05
reward, far better for believers, 1 2 : 5 7
righteous in, 2 1 : 94, 29:27, 30:44,
34:4

rise out of earth, single call, 30:25-26
single blast, 36:29, 3 6 : 5 3 , 37: 1 9 ,
7 9 : 7 , 79: 1 3 .

sky, rolled up as scribe rolls scrolls,
2 1 : 1 04

soul (see main entry)
striving for reward of, 1 7: 1 9
term of life, 1 7 : 9 9
tillage of, 42:20
torment, 2: 1 1 4, 3 : 56 , 3 : 1 76 , 5 : 3 3 ,
5 : 4 1 , 6 : 1 57 , 9 : 7 4 , 1 0: 5 2 , 1 1 : 1 03 ,
1 2 : 1 07, 1 7 : 1 0, 20: 1 2 7 , 24: 14,
27 : 5 , 30: 1 6 , 34:8, 39:26, 4 1 : 1 6,
42:45, 46:20, 46:34, 5 9 : 3 , 68:33,
8 8 :24-26

Trumpet blown, 6:73, 1 8 :99,
20: 1 02, 23: 1 0 1 , 27:87, 3 6 :5 1 ,
3 9 : 6 8 , 50:20, 69: 1 3 , 7 8 : 1 8

verses o f revelation, clarifying con
sequences of, 2 : 2 1 9-220
when dead dust and bones are we to be
raised up? 56:47-50
who can give life to bones, rotten?
36:78-83

\Vorks
-futile in, 5 : 5 , 7 : 1 47
-recompensed fully for, 1 1 : 1 1 1
Holy Spirit, Gabriel ;iJ1. See angel(s)
Holy Valley of Tmva, 20: 1 2 , 28 :46,
79: 1 6

home(s) , 22:39-40
hoopoe bird, 27:20. See also bird(s) ;
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Solomon �1

horses. See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Animals
House of Pharaoh, 2 : 49-50, 3 : 1 1 , 7 : 1 30 ,
7 : 1 4 1 , 8:52, 8:54, 1 4: 6 , 2 8 : 8 , 40:28,

See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Moses ic'J,
Hild ic'J1. See Specialized Index, Prophets
!;!udaybiyyah, 48:24. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Muhammad �
given victory, 48: 1
tranquility, 48:4
treaty of, adhering to Word of
Piety, 48:26
vision of entering Mosque of
Makkah, 48:27
human being
argumentative, 1 8 : 54
avarice, ever-present in human soul,
40:45-46, 54: 4 1 .

4: 1 28 , 47:37, 64: 1 6

begrudging help t o others, 7 0 : 2 1
boastful, 1 1 : 1 0
condition of utter loss, except
believers, 1 03 : 2-3
contender, against Creator, 36:77
contentious, against Creator, 1 6:4
creation in ·womb
-bones, God clothing with flesh,
23: 1 4

-clinging clot, 22:5, 2 3 : 1 4, 40:67,
75:38, 96:2

-fluid: humble, 32:8; mingled,
76:2

-male and female, 75:39
-morsel-like lump, 2 2 : 5 , 23 : 1 4
-sperm-drop, 1 6:4, 1 8 :37, 22:5,
23: 1 3 , 3 5 : 1 1 , 36:77, 40:67,
53 :45-46, 75:37, 76:2, 80: 1 8

creation o f humankind from
-aged, black mud, 1 5 :26
-clay, 32:7, 5 5 : 1 4
-dust, 1 8 :37, 22:5, 3 5 : 1 1 , 40:67
-mud, extraction of, 2 3 : 1 2
despairing, 1 1 :9 , 1 7 :83, 4 1 :49
despondent, 30:36, 4 1 :49
devouring greed, 8 9 : 1 9
exultant, 1 1 : 1 0 , 30:36
fairest stature, 9 5 : 4-5
fashioned
-in most excellent foml, 40: 64,
64:3

-symmetry in most wondrous
form, 82:7-8
fretful, 70: 1 9

- "-

-------- - - -----

human being (continued)
God speaking to, from behind veil
or through messenger-angel,
42: 5 1

harm touching, calling upon God
for relief, 1 0 : 1 2 , 1 7 :67, 39:8,
39:49

impatient, 70:20
ingratitude to God
-ingrate, 1 1 :9 , 1 7 : 67, 22:66,
42:48, 43: 1 5

-ungrateful, 1 4:34, 80: 1 7
knowledge
-know, 6 : 97, 6 : 1 05 , 7:32, 9 : 1 1 ,
1 0: 5 , 27:52, 4 1 : 3 , 6 1 : 1 1 , 62:9,
7 1 :4

-mention, 2:247, 3 : 7 , 3 : 1 8,
4 : 1 62 , 1 7 : 1 07 - 1 09, 22:54, 2 8 : 8 0 ,
29:43, 29:49, 3 0 : 2 2 , 34:6, 5 8 : 1 l ,
1 02:5-6

-People of Revealed Reminder,
who know Scripture, 1 6:43,
2 1 :7

laboring to Lord, most laboriously,
84:6

lengthy prayers, when touched by
evil, 4 1 : 5 1
messengers
-human beings or mortals, disbe
lievers denying that recipients of
divine message, 6:9 1 , 1 1 :27,
1 4 : 1 0 , 1 7 : 94-9 5 , 23:24, 23:3334, 23: 45-47 , 2 6 : 1 5 3- 1 54,
2 6 : 1 8 5 - 1 86, 3 6 : 1 4- 1 6 , 54:23-25,
64:6, 7 4:23-25

-only human beings, 1 4: 1 1 ,
1 7 : 9 3 , 1 8 : 1 1 0, 4 1 : 6

miserly, with bounty o f God, 9 : 7 6
my Lord has disgraced me, saying
when provision restricted, 8 9 : 1 6
relentless wrongdoer, disbelievers,
1 4:34

self-sufficient, sees himself as, 96:7
settled on earth, 1 1 : 6 1
sowers of corruption, 28:77
stingy, 1 7 : 1 00
successor(s)
--after people of 'Ad, 7:74
-in the land, 6 : 1 65, 38:26
-upon earth, 2:30, 7 : 6 9 , 1 0 : 1 4 ,
35:39

transgress, 96:6
travail, created in life of, 90:4
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human being (continued)
trust of volitional faith. 33:72
understanding. endowed with,
2:269, 3 : 7 , 3 : 1 90- 1 9 5 , 1 2: 1 1 1 ,

1 3 : 1 9-22, 33:29, 3 8 : 4 3 , 3 9 : 1 7 -

1 8 , 3 9 :2 1 , 40:54

weak, 4:28, 30:54
wealth, ardent love of, 89:20
wisdom, 2:269
humble fluid, man created from, 32:8,
77:20-22

humiliation, 2 :6 1 , 3 : 1 1 2 , 7 : 1 52, 1 0 : 2627, 1 7 : 1 1 1 , 42: 4 5 , 70:44

humility, 5 : 54, 17:24
l:funayn, 9:25
hypocrites
allies
-taking disbelievers as, 4 : 1 3 9
-with people upon whom is
God's wrath, 5 8 : 1 4
averse to
-decree of God, 4 : 6 1
-giving charity, 9 : 54
Bedouin hypocrisy, 9 : 97-98
believed then disbelieved, 4: 1 37,
63:3

break faith, would have done in
instant, 3 3 : 1 4
charity o f unacceptable, 9 : 53-54
claiming Prophet 1.$ merely an
"ear," 9 : 6 1
comments, on believers' good for
tune and affliction, 9 :50-52
deceive God, seeking to, 2:8-9,
4 : 1 42

defying Messenger §, not fighting
Tabuk, 9 : 8 1
denied
-forgiveness of God, 9 : 80, 63:6
-pennission, to fight with
Prophet � another time, 9:83
disbelieving
-after professing submission, 9:7 4
-in God and Last Day, 9:45
ene111y , 63:4
fear of, 9 : 5 6-57
forgetting God, 9 : 67
forsaking covenant to give charity,
9 : 75-76

God
-knowing secrets of and con
cealed conversations, 9:78
-nuking them known, 3 : 1 67

1 320

hypocrites (continued)
hearts
-hypocrisy fixed in, 9:77
-saying with mouths what not in
hearts, 3: 1 07
-seal set upon, 63:3
---sickness of doubting, 5 : 52 , 8 :49,

hypocrites (continued)
seeking exen1ption fi-0111 striving in
God's path, 9 : 8 6
seventy tin1es, seeking forgiveness
tor unacceptable, 9 : 8 0
slander
-about charitable offerings, 9 : 5 8 ,

9 : 1 25 , 3 3 : 1 2 , 33:60, 47:20-22,

9:79

-wicked, 24: 1 1
spending, only o n those breaking
a\vay fron1 Messenger 1�lo, 63:6
stealthily slipping away from
Prophet's !.$ assembly, 24:63
surah, wary of being revealed about,

47:29

-wavering with doubt, 9:45
heavy tidings to, 4 : 1 3 8
Hereaftcr's torment, 4 : 1 3 8
-for greater part of spreading slan
der, 24: 1 1
-lowest depth o f Fire, 4 : 1 45
liinderers, 33: 1 8-20
homes, saying exposed when they
wanted to flee, 33: 1 3
lazy i n Prayer, 4 : 1 42, 9:54
liars, God bearing witness to, 9:42,

9 : 64

swearing by God, falsely, 4:62-63 ,
9:56

Tabuk, refusing to fight at, 9 : 8 1
trial of, 9:49
turns about face, back into unbelief,

9 : 1 07 , 5 9 : 1 1 - 1 4 , 6 3 : 1

22: 1 1 - 1 2

m e n and women, 9 : 67-68, 33:73,

wavering, between two sides, 4: 1 43
wicked slander from band of, 24: 1 1

48:6, 57: 1 3

mention, 4: 6 1 , 4:88, 4:138, 4 : 1 40,
4: 1 42, 4 : 1 45 , 8:49, 9 : 64, 9 : 67,
9:73, 9 : 1 0 1 , 2 9 : 1 l , 33 : 1 , 3 3 : 1 2 ,
33:24, 33:48, 3 3 : 6 0 , 33:73, 48:6,
57: 1 3 , 63: 1 , 63:7-9

misfortune, avvaiting to befall you,
4:141

mockery o ( 2 : 1 4- 1 5 , 4 : 1 40, 9 :64-65
mosque, instigating harm_ and unbe
lief, 9 : 1 07- 1 1 0
not yielding t o dictates o f, 33:48
oaths of faith, falsely taken as shields,
63:2

prayer over at death, forbidden, 9:84
presence of causing tunnoil, 9:47
Prophet g,
-forgiveness of, hypocrites arro
gantly turning aside from him,
63:5

-granting pern-llssion to without
ascertaining truth of, 9 :43
-not yielding to dictates of, 3 3 : 1 ,
33:48

-seeking forgiveness for, 9 : 8 0 ,
63:6

-striving against, 9:73, 6 6 : 9
punishment of, 4: 1 40, 9:68
repenting, 4: 146
saying \Vith tongue \vhat is not in
heart, 3 : 1 67, 48: 1 1 - 1 3

I

lblis. See also satan(s)
jinn to satan, after disobeying God's
command to bow down, 2:34,
7 : 1 1 , 1 5 :30-3 1 , 1 8 :50, 20: 1 1 6,
3 8 :73-74

reasons for enmity toward hurnani
ty, 7 : 1 2, 1 5 :32-33, 1 5 :39-42,
1 7 : 6 1 -62, 1 8 :50, 2 0 : 1 1 6-1 1 9 ,
38:75-76

vow, 34:20
with Adam (,81, 2 :34, 2 : 3 6 , 7 : 1 1 - 1 2 ,
7:20-22, 1 5 :28-33, 1 7 : 6 1 -62,
1 8 :50, 20: 1 16- 1 1 7 , 20: 1 20-1 2 1 ,
3 8 : 7 1 -76

idolatry. See association of gods, with
Sole God
idols. See association of gods, with Sole
God
Idris (,81 . See Specialized Index, Prophets
ignorance
hun1an being, ignorant of outco1ne
of accepting trust of volitional
faith, 33: 72
Joseph's (,81 brothers, ignorantly
inflicting terrible harm upon
him, 1 2 : 8 9

General Index

ignorance (continued)
Lot's ,\d1 people, shamefully ignorant
of God's commandments,
27:54-55

Moses ,\d1, seeking refuge in God
from being ofignorant, 2 : 67
Noah �1
-admonished not to b ecome of
ignorant, 1 l :46
-people, acting in, 11 :29
pagan ignorance
-indignation of, 48:26
-judgment of, 5 : 5 0
People of Scripture, not seeking to
emulate those ignorant, 28:55
poor, one ignorant of their condi�
tion would think them rich
from their self-restraint, 2:273
Prophet �
-admonition not to become of
ignorant frozen with anguish,
6:35

-ignorant ones, commanding him_
to worship other than God, 39:64
repenting soon after doing
-evil out of, 4 : 1 7
-misdeed, 6 : 54, 1 6 : 1 1 9
Servants o f All-Merciful, addressing
ignorant with Peace, 25:63
times of ignorance, 3 : 1 54, 33:33
to worship gods apart from sole
God, 7 : 1 3 8
turning away from ignorant, 7 : 1 9 9
ungodly person coming with news,
be discerning with, 49:6
ill-gotten gains, 5 : 42, 5 : 62-63
illicit sexual intercourse. See sexual
intercourse
illiterate, no knowledge of Scripture,
2:78

'Illiyyu n, Book of D eeds of virtuous in
lofty heights of, 83: 1 8-20
impelling, mighty impelling with
Quran, 25:52
'Imrin, 3 : 3 3 , 3:35, 66:12. See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Mary ;id•
ingratitude, to God
ingrate, 1 1 :9 , 1 7 :67, 22:38, 22:66,
3 1 : 32, 34: 1 7 , 35:36, 42:48,
43: 1 5 , 76:24

ungrateful, 2 : 1 52, 14:7, 1 4:34,
1 7 : 27, 27:40, 29:66, 3 1 : 1 2,
80: 1 7 , 1 00 : 6

intercession (continued)
inheritance
soul
Children of Israel, inheriting
-intercessor, none apart from
-commandments of God, 2 8 : 5
God, 6 : 5 1 , 6: 7 0
-eastern and western parts of
-none accepted from it, 2:48,
land, 7 : 1 37
2 : 1 23
devouring, of another, 89: 1 9
wrongdoers, no intercessor to b e
Garden
heeded, 4 0 : 1 8
-Abraham ,\d1, make me of inheritors
interpretation of
of, 26:85
events that dreams foretell, Joseph
-believers inheriting, 7:43, 23: 1 0;rb1 taught, 1 2 : 6 , 1 2 : 2 1 , 1 2 : 1 0 1
1 1 , 43:72
Joseph's ,\d1 vision, 1 2 : 1 00
God, inheriting all , 1 5 :23, 1 9:40,
king's vision, 1 2:43, 1 2 : 46-49
1 9:80, 2 8 : 5 8
prison-mates' dreams, 1 2 : 36-37,
land, after inhabited by others, 7 : 1 00
12:41
ordained limits of God, regarding
verses in God's Book, 3 : 7
inheritance, 4:7-12, 4 : 1 7 6
intoxicants. See also intoxication
righteous servants, inherit earth,
Garden of Paradise, wine of not
2 1 : 1 05
intoxicating, 37:45-47, 47 : 1 5
rules of, 4:7-8, 4 : 1 1 - 1 2 , 4 : 1 76
mention, 2 : 2 1 9 , 5 : 90-9 1
Scripture, inhe1�ting, 7 : 1 69 , 42: 1 4
Solomon ;rb1, inherited prophethood intoxication. See also intoxicants
Day Hereafter, people appearing
and throne from David ,\d1, 27: 1 6
drunken while not, 22:2
Sfuat Al-Nisa' (throughout), 4 : 1 - 1 7 6
drunken lust, 1 5 :72
women, unlawful to inherit like
Prayer, not approaching while
mere objects, 4: 1 9
intoxicated, 4:43
Zachariah ,\d1, prayers of
!ram, nation of the pillars (people of
-grant to me a successor to inherit
1.Ad), 89: 6-8. See also Specialized
prophethoodfrom me, 1 9 : 5-6
Index, Prophets: Hild zd1
-leave me not alone, when You are
iron
the best of inheritors, 2 1 : 8 9
b eliers, responding to them that
injustice, setting things aright with equi
God shall inevitably resurrect be
ty, 49:9. See also justice
you stones or iron, 1 7:49-5 1
intercession. See also Hereafter
bulwark that Gog and Magog
beliers ofJudgment, no intercessors
unable to scale, made from
benefiting them, 74:46-48
chunks of, 1 8 :94-97
benevolent intercession, in life, 4:85
David ;;\:J1, iron pliant for
defiant unbelievers, holding no right
-forging garments of mail, 21 :80
of, 1 9: 86-87
-full suits of mail with exactly
evil intercession, in life, 4:85
measured links, 34: 1 0-1 1
intercessor, none, 26:99- 1 00
mighty force and many benefits in,
-apart from God, 6 : 5 1 , 6:70,
for people, 57:25
7 : 5 3 , 32:4
whips of, 22:21
-without God's pernlission, 10:3
Isaac ;;C:. See Specialized Index, Prophets
permission of God
Ishmael ,\d:. See Specialized Index,
-angels, interceding on behalf of
Prophets
those with whom God pleased,
Islam. See also religion
2 1 :26-28, 53:26
belying, People of the Scripture as
-availing none other than one
to foretold Messenger of, 61 :6-8
whom All-Merciful permits,
Muslims, command to pass away as,
20:109
2 : 1 32, 3 : 1 02 , 7 : 1 2 6 , 1 2 : 1 0 1
-intercessor, none ·without, 1 0: 3
religion o f truth, 6 1 : 9
-none interceding without,
2:255, 34:23
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Islam (continued)
submitting to, rather than believing
in, 49: 1 4- 1 7
true religion, with God is, 3 : 1 9 ,

jinn (continued)
males of, men among huniankind
seeking refuge in, 72:6
not deflorated by human or
-maidens restrained of giance,
55:56

J
Jacob ;fl, _ See Specialized Index, Prophets
Jesus ;.£1, l\1essiah (Son of IY1ary
See
Specialized Index, Prophets
Jewry, 2:62, 4:46, 4 : 1 60, 5 : 4 1 , 5 : 44,
5:69, 6 : 1 46, 1 6: 1 1 8, 22: 1 7 , 62:6-7

jihad. See striving
jinn. See also satan(s) ; lblis
associate-gods, disbelievers appoint
ing for God from among, 6 : 1 00
creation of
-fire of smokeless blowing heat,
15:27

-flame of fire, 5 5 : 1 5
Day Hereafter
-asse111bly, together vv'1.th hu1nan
beings, 6: 128
-bearing vvitness, against the1n
selves that God sent to them
messengers, 6: 1 3 0
-created for Hell, those astray and
heedless like cattle, 7 : 1 79
-disbelievers asking Lord to see,
those leading astray ofjinn and
humans, 41 :29
-entering Fire of Hell, among
preceding con1111u1Uties of jinn
and humans, 7 :38-39
divergent ways of
-so1ne n1uslims in willing submis
sion to God, some iniquitous,
72: 1 4- 1 5

-wide-eyed beauties, 5 5 : 74
prophets, to each appointed an
inveterate enemy of people and,
6:112

Quran
-all people and jinn together,
never bringing like of it, 1 7: 8 8
-listening to, 4 6 : 2 9 , 72: 1 -2
satans, not having brought down
Quran to Muhammad ,g" ,
26:2 1 0-212

sin, need not be asked about, 55:39
Solomon ;it:
-every able builder and diver
among them, 38:36-38
-hosts ofjinn, 27 : 1 7
-satans diving for pearls and other
tasks, 2 1 : 8 1 -82
-throne of Queen of Sheba, one
of great power offering to bring
to, 27:38-39
-working before him, 34: 12-13
spheres of heavens and earth, unable
to penetrate to escape God's
judgment, 55 :33-36
unseen, no knowledge of, 34: 1 4
word o f doom, coming t o pass
against disbelievers of humans
and, 41 :25, 46: 1 8
worship
-God alone, created end for
human beings and, 51 :56
-human beings falsely worshiping,

34:40-41
-so1ne righteous, some other than
Job ;fl1 . See Specialized Index, Prophets
that, 72: 1 1
John i:n. See Specialized Index, Prophets
fellowship o fjinn, 6 : 1 2 8 , 6 : 1 30 ,
Jonah (0,. See Specialized Index,
55:33
Prophets
forewarners, returning to people
after listening to Quran, 46:29-32 Joseph ;fl'. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
Heaven, barred from by guarding
judgment(s)
angels and shooting flames,
Abraha1n �! praying, grant me wise
72: 8 - 1 0
judgment, 26:83
Hell, fille d with people and, 1 1 : 1 1 9 ,
Badr
32: 1 3
-disbelievers, judgment of God
maj esty o f Lord, recognizing that
came upon them at, 8 : 1 9
He has taken neither spouse nor
-rightful, o f engaging i n battle of,
son, 72:3-4
8 : 5-6
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judgment(s) (continued)
belying final, 82:9, 95:7, 1 0 7 : 1
David &31 and Solon1on to1, wise in
rendering in Case of Tillage,
2 1 :78

Day of, 1 :4, 1 5 :35, 26: 82, 37:20,
38:78, 5 1 : 12, 56:56, 70:26,

(see also
Hereafter)
disbelief, in Judgment Day as Day of
Triumph for believers, 32:28-29
God
-all-wise, 27:78
-belonging to, 6:57, 6:62, 1 2:40,
74:46, 82: 1 5- 1 9 , 83: 1 1

1 2: 67, 28:70, 28:88, 40: 1 2

-close companion now i n Hellfire,
formerly in life refuting resurrec
tion for God's, 37: 1 5 1 - 1 54
-judgu1ent of, 5 1 :6, 60: 1 0
-renders fairest, o f all, 5 : 50
grievous judgment
-that unbelievers would be equal
to believers, 45 :2 1 , 68:35-36
-upon Arab idolaters, burying
female children alive, 1 6 : 5 9
-upon doers of evil deeds, think
ing they shall escape God, 29:4
-upon those who: appropriate
provision frorn God to associate
gods, 6 : 1 36; kill their children in
fear of poverty, 6: 1 36-137
if dead not to be summoned to,
man should bring souls of dead
back, 5 6 :86-87
inconceivable for any prophet given
good judgment and revelation
(like Jesus ;i}1 , 3 :42-63) , to say be
you worshippers of me instead of
God, 3:79
irrational judgment
-following associate-gods, 1 0:35
-that unbelievers would be equal
to believers, 45 : 2 1 , 68:35-36
judging, 2 : 1 1 3 , 3 :23, 3:55, 4:58,
4:65, 4 : 1 05, 4: 1 4 1 , 5:42, 5 :4849, 5 : 9 5 , 7:87, 10: 1 09 , 1 6 : 124,
2 1 : 1 1 2 , 22:56, 22:69, 24:48,
24: 5 1 , 3 8 :22, 38:26, 39:3, 39:46,
40:48

Master of Day ofJudgment. (see
Specialized Index, God: Divine
Acts

General Index
------

-----�---- ------

judgment(s)

(continued)

justice

Moses �, asking God to judge
between him and ungodly peo

with justice with, 4:3
people establishing, in earth, 57:25

;il1 praying, bring about judg
ment between me and them, 26: 1 1 8

Noah

-for deliberately killing game in
pilgrim sanctity, two just men

when mature in, 4 : 6

judging, 5 : 9 5

preordained word, i f n o t fo r , judg

-of God, with justice, 1 0 : 4

ment decided wherein disputing

scribe, writing down contractual
loan with, 2:282

about religion and God, 1 0 : 1 9 ,

set things aright, be just when there

1 1 : 1 1 0 , 20: 1 29 , 4 1 :45
Quran as, 1 3:37

is injustice, 49:9

resurrecting for, 23:85, 67 : 1 5

upright in upholding, being, 4: 135,

submitting t o , o f false deities, 4:60

wise judgment, prayer of Abraham

;iii ,

-prophets, making j udgments
with, 5 : 44
evade Law of, while Heavenly
Book with them, 5 : 4 3
jujube trees, 34: 1 6
justice
beating true witness, upholding,
4:135, 5:8
believers

-be ever upright in bearing witness to
truth with impartial justice, 5 : 8
-be most upright in upholding justice,
4:135
bequeathal, t w o just p ersons wit
nessing, 5 : 1 06 - 1 07

commanded to do, Prophet c�,
42: 1 5

execution of, divine command, 1 6:90
God

26:82-83

kindred, being dutiful toward, 4 : 1
kinship, 47:22
knowledge

judging with, 4:58, 5 : 42
just men bearing witness, 65:2
Lord's command, in conduct of
human affairs, 7 :29
matter decided, with perfect justice
of God, 1 0 : 5 4
measure a n d balance, filling and
weighing with, 6 : 1 52 , 1 1 : 8 5 ,
17:35, 55:9
mention, 3 : 1 8, 3 :2 1 , 4 : 1 29 , 6 : 1 1 5 ,
6 : 1 52, 7 : 1 59 , 7 : 1 8 1 , 1 6:76

not know, 7:28, 7:33, 1 0 : 6 8
--setting u p rivals t o God that can
not exist, 2:22
p eople's wealth, 2 : 1 8 8
given very little, human beings,

above every one who has, is One
who is All-Knowing, 1 2 : 7 6
Abraham

;;d:

ceives) , 1 3 : 8 , 3 5 : 1 1 , 4 1 :47
-fruits coming forth from sheaths,
4 1 :47

(taught and teaching)
stating to father,

revealed knowledge has come to me,
1 9 :42-43
after-effects of intervention of
revealed knowledge in disputes
of people
-division over true religion, 42: 1 4
-People o f Scripture disputing
one another, 3 : 1 9, 45 : 1 7
angels stating,

belief and behavior of earlier gener

49:9, 6 0 : 8

suppressing ttuth, 2:42, 3 : 7 1
--saying of God what o n e does

-female, what each bears (or con

Ka'bah, 5:95, 5:97, 22:29, 22:33, 29:67

-just balances of, 2 1 :47

tice, 1 0 : 47, 1 0:54

recognized knowledge
-mixing truth with falsehood and

God, truly knows

-loves those who are j ust, 5 : 42,

-commands execution of, 1 6:90

among His servants, 35:28
forbidden to act against intuitive and

1 7 : 85

K

w e have n o knowledge
other than what You have taught
us, 2 : 3 1 -32
are those who know God and those who
do not equal? 3 9 : 9

-judgment of, with p erfect jus-

of God brought by messengers,
40:83

--sinfully consuming portion of

5:8

Torah

(continued)

exulting in trifling, over clear proofs

filled with, those truly fearing God

recompense

orphans, handing over wealth to

-seeking outside judgment to

knowledge

(continued)

orphaned females, fearing not acting

ple, 5:25

----------�- ---- -----

ations, knowledge of them with
Lord, 2 0 : 5 1 -52
believers given revealed, 1 6:27,
2 8 : 79-80, 30:56, 34:6, 5 8 : 1 1
birth of babies, from bellies of
mothers brought forth knowing
nothing at all , 1 6:78

by virtue of deep knowledge that I possess
-human falsely perceiving blessing
given for, 39:49
-Korab, 28:78-80

-hosts of your Lord, none knows
but Him, 74: 3 1
-keys of reahns o f unseen, 6 : 5 9
-tidings of those before you, 1 4: 9
-ultimate interpretation, verses o f
Book, 3 : 7
-unseen realm, 27:65
hearts of believers granted, Quran
preserved within, 29:48-49
Hour of D o om, its arrival solely
with Lord, 7 : 1 87, 3 1 :34, 33:63,
4 1 :47, 43:85, 79:42-44
if you do not know, then ask,
1 6:43, 2 1 :7
Joseph

;i.'.l1, given prophetic wisdom

and, 1 2:22
know
-mixing truth with falsehood,
wrong, 2:42
-rivals to God, know well that
they cannot exist, 2:22
--saying of God what you do not
know, 7:28, 7 : 33, 1 0: 6 8
--sinfully consuming portion o f
people's wealth, wrong, 2 : 1 88
Korab, falsely saying given

wealth by
virtue of deep sacred knowledge that
I possess, 28:78-80
Lot �1, given prophetic wisdom
and, 2 1 :74
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knowledge (continued)
man forbidden to argue about
-God without revealed knowl
edge, 22:3, 22:8, 31 :20
-thdt \.vl1id1 yuu liave no knowl
edge, 3 : 66
1naster-sorcerer \vho taught sorcery,
Pharaoh accusing Moses ;i'.;: of,
20:7 1 , 26:49

n1essenger teaching, revealed Book
and prophetic wisdom, 2 : 1 29,
2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 62:2

messengers asked in Hereafter about
response of people, stating, we
have no knowledge of their hearts,
5 : 1 09

Moses ,iJ1
-given prophetic vvisdon1 and,
28 : 1 4

-God's servant whom Moses ;ib1
sought out, distinguished with
much, 1 8:65
nonexistent, of the heinous clain1
that God has taken offspring,
1 8 :4-5

people of, 29:43, 30:22
Saul, increased amply in stature and,
2 :247

Solomon �1
-and David ;£!1, each given,
21 :79, 27 : 1 5

-given, long before Queen of
Sheba, 27:42
-miracle of Solomon's i.il1 courtier
who had, from Heavenly B ook,
27:40

sure knowledge
-command to disobey even par
ents in the absence of, from
God, 3 1 : 1 5
-conjecture without: claim that
nothing but our life in this world,
45:24; naming of angels \Vith
female names, 5 3 :27-28
-lies without, statement, had God
willed we would haFe not worshiped
others as divine, 43:20
-nonexistent, about crucifixion of
Jesus ;;C':, yet certainty that he
was not killed, 4: 1 57
-Prophet r£, forewarning not to
follow whin1s after receiving, for
none to support him against
God, 2 : 1 20, 2 : 1 45 , 1 3 :37
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knowledge (continued)
sure knowledge (continued)
-questioning disbelievers about:
do you hm1e any, to prove your
claims? 6:48; f
1 truth/it! what has
Godforbadeforfood? 6 : 1 43- 1 44
-relaying gossip, defined as
wicked slander without, 24: 1 5
taught b y God
-Adam ;i],, narnes of created
beings, 2 : 3 1 -32
--angels, 2:32
-David ;;C': : to forge garments of
mail, 2 1 :80; whatever God
willed of divine and worldly
matters, 2:25 1
-God teaching: Jesus ;;C'1, skill of
writing divine law, 3 :48; Joseph
�', interpretation of events fore
shadowed in drea1m, 1 2 : 6 ,
12:2 1 ; people of Babylon,
exposing to them evils of sorcery
to irnn1unize them against, 2 : 1 02
-Jacob ;;81 , revealed knowledge,

knowledge (continued)
trafficking in idle tales, without
revealed, only leads people
astray, 3 1 :6
well grounded in, those who
believe, 3 : 7 , 4: 1 62
"\Vorshipping apart fron1 God1 only
those with no real, 22:71
Korah. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses ;i.11
adornment, corning forth to people
with, 28:79
called to do good and avoid corrup
tion, 28:77
clainllng Moses ;£1� sorcerer and liar,
40:24

committed injustice, 28:76
deep sacred knowledge, belief that
wealth given to by virtue of,
28:78

destroyed for defying God, 29:39
earth, swallowing him and dwelling,
2 8 : 8 1 , 29:40

exultant, 28:76
forgetting, that God destroyed those
greater in po\ver, number, and
wealth, 28:78
from people of Moses ;;C1, 28:76
keys of, weighing down band of
strong men, 28:76
magnificent fortune
-those desiring this world wishing
for, 28:79; their relief when
earth S\�lallo\ved hi1n, that they
were not with him, 28:82
-those given knowledge remind
ing people that God's reward
better than wealth, 28:80
seized \.Vith sudden, avvesmne tor
ment, 29:40
treasure troves of, 28:76

12:68

-Jesus ;;tJ,, skill of writing, 3:48,
5:110

-Joseph ;,D' , 1 2 : 6 , 1 2 :2 1 , 1 2 :37,
1 2 : 101

-man: by the pen, 96:4; expres
sion, by means of language,
5 5 : 3-4

-Muhammad �, revelation
through angel of potent po-...v er,
53:4-5

-Quran, 5 5 : 1 -2
-scribe, never refusing to write as,
2:282

-what you did not know, 2:239,
4 : 1 1 3 , 6 : 9 1 , 96:5

those given
-in life, 1 6 :27
-of faith and revelation, 22:54,
30:56

-of Scripture, 1 7 : 1 07
-rank of raised greatly, 5 8: 1 1
-saying of Korah's treasure, God's
reward is better, 28 :79-80
-see clearly that what Prophet ,�
sent down with is truth from
Lord, 34:6
those ·with, bear witness that no
God but Him, 3 : 1 8

L

laziness, 4 : 1 42 , 9 : 54
leaf, not one falling but that God knows
of, 6 : 5 9
leaves of garden, Adam and wife heap
ing upon themselves, 7 :22
lentils, Moses' ;;81 people calling for, 2 : 6 1
leper, Jesus ;;81 healing, by God's per
mission, 3 :49, 5 : 1 1 0 . See also
Specialized Index, Prophets: Jesus ;;C'1

General Index

liar(s) . See also fabrication; lie(s)
believing man from House of
Pharaoh, defense against Moses
� being, 40:28
elders of Makkah, accusing
Muhammad r�, 3 8:4-6
false accusation, adultery, 24:6-9
Joseph's ;;i!11 brothers, accused of
being, 12:7 4
mention, 3 : 6 1 , 6:28, 7 : 6 6 , 9 : 42-43,
9: 1 07 , 1 1 :93, 1 6:39, 1 6 : 86 ,
1 6 : 1 05 , 2 3 : 9 0 , 24: 1 3 , 2 9 : 3 ,
29: 1 2 , 39:3, 4 0 : 2 8 , 5 4 : 2 5 , 5 8 : 1 8,
59: 1 1 , 6 3 : 1

Noah riJ1, accusation against,
1 1 : 25-27

Pharaoh, accusing Moses �. 28:3638, 40:23-25, 40:37

sheer, 26:223, 37: 1 5 1 - 1 52
Shucayb il1, accusation against,

life (continued)
God (continued)
-gives, 2:28, 2:258, 3 : 1 56 , 7 : 1 58 ,
9 : 1 1 6, 1 0: 56 , 1 5 :23, 22:66,
23:80, 2 6 :8 1 , 30:40, 3 6 : 12,
40:68, 44:8 , 45:26, 5 0:43, 57:2

-gives life to dead, 2:73, 22:6,
4 1 :39, 42:9, 46:33

most eager of all people for, 2 : 9 6
of martyrs, alive, not dead, 2 : 1 54,
3 : 1 69

parable, of life of this world, 1 0 : 24,
1 8:45

raised to, Day of Resurrection
-of all people, 23 : 1 6
-ofJesus ;;i!11, 1 9:33
-ofJohn ;;i!11, 1 9 : 1 5
tem1, G o d decreeing fo r human life,
6:2

test, creation of death and, 6 7 : 2
26: 1 86
water, every living thing made
sinful, 26:222, 45:7
from, 21 :30
Solomon ;;i!11, seeing if hoopoe truth light
believing men and ·women, own
ful, 27:27
wife of High Minister, accusing
light streaming, 57: 1 2
Joseph ;;i!11 , 1 2:26-27
Book, illuminating Heavenly, 22:8,
lie(s) . See also fabrication; liar(s)
3 1 :20
against God, humankind and jinn
Book of Quran, guiding, 5 : 1 5,
speaking, 72:5
42:52
belying, 5 : 5 , 6:21, 56:82, 8 3 : 1 2 ,
darkness and, 6 : 1 , 1 3 : 1 6 , 3 5 : 1 9-20
92: 1 6, 96: 1 3 , 1 07 : 1
earth shining, by light of Lord,
bringing forth, 6 : 1 1 6 , 6 : 1 48 , 1 0 : 66 ,
39:69
43 :20
Evangel, guidance and, 5 :46
forge, 3 : 94, 4:50, 5 : 1 03 , 6 : 2 1 , 6 : 9 3 ,
God, Light of heavens and earth,
6 : 1 44, 7:37, 1 0 : 1 7 , 1 0 : 59-60,
1 0 : 69, 1 1 : 1 8, 1 6: 5 6 , 1 6 : 1 05 ,
1 6: 1 1 6, 1 8 : 1 5 , 20: 6 1 , 23:38,
29:68, 34:8, 39:32, 3 9 : 60, 42:24,
46:28, 6 1 :7

listening eagerly to, 5 : 4 1 -42
mention, 3:75, 3:78, 6 : 1 1 6
life. See also death
brought back to, 2:243
Ever-Living One, who never dies,
25:58

Face of Lord, from everlasting to
everlasting never passing away,
55:26-27

God
-brings forth living from dead and
dead from living, 3:27, 6 : 9 5 ,
1 0 : 3 1 , 30: 1 9

24:35

God perfecting His light, though
they desire to extinguish, 9 : 3233, 6 1 :7-9

Illuminating Scripture, 3 : 1 84, 3 5 :25
Light of Quran, God sending down,
4 : 1 74, 64:8

luminous beacon, Prophet /�, 33:46
mention, 24:40, 39:22, 57: 1 3 ,
5 7 : 1 9 , 57:28, 66:8

Messenger r� , following ·what sent
down with, 7 : 1 57
moon, 1 0 : 5 , 7 1 : 1 6
-luminous, 2 5 : 6 1
Scripture of Moses �:, guidance
and, 6 : 9 1
sun
-radiant, 1 0 : 5
-torch, 2 5 : 6 1 , 7 1 : 1 6

light (continued)
Torah, guidance and, 5 : 44
veils of darkness into, God bringing
out believers, 2:257, 5 : 1 5 - 1 6 ,
1 4: 1 , 1 4 : 5 , 33:43, 5 7 : 9 , 65: 1 0- 1 1

lightning, 2 : 1 9-20, 1 3 : 1 2 , 24:43, 30:24
limits, ordained by God
atonement, for sinfully estranging
oneself from wife, 5 8 : 3-4
diligently observing, glad tidings to,
9:111-112

divorce settlement, 2:229
God clarifies them, for people who
seek to know His command
ments, 2 : 230
inheritance, 4 : 1 2- 1 3
intimate approach o n night o f fast,
but not while in ritual retreat in
mosques, 2: 1 87
transgressing, 2 : 229, 4 : 1 4 , 65 : 1
lion, fleeing from, 74: 5 1 . See also
Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
loan
goodly loan, for God's cause, 2 : 245,
5 : 1 2 , 57 : 1 1 , 5 7 : 1 8 , 64: 1 7 , 73 :20

writing dovvn, what you contract
with one another, 2:282
locusts
sent upon people of Pharaoh,
7 : 1 32- 1 3 3

tombs, resurrected from as though
swarming, 54:7-8
losers. See loss
loss
disbelievers lose all, 40: 85
humankind, in utter, 1 03 : 2
insolently defiant communities,
utter, 6 5 : 9
losers, 2 : 2 7 , 2 : 64, 2 : 1 2 1 , 3 : 85 ,
3 : 149, 5 : 5 , 5 :30, 5 : 53 , 7:23,
7:90, 7:92, 7:99, 7 : 1 49, 7 : 1 78 ,
8:37, 9:69, 1 0 :95, 11 :22, 1 1 :47,
1 2 : 1 4, 1 6 : 1 09, 1 8 : 1 03-10 5 ,
2 1 :70, 23:34, 27:4-5 , 29:52,
3 9 : 1 5 , 3 9 : 6 3 , 39:65, 41 :23,
4 1 :25, 42:45, 46: 1 8 , 5 8 : 1 9 , 63:9

losing all, 6 : 3 1 , 1 0:45
manifest loss, 4 : 1 1 9, 22: 1 1 , 39: 1 4- 1 5
progenitors of falsehood lose all,
40:78, 45 : 27

souls, ones who shall lose, 6: 1 2 ,
6 : 2 0 , 7 : 9 , 7 : 5 3 , 1 1 :2 1 , 23: 1 03,
3 9 : 15, 42:45
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Lot ;;61 . See Specialized Index, Prophets
Lote-Tree
thornless in Garden of Paradise,

love (continued)
mention, 2 : 1 77, 3 : 1 4 , 3 : 92, 3 : 1 1 9 ,
3 : 1 52 , 5 : 1 8, 6 : 7 6 , 7 : 7 9 , 9 :23-24,
1 2 : 8 , 24:22, 28:56, 3 8 : 32, 4 1 : 1 7 ,

56:28

5 9 : 9 , 6 1 : 1 3 , 75:20, 7 6 : 8 , 76:27,
uttennost bound in Heaven during
89:20, 1 0 0 : 8
Prophet's � Night Journey and
obscenity, those loving to spread
Ascension, 5 3 : 1 6 (sec also
abont among believers, 24: 1 9
Specialized Index, Prophets:
o f God, seeking, 5:54
!v1uhammad b)
praise, those loving to be praised for
love
what they have not done, 3 : 1 8 8
faith, God endeared and adorned
thing, may love i t while evil and
hearts of believers with, 49:7
hate it while good, 2 : 2 1 6
following Messenger ,�;.,, if loving
wife of High Minister, ladies of high
God, 3 : 3 1
society perceiving her heart
G o d does n o t love
pierced with love for Joseph ;;61,
-arrogant, 1 6 :23
12:30
-committing aggression, 2 : 1 90
lunar crescents, 2 : 1 89 . See also moon
-corruption, 2:205, 5 : 64, 28:77
Luqman
-disbelievers, 3:32, 30:45
admonishing not to associate any
-exultant one, 28:76
thing with God, 3 1 : 1 3
-one betraying trust of faith and
commandments o f God, keeping
ingrate, 22:38
with diligent resolve, 3 1 : 1 7
-overt expression of ofiensive dis
exultant, not walking upon earth
course, 4 : 1 48
proudly, 3 1 : 1 8
-relentlessly unbelieving sinner,
grain o f mustard seed, 3 1 : 1 6
2:276
modesty, 3 1 : 1 9
-self-conceited boastful one, 4:36
voice, lower somewhat, 3 1 : 1 9
-swaggering boastful one, 3 1 : 1 8,
wisdom o f, 3 1 : 1 2
57:23
lust, o f men for men, 7: 8 1 , 26: 1 65 ,
-those who are excessive, 6 : 1 4 1 ,
27:54-55 . See also Specialized Index,
7:31
Prophets: Lot ;;61
-transgressors, 5 : 8 7 , 7:55
luxury. See also affluence
-treacherous one, 4 : 1 07, 8 : 5 8
atten1pting to flee ·when sensing
-wrongdoers, 3 : 5 7 , 3 : 1 40 , 42:40
divine afiliction, but command
God loves those who
ed to return to, 2 1 : 1 1 - 1 3
-are ever-penitent and purify
elders disbelieving though G o d had
themselves, 2:222
given, 23:33-34
-are God-fearing, 3:76, 9:4, 9:7
endued
with, 1 1 : 1 1 6
-are just, 5 : 42, 49:9, 60:8
indulging i n forbidden, 56:42-45
-are patient, 3 : 1 46

-excel in doing good, 2 : 1 95 ,
3 : 1 34, 3 : 1 48 , 5 : 1 3 , 5:9 3

-fight in His cause, in solid ranks,
61:4

-love t o purify themselves, 9 : 1 08
-rely only on Him, 3 : 1 5 9
gods apart from God, loving them
with love due to God alone,
2 : 1 65

life of this world, loving more than
-Hereafter, 1 6 : 1 07
-life everlasting, 1 4 : 3

M

Madinah
abode of, 5 9 : 9
city of, 3 3 : 60-61
mention, 63:8
people of, 9 : 1 0 1 , 9 : 120
madness
Moses ;sd1, accusations against, 26:27,
5 1 :39

Muharn1nad �"" ' accusations against,
1 5 : 6 , 23:70, 34:8, 5 1 :52-5 5 ,

5 2 : 2 9 , 68:2
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madness (continued)
Muhammad $ (continued)
-Quranic defense against madness
of: come with tmth, 23:70; no
trace of insanity in, 7 : 1 84; not
madman, 52:29; Not so! 34:7-8;
not touched ·with madness,
68:2-7

Noah ;£1, accusations against, 23:25,
54:9

Magians, 22: 17
Makkah
Abraham ;;61, prayer make land of
secure, 2 : 1 26 , 1 4:35
Bakkah, 3: 96
city of, 90: 1 -2, 95:3
habitation of, 27:91
House, 2: 125 , 2 : 1 27 , 2 : 1 5 8 , 3:97,
5:2, 5 : 97 , 8 : 3 5 , 22:26, 22:29,
22:33, 1 06 : 3

Mother of Cities, 6:92, 42:7
Prophet $
-brought back to, 28:85
-expelled from, 9:40
Sacred Mosque, 2 : 1 44, 1 7 : 1 , 22:25,
48:25

Sanctuary, 28:57, 29:67
valley of, 48:24
word "Makkah" mentioned, 48:24
male. See nun
malice, 2 : 9 1 , 7:43, 1 5 :47, 5 9 : 1 0
malicious talk, 6 8 : 1 1
man
Adam ;;61 and wife, both of wrong
doers, 2:35-36, 7 : 1 9-24
believing
-admitted into Gardens beneath
which rivers flow, 48:5
-decree of God and Messenger
/� , not disobeying, 33:36
-forgiveness for sin: seeking,
47: 1 9; seeking for all, 7 1 :28
-light streaming before them and
to their right, Day Hereafter,
57:12

-maligning, 3 3 : 5 8
-not scoffing, slandering, or reviling other believers, who may be
better, 49: 1 1
-persecution of, torment o f Hell
awaiting, 8 5 : 1 0
-Sacred Mosque o f Makkah,
some hiding their belief, 48:25

General Index

man (continue!!)
believing (continue!!)
-upon whom is God's mercy,
9 : 7 1 -72

fornication, 24:2-3
gaze, believers lowering, 24:30-3 1
genders, two, 75:39
helpless among, special supplication
of, Our Lord, bring us out of this
city whose people are oppressive
wrongdoers, 4:75
hypocrite, 9 : 67-68, 33:73, 48:6,
57: 1 3

illicit sexual intercourse (see main
heading)
intimate approach with, pennitted
on night of fast, 2 : 1 87
male and female, 3 : 1 95 , 4 : 1 24,
1 6 : 97 , 40:40, 42:49-50, 49: 1 3,
53:45, 75:39, 92:3-4

many women and, spread abroad,
4:1

Muslim, 3 3 : 3 5
pairs, 1 1 :40, 1 3 : 3 , 1 6:72, 23:27,
35 : 1 1 , 5 1 :49

portion
-of what relatives leave behind as
inheritance, 4:7
-that they have earned as recom
pense, 4:32
single soul, created from, 4 : 1 , 7 : 1 89,
39:6

spouses, 1 3 :23
witnesses, 2:282
Man of the Whale, 2 1 :87. See also
Companion of the Whale;
Specialized Index, Prophets: Jonah ;it1
manna and quail, 2:57, 7 : 1 60 , 20:80-8 1 .
See also Specialized Index, Life
forms: Animals
marketplace(s) , 25:7, 2 5 : 20
marriage. See also divorce; women
Adam ;i±i, you and your wife, 2 : 3 5 ,
7 : 1 9, 20: 1 1 7

alluding t o maniage proposal, per
missibility of with women in
waiting period, 2:235
calumny and clear sin, taking back
dowry, 4:20-21
chaste, those not finding means for
marriage keeping pure, 24:33
duly divorced on third time, not
lawfully able to remany that

marriage (continue!!)
duly divorced (continue!!)
husband, until manying other
husband (with wholesome
intent) who also duly divorces
her, 2:230
equity in, 4:3
forbidden to many, 4:22-24
idolatrous, men and women, 2:221
kinship of blood and of, 2 5 :54,
3 5 : 1 1 , 39:6, 42: 1 1

lawful wives, 3 3 : 5 0
love, tenderhearted mercy and gen
uine mutual, 30:21
mates (from among men and
women), 4: 1 , 7 : 1 89, 1 3 :3, 1 6: 72,
23:27, 30:2 1 , 39:6, 42: 1 1 , 5 3 : 45

mention, 2:232, 4:6, 4 : 1 27 , 24:60,
2 8:27, 33:49, 60: 1 0

orphaned females, many others if
fearing injustice within marriage,
4:3

pairs, 3 5 : 1 1
Prophet �, none ever t o many his
wives after him, 33:53
repose, with mate, 7 : 1 89
rightful marriage present, 4:4
unable to afford manying, 4:25
unwed, letting them many, 24:32
waiting period, 2:226, 2:228, 2:23 1 ,
2:234, 33:49, 6 5 : 1 , 6 5 : 4

Mari\t, angel of Babylon, 2: 1 02 . See also
Harut, angel of Babylon
Marwah, 2 : 1 5 8 . See also pilgrimage
Mary �1 . See Specialized Index, Prophets
mates, 4: 1 , 7 : 1 89 , 1 1 :40, 1 3 : 3 , 1 6:72,
23:27, 30: 2 1 , 42: 1 1 , 53:45. See also
pair(s)
measure, 1 2 : 5 9-60, 12:63, 1 2 : 65 , 1 2 : 8 8
measure and balance, filling and weighing
equitably, 7 : 8 5
with even balance, 26: 1 8 1 - 1 83
with justice, 6 : 1 52 , 1 1 :84-85, 1 7 : 3 5 ,
55:9

menstruation
harm of sexual intercourse during,
2 : 222

waiting period, 65:4
mentally incompetent, 2:282, 4:5
n1ercy
defining character of those with
Muhan11lla d �1., showing to
one another, 48:29

mercy (continue!!)
desponding of, 1 5 : 5 6
embracing all things in God's, 40:7
encompassing all things in God's,
7:156

G o d (see also Specialized Index,
God: Divine Acts)
-admitting, whomever He so
wills into, 42:8, 48:25
-bestowing, on whomever He so
wills, 1 2 : 5 6
-having, on whomever He so
wills, 2 9 : 2 1
-prescribing for Himself as a dis
position toward His creation,
6 : 1 2, 6 : 5 4

-singling out for, whomever He
so wills, 2 : 1 05 , 3 : 7 4
of God, had it not been for His
bestowing
-believers would have followed
promptings of Satan, 4:83
-Children of Israel would have
become of losers, 2:64, 7:23,
7 : 1 49 , 1 1 :47

-great torment would have befall
en for gossiping in calumny,
24: 1 4

-not single one would have been
purified, 24:21
praising, those who exhort to mer
cifulness, 90: 17- 1 8
sending
-Muhammad � to humanity as,
9 : 6 1 , 2 1 : 1 07

-Quran as, 7:52, 7 :203, 1 0:57,
1 6: 8 9 , 1 7 : 82 , 3 1 :2-3, 44:3-6,
45:20

Messenger Muhammad � - See
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhammad �
messenger(s)
bearers of glad tidings and forewarn�
ers, 2: 1 1 9, 2 : 2 1 3 , 4: 1 65 , 5 : 1 9,
6:48, 1 8: 5 6 , 34:28

b east out of earth, speaking herald
of Day ofjudgment, 2 7 : 82
clarifying, 5 : 1 5 , 5 : 1 9 , 1 4:4, 1 6:44,
1 6 : 64

communities belying
-affliction and harm of, 6 :42, 7 : 94
-castigation of, 7: 1 62
-chastisement of, 7 : 1 33-134
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messenger(s) (continued)
communities belying (continued)
-convulsion seizing, 29:37
-raging torrent of cArim Dam,
54: 1 6- 1 /

-thunderbolt striking, 4 1 : 1 3
conveyance
-incu111b ent upon and no more,
3 :20, 5 : 92 , 5 : 9 9 , 1 3 : 40, 24:54,
29 : 1 8 , 3 6 : 1 7 , 64: 1 2

-messages o f Lord, 7 : 6 1 -62, 7 : 676 8 , 7:79, 7:93, 33:39, 72:28

-obliged with no more than clear
conveyance, 1 6:35
-of divine message, 11 :57
-proclaiming all sent down, 5:67
-that with which sent, 11 :57
expelling from land, people threatening with, 1 4 : 1 3- 1 4
forewarner, 1 1 :25, 37:72
from among them, 3 : 1 64, 9 : 1 2 8
human beings, 3 : 7 9 , 6 : 9 1 , 1 1 :27,
1 4: 1 1 , 1 8 : 1 1 0 , 2 1 : 3 , 26 : 1 54,
26:186, 41:6

i f only You had sent messenger, we
would have followed, 20: 1 34, 28 :47
men, 1 2 : 1 0 9 , 1 3: 3 8 , 1 4 : 1 0 , 1 6 :43 ,
2 1 :7

messenger-angels, 1 1 :8 1-82, 29:31-32
miraculous, sent with
-proofs, 2:92, 3 : 1 83-1 84, 5:32,

14:4

tribute, not asking any for convey
ing message, 23:72
trustworthy, 7:68, 26: 1 06-1 07,
26: 1 24-1 2 5 , 26: 1 42-143,
26: 1 6 1 - 1 62, 26: 1 77-178,
44: 1 7-1 8

witness, 4:41 , 73: 1 5
worship G o d alone, call o f, 3 : 5 1 ,
5 :72, 5 : 1 1 7 , 7 : 5 9 , 7 : 6 5 , 7:73,
7:85, 1 1 :2, 1 1 :25-26, 1 1 :50,
1 1 :6 1 , 1 1 : 84, 1 6 :3 6 , 2 1 :25,

5 : 1 1 0 , 7 : 1 0 1 , 7 : 1 05 , 9:70, 1 0 : 1 3 ,

23:23, 23:32, 27:45, 29: 1 6,

1 0 : 74, 1 4 : 9 , 20:72, 29:39, 30:47,

29:36, 4 1 : 14, 43:64, 46: 2 1 ,

35:25, 40:22, 40:28, 40:34,
40:50, 40:83, 43:63, 6 l : 6 , 64:6

--signs, 6 : 1 30, 1 1 :96, 14:5, 1 7 : 59,
1 7 : 1 0 1 , 23:45, 28:36, 57:25

mortal, 1 7 : 93-95, 2 1 : 34, 23:24,
23:33-34, 23:47, 25:20

Muhammad � (see Specialized
Index, Prophets)
payment, 52:40, 6 8 : 46
poetry, not befitting to teach to
God's messengers, 36:69-70
related or told about, some men
tioned in Quran and others not,
4: 1 64, 40:78

reward, not asking any for convey
ing message, 6:90, 1 0:72, 1 1 : 5 1 ,
26 : 1 09, 26 : 1 27, 26: 1 45 , 26: 1 64,
26 : 1 80, 34:47, 3 6 : 2 1 , 42:23

riches, not asking any for conveying
message, 1 l :29
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messenger(s) (continued)
satan(s) (see also main entry)
-casting evil whispers, about what
n1essenger in hope recited to
people, 22:'.12
-doings of, Moses ;;01 striking
down enemy, 2 8 : 1 5
-God appointing fo r every
prophet, an inveterate enemy
from, 6 : 1 1 2
-touching Job 6Cb1, with \:Veariness
and tom1ent, 38:41
sent forth before
-Lord destroying cities of disbe
lievers, 28:59
-torment of God, 1 7 : 1 5
teaching Book and prophetic wis
dom, 2 : 1 29, 2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 62:2
tongue of people, speaking natively,

7 1 :2-3

Michael il1, angel, 2:98, See also angel(s)
Midian, land of
example of, 9:70, 22:44
Moses �1 in relation to
-journeying to, after conspiracy
to kill Moses ;il1, 2 8 : 20-23
-marriage of Moses �1 in,
28:27-29

-my dearfather, endearment of
two women to their aged father
in, 28:26
--staying for years, among people
of, 20:40, 28:45
-turning toward land of, 28:22
-water wells of, 28:23
-watering flock of two women
in, 28:23-28
Shu'ayb ;,ib1, 7:85, 1 1 :84, 1 1 :95,
29:36

Midmost Way, community of, 2 : 1 43
migration, in God's earth, 3 : 1 95 , 4:97,
8 :72, 1 6 : 1 1 0 , See also emigration
Mini See pilgrimage
misdeed
Abraham ;il1, prayer of, He is the
One who I hope shall forgive me
my misdeeds, 26:82
absolving by
-believing, 5 : 6 5 , 47 :2, 4 8 : 5 , 64:9
-charitable offerings, concealed,
2:271

-establishing Prayer and ZakatCharity, 5 : 1 2
-fearing God, 8 :29, 6 5 : 5
-fighting, path of God, 3 : 1 95
-keeping away from great sins,
4:31

-remembering God, 3 : 1 93
-repenting, 6 6 : 8
-righteous deeds, 2 9 : 7
and deeds, 3 : 1 95 , 4 : 1 23-1 24, 6 : 1 591 60, 40:40, 46 : 1 9 , 99: 6-8

angels, seek forgiveness for believers,
save them from misdeeds, 40:7-9
doer of good and doer of misdeeds,
unequal, 40: 5 8 , 45 : 2 1
forgiving, 20:73, 26: 5 1
good deeds removing, l 1 : 1 1 4
i n ignorance, o f true faith, 1 6 : 1 1 9
pardoning, 42:25
passing over, those in ·willing sub
mission to God, 46: 1 5- 1 6
substituting, misdeeds vvith good
deeds, 25:70
miserliness
good of one's soul, against, 47:36-38
hypocrisy, forsaking covenant to
give charity out of, 9:75-77
miserly people
-God does not love, 4:36-39,
57:23-24

-what they stingily withhold
hangs about their necks on
Resurrection Day, 3 : 1 80
withholding charity and claiming
self-sufficiency, 92:8- 1 1
monasticism, 5 7 :27
monks, 5 : 82, 9 : 3 1 , 9:34
month(s)
atone1nent, fasting two consecutive
ly, 4:92, 5 8 : 4
can1el, ten-1nonths pregnant, 8 1 :4

General Index

month(s) (continued)
fonr, cessation of intimacy for, 2 :226
fonr, j ourney throughout land for,
9:2

Night of Empowering Decree, bet
ter than thousand, 97 :3
Ramadan, 2 : 1 8 5
sacred month(s) , 2 : 1 94, 2 : 2 1 7 , 5 : 2 ,
5 : 97 , 9 : 5

moon (continued)
subjugated (continued)
-constant in their courses, 14:33
-to fixed order, 1 3 : 2 , 29 : 6 1 ,
3 1 :29, 3 5 : 1 3 , 3 9 : 5

sun, not possible to overtake, 36: 40
Moses (ti. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
mother. See parents
Mother of Cities, Makkah, 6 : 92 , 42:6-7.
See also Makkah
Mother of the Book
Preserved Tablet of Heaven, 1 3: 39,

Solomon ;5.31, wind easing distance
attained in one, 34: 1 2
thirty, bearing and weaning in,
46: 1 5 (see also child-bearing and
weaning; children; parents)
43:3-4
three, \:vaiting period ·when no fur
verses clearly decisive in meaning,
ther menstruation, 6 5 : 4
3:7
twelve, number of months with
mother-town, 2 8 : 5 9
God, 9:36
moths, analogy of people to scattered,
well-known months, 2 : 1 97
1 0 1 :4
widows, in wait for four, 2:234
Mount Judi, Noah's (ti Ark settling
moon. See also sun
upon, 1 1 :44. See also Ark; Specialized
Abraham (i!c1, saying, this is my Lord,
Index, Prophets: Noili ;il1
then asking God to guide after it Mount Tur
disappeared, 6 :75-79
by Mount Ti1r of Sinai! obj ect of
bowing down, to God, 22: 1 8
divine oath, 52: 1 , 9 5 : 2
by the moon! obj ect o f divine oath,
mention, 2 :5 1 , 2:63, 2:93, 4 : 1 54,
74:32, 84: 1 8

calculation o f number o f years, 1 0 : 5
course
-constant in, 14:33
-running in for stated tem1, 1 3 : 2 ,
3 1 :29, 3 5 : 1 3 , 39:5

-swinnning on within, 2 1 :33,
3 6 :40

following sun, 9 1 : 1-2
Joseph trl1, dream of eleven stars and
sun and moon bowing to, 1 2 : 4
light, 1 0 : 5 , 7 1 : 1 6
luminous, 2 5 : 6 1
measured
-conrse, 5 5 : 5
-out heavenly mansions for, 1 0 : 5 ,
36:39

palm-branch, image of moon like an
old bent one, 36:39
reckoning, made for, 6:96
Resurrection Day
-darkens on, 7 5 : 8
--,;un and moon gathered up
together, 7 5 : 9
shall not bow down to, 41 : 3 7
subjugated
-by God's command, 7 : 54, 1 6 : 1 2

7 : 1 42, 7 : 1 48 , 7 : 1 55 , 7 : 1 7 1 ,
1 9:52, 2 0 : 1 0 , 20:80, 20:83,
23:20, 28:29, 28:44, 2 8 : 46 , 52:1

Moses �1
-Children of Israel, appointed
time on right side of, 20:80
-lifted above people of, as warn
ing for defying covenant, 2:63,
2:93, 4 : 1 54, 7 : 1 7 1

-place o f retreat for, 2 :5 1 , 7 : 1 42,
7 : 1 48 , 20:83

-receiving prophetic con1rnission
near, 1 9: 52 , 20: 1 0, 28:29, 28:44,
28:46

seventy elect n1en, offering repen
tance at, 7 : 1 5 5
Sinai, 23:20, 52: 1 , 9 5: 2
mountain(s)
Abraham ,il1, placing dismembered
birds on tops of four, 2:260
anchoring, to balance earth as it
spins, 1 3 : 3 , 1 5 : 1 9, 1 6 : 1 5 , 2 1 : 3 1 ,
27 : 6 1 , 3 1 : 1 0 , 41 : 1 0, 50:7, 77:27,
79:30-32

bees, dwelling in, 1 6 : 68-69
bowing down to God, 22: 1 8

mountain(s) (continued)
collapsing, from false statement that
All-Merciful has taken to
Himself a son, 1 9:90-92
David f&1
-echoing praise of God with,
34: 1 0

-subjugated t o give G o d due
exaltation with, 2 1 :79, 3 8 : 1 8
exalting God, 2 1 : 7 9 , 3 8 : 1 8
Hereafter, transformation of
-blown away, 77: 1 0
-crushed in a single crushing
blow, 6 9 : 1 3 - 1 4
-fleeing, 5 2 : 9- 1 0
-moving away, 1 8 :47, 8 1 :3
-passing away, like traces of
clouds, 27:88
-pounded with mighty pounding,
56:5

-scattered: dust, 5 6 : 6 ; utterly,
leaving leveled plain, 20: 1 05 - 1 06
-shudder and become like nm
ning sand, 7 3 : 1 4
-tufrs o f wool, multihued, 70:9,
101:5

hun1an beings i n relation to
-carving: dwellings skillfully out
of mighty mountains, 2 6 : 1 49 ;
sturdy houses out of, 7 : 74, 1 5 : 82
-never shall you stretch up to
mountains in height, 1 7 : 37
-places of refuge in, 1 6 : 8 1
Mount Judi, Ark of Noah ;il1 set
tling upon, 1 1 :44
Mount Tur, 2 :5 1 , 2:63, 2 : 9 3 , 4 : 1 54,
7 : 142, 7 : 148, 7 : 1 55 , 7 : 1 7 1 ,
1 9 :52, 2 0 : 1 0 , 20:80, 20:83,
23:20 , 28:29, 28:44, 2 8 :46, 52:1

(see also main entry)
Noah's (i!c: son, attempting shelter in
mountain to preserve hin1 from
floodwaters, 1 1 :42-43
pegs in earth, 7 8 : 6-7
Quran, if sent upon would break
apart from fear of God, 5 9 : 2 1
set erect, 8 8 : 17-1 9
trust of volitional faith, offered to
but refused to b ear it, 33:72
varying in colors, of their land mass,
3 5 : 27

Muhammad ,�. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
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mule, 1 6: 8 . See also Specialized Index,
Life-fom1s: Anin1als
murder, 2 : 1 78-179
mustard seed, not wronged even if deed
is weight of, 2 1 :47, 3 1 : 1 6 . See also
Luqman
A.l-Mu'tafik:it, 9:70. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Lot �1
Muzdalifah, 2 : 1 98 . See also pilgrimage

obedience (continued)
wives of the Prophet /�
-remaining devoutly obedient to
him, double reward of others,

orphan(s) (continued)
generously giving to, test of faith,
89:17-18

giving wealth to, 2: 1 77
goodness toward, 4:36
Muhammad ,Wo as, shelter of God
for, 93:6
repelling, forbidden, 1 07 : 1 -2
shall not suppress, 93:9
spending charitably on, 2:215
spoils, share set aside for, 8:41 , 59:7
starvation, offering food to orphan
or indigent on day of, 90: 1 1 - 1 8
wall, built above hidden treasure of
two orphan boys, 1 8 : 82
wealth of
-approaching in fairest manner,

33:31

-women devout in, 66:5
obscenities
divine prohibition against, 7:33,
1 6:90

God does not command, 7:28
loving to spread about, torment for,

N

Nasr (idol of Noah's /iii people) , 7 1 :23
night. See also moon; sun
Lot �1 setting out in latter part of,
1 1 : 8 1 , 1 5 :65

Moses �1, setting out during, 20:77,
26:52, 44:23

Night Journey, of Muhammad �
-ascension to Heaven, 1 7 : 6 0
-beholding God's great signs,
53: 1 8

-carried from Sacred Mosque
(Makkah) to Al-Aqsa Mosque
(Jerusalem) , 1 7 : 1
Night o f Empowering Decree,
97: 1 -5

Nimrod, King speaking with Abraham
;il1, 2:258. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Abraham ;£1
Noah �'. See Specialized Index, Prophets
0

24: 1 9

remembering God, seeking forgive
ness when conunitting, 3 : 1 35
Satan
-commands to, 2:268
-enjoining, 24:21
offenses, committing in the land, with
out right, 1 0:22-23
offering
consumed by fire, 3 : 1 83
good offering, of children's charita
ble spending providing for par
ents, 2 : 2 1 5
nearness to God, seeking to gain,
9:99

of the two sons of Adam �" 5 :27-28
offapring. See association of gods, with
Sole God; children
olive(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Plants
onions, Moses' riJ1 people calling for,
2:61

oppression, divine prohibition against,

obedience
Abraham il1, devout in, 1 6 : 1 2 0
false swearing of, hypocrisy, 4 : 8 1
forgiveness, and magnificent reward
for, 33:35
heavens and earth, all that is in
utterly obedient to God, 2 : 1 1 6 ,
30:26

Jesus .iJ1 , neither insolent nor disobedient, 1 9 : 1 4
Mary �1, devout in, 3:43, 6 6 : 1 2
patient and devout in, 3 : 1 6- 1 7
prayer, standing before G o d devout.
ly in, 2:238
righteous women, prime character
of in safeguarding sacred trusts,
4:34

watches of night, devoutly obedient
in, 3 9 : 9
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6 : 1 52 , 1 7 : 3 4

-attesters when guardian handing
over to, 4:6
-not consu1ning in wasteful
spending, 4:6
-not substituting tainted wealth
for their wholesome wealth, 4:2
-unjustly consunlln g \vcalth of,
consume fire into their bellies,

7:33

orchards. See Specialized Index, Life
fonns: Plants
ornaments, 7 : 1 48 , 1 3 : 1 7 , 1 6: 14, 3 5 : 1 2 ,

4:10

outer garments, n o offense for women
beyond child-bearing age to lay
aside, 24:60
O\Vners of the garden
astray, 68:26
blame for transgression, 68:30
destitute exalting God, 68:28
devastation of garden, 68:20
hope, setting anew upon God,
68:32

jndigent, intent to bar entrance of
while harvesting fruit, 68:22-25
torment, of God, 68:33
vowing to harvest all its fruits, 68: 1 7
whirlwind of fire, 6 8 : 1 9

43 : 1 7 - 1 8

orphan(s)
affairs of, looking after and setting
aright, 2:220
brothers in faith, interrelating and
treating as, 2:220
covenant of Children of lsrael, be
good to, 2:83
division of inheritance, 4:8
feeding, orphan despite desire for it,
76:8

females orphaned
-fearing not acting with justice
with, 4:3
-uphold all rights regarding, 4 : 1 27

p

pair(s)
cattle
-eight pairs, 6 : 143
-mates, 39: 6
fruits, 55:52
God
-created, 36:36, 43: 1 2 , 5 1 :49,
78:8

General Index

pair(s) (continued)
God (continued)
-made of you, 1 6:72, 35 : 1 1
highly exalted i s God, who created
all in, 36:36
mates, 3 0 :2 1 , 42: 1 1 , 5 3:45
-in pair(s), 1 1 :40, 1 3: 3 , 23:27
--single soul, created from, 4: 1 ,
7 : 1 89 , 3 9 : 6

plants, 20: 53
single soul, 4: 1 , 7 : 1 89 , 3 9 : 6
standing for God's sake, in pairs or
alone, to consider Quran's reve
lation, 34:46
pardon
of believers
-evil, offense against oneself,
4 : 1 49

-overlook and, as to hurtful
actions of People of Scripture,
relatives, poor, and all those in
God's path, 2 : 1 09 , 5 : 1 3 , 24:22
-people, and suppress their rage,
3 : 1 33 - 1 34

-set things aright and, reward
with God for, 42:40
of God
-for believers killing game, while
in pilgrim sanctity, God par
doned what has passed, 5 : 95
-for betraying yourselves, on
night of fast, 2 : 1 87
-for disobeying orders, to hold
positions at Ul_md, 3 : 1 52, 3 : 1 55
-for Golden Calf, taking as god,
2:5 1 -52, 4: 1 53

-for helpless believers, who can
gather no means to avert oppres
sion or find way out, 4:98-99
-for past habit of excessive ques
tioning about things of religion,
with which people have not
been obliged, 5 : 1 0 1
-He is: all-pardoning, 4:99,
4: 149, 22:60, 5 8 : 2 ; ever pardon
ing, 4:43; pardons much, 42:30,
42:34

-instruction to Prophet � : par
don disbelievers, for disobedi
ence at Ul:md, 3 : 1 59; take course
of pardoning others, 7: 1 9 9
-misdeeds of believers, God alone
pardons, 42 :25

pardon (continued)
parents (continued)
of God (continued)
goodness toward, 2 : 8 3 , 4:36, 6 : 1 5 1 ,
17:23, 29: 8
-Prophet I�, may God pardon you
helping, two women helping their
for granting permission to the
aged father, 2 8 : 23
hypocrites to stay behind from
Campaign of Tabuk, 9 : 43
helpless children, beware of God if
fear leaving them behind, 4 : 9
mention, 2 : 1 78 , 2:286, 9 : 6 6 , 64: 1 4
indemnity of father and son
parents. See also child-bearing and wean
-Noah ;it� unable to intercede on
ing; children; family
behalf of disbelieving son,
adoption
1 1 :45-46
-disclose paternity of natural
-none shall have in Hereafter,
fathers, 3 3 : 5
3 1 : 33, 80:34-37
-not natural sons, 3 3 : 4
all that begets and all that is begot
inheritance, 4:7, 4 : 1 1
justice, upholding even i f against
ten, divine oath by, 90: 1 -3
parents or relatives, 4 : 1 35
angels, praying for believers and
love of God, more beloved than
their righteous fathers, spouses,
parents, 9:24
and children, 4 0 : 8
associating gods with the Sole God
loving-kindness toward, 46: 1 5
-Abraham ;ij1, refusing to worship
marriage provisions
father's idols, 6:74-79, 9 : 1 14,
-ex-wives of fathers, prohibition
against marriage of, 4:22
1 9 : 4 1 -44, 2 1 : 5 1 -54, 26: 69-77,
37:83-87, 43:26-27
-mothers and daughters, prohibi
tion against marriage of, 4:23
-allies, not taking fathers or
maternal concern, mother for infant
brothers as, if they love unbelief
Moses ;>tl1, 2 8 : 1 0- 1 3
over faith, 9 : 2 3
mother
-children not to obey parents,
-bore and delivered one in pain,
when compelling them to false
46: 1 5
worship, 2 9 : 8 , 3 1 : 1 5
bearing and weaning children, thirty
-bore one i n feebleness, 3 1 : 1 4
mothers o f the believers, 3 3 : 6 , 3 3 : 5 9
months in all, 46: 1 5
boy, oppressing parents with trans
Muhammad � , fatherly concern
gression and disbelief, 1 8 : 80-81
for believers, 3 3 : 6
opposing God and His Messenger
Children of Israel, covenant with
.� , not loving even if opposi
God includes being good to par
tion is from fathers, children, or
ents, 2:83
brothers, 5 8 :22
eating from homes of fathers or
parental concern, ofJacob ;;c, for
mothers, no offense against
son Joseph ;ij1, 1 2 : 4-5, 1 2: 1 1 -1 4 ,
doing freely, 24: 6 1
enemies, among spouses and chil
1 2 : 1 6- 1 8
dren, 64: 1 4- 1 5
piety of
-heavenly blessing perfected upon
estranging wives, b y sinfully pro
fathers ofJoseph il1, 1 2 : 6
nouncing them prohibited for
marital relations as one's mother,
-Jacob ;;c, exhorting children to
worship God alone on his
33:4, 5 8 : 2
deathbed, 2: 1 3 3
father not evil nor mother unchaste,
-Joseph ;>tl1, following sacred way
of Mary �1, 1 9 : 2 8
of fathers, 1 2 : 3 8
Fie! divine decree for children not
to say to, 1 7:23, 46: 1 7- 1 8
-righteous father, God providing
for two orphans of, 1 8 : 82
fire whose fuel i s people and stones,
-true believing parents, of boy
saving families from, 6 6 : 6
oppressing with disbelieving
good offering, of children's charita
ble spending for, 2 : 2 1 5
transgression, 1 8 : 8 0
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parents of prophets (continued)
patience (continued)
parents (continued)
Solomon 1:£.J1, thanking Lord for
l'v1uha1nmad � (continued)
ren1e1nbrance of forefathers, reme1n
divine grace upon hin1 and his
3 8 : 1 7, 40: 5 5 , 40:77, 46:35,
bering God with greater solem
parents, 27: 1 9
50:39, 52:48, 68:48, 7 3 : 1 0 ,
nity, 2:200
76:24
supplication for, my Lord, have mercy partner(s) . See association o f gods, \Vith
Sole God
-have patience, 70:5, 74:7
upon them both even as they raised
pastures. See Specialized Index. Life
-overcoming foes if patient,
me up as a little one, 1 7 :24
Fonns: Plants
thanks, giving to God and parents,
8 :65-66
-persevere patiently, in God's
pathways. See also way
31:14
bees, eating from every fmit in
worship, 1 9 : 65
t o your parents, you shall b e good, 2 : 8 3 ,
pathways of Lord, 1 6 : 68-69
patient
4:36, 6 : 1 5 1 , 17:23
earth, broad pathways therein, bless
-better for those who are, 1 6 : 126
veils, unnecessary before fathers,
ing upon man from God, 2 1 :3 1 ,
-Children of Israel were, 7: 1 3 7
husbands' fathers, sons, or hus
7 1 : 1 9-20
bands' son, 24:31
-endowed \.Vith magnificent share
guided, to salvation by spiritual,
of goodness, 41 :35
wealth and children
from God, 29:69
-fear God and keep, 1 2 : 90
-diversion from remernbrance of
of peace, 5 : 1 5- 1 6
-glad tidings for, 2 : 1 55-157
God, 63:9
-God: is with those who are,
path of God, 2 : 1 54, 2 : 1 90- 1 9 1 ,
-enjoyment of delusion, 57:20
2 : 1 95 , 2 : 2 1 8 , 2:244, 2:246,
2 :249, 8:46, 8 : 6 6 ; loves those
-temptation, 8:28
2 : 2 6 1 -262, 3 : 1 3 , 3 : 1 46 , 3 : 1 56who are, 3 : 1 46
weaning children, full period two
-having been, 28:54
1 57, 3 : 1 67, 3 : 1 69-1 72, 4:74-76,
years, 3 1 : 1 4
-Ishmael �', Idris �1, Dhul-Kifl
4: 84, 4:89, 4: 94-95, 4 : 1 00,
wing o f humility, lowering out of
4: 1 67, 5 : 54, 7:75, 7:86, 8 : 36,
mercy for them, 1 7 :24
ii81, 2 1 :85
8 : 47, 8 : 60-62, 8:72, 8 :74, 9 : 1 9,
-men and women, 33:35
word of doom, against children nor
9:34, 9 : 3 8-39, 9 : 4 1 , 9 : 8 1 , 9 : 1 1 1 ,
-Moses �i : seek help from God and
heeding parental warning to
be, saying to people, 7 : 1 2 8 ; you
9 : 120, 1 1 : 1 9 , 1 6 : 8 8 , 22:9, 22:25 ,
believe in God, 46 : 1 7 - 1 8
22:58, 24:22, 3 1 : 6 , 38:26, 47: i ,
shall.find me, with God's servant,
parents of prophets, examples o f
47 :4-7, 47:32, 47:34, 47 :38,
1 8 :69
dutifulness
-most, Job
49: 1 5 , 57:10, 5 8 : 1 6, 6 1 : 1 0- 1 3 ,
3 8 : 44
Abraham 62)1
-remain, and be God-fearing,
-calling father to faith, and seek
63 : 2 , 73:20
3 : 120, 3 : 1 25 , 3 : 1 8 6
paths (of faith and salvation) , guided
ing forgiveness for, 1 9: 42-47
upon, 1 4 : 1 2
-remaining, and forgiving, 42:43
-promise to father, to seek for
patience
giveness for, 9 : 1 1 4
-servants who believe, 3 9 : 1 0
-son of Abraha1n ;i±J, (Ishmael �') ,
beautiful patience, 1 2 : 1 8, 1 2 : 83, 70:5
--seeking forgiveness for father,
enduring patiently
3 7 : 1 02
1 9 : 42-47, 26:85-86, 60:3-4
-exemplary leaders, 32:24
-with affliction, 3 1 : 1 7
--supplicating Lord to forgive him
-hurt inflicted, 1 4 : 1 2
pourforth upon u s patience, prayer of
and his parents, 1 4 : 40-41
-messengers, 6 : 34, 46:35
believers engaging Goliath,
forefathers, descendants, brethren,
-Servants of All-Merciful, 25:75
2 : 250
God guiding many, 6 : 8 7
-those endowed with discretion
reward, 11 : 1 1 , 1 6 : 96, 25:75, 28:54,
Ishmael �1, telling father to fulfill
and understanding, 1 3 : 1 9-22
God's con1rnand to sacrifice son,
33:35, 39 : 1 0 , 76: 1 2
seek God's help through, 2:45, 2 : 1 53
exhorting one another to, 9 0 : 1 7 - 1 8 ,
3 7 : 1 0 1 - 1 04
1 03 :2-3
ultimate abode of bliss for, 1 3 :22,
Jes us �1, speaking from cradle that
mention, 2 : 1 75 , 2 : 1 77, 3 : 17, 3 : 1 42,
1 3:24
he was enjoined to be virtuous
3 : 200, 4:25, 7 : 87, 7 : 1 26 , 1 4 : 2 1 ,
peace
to mother, 1 9 : 29-32
1 6 :42, 1 6 : 1 1 0 , 1 8 : 67, 1 8:72,
Abode of, Everlasting in Hereafter,
John �1, virtuous toward parents,
1 9 : 12-14

Joseph �1, taking parents into
embrace and saying, enter Egypt,
by will of God, in full security,
1 2 :99

Noah �1 , supplicating Lord to for
give him and his parents, 7l :28
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1 8 :75, 1 8:78, 1 8 : 82, 20: 1 32,
22:35, 23: 1 1 1 , 25:20, 25:42,
28:80, 29:59, 38:6, 4 1 :24, 47: 3 1 ,
49: 5 , 5 2 : 1 6 , 54:27

Muhammad �
-be patient, 8:46, 1 0 : 1 09 , 1 1 :49,
1 1 : 1 1 5 , 1 6 : 1 27, 20: 1 30, 30:60,

6 : 1 27, 10:25

Abraham ;E:
-greeting father with, 1 9 : 47
-messenger-angels, greeting from
and to, 1 1 : 69, 1 5 :52, 5 1 :25
-salutation of, forever upon,
3 7 : 1 09

General Index
· ----� ''' -----

peace (continued)
angels (rather than people) walking
peaceably, God would have sent
angel messenger to, 1 7 : 9 5
believers
-enter into altogether, 2:208
-salutation from God to, on Day
they meet Him, 3 3 : 44
-salutation of, to those who
malign them, peace be upon you,
28:55

Elias ;i(J1, salutation of, forever upon,
37: 1 30

enter homes, greeting people with,
24:27, 24:6 1

gates o f Heaven
-angels saying to those admitted
through, 1 3 :23-24
-word of security and, to those
admitted through, 1 5 :46, 1 6 : 32,
39:73

guidance of God, only those who
follow shall have, 2 0 : 47
heart, remaining in true state of
peace regarding faith, if com
pelled to renounce belief, 1 6 : 106
humankind, type of person in state
of, only if good befalls, 22: 1 1
inclining to, i n foreign relations
with other communities, 8 : 6 1
Jesus ;;81, all of, upon hi m in birth,
death, and resurrection in the
Hereafter, 1 9 : 1 5 , 1 9: 3 3
mention, 4 3 : 8 9 , 5 6 : 2 6 , 5 6 : 9 1 ,
74:35, 97:5

messengers, all, salutation of, forever
upon, 37: 1 8 1
Moses � 1 and �J\aron ,:ib1, salutation
forever upon, 3 7 : 1 2 0
Noah �
-disembarking Ark with, 1 1 :48
-salutation of, forever upon,
37:79

one who offers salutation of, forbid
den to say to such, you are not a
believer, 4: 94
parable of town, being secure and
peaceable, 1 6 : 1 1 2
pathways o f, 5 : 1 6
peaceful settlement, between disput
ing husband and wife, 4 : 1 28
Prophet /�, saluting with worthy
salutation of, 3 3 : 5 6

Pharaoh. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Moses ;;81
arrogant, 1 0:79, 23:46, 2 8 : 3 9 , 29:39
7 : 46 , 1 0 : 1 0, 1 4:23, 1 9 : 62 , 2 5 : 7 5 ,
asking, who is the Lord, 20:49
36:58
believing, after drowning waters
servants God chose to bear His mes
overwhelmed him, 1 0 : 90-9 1
sages, peace upon, 27:59
Servants of the All-Merciful, 25:63
belying Moses ;;i.'11 , 20:56, 22:44,
the Peace (see Specialized Index,
28:38, 54:42, 7 9 : 2 1 -22
body of, preserved as sign for peo
God: Divine Acts)
ple, 1 0 : 92
unlawful, to fight against those
claiming, I am your Lord, most high,
offering, 4:90
79:24
withdrawing from fighting, those
concern, abont Moses � spreading
not offering, 4 : 9 1
pearl(s) , 22:23, 35:33, 52:24, 55:22,
corruption and causing aban
donment of gods, 7 : 1 27 , 40:26
56:23, 76: 1 9
destroyed for defying God, 29:39
People o f Scripture. See Scripture,
disavowal of, thongh having certain
People of
ty of message being from God,
People of the Fire-Pit
27: 1 4
believers, in relation to
disobeyed messenger, 69:9-10, 73: 1 6
-thrown into Fire-Pit, 8 5 : 7
-vengeance, taken against for
earlier generations, asking about fate
of, 20: 5 1 -52
believing in One God alone,
elucidating signs, 1 7 : 1 0 1
85:8
forewarning, 54:41
fueling fire, 'vhile seated in com
haughty and exceedingly rebellious,
mand over it, 8 5 : 5-6
1 0:83
perished, 85:4
pennission
hosts of, disbelieving, 8 5 : 1 7-20
House of Pharaoh, 2 : 49, 2 : 5 0 , 3 : 1 1 ,
for marriage, seeking from house
7 : 1 30, 7 : 1 4 1 , 8 : 52, 8 : 54, 1 4 : 6 ,
holds, 4:25
2 8 : 8 , 40:45-46, 54:41
seeking, during three intervals of
imprisonment, threatening Moses ;itr1
privacy, 24:58-59
with, 26:29
taking before entering homes, other
kill Moses ;;81, wanting to do, 40:26
than your own, 24:27-29
mention, 7 9 : 1 5-26
turning back, when not given, 24:28
messenger sent to, 7 3 : 1 5
pennission of God
Moses ;;81 sent t o with signs, 7 : 1 03 ,
affliction by, day the two armies
met at Ul.r nd, 3 : 1 66
1 0:75, 4 0 : 2 3 , 4 3 : 4 6 , 5 1 :38
sin, indulged in, 6 9 : 9
harm, not coming except by, 2: 1 02,
slaying sons, of Moses' ;E1 people,
58:10
7 : 1 27 , 2 8 : 4
intercession with God, only by,
sorcerer and liar, accusing Moses ,i.!1
2:255, 1 0: 3 , 20: 1 09 , 2 1 : 2 8
1niraculous signs of prophets, by
of being, 1 7 : 1 0 1 , 40:24, 5 1 : 3 9
God's permission, 3 :49, 5 : 1 1 0 ,
tidings of, 2 8 : 3
1 4: 1 1 , 3 4 : 1 2 , 40:78
wealth and adornment of, 1 0 : 8 8
womenfolk of Children of Israel,
no soul dying except by, 3 : 145
plants coming forth by, 7:58
keeping alive in bondage, 7 : 1 27 ,
produce coming forth by, 14:25
28:4
small company of believers, prevail- pilgrimage
Abraham ;;81, proclaiming duty of
ing over numerous company of
ungodly with, 2:249
Hajj-Pilgrimage, 22:27
'Ara£it, remember God much on
sweeping away hosts at Ub.ud by,
plain of, 2 : 198
3 : 1 52
peace (continued)
salutation of people of Garden, 6 : 54,
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pilgrimage (continued)
atonement, for deliberately hunting
game while in pilgrim sanctity,
5 : 95

ueuenl:-,, L.. L.. :.t.o

1

,-

,.... ,.... '"' '""

bounty from Lord through commerce, not sinful, 2: 1 98 - 1 9 9
charitable offerings, 2 : 1 96
circle round Ancient House, 22:29
complete Hajj-Pilgrimage and
'Umra-Lesser Pilgrimage, solely
for sake of God, 2 : 1 9 6
disputation prohibited during, 2 : 1 97
fasting, 2 : 1 96
game, unlawful to hunt while in pil
grim sanctity, 5 : 1 , 5 : 9 6
months, time frame end of lunar
year, 2 : 1 97
numbered days in valley of Mina,
remember God much, 2 : 203
obligation upon all able to attain
way to it, 3 : 9 7
provisions, 2 : 1 97
ren1embering God, after concluding
rites, 2 :200-203
renunciation of idolaters, 9 : 1 -5
ritual waymarks of God, 22:30-32
$afa and Marwah, ritual waymarks,
2:158

sexual relations, prohibited during,
2: 1 97

shaving heads, 2 : 1 96
ungodliness, prohibited during,
2 : 1 97

water-offering for pilgrims and
maintenance of Sacred Mosque,
unequal with striving in God's
path, 9 : 1 9-20
plant(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
Forms: Plants
pomegranates, 6:99, 6 : 1 4 1 , 5 5 : 6 8
poverty (poor)
believers to be upright in upholding
justice, regardless of whether
one is rich or, 4: 135
bondmen and bondv.ro1nen, 1narry'
ing of, 24:32
charitable offerings, giving to, 2:271
humankind poor, in need of God,
3 5 : 1 5 , 47: 3 8

orphan's guardian, taking from
wealth of in accordance with
what is right, 4 : 6
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poverty (continued)
poverty
-killing children for fear of, 6 : 1 37
-mark of, 2:273
-SaLan direa[ens wi1h, 2:268
sacrificial animals, feed aflli cted and
indigent from their meat, 22:28,
22:36

spoils, share given to, 5 9:7-8
striving in God's path, give to those,
2:273

tonnent, for those who said, most
surely God is poor and we are rich,
3:181

Zakat-Charity, portion o f directed
to, 9 : 60 (see aiso mam entry)
Prayer. See also supplication
Abrahan1 �1
-and Ishmael �1, Quran answer
to their prayer (for descendant
messenger reciting verses) , 2 : 129
-establishing Prayer and Zakat
Charity, 5 : 1 2
-make m e steaijast in observing
Prayer and also my children,
14:40-41

bowing to God in, 2:43, 3 :43,
9 : 1 12, 22:77, 3 9 : 9

call to, those without understanding
who take it as mocke1y and
play, 5 : 5 8
cleansing oneself, prior to, 4 : 4 3 , 5 : 6
c01nmerce
-or selling, not diverting from
establishment of, 24:37
-quitting for Friday congregation
al Prayer, 62:9-10
constant, in keeping up with, 6:92,
70: 1 9-23

direction of, 2 : 1 43-144, 2 : 1 48,
2 : 1 50

-commanded to change from
J emsalem to face Makkah,
2 : 1 43-144, 2 : 1 50

-one for each faith community,
2 : 1 48

-People of Scripture, not follow
ing that of Prophet /�, 2 : 1 45
each one an1ong God's creation,
knowing its way of, 24:41
establish Prayer and give Zakat
Charity, 2:43, 2 : 1 1 0, 2 : 1 77,
2 :277, 4:77, 4 : 1 62, 5 : 1 2 , 5:55,

Prayer (continued)
establish Prayer (continued)
9 : 5 , 9: 1 1 , 9 : 1 8 , 9:7 1 , 2 1 :73,
22:41 , 22:78, 24:56, 27:3, 3 1 :4,

33:33, 5 8 : 1 3 , 73:20, 98:5

establishing, 2:3, 4 : 1 03 , 6 : 72 , 7 : 1 70,
8:3, 1 0 : 87, 1 1 : 1 14, 1 3:22, 1 4 : 3 1 ,
17:78, 20: 1 4, 22:35, 29:45,
30: 3 1 , 3 1 : 1 7 , 3 5 : 1 8 , 35:29,
42:38

family, enjoining upon, 20: 1 32
fear of Lord in, establishing out of,
35: 1 8

fighting, Prayer during, 4: 1 0 1 - 1 03
forsaking, guarantee of degradation,
19:59

Friday congregational Prayer, 62:9-10
God's blessings upon Prophet /�,
praying for, 33:56
help of God, seeking through
patience and, 2:45, 2 : 1 53
helpless, special prayer of, bring us
out of this city, 4:75
humility, attaining in, 23 : 1 -2
hypocrites
-lazy in, 4: 1 42, 9:54
-prayer over at death, forbidden,
9 : 84

inm1orality, a bulwark against, 29:45
intoxication, not approaching dnring
(intermediate prohibition during
course of altogether outlawing
alcohol consumption), 4:43
Ish1nael �1, enjoining farnily with,
and Zakat-Charity, 1 9 :54-55
lengthy, imbalanced propensity of
human being when touched by
evil, 4 1 : 5 1
mention, 5 : 9 1 , 5 : 1 06, 6 : 1 62, 8 : 3 8 ,
1 1 :87, 1 4:37, 1 9 : 3 1 , 1 9 : 59 ,
70:34, 1 0 7 : 5

mindfulness of and regarding, 2 : 2 3 8
1noderation in tone during, not
excessively loud nor unduly
muted, 1 7 : 1 1 0
Moses r:B1 and Aaron ;iJ1, supplicat
ing forgiveness when their peo
ple worshipped Golden Calf,
7:151

prayer niche, people of Moses /i!l1
making in dwellings, 1 0 : 8 7
ren1embering God, with reverence
after concluding, 4: 1 03

General Index

Prayer (continued)
repentance, establishing Prayer and
giving Zilit-Charity, 9 : 5 , 9 : 1 1
Solomon � . sun setting before his
offering of afternoon Prayer,
38:31

Station of Abraham �1, take up at
Ka'bah as place of; 2 : 1 25
sun, at declining of; 1 7 : 7 8
unmindfulness of; graveness of;
107:4-6

vigilant, as to keeping, 2 3 : 9
Zachariah �1, prayer for successor,
3 : 3 8 , 1 9:5-6

predator, forbidden consumption of
what was eaten by, 5:3
preference
for life of this world over Hereafter,
79:37-39, 87: 1 6- 1 7

Helpers preferring Emigres over
their own selves, 5 9 : 9
pregnancy. See child-bearing and
weaning
priests, 5:82. See also monasticism;
monks
prison-mates, ofJoseph � (two young
servants). See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Joseph �'
called to worship one God and fol
low sacred way of Abraham ;E1,
1 2 : 37

dreams of; one pressing wine and
other carrying bread over head
from which birds eating, 1 2 : 3 6
imprisoned with, 1 2 : 3 6
interpretation of dreams, 1 2 : 4 1
Joseph's � innocence
-prison-mate requested to men
tion to his lord, 1 2:42
-remembering to mention at long
last, 1 2 :45
Satan, causing prison-mate to forget
Joseph �. 1 2:42
prisoners of war
not for Prophet � to take, 8 :67-68
saying to, that God knows good in
hearts, 8 : 7 0
proclamation
affliction with torment, for rebel
lious, 7 : 1 67
all that is proclaimed and all hidden,
God knows, 87:7

proclamation (continued)
associate-gods, disbelievers in
Hereafter proclaiming that not
witness to, 4 1 :47
I:lajj-Pilgrimage, duty of; 22:27
Lord proclaimed, if you give thanks, I
shall increase you, 14:7
Messenger �. proclaim
--all commanded to convey, 1 5 : 94
--all sent down with, 5 : 67
purity of own souls, shall not pro
claim, 5 3 : 32
renouncing idolaters, 9 : 3
prohibition
associate-gods, grievous judgment in
portioning offerings to, 6 : 136-137
distinct, God making all that is for
bidden, 6 : 1 1 9 ,
forbidden foods, 4: 1 60, 6 : 1 46 ,
16:118

forbidden marriage provisions (can
not marry mothers, sisters, etc.),
4 : 2 3 , 24:3

forgery against God, forbidding food
that God made lawful, 6 : 1 38-140
game of the land, hunting forbidden
while in state of pilgrim sanctity,
5 : 96

God and Messenger �. what they
prohibited, 9 : 2 9
impure things, prohibited, 7 : 1 57
Israel �. food that he prohibited for
himself; 3 : 9 3
Jesus �1, making lawful some of
what was prohibited, 3 : 5 0
killing human soul, shall not, 6 : 1 5 1
lawful and forbidden, b y decree of
God alone, 1 0: 5 9 , 1 6 : 1 1 6
obscenities, prohibited, 7 : 3 3
Prophet �. prohibiting for himself
the lawful to attain good pleasure of wives, 6 6 : 1
specific dietary prohibitions, 2: 1 7 3 ,
5 : 3 , 6 : 1 45 , 1 6 : 1 1 5

usury, prohibited, 2:275
wholesome things, not prohibiting
what God made lawful, 5 :87,
7 : 32

proof(s)
coming from Lord, clear, 1 2 : 1 0 8
manifest, 6 : 1 04, 7 : 203, 1 7 : 1 02 ,
28:43 , 45:20

Prophet Muhammad �- See
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhammad �
prostration. See bowing
provision !furnishing) . See also spending;
wealth
Abraham �. saying to people to
seek from God, 29: 1 6- 1 7
abundant means, spending accord
ingly, 65:7
All-Providing, 5 1 :58
beast
-each depends solely on God for,
1 1 :6

-God alone provides for each,
29:60

-grazing, 22:28, 22:34
bounty of God, seeking, 62:9- 1 0
date palms, 1 6 :66-67, 50:9- 1 1
devastation o f many cities, insolently
exulting in bounteous liveli
hood, 2 8 : 5 8
earth
-fruits of; 1 4:32
-furnished habitation, 2:22
-prolific livelihood therein,
1 5 : 1 9-20

-yielding of its resources, so eat of
God's, 67: 1 5
eating
--an d drinking freely from God's
generous, 2:60
--cattle, without following Satan
in forbidding consumption of;
6 : 1 42

-of God's provision, 34: 1 5 , 6 7 : 1 5
-of grazing beasts, a n d feeding
afflicted poor, 22:28
-wholesome foods, 2:57, 2 : 1 72,
7 : 1 60 , 1 6 : 1 1 4 , 20: 8 1

fear o f God, those with receiving
provision from where they
never conceived, 6 5 : 2-3
forbidding, food that God lawfully
provided, 6 : 1 40, 1 0 : 5 9
gardens and grain of harvest, 50:9-1 1
God
-extends abundant provision and
alone restricts it, 1 3:26, 17 : 3 0 ,
2 8 : 8 2 , 2 9 : 6 2 , 3 0 : 3 7 , 34:36,
34:39, 39:52, 42: 1 2

-favoring some above others i n
abundance o f; 1 6 : 7 1
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provision (continued)
God (continued)
--gives to whomever He so wills,
2 : 2 1 2 , 3 :27, 3:37, 1 3 :26, 24:38,

42 : 1 9

--giving generously t o man, yet
exultant, 8 9 : 1 5 - 1 8
-not asking anyone for any provi
sion, rather He provides, 20: 1 32
-provided during life, 30:40
-withholding provision, none
other to provide, 67:21
heaven
-in it, origin of provision, 51 :22
----1i e nt down from, 40: 1 3
heaven and earth
-no creator other than God pro
viding from, 1 6:73, 3 5 : 3
-providing from, 1 0 : 3 1 , 27:64,
34:24, 35:3

injustice in earth, committed if God
were to amply extend provision
to all servants, 42:27
killing children because of indigence
forbidden, for God provides for
them and parents, 6 : 1 5 1 , 1 7 : 3 1
limited measure, spending accord
ingly, 65:7
Mary �1, Zachariah �' asking her
about her, 3 : 3 7
parable of town, provision aplenty
but belied God's blessings,
1 6: 1 1 2

spending charitably, out o f God's,
2 : 3 , 2:254, 4:39, 8 : 3 , 1 3 :22,
1 4 : 3 1 , 22:35, 28:54, 32: 1 6 ,
35:29, 36:47, 42:38, 6 3 : 1 0

thanks, to God, 2 : 1 72, 8:26, 14:37,
1 6 : 1 1 4 , 34: 1 5

treasure-troves of Korah, 28:76-78
water, blessed, 5 0 : 9- 1 1
wholesome
-eating from, 1 6 : 1 1 4
-foods, 2 : 1 72, 2 0 : 8 1
-fruit of date-palms and
grapevines, 1 6 :66-67
-God providing all that is, 1 6 :72,
40:64

-things, 8 : 26
worshiping apart from God, not
holding even slightest provision,
1 6 :73
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Psalms. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: David ;;di
given to David �1, 4 : 1 63 , 1 7 : 5 5
righteous servants inherit earth, written
in, 2 1 : 105

purity (continued)
pages honored and purified, of
Quran's Reminder, 8 0 : 1 3 - 1 4
Prayer, purifying for, 5 : 6
prvdairning, of ouc's owu soul is

wrongful utterance, 53:32
pure drink, in Garden, 7 6 :21
purifying water, 25:48
Quran, none touching but those
purified, 56:77-79
Scriptures, kept pure, 98:2
spouses ever pure, in Garden 2:25,

punishment. See also Hereafter; recompense
ever-mounting, 74: 1 7
exemplary, 2:66, 5 :60, 5 : 1 1 5 , 6 : 40,
10:50, 13:6, 1 3 :33-34, 1 6: 8 8 ,
1 8 :5 5 , 2 4 : 2 , 24: 8 , 29: 1 0 , 3 8 : 1 4 ,
40:5, 5 2 : 7

God severe in, 2 : 1 96 , 2: 21 1 , 3: 1 1 ,

3 : 1 5 , 4:57

5:2 , 5 : 9 8 , 8 : 1 3, 8:25, 8:48, 8:52,
1 3 : 6 , 1 7 : 5 8 , 27:2 1 , 40:3, 40:22,
59:4, 59:7

God swift in, 6 : 1 65 , 7 : 1 67
hastening, 22:47, 29: 53-54
horrid, 6 5 :8
horrific, 1 8:87
painful, 5 1 :37
slaves, illicit sexual intercourse, half
of, 4:25
purity !,purification)
awaiting permission to enter resi
dence, turning back when
refused leads to, 24:28
charitable offering, cleansing and
purifying, 9 : 1 03
garments, purifying, 7 4:4
God
-bestows, upon whomever He so
wills, 24:21
-commends, 4:49
-loves those who purify themselves, 2:222, 9: 1 08
----1ihall not bestow upon those:
selling His covenant, 3:77; sup
pressing Scripture, 2 : 1 74
hearts, that God will not purify, 5 :41
House of God, Abraham ;;di purify
ing, 2 : 1 25 , 22:26
Household of Prophet �. purified
from defilement, 33:33
Jesus ;;di , cleansing from defilement
of disbelievers, 3: 5 5
Lot ;;di and his fun.ily, kept them
selves pure, 7:82, 27:56
lowering gaze and preserving chasti
ty of secret parts is a cause for,
24:30

Mary �. 3 :42
Muhammad � is himself a cause
for, 2: 129, 2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 62:2

Q
quail, sustenance sent for Children of
Israel, 2:57, 7 : 1 60, 20:80. See also
Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
quake, 22 : 1 , 9 9 : 1 -5
Quba', mosque of, 9 : 1 08 . See also
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhammad �
Queen of Sheba. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Solomon ;;di
consultation with nobles, about
Solomon's ;;di call to faith,
27:29-35

envoy bearing Solomon #; gifts,
27:35-37

glass plates overlaying water, cross
ing over in palace court, 27 :44
hoopoe, commenting on her king
dom and sun-worship, 27:20-26
letter to, calling to worship sole
God, 27:28-31
nobles of, perceiving themselves as
endowed with mighty power,
27:33-35

Solomon's (l(t1 rejection of gifts and
threat of war, 27:36-37
submission to God, declaring,
27:41 -44

sun-worship, 27:22-26
throne
-altering appearance of, 27 :41
-in Solomon's ·� presence,
27:38-40

truthfulness, test of, 27:41 -42
quills, casting them to resolve who
would have honor of Mary's � fos
ter care, 3 : 44. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Mary �'

General Index
·---- ----- -- --- ···-- ---- ------

Quran
Arab messenger, revealed to, 41 : 44
Arabic Quran, 1 2 : 2 , 20: 1 1 3 , 39:28,
41 :3, 42:7, 43 : 3

Book, 2 : 1 2 1 , 2: 176-77, 2 : 23 1 ,
4: 1 1 3 , 4 : 1 36, 4 : 1 62, 6 : 1 1 4,
6: 1 55 , 7 : 2 , 7:52, 7 : 1 96 , 1 2: 1 ,
1 4: 1 , 1 6: 8 9 , 1 7 : 1 05 , 2 1 : 1 0 ,
28:86, 2 9 : 4 5 , 32:2, 38:29, 40:2,
45:2, 46:2

clarifying that about which they dis
pute, 1 6 : 64
clear Book, 44: 1
confirmation of
-divine revelations, 3 : 3 , 6 : 92
-Muhammad's � prophethood,
29:51

-what is before, 6 : 92, 46:30
-what is with them, 2 : 8 9
containing verses, of the mother of
the Book, 3 : 7
Criterion, 2 5 : 1
disbelievers saying, if only sent down
all at once, 25:32
essence of truth, 4:105, 1 3 : 1 , 39:2,
39:41 , 42: 1 7

fairest o f discourse, 39:23
final truth, 3 5 : 3 1
healing for body and soul, 1 7 : 82
mention, 2:4, 2:97, 2:99, 2 : 1 2 1 ,
2 : 1 36 , 2 : 1 85 , 3 : 4 , 4 : 1 74, 5 : 6 6 ,
6 : 1 9, 6 : 9 1 , 9 : 1 1 1 , 1 5 : 87, 1 6:30,
20:2, 24:34, 27:6, 76:23

mountain, crumbled if sent dovvn
upon, 5 9 : 2 1
Night of Decree, sent down on, 97 : 1
prayer o f Abraham ;<i±l1 and Ishmael
{Bi, answer to, 2: 129
preserved, in mother of the Book,
43:4

Reminder, 1 5 :9, 1 6:44, 20:3, 2 1 : 5 0
revelation, 26: 1 92
Scripture, 5 :48
R

rabbis
lords apart from God, disbelievers
taking, 9 : 3 1
sin and devouring ill-gotten gains,
exhortation to forbid, 5 : 62-63
Torah, with it making judgments
for Jewry, 5 :44

rabbis (continuerf)
wealth, consuming by false means,
9:34

rain. See also water
cloud, bringing painful torment,
46:23-24

from heaven in abundance, 11 :52,
7 1 : 1 0- 1 1

G o d alone sends down, 3 1 :34, 42:28
heavy, 2:265
provision from heaven, 40: 1 3 , 45:5
rain-clouds, 7 8 : 1 4
rainfall, issuing from midst of piles
of clouds, 24:43, 30:48
stones, rained down (divine punish
ment) , 7 :83-84, 8 : 32, 1 1 :82,

recitation (continuerf)
disbelievers (continuerf)
-tales of the ancients, 8 :3 1 , 6 8 : 1 31 5 , 83 : 1 2- 1 3

-turn away, 1 7:45-46, 3 1 :7
jinn, listening to, 46:29, 72: 1
listen to Quran, when recited, 7 :204
measured recitation, reciting with,
73:4

Muhammad �, special provisions
-make no haste before revelation
complete, 20: 1 1 4
-not forgetting recitation o f, 8 7 : 6
-not to move tongue hurriedly
while receiving, 7 5 : 1 6 - 1 8
reciting
-account of: Noah ;<i±l1, 1 0 : 7 1 ; one
1 5 :73-76, 25:40, 2 6 : 1 70-1 73,
stripping himself from illuminat
27:56-58, 53:54
ing signs, 7 : 1 75 ; two sons of
water, sent down from sky, 43: 1 1
Adam ;<i±l1, 5:27
Ra'ina, pay heed to us, 2 : 1 04. See also
-Book of Lord, 1 8 :27, 29:45
Specialized Index, Prophets:
-Quran, 2 7 : 9 1 -9 2 , 73:4, 73:20
Muhammad �
-read Quran, 73:20, 96: 1 -3
Ramadan, 2 : 1 8 5 . See also fasting
-to humanity, 1 7 : 1 06
Read, command of first revelatory
refuge in God from accursed Satan,
words, 96: 1
recitation
seeking when reciting, 1 6:98
believers
reckoning. See also Hereafter; punish
ment
-believe in all of it, 28: 52-53
astray, forgetting Day of Reckoning,
-bowing down, 1 7 : 1 06-1 07 , 1 9 : 5 8
3 8 :26
-increase in faith when verses
belief in life, that shall face reckon
recited to, 8:2
bow down, physically do so when
ing in Hereafter, 69: 1 9-20
beliers of God's signs, not anticipat
reciting select verses (see main
entry)
ing, 78:26-28
dawn, angels witnessing recitation
book of deeds, left hand, ifonly I
had never known rny reckoning,
at, 1 7 : 7 8
69:25-26
disbelievers, response to recitation of
Day of, 14:4 1 , 3 8 : 1 6, 38:26, 3 8 : 5 3 ,
verses
40:27
-arrogance, persisting in as
drawing near to people, 2 1 : 1
though not hearing verses,
easy, for one given book of deeds in
45:7-8
-bring to us other than this or change
right hand, 84:7-8
evil reckoning
it, 1 0 : 1 5
-fearing outcome of, 1 3 : 2 1
-clear sorcery, 46:7
-for those n o t responding to
-do not listen to this Quran but
make instead senseless talk, 41 :26
Lord's call, 1 3 : 1 8
God swift in, 2:202, 3 : 1 9 , 3 : 1 99,
-forged fabrication, 34:43
-if we so wished, we could utter the
5 : 4 , 6:62, 1 3 : 4 1 , 14:5 1 , 24:39,
40: 1 7
like of this, 8 : 3 1
-malevolent denial, 22:72
nothing o f one's reckoning bearing
upon another, 6 : 52, 6 : 6 9
-nothing but a selfseeking man turnrests solely with God, 13:40
ing you awayfrom what your forefa
sufficient is God as just reckoner,
thers worshiped, accusation against
4 : 6, 2 1 :47, 3 3 : 3 9
Muhammad �, 34:43
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reckoning (continued)
upon God alone, of everlasting rec
ompense, 8 8 : 2 1 -26
with none but Lord, 26: 1 1 3
recompense (rr.ward puni,hmPnt)
confuting revealed verses, 34:38
curse (of God, angels, and all
humanity) , upon disbelievers
after professing faith, 3 :86-88
deed(s)
-evil, 27:90
-good, having far better than it,
or

27:89, 28:84

-righteous, 32: 1 9 , 98:7-8
-righteousness, manifold reward,
34:37

-ungodly, 32:20
defiant unbelievers
-clear proofs of messengers, dis
believed, 1 0 : 1 3
-neither dying n o r living without
pain, 20:74-76
-not entering Garden, like camel
cannot pass through eye of nee
dle, 7 : 40
-people of 'Ad, 46: 2 1 -25
disbelievers, punished, 9:26, 4 1 :27,
46:20

enemies of God, 41 :28
evil
-all that was done in life, 37:39,
52: 1 6 , 53:31

-atom's weight of evil, shall see
it, 9 9 : 8
excuses unacceptable, 66:7
forgers of
-idolatry, 7 : 1 52
-lies against God, 6 : 9 3
goodness
-atom's weight of good, shall see
it, 9 9 : 7
-reward of is goodness, 5 5 : 60
Hell abode of
-disbelievers in resurrection,
1 7 : 97-98

-dwelling place of those forging
lies, 3 9 : 32
-for what earned, 9 : 9 5
ingrates, raging torrent of cArlln
Darn loosed npon, 34: 1 6 - 1 7
killing
-aggressors who fight at Sacred
Mosque, 2: 1 9 1
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recompense (continued)
killing (continued)
-game while in pilgrim sanctity,
recompense is like of what was

recompense (continued)
turning away from God's sigus,
worst torment, 6 : 1 57
weeping much, for all evil earned,

mention, 4:93, 5:29, 5:33, 5:38,

works futile, of beliers of God's
sigus, 7: 1 47 , 1 8 : 1 05-106
wrongdoers
-horrific puuishment, 1 8 : 87-88
-torment of eternity, 1 0:52
reflection
reflect on Quran, 4:82, 23:68,

kille d, 5:95

6 : 1 38 , 7:41, 12:25, 12:75, 1 6:96,
1 7 : 6 3 , 20: 1 27 , 2 1 :29, 29:7,
34: 1 7 , 35:36, 45 : 1 4, 5 9 : 1 7

misdeed, recompense for, 4 : 1 23 ,
6: 1 60, 42: 40

offenses of those ofJewry, 6 : 1 46
profaning names of God, recom
pense for, 7 : 1 80
remorse, when beholding raging
torment of Hell, 34:33
reward
-believers in God and truth sent
to Messenger ,g,, 5 : 83-85
-Companions of Garden, reward
for what they used to do, 46: 1 4,
56:24

-forgiveness for remernbering
God when sinning, 3 : 1 35-136
-patience, 25:75, 76:12
-ten times the like of good deed,
6 : 1 60

sin, recon1pense
-for reaping, 6 : 120
-of evil deed is the like of it, 1 0:27
soul
-each recompensed for: earned in
life, all of, 1 4 : 5 1 , 40: 1 7 , 45:22;
earning good and reaping evil,
2:286

-no father indemnifying child or
child indemnifying father, 3 1 :33
-no sin-laden soul carrying sinful
load of another, 6 : 1 64, 1 7 : 1 5 ,
35 : 1 8, 3 9 : 7 , 5 3 : 3 8-39

-no soul: holds power for another
soul, 82: 1 9 ; shall indemnify any
other soul, 2:48, 2 : 123
-rendered in full what one
earned, each soul, 3 : 1 6 1 , 1 6: 1 1 1 ,
39:70

-striving in life , 20: 1 5 , 53 :39-41
-used to do in world, 36:54,
45 :28

stealing, recompense for in religion
of Joseph il1, 1 2 : 74-75
truth, reward for those confirming
it, 39:33-34

9:82

3 8 :29, 47:24

refuge in God
from evil of
-envier, 1 1 3 : 5
-jinn and people, 1 1 4:6
-overspreading darkuess, 1 1 3 : 3
-sorceresses, 1 1 3 : 4
-the inciting and receding whisperer, 1 1 4:4
-those arguing against sigus of
God, 40: 5 6
-what He created, 1 1 3 : 2
from satan(s)
-evil of what He created, 1 1 3 : 2
-from instigating insilluations,
7 : 200, 4 1 : 3 6

-passing impulse from, 7:201
-promptings and presence, 23 : 9798, 1 1 4 : 1 -6

-seeking before reciting Quran,
1 6:98

-wife of '!mean, . seeking for
daughter Mary �1, 3 : 3 6
Joseph iJ1, seeking, God is my refuge,
1 2 :23, 1 2:78-79

Mary ;i81, seeking from flawless
human appearing before her,
1 9 : 1 7- 1 8

Moses �1, seeking from being
-of iguorant, 2 : 67
-stoned to death by Pharaoh,
44: 1 8-20

Noah i11, seeking from asking God
whereof he has no knowledge,
1 1 :46-47

relations, 2:27, 8:75, 1 3 : 2 1 , 1 3 :25, 33:6
relative(s)
close, 2 : 8 3 , 2 : 1 77 , 4:7-8, 4:36,
5 : 1 06 , 6 : 1 52, 8:41, 9 : 1 1 3 , 1 6:90,
1 7 :26, 24:22, 30:38, 35 : 1 8,
42:23, 59:7

General Index

relative(s) (continued)
mention, 2 : 1 80 , 2 : 2 1 5 , 4:33, 4 : 1 3 5 ,
9 : 1 1 3, 2 6 : 2 1 4 , 3 0 : 3 8 , 60:3,
90:14-15

reliance
guardian, God is
-over all things, 6 : 1 02, 39:62
-over what we say, 1 2:66, 28:28
-taking God alone as, 7 3 : 8-9
love of God, for those relying only
on Hirn, 3 : 1 59
mention, 1 1 :56, 25:58, 2 6 : 2 1 7 ,
42: 1 0 , 6 0 : 4 , 67:29

reliant believers rely, on Hirn alone,
12:67, 1 4 : 1 2 , 39:38

Satan, no authority over believers
relying on God, 1 6:98-100
sufficient is God, 8 : 6 1 -62, 65 :2-3
-as guardian, 3 : 1 73-174, 4 : 8 1 ,
4 : 1 32, 4 : 1 7 1 , 1 7 : 6 5 , 33:2-3,
33:48

true believers, upon Lord alone
relying, 8 : 2 , 1 6 : 98-99, 29:58-59,
42: 3 6

trust in God, placing with One who
is overpowering, all-wise, 8:49
upon God alone, 3 : 122, 3 : 1 60, 5 : 1 1 ,
5:23, 7 : 8 9 , 9 : 5 1 , 9 : 1 29 , 1 0 : 7 1 ,
1 0 : 84-85, 1 1 : 8 8 , 1 1 : 1 23 , 12:67,
1 3 :30, 1 4 : 1 1 - 1 2, 1 6:4 1 -42,
27:78-79, 5 8 : 1 0 , 64: 1 3

upon Overpowering One, the
Mercy-Giving, 26:217-2 1 9
religion. See also Islam
brothers in, 9 : 1 1 , 33:5
compulsion, none in, 2:256
confounding of, associate gods,
6: 1 37

disbelievers in, despairing of
destroying, 5 : 3
dividing up into sects, 6 : 1 59
entering into, in throngs, 1 1 0:2
factionaiizing, 6 : 1 59, 30:31-32, 42: 1 3
forefathers, unexamined following
of spiritual path of, upon their
traces we shall be guided, 43:22-23
forging, lies in, 3:24
God's religion
-chosen by, 2 : 1 3 1 - 1 32, 24:55
-devotion in, 1 6:52
-establishing believers in, 24:55
-forbidding alliances with those
who have fought you over, 60:9

religion (continued)
God's religion (continued)
-perfected in Islam, 5 : 3
--sincere to, 4: 1 46, 7 : 2 9 , 1 0:22,
29:65, 3 1 :32, 39:2, 3 9: 1 1 , 3 9 : 1 4,
40: 1 4, 40:65

--strict adherence to, 24:2
-striving to make for, alone,
2 : 1 93 , 8 : 3 9

-submitting to God by way of,
3:83

-well-pleased with Islam as, "The
Peace" real name and state of, 5 : 3
hypocrites
-profess, but believe in none
except their own, 3 : 72-73
--saying believers deluded by, 8 : 49
Islam ever as
--submission, other than it is not
accepted, 3 : 8 5
-willing submission to God alone,
3:19

learned in, 9 : 122
nothing but a fiction, slander of the
elders of Makkah, 3 8 : 6-7
People of Scripture
-believing none but those follow
ing own version rather than,
3 : 72-73

-not to exceed bounds of, 4: 1 7 1 ,
5:77

persecution for sake of, help against,
8:72

Pharaoh, saying about Moses �1, I
fear that he may change your reli
gion, 40:26
Prophet �
-commanded to say to idolaters, I
do not worship whom you worship
apartfrom God, 1 0 : 1 04, 1 09 : 1 -6
-divine con11nand to say to
Bedouins regarding, 49 : 1 6
-not o f those who associate gods
with God, being essence of,
1 0 : 1 05

--steadfast in establishing, 42: 1 3
relaring kindly, t o those who have
not fought you over, 60 : 8
reviling, 4 :4 6 , 9 : 1 2
strain (undue) , none in, 2 2: 7 8
taking as
-mockery and play, 5 :5 7
-play and amusement, 6:70, 7 : 5 1

religion (continued)
truth of
-its guidance, 48:28
-prevailing over every other
claim, 9 : 3 3 , 48:28, 6 1 : 9
-sent from Heaven, 9 : 3 3
-those who do not uphold it in
preceding Scripture, 9 : 2 9
turning away from, 2 : 2 1 7 , 3 : 82,
5:54

upright religion, 6 : 1 6 1 , 9 : 3 6 , 1 2 :40,
30:30, 30:43, 9 8 : 5

remembrance of God (mention of God)
armed force, remembering God and
standing firm in face of, 8:45
commerce or selling, men not
diverted by from remembrance,
24:37

Day of Resurrection
-blind when brought to assembly,
for turning away from, 20: 1 24
-eyes veiled from seeing signs of
God's remembrance in life, Hell
displayed for, 1 8 : 1 00 - 1 0 1
eating, that over which name of
God mentioned in slaughter,
6:121

ever remembering, s o G o d remern�
bers yon, 2: 1 52
forgiveness and magnificent reward
for, 33:35
Hajj-Pilgrimage
-after concluding rites, remen1ber.ing much, 2 :200
�t sacred waymark of
Muzdalifah, 2: 1 98
-grazing beasts, mentioning God's
name over sacrifice, 22:28, 22:34
-numbered days of Mina, men
tioning God's name, 2:203
hearts
-and skins softening with remem
brance of glad tidings, 39:23
-calming with remembrance,
1 3 :28

-humbled by remembrance,
57: 1 6

-rendered heedless, t o remem
brance, 1 8 :28
-shuddering in aversion to n1en
tion of One true God, 39:45
-trembling, when God men
tioned, 8:2, 22:35
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remembrance of God (continued)
hearts (continued)
-woe to hearts hardened, at men
tion of God, 3 9 : 22
if God so wills, remembering Lord if
you forget to say, 1 8 :24
intoxicants and gambling, Satan
using to turn you avvay from
remembrance, 5 : 9 1
mosques closed off and barred, fron1
mention of God's nan1e, greatest
wrong, 2 : 1 1 4
much
-mention of praise, 33:41
-remembering so that may be
successful, 62: 10
Prayer, re1nembering with reverence
after concluding, 4 : 1 03
Quran, easy for remembrance, 54: 17,
54:22, 54:25, 54:32, 54:40

Reme111b rance
-eminent in Heavenly Book, for
people of Muhammad �, 2 1 : 1 0
-enduring for Muharnniad .gl,
and his people, 43 : 44
Reminder
-all-wise, 3 : 5 8
-object of divine oath, 3 8 : 1 -2
_:_revealed from God, 6 : 90 , 7:2,
1 2 : 1 04, 15:6, 15:9, 1 6 :43, 20:3,
20:99, 2 1 :7, 2 1 :24, 2 1 : 48 ,
2 1 : 1 0 5 , 23:7 1 , 2 6 : 5 , 3 6 : 6 9 , 3 8 : 1 ,
3 8 : 8 , 3 8 : 8 7 , 43:5, 43:36, 53:29,
6 5 : 1 0, 6 8 : 5 1 -52, 69:48, 7 3 : 1 9 ,
74:49, 7 6 : 3 0 , 8 0 : 5 , 8 1 :27

Satan, overmastering sheer liars and
causing to forget ren1embrance,
58: 1 9

secure frmn fear, remember God
solemnly, 2:239
soul, remembering God with hurnil
ity and fear, without being loud,
7:205

turning away from
-greater wrong, when made
inindful of tmth of Lord's verses,
1 8:57, 32:22

-Remembrance of Lord, disbe
lievers, 2 1 :42
-revealed Reminder, 23:7 1 , 2 6 : 5 ,
53:29

-thrust into ever-mounting tor
ment, 72 : 1 7
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remembrance of God (continued)
wealth and children, losers allow
them to divert from re1ne1n
brance, 6 3 :9
renunciation, from God, 9: 1
repentance. See also forgiveness
conditions facilitating divine acceptance of repentance
-believes, 7 : 1 53 , 1 9:60, 20:82,
25:70, 2 8 : 67

-establishing Prayer and giving
Zakat-Charity, when repenting,
9:5, 9 : 1 1

-guided, remaining so, 20:82
-righteousness, does righteous
deeds, 4 : 1 6 , 1 9 : 60, 20:82, 25:707 1 , 28:67

--set things aright, when repent
ing, 2 : 1 60, 3 : 8 9 , 4 : 1 46 , 5 : 3 9 ,
6:54, 24:5

repentance (continued)
God granting (continued)
-three believers left behind grant
ed, after realizing no refuge from
God except with Him , 9: 1 1 8
ignorance, repenting soon after
doing
-evil out of, 4: 1 7
-misdeed, 6 : 54, 1 6 : 1 1 9
killing
-believer mistakenly, atonement
for, 4:92
-game while in state of pilgrim
sanctity, 5:95
oaths, unintended vows in, 5 : 8 9
persecution of believing n1en and
won1en, without repenting tor
ment of Hell awaits, 85 : 1 0
repenting t o God, 2:54, 1 1 :3 , 1 1 :6 1 ,
1 1 :90, 24: 3 1 , 46 : 1 5- 1 6 , 6 6 : 8

disbelievers, not accepted from those
\Vrongdoers, refusing to repent,
-continuing to do great sins until
49: 1 1
death approaches, then repent
replacement. See substitution
ing, 4: 1 8
repose
-increasing i n disbelief after pro
mate, reposing with, 7 : 1 89 , 3 0 : 2 1
fessing faith, 3 : 9 0
night for, 6 : 96 , 1 0 : 67, 27:86, 28 : 72,
ever-penitent, God loves those who
28:73, 40: 6 1
are, 2:222
residence, 14:29, 1 6 : 80 , 24:29, 2 5 : 24,
God alone grants repentance, 1 3 :30
25:66, 25:77, 3 8 : 60, 65:6
-the Acceptor of Repentance,
resurrection. See also Hereafter
40:3
dead of heart who disbelieve, resur
-the i\ll-Relenting, Mercy
recting, 6:36
Giving, 2:37, 2:54, 2: 128, 2 : 1 60,
denial of
4 : 1 6 , 4:64, 9 : 1 04, 9 : 1 1 8, 49: 1 2,
-·absurd, 23:35-41
1 10:3
-alleging that they shall never be
-the Forgiver of Sin, 40:3
raised from dead, 64:7
-the One who accepts repen-bones and decayed re111ains,
tance, 42:25
incredulity that shall be raised,
God granting repentance to
1 7 : 49-5 1 , 1 7 :97-98
-Adam ;i!l1 , 2:37: absolving from
-dust and bones brought to life,
sin, 20: 1 22
37: 1 6-20, 5 6 :46-47
-Children of lsrael, granted to,
-nothing but our life in this world
5:71
and never shall we be raised from
-Ernigres, granted to, 9 : 1 1 7
dead, 6:29-30
-Helpers, granted to, 9 : 1 1 7
-swearing by God, that God will
-intimate approach o n night of
not raise to life the dead,
fast, repentance granted for what
1 6:38-39
is past, 2: 1 87
doubters of Resurrection, look in
-Jonah ;i!l1, Man of the Whale,
creation at how God
2 1 :87-88
-brought forth creation the first
-Moses �!: after asking to look
time, 36:78-79
upon God Himself, 7 : 1 43; peo
-created heavens and earth, and
ple of, after worshiping Golden
not enfeebled by creation of,
Calf, 2:54
46:33

General Index

resurrection (continuecf)
doubters of Resurrection (continuecf)
-gives life to: dead earth, 30:50,
3 5 : 9 , 4 1 :39; lifeless habitation,

righteous deeds (continuecf)
40:58, 4 1 : 8 , 42:22-23, 42:26, 45 : 2 1 ,
45:30, 47:2, 47: 1 2, 48:29, 64:9,
65: 1 1 , 84:25, 8 5 : 1 1 , 95:6, 98:7,

5 0: 1 1

-originated human creation from:
dust, 22:5-7; nothing, 1 9:66-67;
sperm-drop, 7 5 :3 8-40
entire creation or resurrection of all,
not more for God than creation
of single soul, 31 :28
God
-causes human being to die then
gives life again, 22:66, 23: 1 5 - 1 6,
2 6 :8 1 , 45:26, 64:7

-gives life to dead, 22:6-7, 42: 9
sign, of how God gives life to dead
-Abraham � putting parts of
four dismembered birds on
mountains, 2:260
-striking slain one with part of
slaughtered cow, 2 :72-73
retribution, 2 : 1 78-179, 2 : 1 94, 5 :45
reward. See recompense
rich. See also wealth
brocade, believers in Paradise dress
ing in, 1 8:30-3 1 , 44:53, 5 5 : 54,

1 03 :2-3

rite(s), 2 : 1 2 8 , 22:30, 22:34, 22:67-68.
See also pilgrimage
ritual(s) . See also pilgrimage
clean earth, recourse to patting
when water unavailable, 4:43,
5:6

prescribed, 5 : 2 , 22:32, 22:36
retreat, in mosques, 2 : 1 87
ritually unclean, 4:43, 5 : 6
river(s)
earth, flowing in, 27:61
flowing beneath, 6 : 6
Gardens, 25: 1 0
mention, 1 3 : 3 , 1 6 : 1 5 , 7 1 : 1 0- 1 2
Pharaoh, claiming rivers flow from
beneath him, 43: 5 1
stones, from which rivers burst
forth, 2:74
subjugated by God, 14:32
root(s) , 1 3 :4, 1 4:24
uprooted, 14:26, 54:20
rootstocks, date palms left standing on,

76:21

God enriches, 4: 130, 9:28, 9 :74,
24:32-33, 53:48, 93:8

Noah � ' I am not asking efyou any
riches, 1 1 :25-29
orphan ' s guardian, abstaining from
wealth of orphan if, 4:6
self-restraint of poor, making those
ignorant think them, 2:273
torment, for those who say, most
surely God is poor and we are,
3:181

upright i n upholding justice, regard
less if poor or, 4 : 1 3 5
right way, 7 2 : 1 -2 , 72: 14. See also path
ways; way
righteous deeds, believers doing, 2:25,
2:82, 2:277, 3:57, 4:57, 4 : 1 22,
4 : 1 24, 4 : 1 73 , 5 : 9 , 5:93, 7 :42, 1 0:4,

59:5

royal drinking cup, theft of, 1 2:70-76.
See also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Joseph ;od1
rubies, 5 5 : 5 8
ruling, 5 : 44-47, 3 8 : 2 6
s

1 6 : 124

Sabians, 2:62, 5:69, 22: 1 7
sacred month, great sin, 2 : 2 1 7 , 5 : 2 , 9 : 5
Sacred Mosque, fighting not allowed in,
2 : 1 9 1 - 1 92 . See also Makkah
Sara. See pilgrimage
S:ilil.t *'· See Specialized Index, Prophets
salutation
Garden of Paradise, Peace! 1 0 : 1 0,

10:9, 1 1 :23, 1 3:29, 14:23, 1 6:97,

14:23, 1 5 :45-46, 1 9: 6 1 -62,
25:75, 3 3:44, 39:73, 50:34,

1 9:96, 20:75, 20:82, 20: 1 1 2, 2 1 : 94,
25:70, 26:227, 2 8 : 80, 29:7, 29:9,
29:58, 30: 1 5 , 30:45, 3 1 : 8 , 32: 1 9 ,
34:4, 35:7, 38 :24, 3 8 : 2 8 , 40:40,

4:86

Silmiriy, 20:95-97. See also Golden Calf;
Specialized Index, Prophets: Moses iidi
burning, pulverizing, and scattering
idol of into sea, 20:97
dust, grasping handful from trace of
messenger, 20:95-96
leading people astray, 20:85
ornaments, casting into image of
Golden Calf, 2 0 :87-91
Untouchable! word of punishment
that he uttered in life, 20:97
sanctuary
David *'' disputants climbing wall
of his, 3 8 : 2 1 -2 6
Mary �' provisions from God
while in, 3 :37
Solomon *' ' jinn making whatever
he so willed of sanctuaries,
34:12-13

Zachariah �
-angels, bearing glad tidings of
son while in, 3 : 39-40
---c oming forth to people from,
1 9: 1 1

--entering upon Mary � in, 3:37
-unable to speak, 1 9:5-1 1
saqar, 74:42. See also Fire; Hell;
Hereafter
satan{s) . See also Iblis
Abraham *'· warning father not to
worship satan, 1 9: 44-45
accursed, Satan, 3 : 3 6 , 1 5 : 1 7 , 1 5 :34,
1 6:98, 3 8 : 77, 8 1 :25

Sabbath, 2:65, 4:47, 4 : 1 54, 7 : 1 63 ,

1 7 : 9 , 1 8 :2, 1 8:30, 1 8 : 1 07, 1 9:60,
22: 14, 22:23, 22:50, 22:56, 24:55,

salutation (continuecf)
when greeted, return with b etter,

5 6 : 25-26

homes, greeting when entering,
24: 6 1

vile greeting that G o d did not
enj oin, 5 8 : 8

Adam *' with
--<lescending from garden togeth
er, 2 0 : 1 2 3
-Sata:n directing to Tree of
Immortality, 2:36, 20: 1 2 0
allies of, fight them, 4:76
ambush
--ever tempting humans on
straight way of salvation, 7: 1 6
---.,; etting upon people from every
direction, 7: 1 7
Arch-Deluder, 3 1 :3 3 , 3 5 : 5
-Deluder, 57: 1 4
association of partners with God,
taking Satan as patron, 4: 1 1 9
astray
-leading great masses, 3 6 : 62
-misleading people, 4:60
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satan(s) (continued)
authority of, none over faithful ser
vants of God, 1 5 :39-42, 1 7 : 6465, 34:20-2 1

carrion, patrons of disputing
whether eating it ungodly, 6 : 1 2 1
cattle
---c ommanding people to slit ears
of, in false ritual, 4: 1 1 9
-Satan forbidding their use or
consumption, 6 : 1 42
Children of Adam ;;01
---c ovenant not to worship Satan,
36:60

-let not Satan seduce you as he
expelled your parents from
Garden, 7 : 27
companion
-evil close companion, of those
disbelieving in God, 4 : 3 8
-personal satan assigned compan
ion to those turning blind eye to
Quran, 43:36-37
-woeful companion, wishing in
Hereafter that distance with was
as that between East and West,
43 :38

covenant of Children of Adam ;O,
not to worship Satan, 36:60
curse of God, upon until Day of
Judgment, 1 5 :3 5 , 38:78
defilement
-from works of, 5:90
-of satan, God removing from
believers, 8: 1 1
delusion
-causing to fall into sin by way
of, 7 : 22
-promising, 1 7 :64
-promising fancies and, 4 : 1 20
disbelief in God, 2: 1 02
disbelievers
-instigating evil among, 1 9: 6 8
-partisans belying truth, 25:55
divining arrows, defilement from
works of satan, 5:90
enemy to humankind, 7:22, 12:5,
1 7 : 53, 28 : 1 5 , 3 5 : 6 , 36:60, 43:62

enmity
-Adam �1, whispering to, 20: 1 20
-and bitter hatred, instilling
through intoxicants and gam
bling, 5 : 9 1
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satan(s) (continued)
enmity (continued)
--casting evil whisperings about
what they recited, 22:52
-Jub � luud1t:U with w"t:d.Liness
and torment from, 38:41
-Moses ;O and doings of, 2 8 : 1 5
-toward prophets, 6 : 1 1 2
error, causing people t o slip into,
3:155

expulsion
-begone from here, command of
God to, 7 : 1 8 , 38:77
--divine denunciation of, 1 5 :39
-from Garden, 7 : 1 3
--seducing Adam /0 from Garden,
7:27

fair-seeming
-making evil perversity, 1 5 :39,
35:8

-making idolaters' deeds, 8 :48,
27:24, 29:38

-making works of people, 6 : 43
-preceding communities, evil of
made, 1 6:63
following promptings of, 4:83
footsteps of, not to follow in, 2 : 1 681 69 , 2:208, 6 : 1 42, 24:2 1

forgetfulness, source of
-Moses ;O, attendant forgetting
fish on rock, 1 8 :63
-prison-mate, forgetting mention
of Joseph's ;O innocence to his
lord, 1 2:42
-remembrance of God, Satan
causing to forget, 5 8 : 1 9
-wrongdoing people, causing one
to forget not to sit with those
vilifying God's signs, 6 : 6 8
gambling, defilement from works of
satan, 5:90
heads of satans, spathes of
Impalatable Tree of Zaqqum as
revolting as, 3 7 :62-65
heavens
-projectiles in, pelting satans, 67:5
--safeguarded from, 2 1 : 32, 37:7,
41 : 1 2

--stars, safeguarding against eaves
dropping of rebellious satans,
37 : 6 - 1 0

Hell
-beckoning to Flaming Fire, 29:38

satan(s) (continued)
Hell (continued)
-destiny of, 1 9 : 6 8
humankind, deserting, 2 5 : 2 9
1.. - ·- � �-= ... � �
u
y p v1..- i. .u,._,,

-temptation, turning back on
God, 47:25
-trial for, 22:53
idol alters, defilement from works of
satan, 5 : 90
ingratitude and disobedience to
God, 1 7 : 27, 1 9:44, 38 : 74
intoxicants
-defilement from works of satan,
5 : 90

-instilling enmity and bitter
hatred through, 5 : 9 1
Joseph ;;0 1 and brothers, inciting ani
mosity between, 1 2 : 1 00
liars
--satans are sheer, 26:223
--satans descending upon habitually sinful ones, 26:222
luring people aimlessly through
land, 6 : 7 1
obscenity, commanding to, 2:268
patron, taking him apart from God,
4: 1 1 9 , 7:30, 1 6 : 63 , 22:3-4

perverse, becoming when Satan follows afrer, 7 : 1 75
plot of, ever weak, 4:76
poverty, threatening with, 2:268
private discourse, maliciously
prompted by, 5 8 : 1 0
prompting hearts with fear o f his
patrons, 3 : 175
Quran
-not brought down by satans,
26:210, 8 1 :25

-recitation of, seek refuge from
accursed, 1 6 : 9 8
--satans fur removed from hearing
its verses revealed, 26: 2 1 2
rebellious satan, following, 4 : 1 1 7 1 1 8, 22:3-4

refuge in God from
-evil of what He created, 1 1 3 : 2
-from instigating insinuations,
7 : 200, 41 :36

-passing impulse from, 7:201
-promptings and presence, 23:9798, 1 1 4 : 1 -6

--seeking before reciting Quran,
1 6: 9 8

General Index

satan(s) (continued)
refuge in God from (continued)
-wife of 'Irnran, seeking for
daughter Mary »1, 3 : 3 6
respite
-God granting to until Day of
Doom, 1 5 :37-3 8 , 3 8 : 80-8 1
-Iblis asking to have until Day of
Resurrection, 7 : 1 5 , 1 5 :35, 38:79
secret parts, exposing Adam ,iii; and
wife, 7:20, 7:27
Solomon ,;01
-diving for pearls and other tasks
subjugated for, 2 1 :82, 3 8:37
-recitations of deceptive, during
reign of Solomon ,;01, 2 : 1 02
squanderers, evil brethren of satans,
2 : 1 02, 1 7:27

statement of Satan
-in Hereafter, God promised you
truth and I promised then Ifailed
you, 1 4:22
-when humans disbelieve, I am
free ef you; Ifear God, 59: 1 6
Tree of lmmortality, whispering to
Adam ,;01 about, 2 0 : 1 20
usury, devourers of rise for
Judgment as though battered by
Satan, 2 :275
voice, inciting with, 2:268
Saul, king
appointment as, 2:246-247
ark of covenant coming to, carrying
remnant of Family of Moses ,;01
and Aaron ,iii; , 2:248
Goliath and his hosts, coming upon,
2:249-25 1

knowledge and stature, God increas
ing amply in, 2:247
river, test of hosts of not to drink
from, 2:249
sign of kingship, 2 : 248
small company of believers prevail
ing upon numerous ungodly,
2 :249

scepter, of Solomon ,;01, 34: 1 4 . See also
Specialized Index, Prophets:
Solomon ,;01
scribe, 2:282
Scripture, 3 : 1 84, 6 : 9 1 , 6 : 1 1 4
casting Book o f God behind backs,
2:101

covenant o f messengers t o convey,
3 : 8 1 , 3 : 1 87

Scripture (continued)
factions distorting, with tongues, 3:78
human being given, 3:79
judge between people, wherein dis
puting, 2 : 2 1 3
Moses ,;01 given, 2 : 8 7
people
-given, 2 : 1 44, 4:47, 4:54
-recognizing divine message as
they do their children, 2 : 1 4 6
People of Scripture, 3 : 64, 3 : 6 5 ,
3:70, 5 : 1 9, 5 : 6 8 (see also main
entry)
suppression of clear evidence of,
2 : 1 59

Scripture, People of
Abraham ,;01, arguing to be of same
faith as, 3 :65-67
arguing with in fairest way, 29:46
barring path of God, 3 : 9 9
belief in God, 3 : 1 99 , 29:47
Book of God, casting behind their
backs, 2 : 1 0 1
breaking covenant, 5 : 1 3
call
-not to exceed bounds of reli
gion, 4: 1 7 1 , 5 :77
-to believe in what God sent
down, 4:47, 5 : 65-66
-to uphold divine command
ments, 5 : 6 8
chaste women of, permitted in mat
rimony, 5 : 5
Christians or Jews, 2 : 6 2 , 2 : 1 1 1 ,
2: 1 1 3, 2 : 1 20 , 2 : 1 3 5 , 2 : 1 40, 3 : 67,
5 : 1 8, 5 : 4 1 , 5 : 5 1 , 5 : 82-84,
9 :30-3 1

clear proof coming to, 9 8 : 1 -5
demonic witchery and false deities,
4:51

direction of Prayer, not following
that of Prophet '*"· 2: 1 4 5
entrusting, 3 : 7 5
faith, professing and renouncing,
3:72

food of, permitted for believers, 5:5
Hand of God, fulse claim that it is
chained, 5 : 64
leading astray, 3 : 6 9 , 4:44-45
loving to turn believers back into
disbelievers, 2 : 1 0 9
Messenger '*"· coming t o , 5 : 1 5 ,
5:19

Scripture, People of (continued)
mixing truth with falsehood, 3 : 7 1
parchments, 6 : 9 1
Quran confirmation of all preceding
Scripture, 5 : 4 8
rejoicing in what was sent to
Prophet �. 1 3:36
religion of truth, 9:29
signs of God, disbelieving in, 3:70,
3:98

submit to God, 3:20
umbrage, 5:59
upstanding community among
them, 3 : 1 1 3- 1 1 4
wishing nothing good sent down to
Prophet '*" from Lord, 2 : 1 05
writing with own hands, obtaining
small price, 2:79
sea. See also water
darkness
-God guiding through veils of,
6 : 97, 27:63

-in a fathomless sea, disbelievers
like those lost in, 24:40
divided, for Moses ,;01, 2 : 5 0 , 7 : 1 3 8
divine oath, b y the sea bursting over,
52:6

drowning
-House of Pharaoh, 2 : 5 0
-people of Pharaoh in, 7 : 1 36
2 8 :40, 44:24, 5 1 :40

fi s h, of Moses ' ,;01 midday meal
wondrously making way into,
1 8: 6 1 , 1 8 :63

fishing, 5 : 9 6 , 1 6 : 1 4
G o d knows all that i s i n land and,
6 : 5 9 , 30:41

Golden Calf, scattering pulverized
into, 20:97 (see also main entry)
ink, if sea as, would deplete before
words of God deplete, 1 8 : 1 09 ,
3 1 :27

ornaments from, 1 6 : 14
pearls and coral, 5 5 :22
people of Moses ,iii;
-passing through safely, 7 : 1 3 8 ,
1 0:90

---s triking dry passage through,
20:77, 26:52, 44:24

Pharaoh overwhelmed by sea, 20:78
ship(s)
-cruise gently through, 1 7 : 6 6
-Moses ,iii; witnessing scuttling of
indigent people ' s ship, 1 8 :79
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sea

(continuer!)
ship(s) (continuer!)

selling

-running through, 2 : 1 64, 1 0:22,

1 4:32, 22:6=>, 3 1 : 3 1 , 42:32, 5S :24

splitting, with parts like mountains

,;Q) ,

servant(s)

price, 2:41 , 3 : 1 99 , 5 :44, 9 : 9

-plowing through, 1 6 : 1 4

(for Moses

(continuer!)

revealed signs of God, for small

26:63

stars, guiding through veils of dark
ness in, 6:97
town violating Sabbath, located
near, 7 : 1 63
Seat of Divinity, encompassing heavens
and earth, 2:255. See also throne
security

souls, woeful, 2 : 9 0

against, 7 :97-99
earth, no security against God caus
ing to sink under you, 67: 1 6- 1 7
Gardens of Paradise, forever secure
in, 1 5 :45, 34:37, 44: 5 1
good deed, providing security from

serpent. See also snake; staff o f Moses ;i81
staff transforming into, 7 : 1 07, 26:32,
27: 1 0, 2 8 : 3 1
all beings in heavens and earth, to
God alone, 1 9 : 93
angels, sent with divine inspiration
upon whomever He wills of
chosen, 1 6 :2

Lord, we have believed so for
give us our sins, 3 : 1 5- 1 6

endowed with mighty military
power, 1 7 : 5
fearing God among, those filled
with knowledge, 35:28

homes, no security in from divine

God
-all-dominating over all His,

land of Makkah, Abraham

,;Q

sup

plicating God to make secure,
2 : 1 26, 14:35
parable of town, God giving hunger
and fear to for what they
wrought, 1 6 : 1 1 2
party worshiping G o d alone, worthy
of, 6 : 8 1 -82
promise of God, to exchange
believers ' fear to, 24:55
Prophet � entering Sacred
Mosque with, 48 :27
Sacred House, of Makkah, 2 : 1 25 ,
3 : 97, 2 8 : 57, 2 9 : 6 7 , 9 5 : 3
seacoast, n o security against G o d
causing to sink under you,
1 7 :68-69
torment of God, no security against,
1 2 : 1 07 , 1 6 : 45-47
seed, 6 : 84, 1 8 : 50, 1 9 : 5 8 , 2 1 :47, 3 1 : 1 6,
3 5 : 1 3 , 48:29, 57:26
selling
covenant of God, for small price,
3 :77, 1 6:95
lawful, 2:275
remembrance of God, men whom
commerce does not divert from,
24:37
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6:18, 6:61
-disbelievers, thinking that may
take His servants as patrons apart
from Him, 1 8 : 1 02

-My believing servants, speak in
fairest manner, 1 7 : 53
-My servants: I am the All
Forgiving, the Mercy- Giving,
1 5 :49; who believe, 1 4 : 3 1
-My true servants, Satan having n o
authority over, 1 5 :42, 1 7 : 6 5
God ' s distinguished servant, with
Moses ;i81, 1 8 : 65-82
God ' s servant)

(see also

Joseph ,;Q, sincere and elect, 1 2 :24
Messiah Jesus ;i81

-if You torment them, they are Your
servants, commenting to God
upon his followers, 5 : 1 1 8
-not disdaining t o b e servant of
God, 4 : 1 72
Muhammad �
-God carried His servant by
night, 1 7 : 1
-Heavenly Book for, 1 8 : 1

-sent down t o Our servant: belief in
all, 8 : 4 1 ; doubt about divine ori
gin of what God, disbelievers
having, 2:23

ever-thankful servant of

repentance, accepted from true
hearted, 9: 104
Servants of All-Merciful

(see main

entry)
Servants of All-Merciful
bow down to ground, in night,
25:64
do not bear false witness, 25:72
do not call upon any other god with
God, 25:68
do not commit illicit sexual inter

believers,

terror on Final Day, 27: 8 9
punishment, 1 5 : 8 1-83

r.E1,

God, 1 7 : 3

asking about God, who answers call
of caller when he calls, 2: 1 8 6

aflli ction of God, no security

Prayer, 72: 1 9
Noah

servant(s)

tender meat from, 16: 1 4

(continuer!)

-servant of God, invoking God in

Scripture, for small price, 2 : 1 74- 175,

3: i87

(continuer!)

Muhammad �

course, 2 5 : 6 8
do n o t fall deaf a n d blind, to verses
of Lord when reminded, 25:73

do not kill prohibited soul, 25:68

pass by vile talk honorably, 25:72

Peace! saying when ignorant address
them, 25:63
pray

-Lord, grant us in our spouses and
children joy ef our eyes and make us
exemplars, 25:74
-Lord, turn aside from us torment ef
Hell, 25:65
spending of, neither excessive nor
stingy, 25:67
walk upon earth softly, 25 : 63 ,
seven, most often repeated verses of
God among humankind, 1: 1-7,
1 5 :87
sexual intercourse
allegiance, pledging not to commit
illicit sexual intercourse, 60: 1 2
flagrant indecency, 4 : 1 9, 3 3 : 3 0 , 6 5 : 1
fornication, 24:2-3
harmful, during menstruation, 2 :222
illicit sexual intercourse
-four eyewitnesses, 4 : 1 5 - 1 6
-handmaids committing, 4:25
-not approaching lewdness, 17 :32
-penalty of sin, 25:68
shade
in Fire, 56:43, 77: 30-3 1
in Garden, 4:57, 1 3 : 3 5 , 36:56,
56:29-30, 76: 14, 77:41
mention, 2:57, 7 : 1 60 , 7 : 1 7 1 , 1 6 : 8 1 ,
25:45-46, 28 :24, 35:21

General Index

she-camel, of Silih's

;E1 people. See

Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals (camel(s))
sheaths.

See Specialized Index, Life

forms: Plants
Sheba, 34: 1 5 - 1 9 .

See also Queen of

See Specialized Index, Life-forms:

Animals

;E1, restoring sight of
;iii> , 1 2 : 9 3 . See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Jacob /i!l1; Joseph /i!l1
Shu'ayb ;iii> . See Specialized Index,

shirt ofJoseph
Jacob

Prophets
sight.

(continued)

seal upon, hearts, hearing, and eyes,
2 : 6-7, 1 6 : 1 07-108, 45:23
taken away altogether, if God so
willed, 2:20, 6:46, 1 0 : 3 1

Sheba
sheep.

sight

See also hearing

answerable, for fuculties of hearing,
heart, and, 1 7 : 3 6
blind and seeing, unequal, 6 : 5 0 ,
1 1 :24, 1 3 : 1 6, 3 5 : 1 9 , 40:58
curse of God, blinding eyes to guid
ance , 47:23
disbeliever
--saw believers with their very

(ayah) . See
also sign(s) , miracle of God; verse(s) ,

sign(s), i n creation of G o d

against godless ways, 41 :22
-bulge out, when beholding hor
ror of Day Hereafter, 1 4: 42-43,
2 1 :97
-dazzled, 7 5 : 7 - 1 0
--downcast, 54:7, 6 8 : 42-43,
70:43-44
-of none attaining God, 6 : 1 03
--swerving in fear, of believers,

45:4
bees, fluid from, of varying colors
healing people, 1 6 :68-69

--afloat, by grace of God, 31 : 3 1
-carried upon, 40:79-81

ing, 1 6:79
bounty of God; seeking, 30:23, 30:46
cattle, riding upon, eating, and other
benefi t s for humans in, 40:79-81
causing some to taste violent afflic
tion of other, God alone well
able, 6 : 65

lesson, for those who have eyes to
see, 24:44, 59:2
lowering gaze, 24:30-3 1
men whom disbelievers counted as
evil, not seeing in Hereafter,
3 8 : 6 1 -63
Muhammad � , sight of not waver
ing or exceeding any limit,
53:16-17

2 : 1 64, 42:32-33
--sailing by divine command,
30:46

single soul, God produced all from,
6:98

sleep, 30:23
stars, guided by them through veils

confounding people into dissenting

of darkness, 6 : 97-99
sun and moon, 1 0 : 5 , 4 1 :37

creation, of human being, 4 5 : 4
creatures, many, 2 : 1 64
dust, human beings created from,
30:20
earth

-all through and within your

selves, are wonders, 51 : 20-2 1

-given life after its death, 45 : 5 ,
57:17
-many gracious kinds of plants
growing in, 26:7-8
fruit, of date palms and grapevines,
1 6 : 67

habitation upon earth, then reposi

gave, 1 6 :78, 23:78, 32:9, 46:26,

-in sea, running with hoisted sail,

clouds, 2: 1 64

see, 6 : 1 03

67:23

ships

birds, God holding aloft while fly

grip of Lord, painful and severe,

hearing and sight, faculties God

plants of earth, eating and letting
cattle pasture from, 20:53-54

belying, 2:39

33: 1 0

God attaining all that every eye can

30:21
night and daylight, 2 : 1 64, 10:6,
1 0 : 67, 1 6 : 1 0- 1 2 , 27:86, 41 :37,

6:65

eye(s)

30 : 24
mates, reposing in one another,

45 : 5

3:13

ears, eyes, and skins, testifying

lightening, inspiring fear and hope,

of Quran

factions, God alone well-able,

Hereafter, 50:22

(continued)

horizons and in themselves, 4 1 : 5 3

beasts, diversified and spread about,

eyes as twice their own number,
--sight of acutely piercing in

sign(s) , in creation

1 1 : 1 02-03
tory in grave, 6 : 9 8
hearing, sight, a n d hearts, evident
sign that if taken away none
other than God gives back, 6:46
heavens and earth, 2 : 1 64, 1 0: 6 ,
3 0 : 2 2 , 45 : 3

--and all creatures G o d spread
about in b oth, 42:29

-holding firm, by divine com
mand, 30:25

--subjugated, all that is in for you,
45 : 1 3

(see also

main entries)
torment from above, God alone
well-able, 6:65
uppermost of land made lowermost,
as punishment and, 1 5 :74-75
variety, of tongues and colors, 30:22
varying clear indications of God,
that people may gain under
standing, 6 : 6 5
water

(see also main entry)

-every living thing created from,
2 1 :30
-gives life to earth after its death,
30:24
-miracle from sky, bringing forth
plants of every kind, 2 : 1 64, 6 : 99,
1 6 : 1 0-1 1 , 1 6:65
--sent down upon lifeless land,
41 :39
winds
--sent forth bearing clouds, 3 0:46
--shifting, 45 : 5
sign(s) , miracle of G o d

(ayah) . See also

sign(s) , in creation of God; vers e (s) ,
of Quran
Abraham

/i!l1, delivered from fire,

29:24

all praise for God, showing His
wondrous signs, 27:93
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sign(s), miracle of (continued)
sign(s) , miracle of (continued)
man is creature of haste, soon
ark of covenant, angels carrying it as
sure sign, 2:248
shown indications of God's
Judgment, 2 1 :37
bring forth miraculous sign ofprophet
Mary �
hood if you are truthfai messenger of
-conceiving boy while no human
God, 26: 1 54
brink of pit of Fire in Hereafter,
being touched her, 1 9:20-23
-her and her son, profound indi
believers rescued from by Islam
cation for people, 2 1 : 9 1
in this life, 3 : 1 03
--son o f, along with mother,
Children of lsrael, given many a
miraculous indication for people,
clear and miraculous sign,
2 : 2 1 0- 1 1

Companions o f Cave, themselves
wondrous, 1 8 : 9 , 1 8 : 1 7
death and resurrection o f one i n this
life for a hundred years, God
caused as, 2:259
disavowing, message and miraculous
signs, 4 1 : 1 5
disbelievers
-asking for, saying: if only God
would speak to us or miraculous sign
would come we would believe,
2: 1 1 8; if only miraculous sign from
Lord sent down to him, 6:37,
1 0 : 20, 1 3 : 7 , 1 3 : 27

-even if: bringing them miracu
lous sign as proof from God,
30:58; every divine sign should
come in evidence, 1 0 :96-97;
seeing every natural and revealed
sign of truth, 6 : 2 5 , 7 : 1 46
dwelling places, of many preceding
generations destroyed for
ungodliness, 32:26
earliest generations belied, so God
not sending forth more, 1 7 :59
encounter of two companies, disbe
lievers at Badr seeing believers as
twice own number, 3 : 1 3
hands o f people, held back from
harming you as, 48:20
heedless of, many people, 1 0 : 92
Jesus ;n, indications of commission
by God
-forming bird from mud of earth,
healing born-blind and leper,
and giving life to dead, 3 : 49-50
-table-spread from heaven, 5 : 1 1 4
Joseph ;n and brothers, narrative of,
12:7

Lot ;n, rained down marked stones,
26: 1 73 - 1 74
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23 :50

Moses ;n
--and Aaron ;n, sent with miracu
lous signs, 23:45, 26: 1 5
-belied b y Pharaoh, 54:42
-body of Pharaoh preserved as
sign, 1 0 : 92
---delivered, along with those with
him while others drowned,
26:65-67

--denying persistently, Pharaoh's
people with, 7 : 1 36
---disbelief, of people in, 44:2 1
--given some of most miraculous
signs, wherein manifest test of
faith, 44:33
-Great Sign, given, 79:20
-nine elucidating signs, 1 7 : 1 0 1 ,
27: 1 2- 1 3

--sent: forth t o Pharaoh with,
7 : 1 03 , 43 :46-48; with God's
signs, 1 1 :96, 1 4 : 5 , 40:23
--showed Pharaoh, but he belied,
20:56

--staff becoming snake and hand
radiant white, 7 : 1 06-08
--striking slain one, with part of
slaughtered cow, and giving life
to dead, 2:73
-triumphant, by virtue of miracu
lous signs, 28:35-36
-utterly distinct signs, locusts,
grasshoppers, frogs, and waters
turning into blood, 7: 1 33
--whatever sign you bring us with
which to bewitch us, we shall never
become believers, 7 : 1 32-133
necks, remaining ever bent in submission to, sign from Heaven if
God willed, 26:4
Noah />'d1
-Ark, 29: 1 5

sign(s), miracle of (continued)
Noah ;n (continued)
-delivered, along with those with
him while disbelievers drowned,
26: 1 1 9- 1 2 1
-people o f drowned, 25:37
permission of God, messengers
bringing forth signs only with,
1 3 : 3 8 , 40:78

Prophet �. statements in regard to
or about, from disbelievers
-let him bring miraculous sign like
that with which former prophets sent,
21:5

-tunnel into earth, o r stairway to
Heaven, to bring sign, admoni
tion from God, 6:35
-why do you not concoct one? 7 :203
-why no miraculous signs sent down
to him from Lord? 29:50
punishment of Lot's ;n people, great
indication for all time, 51 :37
SalilJ. />'d1
---dwellings in ruinous desolation,
because of grave wrong they did,
27:52

--she-camel, miraculously created,
7:73, 1 1 :64

-torment, seized people suddenly
because they hamstrung her,
2 6 : 1 42-158

scoffing, of disbelievers if ever see
ing miraculous indication, 3 7 : 1 4
Scripture, those given not following
Prophet � even if every
miraculous indication in evi
dence brought to, 2: 145
servant Muhammad �. shown
some of God's most wondrous,
17:1

shattered into fragments, those i n
deliberate contempt of God's
blessings, 34: 1 9
Station of Abraham />'d1, clear, 3:96-97
turning away from, 1 5 : 8 1 , 54:2
vows, if only miraculous sign were to
come to them they would believe,
6 : 1 09

Zachariah ;n
-my Lord, appoint for me a sign,
19:10

-unable t o speak for three days,
3:41, 19:10

General Index

Sijjin, Book of Deeds of wicked, locked
in depths of, 83: 7 -9
silver, 3 : 14, 9 : 34-35 , 43:33, 76: 1 5- 1 6 ,
76:21

sm

sin (continued)
God (continued)
--seized them, 3 : 1 1 , 8 : 52 , 40:21
great sin, keep away from, 4:3 1 ,
1 0 :27, 42:37, 53:32

admitting, 9 : 1 02
aggression or, shall not help one
another to, 5 : 2
arrogant pride, carrying one into
more sin, 2 : 206
associating gods with God, forging
great sin, 4:48
belying Day ofJudgment, 8 3 : 1 0- 1 2
bounty from Lord, commerce not
sinful during Hajj-Pilgrimage,
2:198

changing will, after hearing i t from
testator, 2 : 1 80-1 8 1
circumambulating, not sinful during
'Umrah-Lesser Pilgrimage,
2:158

committing offense, and casting it
upon innocent person, 4 : 1 1 2
destroyed for, 6 : 6 , 8 : 5 4
disbelievers
-in Hell, we corifess our sin
-is there way out of eternal damnation? 40: 1 1
-saying lies to believers, follow our
way of life and we shall bear your
sins, 29: 1 2
dowry, husband shall n o t take back
anything from wife, 4:20
earning, against own soul, 4: 1 1 1
evil deed, 2 : 8 1
fo o d o f sinfiJl, from Impalatable
Tree of Zaqqum, 44:43-44
forging lies against God, 4:50
forgiveness, asking for, 3 : 1 6 , 3 : 1 47,
12:29, 1 2 : 97

gambling, great sinfulness, 2 : 2 1 9
God
-aillicting for, 5:49
-all-aware, all-seeing of, 1 7 : 17,
25:58

-asking about, to censure and
punish, 28:78
-associating gods with, 4:48
-does not love sinful, 2:276, 4 : 1 07
-forging lies against, 4 : 5 0
-forgives, 2 : 5 8 , 3 : 3 1 , 3 : 1 3 5 ,
7 : 1 6 1 , 14:10, 33:71 39:53,
46:3 1 , 4 8 : 2 , 6 1 : 1 2 , 7 1 :4

hamstrung she-camel, Lord crushed
them for, 9 1 : 1 4
hastening t o depart Mina, n o penal
ty of, 2:203
illicit sexual intercourse, penalty of
sin, 25:68
intoxicants, great sinfulness, 2 : 2 1 9
killing
-children, enormous sin, 1 7 : 3 1
-human soul without right, 2 5 : 6 8
maligning believing men and
women, with false charges,
33:58

manifest sin and hidden practice of,
divine exhortation to forsake,
6 : 120

no penalty of sin falling upon one
-compelled by circumstance to
eat forbidden foods, 2 : 1 73 , 5:3
-setting matters aright, if fearing
testator's erroneous inclination,
2 : 1 82

obscenities, whatever manifest or
hidden of it prohibited, 7 :33
private discourse, shall not be about
sin, transgression, or disobedi
ence to Messenger � . 5 8 : 9
relentlessly unbelieving sinner, God
does not love, 2:27 6
repentance, none for those who do
great sins until death approaches,
4: 1 8

respite, granted to increase in, 3 : 1 7 8
sinful
-liar, 26:222, 45:7-8
-lies, aggression, and ill-gotten
gains, many racing one another
in, 5 : 62-63
-mention, 1 2 : 9 1 , 2 8 : 8
-rabbis and scribes, forbidding
what is, 5 : 63
-suppressing testimony, 2:283,
5 : 1 06-1 07

sin-laden soul, 6 : 1 64, 1 7 : 1 5
son o f Adam ;;i±l1, bearing sin of
killing brother, 5: 2 9
stricken for, 7 : 1 00
wealth, consuming sinfully, 2 : 1 8 8

sin (continued)
wicked slander against mother of
believers, each charged with sin
that earned, 24: 1 1
Sinai, 23:20, 9 5 : 1 -2
sincerity
calling upon God for rescue with,
1 0 : 22, 29:65, 3 1 :32

making practice of religion sincere
to Him, 4 : 1 45-146, 7:29, 39:2-3,
3 9 : 11 , 3 9 : 1 4 , 40: 14, 40:65, 9 8 : 5

serving God with, 2 : 1 3 9
sincere, elect servants of God, 37:74,
3 7 : 1 2 8 , 37: 1 60, 37: 1 6 9

-Joseph ;;i±l1, 1 2:24
-reward of, 37:39-49
-Satan unable to lead, 1 5 :39-42,
3 8 :82-83

Sirius, 53:49. See also star(s)
sky. See heaven(s)
slander
mention, 9 : 5 8 , 9 :79, 49: 1 1
slanderer, 6 8 : 1 0- 1 1
slanderous reviler, 1 04 : 1
wicked slander, 24: 1 1 - 1 2
slaves, 2 : 1 77-78, 1 6 :76, 23:48. See also
emancipation
sleep
Abraham ;;i±l1, dream of, 3 7 : 1 02
aillicrion may come at night, 7 : 9 7
God
--showing as few, dream of
Prophet .�, 8 :43
--sleep or slumber never overtaking, 2:255
repose, 25:47
rest, 7 8 : 9 - 1 0
security in form of sleepfulness,
3 : 1 53-1 54, 8 : 1 1

sign o f God' s wonder, 30:23
souls, God withholding during, 39:42
whirlwind, corning as they slept,
6 8 : 1 9-20

smoke of Fire, not cooling or soothing,
5 6 : 42-44. See also fire; Hell
snake. See also serpent; staff of Moses �1
staff of Moses �t transfonning into,

7 : 1 07, 20:20, 26:32, 27: 1 0, 28:31

Sodom, and Gomorrah (al-Mu'tafikat),
7 :80-82, 9 : 70, 1 1 :77-83, 1 5 :57-77,
2 1 :74, 25:40, 29:3 1 , 3 8 : 1 3 , 50: 1 3 ,

See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Lot ;;i±l1

53:53.
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Solomon i:J, _

See Specialized Index,

sorcerers

son(s) .

See also children

of Luqn1in, 3 1 13- i 9

umphant, 7 : 1 13-1 14, 2 6 : 4 1 -42

(see aiso

Luqman)

ropes and staffs of, n1aking slither,
20:66, 26:44

of Noah ;;i:'Ji

-called to embark on Ark with

staff of Moses ;;ibi , swallowing

-drowned, 1 1 :43
-God admonishing Noah
about, 1 1 : 46

26:45

;Ei

-Noah ;;ibi interceding for, 1 1 :45

�i believing fami-

-thinking to take shelter on
mountain to preserve self from
water, 1 1 :43
-unrighteous deed, did, 1 1 :46
-waves conllng between father
and son, 1 1 : 43
sorcerers.

See also sorceresses; sorcery

belief, in Lord of Moses i:Ji and

truth of sorce1y exposed, 7 : 1 1 8 ,
10: 80-82
unifying ranks, to overcon1e Moses
/;di , 20:64
sorceresses, refuge in God from evil of,

See also sorcerers; sorcery
sorcery. See also sorcerers; sorceresses
1 1 3 :4.

God rendering sorcery futile,
1 0 : 8 1 -82

Jesus ;;51, falsely accused of, 5 : 1 1 0 ,
61:6

(continued)
(continued)

knowing

-what it advanced and deferred,
82:5
no sin-iaden soul carrying sinful load
of another, 6 : 1 64, 39:7, 53:38-41
offenses, com1nitting against o\vn,
1 0:23
pledge, of each for what it has
earned, 74:38
reckoner against itself, 17: 1 4
recompensed, 1 4 : 5 1 , 40: 17 , 45:22

rendered in full what it earned,
2:28 1 , 3:25, 1 6: 1 1 1 , 39:70

righteous deed or evil, all in relation
to own, 41 :46, 45: 1 5
safeguarding, 5 : 105
sin, earning against own, 4 : 1 1 1
test, each put to, 10:30
wronged, not in anything, 2 1 :47,
36:54
spending. See

mention, 2 : 102, 1 0:77, 1 0 : 8 1
Moses �
-falsely accused of, 7 : 1 09 , 7 : 1 3 1 -

also rich; wealth; Zakiit

Charity

Aaron ;i'.ii , 7 : 1 2 1 - 1 22, 20:70,

1 32, 10:76-77, 17: 1 0 1 , 20:57-58,

abundant 1neans, spend out of, 6 5 : 7

20:72-76, 26:47-48, 26: 50-5 1

20:63, 26:34-35, 27: 1 3 , 28:36,

blame, none upon those finding
nothing for God's path, 9 : 9 1 -92
disbelievers, turning people away

28:48, 40:23-24, 43:49, 5 1 :39

bewitching eyes of people with sor

-master-sorcerer, Pharaoh's label

ce1y, 7 : 1 1 6
Day o f Festival, appointed time for
meeting Moses ;iJ1, 20:58-59,

against, 20:7 1 , 26:49
Muhammad

2 1 : 3 , 28:48, 34:8, 34:43, 3 7 : 1 5 ,

sion to God, 7 : 1 20 , 20:70, 26:46

3 8 : 4 , 43 :30, 46: 7 , 5 1 : 52-5 5 ,
74:24-25

gathering, every learned one con1ing
to overcon1e Moses {61, 7 : 1 1 2 ,

Salil). ;;di, falsely accused of being
bewitched, 26: 1 5 3

1 0 :79, 26:37
n1aster-sorcerer, Pharaoh accusing
Moses i:J, of having taught

satans, teaching people, 2 : 1 02
Shu'ayb /;d:, falsely accused of,

them, 20:7 1 , 2 6 : 49

Moses ;it!!

-fear of, and God's reassurance,
20:67-69

�warning, not to forge lie against
God, 2 0 : 6 1
outrage of Pharaoh, at their belief in
God without permission, 7 : 123,
20:7 1 , 2 6 : 49
Pharaoh punishing for belief
-crucifying them, 7 : 1 24, 20:7 1 ,
26:49
-cutting off feet and hands o n
opposite sides, 7 : 1 24, 20:7 1 ,
26:49
praying for patience, 7 : 1 2 6

g,, falsely accused of

manifest sorcery, 6 : 7 , 1 0 :2, 1 1 :7,

26:38
falling to ground bowing, in submis
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all

they falsified, 7 : 1 1 7 , 20:69,

believers, 1 1 :42-43

ly, 1 1 :46

soul

reward, asking Pharaoh for if tri

of Adam ;i'.i1, two, 5 :27-3 1

-not of Noah's

(continued)

quarreling among themselves, 20:62

Prophets

26: 1 85
ears, eyes, skins all bearing witness

why did

you bear witness against us?
41 :20-22
eyewitness, against own, 7 5 : 1 4
finding whatever good i t did i n
world, 3:30
God taking during sleep and death,
6:60
good advancing for, shall find with
God, 73:20
knowing
-consequence of all it brought
forrh, 8 1 : 1 4

nant women until they deliver,
65:6
excessive or stingy, being neither,
25:67
from that which you love, 3: 92
God knows of all of i t , 2: 27 0 , 2:273,
3:92
hypocrites
-not accepted from them, 9 : 5 1 -54

do not spend on those who
are with the A1essenger 5 of God,

-saying,

soul
against souls, then asked,

from God's path by way of, 8 : 36
divorce, continuation of, on preg

63:7
linUted measure, those who are con
strained to do so accordingly,
65:7
mention, 2:215, 5 :64, 8 : 6 3 , 9 : 3 4 ,
1 8 :42, 5 7 : 7 , 60: 1 0
merely t o b e seen b y people, 2:264,
4:38
out of what God has provided, 2 : 3 ,
2:254, 4 : 3 9 , 8 : 3 , 1 3 : 22, 1 4 :3 1 ,
1 6 : 75 , 22:35, 28 :54, 3 2 : 1 6 ,
3 5 : 2 9 , 36:47, 42:38, 63: 1 0
parable of, Companions of the Fire,
3:1 16-117

General Index

spending

(continued)

path of God
-doing so in, 2 : 1 95 , 2:26 1 -262,
8 : 60 , 47 : 3 8 , 57 : 1 0
-not doing s o in, 9 : 3 4
penalty, perceiving what one gives
in God's path as burdensome,

star(s)

(continued)

bowing down, 22: 1 8, 5 5 : 5-6
brilliant star, likeness of Light of
God, 24:35
Day of Resurrection
-collapsing, 81 : 1 -2
-extinguished, 77:8-9

9:98
pleasure of G o d , doing so i n , 2:265

divine oath, obj ect of, 5 3 : 1 -2 ,

recording, all that one gives, 9 : 1 2 1
sake of God, doing so fo r , 2 : 274,

exalting God, at receding of, 52:49

34:39

--cSCattering, 82:2
56:75-76, 8 1 : 1 5- 1 9 , 8 6 : 1-4
guiding

seeking the Face of God, do so for,
2 : 272

-by night, 1 6 : 1 6
-through veils o f darkness, 6 : 97

souls, on what is good for, 64: 1 6
surplus, doing s o out o f, 2 : 2 1 9

Joseph �1, dream of eleven, 1 2 : 4

sustain, husbands for wives b y means

Sirius, 53:49

of, 4:34

heaven adorned with, 3 7 : 6

subjugated, by God's command,

times of prosperity and adversity
alike, doing so in both, 3 : 1 34
trustees over wealth, in charity out
of, 57:7
wasteful, not consuming wealth of
orphans in, 4 : 6
wholesome things, charitable giving
out of such, 2:267
spider's home, frailest of all homes, 29:41
spoils, 8 : 4 1 , 8:69, 48: 1 5 , 48: 1 8-20,
5 9 : 6-8
sprout(s) .

See Specialized Index, Life

forms : Plants
spy, prohibition against, 49: 1 2

� " See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Moses �1

staff o f Moses

great serpent, moving as, 27 : 1 0,
28:31
leaning upon, 2 0 : 1 8
leaves for sheep, beating down with,
20: 1 8
other uses of, 20: 1 8
striking dry passage through sea,
20:77
swallowing all that sorcerers falsified,
7 : 1 1 7 , 20:69, 26:45
transfonning into nunifest snake,
7 : 1 07 , 26:32
t\velve springs, bursting forth when
striking stone with, 2:60, 7 : 1 60
star(s)
Abraham

�1

-contemplative look at, 3 7 : 8 8
-saying this is my Lord, then, asking God to guide afrer it disap
peared, 6 :75-79

7:54, 1 6 : 1 2
starvation, 5 : 3 , 9 : 120, 90: 1 4
stinginess, man i s ever stingy, 1 7 : 1 00
stories, 7 : 175-176, 1 2 : 3 , 1 2: 1 1 1
striving.

See also path o f God

afiluent hypocrites, seeking exemp
tion from, 9 : 8 6
asking leave from, believers do not
do, 9 : 44
disbelievers and hypocrites, stem
with, 9:73, 6 6 : 9
Garden, for those faithfully, 3 : 1 42

striving

(continued)

in God' s path

(continued)

-wealth and family more beloved
than God, not striving, 9:24
Lord all-forgiving, mercy-giving for,
16:110
mighty impelling, with Quran,
25:52
parents, n o t obeying if striving t o
compel y o u t o associate gods
with Sole God, 29:8, 3 1 : 1 5
pathways t o salvation, guidance for,
29:69
Quran, mighty impelling to strive
with, 2 5 : 5 2
related by blood, more entitled t o
inherit than those striving along
side you, 8:75
soul, benefit of accrues only for
own, 29:6
successful, if God-fearing and, 5:35
test, to make known those, 47: 3 1
that i s thoroughly worthy of God,
22:78
substitution

(alter; change; replace)

blessings of God with unbelief, 1 4:28
changing Quran, not for Prophet
,g, to do, 1 0 : 1 5
covenant with God, fulfilling with
out alteration, 33 :23

God knowing, those trnly, 9 : 1 6
good things, reward for, 9 : 8 8

Earth, changed in Day Hereafter

i n God's path

exchanging favor of faith in God

-abhorring striving, hypocrites at
Tabuk, 9 : 8 1
-allies: n o t taking enemy a s , if
striving, 60: 1 ; those striving are,
with believers, Ernigres, and

into another Earth, 14:48
with ungodliness, 2 :2 1 1
herbs, cucumbers, garlic, lentils, and
onions, people of Moses

;ii1

seeking to substitute their food
with, 2 : 6 1

those giving shelter and help,

n o altering God's creation, 30:30

8:72

orphans, not substituting tainted

-believers, forgiveness and generous provision with God, 8 : 7 4
-best for you, 9 : 4 1 , 6 1 : 1 1
-greater in rank, with God, 9:20

wealth for their wholesome
wealth, 4 : 2
people changing for worse
-changing what is in their souls to

-hope, for God's mercy, 2 : 2 1 8

disobedience, God then chang

-people whom G o d loves, and

ing condition of grace, 1 3 : 1 1

who love Hirn, 5 : 5 4
-prefeITed rank fr o m God for,
4:95
-truehearted believers, 49: 1 5
-unequal with water offering fo r
pilgrims o r maintaining Sacred
Mosque, 9 : 1 9

-God then changing conferred
blessings, 8 : 5 3
replacing faith with unbelief, 2 : 108
way of God, no alteration in, 33:62,
3 5 :43, 4 8 : 23
will, changing it after hearing it
from testator, 2 : 1 80-1 8 1
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substitution (continued)
vvord unlike heavenly connnand,
habitual wrongdoers substitut
ing, 2 : 5 9 , 7 : 1 62
words ot God
-desiring to alter, 48: 1 5
-never can be changed, 1 0 : 64
-none who can replace, 6:34,
6 : 1 1 5 , 1 8:27

sun. See also moon
Abrahan1 �1
-arguing with one given kingship,
God brings sun from East so bring it
frorn West, 2:258
--saying, this is my Lord, then ask
ing God to guide after it disap
peared, 6 :75-79
bowing down, to God, 22: 1 8
calculation o f number o f years, 1 0 : 5
Companions of Cave, inclining and
declining from right and left,
18:17

course
-constant in, 14:33
-running in for stated term, 13:2,
3 1 :29, 3 5 : 1 3 , 3 9 : 5

--swimming on within, 2 1 : 3 3 ,
36:40

destiny appointed to it, running to,
36:38

Dhul-Qarnayn, reaching place of its
-rising, 1 8:90
-setting, 1 8 : 8 6
enfolding, Day Hereafter, 8 1 : 1
Garden, not blazing in, 76: 1 2- 1 3
Joseph ;;d1 , dream of eleven stars and
sun and moon bowing, 1 2 : 4
lamp, 7 1 : 1 6
measured
-course, 5 5 : 5
-out heavenly mansions for, 1 0 : 5 ,
36:39

moon, not possible for sun to over
take, 3 6 : 40
Prayer, at declining of, 1 7 : 7 8
Prophet 16 , praise God before ris
ing and setting of, 20: 1 3 0 , 50:39
Queen of Sheba, worshiping sun,
27:20-26

radiance, 9 1 : 1-2
radiant, 1 0 : 5
reckoning, made for, 6:96
Resurrection Day, sun and n1oon
gathered up together, 7 5 : 9

1 35 0

sun (continued)
shade, sun lead for it, 25:45
shall not bow down to, 41 :37
Solomon ;\01, setting before his
offering Prayer, 3 8 : 3 1
subjugated
-by God's command, 7 : 54, 1 6 : 1 2
-constant i n their courses, 14:33
-to fixed order, 1 3 : 2 , 29: 6 1 ,
3 1 :29, 3 5 : 1 3 , 39:5

torch, 2 5 : 6 1
supplication, See also Prayer
Abraham �:
-do not disgrace me on Day all raised
up, 26:87
-forgive my father, 26:86
-grant me wise judgment and unite
me with righteous, 26:83
-in calling upon my Lord I shall
never be unhappy, 1 9 :48
-make for me reverent mention in lat
ter generations, 26:84
-make hearts ofpeople incline, 14:37
-make me: of inheritors of Garden,
26:85; steadfast in observing Prayer
and also my children, 14:40-41
-make this land secure and: keep me
and my children from worshiping
idols, 1 4 : 3 5 ; provide its people with
2:126

and Ishmael ;\01
-make us both muslin1s in submis
sion to you and of our children a
Community of muslims, 2 : 1 28
-send forth among our descendants
messenger reciting Your verses,
2 : 1 29

angels, seeking forgiveness for those
who believe, 40:7-9
apart from God
-calling, in vain upon alleged
gods, 1 7 : 5 6
-cannot judge by anything at all,
40:20

-forbidden to worship, 40:66
-holding no authority, even over
seed coat, 3 5 : 1 3- 1 4
-incapable of helping, 7 : 1 97 - 1 9 8
-neither benefits nor harms, 6:7 1 ,
1 0 : 1 06 , 22: 12-13

-never answering until
Resurrection when they dis
avow, 46:5-6

supplication (continued)
apart from God (continued)
-not availing against anything in
least, 1 1 : 1 0 1
-not t o call upon another i n wor
ship, 6 : 7 1
-utterly false, while God Eternal
Truth, 22:62, 31 :30
Baal (idol) , calling upon and leaving
best of Creators, 3 7 : 1 25
call of truth, to pray to God alone,
13:14

call upon God
-by either God or All-Merciful,
you may call, 1 7 : 1 1 0
-in fear and hope, 7 : 5 6 , 3 2 : 1 6 - 1 7 ,
52:28

-in humility and privately, 7:55
-making practice of religion sincere, 7:29, 40: 1 4, 40:65
-with n1ost excellent na1nes,
7 : 1 80

calling upon any other god with
God
-punished, 26: 2 1 3
-reckoning with Lord for, 23: 1 1 7
-shall not, 28:88
Companions of Cave, never shall we
call upon any god apartfrom Him,
18:14

company, with humble believers
calling upon Lord with devo
tion, 1 8:28
darkness of land and sea, calling
upon imploringly and privately
to deliver from, 6:63
distress, God answers when cry out
to Him, 27:62
Garden invocation, highly exalted are
You, 0 God! 1 0 : 1 0
G o d saying t o servants
-call upon 1vle, I shall answer you,
40:60

-I am near, answering call of caller
when he calls, 2 : 1 86
Goliath, believers engaging and say
ing, pourforth upon us patience, set
firm ourfeet and grant us victory,
2:250

harn1 touching hu1nan being
-calling upon God alone, 1 0 : 12,
39:49

-groaning to God, 1 6 : 5 3

General Index

supplication (continued)
harm touching (continued)
-penitently calling upon Lord,
30:33, 3 9 : 8

-striking at sea, 1 7:67
Jesus �1, send down to us table-spread
from Heaven to be feast, 5 : 1 14-1 1 5
Job ;D1
-Satan has touched me with weari
ness and torment, 3 8 : 4 1
-unbearable ailment has touched me
and You are most mercifitl, 2 1 :83-84
Jonah ;D1, no God but You, highly
exalted, I was of wrongdoers,
2 1 : 87-88

Moses �1
-blot out wealth of Pharaoh and
nobles and harden their hearts,
10:88

-I have wronged myself so forgive me,
28:16

-open for me m y heart, 20:25
-whateJJer good You may send down,
I am needfitl, 28:24
Noah �1
-answered and delivered, 2 1 :76
-called out and God answered,
37:75

-do not leave upon earth single
dwellerfrom disbelievers, 71 :26-28
-I am utterly overpowered so help me,
54: 1 0

-my son i s of m yfamily a n d Your
promise is truth, 1 1 :45
only God you call upon, 6 :40-4 1 ,
72:20

other than God, servants like your
selves, 7 : 1 94
our Lord
-bring us out of this city whose people
are oppressive wrongdoers and
appoint for us from Yourself an
invincible ally, 4:75
-do not place us among wrongdoing
people, 7 :47
-forgive us: and our brethren in faith
and leave not in our hearts malice
toward believers, 5 9 : 1 0 ; our sins
and our excesses in our affairs and
set firm ourfeet and grant us victory,
3 : 1 47

-give us: good in this world and in
Hereefter, and save usji-om torment,

supplication (continued)
our Lord (continued)
2:20 1 ; what You have promised us
through Your messengers and do not
disgrace us, 3 : 1 94-195
-grant us: in our spouses and children
joy of our eyes, 25:74; mercy and
furnish us with right guidance,

support of God
defense of God, for believers, against
evil, 22:38
God
-Guardian, 3 : 1 73-174
-is very best of supporters, 3 : 1 50,
22:40-4 1 , 22:78, 37: 1 1 4-1 1 6 ,
47 :7, 6 1 : 1 4

-sufficient, 4:45
healing what is within breast of
believers, 9 : 1 4
help o f God, 6:34, 1 2: 1 1 0, 30:47
Jesus ;D1, aiding with Holy Spirit
(Angel Gabriel �') , 2:87, 2:253,

18:10

-hold u s not accountable if we forget
or err and lay not upon us what we
do not have strength to bear, 2:286
-judge between us and our people
with truth, 7 :89
-let not our hearts swerve after you
have guided us, 3 : 8-9
-perfect for its our light and forgive
us, 6 6 :8
-pourforth 11pon us patience, 2:250,

5:110

Prophet �
-sufficiency of God for, 8:62,
8 : 64, 9:40

-support of God for, 48:3
shelter, aid, and victory, of God,

7: 126

-remove from us torment and we shall
be believers, 44: 1 2
-subject u s n o t t o trial o f defeat to
tempt wrongdoers to exult, 1 0 : 85-

8:26

victory, grant from God, 9:25, 22:39
surah
hypocrites wary of revelation of,
9:64, 9 : 86-87, 9 : 1 27 , 47:20-21

86, 60:5

-turn asidefrom us torment of Hell,

mention, 2:23, 9 : 1 24, 1 0 : 3 8 , 1 1 : 1 3 ,
24: 1

25:65

-we have believed so forgive us: and
have mercy on us, 23:109; our sins
and save us, 3 : 1 6
-we have believed s o inscribe us
anwng those bearing witness, 3 : 5 3 ,
5 : 83

-we have heard a caller calling to
faith and so we believed, 3: 1 93
-You have not created all this in
vain; highly exalted are You so save
us from torment, 3 : 1 9 1 -1 92
sea, hann striking and n1aking you
call upon God, 1 7 :67
wife of 'lmran, Lord, I have dedicated
to You what is in my belly to be
devoted to Your service, 3 : 3 5
wife of Pharaoh, Lord, build for me
near You a house in the Garden,
66: 1 1

Zachariah {ib1
-grant me from Your bounty: a suc
cessor to inherit prophethood, 1 9:56 ; wholesome children, 3:38
-leave me not alone childless when
You are best of inheritors, 21 : 8 9
-neuer in calling upon You have I
been unhappy, 1 9 :4

suspicion, shunning, 49 : 1 2
Suwa' (idol o f Noah's �1 people) , 7 1 :23
swine, 2 : 1 7 3 , 5:3, 5:60, 6 : 145, 1 6: 1 1 5 ,
See also Specialized Index, Life
forms: Animals
T

Tablets of Moses ;C1 , See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Moses �1
inscribed with fundamental Law,
7 : 145

retrieved from ground, 7 : 1 54
thrown to ground, 7 : 1 5 0
talcs of the ancients, 6 : 2 5 , 8 : 3 1 , 1 6:24,
23:83, 2 5 : 5 , 27:68, 46: 1 7 , 68: 1 5 ,
74:24, 8 3 : 1 3
tamarisk-trees, 34: 1 6

test o f God, See trial, o f God
Thamud, See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: $ali]:i ;D1
account of disbelieving hosts of,
85:17-18

away with Thamud, 1 1 :68, 1 1 :95
example of, 3 8 : 1 3- 1 4, 4 1 : 1 3
-forewarning and destruction,
25:38-39
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Thamud (continued)
example of (continued)
-signs for people, in traces of
destruction, 29:38, 51 :43-45
hamstrung she-camei and punish
ment for, 7 : 77-78, 1 1 : 65-67,
26: 1 57-1 5 8 , 54:29-3 1 , 69:4,
9 1 : 1 4- 1 5

inessage o f God, i n relation to
-beliers, 22:42, 5 0 : 1 2 , 54:23,
69:4, 9 1 : 1 1

-deniers, 26: 1 4 1
-disbelievers, 1 1 :68
salih �I, Sent to, 7:73, 1 1 :6 1 , 27:45
she-camel of God, miraculously cre
ated, 7:73, 1 1 :64, 1 7 : 5 9 ,
26:1 55-156, 54:27, 9 1 : 1 3

tidings o f, 9:70, 1 4 : 9
thank(s)
David ;;d1, will you not be thankful?
2 1 :80

feeding needy, for God's sake with
out desiring, 76: 8-9
God
-all-thankful, 4 : 1 47
-alone shows way to be thankful,
76:3

-being thankJi1l to, 2 : 1 52 , 29 : 1 7
-believers' striving, forever
thanked by, 1 7 : 1 9
-calling upon, for relief, 6:63,
7 : 1 89 , 1 0 :22

-ever-thankful, 2 : 1 58 , 35:30,
3 5 : 34, 42 :23, 64: 17

-giving thanks to, 2:52, 2 : 5 6 ,
2 : 1 72, 2 : 1 8 5 , 3 : 1 23, 4 : 1 47, 5:6,
5:89, 8:26, 1 4 : 7 , 14:37, 1 6 : 1 4 ,
1 6 : 7 8 , 1 6 : 1 14, 22:36, 28:73,
30:46, 3 1 : 1 4, 34: 1 5 , 35: 12, 36:35,
36:73, 3 9 : 7 , 45 : 1 2, 54:35, 5 6 : 70

-Luqman, sound wisdom to give
thanks to God, 3 1 : 1 2
-most knowing o f those thankful,
6:53

-reviving people of Moses ;:Cl1
after death, to give thanks,
2 : 55-56

-rewarding thankful, 3 : 1 44, 3 : 1 45
-saying, 0 Family of David, work
in thanksgiving, 34: 1 3
-Servants of All-Merciful, yearn
ing to be thankful to, 25:62 (see
also main ent1y)
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thank(s) (continued)
throne (continued)
Throne of God (see also S eat of
God (continued)
-transfomllng signs in natural
Divinity)
world for thankful people, 7 : 5 8
-angels: bearing and around it,
40:7; eight, bearing it above
-whoever thankful to, is thankful
them, 6 9 : 1 7 ; encircling, 39:75
for good of own soul, 27:40
-Lord of f\Aagnificent Throne,
God's servants (all humanity) , few of
are thankful, 34: 1 3
9: 1 29: and Lord of seven heav
humanity gives little, 7 : 1 0, 23:78,
ens, 23:86; there is no God but
32:9, 67:23
Him, 27:26
-Lord of the Gracious Throne,
manifest signs of God's power, for
ever-thankful souls, 14:5, 3 1 : 3 1 ,
23: 1 1 6
-Lord o f the Throne: highly
34: 1 9 , 42:33
messengers, ever-thankful
exalted is God, 2 1 :22, 43:82;
-Abraham ;i:1, 1 6 : 1 20
messenger-angel, well established
in presence of, 8 1 :20; submitting
-Moses ;D' , 7 : 1 44
-Muhanunad /�c (implicit),
to, 1 7:42
39:65-66
-Possessor of the Throne, the All
-Noah ;D1 , 1 7 : 3
Glorious, 8 5 : 1 5
people, most not giving, 2:243 ,
-settled Himself over the Throne
befittingly: after creating heavens
7 : 1 7 , 1 0 : 60, 1 2 : 3 8 , 27:73, 40: 6 1
prayer of full maturity, upon reach
and earth, 7:54, 1 0 : 3 , 2 5 : 5 9 ,
3 2 : 4 , 57:4; after raising up heav
ing forty years of age, Lord, dis
ens without pillars that you can
pose me always to give thanks,
46: 1 5
see, 1 3 :2; the All-Merciful, 2 0 : 5 ,
Solomon �!
25:59
-Sole Possessor of the Throne,
-praying dispose me always to give
thanks, 27 : 1 9
All-Elevated over eve1y lofty
-trial of, t o see i f thankful, 27:40
rank, 40: 1 5
theft
-water, His Throne was over
Joseph ;D,, and full brother, accused
\Vater before creating heavens
of, 1 2 :77
and earth, 11 : 7
pledging allegiance not to steal, 60 : 1 2 thunder, 2 : 1 9 , 1 3 : 1 3
thief, 5 : 3 8
thunderbolr, 2 : 5 5 , 4 : 1 53 , 1 3 : 1 3 , 4 i : 1 3 ,
thieves, charge against brothers of
4 1 : 1 5 , 4 1 : 1 7, 5 1 :44
Joseph ;i:1, 1 2:70-75
tidings, See also glad tiding(s)
thoughts
Abraham ;;e,, 26:69
about God that are not true, 3 : 1 54,
-tidings to, 1 1 :69-70, 1 1 : 7 1 -73,
33: 1 0 , 37:86-87, 4 1 : 22-23

evil thoughts about God, 48:6, 48 : 1 2
throne
Joseph lb:, raising his parents to
throne, 12: 1 00
Queen of Sheba
-altering appearance of her
throne, 27:41-42
-in Solon1on's �: presence,
27:38-40

-magnificent throne of, 27:23
Solomon ;i:' , inherited prophethood
and throne from David ;D' ,
27: 1 6 (see also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Solomon ;;d1)

1 5 : 5 1 -56, 1 5 : 57-60, 29: 3 1-32,
51 :24-28, 51 :29-30, 5 1 : 3 1 -34

great tiding, 78:2
Jesus ;D' , glad tidings
-of birth, 3 :45
-of coming message of
Muhammad a, 6 1 : 6
John ;iJ,, glad tidings of birtb, 3:3940, 1 9:7

Joseph ;D1
-signs of truth, in narrative of
Joseph f'i±: and his brothers, 12:7
-tidings of unseen, related to
Muhammad 1,� , 12:3, 1 2 : 1 02

General Index

tidings (continuer!)
Muhammad � tidings
-bearer of glad, 2:25, 2 : 1 1 9 ,
2 : 1 5 5 , 5 : 1 9, 7 : 1 88 , 9 : 1 1 2 , 1 0:2,
1 1 :2, 1 6 : 89 , 1 7 : 1 0 5 , 1 8:2-3,
1 9:97, 2 5 : 5 6 , 33:45, 33:47,
34:28, 3 5 :24, 3 6 : 1 1 , 3 9 : 1 7 , 48:8,
61:13

-of torment t o disbelievers, 3 : 2 1 ,
4: 1 38- 1 39, 9 : 3 , 9 : 3 4 , 3 1 :7 , 45 : 8 ,
84:22-24

-of unseen, 3 :44, 1 1 :49, 1 1 : 1 00,
1 2 : 1 02, 28:44-46, 3 8 : 69-85

-related to, 7 : 1 0 1 , 1 1 : 100- 1 0 1 ,
1 1 : 1 20, 1 8 : 1 3 , 20:99

-to hypocrites, 4 : 1 3 8
Noah �1, tidings of his people, 9:70,
1 0 : 7 1 -73, 14:9

Pharaoh, tidings of, 2 8 : 3
Torah
Book, 2:53, 6 : 1 54, 1 1 : 1 1 0 , 1 7 : 2 ,
23 : 49 , 2 5 : 3 5 , 3 2 : 2 3 , 37 : 1 1 7 ,
4 0 : 5 3 , 41 : 4 5

-of Moses, 1 1 : 1 7 , 46: 1 2
cardinal portion o f, forgotten, 5 : 1 3
Children o f Israel, bequeathed to,
40:53

commandments of, upholding, 5 :66,
5:68

Criterion, of truth, 2 1 :48
disbelievers, wrongdoers and beliers,
description in, 5 : 44-45, 62: 5
guidance therein, God sent down,
3 : 3-4, 5 :44

Heavenly Scripture, 2 : 7 9 , 2:87,
2:285, 6:91, 28:43, 87: 1 8 - 1 9

-altering, 4:46, 5 : 4 1
---distorting, 3 : 7 8
-suppressing, 2 : 1 46 , 2 : 1 59, 2 : 1 74,
3:71

Jesus ;£> confirming, what preceded
him in, 3 :49-50, 5 :46, 5 : 1 1 0,
61:6

likeness o f Muhammad's � com
munity described in, marks
upon faces of from bowing
down, 48:29
mention, 2 : 1 0 1 , 3:48, 3:50, 3 : 93 ,
5 :43-44, 5 : 66, 17:4, 2 5 : 3 5 , 28:49,
45 : 1 6 , 46 : 1 0, 48:29, 6 1 : 6 , 62:5

Moses �' given, 6 : 1 54, 17:2, 32:23
Muhammad �. prophesy of
inscribed in, 7 : 1 57

Torah (continuer!)
promise binding upon God in,
Garden for believers, 9: 1 1 1
Quran, confirmation of, 3 : 3
reciting evidence from, 3 : 9 3
retribution, prescribed in, 5 :45
ruling, from God in, 5 :43-44
town(s) . See also townspeople
mother-town, 2 8 : 5 9
people or parable of, 7 :96-98,
1 1 : 100- 1 0 1 , 1 1 : 1 1 7 , 1 2 : 1 09 ,
1 6 : 1 1 2 , 26:208-209, 34: 1 7 - 1 8 ,
46:27

-

township, 29:3 1 , 2 9 : 34
townspeople, 3 6 : 1 3 , 5 9 : 7
townspeople. See also town(s)
example of, 3 6 : 1 3
messengers of G o d with
-exhorting people to worship
God alone, 3 6 :20-25
-Garden, entering after his people
killed him, 36:26-27
-man rushing from furthest part
of city, 36: 1 5
-presaging ill-omen from messen
gers, 3 6 : 1 8
-three sent to, 3 6 : 1 4
trade
commerce, fearing i t may stagnate
and loving more than God, 9:24
Friday congregational Prayer, quit
ting commerce for, 6 2 :9- 1 0
merchandise, diversion of dispersing
people during Friday assembly,
62: 1 1

misguidance, purchasing a t the cost
of guidance, 2 : 1 4- 1 6
remembrance o f God, m e n whom
neither commerce nor selling
divert from, 24:36-37
transaction
-delivering one from painful tor
ment, striving with wealth and
persons, 6 1 : 1 0- 1 1
-immediate transfer excepted
from requirement of writing,
2:282

-that shall never come to ruin
(charity), 3 5 : 29-30
wealth, not consuming by false
means, 4:29
witnesses, 2:282

tranquility
All-Pleasing Allegiance, 4 8 : 1 8
ark o f covenant, 2:248
Cave of Thawr, 9:40
Day of I:Iunayn, 9 :25-26
I:Iudaybiyyah, 48:4, 48:26
transaction, immediate transfer of,
2 : 282. See also trade
treachery
advocating treacherous, forbidden,
4 : 1 05

eyes, God knows every treacherous
look, 40: 1 9
God does not love treacherous,
4 : 1 07 , 8 : 5 8

tree(s) . See Specialized Index, Life
forms: Plants
trial, of God
Abraham �1, Lord testing with
arduous commandments, 2 : 1 24
adornment of earth, test of who is
best in deed, 1 8:7
believers, violently shaken with fear,
3 3 : 1 0- 1 1

created s o that God may try man in
life, 7 6: 2
creation of heavens and earth, span
of six Heavenly days, 1 1 :7
death
-and life, test, 67:2
-place, issuing forth to when prescribed, 3 : 1 54
evil and good, trial in life, 21 : 3 5
fear, hunger, loss of wealth, test
with, 2 : 1 5 5
fish coming o n Sabbath day, 7 : 1 63
game restricted, yet readily attain
able, 5 :94
good things and adversities, trying
those sinful, 7: 1 6 8
goodly test o f victory, for believers,
8:17

oaths, using t o breach covenants,
1 6 : 92

owners of garden, 6 8 : 1 7-20
provision from Lord
-generous, 8 9 : 1 5
-restricted, 8 9 : 1 6
raising some over others by degrees,
6 : 1 65

Saul, test of thirst at river, 2 : 249
striving and patience, making
known by test, 47 : 3 1
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trial, of God (continued)
test in what God has given, 5 :48
thankful or ungrateful, 27 :40
trial of some by others, 47:4
\vealrh and persons, tested in, 3: l 86
Tribes of Israel, 2 : 1 3 6 , 2 : 1 40, 3 : 84,

truth (continued)
truthful (continued)
-Mary ;;81, woman of faith and,
-prophets, referred to as:
Abraham ;;81, 1 9 : 4 1 ; Idris ;;81,
1 9 : 5 6 ; Joseph ;;8,, 1 2:46
-Quran: confin11s Moses' �1
scripture as, 46 :30; revealed final
word of, 3 5 : 3 1
-upholding revealed truthfulness,

trust(s)
ever observant of, 23 : 8 , 70:32
heavens, earth, mountains, refusing
volition faith, 33:72
Jacob ;;d! and sons, 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 3 ,
not betraying, 8 :27
People of Scripture, entrusting, 3:75
rendering to people, 2:283, 4 : 58
trustvvorthiness, attribute of
Gabriel �1, 26: 1 93 - 1 94, 8 1 : 1 9-21
Messengers, 26: 1 06-107, 26: 1 241 2 5 , 2 6 : 1 42-143, 26: 1 6 1 - 1 62,

57: 1 9

words o f God
-establishing truth by, 1 0 : 82
-in accordance ·with, 8 : 7
Tubba' (Yemen)
denying divine niandate of 111essen
gers, 50: 1 2- 1 4
disbelieving people o f, 44:37
Tuwa, Holy Valley of, 20: 1 2 , 28:46,

26 : 1 77-178, 28:26, 44: 1 7- 1 8

truth
arguing vvith falsehood to refute,
40:5

believers following, 47: 1 -3
c mmnand, of God decreed with,
40:78

exhort one another to, 103:3
falsehood
-hurling truth against, 2 1 : 1 8 ,

79: 1 6

tyranny
c A<l
-assaulting without piry as hard
hearted tyrants, 26 : 1 28-130
-followed commands of obstinate
tyrannical ones, 1 1 :59-60
Moses ;;81, his people refusing to
fight those of tyrannical might,
5 : 2 1 -25

1 7 : 8 1 , 42:24

-is Eternal Truth, 1 0 : 32, 20: 1 1 4,
22:6, 22:62, 23: 1 1 6, 24:25, 3 1 :30

judging, in accordance with, 2 1 : 1 1 2 ,
38 :22, 38 :26

true Patron, God alone, 6 : 62, 1 0 : 3 0
tmthful
-all revelation God has sent
down, 2 : 9 1 , 3 : 3 , 5 :48
-be ever God-fearing and, 9 : 1 1 9
-God: in word, 4:87, 4 : 1 22 ; shall
reward those who are, 5 : 1 1 9 ,
33:24, 33:35

1 3 54

68:47, 72:26

messengers, God lets look into
realms unseen, 3 : 44, 3 : 1 79,
1 1 :49, 1 2 : 1 02, 72:26-27

Prophet 1&; , never would conceal
revelation from, 8 1 :24
Un?uniil, grant us consideration, 2 : 1 04.
Sec also Specialized Index, Prophets:
Muhamnn d §"'
usury, 2:275, 2 :276, 2 :278-280, 3: 1301 3 1 , 4: 1 60-1 6 1 , 30:39

utterance, cmnprehensible to Solon1on
;;±: , Sec also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Solomon iJ1
of ants, 2 7 : 1 7 - 1 8
of birds, 27: 1 6 , 27:20-26 (see also
main entry)
v

vain
creation of heavens and earth, not
in, 3 : 1 9 1 , 2 1 : 1 6, 38:27
God not creating in, humankind
returned to Him for Judgment,
23: 1 1 5

people of Noah �:, 'Ad, Thamud,
foiled, 1 4 : 1 5- 1 7

34:48-49

-mixing truth with falsehood,
shall not, 2:42, 3 : 7 1
-nullifying, 8 : 8
-obliterating, 7: 1 1 8, 42:24
-parable of truth and, foam fades
and benefits remain, 1 3 : 1 7
-vanishing, 1 7 : 8 1
God
-establishing, 8:8, 1 0 : 8 1-82,

27:65, 27:75, 32:6, 34:3, 3 4 : 1 4 ,
34:48, 3 5 : 3 8 , 39:46, 49: 1 8 ,
52:4 1 , 5 3 : 3 5 , 59 :22, 6 2 : 8 , 64: 1 8 ,

5:75

4: 1 63

1 2 :63-64

unseen (continued)
knowledge of (continued)

indulgence, forsaking God fo r false
idols, 52: 12
to worship gods apart from sole
God, 7 : 1 39

u

'Umra-Lesscr Pilgrimage, 2 : 1 58 , 2 : 1 96,
Sec also pilgrimage
unbeliever, See defiant unbeliever(s)
unlettered
people, 3:75, 62:2
Prophet Muhammad 18, 7 : 1 571 5 8 , 29:48, 62:2

unseen
belief in, 2 : 3 , 5 : 94, 1 9 : 6 1 , 2 1 :49,
3 5 : 1 8 , 36 : 1 1 , 50:33, 57:25,
67: 1 2

casting about in, 1 8 :22
conj ectures, tossing about in, 34:53
knowledge of, with God alone,
2:33, 5 : 1 09, 5 : 1 1 6 , 6:50, 6:59,
6:73, 7: 1 88, 9:78, 9 :94, 9 : 1 0 5 ,
1 0 :20, 1 1 :3 1 , 1 1 : 1 23 1 2 : 8 1 ,
1 3 : 9 , 1 6 : 77, 1 8 :26, 19:78, 23:92,

veil

between us and you there is itnpenetrable
veil, disbelievers saying, 41 : 5
drawing over bosoms, 24:3 1
Heights, dividing wall a s veil
between Companions of Garden
and Companions of Fire, 7 :44-46
hidden veil, protecting Prophet 1§" ,
1 7:45

Mary �-Es1, placing veil betvvecn her
self and family, 1 9 : 1 6- 1 7
not for any human being that God
should speak to him, except
from behind veil, etc , 42: 5 1
sinful transgressors, veiled from_ see
ing God on Day ofJudgment,
83: 14-15

womenfolk, drawing part of mantles
over selves in public, 33:59

General Index

verse(s), of Quran

(ayah) . See also sign(s),
(ayah); sign(s) ,

in creation of God

miracle of God
Abraham � and Ishmael

�' prayer
to send forth among our descendants
messenger who shall recite Your
verses, 2 : 1 2 9

abrogated, God bringing better i n its
place, 2 : 1 06
alien tongue, God making Arabic
verses lucidly distinct without
revealing in, 4 1 : 44
allusion to by those set upon Fire in

if only we
could be returned to world and not
deny signs of Lord's Oneness, 6:27
the Hereafter, saying,

arguing against, signs of God, 40:35,

verse(s) (continued)
clear (continued)
-evidences: of life to come,
45:25; that God is One, 1 0 : 1 5 ,
22:72, 3 4 : 43 , 46:7
-for people who would have cer
tainty of faith, 2 : 1 1 8

signs, 6 : 9 3
-people of defiant unbelief, verses
recited to, 45 : 3 1
-persisting i n after hearing verses
recited, 4 5 : 8
-regarding revealed signs, 7:36,
7 :40
-hearing call, 27 : 8 1 , 30:53
-in revealed signs of God, 6 : 54,
6 : 1 1 8, 7 : 1 56, 43:69
-recited verses increasing them in
belying, 2 : 3 9 , 5 : 1 0, 5 : 86 , 6 : 2 1 , 6:33,
7 : 3 6 , 7 : 40, 7 : 1 47 , 1 0 : 1 7 , 22:57,

ful, 24: 1 ; give thanks, 5 : 8 9 ;
reflect, 2 : 2 1 9; understand, 2 :242
-to a people who know that it is
revealed truth, 6: 1 0 5
confuting, 22:5 1 , 34:5, 3 4 : 3 8
denying, 6 : 3 9 , 6 : 4 9 , 6 : 1 57 , 7 : 1 82 ,

disbelieving
-in revealed signs of God, 2 : 6 1 ,
3:4, 3 : 1 9 , 3 : 2 1 , 3:70, 3 : 9 8 ,
3 : 1 1 2, 4 : 5 6, 1 6 : 1 04-105, 1 8 : 1 05,
1 9:77, 45 : 1 1 , 90: 1 9

-Our signs came t o you and you for
got them so this Day you are forgot
ten, God saying in Hereafter,
--saying,

we have heard it all already,

8:31
-verses recited t o them with all
clarity, 1 9:73
verses are being recited, 3 : 1 0 1

--would have followed revealed signs,

3 0 : 1 0 , 30: 1 6, 39:59, 57:19,

false statement when faced with

64: 1 0 , 78:28

torment if God had not sent

Book

messenger, 20: 1 34, 2 8 : 47

-all-wise, revealed verses of, 1 0 : 1,
3 1 :2
-lucidly distinct verses of, 41 : 3
-perfectly s e t verses, 1 1 : 1
-revealed verses of, 1 2 : 1 , 1 3 : 1 ,
1 5 : 1 , 26:2, 28:2, 2 8 : 87
-verses of Quran, 27: 1
bowing down, falling to ground
when verses of All-Merciful
recited, 1 9: 5 8
entry)

(see also main

clear (verses)
-clarifying God ' s truth, 24:34,
24:46
-commandments revealed in,
24: 1 8 , 24:58-59, 24: 6 1

45:9, 4 5 : 3 5
mother of B o o k , clearly decisive i n

People o f Scripture, among them

-while it is to you yourselves that

faith, 8 : 2

2:231
-taking revealed verses as, 1 8: 5 6 ,

mandments, 5 8 : 5
--so that y o u may: become mind

20: 1 26- 1 27

believers

-not taking verses of God as,

obstinate, toward revealed signs,

disavowing, 6 : 3 3 , 7 : 5 1 , 29:49

-against imperatives of revealed

(continued)
(continued)

mockery

-of guidance, 57 : 9
--signs, confirming God' s com-

1 0 : 95 , 22:72

40: 5 6 , 40:69
arrogance

verse(s)

distinct, 6 : 5 5 , 7:32, 9 : 1 1 , 1 1 : 1 , 4 1 : 3
homes, t o b e mindful of revelation
that is to be repeatedly recited
in, 33:34
messenger
-from among yourselves reciting,
2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 39:7 1 , 62:2
-reciting, verses of God made
clear, 6 5 : 1 1
-relating, God signs of guidance,
7:35
--sent in midst of mother-town,
reciting God ' s verses, 2 8 : 5 9
mockery
-making (of signs or verses) , 9:65,
31:6

meaning, 3 : 7
74: 1 6
-entrusted not to sell revealed
signs for small price, 5 :44
-those who do not sell revealed
signs fo r small price, 3 : 1 99
-upstanding community reciting,
3:113
profaning of, not hidden from God,
4 1 :40
Prophet �
-among signs of prophethood,
3:58
- G o d reciting them to with
essence of truth, 2:252, 3: 1 0 8 ,
45:6
-not contemporary of Moses

;;C1

in Midian so as to rehearse to
people God ' s verses relating to,
28:45
--sent down to, 2 : 99
reflect upon, 2:266, 3 8 : 29
reminded of, not falling deaf and
blind to them, 25:73
self-evident, 29:49
small price, selling revealed signs for,
9:9
substituting o n e in place of another,
God knowing best what He
sends, 1 6 : 1 0 1
tales o f ancients, disbelievers falsely
naming as when recited to,
68: 1 5 , 83: 1 3
transgressing, revealed signs, habit of
disbelievers who shall lose their
souls in the Hereafter, 7 : 9
turning away from
-character of disbelievers after
being made mindful of truth by,
1 8:57
-vilifying or mocking of, charac
ter of b elievers, 6 : 6 8 , 4 : 1 40
varying, God with revealed signs,
6 : 1 05
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victory, from God, 2:250-25 1 , 2:286,
3 : 1 3 , 3 : 123-125, 3 : 1 26, 3 : 1 47 - 1 48 ,
8 : 9 - 1 0 , 8 : 6 2 , 9 : 1 4, 9 :25-26, 2 9 : 1 0 ,
3 0 : 5 , 30:47, 48:3-4, 48: 1 8 , 6 1 : 1 3 ,

1 10:1

vileness, not targeting t o spend from it
in charity, 2:267
virtue
attaining by spending charitably
from what you love, 3 : 92
chalice, of wine mixed with cam
phor, reward in Hereafter for
virtuous, 76:5-6
delight, reward of Hereafter, 82: 1 3
discourse in, 5 8 : 9
emissaries, honorable and virtuous,
80: 1 3 - 1 6

enjoining upon people, while for
getting yourselves, 2:44
Gardens, everlasting hospitality for
virtuous, 3 : 1 9 8
helping o n e another t o , 5 : 2
houses, n o virtue i n rending open
ings in back walls of, 2 : 1 89
'llliyyun, Book of deeds of virtuous
secured upon lofty heights of,
8 3 : 1 8-28

Jesus r£�, virtuous toward 1nother,
1 9 : 30-32

John �1, virtuous toward parents,
1 9 : 1 2- 1 4

supplication t o take soul while
believing and virtuous, 3 : 1 93
VOVv' (S)
accountability for, 2:255
fulfilling, 22:29-30, 76: 5-7
God knows of each, 2:270
Mary (di, vowing not to speak,
1 9:26

w

Wadd (idol of Noah's /i±i1 people) , 7 1 :23
wall(s)
David's �1 sanctuary, disputants
climbing over, 3 8 : 2 1 -22
Day Hereafter, imposed between
believers and hypoc1�tes,
encompassing n1ercy on one side
and torment on other, 5 7 : 1 2 - 1 5
fighting from behind, 59: 1 4
orphan boys, built above hidden
treasure of, 1 8 :82
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water
barren land, God drives water to,
32:27

blood, waters of Pharaoh transform
ing into, 7: 133
clean earth, recourse to patting
when none, 4:43 , 5 : 6
Con1panions of the Fire, requesting
fron1 Companions of Garden,
7:50

deeply sunken, 18:41, 67:30
downpours, 80:25
drink, 1 5 :22, 56:68-70, 72: 1 6 , 77:27
earth
-brought out from it, 79:30-3 1
-commanded to swallow, 1 1 :44
fishing, lawful, 5:96
fruit of every kind, brought forth
with, 7:57
glass plates overlaying, in palace
court of Solomon /i±i1, 27:44
God's creation
-every beast from, 24:45
-every living thing from, 2 1 :30
-human beings from, 25:54
lifeless
-earth, quivers and swells with,
22:5, 41 :39

-habitation, giving life to,
25:48-49

molten brass, resembling water of
Hell, 1 8 :29
Moses ;il1
-sought drinking water, 2:60,
7 : 1 60

-wells of Midian, 28:23
Noah �'
-overflowed all things, 69: 1 1
-son seeking refuge from, 1 1 :43
palms stretched toward, hoping
water reaches mouth, 1 3 : 1 4
Paradise
-ever-flowing, 5 6 : 3 1
-rivers of, 47: 1 5
Satan, purify and remove defilement
of, 8 : 1 1
she-can1el o f S£lih ;ih: , water con
su1nption in alternate days,
2 6 : 1 5 5 , 54:28

sky, sent down from, 2:22, 2 : 1 64,
6:99, 8 : 1 1 , 1 0:24, 1 3 : 1 7, 1 4:32,
1 5 :22, 1 6 : 1 0, 1 6 : 65 , 1 8 :45,
20:53, 22:63, 23: 1 8 , 25:48,

water (continued)
sky, sent down from (continued)
27:60, 29:63, 30:24, 3 1 : 1 0 ,
3 5 : 2 7 , 39:2 1 , 43 : 1 1 , 50:9

stones, splitting asunder from issue
of, 2 : 74
sweet and salty, 25:53, 27: 6 1 , 3 5 : 1 2,
55:19

Throne o f God, over, 1 1 :7
torrents, 54: 1 1 , 78:14
water-scout, finding and selling
Joseph ;i:\1 , 1 2 : 1 9-20
works of disbelievers, like mirage of,
24:39

way. See also pathways
B ook of Quran, guiding to straight
way of salvation, 5 : 1 5- 1 6, 1 4 : 1 -2
guide us along straight way, way of
those upon whorn is grace, 1 : 6-7
mention, 4 : 1 75, 7 : 1 6 , 1 5 : 4 1 , 1 6 :76,
1 6: 1 2 1 , 23:73, 48:2, 48:20

n1essengers, guided upon straight
way of salvation, 6:83-87, 36:34, 37 : 1 17-1 1 8 , 43:43

of All-Praised One, believers guided
to, 22:24, 34:6
of God, to whom all affairs destined,
42: 5 3

of Overpowering One, 1 4 : 1 -2 , 3 4 : 6
racing, blindly to way of salvation
but unable to see, those whom
Satan has led astray in life, 36:66
sacred way of Abraham /i±i1, 6 : 1 6 1
straight and ever-straight
-guiding upon, 2 : 1 42, 2 : 2 1 3 ,
3 : 1 0 1 , 6 : 1 6 1 , 1 1 :56, 22:54,
42:52-53

-one, 6 : 1 53
-religion of Lord, 6: 126
-way to salvation, 3 : 5 1 , 1 9 :36,
3 6 : 6 1 , 43:61

-whomever God wills. set upon
way of salvation, 6:39, 10:25,
24:46

worshipping God alone, straight
way to salvation, 3 : 5 1 , 1 9 :36,
3 6 : 6 1 , 43:64

wayfarer
charity to, 2 : 1 77, 2 : 2 1 5 , 1 7 :26,
30:38

prescribed charitable offerings, share
from, 9:60
spoils of war, share from, 8:41, 59:7

General Index
------- · ____

wealth. See also rich; spending
adornment of life of this world,
1 8:46

affluent saying to prophets, we are
greater than you in wealth,
34:34-35

ardent love for, 89: 1 7-20
beggar and destitute, rightful share
of, 5 1 : 1 9 , 70:23-25
boasting
-and vying in, 57:20
-man, 90:6
charitable offerings
-concealing, 2:271
-enjoining, 4: 1 1 4
-God, accepting charitable offerings, 9 : 1 04
-goodly: loan, 2 : 245, 5 : 1 2 , 57 : 1 1 ,
57: 1 8 , 64: 1 7 , 73:20; offering(s),
2 : 1 84, 2 : 2 1 5 , 9:99

-poor, among eight categories
Zakat only given to, 9 : 60
-slandering, 9 : 5 8 , 9:79
children and
-increased people of Noah ;81 in
loss of faith, 7 1 : 2 1
-neither (wealth nor children)
draw one nearer to God in sta
tion, 34:37
Children of Israel, extended for
them, 1 7:4-6
consuming, by false means, 2 : 1 8 8 ,
4 : 2 9 , 4: 1 6 1 , 9 : 3 4

Day Hereafter, of no benefit to any
one, 26:88
despite love of, giving from, 2 : 1 77
disbelievers
-I shall most certainly be given
wealth and children, falsely saying
as iflooking into unseen,
1 9 : 77-78

-never availing them against God,
3 : 1 0 , 3 : 1 1 6 , 5 8 : 1 7 , 69:25-28,
92: 1 1 , 1 1 1 :2

extensive grant of, 74:9- 1 5
giving from, t o purify one's self,
92: 1 8

God
-bequeathing to believers, land of
treasonous, dwellings and,
33:26-27

-has purchased it from believers,
Garden in return for, 9: 1 1 1

,,_ -------

wealth (continued)
God (continued)
-not asking to give all, to His
cause, 47 :36
-provides believers with, 71: 1 2
hoarding, falsely believing it immor
talizes, 1 04:2-3
hypocrites
-abhor striving with, 9 : 8 1
-mightier i n power and, those
destroyed by God before them,
9:69

-saying, ourfamilies and wealth
occupied us, 48: 1 1
leaving behind, making will, 2 : 1 80
loss of, test, 2 : 1 55
matrimony, through gift of, 4:24
1nentally incmnpetent, maintaining
and providing for them from,
4:5

mention, 2 : 2 6 1 -265, 4:34, 4:38,
8:36, 9 : 1 03 , 23:55

more beloved than God, punish
ment for, 9:24
orphans' wealth
-consuming unjustly, 4: 1 0
-never approaching, except in
fairest manner, 6 : 1 52, 1 7 : 34
-restoring to, 4:2, 4 : 6
parable of owner of two vineyards,
boasting I am greater than you in
wealth, 1 8: 32-40
Pharaoh and nobles, given, 1 0 : 8 8
punishment, for some in life of this
world, 9 : 5 5 , 9 : 8 5
remembrance of God, not letting
possessions divert from, 6 3 : 9
right hand possess, giving to those
whom one is guardian over,
24:33

Satan sharing in, with his followers,
1 7 : 62-64

Saul, not given abundance of, 2:247
seeking leave, from going forth in
campaigns with Prophet �
despite having, 9 : 9 3
Shu'ayb ;81, people of asking, should
we not do what we please with our
wealth ? 1 1 : 87
Solomon ;81, refusing Sheba's gift
of, 27:36
sons and, haughty because of,
68: 1 4- 1 5

wealth (continued)
spending (see main entry)
spoils, share of belonging to E migres
in God's path, 5 9:7-8
st1�ving, in God's path with, 4:95,
8 : 72, 9:20, 9 : 4 1 , 9 : 44, 9:88,
49: 1 5 , 6 1 : 1 1

temptation, a cause of, 8:28, 64: 1 5
tested in, 2 : 1 55 , 3 : 1 86 , 23:55-56
usury
-forsake all that remains, 2:278-279
-never increasing with, 30:39
Zakat-Charity (see main entry)
weight(s) . See also measure and balance
Day of Resurrection, 1 8 : 1 03 - 1 0 5
establishing with j ustice, 5 5 : 9
well of water. See also Specialized Index,
Prophets: Joseph ;81
Joseph �1 cast into depths of, 1 2 : 1 0 ,
12:15

revelation while in, to Joseph ;81
that he would tell brothers of
their evil affair, 1 2 : 1 5
wet-nurses, infant Moses �1 abstaining
from all , 2 8 : 1 2. See also Specialized
Index, Prophets: Moses {i:b1
whale. See Specialized Index, Lifeforms: Animals
Whelming Event, of resurrection, 8 8 : 1 -8
vvhisper
God knows all that whispers in
man's soul, 5 0 : 1 6
mention, 7 :20-22, 20: 1 20
regret when they see torment, 1 0:54
whisperer who whispers evil, 1 1 4: 1-6
wholesome
lawful and, 2 : 1 68 , 5 : 4-5, 5 : 88 ,
7 : 1 57, 8 : 6 9 , 1 6 : 1 1 4

mention, 2 : 5 7 , 2 : 1 72 , 2:267, 3 : 3 8 ,
4: 1 60, 5 : 4-5, 5 : 87, 7 : 3 2 , 7 : 5 8 ,
7 : 1 57, 7 : 1 60, 8 :26, 1 0:93, 1 6:72,
1 7 :70, 2 0 : 8 1 , 2 3 :5 1 , 24:26,
40:64, 45 : 1 6

whoredom, not compelling handmaid
ens to, 24:33
wide-eyed beauties, 44:54, 52:20, 5 5 : 72,
56:22

wife
of Abrahan1 �1
-given glad tidings of Isaac ;81
and from him Jacob ;81, 1 1 :7 1 ,
5 1 :28-30

-giving birth, though old woman,
1 1 :72-73
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wife (continued)
of Abraham ;iJJ, (continued)
--surprise, 51 :29
of Abu Lahab
-palm-fiber rope, upon neck of,
1 1 1 :5

---;tealthy carrier of thorny fire
wood, 1 1 1 :4
of 'Imcin (Mary's � mother)
-conception and birth of Mary
�I, 3 :35-37
-dedicating what is in her womb
(Mary �) to service of God, 3:35
--seeking refuge from Satan the
Accursed for Mary �1 and chil
dren, 3 : 3 6
--surprise at delivering female
when she wanted a son who
would be a prophet, 3 : 3 6
of Lot ;&b1
-futhless and so lingered behind
with her people, 7:83, 1 1 : 8 1 ,
1 5 :60, 27:57, 29:32-33

-forsaking faith of prophet-hus
band, 66: 1 0
-obstinate, faithless, old woman,
26: 1 7 1 , 37 : 1 35

of Noah /[b1, forsaking futh of
prophet-husband, 66: 1 0
o f Pharaoh (Asiyah; name not men
tioned)
-asking Pharaoh not to kill infant
Moses (iii; , 2 8 : 9
-praying for house near God .in
Paradise, 66: 1 1
wives, 2 : 234, 2:240, 4 : 1 2 , 4 : 1 29 ,
6 : 1 39 , 9 : 24, 1 3:23, 1 3 : 3 8 , 1 6 :72,
23:6, 24: 6 , 25:74, 2 6 : 1 6 6 , 33:6,
3 3 : 1 4 , 33:28-29, 3 3 : 50-53,
33:59, 36:56, 40: 8 , 60: 1 1 , 64; 14,
66: 1 , 66:3-5, 70:30

wild asses, terrified as though, 74:50. See
also Specialized Index, Life-forms:
Animals
wing of compassion, lowering it, 1 5 : 88 ,
26:215

wisdom
Abraham (iii; , Family of, given
Scripture and, 4:54, 6: 83-89
calling to God's path with fair
admonition and, 1 6 : 125
Children of Israel, given Book,
Heavenly wisdom, and seed of
prophethood, 45 : 1 6
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wisdom (continued)
David /[b1
-given kingship and prophetic
wisdom, 2:25 1
-given knowledge and, 6 : 84-89,
2 1 :79

-prudence in speech and, 38:20
goodness, for whoever given wis
dom, 2:269
Jesus ;iJJ1
-came with, 43 :63
-given, 3:48, 5 : 1 1 0
John /[b1, given a s child, 6 : 84-89,
19:12

Joseph (iii; , given knowledge and,
6: 84-89, 12:22

Lot ;iJJ1 , given knowledge and, 6 :8489, 2 1 :74

Luqman given, 3 1 : 1 2
messenger
-divine wisdom revealed to,
17:39

--sent down to, 4: 1 1 3
-teaching prophetic wisdom,
2 : 1 29, 2 : 1 5 1 , 3 : 1 64, 62:2

Moses (iii;
-given, 6 : 84-89, 26:21
-knowledge and, 28 : 1 4
Noah /[b1, Isaac ;ii; , Jacob ;&b1, Job
;ii; , Aaron ;iJJ1 , Zachariah (iii; ,
Elias ;iJJ1 , Ishmael ;O, Jonah ;ii; ,
and Elisha �1, all granted
prophetic wisdom, 6: 84-89
Solomon /iiii , , given knowledge and,
6: 84-89, 2 1 :79

witness(es)
adultery of spouse, with no other
eyewitness, 24:6-9
angels, humans not witnesses to cre
ation of, 3 7 : 1 50, 43: 1 9
concealing, shall not, 5 : 1 06-107
ears, eyes, skins, bearing witness
against own souls, 41 :20-22
false
-witness, not bearing, 25:72
-word, shun speaking, 22:30
feet bearing witness, on Day
Hereafter when seal upon
mouths, 36:65
God
---all-witnessing, 3:98
-bearing, 3 : 8 1 , 4:33, 4:79, 4 : 1 66,
6 : 1 9 , 1 0 : 6 1 , 1 3 :43, 63 : 1

witness(es) (continued)
God (continued)
--over all things, 4:33, 5 : 1 1 7 ,
1 0 : 46, 22: 1 7 , 3 3 : 5 5 , 34:47, 5 8 : 6 ,
85:9

--sufficient is God as, 4: 1 66,
1 0:29, 17:96, 29:52, 41 :53, 46:8,
48:28

guilty of sinning, beating false wit
ness, 5 : 1 07-108
harm, forbidden with scribe or wit
ness, 2:282
illicit sexual intercourse, four eye
witnesses, 4 : 1 5- 1 6 , 24:4, 24: 1 3
Jesus �t, witness
-against People of Scripture,
4: 1 59

--over people only while among
them, 5 : 1 1 7
Joseph �'
-brothers unable to bear witness
except to what they know,
12:81

-witness examining rent shirt,
finding innocence, 1 2 :26-29
justice
-just men bearing, 65:2
-upholding by bearing true witness, 4 : 1 3 5
Muhammad �
-before all and his community
witnesses to revealed truth,
2 : 1 43 , 22:78, 73: 1 5

-over prophets o f every commu
nity, 4:4 1 , 1 6 : 89
-to world, 33:45, 48: 8 , 73 : 1 5
orphan's wealth, attesters when
gnardian handing over to, 4 : 6
prophets, witnesses from each com
munity, 3 : 8 1 , 1 6 : 84, 28:75
Ramadan fasting, for whoever bears
witness to it, 2: 1 85
refusing to bear, shall not, 2:282
suppressing truthful testimony
-great wrong, 2 : 1 40
--sinful heart, 2 : 283
swear by God, 5 : 1 06
testimony unacceptable thereafter,
those falsely accusing chaste
women, 24:4
to contracting loan, 2:282
ungrateful, man himself witness to
this, 1 00: 6-7

General Index

wives. See wife
wolf, 1 2 : 1 3- 1 7 . See also Specialized
Index, Life-forms: Animals
vvon1en (female, wives, pairs)
accusing chaste
-cursed in this world and
Hereafter, 24:23-24
-without multiple eyewitnesses,
testimony unacceptable, 24:4-9
Adam �1 and wife, both of wrong
doers, 2:35-36, 7: 1 9-24
allegiance, pledging to Prophet �.
60: 1 2

angels, falsely
-ascribing "femaleness" to them
as divine daughters, 1 7 :40
-naming vvith temale names,
53:27

-rendering them females, 43: 19
beauty and adornment, 33:33
believing
-admitted into Gardens beneath
which rivers flow, 4 8 : 5
-decree of God and Messenger
cw, not disobeying, 3 3 : 3 6
-forgiveness: for sin, seeking,
47 : 1 9 ; seeking for all, 7 1 :28
-light streaming before them and
to their right, Day Hereafter,
57 : 1 2

-maligning, 3 3 : 5 8
-not scoffing, slandering, or reviling other believers, who may be
better, 49: 1 1
-persecution o f, torment o f Hell
awaiting, 85 : 1 0
-Sacred Mosque o f Makkah,
some hiding their belief, 48:25
-upon whon1 is God's n1ercy,
9 : 7 1 -72

beyond child-bearing age, not
offense to lay aside outer gar
ments, 24:60
daughters, false claim that God has
taken, 37 : 1 49-154, 43: 1 5- 1 8
divorce (see main entry)
fair-seeming, beloved desire of, 3 : 1 4
female, 2 : 1 78, 3 : 3 6 , 3 : 1 95 , 4: 1 1 ,
4: 1 1 7, 4 : 1 24, 4 : 1 76, 6 : 1 43-44,
1 3 : 8 , 1 6:97, 3 5 : 1 1 , 37: 1 50,
40:40, 41 :47, 42:49-50, 49: 1 3 ,
5 3 : 4 5 , 7 5 : 3 9 , 92:3

women (continued)
female child
-for what sin was she killed? infanti
cide, sinfully burying alive,
8 1 : 8-9

women (continued)
Prophet � ' God has heard words of
she who argued concerning her hus
band, 5 8 : 1
single soul, created from, 4: 1 , 7 : 1 89 ,

-glad tidings of birth of, but
ignorant shamed by, 1 6:58-59
female-divines, ascribing to God,

39:6

soft i n speech, command t o
Prophet's .� wives n o t t o speak
thus, so as not to incite desire in
one in whose heart is sickness,

5 3 : 2 1 -22

forcibly holding, unlawful, 4 : 1 9
fornication, 24:2-3
genders, two, 75:39
helpless among, special prayer of,
Our Lord, bring us out of this city
whose people are oppressive wrong
doers, 4:75
hypocrite, 9 : 67-68, 33:73, 4 8 : 6 ,
57 : 1 3

illicit sexual intercourse (see nlain
heading)
intimate approach with, permitted
on night of fast, 2 : 1 87
Joseph ;;C1
-cunning, of wife of High
Minister regarding, in lust,

33:32

spouses, 1 3:23
witnesses, 2 :282
womenfolk, of Children of lsrael,
Pharaoh keeping alive in
bondage, 2:49, 7 : 1 4 1 , 1 4 : 6 ,
2 8 : 4 , 40:25

womb(s) . See also children; parents;
won1en
creation within three veils of dark
ness of, 3 9 : 6
divorced won1en, not concealing
what God creates in, 2:228
forbidding, for consumption what is
contained in \Vombs of cattle,

1 2 : 2 8 , 12:33

-women of the city, cutting their
hands in lust when seeing beauty
of, 1 2 : 50-52
lawful tillage, as metaphor, 2:233
male and female, 3 : 1 95 , 4 : 1 24,
1 6:97, 40:40, 42:49-50, 49 : 1 3,
53:45, 7 5 : 3 9 , 92:3-4

many men and, spread abroad, 4 : 1
nnrriage provisions
-idolatrous, forbidden to believ
ers, 2:221
-lawful wives, 33:50
-orphaned females, fearing inj ustice with, then many others, 4 : 3
-1�ghtful marriage present, 4:4
n1enstruation, vvithholcling from
sexual intercourse during, 2 : 222
mention, 2:235, 3 : 42, 3 : 6 1 , 4:24,
4:34, 4:43, 4:98, 4: 127, 4: 1 29,
7 : 8 1 , 27:55, 3 3 : 5 9

Muslim, 33:35
pairs, 1 1 :40, 13:3, 1 6 :72, 23:27,
3 5 : 1 1 , 5 1 :49

portion
-of what relatives leave behind as
inheritance, 4:7
-that they have earned as recom
pense, 4:32

6 : 1 43 - 1 44

God
-fashions what is in, 3 : 6
-knows what i s i n , 1 3 : 8 , 3 1 :34
Writs
divine, recording every single thing
done in life, 54:52-53
mention, 3 : 1 84, 1 6: 44
y

Yaghlith (idol of Noah's �' people) ,
7 1 :23

Yathrib, 3 3 : 1 3 . See also Madinah
Ya'uq (idol of Noah's ;;;:'11 people) , 7 1 :23
z

Zachariah ;;C1. See Specialized Index,
Prophets
Zakat-Charity. See also charitable offerings
believers, 9 : 7 1 , 23:4, 24:37, 27:2-3,
3 1 : 3-4

desi1ing only the Face of God in
intent, 30:39
giving out
-Ishmael �1, 1 9: 54-55
-Jesus ;;;:'l, , 1 9 : 3 1
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Zakat-Charity (continued)
giving out (continued)
-mention of as character, 2:43,
2:83, 2 : 1 1 0 , 2 : 177, 4:77, 5 : 5 5 ,
9 : 5 , 9 : 1 1 , 9 : 1 8, 2 2 : 7 8 , 24:56,
33:33, 5 8 : 1 3 , 73:20, 98:5

�prophets, conLmJndment of
revealed to, 2 1 :73
mercy for, 7: 1 56
reward of, 2:277, 4: 1 62, 5 : 1 2 , 7 : 1 56
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Zakat-Charity (continued)
supporting faith in God by way of,
22:40-41

woe to those who do not offer, 4 1 : 7
Zaqqum, Impalatable Tree of, 1 7 : 60,
37:62-66, 44:43-46, 5 6 : 5 1 -53. See
also fire; Hell; Hereafter
Zayd
divorce of, 33:37
fonner v.rife of, Prophet ,g"' 111arry
ing, 33:37-39

Zayd (continued)
formerly adopted by, 33:37
Muhaimnad a not natural father
of, 33:40
:;:ih&r, estranging oneself sinfully from
wife, with pronounce1nent you are
prohibited to me for marital relations as
is my own mother's backside, freeing
bondservant alternate ato11e1nent for,
58:2-4
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